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CIVIL ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL; 

INDEX TO VOL. XI. 

ABLOM'• pat. engiae-furaaces, S72 
Academ7, ro1a1 1 exbibitioa, HIS, 19S, 218, 2281 

H6 
Accideate ia coal mines, prevention of, 127 

,, on railways, preTeatioa of, SI 
Adam1'1 branch passenger locomotive 
Adie'• signal balls, 62 
Aerial uavigation, 22S 
.4.ffoa1U, Brazilian war-steamer, S17 
Agricultural traffic oa railwa11, 386 
Air aad water of towns, Dr. Smitb oa, Sll 
Air-pump and atmoapberic railway (rev.), 26 
Air-tight graoarie», 42 
Alarom for railway1-Allea'1, SO; Baird's, 318; 

Brett aad LittJ.,'11 SO; Brother'•, SO; Duttoa's, 
SO; Hoare's, SO ; M'Coll's, 32; Moffatt'1, 32; 
Tattenall'a, 191 

Alba11'1 high-pre11are ateam-eagiae (re•.), lUl 
Algien, iron ore ia, 191 
Alleged 1team propulsion ia 154S, 119 
Allen'• railway alarum, 30 
Amalgamation of railway companies, S71 
American lakes, Sl9 
American plough, Slocum's, Sl 
Allal1si1 of phosphates, 102 

,, wrought-iron produced b7 cemeota-
tioa from cut-iron, SU 

.Allcleat and modero art, by G. Cleghorn (re•.), 7S 
,, book·biodiog, Cuodall on, 29 
., enamel, Wyatt on, 156 

Ancient Baddhi1tarcbitectore,J. Fergusaoo oa, lH 
Ancient Greek •uea, Dr. Harding on, 901 91 
Aadeat pottery, Dwyer oa, 91 
Aaemometrical reaearches, by Prof. Phillips, 110 
.Allgell'e, Mr., coutr-=iinN, 186 
Annealing gla11 tubes, lll'l 
Amted'1 geological lectures,27 
.Alltimon7, manufacture of white paint from, 128 
AAtlqaarlan and geaealogiet's companion (rn.), 

17 
Apparatus for 1appl1ing boilen with water, 179 
Application of ICDlptare to architecture, bJ H.B. 

Garling, 201 
Application of steam-power to mills, Hutie'• pat., 

115 
Arch at Backiagham-palace, 7 
Arch bridge, Cowper's inverted, 8 
Arched timber Yiaducte, Green's, IS 
Archer, oa monumental brauee, SO 
Archn, Snell OD the atabililJ or, IS2 
Archltecte, Royal laetitutioo of British, 291 601 

89, 124, 150, 186, 221, S80 

Architectural beae•oleat fund, 186 I 
Architectural knowledge, Society for publication 

of, 1S7, 326 
Architecture, ancient Buddhist, 12l. 
Architecture and painting, 165 
Architecture aad the "Art-Jooroal," 218 
Architecture, application of 1eulpture to, 201 
Architecture at the Ro,al Academy, 16S, 1951 

218, 228, 327 
Architecture, Greek, Penrose on, 150 
Architecture, letters OD Elmea's history of, 8, 58;66 
Arcbitectore, Griffiths oa natural system of, 91 
Architecture, pointed, Gwilt on, 29 
Architecture, hiatory of, Tuthill (re•.), S77 
Arch, oblique, Bashforth on, 4 
Arl1aacieat and Modem, by G.Clegboro(reY.)1 7S 
Art, occuioaal oote1 upon, F. Luah, S66 
Artificial fuel, Azulay'• pat., 52 

,. stone, Raoaome oa, 61, 90 
"Arl·Jouroal" "·Architecture, 218 
Art of enamel, ancient aad modero, 156 
Arte, decoratiYe, Wallace's pat., SOS 
Arts, London Society of, 29, 61, 90, 156 
Arts manufacture exhibition, 101, 380 
Arte, Scottish Society of, SJ, 621 91,125, 148, 15S1 

18" 
Art-Union distribution, IGO 
A1hbur1'a pat. wheels, S69 
A11i11tanl-eagiaeer'1 railway guide (rev.), SIS 
Atmospheric air, dilatation of, i3fJ 

,, jete, velocilJ of 110 
., railway and air-pump (rev.), 26 
., low-pre11ure, 248 
,, new, 294 
,, Talves, Froude'a pat., 248 

Atmoepheric pile-driYiog machine, Clarke and 
Varley'1,SU 

Atmospheric wans, Birt oa, Sll 
Attwood'• pat. iron manufacture, S71 
Austria, mineral produce of, 190 
Authonhip of" LeUen of Junius" (rn.),SIS 
Auxiliary 1team-power for veaeela, 126 
Axle-boxe1 aad jouraala, N ormaoville'e pat., S69 
Axle-gaanh and ball'en, De Bergue'e pat., 247 
Axles, railway carriags, Berger's pat., 46 
Asulay'• pat. artillcial fuel, 62 

BACON aad D1xo!f's pat. steam-engine, 111 
Baine'• electro-magnetic mu1ical luatrumeate, 1111 
Baird'• railway alaram, Sl8 
Baker's pat. steam-boiler faraaces, 247 
Baker'• railway eogineering(rn.), 74 

Bakewell'• copying electric telegraph, 191, Sl7 
Balance bridge, Sadler'a pat., 75 
Balancing of wheele, 222 
Balloon, improved Archimediaa, 223 
Baaka's pat. steel tyres, 18-l 
Bann reaerYoira, Bateman on, 186 
Baptist chapel, Bloom1bury, 129 
Barber's pat. paddle-wheeb, 168 
Bar-iron, Ruuell'~ pat., 286 

· Barlo\v'• pat. railway keys, S04 
Baron de Goldsmid'e house, 190 
Buhforth oo oblique arch, 4 
Basbforth on laying out widtha of Jaaci for rail• 

waya, 327 
Bashforth's earthwork tables (rev.), 296 

., machine for forming teeth of wheels• 
182 

Balewao on the Baaa resen·oirs, 185 
Bateman's pat. valves and plugs, 286 
Batteraea, aew park at, HO 
Beama or girders, dellectioo and 1traia of, 268 

,, Fielder's pat., 189 
Beaalaad'1, oa setting out railway junctioaa, 12' 
Beauty, symmetrical, Hay on, Sl 

,, Purdie oo the fallacy of, 148 
Beebe, De la, oa geology of South Wales, 31S 
Beechey, on the tides of tbe English and Irish 

channels, 14 7 
Bennett, on Irish llax, 31 
Benson, on relative pusitiou of coal in South 

Wales, SIS 
Berger's pat. railwa1 carriage axles, 46 
Bergae's pill. axle-guards and bolfera, H7 
Beyer's cylinder-boring miu:hine, 881 182 
Birkenhead docks, Sl8 
Birkenhead port and docks (rev.), 68 
Birkmyre'a pat. for smelting ore•, 2lli 
Birt, on atmospheric waves, SI l 
Blackburn new market-houae, 00 
Black'• pat. 1team·boilen, S04 
Blackwall extension railwa1, SOO 
Blackwall railway machinery, 83 
Blasl furnace, accident to, 369 
Blasting rockl, 288 
Blewitt'• pat. manufacture of iron, 46 
Bloomsbury baptiet chapel, 129 
Blowing-machines and furnaces, Lloyd'• pat., "S 
Boiler and coodeoser, Craddock'• pat., 182 
Boiler furnaces, Baker'• pat., 247 
Boilen and engines, Eull'• pat., 142 
Bollen, apparatus for supply of water to, 179 
Boilers, higb-preaaure, Smith oa, 281 



i1 

Boilen, marine, Duu.donald'a pat., 286 
Boilen, steam, Black's pat., 304 
Bone-crushing machine, 2S3 
Bookbinding, ancient and modem, Cundall on, 29 
Bopt1art, getWc wi111iow at, U9 
~ria' ud 1iD1d11g, Gani'• -pat.. 179 
llowstring girder-bridges, 1, 200 
Brandreth, Lt.-col., death of, 96 
Bruaes, monumental, Archer on, 30 
Brazilian war·1teamer, .Affo'lllo, SI 7 
Break and engines, Taylor's pat., 76 
Break, Chaplin'a pat., 114 ; Heath's, S04; Hep-

burn's, 12; Laignet'a triple, 92 ; Liater's, S04 
Breakwater in Plymouth sound (rev.), 121 
Breea'a railway practice (rev.), 57 
Brett and Little's railway communicator, 30 
Briant on oYercoming break of gauge, SO 
Brick and tile traftlc on railways SSS 
Bridge at Saltaah. for the Cornwall railway, 96 
Bridge, balance, Sadler'• pat., 75 
Bridge, bowatring tubular, 1,100 
Bridge·building, improvements in, Sl8 
Bridge, Clifton aDlpeDaion, SIS 
Bridge, Conway tubular, 95, 126, 1541 161, lllS, 

151 
Bridge, Cowper's inverted arch, 8 
Bridge, Grainger'• cast-iron skew, 62 
Bridge, Hungerford suspension, s, 292 
Bridge, oYerarch au1pen1ion, Milne's, S2 
Bridge over the Wye, 127 
Bridge, suspension, at the falls of Niagara, 199 

28S 
Bridges, Buchanan on strength of, 125, 153 
Bridgea, Clark, on wing walls of, 4S 
Bridges, constructiou of, Moulton'• pat., n 
Bridges, on the moet economical fonn of an• 

penaion, 2 
Bristol, sewap and drainage of, 90 
Britain, alteration of outline of coast, 186 
British architects, royal institutioa of, 191 60, 891 

124,150,186,tll,380 
,. ~saociation, proceeding1 of, 184, 108 

Britieh ialee, bydrographic map of, S15 
Britteru'e pat., beating, lighting, and veutilating, 

370 
Britton, on "Letten of Juoiua" (rev.), 115 
Broad ll'lld narrow gauge, Briant ou uniting, 10 
Broad gauge, litigation on, 96 
Brockedon'• pat. iDdia-ruhber joilltl, 880 
Broasiog metal surfaces, Salzedea pat., 169 
Bronzing of metals by electricity, 127 
Brown, ou Irish wauta and remedies (rev.), tl4 
Brown'• improwmeut in compaa, 381 
Bruce's antiquarian and geoealogiat"s companion 

(~v.),27 
Brunton'• pat. for dreuing ores, 214 
Bntnt'IB lace, II 
Bry10D'1 lubricaat for machinery, 155 
Buchanaa, OD atrength of materiale, 11$1 153 
Buchanan's marine hydrometer, 91 
Buckingham·p1lace, 7. 361 257 
Buckle, ou the fan blast, 18 

,, on bone-crushing machine, t8S 
Bllddbist architecture, Fergu110D on, W 
Bulfer, De Uergue'e pat., 2-17 

,, Cbetlbire'• aafety, 18.a 
Buffers, efl"ec:ta of, 197, 292 
Boildera' foremen, inlltitlltiOD of, V6 
Boildiog tralBc OD railways, SN 
Buildings in towa, regidatlon of (rn.)1 271 611 
Bunnett'1 pat. 1ewer trap, !5 
B11rgea1, OD theatres of ancient Jlome1 m 
C.u.11, its quarriea and baildings1 89 
Caen atone, DonaldlOll on, 94 
Cambrian engine, StMI 
Caodido1, OD the rival·palaces, se 
CandidDl'I note-book, 5, 41, 66, w, llO, ,., 191, 

ll26,267,ll90,ltl,154 
Carbooic-ac:id·SU eagine, 118 
dmtioailing wood by lrigh-preaure steam, HO 
Carlton-dub daipe, 127 
Carriagea, railway, ~OD of, 1911 191 

,, Dunn'e pat., 1119 
Carrfage traBic Oii rail:wa yt, 167 

INDEX. 

Carriage-wheels, railway, Evans'• pat., 1S9 
Carrying atock, London aod North-We11tero Rail-

way, 367 
Cuerta,palace at, 1, Si 
Cub or--, oue-cock for, 186 
Cut ud wroqbt·inm briqu, Buc:lwian cm, 

1251 UIS 
Cutiog wrought-iron, Rocke'• pat., 216 
Cathedral at Florence, 29 

,, of Llandaft', Wyatt on, 141 
,, St. George's, 290 

Cattle trafllc on railways, 24S 
Cement, experiment& on, 294 
Cement, newly discovered, 319 
Central railway atation, Newcutle.'upon-Tyne, 

353 
Centre-vent reaction water-wheel, 1101 171 
Centrifugal force, elf'ect of, 261 
Chance' a pat. reverberatory foroace, S04 
Cbanoel, Engliah, lloatiog tunnel acrou, 218 
Channels, EDgli11h and Irish, on the tides of, 147 
Chapels, uew, 265 
ChapliD'1 pat. ralway bl'Bak, 114 
Chapman, on gothic window at Boppart, 129 
Chat·mou, drainage of, 315 
Chemical and electrical forcee, Faraday on, lll9 
Chemical character of 1leel, 314 
Chemical principles of geology, Daubeny on, 146 
Chemistry of the aea, 160 
Cbeubire'a safety-buffer, 184 
Chloroform, a substitute for ateam, 191 

11 aolveot power of, 188 
Chrime11' pat. fire-cock, 167 
Church, new, South Hackney, 255 
Circular sawing, SIS 
Ciatems, 1top·cock for, 186 
Civil en,iocen' oollege, Putney, 192, 266 
Civil engineers' ioltilution, 61, 90, 122, U5, 1811, 

211, 283 
H at the B~, 1111 
,, Irish, 63 

CivD and military surveyon, 198, llff 
Clamps, jointing, Kimberley'• pat., 373 
Clarke lllld Varley'a pile-driving machine, Ul 
Clsrlte'a railway 11tati1tice, HI, ll68, 3331 166 
Clark, OD crou-.ectioaa of railways, 67, 117 

,, oa embankmeats for reaervoin, 197 
,, on ieomelrical J)f'npective, 29' · 
., OD level of dillla.nt objecta, ISO, !Gt 
11 OD wiDg•Walla of bridges, 4S 

Clegg'• pat. gu met.en, 168 
Cleghom'e ancient and modern art (rev.), 13 
Clifton auapen1io11 bridge, 3 IS 
Clock regillering machine, Sharp's, 63 
Coad'a pt. for combustion of foe!, 216 
Coal bed11n South Walea, 31S 
Coal bed OD ire, UO 
Coal drops Ill Middleallf'o' dockl, 105 
Coal formation, foun footmarks io, 86 
Coal gu, Hoffman on compo.Won of, U7 
Coal minea, prevention of accidellla iD, 117 
Coal, report of uperimenta on, 171 
Coal trafllc OD railWaJl1 268 
Coast level1, Portlock on, 114 
Coast of Great Britain, alteratiOJI of outline, 186 
Colf'ee·pot, Waller's pat., 115 
Cofferdam, portable, SleYenllOll'I, 62, !31 
Coinage, obaervationa oa, 3 li 
Coke ove111, Michaat's pat., MCI 
Coke trdlc on Rallwaya, 270 
Cole'• pat. higb·paiuure ateam-engine. NI 
Coleraine, remoral of a mill at, 63 
College for eogineem at Putney, 191, U6 
CoWaion of traina, 191, m 
Colonial rail-ya, 96 
Colonial llll'ffJillg, Whi&ebeadoa (rev.}! 1'0 
ColoariDg aaa pre1e"iq wood, Bellard • plli., 141 
Commiuioa ol sewers, U, 19 
Compass, Bnnrn'• improTemeat ill, 381 
Composite ellipse, Hay oa, 185 
Compoaitioll of coal gu, Hol'nwm oa, 167 
Compoun4 beam1 or pden, Fielder'• pa&.1 189 
CoHeuer and boiler, Craddock'• 181 
CoDdenaer, c!rJ, Price' a 284 
CoDden11er, Scl&iele'a pat., 11' 

Con&tructioD of bridges, Moulton'• pat., II 
,, Greek architerture, Penrose, 150 

Consuming emoke, Kyan'11 pat., 113 
Contributio111 to railway etatiatice, 241, 168, HI, 

168 
Coa'IWIUioee, Mr • .Aagel.l's, 188; Mr. Field'•· 

HI • 
Conway tubular bridge, 96, 126, 154, 161, 118, 151 
Cooper's glua·blowing apparatus, 92 
Copper ores, Rivot'a amelting proce11, 141 
Copper aheathiog, 266 
Copper 1meltiDg furnace, estimate or coat, 140 

,, in Norway, HO • 
Copper traffic on railways, 270 
Copying electric telegraph, 191, 317 
Oouncil of health of Paris, 145 
Coupling0 iroo1, Pratt'• pat., 372 
Cousens, Mr., charge of extortion against, 255 
Cowper's inverted arch bridge, 8 . 
Cox, on study of mechanic•, HS 
Cox, on 1u1pen11ion-bridgea1 2 
CoK'a aolea oo engineering, 2, 199, 2581 291 
Craddock'• boiler aod condenser, 182 
Craddock, on workiug e:i:panaive eteam·ValTee, 141 
Crampton'• pat. locomotive-eogine, 48 
Crane'• improvement io railways, S2 
Cresy'a evidence before sanitary commluionen, 

59, SI, 115 
Cuodall, on book-biodiog, 29 
Cutler'• pat. iroD·tubee, 24S 
Cylioder-boriog machine, Beyer'•, 8S1 18.1 

DAGUERRBOTYl'EC.Udl!.RA,platt-holder for, 155 
,, plat.es, 221 
,, el"ecta of Ji(ht on, ll48 

Daubeney, on geological chemistry, 146 
David!IOll'e e.lel'a&or and fire elCllpe, Ill 
Daviea's pat. rotary 1tealll-eogillll!, 170 
Decomposing power of water ISi 
Decorative arts, Wallace ·a pat., IOI 
Decoration, leclore11 oo, at IChool ol detigu, 96 
Decoration, polygoaar, Ill 
Dee viaduct, Slf 
DellectiOD Of vibration page, 1 
Denne'e pat. lubricatiog compoaition, J69 
Designs for Carlton club boase, lt7 

., ecbool• aod ICboolhou- (rev-), 67 
Deeip, fOHmmeat eobool of, 96 
Dimlagutic: couditioa of llame aad ~ 187 
Diamond, CODYeraioo of, illto coke, llPf 
Diapl&ragm doable sewer, Moi"att'a pat.,111 
Dinting vale viaduct, by A. 8. Jee, 16 
DiBSertatioD oa torrenta, by Guglielmiai, 69 
Dividend~, railway, 96 
Divlnin,·rod, Peany oa, 2U 
Docks aod port of Birkenhead (rev.), 68 
Docks, Birkenhead, 318; GrimabJ, 118; Mid-

dleabro', l 015; Plymouth, 118; Slllldemuut, 188 
Docks, oa Uie entra11cee to, by J. Bedman, 123 
Dog traffic on raihvay1, 167 
Doaaldaon, Prof., OD caen etoa~ 9-& 
Dotting electric telegraph, 258 
Douche'• pat. applicatioa of heat, SOS 
Do.JI, on railways and railway ~e!atjop 11 
Doyer refuge laarboa.r, 187 
Drainage aod sewage of Brillo!, J. 6- oa, llO 
Draiaage of part of chat.-, 116 

,, Niagara rive.., 1111 
,, marshes by steam, SOI 

Drain.tiles, new trencbel lor, HO 
Dl'J OODde_r, Price' a, ll8i 
Dablin termiau, fall of roof, 6S 
Dundobald, Earl of, pat. steam-boiler, ll86 
DllllD'• pat. railway-wheels ud jackt, 169 
Dtdloa'• railway commuicatar, SO 
Duty on timber, 160 
n.,er, cm ueieat poUery, Ill 
Dyer, Charles, death of, 96 
Dyer'a tinctoria, on the collira&icm GI, 11 

EnrHwollt TAaLll, Baker'• ~re ... ), 74 
,, .Bulafortla 1 (re ... ), Ill& 
" Cox't, 1911 
11 Sibley alld llatberfonl'.,(rtt' .) 

D 



Earthenware piping, 381 
EeoDomilliag (ael, ia gas•works, 155 
Elutictty, defect of, 263 
Eleetrical aad chemical CoTcu, Fara.day on, 219 
Electricity, lighting by, Staite'• pat., 49 

,, of mineral vein1, 180 
Electric light, Le Mott's, 370 
Eleetric telegrapu, 9, 217 

" (rev.), 176 
Electric telegraph eompany, 96 

,, copying, 191, 317 
,, dotting, 256 
,, employed by puWicans, 121 
,, Holmes' a improvemeat1 in, 224 
,, Hydraulic, 127 

Electro· bronzing of metal1, l 27 
Elentor for raiaiag building a1aterial11t Da.,id-

soa'1, 92 
Elevator, railway, Fothergill'a, SSO 
Elmee, Harvey, death of, 61, 6.& 
Elmes' a history of architecture, letters on, 8, 68, 66 
Embaakmeat for reteTVoirs of waterworks, 197 

,, widtba of, Bashforth oa laying.oat, 
317 

Enamel, art of ancient and modern, 156 
Eogioe aad brtak1, Taylor's pat., 76 

,, boilers, Exall's pat., 342 
,, carriages, Taylor's pat., 23 
,, ,, Pearson's pat., 167 
,, propellers, Maudslay'a pat., S06 
,, trains, Samuel'•, 223 

Eagiae, Bacon and Dixoi:i's pat., Ill 
,, coaater, Richmond's, 61 
,. Cramptoa's pat. locomotin, 48 

Eopae Curnacea, blast of, Ablon'1 pat., 37:l 
,, gonrnors, 255 
,, Gustaf.11100'1 vibratory piatoa-rod, lW 
,, high-preuure, Alban (rn.), 211 
,, hydraulic preNare, Glyn's, 314 
,, propelled by carbonic-acid-gas, 178 
,, Heatoa's pat., 189 
,, Ritchie's pllt., 306 
,, rotary, fallacies of, 28.& 

,, Wilton's pat-, 285 
,, 1&eam, Regnault'a theory, 236, 268, 3S8 

,, Siemen's pat. 249 
,, Wicksteed's, 10-i 

EagiAeer'a, ci•il College, Putney, 195, 240 
,, in1titution of, Iii, 90, 122, 155, 

" 
" 

" 

185,221 
Irish in1tita lion of, 63 

iastit11tion at the Hague, 127 
of mechanical, 87, 182, 

221,281 
,, railway guide, Haskoll (reT.) 213 

Eogioeering, notes on, No. VIII., 2 ; J°fl.., 199; 
X., 158; XI., 292 

,, of the Rhine and MOHlle, 155 
,, railway, Baker on (rev.), 7' 

English and Irish channell, on the tidea of, 147 
,, patenta, new, lists of, 32, M, 96, 128, 160, 

l92,224,2S61 288,320,352,382 
Entrances to docka, Redman on, 123 
Eric:uon, on supply of water to 1te&llMBgiae 

boilers, 179 
Enkiae's cocka for cistel'lll and cuka, 186 
Euay on the air·pamp and atmoapberic railway 

(reT.), W. Turnbull, 26 
Ether, a snbatitate for 1leam, 191 
Enns'• pat. railway carriage wheela, 189 
Enporation, Black's pat. for, IO~ 
E.ull'• pat. 1team·boilen aad eogioes, 142 
E:UibiUoa1 Royal Academy, 161, 19', 218, 228, 

no 
" Society of Arb, 101 

E.spauiYe and laigb-preuare 1te111D-eogine, Cole'IJ 
pat.Mi 

" 
" 

rotary tteam-engiae, WU-'1 pat., 185 
1te ... valH1, improYed mode of-~ 

ing, 141 
,, working of ateam, 158 

Esperimelltl OD aoal1, ll71 
" cemeuta, 29-& 

Bsploelou ol lteam·bollen, Wilcler (rn.), 118 

INDEX. 

Esploaiona in 1team..eogiaee, preveotioa of, 381 
Export and import of metala, 198 
E:i.prt11, steam-boat, hu:uw:h ol, 310 
Extension of touth-weatem railway,~ 
Extiogaiahiog fires at sea, mode of, SIS 
Extraction of silnr from its ores, Perry 1111, SH 
Extraction of gold, aew method, 381 

FALL or RAIN, Homenham oa, 4411 
Fan-blast, Buckle oe, 19 
Faraday, oa chemical aad electrical fOl'C9t, lll9 

,, diamagnetic condition o( llame and 
gases, 187 

Fenwick's vibration or dellectioa gaage, 1 
F erga1son, oa ancieut B addbist architect an, 12-1 
Fielder's pat. beam1 or girden, 189 
Field's, (Mr.) conTersaziooe, 221 
Findley, on fighth0tise1, 61 
Fires at sea, mode of extiaguiahing, 118 
Fire-cock, Chrime's pat. JG7 
Fire, curious phenomena or, 127 
Fire-escape and elentor, Davideoa11, 93 
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WROUGHT-IRON TUBULAR BOW BRIDGE. 

(JV-Ith an E11g'ftJoing, Plat8 I.) 

In consequence of the tubular form becoming a favourite mode 
e>f constructing bridges of wrought-iron for railway purJI08H! we 
are induced to give an engraving of a wrought-iron tubiilar bow 
suspension bridge for crO!l8ing the Ouse river in Norfolk, designed 
by Mr. W. C. Harrison, who has had considerable experience in 
the construction of aome large timber bow suspension bridges on 
80llle of the Norfolk railways. 

Mr. Harrison observes,-" The facility with which a bow bridge 
of this colllltructlon, with boiler-plate, could be put together, ap
~ 80 evident, that he felt convinced of its practicability and 
usefulness for railway purposes, in cJ'OBlling rivers and valleys, to 
almost any extent. A bri~ of this kind could be easily put 
together2 by the same kind of workmanship as in steam boilers, in 
a manutactory in any part of the country, and in certain conve
nient lengths of 10, 15, or 20 feet each, for the purpose of trana
porting to its destination, 80 that there will be but a few joints to 
rivet up when put in its place. The bow being hollow, and al80 
the tie-beam, or string as it may be termed, gives the opportunity 
for a man to get iDBide to hold up the rivets for the workmen out
ade to rivet the parts together. 

"The bow aad string are to be made of plate-iron, of BUch a 
daicknea u is most suitable to the size of the bridire intended to 
be comitructed, and joined at the angles with angfe-iron ; and it 
will be perceived from the engraving how perfectly well connected 
the extreme ends of the tie-beam and bow will be by the manner 
llhown, which is a plate extending over the tie and bow, firmly 
rivetted to each, thereby answering the purpose of an abutment to 
the bow, and giving perfect security in a vital part. 

" The elevation of the bridge shows both the suspending and 
ena-brace bars, being all of plate-iron, from the facility of getting 
ban lD this shape 80 easily made, and requiring 80 little workman
ahip-namely, the rivet holes made in their ends. 

.Z The design is for a span of 170 feet and two lines of rails; 
conaequently, theTe are three bows. Fig. l is the elevation of one
half the span, with the suspending bars a a and b b; d d, the abut
ment plates, as they may be called; c, the cr088-beams, which may 
be of iron or timber. Fig. 2, a view on the top of the bows, with 
aome of the cl'OBll-beams, c, extending outside (as also seen at fig. 3, 
the end elevation), to receive the lower ends of the struts going up 
io the top of the outside of the bows, to give steadineBB to the 
whole; but these can be used or not. Fig. 3 shows the distance
pieces and crOB&-frames between the bows. Fig. 4- is a section of 
the c:roa-beams or ~dera, which may also be made of wrought
iron plate and angle-iron, or wood, to carry the timber sleepers of 
the rail. Fig. 5 is an enlarged section of the bow and string, and 
the distance-piece between the suspending bars: 

Mr. Harriaon proposes for a bridge of the span shown in the 
eagraving, that tlie bow should be constructed of half-inch plate-

Mo. 12-1-Voi.. Xl.-JAJf'.!A&Y, 1848. 

iron, 4o feet deep by 3 feet wide ; and the tie-beam or stringer 
i ft. 6 in. deep by 3 feet wide. 

Next month we will endeavour to offer some remarks on the 
construction of bridges of the tubular form, as to their applica
bility for railway purposes. 

A DEFLECTION OR VIBRATION GAUGE. 

By Gl!lOBOE How.&BD FE!'fw1cK, C.E. 

A 

.o . 

P19. 1. SlHa&lon. 

The accompanying engraving, fig. I 
(drawn to one-third the full size), is ll 
gauge for registering the vibration or 
deflection of railway girders. A is a 
piece of wood or metal7 made to slide in 
another piece, B, which is held in posi
tion by a slight pressure of two spnngs. 
G and F

2
as shown on plan fig. 2 l drawn 

f'ull size . On the face A are two ar
rows at , which can be moved to any 
of the holes at D for adjustment. It iA 
supposed to be set at zero, and as it re
ceives the pressure from the girder E it 
is pressed down, thereby registering the 
deflection of the girder on a decimal or 
mechanical divided scale on B. This 
gauge may be applied by being sup
ported by a frame let into the sides of 
the walls which the girders span, and so 
made to travel to any particular plaee, 
such as the centre or springings ; or 
may be placed upon a staff for conveni
ence, similar to a levelling staff. 

G.H.F. 
[This simple and ingenious contriv

ance might, perhap s, be improved by 
fixing a vernier on the slide D, divided 
80 as to indicate the hundredth parts of 
an inch; the side scales being divided 
into inches and tenths.}-EDITOB. 

Jllr. ~. Plan. 

2 
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NOTES ON ENGINEERING.-No. VIII. 
By HoMEBSHAll Cox, D.A. 

On the m08t Economical FtmTU of Su~on Bridge&. 

Of all kinds of bridges suspension bridges are ca,Pable of being 
constructed with the greatest span. Notwithstandmg this advan
tage and the facility of construction, the use of these structures 
hns b~n restricted by their ftexibility and tendency to undulate. 
They have fallen into disrepute in the modern practice of engineer
ing, on account of the difficulty (generally deemed insuperable) of 
making them sufficiently rigid for the purposes of heavy traffic, 
such as that upon railways. Another, though les11 obvious, objec
tion is that the ordinary methods of calculating the proper form 
and dimensions of suspension bridges, and the different strains to 
which they are subjected, are exceedingly complicated. The in
tricacy of the investigations leaves a degree of uncertainty and 
rlistrust as to the actual strength which the several parts of a sus
pension bridge may be assumed to possess. 

The object of the present paper is to examine how far these 
difficulties may he removed, and to show what method of arranging 
tlie different parts of the structure secures the greatest amount of 
strength for the whole. 

Suspension bridges may be distinguished generally into two 
dasses: lst., those of the ordinary form, that of a mam chain or 
catenary, with the roadway suspended from it by vertical rods ; 
'i!nd., those in which the roadway is suspended directly from the 
11hutments b,r straight rods, the catenary or curve chain being 
altog-ether dispensed with. It will be shown, on strirt statical 
principles that the first method involves a great waste of material, 
and that, by a proper arrangement of straight rods, a given amount 
of strength may be secured with a smaller quantity of iron, or a 
j..,'Teater amount of strength with a given quantity of iron, than hy 
the use of a main cateJlBry. Of course, methods of using strai~ht 
rod>i may be employed which involve greater waste of material 
than even the employment of the curved chain. The most econo
mical arrangement of straight rods is not a merely arbitrary mat
ter, hut depends, like every other branch of engineering, on sound 
deductions from the laws of mechanics. 

Before proceeding with the investigation, it may be as well to 
remind the reader that the object of these Notes on Engineering 
is to simplify the practical applications of theoryi and to explain 
them, as far as possible, in familiar, untechnical angtiage. This 
important rule sliould be constantly remembered by all who teach 
and all who study the mathematics of engineering-that long for
mula are never put into practice. In practice, simple general prin
ciples are far more useful, because capable of being applied with 
far more certainty and facility, than the most elaborate results of 
scientific research. 

We now proceed to establish the following important general 
PaoPo81TloN.-In a aiupen.rion bridge the material required to BtU

fain a gitJen load vrill be the lead tchen each point of mpport in the 
roadv:ay ii directly conn«ted with a point qf nupenaion in the nearut 
111>utment by one independent Btraight rod. 

To begin with the simplest case, it will be first of all supposed 
that only two points of support in the roadway are connected. with 
the point of suspension, Suppose that B (fig. I) is the pomt of 

B 

~L ~L 

suspension; A and D the two points of support in. the ~orizontal 
platform AC. Then it will be shown that to au.stain a given. loa~, 
the most economical arrangement of the susp~Illllon bars consist~~ 
connecting B with AD independently and directly by two rectili
near rods, AB and DB. If, however, as i.n fig. 2, th~ connec~ion 
he indirectly made by suspension rods meetmg at ~n mtermed1ate 
point E, more material will be required for a given amount of 
strength. 

In order to prove this proposition, which has so important a rela
tion to the most usual methods of constructing suspension bridges, 
it is necessary to ascertain the quantities of material in the rod 
AB and B D (fig. l ), and the rods A E, DE, and BE (fig. 2), and 
to compare the a~gregate amount of material used in both casf'!I. 
It is, of course, presupposed that the strength of the rods is pro
portioned to the strain upon them. In ascertaining the thicknl'SI! 
to be given to the rods of a SUlipension bridge, the first point to be 
settled is the amount of strain which the material will bear on each 
square inch of .the sectional area. For the purpose of mere oom
pari.wm, it is indifferent what amount be assumed: it may therefore 
be suppo11ed that the rods are to be calculated to bear a strain or 
tension of t lb. per Rquare inch of their sectional area. Conse
quently, multiplying the sectional area of any rod by t, we have 
the whole stram to which it is subjected. Further, for purposes of 
comparison it is indifferent what be the load on the bridge, so that 
in both cases the weiirhts at corresponding points of the platform 
be supposed the sanie: let it therefore be assumed that both in 
fig. l and fig. 2 the point A has to sustain a vertical weight tc, and 
also (for the sake of simplicity) that the point D in both figures 
has to sustain the same weight IC. 

It will (at first) be taken for granted that the platform contri
butes nothing by its rigidity to sustain the load; that the whole 
weight is borne by the suspension rods, which are kept in their 
oblique position by the connection of the platform. The amount 
of material requisite to support IC at the point A will first be con
sidered. 

Commencing with the case of fig. l we have, since the rod A B 
sustains the weight ID at A, the vertic;J comronent of the tension 
of A B equal to ID. Supposing the sectiona area of this rod to be 
k square inches, its tension, by what has been already said, will 
be kt. 

BC ID AB 
• •• tD = kt sin BA C = kt • X B ; k = t . B C. 

Consequently, the mass of the rod = its sectional area multiplied 
tc AB• 

by its length = t B V ....... .•.•. ...... .••••• ( l ). 

Proceeding now to the case of fig. 2, and still confining attention 
to the suspension of the point A, by reasoning exactly the same as 

tc AE• 
that for fig. I, the mass of the rod AE = - -E , (Ee being 

t e 
drawn vertical.) 

It is clear that the connection between the point B and the point 
E may be supposed to be established, not by a simple bar, but by a 
compound bar of two or more parallel lengths. In fact, this 
method is that usually adopted in actual practice, the several links 
of the chain commonly consisting of several bars or iron plates 
laid side by side, and connected at their extremities. Their relative 
thickness 1s a matter of indifference, provided that the total thick
nell8 be sufficient to sustain the strain. In fig. 2 the rod B E, pro
vided it have the thickness necessary to sustain the united eft'ecte 
of the two weights at A and D, may be supposed to be made up of 
any number of parallel bars of any relative thicknes& whatever. 
Now, supeosing BE to be a compound bar let k' be the sectional 
area or tluckness of metal due to the effect of the weight at~? 
II' the thickness due to the weight at D: k' + 11' will be the tow 
thickneBB of B E. 

Taking the thickness k' to be that requisite to sustain tc at A, 
and k't the consequent amount of tension of that part of the com
pound bar, we have the vertical component of k' t l = vertical com
ponent of tension along A E) = tc. Hence, if Ef be drawn hori-
• . Bf ID EB 

zontal,tc=k't8lnBEf=k't EB-' .-.k' = - -. 
t Bf 

Multiplying this quantity by the length EB, and adding; the masa 
of the rod ascertained above, we have the total maas of metal r&-

• ID {AE1 EB•} qwred to connect A and B = I Ee + Bf ......... (2) 

. Hence subtracting the expression ( l) from the expression (2) it 
will be easily found by some simple anaiysis, which 1s here omitted 
for tpe sake of brevity, that the mass required for the indirect con
nect!~n A EB, fig. 2, exceeds the mass required for the direct or 
rectilmear connection, AB fig. I, by a quantity 

(BC .Ef - AC. Ee)' tc 
BC.Bf.fC • t' 

which is positive in all cases. Hence, more material is always re
quired for the indirect than for the direct connection of A and B 

The same mode of reaaoning applies to the weight suspended at D. 
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The form of the analysis is such that it applies to this case as 
•ell as the last, and leads to a similar conclusion-that the indirect 
or ~nt connection, DEB, requires more material than the direct 
or rectilinear connection, DB. Now it is evident, that what is 
true of the several p!U'ts of the system individually, is true of the 
1"hole collectively-that if less material be required for each of the 
direct connections than for each corresponding indirect connection, 
the total material required for all the former will be less than the 
total material required for the whole of the latter. 'fn other words, 
tAe •ystens of '"8penaion in fig. 1 u the m08t eco11omical. 

The same result might have been obtained by supposing BE a 
simple, undivided bar, and the amount of material given by that 
hypothesis would he the same as that on the hypothesis here 
adopted. But the method of inve~tigation given ~bo\·e leads more 
easily to the general results for which we are seekmg. It has the 
advantage of admitting immediately, and without any more mathe
matical analysis, the followins important 

CoaoLLABV .-The mdhod of aWtpeMion (fig. I) i• more economical 
IMn tAe method (fig. 2)1 for ANY number of poi11u of BUpport in the 
platforna. . 

For the reasoning given above is not atfeded by supposing the 
rod BE to divaricate at E into three or more radial bars proceed
ing to as many points of support in the roadway. Whatever might 
be the number of indirect connections by this method, each of 
them would require more material than the corresponding direct 
connection of fig. 1 : and \herefore the total quauti~y of m.etal 
required by the former method exceedd the total quantity required 
by the latter method. 

We have hitherto considered, in the second or indirect method, 
only one point of divarication, E: the inquiry will be completed 
by considering several other such points to eidst-~ at B, B', B", 
B ", &c., fig. s. 

Y. 

A 

Plg. 3. 

The connection of A and D with B, by bRrs meeting at E, has 
been already considered. Less mRterial would have been required 
to support the weight at A and D, if, instead of the method shown 
in fig. 3, there had been separate straight rods from A and D to B. 
In this latter case, B' (the next point of suspension) would be 
connected with the three points A, D, b, by three straight rods, 
divaricating from the end B of a common rod BB'. 

The" Cerollary" given .above shows that thi~ triple di\•aricati~n 
involves a waste of matenal. Had there been m the place of 1t1 
three straight rods from A, D, and b, to B', less material woul<l 
have been Tequired to support the corresponding weight. But this 
triple divarication itself requires leBB material than the method 
shown i11 ~· S. Hence, a forti<1ri., the direct connection with B' 
would requU"e still leBB material than the method shown in the figure. 
And '°• hf continuing the same mode of reasoning for the ot~er 
points, B , B"', &c., we come at last to the general conclu:11on 
that. if all the points of support had been directly and indepen
dently connected with K (the ultimate point of suspension), less 
material would have been required to sustain gh·eu load11 than by 
the method shown in fig. S. 

This conclusion is independent of the inclination of the rods 
ED B b B'b', B 'b", &c., and remains true when they are vertical. 
Hedcel!~ the common suspension brid~es, such as those at Chari~g
cross, Hammersmith, &c.1 with a mam chain or catenary hangmg 
betwee11 the abutments, and connected with the platform by \'erti
c.J rods, there is a waste of material. The same conclusion applies 
to all sU11peasion bridges having radial bars radiating from any 
point except the points of ultimate suspension at the abutments
aod, therefore, hold with respect to the bridges on Dredge's prin
ciple, aome of which are erected in the Regent's-park, and of which 
one recently gave war and Wl\8 destroyed near Calcutta. 

The amount of savmg effected by connecting all the points in the 
platform with the abutments by independent straight rods, may be 
heat shown by an example. The Hungerford bridge, at Charing
cro91, may be takeD ae a familiar example-and we will, therefore, 

proceed to compare the material required for that bridge by the 
method actually adopted, and the quantity which would be required 
by the method here advocated. 

The quantity of material required for suspending the bridge by 
a catenary and vertical rods will first be considered. The position 
of the centre of IP'avity of the half-s.Pan depends on the form and 
weight of the ch&1n, and the manner m which the load is distri
buted along the platform. \Vhen the load is small compared with 
the weight of the chain, the centre of gravity of half the bridge 
and load will be nearer the abutment than the centre of the bridge.; 
for the curvature of the chain, its increase of thickness near the 
point of suspension, and the increased length of the vertical rods 
all tend to make the weight preponderate towards the abutment'. 
But when the bridge ia supposed ·to be loaded with a breaking 
weight greatly exceeding the weight of the chain, and uniformly 
distributed along the platform, it may be assumed, without sensible 
error that the horizontal distribution of the weight of the whale 
system is uniform. In this case, the centre of gravity of the half
span will be midway between the abutment and centre of the 
bridge. 

At this latter point the tension of the catenary is horizontal. 
Let moments be taken about the point of suspension for the equi
librium of the half-span : then, since the horizontal tension in 
question acts below the point of suspension, at a vertical distance 
equal to the deflection of the chain, and since the weight acts at a 
horizontal distance from the 1ame point equal to the quarter-span, 
the products of each of these forces into the corresponding distance 
will, by the Principles of Moments, be equal Hence, calling W 
the total weight of the half-span (including the half-chain), T the 
horizontal tellllion, d the deflection, a the quarter-span,-it follow~ 
that 

a 
W a= T d; or T = W ii .................. (1). 

That is, tAe horizontal tenaion = the weig/i.t of the ha(f-apan multiplietJ 
by the ratw of the quarter-.pan to the dejtection; a simple rule, from 
which the. hor.izontal t~ni;ion ?f the chain of any suspension bridge 
loaded with its breakmg weight may generally be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy. 

J t has been 8811umed that the load iii uniformly distributed, or 
that any portion of tht! weight is proportional to the length of the 
correi!ponding portion of the platform. It follows, that if any 
distance, z, be meuured along the platform from the lowelit point 

of the chain, the weight corre.iponding to that distance is W .Z: • 
!la 

Also, if y be the vertical ordinate of the chain at the same dis
tance, a known principle which appliet tu catenarie:i of every form 
give11 

dy .r • w z 
d.r = W 2a '7' T = T2a ............... (2) 

By another known principle which alllO applies to all kinds uf 
cateuaries, the tem1ion at the point (z, y) is equal to 

( dy")• T • I+ dz- • 

And since the 11ectio11al area of the chain 111 any point is suppose• 
proportional to the strain at the same point, we have, if K and k 
be· t1ectiunal area at point (z, y), a11d the lowet1t point of the chai11 
re11pectively 

K = lt (1 + :!:)~. 
The man of each small,ortion of the leagtli of the chain is the 

product of that element e length, and the corresponding sectional 
area; heuce it will be easily seen that the 

lllBllS of the half-chain= 1:2
" (I + ~~) d .r. 

Aud this quantity by substitution from (2) will be found. equRl to 

'.ilak (1 + 3~.)· Finally, if the temiioa per square inch bet, 

and consequently T = kt, a114. if a be put = 170 feet, aud d = so, 
it will be readily a1certa.i11ed that the 

m&Bll of the half-chain = ; X 1189•3. 

(which are almost exactly the values of those quantities in t~ 
Hungerford Bridge.) 

To obtain the whole quantity of material required for the pur
poses of suspension, we must add to the quantity last obtained, tbt! 

2• 
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mau of the snapension rods. The length of these increuea f'rom 
the centre to the abutment, and is equal to that of the vertical 
so-ordinates of the catenary. 

The integration of equation (2) glves the relation of !I to z, 
which will be found such that t116 proportion blhDem an!J hDo f1erlictJI 
tiO--Of"dinatu i.t equal to tM ftJUONI of tll6 proportion ~ tM 00f're-

6J)lmding ""1Uontal co--Ordinatu-a very simple rule for determining 
the form which the chain will nearly 88SU1De when subject to its 
breaking weight. 

It follows from this rule, that when 
z is 1~ th of the half-span, !I is 1Aa th of the deflection 
z .,tbs ,, !I -Juths ,, 
z A ths ,, !J 1Li ths ,, 
z t1i ths ,, !I -M,th1 ,, 

&c. ,, &c. ,, 
Now, if we suppose the half-platform attached to the half-chain 

at every 20th of the length of the former, we shall, by adding up 
all the y's in the above sclieme, get the total length of all the ver
tical rods together, which, therefore, is equal to 

- (l + 2' + s• + 4• + ............... + 19:) x deflection; 
1md thia by actual calculation is equal to the deflection X 6•17.S. 
Therefore, since the deflection is .so feet, the total length of all 
vertical rods is 808•7 5 feet. This supposes that the platform meets 
the chain at the centre, the value of/ at that point being zero. 

Each rod sustains one-twentieth o the weight of the half-span, 
and therefore has a tension = t1e tD. Therefore, if, as before, t be 
the tension per square inch of the sectional area, that area, by 

principles already laid down = t\ i· The ma88 of all the rods equala 

to 
this quantity x the length sos·T.s feet, just obtained = t • 1.5•4. 

Adding this to the m888 of the half-chain, we have finally 

the m888 of the half-chain and its rods= 'j X 1204•7 .•••••••• (A). 

Next, let it be ascertained what is the quantity of material re-
quired when the load is supported 

B 
by straight rods exclusively. It 
has been shown that if tis tD be sus
tained at A by a straight rod A B, the 

l tD AB• 
m888 of that rod = 20 • r· BC • 

This expression (since ABC is a 
right angled triangle, and therefore 
AB• = AC• + BC•,) is equivalent 

c~-----~A 
1 tD (AC• ) to - - - + BC • When 

20 t BC "•· 4. 

AC is nth of the half-span, AC' = du (2 a)' 
AC !\ths ,, AC' di (2a) 1 

AC lo ths ,, AC' de (2a)' 
&c. &c. 

Adding up all the values of AC', we get for the total m888 of 
the rods 

~ ~ { (1 +2' + s• + ......... 19') .J:.alc + 19BC }= 
~ 7 { 6°17.S (~~~ + 19 BC}=~ 76l·S •••••••••••••••••• (B). 

Comparing the expression (B) with (A), we see that the material 
required in one case is about ..(w ths of what is required in the other 
case. In other words, if a 8Uapen8ion bridge, of tll6 ~ oftll6 
Hunger.frwd bridge, wre nutaimd by~ obi~ NICtilin«JI 
rod.B, imtead of a main c/aain and oertical roda, a raving of nearly Aalf 
tll6 material tDOu1d be effected. 

It will be hereafter shown, that great as is this advantage with 
respect to the power of the bridge to sustain a statical load uni
forinly distributed, still greater advantages belong to the method 
of sus(lension here advocated, when the effect of moveable loads is 
taken mto consideration. 

THE OBLIQUE ARCH. 
On tu FoetU to tohich tll6 JoinU on tll6 F~ CORoe1'fl'. 

Sup~ a right-angled Jllane trian~le formed of any flexible 
material, having its two sides respectively equal to L, the axial 
length, and ,,. r, the semicircle obtained by taking a section of 
the bridge perpondicular to the axis. If the side L be placed along 
the top of the abutment of an oblique brid~e, and the triangle 
wrapped over the laggings, the hypothenuse will form a spiral line 
which is the intersection of the coursing joints and soffiL If ~ 
straight line move along the axis of the cylinder, so as always tio 
intersect it at right angles, and pass through the hypothenuse of 
the above triangle, it will generate the twisted surface proper for 
the beds of the stones. Mr. Buck was the first to show that the 
joints that appear on the face of the arch, p&IB through a point O 
below the centre C, when the "section on the square," or sectio~ 
perpendicular to the axis, is a circle. A similar expression for the 
length of the line C 0 may be obtained when the sections of the 
intrados and extrados, made by a plane perpendicular to the axis, 
are similar ellipses. 

Let the figure represent the elevation of an oblique bridge, cir
cular or elliptic "on the square" -if it be segmental, the ellipses 
mu1t be supposed completed. Take the axis of the cylinder for 
the axis of!/, and let the plane Z!J be horizontal. A, B; a, b, are 
the semi-axes, major and minor1 of the extrados and intrados re
spectively. A X E, a X E1 the lengths of these semi-ellipses. 
S =arc A'P, where CN =A cose; and a= arc a'p, where Cz = 
arc a'p. L = axial length. n = acute angle between the direction11 

AE 
of the roads. • = angle of extrados ; and, therefore, tan • = L • 

The equations to the extradosal and intradosal spiral are, respec
tively, 

X=Acose z=acosll 

y = iE S } (1) I = aLE' l (2) 

Z = B sine /1 = b sin 6) 
and the equation to the face of the arch is !I = 8: cot o + d. (S) 

Let X' Y' Z' z' 11' !¥', be the co-ordinates of the points in which 
the corresponding extradosal and. intradosal spirals meet the face 
of the arch. Then X' Y' Z', z' y' z', are co-ordinates of a point in 
the face of the arch, and must satisfy equation ( S ). 

• •• Y' = X' cot o + d; and y' = .:ti cot n + d; 

X' - z' = (Y' - y) tan n = ~ (~ -Z) tan n = 

~ (~-')tan o. 
tan• A a 

In order to determine the length of CO, it will be sufficient to 
confine our attention to the projection on the plane zJtt, of a straight 
line J.>asaing through X'Y' Z', z'y' r:'. The equation to this projec
tion 1s 

Z'-z'( ') •-Z'---- z-X · 
- X' -z' ' ' 

d ·f co co Z'z' - ~x· an I Z : 0, Ill : , • •. = - - X' ~ z' - = 
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B sin ea cos e - bsinBA. cos e 
X'-ir 

sin (e- e) 

= 
Aa VI-et sin (e-e) 

A S = 
- (- -~) tanO 
tan• A a 

- hot Q WU (~ -~) - b cot o tan• nearly, since the 

cliB'erence of e and B is always very small. 
Hence, whether the "section on the square" be circular or elliptic, 

at the point b make the anglefbC = 90 - o; and at the pointf, 
where bf meets Ca, make the angle CfO = +, the angle of the 
extradoe; the point 0 wherefO meets b C produced is the focus 
to which the joints on the elevation converge. C 0 =Cf tan+= 
CB tan (90-ll) tan+ = b cot o tan• 

If the section perpendicular to the axis be circular,f will be the 
focus of the ellipse a'ba, and may be readily found by describing 
from the centre b, with radius Ca

7 
an arc of a circle which will cut 

Ca inf, the focus of the ellipse a ba. If we had considered this 
case alone, the preceding calculations would have been much sim
plified, for then A=B=R; a=b=r; AE=,.R; aE=•r; 

sin (e-6) 
S=Re; •=re; and CO= -rcotatan• ( ) • 

8-6 

The linefO mar be readily and accurately drawn by setting off 
with anr scale 0 equal parts f h = axial length, and erecting a 
perpendicular hk equal the semicircle or semi-ellipse in which a 
plane perpendicular to the axis cuts the extrados. 

F. BABHFOBTH. 

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK. 

F ASCICULUS LXXVII. 

" I muat haft llhtrlf 
Wltbal, u tarp a charter •• the wln'11, 
To blow on wbom I p1-.'' 

I. I must confess to being completely disal?pointed by Hay's I 
book on the "Laws of Harmonious Colouring; nor at all the less 
llO for its having reached a sixth edition, when had reviewers re
ported of it conscientiously at first, its futility for any purpose of 
real instruction would have been pronounced long ago. It is not 
to be denied that it contains some useful information in ret!'8rd to 
the colours-that is the pigments, employed in house-parnting; 
which may have caused a demand for the book among tlie opera
tives in that humble branch of art. Bnt as to any direct insight 
which it affords into the theory and principles of artistic colouring, 
1111 one main auxiliary to architectural design and effect, it is alto
gether null. Or at the very best, it merely affords a faint glim
mering here and there of something like approximation to the 
subject promised by the title-page. PoBBibly, Mr. Hay is fully 
capable of clearly explaining to others the doctrine which, it may 
be presumed, he nae satisfactorily established for himself. Never
theless, he has thrown very little, if any, lit!'ht upon the matter. 
To say the truth, his book shows no disposition to communicate 
more than be can p088ibly help; in which respect1 however, be is 
by no means singular, there being many other books of a similar 
. description, in which the information is studious!>'. concealed,
either evaded, or else wrapped up in oracular brevity, or in ver
biage overclouded by more than oracular obscurity. Had Mr. Hay, 
instead of theorizing so much, iru bla"M, as the Germans say, con
descended to exemplify harmony of colouring in decoration by a 
few positive instances-both such as were distinguished for the 
obllervance, and others which pro\·ed its value by showing the 
errors arising from neglecting it-he would have supplied his 
readers with some really useful lessons; whereas now he leaves 
them entirely to themselves to take their chance for making out 
what he, as their professed instructor, should have carefully ex
plained step by step Where he ought to have been 1DDSt of all 
?ull and explicit, he is more vague and brief than elsewhere. On 
the other hand. he is somewhat loquaciously prolix in regard to the 
work done by him at Abbotsford, notwithstanding that it does not 
in the slightest degree serve to illustrate the Laws of Harmonious 
Colouring, the painting being there confined to the mere imitation 
ol oak and wainscotting. In short, the book is a rather humbug
ing affair, for the light which Mr. Hay has tho'!,S'ht proper to afford 
u amounts to no more than "darkness visible, and there he leaves 
ua to grope about 

11. The fresco scheme for the decoration of the Pal&ce of West
minster does not, it seems, answer expectation,-at least so does 
not what has been done in the House of Peers, where the experi
ment has been first of all made, instead of the artist acqmring 
proficiency in that mode of J>ainting, by being employed m less 
important parts of the building before touching that which ought 
to display, not the effort11 of "'prentice hands," but the mastery 
acquired by matured proficiency. Among other defects and over
sights complained of, it is now discovered that, partly owing to the 
profusion of gilding and vivid r.olours of the other decorations, the 
frescoes do not produce the anticipated effect, they being in a great 
measure overpowered and eclipsed by what is mere embellishment. 
Thus they are in a manner converted from principal objects BA 

works of art, into quite secondary ones as reprds the general 
enaemble,-a serious defect, that will be further mcreased when all 
the windows shall have been filled with stained glass, whose bril
liant hues will inevitably cause the frescoes to appear, by contrast, 
feeble and faded, more especially as the windows occupy BO very 
large a proportion of surface. The only remedy which is now left, 
is to moderate the scheme of colouring for the windows, by exe
cuting them nearly entirely in chiaro-scuro, with only a few touch~ 
of positive colour here and there. Yet even this would be unsatis
factory in another respect, because such sparing application or 
colour in the gl&88 would be out of keeping with the showineBB in 
regard to colour of much of the ornamental work. The fact is, 
the decorations of the " House" have been studied only piecemeal, 
and those employed upon them have considered no more than their 
own particular share, without at all calculating the general effect. 
As far as the frescoes are concerned, it would surely have been 
easy enough to ascertain their effect beforehand, by filling in all 
the six compa1 tments with the cartoons for the respective subjects. 
Yet, obvious and simple as such mode of preparatory trial was, it 
seems, somehow or other-perhaps owing to the fatality which 
hangs over all our public undertakings in art-to have been over
looked. Bold as it may be thought to say so, a determined system 
of blundering seems to be established for them. Certainly not the 
slightest pains are taken to prevent blunder, by proper experiment 
previous to the work being actually commenced. On the contrary, 
the chief precaution taken is to keep matters entirely in the dark, 
until some irreparable mischief has been committed; and the only 
&atisfaction left: us is to amuse ourselves by wondering that they 
should have been managed so perversely. 

III. Of so-called religious subjects in J>ainting, some are auda
ciously profane, others the most trivial m matter, and one and all 
equally fabulous; ,Pving us only the fancies of artists for the re
presentations of historical events. Religion may have been the 
patron of art, but art has been but a very questionable, if not posi
tively treacherous, ally to religion. It served Popery during the 
middle ages, for the impostures of the one were in keeping with 
the impostures of the other. But for pure Christianity, art can 
do just as much and no more than it can for the advancement of 
pure mathema,ics. There is a great deal of very palpable and 
maudlin cant afloat in regard to religious art. Hardly were any of 
the great masters inspired; on _the contrary, many of them were 
anytliing but exemplary in-their lives, and exercised their pencils 
on the lewd traditions of pagan mythology with quite as much 
gusto as they did on the traditions of the Cliurcb. Medill!val art 
h1111, besides, contributed not a little to that fundamental supersti
tion of poeery, Monolatry.? ~inst which worship of the pretended 
"Queen of Heaven," the l::IBUC law ought to be enforced amongst 
Catholics • 

IV. Notwithstanding their piddling and minikin pedantry, ar
chitectural writers are apt to be exceedingly careless in their lan
guage, frequently employing exprellSions and terms after a truly 
nonsenical fashion. They will speak, for instance, of an order as 
being "of colo8881 proportiom" ! the proportions being all the while 
precisely those which are generally followed for the particular 
order in question. Of course, they mean "dimensions" or "scale;" 
therefore, to use the other term, betrays strange confusion of ideas 
and the meaning of words. Nothing, again, is more common than 
the truly barbarous solecism-one for which a schoolboy would be 
corrected as a dunce-of employing the term "lntercolumniation, 
not in its own proper sense, but in that of "lntercolumn ;" which 
is nothing less than marring technical language, and doing away 
with those distinctions in it which are essential to its accuracv. 
If there be anythinti: that can excuse such a truly vulirar blunder, 
it is the authority 1t receives from our arcbitectural-dictionary
makers, some of whom among their other qualifications seem to 
have been totally ignorant of the languages from which motlt of 
the terms of the art have been borrowed for our own. The con
founding together the terms " Intercolumniation" and " Inter-
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column• -or rather the rejection ot the latter altogether, notwith
standing they are quite distinct in meaning-is peculiar to English 
writers, those of other countries properly observing the distinction 
between them. Just as well might we use "Columniation" in the 
sense of "Column," and speak of a portico as consistillf!' of llO 
many columniations, as call" lntercolumlll5" "Interoolummations" 
-the latter term signifying, not the actual •pactM between the 
columns, but the mode of •pacing adopted for the columns. The 
inaccuracy of language here corrected may be thought a fault of 
no consequence; yet, as it is just as easy, it is surely just as well 
to employ terms correctly as not; and the correctness thus recom
mended 1s surely also far less finical than that puerile affectation of 
antiquated orthography which insists upon a final kin the word 
"Gothit.·," now invariably written "Gothick" by those who pique 
themselves upon their orthodoxy; the k serving as a badge of it-
perhaps, like other badges, as a substitute for it. 

V. If Bunning's design for the new Coal Exchange be not wick
edly caricatured in a wood-cut of it that has been published. it 
must be a mortally queer one, still more queer than the Gothic 
exhibited by him in the City of London School, the taste diar.layed 
in which can be accounted for only by supposing that Guildhall 
diffuses an architectural malaria throughout the whole of that 
neighbourhood--a supposition rather confirmed than contradicted 
by the specimen of Italian at the corner of King-street.-To keep 
to the Coal Exchange, it seem.i the design of some architectural 
coal-heaver. I say " seems,• for though it is made to appear such, 
it may prove the contrary ; and that is all the more likely because, 
as has been shown, a good deal in it is utterly unintelligible. There 
is room, therefore, for suspecting that it has been greatly misunder
stood and misrepresented. According to what, it is to be hoped, 
is a very gross caricature, Mr. Bunning's design is absolutely archi
tecture run mad-madder than any of Borromini's freaks. In 
short, it is impossible to believe that such extrav~t uncouthness 
and unmeaningness of forms as are there exhibited, will be actually 
perpetrated; therefore judgment ought to be suspended until the 
work shall have been executed. Still, it is difficult to conceive how 
such a degree of misrepresentation could have occurred. Surely 
the wood-cut iR question must either have been taken from an ex
ceedingly rough and random sketch indeed, or have been the work 
of some arrant bungler. 

VI. A story is told of a lecturer who was cut short in a long
winded rambling preamble, consisting of truisms and commonplace 
dressed up in high-flown phraseology, by one of his auditory 
getting not only impatient, but also getting up and saying: "You 
will excuse the interruption, Sir, but I must beseech you to bear in 
mind that we have not come provided with nightcaps!" This sally 
was succeeded by such a grand chorus of laughter, that before it 
had subsided the unfortunate lecturer had thought proper to vanish. 
Like many other so-called anecdotes, the above may be pure in
vention, it being, perhaps, too good to be exactly true. Its moral 
however, is a tolerably significant one, and deserves to be attended 
to. If it be not an Hibernianism to call that strange which is so 
generally practised, it might well be called strange that so much 
mere school-boy stuff should be served over and over again in lec
tures and written e88&ys; sometimes to the exclusion of anything 
besides such frothy matter1 it being poured in so unsparingly, that 
there is actually no room tor what would be substantial and nutri
tious. Now, people may be excused for not knowillg more than 
what is already familiar to every one at all acquainted with the 
subject professedly treated of; but there is no occasion for them to 
betray tu others that such is really the case. It was not very long 
ago. that conversing with an acquaintance who .had been to bear 
some lecture upon architecture, he told me that little as he himself 
knew of the subject, he knew enough to be able to engage to pro
duce something infinitely more to the purpose than what he had 
heard, it being utterly stale, and barren of the least fresh informa
tion; much of it consisting of mere metaphysical moonshine, better 
calculated to mystify than to enlighten the auditory. 

VII. It may fairly be questioned whether sculpture for the t>edi
ment of the liritish Museum might not just as well be spared, in
asmuch as such partial decoration will ouly serve to render the 
absence of ornament in the rest of the structure all the more pain
fully striking. Even without such addition to the main building, 
there is a must unartistic want ot keeping between that and the 
wings,-a defect which it is now so utterly beyond the power of 
any mere ornamentation to remedy, that it is more likely to be in
creased by attempting it. At preseut it is not sg apparent as it 
will be '1'hen the old buildings, which serve in some degree as a foil 
to the new ones, shall have been completely cleared awav, and the 
entire line of the latter become fully exposed to view. What sort 
uf a tout emembk may easily enough be guessed, since lt may ev e.11 

now be plainly !oreaeen. If there be any doubt at all in regard to 
it, it is only because it still remains to be seen how it is Intended 
to inclose the court from the street. Should it be done by any 
such sort of palisading as that before the Post-office, the eft'ect 
will be mean and tasteless in the extreme. Whatever it is to be, 
that and the sentry-boxes were probably not included in the model, 
which, it might reasonably be fancied, did not even so much as ex
hibit the wings, otherwise their incongruousness with the central 
structure could hardly have failed to be noticed and objected to by 
those to whom the model was submitted-t any rate, if they were 
at all qualified for exercising any judgment in the matter. One 
question not wholly undeserving deliberate consideration there is 
which does not seem to have occurred to any one, namely, whether 
it would not have been more advisable, instead of adhering to the 
arrangement of the original edifice, to advance the new fal'ade up 
to the street or nearly so, thereby extending the plan, by taking 
in the court-yard. That would have provided the accommodation 
that will in a few years be required, should the collections continue 
to increase as they hitherto have done. Much available space has 
also been thrown away elsewhere, since without entirely tilling up 
the inner court, it was obviously practicable enough to occupy a 
portion of that quadrangle (317 and 288 feet) by one or more 
ground floor galleries within it, lighted from above, and not so high 
as to obstruct the windows towards the court, which are besides at 
a considerable height from the ground. Or the apartments there 
formed might have been on a somewhat lower leve1 than the court 
itself. It will, perhaps, be said that should it be found requi11ite, 
this may still be done, but certainly not so well as it might have 
been, had it been planned at first, since it would call for some alter
ations in what is already built; besides which, had it been thought 
of at first, the cost .of the i.nner. fal'ades of t~e quadrangle might 
have been spared, smce plam brick walls-qwte shut out of view 
as they would have been-would have been just as well in such ~ 
situation &11 the present ones faced with stone. Even had the court 
been partly built upon below, the upper part of it-that is, as much 
of its sides as could be seen from within through the windows, 
might still have been finished as at present, with the omission how
ever of the columns and antm, so that its general appearance as so 
vi~wt;d wo~d ~ave been quite as satisfactory as it i11 now; nor need 
buildings w1thm the quadrangle have been at all visible from any 
of the surrounding galleries or other apartments. 

VIII. The plan of the National Gallery was in a great measure 
sacrificed to the uulucky and obstinately-persisted-in whim ofletting 
St. Martin's church be seen from Pail-Mall East. Since it has 
been thrown open by the removal of the Mews, that building said 
the wiseacres, must on no account be shut out of sight again'as it 
was before; as if such would really have been the case were it not 
visible from Pall-Mall Eut, when it would have shown itself as 
well, or perhap11 even better--more picturesquely than it does now 
fro!ll Coc~spur-street and Traf~-square •. H!1t for that stupid 
whim, which prevented the architect from bnnging his portico at 
all forwarder than he did, and also compelled him to set back the 
extremities of his ~ayade very .considerabl~, the building might 
have been nearly twice as much m depth as it now is, and m some 
part11 eve~ more than that. It must be admitted that notwithstand
ing the disadvantages forced upon him, Wilkins might have ar
ranged it much better, there being at present a great deal of space 
thrown away, that might by a little contrivance have been turned to 
goo.d a~cou~t. As to ~he dome, I ha~e not a.word to say in excUBe 
of 1t, 1t being BO decidedly bad. Excw;e for Wilkin11, upon the 
whole, there is much, for never, perhaps, was architect more worried 
and thwarted than he was in tJ1at untortunate building. 

IX: "Eminent" must be an epithet of exceedingly doubtful 
mearung when ~e find it applied to an individual recently deeeased, 
who, &11 an architect, was ot no note whatever. However emineni 
Mr.* * *may ha\·e been in the proflllillion, he was certainly not 
at all eminent out of it, his name being totally unknown to the 
public. . .Rat~er was he ~minently obscure, since so far from being 
quoted m evidence of his talent, not a single building by him h!MI 
ever obtained notice at all: As a mau, he may lun·e been a very 
worthy character: BO he might, had he been an '' eminent cheese
monger,n in which ~ eminence and o~~urity might have been 
allowed to go hand-m-haud together. 1 ruly grievout1 i>1 it that 
harmless nollodie11 should be so. vilely da~bed o\·er 119 tKlon as they 
are dead. It look11 too much like t.l.u.uJung thean for going out of 
the world and leav~ng their 11nu_g pl.ace.i and appointments for 
others. The professional life of the eminent architect alluded to 
would, I fancy, form a more curio1111 thau interesting co11tiit1Utio~ 
to the biography of artillts. 
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BUCKINGHAM PALACE AND THE MARBLE ARCH. 

But one opinion has been expressed of this unfortunate Palace, 
for if it finds favour at all with any, they have not the courage to 
utter 110 much as a syllable in defence of it. We may accordingly 
spare ourselves further censure of what is actually done, our pre
sent purpose being to point ont what might have been done, and 
doubtletl& would have been, had aught like due or decent consider
ation been gi\·en to the matter, the idea here submitted being BO 
very obvious a one that it is difficult to conceive how it could have 
by any possibility been overlooked. Or if it was not overlooked, 
but purposely rejected, it becomes desirable to know on what 
grounds it was set aside, since the reasons must have been more 
than ordinarily cogent ones to lead to its rejection. 

Looking at the Palace as it stood before the alteration was com
menced, no one would have ever imagined that the blocking it up 
by another huildin~, merely in ~r~er to o~tain addition~ r:ooms, 
and thereby deprivmg all the or1gmal portion of the building of 
those advantages of situation and prospect w~ich _in some degree 
atoned to its occupiers for its architectur_iil defic!enc1es, wo.uld ha\•e 
been resorted to without all other expedients bemg first tned. The 
preser'fing the same view as before into the Park should have been 
made a rim qua non; instead of which Mr. Blore seems to have had 
a cam blanche to do just as he pleased, and he seems to have studied 
nothing more than merely providing the extra accommodation re
quired, in an additional building merely tacked on to the first one. 
To say that he at all considered the circumstances of the case-the 
opportunity which it held out for architectural improvement, would 
be to accuse him of downright incapacity. The most prudent ex
cu_., for him is that he was called upon so suddenly to prepare draw
ings for the purpose that he had no time to collect his thoughts, 
much less any ideas,' those which he might else have had being put 
to flight by the expeditiousness imposed upon him. Whereas had 
he been allowed to apply himself to the task leisurely and quietly, 
he would have devised some means of preserving the Marble Arch, 
and not only retaining it, but giving it increased value and im
portance, as the focus point of a new fa~ade. 

General, vague suggestions of this kind, it will perhaps be enid, 
are very easily made, but we here off'er somewhat more than a 
mere shapeless, unembodied idea, by showing in the annexed cut 

bow the Arch could have been retained and connecte~ with the 
advanced line of new buildings. We would have contmued the 
stylobate and order of the Arch Ly two sweeping double colo111;1ades 
(quadrant in plan). This would not only have given greater pnvacy 
to the court-yard the stylobate being sufficiently high to prevent 
itl being looked ~to but would aleo have given it greater apparent 
apace than Lefore, ~hen that space was BO indistinctly defined by 
the palisading that BB &een from the Palace the Arch appeared to 
ltand aa quit~ a distinct and insulated object in the Par~. Ac
conling to the plan here shown, it would, on the contrary, m. oon
neetion with the colonnades attached to it, have formed a highly 
acenic piece of architecture, full of play of light and shade and pe~
apective eff'ect and admitting a VIew of the landscape scenery m 
the Park in the background. As an embellishment to. the co~rt 
there might have been parterre& in the quadrant portions of it, 

with a fountain in the centre of each quadrant. To specify other 
matters of decoration not indicated in the plan-statue11 and can
delabra for ga11-bumers placed alternately in the intercolumnsof the 
colonnades, and a colossal sitting figure of Britannia on the summit 
of the Arch, giving to the latter what it has all along wanted, a 
pyramidal termination to its mass, would ha,·e produced a more 
than ordinarily striking architectural picture, whether viewed trom 
the Palace or the Park. As seen from the latter, it would have 
been a sufficiently effectual screen to the buildings within the court, 
and after the sun had passed off from the east side of the Palace, 
would have been continually lighted up by its rays striking upon 
some of the columns during the whole day. In combination with 
additional buildings carried out to the right and left in ex
tension of the original wings, such a colonnaded centre might ha\·e 
been made to produce a fa~ade not at all inferior to, perhaps even 
more picturesque, than that of any other royal palace in Europe ; 
whereBll now-but we can hardly speak with decent patienoe 
of the miserable and truly contemptible abortion which Blore 
has perpetrated, both to his own disgrace, and the disgrace of those 
who employed him. Had such a design for enlarging the Palace 
been sanctioned by William IV., though our mortification would 
have been the ume, our surprise would have been considerably 
Iese. His taste and feeling for art ne,·er extended beyond the 
figure-head of a ship. That it should have been perpetrated under 
the auspices--at least under the very nose of a Prince who aff'ects 
the character of a connoisseur and patron of art, fills us not only 
with astonishment, but dismay. \Ve account for it only by sup
posing that he was ooerruJM in the matter, he being no more than 
Prince Consort. 

To show2 as we have, what might ha,·e been done, when the op
portunity tor doing it has passed away, may seem ungracious. Our 
reply is, it is no fault of ours that the opportunity was not afforded 
us, and not ourseh·es alone, but others also perhaps far more able, 
of making suggestiorui at a time when advantage might have been 
taken of them. At any rate, we hope that Buckingham Palace will 
now prove an efficacious lesson for the future; and it is altio some 
consolation to find that it is not only poor, but so desperately bad, 
that there is very little danger of its corrupting public. taste, be
cause it will be now more mocked, and more an object of general 
derision than ever. Admiration it will excite none whatever, that's 
certain; but then it is equally certain that it will excite a vast deal 
ot astonishment. It will completely astonish the natives, and all 
foreigners into the bargain. 

As the Marble Arch-which might have been so easily retained, 
and not only retained but greatly improved, and made the nucleus 
of an extended piece of decoration in the foreground of an extended 
line of fa~ade-1s to Le tu.ken down, the question now is, is it to be 
destroyed, or re-erected on some other spot? NoLodv except those 
actually in the secret, knows; though why it shou)d Le made a 
secret at all nobody can tell, unless it be because the intention in 
regard to it is so preposterous that were it di\•ui.j{ed it would excite 
strong opposition. Our idea is that the street front of the Horse 
Guards would Le a \·ery suitable situation for it. It would there 
fill up what is now too much of a gap, and the two smaller arches 
would serve admirable as the recesses for the sentinels on horse
back. It has, indeed, Leen rumoured that both the Horse Guards 
and Admiralty are to undergo architectural transformation by Mr. 
Barry. But instead of that interposing any obstacle, it would 
rather facilitate such application of the arch, since Barry would 
only have to Lring it into nis design, and treat the rest ·of the com
position in accordance with such feature. 

BUCKINGHAM PALACE. 

SrB-lt seems not a little singular that none of the critics who 
are disposed to animadvert in such severe terms on the new front 
of Buckingham Palace, not even your lynx-eyed "Candid us" him
self, should have discovered that it is only a reduced copy (about 
two-fifths in length) of the Palace at Caserta; so that the faulte 
or merits, be they which they may, are not Mr. Blore's, but Vanvi
tetti's. In proof of which, I beg your acceptance of tracings of 
the perspective view of the front and of the plan, after Vasi. 

It is to be feared that the imitation will be confined to the part 
of Vanvitetti's design upon which he appears to have bestowed the 
least pains, that is the outside, and that there are but faint hopes 
of an equal imitation of the eplendid ataircaae and vestibule. 

Vasi states the length of the north and south fronts of Caserta 
\o be 918 palms (Neapolitan, I presume), which, at l~ inche&, 
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would give 813 ft. 10 in. for the length of the front. The east and 
weat fronts, by the same reckoning, would be 618 ft. 10 in.; and, 
u the length of Buckingham Palace is stated in the Journal at 
3.50 feet1 tne proportion is exactly two-fifths. The height of 
Caserta 1s 120 feet; of Buckingham Palace, 11 feet. 

I visited Caserta thirty years ago, in company with Mr. Woods 
md M. Soies, the eminent Belgian architect, and the notes of that 
day are now before me. 

"The central/assage or vestibule leading from the entrance is 
2"' feet wide, an 24. feet high to the springing of the semicircular 
vault. The steps of the middle flight of the stairs are 22 feet 
long, and the two return flights each U feet long ( 100 steps in all), 
IUld are of white and reddish variegated marble: there are 11tatues, 
trophies, &c. The vestibule above is handsome1 but (in my eyes 
at that time) in bad style. The chapel (which 1s opposite to the 
1taircase) has coupled columns, of Sicilian marble. The lower 
part of the chapel 1s lined with slabs cut from the Giallo Antico 
columns, removed from Purruoli," &c. &c. 

Let Mr. Blore give to the Palace a staircase at all resembling 
thl.s, and the world will forgive him the faults of his front ; many 
of which have, no doubt, been forced upon him, as upon his great 
predeceBSOr, by the necessity of providing accommodation for so 
mBDy people. 

I have read Mr. Elmes's Epitome of the Lives of English Archi
tectl with great satisfaction, and beg to expresa my hope that he 
will carry out his" present intention" without delay. I would take 
the further liberty of suggesting to him that the illustrations he 
promises ought to consist mainly of unedited specimens, or at least 
of those of which the engravings are least acceBBible, or the works 
containing them least known. A list referring to the books in 
which the most meritorious of each architect's productions are to 
be found, would be very valuable. 

It should be remembered that size is not the criterion of merit. 
How many of us country architects are forced to take the counsel 
of our excellent friend, Percier, and in despair of executing large 
works, to bestow greater care upon leaser ones ? 

I am, &c., 
York, Dec. 13, 184.1. RoBBBT Se.1.BP, Architect. 

COWPER'S INVERTED ARCH BRIDGE. 

Sia-In reflecting on the construction of Mr. Cowper's b;idge, I 
think it is interesiing to notice that the boiler plates are rivetted 
together so that the pressure on the piers and abutments must now 
be tJerticaJ instead or oblique, as in the common suspension bridge. 

Hence, then, i~ principle. it may~ sai~ to coincide with ~he 
ordinary girder bndge, but its alteration m form sug~ests an.1m-
1,>ortant advantage which it possesses; for, in the girder bndge 
(.,and especially when dealing with long bearings), th.ere must 
always be this objection, viz. that by reason of the gravity of the 
material itself, independently of any additional inftuence of a load 
placed upon it, it is constantly tending to a~u!°e a i:urved ~orm, 
and sucli curved form not being the natural J?Os1t1on of its particles, 
it is constantly tending to rupture ; but m the "inverted a~ch 
bridge" the material is thrown mto that fo"!" (or nearly so) w~1~h 
it fDoold take if perfectly jle.ribk, and then 18 made perfectly ~· 
So that u regards its Ot.llll gravity, there is no further alteration 
of form' of any practical importance1 to be ayprehended. 

With regard to the alteration of rorm which might. result from a 
load being put upon i~, Mr. Co~er has already. pom~ ou_t the 
preventive measure, viz., the g1vmg .to the v~rt1Cal dim~ns10.n ?f 
the plate 1uch a magnitude aa to bnng the line of stram tDitlun 

the plates. "I rted 
I think the name might have been more aptly choeen : nve 

arch• is 111ggestive only of form, and not of P;inciple, and ~ight 
(it seems to me) with equal propriety be applied to the ordinary 
11uspension bridge. I am, &c., 

G. W. Rice.HD. 

· • • It is not clear that it would he practicable. to make the 
"in~erted arch bridge" so rigid as to exert. only vertical pressures 
on the abutments, and to act as a curved girder. • 

Suppose its span 200 feet and depth 4. feet, and that a weight of 
30 tons (engine and tender) rests at its ce!'tre. Then, by t.he 
ordinary principles of irt.atios which apply to girders,. we hr :-SJY' 
find the horizontal atraim af tenaion and compreBS1on w 1c s 
w · ht alone produces at the centre. Consid~the h.alf-atructure 
aa ~ arate statical system, the forces actmg upon 1t h~ve ,ual 
mom:fts about the point of support in the abutmjnt .f or .alf 
the weight x the half-span =the moment of the coup e o tena10n 

and compression created at the centre of the bridge. The length of 
the arm of couple is indeterminate, but (since the total depth is 
4. feet) it is a favourable supposition to take it at 3 feet. Heru:e, 
calling the horizontal strain P, we have 

PX 3 = 1.5 x 100, or P = .SOO tons! 
The metal must be tolerably thick to resist floe hundred loM 

pressure on the upper, and tension on the lower, side of the bridge 
at its centre! Th18 difficulty is formidable enough when the struc
ture is considered as all one piece, but becomes insuperable when 
the effect of joints is taken into accoun~1• It is not to be overcome 
by any system of rivetting and dove-tailing, however intrica~ 

Though it be easy to calculate the amount of the horizontal 
strains at the centre of the curved beam, it is not easy to estimate the 
sectional or transverse dimensions necessary to resist those strains ; 
for our knowledge of the transverse strength of wrought-iron ia 
much leBB than of caat-iron. Some idea may, however? be obtained 
from analogy. The "inverted arch," if it susta~ itself by its 
rigidity as a girder, may, for all purposes of calculating the strength 
at its centre, be considered as a horizontal beam 200 feet long and 
4. feet deep, with an effective width of l foot to 1 foot 6 inches at 
the utmost. Now, the pro_posed Menai tubular brid,jce will be 4o.50 
feet long, but its depth will be thirty fest, and widtn fift«m fMI : 
also its upper and lower sides will be composed of several thick
nesses of metal, as the former will consist of two, and the latter of 
one, series of cellular compartments. The analogy between the 
Menai bridge and the inverted arch is complete in several respect&: 
both are tubular, both are to be composed of rivetted wrought-iron 
platea, and both are designed for railway traffic. The sectional 
dimensions of the Menai bridge are suggested by actual experi
ment, and are never considered too great. Is it not therefore, 
abundantly evident that a beam of jths the span of the Menai tube, 
but with only an eighth or twelfth its depth and width, would no\ 
be rigid enough to sustain itself as a beam ? 

If suspended from, instead of resting upon, the abutment&, i& 
might perhaps be prevented from actu&lly falling, but it would 
certainly bend. If the point of suspension be supposed to be at 
the upper edg;e of the end of the beam, the transverse strains of 
deflection will be somewhat reduced by the curvature of the beam; 
but it would be difficult to show that this advantage would Dot be 
far more than compensated for by the increase of length, and ~ 
fore of material, which the curvature renders necessary, 

It is important to remark, that if the onlg requisite for security 
were that the depth of the chain should "include anr alteration in 
the curve of the strain," that depth should not be uniformly 4. feet. 
It should be nothing at the centre of the span and the point of sus
pension, and gradually increase up to some intermediate part. The 
highest and lowest points of a oatenary may be always ohoeen 
arbitrarily. 

The argument that the chain would not be distorted because it 
is "of such depth as '\o include any alteration in the curve," ia 
vague and inconclusive. It certainly cannot stand ground against 
deductions from the fundamental equations of statical equilibrium. 
The reasoning given above is a simple, ordinary application of the 
elementary principles of mechanics ; these are not to be o\>posed 
by a mere hypothesis, which is too subtle to be made the subject of 
ngid investigation. All that can be said of this hypothesis i11, that 
it is not mcuaarilg true. A number of independent chains might 
be hung from the abutments, and to each might be given that form 
which it would, if perfectly free, 888ume of itself when the load 
at some particular stage of its transit hung from that chain alone. 
Then it is clear that, while no connection existed among the ee
veral chains, the load acting on each in succession would not tend 
to distort any of them, i. e. would not produce transverse strains. 
But it does not follow that this would be the case when all the 
chains were bound up together in one connected m&1111. 

The "inverted arch bridge" does not seem to be an advantageoua 
compromise between the principle of the fPrder and the suapen
sion chain. An intermediate condition Dllllllt!S the ad vantages of 
both those structures : for if the inverted arch be only partially 
rigid it is subject to needle88 and prejudicial tramverse strains·
if it be as rigid as a girder, why unnecessarily increase its 1en8-th 
by curving it? The idea of our correspondent that the cu"ature 
obviates its tendency to deflect by its own weight, seems to ua un
founded; for however much the structure wu bent when fint 
put up, it would tend to bend still more when its ends merely 
rested upon the abutments. We cannot positively undertake to 
assert tliat the BtUpenrion of a curved beam hu no peculiar advan
tages; but they have not yet been pointed out, and we are unable 
to discern them.-EDITOB. 

( 

) 
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS. 

h. is extrao~dinary that we should h!lve had to wait BO long for 
the mtroduction of a system of electnc telepaphs, seeing that a 
century ago it WRll known that the electric fluid could be sent 
through a coil of wire two miles loll,ll', as was done in the experi
mente at Harnl'stead, while a coil had also been carried across the 
Thames. Papm, too, in the beginning of the last century, had 
lliOught a means of communicating power and motion to a distance. 
Had, however, such a means of communication as that by the elec
tric telegraph been adodted, it would have languished in the then 
state of the roads, an the then state of societv, for it would not 
hav~ a!l~wered commercially, and its failure might have been most 
p_reJud1c1al. I~ has been reserved for our day to apply this inven
tion, and to give one to the many characteristics whil'h make it 
an era of progress. Beside the locomotive, the steamship, and the 
daguerreotype, the electric telegraph may take its place; and the 
day is perhaps not very di11tant, when our furthest islands will by 
the telegraph be brought under our immediate rule. 

Having been among the first in the field, and having by the 
Slouaii liJ?e proved th~ practicability of the sntem, we have allowed 
the Amencans to get m advance of us, for they had in 184-6 sixteen 
hundred miles in practical commercial working while we can hardly 
be said, e'·en at present, to have any great extent of telegraph in 
u11e, although we have a great length laid down. Next year will 
redeem us from this charge, for we shall have two thousand five 
hundred milee, but it will not exculpate the government for having 
so long neglected this admirable invention. It is some comfort 
that we are ahead of France and all the European kingdoms. In 
the want of machinery for extending electric telegraphs we have to 
~ the. negle~t of t~e government in withholding the introduc
tion of ra1hnys m India, where the telegraph would he invaluable 
in go,·erning. territories so vast, and where the number of English 
functionaries is unhappily limited. 

W i: have ~ow. arrived at an era. in the telegraph, for at the date 
of this publication, the metropolis has been brought into imme
diate communication with Liverpool, Manchester, and many of 
the great centres of trade and manufactures. The Electric 
Telegraph Company have brought their operations to that stage 
that they can conyey i~telligen<'e .to sixty great towns, and this 
see~11 an appropnate t~me for laymg some account of their pro
~mgw _ befori: the pubhc, the more so as the full effect of this ad
mirable mvention does not seem to be so well appreciated as it 
mi~ht ~ in. compari~n with its vast capabilities, and the influence 
which 1t will exercise upon every cl1188 of the community both 
morally and physically. ' 

The operations may be considered as having begun with Mr. 
Cooke and ProfeBBOr Wheatstone, who, after labouring singly for 
10me time, in 1837 took out their first patent. It is understood 
that Professor Wheatstone applied himself more to the purer philo
BOphical experiments, and that Mr. Cooke has taken charge of the 
practical detail, 8lld at last brought the invention to its present 
bearing'. We say nothing of other parties who have laboured on 
this subject, for our business is now with the Electric Teleraph 
Company. Soon after Messrs. Cooke and Wheatstone too out 
their patent, they laid down a line nineteen miles lonp; on the Great 
W~ railway, between London and Slough, the working of 
which was most successful, although of course it did not satisfy 
thoae who thought the system might fail if extended to Liverpool or 
York.· lt took many years to urge the system forward and it was 
uot till 1"46 that a company WRB incorporated called the Electric 
Telegraph Company, for carrying it out on ~ large scale. Con
tracts had however been made, and works carried on, BO that before 
the act of incorporation the company was Rlready in activity and 
had by the end of 1846 laid down 1000 miles of telegraph. At the 
118Dle date Professor Morse, in America, had laid down 1600 miles. 

The eystem has been chiefly carried out in connection with rail
ways, because the value of the telegraph to the railway companies 
hn induced the latter to adopt it, ana to make advantageous ar
rangements for laying it down. The years 18~6 and 1847 have 
there.fore been chielly employed in laying down the wires, and their 
workmg on a large scale has been retarded until now by the non
completion ?f the wire between London and Rughy, on the North 
Western railway. On the 13th Novemberthis link was completed, 
and the London prices were at once conveyed to Manches
ter. The new metropolitan station hRB likewise been partially 
opened. and by the new year the whole plan will be in full opera
tion. During the present ye11r the metropolitan station has been 
in the Strand, and the working has been chiefly for government 
purpoees along the South Western line to Gosport, although 

latterly much general· busineB& has been transacted. The organi
zation of a new system has called for the exercise of much labour 
and ingenuity in the enpneering and the signals departments, the 
principal officers of which are Mr. Hatcher, recently of King's Col
lege, and Mr. Whishaw, author of the "Railways of Great Britain.' 
and the inventor of the hydraulic tele~ph. Jn the standard work 
on t~e "Rail~ays o~ Great Britain, Mr. Whishaw proposed uni
formity of railway time, and a mode of communication between 
guard an~ driver, which with many other practical suggestions are 
now camed out. At a given time every morning a siitnal will 
be made from the central station7 and the needle will be brought 
to the vertical ind_icating Greenwich "?ean time, by which all the 
telegraph clocks will ~e set. As t~1s arrangement, most im
portant to travellers, will now be camed out over the country, we 
may observe that local clocks and watches can be made with a 
double minute-hand, 110 as to show local time and mean time. Al
though much controve"'Y has been raised ahout mean time and 
many eminent men have opposed it, it hu received the 88i:ction 
of the astronomer-royal, who bas proposed the adoption of it for the 
great clock at the palace of Westminster which is to be set bv 
electric tele~ph from Greenwich. The system ol codes adopted 
by the Electric Telegraph Company, has been, we believe, entirely 
constructed and arranged by the same gentleman. On acrount of 
the extent of the ope~ations _of the com~any a great many mechsnie11 
have been e~ployed m makmg the vanous apparatus and in laying 
down the wires, and many works of great nicety in their execution 
have been carried out. 
Th~ company is not restricted to Messrs. Cooke and Wheat

sto~e s pate"!ts, but h~s power to avail itself of all inventions in 
which electr!c pow~r 1s used. They have therefore purchased many 
patents and 1m-entlons, among the chief of which may be mentioned 
Bain's electrical clock, an invention, the full value of whirh is far 
from being known. At the offices in the Strand is a model-room 
":hich contains a larjfe ~ollection of telegraphs of various construe: 
t10n, and of clocks. This model-room does great credit to the com
p~ny, and is a museum of great value to the practical man. lt 
will be recollected that at Sir John Rennie'sconversa:i:iones in the 
spring, among t.he many novelties which the learned president 
bro~ght before his guests, was a collection of telegraph apparatus. 
This was contributed by the Electric Telegraph Company and 
formed not the least interesting contribution to the temporarf mu
seum in Whitt>hllll l'lau. 

In the model-room in the Strand, the collection in which will, 
we pres~me, be removed. to the city, there is every thing ne~ 
sary to illustrate the subject, though of course it does not contain 
every tele_graphic invention. Several apparatus show the improve
ments which have been gradually made in the needle instrument 
so as to. make it capable of working. Two ingenious telegrap~ 
l'Ommumcate by sound. One of these, the invention of Profell80r 
Wheatstone, strikes two hells of diS&imilar sound the combination 
of the two pro~ucing the letters, as in the double 'needle telegraph. 
An~her, the d1scove!'Y o.f a workman, gives a humming noise from 
a wire •. T.he effect 1s smgular, and was a chance discoverv. At 
present 1t 1s of no moment, but the preservation of a model ·by the 
company sen·~s .to encourage the spirit of discovery, while what is 
now merely tr1nal may become the germ of a valuable application 
lt is deserving of note that already the oftiurs and workmen em~ 
ployed on telegraphs have been the means of making many useful 
suggestions, and we may anticipate the best results from an energetic 
body of employe~ if the co1!1pany.are liberal. Notwithstanding 
all that hRB been said about railway improvements it is well known 
to practical men that very great improvements h~ve been effected 
by railway ~fficers, _and that a large amount of talent is constantly 
and ener~e~1clllly directed to the perfection of the system. The 
names ol George and Robert Stephenson, Brunel, Braithwaite, 
Booth, Gooch, Gray, ~dmonson, are only a few as a specimen of 
those who have contributed to the practical improvement of rail
ways. 111 a. few years the Electric Telegraph officers will, we 
hope, have gn·en equal proofs of zeal and ingenuity. 

The printing telegrap~s in the model-room are illustrated by 
several apparatus of various forms, some for printinfl' by letteno 
and others by signs. The company make use at their st11tions of 
the needle telegraph, but as the working of this is doubtful and 
oth~r _telegraphs move quicker, it is ituite open to them to ch'ange 
their mstn1ments, as they have the wires laid down and the wires 
are used under whatever system. While adverti~g to printing 
telelt!'8l'hs, which print their message in black, we may observe 
t~at 1t 1s perfectly com_petent to make a telegTaph which shall use 
different colours, and mdeed a mode of shading was long ago sug
gested by Mr. Hyde Clarke. 

The bulliness of the company in electric clocks will no doubt be 
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very large in the end, as they Rdmit of such useful application in 
public and private establishments. In the course of a short time 
no/ublic office will be without a clock dial in every de~artmeut, 
~ when the example has been set wide enough there will be few 
private houses without a dial iu every room. It is a small thing, 
but it is no mean thing to increase habits of punctuality in a popu
lation. Those who have noticed in foreign countries the disregard 
of the value of time among unenterprising populations, know the 
worth of our greater luxury in time-pieces. The Electric Tele
graph Company, however, will be satisfied with the pecuniary 
result, without seeking further as to the public benefit they may 
eB'ect. The price of a clock is at present of course rather high, 
namely, sixteen guineas, and of companion clocks, ten guineas 
each. A great objection to electric clocks at present is, that de
pending on the electric currents of the earth or on a battery, their 
regularity cannot be depended upon. 

The metropolitan station, designed by Mr. Hunt1• is very well 
situated. It occupies what was lately Founders' Hau and the ad
jacent premisee., having entrances in Loth bury from Founders' Hall
court, and in Moorgate-street. The doorway in Founders' Hall
court is hands<imely carved in stone, and though small makes a good 
fa,ade. The central hall or counting house is one of the hand-
110me~t works lately executed. This station is within a few minutes' 
walk of the Bank, Stock Exchange, Royal Exchange, Lloyd's, 
the joint stock and private banks, assurance offices, in the heart of 
business, and not far from the Corn Exchange, Commercial Rooms, 
Coal Exchange, and the seat of the Manchester warehouses and 
oolonial produce warehouses. The newspaper offices are further 
removed, but in the end means will be found of accommodating 
this class. The government offices, houses of parliament, courts 
of law, and places of west-end bu11ineBB are also at a distance but 
the city is the di~trict which will pay best, and it is impossible to 
provide for all at once. So far as the city office is concerned, the 
Judgment of the managers has been well shown in its selection. 

The principle of Cooke and Wheatstone's telegraph is founded 
on the discovery of Professor <Ersted in 1819, that a magnetised 
needle has a tendency to place itself at right angles to a wire along 
which a current of electricity is passing. By the movements of 
such a needle on a dial an alphabet is formed, which serves as the 
means of communicating messages. 

In the other forms of tele~aph a disc is made to rotate, bearing 
on it letters or signs, and this is effected in virtue of the property 
soft iron has of becoming temporarily magnetii~ed by an electric 
current being passed along a wire coiled in a spiral Jiround it. The 
same principle is adopted in all the apparatus for ringing the 
alarum in order to give notice that the telell'J'llph is in action. It 
is to be observed that the telegraphs in the United States, France, 
and PruBBia, are on the disc system; in Baden Highton's telegraph 
has been used. Most of the telegraphs in England are needle tele
graphs, that on the South Devon 1s a disc telegraph, and that in 
the Box Tunnel on Nott and Gamble's plan. 

The disc telegraphs are worked either by the voltaic battery 
or the magneto-electric machine, power being derived from a 
permanent magnet. With these telegraphs, two wires only are 
necessary one for the telegraph and one for the alarum ; but the 
needle telegraphs, for commercial purposes, require three wires, 
two needle-wires for the telegraph and one wire for the alarum. 

As now laid by the Electric Telegraph Company on their best 
system, two wires are employed for each principal station, the 
wires used being of iron, of No. 8 gage, and one-sixth of an inch 
diameter. These are galvanised, and come very cheap. The 
weight is about 38lb. to the hundred yards, or 480lb. per mile. 
The wire is welded together in lengths of about a quarter of a 
mile each. These wires are fixed to standards, at distances vary
ing from 4-S to .5.5 yards apart, and at each quarter of a mile is a 
stronger standar~ where a connection is made. The wires are 
kept taut by a simple arrangement, which it is unnecessary to 
describe. In consequence of this mode of suspending the wires on 
11tandards, which was first adopted in 184.2, a great economy is 
effected, and the system admits of a more extensive application, as 
now it may be l1ud anywhere wherever the standards can be put 
up; and as the population get accustomed to this invention, it can 
be put up as safely in tho streets, or in the roads, as gas-lamps are 
now left; th()ugh of course it is premature to anticipate such ad
vancement at/resent. Under Brett and Little's system it can, we 
believe, be lai much cheaper than uow. 

The original method of laying the wires was to cover them 
with silk or cotton thread, and then with pitch, resin, caoutchouc, 
or iOme other non-conducting substance, enclosed in earthenware 
tubes, in wood trunks, or in iron pipes. At that time, there were 
aeveral inventions fur laying the telegraph wires in asphalt. The 

great expense of the system was one of the obstructions to its 
extension at an earlier period. Our readers will recollect that 
pipes were used on the Great Western and Blackwall Railways. 
One purpose in the pipes was to prevent any interference with the 
telegraph wires; but this precaution is now considered unneces
sary. The connecting wires between Nine Elms and the Strand 
stations, and between Euston-square and the metropolitan stations, 
are laid in pipes (Mr. Freeman Roe being the contractor); but, 
88 we have already observed, they will in the end be, in most 
cases, laid on standards in the streets. At the present moment, 
our main streets are filled with cast-iron pipes for gas, for water, 
and for electric telegraphs. Liquid manure is also to be laid on, 
and we believe Professor Wheat11tone contemplated a sound tele
graph, which should play music. The professor contemplated the 
conduction of sound ; but waiting till that is accompliShed, it is 
quite easy to play music at a distance hf the present resources of 
science. With a sufficient number of wires, a grand piano mi~ht 
be play·ed in London and Liverpool at the same time; and nothing 
would be easier than for one organst to play in two cathedrals, or 
to play a set of chimes in St. Paul's and in York Minster simul
taneously. Professor Wheatstone's bell telegraph, in the model
room of the Electric Telegraph Company, gives the elements of 
such an apparatus. In Flanders, every town has its set of carill<nu 
or chimes, playing elaborate tunes, and having its carilloneur, who 
plays on Sundays. In time, the whole of these may be worked 
together, or perhaps the towns of England supplied with the 
luxury of carillon11. Professor Wheatstone, however, propoiies to 
go beyond this, and to convey musical sounds to a distance. 

A great economy has already been effected in the number of 
wires used. In the earliest Slough instrument, five needles were 
used, and double wires for each. The application of the principle 
that the earth could be made to serve as half of the circuit, and 
its adoption by Mr. Cooke in his patent of 184.2, at once abolished 
half the wires, and by successive improvements, the number of 
needle11 wBB brought down to four, to three, and to two, and, for 
some purposes, even one. Thus, where twelve wires were necessary 
in 18!2 for one station, two are now sufficient, while the cost is 
decreased in a very much greater ratio by the wires being 
galvanised instead of wound in cotton or silk, and by their 
being suspended in the air ill!ltead of being laid in pipes. Perhaps, 
in the end, a lighter wire will be used, and the system will be w
definitely extended. It is impoSBible to consider the system 88 
being otherwise than in its earliest infancy, and we may expect, as 
in railways, to see very great modifications. The locomotive, after 
being increased in size to the magnitude of the "Great Western,· is 
now likely to be brought down to the proportions of a steam
carl'iage. Nothing is so dangerous in new inventions 88 to pre
judge. 

The instruments used are Cooke and Wheatstone's, and are 
either single or double needle instruments. The latter is pre
ferred. They are both on the same principle, except that the 
latter is double the former. As seen from the outside, the double 
needle telegraph shows two needles suspended like clock-hands on 
a dial. E!ich of these needles is the duplicate of another within 
the instrument, and behind the dial, and which latter is the real 
needle. This needle is suspended in a light hollow frame of wood 
or metal, round which are wound two sets of fine copper wire, coated 
or insulated with silk or cotton. A bout 200 yards of wire, Th th 
of an inch diameter, i11 used for these purposes. This coil is con
nected with an electro-galvanic battery. A great difficulty of 
the needle telegraph is to stop the oscillations or vibrations of the 
needle when set in motion. This is attempted by giving a greater 
extension and weight to the lower limb o[the needle. 

On the instrument, below the dial, is a bandle, which is so 
formed as to turn on or break off the connection of the battery 
with the conducting wires, and so to transmit motion to the needle, 
whichJ according to the way in which the current is passed, may 
be denected to the right or left. 

In the double-needle instrument, the alphabet is formed by the 
production or repetition of three combinations. The needles being 
placed parallel, the right-hand needle may be worked or the left
hand needle, the two to~ther, or the two alternately; accordingly 
as this is done once, twice, thrice, or four times, a large number of 
alphabetical or other characterd is obtained. The double needle 
hBB this additional economy over the single needle, that in many 
combinations the two handles are worked together; in other tele
graphs of a simpler construction the saving would be still greater. 

The needle being itself a magnet, is subject to disturbance from 
the free electricity of the atmosphere in particular states of wea
ther, so that its working is very uncertain; and although some 
modifications and improvements are made, this does not obviate 
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the objections. To prevent the needle from traversing too far, it 
is confined by pins on either side. On a recent occuion all the 
telegraphs throughout England were de.fleeted for llO long a period 
that business was wholly stopped. • 

It is to be noticed, that the communication is carried through 
the instrument, which is a part of the chain of connection. At 
each station used, must be an instrument; hut where the corre
spondence is small, several ill8truments may be used with the BBme 
wires; but of course two stations cannot be worked together,
oue only CllJl U&e the telegraph at a time. Where there is larger 
correspondence, BeJ?IJ'Rte wires and instruments are used for each 
station. An objection at present is that one instrument being dis
ordered, which is not unfrequently the case, the whole set suffer. 

Where several instruments are put on one set of wires, there is 
an ad vantage in sending a simultaneous message. Thus, in the 
cue of the Queen's speech and proroguing Parliament next year, 
it may be simultaneously communicated to sixty stations by one 
clerk in Lothbury; and we may conceive the period when a public 
functionary may simultaneously con\'ey instantaneous instructions 
to a thousand subordinates, thus surpll8lling all that the printing
press has ever yet accomplished. Already, the superintendents of 
railwayt11, seated in their London offices, can give general instruc
tion" every morning to their station-masters attending in the 
telegraph-rooms. For most of the purp08e8 of the sub&cribers'
rooms, the whole system of telegraphs put in communication will 
allow of one message or list of prices or quotations being used for 
all, which is a great economy. Thus the price of shares at Man
chester, of cotton at Liverpool, of sugar in Mincing-lane, or of 
com at \Vakefield, will be simultaneously announced all over the 
country. 

The bell, or alarum, may be considered at present an essential 
part of the telegraph system. By setting the alarum in action, 
notice is given to the telegraph clerk that a meS11Bge is going to 
be sent. We question, however, whether the bell will in the future 
be nece1111Bry at large telegraph stations, where clerks are on duty 
day llJld night, and the instruments, perhaps, in constant use. At 
present, the alarum may be set in action from the telegraph wire, 
or a separate wire may be used. The defect of the former plan is, 
that if the clerk, on finishing bis meBBBge, does not leave his 
alarum in the circuit, the alarum cannot be set in action, and the 
only way to attract bis attention is the chance of his seeing the 
needles working. As this contingeney virtually neutralizes the 
u11e of the alarum, it is considered preferable to have a Beparate 
bell for the alarum. The alarum is a piece of clock-work, to be 
set in action by the connection or disconnection of two pieces of 
sot\ iron, formed into a horse-shoe mRg11et, and co\'ered with a 
coil of fine copper wire insulated with silk or cotton. When this 
hol'IMH!boe is magnetised, it attracts an armature of sof\ iron, 
which moves on an arbor, and lets loose a catch, which sets the 
clock-work in motion. Formerly, the magnet was made to act 
directly on the hammer of the bell. LRtely, great improvements 
have been made in alarums by other inventors, 

The single needle telegraph is sometimes used for railway pur
poses, where a limited number of sig1111ls is required; but for all 
others, the double needle is used, and the difference in price is not 
sufficient to justify the use of a less effective instrument. As, 
however, in the case of the double needle instrument, accident 
may happen to one of the wires1 the clerks are taught the use of 
the single needle signals, so that communications mRy still be 
carried on. This is the more necessary from the liability to 
dillOrder. We may observe, that in case of injury to a particu
lar line of wires, as that on the old Manchester and Bir
mingham Railway for instance, the communication with Man
chester could still be carried on bf forming a circuit with Sheffield, 
Leeds, Liverpool, or any other o the places remaining in connec
tion with it and the metropoli1. Unless all the wires round a town 
be disturbed, the communication cannot be stopped, so readily 
can a line of correspondence be formed ; and it is at/resent con-
11idered of little importance to send a meS11Bge roun by any dis
tance, aa no perceptible difference in speed or efficiency is found 
between a direct or a circuitous route in the transmission of elec
tric messages. Hitherto, all correspondence with Manchester has 
been sent circuitously by Rugby, and over the Midland Railway. 
In a political, and even in a commerciill point of view, this fact is 
of BOme irnJ?ortance, as it guarantees the stability of this mode of 
communication. It is to be noted, however, that the Electric 
Telegraph Company have hitherto worked their messages by relays, 
and this is the case on the South Eastern, which arf'lle& some de
fects. The company'e telegraph is a failure on the South Devon 
line, and in the Summit Tunnel on the Sheffield and Manchester 

railway. Nott and Gamble's telegraph bu also failed in the Box 
Tunnel. 

The mode of transmitting messages by telegraph bas already 
been subjected to revolutions. When the idea was put forward of 
spelling words, of course it was suggested that combinations might 
be formed of signals standing for words. This was not, however, 
then fouod to work well, and the competent author of the article 
on electric telegraphs, writing in " W eale' s Pocket Book,~ in the 
end of the year 1846, say&-" This method bas been fully tried, 
and has been relinquished only upon a conviction of the greater 
certainty and eventual quickneBB of the literal communication." 
At the present moment, the company are agaio working by si~
nals or words, and with great success, upon Mr. Whisbaw 1 

system. It will strike every one who has given his attention to 
the subject, that each subject relating to shipping, to the stock 
exchange, to produce markets- will have its own technical 
language, in the cognate business of short-hand writiog, called 
"arbitraries," and for which signs may be used &11 they are in 
short-hand. The merit of Mr. Whishaw's system consists in 
its special application, while the failure of the previous at
tempts was in their generalization. All successful codes of sig
nals, or telegraph communications, have been special; and the 
88Jlle may be !!Bid of short-hand arbitraries. A law sbort-hand
writer will find constantly recurring-" plaintiff, defendant, affi
davits, plea," and a number of other terms, which it would be a 
work of supererogation to write in full; and so in each department ; 
but this has been left to systematization by the individual rather 
than made a work of science. Sea signals have been rendered very 
simple by their application to nautical purposes, though the at
tempts to apply them to more extended communications have 
failed. 

In Mr. Wbishaw's system for the Electric Telegraph Company, a 
code of signals is applied to each class of communications. Thus there 
is a code for shipping intelligence, a code for raciug, a code for share 
lists, a code for corn-market prices, and so forth. On the message 
being commenced, a signal is made what code is used, so that the 
clerk who receives the message is prepared for the nature of the 
signals. As the number of sign&ls which can be made in a given 
time is limited, it is evidently of peRt importance to economise 
time by the adoption of arbitraries, mstead of spellin~ every word, 
letter for letter. Indeed, if an expedient of this kmd were not 
adopted, it would be impoBBible to carry on the correspondence 
between the great towns. As it is, it may be reasonably expected 
that business will so far increase on the organization of the sys
tem, as to require the adoption of more than one line of telegraphs 
between the metropolis and such towns ae Manchester and Glas
gow. We may note here, that it will be curious to observe 
whether the number of telegraph messages will bear any corre
spondence with the number of post letters sent to each town. 
There can be no doubt, however, that to give accommodation to 
the public new companies will be formed, as in other branches of 
enterprise. · 

On a message being delivered in writing at the telegraph office; 
it is "translated" into telegraph language, transmitted by a tele
graph clerk, received by a telegraph clerk at the other end, re
translated there, and written out and given to a meBBenger for 
delivery. Each message is accompanied by preliminary signals, to 
call the attention of the clerk to be addrellSed, and to signify to 
him the nature of the message, and the code to be used. It may 
readily be conceived that it is of great assistance to the clerk to 
know the class of me883ge be is going to receive as be is thereby 
better prepared to understand its import. It is like a reporter in 
the gallery of the House of Commons understanding the speaker 
whom he is following, and which enables him more fully to catch 
and exr ress bis meaning, than if the subject were unfamiliar to 
him. n time, no doubt, the telegraph clerks will divide amonf{ 
themselves the labour of transmitting the several classes of intelli
gence, and this will have a tendency to ensure greater accuracy 
and rapidity. In order to obtain more accurate delivery of a 
message, the company offer, on the payment of an advanced 
price, to have it repeated, so that there may be a security for 
its being fully understood; and this is necessary, as erroni must be 
expected to creep in from frequent imperfection in the instru
ments, from unintentional error on the /'art of the sendert and 
from misinterpretation on the part o the receiver. hese 
kinds of me&>lllg'es will be peculiarly open to those "equivoques, ~ 
now known as "errors of the press," in printing, where the 
insertion of one wrong letter alten the whole meaning of a 
word or sentence. We may be prepared, therefore, for letter~ 
addreBSed to the great censor of the age, headed, •• Shameful Mi11-
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management of the Electric Telegraph Company," "Shameful 
OppreBSion," "Shameful Negligence,~ "Shameful Monopoly," and 
111> forth, in which the real or fictitious correspondents declare the 
dreadful suff'erings to which they have been exeosed by the errors 
and delays of the telegraph clerks-how "owls were ordered for 
dinner instead of" fowls,"-" pigeon" for" widgeon; "veal" for 
"teal .1 "cats" for "skates" "swipes" for "snipes," and many 
1111ndry grievances, which c~uld not be complained about hitherto, 
as there were no telegraph offices to be belaboured by the querulous, 
dissatisfied, and inconsiderate. The telegraph grie\•ance will be a 
j!Te&t safety-valve to the railways, for the former will so occupy the 
Timu and Punch, as to leave no room fur the last case of neglect 
by Mr. Hudson, or the last instance of being five minutes behind 
time on the Eastern Counties. When telegraphs come to be 
abused as well as railways, it will be a sign that they have done 
BOme service, and have merited well of the public. 

The lowest charge for the delivery of a message at present is 
half-a-crown, fur which thirtr words are sent thirty miles-though 
it is to be hoped for the public accommodation that the prices will 
be reduced. The charge increases, of course, in the double ratio 
of the number of words and number of miles. In many cases, the 
charge will not be greatly above that which was made a few years 
ago for general post letters for mercantile purposes; and, indeed, 
merchants will have been relieved from the charge of postage, 
to give them a revenue for telegraph purposes. If there are any 
who doubt that the mercantile classes will be ready to avail them-
118lves of the telegraph, they should be put in mind of the large 
1R1ms formerly disbursed for post~e, and, indeed, of the large sums 
11till disbursed for Indian and foreign postage. 

The Electric Telegraph Company, as a matter of neceBBity, give 
notice, that they do not hold themselves responsible for the speed 
with which the messages are transmitted, nor for delay caused by 
the state of the weather or apparatus. At present, the state of 
the weather often aff'ects the rate of working of the machines, 
and sometimes to a serious extent. 

The rate at which messages can be transmitted is rather lower 
than might be anticipated, and this arises from using the needle 
telegraph. It is found that about six words a minute is as much 
aa can be practically telegraphed at present, the words being 
apelled literally. The last Queen's Speech was sent seven words 
..minute. By u.sing the codes, longer messages can of course be 
llellt. The number of words which can be written by short-hand 
in a minute is seventy; the number of words which can be read 
rapidly in one minute is 280. The number of characters passed by 
Professor Morse is 117 as a maximum, 99 as an average. We may 
be prepared for the much greater rapidity of the electric telegraph 
in other hands. Mr. Bain promises, in the course of time, 1,000 
characters : but the present rate of speed is ample for all present 
purposes, though we have that faith in the extension of te[egraph 
lrusmess, that we believe it must be shortly increased. By using 
well-trained clerks at the chief stations, and by frequently reliev
ing them, the utmost u.se will be made of the telegrapas ; and they 
are likely to be worked night and day. For many classes of cor
respondence, all the words must be spelled, and no arbitraries or 
oodes can be used ; but still a large mass of correspondence will 
admit of profitable abridgment. Professor Morse, and many tele
graphers, undertake to cfo a much greater number of words than 
thOlle assigned by us as the present rate in England ; but what one 
individual can do in an isolated case, is very diff'erent from the 
working of a miscellaneous correspondence, throu~h a public office. 

That the undertaking will turn out productive, we have no 
manner of doubt, because, in many cases, the company have not 
the propeny of the lines, which belong to the railways, but work 
them at a toll, while the revenue to be received must be very 
great. A line between two principal stations will yield five thou-
11&11d a-year; and as the outgoings are chiefly in clerks, it will be 
aeen that there must be a large surplus to pay the wear and tear 
of instruments, the cost of management and superintendence ; and 
after yielding a toll to the railway companies, afford a very hand
&0me return to the Electric Telegraph Company for all the capital 
they may be called upon to employ. They enjoy, too, the advan
tage of a ready-money business. A thousand a-year would, how
ever, yield a dividend. At present the company have not wires 
enough for the public business, and great complaints are made of 
Uie delay. 

The length of line laid down by the Electric Telegraph Company, 
or in progress, is now

1 
we believe, about 2,000 miles; and the fol

lowing is a list of telegraphs, with the date •hen laid down, and 
&he length of line, though the materials from which we have com
piled it are imperfect. It will, however, in some degree, serve to 
llhow the progress of the system :-

1839 Great W estem 
1842 Blackwall 
18H Ydmouth and Norwich 
18"'5 South-Western 

,, Eastern Counties 

" ,, 
" 

" 
" 
" 

:: South-E~ern ••• 
" 
" 
" 18.&.6 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" " 1847 " ••• 
184.S Norfolk Railway 
1847 

" .,, " 
18.&.6 Midland Counties 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" " ,, York and North-Midland 

" 1' ,, . Hull and ::;elby 
,, York and Newcastle 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" " 184.S Sheffield and Manchester 

London to Slough 

••. London to Southamp-

Mu,.. 
19 
.s 

20 

ton 99 
••• Colchester line .SI 
••• Cambridge do. 1:18 
•.. Hertford branch do. 7 
... Ely and Peterborough ~ 
• .• Thames Junction :i 

London to Dover 8A 
•• • H.amsgate line SO 
•.•. Margate do. 4 
.•. Maidstone do. 10 
..• Tunbridge and Tun-

bridge Wells 6 
Bricklayers' Arms line 6 
Deal do. 9 
Norwich and Brandon 38 
Lowestoft line 10 
Dereham do. 18 
Rugby and Derby 49 
Birmingham & Derby U 
Derbr to Normanton 73 
Nottmgham and Lin-

coln 
•• • Sheffield line 

u 
.s 

23 
York & Scarborough 43 

40 

Durham line 
Sunderland do. 
Shields do. 
Richmond do. 
Summit Tunnel 

84 
2 
.s 
8 
9 
3 

20 18.&.6 South Devon •.• 
1845 London, Brighton, 

Coast... . •• 
and South L 

• .• . •. ondon and Croydon 8 
1846 Preston and Wyre 

,, Eastern Union ••• 
••. Preston & Fleetwood 20 

17 
,, London and North-Western ••• Wolverton and Peter

borough 
1847 Midland .•• 

,, Leeds and Bradford ••. 
,, Manchester and Leeds 

Syston and Peterboro' 

,, York and North-Midland ••• Hull and Burlington 
,, Newcastle and Berwick 

.57 
40 
l.S 
61 
27 
60 

,, South Devon Extension 27 
,, London and North-Western •.• London and Rugby 82~ 

" 
" 

" 
" 

Rugby to Newton lllf 
.•. Liverpool and Man-

chester 
30
Sli 

,, ,, •• • Crewe to Chester l 
,, Southampton and Dorchester... 60 
,, Midland ..• ••• • •• Bristol&Birmingham ~ 
,, Edinburgh and Glasgow ••• 4o6 

The length of line laid down previously to 18U, was not more 
than "-5; in that year, about 500 miles; in 184-6, 600 miles; and in 
18.&.7, 1,100 miled. The total dune and in hand is above 2,300 
miles. 

The towns to which communication will be made are above 
sixty, including London, Manchester, Glasgow, Liverpool, Edin
burgh, Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham, Bristol, Newcastle Hull, 
Wolverhampton, \Vakefield, Derhy, Leicester, No~ich, Notting
ham, Portsmouth Northampton, Bradford, Coventry, Dover, 
Canterbury} Halifax, Rochdale, J\faid>1tone, Southampton, Glou
cester, Che tenham, Yarmouth, Cambridge, Colchester, Ipswich 
York, Darlington, Margate, Stafford, Barnsley, Hertford, Rams~ 
gate, Deal, l'olkestone, Rotherham, Tunbridge, Winchester, 
Dorchester, Peterborough, Huntingdon, Chesterfield, Wisbeach, 
Lowestoff', Chelmsford, Berwick Scarborough, Burlington, Stam
ford, and St. Ives. \\'ith Bristol, the communication is circuitous 
round by Birmingham and Gloucester, as the Great-Western, 
although fir>1t in the field with the Slough line, have neglected to 
apply the telegraph throughout, which seems to arise from di .. 
satisfaction with the needle telegraph, for they have allowed par
tial applications of two other systems. Every town in the country 
having above one hundred thousand people, is brought into com
munication with the metropolis; and the only great towns aiill 
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wumpplied are Plymouth, Chatham, Preston, Exeter, Bath, 
Brighton, and Oxford. The number of Rhire towns brought into 
connection is near thirty; all the chief seaports and seats of 
manufactures, and several watering-place11. 

Besides the places already enumerated, many considerable towns 
mu be served, being already placed on the line of telegraph, as 
Worcester, Sunderland, Stockport, Kingston, Lichfield, Tunbridge 
Wells, Poole, Croydon, Watford, Maldon, Droitwich, Thetford, 
Beverley, Braintree, Ashford_, Newarkl.. AlnwickJ... J?unbar, Lough
borough, Crewe, Wolverton, Leighton .Huzzard, vriffield, Reigate, 
Romford, Bishops Stortford, Tbirsk, Northallerton, Market Weigh
ton, &c. In fact, within a very short period, the company will be 
able to supply the prices of above a hundred market towns, if 
wires enough are laid down. 

In the United States, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Balti
more, Washington, Albany, Newhaven, and Hartford, have the 
means of intercommunication, and a line of a thousand miles long 
rum to Quebec. 

With re-jC&rd to submarine telegraphs their practicability is indis
pukble. The great essay will be the line between Dover and Calais, 
when the two great cities of western Europe will have instant 
parley. Already the money markets of the two sympathise, the 
capitalists of the two cities are bound up with each other, and it is 
to be hoped these ties will be drawn closer, and the peace of the 
two great nations be maintained. A continuous !me between 
London and Vienna is talked off as in progress; at any rate, we 
11hall soon have, by a telegraphic communication with Marseilles or 
Trieste, the means of abridging our East Indian correspondence. 
The value of such correspondence to the London houses engaged 
in East India business and expecting remittances would have been 
very great during the late cri11is. 

If the steamboat threatens us with greater hazard of invasion 
during any future war the telegraph comes in 1;tood time to coun
teract any unfavour11bie influence, by giving us instant intelligence 
of any danger to our coasts, and allowing of immediate, and as it 
may be called, personal communication between the statesmen of 
England and France, so 1111 to allow negociations for peace to be 
earried on with more rapidity than by mean of envoys. 

To the Admiralty the electric telegraph offers the means of 
super;ieding the cumbrous semaphore, and of rapid intercourse with 
the naval stations. We consider the Admiralty greatly blameable 
in not having sooner availed themselves of the system, after the 
BUcceu of the Slough experiment. As it is, they have only a line 
to Gosport. There is none to Plymouth, Chatham, Sheerness, 
or Milford. We do not see why a submarine telegraph should not 
be carried out to the anchorage at Spithead, so as to allow of 
readier correspondence with the admiral or officers afloat. It is 
no testimony in favour of government management in England and 
France that the clumsy semaphores, useless at night and in a fog, 
and useable only for a fifth of the year, should have beeu so long 
persisted in; but we entertain no doubt that so soon as the electric 
i.elegraph system is fully applied for public service, the govern
ments will become candidates for taking its control into their own 
hands, or for interfering with it as they have with the railways. 

A submarine telegraph which will be of great use will be between 
England and Ireland, and nothing but the want of energy of the 
pvernment preven\s them from applying it in the present crisis, 
when it will be a means of economismg money, and most probably 
of saving human life. Such a telegraph is properly a government 
experiment, and not a commercial experiment; and for that reason 
it is not likely to be done until it cannot be put off any longer, and 
when done to be badly done. 

It is w be remembered that the telegraphic establishment will 
be a new post-office, operating almost instantaneously, and with 
\hi@ advantage--that instead of the whole business being restricted 
t.o one fi:xed time, or to two fixed times, communication will be 
made at the moment desired by day or night. The way in which 
such an elltablishment must operate on society must be most bene
ficial. All those interested 10 markets, whether belonging to the 
agricultural interest or the mercantile interest, will, in every part 
of the kingdom, wherever they may be, know the state of all the 
markets open within a few minutes of operations being effected, 
while they will have the means of making purchases or sales hun
dreds of miles off, whereby transactions will be much quickened, 
and a general and uniform rate of prices will be established through
out the country. The charge for subscription is only two guineas 
rearly, and the sublicriber, wherever he may be, has admission 
to the subst-ription rooms, in which are posted the shipping 
lilts, the shiue lists from the London and provincial share ex
changes, the priceti current, the prices of corn, live stock, and pro
dl&Ce, aod every even\ of public or mercantile interest. No one con-

cerned in any busineM can well avoid tbia payment, tor i\ will la 
the end become de facto a tax, for no one will dare to be placed 
under a disadvantage to his neighbour. It will be u common u 
to read the newspapers. 

It will readily be seen that even the man of pleasure caDI)Ot 
escal?e contributing to the revenues of the telegraph company, fur 
political inte.lllirence and sporting intelligence will be recorded, 
and wherever lie may wander be will always have access to in
formation. On goinl!' into the telegragh station he will see the state 
of bets at Tatteraall s, and regulate his own proceedings accordingly, 
or learn who is the winner at Epsom or Newmarket. During the 
late general election, had the system been in full work, intelligenoe 
would have been sent of the st.ate of the poll from sixty borougbi; 
and thirty places of county elections, which ere now telegraph 
stations. A parliamentary division will be known within a few 
minutes all over the country, and the faction which triumphs or 
which falls at St. Stephen's will within a brief period be brought 
under the comment of tholl8&Ilds of its supporters or oppon.en.t11. 
Now the divisions are telegraphed to Liverpool and Manchester, 
and posted in the rooms. 

The sending of private messages must be most various.in its in
fluence, and tbe effect of time and experience only c.an enable ihl 
bearing to be fully appreciated. New modes of doing business will 
spring up, new branches of business will be created, some perhaps 
be superseded, but that the result will be beneficial on the whole 
no reasoning man can doubt. Whoever has a sick relative at a 
distance, in the hourly peril of death, with life quivering on a 
breath, in all the agony of hope and fear, will know the value of an 
establishment which can give him frequent and immediate intelli
erence of the state of one whom be holds dear. After this example 
1t is of little moment to picture the many ways in which personal 
interest will seek gratification in a correspondence which extends 
the power of wealth and enterprise, and widens their sphere of ac
tion. A Rothschild, a Goldsmid, or a Baring, may rule by agents 
in London, in Paris, in Madrid, and in Lisbon at once; but hence
forth their most distant affairs will be under their own guidance, 
and their personal in11uence will be made to act in cities they have 
never entered, and with men they have never seen. The confiden
tial agent or the junior partner will be a zero, and the means of 
safely conducting an a\•ailable operation will no longer be limited 
by the necessity of intrusting it to a subordinate. Indeed it is im
possible to contemplate, without excitement, the new world which 
1s 1111 it were opening before us, and to which the effects of railway 
and steamship intercourse, great as they are, are as nothing. 

To the press the electric telegraph will be a new arm of power: 
the money which is now spent in horses and expresses wilI be ap
propriated in a large proportion to keeping up a greater number of 
agents and correspondence. It may appear at first sight that the 
telegraph rooms by affording so much mtel~ence will be curtailing 
the sphere of the newspapers, but they will only be interfering 
with them in some departments to give them greater facilities in 
others. The Electric Telegraph Company may announce that the 
mail steamer has brought to Liverpool the American president's 
s~eech, and its purport, bnt the special edition of the Tim& must 
give its words sent up by telegraph. Country meetings of inl.
portance will be sent up by telegraph, and it is not impossible that 
before long such arrangements may be made as to allow of the re
porter's notes being used for telegraphic transmission. The differ
ence in the number of si~ns between long-hand and short-hand 
(discarding most of the arb1traries ), is as 27 5 to 170, or nearly as 5 
to 3; this gives a saving in favour of short-hand of two-thirds, and 
allows five hours' work to be done in three, for it is to be obsen·ed 
in telegraphic communication, the great object is to economise the 
time used at the telegraph. The short-hand system was tried on 
the South-Western and found to answer. 

It seems b;r no means improbable that an influence will be e:x
erted on the Jurisprudence and police of the country by the tl'le
grapb system. Perhaps we ought to say that it h11s alre11dy done 
so. The arrest of Ta well, the quaker, for murder, and the 11rrest 
of so many other criminals has given a gre11ter efficiency to the 
law; the respite and afterwards execution of the convict 11t l\lllid
stone, show the ready means of communication with the central 
authorities. But though a telegraphic message may be a sufficient 
authority to arrest for felony, it will be neceSSHry to provide some 
new process to make this establishment available in c11se1 of mU... 
demeanour1 and in the end it is likely to be applied in civil cases, 
in which already it is calculated to quicken many stages of pro
ceeding. It may hereafter not be uncommon to hu·e a witnes!i at 
Edinburgh examined by telegraph during a trial at W l!>ltminster 
Hall, and other evidence be sought for five hundred miles off. It 
may cease to be neceBBary to bring up a prisoner to the superior 
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rourt11 on ordinary applications, when a correspondence may be 
made with him at any distance. 

As a means of railway administration the electric telegraph has 
proved its efficacy, and it is impossible to conduct single lines pro
perly without it. Already the convenience to passengers has been 
very great, and that to the companies cannot be undervalued. It 
extend& the supervision of the central authorities, and allows the 
most eft'ective action to take place on every emergency, whether of 
accident or otherwise. Lately, some half-dozen gentlemen were on 
business at a minor station on the Eutem Counties line, and being 
desirous of proceeding early to Cambridge, they made application 
t-0 stop the next train, which would otherwise have p888ed the sta
tion. The message was pBBSed to the superintendent at Shoreditch, 
leave granted, and withm half an hour the gentlemen were on their 
way to Cambridge, where it was of great Importance they should 
arrive early. A leaser case, which happened on the South Eastern 
!1 month or two ago, may be worth notice. An old woman proceed
ing from Minster to Tunbridge, or some intermediate station, after 
paying her second-class fare, in her hurry left her money on the 
counter. On arriving at Canterbury she found out her loss and 
wished to return to Minster, but the superintendent persuaded her 
to go on, in the hope that she might be able to learn something of 
it at Ashford. On her arrival there she was told that the money 
had been found on the counter at Minster to the amount she de
scribed, and at the ne.1:t station the sum was handed to her; but 
though glad to receive the money, she could not repress her fears 
that the railway officers to whom she was indebted had dealings 
with the powers of evil. In the United States it is said that a 
marriage was contracted by railway between two parties hundreds 
cJf miles apart. Under the law of Scotland a telegraph marriage 
~ight, we believe legally take place. Telegraph clerks are some
times however ahie to help themselves, and a case lately occurred 
of a superintendent, having to convey to a branch bank notice of 
&toppage, drawing out his own balance before he delivered the no
tice. 

In the progreas of such an invention, and in its greater economv, 
its application must be very extensive. In the last session a tele
graph was worked between the House of Commons and the com
mittee rooms, and it is evident that it can be usefully employed in 
large offices and factories, where in time the telegraph wire will be 
as extended as the bell wire. The greater the extension the greater 
the prospect of improvement and economy to the public, and we 
can only wish, though we scarcely hope, that a system so valuable 
will be received in a favourable spirit on the part of the public, 
and meet with a greater degree of encouragement than is usually 
aft'orded to new inventions. 

ON THE LAP AND LEAD OF THE SLIDE VALVE. 

The slide valve is that part of a steam engine which causes the 
motion of the piston to be reciprocating. It is made to slide upon 
a smooth surface, called the cylinder face, in which there are tllree 
openings to as many pipes or passages : two for the admission 
or steam to the cylinder, above and below the piston, alternately; 
while the use of the third is to convey away the waste steam. The 
first two are, therefore, termed the induction or steam ports, and 
the remaining one the eduction or exhaustion port. 

The slide is enclosed in a steam-tight case, called the slide
jacket; and motion is communicated to it by means of a rod work
ing through a stuffing-box. 

The steam from the boiler first enters the jacket, and thence 
passes into the cylinder, through either steam port, according to 
the position of the slide, which is so contrived that steam cannot 
pass from the jacket to the cylinder through both steam ports at 
the same time, or through the eduction port at any time. 

CABE 1.-WBEN A SLIDE BAB NEITHER LEAD OB LAP. 

Fig. 1 represents the cylinder face for a "Murray slide" without 
lap; a and b being the induction ports, and c the eduction. 

Figs. 2, 8, and 4-, are similar sections of the nosle showing the 
alide in its central and two extreme positions. Jt occupies the 
mid-position, fig. 2, when the piston is at either extremity of its 
stroke ; the extreme position, fig. 8, when the piston is at half
lltroke in its descent; and that shown in fig. 4", when the piston is 
at half-stroke in its ascent. 

When a lllide has no lap, the width of its facing, at f and g (fig. 

2), equals that of the steam ports; the lap being any additional 
width whereby those port11 are overlapped. 

a 

ti 
c 
e 

Fig, I. Fig. 2. Fig. 8. Fir. 4. 

That the wute steam may have unobstructed egress the exhaWl
tion }>Ort c must be made of no less width than the trteam ports ; 
and, for the same reason, the bars d and e should correspond with 
the slide face at f and g. The three ports, together with the ban 
between and beyond them, are therefore drawn of equal width; 
the total length of the slide being equal to the distance between 
the steam sides of the steam ports. 

The distance through which the slide moves, in passin~ from one 
extreme positi~n to the other, is called its travel; which, in thi11 
case, equals twice the port . 

. '"'hen the motion of a slide is produced by means of an eccen
tr1c1 ~eyed to the. crank sha~ and revolving with it, the relative 
positions of the piston and slide depend upon the relative position11 
of the crank and eccentric. 

Diagram J. 
.Demoutmtion. 

Let ab, diagram 1, represent the 
crank ; then b being the crank
pin, and a the centre of motion, 
the larfer circle represents the 
orbit o the crank, and its diame
ter b c the stroke of the piston. 
Supposing the cylinder to be an 
upright one, having the crank
shaft immediately above or below 
it, the connection between the 
piston-rod and crank being merely 
a connecting-rod, without the in
tervention of a beam, it is evident 

r. that when the position of the crank 
is ab, the J?iston will be at the top of the cylinder, and at the bot
tom when its position is a c. The relative positions of the crank 
and piston, at any point of the stroke between the two extremes, 
depend upon the length of the connecting-rod: for the }>resent, 
however, let us suppose the connecting-rod to be of infinite length, 
and therefore always acting ur.on the crank in parallel lines, so 
that when the crank is at d, e will be the apparent position of the 
piston, and f the same when the crank is at g; the piston being· 
represented by the sine of the arc described by the crank from 
either of the points b and c, in the direction of the arrow. 

The diameter h i
1 

of the inner circle of the diagram, representll 
the travel of the slide, and its radius the eccentricity of the eccen
tric; or, regarding the eccentric as a crank, the radius may be said 
to represent that crank, as ab represents the main crank. The 
travel of a slide, without lap, being equal to twice the port, the 
two steam ports are represented by the spaces ah and a i, but 
transposed, a i being the passage to the top of the cylinder, and ah 
that to the bottom. 

Supposing the piston to be at b (the top of the cylinder), the 
position of the slide will be that shown in fig. 2, the direction of 
its motion being downward, so that the port a (same fi~re), or a i 
in the diagram, may be gradually opened for the admission of steam 
above the piston, until the piston has arrived at half-stroke, when 
it will be fully open, as shown in fig. 3. The direction of the 
slide's motion is then reversed, so that when the \liston has com
pleted its descent, the port b, figs. 1 to 4-, or ah m the diagram, 
will begin to open for the admission of steam beneath it, and ex
naustion will commence from above it through the port a, or ai 
and exhaustion port c, the slide being again brought into its centrJ 
position, fig. 2. 

Now the slide being at half-stroke, when the \liston is at either 
extremity of its stroke, if we make ab the position of the crank, 
a k will be that of the eccentric; and the axis of the crank being 
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likewise that of the eccentric; they must necessarily reYolve in 
equal times, and always at the same distance apart; therefore, 
when the crank has reached the point d (supposing it to move in 
the direction of the arrow) the eccentric will have advanced to I, 
and e d and Im represent the positions of the piston and slide re
spectively; ahowing, that when the piston has descended to e, the 
llteam port a i in the diagram, or a figs. 1 to 4, will be open to the 
enent am. Again,-when the Cl'llnk is at n, and the piston conse
quently at half-stroke, a i will be the position of the eccentric, the 
port a i being fully open, and the slide occupying the extreme posi
t.ion shown in fig. 3. The direction of the slide's motion is now 
revened, and the port is again gradually covered by the slide face 
until the positions of the crank and eccentric are a c and a o, when 
the piston will have completed its descent, and the port a i will be 
completely closed, the slide being again brought into its central 
position, fig. 2. The opposite steam port ah now begins to open 
f'or the admission of steam, and the direction of the piston's motion 
iii reversed ; the port continues to open until the crank and eccen
tric reach the points p and h, when the piston will again be at half
lltroke, and the slide in its extreme position, fig. 4. Meanwhile, 
uhaustion from above the piston has been taki~ place, to the same 
extent, through the port a i. Finally,-the piston having com
pleted its ascent, the slide again occupies its onginal J'osition, fig. 2, 
and, its coul'!le being downward, steam is again admitted into the 
cylinder, through the port a; the piston then begins to descend, 
and, at the same instant, exhaustion ceases from above, and com
mences from below it, throuf!'h the port b. 

It is sometimes urged agamst the use of the eccentric, as a means 
of actuating the slide, that the steam ports are opened and closed 
too slowly; but it must be remembered that the piston does not 
move at a uniform velocity, as the crank does; for example, while 
the crank describes the arc b d, the piston descends only from b to 
e, the versed sine of that arc; and its velocity is gradually increaed 
as it approaches the middle of its stroke, where it is greatest, 
being equal to that of the crank. Again,-as the piston approaches 
the end of its stroke, its velocit7 is diminished in the same ratio as 
that in which it had previously mcreased, until the completion ot 
ita stroke, where it remains stationary during the small space of 
time in which the direction of its motion is reversed. 

Now, it must be obvious that less steam is required to impel the 
piston at a slow rate than at a rapid one; and a glance at diagram 1 
llhows that the steam admitted into the cylinder, when the slide is 
actuated by an eccentric, is at all times proportioned to the velocity 
of the piston, the port being least open when the piston is near the 
end of its stroke, and fully open when it is at half-stroke. 

When an eccentric, instead of being set, as in the preceding case, 
llO that the steam port shall only begin to open when the piston 
commences its stroke, is so placed that the port shall be open to 
IODle extent prior to the commencement of the stroke, the width 
of that opening is termed 

TeE LEAD. 
The non-use of lead is disadvantageous, chiefly because at the 

commencement of every stroke, the steam has to contend with the 
whole force of that which had impelled the piston during its pre
vious stroke. But, besides obviating that disadvantage, the lead 
is of essential service in locomotive engines, "where it is found 
necessarylto let the steam on to the opposite side of the piston 
before the end of its stroke, in order to bring it up gradualfy to a 
atop, and diminish the violent jerk that is caused by its motion 
being changed so very rapidly as five times in a second. The steam 
let into the end of a cylinder before the piston arrives at it, acts 
u a spring cushion to assist in changing its motion; and if it were 
not applied, the piston could not be kept ti~ht upon the piston
rod. • -.D&cription of Stephemon' • Locomotive Engi11e, " Tredgold." 

CASE 2.-WBEN A SLIDE HAS LEAD WITHOUT LAP. 
Diqnm :11. Let a b, diagram 2, represent the 

stroke of theJiston; c d the travel of 
the slide; an ef the lead; then, sup
posing the piston to be at the top of 
the cylinder, ea is the position of the 
crank, and ~ g that of the eccentric. 
Following the course of the crank, in 
the direction of the arrow, we find 
the ported fully open, not, as in the 
former case when the piston is at 
half-stroke, but when it bas descended 
to the point h,-the arc a i, described 
by the crank, being equal to the arc g d, 
described by the eccentric. Again,
we find the port re-closed when the 

1 

6 

pi.&ou bu descended to i', at which poiut exhaustion commences 

from above the piston through e d, and steam enters below it through 
e c, for the return stroke, at the commencement of which the port 
e c is open to the extent e I (equal to ef) for the admission of 
steam, while e dis open to the same extent for exhaustion. 

It is to be remarked, that the amount of lead is necessarily very 
limited in practice, its tendency being to arrest the progress of the 
piston before the completion of its stroke. The greatest possible 
amount of lead equal11 half the travel of the slide. The eccentric 
wo!1ld in that cue be set diametricall~ opposite ~o it~ first position, 
which would have the e.ffect of revel'!lmg the direction of the pis
ton's motion, 

In the case of a slide having lead without lap, the distance of a 
piston from the end of its stroke, when the lead produces its e.ffect 
is proportional to the lead as the versed sine of an arc is to i~ 
sine, supposing the radii of the crank and eccentric to be equal. 

Demonstration. 
Dt.,....m8. 

a 

to kh. Now, ke is the 
its vel'!led sine: hence 

Let a b diagram 3, represent both the 
travel of the slide and the piston's 
stroke ; then ca and c b represent the 
steam ports. And let c d represent the 
lead; then ca and c e represent the 
crank and eccentric, the piston being at 
the top of the cylinder. Now, steam 
will enter the cylinder, below the piston, 
when the eccentric is at f, and the crank 
at g; for the arcs a e g, and e bf are 
equal. Agsin,-the arc g b is equal w 
h e ; therefore, i g is equal to k e, and i b 

sine of the arc h e, and k h (equal to i b) ia 

RuLE 1.-To find t1le dUtance of the piston from t1le end of iu 
stroke, when the lead Pf'odUCU it• effect :-

Divide the lead by the width of the steam port, both in inches, 
and call the quotient sine; multiply its corresponding versed sine, 
found in the table, by half the stroke, and the product will be the 
distance of the piston from the end of its stroke; when steam is 
admitted for the return stroke, and exhaUBtion commences. Or, 

RuLE 11.-Tofind t1le lead, t1le di8tance of t1le ,,Uton from the end 
of its stroke being given :-

Divide the distance in inches by half the stroke in inches, and 
call the quotient versed sine; multiply its corresponding sine by 
the width of steam port, and the product will be the lead. 

Example 1.-The stroke of a piston is 48 inches; width of steam 
port 2~ inches; and lead ~ inch: required the distance of the pis
ton from the end of its stroke, when exhaustion commences. 

Here, ·.S + 2·.s = i! =sine; and versed sine of sine i! = "0209. 
Then, ·0202 X 24. = •484.8 inches. 

Example 2.-The stroke of a piston is 4.8 inches; width of steam 
port 2·.s inches; and distance of piston from the end of its stroke, 
when exhaustion commences, ·484.8 inches: required the lead. 

Here, •4848 + 24. = ·0202 = vel'!led sine; 
and sine of versed sine ~ = 'il. 

Then, '2 .>< 2'.S = ·.S = lead. 
When the lead of a slide is equal to the width of steam port 

multiplied by any number in the first column of the following 
table, the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke, when 
steam is admitted on the exhaust-eide, will be equal to half the 
stroke multiplied by the corresponding number of the second 
column. Or, if the distance of the piston from the end of its 
stroke. when steam is admitted on the exhaust-side, be equal to 
half the stroke multiplied by any number in the second column, 
the width of steam port multiplied by the corresponding number 
of the first column equals the lead. 
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THE LAP. 

A slide is said to have lap when the width of its face is greater 
than that of the steam ports, the ports being thereby overlapped, 
ll8 in fig. 7. 

It is to be remarked that slides should have some degree of lap 
on both the steam and exhaustion sides of the passage, because, 
Ill.though in theory an aperture may be said to be compfetely closed 
when covered by a bar of similar width, yet, in the construction of 
" slide without lap, we cannot insure such accuracy of fit as to 
preclude the possibility of steam entering or leaving both steam 
ports at the same time. 

Lap on the steam side has the effect of cutting off"the steam 
from the cylinder, by closing the port before the completion of the 
stroke, the remainder of the stroke being effected by the expansion 
of the steam already admitted. 

Demonstration. 
CAsl!I s.-WnEN A BLIDE eAs LAP oN THE STEAM BIDE, 

WITHOUT LEAD. 

Let ab and b c, diagram 4., represent the lap at both ends of the 
slide; and let ad and c e represent the two steam ports; then de 
wtll represent the travel of the slide, which, in this case, equals 
twice the steam port, plus twice the lap. 

Dlqram4. 

Supposing de also to represent the stroke of the piston, and that 
the piston is on the top stroke, then b d and bf are the respective 
positions of the crank and eccentric; for the slide, instead of occu-
1•ying its central position, when the piston is at the end of its 
11troke (as in Case 1 ), must be set in advance of that position to 
the extent of the lap, that steam may enter the cylinder when the 
piston begins to move. (See fig. 5.) 

J'lg. 6. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Pig. 8. Fir. 9. 

When the eccentric has advanced from f to e, the crank will 
h11ve reached the point g; the piston is therefore at a when the 
port c 11 is fully open, the slide being then in the position fig. 6, 

A~n,-when the eccentric has reached the point h, the port c·• 
'.Will be re-closed (fig. 5 ), and i will be the position of the piston; 
therefore, the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke, 
when the steam is cut off, is proportioned to the whole stroke, as 
ie is to de. 

When the eccentric arrives at k, the slide will occupy its central 
position (fig. 7), and the piston will be at m, where exhaustion 
commences from above it; but steam is not admitted below it, for 
the return stroke, until the eccentric hay reached the point n, 
where the eort ad begins to open, the position of the slide at thM 
moment bemg that shown in fig. 8. 

When the eccentric arrives at d, the port will be fully open, the 
slide being then in its extreme position, fig. 9 ; and it will be re
closed when the eccentric arrives at g, and the piston at p where 
~he steam is cu~ off, the position of th.e slide being again that shown 
m fig. 8. Agam,-when the eccentric reaches the point r, exhaus
tion ceases from above the piston, which is then at s and com
mences from b~low it, the slide b~ing then in its centr~l position, 
fig. 7, and movmg downward. Fmally,-the crank havmg arrived 
at d, and the eccentric 11t f, the piston will have completed it.I 
ascent, and the slide will occupy the position fig. 51 as at starting. 

The steam was shown to be cut off when the piston had de
scended from d to i, the crank having described the arc dg u and 
the eccentric the arcfeh. Now, di is the versed sine of dgu' and 
e c is the versed sine of half f eh ; and d g u and f eh are ~ual 
arcs. Hence 

RuLE IIl.-To find at what part qf the stroke steam tDiU be cut off 
with a gfoen amount of lap:-

Divide the width of steam port, by itself, plus the lap, and call 
the quotient versed sin.e. Find its corresponding arc in degrees 
and minutes, and call it arc the first. If arc the first be less than 
4.5 degrees, multiply the versed sine of twice that arc by half the 
stroke in inches, and the product will be the distance of the piston 
from the commencement or its stroke, when the steam is cut off. 

If arc the first exceed 45 degrees, multiply the versed sine of 
the difference between double that arc and 180 degrees by half the 
stroke, and the product will be the distance of the piston from the 
end of its stroke when the steam is cut off. 

RuLE IV.-Tofind the amount of lap necuaarg to cut off the8"'am 
at any given part of the stroke :-

1 f it be required to cnt off the steam before half-stroke, dh·ide 
the distance the piston moves before steam is cut off, by half the 
stroke, and call the quotient versed sine. Find the arc of that 
versed sine, and also the versed sine of half that arc. Divide the 
difference between the versed sine last found and unity by the 
versed sine, and multiply the width of steam port by the q~otient · 
the product will be the lap. ' 

If it b~ ~equired ~o cut off the ~team at a point beyond half
stroke, d1v1de the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke 
when steam is cut off, by half the length of stroke; call the quO.: 
tient versed sine ; find its corresponding arc, and subtract it from 
180 degrees. 1''ind the versed sine of half the remainder and sub
tract it from unity. Divide the remainder by the versed sine and 
multiply the width of the steam port by the quotient· the pr~duct 
will be the lap. ' 

Example 3.-The stroke of 11 piston is 36 inches; width of steam 
port It inch; and lap 6 inches: required the point of the stroke 
at whirh steam will be cut off. 

Here l ·5 + 6 = 7•5; and l ·5 + 1·5 = ·2 = versed sine; 
arc of versed sine ·2 = 36° 52' (arc the first) ; 

and 36° 52' X "2 = 73° 44.' = arc of versed sine, •7198. 
Then •7198 X 18 = 12•95 inches= distance of the piston from 

the commencement of its stroke when the steam is cut off. 
Example 4..-The stroke of a piston is 36 inches ; width of steam 

port It inch; and extent of lap 1± inch: required the point of the 
stroke at which steam is cut off'. 

Here 1'5 + 1·25 = 2•75; and 1·5 + 2·75 = •5454 =versed sine 
of arc 62" 58' (arc the first). 

Then 62" 58' X 2 = 125° 56'; and 180° - 125° 56' = 54.0 4"' =arc 
of versed sine, '4.131 ; ·4131 X 18 = 7•43 inches = distance of 
the piston from the end of its stroke when the steam is cut off'. 

Ezample 5.-The stroke of a piston is 36 inches · width of steam 
port 1'5 inches; and distance of the piston from' the commence
ment of its stroke, when the steam is cut off, 12·95 inches: required 
the lap. 

Here 12'95 + 18 = •7198 =versed sine of arc 73° .u•. 
73° 4.4' + 2 = 86° 52' = arc of versed sine "2. ' 

Then 1 - ·2 = ·8; and ·8 + 2 = 4.; l ·5 x 4. = 6 inches = lap. 
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EztnrlfJk 6.-The stroke of afiston is 36 inches; width of IJteAm 
port l ·.5 inchea ; and distance o piston from the end of ita nroke, 
when steam is to be cut ofr, 7•'8 mcbee: required the lap. 

Hete 7•'8 + 18 = •4131 = venied sine of are .54° 4'. 
Then 180° - .54° 4' = li.5° .56'; and 12.5° .56' + 2 = 62" .58' = 

arc of versed sine · 54.54. 
I - •M.54 = •4.546 ; and •4.546 + ·.s<l.M = ·sss.s; 

·8SS.5 X I ·.5 = I "2.5 inches = lap. 
Exhaustion wu shown to commence when the piston waa at m in 

its descent, and at • in its ascent ; I and t being the corresponding 
po&ition11 of the crank at those times. Now d andf were the re
spective starting points of the crank and eccentric; and the arc 
dgl, described by the crank, is equal to the arcfek, described by 
the ec<-.entric. Therefore, r f and el are equal arcs. Hence, 

To find the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke 
when exhaustion commences, 1ubtract arc the first (found by Rule 
Ill.) from 90 depees, and multiply the vened sme of the re
mainder by half the stroke. The product will be the dmance re
quired. 

E.Nmpk 7.-Arc the first (Example 3) = 36° .52'; and 90° -
36° .52' = SS° 8' = arc of venied sine •4 

Then ·4 x 18 = 1-2 inches, the distance required. 
E1nmpk 8.-Are the first (Example 4) = 62" .58'; and 90° 

62" .58' = 27° 2' = are of versed sine ·I092. 
Then ·I092 X 18 = I •9656 inches, the distance required. 

From the foregoing examples, It is obvious that whatever may 
be the relative proportions of the length of stroke and width of 
steam port, the lap must be some multiple of the port, that the 
steam may be cut off' at any given point of the atroke. 

The annexed table exhibits a 11enes of multipliers for determin
ing the amount of lap nece&B8ry to cut off' the steam at any part 
of the stroke from A th to i ths,. '°hen the 11/ide 1141 no l«t.d. 

lfalllplb!n. 

ritb .• 
Portion of the 1troke J .. 
to be perlonoed h1 I .. 
the piatoa before the 1 • .. 
ateam ia cut off. I .. 

t .. 
LI 

We shall next month proceed to examine the 
slide valve with both " lead and lap." 

14•48 
6·46 
3'77 
2-41 
1·:.s 
J·OO 

·[14 

condition• of the 

R.B.C. 

HEALTH OF TOWN~THE GOVERN.MENT AND 

THE PROFESSION. 
Now that the sanitary movement is likely to bear fruit, it will 

be well for our professional readers to turn their attention to the 
ahare which they are to have in the rewards, after having borne 
their part of the labour. \Vhile engineers, architects, and sur
veyors have been working hard in carrying out sanitary reform, 
~n improving the drainage, in reducing the cost of sewers, in miti
pting the smoke nui11Bnce, in warming, in ventilating, in the 
l"ornrtruction of dwellings, in the application of sewage manures, 
and in many other ways,-medical men and members of parliament 
have been making speeches, and claiming the honours of the cam
p:tign, RB it seems they claim the emoluments. With what justice 
members of the constructive profeBSiona can be kept out of sight, 
we do not know ; but there is a determined set on the part of the 
medical men to keep them out, and to monopolise the merit and 
the patron&fl'e. Of the five Metropolitan Sanitary CommiBSioners, 
two are medical men, viz., Dr. Southwood Smith and ProfeBBOr 
Owen ; and not one is engineer, architect, or surveyor. The com
mi.Mionera, at page .SI of their First Report, speak u follows:-

" h has appewed to be our duty to state, that we have had J?re-
11ented to us ground of exception against one class of appoint
ments to these commissions, namely, that of surveyors, of architects 
in practice, of builders, traders, agents, and profeBBional \lersons 
oonnected with building operations in their respective distncts." 

We think the bias of this passage is readily to be seen, though 
it doee not impugn the appointment of engineers, architects, or 
irurYeyora, Bil paid commiNioners, such officers not practising. 
There is no reason given why an architect and an engineer should 
not be appointed on the Metropolitan Sani~ry Commil'llion in 
addition to the physician and surgeon, or naturalist. We will 

show afterwards what reason there is why the two former should 
be appointed. 

The following paragraph of the Repurt contains an insinuation, 
well worthy of notice, for it has its object:-

" The more the investigation advances, the more is it apparent 
that the prolP'eBBive improvement and proper execution of this 
class of public works, together with the appliances of hf draulic 
engineering, cannot be reasonably expected to be dealt with inci
dentally, or collaterally to ordinary occupation, or even to con
nected professional pursuits, but require a degree of special study 
which not onl;v place them beyond the sphere of the discuSBion of 
popular administrative bodies, but beyond that of ordinary profes
sional en,Oneering and architectural practice. In justification of 
this conclusion, and to show the evil of the perverted applications 
of names of high general professional authority, we might adduce 
examples .. of the most defective works which have received their 
BBnct1ou. 

The aim of this is, that the abuse shall be an argument against 
the use: because some architects have laid down expensive sewers, 
engineers, architects, and surveyors shall be excluded; because 
Professor Donaldson and Mr. Joseph Gwilt approve of the old 
system, those who ha\·e fotltered and uecuted the new system 
shall not be employed. This is what the commissioners mean, 
thoujl'h they do not BBY it fully ; and we put it to the /ublic 
whether it is fair to professions, which by their talent an their 
intelligence have BO much contributed to the reputation of the 
countrv. 

It may be taken RB 8 matter of course that Crown Commissioners 
recommend the emf loyment of the government Caleb Quotem, 
" the Corps of Roya Engineers," to execute a survey of the metro
politan districts. This we conceive to be the finishing touch to 
the wrongs and insults which the Sanitary Commissioners have in 
this Report, and in their proceedings, heaped upon highly honour
able profe8sions. 

If 1t be needful to show that engineers, architects, and surveyors 
can be of some use, we shill appeal to the Report of the Sanitary 
Commissioners, the recommendations in which are based on the 
evidence of Mr. Roe, the Surveyor of the Holborn and Fin8hnry 
District, l\Ir. Phillips, the Suneyor of the ·w estminster District, 
and other able officers. In truth, as our pages would show, l\Ir. 
Roe has, hy his indefatigable exertions, already carried out mm·h 
of the plans now advocated by the Sanitary Commissioners, and 
hns only heen prevented by the Commissioners of Sewers from 
doing more. Surely these officers are to be balanced against those 
who have adhered to a practice which has only recently been 
opposed and condemned. What do the commiBBioners tell us? 

"All the improvements which the public have yet obtained in 
this branch of public works, have been the result of the special 
and uudh·ided practical attentions of well-qualified paid officers, 
and it appears to us that further improvement must be sought by 
the same means, and that one of the chief objects of future ad
ministrative arrangements must be to secure, protect, and encou
rage th!! zealous, undh-ided attention and efficient labour of such 
officers. 

If engineers and surveyors have already effected "all the im
provements which the public have yet obtained in this branch of 
public works;" and if to them, as scientific offi«i-ers, the public have 
to look for future improvements, we can see no reason for the slur 
cast on them by their exclusion from the present commission, by 
the announced exclusion from future commissions, and hr. the em
ployment of the Corps of Royal Engineers, of whom-with all re
Bpect be it BBid-the reputation is not European. We cannot hold 
the appointment of Mr. Austin to the secretaryship of the com
mission, nor the compliment paid to the executive officers of the 
Commi11Sioners of Sewers as any alleviation of the intended slight. 
We hope Mr. Edwin Chadwick, as commissioner, and Mr. Austin, 
RB secretary, both of whom have done well in the cause of BBnitary 
reform, have had no part in the exclush·e policy of the com
mil!Sion. 

We have the highest regard for the medical profession; we have 
the strongest feeling of the good it has done in promoting sanitary 
reform ; but we cannot stand still while medical men arrogate to 
themselves the merits, the honours, and the rewards of sanitary 
reform. Their agitation has done goodh we admit ; their disin
terested advocacy of the cause claims t e highest praise; their 
evidence ha& ~iven a body and strenfh to the movement; but it 
is our professions which have worke while theira have talked,
which have improved the forms of the sewers, and reduced the price 
-which have cleansed them by Hushing, and which by a ma!IS of 
individual labour ha\·e perfected and carried out plana of improve-

" 
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ment in every branch of constrnction, ministering to the public 
c?mfo~, health, and life. Our pages have had their share in these 
~o.m, and we have co-operated with our professional readers 
m carrymg out a ll?easure of refonn, which is already great. In 
the Holborn and Finsbu.ry and Westminster divii;ions of sewers 
alone, a reform has been e~ected, 11uch as has not yet been seen in 
these matters ; and we are ignorant of the share the medical pro
f ession have taken in carrying them out • 
. Within a perio~ 1;1ot very distant, the new Sanitary Commis

s10ners, or Comm1ss1oners of Sewers, will lay down works to the 
a!llo~t ~f half a million, perhaps a million sterling, upon the ad
vice, 1t JS true, of competent professional officers, though under 
what competeut supervis10n on the part of the commission, we are 
unawa~ .. W.hen M~. Roe proposes his plan for spending a quarter 
of a m1lhon m gettmg a new outfall, which of the commissioners 
will consider it his special department to examine the estimates, 
and share in their responsibility? It will not be Lord Robert 
Gros".enor-it will. n_ot be M~. E~win Chadwick, great as is his 
capacity as an admm1strator-1t will not be Mr. Richard Lambert 
J?nes,. tho~h he is Chairman of the Bridge Committee in the 
C1ty-1t will not be Dr. Southwood Smith or Professor Owen. 
The two latter will, we apprehend, be of little use in matters like 
these, and will t~ke no pa~t in them. !hus, a member of parlia
ment, a naturalist, a barrister, an auct10neer, and a physician are 
to superintend the disbursement of hundreds of thousand~ of 
pounds in public works, and to appoint "well-qualified paid offi
cers" ,in the engineerin~ and suneying departments; who are to 
have 'a degree of special stu~y which L shall] not only place them 
bey?nd the sphere of the discussion of popular administrative 
bodies, but beyond that of ordinary professional engineering and 
architectural practice." 

The gov~rnment ha\·e no~ t~ought it necessary to give a fair 
representation to the profess10n m the new Commission of Sewers, 
though the names of Mr. Robert Stephenson, M.P., l\lr. Locke, 
M.P., l\lr. George Rennie, Mr. Cubitt, and others are well enough 
known at Whitehall. ' 

The constitution of the Metropolitan Sanitary Commission is in 
reference to the sphere of its future duties, more monstrous than 
that. of the ~ilway Commission, wh.ere three parties, who know 
nothing of ra1l~ays--a member of parliament, an East India judge, 
and an officer m the army-are entrusted to meddle with railway 
work.s and administrations. We have so many of these absurd 
appomtments of late, that we have a strong impre!l>!ion that unfit
ness is adopted as the government rule for office and have some 
expectation of seeing }lonsieur Jullien prime mi~ister. Why the 
engineering profession should be exposed to the contumely and 
neglect from which it suffers at the hands of the government we 
do not. know · but the enu~e~ation of the Railway Commi~ion, 
t~e T!d~l ff'.arbour C:omm1ss1on, and the Metropolitan Sanitary 
Comm1BS10n, 1s a sufficient proof that a degree of unfairness is dis
played, which demands immediate and effective opposition. Al
thou~ the reputation of En~lish engineers is well known to the 
worl<l-althongh their professional skill is sought in every country 
-it ~ay b~ that they are thought.by the ho.me government a body 
too mcons1derable and contemptible to w1tluitand oppression or 
demand fair play. 

The misconduct of the go\·ernment on this head has reached that 
height, that the profession>1, if they wish to maintain their public 
character cannot do otherwise than take instant steps to obtain 
justice. They have no security at present for the appointment of 
competent commissioners, or efficient officers, or for the employ
ment of profe11Sionlll. men at all ; there is no security that officers 
of the ROyal Engineers, and other branches of the army, will not 
he appointed surveyors of the sewers and other public works, the 
present officers bei~ superseded. We think it is the duty of the 
Institutions of Architects and Civil Engineers to call meetings of 
their members, to memorialise the government, and send deputa
tions to Whitehall, and take every other necessary step to vindi
cate the rights of their members. Aggregate meetings of engineers, 
architects, and surveyors, should be held in the metropolis, and in 
provinces petitions sent to parliament, and memorials to the Trea-
1;ury. The members of parliament interested in the welfare of the 
professiom, should be requested to take steps in parliament for 
obtaining explanations from the ministers. Mr. Robert Stephen
son, Mr. Locke, and Mr. Cubitt, would no doubt, on application, 
give their cordial support to any necellSary measure. 

While we urge these strong remarks on the injustice done to 
engineers by the Metropolitan Sanitary Commissioners, it must 
not be thou~ht that we undervalue their Report on the practical 
points to which they apply themselves. We are glad to &cknow
ledge it aa a step forward in the right way. 

THE FAN BLAST. 
Seriu of EzperimenU relatiot to the Fan Bkut, prumled by Mr. 

BucKLt;ofthe Soho Workl, to the muting of the Imtitut.e of Mechani
cal Engineer8, Birmingham, May 17, and Octabn- 21, 18,7. 

(P.4PEB No. 1.) 
The subject of this paper has reference to a portion of a series of 

experime!1ts on the 1''an Blast,--a subject which many members of 
this Institution are conversant with; but it is hoped that hints 
here thrown out may be serviceable in leading to such constructions 
of the fan as shall insure the greatest useful effect with the least 
expen~itur~ o~ power. The _fan .has ~come an indispensable ma
chine m snuth1es and foundnes, 1t abrul~ time and labour and is 
otherwi~ a great improvement over the old system of bellows. 
The uniform stream of the former admits of no comparison, by the 
puffy blasts of the latter. By means of the fan the smith can heat 
his work with precision; he can vary at discretion the size of his 
nozzle twe)'.erei without deteriorating the density of his blast. He 
can convement y heat one piece of work while shaping another • 

. In a w~ll-regull!'ted smithy, th.e main pipe from the fan is fur
mshed w1~h an a1~ chest and with nozzle pipes, varying from one 
to three mches diameter. The pressure of the blast is made to 
ran!!'e fron:i four to ~ve ounces per square inch. A nozzle pipe of la i.nch diameter 1s found a suitable size for general engine 
forcmgs. 

The 8osition of the . fan in its ~best, .o~ the one preferred and 
genera y made use of, JS an eccentric position. The continual in
creasing winding passage between the tips of the vanes and the 
chest, serves to rece.ive the air from e\'ery point of its circumfer
ence, ~nd _form8J as 1t we.re, a gen.era! a~cumulating stream of air to 
the exit P!pe. fhe particles of all' havmg passed the inlet opening, 
and entermg on the heel of the blade, would retain the same circu
lar path were it not for the centrifugal force of the air due to its 
weight a~d velo~ity, ~pelling ~he~ fo~ward towar.ds the tips of 
the ~anes~ and this cont1.nued action is gomg on, particle following 
parti.cle, till they are ultimately thrown against the fan chest, and 
are. impelled fon:ard to the .exit pipe. It is by this centrifugal 
act10n that the air becomes rmpelled and accumulated into one 
gene~al stream .. But, as will be presently shown, there is a certain 
velocity of the tips of the fan which best suits this action. 

An ordinary eccentric-placed fan, 4 feet diameter-the blades IO 
in!!hes wi~e and 14- i_nches long:--and making 870 revolutions per 
mmute, will supply air at a density of 4 ounces per square inch, to 
'!-0 twe}'.eres, each bein~ lA inches ~iamet~r, without any falling off 
m density. The experiments herem detailed were made with a fan 
3 feet 10 f-i inches diameter, the width of the vanes being lof and 
the length 1' inches; the eccentricity of the fan l/w inches with 
reference to the fan case, the number of vanes being .; and placed 
at an an.gle of 6' to the plane o.f the diameter; the inlet openings 
on ~he side of the fan chest 114 inches diameter, the outlet opening 
12 mc~es sq~are; the s~ace between the tips of the blades and the 
?hest.mcreasmg ~rom tt 1~ch on the exit pipe to 3t at the bottom, 
m a !me perpendicular with the centre. To the blast pipe leading 
to the tweyeres a slide valve was attached by means of which the 
area .of the discharge was accurately adjusted to suit the required 
density. 

The guage t~ indic~te the d~nsity of the air, was a glass gra
duated tube, primed with water, 1t bemg more sensitive and having 
a ~eater range. than the mercurial o!1e. 

fhese experiments were made with a view to ascertain what 
densi~}'. of air could ~e oht~ined, with the vanes moving at given 
v~loc1t1es, the outlet pipe ?emg closed, and also at given \'elocities 
with the o~tlet open; but its area varied at discretion. Aud further 
to ~scertam. !he horse-power required to drive the fan under th~ 
varied cond1t1on. 

1:he horse-po~er w~ ascertained .by an indicator, the friction of 
engme and gearing bemg deducted m each experiment. With re
ference to the term Theoretical Velocity, as used in the table, it 
mar be necessary to observe, that thereby is meant the velocit 
which a body would acquire in falling the height of a homogeneou~ 
column of air equivalent to the required density. Ha\·ing ·ven 
the neceSDary preliminary explanations of the blast above th'f:t of 
the atmosphere, we come to the experiments as recorded in the 
table, No. 1 a. 

The firot colunin is the number of experiments. 
The se~n~ is the number of revolutions of the fan per ruinute. 
The third 1e the velocity of lhe tipe of the Vilnea in feet per aecond 
The fourth ie 1be denaity of the air io ounces per aquare inch a ii;dicated 

by the gauge. ' 
The ft_ftb it the area of the diecharge pipe in inche.. 
The eixtb ia the indicated bor•e power. 

I 
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By this paper it is intended to be shown that there are certain 
velocities with which the tips of the vanes of a fan should move 
according to the required density of air, and that there are certain 
la~·s which govern these velocities. 

Firn.-Water is 827 times heavier than air; mercury is 13·S 
heavier than water: consequently, mercury is 11164. heavier than 
air. A column of mercury, one inch in height, would therefore 
balance a column of air 11164. inches., or 930·3 feet in height. Let 
A be a column uf mercury equal in height to any given density, 
and let B represent 930·3, and C 64.•; then,.,,; (Ax BX C)=. V or 
the velocity that a body would acquire in falling the height of a 
column of air equivalent to the densitv. 

Sttond.-The centrifugal force of air coinrides with the results 
obtained by the laws of falling bodie11, that is when the velocity is 
the llBDle as the velocity which a body will acquire in falling the 
height of a homo~eneous column of air equivalent to any given 
density. To obtam the centrifugal force or density of air apply 
the following general rule. . 

Having given the velocity of the air, and the diameter of the 
fan, to BflCertain the centrifugal force,-

Rl"LE.-Divide the velocity by 4.·01, and again divide the square 
of the quotient by the diameter of the fan. This last quotient 
multiplied by the weight of a cubic foot of air, at 60° Fahrenheit, 
is equal to the force in ounces per square foot, which, divided by 
144, i1 equal to the density of air per square inch. Or, substituting 
the following formula, we have 

D = N V X ·000034. 
where D is the density of the air in ounces per square inch, and 
N the number of revolutions of fan per minute, and V the velocity 
of the tips of the fan in feet per second. 

Let us now compare the results of the foregoing table. To do 
this, we will first take the velocity of the tips of vanes per second, 
and the power necessary to drive the fan. We will first take Nos. 
I, 2, 3, 4", s, and 6, and we shall find by inspecting the table that 
the corresponding velocities to these numbers are 236·8, 220·8, 202·1, 
lBS~, 111 ·s. and 1-14·1, and the corresponding densities of air per 
square inch are 9·4., 7·9, 6·9, S·6, 4·S, and 3·s ounres. The fan, it 
must be undentood, is discharging no air ; the velocity of the fan 
is merely keeping the air at a certain density or pressure per square 
inch. Under these circumstances, it requires a certain velocit7 of 
the tips of the fan to maintain a certain density of air, but not in a 
direct ratio. 

The law which governs the velocity of the tips of the fan ap
pean from these experiments to be !rr of the velocity a body would 
acci.uire in falling the height of a homogeneous column of air equi
valent to the density. This we have called the theoretical velo
city, and by comparing Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4., s, and 6 experiments as 
above, that is, by comparing the velocity of the tips of the fan per 
eeoond with -Irr of the theoretical velocity, we shB.11 find them to 
agree tolerably near. Thus, if the velocity of the tips of the fan 
per second be represented by 1, then !a of the theoretical velocity 
will be represented by 

1·00t iD No. 1 experiment,} 
•986 2 .. 

l·009 3 " The mean 1·008 
•990 • " 
·960 :, " 

1·0007 6 .. 
But we shall not only find that the -/r; of theoretical velocity go
vel'DI the fan when it is not discharging air, but that the theoreti
cal velocity governs it also when the outlet pipe is open; that is, 
that the maximum effect of the fan is when the vanes move from 
the theoretical velocity to 1'ff of that velocity due to the density of 
the air, that the greatest quantity of air is discharged by the fan 
under these conditions with the leBSt expenditure of power. To 
illustrate this more fully, let us refer to the table of experiments, 
and for our eJ:Bmple we will take Nos. 9, 10, and 11; here the den
sity in each is six ounces. In No. 10 the velocity of the tips of 
the vanes is 213·33 feet per second, while the theoretical velocity 
i1 211 feet per second, being nearly the 88llle. The quantity of air 
diac:harged is 77·9 cubic feet per second, and the power employed 
in this case amounts to 12•S horses. 

We take now No. 11 experiment. Here the velocity of the tips 
of the fan is 192 feet per second, and 1'ff of the theoretical velocity 
190 feet per ~nd. Now these two experiments are in proportion 
to each other nearly, viz., in No. II the quantity of air discharged 
amounts to 3.S•7 cubic feet per second, and takes 6•4. horse power, 
while No. 10 discharges 77•9 cubic feet per second, and takes 12·s 

• Tbe llJl9ft which a [!T8Yltallu8' body will p- tbn>U«h In one HeODd 11 t&-f. reet 1 
ha& by th,. principle or accel1rallu8' rorcH, the nloclty of a ra1Hn11 body In any slnn 
time lo eqnaf to twke the 1pac• throurh which It haa pu1ed In that time, or the nl<><'lt'· 
lo equal io the oquare root or the number obtab>ed by multlplyln1164 by the btl9bt ID feet. 

horse-power. Thus the discharge of air is nearly 2 to 1, and the 
horse-power employed in the 8Bffie proportion. 

In the following examples we shall call the theoretical velocity 
per second unity, beginning with No. lS. In this example we 
shall also call the quantity of air discharged in cubic feet per second 
unity, and also the horse-power. 

Theo,..t!cal Den1lty or Air Vel0<lty of Quantity of Air Hol'le-
V<luclty. ~r 1q. lo. ti•·• or Fan. dllcharpd. power. 

No. 1:-i 1 :, uz.. •906 l· l 
14 1 :, l ·007 2•34 1-93 
12 1 :, M:>O 2·67 3·16 
20 1 4 900 l 1 
19 1 4 1·029 2'4 3•42 
18 1 4 1 133 2·02 3• nearly 
17 1 4 1 ·22:> 2·30 4 
16 1 4 1·280 2·12 4·27 
II 1 6 ·913 1· 1 
10 1 6 Hl09 2·18 2 nearly 
23 1 3 1 o:io t·:i9 2·:>3 
22 1 3 1'160 2· 3·:>6 
21 1 3 l •338 l •47 3·40 

7 1·028 1• 1 l· l· 
9 ·9:-iO •8:> 7 1 1-203 1 ·03 

12 •869 •714 1 1·35 I ·06 
16 •777 ·571 l 1 ·40 I ·IJ 

To give a further illustration of this part of our subject, we will 
take No11. 7.l 9, 12, and 16 experiments. Here the velocity of the 
tips of the ran is the same, which we shall denote unity. The cor
responding densities are 7, 61 s, and 4. ounces; we shall call the 
highest unity, also the cubic feet discharged per second, and the 
horse-power. 

Nearly all the preceding examples justify our conclusion, that 
the greatest results are obtained when the theoretical velocity and 
the tips of the vanes are nearly equal. It carries its own convic
tion that if we increase the velocity of the tips of the vanes, and 
only double the cubic quantity of air delivered, that it must take 
more than double the expenditure of power, the density of air re
maining the same. 

We shall now give examples of the data dictated by our table of 
experiments. And first, having given the density of air per square 
inch to determine the velocity of the tips of the vanes per second; 
also the horse power requisite to drive the fan under these circum
stances, the fan not discharging air, but its velocity merely keeping 
the air at a certain densit7. 

Let D denote the den@1ty of the air in ounces per square inch, 
and A a column of mercury equivalent in height to that density. 
Then by the laws of falling bodies,.,,; (A X 930·3 X 64.) = V the ve
locity acquired by a body falling through a column of air of the 
corresponding density. 

38 X D 
Then -

1
-
6
- = P the number of pounds acting on the vanes, 

d!fJ~X~~ HP h . an ~00- = • • or orse-power required. 

The constant number 88 is obtained by the following formula. 

HP x 33000 _ p Th P X 16 
~ V X 60 - • en ~ = 38 

Ezample.-Let D = 9•4. oz. per square in:, and A= 1•17S in. of 
mercury, to determine the velocity of the tips of the vanes per 
second, and also the horse-power. 

Then"! (~30·3 X 64. X 1·17S) = 26~·4, the theoretical velocity, 
1'ff of which IS= 237·96 = V, or velocity of tips of vanes per ser. 

38 x 9·4 
Now 

16 
= 22•32 = P, or pounds acting on the vanes of fan. 

237•96 x 60 x 22•32 
Then 33000 = 9•6 the horse-power required. 

Having given the velocity of the air in feet per second (or as it 
has been termed the theoretical velocity) to determine the density 
of the air in accordance with the laws o( centrifugal force. 
· Let the velority be 264.·4. feet per sec., and the diameter of the 
fan 3•9 feet. Then by former rules we have 

~ = 66·2and
66

·
2

• = 11169 =and 11169 X 1-209 = 
<1.·01 3•9 14.4. 

9· ounces density, the answer required. 
Or by the second rule, take the velocity of the fan in feet per 

second, multiplied by the number of revolutions of the fan per 
minute, the product multiplied by ·000034 = the density required. 

Here we must remark, that according to our table of experi
ments, that when the tips of the vanes are to move at !fJ of the 
theoretical velocity, that not more than 220 lb.'. of air are di~harged 
per minute; but this is without any attenuation in the density. 

•• 
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To determine the hone-power nece881Lr)' to drive the fan when 
discharging air, the velocitY: of the ~ips of. the vanes not .to exce':41 
-Irr of the theoretical velocity, having giveu the density of air 
required. also the cubic feet, 

Firat find the horse-power, as directed iu former examples, when 
the fan is not discharging air. 

Then multitily n part of the weight of air to ~e discha~ged by 
the fan per mmute in pounds by -!rs of the theoretical velocity, and 
dioid8 by 33000. The quotient will give the horse-power necessary 
to discharge this quantity of air, which add to the horse-power 
neceBS11ry to drive the fan when not diacharging air, for the answer 
required. 

Ezampk.-Let D be the density. of air required = 4 oz. ~ a 
column of mercury equal to the density = ·5 and W = the weitrht 
of air to be discharged = 220 lb. per minute, and V ,911 the velocity 
of fan in feet per minute. 

38 x 4 . --- = 9·5 = P = the pounds actmg on the vane. 
16 

9315•0 x 9•5 
Then by former rule V =----- = 2•67 horse-power , 33000 

nece88&l'y to dri\·e the fan without efflux. 
Now a cubic foot of common air at 60° Fahrenheit weighs l "209 

oz., therefore a cubic foot of the given density will be equal to 

220 x 16 b. t't f . I ·511 oz., and -1~5-U- = 2330 feet = the cu 1c quan 1 y o air 

discharged per minute. And 
220 

- 3'66 
X 93I5·o = 1·0 horse-

60 33000 
power necessary to discharge the given weight of air, and 
1 ·o + 2·67 = 3•67 = the total horse-power required. 

When the velocity of the tips of the vanes is to move equal to 
the theoretical velocity, then we proceed as in the last examples, 
only we take irr instead of n (as in former examples) of the 
weight of air discharged, which added to the horse-power requisite 
to drive the fan when no efflux takes place. 

We should here again remark, that when the fan is moving at 
thia velocity, that it is capable of discharging 480 lb. of air per 
minute without any falling off in density. 

In a recent set of experiments, the inlet openings in the sides of 
the fan chest were contracted from 17 -§-, the original diameter, to 
12 and 6 in. diameter, when we obtained the following results. 

First, that the power expended with the opening contracted to 
12 in. diameter, was as 2~ to 1 compared wiih the opening of 
17 ~ in. diameter ; the velocity of the fan being nearly the same, as 
also the quantity and density of air delivered. 

Second, that the power expended with the opening contracted 
to 6 in. diameter, was as 2~ to 1 compared with the opening of 
17 A in. diameter; the velocity of the fan being nearly the same, 
ana also the area of the efflux pipe, but the density of the air 
decreased one-fourth. 

These experiments show that the inlet openings must be made 
of sufficient size, that the air may have a free and uninterrupted 
ac~ion in its passage to the blades of the fan, for if we impede this 
action we do so at the expense of power. 

(PAPER No. 2.) 
In resuming the subject of the fan blast, I shall endeavour, as 

far as I conveniently can, to avoid detailed statements of the pneu
matic laws involved in its consideration, as they would occupy 
more time than would be consistent with the present occasion; and 
shall proceed to remark on the most important points connected 
with the construction of the fan, viz. : the adoption of such forms 
and proportions, as shall insure the greatest results with the least 
expenditure of power; end effect a diminution of the intolerable 
noise that generally arises from the working of the fan. And al
though I have not been able to carry out such leading principles 
to the fullest extent, I trust that I have furnished materials that 
will be found of value to those members whose greater leisure may 
enable them to do so. 

From a contemplative view of the action and apparent effect of 
that very useful apparatus, a fan blast, it would appear that the 
air in the fan case is impelled by the vanes along the transit pipe, 
or channel, to the chest provided for the blast ; and that the con
tinuous rapid motion of the vanes, compresses air in the pipe and 
chest, toe degree that may be shown and accurately measured, by 
e water, or mercurial~ attached to the blast chest. 

In my first communication, the principal investigation rested on 
a theoretical question, vis. : whether the tips of the blade should 
partake of the same velocity es a body falling freelr a certain 
height, such height being governed by the density of rur required. 
Recent experiments (the resulte of which accompany thia paper) 

justify the conclusions then made, aa will be seen on enmining 
tables Nos. 2 a, 3 a, end 4. a. 

Having satisfied myself with respect to the velocity a fan ought 
to have, when a certain density of air is required, I purpose in this 
paper to examine the fan under other varied conditions, the object 
being to eirtablish the best proportions of inlet openings in the 
sides of the fan chest, end the suitable correspanding length of 
vanes. For this purpose, I caused the openings m the sides of the 
fen chest to be made of a large diameter, IUld I was enabled to vary 
those openings, by fitting in rings of wood ; and I varied the fan 
by ettacning to its arms, vanes of corresponding lengths. The 
experiments are cl888ed in the following tables:-
'J 11.lllc i'u. I a, Cout;1ina the lir•t 11et uf expcr11oc11t1. 

,, 2 a, Experimeai. made with I.JI inlet opening 30 inches diameier ; 

,. 

" 

" 

the length of vane being reduced tu 8 incbe1. 
3 a, With an inlet opening of 241 inche1 diameier, and the lengtb 

o( the vane 11 incbee. 
4 a, With an inlet opening of 20l inches diameter, and the length 

of the nae l Jf incbea. 
l I>, Showa the eft'ect produced by narrowing the hladea to 6 

iache1, the length being 16 inchee, with outlet lo truuit 
pipe 4 inchet deep. 

2 I>, 3 I>, 4 I>, are e:i:perimentl 1howing the eft'ect produced by 
contracting the oullet opening. The inlet opening, and the 
length of vane, being lhe 1&1De u the table under which ii 
i1 cl111ed. 

In the concluding part of the first paper it was stated that, by 
impeding the free admission of air into the vane1 it was done at the 
expense of power. Thus, by contracting th~ inlet opening to 1.2 
inches diameter, we expended more than twice the power. Th111 
led to en extension of the openings, the results of which will be 
seen on comparing the former state of the fan, in table No. 1 a, 
with the present tables Nos. 2 a, 3 a, and 4. a. 

In the first five eiperiments, no efflux of air takes place; and if, 
in these experiments, we take the mean of the dendity of the air 
and the horse-power, and call them unity, their proportions with 
the corresponding experiments represented in tables 2, 3, and 4, 
will stand thus: 

Table No. 1 I· Deality of air. I· Hone-power. 
" 2 ·69 " 1·21 " 
" 3 •8 " •9 " 
,, 4 l• " 1·10 .. 

Here the results are in favour of the fan in its original shape, and 
similar results appear when the fan is d!8charging. air. 

I will now proceed to exanune the inlet opewng, and the best 
length of vane. 

From the experiments enumerated in the tables it will be seen 
that the longer vane possesses a/reponderating power over the 
shorter one, in condensing air o the greatest deusity, with the 
leest proportion of power. Thus, with a vane U inches long, the 
tips of which revolve at the rate of 236•8 feet per second, air i.i 
condensed to 9•4. ounces per square inch above the pressure of the 
atmosphere, with a power of 9•6 horses; but a vane 8 inches long, 
the diameter at the tips being the same, and having, therefore, the 
same velocity, condenses air to 6 ounces per square inch only, and 
takes 12'horse-power. 

Thus, the density of the latter is little better than !rr of the 
former, while the power absorbed is nearly I "25 to 1. Although 
the velocity of the tips of the vanes is the same in each case, the 
velocity of the heels of the respective blades are very different; for 
whilst the tips of the blades in each case move at the rate of 236·8 
feet per second, the heels of the U inch blades move at the rate of 
90·8 feet per second; and the heels of the 8 inch move at the rate 
of 151 •7.5 feet per second; or, the velocity of the heel of the 14 
inch, moves in the ratio of 1 to I ·67, compared with the heel of the 
8 inch blade. The longer blade approaching nearer the centre, 
strikes the air with less velocitf, and allows it to enter on the blade 
with greater freedom, and with considerable less force than the 
shorter one. The inference is, that the short blade must take 
more power at the same time that it accumulates a less quantity of 
air. 

These experiments lead me to conclude that the le~h of the 
vane demands as great a consideration as th}' proper diameter of 
the inlet opening. If there were no other obJect in view, it would 
be useless making the vanes of the fan of a greater width then the 
inlet opening can freely supply.• On the proportion of the length 
and width of the vane, and the diameter of the inlet opening, rllllt 
the three most important points, viz. : quantity, and dmrity of air, 
and expenditure of ptNJer. 

• Tbe propor&lon a 1ndlon pipe bnn to a p11mp, II an anaploua _, for, 11 we 
drln Ute baclre& 1& • ,_w nloclty &ban the 111cUon pipe trill aupply It with water, 
the coneeqanc:. will be, Iha& we lbail aot Uf\ ao mach waler, u the aame l1IDe Iha& .. 
ablOrb more power. 
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TABLES OF EXPERIMENTS. 

111,18 
I 11 

IOO·a 
t 07 
171'•G 
m· 
I 01 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

a;:. 
;IH'll 
4 i:l 
·~·I! 
u·a; 
611 
6:l 
~N 
?1~ 
~tf·it 

7h 
IS'di 
iK•I 
Nil 
I.!~ 

\I'! 7 
ll:<V 
~1¥ 

''0 ·~·ih 
~ ~~ 
6 10 
.1 ;17 ~ 
3 l!fl 

96 
7•A.1 
tjfi; 

~·~II 

~ ~ 
:! .. .!\ 

I, ~I 
II~? 
l :»•l 
)2·)~ 

11·11 
H· 2G 
1:1116 

' 4 i\;l 
u 10 
1,1 ·~ 

!j·~ 

11·~ 
3~ 

\o· I~ 
lij'f. 
n..; 
~ Ul:I 

N'o . ?. a - "-'I th l olcl Upt'Ul1t~ 30 ,o, 
1111.ui. \'•ll~ 8 hi. lon-1t h) tOf 1u. wldt'. 

11.;u 
I• 111 
., ... I() 

IHI<• 
1<1J 

I 17U 

llG~ 
l! •!<lfl 
:Prd '1 
t'i :, 

11no 
<Jt:••·li 
fJ7 ·r1 
/l'IU 

II 
0 
0 

• II 

N o. ::, b - '\'ilh lh' Uutlri apt1nlng 
C-01H11u:t~d lo If' . 1l .. t-i1. 

~o Eftf11i, 
900 J •~~·; I Jo:, I o a·'.!< 

\\,Hh .. nlu 
I 1"'1'7 I .1 I <n I ; S 

\\Uh U1e orllflnal 0 1U~"=' 1 "-'i-!l!nio,, 
l:lfu .1lu·I>· 

Nn E111 u>. 
11 ~ 3 ! ·1b I 11 7·~ 

\l'l1h ffllua. 
<t!.'. I \R ,.7 I ~ I •IO :!·~~ 

In the 14. inch blade, the tip has a velocity of 2"6 greater than 
the heel· or, by the laws of centrifugal force, the air will have 2·6 
times tfi; density at the tip of the blade that it has at the heel. 
The air cannot enter on the heel with more than atmospheric den
•ity, but in its pasuge along the vanes, it becomes compressed in 
proportion to its centrifugal force. The greater the length of 
vane the greater will be the difference of the centrifugal force be
twee~ the heel and the tip of the blade; consequently, the greater 
the density of the air. 

Reasoning then from these experiments, I recommend for easy 
reference, the foilowing proportions for the construct!oll of the 
fan :-Let the width of the vanes be one-fourth of the diameter of 
the van~.-Let the diameter of the inlet openings in the sideK of 
the fan chest be one-half the diameter of the fan.-And, let the 
length of the vanes be one-fourth of the diameter of the fan. 

In adopting this mode of construct~on, the area of the inlet. open
ing& in the sides of the fan chest, will be the same 88 the circum
ference of the heel of the blade, multiplied by its width; or the 
ume area 88 the space described by the heel of the blade. 

The following tables gives the 1izes of fans varying from 3 to 6 
feet diameter :-

Dlarl'tft' 
ol ,.,,. 
n. la. 
3 0 
3 6 
4 0 
4 6 
~ 0 
G 0 

TABLB I. 
Wldlh of 

Vane. 
n. la. 
0 9 
0 IOt 
I 0 
I Ii 
l 3 
I 6 

i..ngib of 
v.,,e. 

n. la. 
0 9 
0 IOl 
I 0 
I Il 
I 3 
I 6 

TABLll 2. 

Dlamete• or 
lalel opening. 

R. la. 
I 6 
I 9 
2 0 
2 3 
2 6 
3 0 

3 0 0 7 I 0 I 0 
3 6 0 8l I It I 3 
4 0 0 9i I 36 I 6 
4 6 0 IOt I 4i I 9 
~ O IO I 6 2 0 
6 0 I 2 I IO 2 4 

I recoDllDend the proportio~1 in table I, f~r densities rang_ing 
(rom 3 to 6 ounces per square mch, and for higher denaities, vu. : 
from 6 to 9, or more ounct'll, the sizes given in table 2. 

No. 3, • .-With lnl•I optn•nt Zil 1n, 
dl .. n. Y•ne 11 ,n, loog, by WJ 10. wul•. 

1000 

l\Hl •3 
''<.'!;I 
tv>J 

II•~· 
Vt1'1 H 
h7D 
;"e-tl-ti 

?17 !) 

~Q<J'7 
l•0·7 

s1 e i 3 

No~. b.-W ILb tbo Outloi Op•ol11g 
contr.tlrd lo a1 tn, drf'p. 

No EfUu.1. 
1r.ro·o I ui 7 I ~ I o ~·7~ 

Wllb Mllui<, 
;no I l~l I ~;, l:i.> 24 

Whh the ori1lnlll Qot ot u11•ul11~. 
I~ lu. d.op. 

No E:l'U.u>. 
'113 1 lij6 I ~ I 0 3•40 

Willi Eftlus. 
l,t I 166 I ~~ I <O a ·Vrt 

!'lo. 4, •.- WlLb I ol~• op•n ng Ol In. 
d '"'· Vono l ~I lo. loog, ~~ IUf .. 1d,, 

IOtll·6 
(I .. ~ 

:Jt'JO 
i • 0 

'20 
~'111'18 
1113; 
l~O·~ 

1116J"" '1 1; OLt 

l06J•ii l 217·0!1 
00o1 a 111tj (iij 

870 
io6'6 

19t•·08 
li9 J~ 

200•1 
lnli 
1a7·~ 

7 

G 
G 

lu~r. 
Pi I 

No. 4, b.-\l"tth •h• Oudet ~p•nl•! 
tootrac1rU to .l lo, dttp. 

!'lo &ft101. 
I l!llH I b·n I 0 ~: 

With F.ft! r\t, 
000 I I . ·1 I 4 I ~o n ~ 

\Vhh Lhe urlglt1'1 Uul!ci 11111t.uinK, 

12111. ''"""· No Em .... 
lldll I 1 ti'7 I D I ft 4• I 

Wl1b ~'.lllnz, 
~ 111<111 I 4 I CW 7 ~ 1t 

The dimensions of the above tables are not laid do'lll'n as pre
scribed limits, but as approximations obtained from the best results 
in practice. 

In some cases, two fans fixed on one spindle would be found pre
ferable to one wide one, as by such arrangement, twice the area of 
inlet opening is obtained, compared with a single wide fan ; and 
they may be 80 constructed, where occasionally only half the quan
tity of air is required, that one of them may be disengaged by a 
clutch, and thus a saving of power effected. In a single fan of 
great width, the inlet opening must either be made too small in 
proportion to the 'lll'idth of the vane, or if it be made large enough 
for the width of the vane, the le~h of the vane becomes so short 
as to be quite incapable of producing air of the required density. 

It has been stated that the air from the fan chest is impelled by 
the vanes along the transit pipe, to the blast chest, &c. : I beg at. 
tention to the results of an experiment very recently made by me 
with reference to the admission of air into the transit pipe, and 
which, I think, may lead to an important improvement in the fan. 
The experiment alluded to, was made to enable me to ascertain the 
result of varying the area of admission to the transit pipe, in pro
portion to the quantity of blast required for use; and I effected 
this by ada,Pting a segmental slide to the circular chest of the fan 
u shown m the accompanying section, by means of which, I vary 
the width of the open~ into the transit pipe, from I2 to 4 inches. 

The object of this arrangement is, to diminish the transit ,Pipe 
opening at pleasure, in proportion to the quantity of air required, 
and thereby to leMen the power necessary to work the fan. The 
results will be seen by experiments inserted in tables I b, 2 b 3 b 
and 4 b. The inlet openin!f to the tranHit pipe having been 'con2 
tracted from Ii incheti to 4. mches deep, 80 that the tip of the vane 
and the bottom of the outlet opening 'lll'ere nearly in a direct hori
zontal line, nearly the same quantity of air was impelled as with 
the original opening; the noise produced by the fan had, however, 
nearly ceased. It therefore appears, that the less this opening is 
made--provided we produce sufficient blast-the less noise will 
proceed from the fan; and by making the to!? of this opening level 
with the tips of the vane, the column of 811' has little or no re
action on the vanes. 

With respect to the degree of eccentricity which the fan should 
have, with reference to the fan chest, lo of the diameter of the fan 
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has been found in practice to answer well ; that i8i the space b&-
tw~en the fan and the chest should increue, from if of an inch at 
the top of the inlet to the transit pipe, to .~ of the diameter of the 
fan at the bo~to~ of a line perpendicular with the centre. The 
tunnel, or mam pipe, from the fan chest may for short distances, 
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".arying from 50 to 100 feet in length, be made not less than li 
tim~ the area of the transit pi~e in the fan chest; and in distances 
vary1~ _from 100 to 200 feet m length, lt times the area of the 
transit pipe. The length of e tunnel may be continued to 800 or 
more feet, provided it be made of sufficient dimensions to allow the 
air to pass freely along it. The experiments accompanying this 
paper were made with a tunnel 18 inches diameter and 160 feet in 
length, and no difference could be detected in the density of the 
airJ. wh.en t;he ~e was applied at any part of the tunnel. 

11av1ng investigated the .leading ch~racteristics. of the fan, it may 
not be out of place to give a few hmts respecting its mechanical 
construction. 

!ir8t.-It is one of the greatest essentiala, that all parts main
tam a just and proper balance. 

. Second.-That the arms of the fan be as light as is consistent 
~1th safety: round arms are decidedly objectionable· I have known 
instances when their centrifugal force has torn the~ from the cen
t~e boSB. I prefer the rectangular arm, about the proportion of 2t 
times the wJ~th, for the depth at the centre, with sufficient taper 
towards the tips. 

Third.-The bearings and journals of the fan spindle shonld be 
made of~ length not less than four times the diameter of the necks 
of the spmdle. 

Fina/Jy._-The .driving pulleys shonld be made as large as circum
stances will admit of, so that the strap may have sufficient surface 
to prevent slipping. 

. The fan from w~ich my experiments were collected, was made 
with these proportions. It has been at work nine years without 
any perceptible wear. 
~h~ application o~ the fan has hitherto been chiefiy applied to 

s~1th1es and fou!1dr1es ;_ and in but few instances has it been ap
ph.e~ to the smelting of iron ore. I am aware that differences of 
up!m?n exist as to the applicability of the fan to that purpose. The 
prmc1pal reason urged against it being the limited density to which 
the biast can thereby be compressed, compared with the blast sup-

plied by the cylinder. It remains., however, to be proved whether 
such high densities are absolutely necessary for the smelting of 
iron ore ; whether we may not produce as good iron by a diffused 
soft blast, as by the strong, and generally applied, concentrated 
blast. I hope it will not be thought presumptuous on my part, in 
thus doubting long established yractices. The old maxim of 
"there's no way like the old way, is not always based on unerring 
princif les. 

As have before etated, the density of blast afforded by the fan, 
is limited to the force arising from the centrifugal motion of the 
air, in passing along the vanes of the fan ; the quantity not ex
ceeding whet is due to its velocity and magnitude. But may not 
this density be increased by using a succession of fans, so wn
structed and arranged, that the air may be passed successively 
through each; the air from the first fan being made to enter the 
second ; the air from the second to enter the third ; and the bl.aat 
finally emitted of adequate density? 

I cannot here enter into a further investigation of this important 
subject; neither are the limits end character of this paper BUited 
to the minutire connected with the principles and practice of a 
smelting furnace; but I hope that the observations which I have 
made, and the principles I have endeavoured to enunciate, will be 
the means of instituting further inquiry ; and1 as the expense of 
constructing a fan can be no barrier, I tru.st that a fair trial will 
he made, where convenience is suited to its application for smelt
ing purpoees. 

aEOl&TEa OP SEW PATEllT8: 

VENTILATION OF MINES. 

JOHN WILCOCK, gentleman, in the county of York, for " cer
tain Improvement8 in the ventilation of minu."-Granted June 12; 
Enrolled Dec. 12, 184-7. [Reported in the Patent Journal.] 

The patentee, in this specification, states his invention to be for 
the purpose of improving, and more effectually securing, the better 
ventilation of mines, and consists of elongating the upcast shaft of 
the mine, by the addition of stacks, towers, or other similar build
ings, erected above, or in connection with llUCh upcast shaft, by 
which the upper orifice of the upcast shaft is elevated very consi
derably above the upper orifice of the downcast shaft2 proportion
ablr to various circumstances-as the r_elative dep~hs of .the two 
shafts, the velocity of the current of air through the mme, the 
nature of the gases, &c. The ventilation of mines is effected by 
the passing of a stream, or current, of atmospheric air through 
the various ramifications of the mine, carrying witb it, in its 
course, the various noxious ~ase1t-as carburetted hydrogen, car
bonic acid, and also the vitiated air, in its course, and escapes 
through the upcest shaft into the atmosphere. This current is, in 
most cases, caused-or the velocity of it is increased-by the ap
plication of heat to the upcast shaft, either at the bottom thereof, 
or at the orifice at the surface. The patentee proposes, by his in
vention, to inerease the velocity of the currents through the up
cast shaft, by erecting a stack, tower, or other similar building, 
above, or in connection with, the upcast shaft, which forms a con
tinuation of the shaft, and througn which also continues to fiow 
the current of air. The height to which, in most cases, it will be 
sufficient to raise the elongated portion of the sheftl. the patentee 
states to be from 60 feet to 100 feet, though this will be governed 
much by circumstances, varying in different mines. The patentee 
gives several drawings, descriptive of his invention, as applied to 
several descriptions of mine shafts; as, first, to its application to 
mines having only one shaft; in this case, it is customary to make 
partitions down the shaft} thus forming downcast and upcast shafts. 
The patentee proposes eaving these arrangements as usual, but 
erecting over, or in connection with, the part of the shaft, a stack, 
tower, or other building, as a continuation of the upcast shaft. 
Secondly, to a mine in which the upcast shaft is also the working 
one; in this case, the minerals and workmen pass out of the lower 
part of the stack, or tower by an aperture in the wall of it; and, 
thirdly, to a mine in which the upcast shaft is only employed for 
tbat_purpose; in this case, a plain stack, or tower, is employed. 
In all cases, the patentee stetesi it is necessary that the sectional 
area of the stack, or tower, shou d be, at least, equal to the sec
tional area of the upcast shaft; end that, when it is necessary to 
have any openings into the lower part of the stack, or tower, the 
sectional area of the upper part of the stack, or tower, above the 
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apertures, must be increased by the size of the apertures, for 
die purpose of not interfering with the upward current from the 
upeast shaft. The patentee, after describing bis invention, claims 
the mode, or modes, of elongating the upcast shafts of mines, for 
the better ventilation of such mines, as described in the speci
fication. 

CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES. 
8TEPBZN MouLToN, of Norfolk-street, Strand, Middlesex, gen

tleman, for "lmprot'e'111e11U in the oomtruction of bridges." -Granted 
April 8; Enrolled Oct. 8, 184-7. 

The improvements are for constructin~ bridges in the manner 
shown in the annexed engravings. Fig. I 1s a side ,·iew of a bridge 

Pig. I. 

constructed according to the im·ention. Fig. 2 shows two trans
verse sections thereof, by which it will be seen that the top rail B, 
and the bottom rail A, are combined together by a series of diago

nal bars D, so that the bottom rail A, is 
suspended from the upper rail B, by 
means of such diagonal bars D ; and the 
rails, A and B, are kept apart by means 
of the uprights C, which uprights are 
not fixed to the upper or lower rails 
B, A, but simply come in between them 
as supports to retain the parts A, B, at 
the correct distance apart ; and in the 
event of the chain being formed to act 
unequallr on any of the diagonal bars 
D, by dm·ing in wedges, as shown at E, 
fig. 1, tbe . whole must be correctly ad
justed. The diagonal bars D, proceed 
in opposite directions, and cross each 
other, as is shown, but they are not fixed 
to each other, they being &imply fixed 
at their ends by means of pins passing 
through them ; and the top and bottom 
rail, B, A, fig. 1, shows part of the side 
framing of the bridge. 

1''ig. 3 shows the diagonal bars D, 
'1g. ~. with the screw pins and nuts, by which 

\hey are attached to the rails A, B. The upper rail may be formed 
of two angle-irons, as shown at fig. ~ or in one double angle-iron, 
u shown at fig. 31 the diagonal bars u passing between the parts 
BB, and such parts will be held together by the pins and nuts J, 

as shown. The lower rail is composed of two 
bars, A, A, shown in fig. 2, and the ends of the 
bars D are placed between them, and held by the 
screw pins and nuts J, as shown. K, the beams 
for receiving the floor of the bri~. F, the caps 
which cover the upper edges of the two bars of 

11 which the bottom rail A, is composed. At the 
ends of a brid~e it is preferred to use additional 
ban D*, D*, as shown at fig. i, and also holding
bars G, with adjustin~ screws and nuts, as at H ; 
but these may be dispensed with. There are 
opening through the uprights C, for the passage 
of the diagonal ban D, but these bars D should 
be free and not confined in the openings through 

Pig. I. such uprights C. 
It will be (ound by enmining the peculiar arrangement of the 

pan. 'hat great 1trength with lightness are obtained by construct-

"ing bridges in the manner described, for it will be evident that as 
the rails A, B, are kept separated by the uprights C, which act &11 

stretchers, they will be rendered still' and secure from flexure by 
the diagonal bars D. 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND RAILWAY CARRIAGES. 

GEOaoE TAYLOR, of Holbeck, near Leeds, for "lmprovemaiU in 
lmxnnotive enginu and railway carriagea.· -Granted June 3; En
rolled Dec. 3, 184-7. [Reported in the Mechaniu' Magazine.] 

Th.e l?atentee states that bis invention consists: Firstly-In 
c~rtain u:npro\•ed arrangements of the steam cylinders of locomo
tive engme~, and the parts which communicate the reciprocating 
motion of the pistons of the cylinders to the axle or axles of the 
driving-wheels, which arrangements have for their object to con
cent~ate the driving power of the actuated pistons, so RS to com. 
m~mcate an e'·e~ rotating motion to the drivin~-wheels, or to dis
tribute. the moving power (before concentratmg it), in an even 
and umform manner to one, two, or more pairs of wheels. The 
advantages which the patentee states he believes to result from 
this part of his invention are, diminished wear and tear of the en
gine, a.nd the attainment, with safety, of a greater degree of 
speed, 111 consequence of the decreased amount of oscillation of 
the locomotives. The construct.ion is as follows :-A hove the 
?oiler, 11~~ near the smoke-~ox, .are placed, horizontally, and in 
~uxt~-pos1tion,_ two st~am cylmders of equal capacity, each having 
its piston furmshed with cross heads sliding in guides supported by 
the frame of the engine. The pistont1 are connected bv rods to 
two cranks, which are attached on either side to a wheel having 
cogs or indentations on its periphery, and which gears into another 
wheel fastened on the centre of the axle of the driving-wheels. 
The axle is placed above the boiler, and allows of the employment 
of driving-wheels of larger diameter (say from 10 to IS feet) 
with e\•en a diminished amount of oscillation, in consequence of 
the weight of the engine being brougl1t near the line of rails. All 
the wheels may be made to drive by being coupled in the ordinary 
manner .. In o~der that the ~og-wbeels may work properly, and 
the bearmg-spring;i of the engine act freely the guides, in which 
are supported the JOumals or axle-boxes of the driving-wheels, are 
It!ade slanting. Two modifications of the mode of connecting the 
piston-rods of ~he steam cylinders with the axles of the driving
wheels are specified by the patentee. The first consists in forming 
a slot in the centre of each of the piston-rods, in which works a 
short vibrating link, connected to a vertical frame on either side 
of the engine, which is made fast underneath the boiler by means 
of a pin, on which it vibrates-and in connecting each of these 
vibrating vertical frames by rods as is usual with the bosses of the 
driving-wheels, or in attaching one end of a connecting-rod to the 
outside end of the cross head of the piston-rod, and the other to 
the boss of the driving-wheel. Secondly-This invention bas re
ference to the construction of an apparatus applicable to the 101»
motive, tender, and carriages, which serves to retard the progress 
of the train when necessary, and to support, in the case of the 
breakage of an axle, the weight of the carriage. To effect this, 
two leverH are made fast to the bottom of the carriage in such 
manner as to allow of their acting freely, and have each at the 
outer end a flanged skid placed directly over the line of rail. 
These skids ha\•e on the under surfaces blocks of hard wood with 
the grain placed vertically, and are moreover connected by a 
strong spring. From the centre of this spring rises a vertical 
shaft, consi.1ting of two pieces joined by a threaded connection 
whereby it can be lengthened or shortened, as required. The top 
of this shaft is forked, and has between the prongs at top and bot
tom two anti-friction rollers; between these rollers is ll cam, fust
ened to a horizontal rod, which i11 made to rotate by apparatus 
brought under the control of the driver or guards, after any ordi~ 
nary and well-known means. \Vhen the longest radius of the earn 
is brought to bear upon the lower anti-friction roller by means of 
the rotating of the horizontal shaft, it follows that the vertical 
shaft is forced downwards and the flanged skids thereby depressed 
on to the line of rail which they bite, and thus retard the progreSB 
of the train. The flanges serve to retain the carriages on the line 
of rails, and the skids to support the carriage in the case of the 
breakage of an axle; but, ln order that the vertical shaft may be 
relieved from the weight of the carriage, stops are inserted in the 
lower part thereof at the most convenient point, againt1t which the 
skids catch. Thirdly-The patentee proposes to divide the tender 
horizontally into two parts, using the upper or open portion for 
coals, and the lower to contain the water, and to p1t88 the axle of 
the wheels through the water or above it, in order that the weight 

.. 
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of the tender, as in the case of the locomotive before described, 
may be brought nearer the rails. Fourthly-To employ axles for 
railway carriages composed of two pieces, one solid and the other 
tubular, to slide over 1t; one of a pair of wheels being attached to 
each piece, so that they may revolve independently of each other. 

VIBRATING PISTON-ROD ENGl!li'E. 

G. V. Gu11TAPSSON, of 15, William-street, Regent's-park, late en
gineer, R.N. "Improoementsin the 1ream engiM." 

The improvements relate, first, to "the mode of connectinjl,' a pis
ton-rod to a piston by means of a ball-and-socket joint.'' The ad
vantage of this plan over the old one (where the piston-rod is con
nected to the piston by means of straps and keys like the crank 
and connecting-rod) will easily be perceived; a large bearing sur
face its facility for adapting itself in the centre of the piston, being 
hor;d and turned at the same time, and also the convenience for 
holding a lubricating substance, such as oil or tallow and thereby 
lessening the friction, and causing a less wear of the bah and socket. 
Secondly, "The ma'!ner of keep.ing the piston tight within t~e 
cylinder by the combined mechanical forces of steam and metallic 
i;prings." The advantage of this arrangement will also be perceived 
without difficulty: the skeleton of the piston is formed like a 
wheel· the nave receives the end of the piston-rod, from which 
proceeds the arms, to the extreme ends of which a ring is attached, 
and to which ring is bolted the top and bottom cover of the piston, 
which for lightness should be made of wrought-iron; within these 
covers, and at the outer periphery, are fitted two metallic rings of 
light construction, and kept in their places by means of spiral and 
horizontal sprin~ but not necessarily steam-tight, as that will be 
effected hr admitting steam into the chamber, which incloses the 
packing-nngs by means of a double acting valve; this will cause 
a more uniform pressure on the packing-rings than could be effected 
by springs alone; it also requires very little fitting and grinding, 
only the side of the ring nearest the cover: it has also another, 
though perhaps not very great advantage, of partially pulli11g, in
stead of entirely ptUhing the piston. Suppose the piston is moving 
upwards, a portion of the .Pressure trom under it will be removed 
to the upper cover, which 1s considerably above the centre of the 
globe; 0.mce the pulling property, which in such case is preferable 
to pushing : the same, of course, takes place on the down stroke. 
Thirdly, "The construction of a moveable apparatus to be adapted 
to the top or cover of the cylinder throu~h wliich the piston-rod is 
to slide, and at the same time vibrate. The advantage of this 
apparatus over the old slide-rest shaped one is, first, being curved 
as to present nearly a rectangular base to the different positions of 
the p1Hton-rod, whereby the friction is considerably diminished; 
secondly, having a.flat bearing surface to act against, instead of the 
dovetailed edges in the old p1an ; thirdly, and last, its facility of 
keeping in contact with the hearing surface, which is effected in 
condensin~ engines by connecting the narrow chamber, between 
the two slides, with the condenser, whereby the slides are kept in 
their places by the pressure of steam and the atmosphere : in non
condensing engines this chamber should be in communication with 
the atmosphere, which may be effected by causing the upper slide 
to bear in the middle only, allowing a passage to the chamber under 
it, which will also lessen the friction of the upper slide: it will he 
perceived that the slides are portions of circles, and consequently 
easy of construction. And fourthly, "An apparatus (or self-act
ing damper) for regulating the draught of the flues and furnaces, 
and thereby tempering the pressure of steam in the boiler, and also 
giving such due notice of tlie state of pressure in the boiler as may 
prevent accidental explosion." Thi11 being a distinct apparatus, 
may be used with or without the other improvements, and 1s appli
cable both for land and marine engines. 

The inventor states that, "a plan, somewhat similar in principle, 
though differing in details, was tried many years ago but in con
sequence of the ill-adaptation of the slide&-Somewbat like the 
slide-rut of a turning-lathe-to the motion of the piston-rod, being 
at right angles to the latter only at the dead points of the engine, 
or top-and-bottom stroke, it was a very great defect." 

The three first improvements are shown in the annexed engrav
ing of a vertical section of the steam cylinder. a, the cylinder; 
b, the skeleton of the piston, formed like a wheel for the purpose 
of rendering it of lialit construction ; c, a hollow cast-iron globe, 
fitted to the end of the piston-rod and secured to it by a plug d, or 
it mar be cast on to the end of the piston-rod : in the centre of 
the piston is a hemispherical socket, into which the globe c is fitted 

1 

and secured to it by means of a cap e firmly bolted to the hemi
spherical socket ; the arm11 h!"ve strengthenin(\' fianges on the!r 
under sides, and to the outer rmg, at the extremity of the arma, is 
bolted the top and bottom cover,; g g, which, for lightness, may be 
made of wrought-iron. To render the ph1ton steam-tight, two 

a 

metallic rinitS are placed in the annular chamber between the 
covers g g, and held m their place~ by means !'f vertical end . hori
zontal springs, but not necessarily steam-t1j1,'ht, as that will be 
effected by admittinjl,' steam into this annular chamber of the piston 
by mearui of a double-acting vah·e, by which a more uniform pres
sure on the packing-rings is obtained than could pOSliibly be effected 
by sprin!Z'l' alone : i is the cylinder cover, which is made spherical, 
with segmental J>ieces to complete the arc of a circle ; k is a seg
ment slightly hollowed in the middle and bolted to the cylinder
cover · l are slides attached to the cups m n. To keep the radius 
slides '11 constantly in contact with their bearing surfitce, the hol
low space o should be in communication with the condenser, which 
is effected by fixing a small tube in 1my convenient place : in non
condensing engines this space should be in communication with the 
atmosphere. 

It will be seen that as the pii;ton ascends and descends, the 
piston-rod will be enabled, by the lateral motion of the radius 
slides, to vibrate, and thereby act directly on the crank; in conse
quence of the angular position of the piston-rod the wear of the 
cylinder would be greater on one side than the other, hut this may 
be avoided by giving to the latter an inclined position. It will be 
perceived that this peculiarity of the pii;ton is of J!:reat advantage, 
especially for horizontal engines, as the weight of the piston would 
be supported by the pressure, and consequently prevent an un
equahzing wear of the cylinder and piston, which in common hori
zontal engines cannot be avoided; hence the vibrating piston-rod 
is particularly adapted for the screw-propeller and locomoti,·e en
gines. To prevent an unnecessary waste of steam, the space 
between the piston and the cylinder cover, where the former is on 
the top stroke, as shown by the ~otted lines, may be filled up with 
hard wood and bolted to the cylinder cover. 
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BUNNETT'S SEWER TRAP. 
Mr. Bunnett, of the firm of Bllllllett and Corpe, of Lombard

&treet,_ has invented a very simple and cheap " Self~ting E.ffluvia 
Trap which difFers from all previous contnvances. The fault of 
the old invention was that they were so arranged that a very small 
quantity of water caused the pan of the trap to fall, and come
quently dnring a shower of rain, or water falling upan it, the 
action was intermittent, continually opening a communication with 
the sewer, and liable to be held open permanently by any light 
matter being ca~ht by the rising of the pan. In Mr. Bunnett's 
improved trap this is avoided by introducing a peculiar mechanical 

arrangementotthele
verage connected with 
the form of the move
able pan, and applica
tion of the weight, 
which admits, under 
ordinary circumstan
ces, of a constant flow 
of water through the 
grating into the pan 
of the trap and over 
the edge of the same 
into the sewer or drain, 
the lower part of the 
trap being immersed 
into the water, 80 as 
to form a most effec
tual water sealed joint, 
of sufficient depth to 
withstand the effects 

• · ' of evaporation from 
long drought, and should a stoppage be caused by a deposit of silt 
or other matter, the water will rise in the body of the trapt until 
it is about two-thirds full, at which point it raises the balance
weight, and obtains considerable leverage by the peculiar formation 
of the moveable pan, insuring a rapid discharge of a large body of 
water, which by its force most efFectually cleanses the trap, and 
Bushes the sewer or drain, and instantly recovers its position, with 
sufficient water to form the joint again, resuming its former action 
till another stoppage occurs ; the form of the trap also insures on 
the commencement of a thaw the ready ejection of any ice that 
may have formed therein. The annexed figure is a sectional view 
of a street grating and gully hole with the trap, which is repre
sented in its ordinary position? the water flowing from the grating 
into the body of it, and over tne edges of the moveable part into 
the sewer or drain. The lower part of the body of the trap is 
immersed in the water which is retained in the moveable part by 
the counterbalance we~ht, thereby forming a perfectly sealed joint 
and eft'ectually preventmg any smell from rising. 

Another advantage attending this trap is that it can easily be 
bed to any gully hole, and the price is very moderate, being about 
£1 each. 

GAS IMPROVEMENTS. 

(With E11f1Taving1, Plate II.) 

GEORGI! HoLwORTRY P ALMEB, of W estboume-villas, Harrow
road, Middlesex, civil engineer, for "an improved method 1>r mode of 
producing inflammable ga868 of greater purity and higher illuminating 
JXHDl!r, •¥·"-Granted April I 7; Enrolled October I 7, I8-'7. 

The lint part of this invention relates to an improved mode of 
letting and arranging the retorts in conjunction with additional 
vessels called "regenerators," 80 as to insure their being heated 
uniformly to the required temperature (as shown in figs. I to 6), by 
which method not only an increase of volume, but also an increase 
in the illuminating power of the gas is obtained. The heating sur
face of the regenerators may be further increased by the introduc
tion of metallic chippings, or by sheet iron partitions. 

By this arrangement, the gas passes direct from the retorts into 
the regenerators, where it receives a second dose of caloric, and 
then flows in the usual manner through the sealed pipes in the hy
draulic main, and then into the mechanical precipitator, to be next 
ell:Jllained. The patentee recommends the retorts to be kept at a 
b~ht cherry-red heat, and the regenerators at a dull-red heat, 
visible by daylight. 

The second improvement relates to an apparatus called a "me
chanical precipitator,n combined with a refrigerator (as shown in 

figs. 7 and 8), for the purpose of abstracting the vapours of tar and 
naphtha, as well as the gaaeous ammonia and its compounds. 

The third improvement relates to apparatus called "ammoniac&) 
filtering towprs," through which the gas passes from the preclpita
tor, being waahed in its course by liquid ammonia, descending like 
rain th!'°ugh one or more perforated. plates, as shown in Nos. 1, 2, 
and 3, m figs. 9, 1 o, and 11. By this process a further portion of 
ammonia, contained in the gas, is absorbed without subjecting the 
pa to an increased pressure, and the liquid ammonia is increased 
in strength. 

The fourth improvement relates to an apparatus consisting of a 
series of steam chambers and condensers, Nos. 4, .s, and 6

1 
as shown 

in figs. 9 and IO, through which the gas passes from the filtering 
tower ; each of these chambers is to be charged with a volume of 
pure steam equal to the volume of gas. The crude gas, with a vo
lume of steam, pa811e8 first into No. I steam chamber, and then into 
its condensi~ chamber, where the steam will be condensed into 
water, which in its descent will ca~ with it a great portion of the 
remaining gaseous ammonia and its various compounds ; after 
which, the permanent gases flow from No. I condenser into No. 2 
steam chamber when the gas will be again saturated with steam, 
and will 8Jfa.in flow into its proper refrigerator, to deposit the steam 
charged with another portion of the product in aliquid form. The 
gas will then pass into No. 3 chamber as before, and thence into 
No. 3 condenser, where is deposited theremaining ammonia and its 
compounds, together with a portion of sulphuretted hydrogen. All 
these liquid products are to be made to flow, as fast as they are 
deposited in the condenser, into a suitable receiver, sealed by an 
hydraulic joint to prevent the gaseous vapours and gas from return
ing into the condenser. From this last apparatus the gas will pass, 
freed from impurities, into the " lime machinesn or purifiers, 
charged with dry limei where it is divested of the remainmir dele
terious gases--viz., su phuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, and 
proceeds thence to the gas holder, and lastly to the mains. 

The gas now purified goes into the gas-holder, and, in its transit 
to the mains, may be naphthalised if required; for this pui;pose, 
apparatus may be employed similar to that described as the ' am
moniacal filtering towers." 

The fifth improvement is for avoiding the inconveniences which 
arise on opemng the purifiers and removing the refuse lime from 
the sieves preparatory to recharging them with lime, and which is 
to be efFected by causing atmospheric air, heated or otherwise, to 
be blown through the material employed for purifying the gas, and 
discharged through the furnace-bars or chimney-shaft, by means of 
a " centrifugal bellows" or other suitable pneumatic apparatus, the 
blast-pipe being connected to the exit pipe of the purifier; thus 
blowing out the contaminated air, &c., through the pipe by which 
the gas enters the purifying vessel1 an extra pipe and valve being 
attached to the entrance and exit pipes for this purpose. 

Rejerl!'TICe to the Engrauing1. 
Figs. 1 to 6 show the mode of setting and heating the retorts and 

regenerators: fig. I, a sectional elevation, and fig. 2, a front elevation 
-each figure shows one-half of a set of retorts; fig. 3, a longitudinal 
section; fig. 4, a plan of one of the retorts, showing the opening 
through which the flame rises; fig . .s, sectional plan of the top re
tort; and fig. 6, sectional plan of the regenerators.-Similar letters 
refer to similar parts :--a, b, c, retorts; d, e,f, regenerators, show
ing the plates k to increase the heating medium1 over which the ~as 
flows from the retorts; g, g, the furnaces; II, i, nues through which 
the flame rises from the furnaces, and, as indicated by the arrows 
between and over the retorts and regenerators, to the shaft, and I, 
the blow-holes. There is one regeneratrr to each retort, of the 
capacity of about two-thirds the latter. 

Fig. 7 is a vertical section of the " mechanical precipitator,n and 
fig. 8, plan of the same; a, a, perforated revolving fans, to agitate 
the gas in the chamber b, b -the shaft is stepped into the lower 
chamber and p1188ed through an inclined plane, d, d, under which 
the ~s blows through the tar passing from the pipex; and adjoin
ing 1s a chamber, e\ containing a convoluted worm, or refrigerat
ing pipe, g, to cool the gas after escaping from the chamber b, 
through the curved pipe.f. To prevent the gas blowing through 
the aperture in the inclined plane where the shaft passes, the shaft 
is inserted in a pipe z, bolted to the inclined plane, ·bein~ of an 
altitude sufficient to overcome the pressure of the ga11 ; and msteacl 
of the usual stuffing-box for the shaft an hydraulic seal t, is used. 

The pipe is kept cool by a supply of water passing through the 
chamber e, by the pipe II, entenng at the top and discharging by 
the pipe j. The pipes h and j, together with the chamber e, form a 
syphon ; the legs or pipes, h and j, are furnished with cocks p, to 
admit or cut off' the supply of water. An air-pump is used to re
move the small quantity of air that may be m the syphon; it i9 

5 
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WOl'k~ u well as t.be agitating apparatus,. by the descent of water 
:flowing from the long leg of the syphon, which gives motion tlo a 
small wat.er--wheel in connection with the bevel wheel, gearing, and 
band ; or they may be worked by a steam engine or other pow.er. 
All the aon.densable products- collected in the ~ting chamber 
and refrigerating pipe g, fiow through the pipe n., into the ohamher 
c-, and through. the opening r, at the level of the dotted line; into a 
:receiver. 

Fig. 9 is a plan, and fi5. JO a aectional el.ev.Uion, of the "-am
moniacal filtering towers, steam chambers, and condeD.181'11, com
bined in· one apparatus. The gas takes the 001lJ'l!8 indicated by the 
arrows in the towers 1, 2, and 3, entering eaoh at the bottom and 
out at the tlop, and thence into the steam abambeni 4, .s, 6, under
going the steaming and condensing befo1'8 '8xplained; a, a, steam t= with cocks tu regulate the steam; b, the entrance stieam pipe 

the boil.er; c, o, o, eeparatl! condensera, with the entrance and 
uit pipes; d., the tank for the ammoniaoal liqno"' pumped up 
through the pipe~; the tank has two divisional platesf,f, lixed to 
the top and 11des, and descending to within a few inches of the 
bottom of the .U, and ia sealed at the level of the dotted line· by 
the liquid ammonia. 

To insure the gas Bowing from one tower to the otiisr, each has 
a pipe, g, connected '11lith the t.ank and rilling in it to the height of 
the dotted. line, at which level the ammonia· flows through the pipe 
g, into its particular tower. 

Instead of the arnmgement of the filtering t.owers, severs! per
foreted divisional plates, n, 88 shown in fig. 11, may be adopted,. 
the gM ftowing from the tower into the chamber through the pipe· 
.,, in ower finally to eecape at the pipe·!/· 

IUITJ.B'W.9. 

.4n Euay on tJui ..4ir-pump and. A/mo8pltmc Railtcay; containing 
r<>rmuk and rulu for cakuk1ting the ooriOU8 quanti/W contained in 
Mr. B. Stephem<m'a report on atm06pheric. propulriqn, for the Direc
Wr& qf the Cheater and Holyhead BaiJ1D<Jy com,,.ny. Br W 1LLU.M 
TUJl.NBtlLL, author of a treatise "On the Strength of Cast-Iron," 
&c. London: Williams •. 184-7. 12mo. pp. 96. 

The object of this exoellent little treatise is a gen81'al expOBition 
of the theoretical principles of atmospheric railways. That the 
leakage of the mam tubes of these niilways involves a loss of 
power, is obvious to every one in the slightest degree acquainted 
with the subject; but it requires much more than superficial know
ledge to eiitimate the precise amount of 1088 corresponding to a 
given rate of leakage. Mr. Tnrnbnll hAS addressed himself very 
successfully to the task of substituting exact principles for general 
notiC?ns respecting the mechanical defects of atmospheric pro
pnl&on. 

The first part of this work comprises a hisWry of the air-pump, 
and demonstrations of several known formnlai by which its effects 
ar.e estimated. In the second part, these formulie are applied in 
detail to the case of the Kingstown and Dalkey Railway. Not
w~standin~ the imperfect succe!"' of th.e method of. substituting 
stationary all'-pnmps for locomotive engmee, the subject is one of 
permanent interest to the engineer: on account of the number of 
beautifnl scientific and mechanicJ problems which it presents to 
his attention. Considered merely aa- an instructive exercise the 
theory of atmospheric propulsion deserves to be thoroughly ~as
tered by every student of practical science. It is this aonsideration 
which induces us to give a brief sketch of Mr. Tnrnbull's method 
of investigation. 

"\Vhen a train on the atmospheric railway has attained its uni
form v~locity, it is obvi~•lB ~hat, if there were no leakage, the 
pump-_P1ston and the train-piston must both describe the eame 
space ma given time-that is, the void made by the one in a given 
time must be filled up by the other. For example, if the relative 
diameters of the main tube and pump were such, that ten feet of 
the length of the former had the same cubic capacity as one foot 
of ~he length of the latter, the tr.ain..piston wonld travel ten feet 
":hile the pump-piston travelled on~. Otherwise, if the pump
piston travelled at a greater relative velocity, the degree of 
vacuum would be raised, and the train accelerated ; if the pump
piston travelled at a smaller relative velocity, the degree of 
vacuum would be diminished, and the train retarded : and either 
case is contrary to the hypothesis of uniform velocity of the train. 

The exact relation, however, between the uniform \•elocities of 
tbe two pi&tons only obtains on thP livpothesis that there is DO 

leakage. The principal. prohlam is to ascertain the modification 
due to that defect of the apparatus. The requisite data for this 
investigation are obtained by the following experiment :-Afier 
the tube has been exhausted t.o a oertain extent, the whole ap
paratus is suffered tu remain quiescent, no train beina" dispatched: 
The leakage will then go on till the equilibrium of tlie air inaida 
and outside tube be restored. By ob98rving the rate at whioh the 
barometer-guage falls during the interval, we get-not the mw·of 
leakage-but data from which that rate may be calculated. 

'Ihe density of air is proportional to the weight, and therafore 
height; of the column o( mercury. Take 30 incbes as tba
height of mercury cor:r-e11ponding to the aanoepherio J>reMUftt: 
then, if the bammater-guage of the exhausted tube show, for the 
p1'891ure in it, a height equivalent to 10 inches of mercury (for 
example), the damity in the tube would be t.o that of tile es:ternal 
air as 10 : 30, or would be !rd the ordinary deJDlity of air. If,_ 
after. the leakage hu gone on some time, the blll'Qmeter-guage 
show a height equivalent to 20 inahes forthe pr8MU1"8 in the tube, 
the damll:v· will be~ or ~rds that of common air~. The dijftrenoe 
l>Mween tfie densiti811 in tfie tube at the two respective periods is 
Jrds -!rd (=!rd) that of common air. Collll8quentiy, if the 
quantiiiy of air w:bioh has entered the tube in the interval, be 
HUpposed to have diifnsed itself equably throughout the tube, that 
qLIAlltity is equivalent to the tube full of air at a density ~rd that 
of. common air, en; which is obviously the same thing, one-third 
the tube full of common air. This 1'8RBOning applies generally 
and gives this simple rule-that the cubic quantity of air admitt~ 
by 11111kage du~ any inter.val, is equal to the cubic capacity of 
the taibe multiplied by the fraction expreiming the difference of 
danaities during diat interval. (The barometer-guap is ao gra
duated, that for the words, "fraction. upre&ling tlie dift'erence of 
danaities" in tba above rulet wa may:· sublliitute, " diff"elllDce of 
ga -height& divided. b 30.") J1r thi& quantity of Jr w&l'e divided by the·numbert of minutas 
of the inter.val, the- result would, be the rate of infiwr; per. minute,. 
suppoaing that rate unifomi. This medaod of inve&tigat.ion. is.. 
bowev8"' 1iabla to au objection,. which our-author well etaies •fol
lows:-

"We have calculated fur the extreme-indicatitme of the vacuam ~ 
nd divided by the nu111ber of minutee that elapeed during ibtf.obeenaUo, 
(Or the avense leellap per miDUte. :Now tbi1.metbod.woultl·be perfmliJ 
j111l, on the auppolitioa that the quntny of leakage-~ anatant,.or of lbe 
aame amount in equal timH; but> the idea of a. cooaianti mnouoic of leakap 
i• 11Uopdier inoompa&ible with whu we know ta hike pl-, when ak of. 
atmoapherio deneity i• allowed to·Sow. into a 'Rlllfll. oontainiug air of a ie.. 
denlity. Here iL is ob.tou1 tbal the air io.. the veuel ia. aoalinual11 ap.. 
preaching to a. eta&e of equilibrium with t.b11t withGllt, and cooaqpentlJ the 
velocity of inftux is 0011itnu11Uy diminiahing until th equilibrium. ohtaiDL" 

He then proceeds to show, that in tii01e experiments Oil' the 
connecting pipe of the Dalkey line, in whiah the height& of the 
gauge were taken every minute, though the succeuive dift'erenca 
of those heights for sucoelllive minutes. were nearly eqnal, they do 
not indicate a uniform rate of leakage, bnt lead to the directiy. 
opposite conclusion, that the leakage was far more rapid at the 
beginning of the experiment than at its conclusion : and he then 
makes the following important remark in reference to Mr. Ste
phenson's report:-" We are &ometDhat apprehemive that, bg aaauming 
a romtant amoont qf leakage for the connecting pipe, some very er
roneous deduction& muat haw been made." 

"But with regard to the valve tube the cue is very different; for it i• 
euy to conceive that, 111 the longitudinal slot or aperture is covered with a 
ftexible substance, this aubstaoce will readily accommodate itself· to the 
preaaure u the exhaustion goes oo, and by thus dlmioiahiog the area of the 
aperture a1 the velocity of inftux increaaee, a con1taol amount of leakage, 
or nearly so, may happen to he maintained : at all eYenb, it is oot iucau
siateot with the maxim of accurate science, to admit thu auch may be the 
cue, aod it actually appears from e:i:periment that the 111ppositioo is uot far 
from the troth." 

If it be conceded that the lsakage of the connecting pipe is an 
ayoidable evil, and may therefore be 88811Dled to be wholly reme
died, we have very aimple means of caloulating the effect which 
the leakage of the main tube has on the velocity of the train. As 
the assumption of uniform leakage in this tube is somewhat dan
gerous, let the leakage corresponding to any proposed working 
vacuum be 8ilC8rtained by a separate experiment with the barome
ter-gauge. We have explained how to calculate, from the fall of 
the gauge the quantitr of external air which enten the tube per 
minute. lt may be calculat.ed by very simple arithmetic what., 
length of tube this quantity of air would by iUelf occupy, if dilated. 
to the supposed working density. And that length of tube is die 
meaaure of the lolii of speed uf the tzain during the minute; for 
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ff there had been no leabge1 'the train-piston would have advaDCed 
dW length further during t.be minute. 

Thia i9 a brief and lmperfeot sketch of Mr. Tumbull's system. 
We must obeerve, however, that the results will agree only ap
proximately with actual practice. The fundamental hypothesis of 
lllliform velocity of the train, is not unobjectionable : it is true that 
in calculating the motion of locomotive engines, the hypothesis 
will lead to results of specific value; but, on atmospheric railways, 
the distances performed with accelerated or retarded speed must 
·bear so large a proportion to those performed with uniform speed, 
that the latter can hardly be considered the normal condition. 
There are other reasons for concluding that calculations of I.he 
.mo&.ion of trains on atmosfheric railways cannot be exact. How
ever, the partial ap'Plioat1on of 110und theoretical principles io 
fl19C'ical subjecu2 Of which .a perfect theory is unattainab1e, is a 
molt important advantage. The skilful research exhibited in ~Ir. 
Turn.bull's treatise

1 
.is the more welcome for being applied to a 

tuhject which has, ma pre-eminent degree, suirered the martyrdom 
of parliamemary and newspaper philosophy. 

A Guide to tJie Proper Regulation qf BuUdinga iA Toun11 cu ci 

- qf P1'01Jll)ting and &curing the Hecillli, Conifort, a11d SafettJ 
.t llte IAliabi.tant8. By Wx. HOlllUNa, Archiiect and C.E. Lon
don : Murray' 1848. 

This wol'k of l\h. HoakiDg evidently oontains so much practical 
and UMful matter that we do not like to dismiss it with a paming 
notice, but we intend to devote a little time to its consideration. 
Meanwhile, 'l'Fhatever opinion we may entertain with regard to 
eame of its recommendations, we have seen quite enough of It to 
feel justified in recommending it to our profeuional readers. 

Eartklork Talllu. By C. K. SI.BLEY and W. RuTBEBFOBD. 

The authon have publiahed an appendix to these very useful 
Mahl-, ahowing how the Mlhle& may be applied to ftlk!-lging ground, 
for which they give the following rule:-" A.scertaiD the ratio of 
Ute area of ore. aeaiom uf the side-lying ground to the areas of 
8imilar Cl'OlllJ 1eotians, that is with 1l8JDe height on an&re line, of 
19'fel..iying gTOUDd1 and multiply by that ratio the complete quan-. 
tity furnished by tJle tables." 

T1e .dntiquarian and Ge11«dogi8t'8 Companion. By WJ.LLlAJ( 
l>owiiING Bauog, Esq., F.R.S.L.&E. 

Thia ill a novelty for the antiquuian student, which will be very 
favourably noeived. at the pretent eeaeon, as it contains many 
curious memoranda and an aroheologioal calendar for the year. 
The work is small-which may, perhaps, be an additional recom
mendation. 

LECTURES ON GEOLOGY_ 
Dy Profeuor AllsTSD. DeliVfled at King'• College, London. 

O. tlw .tlpplicalioa of Gtolow to Enginetring mtd .l/rcAittcturt, and Ille 
Syply qf Water to T01D11111nd Clt~1. 

Profe810r A.MllftD comme~ bi1 liOh leotlll'e, by con1idering the qu
tion of drainage, more particularly with reference to general engineering, 
which depended, In many casre, nry dminoily on the geological ll&rucinre 
of the roclla. And it did 110 naturally, u, for inat.ance, iu an ordinary road, 
proper)f made, wbue the drain11ge would ultimately have refereace to the 
1mietare of the material .and ·to the roclls in the neighbourhood. With re
gvd. to geological structure, it 10igbt happen that the beds which came cloae 
to the aurface would ban a atrong Inclination ; and, In that cue, where the 
beds were permeable, the road would be drained naturally, and, "here one 
JllR Jay on an impermeable bed, and the other on a ·material wbicll auft'ered 
the waier to percolate through it, an attention to geological 11tructure would 
emble \hem 1o.carry off all the water nry aatiaf'utorily. Thia would illua
nt.e the applicability ef geological knowledge, evea to common road lllllk
lsig; but tha& kaowledge wu .. 111 more direaly available in the cue of rail
IMdl, which, nanil1g tbroagb a.lo•g niaut of country, iDVolnd the ne
llty of mqaen& ud de911 cuttiag1, in the execution of which draiuge, u 
eoanected with .atrncture ud .geological conaideratione, mual alwaya come 
In. SuppoM, then, theJ were to iake a uannene aection of a rail...,- oM
thag, llimilar to one of tile iU.tJrame abibltad-if the bedl were horizontal, 
Uie two aidea would .be ai&nted in -.aimilaT maanar with .reprci to acoidealta 
lrilblg from anequal preuure ; bot it that were Dot the-, and &lie bank 

wa compoaed of mad, clay, aand, or .aDJ llippery earth, in beda lnclllled>to 
the horizon, aome part. of &be auperincumbenl mua would be moN apt to 
alip down Iba otben. Some alrata would carry water, and othen would 
allow ii to drain through ; and if the road did not go directty on the elrike, 
in which cue tbere wu no inclination u far u the parpoaea of the road 
were concarned, there would be a greater tendency to " 11ip" on the 011e 
1ide than on the other. Soppoelng the uppermoal beds were comp111ed of 
aowe heavy material reatiog upon a bed of eand, the rain, in draining through 
the 1and, would waah it away gradually, and, a portion of the 1upporl being 
remond, the upper ma.u would naturally have a tendency to alide d-n 
upon the lower p111t. If ODoe it began to 1lide, 110 matter bow llowly-'lf 
the monmeat wue only an inch per day, or an Inch per month~ pni
\IBUtive meuurea were too late, and there would be a 11ip aooner or later, 
and eapecially in berfY rain, or rains combined witb fron. Bui before tbe 
1Uperincumbent lllUI were set in motion, it by any meam tbt water could be 
prevented from puaing through the 11nd, II might be prevented. Thal wu 
belt done by cutting a drain on the other Lide, by which all the waterwbioll 
came on the 1urface might be carried off before .it rucbed the aand. There 
would then be 1oflicieol cobeaion to prevent the upper part from being let in 
motion. 

.A knowledge of geological atruclure, in making thete oattinga, wu eir
ceedinsly meful, not only in preYenting alipa, but In reducing tbe CGlt of 
work. For iDltanoe, when the dip wu in a certain direction, a 11ip -
mani&ltly impOllible, aad in that cue &be slope of tbe buk might be "81'7 
much deeper, and &be ezpeuae of ill nmoval 1&Ted. On tbe oontlnent, It 
w• not unusual in cuttinp to make &be banb in a au-ion of I~; 
bfi, in this COIDl&r1, ~bat plan, tbougb e:soeedingly ueeful, wu acarcely ner 
adopted. It -· however, being partially tried at New ero.., a place where 
IDllCil miachief bad been dOlle by llipe, and be beli8'fed widi a proepect of 
1ucceu. That wu, bowner, a plan w blcb could not be carried eut without 
a reference to geological 1cience. • 

On the 1uhject of 1!M/Jn.trurat1 the ume principlet of drainage were ap. 
pliable, though another elemnt of eonetl'llCtion -. brongbt Into action. 
If a large mua of material were heaped in• panicular way, it might be per
fectly aafe, and an1wrr lbe purpoee in~nded very well; while if it were 
placed in a different way, mischief would arilll. Tbe lltrllcture of embank
ment& ought allo lo be regulated bJ the nature of tbe roolu on which tbef 
rested, u well u lboee of which they were formed; and although, u yet, 
few accident& bad ariten, engineen might filld ii werth while 'to pay ahen· 
tion to tbia eubjec&. Again, if a embankmem wa placed on a hill 1ide, 
there ought to be particular adaplation lo the way In which tbe bed1 lay. 
If a heavy pre.ure were put upon beda ao 1itua1ed, wbiob bad alreadJ a 
tende11ey to llip, that tendency would be increased, and, onlea ·atteotiOll 
were paid to the drain11ge, 11erio111 accidenta would lnevhably OOCDJ'. The 
killd of draining required wu much of the character of that nece.ary bl 
ordillary ro~namely, by cUUlng oft 1prlng1 which bad a lelldency to rDll 
between banda of Impermeable rock. 

Tbe 1ubject of ctnlllll, and die way In which they were alfeoted, introduced 
another element. lD making cana11, the engineer would caaatantly have to 
cut aorOll apriuga, and through 10me 1trata which allowed water to percolate, 
and through otben which actually produced water. In going across a dla
triot where there wa ,much leakage, it wu nece11ary lo have a perfect 
knowledge of the nature of tboee roclr::t which yielded water aod abounded 
in spriagt; and of lbOle stran and substances which were impermeable. On 
1uoh circama&ancea depended many greti practicsl dl16culliel in the con
ll&nlctlon of canala. It wu a remarkable fact, that Mr. William Smith, who 
1lourl1hed about a century ago, and who wu C'alled the father of English 
geology, wu bim1elf a mining engineer, and lint obtened the geological 
Rl'llcWre of the country, u It alfeoted the formation of eanale. Hia life, 
lately poblilbed by Profn1or Phillips, hia (the ll!CtUTer'a) predecea101 at 
King'• College, would be found very u1eful and lntereating, a it regarded 
the prao&icsl application of 10 much of geological 1clence a wu known It 
that day. In the life of Smith would be found aome account of the con
auoction of eana1t In bis day, then u Important a railways were now. They 
would 1ee bow be brought 'hi1 knowledge to bear upou the problems at iaaue, 
and in lbal way they might lhemMlna learn bow lo apply a p-eat deal of 
that knowledge of geology which they might poaaeu. 

Supply of W11tn·.-Tbe Profetaor next treated of the supply of water u 
an engineering 1uhject, apart from tbe supply obtained from land·apringa, or 
small Artetiu wellt, con1idered hitherto on a comparatively 11Dall scale, and 
rather with relation to agricultonl purpOlea 1baa engineering. The 1ubject 
of drainage and water 1opply wu, perhaps, connected as much with archi· 
teoture u engineering ; but, when be bad discuaaed ib rel11tion1 to the one, 
it would 1oarcely be n-ry to toacb upon the oeber. 

With respect to the aupply of water, tbe Profeuor tbooglit be could -not 
do beUer than g!Ye them a abort outline of what bad been done lately with 
regard to the large and moat lmponant town of Llnrpool, which bad been 
noted, for aome time, u a place which wn badly supplied with 'l'Fater, and 
bad been more remarkable than any other tewn In England, for the pre
'l'lleace ef fe"8YI, the more 1ban average illnas of ltl lnballitalltl, and the 
abort duration of life in the major part of 11. The membera of tbl!I corpora
tion appeared very anaiou1 to do all In their power to Ttlllledy that wbir.b 
- certainly one 1oaree of tboee evil-namely, the deflcienoy ·in the 1upply 
of.....ier. Ac:cordingly, they reaolYed to obtain 1111 Act elf Parliament, em• 
powlll'lllg them to adopi 1ome mlMlll'e, which abould giYe 1be town a luger 
qDDUIJ ef that lmponut elem&Dt. Tbe town WM tttuated on the new 

{)• 
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lllldatoae, ud had hitherto bea 111ppllecl from well1 1aak Into that nratum, 
which coa1i1ted of a red 11ad rock, 10metimea very IOR, 10metime1 rather 
bard, iateraected with occuioaal baud1 of marl, very much falllted with large 
and coatiauoaa nina, often 61led ap with clay, and many of them completely 
impermeable. The new red undltone reeted upon coal meuarea, aad cer
tainly contained a great deal of-ter, which wu ablOrbed from the imme
mate 1arface, o• drained into it from the hills ia pretty large quantities, of 
which the actual limitl were ucertainahle, 1ince they knew bow much fell 
from the cloud1, and how much wu evaporated; and they could calculate 
bow much wu lost by drainage Into the river1. The supply thus obtained 
wu foaad to he very in1a!licient for the aeceuitiBI of the town, aad it wu 
auppoaed that the quantity could aot be materially increued from thi1 
1oarce. Thia poiat, howe.er, had to be decided upon hy reference to the 
atructare of the di1trict, and by calculating whether they got all the available 
water of the di1trict, or only a part, and it turned out that the latter wu the 
fact. The mode in which thi1 water wa1 obtained wu by wells, with bori
:r.on&al gallerie1 at their bottom, to allow the adminion of a large quantity 
of water, which wu then pumped to the 1urface. The water obtained from 
the new red 11nd1tone contained oxide of iron and aome 11lt1 of lime and 
magnesia, which made it exceedingly bard, and ill adapted economically for 
many uaeful parpoan connected with the manufacture• of that aeigbhou1-
hood, aad io all oper1tioa1 in which 10ap w11 required. It w11 very good to 
drink, bat unfit for other domeatic parpoae1. The qae1tion wu, whether a 
au!licient 1upply, even of this water, could he obtained from the district? 
The proprietor1 of the wella attempted to abow that an increued quantity 
could aot be obtained. It wu to their interest that that aboald be the cue, 
and they very aatarally believed that it w11 10-conaequeatly. they oppoaed 
all meaurea, the object of which "II to obtain water from any other 1ource. 
The corporation gathered all the information that could be obtained locally, 
and then called upon several 1cientific men for their opinion ; and it is a fact 
o( great interett, u illu1tr1ting the pre1ent practical po1ition of geology, 
that it wu thought necessary to have the opinion of per1on1, more noted 
for their geological knowledge than for 1imply a practical acquaintance with 
enginet'ring. Profeaaor Phillipa wu fir1t invited to gin bi1 attention to the 
aubject, but w11 prevented from doing 10 by bis engagement. with the Go
vernment. He (Profenor Anated) wu then applied to, and after clo1e ex
amination and full coaaideration, he came to the concluaion that a sufficient 
1upply could aot be obtained from the new red 11ndstone formation, he 
being of opinion that, though a somewhat Inger quantity might be had of 
the water which fell oa the di1trict, yet that would aot be nearly enough for 
the reqairementl pre1ent and proapective of a town like Liverpool. What wu 
n~xt to be done? Thea came in that admixture of engineering with geolo
gical 1cience, now aecea11ry indeed to every engineer, who wished to do bi1 
work 11ti1factorily, and with the coa1ciouanen that, whatever the retult, 
every me1n1 had been adopted which the circumltancea of the cue would 
allow. The engi11eer1 looketl about the aeigbhourhood far and aear, their 
object being to discover where the nece111ry supply wu to be found. One 
acbeme, which met with con1iderahle favour at fir1t, was to take the water 
from the Bala Lake, in North Wales, and convey it to Liverpool, a diatance 
o( 60 miles, by cloaed canals. Great natural obsta<'le1, however, intervened, 
and it wu found that this plan involved an enormoua expen1e, with the 
chance of Incurring 1till greater outlay in overcoming 1everal of tho&e natural 
obstacles, which could not be well e1tim1ted until the work wu attempted. 
Thia scheme, after euiting much di!cu11ion. wu at length abandoned, and 
the engineers beran to look nearer home. After again con1ideri11g the aapply 
from the wells, and again convincing themselves of itl utter inefficiency, they 
found they must resort to other means, and thus originated the somewhat 
celebrated Rivington Pike scheme. The Rivington Pike district presented a 
billT surface ol 17 square miles, admirably adapted by nature for such a 
proJect. The plan pursued in tbia cue wu to take the diatrict and meuure 
ill area of drainage, then to estimate the quantity of water that could be ob
tained from it, and, finally, to consider bow the water mi(!lbt be beat accumu
lated. This wu a beautifully 1cie11tillc problem, perfectly practical indeed ; 
hut one which had rarely, if ever before, been tried to the extent nuw pro
posed. Fir1t of all, they bad to aee whether the quantity of water would be 
1ufficient; and thi1 wu effected by accurately marking the water abed, ob
serving where all the rilla and atreams coulJ be caught conveniently, and, 
when caught, considering whether they could be conducted into some sound 
and sufficient reservoir. The model on the table, which wu an accurate re
preaention of the district, would 1how that all tho1e points were reatlil1 at
tainable. The drainage w11 regulated by the shape of the country, and it 
m~ght be seen either by the Ordnance Map, a contour map, or a model. In 
th11 cue, he w11 able to exhibit a model, which was the best; but the 
Ordnance Map was the guide originally 111ed. Having then fouad the area, 
the question '!'bether it would yield 11 sufficient quantity of water to supply 
the town of L1 verpool wu next to be decided. Thia calculation involved a 
cunaiderable amount of knowledge of geological structure. lt wu tuy to 
~JI b~w m~ny inches of rain detcended from the aky 11n a certain apace and 
10 a given time; and they bad only to multiply that by the whole area in· 
unded to be drained, and they would have the enct quantity which fell 
upon the whole. That wu simple enough; but they bad then to 111certain 
what wu the nature of the surface on which the water alighted ; for if it 
were permeable, u sand, for inatance, it wu obvioua that a large proportion 
would be absorbed and !oat; or, if there were many hollows, the water 
would lie in tbem and evaporate. These and other geological conaiderations 
bad all to be well con1idered; hut geological lcieace showed that the dis~ 

trict, being compoted of the bed of bard llDdatone, called millatoae pit, 
partially covered over with 1haley beds belonging to the coal meuaree, Uae 
whole of it might, for practical parpotea, be regarded u Impermeable. The 
sud1toae rock, ofteatimee very 1oft, wu here very bard, a good deal faulted 
bot not open-10 that it would allow almolt the whole of the water to l'llll 
off the surface. The conaeqnence wu, that almoat all the rain that fell ran 
into the 1tream1, which a further examination 1bowed might be readily col
lected into two principal reaenoir1 on the aide of the diatrk-t neareat to 
Liverpool, which would be 2" miles distant. Tbe natural valleys, in which 
it wu intended to place these resenoir1, bad, no doubt, held water before, 
u the bottom• were covered with freah water silt. There were allO bed1 of 
allu,ial clay-an additional indication that a considerable quantity of freah 
water bad at aome period been there. By mean• of two or three embank
ment&, theae lower diatril'tl would thus accumulate that water, which the 
atructure of the upper diatrietl allowed to run off. The whole of the rain 
which Calla upon an area of "7 square milet would thus be collected, Jlt'odUC
ing a supply of 20,000,000 gallon• per day, 1u!licient for the town of Liver
pool were it twice the size, and al10 for the 1upply of a more uteful and 
economical article to the mills, ble1cb-work1, and other worka in the neigh
bourhood. Here advantage w11 taken of the peculiar natural circumatancea 
o( the diatrict, to make ~e r11i.U•u111 quantity of aurface produce the ...a.ri
_,,. amount of water ; but which could never have been aecomplisbed, bat 
for a diatinct geological knowledge of the structure of the diatrict. Had it 
not been for a practical application of geological acience, that on a certain 
description of 1tone the whole of the water would run off', the aelection of 
the liivington Pike district would never have been made, and the probability 
wu, that Liverpool would have remained for a much longer period 1u1fering 
from the want of a 1ufficiency of au vital a ftuid. Thia wu a remarkable in
atance, in which a knowledge of atracture had been applied to 1aperficial ob
ject• of tbiA kind. 

The Profeuor dismi11ed the 1uhject of draining by explaining the aature 
of the operation of a newly.invented draining pipe (Wataon'• draining pipe), 
which wu remarkably effective. It wu cylindrical, with a peat number of 
longitudinal 11it1, which were wider inside than outside, and thus counter
acted any tendency to clog. These pipes were most aaeful to inaert in beda 
o( clay, and, even after a con1iderable length of dry weather, might be 1eta 
giving oat water very plentifull1. Thia efficient draining caused the beds to 
contract and crack, and, by thus making openings for the water, rendered 
the tlraining perfect. To the proper use of thete pipe• a knowledge of the 
dip of tbe beds waa indi1pen11ble. 

The aext subject wu connected with f'Mllmala a repired for 1H1riow 
mginnring opwataOJU, arul 111id for a fltul 11un1ber of flCOflOnl~l pt!.rpOln. 
These b·e would divide in the 1ame manner u be bad divided the various 
rocks, and he ahonld commence with the cl1y1. 

Clay wu either mixed with limestone or with sud, in varioaa proportioa1, 
and wu a very important material. All clay1 contained alumina, but a con-
1ider1ble number of materials exiated, some known by the name of clays, 
and otben, though belonging to the cl11s, not recognised by the general ap. 
pellation. Of clay, properly 10 called, there were 1ever1l diatinct kinda. 
One w11 the clay found in the 1b1pe of aabsoil, cbiefty u1ed for agricultural 
purposes. In tbi1 cue it con1i1ted, not only of ailicate of alumina, the baae 
o( all clays, hut of limestone, magnesia, potuh, iron, &c., and wu none the 
worse for a little pho1phoru1; while it contained aho a quantity of carbon. 
Thia admixture w11 indi1pcn11ble for vegetation; but for " materiaJ." claya 
were better without these foreign 1uh1tances. The most common clay con-
1idered 11 a material wu known by the name of llrici clag ; it wu a ailicate 
o( alumina, with a certain amount of Cree aand in very varialtle quantities, 
which might, however, be eaaily derermiued by wubing. A good brick clay 
should con1i1t aolely of theae materials, wuhout lime or potub, and if the 
free aand was not in sufficient quantities, it muat be mixed with it to make 
it work; and, generally speaking, the purest, in the common 1en1e of the 
word, wu the best for making bricks. The clay derived from the decom· 
po1ition of some of the old rocks wu particularly valuable, and that deri~ed 
from the decorupoaition of slate was generally moat pure, and was uaeful, in 
certain diltticu, in the manufArture of jirr./Jricltl. The beat kinds were the 
purest, and contained neither alkalies nor 11lt1, either of which make it run, 
in the great heat to which it waa subjected in the furnaces. The presence 
o( such 1ub1tance1 helped the action of the fire, and &be aurface of the brick 
would be turned to glu1. Pure clay and 11nd w11 thus the beat for tire· 
bricks, and it waa obtained, 11 he had observed, from slate. The J,ontlon 
clay, one of the tertiary aeries, w11 for the moat part tolerably well adapted 
for bricks-indeed, all Loudon w11 built of it; but il w11 not well 1uited for 
the making of ftre·urick1, though it po11eased many 1epar1te portion• that 
were ao. The mi1chievou1 ingredient• migbt indeed be separated, but gene
rally it w11 not worth the trouble and expenae, 11 there wu no great diffi
culty in obtaining clay for fire brick1. 

Pipr-clay or poltw•'·clay, another of thi1 cla11, was used in the manufac
ture of the rougher kinda of earthenware. Thia wu a moat 111efal material, 
and did not require to ht 10 carefully elected u that UJed for fine pottery 
and porcelain. It contained a conaiderahle 11uantity of water, and it w11 
unctlou1 and aoapy to the feel. It was neceuary for the lpurpo1ea of the 
potter that it 1bould contain a considerable quantity of water, which usually 
amounted to 18 per Ct'nt. It did not contain 11nd; hut it uaually bad about 
1 per cent. of oxide of iron, and a amall quantity of lime. The chemical 
compoaition of materials ol tbia kind, however, wu not very accurately U· 

certained, u they were for the mot& par& accideatal mixtarea, ud were ap~ 
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to "lr'f ill di6rent localitiea. Pipe. clay wu obtained from bed1 aituated In 
&he mldet ol other cla71, and they appeued '° form a baud of finer material 
a.oc:ia&ed with the coaner cla71. There wu a areat deal of thil clay found 
at Puil, where it waa called argik platique. The lower bed• of the London 
clay were allo deacribed aa plfutit: clay; but they coaaiated, for the moat 
part, of gravel or pebble beda, for which that waa not at all a proper name. 
Still, aome of them contained this material. 

Fwllwl' Nrlll wu auother and a finer kind of clay, uaed in the fulling of 
doth, on accouut of ita power of abtorbing grease readily from woollen1. It 
ci;mtaiued au nnmaally large quantity of 1ilica, u compared with the ordinary 
Jll~Y· the proportion of the latter being 43 per cent. of siliCI, and 33 of 
alnm1aa ~ while that of the former waa-lilica, S3 ; alumina, I 0; the other 
part. being made up of Iron (about 9f per cent.), maguesia (1 per cent.), 
and water (24 per cent.). Fullen' earth waa derived from the Weald clay 
at ~Dtfield, i~ the neighbourhood of Reigate, and from the lower part of the 
oolite rockl 10 Wiltabire. In each cue there was a considerable variation 
ill the colour, occasioned by the condition of the oxide of iron ; but the 
texture wu the aame, and the colour waa a matter of very little coDH
qaeuce. 

P-'aia clay waa another important material. Thia wu derh•ed from 
decomposed felapar, obtained generally from gneisa, or grauite. It waa the 
pareat of all the clay rocka, being a pure 1llicate of alumina, cou1istiug of 60 
per cent. of lilica, aud 40 of alumina. A large quantity (8,000 ton• annually) 
of. the finer ltludl waa obtained in Col'llwall by artificial wuhing. Be1ides 
tlliJ, upwardl of 26,000 ton1 of the coaner ltluda waa obtained from bedl 
fO!D'ed ~y the natural washing of the ralu1. The decomposed felapar waa 
~ed with water in the artificial proceu, aud moved along at a certain velo
caiy, when tbe whole wu gradnallr depo1i&ed in the 1bape of porcelain clay. 
The coaner parta were depoaited tint, when tbe maas moved most rapidly ; 
~· the ftner partll, u the mu1 moved 1lower; and, lutly, the flneat of 

There were other clay1 worthy of notice, aa, for iu1tauce, the oclara, red 
an~ yellow, the colour being decided by the condition of the o.1ide of iron, 
which w11 present in them in con1iderable quautitie1. These, however, 
were not important as material1. 

From aome clays, the aubatance calltd alum wa1 derived; but that, like 
the och~ee, wu not au important material, geologically speaking, although 
lnterat1ng from the chemical proce11 by which it wu obtained. The talented 
lecturer concluded by brielly de1cribing thil proce11. 

PBOOBBDl•GB OP BOIB:mTIPIO BOOIBTIBB. 

ROY AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
NOfJ. 29.-A. PoYNTBB., E1q., V.P., in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the Report of the Committee appointed to examine 
the dralgn 1ubmitted by the Cavalier Nicolo Matu for the completion of 
the weatern front of the Cathedral at Florence. The report e.1pre11ed in 
general term• an approval of the deaign; and 1tated that the architect bu 
1bowu judgment in adopting the 1tyle of the other part• of the e.1terior
tb111 eeeking to complete the noble edifice in one congruous character, in 
harmony with the Campanile and the Baptistery. By tbi1 unity of aeuti. 
meat, the design for the western front appeara a cou1i1teut and integral 
pan of the 1tructnre. 

A paper wu read by J. GWILT, Eeq., entitled, "SorM diacurm1 Rtmarh 
Oii Poiltltd .ArcllUttlun, in relatio11 to ii• Symmetry and Sta/JUity." 

The euay wu of con1iderable length, and traced in a general way the 
origin of Gothic architecture. Mr. Gwilt 1tated that of a great number of 
writen on that anbject whom he bad couaulted, he found that twenty were 
of opinion that it originated in Germany, fourteen that it wu of Eutern or 
Sarac:euic origin, ii.I that it aroae from the hint 1ngge1ted by the intenec
Wnl of Norman arches, four that it wu the invention of the Gothe, and 
three that it arose in Italy. J.fr. Gwilt wu of opinion, with M. Michelet 
(" Hiatoire de France"), that when the po11er of the Church diminiahed 
about the year 1200 under Innocent III. the arta, particularly architecture, 
fell into lay band• to a considerable e.ateut ; that the impetus tbua given 
changed ita character; and that in the bands of the lodges of Freem11on1 
which then aroae Gothic architecture and all itl developmeuta were origi. 
nated and taught. By the aid of diagrams and drawings the gradual 
growth of the fine form1 of Gothic architecture were developed and ita 
priaeiplea e.1plalned; the leading fact seeming to be that the number of 
1idea in the polygonal apaidea of the Cltbedrall wu the governing number 
for all the parta of the plan and even the details of the architecture. 
Ma11y curiou1 iuataucee of these analogie1 were given. Mr. Gwilt com. 
baUed the "VeaiCI Piacia" theory, u well 11 the vagaries, u he called 
them, of the aymbolilu. 

A communication wu read from B. I'aueou, relative to eome mural paiut
inp dilconred by him in the church of Ling6eld, in Surrey. 'fhe11 
paintingw, fac-aimiles of which were exhibited by him, repreeeuted draped 
fipre1, about three feet in height, on a diaper groundwork, and appeared to 
ban bffn r:reeuted in cliatemper. They bad at eome period been coTered 

o-.er with whiteWllh; on which the Comm&Ddment1 and 1criptural tez&a 
had been inac:ribed. 

' Dtt. 13.-8.A.KGJUJ., Baq.1 V.P., in the Chair. 
A paper waa read " Oil llM Principia allll Practit:e qf Btlildiltg &wr1 " 

By B. I' ANSON, jun., Pellow. • 
The inl.enti?n of the author wu to abow that 11wen might be effectually 

constructed With a moderate fall ; that no one form of section is applicable 
under all circum1taucee, but that no form 1bould materially depart from that 
o.f the 11micircnlar invert ; that all main 1ewen 1hould be of allilicient al
titude to allow a man to pau through ; that no impediment lhonld be oll'ered 
to the continuom ftow by cro11 1tream1 or accumulating depo1ita • and that 
cleaming by "fimhiug'' i1 an efficient mean1 of removing the 1ilt ~ud other 
matten in the 1ewer1. Mr. I'anaon particularly alluded to the neceuity of 
all sewen being of 1ufficient, but not of more than 1uflicient, 1ectioual area 
to contain the greatest quautity of water that may at one time bne to pu1 
oll'-or that, u in.the case of .districta below tbe level of high water, they 
may hBTe at one time to contain. In reference to the idea of comtructiug 
•~wen of email aize aud removing the content. by continued pumping, Mr. 
I anaon remarked, that u the pumping power ahould be at all times equal 
not only to diacbarge the average quantity of water, but ailo that of the 
gr~test quantity which may at auy time be required to be paued oll', it wu 
obV1oua that there would be an eaormom continued wute of power at a 
coat more than commeu1urate to the 11Tin1 efi'ected by con1tructiug the 
1ewer1 of •mailer 1ize. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON. 
NotJ. 10.-TuoKAB WuBTsa, Eaq., F.R.S., in the Chair. 

The Secretary read an addre11 on the opening of thil the 94 th Benion of 
the Society. 

Mr. J. Ct7NDALL read a paper " Oil Orrlalfln&lal 4.rt iu applW to 4.ru:imt 
and Mlllkrn Boo!Wirulirtg." 

The author commenced by stating that the earlie1t recordl of bookbinding 
prove that the art baa been practi1ed for nearly 2,600 years; previoua to 
which time, booka were written on 1croll1 of parchment. Some inventive 
geuiu1, however, to whom the Athenian• erected a 1tatue, at length found 
out a meau1 of binding booka with glue : the roll• of vellum, &c., were cut 
into 1beeu of two aud four leavea, and were then stitched 1omewbat 11 at 
the preeent day. Then came the uecet1ity for a covering, The tint hook. 
coven appear to have been made of wood, probably merely plain oaken 
boards, which were afterward• 1ncceeded by nluable carved oak biudinga · 
tbeee were followed by board1 covered with nllnm or leather, and specimen; 
of 1ucb of great antiquity 1till exist. The Romau1 carried the art of book
binding to conaiderable perfection, aud 1ome of their public officen had 
books Cllled "Diptycka," in which their acta were written. An old writer 
1ay1 that about the Cb.riltiau era, the book• of the Romani were covered 
with red, yellow, green, and purple leather, and deoorated with 1ilver and 
gold. In the 13th century 1ome of the gospel1, minala, and other aervice 
book1 for the use of the Greek and Roman cburcbea, were covered in gold 
and silver; 1ome were also enamelled and enriched with preciou1 1tonea and 
pearll of great •alue. In the 15th century, when art was uuivenal, such 
men u Albert Dorer, Rall'aelle, and Guillo Romano, decorated books. Tbe 
use of Cllf and morocco binding 1eem1 to have followed the introduction of 
printing, and there are many printed bookl bound in calf with oaken boards 
about the 15th and beginning of the aixteeutb centuries; these are moatly 
1tamped with gold and bbud tool1: the earlie1t of these tool1 generally re
present flgnrea, 1uch u Christ, St. Paul, coata of arms, &c., according to the 
contents of the book. In the reign of Henry YIU., about 1538, Grafton, 
the printer, undertook to print the Great Bible, for which pnrpo1e be went 
to Paris, there not being 1ufficient men or types in England; he bad not, 
however, proceeded far when he wu 1topped in the progre11 of this " he
retical book," upon which be returned to England, bringing with him presse1, 
type, printen, and bookbiuden, and finished the work in 1539. Henry V Ill. 
bad many books bound in velvet, with gold bo11e1 and ornament• ; and in 
bi• reign the stamping of toola in gold appears to have been introd11ced. In 
the reign of Elizabeth, 1ome e.1qui1ite bindinga were dooe by embroiderv, 
the queen beneli working the coven with gold and silver thread, spangles, 
&c. Count Grolier seems to have been a great patron of the art oa the 
continent, and all his books were bound in amootb morocco or calf orna
mented with aold. The 1tyle of the book1 of Maioli waa very similar to 
that of Grolier, or tboae of Diana of Poictier1, the specimen• done for her 
being among the fineat ever produced, aad were no doubt designed by Petit 
Bel'llard· Rogar Paine w11 the llrat Englishman who produced a really good 
binding, and some of his beat works, such as French romances, were pow
dered with the fteur.de 0 lis. Hit bookl on chivalry bad suitable ornaments ; 
on poetical worka be used a 1imple J1re, and carried the emblematical 1tyle 
of binding u far u emblems ought to be uaed. The following bill of his 
for binding a work is a curiosity, and 1how1 bow moderately be charged:-

" Vaneria prodium Ru1ticum, Parisiil, KDcci:.xx1v. 
" Bound in the very beat manner in the fiue1t green mo

rocco, the back lined with red morocco. Fine drawing• 
paper and very neat morocco joiuta iu1ide. Their wu a 
few leave1 1taind at the foredge, w bich i1 wuhed and 
cleaned 0 O 6 
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"The aubjeci of tile blolr. lletllg 'ltmtkwm,' .I baYe 1'111-
iured to putt the VlDe Wreath on it, I hope I hne JIOt 
~und it in too rich a manner for the book. It takea up a 
great deal of time do theae Vine wredba; I guea1 within 

-time I am ceria!n of meuurlng and working the dllt'erent 
and varioue small tools required to fill up tbe Vine wreath, 
that It taku nry near 3 daya' work in flol1hing the two 
lidea only of the book-but I wi1hed to do my beat for the 
work, and at the 1111111e time I cannot expect to charge a full 
and proper price for the work; and hope that the price will 
11ot only be fOU11d reuonable but cbnp . • • • 0 18 0" 

Of the binden of tbe present century, the following deaemi to be men
tioned with reaped-viz., Mr. M1ekeuzie, Mr. Clarke, Mr. Bedford, IDd Mr. 
Hayday; the bindinp by the latter eonmt almo1t invsriably of adaptatiou 
and modlflcatiom of ·ancieut eumplea. Among ·the many splendid apeci
mem of bla work exhibited, that of •• tbe Sherifl'a of Shropahl.re," in Impe
rial folio, deserve• 1peclal notice, u being- enriched witb the armorial bear
blp beautifully coloured. ·Tbe bindlng·is of blood-coloured moroeeo, ex
tending 1111 ineh and a half all round the inaide of tbe eover, on wbicb la 
stamped a bold, open border, tooled in gold. 

The author, after alluding to tbe numerous specimen• of modern bindinp 
which have of late been produced to the public, and regretting their want of 
originality, concluded by urging tbe neeenlty of attempting aometblng ori
ginal and suitable to the adnacing and improving tute of tbe·time. Then 
'lll'e may bope that ere long ornamental art in bookbinding will be wedded Co 
our preaent perfect execution, and Ut&t the I 9ih century will be able, like 
the lath, to bout 41 & attle of i&a.4wn. 

Mr. H. Co1.11, aaalsta'lt ·keeper of the Pnblic llecunh, nhibited a number 
of very c:1DWaa md beautiful apeclmna ._of bookltinding, among which waa 
one -iainiag Ule deed• .raJating to Henry tlae Seventh'• Chapel at Wat
minater, in which tbe monks undertake to pray for tbe aoul of ita fOlllldar.11 
long» the -rld ii. 

Noe. 17.-W. H. BoD1t1•, B1q., V.P. in.Uie.Cbair. 
The flnt COllUllWlioat.loD read waa by Mr. BaulC'r, on hia " P1-.for-· 

10f1fi11f t!N dif)iftllW6 qf a Bred-qf Gag., a'lfll qf Urtitil4g tM Brwd a'lfll 
Nfll"l'OtD G11t11e ~." 

Mr. B•1A:NT commenced hia p11per by pointillg out the dUlloul&lea wbioh 
lald arilen fiom.tae .adoption of the two pug• in illil CODRtry, ud tlae 
objectiom which ban llieen urged agaiut the varioue plane-viz., tlae .tale
acopic ule11 for the wbeela ; &he ehiftillg of the caniapa from one 8UtJe on 
to that of another.; layiag down double lillea of Rik; &c. He then pro
C*ded to delcribe hia own plan, whiah ii u followa :-At the pgint of junc
tion of the two 8UIP'• a platform ia to be bed in the centre of the raila.; 
U. oarriagee are then to lie placed upon .wheela, the 'wu eada of the axles 
of which are io be made u male acrewa ; on the centre of the axle a piAion
wheel ia to be bed, .ud nuder it aUachtd to the.frame of ihe .carriage a 
lever, upon the upper aide of -whiob ia a r.acll;, ud at.the lower end an &11"9 
friction roller. The nave of the wlleela ii io eiitend under the oarriage in 
tlae form of a female ·aerew, io recei-re the ulal. By tbil arrqgemut, 
while the train ia travelling on the narrow .gauge, the wbeele .would be 
acrewed up to the required width, the racked lever hangiDg looaely ullder the 
pinion-wheel, and the ule would tom with the wheela; but when the train 
reac:hed the point of jUDCtion, the lever would be caught up by tlae pla&form 
(which ia to be -iO yank Jeng), aad with it the rack. The .axle would thlM 
be prevented from turnimg by the pinion-wheel and reok, and the whella, 
from the weight. of carriage, ,_agers, lugpge, &c. pr.UOg upon them, 
would immediiUely begin to unwiad the scnw1, which, by the lime the car
riage baa reached Ul8 otlaer end of the platform, will have edeadtd the 
axle to the required width-the leverwould drop 111d free the pinion-wheel, 
and the axle woald then tllm with thl! wheels aa before. The wheeil are 
kept in their po11Uioa when UDwouad by coupliDg-roda. In hacking the 
train, tbe acrew ii preYented from willg by meana of a etop fixed to the 
caniqe 111d bloclkiDg the axle. A working model wu exhibi&ed. 

The aecond paper read wu by D. J. HnAAE, Beq., "Oii a Bailf«zy 1lrl9-
grapla GJld -""'-• to be turd a a _, qf Com~lillg itt•- tltt 
9-rd and I>riflw' qf Railtoay Ccrrittgn." 

The plan propoted is that a eeriea of roda ahould be paued thro111h the 
oarriagee of a train, and united at their ntremities by a teleeeope-joint, ., 
u to allow of eiitension and eoatractioa : the rude being made with a 11111-
ftnal joint, admit of a rotary motion,-the only motion which a rail_, 
train baa not. At tbe end of tire rod on the euard'a carriage is a crank, 
which, when the Tod ii turned, come1 In contiact with a hammer, ud ca
it to strike a bell. A 1ignal ia then to be railed, indicating the camase from 
which the aignal ia made; the guard-will theu immediately ueenain whether 
it la neeeaaary that the train 1hould be atopped, and If ao, by tumiug the 
rod in the reverse direction to what the peraon aipalliug had done, will 
ring another bell at the driver'a eed of the tram, or aoUDd the whiatle of the 
engi~.-Mr. Hoare atated that it is immaterial what the curve of the rail
way may be, u the uni'l'enal joint admi&e of the rod varying from a Jisb& 
Ii.De. It would .ello. act. in.- a carrilp got .o.11' the lint, or even on to the 
buffera of. the eam.p premding it. 

Noe. 2-i.-T. Wuan•, Baq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 
The flnt commUDication read wu on Mr. DIMTOl'f'a "Railtoay eo..aaN

cator." 
Hr, DVTTON propoaea that a amall metal pipe ahould be llxed In tome 

eonn11ient put of each railway aarrilp, ad c:oaneeted .at i• ~:drnlicila 
with·the carriage pracediag ud following it by maiia ef a •ort lmgth of 
vw.ru-1 iadia.rubber tubing and a -kind of t.yonet. fu&eaing; at the aml 
of the t11ba, near to the gurd.'1 -t, a whilUe ii to be bed, whieh 11ill be 
oapable of being sounded by tlae p&Mtngera OD $heir blowing into a ·•aull 
bruch tuba, to be bed in eech carriage in.coaMetioa 'With .tlae ..taI pipit. 
A model "u exhibited. 

The ncond communication wu ·by Mr. F. BaoTHBM, "'0n·71il plft:for 
j'brfldwg a C011111t•ielrtiora btlwfm tlte Paatttgrr•, °"'"41, lllld ~ ttf a 
Rlril111t1y 7\-aln." 

Mr. BaoTB&JUI propoaea, by mean1 of a fly.wheel, to b!l worked by the 
rapid cnrreut of air pa11ing throagh It, to set In motion a multiplyiog power 
which 1hall work a amall air.pump, and compre11 air into a chamber In con
nexion with wbicb two whiatlee shall be fixed; one of theae ·tbe paasen1en 
are to be capable of 1ounding, by allowing the compreaed air to escape. 
The second wbiatle II to be of a different aize and aound, and entirely UDder 
the control of the guard, and only to be used "hen It ia necaaary to atop 
tbe train. 

The third paper was by Mr. E. E. ALLllN, on hia meana of e.lt'ectiDg a limi
lar commUDication. 

Mr. Al.LaN propoaea to make nae of eleemcity u a mans of 10Gad
i11g the ateam whiltle. Galvauiled wires.are to be carried alo~ each of tlle 
oarriagel of .a train, &lid tlae electric circuit ii to be completed by tlae 111111 m 
plftlliaed C:Oupliag chailll, Which, IO l.Qg U tlae cireait ii COIQple&e, IDlff
DeWee a piece of aeft iron and holda a de&ent u\&claed to the 1tum..oclt; 
bm wlwaever the circuit ia broken, tlae iJOD ia demapetiaed, and the deieDt 
allowed to go free, upon wbich Uw. at.am ucapea, aad the whilUe daerebf 
aouded. 

The fourth paper rtad wu by Meura. Ba&TT ud LlTl'lJI, on tlaair me&hed 
of forming a aimilar communication.-ID thia plan, aa in Mr. Allen'•, it:Ja 
propoud to uae &D electric current, the circuit of which ia &o be completed 
by meana.of wirea and .chaiAa, but la.to aci .OD)y when tlae circuU la com· 
p)Me, wlaen a bell ia ~-

Dtc. 1.-W. WYoN, B1q., R.A., in the Cbair. 

.Pi-re apeeimena of "Paiatillg °" Gltur," by M. Da BoN, .of M1111re11, 
Wire abibited.-The Secretary •'-ted \Ut the coiolm med by M. De Boa 
are peculiar, ud the method of prqaring them luioWD only to himlelf, ad 
which coloun are gluaee of different degree• of hardne11, eve being taken 
in uaing them never to put a harder upon a &ofter metal. He alao ueea both 
aidea of the glaaa, which enab1el .him -&o .obtain clearneu ud deciaion of 
colour. 

Mr. lLt.LL o.lt'ered some remarkl on the history of stained glua, and ex
hibited-Mteral 1pacimln1 of .modmi -UCturo. 

Mr. S. MouLroN exhibited a model-of an "INYll Tr-Mu Railtoay IlrUJg#," 
tbe in~ 11f Mr. Jlu>H,-of .New .York.--The ,,...Ui11it.iee of $hia bridge 
are ita 1implicity, lightneaa, and atrengtb. The directon df tbe 'New York 
and Harlem railroad bave erected a bridge -on this priaoiple, -ibe a pan being 
70 feet, ud having a double uack or roadway upon it; the eat.ire weight of 
metal uaed in ite comtructioo wu 13 tom, while ite coat wu UDder .£~00. 

A paper w• read by Mr. Aaoa•a, "011 Btf(/ratliltg ttlil4 rp,_.. to 
Jl--'al BNIRU Md JIWU-1 st-." 

The author commenced by referring Co ~ Tery early period •t "'bich Ille 
art of mgra'ing appeuw to have been kllowo &lid pradiled by .&lie lapiU., 
and goldsmith, and the probability that thoae &o whom the..n wu -kllOWR 
were aubject to a pnoiae code of law1 ud conne&ed -with the pneuly o8iee, 
theae lawa baving the effect of regulating the prodnctiom accordiDg to .a 
gmn atandud •t up by the heada of their .order ; thue &ivia& a liaplar 
uniformity ·io tile numeroue enmpla of utiqu an, whe&Mr ia pain&lnf, 
aculptare, or engraving. After alluding Co 'he Bgyplian, BU-utDaD, Greek, 
and Roman specimen• of engraving, ud their similarity and common odpi, 
he proceeded to point out the vlriooa purpo- to which the an of eapa9-
ing on brass wu emploJtd, ••ch u the zepM1111tatioo of .geopapaiaal di-. 
grams. In the time of Herodotm, ediote &lid public recorda were ·~ 
inscribed on brua tableta, a atrik.ing inat&Dee of which occWB in the preaer
vation down·to the pteaent time of the will and actl of the emperor Aapt
tna. Having touched upon aome lew inatanca m the ancient pftlGtiee of 
the ealeographic an, the author pi:oceeded to deteil aome paAicalua of aha 
proceea • It appearecl .. t the general-reviTal of art during Ul8 middle ag& 
In tb9 8th century,· by a Jaw .of Kenneth, king of Scoelaod, it· w• enjoined 
that a eroaa ahauld be put on "8r)' graveatone-i.e.-coiin-lid; ud diia 
appean to have been done in Unee waya :-lat. By the 11111 of incited line& 
drawn around the object. 2odly. ·By producing Ute form in low relief. 
3nlly. By a wholly uciHd ligu-The use of aepnlchral m- appean &o 
have originated with the general revival of art in the 13th cantary, one of 
the earlielt 1peclmen1 being that of Sir Roger de Trompin9'0n, who died ill 
1289. The braaea of the 1'1h aod l~th eenturiel IOM&in, beUdea the di
giee of wvriou, churchmen, ladiM, ud civiliul1, mny eumplea o( bma
tiful decoration, derived from the architectural practice of the lime. Di&
rent combinaUow ·Of Ul8 lett.en I.H.S., -poaiog tlae aaared lllOIMJl'GD• 
appear in the!tlr.-s o( the .U.th &lid begimling of ~e 16th e111'1uiel. la 
tbe 16th eentary, at tile time of the Relo1ml&ion, thele eacred moaumeata 
appesr 1o have become obno:&ioue, and weni &e111rdill(!IJ 111'8pt oat of &Jae 
ehurcha-with an ampari:Dg band-lew (compara&iwly) havillg9IOlpecl de-
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lbl:le&i01l: o( aome ol thtse, ho-....er, the author produced robbinga ; and, 
baring traced tbe biuory down to the 19th century, and referred to the 
latat of that period (prior to those produced unc:ler bis own direction), be 
~d to urge the deeirable11.. of pottening 111. a nation a complde 
oolleetioa of the rubbinp of the branea of this ooantry, u illustrative of 
the coatume and history of bygo11e timee, and the propriety of aucb a col. 
leD&ion being depolited in the Britlab Mllffum. The author then concluded 
bit paper- by calling attention to the oartoom-of aeffl'al monomenta recently 
eftCOted by himself1 by a new pm- of working on brau, ud which be 
plOmilecl to commalrieate to the Society at an early period. 

Dtt. 8.-T. HoBLYN, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. H. Cm.& made aome remark• ia reference to Mr. Archer's paper on 

upglchral b..-a and incised atones, read at the lut meeting. He observed 
tbat aboa& tell yean aince the atlMly o( bruaea ~mmenced in thia coon. 
try. Dllriug tbai period, however, almoat all tbai ia known respecting the 
braua bu been uhamted, and 1e'Nfll works have been written on the sub
ject; ao that there la scarcely anything to find oat, unlea1 the bruaee happen 
&o i., under pewa or in partl of the chnrcbee which ai preaent are concealed. 
The molt remarkable bare been pobliabed by the Cambridge Camden So. 
c:idy, and on the ....U. are exhibited engraving• from a hook of great excel
lenoe by Waller: otben ba.e a1ao paid attention to the anbject. The ordi· 
_,. P'- o( obtaining' rabbings· i1 aa folloft :-A sheet of paper i1 laid 
llp09 tbe tin., and kept in itl potition by weights; it ii then rubbed over 
with a composition known 111 heel-ball. By thi1 meus, the whole of the 
p1p1r where the brua undw it ia not cm away becomee blackened, while the 
iaciaed lillea remain, the colour of the paper. In aome cuea, a kind of 
brmme compelition ii.med apon a bi.ck paper, ud by tbil m- as nearly 
• peaible a facaimile of the brua ia olKained. The most important brauea 
t.o be foand in London are in Weatmi111ter Abbey, St. Helen's, Bilbopap&e, 
Allhallowa, and St. Andrew'a Undenbaft. Pauing oat of London, the 
neareat cburcbea where any remarkable brusea are to be found are, Willea· 
den, Harrow, Sooth Minna; 9t. Alba'.a, Brmbeame, Cbeahnnt, Roy1tead, 
Cbigwell, Windsor, Ssoke-Pogi1, Taplow, Weaterilam, Penaburat, and Cob· 
ham. 

Mr. HALL iude--e-remark .. relaihe·to the biltory of copper-plate en. 
graving, ucl the. probability that it grew oat ol the an of engraving monu. 
mental bruaea. 

Mr. SLOC17V exhibited two plough1, a acytbe and cradle for reaping corn, 
a graa IOJlbe. three apring. tempered manure aad bay forks, a cut.steel hand 
boe, ud an American axe. He stated the peculiarity of tbe1e implelDUte 
to couiR in their ligbtD9111t, chNpneN, and durability, thDI enabling the 
agriealtnral labomer to accompliab a ltrger amount of daily work at a le11 
coat. The implementa be exhibited were inch aa are commonly uaed in the 
United S*Mee.-A letter- read from Mr. Love, of Manor Honae, Naaeby, 
in which be 1tatea that the ploughs were tried on a clay soil, in rather a dry 
1tate, apin1t Ad1m1'1 Northampton plough, ud one of Howard'• Champion 
ploagba. Howud11, when -rldng five inebee deep by eleTen incbee wide, 
bad a draught of 31 atone ; ud Adam1'1 plough, at the ume width ud 
depth, a draught of 30 1tone ; while the American plough, at five incbea 
deep and foun- wide1 drew only 26 atone. " In justice to the American 
ploagba, I muat uy," observes Mr. Love, "that they cut op and cleaned 
their furrow quite 111 well u the other ploughs, and also turned the earth, 
~y breaking it, and patting the 1oil in capital politioa for drilling 
or dibbling ; they are the moat 1imple, strong, light, and effective ploughs it 
ia pouible to conceive : other experimeuta were alao made, and the draught 
Ulted by the dynuaome&er."-Tbe coat of the plongbt Mr. Slocum atated 
tobe£2~. 

A oommunicatioll - l'etld from Mr. W. TAnoa, F.L.S., &e., "Oii tM 
CWIWGtiotl '1 IM Po'1gOJtum Tmctorlum, or Dyn-'1 Tinctoria." 

"Thi.I plaut," oblel'Tell Mr. ra,Ior," ia a native of China, ud wu intro. 
dated into thi1 country in 1776, by John Blake. It ia used in China aod 
Japan for the purpose of dfiog a blue similar to that of the fineat indigo. 
The colour i1 obtained from the leavea of the plant, which are dried, po1U1ded, 
and 1Uade into cakea. •With tbeee cakea,' Hunberger aay1, • they dye 
llnen, lilk, and cotton.' When the cake• are boiled, they add ubes; and 
the IRDDger the decoction ii made, the darker ia the colour. The plant 
gl'Oft beK in tbia country on aoila of a medium texture, which muat alao be 
well manured before the aeed ia aown, which is beat aown in rowa about the 
middle of April. Two po11nd1 of aeed. to the acre ia 1ufficient, but tbe plants 
m&J be planted oat in row• from the bot bed, at the rate of about 16,000 to 
tbe acre ; and unleu they are brought forward and planted out, they will 
11M produce aeed in Bnglud. The plant can be prepared for the marut in 
three _,.., 'l'iz.-ht, it may be cut in a green state and aold to the dyer, ia 
which cue an acre would produce five tona of leaves and atalks, worth about 
£30.-W, if cut and placed in vatl, so 111 to precipitate the feCllla, or in
digo, the acre would prodace 3 cwt. of colour, which, at la. per lb., woald 
be worth £16 l&..-3rd, the plants may be cot up, dried, and packed in 
bmadlea: the acre wonld tben yield three ton1 of dyeing matter, aud be 
-th about £21. The colouring mlUer may be extracted eitber by fer
meetatlon or -1ding." Specimen• of the plant and colour were exhibited. 

The Ju& c:ommunieation read wu by Mr. W. B.aNIR1'T, 11 Oii 10111e .-pl~1 
II/ l'la11 r-- in lrnnd ilt 184 7.'' 

Specimeaa. of the llu were exhibited, and Mr. Bennett stated they were 
prodaced Wider eTery diaadva11tage pollible, and in ODO of the moat remote 

and dfllltitute oornen of the whole island, viz., the baro11y of Eori1, cou11ty 
of Mayo, on the weaiern cout, and under the superintendence of Mr. G. S. 
Bourns, the peaantry being wholly unacquainted with ita mode of coltnre 
aad preparation. The llax i1 of good quality, and worth from 6'. to 81. per 
1toue. The introduction of it1 culture baa alao aft'orded employment to a 
large number of poor women in spinning. The peaaantry are alao being 
emplnyed to manufacture linen from loom• erected in the 1tablea of a clergy. 
man, in another moat distressed locality, specimen• of which were exhibited. 

ROY AL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
NOD. 8, 1847 .-DA.VU> MACLAGAN, M.D., F.R.S,E. Preaideat, in the Chair. 

The following commnnicationa were made :-
1. Oii tA.jirll principk1 qf Symrmtrical &auty, /11 thtttloptd ill tM Gto

nutrU: HarfllOfly of tA. Human Hlad an4 COWflt-. By D.R. HAT, 
Eaq. 

Mr. H1.1 commenoed hie paper with a q11otation from Dr. Reid'a "Intel· 
lectnal Powen of Man," showing that it wu the opinion of that great philo
sopher, that, u tute might be true or falae according 111 it was founded on 
true or falae judgment, it must have firat principles. He then obaened, 
that by truth being properly inve1tig1ted in the natural science1, natural 
philosophy had arrived at its preaent advanced atate, and ite application in 
the uaeful arta bad conteqnently prodace1Hhe t.ppilat resulta. Bo.- that in 
our aearcb after truth in the aci- of aenhetica, a -r dnt'erent conne 
bad been followed, nd that our idtu of beaaty-re clothed in myatery, and 
oar attempt. to prodnce the former in tbe varloua brancbea of art, depeatl 
in a great meaeure upon chance. Thia be 11\Uibnted to the pra~ice of eer
vile copying in oar 1choole of an, iimead of atvdying the fint principl• or 
teachable lawa of beauty; in abort, that we 1tud1 and inritace renltt without 
inTeltipting can-. He -*td tbai there uillt preciae mathematiell 
principlea of a practical' natare, by which the edernal form of the ham-. 
bead ud couatenuce may be delinffted, and by which the propertiona•and 
relative poaitiona of-the feat11n11 may be arranged upeu tbe facial 1urfaoe IO 
a to produce a primary apeeiee of 1ymmetrical bMoiy; and tbat th- prin• 
ciplea were identical with thoae which prodace l>Nuty in &nlbiteehlre and 
ornamental design. This be demonetrated by combining in a diagram the 
Platonic triangles and ttie camlineal figuree tbat beloag to them, 1howin~ 
at the llllle time, that those trianglee were the root of all 1ymmetriell 
beauty and harmony in geometry. He 1bowecl'tbat·iblt diagram corftlpOnded 
in all ita paita to the anatomy of the bum111 bead, and that the connteaaoe 
thereby produced po11ened the lien idHl beauty of the finett Grecian aculp. 
tares. Mr. Hay 1tated that be believed the principles be explained were 
knoWll to the ancient Greeka, ud were introduced by Pytbagoru, and taught 
by Plato in connection with mathematics, and by Pampbilus aa co11nectecl 
with art. The drawinp by which Mr. Hay exemplified bia principle were 
larger than life, ud nry nnmef'Oaa, and we nnderatand it ii bia intention to 
pnbliah them on a amall acale. 

2. The Report of the Prize Committee, •-ding the Prizee for Seallo11 
1846-7, waa read. 

Noo. 22.-G. BucBA.NA.N, Eaq., Preaident, in the Chair. 
The following commnnicationa were made :-
1. Sugge1tiO'lll for pretmttiflg Accidmt1 Oii ~· By J. 8Ta'W'AM' 

HBPBtiaN, Eaq., of Colquhahr.ie. Tbeae auggeetiQna have reference to the 
injodiciooa practice of mixing light with heavy carriagee in di1fereat.parta. of 
the train,and totbe injudiciou1 application1of the break, ud the ordenn !hich 
it ia applied ; and propoae the cluaification of the light and heavy .carnages, 
and the working of the break from the rear to the front of the tmn. They 
have also reference to the permuent works of moat raihraya Ill originally 
con1tructed, bting too light and inaufficient for the beHier loada ud bigla 
nlocitiea which are now used; and propose to giYe in«eaaed ltabillty ~ tbe 
rail by a well laid pavement of heavy block• of atone, alonr the out11de of 
each rail. They have also reference to what ia called "jumping,''. which ii 
often the cauae of carriages runninf off the line-to unequal 1uba1denoe of 
the roadway, and propoaea Telford 1 plan for forming the embankmentl in 
concave ltyerp, or that the earthwork• should be allowed ample time to 10~· 
aide of tbemaelns before the rail ia used. Mr. Hepburn alao propoaea lonp
todinal aupportl under the joininga of the raila, which be conaidera tbek 
weakeat part. The auggeationa have al10 refereuce to the 1t111tanglem~t of 
the buffera, and " riding" on each other ; and propose to enlarge veriically 
the surface of the buffer, by having in ita place three elliptic 1prinp on the 
lower frame of the carriege, and hra OIL t)le upper part, ~acb aet ~nnected 
with a horizontal bar of wood, and the whole covered with boarding. Mr. 
H. bolds that this arrangement would prevent the carriage from turning up 
and rolling over each·otber·wllen a ooUiaien tallea-place. 

2. Dttcriptitm qf a Mflfkl qf a MaUtallt. lrott RailtDOV CAair. By Mr. 
RoJ1a, Haddingwn. The advutagea are stated to be greater st!'t!ngth, ud 
thn1 giring additional aecurity in pauing abarp curvea : the rails would. fit 
much better from the cbaira being all oat true to tbe paitern, tbua. aeco~ 
a DDiform bearing to the bead of the raih : the 1uperior ~oner ID which 
the wooden keya will fit, and witb leu rigidity. Mr. Bobb think• they oould 
be made cheaper than cut.iron chain, ud that they wonld '!" atronger, al· 
thoagh 006-balf lighter, whenbr a aaving in eea& of Clll1IP would be 
e4'ee&od &o • uten& of 60 per oeaL 

/ 
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3. Dnmptiora qf a propOttd /mprOflmint frl Railtoay Sttlitcllu. Br Mr. 
N1coLL, Arbroath. Theee switches are placed on iron chain IO conatructed 
as to move along with the switch, whereby the motion of the •witch ii not 
prevented by itl getting jammed with dust or rubbi1h ; and the chain, from 
their peculiar form, push aaide the dust and clear a way for the switch. Mr. 
Nicoll also givea a deecription of the apparatus for opening and clo1ing the 
1witcb, 10 u to prevent accidentl by the motion of them by unaathoriled 
penon1. 

•· .ti Railtoay .tllllrt4m Communicator. By Mr. MonAT. The object is 
accompli1hed by a tube annk in the roof of each carriage, and to conned 
theae are tubee of India rubber with screws. loaide the tube is a wire, and 
attached to it inside of each compartment of the carriage are bell-pulla or 
knobs. At each guard's seat are bells and knocken, and the 1ame at the 
driver's, fixed near the engine. A pusenger wishing to give a 1ignal, pulls 
the knob, by which means the whole bells are rung. The tube can alao act 
as a speaking.trumpet, mouth.pieces being inserted in each compartment, 
and the aame to the guarda and driven-so that a pusenger having rung 
tbe bell, communicates to the guard and dri\'er, &c., bis reuon for IO doing. 

5. De1cription and Dratoing qf an .Alar11m Rein for Rai1V1ay '.n-ailll. By 
Mr. M'CoLL. The rein is attached to a whistle valve on the engine, and ex· 
tends along the whole train on the locked side ; so that any peraon, by 
pulling the rein, open• the whistle, and informs the driver that something is 
wrong. 

Dtc. 13.-G. BucHANAN, Eaq., F.R.S.E., President, in the Chair. 
The following communications were made :-
1. Detcription qf tl1' Otitrarc!i Superuion Bridgr. By Mr. MILNir.. 

This bridge i• 10 constructed that the roadway runs under the arch, and is 
connected to it by suspending rods, which are 10 ditposed that a large por
tion of the arch 1ustain1 a small portion of lbe roadway, thus enabling the 
bridge to bear a concentration of weight at any point. The main rode of 
the arch lean again1t each other at lbe centre (where the key.atone of a 
atone bridge is 1ituated), giving mutual support, which i1 continued towards 
each end of the arch by circular extendera, enlarging aa they approach lhe 
pien. The preuure of the main rods against each other ia thua turned to 
the utmost advantage, and givea the greatest stability po11ible; and from 
this construction lbe lee-side will resiat a gale of wind with the full power 
of the arch. The model ii twenty inches in length, on the scale of ten feet 
to an inch. The entire weight of iron is aix ouncea, and it safely heart a 
load of 56lb.-nearly 150 times itl own weight. 

2. S.ppknuntary Ezplanation1 of an intprflflrd RaihDay Break. By J. 
STBWABT H11:PBtJaN, Esq. This is an improvement of break submitted by 
the inventor to the Society la1t se11ion. It consiated of a rubber block of 
wood attached to railway carriages by a moveable frame.work ; and applied, 
not to the wheel, like the common break, but to ;he rail, by a gradual pres
aure capable of being increued to such a degree, on an emergency of danger, 
u to raise the hind wheels from lhe rail. 

3. lmpr0flnlltfll1 in RailtDay1. By Mr. JoBN CRANK. The first improve
ment ia for locomotive engines to ucend or deacend ateep inclines. It coo
sist1 in laying along the incline a toothed rail, outside of the common rail, 
and keying on additional wheels with teeth on the abaft of the driving 
wheels of the engine, outaide of the bearing wheels, and workinit in the 
toothed rails, and the teeth of which are to work in tbe teeth of the rail; 
thua pulling on the traio.-Tbe second improvement consists in making the 
wheels with double f.langes, one on the outside of the rails, u well aa the 
mual one within them. Thu1 the wheels would be leas liable to go off the 
rails.-Tbe lbird improYement consiata in laying the rails on longitudinal 
lleepera, connected together by cross sleepers, and forming a series of atrong 
1QU1re frame1.-The fourth improvement ia for a break. luatead of prea-
1iog again1t the wheels, and thereby rrtarding them by friction, and eventu
ally locking them, the break falla down at once between the wheel and the 
rail, inserting ihelf between them like a wedge, and thereby locks the 
wheels, and, at the aame time, ruba upon the rail. Four we<lgee are required 
for ordinary carriagea, one pair a~ each end ; each pair of we.dges ia con
nected by a bar of wrought-iron, in the centre of which a chain i1 faateoed, 
which can be raised by the guard, and fastened by passing one of the links 
over a book. When the cbain ia detached from tbe book or button, the 
break, by ita own weight, and guided by a rod attachad to the carriage, falls 
under the wheeil and preveota them revolving. The guiding rod to have ita 
centre of motion eccentric to that of the wheel, and that centre to be a pin 
fixed on the ule frame of the carriage, a little above it, 10 that the wedge• 
when raised may be clear of the wheels. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
Railway Prtca11tioa1.-Mr. Wyndham Harding, in a letter to the In· 

1titntioo of Mechanical Engineers, recommends, as the most eimple and 
best method of forming a communication between the guards and engine· 
drivers, " That the guards should have the means of readily getting along 
every train, whether a pasaenger or a goods train, to tbe rngioeman. 
Thia (be obse"ea) was the original idea in narrow-gauge trains, for the 
meana are all'orded of getting from one carriage to anotbrr, but the idea 
has been imperfectly carried out, inasmuch as a horae-hox or a luggage 
nn alford no facilities for getting put them. N othiog ia eaaier than to 

remedy thia by holdfuta and a narrow foothold. Ia the cue of llat trucks 
loaded with 111cb good• aa cotton, 11pright1 at the four coraen, and a rope 
from one upright to the other, would all'ord a hold for the guard, aad 
W011ld aldO, at the eame time, tend to steady the load. In the vehiclea 
which travel ill p&111enger trains eYen auch an addition as thia would not 
be nece&1ary. On the broad-gange line• coanected with the Great 
Western Railway, there is generally no facility afforded for getting along 
the train, but such facilities can with equal ease be affi>rded in broad· 
gauge trains as on narrow by tri6ing addition• to the vehicles." Mr. 
Harding canted addition& with thi& object to be made to the broad-gaage 
carriages on the Bristol and Gloucester RailwaJ when he had the control 
of that line. 

Commiuiima of Stioera.-The old commiaaions for Westminster, Hol
born and Finsbury, Tower Hamiel&, and for the Kent aad Surrey dia· 
tricta, were all in one week superseded, and a new commiuion, consisting 
of the following, were nominated for aU the didtricta, on the 6th ult.:
Lord Ebrington, Lord Asblry, Dr. Buckland, Mr. Hume, M.P .. Hon. F. 
Byng, Dr. Arnott, Dr. S. Smith, Mr. R. A. Slaney, M.P., Sir J. Clark, 
Rev. W. Stone, Profetsor Owen, Sir H. De La Beebe, Mr. J. Bidwell, 
Mr. J. Bullar, Mr. W. J. Broderip, Mr. R. L. Jones, Mr. J. Leslie, and 
Mr. E. Cbadwick.-Mr. L. C. Hertslet, Clerk of the Westminster diwi
sion, and Mr. Staples, Clerk of the Holborn and Finsbury division, were 
appointed clerks of those districts provi1ionally; and Meurs. PbilliP6 and 
Roe were appointed surveyor& provisionally, and Mr. Austin con1ultiug
surYeyor. 

Br•aMla Lace.-M. Blanchet gave an account of the serious cooae· 
quences resulting from the proceu of whitening Brusaels lace to the 
per&oos employed in it. lo this proceu the carbonate of lead is used ; 
and a large portion of it i1 carried into the atmoapbere, where it is ia
baled, and thus produces a serious alfectioo of the iotestinet. It is also 
Yery injurious to the sight and to the heal'ing. 

LIST 01' KEW PATESTll. 
GBANTll:D lN ENGLAND PBOM NoVJ:MBll:B 30, TO DKOll:JOlll:B 22, 1847. 

Siz Montiil al/wJtdfor Bnrolrrwnl, 11nk11 otlawtDitt ezpttlHd. 

William Bella aad George William Jacob, of Wharf.road, City-road, for" lmpro•emnua 
In the manufacture or cap1ulea, aad In the application or certala deocrlptlou or •urfac ... " 
-Sealed No•. 30. 

WWlam Eaton, or CambenreU, engineer, fur" Impro...,menta In macblnery for twilllq 
roiton or other 6brou. 1ub1taocn .. "-Dec. 1. 

Guatavuo Uoenck, of Welling ton-atreet, Strand, D.LL., for "certain lmprovemenb lo 
clockl aad tlme-keepen.''-Dec. I. 

Thomu Chandler, of S">Ckton, WUllhlre, for" lmprovemeota In machlnel"J for apply. 
Ing liquid maaure.''-Dec. I. . 

Frederick Wllllam lllowbny, of Lelcn&er, paper dealer, for "lmpronmlSlta In m&
chlnery for the manufacture or looped fabrlct.''-Dec. I. 

Samuel Newington, of Frant, Suuex, U.D., for "lmpnm!menta la dlbbUq or aowtng 
lftdl.''-Sealed Doc. 7. 

John Scolrern, of Upper HoUoW11y, U.B., for "Imprcrremeata In tile manufacture aDd 
re8nlng ohngar."-Dec. 7. 

John Britten, of Birmingham, macblobot, for "certain lmpnm!menta In apparatu for 
cooking, preparlag, and contalnl1g bumaa food and drillk1, and In openlnr and cloalng 
o .. n oloon, parta or which lmpro•ementa are applicable to other almllar purpoaeo.''
Dec. 7. 

Jam .. Smith Torrop, of Edinburgh, n-aper proprietor, ror "Improwed macb!Derf 
for time 1l1nal1."-Dec. 7. 

William Dakin, of I, St. Panl'a Cb11reb0 yard, for" lmproYementa In clMDlng and 
waoblnr colree, In the apparat1111 and macblnery to be uoed therein, and al.lo lo the appa. 
ntua for maldug lat'ualon1 llDd decoc.tlon1 of oolree.'' (Commnnlcatlon.)-Dec. 7. 

JamH Sweetman Ellfe, E1q., of -kl, Loa1bard-atreet, City, for "lmproftmenta In the 
manufacture or utronomlcal and other clock.I, chronometers, and wat.cba.7'-Dec. i. 

John Hackett, of Lelce1ter, for "Improvementa In the n1annfacture ol plll-bona.''
Dec. 7. 

David William Wire, of 9, St. Swlthln'1-lane, Loudon, gentleman, for "an Impro•..t 
manufacture of caadlea and other like artlclea uoed ror alrordlng U1bta.'' (A commnulca
tlon.)-Dec. 16. 

Henry Wiater, of Webrldge.garden1, Buk.place, Bay1waler, llllddleaex, for " Im. 
pro .. menta In the manufacture of rope, cord, line, and twine." (A communlcatlou.)
Dec. lf'>. 

a ...... Ambrolae llllchant, of Epled1, France, bnt DOW Of New Bond-1treet, Kldd1-. 
::~~f':::i".;.:":f ;~~';'.P.~o:C~~i: In the production and application or heat, and In the 

William Maltbv, or Tredegar-oqua.,., llllle.""d, gentleman, and Thomaa Webb. of 
llare-1treet, Hackney. geaUeman, tor "certain Impro't'ementa tn the manutactun of 
1plrlt1 from grain or other Hccbarlne matten, and In the appuatia to be \lied Lbereln." 
-Dec. I~. 

William Wettbrooke Squires, or 3, Rue Cbayfan la Gude, Parl1, 111.D., for a mode or 
mode1 of produclng a vacuum, which mode or modet mar be applied to pneumatic, bfd· 
raullc, and bydrootatlc appuatut, and to machinery for obtaining motlYe power."
Dec. 18. 

Richard Wrighton, of Lower Brook-1lreet, Gro .. enor.aquare, llllddleae:r, for u Im
proYementa In apparalul to be applied to ralhnr curlage1 and englnea.''-Dec. 2:1. 

Cborle1 And"' FellK Rocbu, of Parll, ror "certain Impronmenta In treating slnc orea. 
and In manufacturing oslde of alnc.''-Dec. 22. 

Plene Angu1tut Pul1, gentleman, of Parl1, for •· Impronmenta In apparatlu for ralaing 
and lowering lleaYy bodlea In mlnea." (Communlcatlon.J-Dec. 22. 

Henry F. Baker, of Booton, United Stale1 or America, for "a certain new and uwfu 
Improvement lo ateam-boller rurnace1."-Dec. 2"'.l. 

Richard Baird, of Dundee, Scotland, for" A new or lmprottd method of commnnlca
tlon between the guarda, enslne.drlnl'I, and other ""anta In charge or trai1U1 of car. 
rlqet and wanona on nliwa)'I, and alao betwoen the pauengera and engine-driven, and 
other aervant. ta charge orauch tralna.''-Dec. 22. 

Robert Stamp, of Chelaea, Mlddleaex, hatter, for " lmproTementa In the manufac:tunr 
of fabrlca IO be Died for COYerlDg hata, capo, and bonneta, Which (abrlca mar be uaed for 
other utlcle1 of wearing appareL"-Dec. 2"J, 

Cbarleo William Slemen1, or lllancbeau.r, engineer, for "Impnm!menta In eog!nea to 
be worked bf a&eam and other lluldl."-Dec. 2"J. 
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ARCHED TIMBER VIADUCTS. 

(Fttll Engrarlingi, Plata III. and IY.) 

(From papers read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.) 

The .4.rc/W Timber J"iadum "" IM N-.tk arul NortA Shield8 
RaU-y, enct«l bf Muw1. Jomr and BBNJAllIN GllBml, of NtJW
~Tyne. 

In the formation of the numerous railways which have been com
pleted within the last few ye~ perhaps that which bu demanded 
the greatest exertion of skill, Judgment, and varied ingenuity, is 
the construction o( the bridges and viaducts, whether of stone, 
brick, iron, or timber. The excavation of a quantity of earth, or 
cuttin~ through a hill to fill up an adjacent hollow to the required 
level, 1B in moat CBllH a work of little more than manual labour, 
nnlees BOme unforeseen extraordinary difficulties occur in the strata, 
which may require energy and promptitude in adopting mch mea
ames u will overcome them in the moat effectual and least expen
alYe manner. But when rivers are to be spanned and ravines to be 
Cl'08lled, where there exist uncertain and variable beds, and, in 
many instances, in the vicinity of towns and populou11 districts, 
where houses, manufactories, and other buildings are on the imme
diate apot, the space re9.uired for filling up such ravines with a 
mound, (the base extending far on each side, beyond what is re
quired for the width of the railway) would, b7 the consequent de
atruction of property often involve auch rumous expenses, as to 
render the adoption of that method impracticable. Recourse must 
then be had to other and more acientific means, in the erection of 
hridgee or viaducts, with piers occupying a small auperficial area, 
built up to carry the necesaary auperatructure, and adapted to the 
locality in which they are placed. Various considerations are in
volved in fixing on a certain plan : yet the coat is that of the utmost 
importance, and invariably presents itself first in all great works of 
the kind. It will not be denied, therefore, that the great desidera
tum for the engineer, is the adoption of such means BB will fully 
amnrer the purposes and the ends at which he aims, and to eff'ect 
this without a waste of any kind of material ; for every thing that 
ia not fairly and usefully employed in adding to the stability and 
drellflth of an erection, can only be considered as au~rftuous and 
injunoua matter; and fitness and a skilful disposition of parts, com
bined with correctness of design, may be aaid to form the great 
merit of all structure.. 

The coat of the construction of viaducts and bridges for railways 
generally forms 80 important an item in the grOBll amount of the 
cost of a railway, that the engineer is led to devise new means of 
completing his works in such a manner1 u to ~sseaa atability and 
durability, without plunging his employers mto unnecessary ex
penses. 

Stone bu been generally applied u the beat material for bridges; 
in many cases, however? it cannot be used throughout, and in IBrge 
arch.ea, where the heights are too low for the spans, cut-iron is 
frecJuentlr adopted, and more particularly in forming truBSe& of 
vanous kmds, when the under side 88 well 88 the upper side of the 
platform ia required to be horizontal, or nearly so, 88 in the case of 
a railway and turnpike-road crOll&ing each other, and only leaving 
•pace enough between the aurface of each to allow of the free pu
aage of carriages; but the cost and weight of these bridges is gene
rally equal to that of stone. a wood superstructure, however, 
ef'ecta much in this respect; provided a durable mode of construc
tion 1- adopted ; for the cheapness and strength of the material 
itaell being 80 great, in proportion to its bulk and weight, ihe piers 
of a brid,{e or viaduct can be considerably lightened, and much leas 
material lie used in their formation than when the auperatructure 
ia to be of atone or iron. 

Almost all the wooden bridges that have heretofore been ez&
cuted in this country are constructed with straight timbers, trwl1led 
and f'ramed like the ordinary forms of roofing. On account of the 
lhrinlr.ing, from the number of joggles, and the weight of the work 
iteelf, the roadway 1inks, and the framing generally becomes bent 
or crippled, often to an alarming extent ; besides, 1uch a aystem 
could never be carried beyond a certain extent, u the Bp&DB of such 
framing muat be limited to what is usually practised in roofing. 

A new aystem of building timber bridges, composed of layers of 
deal& S inchee in thicknesa, turned over a centre, into the form of 
arebed n'bs, hu been introduced and applied extensively, in North
umberland and Durham, and in Scotland, by Meaars. John and 
Benjamin Green, of Newcutle-upon-Trne. 

Thia mode of constructing the laminated deal arch auggened 
llo.l~Vo.a.. 11.--r..avAaT,1848. 

ltaelf to Mr.Green in 1827-8, when be waa engaged in designing the 
bridge for crossing the river Tyne, at Scot.wood: where the deptla 
of water, it& rapidity during ftooda, and the uncertainty of the 
foundations, would have rendered the construction of a number of 
pieni, in the current, a very eJtpensive operation, and Mr. Green 
11'81 therefore induced to recommend to the company the chain 
bridge which is now thrown across the Tyne at that place, 81 being 
the cheapest durable structure, and pOfllle&lling advantage& o~r 
every other kind in such a situation. 

The aubject of wooden archea continued to engage Mr. Green'• 
attention, and for his own satisfaction, he had a model made of an 
arch 120 feet span, at a scale of one-twelfth of the real size, which 
so satisfied him 88 to the advantages and safety of that mode of 
construction, that in 1884, when tlie Newcailtle and Carliale Rail
way Company oif'ered a premium for the beat plan of a railway 
bridge, for crOBSing the river Tyne, above Scotswood, Mr. Green 
anbmitted his model and deaign in competition, when they were 
approved of and aelected by the directors, and obtained the pre
mium. 

This bridge was to consist of five segmental wood arches, each 
having two rib& of 120 feet span, which were to be erected upon 
timber piers of/ilea and framings, with atone abutment&. The line 
of railway coul not allow a greater elevation than 21 feet above 
high-water level, and the platform was in conaequence auspended 
with iron rods between the springing of the wood arch and the 
qown; the roadwar. wu therefore partly auspended from and partly 
aupported by the nbs. 

In ISSS Messrs. Green were concerned in projecting a railway 
from Newcastle to North Shields; and afterwards being employed 
by the Company for the bridges on that line, where, from the mag
nltude of two of them and the number that occur the cost was a 
very important consideration1 they were induced to recommend 
this plan of the laminated timber arch. Having made deaign1 and 
carefully studied the details, these bridges were commepced iD 
1837 ; one at the Ouse Bum in the eastern auburb of Newcastle, 
and the other at Willington, about four mile& further on the rail
way. 

The OusE BuaN VIADUCT is 918 feet in length, and 108 feet in 
height from the bed of the burn; it has five timber arches of three 
ribs each; three of the arc~e1 are 116 feet span, and two 114 feet 
span ; there are two stone arches of 40 feet span at both ends of 
the bridge, which were introduced to ~ve length to the abutments, 
so u to prevent the mounds endangenng them, by coming too clo&e 
upon the steep banks of the ravine. There are five piers built of 
drafted and broached uhlar mBBOnry, from the foundations to the 
full height. with spaces in the middle, leaving an average thickne&1 
of 5 feet ol ashlar work ; all the spaces are filled in with rubble 
mBBOnry, made solid by grouting. On the sides of each pier are 
buttresses projecting 2 teet 11 inches, and diminiahing wi.Ui oif'-tJeta 
up to the roadway. . · 

The greatest thickneBS of the piers at the springing is 1.5 feet • 
that of the highest pier at the foundation is 20 feet 3 inches, and 
at the top, immediately underneath the platform, it is 6 feet 6 inehea 
thick; its width, including the buttreaaes, is 33 feet. IO inchet1 
above the footings, and 26 feet acrOBB the last or highest oif'-&et 
underneath the roadway. 

The springing for the arched rib& is 40 feet down the 11iers, 
where large oif'-seta are formed with the inner splays or sfoJ>e&, 
radiating from the centre. On these springing stones, cast-mm 
~d pla\el or sockets, each weighing 15 cwt. for each rib, are 
bedded with oakum, into spaces which are cut 2 inches deep in the 
mBBOnry, and secured with wrought-iron bolt& run with lead, f&11-
tened down with nuts and acrews on the outer surface; the bolt& 
are 11 inch diameter, and l foot 9 inches long. The ends of the 
rib& are inserted into these iron sockets as a springing and are well 
caulked. 

The two middle piers are built upon piles driven into the clay, 
to an average depth of 35 feet below the surface, and the founda
tions gener8lly required great attention, for it wu found that 
considerable excavations of old pit workings had been made around 
and immediately under the line of the bridge. From the extreme 
eastern pier, a coal seam had been worked out, extending beyond 
the east abutment; and in digging for the west pier, a ~it shaft W'l8 
diacovered in the centre of the area of the foundation. It w-.s 
fortunate that it was not so near u to endanger the stability or the 
pier, and that the construction had not/roceeded without its being 
observed. This shaft had been worke to a dej>th of 70 feet, and 
in order to render the structure secure, both 1t and the seam on 
the other side of the ravine were built up with well grouted rubble 
D111110nry. All the timber used in the carpentry was of the beat 
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41u1tlity from the Baltic, and the whole of it was subjected to the 
process of Kyan's patent. 

The arched ribs are shown in Plate Ill., figs. 1 and 2; and in 
detail, figs. 3 to 12. The spans of 116 feet, have a versed sine of 
38 feet, the radius being 68 feet. The ribs are constructed of 
Dantzic deck deals, 11 inches wide by 3 inches thick, dressed and 
cut to lengths of from 20 feet to "6 feet. The first course ~f the 
rib is two deals in width, bent over the centre, and the next is one 
whole and two half deals, and llO on alternately until the whole rib 
is formed; each rib consists of fourteen deals in thickneu, exclu-
11i ve of the weathering or capping on the top ; the ends of the deals 
throughout are butted against each other, and arranged 80 that no 
two of the radiating joints may come together. A layer of strong 
brown paper dipped in boiling tar, is put between all the joints to 
bed them and to exclude the wet. The whole of the deals are ~ll 
fixed together with the be11t l! inch oak trenails placed 4 feet 
apart, and each trenail is of a sullicient length to go throu~h three 
thicknesses of the deals. The ends of the deals are all mserted 
into the cast-iron plates already described, bedded in patent felt 
and tar, and well caulked. 

Diagonal side braces 6~ inches hr. ~ inches, (shown in fig. 2 
Plate III.), are fixed between the nbs with wrought-iron bars lt 
inch diameter, at intervals of about 29 feet apart, to bind and con
nect the whole together. From the ribs, a series of radiating and 
horizontal struts, are carried up in the manner shown in the en
gravings; the ends of all the struts are double tenoned into proper 
1i1ortices cut to receive them, in the timbers and rib11. A spandril 
beam 13~ inches square, (figs. 3, 4-, 8, and 9, Plate III.,) ill placed 
about the middle of the spandril, inclining upwards to the crown 
of the arch, and butting against a horizontal piece of the same 
dimensions at the top. The struts below this beam radiate to the 
centre, and those above are perpendicular to the roadway. One of 
the radiating struts in each spandril called in the drawings the 
lllP.andril strut, (figs. 5 and 6, Plate nl.,) is continued on from the 
nb up to the longitudinal beams, and is firmly connected by iron 
liltraps and bolts to them and the spandril beams, and the former 
are then secured down to the masonry with iron bolts, which run 8 
feet into the ashlar work. In considering this geometrical arrange
ment of strutting in the spandrils, it will be evident how much 
rigidity is produced: a weight coming upon one haunch of the arch 
is resisted on the opposite haunch, by the spandril strutting, and 
especially b;r the main strut, connected as it is with the weight of 
masonry laid hold of by the bolts, from the main longitudinal 
beam. 

The longitudinal beams, l~ inches square, are fixed and laid the 
full length of the structure, to the gradient of the railway, above 
which tlie joists, I~ inches by 6~ inches, are laid 4 feet apart from 
centre to centre, and spiked down upon them. The ends of all 
the joists are roundedJ and project about 2 feet 6 inches over ~he 
fongitudinal beams, tJg. IO, and the whole are then covered with 
planking, 11 inches by 3 inches, laid longitudinally, and pro.perly 
spiked down and. caulked; thi.s plat~orm i~ then covere~ wi~h .a 
composition of boiling tar and hme, mu:ed with gravel whilst it is 
being laid on ; thus forming a coating completely impervious to 
the wet. At the meeting of the longitudinal beam and the crown 
piece, an iron strap is bound over them and the longitudinal beai_n, 
and it is then run through the rib1 and screwed np underneath 1t. 
Another strap is put round the nb and the spandril beam, about 
12 feet further down on each side, and another at each of the 
spandril struts. An open railing, 5 feet high, is fixed alongside 
each side of the bridge, the upright standards are 8 feet apart, 
fixed to every alternate joist! and five horizontal rails, halved and 
spiked to them, run the full ength. 

The total width of the Ouse Burn Viaduct, measuring within the 
railing, is 26 feet, from which a. footpath .. is taken, 5 feet w!de, 
separated from the railway by a hne of railing on the south side, 
as shown in fig. i. 

In constructing both the masonr)'. and timber work of .this via
duct, the scaffolding and the centering ~sed were very. light !illd 
simple. For the former, a temporary railway, 35 feet high, raised 
upon upright bearers, struts, &c., was laid the full len~h, on each 
side of the intended structure ; and was afterwards raised, as the 
building proceeded, to within a few feet of the height of the finis~ed 
platform, On this railway temporary cranes were.placed, 1:1pann.mg 
from one rail to the other, connected at the top with ~earns of tim
ber, and fitted up with proper winches, blocks, chams, &c. &.c.; 
these cranes were generally worked by four men. The centering 
for turning the ribs and building all the timbe~ work. W8;6 exceed
ingly light · it was comJ>osed merely of three ribs, we1ghmg about 
ltl cwt. each, or i tons. H cwt. for each rib. A whole centre could 

be removed in a day from one arch, and fixed in its place for 
another arch, by about twenty men, employing the travelling 
cranes. 

The WILLINGTON VunuCT is precisely the same in con1:1truction 
and design as that at the Ouse Burn; but differs in its dimensions, 
and although it is not BO hig~ it is longer, and has two more tim
ber arches of greater span. The total length is 1050 feet, and the 
height is 82 feet. There are seven timber arche11 and six stone 
piers, with two stone abutments; five of the arches are 120 feet 
span each, and two 115 feet span each; the width between the 
railing on each side is 21 feet, being just sufficient for the double 
line of railway, ae there is no footpath upon thie viaduct. Two 
of the piel'll are built upon piles 36 feet long, at a depth of about 
50 feet lielow the surface, as there is a great extent of allu\•ial de
posit immediately on the site, which is frequently covered. during 
high tides or floods, by the river Tyne flowing up at the small 
burn. 

Both these viaducts span over numerous houses and manufac
tories. 

The method of building the viaduct at Willington was somewhat 
different from that adopted at the Ouse Burn, and perhaps not 80 

unique; inasmuch as there were no travelling cranes or temporary 
railway, and the removal of the centres was attended with greater 
labour, for while at the Ouse Burn the removal of a centre occu
pied twenty men, with the cranes, only one day, the same work 
employed twenty men for ten days at Willington. The masonry 
of each pier was set with a fixed or jib crane, of a sufficient height 
to hoist all the stones, having the usual counterbalance at the 
opposite end of the horizontal beam. 

In this system of timber bridge building, the straight trussing in 
the main principle of support, is dispen,;ed with, for the 11pandril 
framing should not be looked upon aslartaking of that character ; 
it is merely a continuation of the woo -work, to convey the weight 
coming upon the roadway, on to the simple curved rib, and all 
timbers in a state of tension are avoided, for when a weight come11 
upon the roadway, the whole of the structure undergoes compres
sion. 

It i11 not meant to advocate timber bridges on this or any prin
ciple in preference to stone, or other more durable material; but 
it will not be denied, that the great saving of capital in the first 
instance is a very important argument in favour of their adop
tion. 

The actual cost of the Ouse Burn Viaduct, including all contin
gencieii and extras, was :-for the masonry, 17,23.S/.; for the car
pentry, 1,2651.; making together, 24,.SOO/. 

The total cost of the Willington Viaduct, was :-masonry, 13,1531.; 
carpentry, 10,34-91.; together, 28,505!/. 

The piers, Mr. Green observes, are stronger than necessary for 
the weight of the superstructure, for the directors of the New
castle and North Shields Railway not only being sceptical as to the 
safety of this novel mode of construction, but having a desire to 
finish all the bridges on the line with stone arches, wished the ma
sonry to be made of such solidity and bulk as to bear stone arche11 
if required, and the piers and abutments were, therefore, built 
accordingly. The additional cost for building stone arches, how
ever, on a fair calculation, was found to amount to 9,0001. for the 
Ouse Burn Viaduct, which would ha,·e made a total of 83,5001. 
The centering would have cost at least 3,000/. for each viaduct, so 
that at a moderate calculation the actual saving of capital is up-
wards of 10,0001. · 

.MeBBrs. Green have just completed a large viaduct, on precisely 
the same principle as those of the Ouse Burn and WillinF1;011 Dean. 
for his grace the Duke of Buccleuch, across the South Esk at Dal
keith, in connexion with the Edinbur~h and Dalkeith Railway, and 
for the transit of coal from the collienes of his grace in that neigh
bourhood; it has only a single line of railway and a footpath. The 
total length of this work is 830 feet, the height is 87 feet to the 
platform, and the width across between the railing is a feet. It 
has seven arches, five of 120 fee~ and two of 110 feet span each, 
with a versed sine of 30 feet. There are only two ribs, 8 feet 4o 
inches apart, in each arch, and of a deal and a half ( 1 foot 4 inche11) 
in width, and ten deals (i feet 1 inches) in depth. The longitudi
nal beams are half balks of timber, 13~ inches by 6i inches. There 
are two stone abutments, each 40 feet long, and five stone pier~. 
The largest pier is 91 feet high from the foundation, which is .S feet 
below the surface. All the piel'll are 10 feet thick at the springing, 
li feet 10 inches wide,_ and 5 feet 4 inches thick at the top, under
neath the roadway. ·1he total cost was:-masonry, 3,617/.; car
pent.ry, 3,358/.; together, 619761., which i1 a very small amount for 
a work of 1:1uch magnitude. 
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The f!Tellt height 11nd length of this bridge, and the extre.me 
U,:htness of its l"onstruction, rt>nder it an imposing ?hjert, spanni.ug 
a beautiful and thickly wooded ravine near Dalke1th Palacl', with 
the river Esk streaming through it, and appt>ari.ng as a mere line 
of water in passing under the centre arch, which 1s the largest and 
bijrhl'St. 

The system of arching with planks, may he carrit>d to almost.any 
extent, and in Messrs. Grt'f'n's design for the propost>d bridge 
acrou the Tyne. to connect thl' towns of Newcastle and Gatesh~ad, 
at a h~h levt>l, the largt>st arch over the m!ddle part of ~he nver 
was intended to have ht>l'n 280 ft>et span, with a vcrst>d sme of 70 
feet, the total lt>ngth of the bridge as dt>signed was 1,220 feet, and 
the height 110 ft>et. 

Fig. I. 

The annexed wood enf!":avings show an oblique bridge on the 
Newcastle and North Shields Railway, crossing the Shields road, 
at Walker. The angle of the skew is 2.S0

, and the span is 71 feet. 
Fig. 1 is an external elevation of one of the ribs and the piers, and 

Flg. 2. 

fig. 2, a plan of the joisting and piers. The joists of the platform 
rest upon the longitudinal beams, which are suspended by queen 
post& and iron straps, from two arched ribs, one on each side of 
the railway, and stiffened by struts and braces. The ribs are formed 
of deals 11 inches by 3 inches, dressed one deal and a half for the 
width of the rib, and nine deals in depth, as shown in fig11. 3 and 4. 

5 IO 

n,.a. 

They spring from cast-iron sockets, bolted to the t>nds of the longi
tudinal heams, on which they abut. An iron strap is also keyed 
o,·er each foot of the ribs, for additional security. The width for 

the railway on the hrid~ is 21 feet 6 inches. Jn the ct>ntre, 11t in-
tervals of about 7 feet, the platform is 11trenj?thened hy 

! 
trusseP, which are marked b b, fig. 2, and comrtructed in 
the mannt>r shown in fiir. 4, with wrought-iron hani keyt>d 
at the t>nd11 of the beam"- and coming undernl'ath, hav
ing thrt>e iron ht>arers in the full length. The cost of 
this bridge was about 1,3001. 

The DINTINO V .AJ.F. VunrCT, on the Ii~ of the .'lhejfield and Ma11-
cltuter Railu:ny. By ALFRED STANJn.EET JEE, M. Inst. C.E 

(Wit/a an Engramng, Plate IY.) 
This vi11du1"t consists of sixteen arches, five of 1"hkh are of tim

ber and elevl'n of brick, faced with stone quoins. The whole of 
the large 11iers, win~ outside @pirndrils and parapet!'., are of ashlar 
stone, of l'xcl'lll'nt qualitv, from the quarries m the neighbour
hood. The foundations o( some of the piers are laid upon the hard 
shale, and of others upon a bed of wet sand of considerable depth· 
in the lattt>r cases masaes of concrete were formed to rereive th~ 
masonry. Se"eral of the lllJlaller piers are foundt>d upon the marl · 
also with beds of concrete beneath them. The piers for the lar~ 
Rrcht>s are built solid, up to the surfare of the ground and abo\'e 
that. level ~hey are. hollow, nearly up to the impost;' the hollow 
portion havmg 1m mverted arch at the hottom, end being alllO 
arched. O\'e~ at ~he top. The portion abo"e the impost in the 
large p1~rs 1s sohd to the top, (see fig. 3.) The smallt>r piers are 
cased with ashlar on the outside, and are filled in solid with good 
tlat-bt>ddt>d rubble, well grouted. and with through stones at inter
vals of 6 feet horizontally in each 1"-0urse. 

The smaller semicircular arches of brick, at each end of the 
viaduct, are hO feet in the span and S feet in thickness, 
with stone quoins, and are built in a curve ot 40 chaim radius. 
The face of each .Pier is parallel to that of the next the 
piers themselves bemg wedge-shaped, on account of the dune. 
The abutmentll between the large and the small arches are hollow 
and are arched O\'er in the interior, to carry the roadway. The 
abutments and wings at each end of the viaduct, are also hollow 
being composed of longitudinal and cross walls flagged over o~ 
the top. They are surrounded on the outside by the slope of the 
embankment, the material of which being clay, is kept ou.t b)' 11 
wall at the ends. . 

The five large arches are each 12li feet span and 24 feet versed 
sine, of the best Memel timber, the whole of whicll has been im
mersed i!1 a solution of the sulphate of copper, according to Dr. 
Margary s .Patent, for the prevention of decay. There are four 
mail~ rib~ m each. arch, composed of planking 3 inchea thick, laid 
longitudm~lly, with a layer of brown. paper and tar between the 
planks, which are fastened together w1\h oak •renails at intervals 
of 4 feet. These ribs are 4 feet 6 inches deep, and 18 ineltes wide 
a_nd are firmly stayed by d!agonal an~ Crol!S. b~cea, screwed up 
tight, by means of wrought-iron rods, 2mches m diameter p888ing 
t~rough an_d secured by. nu\s on the outside. The uprights and 
d111g~nals. m the span~rils. are also stay~d by iron rods, and are 
!11ort1ced mto the. lon~tudmal beams which carry the cross joist
ing. These long1tudmal beams are fastened down upon the piers 
by iron bolts, let l~ feet into the solid stonework to resist anv 
tendency of the arch to rise in the haunches, ""hen the weight ofa 
train comes upon the centre, The cross joists are placed s feet 
apart, from centre to centre., and are bolted to the longitudinal 
beams underneath. Upon them is placed longitudinally a half balk 
of timberil to which the rails and chain are fastened and al80 11 

~ard ra' to prev~mt the ~rri~s getti~ off' the r?ad: The whole 
1s covered over with planking 3 mclies thick, and 1a coated with " 
mixture of lime, aahee, and Bharp sand, which has set hard and 
does not crack. 

The centering used for tumiilg of the arches is of iron, of ligh' 
construction, and is Bhown in fig. 1. 

The total length of the viaduct is 484 yards, and i\s greate.i.t, 

Ci" 
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heiftht from the br.k-eounie kl the raila, ls about 12& feet. The 
roadway is level throughout. It was rommenced early in 18~, 
and was opened for traffic on the 8th of August, 18-". MNBI'& 
Bu.ton and Clarke, of Sheffield, were the contractors, ud great 
credit is due to them for the very excellent maDDer in which they 
have completed the work. 

The area of the section of the valley croased, between the level 
of the rails and the ground, is 13,068 square yards, which gives an 
-average cost of about21. l.W. per superficial yard, and as the viaduct 
is 8 yards wide, the cost P.er cubic yard is 61. 9d. 

The following is a detailed account of the cost of construction of 
the Dinting Vale Viaduct, on the line of the Sheffield and Man
chelter Railway. 

£ •. ti. 
229 17 a 
a:io o o 

7,881 
2,000 

142,l:t:t 

44,024 
829 

8,212 
6,87:> 
2,:>74 

eabic J&rda, excantiag foaadatlo111 
,, concrete 

cable feet of ublar ia the abatmeata 
and pien 

cubic feet of tooled uhlar 
,, comire 
,, parapet wal11 
,, flagging o•er 1pandril1 

eabic yard1 of coul'led rubble, la 
the 1mall pien 

Puddling the 1mall arcbea 
ll,&U cubic yard. of brickwork ia tbe 

arch• 
40,4761 eabic feet of Memel timber 
18,28& 1aperflcial feet of plaokiog in the 

roadway 

Tom. Cwt. Q,._ 
Centering 

12 ' 1 wroasbt-lroa 
31 2 0 cut·iroa 

73,260 1aperflcial feet of brown paper aacl 
tar 

2,031 1aperflcial JUda of concrete 011 the 
roadway 

Pateat felt 
Laying the permanent road 
Dhertiag the mill icoit 
latemt aad mllateaaace for 12 

IDODtba 

1tl. 
a.. 6'. 

l•. ltl. 
11. 34. 
l•. 6tl. 
b. ltl. 

lOtl. 

10.. 

16-. 
a.. 
8tl. 

£21 
£8 

11. 6tl. 

Total eo1t 

THE RIVAL PALACES, 
OB, BLOa:s's AND V ANVITBLLJ's. 

By C.uromve. 

18,:>32 7 11 
2,761 10 0 

62 3 6 
444 16 4 
286 9 2 

1,287 0 0 
37 13 0 

1,980 u 0 
6,071 9 6 

609 11 8 
600 0 0 

676 & 3 
2:>2 0 0 

U2 4 0 

1&2 6 0 
au 0 

408 6 6 
110 16 8 

240 19 8 

£3:t,2:t0 6 :, 

Neither Mr. Sharp him118lf nor any one else will be at all sur
priled at my taking some notice of the oversight imputed by him 
kl thoee who have spoken of Buckingham Palace, for not discover
~ that it I.a "only a reduced copy of the Palace at Caserta." 
Willing u I am to accept the compliment of" lynx-eyed," I think 
that in this instance it rather belongs to him, though at the 88Dle 
time I fancy his Marp.sightedness has overshot the mark, and 
made that kind of discovery which is called finding out a mare's 
nen. What appears to Mr. Sharp to be such perfect similarity of 
design between the two buildin~, that all the faults or merits of 
Mr. Blore'& fairly belong to Vanv1telli1 completely vanishes upon a 
critical examination and estimate of them, nothing remaining but 
that general or generic resemblance of forms and features which 
they pc>lll8l8 in common with many other buildings in the Bame 
style. Those who talk merely at random might perhaps liken 
Bucldoicham Palace to that at Caserta, for much stranger resem
blances b&ve been fancied ere nowi:--one traveller having likened 
the palace of Charles V. in the Alhambra, to Jonea's Whitehall; 
and another, the great temple ai Dalbec to St. Paul's, Covent
garden I But that an arclutect should be more struck by the 
reeemblance, such as it is, than by the prodigious difference be
tween the two buildings in question, is quite astonishing. 

Let ua inquire to what the reeemblance amounts :-to nothing 
more than the ~eneral disposition of parts, both vertically and 
horisontally, which IW't!ly is not 1ufficient to constitute such simi
luity of deaign or character as to justify our calling the one a 
oopy at all, much less "only" a reduced copy of the other. If it 

·doeii, we should be warranted in 118tting down all the porticoes ever 
erec:ted u 0Dl7 10 many verbatim transcripts of one original; or 

we might call-u perhapa Mr. Sharp doe&-the two ternio. at 
Carlton-gardens a CO?.Y of the Garcfe-meuble in the Place a la 
Concorde. In fact, it require1 Fluellen'& ingenuity in arguing &o 
convict Mr. Blore of being, I will not 118Y Vanvitelli'1 ape, but hil 
Dromio. " There is a river in Macedon," 1&ys the W elahman, 
"and there is also moreover a river at Monmouth ;-nd there ii 
ealmons in both." Even were Mr. Blore's elevation a mere re
duced draught of the other, u far u what actual resemblance 
there is between them extends, u a copy it could be receiYed only 
as an exceedingly maimed and imperfect one, IOIDe of the mOllt 
striking parts of the original being altogether omitted. One ex
ceedingly imJ?ortant accompaniment to the edifice at Caserta, and 
which gives 1t an air of oompletene&& and consiatently-ke~up 
etateliness in regard to maplaCIJment, greatly surpB1Bing that of any 
other royal palace in Europe, is the spacioua oval piazza in front 
of it on its south side, where it forms an expanding amphitheatri
cal area, somewhat after the manner of the piazza before St. 
Peter's at Rome. Many other royal residences, on the contrary, 
are so dill8dvantageuusly located, as to have an air of me&DJUl.a 
about them in spite of their own grandeur. 

One point, then, of the resemblance contended for I.a utterly 
wanting, since Mr. Blore's building has no architectural precinet 
or properly defined enclosure before it, but is made kl stand i.Jnme.. 
diately in the Park, and moreover etand1 out very awkwardly and 
abruptly from Nash's building behind, from which it appears quite 
distinct, except that it is tacked to it ; IO that instead of making 
the entire ma&1 look larger than before, it e&U&ell it to have a 1ingu
larly conf1111ed and huddled-up appearance. Even taking the mere 
elevation of the front alone, there is a prodigioua difference u &o 
outline the angles of the building at Caserta being carried up 
much ioftier than the general maa, by the addition of a 1eCOnd 
order, comprisingtwo stories, and making the entire height there not 
lesa than one hundred and nindy English feet. My calculation ia 
from the scale given in the large work containing plana, &c., of 
the palace, entitled " Dichiarazone dei DiseF def Reale Paluso 
di Case~ &c.," and which, &tr~ to BB)' 1s not mentioned by 
either Milizia or Quatremere de Quincy. In the "Conversation~ 
Lexicon ffir Bildende Kunst," which _pro(eaies to give account of 
individual buildings of note, the Palace ot Caserta obtaim only 
three lines !-one of which is to tell us that there is a picture by 
Mengs in the chapel.-With regard to Mr. Sharp's lltatement as 
to the length, there seems to be 10me miBCalculation or elae mia
print, since 918 palms (taking the palm at IO! inches) give oDl7 
790 feet. 

Now that IO much fault has been found with hi.a building
1
_and DO 

merit whatever diacerned in it, Mr. Blore may poaeibly be clispoeed 
to acquiesce in the charge of plagiarism brought against him, in 
order to transfer all blalne from hiDllltllf to Vanvitelli. If he h88 
copied or borrowed, he has at least, it may be &aidl _gone to a noble 
model-one which is especially ungled out by Mr. Gwilt, in hi• 
"Encyclopiedia of Architecture," as the most com3

1
1: example of 

a royal palace. So far, however from reconc· · ua to Mr. 
Blore' a work, by what may be thought to afford 11uflicient precedent 
for one or two objectionable 110ints, Ca.eri-any comparison with 
or even mention of it-is likely to put us more out of conceit with 
it than ever. By diminishing the BCale so very greatly, Mr. Blore 
has exaggerated the defects and entirely mi8aed all the merits of 
his supposed original, transmutintr grandiosity into imignificance 
and triviality. In the mere design of Caserta, there is little to 
excite particular admiration: it is one of th0118 things of which a 
"reduced copy," however accurate, can no more oouvey the aatual 
impre&&ion it makes than a life-sized copy of it can that of an 
enormoua col08881 figure. 

Caserta is especially distinguished by a union of qualitie1 tha' 
rarely meet together in other edifices of the aame cla&B-namely, 
emphatic vastnesa of ID88ll and uniformity of design throughout. 
Its m881 is such, that were the 118veral ranges of b11ilding which 
compo118 its exterior, together with those that 11e~te the inner 
courts, placed beside each other on a single line, similar to the plan 
of the Tuilleries, they would form a fa\:ade full three times the 
length of that of the last-mentioned_ palace, or considerably more 
than three thoUBBDd feet in extent. What enhances astonishment, 
altho~h it add& nothing to the merit of the structure, is the ex• 
traordmary energy with which the works were carried on, the 
whole of the vast pile being completed in about half-a-dosen yea.rs; 
whereas many others, of (ar less magnitude, have either grown up 
piecemeal, or have occupied a long series of yean; so as not to 
have been begun and terminated by the aame architect. 

From the way in which Mr. Sharp has ezprelllled ~ It 
Mems to be his opinion that-the &lDlilarity of design which he 
inaistll_ upon being admitted,-Blore'11 farade 10 fairly repreeut1 
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Vanritelli'• (1. e. one of them), u to exhibit all ita merita, not
withatanding that it exhibits qualities precisely the reverse. Yet, 
lllreJy litt.leDellB and magnitude are very dift'erent in elFect ; or 
lhall 'll"e •y, that if be be similarly shaped and proportioned, a 
dW'U'f can give us a very satisfactory idea of a ~ant? Those who 
hold auch doctrine, on~bt to show their cona1stency by taking a 
aispence as a very satisfactory representative of, and equivalent 
ta, a &billing. Hardly can I bring myself to believe that Mr. 
Blore had any idea of palming upon us a Tom Thumb Caaerta, 
becauae, leaving plagiarism out of the question-and in architec
ture plagiariam bas ceaaed to be any demerit or disgrace-be must 
Jaave l>een perfectly aware that be must fall 80 greatly abort of 
Vanritelli'a standard, that likeneaa in other respects would, if 
Uteetecl, only produce ridicule. No, what kind of' likeness there 
ia between the two deaigns is merely a coincidence, and for Mr. 
Blore rather an unfortunate one. Had it been intentional and 
"with malice prepense,"-bad Mr. Blore really fancied that he 
could reproduce Caserta, be would no doubt have avowed the 
imitation, have made it a merit, and have crushed criticism in the 
bu~:.r. proclaiming thl\t he was about to give Buckingham Palace 
a e "after"' that of the nobleat royal residence in Europe.*
In such caaea, be it observed, the ajlM- generally means a long way 
WW the prototype; and the following comparison of the respec
tiff measurement& of 110111e of the parts of the two buildings will 
abo'll" that Vanviiellis aBorded no precedent for the maqumnw of 
Mr.Blore'a. 

CtJMrta. 
ft. In. n. In. 

Buement or ground .floor, mezzanine, '7 ' hi«h 
Ga&ewaya through ditto ••• ••• 16 6 wiile; 36 2 high 
Principal .floor windows • .. ... 6 10 wide ; U 0 high 
ColllDIDll ••• ••• .. • .. • '9 0 high 

BvckingAam Palace. 
B.ement 26 I) high 
Ga&ewaya: centre one, 13 6 wide; 21 0 high 

lesser onea, 1 O 0 wide ; 18 O high 
Principal .floor windows ' 6 wide ; 11 0 high 
Pilasters ••• ••. S' o high 

After all, bad ita elevation been ever BO much better, Mr. Blore's 
baildiDg would still have been open to some of the strongest ob
ject.ions brought against it now, viz., that it seems to encroach 
upon the Park in such a very awkward manner, as to appear a more. 
lnmpieb maas than it otherwise might do, and that blocking up all 
the rest of that side of the Palace, BO far from improving the main 
edifice, it baa frustrated that opportunity for improvement which 
previously existed, and which, aince alteration to such extent was 
determined upon, ought to have been made the most of. As a 
range of building the new fa~ade is ecarcely more effective than the 
neighbouring barracks in the Birdcage Walk, to which it may in 
fad be likened quite as correctly 88 to Caserta ; nor would that 
compariaon be. though leas Battering, quite BO injurious as the 
other, inumu?h as it must then be admitted that, instead of there 
bei_!ig any falling off, the model had been refined upon. 

One defect in regard to position, now rendered very prominent 
by the building being brought 80 much forwarder into the Park, is 
tfuat the Palace ia not in the axis of the Park itself, but only of 
tile Mall; whereu, were Mr. Blore'a structure planted at the other 
atremity of the enclosure, on the site of the Horse Guards, it 
would there ebow infinitely better in every respect, and, with 80me 
alight correetiona, might p888 for a handsome piece of architecture. 
As it is, it is altogether out of place, out of character, and the re
Yene of aatiafactory in effect ; nor can I ~ee with Mr. Sharp that 
were Mr. Blore "to give the Palace a staircase resembling that at 
Cuerta, Uie world would forgive him all the faulta of his front;" 
beeaue while thoee faults would be just as evident IUI ever, the 
public would have no opportunity of admiring the staircase. Be
liclea which, it would require the architect to be the Bottle-Conjuror 
to get sueh a ataircaae into Buckingham Palace; and even could it 
be deeted, it would reduce all thereat of the interior to utter in
lipificance.-One other remark, and I have done : for what will 
perhapt1 be considered lengthiness and loq_uacity I have no pre
ceden~ in what Mr. Sharp's companion, W ooda, says in his "Letters" 
of Cuerta. for he dismiaaea it with little more than a bare mention 
of K,-with a degree of chilling indifference that doeai not say much 
for him eiUier as an architect or a critic. 

• Qutnmere de Qu1Dc9 •JW or CaMrla: " Uae plaa ;,rude cooce1>UOD de palal1 
•• aide polal• 1:oro,..,, 

ON THE LAP AND LEAD OF THE SLIDE VALVE. 

r c~.rn- PlllJ9 17.J 

Tes Luo .uro WP. 
Having separately investigated th• two cues ol a slide having 

Lead without Lap, and Lap without Lead. we no• .Proceed to con
sider the eft'ect of both in combination, together with that of lap 
on the exhaustion aide. 

Den.OMtratiofl. 
CAu •.-W111nr A SLlDB DAB LAP ON BOTH THB STBA• AND 

Ex&AUBTION aroa, TOGETDBa WITH LEAD. 

Let a 6., and a c, diagram s, repreeent the double lap on the steam 
side ; af, and a g, the same on the exhauat.ion aide ; b 1, aud c d, 

the steam port&; and the line IJ d both the travel of the slide and 
stroke of the piston. Then, auppoai.iig c A to represent the lead 
of the 1lide, a i will be the position of the eccentric when that of 
the crank is a e; the 1lide occupying the position shown in fig. 10 
and the piston being at the top of ita downward stroke. ' 

IJ.l 

rig. 10. rig. 11. ,,.. lt. l'lg. 14. 

When the eccentric reaches the point k, the port c d 'llill be fully 
closed (as 1hown in fig. 11 ), and the piston will have descended to 
I, the arc em being equal to the arc i k. Again,-when the eccen
tric arrives at n, the slide being then brought into the pOl!ition 
fig. 12, exhaustion commences from above the piston, which lias 
descended to o; the arc em p being equal to the arc i kn. Whe11 
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the eccentric arrh•es at q, the port be begins to open for the ad
mission of steam beneath the piston (see fig. 13), which ha.~ then 
descended to r; the arc em 11 being equal to the arc i kq. When 
the eccentric J1as reached the point i', opposite to i, the port be 
will be oyen to the extent of the lead b h', equal to ch, and the 
piston wil have completed its descent. 

Steam continues to enter the port be during the ascent of the 
piston, until the eccentric reaches the point Ir', when the port be 
will be reclosed (fig. 13), the direction of the slide's motion being 
downward, and the piston having ascended to I'. Exhaustion 
ceases from above the piston when the eccentric reaches the point 
/, the piston being then at u, and the 11lide again in the position 
lig. 12. When the eccentric reaches the point n', opposite to n, 
exhaustion commences below the piston, the slide being then in 
the position fig. 14, and the piston at o'. Finally,-when the ec
centric reaches the point q', and the crank the point II', opposite to 
1, steam begins to enter the port cd for the return stroke, at the 
oommencement of which the port c d will be open to the extent of 
the lead ch; the crank and eccentric occupying their original po
sitions, a e and a i. 

It is here shown that four distinct circumstances result from the 
use of a slide having lap on both sides of the port, with lead, 
during a single stroke of the piston. These are-

Firat : The cutting off the steam, for the purpose of expansion. 
Second: The cessation of exhaustion on the exhaustion side. 
Third: The commencement of exhaustion on the steam side. 
Fourth : The re-admission of steam for the return stroke. 
With regard to the first of these results, we found the steam 

port cd closed, when the crank and eccentric bad described the 
equal arcs em, and id k. Now, c d, the steam port, is the versed 
sine of d k; and /, d, the steam port minua the lead, is the versed 
11ine of id. Hence, 

RuLE V.-To find the point of the atroke at tJJhich ateam tJJiU be cut 
ojf:-

Divide the width of the steam _port, and also that width minuR 
the lead, by half the slide's travel, and call the quotients versed 
&ines. Find their corresponding arcs, and call them arc the first, 
1md arc the second, respectively. Then, if the sum of those arcs 
he less than 90 degrees, multiply the versed sine of their sum by 
half the stroke, in inches, and the product will be the distance of 
the piston from the commencement of its stroke, when the steam is 
cut off. 

If the sum of arcs the first and second exceed 90 degrees, sub
tract it from 180 degrees; and the versed sine of the difference., 
multiplied by half the stroke, equals the distance of the piston 
from the end of its stroke, when the steam is cut off. 

E.rampk 8.-The stroke of a piston is 60 inches; the width of 
steam port 3 inches; lap on the steam side 24 inches; lap on the 
exhaust side Ath inch ; and lead 4 inch : required the point of the 
stroke at which steam will be cut off. 

Here 
3 
.:

2
•
5 

= ·5454. =versed sine of 62" 58' (arc the first); 

3- ·5 
and 

3 
+ 

2
•
5 
= •4545 = versed sine of 56° 51' (arc the second). 

Then 62° 58' + 56° 57' = 119° 55'; and 180° - 119°55' = 60°5'= 
11rc of versed sine, ·5012. ·5012 x 30 = 15·036 inches= distance 
of the piston from the end of its stroke when the steam is cut off. 

Exhaustion was shown to cease, during the ascent of the piston, 
when the eccentric had reached the point t, and the crank the 
point .r; the crank having described the arc dk.r, equal to i' et 
described by the eccentric. 

Now i' e is equal to arc the aecond (Rule V.); and et is equal to 
90 d~ees minus t t', or the arc of versed sine ef; and ef is half 
the shde's travel minus the lap on the exhaust side. Hence, 

To find the point of the atroke at which e.rhaiution ~ :
Divide half the slide's travel, minus the exhaustion lap, by half 

the travel, call the quotient versed sine, and add its corresponding 
11.rc, calling it arc the third, to arc the second. The versed sine of 
the difference between their sum and 180 degrees, multiplied by 
half the stroke, equals the distance of the piston from the end of 
its stroke when exhaustion ceases. 

E.rample 9.-The several proportions being as in the preceding 
example. 

Here 3 + 2·5 = 5·.S =half the slide's travel; 
5·.S - ·J~5 

and --6~9 - ;:;: ·9772 = versed sine of arc 88° W = (arc 

the third), 

.. 

Then 88° 42' + 56° 57' (arc the second) = 145° 39' ; and 180° -
U.S0 39' = 34° 21' =arc of versed sine, ·f743. '174..~ X 30 = 5•229 
inches = the distance of the piston fiom the end of it1 stroke 
when exhaustion ceases. 

Exhaustion was shown to commence from above the piston when 
the crank and eccentric had described the equal arcs e k' p, and 
idn. 

Now id n is equal to 180 degrees minus n i'; n i' is equal to n' i; 
and n' d is equal to arc the third. Hence, 

To find the diatanoti of the piaton from the tmd of it8 atroke tohen 
e.rhauation commenC68 :-

Subtract arc the aecond from arc the third, and multiply the 
versed sine of their difference by half the stroke. The product 
will be the distance required. 

Example 10.-The prop<.>rtions being as in the two preceding 
examples. 

Here 88° 42' - .56° .57' = 31° 4-S' = arc of versed sine, ·a96; 
and •1496 X SO= 4•488 inches, the distance required. · 

Steam was found to be re-admitted, for the return stroke, when 
the piston had reached the point r in its descent, the crank and 
eccentric having described the equal arcs e k' 11, and id q. 

Now, id q is equal to 180 degrees minus qi'; i' being diametri
cally opposed to i. And qi' is equal to i q', the difference between 
arcs the first and second. Hence, 

To find the distance of the pillt<>n from the end of it8 atroke IL'Aet1 
ateam i8 re-admitted for the return atroke :-

Multiply the versed sine of the difference between arcs the firMt 
and second by half the stroke, and the product will be the distanc11 
required. 

E.rample 11.-Tbe proportions being as before. 
Here 62" 68' - 56° 57' = 6° l' =arc of versed sine ·oo.ss. 

Then ·005.5 X 30 = ·165 inches = the distance required. 
RuLE VI.-To find the proportiona of the ateam lap and lead; the 

pointa of the 11troke tJJhere ateam ill cut ojf, and re-admitted for the 
return atroke, being known :-

When the steam is cut off before half-stroke, divide the portion 
of the stroke performed by the piston, by half the stroke, and call 
the quotient versed sine. Likewise, divide the distance of the 
piston from the end of its stroke when steam is re-admitted for 
the return stroke, by half the stroke, and call that quotient versed 
sine. Find their respective arcs, and also the versed sines of half 
their sum and half their difference. The width of the steam port 
in inches, divided by the versed sine of half their sum, equals lialf 
the travel of the slide; and half the travel, minus the width of 
port, equals the lap. The difference of the two versed sines last 
found, multiplied by half the travel of the slide, equals the lead. 

When the steam is to be cut off after half-stroke, divide the 
distance of the piston from the end of its stroke by half the stroke; 
call the quotient versed sine, and subtract its corresponding arc 
from 180 degrees. Divide the distance the piston has to move 
when the steam is admitted for the return stroke, by half the 
stroke ; call the quotient versed sine, and find its corresponding 
arc. Then proceed with the two arcs thus found, as in the former 
case. 

E.rample 12.-Tbe stroke of a piston is 60 inches; the width of 
steam port 3 inches; distance of the piston from the end of its 
stroke when steam is cut off 1.5"036 inches ; and when steam is 
admitted for the return stroke '165 inches : required the lap and 
lead. 

Here 15•036 + 30 = ·5012 =versed sine of arc 60° 5'; 
and 1 !10° - 60° 5' = 119° 55'. 

Then ·165 + 30 = ·0055 =versed sine of 6° l'. 
119°55' + 6° l' = 125° 56'; 119° 55' - 6° l' = 113° 54'. 

125° 56' 
2-- 62° 58' =arc of versed sine •5454; 

1130 54' 
56" 51' = arc of versed sine '45-l.5. ---= 

2 
3 + ·54-54 = 5•6 inches = half the slide's travel; 

and 5·5 - 3 = 2·5 = lap. 
•5454 - ·454.5 = ·0909; and ·0909 x 5·5 = ·5 inches =lead. 

To find the Lap and Lead by Conatruction. 

The ltroke of the piston ; width of steam port; and distances 
of the piston from the end of its stroke when the steam is cut off, 
and when it is re-admitted for the return stroke, being known: 
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Let the circle (diagram 6) represent the crank' a orbit, and its 
diameter ab the stroke of the piston, to aome known acale. Make 

Diagram 8. 

11 r equal to the part of the stroke performed before the steam is 
cut off; and b d equal to the distance of the piston from the end of 
its stroke when steam is re-admitted for the return stroke. Draw 
de and cf at right angles to ab, and mark the point g at the dis
tance be from f. Bisect the arc a g, and from the point of bisec
tion, A, draw the diameter hi. Make i k equ11l to be; draw i m 1rnd 
kl at right angles to ab; and draw i I and i b indefinitely. From 
the point m, set off m n equal to the width of steam port, full size ; 
from n draw n o parallel to i m, and meeting i b, and also op pa
rallel to ab, and meeting Ii i : then will a p equal the lap, and a r 
the lead. 

In all the foregoing cases, we have taken the versed sine of the 
arc described by the crank, from either extremity of the stroke, as 
the portion of the stroke performed by the piston ; but, as has 
heen already observed, the relative positions of the piston and 
crank depend upon the length of the connecting-rod, which will 
be seen by reference to diagram 7, where AB represents the stroke 
of the piston, CD the connecting-rod, and D 0 the crank. Now, 

Diagram 7. 

hr supposing ad to be the arc described by the crank when the 
pu."ton has performed one-fourth of its stroke, and from the length 
of that arc, calculating the amount of lap required to cut off the 
steam at that part of the stroke, we appear to be in error-for, 
from the oblique action of the connecting-rod, the piston would 
have descended only to the point c. But the engine being double
acting, we have to take into consideration the position of the crank 
•hen the piston has performed one-fourth of its stroke in the 
oppoeite direction from the point B : and here we find1 that by 
111pposing the crank to have described the arc be (equal to ad}, 
inatead of the true arc b E, we cause the steam to be cut off when 
the piston haa reached the point f; and the distance Bf being 
prec1.Bely as much more than BF &11 Ac is leS11 than AC, the seem
ing error i11 &elf-corr~ive. 

A Tabk of M ultipliera to find tAe Lap and Lead, tMt1I tAe St«J.m u 
to be cut off at ~ to tllv qf tAe Stroke. 

The Lap mud he equal to lhe widlh of the ateam port multiplied by Col. l. 
Tbe Lead musl be equal to lhe width of the eteam port multiplied by Col. 2. 

Hair 8 Ir I Fln-Elgh1h1 I Tbree-Fourth1 I BnH-Blch•lo.a 1 
- lro e. of lb• S1rokr. ot tbe Slroke. . ol I.be l!U. ke. 

__ 1 ___ ~_i I ~ -----:-1 ~ I I ~ ----

Lap I.end Lap IA-•d Lap !A-ad Lap Lnd 
2·41 ·OOO 1 ·:i8 ·ooo 1·000 ·OOO :i40 ·000 ! ~~ ·00000 
2-16 •l4:i 1•41 •124 ·893 ·IO:i •47i •089 'o ~] ·00208 
2il6 •198 Ma ·110 •8:il •146 •4:i0 •123 ~ ,,:§. •00416 
1•94 •268 1•27 •231 •79:i •200 •413 ·170 :-s.:; ·00833 
1"84 0:118 I-21 •276 •7:i4 •240 •Jll:i ·204 I~ l; E -012:i0 
l"i7 •3:i8 1'16 •312 •i23 ·271 •363 ·232 s;: ·01666 
1'71 ·:i!H 1'12 •342 •691 ·299 •3H •2:i7 .l!l::g •02083 
1·6:i •420 1·08 •368 •6611 ·322 •327 ·277 .,5: ·02:i00 o.,, ... 
}·60 •4U. l·O:i •391 •644 ·343 •313 ·296 ~ -~ •02916 
l •:i6 •467 1•02 •412 ·623 ·362 •298 •313 0: ~ ~ ·03333 
1•48 ·bO:i •968 '449 ·:i86 ·3!16 •273 ·343 .I:.!"' •04166 
1•41 ·:i40 •921 •480 •:i:i4 ·42:i •2:il •370 ,: a~ ·O:iOOO O•• 1·3:i ·:iiO •881 ·i>08 ·i>2ti •4:il •232 ·393 t~ ~ ·O:i833 
I-30 •:i9:i ·SH ·:i32 ·:iOO •473 •2l:i ·414 1":. ·06666 
I-2:i ·617 ·810 ·:i:i4 ·4i6 ·49:i •198 •434 -~-= ·07:i00 
1•21 ·638 •i79 ·~72 •4:i4 •:il4 •183 •{:i2 ~ii.! ·08333 
l •17 ·6:i7 ·7:;1 ·:i92 •434 ·:i:l2 •160 •468 ~-=-= ·09166 
1·13 •6i4 •724 •607 ·oll:i •:i48 •l:i6 •{83 i-H ·10000 

I 

E.rampk of ita application.-Stroke 36 inches; width of port 'l 
inches; steam to be cut off at half-stroke; distance of the piston 
from the end of its stroke when steam is re-admitted for the 
return stroke, l '5 inches. 

1•5 
-is = 0833. Find that number, or the one nearest to it, in 

the right-hand or last column, and take out the multipliers on the 
same line under the head Half-stroke. 

Then 2 x 1 ~l = 2·42 inches = the lap. 
And 2 x •638 = l •276 inches = the lead. 

HEALTH OF TOWNS COMMISSION. 

R.B.C. 

We may seem to be rather late in noticing the first report of 
the Metropolitan Sanitary Commissioners, but the first number of 
our new volume was BO filled with other matter, that we were unable 
to do more than to call attention to the unfair way in which the 
profession has been treated by the commissioners and the govern
ment. Since then we are l!O'rry to find that the design of employ
ing military engineers in making the survey of London is persisten 
in, and that at a time when numbers of experienced and well 
qualified surveyors in the metropolis are without employment. 

The first part of the Report is devoted to a consideration of the 
means necessary to resist the cholera. After a careful investiga
tion, they come to the conclusion, which appears to us to be well 
founded, that cholera is not contagious, and that the great means 
of lessening its ravages are to be found in improved sanitary 
arrangements, particularly in connexion with the sewage. 

To improve the sewage is their first step, and they have recom
mended and obtained the revocation of the old commissions of 
sewers. This is a measure to which we have already given our 
strongest advocacy, but we do not think that the commissioner<1 
have gone far enough. The Regent-street and Regent's-park dis
trict remains a ·narrow slip, running up from the Thames across 
the drainage of the Westminster and Holborn district'?i. and having 
a grand and deep sewer of nearly the capacity of the .l''leet, which 
being employed as an outfall, would as we have before pointed out 
be immediately available in improving the drainage of a very large 
district. It is true that this 1s under the virtual jurisdiction of 
the Commissioners o! Woods and Forests, but the commission 
ought to be at once revoked, and the jurisdiction transferred to 
the new metropolitan commi11Sioners. The maintenance of this 
commiBBion by the government is a reason which will be u.ied for 
the maintenance of the City of London Commission, which is like
wise left untouched, because, as the commissioners say, they have 
not had time to look into the cue2 but because, as we !?resume, Mr. 
Lambert Jones prevented it, an4 because the comlIUS8ioner.i dicl 
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"°' cboole to pt UaemeelY• UlYOb811 in • com.& with tbe cor
~tion of London. 

The City Commillion of Sewers hu certainly been among the 
belt managed, and this, perhapi1. for the reuon that they have 
always had a regular corps of ofticen; but lllill there ia no reuon 
why the city should not aerive the benefit of an amalgamation with 
the reet of the metropoliL Let the corporation chooee a commi&
aioner, and ther will get a share of the in!uence, control, and 
patronage, U well U of the economy attendant OD the new oom
mi.ion. If they do not accede at once tb~ will not be able to 
eecure the few clinnen which they receive, while they will loee the 
pawer and patronage. At preeent the atreet eewen of the city are 
imperfect and unftuabed, the gratings and aully-holee untrap
peil, the courts and alley1 undn.ined, the footways and foot.
paYementa not cleamed, the houee drains and ce.pools in a dan
gerous condition, while the sewen convey miasma into IDOllt ofthe 
hen-. The ltatistice of the citf In tbe latter respect are mod 
unfavourable, and show a fearful in!uence on the public health. 

The eomm111ioners have given such evidence u to thjl neceelity 
of een10lidating the districta, that on the strength of that evidence 
we call upon them to complete their measure of amalgamation. 
They•r-

"Ta1ung the works of cleansing aa they now are, the preventive 
meHure to which those woru may be immediately applied with 
the greatest advantage iB that of ftushing. But to the general and 
ef'ectual application of this mOtlt important operation, the state 
and separation of the several districts under the district commi&
lions, presents itself Bl an insuperable obstacle ; and, in fact, the 
operation of cleaninJ out the sewers by ftushing them with water 
iB in !fltematic use 10 only one of the upper districta, the Holbom 
and Fm1bury district. 

" One district may ftuab its sewers, but the operation will be at 
many points only a removal of a r.rtion at least of the refuse into 
the 1ewers of the adjacent distncts, un1- the operation be con
tinued through the intermediate districts to the outfall. The lower 
districts comJ>lain of being encumbered by the ftuabing operations 
in the upper districts. 

" In the lower districts, which are ftat, there are generally accu
mulation1 of refuse, and if in an upper district, which is under a 
separate jurisdiction, a part of the line of eewer is ftuabed to keep 
it free from deJ>Olit1 the effect upon the lower district in which the 
ftush exhaum 1tselr, is to disengage more copiously the offensive 
emanations, for a time, by disturbing and addina' to the deposit 
there, without removing it. Whilst the &ewers of one district are 
left unftuabed, or uncleansed, the emanations are driven by the 
wind into other districts, particularly from the deposit• at the 
mouth of sewers in the lower to an upper district. When the 
sewers in the Holbom and Finsbury division have been clean 
ftushed,_!t iB stated that the inhabitants of tbat district, even up 
to the New River Head, have been annoyed by the c•UTent1 of 
off'enaive gases up the sewers from the accumulatioDB in the lower 
diatricta, where the aame clean1ing operations have not been car
ried on. For obvioUI reuons, additional 1upplies of water would 
require to be provided in the upper districts, and rl!j{U}ated for 
application throughout the whole lines to the outfalls, without 
ataying for eeparate and intermediate co-operation." 

One peat evil of the present system, and a cau&e of fearful ex
pense, 18 the diBproJ>0rt1on between the area of the sewage 11ent 
through sewers and the area of the 11ewers themselves. 

"W orkl to effect town drainage mUBt be constructed for the re
moval of 1urplu1 or waste water from two sources; the natural 
rain-fall on the town area, together with water from the springs 
derived from 10urces beyond the area which may often require 
separate arrangements ; and the pipe-water, brought into the town, 
and any refuse matter which it may have receivecl in 1u&penaion or 
chemical combination. Setting aside for the present the consider
ation of the house drainage and taking in tne fint instance, the 
IM!COndary sewers, we give the following C1'0ll8 section, fig. I, of a 
sewer draining two or three streets comprehending between one 
and two hundred hou1e11. The depth1 of tlie ordinary run of eewer
water when there is no rain, iB only about three inche&, and the 
depth of the increased run of water on the occuions of the greateai 
storms, just covered the invert. 

"The crosa section, fig. 2, is a section of a main line of sewer in 
the Westminster district, draining about 90 acreB of town area. 
The ordinary run of sewer-water does not cover the invert, and 
on the occasion of the greatest thunder storm of which there is 
any historical record in the metropolis, namely, that on the l.t. of 
August, 184.6, the ftow of water waa only 2 ft. 8 in. deep. 

" lo general the fiow of water in the collateral sewers of branch 
lines ol street, even where all the hoUBel drain into them, are mere 

dribbles, ani rarely rile above the invert or the wide bottomed 
BeWen u at pl"etlent collltnacted, even in Btreets where all the 
housee drain into the &ewen. The following are the COOBequences 
which take place in variou1 depees in nearly all the collateral 
llt!Wer& of every form of construction, though the best is the egg
lhape form. 

" The ftow of water, being im~ed, by tbe extent to which it ie 
&pread, ill retarded, and a depo11t ill created; this deposit becomea 
indurated to a de.gree which prevent& it& being removed by the 
ftow of water occurring in ordinary rainfalls, and iB not of\eo con
Biderably dected by any other than tbe extraordinary storma 
which occur in intervals of &everal years. 

"The accumulation1 continue, and during the process, the d&
poeit from tbe houae drain& spreads on tbe lidm, and decompoeit.ion 
e111Uet1. 

" The accumulations in tbe eewers, aa well Bl in the large houee 
drains which communicate with them, are exposed to the action of 
much air, usually at such a temperature u greatly to facilitate 
decomposition. 

" The accumulation1 increase until tbe houee drain& are entirely 
BtopJM!d up, when the deposit in the llt!wers hi usually removed by 
the offeDB1ve procellll of hand Jabour and cartage, leaving the de
po&it in the liouse drains untouched.• 

It i1 well observed that very 1D1all current& suffice to keep l8Wel'8 
clear of deposit, if the inclination be good, and the ftow be concen
trated and kept regular, for which it iB considered that additioDB 
of llll18l.I quantities of water would be BUfficient at particular inter
val& and seuon1. The commilll!ioners therefore recommend the 
use aa far aa poBllible of glazed earthenware tubes. These were 
long since tried by Mr. Roe in the Holborn and Fin1bury division, 
and afterward11 by Mr. Phillips in the Westminster division, and 
found to discharge the water more quickly and to keep clear or 
deposit. They also prevent the p~ of rats from the eewen 
into houses, because they iUFord no hold, and do not, like the com
mon brick drains, allow them to make burrow&. 

Mr. Roe and Mr. Phillips also made observations on the !ow of 
water from the main and Bide eewers and drains, which the former 
bepn IO long as five rears ago. 

In Mr. Roe's expenmente he ascertained the rate of ftow of water, 
through the common brick drains for holllle&, Bl well Bl through 
earthenware draim of the same capacity, and with the 118Jlle run of 
water. As ar.neral result it may be stated that the rates of di&
charge throu earthenware pipes are very much increased, eom&
times as muc aa one-third. In the application of water for ftUBh
ing, this iB an important consideration, aa by the uee of the im
proved drains, a great saving of water will be effected. 

The house drains receive the water from 1D1all •1i-inch lead 
pipes from the kitchen sinks, and yet they are often made a& much 
aa 60 times the capacitf of the pipes in the 1D1aller houllt!&. In 
these, square brick dram1 are put m, costing from 6d. to l ltl. ~r 
foot run, exclusive of digging, while in the larger hou&ell bnck 
barrel drains of 9 or 12 inches diameter are put in, costing i.. U. 
or 18. 1d. per foot run. As the bottom joints are put in without 
mortar or cement, the sewer water j1ercolates through the drain. 
and infiltrates into the houses, while the solid matter, unwaabed 
by any stream of water, festers at the bottom, and acts Bl a retort 
for suJilplying nauseous gases to the houses. It i1 true that the 
object m leaving the bottom of the sewers "dry," or without mor
tar, is to let in the land drainage, but the effect i1 what we haye 
stated, while it is rare to find a houee drain free from depo11t. 
The rats, too by burrowing in the drains, put them out of order, so 
aa to require' their more frequent repair, and the whole working of 
the drains is aa unfavourable aa can be conceived, and as far as 
posaible from the designs of the builders. A common house draiD 
cannot be considered otherwise than as a nuill&Ilce. 

A twelve-inch drain i11 an expensive nuisance, while an earthen
ware pipe of four inches diameter (or, proportional to the hoU88, 
of from three to six inches diameter,) keeJ>ll perfectly clear, aud a 
three-inch pipe ill found quite large enough to carry away the 
refuee from middle-sized houBeB. In consequence of the adoption 
of thia improvement, the cost of draim from hou&eB to sewers in 
tbe We11tminster division, which used to be from £10 to £iu1 
bu been brought down to a charge of from £2 16'. to £4. IOI., aDG 
even this is oomidered too high. 

Nothing shows the error of the old system more strongly thu a 
cue given by Mr. Phillip& of drain• in Langley-court, Long-acre. 
An old muill eewer, .18 in. wide by 2 ft. high, having a goo4l fall, 
was nearly clean, while a new sewer, .S ft. 6 in. high by S ft. wide, 
contained an lverage depth of three feet of 10il, and the emana.
tiom from it caUMd the death of a poor man, and led to all m. 
quest. 
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We think Mr. Phillipe fully justified in stating [p. SO], that the 

Pf!W'l"rs are bad in construction, but the house drains are wor11e. 
He tota~s that in going along the sewers, he has often tried 
whether the currents of air were fiowing into the sewers, or out of 
them into the houses. By placing the light which he had in his 
hand by the ~ide of the house drains, he almost invariably found 
the ftame carried into the mouth!! of the drains-showing that 
there mu~t ha\'e been direct currents from the sewers through the 
hou:§e drains into the houses. l\111.ny of the gully drains showed 
an outward current into the streets, though some have a downward 
draught. 

Fig. I. Fig. 2. 

1\fr. Phillips gives his support to the statement that 1mme neigh
bourhoods are at times afflicted with more noxious effluvia from 
the sewers, than if there were no sewers wkate,·er. He thinks the 
Kt"eat remedies are to keep a constant supply of water in the 
sewers, nnd to circulate it through them ; and to carry all the 
outlets •mder the side beds of the ri\'er, to discharge into the main 
stream under low-water level. Mr. Phillips has found that the 
atmosphere of districts nenr the outlets of the sewers is liable to 
be a.B'ected with effluvia, when the wind happens to blow up the 
aewers. By carrying the outlets into the stream, he expect8; more
over, to get rid of the filthy mud-banks, and the myriads ot worms 
sweltering upon them. 

The Report notices the extended use of the egg-shaped sewer in 
the Holborn and Finsbury and \Vestminster di\'isions, but remarks 
that the n4!w sewers constructed are generallv of the same internal 
capacity as the old forms, and therefore disproportioned to the 
~xtent of the drainage. A further great saving will consequently 
he made in the new operations by reducing the size of the sewers. 
The commissioners obser,·e, with justice, that the mere ''iew of the 
ordinary run of sewer water in the sewers, or of the run of water 
on the occasion of heavy storms, misht have led to some amend
ment in the construction of sewers without any ga1,ring, had a view 
been taken of the fiow in the lateral, as well as in the main lines 
of sewer; but the sizes of all classes of sewers have been main
tained on the view of the main lines alone. Mr. Hertslet, the clerk 
to the Westminster commission, well observes that he has been 
perfectly at a loss to conceive in traversing the sewers, why such 
1m~ense Sl!wers should be built to carry off such mere threads of 
dramage. He has seen sewers S ft. 6 in. high by 3 feet wide, built 
where, e\·en during heavy rain, a 3 or .J.-inch pipe would ha\·e car
ried off all the water. 

Mr. Phillips makes some curious remarks with reference to the 
siLe of current which would suffice to keep an ordinary sewer 
dean. In pRSsing through the branch sewers, he has noticed that 
the currents of water are mere dribbles, and being spread m·er a 
!ht surface are not strong enough to remove the soil. Looking nt 
the currents, and comparing them with the extraordinary sizes of 
the sewe!"I', it was easy to decide that the currents might be pasi;ed 
through pipes of from 3 to 9 inches diameter. Indeed, in a large 
oumber ot the sewers, the currents have •cut nal'row and deep 
channels for themseh•es, leaving the bulk of the deposit untouched, 
but showing as l\lr. Phillips says, that nature was trying to remedy 
the faults o~ art. Sometimes it is necessary to cnt such channels 
through the deposit, to allow of the fiow of water. Acting upon 
this view, Mr. Phillips proposes to improve the fiat-bottomed 
!!!!Were, by bedding channel tiles along their bottoms, and filling 
them in behind with concrete, In the middle J1e would place a 
~hannel tile of say 1 foot diameter, having other fiat tiles sloping 
do ... n to it on each side. By this means, the currents wo11ld be 
concentrated on smaller sized channels, kept regularly in action, 
and therefore clean. 

J\fr. Roe proposes to reduce the expense of sewage for one side 
of a sewer for a house of 17 feet frontafrt', which lately with 
upright-sided sewers was £9 Ila. 3d., and now is with egg-shaped 
sewers £6 Os. Sd.,-this he propose& to reduce to £2 19.r. 6d. for 
first-class houses, and £1 14-8. for sixth-class houses. In thel!IB 
latter charges is included the supply of water. The bottom por
tions of the larger sewei'B Mr. Roe proposes should be of well
prepared clay, moulded in blocks two feet long, and well burnt; 
the upper portions to be formed of radiated.bricks, laid in blue 
lias mortar. The smaller sewers are to be likewise egp:-shaped, 
but to be made entirely of brown stone-ware glazed. Mr. Roe's 
first-class largest sewer is 3 ft. 9 in. by 2 ft. 3 in., with an area of 
6·6 feet, and costing 7a. per foot run; his seventh-class, or smallest 
sewer, is IS in. by 9 in., with an area of 9 inches, nnd costing 36. 
per foot run. 

The greater part of the duties of the officers, Mr. Roe states, is 
taken up by attending to complaints of the stoppage of drains and 
sewers, and in superintending the removal of the soil ; when, with 
a proper sy11tem of sewerage and house drainage, nearly the whole 
of the duties in that respect mav cease. ·we agree with him that 
~t is far better that a staff of officers should be constantly engaged 
m making examinations, in order to prevent filth from depositing 
and accumulating, than in waiting for it to collect and annoy the 
public with its noxious emanations, perhaps for weeks and months 
befo~e co.mplaint is made and steps are taken to rem?~e the evil 

U e thmk a great deal may be done by Mr. Guthrie s plan, men
tioned in the Health of Towrn1 Magazine. In this he proposes to 
separate the house drainage from the surface drainage. The house 
drainage being conveyed in tubes, as stated by Mr. Roe, would, 
under the pressure of water, be carried to the outfall, without 
~ully holes or other communications with the external atmosphere. 
fhe surface drainage in the secondary streets could be conveyed 
by the kennels, and in the main streets be received by the large 
sewers. 

The commiBSioners come to no decision, at present, as to the 
use of chimney shafts, with currents of air created by heat, fur 
ventilating the sewers and carrying off the noxious emanations, 
though they express their approval of the principle. 

In conclusion, we must again urge upon the commissioners the 
necessity of coming to some immediate decision respecting the uBe 
by the public of all sewers which have been built at the expense of 
the commissions, and at once abandon the extortionate demand of 
lOa. per foot run on the frontage of a house, which, if it happen to 
be a corner house, may amount to the sum of £20, besides £5 more 
for making the drain, for a fourth-rate building that cost only 
£200. Every facility and encouragement ought to be given to the 
owners of house property to make drains into the public sewers, 
and so to abandon the pest of cesspools. 

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK 
FASC.:ICULUS LXXVIII 

0 I muat have liberty 
\\•1thal, u largP a charter a"' the wind1, 
To blow on whom I pli:aae." 

I. Some have acquired a reputation for having a style of their 
own, merely because they ha,·e repeated the ''ery same ideas o\'er 
and over again, on occasions the most dissimilrtr ; and, so far from 
improving upon them, that their latest applications have been !es~ 
appropriate and judicious than their earlier ones. Such decided 
mannerism ought rather to be taken not so much for consistency 
of style as for sterility and inactivity of mind. He who at all de
serves the name of artist-and architects claim it by courtesy, at 
least-is always enlarging the stock of his ideas, and is always 
studying, throughout the whole of his career. Without copying 
others he profits by what they have done, both by shunning the 
faults they have committed, and into which he himself might ha\'e 
fallen but for such evidence of them, and by borrowing from them 
hints and motifa,--after a very different manner, be it observed, 
from the mere plagiarist. There is no merit in not availing our
selves of ideas thrown out by others, more especially if it has been 
done so very imperfectly and at random, thnt \'ery much more thau 
was at first thought of remains to he made of them. "He," says 
Reynolds, "who resolves to ransack no mind but his own, will 
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~n be ,!educed, from ~ere h!""renn~ss, to. the necessity of copying 
hlDl~lf. -Unvar1~d. uniformity of ideas 1s not so much a sign of 
conSJstency as o.f limited power o~ conception and expression, and, 
moreover, occas10ns not only wearisome repetition but inconsistency 
likewise, the same mode of treatment being resorted to upon occa-
1ione and for eub:jects totally dissimilar from each other. 

II. "How many of us country architects," says Mr. Sharp, "are 
forced to take the counsel of our excellent friend Percier aud in 
despair of executing large works, to bestow gTeate; care upo'n lesser 
ones?" Well was it that the remark was put interrogath·ely in
lltead of affirmativelr:!or in the latter case it ought to have been, not 
"How many," but' ttow few." Were Percier'e excellent advice to 
be followed by country architects-and for the matter of that by 
town ones also,-did they invariably strive to make the utmost of 
the occasion offered them, however inconsiderable it may be in it-
1elf, there would be far Iese of slovenly or else downright trumperv 
design than there unfortunately now is. The "making the most" 
of the occasion must not be misinterpreted : it is not to be under-
11tood as recommending or consisting in ambitious aim and preten
tiousness of design, and in mimicking larger things, as is frequently 
very absurdly done now, but on the contrary, in attemfting no 
more than can be thoroughly accomplished, and so wel accom
plished that for intrinsic merit of design and captivating effect the 
work may not only vie with, but surpass many others of gTeater note iu 
ordinary estimation-ehietly, perhaps, because their size alone ren
ders them conspicuous and imposing objects. Were this to be duly 
oonsidered and acted upon, we should have less of vulgar architec
tural BWaggering, and far more of real study of design, than we 
find now. It is precisely because there is so little of the latter, 
and because arr.hitects do not know how to impart to small or com
paratively small buildings such character as shall be both striking 
Md appropriate, that we have so much random copying, and inju-
1licious imitation, which serves only to remind us of merits belong
ing to the original that are altogether missing in the copy.-There 
is much more room for fearing and also for saying that, taken in 
~eneral, our smaller provincial buildings show, if not ignorance of 
design, very gTeat neglia'ence of it--sometimes to a degTee almost 
incredible, if we may befieve what profess to be portraits of them. 
The Masonic Hall at Cowes, and the new Ipswich Museum, are so 
far from bearing out what Mr. Sharp says, as rather to prove that 
Mchitectural taste must be at the very lowest ebb in those places, 
if not in anyother parts of the country. Such doings in t';:

1
t_r;.'vincee 

llre, it must be confe88ed, kept in countenance by ei · Peck
sniffian achievements here in town, one of the most egregious 
of them being the College of Agricultural Chemistry in Oxford
Ktreet, which, small as it is, is any thing but an architectural minia
ture, for it has neither the delicacy nor refinement of one, but is 
no better than a vulgar and coarse architectural daub. Exceptions 
there are; and for one of them, we may point to the elegant screen 
fa;:ade of Dover House; or, to take a quite recent one, there is 
Mr. Hodgkinson's newly-erected house in Park-lane, which affords 
striking evidence of what may be done within a very limited space 
-how much beauty of composition and elegance of detail may be 
displayed in a narrow frontage. 

III. Music has, perhaps, been far more fortunate than Architec
ture, having escaped from the surveillance and trammels of archreo
logical pedantry, in consequence of no musical compositions of 
the ancients remaining. No doubt they were altogether different 
in style from anything in modern European music; therefore, had 
they been preserved and followed as wholesome precedenbl, would 
have checked rather than at all advanced the progress of the art 
in later times. To say that had the architecture of the Greeks 
and Romans perished as well as their music, it would have been all 
the better now for the former art, would incur for me the epithet 
of ultra-reprobate, and would, besides, be doing violence to my 
own feelings. Yet it is sincerely to be wished that its examples were 
studied more, and aped less,-studied rationally and resthetically ; 
and then it would be perceived that admirable as they are in them
selves, and with reference to the /urposes for which they were 
erected, they are either ill-adapte to, or furnish but very little 
towards, such an enlarged and complex architectural system as we 
now require. For actual practice, they afford us little more than 
ll few varieties of column and entablature, arches, pediments, and 
such features, in regard to which we pique ourselves upon scrupu
lously adhering to the authority of some one particular antique 
example, although the structure to which they are applied is in its 
compo&ition and physiognomy the very reverse of antique. As I 
have aaid, I believe, more than once before, modern architects 
have converted the orders into mere patterns, from which they have 
only to choose, without being put to the trouble of shaping out a 
liingle idea of their own. So that as far as the orders are concerned, 

they neither are nor are called upon to act as artists at all · and 
as to the merit of truthful copying, thRt belongs rather t~ the 
operative etone~aeon than t? themselves. There are many ancient 
examples that might he modified to greater or lesser extent and in 
a variety of ways, without losing eight of the character of the type 
so followed. Nay, some might be considerably impro,·ed upon and 
more consistently finished up than they appear to have been, uhtess 
they have been gTeatly mutilated. Take, for instance, the Ionic 
order of th~ Erechtheum,-s.ure!y such ~n exceedingly simple and 
severe cornice accords very ill mdeed with such luxuriantly rich 
capitals, which seem to demand a corresponding florid character in 
what is the corresponding division of the entablature and the 
crowning to the entire order. Together with want of k'eeping a11 

to .character, there is a falling off of effect where it ouj{ht, if any 
thmg, to be increased rather than at all diminished. Obvious a11 

this appears to myself, not one of those who have taken that ex
aml>le have ventured to depart from the exact letter of it by sup
plymg such R cornice as would complete and perfect it.' Of the 
two, even an exaggerated cornice is a more pardonable fault than 
a starveling one. The reproach of heaviness i11 preferable to that 
of poverty and meanness. 

AIR-TIGHT GRANARIES. 
Three conditions are essential to the process of pntret"action of 

grai!1, viz.: h.eat, moisture, and etil~ air. With wind, moisture is 
carried off; with cold, the decomposmg process is checked, as may 
be 11een by the carcases of animals that lie through the winter in 
snowy mountains, and dry up to glue. Without air, everything ill 
locked up and remains in 8tatu quo; as reptiles have been buried 
for ages m blocks of stone or ancient trees, and then resumed their 
vi~al functions, unchang~d by time. In. direct opposition to these 
pnnc1ples are the IP'anar1es of Great Britain and other countries 
constructed. Their site is generally the bank of a river or the 
sea side. They are built of many floors, at a vast expens~. Men 
are continually employed to turn the grain over, to ''entilate it 
and clear out the vermin ; and the weevil is naturalised in every 
~revice, as surely as bugs in neglected London beds, or cockroaches 
m West Indian sugar ships. It is the admission of air that per
mits this evil, that promotes germination, that permits the exist
ence ot rate and mice. In the exclusion of air is to be found the 
remedy. Granaries might be com1tructed under ground as well as 
above ground ; in many cases, better. They might be constructed 
of cast-iron, like gasometer tanks ; or of brick and cement • or of 
brick and asphalte, like underground water-tanks. It is o~ly re
quired that they should be air-tigh~1 and consequently water-tight. 
A: si~le man-hole at ~he top is au the opening req~ured, with an 
air-tight cover. Now, 1f we suppose a large cast-iron or brick 
cylinder sunk in the earth, the bottom being conical, and the top 
domed over; an air-pump adjusted for exhausting the :iir, and 
an Archimedean screw pump to discharge the grain, we have 
the whole apparatus complete. If we provide for wet grain a 
water-pump may be added, as to a leaky ship. Suppose, now: a 
cargo of grain, partly germinating, and containing rats, mice and 
weevils, to be shot into this reservoir, the cover put on and l~ted, 
and the air-pump at work, the germination would instantly cease, 
and the animal functions would be suspended. If it be contended 
that the .reservoir may be leaky, we answ~r, so may a ship ; and if 
so, the air-pump must be set to work JUSt as is the case with a 
water-pump in a leaky ship. One obvious cheapness of this im
proved granary over those existing is, that the whole cubic con
tents may be filled, whereas, in the existing mode, not above one
fourth of the cuhic contents can be rendered available. But many 
existing structures might be rendered eligible. For example : the 
railway arches of the Eastern Counties, the Blackwall, and the 
Greenwich. Reservoirs might be erected in farm yards, or in
asmuch as it is a certain thing that all farms must ultimately 
communicate with railways, by means of cheap horse-trains, or 
steam sidings, in order to work to profit, it would be desirable that 
the granary 11hould be erected at some central railway station 
wher~ a steam m~ would do. the work of exhausting the air, dis: 
chargmg the gram by Arclumedean screw when required, and 
grinding it into meal. No better purpo11e could be found to which 
to apply the atmospheric e~ine11 and stations of the Croydon 
Railway, with their existing air-pumps. Communicating with all 
the southern wheat-growing counties of England, and also with 
the Thames, no spot could be more eligible as a central depot.
Wutmimter &"iew. 
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ON WING WALLS OF BRIDGES. 

By R. G. CLARK, C.E. 

As the drawing of winj!.' walls to railway bridges offers some 
difficulty when the embankments or cuttings are very hijth, to 
ob•·iate this is the object of the present paper, which relates to the 
investig;<tion of &0me simple formulm to determine the angles 
made by the exterior lines of wing walls with the face of a bridge; 
the/.lane of pTojection being taken on a level with the rails or 
roe , when the latter is level. 

There are two cases to be considered.-lst. \Vhen the coping of 
ihe win!{ wall makes a given angle with the fare of the bridge, or 
i• parallel to the abutment, ai; in the case of a skew bridge.-
2ndly. \\'hen the coping is perpendirular to the face ot the 
bridge. 

lit. Let B H be the line of the face of the bridge on H B ED, 
the plane of projection as 
before mentioned ; C D the 
exterior top line of wall ; Ce 
the given batter, perpendicu-

~---i;------,H"'" Jar to B D. The L. H CD 
being given, or D C drawn 
parallef to B B', as in the case 
of a skew bridge, draw E D 

""- paralleltoB H; and BE, CF, 
l, "-......"\\ respectively, perpendicular to 

E D. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we will first determine 
the L. CD B. 

Let the slope of embank-
•: J.' D mentor cutting be as m to l, 

and the batter of wing wall 
u I ton; height of slope equnl h. Now, L. CD E = L. H CD. 
Let L. C DE = B. Also, base of slope C F = m A ; and batter 

Ce of wing wall= ~h. 
n 

Then, by the right-angle triangle C FD, we have 

Sl·n B • m • " I • mh_ = DC. 
• " · · • sin B 

Also, by triangle Ce D, right-angled at e, we have 
mh I sin B • ) - 1:: -h: - =nat.smL.CDB ............ (I. 

Bin B • n mn 
• • L. H B D = L. H C D or L. C D E - L. CD B. 

Ezampk. Given the anitle of obliquity H C D = 20°, slope 
lt io l, and batter I in S, to determine the sngle ot wall H B D: 

ul 
nat. sin 20° 2 X '3"002 

By form a lt X 
5 

_ 
15 

°04560 = nat. sin 2° ::.7f; 

therefore, L. H B D = 20° - 2°374' = 17°22' 30" required. 

c 
2ndly. When the coping ia "'17'pmdicular to 

tAe faC6 of tAe bridge. 

Then sin B = I ; 

consequently, sin L. CD B = 
mn 

I 
Hence, cos C B D = - ............... (2). 

mn 

E.ramplu. 
Wnen the slope is I to I, and batter l in .;, 

Then nat. cos L. CB D = ;\- = ~ = nat. cos of 78°27'. 
When the slope is l~ to 1, and batter I in S. 

Then L. C BD = 82°20'. 
When the slope is 2 to I, and batter I in .S. 

Then L. CB D ::: 84° 15'. 
From the above it appeare, that the actual height of the slope, 

~d the batter in feet, &c., have no occasion to be taken into con.-
11deration; but only their respective ratios, as Rbove given. 

RAILWAY AND STEAM NAVIGATION DEFENCES. 
The course which the Duke of Wellington has thought fit to 

take, in furtherance of the measure of increasing the army under 
hiH command, has given a new strenirth to the alsrmist party. \Ve 
11ay, advisedlv, thst the Duke's letter to Sir John Burgoyne can 
onlv he taken 11s the statement of an advocate, using everv mean~ 
to make nut a case ; for there is evidence enough in that letter to 
show the impracticability ot an invasion, if it were consistent to 
suppose that a commander so experienced could countenanre a 
scheme, which the youngest stair-officer knows is in no wav 
feasible. In considering the subject, we do not think it necessary 
to analyse the Duke's letter, because we do not look upon him 8ll 

a believer in the invasion scheme; but we shall take up the ques
tion upon its own merits, which are certainly small enough, com
pared with the clamour which has been made by so many parties, 
and of which the Commander-in-Chief has so skilfully availed 
himself, to further the views of his own department. 

It is one of the consequences of thirty-two years of peace, that 
the present generation know little of war or of military affairs, 
and it is therefore open to ignorant or restless officers to impose 
upon them statements, which do not meet with the countenance of 
men well informed in their own profession, and which are not con
sistent with historic proof. 'V1th the public sn officer is taken A!I 
an authority in virtue of his epaulettes; but, nevertheless, he is 8ll 

an officer no more an authority on this question of invasion, than 
the mmit ignorant civilian. It ie one of the misfortunes of the 
English army, that there is no guarantee for the qualifirntions of 
its officers; and, notwithstanding the growing desire of improv&
ment among military men, it cannot be denied that it is much rarer 
to find a mun well acquainted with his profession than otherwise, 
for there is no security, and it may be said no encouragement, for 
proficiency. In the navy, and in the artillery, an examination 
must be passed; but, under the system by which the army is offi
cered, except the few college csdets, a man may be put in command 
of an .army, whose only qualification is that he can manreuvre a 
battalion on parade. Neither is the service of the Englilih army 
calculsted to qualify an officer for European warfare, for the staff' 
arrangements even of an Indian campsign will give no schooling 
for a war in the old battle-field of Flanders. One of the defences 
we most want is a good staff' of officers, and money cannot be 
better -laid out than in enlarging the military colleges, and en
couraging the studies of officers. In the meanwhile, we hope the 
public will not allow themselves to be frightened out of their wits 
by men who know no more of the organization of an army of fifty 
thommnd men than a drummer-boy does; and, at any rate, to 
accept with caution any statements which have not the support of 
common sense and hi11torical evidence. 

It is very easy to start with the hvpothesis of SOJ.000 Frenchmen 
on the Sussex coast, and to talk of t'he capitals of !''ranee, Austria, 
Russia, and Prussia having fallen into the hands of an enemy; but 
it is so difficult to conceive how a French army of so,ooo men, or 
of any other force, could be brought to London, that any general 
being offered the command of such an expedition, would give it up 
in despair. In order that a French army may land upon the 
Engli~h shore, there must be no political disorganization in France 
and there must be political disorganization in England. Our great 
protection hitherto against invasion from France, has been the 
political disorganization of that country by the League, the Pro
testant11, the Camillards the Girondists, or the Chouans, or by the 
irruption of Prussians, Spaniard~ or Savoyards. Napoleon never 
hoped to be able to make an enectual invasion of this country, 
unless he could make a political diversion, by secUTing the neu
trality of parties in opposition to the government. How futile 
was that dependence is well known; and though some may, in the 
present time of calm, believ~ tha.t polit_ical factions might here
after be brought to sympathise with an invader, yet such coalition 
would become impossible when war shall break out, and the old 
feelings of bitter hatred be awakened. This is a disturbing in
fluence which cannot be readily overcome. There is nothing more 
difficult than to overcome a ~eople in their own country with 
whatever force, if united in resistance. France will give the ex. 
ample. If, in 1814 and 181.51 the allies were able to make their 
way to Paris in the then political disorganization of the coun.try~ 
yet, in the early part of the war, under the Duke of Brunswick 
though France was unprepared, the invaders were d:riven back wit~ 
loss. 

The circumstances under which an invasion of .England will be 
practicable are-the union of the French, High Dutch, and Rus
sians, the destruction of the naval power of England, our political 
disorganization, and the agreement of a large part of the people 

7• 
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to welcome the invader, This country has not yet had an enemy 
on its shores, and it is not to be judged like France, Flanders, 
Holland, Italy, Germany, and Spain. 

Before coming to our own particular view of the question, we 
have a few observations to make upon the military and naval part. 
The hypothesis of an invasion must be under these forms :--of an 
IU'my of 200,000 men, or of an army of .so,ooo ; of an army with 
cavalry, artillery, pontoons, provisions, and train, or of an army 
with light mounted artillery. Confining ourselves to an army of 
S0,000 under either of the latter two conditions: such an army, 
with 10,000 horses for cavalry, 400 or 500 pieces of artillery, horses 
and carri~es for artillery, ammunition, provisions, and train, 
would reqwre greater steam accommodation, and take greater time 
in landing. It would, consequently, defeat itself, by giving more 
time for the muster of forces against it. On the other hand, a 
mere incursive light force of so,ooo men, would be l;lefeated by 
want of means to overcome the usual obstacles of delay. It would 
want cavalry to drive off the swarms of local mounted skirmishers, 
Rnd to make its reconnaissances ; it would want means of crossing 
rivers; and when its brigades before concentration were broul{ht 
in front of a regular force in position, it would want heavy cavalry 
11.nd artillery. If the wounded men were picked up they would 
encumber the march., and if left behind they would be massacred 
by the local skirmishers hanging on the rear; so that the men 
would soon become demoraliaed. Three days' stay in a wasted 
country would leave such an army, even if concentrated, without 
provisions or ammunition, with its ranks thinned and dispirited by 
death and fatigue. If it attempted to fight, every man would be 
butchered. Indeed no worse fate can be wished for any man than to 
have the command of a brigade in an army of invasion of England. 

Persons who are ignorant or ill-advised, may say that we have 
no regular force and no military spirit in the country; but those 
who take the trouble to calculate know that this country has at all 
times had great military resources, and at no time so much as at 
the present. Turn back the pages of the history of England, and 
watch the progress of preparation. The regulars in Englimd are 
increased by scores of thousands at a time; sixty thousand militia 
11.re embodied and used as regulars ; an army of reserve is called 
out; local militia are brought into the ranks of the regular army ; 
three or four hundred thousand volunteers are enrolled; and, in 
1808 for example, seven hundred thousand men are in arms in the 
islands, besides a vast fleet patrolling around. Since then, the 
population has doubled, and that seven hundred thousand men will 
become a million and a half, with the levy en TllfUIBe to back them. 
England, without allies can never be lost, if only true to herself. 
though the nations of Europe should be poured on her shores. N~· 
en~erprise could be more dangerous than to land troops in a 
thickly-peopled country, among a brave and warlike population 
!ltrengthened with all the resources of knowledge and wealth'. 
For what would this to be attempted? To take the land but to 
fill the shores of the Atlantic, and the waters of the deep, 'with a 
fierce people, who, 118 the Hollanders once threatened to do, would 
take to their ships and seek a new country, whence they could turn 
upon their oppressors. 

It should be noted that it is an old regulation, always renewed 
in time of war, that in case of invasion all corn cattle and 
people, within twe?ty .miles of the shore, . ~ust be drl ven up the 
country, !lnd t~e d1str1ct was~ed, .and efficient means are provided 
for eft'ectmg this. England m time of war, and England in time 
of peace, are different countries, and it is certainly not matter of 
blame that the government, in the thirty-second year of peace do 
not harass the country with the troubles of war-time. 'Vhy 'are 
martello towers, shot furnaces, and batteries to decay upon the 
coast, heavy artillery to rust, and men to be taken from their shops 
and homes to the drill ground, when all that is wanted in this way 
can be done when the time comes? 

As to sudden invasion at this moment, it is a bugbear · but we 
are always ready to urge that a consistent system of pre'paration 
for war shall be carried on: but then in our opinion the means are 
simpler than those usually put forward, and are not to be sought 
in the army estimates, but more immediately within the scope of 
what are commonly called the engineering operations of the coun
try. We do not advocate an increase of the standing army· we 
have no faith in the fortification of Portsmouth, Plymouth' and 
other towns, as strong places; we do not think it necessary t~ lay 
down b~tteries on the coast, or to m.~mnt them with heavy artil
lery; still less do we advocate the calling out of the militia. 'Ve 
may observe, that the government of this country ha,·e always 
wisely shown an indisposition to put arms into the hands of the 
people in time of peace, because they are not uuder the bond of a 

feeling of hostile invasion, which in time of war prevents a mis
application of arms to interference in the civil government. 

We consider that a due attention to railways, steam navigation, 
and the telegraph system, will in time of peace be the most effi
cient means of providing for the defence of the country. We are 
no longer in the position we were a few/ears ago, when the sudden 
growth of steam navigation threatene military and naval men 
with a new instrument of aggression, against which they had no 
means of defence. Then there might have been occasion for 
alarm, had war broken out; hut since then, the development of 
the railway system has provided an adequate power of resistance; 
while, more recently, the establishment of electric telegraphs has 
thrown the scale of preponderance in favour of the defensive re
sources. We can no longer be in doubt in what direction we are 
to apply our means and make provision. 'Ve must avail ourselves 
of those three great branches of national enterprise which we have 
already named. Do not let any think us over-profe11Sional in 
taking this view of the matter, for this is the side on which the 
Duke of Wellington looks at it. He takes his case on a steam
navigation im·asion, on this new development of scientific re
sources; and the fair way to meet it is to consider what resources 
of such kind are available for the purposes of defence. Engineers 
and manufacturers have created the means of invasion, and they 
must provide us, to some extent, with the means of defence. 

Considered in reference to the defence of the nation, nothing 
can be more unwise than that legislative interference which hM 
restricted railway enterprise. Even were it true that there was an 
undue competition for railways, and that capital was diverted into 
this branch of investment, still, so far as the country is concerned 
it is desirable that as many railways as possible should be made. If 
we are asked whence the capital comes for railway construction, 
we can have an answer which springs from the very matter now 
under discussion. In time of war, we keep a couple of hundred 
thousand regulars and militiamen, giving no producth•e return. 
In ~ime of peace, we can employ two hundred thousand navigators, 
or, m reference to our present means, four hundred thousand navi
gators, in making railway works. At present, out of an income of 
fifty-five millions, thirty millions are a mere transfer of capital, in 
the shape of interest on the debt ; the remainder is the effective 
drain upon the energies of the country; and every addition of 
twenty thousand men to the military forces is a deduction of so 
many meni and of one million yearly, of so much productive labour 
and capita rendered unproductive. 'Ve can curry on such great 
railway works while other countries cannot, because France for 
instance, keeps three ~undred thousand, or four hundred thou~d, 
!°en under arms,--domg no good, but, on the contrary, weakening 
its resources. 

The less interference with railway legislation and management 
the better, for it results only in public inconvenience. Had it not 
been for this interference, we should now have had coast lines all 
round the island, and been provided with sufficient com·erging 
lines from the pe~t .seats of population. As we stand now, the 
southern coast hne 1s incomplete, the line to the west coast is in
co~plete, the eastern coast is neglected, and indeed the communi
cations are left in such a state, that in time of war they will 
require to he completed at the national expense. If erroneous 
views of policy had not prevented it, we should ha\·e had at 
pre~nt the following lines available for the south coast defence;
A lme along the south bank of the Thames, to Dover to Hastings, 
to Brighton, to Shoreham, to Fareham, to Portsm~uth, and to 
Sou.thampton, giving the means for pouring down troops most 
rap1dlv; whereas, through the fear of competition, we are left 
wit.h the prese!1t ina~eq~ate accommodation. If the plan of traffic 
estimates and mvestignt1ons had not been followed, and parliament 
had not undertaken the futile inquiry whether 11 line would pay or 
no, we should ha,·e had lines enough made by those who are the 
best judges how to invest their monev. It is however the conse
quence of the meddling policy, that "it always reacts 'to produce 
serious inconvenience to the country, without doing the slightest 
good. 

Now. that railway enterprise has been suppre.;ised and knocked 
~own, 1t. becomes the duty of the government to aid the companies 
m carrying out the necessary works. Among them are the bridge 
over the Thames to connect the north and south railways· the 
branch. of the Brighton railway from Croydon to '\'andsw~rth; 
the union of the PortRmouth and Gosport lines· and the extension 
of th.e Brighton and Hastings line through Ry: to Ashford. Lon
don 1s the seat o~ a pop1~lation which will afford four hundred 
thousand able-bodied soldiers, between fifteen and sixty to be 
poured down to any point of the coast between I>orchesier aml 
Harwich; and it is therefore necessary to provide accommod11tion 
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ror bringing this great reserve to bear upon any point attacked. 
The metropolia also is the reserve for defending the whole of the 
northern and west coR&ts, in case of insufficiency of local force. 

It ha.s been recommended that the railway companies should be 
encour'Bi'ed to adapt their wagons so as to carry heavy artillery; 
but this is unnecessary, though they should have provision for 
rarrring light artillery. This country, yielding more than one 
million and a half tons of iron yearly, can supply any number of 
heavy carronades to carry 68 lb. hollow shot or solid red-hot shot. 
In case of need, a thousand carronades could be cast daily. The 
coasts can be lined with heavy ordnance, and pro\·ided with fur
naces for heating shot, the guns being worked by the local fencible 
artillery. If the enemy effected a landing, the guns would be 
spiked and left on the spot. Guns would likewise be broug-ht up 
along the line of the enemy's march, and upon the fortified lines 
and camps, and as each position was abandoned the l/.'uns would be 
spiked. There would be no object in lugging about hea\'Y pieces, 
and the enemy would not move spiked iron guns, if they had the 
train to do it. 

Every encouragement should be given to telegraph companies to 
lay down wires, for although we have got to a certain st~e of 
advancement, the electric telegraph system in this country 1s far 
from being in a satisfactory state. It seems very desirable that it 
should not be left a monopoly in the hands of the Electric Tele
graph Company or the government, who, by inveterate adherence 
to one system, may check the course of improvement. The use of 
the needle tele~aph by the company we belie\•e to be fraught with 
great inconvemence, and indeed, in farticular conditions of the 
weather, as the needle telegraph wil not work, it may become 
useless either to announce an invasion or to communicate orders. 
It is to be observed that the electric telegraphs for the south coast 
are in a bad condition. The coast line is not completed, and the 
South Devon line is said to work imperfectly. The telegraph on 
the South-Eastern is worked in a complicated manner; there is no 
telegraph on the Brighton. There is a telegraph on the South
W est.ern; but on the Great \Vestern, none beyond Slough. \\' e 
say nothing about military communications with the inland sta
tion.<i, or with Chatham, Plymouth, and Milford. All this requires 
looking to, so that e\·ery encouragement be gfren to complete the 
aystem; and in caee of need, the government must themsekes lay 
down wires. 

The steam navigation resources of the country must be culti
vated by a prudent legislation. On this head, as on railways and 
telegraphs, private enterprise is ready enough to work without 
requiring any great expenditure on the part of the state; but, un
happily, legislation has generally been unfarnurable to private 
enterprise, or so tardy, that private resources have been exhausted 
before public aid was afforded. The Great Weotern Steam Navi
gation Companywas allowedtodrop, when slight aid from the public 
.-ould have given it an impulse, and we might had a weekly line to 
the United States before now. Mr. \Vaghorn is still urging upon 
the government the packet line to Sydney, and Mr. Wheelwright 
hu not too much reason to congratulate himself on the aid afforded 
to Pacific steam navigation. From the tardiness of the govern
ment, the Great \Vestern, the Cape of Good Hope, nnd the Bahia 
Steam Navigation Companies have been ruined, the Pacific Steam 
~avigation Company has been kept in difficulties, and the Royal 
'Mail and Peninsular Companies long had to struggle amid depres
sion and neglect. 

The line to Australia should at once be authorised, as also one 
to the Brazile. Already a steam marine has sprung up in Sydney, 
and it would be much extended under the impulse of a steam com
munication with the mother country, 'while a slight encourage
ment would fill with steamers the harbourR of our possessions on 
the Indian ocean, and greatly augment their defensive resources. 

It is very desirable that examinations should be established for 
rnasteni, mates, and enginemen of steamers, but accompanied with 
the distribution of such prizes for proficieucy as should stimulate 
the acquirement of professional knowledge, and raise the character 
uf the persons em11Ioyed. 

With a population of fifteen or sixteen millions on sixty thou
sand square miles, and with vast material resources, nothing but 
the imbecility of n government, or the treachery of a party, \vould 
make a foreign invasion possible ; and one great source of moral 
lltrength and confidence is a knowledge of those resources. What 
can be more desperate than the embarkation of landsmen in steam
ers and small craft, which. if the sea-force of England be annihi
lated must still be landed on a hostile shore under a well-directed 
fire o'f red-hot and hollow shot and shells from heavy pieces. By 
the time a landing is effected, the local force i3 mustered, troops 
pour in from all quarters, the people, cattle, and corn are driven, 

the roads and bridges broken up, and the enemy would have to 
advance under the fire of mounted and dismounted sharpshooters, 
lurking in a country full of hedges, ditches, and enclosures. 
Every bridge and culvert would form an obstruction, every grove 
of trees near the roads be cut down for an abattis; barriers would 
be formed at the hamlets and villages, and guns mounted in the 
churchyards, mills, and on the hill-tops. In the face of such ob
stacles the enemy would have to advance

1 
each man carryin~ sixty 

rounds of ammunition and three days provision. Tira1lleun 
would have to be thrown out around the column of the movin~ 
brigade, and, after two or three miles' advance, more must be kept 
in the rear, as the skirmishers would get behind, in order to 
slaughter the wounded, for it is well understood in such affair,.; 
that no quarter is gi\·en. The brigades landed at various points 
along the course, would have their communications interrupted by 
the deep and wide mouths of the river~ and their progress impeded 
by gorges and steep passes in the chalk range, which would admit 
of a stand being made by the local forces. The brigades would 
not know whether their wl10le army had made good its landing, 
and would not in many cases know the fate of the brigades on 
their flanks; while, at the points named for the concentration of 
the divisions, many brigades would not be able to get up, and 
movements would be necessary in flank and rear to extricate bri
gades which were cut off and surrounded. Every hour lost to the 
invaders would be thousands of men added to the protecting forre, 
and if divisions could be got together for an advance, they would 
then have to carry entrenched camps and fortified positions, against 
a superior force well provided with cav~ and artillery, and 
knowing that the carrying one strong position was only shifting 
the field of battle to another strong position in the rear. \\'he11 
it is considered that in a broken country, swarming with skirmish
ers, a force weak in cavalry could not keep up comrnunicatione 
without moving such a body of men as could defend themseh-es 
and cut their way through, the demoralization of the invading 
force within twenty-four hours would be certain. A very hard 
day's work would have to be done; nothing would be known as to 
the fate of other portions of the force ; many of the men would 
have become the victims of the infuriated skirmishers; and a night 
would come on, when a large force would have to be detached for 
piquets and outposts, of which the sentries would be picked off on 
their guards, while the outposts would be driven in by night 
attacks. The next morning would offer the choice of a surrender, 
a retreat, or an attack from a superior force; and this without 
having got more than twenty miles from the coast. This is rather 
a different picture from that drawn by Lord Ellesmere, of the 
guards marching out of London ; but then it is the true one, 
which those who have had experience in such matters will recog
nise. 

REGISTER 01' lfEW PATEllTB. 

PNEUMATIC SPRING. 

MosEs POOLE, of the ratent Office, London, gentleman, for "Im
prot:ementa ill the co11.Ytruction of pneumatic apringa."-Granted J\lnv 
22; Enrolled November 22, 184-7. (A communication from i1 
foreigner.) 

The nature of this im·ention consists in applying the elasticity 
of atmospheric air, or any permanently elastic gas by means of air 
expanding and contracting chamber or chambers, made in one, two, 
or more parts, and connected tog-ether by means of two or more 
belts of india-rubber cloth or other flexible or impermeable material, 
with alcohol or other liquid interposed, the more effectually to pre
vent the escape of the gas or air oontained in the apparatus, anti 
to aid in reliedng the flexible connexion, and preventing its rup
ture from the action of the weight or force on the spring. 

This mode of connecting two vessels being app1icable without 
the air to other purposes, such as hydrostatic presses, &c., hr 
forcing the water mto or between the two \'essels. · 

And the improvement also consists in providing this apparatu~ 
with one or more of what is denominated a respiratory chamber or 
chambers, attached to one or both ends of the apparatus, and sepa
rated from the main chamber of the apparatus by a diaphragm or 
diaphragms perforated with holes, which will check the p11881\ge of 
the air, and thus relieve the apparatus from the injurious effects of 
sudden shocks. 

The manner in which it i~ preferred to construct thi11 apparatus 
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ia represented in the a~companvi!lg drawings, in which b, fig. 1, 
1s a meta'.llic conical vessel, with a concave 
plate or disc at bottom. The upper edge 
of this vessel is bevelled inwards around 
its circumference to receive the edge of 
the beltsf and g, the inner edges of which 
are there secured by a plate e, depressed 
or sunk in the centre, which has a he\·elled 
and grooved llanch, so that when the pl1tte 
e, is drawn towards the bottom plate by 
four or more screw-bolts Ii, the belts are 
griped and firmly held between the irrooved 
edge of the vessel and the bevelled or 

F'g. 1. grooved llanch. The outer edges of the 
belts f and g, are connected with and hel.d by the cylindrical 
vessel a, which surrounds the vessel b, having space enough be
tween the two for the working of the belts, which by the pre11sure 
of the contniru•d air are alternately pressed llj(llinst and su,;tained 
by the inner periphery of the conical vessel. The belts are secured 
in vessel a, by making its cylindrical part in two portions. The 
edges of these two parts, where they come together, are bevelled 
or grooved to receive the outer edge of the belts, which are there 
griped and firmly held by drawing the two parts a and a together 
by means of screw-holts i, that pass through the head of the vessel 
a, and a flanch in the part a. 

The connecting-heltsf and g, are flexible hoops of india-ruhber 
or other flexible substance impermeable to air, Md the edges being 
firmly held, the space j between the two is filled with alcohol or 
other liquid, which not' onlf prevents all possibility of air passing 
through, but brings an equa pressure on all parts to prevent rup
ture. 

The connexion of the two vessels a and b, by means of the belt, 
divides the apparatus into two pans or chambers a' and b', the plate 
or diaphragm e being the division, the inner and depressed cir
cumference of which is perforated with holes to break the pasMge 
of the air, RB the chamber a' is enlarged or contracted by the 
movement of the two vessels on each other ; this perforated plate 
is, therefore, termed a respirator, as it permits the passage of the 
Air from one chamber to the other, and at the same time checks its 
too sudden paSSRge, and therefore avoids to a certain extent all 
1mdden jars in cars or other bodies having such springs inter
posed. 

The motion of the two vessels on each other is guided by a rod 
k, attached to the head of the vessel a, which passes into a tube I, 
which tube arises from the bottom and centre of the vessel b, ex
tending through the centre of the respirator or plate e; or guide
rods may be applied outside. The vessel b, instead of being coni
cal, may be cylindrical, but the two vessels should be so formed as 
to present alternately a supporting surface t.o the belt, which in 
consequence of the pressure of the air in the chamber a', rolls 
gradually from one surface to the other, and is therefore at all 
times supported by either one or the other, or both of the11e sur
faces. 

Instead of one respirator or perforated diaphragm two or more 
may be employed, the more effectually to ease off the passage of 
the air as it is compressed or expanded, and this respirator may be 
of any desired form, and may be located in any part of the two 
~~~~ ~L • 

Instead of the double belt 
above described connected 
together at the edges, it is 

o c.ontemplated to place two or 
more single belts separated 
from each other, as repre
sented at fig. 2, with the 
liquid in the space t ; the 
holes t, being made through 
the outer casing for the in
troduction of the liquid and 
closed by a screw-plug. 
When this apparatus is used 
as a hydrostatic press, the 
water is forced into the 

chambers a' and fl, by ~y of the known means which forces apart 
t~e two vessels a and b, m the ~aI?e manner as in the cylinder and 
p1_st'?n press, except that the fnctlon of the moving part is avoided. 
_Air 1~ to be forced" into the chambers when the apparatus is used as 
;i ~prmg. 

MANUFACTURE OF IRON. 

REGINALD JAMES BLEWITT, of Llantarnam Abbey Newpon 
Esq., M.P., for "Improvementa in the manufacture of mdaeabk if'01& : 
-Granted May 27; Enrolled November 27, 18,7. · 

The usual mode of preparing pig or cast-iron for malleable iron 
is b~ I?elting _such iron, .or by .mixing t?gether and melting different 
qualities ?f pt~ or cast-!ron with coke "! furnaces called refineries, 
and keepmg 1t there m a state of fusion at a great heat with a 
strong blast ; and the produce, run into dioulds is called' refined 
iron, or metal plate. The patentee uses this' either alone or 
mixed with different qualities of pig or cast-iro~, in the puddllng
~u~nace, and ~ubjects 1t to the after process of puddling, by which 
1t. 1s brought mto the first state of malleability. He states, he has 
d1scove~ed that a bet~er quality of refined iron, or metal, may 
be obtamed from an air furnace-such as is commonly used for 
castin~, or foundry purposes-than from the refinery, by which 
there 1s less wi_u;te of metal, and li:ss expense of fuel, in the manu
facture. He lights and heats an air-furnace in the usual manner. 
For ~~ch charge about four tons of pig or cast-iron is put in of such 
quaht1es .as the m~nufacturer may think most desirable to produce 
the req111red quality of malleable iron as has hitherto been the 
practice in us.iug refinery furnaces; a~d the charge, when fully 
!'1elted and m1.ngled together at the bottom of the furnace, is run 
!nto sand, or iron moulds, of any convenient size, and then sub
Je~ted to the after process of puddling, which is conducted as if 
using refined metal produced from ordinary refinery furnaces. 
1:he f~el employed for heating the air-furnace is a white-ash eemi
b1tummous coal of excellent quality, to which may be added, with 
good effect, I or 2 cwt. of charcoal to each charge. 

RAILWAY CARRIAGE AXLES. 

SAMUEL BENJAMIN EDWARD BEBOEB, of Abchurch-lane London 
merchant, for "Improt,emer1ta in the conatroction of raltu:og car~ 
riagea." (A communication-)--Granted June 3 · Enrolled Dec. 3 
18'7. [Reported in Newton a Landon Jvun1al.]' ' 

!his inventio_n relates to a mode of connecting the axle-boxes o( 
r~1lway axles .'"'th the. framing of the carriage, whereb~ the axles 
will. have a slight horizontal play, sufficient for them when tra.
velling over c~rves) to take a line parallel to the ra ius of the 
curv~ over which they may_ be P8:88ing. This is effected by oon
nectmg the ax!es to the carriages 111 the manner shown in the an
nexed engravmgs. For four-wheel carriage11 the apparat111 i» 

Fig. 3. Pig. ~. Fig. I. 

I ' ' 
! I 

: •. · "'.': .. ' 

~ 
Flg.4. 

shown in figs. I, 2, 3, and '· A, A, is one of thetwo main side
b~ams. of. th.e framing of the carriage ; and as side case of the car
~age is similarly furnished for the support of the axles a descrip
t10n of t~e parts pertaining to one end only of an axle' will suffice 
to explain the nature of the invention. 

a, a, are four arm~ or brackets, bolted, two on each side, t.o the 
be~m A; and at the1~ lower ends ~ey are coupled together, in 
pairs, by a bolt or pm b. These pms each carry two links, c o • 
and through their ends a coupling-pin is p1188ed and secured u; ib 
p!ace by rivet-heads o.r otherwise. d, d, are tw~ rods or bars, pro
vided ~t each en~ with eyes, for the purpose of being connected 
respectively at.th.e1r outer ends by th.e coupling-pins of the link11 
r.1 c, ru_id at their 111.ner end97 of b~mg Jointed together by the ooup
ling-pms e, e, and mterverung links f, f. These coupling-pins ~ 
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which are secured in their places by screw-nuts, also p118S throu~h 
the eves of pendant-links h, h, which pass through the step or axle
box Ii and hold it in suspension. I is the bearing-spring, composed 
of la;ers of steel plates, piled one above the other, and embraced 
by tlie links h, h, which, ~hen screwed tight .to the a~le-box by ~he 
uuts (shown in the drawmg), cause the horizontal lmks f to bmd 
tightly upon the middle of the steel plates, and hold them securely 
together. It will now be understood, that when it is desirable for 
the axle to take a position other. than a rig~t angle with. the side 
of its carriage such movement will be permitted by the !mks c, c, 
being free to' oscillate. In order, however, to check an undue 
horizontal movement of the axle, and allow of its adjustment only 
to a line parallel with. the radiuo1 of th~ curve over which ~he car
riage is passingr elastic stod or check-pieces m, m, are provided, as 
l!aown at fig. l; and place in such a manner, as to allow of a free 
motion of about a ± to ~ inch ; so that, whenever the axle may 
have a tendency to sway too much, either forward or backward, 
the links c c will come in contact with the pieces m, and be pre
Yented fr~m' moving further. This horizontal movement of the 
ule will only occur when the railway deviates from a straight line; 
bat when the carriage again pursues a straight course, the axle 
will regain its position at right angle.i to the length of the car-

riTn~ther modification of the invention, applicable to & six-wheel 
carriage, i1 also described in the specification, fig • .S beiug a side 

Fig 6. 

elevation; to allow the axles to move laterally, as well as in a ~or
•ard and backward direction, in order that, in a carriage havmg 
three or four pairs of wheels, the hind wheels may follow. the front 

fair, not always in a straight line, as they are no~ obliged ~o ~o 
whereby a continuous abrasion of the flanges agamst the. r!'1ls 1s 

eaU.8t!d when passinr curves), bu~ that they m~y take a yos1t1~n on 
the rail imitable fur compensati!1g for the d1ffer~nce Ill ra.dms ?f 
the two sides of the curve of a railway, and permit. the c?ne p~n
pheries to work efficiently for that purpotie. In this modification, 
the same or analogous parts are marked with similar letters of re
ference. Instead of the four arms a, fig. 1, forked arms a, are 
made to embrace the Learn .A ; and at the junction of the prong, 
filling-pieces are provided, and cross-rods are also employed,, to 
insure the rigidity required for the arms a. The lo.wer ends o~ the 
arms a are hook-shaped, and are intended to receive re~pectively 
the shackles or links c, c, which, together with the couphng:-hooks 
r•, yendant from the bars d, perform th~ same ol!ice as t.he h.nks .~l 
in tig. l. From the peculiar construct10n of this coupling, 1t WU! 
be aeen that a lateral play or movement .is allowed to th~ axle,_ 
eutirely independent or the carriage-frammg (no fixed pomt of 
Yibration being employed, 88 at fig. l); and, consequently, the ob
je.,"t desired viz. giving a lateral as well as a backward and for
ward motio~ to the axle, will be obtained. In order to limit the 
hori:wntal motion of the axle the space for oscillation is contracted 
11t z, .r, (fig • .5). To guard ~ainst the danger which would resu~t 
from the breakage of either of the shackles c, a block of wood 1s 
attached beneath the framing, which, in falling, will be caugh.t by 
a block resting on the coupling-links of the bar;i d. . q 1s a 
tihield for pre,·entingthe step or axle-box k, from gettmgdisplaced, 
in the event of sur.h an accident as above alluded to. 

The patentee claims the modes, herein described, of connecting 
the steps or axle-boxes to the framing of railway ~arriag.es, w~e;eby 
the 81.les of such carriages are enabled to shift their pos1t10ns, 
with re.tpect to the frames of the carriages, for the purposes above 
wt forth. 

MANUFACTURE OF IRON. 

\VrLLIAH VrcKEas, of Sheffield, for "Improtiemenla in the manu -
facture of iron."-Granted June 19; knrolled December 19, 18,U. 

The improvements consist in melting pig-iron with wrought
iron, and running the melted mixture (when divided into stream~) 
into water; and then converting the product into malleable, 'or 
wrought iron, in the following manner :-Pig-iron is to be melted 
with scrap of wrought-iron or turnings, in any suitable furnace, (a 
cupola furnace is recommended); and the proportions of wrought
iron with pig-iron may vary greatly, but that a very small addition 
of wrought-iron to pig-iron, run into water, will be found to produce 
a great improvement in the quality of iron manufactured there
from. Sometimes the following /roportions are employed :-To 
30 /arts of wrought-iron are adde 70 parts of pig-iron, by weight ; 
an , although this may not be found to answer for some purposes, 
it has been found to answer well. If.i however, the iron should he 
intended to be made into steel, it wil be necessary to increase the 
proportion of wrought-iron, by mixing with the pig-iron about 4.0 
per cent. of wrought-iron. In the mam1facture of irou intended 
for general purposes, there may be used, with advantage, a mixture 
of 30 per cent. of scrap of wrought-iron, or turnings, with pig
iron; and such mixture, when melted, may be divided into small 
streams, and run into water, in any convenient manner. For this 
purpose, the patentee states he has used the following arrange
ment :-He takes a cast-iron tray perforated with holes of half
an-inch in diameter, and this is fined about half-an-iuch thick, 
with sand or composition, such as is used for stopping cupola fur
naces with; which is punctured with holes about a quarter of an inch 
in diameter-such punctures being immediately over the holes in 
the tray, and then the tray is placed about I.s feet above the lenl 
of the water in the tank (employed for solidifying the iron), whid1 
is of wood, and about 4. feet deep; and the melted metal passing 
from the furnace, through the perforated tray, into the water in the 
said tank, will be found therein in a divided state. This/roduct i'I 
used in the manufacture of wrought-iron, and is treate the samr 
as in the manufacture of wrought-iron from pig, or relined iron. 
The patentee adds, that be has used, with advantage, in the melt
in~ of fig-iron with wrought-iron, trom 3 to .S per cent. of bla(·k 
o.ude o manganese, which he believes will be found to be advan
tageous. Thi11 may be added from time to time, by placing smnll 
pieces in the tuyere holes-the blast dividing it in the furnace as 
the mixture becomes melted. The patentee does not claim thP 
melting of wrought-iron with pig, or cast-iron, nor the running of 
melted clllJt..iron into water, when separately considered ; neitht-r 
does he claim the precise mode set forth, so long 88 the peculiar 
character of his invention be retained; but what he claims, is melt
ing pig-iron with wrought-iron scrap, or turnings, and then run
ning it into water, and using the product in the manufacture of 
wrought, or malleable iron. 

STEERING VESSELS. 

WrLLIAM HENWOOD, of Portsea, naval architect, for "Impr111"1>
menta in pr(Jpe/ling t'llsels, and in ateeri11g Ve8Bei.Y."-Uranted :'\lay ·~; 
Enrolled November 41 1847. 

'the first improvement in propelling and steering relates to sere"
propelled ships or vessel11, and consist!! in placiug the screw-pro
peller at the aft-side of the stern post, where the rudder is in ves
sels generally, and in applying the rudder on the fore-side of tilt• 
screw-propeller, in the lower and aftermost part of the run, and 
below the propeller-11he.ft, the rudder being substituted for till' 
same Fart of the run of the ves.iel, as shown in fig l. The lower 
end o the sternpost meets the keelson, or timber running under 
the she.ft, at about the height of the centre of the shaft; and the 
one may be united very securely to the other, by a fianch or 
fianches on the shaft cylinder, let into and bolted to the sterupost 
and keelso'1. This keelson, or timber, should be large in siding, 
because of the hole through it for the rudder-head to puss through ; 
and it must have a rabbet to receive the bottom plank. 

The propeller is connected with the sternpost and vessel very 
firmly by a metal coupling-box a, which has a metal-frame b, at
tached to it for raising and lowering the propeller ; the coupling
box and hoisting-frame being formed with tongues, to slide in 
metal-faced grooves in the sides of the sternpost a, and the coup
ling-box having an interior collar, of the utmost requisite strength, 
fitted spinet a corresponding exterior collar round the propeller. 
The UDlon of the propeller to the ship i11 thus made abundantly 
strong for pressing the shaft into the propeller, and "backing 
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laden, and when she is light; and it is quite below the reach of 
shot. 

1111tern." An after-bearing for the shaft may be formed by the 
metal-rod e, set up with a screw to the stP.rn; which rod would 
also form an additional stop for the propeller on the shaft in back
ing astern. Or a rod might be attached to the upper and after
part of the hoisting-frame, and 11et up with a screw to the vessel's 
>1tern; and a small rod may be applied at the aft-side of the hoist
ing-frame, for ini1erting a forelock in the end of the shaft to secure 
the propeller in backing astern, which forelock would re;oh·e with 
the shaft on the pin at .r. The surface of the rudder mav be Rs 
large as that of the immersed part of the common n1dder, although 
1LS the pressure of the water on such a rudder would he once and a 
half as great as on the common rudder a much smaller surface 
would be sufficient fo1· steering, and the fower part might be re
duced. 

,,:.::=:.:.:.·;.;~-::~.:_:~:.:. 
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A large and very strongly formed rudder-band is fitted at the 
upper part of the rudder, with a large hole through it, of a square, 
hexagonal, or other form, into which the rudder-head r is fitted 
for turning the rudder; the lower rudder-bands might also be 
tormed similarly, and the braces fitted with an internal ring, that 
the rudder-head being extended downward as a substitute for the 
rudder-pins, may revolve in the braces, whilst it is fixed in the 
rudder-bands for turning the rudder. The rudder-head above the 
upper rudder-band is cylindrical, and passes through a metal cylin
der with a stuffing-box. It then surrounds the propeller-shaft so 
that the rudder may turn sufficiently in steering; and it extends 
to any conve11ie11t height to receive the tiller. Should the rudder 
he carried away a temporary rudder could be applied, by taking up 
the propeller, using sails only, and having the temporary rudder 
prepared with braces to slide down the sternpost grooves; by which 
it would be held securely to the ship, its lower e11d being secured 
with guys. 

The ad\•antages to be obtained from this improvement are, the 
maximum effect of the screw-propeller in propelling; the avoidance 
of risk of serious damage from a vessel's grounding, and the pre
servation of the strength, and the form, a11d the displacement of 
the after-.vart of a vessel. 

The clwm is for the right of applying a screw-propeller and a 
rudder conjointly to a ship or vessel in the positions above-men
tioned, and as shown in the engraving. The improvement in steer
ing ve11sels consist11 also in applying a similar rudder ti a ship or 
vessel not propelled by a screw. 

Such a rudder could be either shipped or unshipped afloat, by 
attaching a water-tight hose or cylinder to the rudder-head cylin
der, so that the rudder-h8!1d r, wi~h ~he rudder-pin or pins attach~d 
to it, may be drawn up 111 unslnppmg the rudder, or replaced ~n 
ahipping 1t. The keel m~y ~xtend w,ider the rudder, as shown m 
the engraving, to protect 1t m grounding. 

The advantages of such a rudder are, much less first c?st, inde
finite durability, through being always UI_ider water, hem~ below 
the impulses of waves, so that the steering would be umfo~l.Y 
eteady, and without hazard to the helms111a11, both when a ship 1s 

Another improvement in propelling vessels consists in making 
that part of the immersed volume, which is abaft the vertical and 
transverse plane in which the centre of gravity of the vessel is, ol 
such a form, that the longitudinal stability of the after-end of the 
vessel may be practically equal to that of the fore-end :-in order 
that the pitching motion, so far as it may be caused by the form ol 
the immersed _volume1 may be prevented; and that there may be 
the least possible resistance of the water to the propelling power 
This is of e8pecial importance in screw-propelled vessels, becau~ 
pitching raise11 the screw above the waters surface. 
T~e equal sta~ility of the fore and the after-ends of a ship, is 

obtamed by makmg the area of the load-water section abaft the 
abo,·e-mentic;in~d vertical and transverse plane, equal to the area 
of the rema1111ng part of the same water section, on the fore-side 
of t~e same plane ; and the moments of those areas, from the same 
ve~1cal and tra:nsverse plane ~!so e_qual ;_ a!1d by forming the lower 
horizontal sect10ns or water-lines Ill a s1m1lar manner · or so that 
the cubic contents of the immersed volumes, on each 'side of the 
~ame vertical and transverse plane, and the moments of the same 
immersed volumes from the same plane shall likewise be equal, 
the one respectively to the other. A vess~l of remarkably beauti
f~ form may _thus be produced. As the propelling power of the 
~md op. the sails ah.rnys depresses the fore-end of a ship, when it 
impels her onward, JUst as 1t depresses the lee-side when the wind 
acts obliquely, it appears contrary to the dictates df reason and of 
science, that ships should have, as they commonly have less sta
bility at the fore-end than at the after-end. By making th~ stability 
equal at both ends of a ship the pitching would be reduced to the 
least possible degree, the propel!ing power would produce greater 
speed1 the decks or gun-platforms would be kept more nearly in 
their horizontal positions, and the dangers and discomfort and ex
pense of "wear and tear," in rough weather, would be materially 
diminished. 

The claim is for making ships or vessels of the form above d&
scribed, so that the longitudinal stability of the fore-end may be 
practically equal to that of the after-end. 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES. 
TuoHAs RussELL CuAMPTO:s", of Adam-street, Adelphi engi

neer, for" lmpr.wementa in loco11VJtive enginea."-Granted J~ne 19 • 
Enrolled Dec. 19, 18-t.7. ' 

The improvements relate to the construction of the locomotive 
engine. 

The first improvement consists in introducing two pairs of 
driving-wheels, one pair to be placed behind the fire-box and the 
other pair _forward, in such manner that the weight of the boiler 
and maclunery_ may be borne equally by each pair of driving
wheel~. ~y this arrang~ment, the adhesion. of the wheels upon 
the rails will be more umform. The two pall"ll of driving-wheels 
are to be connected on the side by rods 111 the usual manner or 
con~ected separatelr, to the driving cylinders, or in any other ~on
veme11t mann~r. 1 he mode pre~erred by the patentee is shown in 
the seventh improvement. If 1t be desirable to construct the 
engine with six or more wheels, the patentee proposes to place 
them between the two pairs of driving-wheels but recommends 
that they should bear but little of the weight, by the employment 
of light elastic springs. 

The second improvement is in the construction of the fire
boxes, for the reception of the axles of the driving-wheels, the 
driving-wheels of the locomotive engine being placed more forward 
than the back of the fire-box. If large wheefs are to be used, a 
recess is to be formed transversely in the upper part of the fire
box for the axle ; and for smaller wheels, a recess is to be formed 
in the lower part of the fire-box: this latter arrangement dividl'S 
the fire-bars mt? twc;i parts. B)'. e_ither arrangement, the heating 
surface of the mtenor fire-box 1s mcreased, and the evaporative 
power of the boiler augmented. 

The third and fourth improvements consist in such arrangement 
of the various parts of the locomotive, that the axle of the fore or 
leading wheels may have outside bearings, and the axle of the 
drawing or after-wheels behind the fire-box, inside bearings. 

The fifth improvement consists in placing the eccentrics for 
working the valve11 on the outside of the driving-wheels by elon
gating the axle some distance through the boss of the' dri,·ing
wheels; the crank-pin, instead of being fixed to the boss of the 
driving-wheel, is fixed to a separate crank fastened to the end of 
the elongated part of the axle, leaving sufficie11t space between 
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the crank and the boBS of the wheel for the reception of the ec
centrics upon the axle. 

The sixth improvement is for transmitting the power from 
the &team crlinders to the driving-wheels, by introducing a vibra
tory shaft m the centre between the driving-wheels, as shown in 
the annexed figure. The steam cylinders a are fixed to the under-

'W 
I 

side of the boiler, with short connecting-rods b, which act on 
cranks or }even keyed on to the central shaft c; and on the ends 
of the latter are two arms or levers d d, which, through the two 
connecting-rods u, cause the two driving-wheels/ fto revolve. 

LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY. 
W1LLI..t.J1 EDWARDS ST.t.ITE, of Lombard-street, gentleman, for 

" oerlain Improvements in lighting, and in the apparattu or appara
tiuu eonnect«l therewith."-Granted Julys, 1847; Enrolled Janu
ary 8, 1848. LReported in the Mechanicl Magazine.] 

This invention relates to a method of lighting by electricily, as 
ahown in the annexed engravings. Fig. I, an external elevation of 

the a!i aratus ; fig. 2, a sectional elevation on the line W z (fig. 3) ; 
and • 8, a horizontal plan on the line y :t1 (fig. 1 ). The patentl!ll 
descri es his apparatus as follows:-

M, and N, are two cylinders of carbon, prepared as is afterwards 
describedf which are used as the electrodes, that is to say, the cur
rent of e ectricity is passed from one to the other as they stand 
end to end, their ends being separated by an interval of from less 
than one-twentieth to about half an inch, according to the power 
of the electric current used. The upper electrode, N, is p81111ed 
vertically through a hole in the summit of the metallic support, or 
tripod, K, and fixed by binding screws. The lower ends of the 
legs ot the tripod are passed through holes in the circular main
plate, A, of the apparatus, and secured in their positions by collars 
and nuts, but are carefully prevented from coming into metallic 
contact with the plate A, by means of washers aa, of some dry, 
hard, non-conducting wood. The legs terminate at bottom in set 
screws LL, which connect them with a conducting wire, which 
p888es round through the extremities of all the legs, and is con
nected with one end of the coil of the regulator R. The other end 
of this coil is led to a clamp B•J. with a set screw fixed at one side 
of the square wooden basement .u, on which the whole of the appa
ratus ie built, and which is mounted on four short supports, b b b b, 
at its corners, to allow room for some parts of the appa1atus which 
project below the basement. The mam-plate A is firmly attached 
to the basement B, by four pillars, cc cc. C, and D, are cones 
which spring from opposite sides of the apparatus, their common 
axis passing at right angles through the centre of the main-plate, 
A, which is bored out for the purpose. The apices of these cones 
are perforated, to admit the perpendicular central shaft, o~ which 

1'!1. I. 
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Jiu a socket for receiving and holding the lower electrOde 
M, at its upper ~nd ; and this socket is fur:nished ~~h ~t 
screws for secunng the electrode In an upright position m 
its centre, even though that electrode should happen to he 
of smaller size than the socket. At the bottom tlie socket 
is made of a conie11l forin, in order to keep the lower end 
of the electrode steady and concentric, so that it may be 
properly adjusted by the set screws, d d. This shaft 0 has 
a smooth straight part, below its socket, for a length equal 
to the distance between the apices of the fixed cones, C 
and D, which is equal to the amount of rise which the 
shaft admits of. to compenciate for the wear or shortening 
of one of the electrodes, while the light is in action ; this 
smooth part of the shaft moving freely through the hole 
in the apex of the upper cone. Below this smooth part 
the shaft is continued for an equal length, screwed ; the 
threads of the screw giving about one-twelfth of an inch 
of rise for every turn. This screwed p!lrt works through 
a nut e, which is set tight in the apex of the under cone 
D, and passes down the centre of a hollow cylinder or 
tube P, which is slotted internally (as shown at/fin figs. 
2 and 3). A little cross piece of metal, Q, is set tight on 
the bottom of the shaft O, by being screwed fast into its 
end, and this crOBS-piece Q (which is afterwards more par
ticularly described) fits acro88 the tube P, taking into the 
slots or grooves on each side, so that it can slide up or 
down in them. When, therefore, the tube P is made to 
revolve, it carries the shaft 0 round with it, by means of 
the sliding cron-piece Q, and makes it to rise or sink by 
its screw working in the fixed nut e, so that the shaft O, 
carrying the electrode Min its socket, has a rotary motion 
combined with its vertical motion, for the purpose of 
equalizing the wear of the electrodes on all sides. The 
tube P turns on a pivot g, which works in the bottom of a 
circular box of metal H, which is screwed into a hole of 
sufficient size in the bottom of the brass-plate G, which is 
fixed to the upper surface of the wooden basement B. 
The touching surfaces at the pivot g are coated with sil
ver, as that metal presents a surface peculiarly fitted for 
receiving the current of electricity. The upder end of 
the tube P receives the outer part of the fixe nut e, on 
which the tube turns, and is steadied as on an axis. On 
the upper part of the tube P a worm-wheel S, carrying 
forty teeth, Is attached, which is made to revolve by a 
horizontal double-thread tangent-screw T, the pitch radius 
of which is one-tenth of an inch. To one end of the 
screw is attached a crown-wheel U, carrying forty teeth, 
which is actuated by pinions V and WJ on an upright spin-
dle X. The pinions are at a somewhat greater distance 
apart than the diameter of the crown-wheel U, and gear 
into it from opposite sides, so that when the spindle X is 
raised a little, the lower pinion V (having eight teeth), is geared 
into the lower side of the crown-wheel; but when the spindle is 
sunk, the lower pinion is thrown out of gear, and the upper pinion 
W gears into the upper side of the crown-wheel; and the spindle 
continuing to revolve in the same direction as before, imparts a 
reversed rotation to the crown-wheel. When the spindle is kept 
at a medium degree of elevation, neither of the pimons is in gear 
with the crown-wheel, so that it remains quiescent. This spindle 
X is kept in its position by working through a hole in the middle 
plate, F, of the apparatus, which plate i1 attached firmly to three 
of the pillars c. The upper end of the spindle works through a 
hole in the centre of the bottom of a circular brass box I, which is 
fixed to the side of the under cone D, or to the under side of the 
main-plate A. The box I contains a centrifugal regulator Y, which 
consists of a bit of watch-spring bent into the form of the letter S, 
carrying two little weights h h at its ends, and fixed horizontally 
across the top of the spindle by the middle part of the spring, 
which fits into a cleft in the top of the spindle, and is secured by a 
small nut. When the spindle is made to revolve too fast, the 
weights at the end of the spring fly ~utwards ?Y their cent~ifugal 
force, and begin to touch and rub ~inst the. sides o~ t~e circular 
box I which friction checks the motion. This descnpt1on of go
verno'r preserves the motion more uniformly than the ordinary sort 
of fly, which acts by the re~istance of .the .ai!. Jus~elow this 
centrifugal governor there is a croBS-piece '• msert~d thr:ough. a 
transverse hole in the spindle X, ~o that when th~ 11pm e .1s at its 
medium degree of elevation, that 111 ~ say, when its two pmlons V 
and W are neither of them in gear ":1th the cro~n-wheel, the ends 
of the cro88-piece i meet a stop k, which may proJect from any fixed 
part of the apparatus, such as the cone D, and so stop the revoln-
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tions of the spindle ; while, as soon as the spindle is raised or low -
ered, the cross-piece i no longer meets the stop k, but passes over 
or under it, amd allows the spindle to commence its revolutions 
just before one of the pinions gears into the crown-wheel. The 
spindle X is actuated and kept with a constant tendency to revolve 
in one direction by a toothed wheel Z, keyed on to it just below the 
middle plate F, and this wheel is driven by a train of wheelwork 
W', supported between the middle and bottom plates F and G, 
similar to ordinary clockwork, and which is driven by a spring in a 
barrel I, acting on a fusee m, driven by a cord or chain; or the 
wheelwork may have any other contrivance as its prime mover

1 
aa, 

for instance, a common barrel with a cord and weight. The wheel 
Z is of such thickness that the motion up and down, which the 
spindle X admits of, will not ungear it from the next wheel in the 
driving train. 

The mode in which the spindle X and its pinions are raised or 
lowered, so as to vary the motion of the crown-wheel U and thereby 
of the electrode M, according to the exigencies ot the light, ia as 
follows :-The bottom of the spindle X terminates just below the 
driving-wheel Z, and rests on a plate of ivory n, which is supported 
on a short upright stem of brass o, which has its lower end screwed 
into a hole in the top of a solid cylinder of sol\ iron, p. This iron 
can move freely up and down in the central hole of a reel q round 
which a quantity of insulated copper wire is wound: one' end of 
this wire is led to the binding screw B, as before mentioned, which 
connects it with the positive wire of the galvanic regenerators, 
and the other end to the wire which passes through the binding 
screws L. The reel q of the regulator 18 fixed firmly to the wooden 
basement B, and a cap r of soft iron fits over it · but the iron of 
the cap does not extend quite to the centre or' the hole in it 

. 
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{through which the brass atem o passes), the central part of the 
top of the cap being of b1'881 80ldered to the iron, of one-half of 
the diameter of the iron cap lbelf'. The action of the electricity 
in the coil o( the regulator R cause11 the iron centre p to rise or 
fall, acco~ to the quantity of electricity passing: and in 110 
doing, the 11pmdle :X, which rests on it, to rise or lall with it. 
There Is a little eye attached to the bottom of the iron centre, to 
which ill suspended a counterpoise F' (an a&BOrtment of such coun
terpoiaell being kept for use), of auch weight a" to allow the iron 
centre to be just in equilibrium, or just ready to rise\ when the 
di8tance between the electrode& ie 11uch ae to allow the electric cur
rent to ftow freely enough to produce a steady and certain ~ht. 
There ill alao a little ledge •, around the lower end of the U'On 
centre, en which rests a disc I, of brase, of about the 1ise indicated 
in &he drawing, fig. 2; which (when. the iron centre falle below the 
neutral pointJ becomes supported around its outer edge by a circle 
of braa u, and it·lef't behind on it, when the iron centl"e continues 
io deacend, thus relieving it of its weight ; while on the other 
hand, i( the iron centre is dispoaed to rise above the neutial point, 
i& Jaaa to lift the whole weight of the br81l8 disc I. This arrange
ment gives the iron centre a tendency to remain stationary at the 
neutral point, which is that point at wl'lich the elevation of the 
spindle X enables the cr0111-&rID i to come into contact with the 
stop k, and arreat the rotation, and ao prevent unnecessary work
ing of the machinery, until the electric current haa varied 80 much 
u to render desirable an adjulltment of the distance between the 
electrodes; which the. iron centre etfects, u before described, by 
rising or falling. 

The neutral position at which the iron centre p llhould rest, is 
when the top of the iron centre is aa far below the top of the regu-
lator reel as is repreiiented in fig. 2. · 

The brass ring u, which supports the equilibrium weight, that is 
the bl'81111 disc t, is secured at the proper lieight by being attached 
io a sufficiently stitf strip of bran to, of a certain length, and which 
ia fixed by its other end to the other side of the wooden basement 
B. The brasa ring u can be ad.1118ted to the requisite height ex
ac:tly, after the apparatus is made, by a milled-headed screw pass
ing through the wooden ba1ement, and screwing down on the sup
porting brass strip (not far from u), 80 as to deprea it to the right 
~tion. 

The sliding cross-piece Q, before adverted to, is constructed in 
_ the manner separately represented in fig. 4.. A spring Q (of thin 

hard brau, for inlltance,) is attached to one side OI the crou part 
by a small screw, 80 that when the croSB-piece is placed in the slots 
of the tube P, the spring always remain11 in close though not forci
ble contact against the sides of the slots, so as to insure a ~ 
conduction to the electric current which has to travene the s1iaft, 
and enter from the croSB-piece into the slotted tube. 

The tangent-screw T is made not quite horizontal, but inclined 
at an angle of one in twenty, because the lower pinion V is smaller 
than the upper one; and therefore it is necessary that the lower 
edge of the crown-wheel U should be tilted nearer to the axis of 
the 1pindle X. The lower pinion ls made smaller, in order that it 
may the better wind down the main shaft O, after it has screwed 
itaelf up, until the ends of the electrodes come into firm contact, 
len it llhould. stick in that position. 

The screw No. I, which futens the stand 3 of the tangent
screw to the middle plate F passes thro~h a hole 4, enlaraed side
way11 in the stand ; so that by only loosening the screw ~' the stand 
may turn on the other screw 2, as a centre, 80 as to allow of the 
tangeAt-screw T being adjusted to the right distance from the 
centre of the wheel B, in order that it may work properly into its 
teeth, or

1 
when required, to thro• the tangent-screw out of gear 

with it altogether. 
The thread of the screw of the main abaft 0, llhould be of a 

mqnare form, 80 that it &hall work with as little friction NI may be, 
when support~ the weight of the abaft and electl'ode. 

A cone of white glaas or porcelain, E', i11 made to slip over the 
upper cone C of the main plate, and is turned up at the edges (as 
llhowo in figs. 1 and 2), to refiect the lia'ht better, and to catCh any 
dwt and ash which may be thrown otf lrom the electrodes. 

A glass ehade which may be ground pi.rtially or not, as desired 
fib over the eie::trodes, M and N, and the stand K, and is screw;i 
down to the main-plate A2 by the br11111 circle E, into which its 
lower edge is cemented, whereby the electrodes are enclosed en
tirely from the outer air. As soon as they have exhausted .the 
oxygen which is within the glass llhade, they are no longer 80 rapidly 
consumed. When the electrodes, however, are composed of some 
inferior sorts of carbonaceous preparations they give light more 
steadily ifa very small quantity or atmospheric air is continually 
allowed to enter; that 111 to ay, just sufficient to burn away the 

button of CArbon which sometimes fonns on the end of that elec
trode which is not undergoing decomposition by the electric cur
rent. When there are no holes in the glass shade to admit of a 
small quantity of atmospheric air, two light valves may be inserted 
in the main plate A, one opening inwards and the other outwards, 
which would provide for the varying pressure of the air when the 
temperature is altered by the presence or abaence of the light 
within. 

The coil of insulated wire of the regulator R. should be oompoll&d 
of wire of such thickneu as to conduct the electric current quite 
freely. For an apparatus of the siu represented in the engravings 
it may be about three-sixteenth11 of an inch in diameter; but if 
electrodes of a larger size are employed, the wire should be pro
portionally increased in thicknellll, and the rej[UJator R. made aa 
large as the dimensions of the apparatus wilf admit of, in order 
that the reel should take a sufficient number of turns of the thick 
wire; for with wires too thin, considerahhl heat is evolved from 
them when transmitting the current. Two circular brass weight&., 
aa, fitone over the other around the ivory top nn, which carries the 
pi vut of the spindle X ; their use is to enable an euier and more 
precise adjustment of the weight on the iron centre than can be 
effected by altering the large weight F', which is hung at the bot
tom of the iron centre. 

When it is intended to use small currents of electricity, the 
spindle X, and all its appurtenancu, should be made very light, 
and the iron centre may for the same object be made hollow with 
advantRge; its sitles, however, should not be less than one-twelfth 
of an inch in thickneSB. 

The electric current may be obtained from a galvanic apparatus 
of any of the known sorts, or from any other convenient source; 
and it may be used of various intensities and quantities. A good 
degree of intensity to use1 is snch as would be afforded by one 
hundred cells in a series or the usual sort employed in galvanic 
apparatuses ; and the quantity of the current may vary from that 
e\·olved by the consumption of lea than one-and-a-half grains of 
zinc per minute in eRch cell, to that evolved by the consumption of 
more than fifteen grains of zinc per minute. 

The wire from the positive, that is, the zinc pole of the ll:Blvanic 
Rpparatus, is clamped with the binding screw at ps whicJi serve1 
as the conductor through the regulator coil, and· then up to the 
upper electrode N. The wire from the other, or negative pole of 
the galvanic apparatus, is to be clamped with the other binding 
screw at B', which is connected by a slip of metal (copper) to the 
bottom plate G of the apparatus, so that the current passing from 
the lower end of the upper electrode N to the top of the lower 
electrode M, then travert1es the central shaft O, pas11es through the 
cross piece Q, at its lower end, into the slotted tube P, and thence 
through its pivot at bottom into the metallic box or cavity H, 
which being in metallic connection with the bottom plate G, leads 
the current to that plate and thence by the slip of copper to the 
other clamp, from which it passes in return circuit through the 
negative wire of the galvanic apparntus. The current, when first 
applied with the electrodes in contM:t, flows freely, and that causes 
the regulator (being properly weighted) to raise the spindle X, and 
thus put the apparatus into gear for screwing the centre shaft 0 
downwards, and gradually separating the electrodes, whereupon 
the light begins to appear between them. 

The patentee then describes the method of preparing the carbon 
for 'his electrodes :-About equal quantities are taken of coal of a 
medium quality, and of the prepared coke, known as "Church's 
Patent Coke," and both reduced to a stRte of fine powder and inti
mately mixed together. The mixture is then placed in close 
wrought-iron moulds, which may be made either to give the mix
ture the form of a block, to be afterwards cut into pieces of the re
quired shape, or to give at once to the mixture the form of the in
tended electrode. In all cases it preferred to make the moulded 
mass of not more than 8 or 4. inches in its least diameter, for when 
larger it is liable to have fissures, and not to be of such uniform 
density. The mixture being placed in these moulds, is subjected 
to heat and heavy preBBure until it becomes consolidated into a 
very dense and firm mll88. And when the mass is in a heated state 
it is plunged into sugar, melted by heat (without the aid of any 
liquid,) and kept therein for a 11hort period. It ill then taken out 
and allowed to become cold, when it is placed amongst J>ieces of 
charcoal in a close ve&1el, which is gradually heated until it attains 
a full red heat, after which the temperature is increased to an in
ten!l8 white heat; at which it should be kept for many hours, or 
even two or three days, according to the hardness and compactneaa 
desired. Or the mass may be a second time immersed in the melted 
sugar while hot, and the remainder of the proce11 be again repeated 
as before. 
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By coating the m81111 in this way with melted sugar, any pores 
that may be in it (on its external surface at least), are filled up 
with carbonaceous matter, and any subsequent drying rendered un
necessary. 

The following the patentee states to be the best dimensions for 
the electrodes :-The lower electrode should be as long as can be 
conveniently manufactured (8 inchee for instance,) when used for 
ordinary purposes, and it siiould be of a cylindncal form. The 
11111aller the diameter is, the better the light ; but the larger the 
electrode is (in croSB section), the longer it will last with a given 
current of e"lectricitr. The upper electrode need not be of any 
greai length; it is well, however, to have it about one-third 88 long 
as the lower one, and of half the diameter. 

The patentee concludes his specification with the following ae
count of a method of employing currents of electricity to actuate 
apparatus for effecting the speedy lighting up and extinction or 
obscuration of signal lamps in which oil, camphine, or other like 
inflammable fluid is the illuminating substance employed :-Sup
pose, for example, there are three such lamps with different coloured 
gl888es, say white, green and red, which are required to be some
times lighted, and at other times extinguished or obscured, as is 
usual on railways, and not all at once, but in a particular order of 
11equence, or each under particular circumstances only, I effect this 
in the followintl' manner. The three coloured signal lamps are 
placed side by side, or they may be placed one above the other. A 
sectional elevation of one of these is given in fig. S. A' is a bar of 

Pig. 6. 

metal, having a drop bar B', attached to it. These bars are for the 
purpose of working three. extinguishers, one to each lamp. The 
figure shows one of these extinguishers as applied to a lamp ; the 
dotted lines in the figure indicate the position which it assumes 
when raiHed up. The drop bar B' is attached to a clockwork 
escapement, the detent of which is alternately retained and liberated 
by the passage of electric current and by its mechanical force 
raises up the bar B'i.. and eausee the llght, in whichever lamp it may 
be, to be put out. The three extinguishen are made to move to
gether, to save the necessity of each l>eing provided with a separate 
extinguishing mechanism. In the centre of the burner of each 
lamp is a r~ a, of fine platinum wire, which is so contrived 88 to 
touch the wick of the lamp, and the current of electricity being 
made to p888 through this platinum ring, it becomes intensely 
heated, and thereby ignites the wick of the lamp. I do not restrict 
myself, however, to the employment of platinum wire, as carbon 
for this rurpose may be used. or any other difficultly-fusible mate
rial; neither do I !unit myselr to the employment oi a ring of any 
particular form. The wick may, for instance, be a flat wick, and 
in that ease a straight piece of wire would be suitable for the ar
rangement. 

ARTIFICIAL FUEL. 

BoNnv AzuLAV, of Rotherhithe, Surrey, printer, and Aea.&B .. Uf 
Sow110NS, of London, merchant, for "lmprouemenu in the manu
facture of charcoal and other fuel." -Granted June 10; Enrol!t'tl 
Dec. IO, 184.7. 

This invention relates, first, to the manufacture of charcoal, 
to avoid waste caused by breaking it. This is effected by reducin:t 
the waste to powder, and then compressing it, by an hydrauJi,, 
preBS or other apparatus, in moulds, until the m8S8 is reduced to 
from one-fifth to one-eighth of its original bulk. 

The second invention relates to making fuel of small coal, 
breeze, coke, and cinders, with or without charcoal.. by pulverizing 
the whole, and then compressing the powder into biocks. 

The third invention relates to makmg a fuel for lighting fires, 
by mixing charcoal powder, small coal, breeze, coke, and cindeni 
(all or any of them), with tar, pitch, resin, or other suitable in
"ammable substance, and compressing the mixture in moulds; and 
when taken from the mould, the block is dipped in the tar &c., 
and covered with saw-dust and wrapped in waste paper: a block 
so prepared will readily ignite on the application of a lighted 
match. 

WATER GAUGE. 
ALFRED VINCENT NEWTON, of 66, Chancery-lane, Middlesex, 

mechanical draughtsman, for "lmpr()l,'8(/, apparatWJ to be applied "1 
ateam-boilera.n -Granted April IS; Enrolled Oct. IS, 1847. (A 
communication.) 

The principle upon which the apparatus is constructed is that 
of a percussive horizontal action of a flat surface upon a portion 
of the water to be gauged. One form of apparatus on this prin
ciple is shown in the annexed engravings, figs. I and 2, bein1t an 
external view and section. a, the steam-boiler; b, a small cylinder 

Fig. I. Fig. 2. 

communicating therewi~h by two tube~ c ti, the npper one with the 
steam, and the lower with the water · e a piston moving freely in 
the cyli11~er b, and connected by a r~d 

1
f, to a ~ibrating lever g, 

enclosed ma quadrant-shaped chamber. The pivot of the lever g 
passe11 through a stuffing-boxj, made at the small end of the quad
~ant, and. ea~rie:i externally another lever h, furnished with an 
mdex for md1catmg, on a graduated scale the height of water in 
the boiler. Aro.di is suspended from the'lever h, for enabling the 
at.tendant ti:! raise the piston in the cylinder, and bring it down 
with percussive force on to the surface of the water in order to 
ascertain its exact height. It will be at once unde~tood that the 
~me pressure of steam .and water must exist in the cylinder and 
its quadrant case as in the boiler, and that the "'orking of the 
apparatus cannot be affected thereby. 
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ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF INLAND NAVIGATION. 
By HoN. & REv. A. P. PEBCEVAL, B.C.L., 

CHAPLAIN TO TBB QUEEN. 
Ca.tPTEB I.-On Uie ComparatifJe Prwp«ti've Yalue of RaiJ1DtJy• 

and Canah. 
In the month of Decembe!i 1844, while a pnrty of travellers and 

traden1 were waiting at the t;rewe Station the arrival of the up
traill, and ~rly dlscu88illg railway matters, that mania being 
then at its height, they were startled from their propriety, ~ 
hearing an individual in the room addre88 them thus: "We 
~ntlemen, I will back the canals 11gainst the railways 7IOtD; 
in\eod to invest wholly in them, and I aih-i11e you all to do the 
88Dle." If a pistol had been discharged in the midst of the com
pany, it could hardly have produced a more striking effect. All 
iotared ; and most, by movement or ejaculation, ~ve token of 
estreme surprise. Some looked with pity upon the 11peaker, a 
clericyman, as thouirh the BBying, "Ne irutor ultra crepidam," was 
pusing in their mind11, and they contemplated one about to ruin 
himself and his family by meddling in matters out of his sphere. 
But when he proceeded to propound, for the consideration of the 
company, his grounds for the opinion which he had expressed, none 
were found ready to gainil8y the reasonableness of them. They 
were these: 

I. That the wear and tear on canals is so inconsiderably less than 
on railways, that the former, if properly conducted, must be able 
to undersell the latter. 

II. That while lines of railway may be multiplied ad libitum, 
occasioning unlimited competition, and con!l('quently unlimited 
reduction of profits, euch multiplkation of lines of water con
veyance is almost physically impo888ible: consequently, that canals 
must always retain a comparative monopoly. 

III. "Remember, gentlemen," he said, "that human talent and 
ingenuiiy have been taxed to the utmost to bring all the appliances 
that science can afford, to promote locomotion on railways; while, 
iu yet, uothing, or next to nothing, of the sort has been attempted I 
OD (";llnals... • I 

Three years have elapsed since these opinions were expressed at 
Crewe: let us see what light can be thrown upon the soundness of , 
them, by comparing, 1st, The present state of railways with its t 

condition at that time ; 2ndly, The respE'cth·e condition and pro- I 
epecta of railways and CllDalS, then and at the present time. 

I. To take three old and well-established lines for illustration: 
The value of the under-mentioned was, in Dec. '44; is, in Dec. '47 

London and Birmingham ... ,, 2'l8 ,, ISO 
Great Western ,, l.$7 ,, 90 
London and South-Western ,, 77 ,, SO 

II. Let us take for illustration the Birmingham Railway and the 
Birmingham Canal : 

Io December 1844, the Birmingham Railway furniiihed to the 
proprietors, not merely in actual dividends, the 10 per cent. (to 
which it had been sought by Act of Parliament to restrict the 
profits on railway enterprise)) but advantages in new shares, &c.
w general estimation certainly not le88 than another 10 per cent. 

We have now before us the Report of this company for the half
year ending Midsummer 18'7; announcing in the plainest terms, 
that the second of the causes alleged at Crewe as a reason for 
regarding railways as offerilljf doubtful security for investment, 
namely, the liability to unlimited competition, has begun to tell 
with fearful e!'ect against the prosperity of this most prosperous 
of railway undertakings, which is no longer able to pay even the 
legal IO per cent. The Chairman is stated to have said: "He 
hoped that before Parliament sanctioned anv further extension of 
the principle of competition or of reduced tares, they would hear 
in miAd the inevitable results which must follow from pursuing 
such a course. They saw its effect upon their receipts now ........• 
Competition might go on in consequence of rivalry and contention 
beiween different companies; but what would be the effect? The 
proprietors would interfere and force the directors to reduce the 
e.tabliahments of the two companies to the lowest pllf!llible point ; 
uaioa would be taken off', servants would be discharged, the whole 
machinery of the companies would be deteriorated, and what would 
become of the public safety? This would be the result of those 
doatrines of competition which had been taken VP by the legisla
ture." -Here, then, we have the confession of the most intelligeni 
of railway chairmen, at the head of the most influential of railway 
companies, avowing in the face of Europe that railways afford so 
iDaeCIU'8 an investment for capital, that they cannot possibly be 

relied upon, unless in their behalf the doctrine of Free Trade, to 
which all mankind, to speak generally, have gi\·en in their adhe
sion, be repudiated ; and an artificial protection be afforded to 
them, which has been denied, not only to the inland navigation, 
but even to the agriculture of the country ! 

.Meanwhile, how has the Birmingham Canal been faring? In 
December 18«, in consequence of the railway mania, it had so 
fallen in public estimation, and apprehensive value, that projects 
for drainmg off the water, and converting the channel& into rail
way beds, "'ere eeriously discussed. 

We have also before us the Report of this Company for the half
year ending .Midsummer 1847 : from which it appears, that not
withstanding its operations have been impeded by a very question
able (in point of prudence) alliance whicn it has contracted with 
the Birmingham RailwaY', whereby it has placed itself, to a certain 
extent, under the control of the latter, on condition of receiving 
from it a guarantee, in perpetuity, of the customary dividend of 
£4 per share (a guarantee which it is doubtful whether the railway 
company would be able to make good, should the canal company 
ever be so reduced as to demand the fulfilment of it), and notwith
standing a " considerable pressure on the mercantile world," to 
which in common with the railway, it has been subjected, its affairs 
are in a state of unexampled prosperity. " The account for the 
last half-year," the Report says, "exhibits a considerable increase 
of revenue, the amount for the six months ending 30th of June 
last, including rents, being £86,,2S 78. 34d. [be:!" an increase of 
£~!1,192 above the corresponding half-year in 18.a.6 . The balance 
of the accounts, after providing for the payment o the half-year's 
interest, and ihe usual dividend of £2 per share (which the com
mittee now recommend to be paid free from the income-tax), show11 
a surplus of upwards of £9,000." 

In other cases, where the canal comr,anies have not tied their 
hands from competing with rival rai ways, as the Birmingham 
Canal Company have done by their compact with the Birmingham 
Railway, the truth of the first of the reasons alleged at Crewe ha.'! 
had opportunity of being tested : and the result has been, to speak 
generally, to confirm and establish ih truth ; and Lord Ellesmere 
on his waters, and the Birmingham and \V orcester Company on 
theirs, to name no others, can tell the world that they have ceased 
to ~read any evil efl'ec~s from rail~ay competition; throl!Hh fear of 
which the former received (accordmg to report) trom £80,000 to 
£100,000, by way of compeDi18tion; and the latter unprofitably 
expended several thousands in an abortive railway speculation. 

It remains to be seen whether the third of the reasons alleged at 
Crewe in 1844, for preferring canals to railways for investment-
namely, "that while human ingenuity has been taxed to the utmOl!t 
to facilitate locomotion on railways, little or no attention has been 
bestowed upon the improvement of inland navigation," -is as sound 
as the others (apparently) have proved to be: in other word".? 
"whethn- inland natrigation u oot capable of f1t!rY great impromnent. 
This shall be the subject of the next chapter: before entering upon 
which, let it be well-considered, by way of encouragement to turn 
attention to the subject that a <oery littk improvement will suffice to 
bring upon the canals the whole or almost the whole of what forms 
the chief source of revenue on many railways-namely, THE coN
VEYANcE OF LIVE STOCK. No grazier, or butcher, it is believed, 
will be found to affirm otherwise than that, if the choice were 
o!'ered to him, he would choose rather to convey the stock that he 
baa to sell, or kill, by water than by rail 

CBAPTEB II.-On the lmpt'OfJl!ment of Inland NafJigaOOll. 
When the mind has once been directed to devise means of ren

dering our lines of inland navigation more available than at 
present they are found to be for the commerce of the country, the 
!imall degree of attention which has as yet been be11towed upon 
them is apparent at every turn. Of the matters calling for amend
ment, some are obvious to every passer-by; othe1s require con
sideration to be noted ; others again require argument and proof. 
Again, some are in the power of the parties trading upon the 
waters ; others in that of the proprietors or trustees of the water,;; 
others again require either extension, combination, or the inter
ference of the legislature. 

I. Let those matters in which the want of amendment is mani
fest to all be first considered. Of such let these be named :-1st. 
The atyk and condition of the animala usually employed in the traf
fic. Generally speakin~, these are the worst of their kind, dis
abled, low in condition, ill-groomed, ill-fed,-a striking contra&t to 
those employed in land carriage.-'lndly. The atate of tlUJ tra~kwalfa. 
Natural earth, mud, water, deep sand, slippery chalk. Contriiu 
these with the roads and ways employed in land traffic. By thE' 
sides of other roads care is taken to keep the cattle from trespau-
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ing ; here nothing of the aort is attem~ted. On other ~ads, all 
gates, except in cases of enreme necessity, and then with ao~e 
person to watch them are carefully excluded. On these, there 11 

usually a gate at the ~nd of every field, the hedges running. d<?wn 
to the water: 88 if a premium had been offered for the mult1phca
tion of causes of obetruction.-Srdly. The attendanc6 at the lockB, 
which correspond to the turnpikes on land . roads. On l~nd
travelling a turnpike-house is a necelll!811' adjunct to ~turnpike
gate, 88 close as possible. But where m .water-travellmg _do we 
find lock-houses-or if found, at what distance are they Situated 
from the locks lnirui:ted to the care of the occupiers ?-4thly. The 
omwtruction of the bridgea so low down to the water, 88 to leave no 
room between them and it for an ordinary load to pass. 

U. Among the matters in which the necessity o( alteration will, 
probably, be admitted as soon as pointed out1 ~e these :-;-1st. 77~ 
application qf art!fieial locomotive power. 1!1 tb1s respect, 1t mus~ be 
acknowledged that England is somewhat m advance of her neigh
bours, for she has attained to horse-power on trackwap; w~e1eas, 
in the inland navi~tion of the contment, when the wmd fails, the 
means of locomot1on usually had recourse to are either shoving 
with long poles· or ropes made fast to posts and drawn in by direct 
hand draught; 'or men and women yo~ed like brute b~asts, with 
broad belts over their breasts, upon which (even womens breasts) 
the weight of the draught appears to be borne,-a sight sickening 
and revolting. Englanil is in advance of these,_ and for sue~ brute 
labour has applied brutes instead of human beings; but st1l! only 
for direct draught: the livinf!' hone ~as as yet not been applied to 
leverage in this service [as 1s used m Canada]; nor have tho11e 
cheapest and most obvious of all artificial powers, the water
wheel and the wind-wheel, been as yet ~pplied for a purpose for 
which in so many cases they. are 80 adm1rab~y adapted ; nor sta
tionary steam-engines, except m one or two mstances. In a few 
cases, paddle-wheels have been called _in, wh!chi on mai:iy aecounts, 
are the most undesirable of all for th18 part1cu ar serv1ce.-2ndly. 
The comtrurlion of tlli! bargea: first, as to their material, which, m 
almost all cases, now is of wood, more expensi~e, less durable, 
heavier, and more bulky than iron, to a very considerable propor
tion·. secondly 80 that the barge may float on the water, and not 
~ its !eve~ necessitating the drawing through it. What the 
specific gravity of atmospheric air is,_ s_eems a point not easy o~ 
solution, seeing that the baromete~ exh1b1ts a perpetual flu~tuat1on, 
but the specific gravity of water 1s. st~ted on. good authonty to be 
62i lb. to the cubic foot. When 1t 1s considered t~at for every 
cubic foot of barge below the water-level, 62i lb. weight of water 
has to be moved at every inch, one would have thought the atten
tion of all concerned would have been directed to carry as much 
of the cargo above and as little b~low 88 pos~ible. But, ~omehow 
or another a diametrically opposite course 1s almost umversally 
adopted : ~bout three inches of the barge appears above the .water
linl' and all the rest is sunk below-so that the greatest resistance 
whi~h the case will permit is carefully secured.-3rdly. The mea~ 
of attending or de8cending from one water-letJtl to another. As yet, m 
England we have attained only to the old lock, and that so con
structed 'as to afford the chief cause of detention in water convey
ance. The consumption of time, the s~rain up?n the cattle, the 
wear and tear of tackle, now required m drawmg a d~ep:laden 
barl$'e into a lock are well known to all who have to do with mland 
naVJgation Yet' apparently, it requires little contemplation Ill a 
lock to se~ how (even without altering the constructio!1 ol the 
barges, and still dragging the goods through the wat~r) an imm~nse 
saving of time and labour may be effe.cted, b! a shght ~terat1~n: 
while the field for invention and experiment m perr.nd1cular hfts 
and inclined planes is as yet almost unoccupied; only our neigh
bours in the United States of America have lately adopted one 
apecies of the former, while those in C~ina hne of long time very 
extensively employed t_he latter-of which son,,ie account and draw
ings are to be found m Lord Macartney's Embnssy.-4thly. The 
aupply of water: both in the saving it at the change of levels, a.nd 
in securing supe;J.ies in dry weather, all must see ~ow .much r~m1u!1s 
to be done· wbile few, probablv, who apply their mmds to it, will 
consider ar:y great difticitlty to lie in the way of improvement. 

III. Of matters calling for improvement, which it requires ar
gument or experiment to .est~blish, it ~ill suffice to s~ggest ~ne, of 
a mechanical nature-which 1s, the pomt of draught, to which, at 

P.resent, as far as appears, no n~ten~io~ has been paid ; but. which, 
1t is hard to conceive to be a thmg indifferent. But of this. class, 
the most important ~s the joint.ed system of. o'!r lines of inland 
navigation-broken into short piece!', under d1stmct governments, 
like the turnpike trusts; but attem1,>ting a~inst one another a 
system of injury, which the trustees of turnpike roads have, appa-

rently, never contemplated. Between London and Birmingham, 
for instance, there are as many 88 four such, at least. It is in vain 
that one, two, or three of these concur in meeting the public 
convenience and their own general interests, by reduction of tolls 
or any other combined improvement, aa long as it is in the power 
of the remaining portion or portions to profit by the reductions of 
the others, by either maintaining their own tolls at the unreduced 
rate, or even raising them in the face of the reduction of o\hen; 
both of which cases are found not unfrequently to occur. 

CeAPTBB 111.-0n tM Formation of Inland Navigation Conteyance 
CompaniN. 

The only apparent method of overcominjl.' the last-named diffi
culty in the way of the improvement of inland navigation-namely, 
that arisin~ from the division of interests at work upon all our 
chief lines tapart from.direct legislative interference, which is the 
last and least-desirable remedy, ~-is the f?rmation of com:eyance 
companies throughout a whole fine; offermg to all the different 
navigation companies along the line, shllres according to their mile
age; and to all the parties already trading on those navigations, 
snares according to the amount of capitaJ. already embarked in 
this employment. By this means it ahould seem not merely prac
ticable but eaaytounite, for the common benefit of all, those interests, 
the confliction of which at preaent is found to be injurious to all. 

The writer, who is a clergyman, and who has turned his atten
tion to the improvement of this department of human industry, 
chiefly, or rather solely, with the view of makin~ it subservient to 
the best interests, i;iresent and future, of mankmd, has already in 
several quarters privately ,Put forward suggestions for the forma
tion of such companies, which have hitherto been generally favour
ably received ;-he now desires to submit them more extensively -to 
the consideration of his fellow-men, based upon this condition, 
which he has invariably exhibited-namely, That proviaion for tM 
apiritual and educational want8 of all tM employ/68 of mc/1 a company, 
and of all who are called into being (by the encouragement git>en to 
marriagt) by iU prOHperitg-and al8o for their bodily tcanu, in •ick
nu•, accidents, and 8Uf11rannuatio11--.'1/i.all form aji.rBt q1uJ nec.euary 
item of such company a e.rpeiiditure to an utent not exceeding one-. 
tenth of the whole. 

How extensively such a principle, if generally adopted by our 
great companies, would tend to the amelioration of society, and the 
comfort and well-being of all classes, drawing them together by 
the surest bonds of Christian faith and love, there can be no need 
of words to demonstrate. The more each man contemplates it in 
his own breast, the more (the writer believes) it will be found to 
commend itself, alike acceptable to God and approved of men. 

Taking Birmingham as the centre of British industry, such com
panies may obviously with advantage be formed, respectively, on 
the followmg main lines, omitting for the present the considera
tion of the less important :-1. Birmingham Worcester, Gloucester, 
and Bristol · 2. Birmingham, Chester, and Lil'el"JIOO!; 3. Binning
ham, Manchester, Leedii, Halifax...? and Hull; 4. Birmingham and 
London; 5. Birmingham and 1.;hichester. Again, 6. Hull and 
Liverpool; 7. Hull and London; 8. London and Bristol; 9. Lon
don and Chichester. 

To complete the line ot inland navigation from Birmingham and 
the manufacturing districts to the British Ch81lllel, there needs but 
to connect the Grand Junction with the Colne, a cut of one 'or two 
miles which falls into the Thames at Egham, from which the out
let is' at Weybridge; and 80 by Guildford and Arundel. This a\ 
present neglected, but surely most importan~ line from London to 
the British Channel, either into Arundel or 1.;hichester-that is to 
say, Langston harbour-is quite complete. By it, if a proper com
pany were formed, and the commonest appliances brought to bear, 
goods discharged in either of those harbours could be landed at 
London-bridge easill within twenty-four hours, at a highly re
munerative charge o ten shillings per ton, covering all. Thus, in 
time of war, all the hazard to our merchandise which the Duke of 
Wellington has prognosticated from French steamers in the little 
French ports, with the sun always on their backs, would be obviated, 
and the incalculable expenditure contemplated in the acknow
ledgedly-hopeless undertaking of making a Harbour of Refuge a\ 
Dover would be superseded. And at all times the risk of insurance 
from weather, the chief part of which from China t11 London is cal
culated on the passage through the Straits of Dover and round the 
coast of Kent, to say nothing of delays incalculable, would be re
moved. The present unoccupied harbour of Langston is of size to 
receive in safety the whole merchant fleet of the country. Again, 
by continuing the navigation of the Wey beyond Godalming in the 
direction of Alresford, and extending the navigation of the Itchin, 
with a cut of five or &ix miles to unite them, another line of inland 
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navigation from London to the Channel would be completed ; and 
lly continuing the navigation of the Test or Auton to Whitchurch 
or Ash, with a cut of five miles to the Basingstoke canal, a third 
line would be completed : and Langston, Arundel or Littlehamp
ton, and Southampton become the ports of London. 

On the other side of the Irish Channel, conveyance companies 
between Dublin and Waterford {by the Barrow navigation, as 
thriving a water concern as any in the kingdom, and the receipts 
on which last year were greater than ever); and between Dublin 
and Limerick (by the Grand Canal, one ot the finest in the king
dom, and the Shannon), obviously present themse1ves. A cut of 
three miles, or thereabouts, connecting the Slaney with the Barrow, 
would bring Wexford within inland navigation of Dublin. A cut 
of about the same length from the Grand Canal at Ballinasloe, into 
one of the small rivers that run into Galway Bay, would connect, 
in the shortest line, the Atlantic with the Irish Sea. 

It is believed by the writer that every one of the twelve or fifteen 
lines here enumerated will be admitted by all practical men to pre
aent, if properly conduct-ed, as safe openings for capital and indus
try u any in the kingdom. 

REVlEWB. 

A Gtlid6 ta tAe Propw IUgulation of Building1 in To1D111, rut a 
llltmY of PrMOOting and Securing tlae HttJllJi, Comfort, and Safety 
of tM Inhabitant.. By W11. HosJUNG, Architect & V.E. Lon
don : Murray, 1848. 

Mr. Hosking's book may be taken as one of the signs of the 
times, and therefore we give our attention to it, and recommend it 
to our readers. The outcry for sanitary reform can no longer be 
unheeded ; it has led to a practical movement, which must go on. 
The architect!!, engineers, and medical men, who created this 
mo,·ement, and have fostered it-and we rejoice that our publica
tion has been found among the earliest advocates-may feel justly 
gratified that their proceedings have at length received the coun
tenance and co-operation of the legislature. Those, however, who 
have held back, or thought that the agitation had no practical 
authority, and was merely a noise about trifles, must now bestir 
themselves, or they will be left behind by their more enlightened 
compeers. Obstinate adherence to old prejudices has already 
broUght public ridicule on several men of standing; and reputa
tions which have cost scores of years to build up are at once knocked 
down, when it is found thai the parties have for scores of years 
been wasting the public money, in the despite of e\•ery warning. 
The public are now awakened, and they require at the hands of 
architects and builders a degree of knowledge as to structural 
arrangements, which formerly was never thought of. For all the 
better class of buildings it is no longer enough to run up a set of 
walls and to line them, but the buildings must be made habitable 
otherwise than by being mere shelters against rain. They must 
have properpro,·ision for lighting, warming, ventilation, and sewage; 
matteni about which employers. and builders thought very little 
11>me years ago. The reports of the Sanitary Commissioners, the 
labours of Messrs. Roe and Phillipe. the work of Mr. Hosking, are 
landmarks, whereby professional men may note the set of the cur
rent., and observe the disposition of the authorities to carry out to 
ihe full what used to be laughed at as the theories of sanitary 
reform. Mr. Hosking, of course, disclaims anl official character 
for his book; but his station as one of the Officia 'Referees for Me
tropolitan Buildings, will, in the eyes of the public, give an official 
character to his book in despite of himself; and most of what he 
1&ys is so reasonable, that it will work its way with the legislature, 
the public, and the profession, all of whom his book interests. 

Although it is perfectly true that the improved system of struc
lural arrangements has arisen mostly from the labours of architects 
and engineers, yet it has not been fostered so generally among the 
profession u is desirable. Indeed, the public at this moment are 
ahead of architects and builders-a state of affairs which cannot 
long continue with comfort to the latter. This arises, we fear, 
from a want of appreciation of the value of professional literature, 
and therefore the want of a laudable spirit of investigation and 
information. If it be remembered that until our JournalwM esta
bliahed, no architectural periodical had been able to maintain 
itself, this will show what the state of affairs formerly was; but 
though the nnmber of years which this Journal has existed is a 
proof ihat we have effected a change for the better, we cannot but 

be sensible that architecta are not so much alive as they ought to 
be to the cultivation of professional learning. To advert, u an 
instance, to our own publication, we feel well &.1111ared that by a 
great number of our readers our earlier remarks on sanitary and 
structural arrangements were passed over as being of no interest, 
or as not being immediately practical, because the reader did not 
take the trouble to investigate and search out for himself the truth 
or justice of our arguments. The consequence hat1 been that many, 
instead of being ~adually led and prepared to a practical appre
ciation of the sub1ect, wake up as it were suddenly to a conscious
ness that they have got to learn a great deal immediately and with 
some trouble, which they might have learned slowly and euily. 
We have sometimes met with remonstrances because we have given 
attention to questions which were thought the whims of the day, 
but the importance of which is now recognised by all, though it 
should be remembered, that a periodical like our's is a link be
tween the public and professional men1 for those of the public who 
feel an interest in professional purs111ts, or seek for information, 
naturally apply themselves to such a recognised source. Hence 
we have been enabled on many occasions to forward professional 
interests, and to awaken attention among the public, so as to in
sure co-operation in carrying out measures which were desirable. 
In reference to the present question of sanitary reform, however, 
it is particularly incumbent on rrofessional men to apply them
selves to it, or otherwise medica men and others will put them
selves forward to secure, if they can, some greater share than 
fairly belongs to them in the new arrangements. 

Mr. Hosking's book must be read by the architect and builder, 
becaut1e it· is just the kind of book which will be read by the em
ployer. The committee of a club who desire a superior house, the 
gentleman who wants a comfortable mansion, the merchant who 
requires a safe warehouse, the board of. guardians who advertise 
for a healthy workhouse, are likely to look into the work before 
us, 1111 a guide to the best modes of securing the health, comfort, 
and safety of a building. Perhaps Mr. Hosking has a leaning in 
favour of timber and against iron, and in favour of brick and 
against stone; but we hardly like to say this, for there is so much 
candour in stating the case, and so much practical knowledge dis
played throughout, that we believe l\lr. Hosking is about as fair a 
guide as we have yet had upon structural arrangements. There 
is very little of his book which is new, and it is hardly likely that 
there should be; but what there is new, is the careful and close 
consideration of what is the best and most practical mode of reach
ing any gi,•en end: and this may be called new, for we fear it is 
too general to run up buildings without the least consideration of 
their fitness. for the purposes to which they are applied. It may 
be said shortly that tbe houses of the metropolis are made dan
gerous to life from their combustibility, and to health from their 
want of ventilation; while the sewers are so made as to form an 
elaborate machinery for poisoning the population, for cuttin_g uft' 
the infant in its cradle, and taking years away from the life of 
every inhabitant of this immense and thickly-peopled city. 

We have said that Mr. Hosking is unfavourable to the use of 
iron under some circumstances, and it will be useful to lay before 
our readers his remarks upon the subject. He says-

" There is no kind of economical structure that realata the action of lire so 
perfectly u brickwork doet, and any structure wholly of bricka, set in and 
combined with proper mortar, may be deemed for all economical purposes a 
fire.proof atructure. But tloon and roofa, or roof c0Yering1, cannot be 
formed in brickwork alone, without tbe ucrifice of apace and materiala, to 
so large an extent aa to render such a mode of 1tr11cture inconaiatent with a . 
due regard to economy in thoae important particulan. Meana are to he 
aought, therefore, by which brickwork may be rendered anilable.' !@ the 
greatest extent po11ible, con1i1tently with ~onorny of apace, and, if 1t may 
be, of material• alao. For tbie purpon iron preeenta lttelf u a 1ub1tance 
wholly iacombuatible, and capable, in tbe form of beams and girdera, of 
bearing over space horizontally, and 10 u to leave, for economical purpoaea, 
a large proportion of extent in beight, wbich brick vaulting would abaorb; 
and, requiring no aucb ablo111tion of apace u brick vaulta require for their 
lateral abutments, iron, employed as a meana of vertical aupport, in colnmna 
or 1tory.posta, will give the requisite strength to that effect in far leas space 
within an encloaure than brickwork require• in piers or pillnn to give the 
reqni1ite bed to tbe apringinga of vaults, and to carry the weight of brick 
vaultinr. But iron, although incombu1tible, ii foaible under ibe action of 
intense heat, and is, in itt more economical condition, frangible if auddenly 
cooled when hot; witbout reference to ita generally britlle character, or to 
tbe uncertainty whicb attenda lta manufacture, when applied in that condi· 
tion. Beams, girders, and column• or story.po1ts, of wrought.iron, if such 
things could be produced in wrought. iron economically, would bend when 
expoaed to a hi11h degree of beat, and let down any atructure that had been 
made dependent upon them 1 whilst beama or girder• of cut-iron break 
wbea duhed with yi·ater 1 and coluwna of the same 1ub1tance are liable to 
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10ften and yield, u well a1 to map 1 in either and in any cue, lnvoJoring Uie 
rnio of the huilding1, the deatroctioo of the property confided to the19, ud 
danger to the livea of firemen or othera whhin reach of the mill. 

So great i1 tbe danger apprehended from the treachery of cut-iron in 
building• on fire, that the men of tbe London fire.engine establi1hment, who 
go unhesitatingly, in the execution of their dnty, ioto burning huildinga, are 
prohibited from going into partl or place1 which depend opon support1 of 
c11t0 iron, whi11t they are allowed to traat themselvea to burning timber 
almost at their own discretion-a quality for which they are not, indeed, 10 
remarkable u they are for headlong and gallant daring. 

Ca1t 0 iron i1 constantly recurred to, neverthele11, u a means of economia· 
ing apace in tbe formation, and largely also in the 1apport of the ftoon of 
buildings which it i1 dealred to render proof again1t fire ; and It la certain 
that the 11ae of beamt, girdera, and 1tory-poat1 of ca1t-iron leads to that 
eltMt 1 that is to say, the liability of the building to take fire ia leuened by 
the u1e of iron in place of wood, hut for the purpoae onder con1lderation
power of reai1ting the act.ion of fire when it occura to mattera s&er.d in a 
building, and i1 fed by such matters independently of the aubttancea em· 
ployed ill the atrncture of the building-iron requires to be itaell proMM:ted 
from the action uf the fire." 

Mr. Hosking goes on to suggest the mode in which iron can be 
Mfely used for floors and ceilings; but he adheres to the opinion 
that if pill&nJ must be used, they should be of brickwork. 

We ourselves have witnessed the danger of using c88t-lron in 
e:q>osed situations in buildings. We recollect, within the last four 
or five years, the fire at Fenton's wharf, London Bridge, where the 
warehouses were supported upon cast-iron bressummers, and which, 
through being heated by the fire, and the cold water of the engines 
falling upon them, were cracked, and in consequence the 1uper-
11tructure was obliged to be taken down. In other sit11atiom, we 
have seen the fronts of hoUBe& erected on timber bressummers which 
have withstood the ravages of the fire, an external coating of about 
an inch in depth of the timber being only injured by the flames. 

The preservation of life from fire is an object in which Mr. 
Hosking deservedly takes great interest, and he has brought to 
bear the results of his remarks on buildings at Paris, which we wish 
we could transfer at some length to our own pages. After recom
mending that party-walls shall be reduced to on~brick thick, on 
condition of cro11&-walls or partitions being built throughout the 
house of on~brick thick, and afterstating the danger of the hollow 
quarterintf partition generally used, he describes the system he 
observed m -Paris. 

"Tbe plan referred to ii, to frame and brace with timber qaarteriop much 
in the manner practised in England, e:i:cept that the timber nted in Pari1 ia 
commonly oak, and ia very generally aeuoned before it i1 applied in building 
in the manner referred to; and that, u beforA remarked, the carpent!!r'a 
work, or c1n•pnltrhtg, of the French ia not 10 good a1 that of the English. 
The framed 1trocture being complete, atrong oak batten-latha, from two to 
three inchee wide, are nailed up to the qoartering1 horizontally, at fuar, 1i:1, 
or even eight inchea apart, according to tbe character of the work, through
out the whole height of tbe encio1ure or partition ; and the 1pacea bttweeo 
the quarterings. and behind the 11th1, are lnosely built np with roagb atone 
rubble, wbicb the latba, recurring often enough for that purpoae, hold op, or 
prevent from falling ont until the oat proceu bu been eft'ected. Thi1 ii, 
to apply a strong mortar, wbicb lo Paris i1 mainly compoaed of what we 
know under the name of pluter of pari1, but of e:i:cellent quality, laid on 
from or upon both 1ide1 at the same time, and preased through from the 
oppoaite 1idea 10 that the mortar meet1 and incorporates, imbeddiog the 
atone rubble by fill!ng up every iotentice, and with so much body on the 
aarfece1 aa to cover up and imbed aleo the timber and the lath• ;.-in 1ach 
manner, indted, as to render the concretion of atone and pluter, wbeo 
thoronghly aet, an independent body, and giving atrength to, rather thaa re-
ceiving aupport from, the timber." · · 

The same plan is applied in Pari11 to the stairs, and Mr. Hoaking 
recommends it for adoption here. He likewise gives a detailed 
account of the French mode of making ceilings and fioors. 

" But the French render their ftoon al10 10 nearly lire-proof u to leave bat 
little to deaire ia that respect, and in a manner attainable with lingle joi1t1, 
u well, at the leut, 19 with joists framed into girden. According to their 
practice, tbe ceiling mud be formed before tbe upper surface or ftoor ii laid, 
in11m11ch as the ceiling ia formed from above, io1tead of from below.-The 
carpentera' work being complete, atrong battn-latha are oeiled up to the 
under aidea of tbe joist•, u lath• are with u11 but they are much thicker 
and wider than oar laths, and are placed ao far apart, tllat not more, per. 
haps, tllan one.half of the space i1 occupied by the lathe. The latb1 being 
alfi:i:ed-and they must be aoundly nailed, as they have a heavy weight to 
carry-a platform, made of rough board•, is strutted up from below parallel 
to tbe plane formed by the laths, and at about an inch below them. Mortar 
11 then laid in from above over tht platform, and between and over the latba, 
to a thicknen of from two inchea and a half to three incht1, and i1 forced in 
under the lath1, and under the joists and girdera. The mortar being paged, 
as ou.r pluterera term it, or rather,in great part compoaed of p\uter of paris, 
it 1000 ae&I 1ufticiently to allow tbe pla1form-whicb, it will be readily u. 

dentood, bu performed the aame ofBce to the mortar which entering per. 
. forms to the parts of an arch or vault-to be remo'led oowarda to uoibw 

compartment, until the whole ceiling of any room or 1tory of a building ii 
formed. The pluter ceiling tbua formed, ii, in fact, a 1trong alab or table, 
in the body of which the ballen-latha which hold it up safely in the air are 
incorporated, and in the back of which the joiah, from which the mue ia 
101ptnded, are imbedded. By the procen, tbe under surface of the pluter 
table bu taken from the rongh board1 of the platform the roughn- re
quisite to facilitate the adhesion of the ftaiehing coat of plutering, which ia 
of course, laid oa from below. 

Whether the eventual surface 11 to be a boarded ftoor or not, bowner, 
the ftooring joi1t1 are covered by a table of pluter above, u completely u 
they are covered by a pluter ceiling below .-Rough batten1, generally split 
and in abort length•, looking like eoda of oak palea, atout enongh to bear, 
when laid from joi1t to joiat, the weight of a man without bending, are laid 
with end1 abutting upon every joiat, and u close together u they will lie 
without having been 1hot or planed on their edge1, 10 u to joint them. 
Upon a rough looae floor thus formed, mortar of nearly similar con1iatence 
to that uaed for ceiling•, but not neCf!Harily of the ume goud quality, ia 
1pread to a thickneu of about three incbea; and u it la made to fill in the 
'loids at tbe ends and side1 of the ftoor-lath1 opon the jo1ata the laths be. 
come bedded upon the joi1t1, wbillt they are to 1ome e:i:tent also iocorpo. 
rated with the plaster, and the result i1 a firm ftoor, upon which, in ordinary 
buildings, and in the public and commoner apartmentl of almost all baild· 
ings, pavin,. tilea are laid, bedded and jointed in a tenacious cement to for111 
the working ftoor. 

It may be added in np\aoation of the statement, that in Pari1 the practice 
of forming a table of plaiter over the joi111 when tiles are to be 01ed u the 
ftooring aurface, i1 employed alao when a boarded lloor ia to aupe"ene,
that u the enrfacea of the trne joi1t1 lie under the mortar or pluter table, 
a hue i1 formed for the boards of what Engli1b carpentera would call 1tout 
ftlleh of wood ahout 21 inche1 1qaare, ranged u joista, and strutted apan to 
keep them in their place1, over the mortar table, to which they are aome
time1 scribed down, and that to tbeae ftlleta, or false joiata, the ftooriog 
boards are 1ecnred by naib; 10 that in troth the boarded ftnor la not at all 
connected with the atructure of the ftoor, but ia formed opoo ill apper coat 
of pluter. The wooden ftoor thua becomes a mere fitting in an apartment, 
and not e:i:tending beyond the room nor over the puaages and landiop to 
tbe stain, the ftoor in any room might barn wltboot communicating fire to 
the ataira, which, in their tom, if they coo\d burn, could hardly endanger 
the imm~iate 1afety of any inmate of the building, becauae of the complete 
1epU"Btioo which the tiled and plutered floor of the laodingt eft'ec:U between 
the wooden stain and the aeveral apartment1.'' 

The author remarks that a similar floor is used at Nottingham, 
where the houses are said never to be burnt, and are free from 
damp and vermin. 

Mr. Hosking objects to timber being laid bedwise in walls, or 
joiz1ts being let into them, but recommends that the rafters be let 
in and properly secured against fire. 

We may observe, upon a note of Mr. Hosking's as to Flemish 
bond, that he says he never saw Flemish bond in Flanders, at 
Rotterdam and the Hague, Antwerp, Brussels, Liege, Cologne, 
Mentz, and Frankfort. Now there is only onl' of these towns in 
Flanders, and this is no proof that Flemish bond is not to be found 
at Ghent, Bruges, Courtrai, Ostend, Ypres, Dunkirk, Lille, or 
other towns in Flanders. 

Of French carpentry, Mr. Hosking says that it is much behind 
our's, so that in framiug the floors no important bearing is, or in
deed may be, trusted to the framed joint, dognailed stirrup-straps 
of iron being always brought in aid. He says, however, that their 
boarded floors are always to~ed in the joints, and almost always 
parquetted, and so resolved into compartments of various figureti, 
and being tonguerl and edge-nailed, no nail or bradheads appear 
upon the surface to dot over and disfigure the floors, which being 
for the most J>arl of wainscot, are far more sightly than the best 
executed deal battened floor with us. 

With regard to Parisian masonry our author states, 
" It ia by means of the girder bearing upon the solidi of the walb, though 

with bad carpenten' work, or carptrllm•g rather, that the French are able 
to carry ap their soft atone rubble wall• to beigbt1 that would fi:lghten even 
a London builder, and that would certainly be unl&fe if tbe wal11 were 
seamed with wooden pl1te1, and 1bake11 by floors of single joi1t1. Tho 
author, being at Paria in 1846, mea1ured the thickne11 in tbe gronnd.ftcw.r 
story of a newly.built coursed-rubble party.wall, in tbe Rue de la B\Dque 
(the Greabam Street of Paria), and found it to be e:i:actly 18 English inches 
in that part, whilst the total height of the wall wu not lea1 than 8:i feet. 
The wall ran up of that 11me thickne11 through 1i:i: storiea, a height of not 
lea1 than 65 feet, and wu terminated by a gable of from 12 to U fttl high, 
of the ume kind of 1trocture; and there wu beaide1 a united buement 
1tory, throughout wbich the wall might hue been 20 inches thick, a1 other 
1imilar wal11 then in progres1 to oe1gbhouring buildings proved to be. And 
it ia by mean1 of the solidity giYeo to the floors by the girden, and the 1ohd 
btarinp which the girder1 obtaiJJ, that the floora are able to carry the dead 
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_...of matter wbirh renders them practic.lly llreproof. in addition to i'ie 
~ wei&bta io which the lloon of hnildiaga are -.arily ei:poted lo 
llM.. 

Among Mr. Hoskings objections is that to the uae of concrete 
as a mere footing for wallll, from the notion that a foundation is 
thus rendered strong by depth ; whereas he ad voeates the use of a 
thinner layer of concrete over the whole foundation, BO BB to gRin 
strength by an iecreue of base. 

Anotlier objection he entertain• is to the wooden akirting-board, 
which cau1et1 filth, di11Comfort, And d11nger, as it is often too close 
to the chimney lue. He also considera that the deep boxings for 
Window 11hutten gratuitously make a house more inflammable, and 
he rerommend11 metal roller-blinds inatead. 

We do not think Mr. Hosking dwellK too much upon the pre
cautioo11 to he taken against fire ; and if any of our readers do, we 
r8COIDIDend to them the following justification :-

.. It appeara fl'Om aa e1timate appended to a R•port hy Mr.lairhairn on the 
Coa1troction of Fireproof Bulldinp, with I ntrodur.tory Remark! bv Mr. 
Samul Holmf!tl, puhli1hed at Lirerpool in 1844, that the in1urance.uftirl'1 
paid for IOUl!tl by 6re in Liv1irpool aloue, in the ten yeau ending De~mher, 
18.C2, the aum of 1,121,.(27/. Thia aum doea not, of course, include the 
!M.ses of, and other injuries to, the poor who do not insure, but who are 
alwa,r1 great 1ulf'erera in c.aea of fire; and aome of the firet1 which occasioned 
the loues were e1ten1iYe conflagrations, io which live1 were loat in the 
attempta made to aubdue the fire; nor doea it include a probably large 
amount of property not 1uticiently in1ured to cover the loue1. 

Urged by auccesaive calamitiea by fire, and by &he bigh rates of premium 
which the ia1urance oftice1 were compelled to enet to enable them to meet 
the lonet, the people of Liverpool applied to Parliament at length, aad olJ. 
urned, in 1843, an Act to compel tbem1el•e1 to abide by crrt.ain wboleaome 
re1ulatioa1, as it regarded the 1ecurity of buildings Crom fire. The elf'ect of 
Uiit Act, 6 & 7 Viet. c. l 09, and the pro•i1iun of a 111pply of water nailahle 
in cue of fire, bu been to reduce the ralea of in•urance cnnsiderably; but 
tbe protective meaaarea are estimated to have co•t from 200,000l. 10 300 0001., 
•hich t.U111 added to the losse1 abo.e atated, with a trifling addition for tbe 
It~ aot included in the eatimate, will show an annihilation of property in 
011e town alone, and within ten abort yeara, to the enormon1 amount or a 
million and a half of money." 

The author is not qnite clear upon the subject of ventilation
but then it is in its infancy: still his remarks are well worthy of 
perusal. 

In conclusion, we may observe that Mr. Hosking has rendered a 
~at service to the profession by the publication of this book, as 
a 11.!!eful work of reference, and as a vindication of the practical 
claims of the architectural profession to their proper share in 
structural arrangements. 

Rai/1«1y Practict!. By S. C. BHF.s, C.E. London: Williams 
and Co., 18t7. 'fhird and Fourth Series. 

These are two large volumes with a profusion of plat~ forming 
the third and fourth of the series of railway practice. fhey are 
translations from the PortefeuilkJ du Clli!miM de Fer, by Meun. 
Perdonnet and Polonceau, but derived from English materials. It 
is a curious thing that we should be indebted to the French for the 
de.cription of our own railway works, and that there should be a 
wani either of enterprise or zeal to publish an original account. 
So it ia however that we are particularly deficient in accounts of 
our great engineering works, and this from three causes~ that our 
grest engineers have no time to write, that our young engineers 
have no ability to write, and that engineers generally do not buy 
nor read works when published. Thus we RJ"e often served at 
BeCOnd-hand with accouats of our own works by Frenchmen, Ameri
cans, Germans, or Rul!llians, and after the experiment has been 
made abroad, we get confidence enough to make a trial here. We 
are, perhaps, the more indebted under such circumstances to those 
who, like Mr. Brees, take the trouble and the risk of making us 
acquainted with our own works. In the present instance, we have 
from Mr. Brees two volumes, which will be found invaluable as re
cordl! of the best practical examples of railway engineering. If 
we ha\·e any fault to find it is that he has not sufficiently reduced 
the French measurements, a labour which if performed by him or 
his al!llistants would have sa'·ed that of his readers. 

The third volume is devoted to earthworks, permanent way 
b1ock11 and sleepers, rails and chair11, with turn-tables, sidings, and 
switches. The fourth volume describes stations, carriages, trucks, 
water cranes, and station plant. 

When we say that there are more plates than text, we think we 
offer a ,·ery strong recommendation of the work to the practical 
man. These plates too are filled with detail!!, so that nothing is 
.-auted lo give a correct idea of everything described. 

Among the plates are :-The forms of every kind of rail in use 
i~ England and elsewber~; macbinel'f used for making rai111; na
vigators and platelayers tools; -itches on various plans by 
Robert Stephen!IOn and others ; turntables of the London and 
North Wester~, Mid!and and Great Wl'stl'rn railways; locomotive 
turntable; we1gh-bndge ; level crossings 11nd ffBtes · double and 
single hoist bridges; crossings for temporary works; 'earthw~n1 
of the London and North Western and GreHt Western; Mr. Jee's 
Garton station on the Manchester and Sheffield · bridges over the 
Wear, Clyde, and Meuse; viaducts on the Manch~ster and Sheffield, 
and Manchester and Leeds; culverts on the London and North 
Western. Among the carriages RJ"e tho11e of the London and North 
W estem, Birminl'l'~am and Gloster, Great Western, of French 
German, and Be~an railways, with details of the wheels, axles: 
frames, butfer-spr1ngs, and breaks. These plate& of carriages in
clude ~n~er and !flail carr_iages, horse-boxes, truck!! and good1 
wagons. fh1s part ts of particular value at a time when the in
~uen.ce of th~ ca"1'.ing stock on the structure and working of a 
hne 1s the pomt which m.ost affects the e~neer. As the plant in
creases, and the necessity for economy m the working becomes 
greater, the attention of t~e engineer. is well bestowed on a know
ledge of th~ best ~onstruct1on o~ camage11, and the most efficient 
means. of 1mprovmg then_i. Hitherto very much attention has 
been given to the locomotive, and to systems of atmoepheric irae
tion, but a more immediate reference to the load to be carried is 
the point to which the engineer will for some time have moat to 
dir~et hi.m11elf. The establishmen~ of lip;~ter engines and smaller 
tnwis will call for a great deal of 1ngenu1ty to provide plant suit
able fOH" such a different 1yatem of traction. 

.Mr. Brees gh·es many examples of large station• and their de
tails. Among them are the South W eatern at Nine Elms, the 
Eus~on-squ~e terminus, the Birn_iingham terminus, the Nordbahn 
station at \ 1enna, the Brunn station on the latter line stations at 
Versailla. and Pecq, the terminus of the Versailles line at Paris, 
the Dublin ·and Kingstown terminus, and the Leeds station. Be
llide1 these leading termini and stations, plans are given of inter
mediate 11tations, as Triag, Watford, Wolverhampton Newton and 
Coventry, on the London and North Western· Tha~es Ditto~ on 
the South W eltern ; Reading and Slough, on' the Great W est~rn 
and numerous placeli on foreign lines. Many of these station~ 
BB th_o~ on th.e ~ari8 and Rou_en, are the work of Eng!ish engineers, 
and 1t 1s grat1fywg to perceive, that many details mtroduced by 
them have served as an example to their foreign brethren. The 
study of the foreign pl8llll by English engineers will enable thern 
to return the compli~e.nt, because the experience and ingenuity of 
the many men of ab1hty employed abroad cannot fail to be pPO .. 
ductive of many vaJuable improvements. 

In conclusion, we can only repeat what we have said. in the lte .. 
ginning, that Mr. Brees's work will be found moat uaefaJ to the 
engineer. lt is a repertory of every practical detail eonneoted 
with ·railway works, and it has the ad vantage of presenting copious 
examples under every head of reference. With these words we 
commit the work to the bands of onr readers, being fully BBtisfie<\ 
that ii is well worthy of their support. 

Deligm for School8 and Sclwol-HOt18&, I'aroehial and Nati<mol. 
By H. E. KENDALL, jun., Architect. London : Williama! and Co., 
1847. Folio. 
N~t ''to churche~ schools are p~rhaps t~e cl888 of buildings 

most m reque11t, owmg to the necessity that 1a felt for providing 
education for the poorer and humbler ranks of society. Numer.., 
ous buildings of the kind have accordingly been founded and 
erected of late years, yet very few are !IO satisfactory in point of 
design u they might have been rendered, at the same or ver~ 
nearly tbe same cost, merely by the application of a little study 
and judicious taste. Or if it be deemed of no moment of what 
kind the taste shown in &Uch structures be, it i8 BBfer as well 88 
more economic to attempt not.bing more than what utility abeo
lutely demands. We agree with Mr. Kendall when he BBys 
"although some of the national achools lately erecterl are very 
creditable to their respeeti ve architects, the general rt>sull of. the 
great movement apparent in the building of churche&, schoo}&, &c. 
redounds rather to the honour of resuscitated zeal than to thai of 
architectural talent, So great is the tamenees, and so apparent 
the medi-Ocrity of conception, both in arrangement and style in 
many of them, that were it not for the good they effect, we sh~uld 
regret their very existence.'' As regards the utter taateleiien8!!>4 
frequently shmrn iu things of the kind, blame rests as much with 
the empl<!yers as with the employed, since it is th,e ignorance of 

II 
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'he former-their incompetency to judge of designs submitted to 
them together with their childish determination to exercise the 
privUege of pleasing themselves without being accountable to !'ny 
one fur what they do-that encourages so much paltry design. 
The tel •t n6tre plairir will not exculle deformity in the eyes. of 
etheni, who will in turn exercise their own privilege of exprenmg 
cellllllre and ridicule where they are deserved-a consideration that 
ought to be seriously taken to mind by those who have the direct
illlr of far more important edifices than school-houses. 

''Something of external comeliness" -we again quote from the 
preface-" should be aaaigned, as matter of course, to the humblest 
of 1uch erectiona ; and, under the direction of good taste, uaeful
netl9 of purpoee and beauty of design may be made mutually to 
subserve to each other, even when the latter is but a secondary 
consideration." It may be further observed, that it is not so much 
positive beauty as well-marked character and effectivene&11 of 
~. that ought to be studied for buildings in which a certain 
degree of homeliness is no more than becoming. And this has 
upon the whole been well accomplished by Mr. KendBll-though, 
as was to be expected, more happily in some instances than in 
others. The collection consiats of both executed and unexecuted 
designs, each of which is shown in a perspective or pictorial view 
of it, as well as by a plan and elevation ; and there is also letter
press to each subject, containing remark as well as mere explana
tion. The unexecuted designs are five in number; the others are 
thote of the following buildings which have been erected ht the 
author: Childerditch School, E88ex ; the Poor Boy11' Schoo , the 
Poor Girls' School, and the Commercial School, all at Bury St. 
Edmund's; the building for the Battle and Langton Nat10nal 
Schools, at Battle; Willeeden School; and the Infant School at 
Stanmore, which last is said in the account given of it to have 
been erected in 184.5, "at the sole expense of Miss Martin, a lady 
distinguished during her residence in that beautiful village for her 
benevolence and extended charities." 

All the designs may be designated Old English in style although 
it is not that of one and the same period ; nor do they all show the 
eame mode of construction, some of them being in imitation of 
the " half-timbered" houses, others of red brick with stone dress
ings and quoins. The Elizabethan style has been applied very 
happily in what strikes us as being the best design of all-namely, 
the school buildings at Battle, in which, while the character of the 
style itself is not only well kept up but expressed with gusto, the 
ehllJ'BCter of the particulu kind of building is most unmistakenably 
pronounced. Although perfectly regular, both in the arrangement 
of its masses and the features of its elevation, the whole composi
tion, as shown in the perspective view, is pleasingly varied and 
highly picturesque, yet sufficiently sober withal. The last subject, 
design No. S, shows a rather extensive and complex group of 
buildings in the Tudor style, and in perspective makes a very pic
turesque composition. Independently of the interest and merit of 
the designs themselves, the artistic skill displayed in the pictorial 
representations of them cannot fail to excite admiration. They 
are very superior productions of their kind,--8tudies of trees and 
figures as well as of buildings. Owing to which, to the subject 
itself, and to the tasteful manner in which the work is got up in 
every respect, we may anticipate for it a highly-favourable reception 
even among those who hardly make any pretensions to amateurahip 
in architecture. 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. 
We have received the following communications in reference to 

Mr. Elmes's papers, and which we lay before our readers:-
Sm-In your Juurnal for November last, page 338, there is a 

statement which, I fear, may lead some of your readers into error. 
In the life of Stuart it is said, " Preparatioll.!! for his works were 
made with such rapidity, that in 1768 they were presented to the 
public under the title of •The Antiquiti&.1 of Athens, &c. &c.' 
4 vols. folio 1768." Now, the First Volume was published as my 
two originJ copie11 show, by Haberkoru1 in 1762, and nothing is 
aaid in the title-page of four volumes (although in the body of the 
work two more volumes are referred to and tlllO only); it is dis
tinctly marked Vol. the First. Vol. If. w88 published by Nichols, 
in 1787; Vol. III. also by Nichols, in 1794; and Vol. IV. by Tay
lor, in 1816--that is, not till 48 years after the time above referred 
to. 

In page 3-t.o, in the life of Sir Robert Taylor, is one of those 

commonplace and sweeping attacks so const rntl ·1 directed againn 
the late Building Act, and in which I ne,·er did, and <lo not now, 
join. That it had some defects, as well as some omi!l>lions, I am 
free to own, as well as that in the11e respects it require1l altera,lon 
-perhaps iu no respect more than in its provision for the payment 
of expenses of party-walls by the owner of the improved rent, " 
term which the result proved to be alike uncertain and unjwit. 
But that it wu infinitely better a.~ a whole than its succe~11or, i;i, I 
believe, now almost universally admitted, and I could wish tbo>1e 
who so lavisly condemn the late Act in the bulk, would condescencl 
to explain more fully those particular paru of it again .. t whid.a 
their attacks are directed, or to which they object. 

A Co~STAN'T RE..t.DEB. 

Sia-The series of Articles entitled a "History of Architerture 
in Great Britain," contains some opinions and remarks that appe ·1' 

to have been uttered rather h&ijtily. I hope, therefore, you will 
allow me to animadvert on what ougnt not, for the interest of arc, 
to be suffered to plUl!I uncontradicted. 

To begin by correcting some of the mistakes:-The de11ign of 
the India-House is attributed to Jupp, the Company's surveyor, 
who was only emploved to execute the work!!, the design itself 
being by Holland, as ls explicitly stated in the biographical article 
on the latter in the Supplement to the " Penny Cyclopllldia.• 
Jupp certainly does not aJ>pear to have heen of any note at all in 
his profession, therefore 1t i11 not very likely that he was the real 
author of the edifice; or at any rate, if such cl11im was to be sub
stantiated for him, that of Holland ought to have been not over
looked but formally set aside.-In speaking of the College of Sur
geons\ Mr. Elmes describes in the present tense the original fron~ 
or rather the portico as it originally existed previously to the front 
being extended and re-modelled by Mr. Barry, who, he says, added 
two columns to the portico; were which the case, it either must 
have been at first only a tetrastyle, or would now be an octaatyle 
one. The fact is, that instead of adding, Barry merely transposed 
two of the columns, taking them from the west end of the portico, 
and putting them at the other, thereby making what had been the 
first intercolumn from the east, the centre one, and so bringing it 
into the axis of the lengthened fa,ade. He also fluted the shafts of 
the columns, and carved the bed-mouldings of the cornice. The 
writer's opinion of the College of Surgeons in its original state, 
appears to be infinitely more favourable than discriminating, he 
being pleB!ll!d to refer to it as an "ex1U11ple of the genius of this 
tasteful architect," viz. Dance,-whereas, B!I designed by him, the 
whole front was a most barbarous and vulgar r.arody of the style 
affected for it. So far from the columns being 'tastefully adapted'" 
to the building behind them, there was no sort of adaptation at 
all, nor the slightest coherence in regard to chBl'acter between the 
main building and the portico. M11ny may be unable to recollect 
what sort of figure the original front cut, but views of it are in 
existence, which assuredly strongly contradict the praise which 
Mr. Elmes has implicitly bestowed upon it. 

With regard to the front of Guildhall, by the 1>ame "tru;teful 
architect," we are told apologetically that it " is amenable to no 
laws." That, notwithstanding its aiming at Gothic or something 
of Gothic character, it is so far from conforming with as to violate 
its leading principles. Yet that might h11ve been excused, had but 
consi11tent and nrtistic expres~ion of its own been imparted to \he 
fa\'ade. Though e\•idently very reluctant to admit anything t.o 
the disparagement of Dance, even Mr. Elmes i11 obliged to abandon 
the exterior of Guildhall to unmitigated censure and ridicule, and 
remark that ib "fnults are more than compensated for by his well
proportioned, origiual, and elegant chamber for the Commoo
council, &c." Admitting that the latter were very greatly supe
rior to what it actually is, it would not indemnify for the positive 
and striking ugliue~ of the exterior, which of course stamps the 
character of the building in general opinion, and is so radical a 
defect that it admits of no cure short of an en•irely new fa~ade ; 
whereas any defect or falling-short internally in such an apartment 
as the Common-council-room might have been easily remedied at 
nny time. 

In his quality of historian the writer has fnllen into a most 
glaring mistake when he sayt1 that Jeffrey Wyatt was selected by 
William IV., as his chief architect, to enlarge and embellish 
Windsor Castle, it being notorious to every one, that he was em
ployed by George IV., at the time of whose decease the works were 
advancing towards completion, for he had be~n the new ap11rt
ments. Equally notorious is it that it was George, not Willi11m, 
who changed the architect's uame to that of 'Vyattville. 

Wilkins is not treated very indulgently by the histurian ; on the 
contrary, is spoken of with a degree of asperity that contruta 
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ra1ha &trongly with the evident disposition to touch aa gently as 
pogible upon the delinquencies of many other architecta Though i 
t.he generil l'Btimate of the abilities and taste of Wilkim may be 
acquiesced in, it seems to have been dictated by the determination 
not to spare him. That he was more of the scholar and archll'o
logjst than the architect-far more of the " hookish student" than 
&he arti&t-is not to be denied. As to Wilkins' pedantry, that 
chuge 8'11inst him is, no doubt, founded mainly upon hie having 
written and published so much a'i he did; whereas, had he never 
taken up the pen at all, he might have been equally pedantic in 
practice, without incurring the reproach of pedantry. Downing 
and Hailey bury colleges may be abandoned to censure, as equally 
frigid nnd t&trteless in point of design; but an exception from the 
general 8Weeping condemnation ought assuredly to have been made 
in fa,·our of the London University College, which exhibits both 
classical and artistic rharacter, and very effective play of outline. 
Undeniable it is that it has, even in its present imperfect atate, 
obtained the meed of almost unqualified-not to 1111y exaggerated 
-admiration from \Vightwick and other professional men. E'·en 
}fr. Elmea himllt'lf did not always entertain so mean an opinion of 
that work of Wilkins as at present ; or if he did, he thought pro
per to keep it to himaelf, for 11peaking of it about the time it was 
erected, he says: "The council obtained designs from several ar
chitects., and after due deliberation, finally adopted that of Wil
liam W"ilkins, Esq. R.A., a selection in which their own judgment 
eoinrided •ith that of almost every proprietor who inspected the 
drawing•." This goes far to prove that, at all event11, the choice 
Wllll not a hastily, incoru;iderate one, or managed with suspicious 
&eereey. Neither is there a single remark of the writer's expres
sive of dissatisfaction with it. Yet he now speaks not a little con
temptoo1111ly of the building, without condescending to specify 
other objections than what is meant to be so overwhelming a one 
u to outweigh all beauties and merits, namely, that "the portico 
iA, from its situation, but of little use"-nay, "a 11seleM applica
tion. stuck up for the admiration of gazinfl cabmen and hackney
coachmen, wnilst loitering on their stand." With what sort of 
reaMol>n is the loir!ria at the south-west angle of the Bank so highly 
utolled immediately after Wilkins' portico being decried? ·~being 
nothing more than a piece of decoration which does not even carry 
wi\h it 1my i>emblance of usefulness. 

Of Wilkins' style it is 11&id that it was "the very mummy of the 
art;- yet, if it was, he unbandaged it when he designed the build
ing in Gower-street, for e,·eu in its present imperfect state it 
displays no ordinary merit in reg11rd to grouping Md the fine 
focus produced hy the centrnl mass. As an example of a decastyle, 
the portico is umque among those in the metropoli11,-a circum
litance which an impartial and unprejudiced critic would at least 
haYe noticed ;-and it ac11uires additional expre88ion and stateli
DeSll from being ele,·ated on a substructure that forms flights of 
steps leading up to it, which 11re very picturesquely disposed. In 
thi.i latter resvect, too, the composition may be said to be unique-
certainly i11 \'ery striking and artistic. As to the dome, it is of 
most elepnt contour and design; and if it be objected to that 
it is a feature unknown to pure Greek architecture, the objection 
is a proof that those who make such futile objection 11re still more 
lltraitlaced and pedantic in their notions than Wilkins himself. 
The value of it in the composition is such that were it removed the 
whole would become comparatively tame and Rpiritless. The por
tico in the east front of St. George's Hospital alf'ords another proof 
that the "mummy" wa.11 occasionally unbnndaged. That square
pillared tetrR11tyle partakes more of architectural heresy than 
pedantry. Still the heresy, if such it be, is a welcome one, and it 
has bttn •relcomed by being adopte<i in the fa~ade of the new Law 
<.:ourts at Liverpool, where the columniation is carried on, on each 
Bide of the centrDl portico, in square pillars; therefore producing 
oontrnst and variety, Rt the &ame time that continuity of design is 
kept up. 

It begin11 to be time to bring to a close this long letter, where
fore I will be somewhat brief in regard to what is said of Soane. 
As criticil'lm, it i!1 far more indulgent than discriminating, or in some 
re.ipects even intelligible. At any rate, it is somewhat puzzling to 
1Dake ou\ whut i11 meant by his buildings at Chelsea Hospital, and 
the National Debt-office, exhibiting "a wild exuberance of no
Yelty,~ 11ince !<l1 far from any thing like exuberancl!, they exhibit 
only very unequal a11d fitful attempts at it. His building at the 
Treasury, the Royal entrance to the House of Lord11, and "some 
other11 of hi'4 Mrlie:r works" -though the hro just mentioned were 
almost his very late~'t-are Bllid to show " exuberance of fancy" -a 
mere complimentary phrase

1 
for his fancy was in reality exceed

ingly limited It exerci..ed it~elf only 011 one or two piecemeal 
idea"' •ltich he dragged into all his designs, without making any 

thing more of them at lllllt than he had done at fint. Soane had 
no C(lllBistencr of style,-cild not even attend to keeping, but often 
jumbled together the most finical ornaments and the plainest 
feature•. In hie building at the Treasury, the windon were u 
ordinary, harei and frigid in desiirn, as the order wu rich. There 
was not a sing e touch of Corinthianism in them. 

In speaking of the Lothbury Court at the Bank, Mr. Elmes 
again falls into inaccuracy, describing it not Al it is. but 81 it wu 
intended, for instead of their being two loggiae there ia only one, 
what was meant for the west one being left unfinished-a mere 
open screen of columns, if that can be called a screen which ex
poses to view molt unsightly naked brick walls and mean, ugly 
windows. Even the oppolite finished side of the court is ''ery nn
satisfactory, the intenor of the loflgia, though pretty enough in 
itself, by no means corresponding to the sober richness and dignity 
of the order. As to the Rotunda, it i1 mOl!t vilely disfigured by 
the equally barbarous and nonsensical wavy lines around the arches 
of the rece1111es, which seem to have been made by a stick upon BOme 
soft material while it was moist. h ia admitted that the centre of 
the south front of the Bank "Is by no means the happiest ofSoane's 
desi~s, u and that is trea\ing it tar more ienderly than it deservet, 
for 1t is such a decided failure and abortion that it ought to be 
subjected to ihe 8111De proce&s of rifaceiamentu as his Treasury 
building has been. 

ZERO. 

DISSERTATION ON TORRENTS.-By GuGLIELJIINI. 

Tran11lattd by E. CaESY, Esq., in hu Euidenee before tht Metropo
litan Sanitary Cinnmis8ioner1. 

I come now to the propositions of Guglielmini, in which he pre
tendR that a body descending an inclined plane, will not acquire a 
velocity flreater than .it would have acquired by descending per
pendi1·ularly the height of the inclined plane. 

This is most true as respects solids. The elements of a aolid 
being bound and tied together, form a heavy mass, the parts of 
which press each other reciprocally, and the prel8ure on the plane 
on which they rest is likew111e single, as al!!O is the direction ; one 
velocity, one enerflY, and one action being common to all the/arts. 
On the other hand, a fluid is a m868 composed of lesser soli ele
ments, b•1t free, and not bound together by any ties. each of which 
can, so to speak, move in different directions and with varyinit 
velocities, press upon each other and oscillate freely. Whence the 
highe11t parts press upon the lower, oscillate, and arc easily dis-. 
placed when there is no impediment. \Vlien solids descend by a 
plane, their indh·idual gravity alone operates ; which being le88 
than their absolute flra'·ity, generates, at each instant, a del{I'ee of 
velocity less than that which their absolute gravity would have 
~enerated, wherefore solids require a longer time to de&cend by the 
mclined plane than by the perpendicular, the length of time mul
tiplies the action of the individual gravity, and compensates for 
the defect of the velocity. Wherefore a solid descending by an 
inclined plane, has a velocity equal to what it would have, falling 
the same height directly. Hence the product of the action of 
the individual flravity, by the time of the descent by the inclined 
plane, being equal to the product of the absolute gravity, by the 
time of the fall along a perpendicular, their velocities must neces
sarily he equal. But in fluids the case is different. Besides the 
properties which they po88e88 in common with solids, they have 
another, to wit, the preuure exercised by the upper on the lower 
part of the fluid, the which being added to the impact, increases 
the motion al!m, and hence generates a greater effect than a solid 
would. Neither is it absurd to suppose that the gravity of a fluid 
generates a flreater velocity on a plane, than when acting perpen
dicularly, since this generates in greater time, nnd with a portion 
of gra,·ity which in a solid which falls remains, 80 to speak, idle, 
but, in the cuse of a fluid, becomes active. John Bernouilli, in his 
works, !{ives a problem to find the velocity generated by a body 
sliding on the hypothenuse of a triangle, whose base is sustained 
by a smooth horizontal plane, free from any sensible friction, and 
moving in the direction of the buse. He decomposed the force 
pressing- the hypothenuse1 or inclined plane, into two parts., one of 
which is employed in givmg motion to the triangle, and sliding it 
forward; whilst the body descends on the plane, advauces the tri
angle, and communicates thereto a certain rate of velocity; the 
descendin!{ body thus requires a velocity equal to that which it 
would ha,·e in falling perpendicularly, and the triangle has another 
force generated by that which presses it, whence it results that the 

9• 
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IWD of the two motion& "is greater than that which a body Would 
acquire by its simple descent. Wherefore, since the aforesaid 
force by pressing, generates velocity and motion distinct from that 
which a body, fo descending, generates; in like manner it is ap
plicable to water 1;1ressing on the lower films, and by preBSing, com
municating additional force to them. Besides, there are other 
reasons corroborative of this truth, among which is the fact, that 
it is necessary to spread the accelerated velocity of water passing 
f'Tom a larger to a narrower section over a mean of pressure. 

. Galileo says, " I have been carefully considerrng and going 
through various problems to investigate the acceleration of water 
having to p81111 through a narrower channel also whether it has the 
.ame declivity in both." The greater number of authors solve the 
point by increasing the height of the watert.. and hence t.he pres
sure. thus generating a greater velocity. £ustace Manftoedi tl1111 
e:spnlllllell himself:-" The same water passes through a lesser as 
through a greater aection, wherefore it is forced to pass with a 
greater ''elocity, precisely 88 will be the cue in a vase in which 
the BUrface of the water may be at a certain height above the sum
Drit of the aperture." Guglielmini, to the 1111me eB'ect :-"The 
upl.'er part11 preBS the lower, and oblige them to receive a force, 
which being compelled to act, produces the Bame degree of velocity 
which the descent would have given them." We might quote 
other authors, who account for the increased velocity in narrower 
sections by having recounie to the pr8118ure generated by the height 
of the upper parts, only they are in doubt on this subject, whether 
to attain so great a velocitr, it be nece888ry that the upper .water 
should increase in height till it becomes stationary; not being able 
to believe that t.he upper water which is in the act of running is 
capable of producing a new increment of velocity in the lower. 
But expenence teaches us that if the breadth of a section be 
diminislied one-hal!z the water will not rise that half, as would 
appear necessary; it the velocity does not increase, it increases 
at least very little, either in eection or at the base, where the re
duc00 sections are of the Bame breadth, since the water retained 
by the narrowing of the piers of a bridge is but slightly' raised. 
Wherefore it is neceuary that the velocity increase lll'ithout having 
regard to any new inclination, which is always the same but only 
by an increase of height, which causes a preS11ure on' the lower 
water which is in the act of running ; whence I deduce the argu
ment to strengthen my opinion in the case in which the velocity, 
arising from the inclination, is equal or greater than that which 
might have been generated by the presaure. Let us take two cases, 
one which allows the same measure of water to paas through one 
section twice 81 little as the first, preserving the same inclination, 
the other in which the velocity increases till it becomes twice as 
much. 

But whence comes such an increase of velocity ? what 111 the 
principle, what the nature of it? To B&Y with Gennete, that twice 
the quantity of water doubles the velocity, is uot to adduce a proof 
but to advance a mere assertion, which either supposes or requires 
it. I do not think that a true philosopher will perceive in the in
crement of so much water the principle of so great an acceleration. 
It behoves us to examine the genesis of such a phenomenon, and 
to observe the mechanism which nature adopts therein. And, 
firstly, two epochs of time are to be distinguished, one the first 
perceptible moment in which the section is reduced to half. Now, 
at this first instant, the water must swell and rise much above its 
first level, in which rise it generates a proportional velocf{)'. · But 
in the very act in which such a velocity is generated, the. water 
begins to fall, wherefore the present case bolds good, that the sec
tions are in reciprocal proportion with the velocity. The water 
does not fall in this moaner, wherefore it returns to its first level, 
or a little higher, there being u constant principle which compen
B&tes for a portion of the velocity destroyed by successive obsta
cles. Water in its course meets with continual resistance which 
diminishes its force, wherefore there remains in the water a con
stant principle which supplies and renews any decrement of velo
city which the resistance may produce. Now this principle is, that 
whatever small increase of height above the original le,·el causes 
pressure causes also velocity. Arri,·ed at which point the water 
maiutaimi the same height, which I have el~ewhere designated 
equilibrium and CODlitant state. Observers ha,·e not paid attention 
to the first epoch in which the water swells, is ngitated, balances 
itself, but only have considered the other in which it acquires equi
librium, state, law. All this takes place l!O quickly that the swell
ing, sinking, and equilibrating hardly are evident to our percep
tionli. If, as I believe, the experiments of Genuete were true, 
llCCording to which a river doubles or triples its water without 
nilling its level, then it would be correct to say that it was free 
from any sensible resiirtance. This might be the case in an artifi-

cial river of short length, over a level bottom with lllhOOth .wes, 
and furnished with clear water. But In a n11tural and turbid 
lltream, where the re11istance, and that considerable2 will never lte 
wanting, it is not likely that when reduced to hlLlf its original 
section, it preserves its former level. This bein~ determined. to 
come to the question above proposed, I resolve 1t thus :-EitheT 
the velocity begins to increase by the water bepnning to swell. or 
the whole mass increases. If the fir11t takes place, then the heigbt 
being small, and hence the pressure being like .. ·ise small, the vel_o
city gener11ted will be also small. It is not that so small a velocity 
is added to so great, which it derives from an inclination, contran· 
to the sentiment of S'Gra,·eBBnd. If the second takes pliu:e, i"t 
being then the velocity which increases, is equal to, or is less than 
that which results from an inclinatiou, and not having any other 
generating principle than the pressure, it is clear that it acts when 
the velocity which generate11 itself is leBB or equal to that whiclt 
WBB before generated by the inclined plane. Now I repeat, there
fore, that the water 88 it strikes the bottom presses the lower films 
which run, spread out upon it, by which the preBSure is communi
cated from above downwards. I agree with what Manfredi •ys, 
that "all the lower strata of water may be regarded aa so many 
bottoms, or actual planes, with regard to the upper planes which 
run upon them. Hence 'heee fluid planes are senaible of the same 
pre&11ure of running water which they would sustain if it were sta
tionary at an equ<&l height." To me it appears an inconte11table 
truth that water which presses the bottom should press all that 
portion by which the preBBure is communicated, otherwise if it does 
not preBB all that which forms the middle, it will never arrive at 
the bottom of it, which is contrary to all experience. If this bot
tom be of a curved form, concave towarda the water, the pres..-ure 
will have the action of a centrifulf&l force, the which conspiring 
with the former, will increase the momentum, and thereby ita 
energy and velocity. 

PBOOEEDIK08 OP BOIEBTIPIO BOOIETIES. 

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
/II.fl. 10.-CBi\BLEB FowLll:a, E,q., V.P., in the Chair. 

Many preaents 'll'ere announced. An1or11t them were dra .. ings fro111 Mr. 
B. Perry, of the Towo Hall of Morpeth, 111pvoaed to be by Va11brugb, and 
a 'll'ork on cburcb buildins by M. de Luuulx of Coblrotz. 

Mr. LAYA&J>, the explorer of Nineveh, waa then introduced by Mr. Ti~. 
and at the rrqueat of the lnatitute, made 1on1e rrmarkl on lbe raioa of that 
city. Of the external arcbitectore, or of the date of the r11io1, he could 
.ay little, a1 hardly a frasmeot remaioed to suide the judgment, though no 
doub&. of their @•eat aotiquity could' be entertained. One proof be could 
11ive wu, that though the earliett ruins were buried in the toil, grnes had 
heen da;r; io theae by a people who liTed 700 years before the comrooa era. 
He wu incliord to believe that tome of thrae buildings might be three thou
aand years old. The room• 'll'ere covered with niarble al.be, aculptured i• 
low relief, like thoae in the Briti~h Muaeum, aod they were joined topt.ber 
hy double dotetail• of iron, and the doorways "ere Gaoked by tall wiDJed 
figures, higher than the aide llaba. fbe figarea were all markrd with blood, 
a1 if it liad breo tbrowo again1t them, and left to trickle. The wall• wbieh 
hack the slabli are of eun-dried bricks, aod, wbrre they ebow above the 
1lah1, are plastered over and painted. Such beams as remaio are found to 
he of mulberry. How th~ slaba bate been preaerved ie a matter of mystery, 
hut ia prrbapa to be nplamed by their lying under the crumbled remaioa of 
the bricks. "·bich have returned to earth. Mr. Layard ooticed tbat the 
huilding1 'll'ere provided with a system of aewage, a drain ruooing from each 
room to a main 1rwer. lo a amall cba111ber which he had di1covered among 
the ruins, be had 1ten vaulting of brick1 regularly arched. The date of tbe • 
deatruc:tion of Nineveh w11 700 yeare B.c., while the ha1.relief1 beloog to 
earlier datee. In many caaea the elaba have been u1ed before; ooe alab wu 
found with the sculptured face turned to the wall, and the back re-worked. 

Mr. 801101111 obaerved that io Egypt the cramp1 were of wood, ud be 
thong ht it extraordioary that at Nineveh they thould be of iron. 

Mr. Do!fALJ>SoN remarked that tbo1e of the Parthenoo were of iron, and 
proceeded to offer hia tribute of thauk1 to Mr. Layard for bi1 communica
tion•. He thought that gentleman the more deaerviog of praise, a1 eo u.uch 
of what he bad dooe wu by bi1 own labour and e&penae, and yet be bad 
aucce11fully competed with the explorers 1eot oat by the Freoch govern
ment. Mr. Dooald1on wiabed to inquire whether the external face of the 
•Un dried bricks "·ere covered with plaster to keep out the wet. 

Mr. LAYA&D had not observed thi1. The internal face "U partlv coloured 
and eoamellrd, and decorated with human figurea and other ornameotl. Ae 
to the vaulted chamber of which he bad epokrn, 1t wu covered with aa 
arch of 12 or 14 ftet diameter, very nearly a aemi-arcb. Aa to tbe an1en, 
tht-)' "ere 001 arched. 
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Mr. l'.uno•. in eoneedoa el a e&aterneat at a former -itar ... 111 the 
- MWen at Hamburgh were not oval, hut egg.ebaped. 

Mr. Po1'MT•• nad a paper on " Lnlllw Ht111P,.," illultrated by a num. 
"-of 1perimea1 1ent by Mr. Pratt.-The author mentioned examples of 
ltdber P1Dboaing among thf' Egyptian1, and in the middle 1gea. and alao of 
i .. atalin u111 in the ei1~enth and seventeenth centuriP1, after ill rewinl. 
Tile lather 11.ed waa dnf', and wu either ernboued or aimply painted. It 
- cbiedy brought into tbi1 country from Flanden and FranCf', and there 
did DOt teem 10 hue hen ID)' manufactory of it here. Some thought that 
the proceas bad been tlr1t reviYed either at Venice or in Spain, but this i• 
ltill muter of doubt, tboagh at Venice embo11Pd leather bangin~ were in 
pitenl me in t'ie aewenteentb century. The lint 1tage in the procen wu 
'°join tbe 1kin1, and then to ail•er thf' whole 1orf1ce. Parll to have the 
appearance of gold were varnilhed with coloured nrniah. Aller 1ilvering, 
the leather wu 1tarnped with cot blockl under a preu. The borden and 
moTe delicate work ·~ uecnted with metal tool1, like those of book· 
bisden. What 11 calltd the Titian OallPry, at Blenhtim, ha1 painting• on 
leather, but they are not by Titian. Mr. Poynter exhibited aome fine rum. 
plea, OM being Antonr ud Cleopatra, from a aeriea formrrly belonging to 
the great Lord Clartndon. lie recommended aucb 1pecimen1 aa auitable fror 
-m• of medillenl antiqnitin. 

Mr. c .... ca atated th11t p'u&er mould1 are u1ed at Paria to embo11 the 
lalber, and that much dork ie worked up to ornament the face. 

Tbe Chairman brought to the notice of the meet;ng the Inn thty had 
tatainrcl in the death of two n1emben of the profea1inn. Mr. KAY, a mem
ber of lhe lnatitn&e wu the first whom be abould name, one whom tbty all 
kaew and reapeded, &Dd who had taken an acti.e part in the establi1hment 
efthe lnatitute.-Mr. Lo"eD.&LB ELMBB wu not a mPmher or the ln•titute, 
bat a IDOat promi1ing architect, whose work• at Li•eri1ool rdected the great. 
Id credit upon him. A alight fall iu getting uut of a rarriage wu the more 
immediate cauae of death, but he wu 1utrering froru dl.6UH wbicb .-ould 
()Cherwile have carried him off. 

I~STITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
Jn. 11.-Sir J. Rs:111ua, President, in the Chair. 

The dnt meetiDI[ of tbe -ion wu h'ld thil enoing, when the following 
papen were read :-

Mr. FaaDaa1c1t RAIOOK•'• "prottrafor malting Artificial Stonr." 
The rllOdu opwaruli appeartd to be very aimple. Broken piece1 of ailica 

(commen tint) bring 1nhject<!d for a time to the action of c11111tic alkali, 
boiliDg, under preuure, iu a cloee vesael, formed a tr1n1parent 1ilic1ted solu. 
ti011, wbicb wu enporated to a 1peci&c trr•vity of J ·600 (rli1tilled water 
being 1-000), 111d wa1 then intimstf'l)' mixed with tri•en proportion• of well. 
... bed aaad, broken granite, or ot!ler materiala, of dill'erent degree. of bard· 
oeu. Tbe pute thDI conatituted, after bring pressed into mould1, from 
wlricb tbe moat delicate lmprmiona 'll'ere readily receiYed, were aubjected to 
a nd bee&, in a ato•e or kiln, by which operation the free or uncombined 
aillca ot tbe raw material& united with the exceH of alkali esining in the 
aolution, t'11ua forming a aeml 0 Titreou1 compound, and rendering the artidcial 
noae perfectly in1oluhle. Thia production mu1t e'ffllently be adaptable to 
a eompreben•i•e range of ohjecll for deco111ti•e art, and for architectural 
parpoaea ; bn1t1. •aaea, dooring tilea, 1ttp1, halustrade1, mo11lding1, capit1!1, 
ab&fta, and bues of colnmn1, &c., even grinding 1tone1 and wbetatonea for 
IC)'tbft, hue been made; and, in fact, from the beauty and nriety of the 
epeeimeoa exhibited, there would appear to be a •ut field opruing for 1Dch 
a prodllCtion. It 'll'U 1tated to be already extenaivrly manufactnred at Ipso 
wich, and it wu allowed to admit of ext.emive application where elaboratelY 
Clrt'ed atone would be too espenllive. • 

Mr. R1caMOND, of Bow, exbibited and esplained "1n1Brtgifu Clllllllw,"m•· 
Hfao&ued by him OD ID impro•ed principle. The counter• in ordinary UH! 
wne Jeaeribed aa either aomewbat ineftlcient machinee, liable to error, or of 
loo espnaiYe conatruction to be generally employed. Thia counter ditrererl 
6em <>then cliirtly ia ill 1implicit7 and it1 accnracy, wbilat, at the .. me 
lime, ita low price of 71. brought it within the reach of nery one. With 
ibia machine the number of 1trokea made by the f'ngine or other n.acbine 
could be read oft' at olle view without calculation. The leading or unit bind 
1ta•ened the entire circumference of the large dial, and tboae of the three 
amall dial& rnol•ed in the aame direction. The lint motion wu deacribed 
U being giTeD by I sliding liar and flied 1pring, instead or by I double pallet, 
ao th» the fint wheel could not be thrown more thlD one tooth by one 
1troke of the engine. The bands were all mov'd by a train of wheel• a~d 
piaiom, without 1kip.wbeel1, 10 that the motion w11 regular ud progrea· 
lift. Tbeae were admitted to be advantage•, and in the dilcusalon upon the 
IDlebiDe lta merits appeared to be shown very decidedly. 

Jart. 18.-Sif J. lhN1n•, Preaideat, lo tbe CMlr. 
The nnual general mttting of the lnltitution wu held tbi1 neninr, when 

tbe following gcrntlemen were elected to form the council for the en1uiog 
:rear,_ 

Pre1idna/-Jotbile FielJ. 
Y'ic. Pr1ridml1-W. Cubitt, J.M. Rendel, 1. SimP1on .. ud R. Stephen

son, M.P. 

Mndw.-J. F. Batrman, G. P. Bidder. I. K. Brunel, J. Cubitt, J. Locke, 
M.P .. J. Miner,\\". C. l\tylne, T. Sopwith, J. R. M•Clean, and C. May. 

Auodaln qfCowncU-J. Ch1tton, and T. H. Wyatt. 
The report of the council continue• to be very encouraging, and 1bow1 

tl11t the progreaa of the 1ociet7 is steadily good. · 
Telford medala were presented to Meaan. Jacklon, Richardson, Murray, 

Glynn, and Frodaham, and to the two former gentlemrn council premium• 
of boob ••re added. Telford premium• of bookl were al10 awarded to 
Me•1n. Elliott, Heppel, Shears, and Maiten, for the commnnicationa made 
during the pa1t 1esaion. 

!ttemoln were gl•en of the deceued memben and auociates. Meaar•. 
Thom, Giles, Lipkin1, Mu1bet, Reynuld1, Holtzapffel, Euna, Watkin•, and 
Ball. The career of several of theae gentlemen bad been IO nried, and pas· 
1etaed 1ucb poinu or intere1t, that the memoirs were neceuarily extended 
beyond their n1ual length. The report noticed the increued attf'ndance of 
-hers and •iaiton u nidence of iu adnncing career, and of the interen 
felt fo1 the acienee of ci•il engineering. A pres1ing appeti w11 maJe to mem• 
bt-ra of all cl111e1 to contribute papen, to induce animated rliacu11ions, which 
are the dillinctive feature of the meetings of the aociety. The principal e•enu 
or the put aenion were touch'd upon, and ae•eral printe matten relati•e 
to the internal menagement of the Inetitution were fully discu11ed. The 
council then explained the changed form of the balloting papen, neCf'11itlted 
by the new bye-lawa, and the retirement of Sir John Rennie from the poat 
of president, which be bad filled with su,·b credit to him•elf and benefit to 
the 1ociet7 for the !all three yean. In ronclnsion, tbe rrport uid, "Let 
the civil engineen remember that• union ia 1trengtb ;' and that, if they are 
true to each other, and nae the In1titution u the common centre and bond 
of unity, they may aet at noutrht all eft'ort1 to di1lodge the civil engineers of 
Rnglat1d from the prourl eminence where their talen11, their practical 1kill, 
and their probity hue placed them." 

Before leuing the chair, Sir J. RBNNIB. presidnat, addrelled the meeting 
on the aelection of the president, and im prened upon them the claims of 
Mr. F\eld; not only u one of the founden of the Inatitution, and who bad 
tilled for many 7e1r1 all positions in tbe so<"iety, nor beclu1e he wu uniYer
.. lly reapeNd and eateemed u an upright, honourable, kind·b,arted man, 
bot cbidy on aoeonnt of hi1 acknowledged celebrity 11 a mechanical engi
neer, particularly in that moat Important department-steam nnigation; 
and, becauae his election would nnite more drmly the two b111ncb~1 of the 
proreaaion, which, to enaure geoenl p1oeperit7, muat ner go band ill band, 
aa they had hitherto done in the In1titution, in 1pite of all attempll to make 
it appear otbenriae. He then re'fiewed the position of the lnatitution during 
bi1 preaidenubip, offering hi1 bett thankl to the •ice·preaidenll and the 
mf'mhers of council, and to the aecreury, for the 1upport and u1i111ace 
aft'ordrd him; and then rumined, with mncb candour, the relatiYe po1itio11t 
of the civil rngineer1, and of the gonmment board1 and commiuion1, wbicb 
had appeared to cluh more than waa deai111ble. Thill be 1bowed not to riae 
from 107 of the acta of the ci'fil engineers, who bad e•er been ready to atrord 
their beat uli1t1nee to the government In any capacity; and furthtr, that it 
wo11ld be the interest of the government to take adv&Dtage of the talent, 
energy, and practical skill of the ci•il enf:lneen, by whom they bad ner been 
well 1er•ed, rather than incur the buard and the eipenae of forming a corps 
that wuuld require more time for educating than could be atrorded in theae 
actiYe times, •hen nen he1itation "'" perdition. 

Thia addreu w11 responded to very warmly by the meeting; and a •ole of 
thanks to Sir John Rennie wa1 receiwed with cheer&. Thank~ were alao 
Toted to the couucil and the aecretary of the lnllitution for their 1e"icea. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON. 
Dec. U.-P. L:a rfSVJ: Foana, B1q., In the Chair. 

The Secretary read a paper, by Mr. A.G. FtN'DLAY, M.R.G.S.," Ora tlw 
eariou d11cripliou qf Ligllllwiuei, &11COM, and Liglll-ett#l6, /Mir Coia-
1trt1eli1n1, artd IM •elllod. qf /Uumittaliofl rmployed llln-ri'I&." 

Mr. Fl.lfDLAY commenced hia paper by alluding to the Tut importance to 
a maritime nation like England of hnlng a durable and etBdent mode ot 
constructing and illuminating lighthouaes, light.Yenel1, &c., and proceeded 
to point out the. general u1e1 of ligbthouae1. The oldett atruct.ure upon 
record la the celebrated Pbaros of Aleundria, which 1erved u a guide to 
ancient mariners during a period of nrarly 1,600 7e1r1. Pliny 11y1, " It 
wu 1111u1re, of white atone, and con1i1ting of many 1torie1, and dimioi1bed 
opward1 lill it attained the height of 64 7 feet." The moat ancient 11ructure 
known to nilt in tbi1 country i1 the Roman pb1ro1 at Donr castle, and 
tbia would •till 1n1wer ill intended purpoae, after a lap1e of 1 B centuriea. 
The celebrated Cordonan Tower, in the Bay of Bi1ca7, i1 another inatance 
of stability, hawing been built in 1611. The Edd71tone llgbthouae hu 
attraeted more of the attention of the public than perhapa any other. The 
llnt of tbeae edifice• w11 of wood, and built by Mr. Win1t1nl~7 in the yea"' 
1696-B ; but, owing to the 1e1 wuhing over the lantern, it wu 1ubwquently 
raiaed to a beisbt of 120 feet. In November, I 703, tbft entire atructGrC 
wa1 wuhed away, and in 1706 unction 'll'U obtained for it• being rel>uill, 
which wu 1ccordin1l)' done by 11.udyerd, but wbicb w11 deatroycd by fire 
in I i:i:i. The present tower, one of the artificial •onden of England, and 
b~lt hy Sm~~n, ia 100 feet high, and bu gi•en good proof of ill capa
bd1t7 of re111ttng tbc force of the wuea. The Bell Rock liabtbou1e i• a 
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1imilar 1tructnre to the Eddystone; it wu built by Ste'lenaon at a cost of 
.£60,000. The molt recent erection of tbia description i1 on the Skerryfore 
rock, which col& £90,700. 

The author ne1t allnded to the difficulty of con1tructing permanent ligbt
hou1ea in exposed 1itu1tion1, and the adnntagee of them ov"r 8oating ligbte, 
aa well 11 the much amaller annual expenditure required to maintain an effi
cient litrht. The fiut floating light was tbe wrll Jr.oown Nore ligbt-ve11el, 
moored in 1734. In order to inaare atahility in a lighthouse, Mr. Findlay 
1tated that it i1 neceaury that the 1trncture 1boulrl be capahle of aft'urding 
reai1tance to • pre11nre of not le11 than 6,000 lh. to each 1quare foot of 
1orface e1po1ed to tbe action of wl'le1. Thia BBRrtion wu founded on 
esperimenta made by Mr. Alan Steyeneon, who a1eertained and registered 
~he force of the wavea at the Skerryvore rock, on March 2!>tb, 184!>, during 
a weaterly gale, when it wu found to be €083 lh. per square foot ; thia, the 
grutest force hitherto regi1tered, wu cited with many otben. He nest 
proceedrd lo point out the inapplicahility of iron to the con1truction of 
lighthouses where tbe metal wu immened in the tea water, which hat the 
effect of reducing it to a body timilar in ita chemic11l properties to black
lead; and iostanred tbe eft'ecta produced on a cannon-ball taken from tbe 
Mary Rott, after having been 1unk otr Spitbead for a period of l!>O yean: 
the iron 1hot upon being expoaed to the air gradually became red bot, and 
then fell iDtD a red powder resembling burnt clay.-The author next de
ecribed the metboda which baYe been 1aggeated for overcoming the difficulty 
of e:i:poaing lllJ'le anrfacee to the action of the force of the wHes, and alto 
for obtaini1.tr a firmer foundation on a aand, and e1pecially Mr. Alexander 
Mitchell'• 1crew-pile lightholU8 erected on the Maplin Sand, and Dr. P .. tta'• 
method of driving pilea by atmo1pheric preasure, 11 applied at the South 
Calliper beacon on the Goodwin 11nd1, in UU7, and to other beacon• un 
HriOllll 1bo1l1 at the moath of the Thames, 11 on the Blyth aand, and on 
the 1bingles in the Prince'• channel. Another plan for the erection of 
lightho11se1 bal been cvried into effect at the Point of Ayr by Mr. Walker; 
it con1i1ts in con1tructing hollow cylinden, which are filled with concrete 
and then aunk, and from them the piles rite. Capt. Sir S. Brown ha1 al10 
propo1ed a plan for the erection of lightboa1111 in deep water upon bronze 
1tandard1, and a modilica!ion nf hit plan wu adopted hy Captain Bullock. 
The author further alluded to Mr. Ba1h'1 Light of all Nations, and to Mr. A. 
Gordon's iron lightbouaea at Jamaica and the Bermudu, in which the eue1 
are filled with a 101id mua of concrete ; and alluded lo the fact that Rennie 
bad propoaed iron for thia purpose u early u the year 180!> for the Bell 
Rock. 

Having thus shown the dift"ereot metbodl employed in the construction 
and erection of lighthouae1, Mr. Findlay p1oceeda to rem1rk on the variou1 
plan• of illuminalion which hB'l'e been employed: of theae the ~arlint was 
&he coal fire and tbr Cordoaan billetl of oak. In 17!>2 the South Foreland 
lighthouse, previou1ly illuminated "ith an open coal fire, wu covered with a 
lantern with large 111h window•, and the fire wu kept bright by mean• or 
large bellows; the lanlern wu .1Dbsequently remond, and afterward1, at the 
commencement of the preaent century, fifteen large lenaet with separate 
lampe were placed in it. In 1790, the only esception to the coal fire was 
the Eddy1tone lighthouse, which bad a chandelier with 24 wu candles, and 
the Liverpool lightbouae1 with oil lamp, and rude parabolic reflectun. An 
inleretling historical fact wa1 then mentioned-viz •• that parabolic rrflecton 
were used at the Liverpool ligbthou1et (huilt in 1763), u Mr. W. Hntchin
eon, in his "Practical Sr.1m1n1hip,'· put.lisbed that year, describes the appa
ratus then in use-the larger reflecton of wood lined with small piece1 of 
loc.king-glass, the 1maller of polilbed tin: tbit ..-u the more cnriou1, u it 
bad been claimed hy the French for M. Teulere in 1783, and lint used in 
Scotland in 1786. The parabolic rdeeton, of which some beautiful speci
mens were shown to the meeting, are now conatructed upon the formula of 
the celebrated Captain Hllddart. HaYing explained the catoptric or retlect
ing principle of illumination, which received 10 great &D improvement in the 
invention of the Argand lamp in 1i80 or 8!>, aeveral o&ber lights were ~:l
bihited and deacribed-viz., the Drummond light, the voltaic light, and the 
caull!I of their inapplicability. The preaent mode of lighting ia from lampt 
constructed on a modification of the Argand principle. A lint.order pneu
matic lamp with four concentric wicks, showing a moat powrrful light, wu 
exhibited. The dioptric principle, in which the raya or light emanate from 
a central lamp, and are controlled and directed hy a aeries or len!ts placed 
before and around it, next occupied attention. The author claims the 
priority of it11urgeation for an optician in London, as mentioned hy S1nea
t1Jn, who propoaed, in 17!>9, to grind the panes or the Eddystone lighthonae 
into a sphere of l!> feet diameter. The present form of lens, generally 
kQOwn aa Fre1nel'1, wa. fiut suggeated by the celebrated Butron, to whom it 
ia probable the catoptric •ystem owee it1 origin. Sir David Brew•ter, in 
1811, •howed the practicahility of constructing a lens of eeparate piece1, 
and this wu lint need in France hy Fresnel, and hat since become universal 
in French lighthouses. A cornparati•e view of the catoptrlc and dioptric 
sy1trm1 is atrorded by the fixed lights of the South Poreland, the higher 
heing from the dioptric principle anrl the lower from Huddart'• reflech>rs, 
which to a distant ohsen•er appear equally bright-the only test of their 
efficiency. The cata·dioptric principle was illustrated by a beautiful fourth. 
order apparatn1, lent by Meun. Wilkins, in which, abon and bel1Jw the 
light, a 1y1tem of totally reflecting priamatic zonet is arranged, the 1ugge•
tion of Mr. A. Stnen1ou. Mr. Aleunder Gordon'• cata.dioptric sy1ten., a 
tu1ion of the retlector a11d refractor, wu alao de1cribed.-Some partlcul•n 
ietpec&iog the power of light in penetrating mitt were also brought forwa11l. 

During fop the attendanll of ligbt·'leueb IODnd a bell at iote"al1, or, u 
now u1ed by the Trinity Board, a Chine1e gong. lnatead of thia, Lieut • 
Sheringham, R.N., propoaed, in 1842, to u1e a whittle wurked by beUow1, 
and !.fr. Gordon prnpnaed to place the whittle in the focus of a parabolic 
reflector, to dir~ct the snuod. Mr. Findlay concluded bis paprr by IDf!ill"'· 
iog the uae of Mowbray'• chemical whittle, "·bich waa exhibited aud de-
1cribed. 

ROY AL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
Ja1t. 10.-Gsoaos BucBANAN, Esq., F.R.S.E., Prcaicleot, in the Chair. 
The followiug communications were made!-

1. Dmription lllitll Dra1Ding1 qf a Porta6k Cejfwdtntt, adaptl!d apeciallJ 
for tlu II# qf Har/Jow and olllw Mtlriu Wora ill e1pr»td 1ilualW... By 
Tao1u1 SnvBKION, Esq., C.E. 

Thia cotrenlam wu u1ed It Hynith harbour workl, Argyll1hire, for exea
nting rock which w11 seldom leR dry by the tide, and waa covered with 
two feet of aaad. It wu found imponible to form a common coft"erdam, 
owing to the 1b11lowness of the aand, which could not aff'ord any 1upport to 
pile1, and to the •iolence of the sea, which would in a tingle tide either 
wt.olly bre1k it up or render it leaky. The cotrerdam adopted being porta
ble, wu mo•ed from one compartment of the cnttinf!i, when finished, to 
another. It consi1ted of two double frarnee of timber, each complete in 
itself, being bound together with iron rod1, forming a dam about 10 feet by 
14, and 3 feet high. One of the111 double frames (helng somewhat lea1 Uwa 
the other) wu placed inside of the larger, ao u to admit two pile1 being 
driven between them. In thi1 way the pile1 could, from the depth o( the 
frames, be drifen perfectly 1traight, and were alao quite Independent of 1up
port from the 1and. A. e•ch compartment of the excavation wu compl.,ted, 
and before the dam wu removed, one row of pile• wu driven Jowo to the 
bottom of the pit and left atanding, 10 aa to be a guide for again 1uper
impo1ing the framea o~er them, and in tbia way it waa impoa1ible for any of 
the rock to escape being removed. The peculiar advantages are its porta
bility-its ready adaptation to a sloping or to an irregular bottom-the ellle 
and certainty with which the partitions between each aection of the rock 
were removed, and the donhle.frarned walinp that snpported and directed 
the driving of the piles. Whenever excavation• require to be made in a 
rocky beach coyered by a stratum of 11nd, bowe•er thin, this form of daoa 
may be need, aa there ia no kind of lateral supportt such at ahore wanUd, 
the atructure containing within itaetr the elements nece11ary for its 1t1bility. 
It pour11es, indeed, the propertiea of a caisson, with the additional adun
tage of accommodating itself to an irregular bottom. 

2. Dm:ription of a Cut-iron Sk"'ID Bridge, qf ltDO arclln-qf 100 fttl 
apan each -nOID bnng erected lo carry llM Ltttb, Det1111nU'y, tuad MOIU:lte~kr 
Rail111ay, Of1er Ille Rioer Calder al R@riu111llarfe, war De1111lnAl'y. By 
TnoUAll GBAINGBB, Esq., C.E. 

Thia bridge i1 a skew at an angle of 66 deg., and con1i1ts of two arcbn nf 
100 feet span, with a pier about the centre of the river; each arch 11 formed 
with 1i:1 cut.iron aegmental ribs, having a rise of 12 feet,--eacb rih Is l'alt 
In five piece1, hHing flanges or luge at the joiniogs, and bolted together 
with 2.iach boltt; the 11ection of the ribs at the abutmentt is 3 feet deep, 
the web 2t iocbea thick, the top and bottom moulding or ftangea 8 incheit 
by 3 inches, presenting ID area of 123 incbea; the section at the crown la 
2 f&. 9 in. deep, and otberwiae the 1ame 11 at the abntmentt, and rresenu an 
area of 1 l!>i incbe1. The spaodrib are cal& along with the riba-&he joiota 
btiog formed at the nprigbll instead of at the intermediate apaeet, u shown 
on the model. The rih1 have doyetail~ aockets caat upon ibem to receiH 
the cut.iron bnee1 which are keyed into them; these brace1, 10 in 11nmber, 
stretch acrosa the bridge at right angle1 to the ribt; ihere are also 8 wrought
iroo tie·rod1, 2 inches diameter, placed parallel to the line of the ahntmeutt, 
to connect the whole structure together. The riht abut against and are 
keyed into muaive iron bed.plates sunk into the atone-work of the ahut· 
menu. The roadway i1 tnpported hy trannene timber beamt 12 inch~ hy 
9 inchea, bolted to the top of the spandrils at intervals of 3 feet from centre 
to centre; the plankiag i1 3 incbet thick, aud is laid diagonally acrou these 
beams, and spiked to them with 6-incn 1pikea; and over the planking a 
coating of uphalte it to be laid. The outaide ribs are anrmounted by a 
cut-iron cornice to correspond with the maaonry. and having a cast-iron 
raili11g on the top. Tbe estimated weigh& uf the cut.iron in the brid~ i1 
603 ton• 4 cwt., and the expeoae of fitting up the iron and timber work bu 
been contracted for at 8,!>98/, 

3. 06'"1!aliOJU on Ill~ •~am '1y 1Dliicll 7im~ may l>e ca•mtmictllttl lly 
Sifl"IJI Balla from one Station to anolllw. By JORN ADIE, Etq., P.R.S.E. 
The author of this paper remarked, that the distance of the Nelton Monu
ment from Leith, and more so from Leith Roads, would allow a time-ball 
placed on the Moou1neot to he distinctly seen only in very clear weather, 
which i1 cooflued to a limited number of days, rendering it of little Die to 
the shipping in the Frith of Forth. He next described a method by which 
the ball on the Monument, and one at Leith, might be dropped at the 11mc 
aecond of tiiue, by a penon in charge at the Royal Observatory, Calton Hill. 
This he proposed to do by making use of the great force Induced on artificial 
iron magneta, the wires aorroundin11 theae magneta being brought into con. 
tac' with the poles of a galvanic t.attery placed in the Obaerntory, and e111 • 
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ployi11~ 1hia fortt to draw bnlt1 or r1tche1 to free the balls and allnw thl'm 
tn mop; 1 nu111her of m1irnets in communication will develop their f~rce1 at 
dilltut 1l1tinn1 at the tame moment, aad allow balls at 1Her1l 1t1t1on1 to 
indieate \he aame aerond. 

4. IH~liort qi a &iftlg· JJ'lattl Ri'llfl-Rnolf7tr, to pr"t!flt JJ'A,ez. qf 
~frorr1jlymg off tM .tlsk1. B1 Rn. GB.ARAN MITCBll.LL, A.M. 

The object of tbia inorenlinn It tn pre•ent di1uter1, hy rendering it im
pMaible for an1 whefl ftyinir ntr the ule, whether from tear and wear, nr con
ruuioa. Iodepradently of all former coatrivancea of security for human 
life, there b here 1uperadded 1 hrue or iron ring attached tn the wheel be. 
biad ~be buah, which apart rnolna along with the large wheel itaelf round 
1 niicb cut ia the ule of the ruriage, and which ia duigned to act as 1 
preTtatiYe 1g1ia1t 1 wheel ever fiying off, whatever be the Yelocit1 of re•olu. 
tioa.. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF IRELAND. 
DH!. 14.-Col. H. D. Ju1<&a, Pruident, in tbe Chair. 

Tbe follnwing p1pen were read :-
N Dnmptitm of a Clock with 11 R~tmng Machine attached." By Mr. 

SBA&P.-An ordinary l'lurk was e1hihited, with the addition of 1 certain 
~u1t1ber of prnjrcting pins on tbe dial; the interval ht-tween evP.ry two pins 
np.._.i a certain porrion of tiflle, heing that which elapsed while the hour 
hand of the clock, in its ordinary motion, pa11ed from one pin to another ; 
1 IP.-er was 1rtarhed to the back of the dial, b1 meana of which the hour 
hand could he pu•hed in at any time against the face of the dial, arid, by 
coming in contact with one of the projecting pina imnie1liately under it, 
push it in al•o. and tbe pin so pualied in would rel.li•ter. within but 1 few 
mi1111iea, \he rxa•·t time the hand w11 brought in conllct with thr. dial. Mr. 
Sharp explained bow, by means of a sufficient number nr pin1 on the dial, 
nry 1111all internl1 of time might he rtgiatered. This invention be con. 
oeiYed eould be uaed fur all the purposes of 1 noctuary, and mil!lht, hy 
meant of an additional mechanical contrivance, be n1ade to regiater tbe 
times of the aninl and departure of the trains, by rueana of the trains 
themse!Yea. He alao explained how the movement of the clock waa not iri 
tl>e leut injured by thia addition, and that this mean! of regiatering might 
be al10 applied to docka already constructed. 

"..J 1/tort 11ccount of tlu FaU. durang ti f7"1knt alorna, qf par't qf t1 Roof 
i• progreu qf erection ~er Ille Dublin ltt'111inUI of tlu Midland Great 
Wnte"' Railr11ay." By Mr. H111eu1s.-The total length of the roof or tbia 
building ia 47S feet, and the width 120 feet, diYided into t'll'o 1p1ns of 60 
fed each, the roof resting on 'll'all• at either aide, and on columns in the 
Ct'tltre. The centre colurun1 are 62 ft. 6 in. apart, and are connected by fiat 
arches and gutter 0 pl1tu. Tbe whole atructure, with the exception of the 
column•, 11otter0 pl1te1, tie-waahen, and aocket1, ia composed of rolled iron. 
The principal, which are the only faftera, are 38 in number to tacb half-roof, 
and are 12 ft. 6 in. apart. They are furmed of what are called "deck 
Lleama." The cover of the roof ia of corrugated g1lvani1ed iron, and con
n«ted by bolta and rivets aimilarly i.ralnaiaed, and proYiaion ii made for 
espamion and contraction. Twenty.be of the principals were erected on 
each side, and the whole centre line of colnmn1 and arches complete, wbeu 
&be storm, tbe cause of the accident, began. The principals not bring con
nected together by temporary diagonal brace1 (none would be required when 
t~ comigated covering wu fixed), were expoaed to the powerful action of 
&he gale in the directia11 in which no temporary pro•ision had been made to 
witbatand laler.J prelll'Ure; and the consequence wu, aa might naturally he 
npected, that the greater portion of them were blown down one over the 
other, like a pack of carda; and the whole of them had 1n1pped their 
1oc:keta. 

Several memben expreued their aatiifaction at Mr. Hemaa1 having placed 
on reeord tbia failure tbrnagb inattention to the neceaury precautions in the 
eueution, which would prove an uaefnl leuoa. 

" 411 t1ceotml qf tlN nmt111al qf a Mill at tlil Cultr, iwm- Colwain1." By 
CoL H, D. Jolfn, Preaideat.-Tbe paper wu accompanied by ae•eral draw. 
iup nplanatory of tbe 1nbject, and detailed the mode adopted for the re
lllOT&l of a large mill, the height of which, to the enes, wu G:i feet, and 
the walls were of proportionate 1bickneu, being three feet at the leYel of 
the ground atory. The execution of the worka in connection with the 
drainage of Lough Neagh, rendered tbe remoYal of thi1 mill necesury, and 
the ase of gunpowder wu conaideAd the mott economical me1n1 of eft'ect
ing tb11 object ; but the contiguity of the mill to aeveral houaes by the 
rnadlide rendered it necessary to guard apinat accident, by limiting the 
charge ol powder. A detailed account was gi•en of the qaantity of powder 
med, the mode of applying the chargea, and tbe effect produced, and very 
Ntitfactorily proved the economy of the meunre. This work wu conducted 
11nder the 1nperiatendence of Mr. C. S. Ottley, the di1trict engineer for 
Loagb Neagb drainage.-Tbe Preaideat stated that he bad ued gunpowder 
wkll mach ad•antage, both u regarded effect and ecoaomy, ia the remoYal 
of large bailding1, bat especially in the removal of 1 large 1torebo1:11e at 
Plmhana. 

Mr. M'JIABOK atated the areat advantage of adopting the plan which 
bad been ao 1ucceaafully tried in the present in1tance. 

Jlr. Cu.as1<DOK dncrihed the mode by which the bi111h dock wall had 
beea remond at \he lite ol the D11blin and Drogbecl& railway urmin111 in 

Amien1.stre•t, wl1irh had hl'f'n eft'ected espeditino1!y and econon1ieally, and 
t1·ithnnt thl' uae nf eunpnwdrr. 

Mr. Du1< called tht altenrion of the ln1titutlon to the intfli,·ient atate of 
the aewerage of Duhlin. 

HINTS TO PL~NTERS. 

A correspondent of the Gardmer1' Cllronick uya, "In rambling throo~h 
the New Forest, I hue heen murh •truck by obterving bow much the heauly 
of natural woods dcprnds upon the open gladea; or interval1 bare of tre~•, 
which there so freqri,.nUy ncrur, and hue often wondered 'll'by the land
srape gardener an •tlrlnm imitltea nat11re in thia reapect. In the dispoaition 
of the open and the wnod•d apota, it may b., ohaer•ed that nature commonly 
fills Dp th@ va.lltys with wood, and leaves moat of the browa and eminences 
bart, and in an unilulaling country, nothin!P; ia more pleasing tn the •·re than 
thus to lf'e the wood1 t'reeping up the hnllo,.·s and ,.radually feathniur: off', 
and disappearing u they apprnach the 1ummita of the hill1, which rise hare 
of treea ahove them. Tbe landscape gardener almost invariahly dnea the 
reverse. He commonly pl1nt1 all the eminences (prnhahly from thP. noiion 
of making 1 more cnn1picuou1 show at a distance), leaving bis nrant •pacea 
ia the valleys and lower grounda. By thi1 naea.ne (putting 1ppur1nce out 
of the question) he 1ubjects hi1 trees to the dnuhle diudn11t1ge of a more 
exposed •ituation, and 1 ahallower 1oil ; conaequently bi1 tree1 gro"· incom
paral1ly slower than thty would do in the deeper 1oil and more aheltered 
aituatinn of thl' lower ll'rounda. Trres d1tfer 10 much in the 1oil and situa
tion suitable to the different kind1, that it ia of the utmoat consequence to 
the plan~r that tht one should be ada1>ted to the other; and if planttl'I 
could be induced lo look after theae thinlf• them1elore1, inatead of •ntntding 
them to the nunl'ryman, nae would uot ''' often aee plantations filled with 
1uch worthleu trees aa heecb and syramort, where more nluahle 1orta, 1och 
u elm, uh. and cheanut, would fiouri•h equally well. With tbia Yiew, I 
have thrown to~lher a few observation• on the 1ort1 of treea commonly 
planted. Tbe larch would, nu doubt, he I.he moat nluable tree that can he 
planted, were it not unfortunately aubject to that peculiar diaease, called tile 
heart-rot, which, I believe, i1 not k1town to affect any other kind of trtr. 
Alter growing Yigorou1ly for twenty or more yean, tbe heart of the tree up 
to 1 considerable height hecomea entirely rotten, witbeut any apparent ex
ternal decay. The cause of this 1ingular iliaea1e i1 u y~t unkuown. I am 
myaelf inclined to beline tbat it u1ually ari .. s frvm too ,.reat dryneaa in the 
1oil. Ia Switzerland the wive habiut of the Jareb ia in 1i1aations lhou11d· 
ing in moi•lurr, viz., the sidea of 1laty ond granitic mountain•; and &be 
plantatio111 in which, in thi1 kingdom, it 1eem1 to ftouri1h bat, are in similar 
1itu1tion1 in Scotland and Walea. In Enl!land it hu principally been planted 
on dry Hndy heatha-a aituation which atrord1 the greatest contrut to its 
native hahital, and which tbe prenlence of the heart.rot 1how1 to be uncon
genial to ita nature. In poin& of beauty little cau be aaid in fuour of the 
larch ; it never forms a bandaome mUI of foliage ; and the spiky outline 
eveu of the oldest wood• alwaya hu a poor, unpleaaintr etfect. It 111uat, 
howeYer, be acknowledged that 1 single tree of larch often bu an eltpnt 
apprarance. The Scotch 6r is of ao liardy 1 nature that i& will ftouri1h in 
almoat any 1oil or situation. It i1 in very bad repute u 1 timber tree wbea 
grown in England, which ia 1 Yery 1ingular fact, H it is well known that the 
11me epeciea of pine, when l!rown in the north of Europe and the bil.lhlanda 
of Scotland proilucee that excellent timber know a u tbe red deal. Different 
cauaea are aHigned for this e1tr1ordin1ry dill'erence in the timber grown ia 
England and grown abroad. Some penone 1uppoee that the home and 
foreign grown 6r are dift'ereat varieties of tbe l&IDe 1pecies, one of whicb 
alw1y1 prodacee bard and the other aoft wood; some 1uppoae that the colder 
climaie and alower growth of tbe Baltic timber ia the cauae of ita auperiority; 
and any one who will take tbe trouble of counting the nnmber of annual 
riop i11, Baltic timber muat see &hat its growth is in geaeral exceniorely 
alow; othen con1ider that age alone is wanting to reader the timber good, 
and that if we were to allow Engliah grown fir to attain the age of one or 
two centariea, u ia the case with the Baltic grown, oar timber would be 
eqaally Yaluab1e. That Eagliah fir timber doe1 improve a1 tire tren grow 
older, ia 1 fact well known to timber merchants ; and I can inataace the roof 
of the house in which 1 am new writing, which wu framed of Ji:ngllah fir, of 
very large acaatling, about forty yean ago, and wbicb to all appearance ii 
now u aound u tbe day i& wu pat up. It mutt abo he obterYed that lhe 
Englilb fir ia commonly eat down of 1m1ll dimen1ion1, and full of aap wood, 
while m01t of the up wood is cut away from the Baltic balks before we get 
them. But there ia atill one point, which I hne never aeen noticed, which, 
perba(ll, may go far lo account for tbe dilrerence of quality. I mean the 
seuon in which the timber is felled, lt bu ne'fer yei been aacertalned tha& 
reaino111 treea ought to be felled in winter, 11 ia die nni•enal practice in 
England, and it ia not malikely that the reainou1 jaicea with wbieb in abound 
in aummer may tend to increue the durability of the timber felled ia tbal 
aeuon. 1 would atrongly impreu on thoae who have the oppor&unity, ho" 
deeirable it woDld be to institute e:aperi111enta on tliit poio&. It is 1taled, oa 
what appean to be good authority, that both in Norway and the rea& of tile 
north of Burope fir trees are alwaya felled in 1ummer. In Switzerland, 11 in 
England, tbe timber of the Scotch fir i1 reckoned of Yery little value. A1 an 
ornamental tree the Scotch fir ii' gone mncb ou& of fubion, yet when allowed 
to attain a 111llcicn\ age iurounded &op and red-coloured bark and coatortell 
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limbs produce a grand and picturesque eft'ect in the land1cape which acarcely 
uy kind of tree can surpua. The spruce fir deligb&e in a light aoil and a 
Tt:ry moist situation. Jn 1ucb 1ituation1, when not crowded by other trees, 
ao u to hue plenty of light, It forms a beautiful mall of thick foliage, 
towering to a great height. U is quite usele11 to pl1nt it in •ery dry, 1bal
low, or rocky 1oi11. I hne 11een young 1p1uce fir1 llonrishing in atifl' clay, 
though I believe ultimately 1ucb aoil1 do not 1uit it. It often deceives the 
planter by growing vigorou•ly for 15 or 20 yean, and afterward• becoming 
atunted, exhibiting nothing hut a few ragged leave• on the ends of the 
hrancbee, being then one of the most un1ightly ohject1 in nature. lt i1 1in
r:ular that a native of Norway 1hould 1E"em in our climate not patient of 
wind or frolt. It affords a 1oft wood, useful for many purposes, but 1hray1 
•~ry fall of knots, anlesa it has either been severely pruned, or growa in 
1•1ch cloae woods u to 101e ill 1ide branches by natural proceas of decay from 
waat of light. The aiher fir ftourislles ia stiff wet clays, and throws up ita 
tall bead quite perpendicularly, even in the molt e1poaed situation1, appa
rently uoinjared by the utmost fury of the wind. It i1 a tree which I.he 
landacape painter never thinks of introducing in a picture; yet it is not with
out a peculiar beauty of ill own, and often produces a grand effect, either in 
the 1tift' formal uenae, or when seen towering ahove other treea. Ita tim· 
ber is much like that of the 1pruce fir, but of rather better quality." 

OBITVABY. 

MR. HARVEY LONSDALE ELMES. 
It i1 acarcely 1nrpri1ing that the death of Mr. Harvey Lonsdale Elmea 

1bonld have produced 1acb a 1trong feeling of regret, as has been manifetited 
at LiYerpool by so many of ita leading men, fnr the death of a man of geuiu1 
ia the early prime of life Is well calculated to awaken aympathy, and moat 
in a town adorned by noble monument• of his tute, in hi• devotion to 
which he b11tened the progreH of di1eaae and death. Oar reader1 will 
think that inch an arti1t deaervea at our bands a more len~thened notice 
than be baa yet received, for there i1 always a sentiment of penonal intere1t, 
which aUachea to the career of one so young in life, and 10 rich in eudow
ment.. Ha"ey Lonsdale Elmes wu born in 1813, we believe in London, 
and was the son of James Blmea, Esq., the au"eyor of the Port of London, 
and himself di1tingui1bed as a large contributor to architectural literature. 
With him he wu brought up, and the natural abilities be early abowed were 
fostered by uaociation with the many men of genial with whom hl1 father 
was Intimate, or in connesion. Young Mr. Elme1's talenb were decidedly 
of an artistic tendency, but chiefly directed towards architecture and mu1lc, 
and be showed a peruliar delicacy of mind, stimulated perhaps by delicacy 
of physical organization. Hia zeal wu ardent, and his powen of application 
great, while bis love of fame gave him the stimulus for f:l'Mt exertion. With 
eucb qualltlcation1 Mr. Elmeti began under bia father'• care hie architectural 
atudlea, which he afterwards punued under Mr. Elger of Bedford, and Mr. 
H. E. Goodridge of Bath. He wae likewise employed by Mr. John Elger, a 
builder in Lnndon, until be acquired I be <!barge of works of bis own.-In 
1836 or 1837, when Mr. Elmet was in bit tweoty-fourth year, the Linrpool 
Committee adYertieed for design• for St. George's Hall, which wu then in
tended to be a s"parate building. The adverti1ement wu put Into Mr. 
Elmee'e hands by a friend, u being worthy of his notice, and be took it to 
the late Haydon, one of the earliett friends of hi1 youth, to ult hit ad'l'ice 
whether be abould com~te, 11 Haydun knew many penon1 at Liverpool, 
ha•ing received commi11ion1 for picturea from the Blind School and other 
in1titutio111. "By all means, my dear boy," uid Haydon; "they are noble 
fellow1 at Linrpool. Send in a design, and mind, let it combine grandeur 
with simplicity. None of your broken-up and frittered abortions, bat 1ome0 

&bing grand." Following tbl1 e1bortatioa Mr. Elmea 1et to workL1nd when 
he bad made bit llrat 1ketcb, &ook it to a friend's house, wbere I kiting 
incident gne him the augury of 1ucce111, for a little boy looking at the draw
ing ttry gravely, threw it down, aaying emphatically, " Very good, 1'flf1 
good, Indeed; It'• worth he hundred pounds." When the design "at teat 
in, ta wu aaccenfal &j(ainlt eighty-he competitora, and Mr. Elmeti re~iYed 
tbe premium of fin hundred pounds. Afterwards he carried oft' in other 
~ompetitlona the premium• for the A11ize Court• at Liverpool, and for the 
Collegiate lnetitution there. He was likewi1e the winner in a competition 
for the A11ize Conrt1 and St. George's Hall combined. These aeyeral Yic
toriea gave Mr. Elmeti the preetige of a reputation, which his own attain
ment• were calculated to support. Entered upon a new career, be now de
't'Oted himself zealously to carry 011' in detail the BeTeral design• on which 
tie was engaged, and his profeuional bu1ine11s greatly increued. He ob. 
tained the prise for the County Lunatic Asylum, at Weit Derby, in Lan
~aehire, and wat employed in erec:tinit man1ion1 for Mr. George Hall Law· 
rrnce, late Mayor of Liverpool, for Mr. Hardman Barie, and Mr. Hugh 
Hornby. 

Theae laboara, borne by a weak framr, at length brought their own end. 
In \be early part of Im 1ummer Mr. Elmea showed such 1trong aymptom• 
of con1umptlon that change of climate became nece1aary. He wished to gn 
to haly to study the monumenta of bis art in that country, ~ut his be1&lth 
wa1 10 much ah1ken that Dr. Chambera urged him to go immediately to tl•e 
Wctt lndlea, and traYel from ialand to i~land. Before be left be made 

rrang emeuta with Mr. Corkerell to superintend the arcbiteetaral detail of 
SL George'• Hall, for which be bad finiabed the whole of the plant. 

hi 1841 Mr. Elmee bad married the daughter of C. D. W. Titrry, B1q., 
and accompanied by that lady he 1et oat on that journey from which be wa1 
nenr to return, for he died at Spanish Town, Jamaica, on the 26th of Nu
vember last, aged 34, leaving on• child. 

Thua he wu cut off' in the prime of hit life, and when nnly beginning tn 
enjoy the bonoun and rewardc due to hi1 rxrrtion1. When Prince Alllert 
visited LiYerponl, he was 10 delighted with St. Georire'a Hall that he 1eot a 
gold medal to Mr. Elmea, and the archite<'t only awaited the completion of 
hia work to receive plaudits on every band. Aa it i1, thoae honoura must be 
paid to his tomb; and indeed the Town Council of LiYerpool on the announce
ment of hla death, «&Ve a public expreuion of their strong feeling• of regnt 
for what they felt to be a heavy Io ... 

LIST OP KEW PATE•TS. 
GRANTSD 1N l:NGLAND rao11 D1:c1:11B1:a 30, TO JANUA&Y 20, 1848. 

Silt MoAtM allotDedfor Bnrolmml, -i.u otlt-U11 e:rprttHd. 

Thomu Hancoclr, of Slob Newlmrton, Mlddl-. and ~nben Phllllp1, of bllqtoo, 
MlddlHH, cbemlot, for "lmpronm••U In tho treating or n:1nwactare or rutu percb&,, 
or ony of the nrietlee of cooulcboac."-Sealed D..,.mber 8U. 

Fella Edwarda Prati, of F•nloo Potterlea, Slltrord, earthenware manufachlrer, for 
"lmpn.Tttmenta lo manufaC1urln11 artlcla compOHd of" earlhe-Dware or chlna."-Dec. 
81. 

Mary Jonlrta1, of AUon, Warwick, widow. for "lmpronmenll In lhe manur.cture of 
pln1, boolra, eyee, and other f••knlDKl.''-Doc. 81. 

Edward Hampbrya. of ffry!Jaad.1tret, Sa,.,...y, enrta .. r, for "Cti'tala lmpronmenta 
In •team engl11et1, and la eaglaea or apparat"' for ralolar, 11<b&&11tlng, and fon:lq llqllld1 " 
-Jaauary 4. 

William Froade, of Darllngloa, Det'OD, cly!J.eagla .. r, for "lmpronmenta ID Iha 
nln• alod la clotlag the tube• ofatmo1pberlc rallway1.''-JanGary 6. 

Rnd Holiday, ol Hudderllleld, manal'actanngcbemllt,far "lmpl'O'fement1 In Jampa.' 
-January 6. 

Charlu De Berirn1, of Ar1har·1tret we1t, clty, eng!Jieer, for "lmpro'Nmenta ID ..,_ 
r1.,.,. Wied oa rallway1.''-January 6, 

AlnandPr Bobertooo Arrott, m1aapr of tbe Union.place Glu1 Worb, St. Hllleu, 
Lanculer, for 0 lmproYemrnta In manufact\lrlnl common •lt..''-Juaary 6. 

Cbarlee Lambert, of Two.Mlle 8111, St. <ttorge'1, near Brialol, peD·malrer, for "cer
t&ln Impntffllll'Dl• ta machinery for making natl.I. ''-January S. 

Joolab Geol'f• JennlnlJO, of Great Cbarlotte.1tre•t, Blackfrlara-road, for "l111pro.,.. 
menu Jn cocko or upa for drawing otr liquid• and IJUH."-Janaary 5, 

Georp Btll, of tbe city of Dublin, m•rcbaat, for "certain Jmpl'O'f•menta la the Ar· 
ranpment or wbeel1 and ul .. for •team and oth•r carrlage11, which fatillhlte tnftllln1 
on nilwaJ9 anJ common road.a, part• or wblcb hnprovemrnU are applicable to other ma. 
ch1nery."-January 7. 

Jamn Montgomery. or SaU1ll11ry.1tl'fft, Mlddleffs:, for "cer1ala lmproftmeah 111 
planoforlff and olhor llmllar Bagor.lro,ed ln1trumoa11." (Belag a commualcatloo )
January II. 

Alfred Augu1tu1 de Rqlnald Rely, of No. 11, Cannon.row, Weatmlnar.r, and Jowph 
Emme-tt Norton, or Satoe Jfary.le-8trand-plaee, Keut.-road, Surrt·y, wlup.m~rt-bant.. tor 
"eerlala lmproftmtnll la bottles or n11ela for <oalllnlog llquldo, aad In the moda of 
and nuiclllany or 1pparata1 for H Jing and 11orplag lhe oame."-January 11. 

Gardner 81ow, late of lth'lt'·•tl'ftt, Cbeapolde, but now of New York, pntleatan, for 
•' lroproftmenll ID apparatuo for prapellln~ ablpo aod other •ea10l1,"-January I I. 

William Tborold, or Norwich, eaglneer,for "lmprovementa ID tu.rn-tablea."-JllllGU', 
18. 

Robert Wlllam, M.A, Gl'ftnock, for "lmproftlllenll In cmaln lrtada of rotlllol'y •n
glnN worked by •team OI' other eluUc Baida. put or wblcb lmproftmeall""' 1ppllnM1t 
lo rola&ory eartnea worlred by water, or b7 tbe wh1d 1 allo, an lmproY1111ent la lllfl'ty
va!Yn for 1te1m bollera. "-January 13. 

Sydney Edwarda •10,...., of Ampton.place, Gray•1.t11n.road, for "lmpro'f'ftllellta In lba 
m1nur..,1ure of plate1 or ourfacea for printing or emboulng.''-Jannary 18. 

Reajarnln Mitchell, of Huatlagdouhl•e, farmer, for "lmpl'Oftmoall In the manafac. 
tare of manure. "-January 18. 

Robert Haatb, ol Beathbld, Mancbnter, potlemaa, for "-Wn lmpl'OYWm.nh la 
tho method of applying and worlrtng frlcUon b.._. lo eaglllft aad CUTlaga oaed apoa 
rallw1y1.''-J1auary 18. 

Job Culler, or Sporlr Broolr, Birmingham, cMI ongln .. r, for "cer&aln lmpro'Nmtnta 
la welded Iron pip•• or tu.two lo boo oaed u tbe tlan of 1team bollere ... -Jaaaary UI. 

Jobn Gilmore, Ll•••tenaat In lh• Royal Nary, fOI' "certain lmpl'Oftmenu In nallla&
lng ablp• aa<I other .......,11."-January 17. 

Cbarln Crane, of StraU'ord, Eaws, manufacturing cheml1t, and Jamea Thomu Ju.IUon. 
of the aame place, ana1vtlcal rhtml1t. for '" 1 mprMementl la tht manufactan o cert.ln 
aclda and •alt&, 1ad a now app•ralWI applicable lo the aald lmproffllleou.''-Janoary Ill. 
Four month1. 

Samuel Caalltre Lloter, of Uannlarb1m Hall, lo the pariah of Bradford, eeq., fir "1-
rronmeall tn otopptng railway tr•ln• and other carr1....,., aud puera1J1 wbara a UNq 
power or pre11ure 11 tequlftd.''-Jauuary ltl. 

JohD Hickman, or Birmingham. for " lmrroftlmenta In the mnn1 ot con1tracitnr aud 
connecting parta of t>f'd1iead1. couchea, and other arUcle1 or fornliu,... to which 1acb Im. 
pronmenu may be apptlcahl•, anrl allO In tho m .. WI or attacblog lrnoba OI' bandle1 lo 
draw~n. door1, and other p•rU of Curniturr ... -January 18. 

William Newton, or 6CI, Chancery.Jane, lllddlnea, clvU enrlater, ror "lmpro'l'1!tlleDll 
lo the maoufactur• orau1ar from &be cane." (Beln1acommaalcatloa.)-Jaauary184 

John FMerlc Bateman, of fihnchnttr. for "certain lmpronmenta la Yaiva or plop 
for lho puoage or water or olher duld1."-Jaa11ary Ill. 

Thomu Boben SowoU, or Carrlnglon, In the pariah of Buford, Nottingham, chl!llllat, 
for "lmproYemeot1 In prrput.01 dJur.''-Jaau.,.,. 18. 

Jo10pb CUntou Robertaon, or 166, Fl .. t.otr .. l, London, cl..U onslne.,, for "certala 
lsnproTementl In the manufacture ot wxtlle fabrlct., 1tutr1, and tlaan, and or C't'ftaJn neo• 
produell obtained by the aid or aucb lmprovomenll.'' (A cemwaalcaUon.)-Janaary Ill. 

John Dancan, or Bl't'ntwood, Euoa, contlowan, for "cerlllD lmprottmenta Ip taiiula1 
or bld .. .''-Jaanary 20. 
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CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK 
FASCICULUS LXXIX. 

.. I mDOl hlft ui..nr 
'111h1l, aa lll'gt' a rb1rtar •• lhe wla~1, 
To hlnw nn whom I pl-." 

I. There is reason for concluding th"t the peripteral temples of 
the Greeks were so plftnned rather for the sake of architectural 
•ity and effect, than, 81 i1 generlllly iruppoeed, for thftt of 
any particulAr convenience or advantage. The cell" itself being 
narrow, colonnades along its sides served to ~ve greater importance 
to the edifice by enl11r¢ng its entire bulk, its ends or fronts being 
increased from tetrastyle to hexastyle, or from hexastyle to 
octa11tyle, if the lateral colonnades consisted of only a single range 
of pillars; or if the rolumniation was of the kind called dipteral, 
increuin11; the width of the fronts by four more columns beneath 
their pediments : thus, a cells. with a tetrastyle in front of it, would 
acquire an octastyle portico, by having dipteral colonnades erected 
along its sides. This last-mentioned mode (the dipteral) certainly 
does provide a greater sheltered-in space on the sides of the 
edifice; still, hardly sufficient for any real use of it aa an ambula
iorr-t least, not for a number of persons. Such purpOBe was far 
better accompli.Rhed by the ~iptfflll plan, in which the 
middle row of columns, or those between the external ones and the 
walls of the cella, were omitted, whereby a clear space W88 ob
tained equal to the width of two intercolumns and one column. 
Yet, if much was thereby gained in point of convenience, not a 
little was lost in regard to effect and richness of character ; and 
the body of the temple showed as a comparatively diminutive 
11\ructure, mnding within an OJ>".n though covered colonnaded 
indosure. As to the single penpteral, its colonnades must have 
been more for show than for real service, since they were very ill
calculated for accommodating a multitude of persons. Even in 
the Parthenon, the clear space between the external columns and 
Lbe walls of the cella Wll8 not more than six feet wide; consequently 
a mere pll88Rge, rathPr than either an ambulatory or a shelter for a 
1anre concour11e of people. 

U. With rejlard to the Parthenon, a most extraordinary error 
oceun in the EnfZ'lish edition of Gailhabaud's "Ancient and Mo
dern ArchitectureH (second series), it being there stated that "its 
length, measured on the top of the stepll, is 1 J4. feet, its width 
'' feet ,H BCCording to which, the area of the building is not above 
011&-fo11rlla of what sll other accounts make it, for they make it 
both twice u lonir and twice 88 wide I To puzzle us the more, there 
i1 a foot-note calling particular attention to those measurements, 
from which it would 11eem that P"ins had been taken to insure 
more than usual accuracy, they being there said to be upon the au
thority of a " recent• - and therefore, it is to be presumed, a more 
correct--measurement by .Mr. Travers. Yet, no notice is taken of 
the enormous dh1C?'epancy between them and the usually-reported 
dimensions, ?r of the eq~al discrepancy from. the. plan and its 
ICale given 1n the work itself. The scale bemg m metr-to 
which one in English feet should have been added to the plates in 
the English edition-the contradiction between the text and en
graving is not so immediatelv obvious BB it would else be ; but, on 
applying comp8811e.8 and calculation, we ftnd the length to be 
611 metres and the breadth 51, which converted into English mea
sure give 2i6 and 101 feet respectively, or double what is stated 
in the text! Had either the Englillh writer or editor compared 
the description and plan together, their total want of agreement 
must have been discovered, which done, Mr. Travers's measurements 
would perhaps have been discarded u quite untenable. Some as 
ll&raDge or even stranger mistakeJerplexes U8 a little further on, 
where we are told that the extern columns are three feet in dia
meter (or only half what they are usually stated, viz., six feet and a 
fraction) yet thirty-four fed four incliu high, which would make their 
height b~tween eleven and twelve diameters I and how such ex
traordinary proportions could have 811C8~ notice when the 1_1roof 
..... read over is incomprehensible. Neither does error terminate 
there, since, besides the palpable contradiction in regard to the 
diameter and height auigned to the columns, tht' latter mea1ure
ment and that of the entablature (10'10'} renders the entire height 
r4 the order ~feet • which, though in itself it may be col'?'ect, is 
mltogether irreconclleable with the width of the front being only 
II feet or little more than a square in height,-the proportions 
not of ~n octastyle but a tetnurtyle, and auch 88 it is impo88ible to 
aiTe to the former. Here, then, we have a p•etty complication of 
6lunden, BDd thoee of the most serioua li;ind, in a publication 
which ought to be scrupulously acc11raie in regard to the meuure-

J(o. 126-Vo&.. l.l.-~1Aac11, 18~S. 

ments which it gives of buildings. There is what looks like nf
ficient pled!fe for editorial responsibility and carefuloe1111, 'he ~tle
page assuring us that "the translatioDB are reviwed by F. 
Arundale and T. L. Donaldson, Prof. Arch.1 Univ. Coll., London;" 
therefore, to those gentlemen may be left the wk of acoounting 
for or explainin!!' away the egregious mistakes here pointed out, and 
which compromise the credit and character of the work to such 
degree Bl to demand correction-if in no other way, by cancelling 
the pages where they occur. Not the least awkward psrt of the 
matter is, a detection of the kind naturally excites mistrust as to 
other articles, where mistakes either of a similar or dUf'erent kind 
may have escaped the Engliah retiisor1. In that very article on the 
Parthenon, one paragraph that ought to have been· omitted, waa 
uuluckily suffered to remain-namely, that which aayw: " We 
give with this notice a splendid specimen of polychromatic archi
tecture of the Parthenon, being a perspective view of the entabla
ture and capitals, restored with the utmost care by Mr. Traven, 
from traces which he discovered in the monument itself." There 
is, however, no such plate in the work--at le88t, not in the English 
edition, although it would have been particularly acceptable, and 
far more valuable than all those of iruch unarchitectural subjects 
BB Cromlech11 and Celtic monuments, put together. Of tMml two or 
three specimens at the utmost would have sufficed : stil bettzr 
would it have been had they been excluded altogether from a work 
which, were it to be extended to a hundred volumes, could not poe
sibly illustrate all that is worthy of notice in "Ancient and 
Modern Architecture." 

III. It is not only with regard to the notion of Blore'a fa~ade to 
the Palace being a copy of that of CMerta, that Mr. Sharp and 
myself differ materially, my opinion of Elmes'&" History of Archi
tecture in Great BritainH being so very dillllimilar from his, that I 
think the Editor h88 very great reBBOn to complain of auch a care
lessly-executed and inaccurate performance being p81!8ed-off up:on 
him under the responsibility of Mr. Elmes's name. While there is a 
great deal of mere garrulous filling-upanecdote,quiteout of place in 
an historic outline, and out of all proportion to the brevity and 
rapidity of the record itself, there are not a few omiBSions, and 
some of them truly unaccountable onea. Both Kent and his 
patron, the Earl of Burlington, may be said to be paased over in 
silence, since they obtain no further notice than the complimentary 
mention of their names u "two accomplished architects of the 
Anglo-Palladian school,H without a syllable about any of their 
works-either the " Holkham• of the one, or the "Chiswick" of 
the other. The name of " Holkham," indeed-nd it is the name 
only-occurs elsewhere, but wrongly, for the credlt of that palatial 
mansion is taken from Kent, and assigned to Brettingham, who 
merely rublished the designs of it, with his own name on the tit.l&
page. t would seem then, that " accomplished" architects as 
they were, Kent and B1irlington are not entitled to figure at all 
in a history which brings forward such a mere nobody 88 John 
Yenn. Neither is any mention made of Carr, of York, although 
he WBB of considerable repute in his day, and erected many i~ 
portant mansion& and other structures in the northern count.ies. 
Harrison, of Chester, too, is similarly paued over without being 
so much as named; and to him may, among others, be added 
Porden. Besides omissions of that kind, there is, with just here 
and there an exception, the general and pervading omiuion of all 
attempt at satisfactory critical estimate of the architects and 
buildings that are recorded. So little n-al anbstance ~s there in it, 
that Mr. Elmes'11 "History• amounts to very little more than a 
dry catalogue of names. What is worse, i' is not i111111t-worthy : 
on the contrary, is so full of obvioUB mis~ee 88 to excite genenil 
mistrust, for nothing is to be depended upon it which the reader 
cannot verif,f for himself. The Royal Exchange at Dublin, which 
"everybody knows to be by Cooley, whose talent and taste are verr 
happily displayed in it, is erroneously a"ributed to Chambera. 
Gandon is misnamed, for he is called W'slliam instead of James,
a mistake, perhaps, ot no very great momen; but which, coming 
along with so many othere, evmces the writers habitual care)es&
neas. It would, too, have been u well to have stated, that a 
"Life" of Gandon-.such BB it is, was published about a twelvemonth 
ago. Connected with GMdon, tliere i1 another mistake, for 
after he had been spoken of as having edited the two last volumes 
of the " Vitru viua Britannicus" (viz., the 4.th and .Sth ), we are told 
that "Colin Campbell published hit! useful work, the 'Vitruvius 
Britannicus,' in four C011811CUtiw volumes, between the years 171.S 
and 1771 "-therefore, the l88t of them about forty years after his 
death-" to which, Woolf and Gandon rwpect"*y added suppl&. 
mentary volumes of equal skill and correctne111." This is llO 
ambiguously wordedt that it seems to say, each of the two latter 
editon separately 1U1ded more than a volume to the original work, 
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instead of bringing out conjointly two other volumes to accompany 
the three that had been published by Campbell. When he was 
mentioning that collection of designs, Mr. Elmes might as well 
have observed, that it is by no means so complete as it ought to 
have been; for while it is made to contain severalverydull andun
interesting subjects, others are omitted which are either of con
siderable celebrity or merit,-such as Lord Burlington's Casino, 
at Chiswick {since altered by Wyatt), and St. George's, Blooms
bury. 

IV. In speaking of \Vyatt's Pantheon-of which greatly, if not 
extravagantly, admired structure, it is equally matter of surprise 
and regret that no engravings were given, either in Gandon's last 
volume of the "Vitruvius," or in the subsequent work by Richardson, 
-Mr. Elmes sadly neglects his proper duty as an architectural his
torian, to gossip veryprovokinglyabout L•mardi's balloon,instead of 
entering into any description of the edifice itself, which he merely 
calls a "fine work," without particularizing any of its beauties 
and merits. The only part of it on which he makes any remarks, 
is that which least of all required notice-namely, the.front; it 
still remaining pretty nearly what it was at firi.1:. He speaks, 
however, of ·the portico as having been of the Ionic order; and if 
~o, the Doric one, which existed before the building was converted 
into a bazaar, cannot have been that which Mr. Elmes alludes to, 
although he does not say as much. In what is said of that front, 
the term ••wings" is not very correctly applied, the whole of it 
forming only a single general mass, without such subdivision into 
distinct collateral masses as properly answer to the denomination 
of "wings," which Mr. Elmes el'iewhere applies equally vaguely, 
as when noticing the " Trinity House," and the "Society of Arts" in 
the Adelphi. Another instance of his indefiniteness in what 
ought to be explicit technical phraseology, is his very untechnical 
mode of describing a recessed portico or loggia, calling it some
times an "inverse" porticoi sometimes a "retrocessed" one, or by 
some other more fantastica than intelligible epithet. 

V. The admiration professed for what is Soane'11 happiest piece of 
composition has not extended itself beyond word11. \Ve may say 
of it laudatur et a/get, since no one has testified his estimation of 
it by borrowing an idea from it, notwithstanding that similar 
striking effect and picturesque expression might be obtained 
without falling into direct imitation. Nay, l\lr. Elmes would 
make 0•1t Soane himself to have been there only an imitator,-at 
least, to ha\•e "had in his mind the semicircular porticos of the 
transepts of St. Paul's," as if, without them, the idea would not 
ha\•e emanated, as no doubt it immediately did from his 
studies of the Temple at Tivoli, whose order-an equilly beautiful 
and peculiar example of the Corinthian, that had previously been 
ignored by all modern architect11 and all the systematisers of 
the Five Orders,-was adopted by him at the Bank as a decided 
novelty, with unimpeachable classical authority for it. Still, 
though he adopted it, even Soane himself does not appear to have 
comprehended its character, for it is only at that angle of the 
Bank that he bas exhibited it entire, having in the other parts of 
the building employed the columns only, without the entablature 
which belongs to them, not only in conformity with the original 
example, but in conformity with the laws of iesthetic design. By 
suppressing-as if such change was of no moment at all-the rich 
embossed frieze, which is absolutely necessary for keeping up 
harmony and perfect agreement in the e111m11bl.e of the order, he 
converted the entablature altogether into one which contrasts 
rather than at all agrees with the columns themselves. Their 
fluted shafts become too rich, and their capitals look too heavy, 
in comparison with the emasculated entablature. The energy of 
expreS11ion, as well as the degree of decoration assumed for the 
columns, stops short with them, instead of being carried on con
sistentlr2 and extended to the horizontal diYision of the order, 
where, 1t anything, increase rather than diminution of decoration 
is requisite, since otherwise, a most disagreeable falling-off takes 
place: amphora c11Jpit institui,-urceua exit. If decoration is to be 
moderated 11t all, it should at least be done consi8tently, and so as 
not to throw.one part out of keeping with another; the cioing 
which-and it is by no means uncommon-betrays either down
right ignorance, or wilful and most unpardonable disregard of both 
precedent and principle. \Vhat is uot least of all extraordinary 
1s, that those who are gifted withsuch very microscopic vision astobe 
struck by the profile of a mere moulding in a cornice, or some 
equally minute detail, take no notice of such wholesale omissions 1111 

the suppression of sculptnre on a frieze .amounts to. In some por
tions of the Bank the frieze is not, indeed, left entirely blank, it 
being ornamented with a Vitruvian fret; which, however, bas a 
t1LD1e and insipid look in comparison with the boldness of the 
ca11itals, If deviation from the original there was to be at all, it 

would not have been amiss, perhaps, to increase the cornice, and 
also give it something of richness; thereby rendering the entabla
ture equivalent in force of expression to that of the columns. 

VI. With regard to that particular feature in the architecture 
of the Bank which has given rise to the preceding remarks, it 
has obtained more of professed admiration for its striking effect 
than of inquiry into the cause of that effect. For such inquiry, 
perhaps, there is no great need; beca•1se-no one who has any eye 
at all for the picturesque in architecture, can be at a loss to deter
mine in what the peculiar piquancy of that composition consists. 
Still, it is necessary that its merits, in that respect, should be dis
tinctly pointed out, if only in order to force such earnest attention 
to them as might lead to similar haJ.>PY results in composition. 
Precisely the same columns are used 111 other parts of the build
ings, yet nowhere with anything at all approaching the same 
eft'ect; and why? because here the composition is such as to be 
unusually productive of those "accid.ent11" which give life and 
spirit to architecture--namely, vigorous chiaro-11curo, play of per
spective, and richness of combination. There is not merely 
hght and shade in a greater than ordinary degree, but variety of 
it-deepening shadows and brilliantly-touched lights when the sun 
begins to strike upon that angle of the building. Of perspective ap
pearance, also, there is great variety! owing to the ap}larent changes 
of position between the external co umns and the inner oues, aml 
also to the contrasted di9position of them, the former being upon a 
curved line, the latter on a straight one. There is also another 
point of contrast between them which is equally judicious and 
happy, the outer columns being fiuted and the others plain. This, 
while it adds to the varietr of the composition, prevents confusion; 
and such is the value o the two inner colum11S, that without 
them the whole would be many degrees less admirable. They are, 
besides, both motived by and serve to warrant the mode in which 
the attic is carried across the loggia in a straight line. The only 
exceptionable thing is the door1 or rather the appearance of door, 
when there can be no entrance trom without, and where therefore 
a window or window-door-even had that also been only in ap· 
pearance-would have been less of an impropriety. But a statue 
of some sort, sufficiently important in size, would not only have 
been an interesting object of itself, but have done away with all 
necessity for appearance of access into the loggia, since the latter 
would in such case have had an ostensible purpose as a piece of 
decoration. 

VII. We get architectural criticism-as far as we do get any of 
it at all-merely by a mouthful of it at a time. What professei! 
to be such is seldom more than a single condensed opinion expressed 
in the lump, wrapped up perhaps in a mass of cumbersome verbiage, 
or else enunciated in a tone of oracular decisiveness, intended to 
awe into silence and stifle inquiry and discussion. Even Horace 
Walpole's .critical verdicts, albeit they were sometimes turned 
epigrammatically enough, were both flimsy and unjust, shallow and 
superficial. What he says of the campanile of St. George's, 
Bloomsbury, amounts to a mere sneer, and convicts him withal 
of being quite obtuse to picturesque effect in composition, and 
other architectural merits. As to Gothic architecture, Horace 
disqualified himself for setting up as a judge of that by his own 
precious Strawberry Hill, which would have absolutely horrified 
him had he possessed the slightest feeling whatever for that style. 
Yet, even vile as it is, Strawberry Hill has been deliberately 
praised by another discerning critic and writer on architecture, 
who says that the connoisseur would there find "all that is fas
cinatin~ in the Gothick style." All that is fascinating with a ven
geance. Were it possible to conceive that Dallaway was there 
merely joking, we could account for such praise as being con
demnatory irony; but he seems to have been quite serious, and 
must accordingly have been exceedingly stupid also. In what its 
fascinations consist he does not say, although if any such merits 
there were, it behoved a critic to point them out, and to do so in 
such manner as so fix attention upon them. The comfort is, we 
lose very little by Dallaway's confining himself to only very 
hurried and superficial remarks on modern English buildings and 
architects, since what he does say, indicates but very mediocre 
critical talent and taste. What sort of an architectural critic 
Allan Cunningham was,-how well qualified to undertake the 
"Lives of liritish Architects,"-may be judged from the censure he 
passes upon the large open arches and loggias above them in the 
river fa~ade of Somerset Place,-the most striking features, or 
rather the only Striking ones, in that composition. In a fit of 
hypercriticism, Allan affects to be shocked at those very picturesque 
parts of the structure, as being quite contrary to all architectural 
princi11le and propriety, he asserting that the columns over the 
void of the arch produce "an appearance of inaecurity that is al-
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together intolera.ble ;• which is as much as to BBY, th~t instead of 
11u(rgesting the idea of strength and perfect secunty, the arch 
looks unequal to the due support of the columns. N evei:theless, 
it is certain that those arches are capable of safely bean.ng the 
weight of the columns, and can also sa~ely bear the w~i~~t of 
what is much heavier still-namely, Allan s own leaden criticism. 

VIII. Very great pity is it that St. Martin's Church stands just 
where it does, because it was in consequence allowed to interfere 
very injuriously both with the National Gallery and Trafalgar 
Square. Owing to its being obstinately insisted upon as a sine qua 
non, that the portico of the church should be exposed to view from 
Pall-Mall-East, the front of the Gallery was obliged to be set fur
ther back than it otherwise needed to be, and the site of the 
building-at best a very cramped-up one in its renr-consider
Ably reduced in depth ; in some parts, to little more than half. 
Hence, the interior of the structure does not at all realise 
the promise made by its extent of facade. Admitted it must be, 
that the architect did not economise what space he had so well as 
he might have done ; still, that does not excuse t~ose whose 
capricious whims thrust difficulties upon him where, without such 
addition of them, there were many to contend with.-On the other 
hand, as regards the "Square," its symmetry and rectangularity 
have been sacrificed for the sake of keeping its east side in a line 
with the portico of St. Martin's, which would still have shown 
itself, even had it not been made to come actually into thnt corner 
of it. After all, does the church display itself to such advantage, 
AS to reconcile us to the inconveniences and deformities which it 
h88 been allowed to give rise to? The reply will be: " Hardly." 
Thrown open to view from such a distance as it now is, that por
tico is not so impressively striking as it formerly was. As it stood 
oripnally, the situation seemed altogether unworthy of it, owing 
to its being much too confined, and to the meanness of the houses 
huddled-up round the church-a s~ecies of contrast more pictu
resque than becoming or agreeable. Nevertheless, as it was then 
11een, the portico showed imposingly; and all the more so,. because 
the view was c.onfined nearly to that-the steeple not bemg seen 
unless it was directly looked up to; whereas now, as seen from a 
distance, the entire structure, that is, both portico and steeple
the latter of them anything but a graceful and well-composed 
object of its kind-are seen together ; owing to which, the portico 
loses considerably, and the classical character that would else stamp 
it, when beheld at such a distance that only its exterior or columns 
are visible is greatly interfered with, if not altogether forfeited, 
by the un~uth appendage which rises up immediately behind it. 
By no means is the view of the portico from Pall-Mall-East a pre
possellBing one.-Trafalgar Square itself falls very far short of 
what was only reasonable expectation for it. Strange perversity 
of judgment, bungling, and disregard of architectural disposition 
have been allowed to manifest themselves in it. Although the 
area itself seems to have been expressly planned for the reception 
of the Nelson monument, the column is, after all, not placed 
within it but is pushed just out of it. The only assignable reason 
for such downright preposterousness is, that had it been erected in 
the centre of the area prepared for it, so lofty an object put just 
there would have had an unfavourable effect upon the front of the 
Gallery. Very true; but then that consideration ought to have 
been a r'lUon de p/UB, and an all-sufficient reason in itself, for 11-0t 
adopting a column, more especialy as there was another thing of 
the same kind just bf. There were many other designs which, 
besides being sufficient y well adapted to the situation, were far 
more original and artistic. It was, therefore, tu be presumed that 
the second competition was for the purpose of enabling the com
mittee to retrieve the error of their first choice; when lo ! to the 
amazement of every one, the result was just the same as before,
which was only making matters worse than before. Far better
far more honest and honourable would it have been to have abided 
by their decision, than to make such show of intending to retract 
it. The least they could in decencr have done, would have been to 
justify by some show of reason for it, a choice so strangly persi~ed 
in., and so strangely acquiesced in by those who had been trifled 
with. The best that can be said of the humdrum Nelson monu
ment is that it serves to render the facade of the National Gallery 
perfectly satisfactory in comparison with it, 

RAILWAY SECTIONS IN SIDELONG GROUND. 
On Table8 for Setting out the Width of Cuttinga a"ttd Embankme11t8 

on Sidelong Ground; and a/,ao Formula: for Computing the Area of 
Vertical Section. 

By R. G. CLARK, C.E. 
The object of this paper is to investigate some simple formulll', 

and from thence to construct some table!!, to enable the assistant 
engineer or contractor to set out the widths of cuttings and em
bankments on sidelong ground ; and also to calculate the soli<l 
content of any_jlortion of the ground. The subject may be re
solved in the following proposition:-

Given the L of inclination of ground, the depth (from field
book, &c.) of ground to the centre of balance or formation level, 
and the ratio of the slopes; to determine where they will meet the 
ground at surface. 

Let H A F B D (fig. l) be a vertical section of the ground ; 
AB the formation lin_e; represented by 2b; the given angle of in
clination of ground. tt D with the horizon by 6; the given depth 
0 F from the stake 0 perpendicular to centre of formation level 
denoted by a. 
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Fig. I. 

l. We will proceed first to determine a formula for OD. Let it 
be x; draw DK perpendic~lar to AB produced; Of parallel to 
ABK. Let DB be the given slope m base to l perpendicular· 
draw the vertical BC. ' 

.Let D f = y; then 0 c = F B = b ; e f = my; also by similar 
triangles, Ce= ma. . ·. 0.f= b +ma+ my. 

Now, by triangle OfD, right-angled atf, we have 
I : x : : sin 6 : y. • •. y = x. sine. 

Again, I : x : : cos 6 : b + m a + my. 
. . . • · . x . cos 6 = b + m a + my. 

Elimmatmg y, then x (cos 6 - m sin 6) = b + ma ; 

therefore, z = b + m a . 
cose. - msme ........................ {l) 

I 
From the factor, cose-= m sin 

6 
of the above formula, the Tahlt! 

No. I. is computed from 5° to ~o0• 

2. To find an expression for 0 H measured from O on tlie 
descent. 

Draw HM (fig, 2) perpendicular to AB produced, Let HA he 

Fig. 2. 

the given slope, ratio as before. Let HM= y'; then will AM= 
my'. Therefore, H G = N F = b + my'; als~ 0 g = a - y'. 

By the triangle H vO we have l : :r' : : sm 6 : a - y'; 
therefore, a - 1f = :J!. sin 6; and y' = a - :J!. sin 6, 

Again, l :J! : : cos 6 : b +my', 
Eliminating y, we have x' (cos 6 + m sin 6) = b + m a ; 

b+ma 
therefore, :J! = + . 

8 
........................ (2) 

COBB m BID 
From this expression, Table No, II. is calculated by the factor 

I 

cos 8 + m sin ~ • 
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3. We •hall now investigate an expression for the area of the 
vertical section ; the inclination of ground, depth, breadth of for
m&tion level, and lengths z, z', and a.I.so the ratio of slope, being 
all give~. 

Pig. 3. 

Through centre 0 (fig. 3), d~aw Pe parallel to AB; the_n P 0 
= b +ma. • ·.area of tral'ez01d PA B tJ = (2 b +ma) a, 

area of triangle P 0 H =~sin 9-. z' (b +ma); 
and area of triangle D 0 e = ~ sin.8 z (b + m ~). . 

Consequently, the whole !lrea of trapezium or .vertical section= 
area P A Be + area triangle D 0 e - area triangle P 0 H= 

(2b +ma) a+ t(b +ma) (z - z') sin9 ..•.•••.•.•.••. (3) 
The first column of the table gives the angle of inclination of 

the ground, and the adjoining column the nat sines to thre~ places 
of decimals, to facilitate working out the area, as in equation (3). 
\Ve shall now commence with the following Rules. 

I. To find the t1DO length8 0 D and 0 H :-RULE. Add the ~alf
hreadth of formation level to the product of the slope and given 
<le.pth; then multiply this sum by the corresponding tab.ular num
ber, then will each product be equal to each length required. 

II. To find tAe ana qf ttclion HA B_D :-RuLE. 1st. Add .the 
formation level to the product of the ratio and depth, and multiply 
this sum by the depth. 2ndly. A~d half.the formation ~evel to the 
pl"oduct of ratio and depth ; multiply this sum by the difference of 
the two lengths, and again by nat sine of angle. Add these two 
products, and their sum will be the area. 

E.rample 1.-Given the angle of inclination of ground 18°; slope, 
1 to I ; depth, 45 feet; and breadth of form~tion level, 3~ feet. To 
find distances of centre stake, area of section, and cubic oontent, 
when 100 feet in length •. 
Here b +am= 15 +4.5= 60; m= 1; 8 = 18°; itsnatsin= •309 

. ·. I ·557 x 60 = 93·~9 = 0 D. ·799 x 60 = 47·940 = 0 H. 
By formula(3) we have (30 + ~)4.5 +HIS+ 4.5) (U:-18)•309 

= 75 x 45 + 30 x 45•48 X •309 = 4099·5 area required. 
Cubic content= 4099.SO·O. 

E.rample 2.-Given angle of inclination of ground, 20°; slope, 
I! to 1 ; depth, .SO feet; and breadth of formation level, 30 feet. 
'(o determine distances and also area. 
Here a= 50; b = 15; m = lt = ; ; 8 = 20°; its nat sin = '342 

• •• b + am = 15 + 7 5 = 90. 
Now, 2"3.W. x 90 = 210·96 = 0 D. ·1s1 x 90 = 70'$ = 0 H. 

By formula (3) fCJf' area we have 
(30 + 7.5) a+ t(l.S + 1.5) (140~67) •342 = •7174 area required. 

E.rample 3-Gh·en the inclination of ground, 18° ; slope to be 
2 to I ; depth from field-book, 20 feet; breadth of formation level, 
30 feet. To find area and distances. 

Here b = 15; a= 20; 8 = 18; m = 2.. • •• b + am= 55. 
M. x 3·000 = 165· = 0 n 55. x ~641=35"2.5 = 0 H. 

By formula (3) we have 
(30 + 40) 20 + t (.15 + 40) (129·74.) ·309 = ~Oi Mea required. 

Remark.-If the gl'Ound should asceni and descend,, as in the 
adjoining diagram (fig. 4.), then Table No. Ii. is to be used to find 
the distances. Table No. I will in like manner be ~uired for 
ground descending from centre, as in fig • .S. 

-.~· 
A B 

11'19. 4. Fig. &. 

The Tables *ill likewise do for eml>ankmenta-No. I. for the 
11scent from centre ltake, and No. II. for the descent. 

We shall now discuss the equations (1) and (t). Put them 

respectively under the following forms~ T, T', being tabular num
bers, A = b + m a. 

X = T. A; and X' = T'. A. 

Divide by T, T', respectively; then ~ = ~' A being eliminated. 

Therefore the two distances, z and z', are to each other a.ii their 
respective tabular number.i; consequently, the d 11t11.nce:1 can ,~ 
proved by a second operation. 'fhe Tahle:1 might h11.vll beeu car
ried up to -t.5°, but then they would require a greater number of 
place.i of decimals tc> in"are greater accuracy. 

0 

F•c· 6. 
In taking the angle of inclination, the clinometer or common 

theodolite might be used; but if the spirit-level should be used, 
then we have only to measure from 0 do1Vnward11 <mg dinanoe, Or, 
(fig. 6), and then take thll height with instrument; and then will 

the sine of angle of inclination 0 d 1 = ,. 0 d = d~eight • 
1stance 

TA9LE No. 1.-For 0 D. II TABLll: No. 11.-For 0 H. 
Ao~le. Nat,8111. 1to1 lt to 1 2 to 1 I 2 to I It to 1 I to 1 
-----

50 -087 1"100 1•156 1•217 
I 

I ·s.s.i, •881 ·wet 
60 "105 I-124. 1•193 1"273 I •832 •868 •910 
70 ·122 1•148 1"230 1•323 I •802 ·s.;1 •895 
so •139 l '17' 1•280 1°404. •780 1135 •885 
90 •156 1"203 1•328 l •4.96 •761 ·s20 •873 

10° •174. 1"233 1•380 1;570 •752 •804. •856 
110 •191 1 "26.S l •4-37 1°666 •736 •790 "850 
12° "208 1 "279 1•500 1"778 I ·100 '780 •844 
13° -225 1"330 1•566 1•902 

11 
"105 •763 11'1 

14.0 "242 1•372 1•6$5 2-055 •696 "762 •826 
150 "2.59 l'-i14. 1•731 2"230 'I •676 ·ao •818 
16° "276 l "4.59 1•825 2·4.63 I '663 ·121 ·soo 
17° ~ 1•506 1•930 3•600 

i 

"64-5 ·111 ·SOI 
18° •309 1•551 2•050 3·ooo •641 ·110 •799 
19° •326 1•613 2•186 3•040 '630 '698 •787 
200 •34.2 1"678 2-34.4. 3•913 •611 "680 "781 

Erratum.-The diagrams, figs. '2 and 6, in the above article, are 
transposed, for which oversight the printers are accountable · but 
beyond such tran11position tke error does not extend. ' 

RBVIEWP. 

TM Port and D:x:la qf llirktnhtJad; witA Mapa, Plan1, S~ion.., 
and Tidal Diagram11, and an account qf tM Actl of Parliament n
lating lo tAe Meraeg and Dock Eamu of Litierpool. By Tno1us 
WEBSTER, M.A .• F.R.S. London: Chapman and Hall. 1848. 
Birkenhead has been a wonder, and has had its nine days, and l"l!l"Y 

many are quite ready to believe that we have had enough of it. 
The announcement of such a town springing up in England was 
calculated to create as much astonishment as that of Aladdin's 
pa.I.ace fresh coined by his wonderful lamp. It is not so euy '° 
create great wonders in an old and settled country like thi~ : cities 
of whitewash and timber-framing, metropolitan centres of slAb
houses and log-huts, we leave to the far west of the States, or the 
sandy regiona of Australia i and we should be no more surprised 
by the fiourisking acoount ot a Babylonian capital newly hatched 
in California, thaD !Jy the sight of the three last joints of the aea
serpent'1 tail, or the feJ'uiiatien of a fresh batch of Pennsylvanian 
bonds. Towm grow in the virgin soils of the new world; they 
at"e a natural producUon-or at any rate the.r. can be planted • 
easily aa cotton, or what the Americans dignify with the name of 
com. We can reooncile oul'llelvea to such creations as Fleetwood, 
or IUDpton-u,pon.Rai.lwv. Wolverton, or Swindon,-t.he l'ElllWIC~ 
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U6n ot Folkestone is a piece of the legitimate drama ; but the · 
public were truly &truck with wonder to bear of the production I 
OD the shores of the Meney of a gt"eat town, of the most solid 
eomtruction and of the most magnificent proportions, provided 
w1t.h all the requisites of a perfect 88nltary condition, with its ! 
Jabotl11!ni' houses, its ark, echools, and market,-nd this not a 
mere city of stone an/ Roman cement, but provided with 11ncb vast 
llpp&l'lltUli for commerce, that the envy of the London merchant& 
wa escited, and Liverpool gave signs bow much she feared 80 
gnat a rival near her throne. This, certainlyJ was a new pheno
meuon in England, for though we can add to LOndon in one year 
a population equal to~- York, or enlarge Liverpool with an ad· 
dition as big u Albany, yet we do not throw our strength into 
Dell' civic creations. 

Since Birkenhead bunt 80 suddenly on the pu'blic gue the 
DOY'elty haa J!aaaed away,-and 11till more, from fortuitous circum
s&ancee, its glories have been dimmed, and ita growth bas been 
cnmped ; so that the interest it has excited has much worn off', 
llDd we shall be au11pected of parading before our readers a stale 
lllhject, when we mention BirK.enhead; but as we are not going to 
describe Morpeth Buildings, nor to investigate the statistic• of the 
trade of the Mersey, nor to recommend the Liverpool merchanta 
to give up and settle at Birkenhead, we may, perhaps, meet with 
a little attention, for Mr. Webeter's book on Birkenhead givee us 
the opportunity of examining the plan as concerns its hydraulic 
features. Though Birkenhead may be a gt"eat town, and the 
dock& a great speculation, ;ret there are 11cientific considerations 
involved in the harbour plan, which must render it a matter of 
permanent interest to prof8118ional men. If Birkenhead itself 
bears experiment, the walling of W allaaey ii one of not leas im
portance. 

To make a dock ii, in the hands of some engineers, a very 
limple operation; they scoop out a certain space on the shore, they 
ron out piers into the water-way, or take in so much of the 
strand. and they are 88tiaDed-though, for anything they know or 
m7e, the mouth of their docks gets choked up with and or the 
water at the entrance of the harbour is lessened, and a d~ made 
(or &hips drawing eighteen feet will not take in those of fifteen. 
They nave a gt"eat idea of dredging and sluicing power; and 
besicles making a dock or harbour which 'fails in many of Its ee
aentiala, they burthen it with a permanent establishment for 
getting rid of the si1t which they have let in, and the 88nd-banka 
they have created, for it is surprilling what very stupid and very 
eareless people can do without knowing it. Mr. Rendel, when he 
YBB called in to malte a plan for W allasey Pool, thoul{ht it his 
di&ty to surv8f the wholtl water-way of the Mersey, ana to mallie 
hbnself acquainted with the action of the currents and tides, so 
~l, in laying down a deep-water dock at Birkenhead, he might not 
lie eltutting the outer gate to seaward-the Vicioria Channel. 
Nothinf?: is more common among seafaring men thaR to hear them 
complain, and complain with justice, that in consequence of 
new engineering work& in some harboul'll, the depth or the water 
in the cnannel has been reduced, some dangerous shoal extended, 
IOllle fixed bank made into a quicksand., or a bar which was 
troubleeome enough before made a greater stumbling-block. If 
there be any up-navigation, that is sure to suff'er when the point 
of discharge into the sea is injured, and the lighterman complains 
:that the channels are choked, that the tide does not run up so 
high, or that he has le&1 tide to carry him up; and the wharfinger 
finds that his frontage ia stopped with 88Dd and shin~le. There is 
:more bungling under the name of hydraulic engmeering than 
perhaps in any branch of the profe&1ion. It is the opprobrium of 
oezigineerin~, that after hundreds of thou88nds have been spent on 
·Cl hydraulic work, it is a complete failure i harbours are choked1 
piers pushed out only to push oars or shingle further seaward, and 
--walls are made with the most solid maaonry and with the 
very emallelt modicum of expense or capacityt so that they topple 
aown before the walls are well set. So little is this branch of 
·engineering appreciated by the public, that large tracts of avail
llble land-two new shires m fact-are left unsecured on the eastand 
wst coa&ts of England, when they ought long since te ·have been 
mibanked. There is sc8l'cely a river or water-way in the country 
which is not kept in a state diagraceful to the engineering 
ICience of England. Let any one leave ·the metropolis, and look 
at the shores of the Tbamee and Medway: manhee ·badly drained, 
or not drained at all; river walls made IO 1teep that they are 
yearly cut into or undermined; and stonee put year after year to 
be WB8hed away, because they are put where drey never ought to 
have been. 

We do not know whether .the government ·ought to take lo 
iliand, • ID HollaDd, ~e -care of ·our water-.waye, fer we plaee no 

confidence in what the govemment doee. The constitution of the 
Tidal Harbour Commi1111ion is not 1uch ae to inspire any grut 
hope• from government interference, for while that commiBSion i1 
ornamented with a military engineer in due course

1 
there is not 

one civil engineer upon it. The one great reme<1y is by the 
exertion of the members of the engineering profession to improve 
the state of hydraulic engineering, and pllrticularly to execute 
carefully whatever duties they undertake. This, we think, Mr. 
Rendel has done; and though we diff'er from him in some points, 
we have no doubt that he has carefully, conscientiouely, and la
boriously exerted himself in thill survey for Birkenhead. 

It is tolerably well known that Liverpool is one of the worst 
harbours in the countryllwith long and tortuous channels, among 
dangeroue banks, and a the doubts and uncertaintiee of a bar
barbour, so that it1 very continuance as a harbour is precarioul!, 
and has, before thie, been endangered. While Liverpool is a bad 
harbour, i• is a bad harbour on a large scale; and those reeourcn 
of science which are available for the improvement of small bar
hours can do very little on miles of sea . ..channel and acree of 88nd
bank ;-titill they can do a little, and it becomee of great import
ance, that in any operatlon within the eetuary, all care shall be 
taken to prevent injury to the outer channele. Mr Rendel hae 
iried to improve them. 

The form of the Liverpool estuary is peculiar. It is wide above 
and narrow below, so that it has been compared to a bottle with 
the neck seaward. It is, however, outside the neck of the bottle 
that the Be&-Channela and banks are stretched out. Perhaps we 
may improve upon the bottle simile, by calling the estuary a 
curved powder-flask. Liverpool lies on the neck, on the concave 
aide, ana Birkenhead opposite, on the t'.Onvex side. The wide part 
stretcbee up to Runcorn. Liverpool formerly had an inlet c&lled 
the Liver Pool. Thia bas been dammed up, and built upon; bv 
which so much bu been taken from the breakwater. The whole iii 
the docks of Liverpool have likewillll been taken from the break
water, being constructed upon the etrand. Thus the neck of tbe 
bottle bas been nan".owed VfllrY much more than it wae originally. 

Just above Liverpool a bank and ehelf, called Pluoking1on 
Bank and !helf, have been formed, which are not vay ad.vaatageous 
to the docks before which they lie. 

The Birkenhead shore hu •n antouched. It bas a large 
inlet running up, named Walluey Pool, and thi8 has shown a ten
dency of late yean to silt up. Indeed, considering Wallasey 
Pool, Pluckingtoo Bank, and the general evidenu, we should say 
that there is a decided action unfavourable to the good condition 
of the harbour. 

The deepeet water liee on the Birkenhead 11hore, so that it hlUI 
a depth below the lowest dock-1ills on the Liverpool aide. 

It will be seen, that whatever works are undertakeu at Bi.tken
head, they may act upon the upper \'art of the flask, upon the 
neck and so aff'ect Liverpool outside, and so operate upon 
the Victoria Bar and Channel. Whether this action was to be 
for good or evil very much depended upon Mr. Rendel ; and ht! 
might have done as others have .done-made his docks, and cared 
no more about it: but he hu wiself taken a wider view, and tried 
to do all that was po&1ible to improve the state of the harbour. 
This was done wisely because tihe continuance of Birkenhead de
pends upon the ~ condition of the Victoria Channel ; and if 
veasels canoot get over the hill' outside, they will never be able t• 
get into docks either oo the Liverpool or Birkenhead side. Mr. 
Rendel's plan, therefore, iii not one merely for making the Birken
head docks ,but for improving the harboun of Lh·eryool 

W allasey Pool liR8 a wide mouth, and runs, narrowmg as it goes, 
about two miles inland, taking the drainage of a small district. 
This Pool is mostly dry at low water. The opening of this Pool ill 
perhaps a mile acroBS. 

This Pool may be taken as two partii, the mouth or funnel, and 
the 1q>per part. Mr. Rendel's plari is to take advantage of a ledge 
of roc1' which runs acro88 the neck, and shut off' the upper part hy 
a great dam with lock-gates, and having a line of slu1ce11 as here
after described. 

The upper part conatitutel a fl11at of UO acres, kept up at hi1_1;h
water mark, and on the sides .of which docks, wharis., warehouses 
and building-yards may he formed. Around this float a river-w;Jl 
ia to he built as frontage to the wharfs. 

The mouth of the P-ool is to be embanked, except a low-water 
basin of 87 acres open 't11 tile Meney. 

The sluice& in the aam are to be BO arranged 88 to \e near the 
bottom line of the outer low-water 'haliin, so that 011 'being run out 
they shall sweep the bottom of it. This th8f are to do during a 
part of the tide only, 10 as to concentrate the '8Ction, to keep the 
.basin and it.a mouth free from lilt, and .to .end the water down to 
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the Victoria Bar at the best time for action on it. By the con
struction of the sluices, the water, instead of being poured down 
to tear up the bottom of the basin, will he sent along in a <;beet, so 
as to prevent the silt from depositing itself. This sheet will be 
sent below the water in the basin, and Mr. Rendel thinks it will 
act to sweep the silt 2,000 feet. 

It will be seen that by blocking up the Pool and inclosing the 
!fl"Pater part of the strand, a considerable body of tidal water is 
displaced. 

Mr. Rendel expects by straightening the shore on the Birken
head side that the access of the tide to the upper Mersey will be 
improved, and that the scour being increased Pluckington Bank, 
on the Liverpool side, will be reduced, a better entrance will be 
made to Wallasey Pool, and a more favourable action will be 
exerted on the Victoria Bar. 

The plan seems open to the objection that injury must ensue 
from the tidal displacement at Birkenhead, particularly as by the 
construction of new docks on the Liverpool side a further displace-
ment takes place there. _ 

Mr. Rendel says that this is of no importance in the case of the 
Mersey. If the river were of a funnel shape an obstruction below 
would impede the passage of the tide up, and diminish the quan
tity of water available for scour. He allows that injury will ensue 
if an obstruction takes place in the upper Mer~ey, because 
there will be less room for the water to accumulate; and there
fore there will be a less body to scour down on its ebb. He 
contends, however, that the displacement on the neck of the flask 
is of less importance, as the water there is of less power for 
the scour than the water returning from the upper Mersey. The 
tide will always have time and power to force its way up the neck 
to supply the reservoir in the Ufper Mersey; and the state of 
the channels in the neck is determmed by the state of the upper 
Mersey, and not of the neck. He contends on the ground of the 
improving state of the Victoria Channel, and, notwithstanding the 
displacement by the docks at Liverpool, that operations at the 
neck cannot injure the Victoria Channel. Pluckington Bank, he 
affirms, is formed by the set of the current on the irregularly
shaped shore of Birkenhead. By straightening the Birkenhead 
shore, and making it parallel with the Liverpool shore, the neck 
will be made more efficient, the tidal body passing up will deepen 
it, and Pluckington Bank will be worn down, though he does not 
say it will sweep it away altogether. 

This is really a summary of the harbour question; and we 
believe we have put it with 1mfficient succintness and clearness 
to enable our readers to exercise their jucl.,<1'Il!ents upon it. 

The arguments and researches of Mr. Rendel in support of his 
case are well worthy of rerusal, for they exhibit very able treat
ment and high powers o mind. It is in the preservation of these 
that the practical value of Mr. Webster's book consists; and it is 
fortunate that the editorship fell into Mr. \-Vebster's hands; for 
as it is chiefly an abstract of the evidence, a mere lawyer wQuld 
have got rid of thl' practical points, and the book would not have 
been of the least service to engineere,-whereas it is one which 
will be usefully added to the library of every member of the pro
fession. 

The formation of a harbour at Birkenhead is not new to en
¢neers, for, in 1828, Telford, Stevenson, and Nimmo were em
ployed on a plan by Mr. Laird, sen., and Sir John Tobin, and re
commended the formation of a canal from W allasey Pool to the 
Dee at Hilbree island, near its mouth, so as to get another access 
to the sea. This is a resource which Birkenhead still has, and 
which with its proress it will avail itself, but which will not 
checkmate Liverpoo. Liverpool has, by the plan proposed for an 
out-harbour at Formby Point, a cheap means of providing more 
efficiently for all that could be done by a new sea outlet to Bir
kenhead. Formby Harbour could be made cheaply; while two 
short cuts to the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, and to the Liverpool 
and Southport Railway, would allow of goods being carried 
cheaply and quickly into the Liverpool docks; and for steam traffic, 
Formby Harbour would beat the Hilbree Canal. Mr. Rendel's plan 
may be considered as no,·el in its whole arrangements and treat
ment. Mr. Telford in looking at the Mersey is reported to h11ve 
said: "They have built Liverpool on the wrong side of the river." 

We 11hall now take some stray gleanings from J\fr. Webster's 
book. Lieut. \Valker, R.N., says that Pluckington Bank is. caused 
by two op,>0sing tide11 or. eddies fro?1 Wallasey ~ool. meetmg and 
causing t 1e silt held in suspension to deposit 1ts~lf. The 
straightening of the Birkenhead shore would remedy this. 

Birkenhead we may note, besides being the deep-water side, 
has the advan'tage of being the weather-side; while the docka on 

the Liverpool side, most exposed to the waves breaking over the 
sand-banks, are the most liable to silt up. 

The area of the float at a high tide is 208 acres, the frontage 4~ 
miles. In the dam, Mr. Rendel proposes a pair of tide-gates of 70 
feet opening, the level of their siUs being the same as that of the 
Prince's dock, at Liverpool. This float would allow steam-tugs to 
enter, which is not the case at Liverpool. Mr. Rendel calculates 
on the movement of the steamers likewi11e in keepi11g his channels 
clear. Besides the tide-gates of the great float, ~Ir. Rendel pro
poses a lock of 50 feet wide and 200 feet long, which could he 
worked during ten hours out of every twelve, in a spring tide, for 
vessels drawing 17 feet water. 

We shall give in Mr. Rendel's own words his plan of sluicing:
" It is proposed to run down daily any quantity of water hl'tweeu the 

level o( the tide o( the day and that which may be considered best u the 
permanent level o( the water: eo that, 1uppo1ing the water were retained ai 
a permanent level oi thirteen feet above the old dock datum, the average 
high-water o( s11ring tides being 18 ft, 3 in. above that level, there would 
be 5 n. 3 in., the difference between the permanent level and the tide o( th•? 
day. The running off the water is a very important feature in the plan : 
the idea ia to make aluices, or apertures, unrler the great gates and the tide
gatee, passing out near the level o( the bottom of the great basin, and con
sequently under the whole of the gates. The openings fur the discharge of 
the water will be between the bottom of the basin and the level of the sills of 
the tide-gates and of the locks, as low as we can conveniently get them ; say 
for argument sake, ten feet below the level of low water of average apring 
tides. The aluices will be so formed u to be five feet square at the top on 
the inside, and they will be gradually widened in horizontal dimensions, so 
as to produce a kind of sheet of water within two feet of the bottom of 
the 11:reat basin, and inumucb as the separating piers of thote apertures 
will only be at the point of outfall aliout two feet thick, the effect will be 
to have one wide sheet of water of the width of the baain; the consequence 
of that is, that we shall be a Ille to operate upon the bottom of the basin, not 
in the usual way of a large bore of water tearing up everything before it, 
but a sheet o( water which we can regulate to any degree of force which 
we like, by the sluice& on the inside. I should also say further, that we 
have the sluices there, because they will operate most efficiently upou the 
straight part of the basin; we propo1e to have the same kind of sluice• be
tween the little dock which we have called the Bridge End Dock, and 
the arm of the basin running up to it, operating in the same way precisely. 
I wish it to lie distinctly understood, that we do not propose to run those 
sluices in the ordinary way of sluicing. I want to give the water, which i~ 
to be discharged out of this great basin, more the elf'ect of a river passing 
through with a gentle current, than a great body of rushing water, and I 
arrange the sluices with this view. It ia also manifest that a basin of such 
capacity as this basin, will have lying in it a number of vessela, 1ay of from 
1i1 to ten feet draught of water; those very ve11els will be the means, with 
a gentle current, of keeping the b11in clear with the daily operations we 
shall employ in running off this water. 

If the basin were unoccupied the effect would not be ao great a1 it will 
he the basin beinn occupied. If the baain were formed at the level of low 
water, or if it were not occupied, the effect of the sluicing would not be •o 
great aa it will be from the fact that ve11el1 are floating in the basin, whe· 
ther in large quantities, or small ; if the quantity of ve1aell i1 email, I 
would then give the water a greater current; if it is large, I would then 
give it a gentler current, 10 that we can command that kind of cuaTent 
passing under those veesela from their being afloat, which will keep the 
uot tom clear of the daily accretions. 

Also we can run off the water at those period• that experience will dictate 
to be the best. We are not bound to run it off at low water, or anv par· 
ticular period of the tide : that would be regulated by a regard to all the 
circumstance• of the case. 

I know from considerable experience, that many hat bonra are kept open 
entirely by the ve11ele lying in those harboura ; the river is forced to pus 
under their bottoms, and in that way the water is kept at a proper depth. 
I believe that is notorious." 

There will be the power of running off l,600,000 cubic yards 
of water at spring tides, which will be available for soouring. The 
most available water for scouring now passing out of Wallasey 
Pool is 1,390,000 cubic yards; that is to say, the water pWiiiiug olf 
after half-tide. 

Mr. Rendel's estimate is, for cofferdams and other temporary 
works,, £15,323; excavati~n~, £80,470; masonry, £198,513; gates 
and bndge'!h £21,268 ; drauung, £22,572; land and contingencies 
£53,379. 1 otal, £391,908. ' 

The peculiarity of Mr. Rendel's plan is the damming-up of the 
upper Pool, so as to make a float, Messrs. Mawdesley and Smith 
had proposed simply to deepen and wall the Pool, whieh was sup
ported by eome of the opposition parties. Mr. Rendel affirmed 
that this would do no good, but leave the Pool even more liable to fill 
up, as it would receive the water 11t an earlier time of the tide 
when charged with a larger quantity of matter. ' 

Mr. Rendel's researches on the tidal actions of the Mersey 
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11'tte very minute ; but to be fully underirtood require the expla
natorv maps and sections accompanying Mr. \\'thster's book. We 
tihall; however, attempt to give an ab~tract of Mr. Rendel's 
eYidence in the House of Lords:-

.. The eatoory of the Dre, and the estuary of the Mersey, and the character 
"1 the t110 ri<erl arr manifeatly wholly d1fferrnt-their forms are difftrent. 
Thf1' are different in thi1 ttsprct; the Dee is for the whole estent of it a 
•hallow estuary; the Merlll'y, from the contraction at ita mouth, h11 an es· 
ettdingly deep channel opposite Li•erpool, containing an enormous man of 
water, hot immediately that it widens out in the 11me form aa the Dee, it 
loM!I ill depth and becomes a shallow estuary; therefore, 1nppo1e the tide 
to come up, as 1 deacrihe it with reference to the large chart, u at preeeut 
-end nothing in our works can prevent that, for the works are within the 
gorge-it comrs up in a large body, preaenting to all intents and purposes, 
the bnd of a "edge, and it gradually tapers out, losiog it1 solid and com· 
put form as it advances up the estuary. It ia manifest that if we can make 
that wedge into a uniform column, u we 1ball do by tbeae works, we shall 
l>t'rfect the efficiency of the channel after these works are made; the part 
outside Seacomhe is perfectly uotouched; we do nothing to lhai. Then, 
in order to a1certain precisely the whole economy of this tidal attion in the 
estuary, and to aatilfy my own mind, and in order to give e.·idence before 
!OllJ' Lordships, I had tidal ohaerutiona taken at Formby, which is, in fact, 
the headland on the Lancashire shore; obser<ation~ were simul'.aneou•ly 
taken a& Prince's dock, which ia the narrow part of the gorge of the estuary; 
alto at New Brighton, Fiddler's Perry, and Warrington Brid~e, 10 that 1 
ba•e bun able to trace the relatiTe heights and the relative times of high 
•ai..r of the 11me tidea at all thoae points, and I hue done it at 1pring 
and a& neap ticiea. The result1 I will give from the diagrams 1 have 
bd'ore me. 

The width of the river at Egremont-the point -irhicb corresponds with 
the north end of the Liverpool docks-at high water, ia 4,030 feet; the 
~iooal area of the channel at that point al high water apring tirlea i1 
236,449 square feet. At Seacombe, only 3,000 feet within thu point, the 
•idth ie reducrJ to 3,060 fret, and the sectional area to 184,622 feet; it is 
altogether a gorge at that point; it ia completely the gorge of the estuary, 
which bu been defined by the works of lbe dock trustees on the one side 
and the natur•I rock of Seacombe on the other. At Wallasey Pool the 
width ia 6,6-CO, it will be reduced by huil<ling the wall to a11lmi11te with 
tbe other sectiona, namely to 3,3~0 feet. At Woodside pier, the width is 
3,!'100 feet, therefore the effect of the wall is to make tLe shores parallel, 
ud consequeatly to take off tbia grnt width "·hich Wal111ey Pool occuiona. 
That wall, wb~n made, will in my opinion, improve the channel and course 
of the river; it will directly accon1pli1b that ohject, and one immediate 
re111lt likely to folluw ii the taking away of Pluckington Bank formed by 
tbe tide setti11g into Wallaaey Pool and occasioning an eddy. The consequent 
good tff'ect will be, that the quantity of water at the leut, if not more, 
•hicb now goes into Walluey Pool, would go up into the estuary, and by 
going up into the eatuary it muat necesnrily be of greatly more nlue to the 
maintenance of the estuary and the scouring power of the river than 
pusing into the pool. There will be nearly 300 feet greater width oppoaite 
our worka than at s~acombe. The minimum section of the river being at 
Sncombe, the nezt small~at section iJ at Woodaide, and the nest at 
Tranmere. The aectiona at Seacombe and Woodside will continue the 
.rnallest sections after the works are completed. Jf Pluckington Bank be 
••ept away, it will make a difference greatly in favour of the narrows as 
they exi:t at preaent; it will make a larger section, and improve the eatuary 
1boTe. After Tranmere, the estuary becomes very wide ; after you gd 
abowe the bulb the bottle commencea. 

Tbil aection ia the profile of the river; it is on an ezaggerated acale as to 
height compared with length. Here ii the Victoria Dar, then the Crosby 
Channel fall into thia enormoua cavity; here we hue Seacombe, which ia 
the narroweat part of the ri•er; the bed ri1e1 up again oppoaite Gantou to 
the lnel of low water. The river has excavated for itself within these 
oarrowa, within which it bu been confined, a channel quite down to tbe rock 
io tbil particular place. The grealeHt dt>ptb at Egremont at low water 
•pring tides ii 67 feet. The greatest dt'pth 11t Seacomhe, whirh i1 deter· 
mined by the rock, for it ia 1coured down to the rock, i1 ~2 feet; the 
greateat depth oppoaite Walluey Pool ia G2 feet; oppo,ite Woodside the 
great~•t depth i1 &c ft. 7 in., this is at low waler eprinr tides. At Tran· 
l'lere, we get 61 ft. 4 in. according to our sounding•. It would appear that 
acept in hollowa in !be rocka the aand haa been scoured do"·n to the rock, 
but as the current pusea in and becomea impaired in efficiency by those hol· 
10•1 or irr~gularitiea on the 1bore, there are part1 where banks have begun 
tuccumulate, and it is only in certain parts that we can detect rocks by the 
plummet. The Meraey present• the character of a deep narrow channel 
1applyiag the eat.nary aboTe; it presentl tne character of a narrow artificial 
gorge supplying a 1ballow estensive eetuary. 

.According to the ohlerwtiona I have ml!de there can be no doubt that the 
aupply of water into the estuary above, dependa upon the momentum 
generated in those narrowe. The bnlb at W alluey Pool detractl from the 
momentum. The 1tr1igbtening the wall in the manner described would im· 
prove the current and increase the momentum, iuumuch u the present ir· 
regnlar sborea make irregular currents; those irregular current• act upon 
uch other and impair tt.e general effect. If they can be made direct they 
are llllde more ellicient, and consequently they will send a larger ltody of 

watt>r up into the estuary, or at all events they will send that water up into 
the estuary which now runs into Wallaaey Pool. I aia as great au enemy as 
any one to tbe general que1lion of alatracting water from estuaries, but 
there i• peculiarity in this case which takem it out of the general cla11 of 
causea of the abstraction of water from eatuariea • 

To ucertain the strength of the currents, 1 had accurate obaervation1 
(with watches adjusted) at Egremont, Seacomhe, Walluey, Woodside, and 
'l'runmere, and buing a fteet of hoata and a ateamer to attend ua, we put 
rl11wn floats, ao far aubmere:ed that the wind could have no effect upon 
them, in the centre of the stream and on either aide, far enough from the 
~hore to fer! the strength of the current, and the floata were obeerved u 
they paned each of the lines of the aeetions at the above places. The 
distances "ere great enough to give 11 accurate a result u could be ob· 
tained Ly any experiment of the kind, none of them being Jen than 2,GOO 
fret, aud the greater part from that to 3,000. The mean velocity of the 
tide upon the ftood from E[tl'emont to Seacombe waa 6·173 feet per second, 
from Sencombe to Wallasey it was 7·211 feet prr aecond; which esprease• 
tl1i•, th11t the tide hraps up on the seaward aide at Seacombe Point fRster 
than that section can pau it through, ao that it runs faster to relieve itself 
011 the inaide of the Seacombe Point than it do~• from Egremont to Sea
comhe. You hue that iucreaaed nlGCity by the increased head outside 
Seacombe. Prom that aection to the section at Woodaide, the velocity is 
reduced to ~·891 feet per second. That arises from the current being im· 
pairrd by pasaing into the bulb ; it haa, in fact, the effect of cro11 currents 
and eddie1, 11 1 have described. Prom Woodaide to Tranm~re the velocity 
is ~·33 feet per 1econd. The ebbs are the very revers~. It will be obaerved 
I hat on the llood the tide was 1trongest from Seacombe to Wal111ey Pool; 
upon the ebb, the llrong~at current ia from Seacomhe to Egremont ; there 
the nlocity of the ebb tide was 6·;03 fret per aecond; the velocity of the 
ebb from Wallasty to Seacombe was 6·139, and from Woodside to Wallaaey 
~·49. These are ordinary spring tides. The velocity of the ebb from Trau. 
mere to Woodside waa ~·~4 feet per second, which provee that the water is 
heaped up by the tide at Seacombe Point faster than it is vented ; anything 
which can be done to impro•e the channel of the estuary between \110.e 
narrow• and the upper narrowa must neceaaarily tend to vent that quantity 
of water with greater facility. Those were the reaults of actual obserfation, 
the theoretical reaults 011 a comparison of the aectiona agreeing with tberu 
aa nearly u can be espected. 

The object of theae tidal aections is to ahow how the tides llowed on the 
d1y1 of observation. At the time atated it wu high water at Formby, 
which ie quite at the mouth of the e11uary. At the aame time, if you carry 
on your eye to tbe Prince'• dock you !ind that the tide is heaping up, 
actually riaing up, at tbe Prince'• dock. Then if you go on to Ellesmere 
Port, you find that the tide ia 1till riaing; although at the time it is rising 
tbtre it bas fallen at aea; and ao, all the way on to Runcorn and Fiddler's 
Ferry ; and you get the profil~ at all the pointa by the different linea laid 
down here, which in worda i1 thie: that inasmuch as the tide had by flowing 
into the ntuary attained a velocity in pa11ing through theae narrows I\ 
Li•erpool, ill own acquired Telocity or momentu1u carried it forward, anu 
heaped it up in tbe eSluary according to all these lines, for it would be im
posaible if that were not the case to account for the fact, that the tide doea 
10 rise; and it i1 just tbia-1 will suppose the ftuid to be a solid; if a solid 
hu acquired a given velocity, we know perfectly well in mechanics that 
unleu some force interposes to atop the nlocity of the body it will be 
carried on; and it ie precisely ao in thil case, the water flows on by the im
puhe that it hu received at that narrow gorge, and it riaes above its level. 
If the elevation were due to nothiag more than atatical preuur~. which is 
merely the prenure of the bead without the velocity, it would terminate 
it• courae, for there ia no law of nature to make it go further. What 
would be the state of thing• ia an eotuary like the Dee, would be deter
mined by the form of the shore and otter queation1, but here you have the 
peculiarity 10 atrongly marked, that you cannot mi1take the cauae. The 
effect there would be, that 11 the mouth uf the Dee ie wider than its bead, it 
would receive a larger wave than would be due to the upper part of the 
Dee, and, therefore, if it had acquired aufticient velocity, the water would 
accumulate up the Dee to a certain extent; but inasmuch aa the estent to 
"hicb it would accumulate is due to the velocity of the stream, it could not 
attain the aame head in the upper part of the Dee u it doea in the Mersey; 
it depends on the velocity. 1 should aay this, that inasmuch 11 the profile 
repreaeuted is that which ii due to the statical pre11ure (which is no
thing more than head without force or velocity) ; all that ia above that 
muat be due to impetus: for we aee here in the Mersey what we see i11 
every river, and what we aee in the Dee: iuatead of the narrow part being 
at the top, the narrow part in the Mersey ia at the mouth; th.refore, 10 far 
as is due to momentum, if you could make the Meraey and tbe Dee at all 
agre~, it would follow, that you would in the Dee have an enormous heaping 
up compared with what you have in the lleney. If you could by any pot· 
sibility give to tbe water entering the IJee the eame velocity u the water 
entering tbr Mersey, keeping the aection tbe aame, it would heap up here 
quite in the aame way ae it doea in the Severn; but it caonot have tkat 
velocity, because there is not the 11me cauae to escite it, namely, the con
traction. 

For determiniog how much the tide baa risen up the eatuary above its 
le'l'el at the gorge, 1 take the level kt Prince'• Buin, which is in the gorge. 
I "ill take the tide on the ht of June, which w11 a spring tide. Suppoae 
we start witb the tide at high water at Prince's dock, which ia in the gorge 
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at Liverpool, it would be l ft. l in. higher 1t high water at Blleamere Port, an.t . 
fifteen minote1 later!n arriving attbat point; l ft. 10 in. higher at Runcorn, 
aud would he thirty·ftve minotea later than 1t Liverpool; it would be l ft. 
II in. higher at Fiddler'• Ferry, one- boor after it wu high water at Liverpool; 
it would he 2 ft. 3 in. higher at WarTiogtoo bridge, l hour 25 mioutet after 
it wat high w1ter at I.iveorpool. Without going through the det1i11 of e1ch 
obae"1tion, the me-an of three epring tidea w11 l ft. I in. higher 1t ElletmPre, 
l ft. 10 in. at Runcorn, 1 ft. 8 in. at Fidf!ler'a Ferry, 2 ft. 3 in. at Warrington. 
On the mean of the three ne1p tides, of the 8th, 9th, 1od 10th of June, 
there w11 atill an elevation, hot It waa redoced on account of the dream not 
being 10 strong at the gorge, to S incbea at Ellesmere Port, 11 inche1 at 
Runcorn, 10 iocbea it Fiddler'• Ferry, and only 9 inche1 1t Warrington; 
tbeose differences ire due to the diff~rencea of the neap 1od •priog tidee, or 
in other worda, the differeonces of tbe velocitiea throogb the gorge ire 11 

8 loche1 1t Ellesmere Port, 11 inchea at Runcorn, 10 inchea at Fiddler's 
Ferry, 1 ft. 6 in. at W arTington; ind it follows, that anything that woolrl 
etrengtben the velocity through the gorge 1t neaps, wonld necenarily tenf! 
to make the 1ppro1imation nearer between the eleVltiona at tboae dift'erent 
places at nPap tides. aa comp1red with aprings. 

The difference in the quantity of water which passea up the eatuary at 
1prings ind neaps, I hive taken from Cspt1in Denham'• aurvey ; ind if yon 
could get the water at neap tides to atand at 111 tnoae dift'erenl pointa with 
the aame ditrerencet above the Prioce'a dock 11 it doe• at springs, yon would 
get ao incrcaaeil qo1ntity of water (18,000,000 or 20,000,000 of yard•) op 
the "toary; any iocreue of the momentum in the gorge would tend to in
cceaae the quantity going up. The obaerntiona led me to that conclu1ion, 
and I come to no other from the phenomen1; 1t all events I 1m perfectly 
convinced that all the water that now puaea into Walluey Pool, would go 
up into the eatuary. It ia a m1thematical q11eation which I 1m not going to 
touch, whether more would gn up; hut philosophera have endeavoured tn 
abow, that a bulb upon 1 pipe (all other things being equal) would prevent 
the 11me qu1ntity of w1ter being di1cb1rged as would be discharged in the 
11me time if the pipe were parallel, and tbia ia 1 eimilar c:ue, bat I am not 
going into that question." 

Random Hinl.8 on Rail1Dt1ga and RaiJUJag Ugialation. By ALEx
A!'i"nEB. Dovu.., C.E., ABSoc. Inst. C.E. London: Weale, 184.8. 

This ii! a timely warning against the bill of the Railway Commis
sioners, particularly addressed to the engineering profession. It 
is so clear and practical, that we hope it will not be without its 
proper effect; at any rate, Mr. Doull deserves the warmest thanks 
for this exposure of the mischievous measures of the commis
liioner~. 

After showing the inconsistencies of the standing orders, and 
explaining the proceBS adopted in preparing a line of railway for 
parliamentory examination, Mr. Doull goes on to analyse the 
11II1ended bill. The chief amendment is the lowering the deposit 
by way of security from £.;oo to £200 ; but which for a line of 
200 miles, would still leave the enormous sum of £40,000 in the 
hands of the Railway CommiBSioners, .to be fooled away in such 
manner as they may think fit1-but which, at all events, is a 11eri
ous impediment in the way ot all new lines of railway. Mr. Doull 
very well observes, that the commissioners are quite ready enough 
to do work for the money,-indeed, the war, in which they make 
work would deserve credit for its ingenuity, if it were not BO ob
jectionable from its decidedly mischievous tendency. 

As is very well known, a preliminary survey, often extending 
over miles m breadth, is neceBSary to select the line which is to be 
liUrveyed in detail. No provision, however, seems to be made for 
this, or the bill is inconsistent with its performance. Most proba
Wy, Colonel Brandreth and Sir Edward Ryan are unaware how the 
1rurvey of a railway is carried out. The fourth clause of the bill 
requires thai "the promoters of any proposed railway shall apply 
to the com1J1iS11ioners for authority to mali:e the surveys necessari: 
to enable them to determine the line and level of such railway, 
&c, ; but the fifth clause requires that "ten clear days at the least 
before making such application, ihe said promoters shall give 
notice by ad vertisem1mts, each in the same words and form, in the 
London Ga!lette and in some newspar,er published or circulating in 
each county through which the railway is propolled to pass, such 
intended applicaiion specifying the course of the line of such rail
way," &c. 

Of course this cannot be done without a preliminary survey, and 
how is this to be e1Fected ten clear days before the engineer can 
apply to the conuniBSioners for leave to go over the ground ? 

Again, if this notice and this permission be as a protection to 
the occupiers, it is difficult to conceive how a notice is to be framed 
to cover the wide extent of country over which it is necessary for 
the engineer to go, if he is to choose the best line of railway. 

It is evident to all practical men that a very large expense must 
be incurred for advertising Yoluminous notices (drawn up by law
yers) in the London Gazetta and a number of country newspapers. 

It will be worth the while of the enterprisiDff proprietor ol the 
Surrey Timea to publish it all the year round,, instead of bringing 
it out as now for the occasion of the advertillementa of intended 
applications to parliament for railway bills.. 

Mr. Doull thinks from the sixth clause that the permission to 
~rvey on!y ext~nds to the very land11 through which the proposed 
lme of railway 1s to pass. If so, a large sum of money has to be 
paid down, much time has to be wasted, and a cumbrous procea to 
be gone through, for a permission which is worth very little. 

The tenth clause, regulating the return of any remaining portion 
of the £200, provide~ that ~ one month afte:r the bill for gh-i~ 
power to make the railway, m respect of which such deposit wa-~ 
mad~, shall have passed ?r been thrown out ~r withdrawn by le111·e 
of either House of Parliament, the commissioners shall by a draft 
or cheque signed by two of the commissioners order the balance 
stai:iding to t~eir (the depositors) account, in respect of such de
posit, to be paid to the promoters by whom the deposit was made." 
-Mr. Doull observes, that the framers of the bill do not appear to 
have contemplated the return of any portion of the deposit to 
those promoters who may not advance so far as the threshold of 
the legislature. We may add, that there is an opening for litiga
tion, in case of any dispute among the promoters of a new com
pany, such as has happened before, and snch as may happen again 
under the auspices of Mr. Spackman and others. If Mr. Spack2 
man should give notice to the commissioners not to return the 
remaining deposit to the committee of the railway company the 
commiBSioners may be very well disposed to act upon the hint' and 
wait for the direction of a court of law. ' 

The thirteenth clause provides that " before the said promoteni 
or any of their officers enter upon any lands to survey the same: 
or to. mark out the li!le of their proposed railway, as hereinaftlr 
mentioned, they shall give to the occupying tenant thereof not le!lll 
tha~ two nor more than seven days' notice in writing of their in
tention to enter and imrvey the lands; The object of giving not 
less t?~n two days' notice explai?s it~elf, but the restriction aa to 
not .giving mare than seven days notice must of\en be most incon
v!'ment to surveyor;i and engineers, for within seven days many 
circumstances may occur to delay the survey, while no inconveni
ence can accrue to the occupying tenant from any length of notire. 
Under this clause, it might frequently become necessary to serve a 
fresh notice, the fillllt seven day11' notice having expired. 

. Mr. Doull contends, and with justice, that the number of occu
piers who would require to be noticed previously to commencin!{ 
the survey or levels, would be considerably more than the number 
at present necessarily included in a railway book of reference e1"t!n 
supposing the survey to extend only to the usual breadth of' 20 or 
30 chains. It would therefore be nece888ry to get up a referen~ 
book before commencing the survey ; and this would be attended 
with very great expense, beside11 the risk of some occupier being 
left without a reference. 

Th,~ fourt~enth cla~ is in keeping with the rest. It enactoB, 
that the said promot'ers shall mark out the line of the prvpose1 
railway by means of stakes fixed in the ground not more than thirt1· 
yards a.Part, and in 11uch manner as clearlf to point out the pro
posed line of such railway; and they shal put up posts along the 
line, so marked out at convenient distances for the purpose of 
sho.wing the level of such line, and shall mark on such posts in 
legible characteN the number of feet and inches at which the 
rails are proposed to be laid above or below the surface of the 
ground." 

Our readers will agree with Mr. Doull, that staking out a Une 
o_f raµway, and _exhibiting the levels in feet and inches along the 
µne, 18 a very difficult and complex operation. He estimates that 
it would double the expense of preparing parliamentary plans and 
sections. A higher ~lass of surveyor11 would have to be employed, 
and a number of devices must be re:10rted to and superior instru
ments used to stake out curves of given radii with accuracy in Lbe 
face of the numerous obstacles to be encountered and' of the 
variety of circumsta11ce11 to be met with, on an extended survey. 

As ~ore damage must be done by staking out the line than by 
a~ ordinary survey, another charge will be impo11ed on the compa
nies, and further .claims for compensation be given to the la.Dd
owners and occupiers. 

A new set of parties must be employed in painting the level
pollts. 

What good is to be got from stating in" inches," a level which 
will differ whether the land be plough;;d or unploughed, whether it 
be trenched or in grBSI!, we do not profess to see. It can only 
cause a serious expense without answering any useful purpose. 

At present, staking out ia delayed to the period when it can be 
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adertaken for a purp«11e of practical utility, and when it can be 
OODTGliently performed. 

As landowners and occupiers can now refer to the plane without 
having the line staked out, and as engineers can check the levels 
ol rival lines from tboae plans, going over the ground with the 
plans in their hands, it doet1 &eem very bard upon the companiea 
that they should incur BUcb expense for the officers of ltoye.l 
En,rineen., who are to be employed to inspeet the line. In fact, if 
aic:li part.ies cannot go over the ground without having the line 
lt&k.ed out, they mUBt be utterly incompetent for the discharge of 
the dutieot properlv belo~ng to their own profession, and to the 
performance of which it 18 desirable they should be restricted. It 
will be open to a fRctiou op.Position to cavil about every one of the 
poata; and the military enguaeen and the whole party may be em
ployed in ascertaining that the post is wrong by two inches above 
ar below the line. 

Clauae 21 provides that the plane are to be deposited and in
tpected. The inspector, who knows BB much about civil affairs as 
he does about civil enr,neering, ie to hold courts -along the line of 
the pro~ railway' for the purpose of receiving information or 
snggest1ons from any persons interested in eucb propoited railway, 
either as the promoters thereof, or as the owners and occupiers of 
lands on or near to BUch line or otherwise " A very cheap way of 
mnoying the companies and putting them to expense, will be by 
the landowners and farmers attendi~ the inspector's court, and 
occupying the time of the staff' by raismg all kinds of objections. 

The twenty-fourth clause is an ambiguous one, giving the com
miaionen power to allow the promoters to amend their plans after 
inspection. 

Clause 2.5 provides that a second deposit is to be made; and this · 
is followed by another ambiguous and inconsistent clause. 

Mr. Doull thinks that Clause~ contemplates a second inspec
tion of the line of railway. 

It behoves en~neers to be on their guard against this moat 
tyrannical, miacb1evous, and vexatious meaeure, which will place 
them under the inspection of their inferiors, the military engineers, 
in every operation of a survey; and they are to be subjected to the 
judjtment of these latter, whether a level be rightly taken or a 
eurve properly laid out. 

It will be seen that tbie bill subjects railway projectors to the 
following new extent of unprofitable expenditure:-

The depositing of £200 per mile with the Railway Commission
t!l"I!. 

The advertising of the intention to survey. 
The preparing a reference book for the survey, and the serving 

ol the notices on the occupiers. 
Staking out the line, marking the levels in feet and " inches," 

111d eetting out the curves 
Maki~ two deposits of the plans, 
Preparmg amended plans. 
Attending the Inspector in bis inspection of the line 118 staked 

out ; and fighting for the acouracy of the line, and against the 
otijeetiom of the looal parties. 

After all this bas been done, the old preparations for encounter
ing the ordeal of standing orders have to be made; for the new 
regu:lation of the Commons, providing for notices being sent 
thPOugh the post is quite inoperative, as service has to be proved, 
lbd die Lords require the old mode of service. 

Our readers will agree that any system of legislation more dis
graceful to a country than that by which railway companies are 
haruaed, was never attempted or perpetrated. 

.Aracknl and MOO- Art Hi•torical and Critieal. By Gzoaoz 
CLl!GB01r.1, Esq. Second Edition. Blackwood, Edinburgh and 
London, 1848. 

It i& stated that the object of this work is to present, in a popu
lar form, a brief sketch of ancient and modern art ; and to avoid 
the faults of other publications, which are of no use to the ordi
m.ry reader. By way of carrying out this pledge, the two volumes 
ve 6lled with long pB8S~es from the French and Italian, and 
lillatches of Greek and Latm, which are not likely to be very well 
uruierstood by the public, which are not needful in themselves, 
and which do not even prove the learning of the author. As to 
the execuiion of the work, without being original, it is loose 
and unaatiafactory ; there is a bash of the opinions of foreign 
writers on art, and the only novelty is the criticism of the author 
1111 English writers and reviewers. It especially fails in giving a 
dear idea of any one work, school, or style, and a reader taken 
from the public would acquire the BD1alleat amount of definite in
fonnatiou from its pages. It is a very difficult task to give an 

abridged view of an extensive iubject; ao as to communicate 
exact ideae ; indeed, an abridgement requires as high a degree or 
ability as an extensive work. 1 t is not surprising, therefore, if Mr. 
Cleghorn should utterly fail in this attempt. Aa from some petty 
provincial feeling, there ia more space devoted to the buildings, 
sculpture, painting, and painters of Edinburgh than of any other 
place-indeed, a large part of the two volum-ihe public who 
buy this book on its title, will have no more reason to be satisfied 
with the quantity than with the quality. The work has sucb 
small merits, that we should not feel called upon to notice it, if it 
were not that it ie likely to be taken for a popular work, aa being 
a second edition emanating from publishers of reputation. 

A popular manual of art bas ret to be written and is much 
wanted; but it must convey definite information and descriptions 
suited to practice.l men, and less general criticism of &tists and 
works unknown to the public and not particul¥ised. Mr. Cleg
horn's account of the Munich school ie the best that be has givtin 
us, but it is quite inadequate; while afroper account of what hlll!I 
been done and is doing there is one o the beat incentives to the 
encourRgement of art here. 

We must do Mr. Cleghorn the justice t.o say, that l!O far as hi1 
abilities go, be is sincerely desiroll8 of promoting the interests of 
art. It may be some excuse for his defects that the present work 
is the olfahoot of a pamphlet in favour of the imitation of the 
Parthenon on the Calton Hill at Edinburgh, under the name of a 
National Monument for Scotland. He ia, therefore, a partisan of 
pure Greek and what be calls idealism ; he allows of Gothic; but 
seems to banker most after Italian. If it were not for the meta
physice.l bent which effects all who are born north of the Tweed, 
and leads him into the discullllions about idealism, he would be 
catholic in bis artistic predilections. His idealism is, however, 
more confused than that of any German, because he Lt attached to 
the study of nature; and while holding up the imitation of nature 
as the great end of art, he cannot make out how to reconcile it 
with idealism. He has been born in the faith of idealism,-and 
though bis convictions are starting arguments conatantly against 
his faith, and thouirh his practice is opposed to it, yet idealism he 
persists in maintBJJling. Whai it is be bas not been successful in 
describing; in one place it seems to be the genill8 and imagination 
of the artist which constitute idealism : but this again does not 
agree with statements elsewhere. The late Haydon, although 
he talked very much abouf.it, could never make himself understood. 
The upshot alwaya was "Nature. and the Elgin marbles." Mr. 
Cleghorn is strenuous in his abuse of what be calls the sect of na
turalists, but without producing any arguments except in their 
favour. 

He seems to be much more successful in reproducing M. Quatre
mere de Quincy's definition of imitation. Thia is a fitting intro
duction to a- treatise on artistic criticism. Imitation in the fine 
arts, says M. de Quincr, is the production of the likene&11 of a 
thing, but in another thmg which becomes its image. It is not a 
reproduction. of the thing, it is not its exact likeness, which cau 
only be the result of a reproduction ; but it is the image of a like
ness, to be animated by the mind of the observer. Hence, an at
tempt at illusion fails because the artist takes on himself to per
form the functions of the spectator, and leaves the latter little or 
nothing to do. The originals of most of the figures of Raft'aelle, 
Rubens, or Murillo would produce much leSB interest than the 
paintings : they would often excite the reproach of being uglT or 
clumsy women. The best illustration of this fundamental pnnci
ple of the fine arts, but one which Mr. Cleghorn bas not adduced, 
1s that derived from the drama. On a small stage, and in a short 
time, we are made to see the greatest men of antiquity, the revolu-. 
tions of yeal'll, and the consummation of the most important e'ICents. 
-the actors being men familiar to 118 even th~b the disguise of 
costume. The mind, however, takes its part with the actor, an!,\ 
ahares in the realization. We do not want 

.. A Jrlogdom for a •taa'f',/rtnen &o wt, 
Aad moaan:b1 '° btbol I.be ,..,111111 oceao.,. 

These accessariea are useleSB when the audience cau. aupply their 
absence. The great dramatic poet explains the theory of imita
tion well, when he Mys to his audience:. 

" - 'T lo your tbnugbt11!11t - muat dtdt ou~ klllp, 
Carry thl'1D b•ro aod Lb..,, jumpl~r o'or llme1 • · 
1·urulag Lbe occumplwbmeal "' u.auy year1 
I Dto ID boar rtau." 

As a perfect illusion is not necessary, bJJt hurtful, so there. are 
hounds placed to limit the extent of art, and to limit the extent of 
each department of art,-bound.s best observed in the greatest 
height of art, and soonest overetepped i;n. its decadenee. 

On the legitimate application of imitation all the fine arts de., 
pend, &Ild this hi theit b(wd of 1,Ulion; ii ls only J.n the v~hiclt> 

l~ 
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used, or the 8elll8 addrealed, that tliey dUfer. We are now agi
tating for the catholicity of the three arts of design-painting, 
sculpture, and architecture; but we cannot expect a perfect de
velopment of the fine arta, unless their three other liranchee-
mUBlc, the drama, and poetry-be likewiae cultivated. The attempt 
to sever single arta, which &as failed, la a ground for want of con
fidence in any system which steps short of completeness. In what 
do all our complaints and all our inquiries as to the low state of 
art end ? In a conviction of the low mental condition of the pro
fessors of art. When t~e painter has once taken his brush in 
hand, the sculptor hi.a chiseJ, and the architect his compasses, he 
bids farewell to education and enlightenment, he gives himself up 
to what he calls his art. and narrows and cramps his mind just at 
that time when it thould be freest in its es:pansion. Precisely for 
the reason that the artist has no education, the scholar bas no 
knowledge of art; and art is kept back from this state of affairs, 
and not from the want of manual capacity in our artisttl, or of ad~ 
quate encouragement from the public. There have been oppor
tunities enougn latelr, but they bring forth only Buckingham 
Palace or Trafalgar t;quare, art-union pictures or pigtail mon
strositiea. The sChoolmaster has been sent abroad ; but till our 
artists are better educated men, and more on a level with those of 
Greece and Italy, art can have little hope. We do not want 
academies of art so much as we want schools, liberal training, and 
the power of reasoning justly. 

Among the six fine or imitative arts, there are marked distinc
tions. Painting or design, sculpture, and architecture are mate
rial in their /roduction ; poetry, the drama, and music are 
immaterial, an the latter two in their performance are transient 
or fleeting. The three latter have, however, the power of repro
duction of the model work to such a degree as materially to ex
tend their social influence. Painting by the means of engravings, 
and sculpture by means of casts, have this power of reproduction 
in a 18118 or more modified degree, but the progr8118 of science pro
miAetl to give these arts greater resources; and although some look 
unfavourably on the machinery of copying and piracy, we cannot 
but believe that the artist will gain by being brought into com
munion with a greater mass of the public. The artist and the 
public must work to"9ther, they must feel for each other, they 
mwit join to produce the wished eft'ect. Shakspeare working for 
the public of his day, and Dickens for the public of this, are under 
a stimulus which the artist at the present time too rarely feels. 
The incentive to immortality, the conscientious discharge of a 
patriotic duty, the inspiring in11uence of the goodwill and fellow 
feeling of applauding millions ought to operate on the artist as 
they do on the statesman, the gener~i.:~ the poet, and ought to 
produce greater results than the grove · selfiiiliness which yields 
up its tas"k on the payment of the stinted and allotted price, care
less of anything but the money reward and the personal gratifi
cation. 

Architecture has for its province the es:eeution of single and 
isolated monuments. It is not easy to reproduce the Parthenon 
or St. Peter's, and the architect has every inducement to devote 
himself to the production of works the merit of which he will not 
divide with the copyist, the printer, or the engraver,-whicb he 
wants no translator to make known to other nations, but which 
are felt and understood by people of all countries and all ages. 
Architecture has, too, this distinction1 that it has an immediate and 
an obvious utilitarian character.. The painter the sculptor, and 
the musician minister indirectly to the uses of society ; the poet 
and the dramatist may propose a moral end, but it is not needful 
tli.ey should do so ; whereas there are few works of architecture 
which do not bear the stamp of usefulnea. It may be thought by 
some enough to appeal to this sense of usefulnellll, but until the 
architect can satisiy himself that N ewgate or Bedlam engrosses the 
favour bestowed upon Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's, he will 
do well not to be unmindful of the artistic relations of his profes
sion. As the mighty dome of St. Paul's is seen from so many 
points towering over London, how well does it mark the wide ex
panse of population crowding below. There is a greatness in the 
Might which cannot pass unacknowledged, while the statesman and 
the moralist knows too well the inftuence of great thoughts and 
great associations on the public mind to neglect those means by 
which the)' can be awakened and upheld. Athens, it is true, sank 
with the glories of the Parthenon untarnished, but not until the 
living spirit of art had been quenched. 

The imaginative or creative power of the artist is what is not 
allol\·ed for in Mr. Cleghorn's theories. His idealism resolves 
itself into the study of nature and the adaptation, of the fine 
part of one individual to the fine part of anotlier to constitute an 
ideal or perfect whole. He quarrels with Hazlitt for affirming 

that the ideal is the preference of that which i& fine in natare t.ci 
that which is less so ; but he d9es not aet up in ita _place &D~ 
which is clearer. Perhaps there is no di.1Ference. The natuialists, 
as represented by Mr. Hazlitt, say, "There is nothing which is 
fine in art, but what is taken immediately, and as it were in the 
mass, from nature." Mr. Cleghorn, for the moderate idealists, 
does not traverse this, but says, that " Ideal art is finer than 
nature ;" though from what we can make out, ideal art is only 
selected nature. 

As to the question whether it la better to represent indi \•idual ~ 
ture with individual defect&, accidents, and peculiaritie11,or to repre
sent Jupiter with some of the features of the lion, and Hercules with 
the neck of a bull, to sar nothing of fauna, satyrs, and centaurs,
this seems to us a question which, if solved in favour of the latter 
side, does not give any valid support to the idealists. Indeed, 
there is nothing which has ever yet been brought forward which 
shows that the Greeks owed their excellence to anything but the 
study of nature, or that there is any other mode of attaining ex
cellence in art. We are therefore the more hopeful of the ft.iture 
of English art, as at any rate we have the groundwork of a study 
of nature; and this, supported by a prudent reference to the old 
masters, as confirmatory of the course of study, will, with a more 
liberal education and a more catholic feeling of art, give us artists 
of whose works we shall not be ashamed. 

Railuxzg Engi716ering ; containing a General Tabk for tM Cakwlo
tion qf Earth1D0rk8. By T. B.uu:a, V.E. London: Longman, 18"8. 
8vo. pp. 6-i. 

We regret to perceive that Mr. P. Barlow bas permitted this 
book to be dedicated to him for we are sure that he was ignorant 
of the dubious character of the honour conferred on him by ~he 
unscrupulous author. There need not be the slightest delicacy or 
hesitation in affirming that the whole performance is a oollecUOD 
of gross plagiarisms. The formula for the super-elevation of the 
outer rail of a railway curve is taken from De Pambour. Methods 
which have long been published for setting out curves, the author 
claims as his own, on the plea that they were pritJatelg oouunJ&Di
cated to his pu,rils, and that some rears RgO he sent to the "Gen. 
tleman's Diary a paper on the subJect, VJhicA tOaB rejected. 

The "General Table for the Calculation of Earthwork on Rail
ways, &c: is a direct copy from the "General Table for facilitaiing 
the Calculation of Earthworks for Railways, Canale, &e." by Mr. 
Bashforth, There is not even a colourable variation from the 
original in the copy,-it i.9 an e.ract reprint, line for line and Jigwe 
for figure; with a few additions, but not a Bi. omiuion. .£ve?' 
one of Mr Boshforth's tabular numbers re-appears in Mr. Bakere 
table. We had intended., in order to render the plagiarism pal
pable1.~~ print a column from one table by the side of the corre
sponaing one in the other table; but after getting half way through 
the labour of copying the figures, we found that there was uo& a 
single alteration or omission, and therefore abandoned the taak u 
useless. 

A general reader, not familiar with the character of earthwork 
tables, might deem the similarity accidental or inevitable-jusi 88 
if two persons publi11hed different tables of common logarithms 
or square roots, the tabular figures must coincide where both are 
correct. The slightest consideration, however, will show that the 
present is not an analogous case. A great number of earthwork 
tables has been publisned, but none except Mr. Baker's has the 
same figures as Mr. Bashforth's: and for this plain reason,-that 
other tables, such as Mr, Bidder's or Sir John Macneill'a, ue 
applied by methods, and for purposes, entirelr different. Sir John 
Macneill's, for instance, are not general, but have the results for 
particular slopes and bases, worked out ready to the engineer'• 
hand. Mr. Bidder's table, on the contrary, 111 general, and con
siders the prismoid in three separate portions. Mr. Bashforth's 
is also general, but considers the prismo1d in two portions; one of 
which has no real existence, but being merely assumed for facility 
of calculation, is ultimately subtracted. Now considering the 
perfect independence of these methods, it is clear that the tables 
founded on them1 though entirely di.1Ferent from each other, may 
lead to identical results. But the only person who has adopted 
Mr. Bashfortb's very original plan of considering the slopes to be 
hypothetically continued till th·ey meet in an apex, is Mr. Bak.er. 
He therefore is the only person who could use the same figures. 

We have too much confidence in the right feelings of engineen, 
to suppose for an instant that this attempt to take the fruit of high 
talents and unweared toil from the laWful owner will prove suc
cessful. In our apprehension, the literary offence is much aggra.. 
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nteil by the attempt made in the work under review to throw 
dut ln the eye& of the reader, by abusing the author whoae table& 
me COJ>ied. The attacks commence in the preface, and are con
tinued at intervals to the end of the book, with all the emphasis 
which italics and capitals can give them. For example, s?.eaking 
generally of other previous tables, our author allows that ' none of 
them are accompanied with directions for finding the contents 
from the sectional areas, which is the most important part of such 
tables, euept Mr. Bashforth's; but /au method of applying tlama u 
tlf'rf1rWJOfU.· Now, the assertion, which we have given in the au
thor's own italics, is not only untrue, but it would not be un
diaritable to assert that it is put forth to disguise the real relation 
ol his own method to Mr. BaShforth's. The supposed error refers 
to the calculation for side-long ground (or cuttings or embank
ments on the side of a hill. where the height of the slopes is un
equal).. and ia established by taking a perverse and preposterous 
example-that of two sections, ' chains apart, of the areas I0,82-t. 
feet and 400 feet, respectively. As if in a lenltth of 4 chains, no 
intermediate &eetion11 would be taken where tlie first section was 
mQre than twenty-Jir:11 tirnu the last ! 

Setting aside the extravagant nature of the case supposed, Mr. 
Buhforth'a method, even if so applied, is just u likely to ~ve a 
tnre result aa that which Mr. Baker would substitute. '\\ e are 
told, that by neglecting the area of the triangle, the former 
method gives a result '1! per cent. too small: but it is just as 
likely that the substituted method gi\•e& the result as much too 
grnt ; for the ground may undulate so much, that the error may 
lie either in excesa or diminution. In a C&l!e like the present, 
where the ground falls so much in the direction of length, that 
the heights of one end-section are only one-fifth those of the 
other end-eection, great irregularities of 81.irface must be supposed to 
intervene. For instance, suppose a nlley or deep hollow occurred 
IDIDewhere in this length of four chains of cutting, Mr. Baker 
would tell the contractor that he had to remove all the contents 
of the valley, which, in reality, nature had alreadyexcavatedfor him. 
There ia no guarding against such errors, except by the precaution 
which every reuonable engineer adopts where the ground varies 
cooaidenbly-which, in the present case would be practically 
inevitable-and which Mr. Bashforth's method supposes,-that of 
taking frequmt sections. 

Our worthy author has not borrowed his predecessor's table of 
Proportional Parts,-which, as we explained in a former review, 
ia printed on card, with a moveable index of wpod sliding in a 
groove. It i11 estimated that by this ingenious contrivance, the 
table is made to contain all the calculations which, extended, 
would occupy a 11urface 42,2.50,000 times its present area. To 
have adopted this table also, would have been too palpable a 
plagiarism ; Mr. Baker, therefore, contents himself with copying, 
figure for fi!Jtltt, the first twenty-one lines of it, which constitute 
AU{!) "Table No. 2 ;" and the reader is informed (p. 48), that in 
CUM which this "Table No.~· does not include, he must work out 
the calculations for himself. 

It is not to be expected that every practical person who calcu
lates quantities for contractors, should understand the mathe
matical principles on which the particular tables which he uses 
are based. But it is within the simplest comprehension, that the 
two methods under comparison-and they alone--proceed on the 
aammption that the slopes are hypothetically continued to their 
intersection. It is also not a matter of reasoning at all, but 
one of mere eyesight, that Mr. Baker has re-printed Mr. Bash
forth's calculations identically. The only differences are the11e-
Mr. Baker's table is printed in a less distinct manner; to Mr. 
Basfurth's table of65 heights (reprinted without a single omission) 
seven more heights are added: lastly, of the table of Proportional 
Parts, the first twenty-one lines are reprinted , and as to the 42 
millions and odd remaining l"nlculntion~, which the sliding index 
i11geniously effects-why, the reader is left to calculate them for 
hinwelf. 

Tle SIN• N11t7.-Mr. Edward Whitley Baker bu been appointrd by the 
government to go out with James Brooke, the Rajah of Sarawak. Mr. 
Baker ia attached u engineer to the Munder frigate, and is to have charge 
of a lteam launch, to be med in getting op the small riven and creeks for 
1U1vey1 and in aearch of pirates, and is to be at the service of the Rajah In 
Sarawak and Labnan u mechanical engineer. We are glad to 1ee from Ulla 
appointment that the Admiralty are really desiron1 to improve the engineer. 
iag aenice of th" navy, by employing eflicieqt pnctical men like Mr. 
Baker. 

JlECllllTBR OP. 1IBW •A'l'lllft'•. 

BALANCE BRIDGE. 
JoaN HABVBY BADLEJ&, of Holbeck, Leeds, iron merchant, for 

"ImprooemellU in comtructing tmdgu aqueducts, und Bimilar 1truc
turu." -Granted July 1, 18'7; Enroiled January 7, 18~8. 

Thie invention relates to the construction of cast-iron girders 
for continuous bridges, viaducts, or aqueducts, and other improve
ments relatin~ to railways. Fig. l, is a side view made according 
to this invention of cast.iron girders c, strongly jointed and bolted 
together at a, standing upon piers of stone or brick b b b, each 
girder c, being Cllllt from one and the same pattern, or where no 
very great length is required, two parts cc', may be caat as one 
piece; in either case from the points d, will constitute one girder, 
which is from centre to centre of two arches, and the two parts 011 
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either side of a barb, will balance each other, consequently, there 
is no weight or sway ('omparatively "Peaking in the ('entre of each 
arch. It will be seen that earh girder is loose and at liberty at the 
centre of each arch d d, and though strongly jointed together by 
means of plates on each side, they will allow for any contraction 
or expansion required by rhnn~e of the atmosphere ; and fig. 2, is 
a transverse section of thiR joint, showing how the toothed-plates 
fit into similar teeth at the ends of each girder where they meet at 
the centre. Fig. S, is a plan of the cast-iron flooring for bridges, 
&c., consisting of plates of cast-iron. Fig. 4, shows these 11lates 
upon an enlarged scale, the underside uppermost and not Closed 
together, the better to explain how strength may be given tO 
these plates to bear the rails and any weight required to p888 over 
them; and fig . .;, is a transverse aection1 showing how these plates 
are flllltened together, and bolted to U1e girders by the brackets 
; i. The covering or flooring-plates e and la, are shown to be a 
foot in width, and of the length from girder to girder COrreBpond-
ing to the width required for the railway. -

u• 
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The plate 1lpoa ttich the chain ll'e securely bolted is 1een 
to have three n'be or flanches cut upon the underside in order to 
~ve the requisite strenatk, and al80 holel ca8' through it for bolt-
111g and securely fixirig the chaira" for holding the rails. There 
are 1tud11 about an inch equare cast upon the sides of each pla.te, 
and each pla.te baa holes cast of a eise exactly to fit a.nd receive 
the118 studs, (aee A, fig.&, which is a Bide view of these plates,) it 
will therefore easily be understood that if these plates were shut 
or cloeed together, theae studs would enter into 01e holes cast in 
each for that purpotie, clearly showing that the whole covering or 
flooring will be llO united and securely fastened, llO aa to form one 
general m .. of support to the rails and the weight paaiug over 
tbem. 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND BREAKS. 
GEORGE TAYLOR, of Holbeck, near Leed11, Yorkshire, mechanic, 

for " Improvements in tM conatruction of tnginu ana carriagu to be 
~ on railto0y•." -Granted June S ; Enrolled December S, 18~ 7. 

This invention relates, firstly, to improved arrangements of the 
rylinders of locomotive engines,.and tbe parts which communicate 
the reciprocating motion to the driving-wheels, for the purpose of 
concentrating the driving power of the actuated pistons, so 88 to 
communicate an even rotating motion to the axles of the driving
wheels, and also to distribute the movin~ power (without first con
centrating it) to one, two, or more pAirs of dnving-wheels in a 
uniform manner. Secondly, this invention refers to an improved 
break, for stopping the progress of carriages along the line of rail
way ; such apparatus being also suitable for sustaini~ its carriage 
on the rails, in case of the breaking of an axle. Thirdly this in
nntion relates to an improved arrangement of tender. Fourthly, 
to certain improvements in mounting the wheels of railway car
riages. 

The improved arrangements are shown in the annexed enrav
inge. Fig. 1 is a Bide elevation, and fig. 2 a plan, in whic the 

flg. 2. 
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motive power, communicated to the pistons of the working cylin
ders, is concentrated in a line drawn longitudinally through the 
centre of the plane of the engine. a, a, are a pair of cylindera, 
placed over the end of the boiler b, nearest to the smoke-box ; 
c, are the piston-rods, with croBS-heads, which slide in guides fixed 
to the outside casing of the boiler ; d, d, are rods for connecting 

·the piston-rode to the cranks e, which cranks are attached one to 
either side of a central wheel.f. The periphery of this wheel is 
provided with cogs, for gearing into or driving a wheel g, keyed to 
the axle of the driving-wheels h. In order to insure the proper 
gearing together of the wheels f and g, and allow of the play of 
the bearing-spring, the guides, in which the axle-boxes or journals 
of the driving-wheels h elide, are made at an angle, 88 shown at i, 
fig. l. By referring to the figures, it will be seen that the axles 
are placed above the boilert and, therefore, wheels of large diame
ter (say from 10 to U feet l may, if required, be employed with 
llllfety; the oscillation of the engine being, in great part, avoided, 
by the central and uniform driving of the axle of the wheels h, and 
the weiglrt ef the engine being near the ground. When it is de
sired to make all the wheels driving-wheels, their shafts may be 
connected together by rods .and crank-pins, as now generally em
ployed. 

The specificatioll d8'Crlbes two other arrangements of mechan-

lmi, for c:ommunica.ting the reciprocating motion of the piatona t.o 
. the u:t. ef tile driv~wheels. 

Pis.4. "•· 8. 

The improved apparatus or break for retarding and stopping the 
train iii shown at fig. 3, a Bide elevation of a tender, with the appa
ratus attached thereto ; and fia-. 4 being an end elevation. a is o1UI 
of two levers, attached to the bottom of the carriage, and intended 
to vibrate el.ightly upon centre-pine b. At their outer end.II thne 
levera are connected together by a croBS-rod c, and are thereby 
caused to move simultaneously when any motion ie communicated 
to them. d, d are flanged skids, attached to the outer end of the 
le\·ere a; and thef are provided, at their under 8Urface, with a block 
of wood, the gram of which is vertical. These skids are intended 
to be depreBSed on to the rails, when the speed of the train is to be 
ckecked ; and the flan~ which are formed on the inner aide of 
the skids, will act 88 guides and keep the carriage& on the line of 
rails, in caae of the breakage of an axle. e is a strong spring, 
stretching across from one skid to the other, and takin~ into slotai 
or openings formed in the upper part of the skids. This spring i11 
embraced, at the middle of its length, by a hoopf, which is jointed 
to a vertical shaft g, composed or two/arts, and capable of being 
adjusted, in its length, by a threade connecting-piece l. The 
upper end of the shaft g is forked, and between its pronirs two 
antifriction rollers i, i, are mounted. In the sides of theae pronp, 
and between the centres of the rollers i, longitudinal slots are cut, 
for the purpose of receiving the axle k of a cam l, which is in 
contact with the peripheries of the antifriction rollers. The ule 
k is mounted in bearings affixed to the end of the tender, and Cl!> 
its outer end a worm-wheel m is keyed. This wheel gears Into a 
worm n, mounted on one end of a shaft o which turns in bearin@9 
at the side of the tender; and at its ot~er end a hand-wheel p ii 
keyed, for the purpose of giving it a rotary motion. Let it now 
be supposed thet the skids are required to be let down on to the 
rail,-the hand-wheel p is turned, in order, by means of the wonn 
n, to move round the wheel m and its axle, which carries theeam I; 
the larger radius of this cam being now brought into contact with 
the lower antifriction roller, it will depress the vertical shaft g, and 
communicate, through the spring e, an elastic pre88Ure to the skids, 
whereby they will be made to bite the rails, and retard the progn. 
of the train. 

The third improvement consists in carrying the axles of tenders 
through or above the water-tank, whereby the weight is brought 
near the rails, in a manner similar to that of the engines. By this 
arrangement larger wheels than U8Ual may be employed with 
safety; the weight of the load which the tender carries being 
brought much nearer the rails, whereby the oscillation is in great 
part prevented. 

The fourth part of the invention relates to improvemente· in 
mounting the wheels of railway carriages,-the railway axle being 
composed of two parts, one being solid and the other tubular. The 
solid axle is made to carry one of a pair of wheels, and the tubalar 
axle, which is elidden o'·er the solid axle, or othenriee \'1aced oYer 
it, receives the other wheel. The advantage of mounting wheel• 
in this manner i1!7 that they will be allowed to turn independently 
of each other. Jn applying the improvement to axles, as now ClOD
structed1 one boss is turned down, amt a collar merely is left; the 
axle is then coated with "Paris white, .. or other suitable substance, 
and afterwards heated in a furnace to a dull red heat. When in 
this bi.ate a tube or hollow axle is cast around it,-the ends of: the 
hollow tube being inclosed between the boss and the collar of the 
inner axle. On the contraction of the metals, the inner and ouM>r 
axles will, by reason of the intermediate filling substance, be en
abled to revolve independently of each other, but will be in no 
danger of separating, as the collar keeps them securely together. 
'Vhen, therefore, the wheels are respectively secured in their 
places by the ordinary means, they will be free to revolve inde
pendently, and be as little liable to derangemeni as if mounted oil 
one solid axle. 
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'SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS IN. THE SEW AGE. 
(WitA E"Jlf"ltli~, Plate Y.) 

The importance of the sanitary question increBlell every day, 
.. nd the large extent of works whicn will evidently be carried out 
"b> obtain a perftd sywtPll'I of sewage make it of great consequence 
to engineer& to be well informed of the most approved modes of 
a111struction. For this reason we have given copious extracts 
frum the evidence of Mr. Austin and Mr. Phillips, before the Me
tropolitan Sanitary CommiBBion?. and to which we beg leave to 
clireet the particular attention ot the profession. , 

H. Ar9Tll'i, Esq., C.E., at the request of the commiBSioners 
llllWle a survey of the Surrey and Kent district of sewers, and pve 
the following evidence relative to the ftat district of Lambeth, the 
Borough, and llo'therhithe, as shown in the plan, fig. I, Plate V. 

"There is fittle doubt that much improvement might be effected 
. in the preseot system of sewage, but it could only -he carried out 
a vut ~nse; and to extend this system over the whol~ district 
., M 10 reJJder it general and complete, even under such 1mprov~ 
anngements, would not only be ruinous in cost, but the great 
erila after all would only be lessened, not removed. With a dis
trict so situated, nearly flat, and for the most part several feet under 
h.igh-~r mark, all attempts at providing an adequftte natural 

_ ~ direct into the river, mus~ end in failure. . J?o what you 
will, it must be a cesspool system still. A small add1t1onal current 
al two or three feet may certainly be obtained in some cases by 
·lowering the outfalls to low-water mark, but the ad vantage of this, 
. carried over a distance of two miles or more, would scarcely be 
11ppreciable, and could be carried out only at immense expense. It 
appears to be abBOlute that this artificial state of things should be 
treated artificially, and mechanical appliances brought to bear to 
lit\ and discharge the refuse constantly as it is produced. lnter
zniUent drainage is somewhat more barbarous than intermittent 
water supply. It does tieem extraordinary, thftt with the steam
mgine applied in almost every ~seful relatio_n of life, its adaptati?n 
&o this great purpose for the relief of flat d1stnct8 of towns of its 
refuse and water should never have been attempted. It was very 
u&iafactory to me to find, on P!OP<!8~ng the system to ~Ir. Chad
wick. that tile idea of its practicability had already ~een impressed 
Gil his own mind, from observation as to the efficiency anil amftll 
spenae of pumping, for the purpose of agricultural dramage. We 
haYe 11mple experience 88 to the facility with which refu~ may be 
pumped, in its application, in several instances, to agricultural 
parpoaes. It only remains a question as to the best arrangement 
of th.e drainage to realise the object in the most efficient and eco
DOmical manner. 

The district to be drained should be apportioned Into convenient 
ledions or divisions, the drain~ of which would be total!>: ~~e
pendent and distinct, converging to the centre of e~h. div1s1on 
with any desired current, .. d from these centres. the h9u1~ would 
be raised by steam-engines, placed at any convement pomt m con
nection with them by pipes. The skeleton plan (fig. 1, Plate V.) 
fli the populo11;9 part of .the Surrey and Kent distri~t .\\:ill best ex
plaia my meanmg, it bemg unders~o.od thllt the d1v1~1ons. of the 
Clistrict there represented, the position of the centre pomts or 
•ells, and the situation of the engine power, are only assumed for 
She purpose of illustration, without at all presuming that they 
..-ould be the most desirable to adopt. These are matters, the cor
rect determinlltion of which would demand much consideration and 
lltudy of local circumstances and arrangement. Beyond th.e .c~n
mderation of these circumstances, the extent of each d1ns1on 
would be limited only by the amount of fall that it would he ne
Cll!llll8l")' to presen·e to allow of a certain maximum size of drllin, 
aod the depth of digging that mil?ht be thought desirable •. 

The most important consideration appears to be the size and 
JDBterial of the draim, and I have founded my calcullltions on the 
bui9 that the maximum size of the main outfall drains should not 
exceed a dimension that would be conveniently manufactured in 
pottery clay, so u to allow of the estllblishm~nt, throuyhout, of a 
oomplele ,,.tem of pipe drainage rather than ef bri~k 8t'll'era. I the_re
fore fix the limit of the largest drain at 2 feet diameter, that being 
a practicable size to manufacture. Ta~ing then a. perfectly l!At 
Ir-which is the wo~t case for co.lculftt10n-as8um111g a total fall 
fli l.S feet from the extreme points to the centre, upon an area ?f 
laalf of a square mile or 3!i!O acres, this will !five ft rnrrent of 1 m 
250 88 a minimum, and a 2-feet drai11, with that fall, will be more 
than sufficient to discharge the whole refuee of the densest popu
lation upon that extent or surface, with an improved constftnt sup
ply of water of 100 gallons per da>: per house. With sue~ a.n:ange
ment.a, there would have to be discharged from each dinB1on of 

half a square mile ni;arly one m_illion gallon~ per day ; ~ut Bii hy 
far the largest quantity 1s used ID the busy time, from ll1M to one 
o'clock, I calcnlate a capacity sufficient to di11eharge the 11rhole 
quantity in that time. 

It would be ell!lential that these drain1 should be capable of re
moving also the whole external refuse of the lltreets and holl9eol. 
I assume, therefore, t~at the system _should be capa~le of accom
modating a fall of ram equal to an mch and a-hulf ID 12 boul'I!, a 
good softking quantity that would soon cleanse the whole surfaoe 
of the streets and houses, and convey away the refuse. This 
amount being added to the house supply of Wllter, the total quan
tity produced at such times in each division would be 200,000 cubic 
feet per hour. 

The only question for consideration as to fall, would be to fix a 
safe limit for the totlll inclination of those continuous lines of the 
drainage that would have to convey the water from the extreme 
points to the centre. Having decided upon that, the rate of in
clination should be graduated from one end to the other; because 
the accelerated velocity of the stream, Bl it would approach the 
centre outfall, would admit of considerably less inclination of tae 
drainage than at the commencement; or, on the other hand, would 
admit of a greftt reduction in the 11ize of the pipes. All the ool
lateral or intermediate branch-drains, it will be seen, ,,.·ould have 
so considerable an ftmount of fall, as to afford the opportunity of 
putting them llll in of a very small llize. 

The engines mar be fixed in any spot most convenient and ad
visable and there need be only one pumping establishment for the 
whole district (as shown in the skeleton plan, fig. l ), t~ whicl) 
main pipes would lead from the several centre wellll, precisely aa 
would be _practised in raising so much water from a well at a dis
tance. From the engines, one or more discharge-pipes, to convey 
the whole refuse, would lead to the most convenient outlet in the 
river as shown by the double dotted line. The arrangement here 
subm'itted would olrer this great advantage, that the pollution of 
the whole southern bank of the river would at once be avoided, fts 
the liquid refuse could, with equal facility, be discharged at any 
spot lower down the river, where no inconvenience would ftri!4e 
from it. By-and-bye, when the public mind is brought to .a.Ppre
ciftte the value of this material, and to apply it to its leg1t1m11te 
purpose, instead of throwing it ~war., t~ere ~ould be nothing ~ore 
required than to lay down the d1stnbutmg-p1pes from the engin~ 
in the direction of the demand. The discharge pipe would then 
serve its proper purpo11e of a waste-pipe into the river, when thl' 
supply or the liquid exceedPd the demand for it, or it would lead 
into depositing reservoirs. 

I calculate that it would be necessary to provide four times the 
amount of steam power for the removal of the refuse during wet 
weather that would be necessary on dry days, and this is the very 
amount that would probably be necessary to raise the refuse the 
additional height required for its application to agriculturl'. 
Thus, in wet weather, when there would be no demand for the 
sewage manure, the whole power o~ the ei:igii:ies wo~ld be ~m
ployed in raising the greater quantity of liqwd. suffic1~ntly hitch 
only for its discharge from the district; and in dry weather the 
full power would be engaged in r~sing the sm.alle! qnantit>: thl' 
additional height necessary for its mtended apphca~1on to ~r1cul
ture. The system would so work together very BBt1sfactorily as a 
perfect whole. 

The cost of this improved system of drainage will. not amount 
to more than one-fourth of the system now pursued 10 the Surrey 
and Kent di11trict. This commission hBB recently given notice of 
the intended execution of works, involvi~ an outlay of £100,0001 
to be expended in a few main lines of dramage, which, for th~ re~ 
and importftnt purposes of sewerage-the removal of the 1_1qu1d 
refuse from the hous-will be of no earthly benefit to the inha
bitants, but will serve only to obstruct future improvement ; 
where88 the outlay of this amount on the p~ proposed ~ould 
actually suffice for the construction of the entire street dramage, 
including every court and alley, of more than one half of the most 
populous part of the district comprised within an ftrea of f'!ur 
square miles immediately south of the river. The perfect dram
age of the most crowded di~trict on this system would cost on the 
average £2 per house, with an annu11! charge ?f 28. per hou~e, for 
annual expense of engine power. 1 o repay ID 30 years, with m
terest, the whole cost of the public or street drainage, together 
with complete private or house drainage, with stone-ware wat~r
closet basin, and including the above annual charge for e~gine 
power, would involve a rat~ of 11. per annum, or about a third of 
the annual cost of emptying a cellllpool, where at all decently 
kept." 
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Mr. PHILLIPS, C.E., gave the following evidence as to the aynem 
of sewage adopted by him :-

"Solidity of execution in construction, economy ofmaterial1 and 
labour, combined with strength to bear the lateral aud vertical 
preBSures of the ground, and efficiency in aff'ording the beet channel 
for quickly conveying away the sewage, are the essential requisites 
for a sewer. The circle affords the mol!t capacious area of all 
plane figures having the same circumference, and conversely its 
circumference is less than any other figure of the same capacity. 
It, therefore, supplies the greatest capacity for receiving the 
water, with the smallest frictional surface, and the least consump
tion of materials. As regards strength : when the pressure from 
the ground around a circle is the BRme, it is equally distributed 
throughout the entire thicknesa composing the arch ; fort as the 
extradosal length is greater than the intradosal length, tlle arch 
is necessarily made up of a series of wedge1 all pointing to the 
centre of the circle ; hence the circulnr form prevenlll the earth 
outside of it from forcing it in, and from disturbing it, provided 
the pressure be equal, while upright walls in the same circum
stances would most probably be unable to withRtand the pressure. 

The removal of sewage and prevention of deposit of matter in 
sewers are entirely dependent on the quantity and velocity of 
the water running through them. In order therefore to keep them 
well washed out and cleansed, the utmost scourinf:: force should be 
imparted to the. streams. A semicircular, or still narrower and 
deeper-curved channel of a semi-elliptical or catenarian form, 
concentrates the flow on a smaU area of friction, heaps it up1_ aud 
so increases its velocity, and makes it more powerful in hning, 
holding in suspension, and carrying away all matters which may 
find their way into the sewers, than a wide and flat channel. A 
sewer, therefore, having an arched crown, curved side walls, and a 
narrow and deeply-curved bottom, which, combined together, give 
Ille shape of an egg tcith the miall end placed dotcnVJGnl.t, is, in my 
opinion, the best and must efficient form for all branch sewers. It 
would appear however from what has been stated, that the circle, 
from having a more capacious area and less rubbing surface than 
any other figure, is the best shape for aU sewers. But this is not 
the case ; for although the surface of contact of the egg-shaped 
sewer is somewhat greater than a circle of the same area, yet by 
contracting the channel and so raising the height of the stream1 the ratio of velocity and consequent potoer kJ ICOf.lr is increase<J 
thereby, as will be evident on experiment being made. It is the pre
ro~tive of the egg-shaped sewer, therefore, to combine in its 
form, capacity, economy, strength, and efficiency. 

For the short collateral branches of the sewers in street, courts, 
&c., the 11D1aller they are, (pro,·ided they be large enough to 
receh·e and carry off' storm waters in addition to the ordinary run), 
the leBS chance will there be for them to choke up. In the course 
of my experience I have examined hundreds of drains, and I have 
11lways found small drains and sewers which had a moderate fall, 
1111d anything like a good supply of water, quite clean and perfect 
in that respect. I anticipate, mdeed I confidently entertain an 
opinion, that with a combination of the water 1upply and a tubular 
Mystem of sewerage and house-drainage, the whole of the annoy-
1111ce now experienced by the public from defective drains and 
sewers may be made to cease. 

If constant currents of water be carried through the drains and 
sewers, though the currents may be small, yet provided they be 
constant and concentrated on very narrow and smooth bottoms, 
they will keep the sewers clean. Where the supply is intermittent, 
the matter discharged from the house-drains, meeting with no 
current, accumulates. In order to prevent deposit in drains and 
i;ewers, there must be a certain degree of velocity and force given 
to each current., so 118 to produce agitation equal to, or rather 
greater thnn the ma inerti~, or weight, mass, figure, and superficies, 
of the sand, silt, mud, and other substances, to be lifted, and kept 
always moving, or united and incorporated with the running 
water, added to the friction of the bottom and sides of the channef. 

The chance of any sewer keeping itself clean is de_pendent on 
four things,-namely its capacity, its form, its fall, and the 
11uantity and force of the water running through it. It is only from 
observation and experience, and the application of rules deduced 
therefrom, to the proportioning the capacity, the form, and the 
fall, as nlso the quantity and force of water requisite to prevent 
deposit, that we can hope to arrive at perfection in sewerage. 
From observation and experiment, I nod that it requires a con
~tant ,·elocity of current to be running through the sewers equal 
tu about 2.l feet per second, or lf mile per hour, to prevent the 
soil from d'epositmg within them. 

There is less water running in the sewers on Sundays than on 

other days of the week ; and ID08t on Saturdays. The height of 
the flow every day goe1 on increasing from an early hour in the 
morning until about noon when it is highest; it then gradually 
subside. to it1 lowest level. The period of the greatest ftow every 
day is between 11 a. m. and l p. m. 

The fall of sewers should lie proportioned to the quantity of 
water that ia to pasa through them. For, with the same fall, the 
greater the body of water the greater will be the velocity and 
scour; and conversely, the leBS the body of water the leN will be 
the velocity and scour. Again, a large body of water will, with a 
little fall, run with the same velocity as a small quantity will with 
a great tail. Hence the recipient of many branch sewent may ha~ 
le1111 fall than the branches themselves. A fall of a quarter of aµ 
inch in 10 feet has been considered the least fall that should be 
given to branch and summit-level sewers; but this fall i1 not 
enough to keep the sewers clean. No ; such sewers should, in my 
opinion, have not le88 fall than halfan inch in 10 feet. In some diJr 
tricts it is found impoBSible to get even so much fall u a quart.er 
of an inch In 10 feet. In districts where proper fall cannot be 
obtained, it 11 necessary to resort to flushing to keep the sewers 
free of deposit and clean. 

When a main stream receives a branch stream, the united 
body of water cau11et1 the height of the main stream to increue, 
consequently the surface rises somewhat higher than the surface of 
the divided 1treams; hence the water flows back, producing d~ 
posits of heavy substances about the junctions, wnich ~ 
ilraw back and impede the flow of the two streams. Now, ln 
order to remedy this evil, the bottom of the main sewer, immedi
ately below the junctions should l>e made some inches deeper than 
the bottoms above the junctiol18. By this mode of forming the 
bottoms, the surface of the main and branch streams will haYe a 
uniform inclination, and the acceleration of this fall will prevent 
regurgitation and depoait, and the united streams will flow on
wards with increased speed. 

In order to determine the depth below the junctions, it is ne
ceBSary to calculate what height the body of water falling from 
the branches will increase the stream in the main. The capacity 
of the united stream is very much less than the sum of the 
capacities of the divided streams, and the velocity in the former is 
considerably greater than either of the latter. The ratio of 
increase of velocity follows the ratio of decreue of capacity. h 
follows, therefore, that a gradually accelerating velocity takea 
place immediately below the confluence of the sewers throughout 
the ramified system from their l!Ources to their outfalls, and such 
I have found to be the case. 

Egg-shaped sewers, varying in capacity accordin~ to the .area, 
the number of houses to be drained, and the quantity of water tio 
be discharged, from 9 inches wide by 1 ft. 3 in. high, to 1 ft. 6 in. 
wide by !i! ft. 6 in. high, would suffice for sewers on summit level11, 
and aLm for branch or collateral sewers which had to receh·e the 
drainage of from one to twelve or more ordinary-sized streets. 
Of course the secondary mains which would have to carrr off' the 
water from these branch or collateral sewers, as well as the prin
cipal main lines into which the secondary ones would discluu~ 
themselves, must be larger in proportion; but under a proper ar
rangement, fewer principal lines would be required. 

Instead of discharging a large body of water uselessly, as kl 
any power of sweep, I would, under the system of constant and 
concentrated supplies and smaller sewers, economise the water by 
usiug it to scour several small sewers instead of one large one. 
For this reason I would prefer having more outlets, or at least 
more catch-water sewers, mstead of discharging all the drainage 
by one large main sewer throughout although at or nllar ihe 
outlet, I mi~ht probably be obliged to lead the whole of the water 
into one mam line; but I should not like to part with it into a 
main line until I had made it serviceable in sweeping ss many 
sewers as possible. As the keeping of all sewers thoroughly 
washed out is necesBRrily dependent upon an abundant supply of 
water, the principle which I have thought it best to follow for that 
purpose is to tie and connect all the sewers toll'ether upon a uniform 
system of levels so as to use the water runnmg along sewers on 
high levels for washing out tho~e on low levels. For this f urp~. 
u will be seen by the plnns, \Plate V., figs. !i!, 3, and'), wonld 
connect the heads of adjoining sewers below with the superior 
sewers above them, and arrange the connections so that, as the 
currents of water running along the latter sewers arrh·e opposite 
the connections, they may divide and subdivide themselves by the 
ridges or groynes formed by the meeting of the inverts. By this 
means the water would traverse from one sewer to another, and so 
keep up a perpetual flow throughout the entire system. There 
can be no doubt that with much smaller sewers than those now in 
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use, and a more regular and abundant supply of water, the sewers 
woUld, by this system of arranging them and economising the 
currents, keep themselves thoroughfy clean. 

All head sewe~ from want of backwater, have a tendency to 
choke up, and their ventilatiou is also very bad, consequently there 
abou.ld be as few of them as possible. 

The general llUJ'face of the metropolis, on the north side of the 
Thames, is moat admirably situated for being efficiently drained, 
• the ground continues to rise with an easy acclivity from the river 
1o the hills 90Dle miles to the northward. 'fhe surface is divided 
in1o 11everal natural areas, each of which has its main outfall sewer 
r1111Diug tbrough the lowest level of the valley, and discharging 
into the Thames, and into these main or valley sewera the whole 
of the MWen on the sides of the declivities discharge themselves. 
Thia mode of drainage is a verr. objectionable oue, and should 
DeYer be re80rted to if it be possible to avoid it. The declivities 
of all natural areae are generally in two directions, namely, trans
venely towards the valley line, and longitudinally towards the 

· oatfall. Now if attention be paid to the levels, and the sewers 
m the Bides of the declivities be judiciously arranged., a perpetual 
Cllrculation of water may be kept flowing throughout the whole of 
diem from the sewer on the summit at the head of the natural 
..... to the outfall in the river; that is to say, a system of col
la&eral or concentric &eWers should rise one above another from 
&he valley line to the ridge or water-shed line of the district ; each 
eolla&eral sewer skirting the entire area, and discharging itself 
into the river by a separate outlet, or in the manner previously re
ferred to. It will be seen that, when the sewera running trans
venely are connected at their upper and lower ends on the same 
levels with those running longitudinally, a facility is aft'orded for 
the drainage to circulate from the highest sewer to the one imme
diately below, from this to the one next lowest, and 80 on through
out. 

Mr. Phillips J>roposes fourteen graduated forms of branch se
eoodary and pnncipal main lines of sewers of the egg-shape for 
the dninage of a district in which the sewers and the water supply 
are under one and the eame authority. Fig. 13, Plate V., shows the 
f'orm of one of the aewers together with the radii of the several 
eurves. 

No. Height. 

! 
Width. No. I Height. Width. 

I 

ft. In. fl. lo. R. In. n. In. 
1 6 8 4 0 8 3 9 2 3 
2 6 3 3 9 9 3 4 2 0 
3 s 10 s 6 

I 

10 2 11 l 9 

• s 5 s s 11 2 6 I 6 
s s 0 s 0 12 2 l 1 3 
6 4 7 2 9 13 1 8 1 0 
1 4 2 2 6 H 1 3 0 9 

Jrfuch caution ls required in the building of sewers in a clayey 
IOil ; otherwise, from the treacherous character of this ground
ita liability to expand and slip,-the sewers may be forced in. 
The thickne111 of a sewer should be proportioned to the nature of 
&he ground and the pressure it has to bear; but its stability is very 
much dependent on the goodness of the workmanship. A half
brick sewer, under ordinary circumstances, will, if executed well 
and eoundly, the joints made thin, and the sewer worked true to 
the curve, be quite strong enough, and would be found to answer 
(!'llft"Y required purpose. The thicknesses depend upon the ma
terial and strata. The equilibration ma; be altogether destroyed 
by a want of uniformity in the working o the curve. The greatest 
pressure of the ground actll laterally from the sides downwards. 
Much of this pressure may be prevented by leavin~ in the trench 
from the surface downwards short lengths of earth, say of 10 to 
~ feet, and about .SO to 80 feet apart, to be tunnelled through for 
the sever to p8118. These benching&, as they are termed, will keep 
the aides of the trench from sinking and Blipping, and so from 
prening against the aides of the sewer. 

The smoother the llUl"face the less will be the friction, and con-
19quent1r the greater will be the velocity and discharge ; and the 
friction m a glued pipe must be considerably less than in a brick 
drain, Bl commonly built. I am not prepared to say that the 
friction would be diminished 80 much as one-third ; I think not so 
much. The smoothest glass pipes throw off transverse motions 
which greatly impede the flow. There is a difference in the flow 
of pure clean water and .of sewage water ; the latter moves more 
aluigilhly. This is caused by its being;.thicker and more viscid, 

from having matter chemically combined and ~echanically sus
pended in it. 

As the velocity increasea, ao does the trannerae section of the 
area occupied by the stream decrease. This is a natural law ob
servable in all moving streams, for we eee that in a moving ma!lll 
of water the discharge is the same, whate,·er form and size the 
channel may asimme, the velocity being greater where the channel 
is narrow and de~p, and less where it is wide, fiat, and irregular; 
but the exact ratio of decrease of area, from decrease of friction 
aud increase of flow, can only be determined by actual experiment 
and by taking into account all the attendant circumstan1es which 
influence and govern the motion of the stream. 

Have you at all considered the capacities of sewers necessary for 
draining different areas of ground ?-Yes, I have given the subject 
much attention. If the consideration of the sizes of sewers was 
confined solely to the carrying off the water supplied by the several 
water companies, then I apprehend that pipes somewhat larger in 
size than the supply-pipes themselves woU.ld suffice; but provision 
has to be made for receiving and conveying away the waters of 
heavy rains. In London continuous heavy falls of rain are not of 
long duration, lasting seldom more than from one to four hours. 
About one-fifth of the quantity that falls is absorbed partly by the' 
dryness of the 11urface of the roofs, the paving, and the ground 
and J?&rtly by the porosity of the ground itSelf. A farther propor~ 
tion 1s also .Prevented from flowin~ to the drains and sewers at all 
by hollows m the surface, and agam reascends into the atmosphere 
as vapour. There ls also a small quantity that enters into the 
composition of animal and vegetable bodies. Then there is the 
resistance the flow esperiences from the friction of the entire sur
face, being accelera•ed or detained in pro~rtion aa the surface is 
more or less inclined, To provide for tl:ie di11Charge of a fall of rdin 
of two inches in depth has been considered by .Mr. Hawksley, C.E. 
the extreme datum upon which to proportion the capacities of 
town sewers geneJQ]Jy. Now I believe that, practically, the sizes 
in his table, although they may appear theoretically correct, are 
(excepting for the smallest sizes) too large for sewers in London. 
1t is extremely \'iolent rains alone that produce a depth of two 
inches per hour, and such rains occur orur once in four or five 
years, if so much. I am of opinion that it is unnecessary to pro
portion the sizes of the sewers to meet an extraordinary occurrence 
that may probably happen only once in so many years. My reason 
for not fearing any serious damage from an excess of rain at remote 
intervals beintr provided for in surface channels, excepting, per
haps, in sit•1at1ons peculiarly liable to inundation (for instance at 
the foot of a long or steep declivity, or where ihe waters U:ay 
from any cause, be suddenly congregated at one focus) is, that { 
have observed, that in towns entirely destitute of underground 
drains, no such inconvenience is felt as would justify the formation 
of enormously large sewers, or the expenditure of large sums of 
money to provide against it. In August 18"6, a most extraordinary 
fall of ram occurred in London. The storm lasted nearly two 
hours, and from the best information I have been able to obtain, 
the depth of rain amounted to about four inches. Much damage 
resulted therefrom, by the water in the/rincipal main lines situate 
in the valleys flowing up the drains an branch sewers, and inun
dating the rooms and cellars below its level by the infiuence of its 
pressure. The inundation of lands and the damaging of property 
m the valleys could not happen if there were parallel catCh-water 
lines of sewers on the sides of the declivities to convey the drainage 
into the river by separate outlets. The average fall of rain in 
London is about 22 mches in a year, or about 20 inches in depth 
per thousand hours. Now after observing and calculating the 
depths of different falls of rain in London, it appears to me that if 
the sewers were of sufficient capacity to receive and discharge as 
Fast as it falls, a quantity of water equal to tAe p1'oduce of a full of 
rain of one inch in dept/' per hourt they would be found large enough 
and that more particularly if they were built on the interceptmg 
or catch-water j>rinciple, and so as to communicate with each other 
and all be filled with runniug water at the same time. The step~ 
to be taken to proportion the capacities of sewers to receive and 
convey away the waters of heavy rains should, I think, be as fol
low, although I fully admit our present knowledge of the subject 
to lie very elementary :-

To ascertain the number of superficial yards or acres to be drained 
by each sewer separately; progressing in a unifonn gradation from 
the entire naturR.1 area to lie drained by the largest outfall sewer 
to the small tract of land to be drained by the least sewer on th~ 
summit. Taking the hourly fall of rain, therefore, upon one acre 
at one inch in depth, we must provide for the discharge of a quan
tity of water ( ~) = 3630 cubic feet per hour, or one cubic foot 
nearly per acre per second. Then taking into account the lo9S 
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from absorption, the detention from friction, and otherwise, that 
quantity might be reduced to four-fifths of a cubic foot, but as the 
carrying oft' the waste water of the entire of London must be pro
vided for at the 'Same time, one cubic foot may, I think, be con
lidered as the datum upon which to calculate the capacities of 
sewers sufficient for conveyinjl' away that quantity of water _per 
aeeond multiplied by the number of acres to be drained. The 
quantity of rain-water draining from an acre of ground in one 
second of time may be determined by first RBcertaining the exact 
area of surface drained by some large main sewer; and, secondly, 
during the time of the storm, the quantity of water passing through 
the sewer in one second; then the number of cubic feet of water 
discharged, divided hy the number of acres drained, will give the 
number of cubic feet of rain draining from the surface of each acre 
per second. 

The area of surface that a sewer will drain, and the quantity of 
water that it will discharge in a given time, will be greater or less 
in proportion as the channel is inclined from a horizontal to a ver
tic&l poaition. The ordinary or common run of water in each 
sewer, due from house drainage alone, and irrespective of rain, 
should have sufficient velocity to prevent the usual matter dis
charged into the sewer from depositing. For this purpose it is 
necessary, as l have previouRly observed, that there shoiild be in 
each sewer a constant velocity of current equal to 2~ feet per 
second, or Ii mile per hour. The inclinations of all rivulets, 
brooks, streams, and rivers jl'rRdUBlly and eroportionnlly diminish 
as they progress from their sources to their outfalls. In propor
tion as the inclinations dimini11h so does the quantity of water in
c.rease. If the inclinations were the same throughout, the velocity 
of the united stream at each confluence would increase in nearly 
the same ratio as its '{UBntity, or equal to the 11um of the previous 
velocities of the recipient and the feeder, and thus would the velo
city ultimately become so very impetuous as to tear up and sweep 
away the materials of its bed, and cause destruction along its banks. 
If the force of the waters of the river Rhone were not absorbed by 
the operation of some constant retardation in its course, the stre~m 
would have shot into the Bay of Marseilles with the tremendous 
velocity of 240 feet in a second, or 164" miles every hour; and even 
if the river Thames met with .no system of impediments in its 
course the stream would have rushed into the sea with a velocity 
of 80 feet per second, or 54.i miles in an hour. The result, how
ever, of the operations of nature is a compensation for the increased 
body of water by a diminution of the inclination of the bed, and so 
an economising of the force of the gradually accumulating current. 
The inclinations of the sewers of a natural district Bhould be made 
to diminish from their heads to their outfalls in a corresponding 
ratio of progression, so that as the body of water is increased at 
each conftuence, one and the same velocity and force of current 
may be kept up throughout the whole of them. 

In some situations I would .build side entrances to a tubular sys
tem of sewers; but I believe their use, in some degree, might be 
auperseded. Means of access to the sewers, so as to be able to get 
at and remove accidental obstructions, would readily suggest them
selves. A shaft, having a strong moveable grating on top, could be 
built over the sewer, with ladder-irons built in the angles, to admit 
a man to go down and up, with a recess at the bottom on one side 
to give room. This shaft mar be also made to serve as a ventila
tOI". (See figs. 5 and 6, Plate V.) 

GuJ/y DraiM.-l have constructed gully drains with terro-me
tallic and glazed stone-ware pides of 6 inches and 9 inches diameter, 
as shown in figs. 7, 8, 9, an 10. I was led to recommend the 
adoption of this mode of construction from the following causes :
In passing through the sewers I found lying opposite the vents of 
a large number of the gully dr!lins heaps of stones, and all kinds of 
•treets refuse, which it was utterly impoBBible for the water to re
move. The dams thus formed caused the sewage to accumulate 
behind them, and the noxious effluvia evolved from the decompos
ing matter escaped into the streets by the gullies, and occasioned 
much of the annoyance felt by passengers. The best remedy for 
this evil appeared to me to be to prevent the stones and street re
fuse from paS&ing into the sewers., t build the drains so that they 
would not choke up, and to prevent the emission of foul air from 
the sewers into the streets by the gullies. We have accomplished 
these things most perfectly1 by reducing the width of the spaces to 
l inch between the bara ot the gully grates, by constructing the 
ilrains of the form shown by the section from the gully to the 
aewer, and by fixing at the vent an air-tight cast-iron valve or ftap, 
hung with shackles, as shown in figs. 11 and 12. A grating of 
trellis-work or cullender is placed under the top grating, at the 
bottom of ~he box, for the purpose of catching small stones and 
rubbish that mar pass between the bars of the grate above, and so 

to prevent them from falling into and choking up the sewert\. I 
have not, as yet, made use of the lower gr 1ting, out probably, I 
should be induced to do so in connection with a tubular system of 
sewers, 111 it is important to keep large and heavy substances and 
refuse out of the drains and sewers. I may state that u a proof of 
the efficacy of the foregoing mode of constructing the guDr-drai.ns 
with the improved grate, the labour and expeose of cleamng, not 
only of the gully-drains, but of the sewers as well, is now, com
paratively speaking, nothing comeared to what they used to be, 
and I confidently entertain an opinion that the labour and expeDBe 
will be still less and less." 

Mr. Phillips has just eroduced his report on the improvement of 
the drainage of W estmmster, and which has been printed. This 
document is of great importance, and we are pleased to eee thM 
most of our suggestions on this subject have been adopted, parti
cularly with reference to turning part of the drainage into the 
Regent Street CommiBBioners' Sewers. Mr. Phillipe proposes to 
divert the high level streams to a station at the eut end of Dun
cannon-street in the Strand, to bring the Westminster drainage to 
the same station, and to apply the natural power thus to be ob
tained to work two water-wheels of the most approved construc
tion, with revolving buckets and plunger-pumps attached, to lift the 
drainage from the well or receiving reservoir below, and discharge 
the same into channels communicating with the upper stream on a 
level with high water, beyond the tail of the wheels. The sewage 
will then be carried 11nder the side-bed of the river into low-water 
stream. 

Below we give a summary of Mr. Phillips' estimates, which malN 
a total of £'l8,87" 1 h. 

Su111t11ary of IM EdimalN. 

F .. t Run. lc1ua lntemal I Se<-Uonal I Pr!~ Totalo. I No. Dtametrr. AreL ~· FooL 

In. la. loet .. d. ~ .. d. 
8,118 1 50 x 30 8•19 14 0 5,6112 12 o· 
4.52-l 2 40 x 24 6·23 10 0 2,262 0 e 
2,086 3 30 x 18 3·6' 6 0 626 16 0 
9,699 4 20 " 12 1-31 4 6 2,169 1:1 6 

18,709 6 lii" lOi l · 4 0 3,741 16 0 
53,284 6 15 " 6 (1-73 3 3 8,668 13 0 

7,699 7 12 x 7i 0•56 2 6 962 17 6 
9,742 8 9 " 6 0 29 2 0 97' 4 0 

113,i61 (-b.6d. per foot rno, nearly.) £26,067 14 0 

Estimate for building a GuLLT Du1N, average length 20 fen. 

£ •. d. 
0 9 0 
0 u 2 

Si:r en'hic yard1 Digging, &o., at h. 6d. 
Twenty feet run nf 4 in. Pi11f', at 8!<1 ••• 
Gully Grate (about Ii cwt.) including bedding and 

fi:i:ing 

Total •• 

0 16 0 

• • £1 19 ~ 

I 
I 

About 400 Gully Drains will be ttquired, which at, aay 21. each, amounts 
to •. £800 0 0 

E1timate for building a SswEa along Pall.Mall.East, Trafalgar.1qoare, Dun· 
cannon-1treet, Strand, and Villien.1treet, for diverting the Weatero and 
Eastern branchet of the Hartshorn.Jane Maio aewer,-being a lengtb of 
2,230 feet, at 18s. per foot £2,007 0 O 

Eetimate for Two WATSa Wunu, wi1h complete .Lifting MschlffrJ 
attached, and including all nece111ry work. 

Brickwork-y 40 rod• at 101. 
Two Water Wheel1, at 200L 
Lifting Macbinery-tay 

Total 

£ " d. 
400 0 0 
400 0 0 
200 0 0 

£1,000 0 0 

REFERENCE TO ENGRAVINGS, PLATB V. 
Ji'lg. 6.-SecUon or Shan on A A. 
Fig. 6.-Plao ol SbaR. 
Fig. 7.-!4tctlon of Gally Drala from Gralhl1 to Se ...... 
Fig. 8.-Plaa of Gully aad Grating. 
Fig. 9.-Tran•Y•ne llocttoa of Gnlly and GraUng oa A B. 
Fig. 10.-Longltudlaal lleo:tloa of Gully and Gratlag on C D. 
Fig. 11.-S•ctlon of Drala 1ad Flap at VeDt. 
Fl1. 12.-~·roat View of Flap. 
F'lc· Ul.-Uode or llUlklag Cbe Car-Tea. 
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ON THE MOTION OF W ATER.-By GuJDo G1UN01. 

Tromlated by E. Cazsv, Esq., in hi.a Evidence bef(}Te the Metropo
litan Sanitary Commiuioner8. 

Our author has taken considerable pains to con8truct a parabolic 
table. given in his work (Book 2, cap • .S); by a reference to which 
much labour will be saTed by those who desire to make similar in
•esti{llltions ; he thus describes it:-

"This table is divided into three columns. The first containing 
a natural series of numbers from 1 to 1800, representing equal 
parts, aa inches or other mea&ures. Thl.'88 numbers are the heights 
from which the water falls. The second column contains the roots 
of the opposite numbers in the first, and expre88es the velocity of 
the water, corre11ponding to the height in the first column, in inte
frl'"' and decimals: when the root is llomewhat greater than the 
truth, the aign + is prefixed and when less - • The third column 
contains the product of the first and second, and must be read off' 
as exceeding or falling short of the truth, according as the sign + 
or - is prefixed to its second factor. 

It is clear that if the numbers of the first column expreu the 
height of a parabola, the numbers in the second will be its ordi
nateil when its latm rectum, or parameter, is 1 ; or at least, they 
will be proportional to the ordinates in subduplicate ratio of unity 
&o the Jatu8 rectum of a given parabola, and the numbers in the 
tLird column will be the rectangles circumscribing the parabola 
which has unity for- its lattu rectum, and will be moreover propor
tional to the area of the parabola, which is always ~rds of the cir
culll.llCribing rectangle. 

If the parabola has 2t for its latUI rectum in terms of the first 
column, all its ordinates are to the ordinates of the parabola of 
the same height, having 1 for its latu8 rectum, in subduplicate 
ratio of2! to 1, that is, as 14 to 1, or as the circumscribed rect
angle to the parabola, it is clear that the parabola whose /atwr 
nctum is 2! will be equal to the rectangle which circumscribes the 
parabola wfiose /atw rectum is unity ; but such a rectangle is equal 
to the product of the base by the height, which is the number 
opposite in the third column, therefore the numbers in the third 
column express the area of a parabola whose latm rectum is 2t, and 
is proportional thereto when the lattu rectum is any other quantity. 

Moreover, since the numbers in the first column expreBS the 
height of water standing in a vessel, or the distance of each par
ticle of running water above its base, and the numbers in the 
aecond column representing the velocity caused by such a height, 
the numbers in the third column express the quantity of water 
which will issue through such a width in a given time, through a 
hole or section whose height would be equal to the whole distance 
from the surface of the water or origin of the river, and the base 
of such a &ection as the number in the first column. 

The difference of numbers of the third column will be the 
qll&lltity of water which escapes in an equal time through a hole 
or section of equal breadth, and of a height equal to the diff'erence 
of the corresponding numbers of the first column. 

By adding two or more numbers together of the third column 
we shall have the sum of the quantity of water carried in a given 
time through several canals of the same width, whose sections corre
spond to the numbers of the first column ; and in the aggregate 
of auch numbers, or the nearest thereto, in the third column will 
correspond to that number in the first, which indicates a height 
'capabfe of comprising the channels united, as will be better under
etOod by the following examples:-

lat. Given two streams, the breadth of the first of which is L = 
760 feet. The velocity of the surface B E corresponding to the 
fall AB of 1 foot (which, according to Guglielmini's table is equiva-

r. 

Idd 
Jent to 216 feet .5 inches per minute, that is, SJ feet in a second, 
ar ~ miles per hour), the height of the surface B C = 80 f-:et, 
whence A C Sl feet; then the whole parabola A E D C, according 

to the third column of our t~ble opposite 31 feet,_ will be· foun.d 
717.S•88, from which subtracting the parabola A £ B, which 111 
found in our third column to be 4ol ·.S2, the parabolic trapezium 
B E D C will be 7184.'36, and this will be the scale of the velocity 
of the section B C, which multiplied by the breadth L gives a 
quantity of water = .s.t.2211360. 

The second stream having a width M = 189 feet, its superficial 
velocity will be G K, depending on the height F. G, 8 inches 
(which gives, by Guglielmini's table, a velocity of 176 feet in a 
minute, rather less than 3 feet in a eecond, and 2 miles .S6 perches 
in an hour). The height of its surface G H is 11 feet, and con
sequently F H 11 feet 8 inches, corresponding in our third column 
to the value of 1656-20 for the parabola F K I H, from which sub
tracting the parabola F K G, which our table gives opposite 
8 inches as 22·6-t. there remains the trapezium GK I H 1633'56, 
which is the scale o( the velocity of the second stream, which, 
multiplied by the width M, gives the quantity of water passing in 
a given time through this river = 22706-t.·84.; whence the two 
quanties carried by both the rivers will be .S64-9l 78•4o4o. Supposing 
they flow together, without increase of velocity, BE= 0 R; and 
let the height 0 P, at which the united water runs, be the unknown 
quantity, then since O N = B A through R, and with the axi11 
N P, describe the parabola N R Q P,, the truncate~Jar.abola 
O R Q P will be the scale of the velocitv of the umt rivers, 
which multiplied by L = the sum of ·the two quantities = 
.564-9178•4.4-, which divided by L gives a quotient 7433·18 =the pa
rabolic trapezium 0 R Q P, and adding the parabola N R 0 = 
4ol•.S2, we shall have the parabola N R Q P = aa·6.S, the nearest 
number to which in the table is 7"64.·28, corresponding to a height 
of 31 feet 10 inches. This number sought being rather more tlian 
the tabular valu~ it will be found by proportional parts that i 
must be added. Therefore N P = 81 feet 10~ inches and 0 P = 
80 feet IOk inches ; therefore the union of the streams raises the 
level B C 10~ inches. 

But if, at the contlux of the rivers, the velocity B E augments, 
becoming O R, so that the height N 0 depending on it exceeds 
A B by 1 inch, the parabola N 0 R, corresponding to a height of 
13 inches, will equal '6'93, which, added to the trapezium R 0 P Q, 
found previously to be 74-33·13, we shall have the total parabola 
N R Q P = H80·06, the nearest number to which, H64o·28, corre
sponding to 31 feet 10 inches; but since this is rather too little.t.we 
must add t for the proportional .Part of the diff'eren~, whe!1ce N P 
= 31 feet lOt inches; from which N 0 = 1 foot 1 mch being sub
tracted, there remains O P = 30 feet 94 inches, making the total 
increase in this case 9f inches. 

But if we suppose with Gugli~lmini, and which is not !~pr?"' 
bable according to actual observat10n, that the scale of a velocity m 
a given section is an entire parabola and not a truncated one, the 
velocity, as in the case of vessels depending only on pressure, 
whence the surface alone acquires velocity when it is communicated 
by the lower water which transports it, the calculation will ~hen be 
more quickly effected. Wherefore A C = 30 feet, the height of 
the first river and F H = 11 feet, height of the second. The 
parabola A E D C = 6829-20, in our table, which, multiplied by 
the width L 760 feet, gives for the quantity of water .Sl90192·oo, 
and the parabola F I H = Ul6·68, which multiplied by the width 
M = 139 feet= 210818·.S2, whence the sum= .s.t.01010·.s2, which, 
divided by the width L1 gives, when the velocity of the s~face is 
not increased. the paral>ola.N Q P = 7106·.S9, correspondmg to a 
height of 30 feet 10 inches, corresponding in the tab~e to the number 
7118'80, which is rather more than the preceding; wherefore 
the rise will be 10 inches. 

Then if the velocitl of the two rivers increases at their con
fluence, the height wil be reduced in the reciprocal rati~ of that 
velocity · so that if the velocity be increased Th:\. the height will 
be redu~ed to 30! feet, that is, the increase will only be about 
6 inches; if the ve1ocity increases if, th~ heigh.t will. be 29 feet 
8 inches; so that the height, in place of increasing, will actually 
be reduced about 4o inches by tbe union of the two streams; so 
likewise the height 30 feet, will remain precisely the same when 
the velocity is increased by ...,, since 37 : 86 : : 80 feet 10 inches : 
80 feet. 

Ezample 2.-The influent C B D R in a given point of its bed 
has the height 0 H, having a free influx into the recipient R M, 
when it is low, and its superficial velocity in H is what would 
correspond to a height A H of 4o feet. Then, raising the level N S 
of the recipient, regurgitation follows through the. level of the 
influent. It is required to find the increase in the height 0 H = 7 
feet? Suppose it to increase as far as Q, draw the parabola A K. R, 
with its ordinates H Y, Q K; let 0 S, cut off' by the.prolongat1?n 
of the level of the recipient, = 8 feet ; the whole height A 0 will 
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be 11 feet, and by the table the parabola A 0 R = 1.51668 ; the 
other, A H Yi 4. feet highj will be 332·64.; whence the trapezium 
H Y R 0 wil be the sea e of the velocity, and the quantity of 
water passing in a given time through the section H 0 = 1184.•04.. 
If the parabola S P 0 lie 3 feet high, its value in the table = 
216"00; then the parabolic trapezium Q K Y H, being equal to the 
aforesaid parabola SP 0, will be 2J 6·oo, which substituted from the 
total value of A H Y, there remains the parabola A Q K = 116 ·64.. 

This n~mber not being precisely to be found in our table, find the 
next highest, = 117·60, which corresponds to a height of 2 feet ; 
whence we arrive at the conclusion that the regurgitation at the 
point 0 has raised the water 2 feet more than the first, supposed 
to be 4. feet.~ 

To facilitate the practical application of the principles con
tained .in Grandi's proposition, die following rules will be found 
convement :-

The height and width of the section of both the inftuent and 
the recipient being given in each case and their velocity being equal. 

1. When the velocity of the united streams is the same with 
that. of each separately, to find the increased height of the united 
section. 

Find in the table the parabolic value in the third column corre
sponding to the given height of the recipient in the first. Multiply 
this value by the given width. Perform the same operation for 
the inftuent, we shall then have obtained the quantity of water 
brought down by each. Add these two quantities together. Divide 
their sum by the widtM of their united section, which may be 
either that of the influent, or of the recipient, or greater or leBB 
than either. Find the quotient obtained by such division in the 
third column of the table, opposite to it in the first will be found 
the hejght of the united sections. 

2. When the velocity of the united streams is increased, to find 
the height of their united section. 

Divide the height found hr the preceding rule by the number of 
times by which the velocity 1s increased, the quotient is the height 
of the united sections. 

3. When the velocity of the united streams is diminished, to 
find the height of their united section. 

Multiply the height found by our first rule by the number of 
times by which the velocity is diminished, the product gives the 
required height. 

4. When the height of the united streams remains the same, to 
find their increased velocity. 

Divide the height as found by the first rule by the original 
height, the quotient will give the increased velocity. 

.5. When the height of the united streams is increased, to find 
their velocity. 

Divide the height found by the first rule by the increased height, 
the quotient gives the diminished velocity. 

6. When the height of the united streams is diminished, to find 
their increased velocity. 

Divide the height found by the first rule by the diminished 
height, the quotient will be the increased velocity. 

To exemplify these rules a small table is subjoined, constructed 
from Grandi's data, that is, supJIOBing a stream 760 feet wide and 30 
feet high to receive successively I, 2, 3, 4., .s, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
similar influent&, The first column contains the number of influ
ent&; the second, the height caused by the addition of these suc
cessive streams as calculated by our first rule that is, supposing 
the velocity to remain the same ; the third column shows the in
creased height found by Gennete, the original height, 10 feet, being 
here increased by the addition of -},, l,, t"r. &c. The fifth column 
shows the increased velocity reqnisite to produce the height shown 
in the third; thus supposing a stream 760 feet wide and 30 feet 
high to receive two other Similar streams, the increased height, 

according to Gennete, will be 30 feet 7•6 inches, and to produce 
such a height the required velocity will be 1 •97233. Either of 
these numbers is deducible from the other by one of the preceding 
rules; thus, supposing the height 30 feet 7•6 inches to be given, 
and the velocity to be required, by Rule .s, dividing 62 feet 4•1 
inches by 30 feet 7•6 inches we obtain a quotient of 1 •97233. 
Supposing, on the other hand, the velocity 1·97233 to be given, we 
obtain the height by Rule 2, since 62 feet- t·6 inches + l •87233 
= 30 feet 7•6 inches. The fourth column shows the increased 
velocity required to maintain a constant height of 30 feet, and iii 
found by Rule 4.. 

r 
No of Inettu.d Hotsht Height u g!Ten Velocity to I V•lo..~ty to pro. 

Stream a. tor a Con1t&Dt. by ma1ntain a Con. Uuc~ Gf'nu~te'1 
Velodty. G.aoet,. •laDI Height. Holgbt. 

FL Io. FL lo. 
1 30 0 0 30 0 0 . 
2 47 7 6 30 3 9 1•58475 1•3t203 
3 62 4 6 30 7 6 2•0i916 1•9i233 
4 75 8 0 31 3 0 2•52222 2·42133 
Cl 87 8 0 31 10 6 2•92222 2-75032 
6 99 1 0 32 6 0 3•30277 3•U4897 
7 109 10 0 33 1 6 3·66111 3·31572 
8 120 0 0 33 9 0 4•00000 3·55555 
9 129 9 0 34 4 6 4•32500 3·77-654 

10 139 2 0 ~ 0 0 4•63888 397618 
11 148 a 0 35 7 6 4·94722 4·66081 
12 157 3 0 36 3 0 a 23333 4•33i93 

It is found that the several increments of either height or velo
city are as the ordinates of a parabola whose axis is divided into 
the same number of farts as there are required velocities. Hence 
an elegant method o finding the intermediate heights or velocities 
when the two extremes are given. Suppose, for example, we 
require to find the several heights indicated in our first column. 

1 Find the height required for twelve streams by our Rule 1. Draw 
A B, and from a scale of equal parts set off 157 feet 3 inchee from 

l 
ii----,• 

Zr------.. 
Jr------
4,.._ _____ _,,_ 

$1-------~ 

6t---------¥ 

81-----------\ 

9t-----------~ 

lOt------------\ 

llt-----------4 
1z~-----------!,-~ A 

A to C, at A erect a perpendicular AD to AB, and set off twelve 
equal parts thereon, and draw through the points 1, 2, 3, &c., 
lliies parallel to AB, on the parallel I E:..set off the first height 
30 feet from the same scale as A C. Then by Rule 1 find the 
height of any one of the intermediate streams, as 6, and set it off 
from 6 to F, then through the points E, F, C, describe a parabola, 
the portion cut off on each ordinate by the curve will be the 
several numbers given in the table as measured by the scale from 
which I E, 6 F, and A C were taken; the abscissll! 1, 2, 3, &c., 
may be set off by any scale, providing they are equidistant, and 
according as they are wider or narrower, will the parabola in
crease or diminish its curvature. It is evident that in the cue of 
100 additional streams the labour of calculation will be materially 
shortened, as no more than three values need ever be found arith
metically. 

In like manner either of the other valuee shown in our table 
may be represented parabolically. Column .5, for example, by 
setting off 1 •34.203 on I E, 4.•33793 on A B, 3•04.897 on 6 F, and 
deacribing a parabola through those points. 
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• 'J he nomtoal power of tbne enftnn la, ~24 horlf•.puwer Jor each J'alr at the 
•taorla; and 140 torw-pow•r for Heb pair •' Blackwall. Tb•re are dupHcate 
<llJI"" at each atatloD, malllJ>g 4.a borH-power a& tbe Mlnorln, and 280 h'*te puwer •' 
Jllub.U. 

from the rope, being aomewhat farther from the station than the 
engine house, and the carriages run that diltance by momentum, 
in the same manner aa at the London end ; the rise towards the 
Blackwall station being there also I i~ ISO., D~ng the win~ 
the railway is worked from half-past eight o clo~k m ~he m~rnmg 
until nine at night; and in the summer, from eight o clock m the 
morning until ten at night. A train leaves each e'}d every quarter 
of an hour (giving in winter 61 trains, and dunng the summu 
67 trains per day). The whole time occupi~ in passing between 
the termini is thirteen minutes; but the engmes are at work only 
from eight to nine minutes. The engine-house at the Minories is 
situated beneath the railway. It is 4-8 fe~t long by 72 feet wi~, 
and the extreme length, in~ the recess m fro?t of the d~s 111 
69 feet. The rails are earned over the machinery on cast-iron 
girders, which are supported at two in~ermediat~ poin~s bf c~ 
iron pillars. The floormg over the engwe-house 18 carried m like 
manner upon girders. 

Beneath each line of railway there is a large drum for the rotK:.> 
and on the axes of each drum is a mortice s.l'ur-wheel, which 
i1 driven by another iron spur-wheel of larger diam~ter, on a pro
longation of the axis of the cranks of the steam engmes; the pro
longation forming a line of shafting which extend~ all acr~ ~he 
engine-room, with a pair of engines at each of its extr~nut!es. 
Only one pair of engines is worked at a time, the other pair bemg 
disconnected at the cranks. Under ordinary circumstances, one 
pair is worked for about six weeks, and then the other pair for a 
similar period ; the object being to secure the traffic from mterrup
tion, by having a duplicate pair of engines alwa)'.s ready to b~ con
nected at all emergencies and i~ case. of any acciden~ happemn~ to 
the other pair, RS well as to giv~ time for ~he ordinary cl~nn11?8' 
and repairing of that pair of. engi~es which is nut at the. tmte m 
use When one pair of engmes 18 connected to the axis of the 
twd lar~er spur-wheels, the other part must be disconnected from 
it. This is done by removing the pin of the crank ~n the ext~e
mity of the said axis and also removing the ~rag-link, by wh!ch 
that pin is connecteii ~ith the pin. C?f the engme-crank, on wh!ch 
latter pin the connectmg-rod is Jomted. The rope on one ~ 
must be wound up round its tlrum, whilst that on the other h?e 
is allowed to unwind from off its drum, so that the two drums will 
revolve in contrary directions. Thu trains travel alternately 
backwards and forwards on the same line of rails, instead of oue 
line of rails being always travep.ed _over in .one direction and the 
other line in the coutra!'Y direction, n.s i;i the case ~n other 
railways For instance if the first tram m the mornmg goes 
down fr~m London to Biackwall along the north line, the. 11econd 
train down in the same 1lirection will go along the south lme, and 
the third trnin down along the north line, aud so on. ,On~ end of 
each rope is wound around one of the drums at the Mmor1es, and 
the other end of the same rope nround a corresponding drum at 
Blackwall ; and whenever one of those drums is turned round by 
its engines for winding up that end of the rope, the drum at the 
other end of the same rope must be discon!iected,_ and left free to 
turn round as the rope is pulled off it. This re4mres some r~ady 
means of disengaging either of the drums from the engmes, 
which is done by withtlrawing the pair of spur-wheels from each 
other until their teeth become disengaged. The plummer-blocks, 
in which the two t'nds of the axes of each of the drum>1 revolve, 
are muuntetl on rollers, and are capuble of being moved horizuntelly 
by screws, until the spur-wheels are out of gear. The two. screws 
fur the plummer-blocks of the same drum, are ruo,·ed sil!lulta
neously uy gearing, worked by a handle on the platfoi:m m the 
recess in front of the drums; so that a man. by turmng that 
handle, either connectil or J.isconnects the gearmg, as may he re
quired. 

The main axis upon which the. two la~ge sp~r-~heels are 
mounted may be con>1idered ns a !'Ingle axis, but is! m fact, two 
lengths ~f shaft, connected together by crnnks nnd <lrng-links at 
the mid-ll'ni..-th of the prolongctl ax.e11, which tw~ lengths can be 
disconnectetl at pleasure, by removmg ~he drag-lmks ~111~ crank
pins. Hence there are two sets ~f umchwe11: exactly sunilar, and 
capable of being connected and dii;co?nected m such i1~an11er, as to 
admit of either of the two drums bemg wo.rked by e!ther of the 
two paint of engines, whilst the other drum 1s wholly disconnected; 
each line can thus be worked by either _pair of enbriue:i. indepen
dently of the other l~ne o~ pair of. engines. The eu~~.nes always 
revolve in the same direction, cam;mg the drums to." md up the 
ropes arountl them; but when the drum111 turn ru~nd m a contrary 
direction for unwinding the ropes, they arc discoWJected from 
the engines. A wheel is attached to each drum f~r the purp~ 
of being acted upon by a break, not only for 11toppmg the m~tion 
of the drua1 after the arrival 1uul stoppage of tlie down-tram a~ 
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the Blackwall end of the line, but also for maintaining a suitable 
degree of tension on the part of the rope behiud the train, whilst 
it is in motion. The object of keeping the tellBion on the rope is 
to prevent it from being unwound from oft' the drum falter than the 
train proceeds, and to secure the rope against the risk of breakage, to 
which it would be liable, if it were allowed to become slack and 
then to be suddenly tightened, by the acceleration which takes 
place in the motion of the train, after it has commenced the 
descent of a steeper gradient than that on which it WBI previously 
travelling. 

The engines being only worked for eight or 11..ine minutes out 
of every quarter of an hour, the vacuum in the condenser might 
during the remaining six or seven minutes become imperfect from 
leakage, or from air contained in the injection water; in which 
case the restarting of the engines would be difficult, except by pre
viously blowing steam through the condenser, to displace the air,
for the greatest power is required at starting, when the machinery, 
he drums, the rope, and the train, have all to be set in motion 

from a state of rest, and the1e must be a good vacuum in the con
denser to enable the engines to start promptly. For this object an 
engine of 12 horse-power is provided, and constantly works two 
auxiliary air-pumps, which maintain the vacuum in the condensers 
of the large engines, independently of the action of their own 
air-pumps. 

Jn the arches upon which the railway is carried to p888 over the 
engine-house, eight uater-tank8 are placed1 all connected together 
by pipes. The overflow of wru;te water trom the hot cisterns of 
the engines, is conducted from the usual overflow-pipe into the 
most distant of the eight tanks. From that tank the water passea 
into the next, and then to the next, and so on to the last of the 
ei~ht tanks, in which it is mixed with fresh cold water, and the 
mingled water is then conveyed into the engine-room, for supply
ing the injection cocks of the engines. The surface of the water 
in the eight tanks is exposed to the atmosphere, and the hot water 
thus becomes cooled in p888ing through them. At i\rst there were 
only three tanks, in which, as they expo11ed a· large surface to the 
air, it was expected the cooling of the water would proceed with 
sufficient rapidity to render it lit for injection upon arriving at the 
third tank, and being there mixed with fresh cold water; but, as 
it was found that there was not a sufficient cooling effect, five more 
tanks were added, and the eight tanks now in use are scarcely suf
ficient for cooling the water to the extent required. The supply of 
cold water, for mixing with the water in the tanks, is pumped by 
the 12 horse-power engine from a well in the adjoining part of the 
building, and, in addition to this supply, a small pipe is laid on 
from the main of the New River Company. The temperature of 
the injection water in summer is about 80°, and often higher, and 
the vacuum then obtained is about 24 inches of mercury; in winter 
there is no difficulty as to the temperature of the water, and the 
mercury stands at from 27 inches to 28 inches. Each of the tanks 
is 2~ feet square and 6 feet deep, 80 that the capacity is 3,600 
cubic feet, and the surface of water exposed is 600 square feet in 
each tank. 

The steam-pipe from the boilers passes through the wall, and is 
carried inside the engine-room to the right and left to each pair of 
engines, with a valve-box, from which two branches/roceed to 
supply each engine. The valve in the box is opened an shut by a 
screw, worked from below by a handle, by which the engineman 
regulates the speed of the engines. 

The governor is placed beyond the outer frame of the pair of 
engines, and the number of its revolutions is to the number of 
strokes made by the engines as 3 to 2. It is worked from the 
crank of the engines by a pair of bevil wheels on a small axis 
p888ing through the outer frame. The governor acts upon a 
throttle-valve placed in the steam-pipe, immediately beyond the 
shut-oft' valve. The resistance the engines have to overcome 
varies so much, that the governor was found not to be capable by 
itself of regulating the speed, and therefore it was assillted by the 
man closing the shut-off valve by its screw handle; but latterly 
the governor hBB been disconnected, and is not now used, 

To avoid snatching the rope, by which it might be broken, great 
care is taken to start the engines as gradually as posaible, in order 
that all the slack of the rope may be gathered up around the dram, 
and then the train be started slowly, and gradually accelerated to 
the full speed. The valve is therefore only partially opened 11t 
first, and is afterwards opened fully by degrees ; as the engines 
acquire speed, the valve is closed again gradually, to restrain the 
speed, Bl the carriages arrive one after another, and the resistance 
diminishes. 

TM Boiler1.-The boiler-hou1e is beneath the railway, the five 
,boilers being placed under the arches on which the continuation of 

the railway is carried beyond the engines. Two of them are 
square marine-boilers, with the ordinary internlll furnaces and 
rectangular fiues; the other three boilers are constructed on the 
Cornish system, being circular, with two internal tubes through 
their entire length, and the furnaces in the front ends. The two 
marine-boiler~, which are equal in power to the three Cornish 
boilers, are capable of supplying steam for one pair of engines. 
The two marine-boilers, or the three Corn'.Ji boilers, are worked 
together as a set, the two sets being used alternately in the same 
manner as the engines, but for about three months at a time. 
The chimney is situated between the two sets of boilen. The 
flue from each separate boiler, enters into a main fiue, which ex
tends along the back of each set to the base of the chimney ; 
each is provided with a separate damper, and there is another 
damper at the end of each main fiue, where it joins to the base of 
the chimney. 

On the top of the steam-chest of each boiler is a shut-off' valve 
box, joined by a branch to the main steam-pipe, which leads to the 
engines. By these valves, any boiler may be sh11t oft' from the re.."t, 
in case it is required to be cleaned whil11t the others are at work. 
At the mid-length of the steam-pipe are two safety-valve boxes, 
each havin~ an aperture of 12 inches diameter; they com
municate with each other, and from one of them a discharge-pipe 
proceeds into the chimney; one of thei;e Mfety-valves ia out of 
the control of the men, but the other may be lifted by means of a 
lever worked from below, in order to discharge the steam at the 
end of the day's work. 

The feeding of the boilers is effected from a tank situated above 
the arches, at the side of the chimne~1 at such a height as to give 
the column of water entering the boiler a greater presaure than 
that of the steam. This feeding-tank is 10 feet in diameter, by 6 
feet hi~h, and is capable of holding 471 cubic feet of water. The 
water 1s raised into this tank by the pumps of the engines, and 
feed-pipes proceed from the tank to the feed-cocks in the pipes, 
at the front of the several boilers. During the time the engineit 
are at work, no water is admitted to the boilers, but as &0on 811 

they are stopped, the feed-cock11 are opened, and the water is al
lowed to flow in until the proper level 111 restored. At the same 
time a fresh supply of coals 1s thrown on the fires, to rai1e the 
steam for starting. This is 80 managed as to waste very little 
steam by blowing away at the safety-valve. 

The chimney is 6 feet square inside, at the base, and 4 ft. 8 in. 
diameter at the top, and 164. feet high from the foundation. The 
draught is exceedingly good. The spaces opposite to the row of 
furnaces of the five boilers are stores for coal. Beneath the centre 
of the passage, in front of the row of furnaces, is the drain for 
carrying off the waste water. 

The ateam-enginu of 112 horse-power (nominal power) are on 
the marine construction with side levers, the same as Messrs. 
Maudslay, Sons, and Field made for steam-vessels a few years ago. 
That construction was adopted, as it was requisite that the centre 
of the shaft should be elevated. The diameter of the cylinders 
is .s6 inches; the length of stroke is .S feet; and the average 
number of strokes 22 per minute. The motion of the piston is 
therefore 220 feet per minute. The plunger feed-pump is 6! 
inches diameter, and 2 ft. 6 in. stroke ; only one pump is worked 
at a time. The cranks are all of cast-iron, with axes of wrought
iron 12 inches diameter in the bearings. 

The large apur-whcel on the main axis is 17 feet in diameter at 
the pitch line, with 120 teeth; the jlitch of the teeth is .Si inches, 
and their breadth is 23 inches. The centre bo1111 of this wheel 
consists of two circular pieces bolted together externally, including 
between them, and clo~ing over the roots of the arms, which are 
eight in number, cast separately, and bolted to one another, and 
to the boss. The rim is in eight segments, each having lS teeth. 
and the junctions of the segmenb are made at the ends of the 
arms. The weight of the wheel is 16~ tons; that of the rim by 
itself being 8 tons 13 cwt. The drum is 23 feet in diameter out
side, and 16t feet in diameter at the bottom of If.he V-ahaped 
groove, wherein the rope is coiled. The width of this part, at the 
bottom, is l rt·. 6 in., and at the top 3 ft. 2 in.; when all the 
rope is wound on it, the diameter of the outside coil of the rope 
i1 20 feet. 

The break-u:hetJJ at the side of the drum is l' feet in diameter, 
and l foot broad. 

The mortice BJIUr-tDh«J on the axis of the drum, and at the same 
side as the break, is 11 feet in diameter at the pitch line : it haa 
78 cogs, which are also 23 inche11 broad. 

Although the drum, the break-wheel, and the mortice-whee]. 
have hitherto been mentiqned as separate, they are in fact all 
framed together so as to foTJll one combination. The total weight 
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is SO tons. The uis of the dJ'Um is of wrought-iron, 12 inches 
diameter in the bearings. The cogs of the mortice-wheel are 
made of hornbeam. 

The break is formed of two straps of wrought-iron, side by sid_e, 
eech 6 inches wide, to which are rivetted plates of copper m 
lengths of 3 feet each, 12 inches wide and f inch thick ; the copper 
applies to the lower half of the circumference of the break-wheel. 
One of the extremitie11 of the break is suspended by rods from 
the girder above, and the other end is connected to the hoop 
around an eccentric-wheel, the axis of which is mounted in a frame 
fixed to the girder. On the axis of this eccentric-wheel is a spur
wheel, into which a pinion works, and on the axis of the pinion 
is a ratchet-wheeJ, to be worked by a lever-handle and click, by a 
man standing on the platform over the engine-room the handle 
end of the lever p&1111ing uv through the platform. The length of 
this lever-handle ia 6 feet ; the diameter of the pinion i11 114 
inches, and that of the wheel is 16 inches; the eccentricity of the 
eccentric-wheel is 2f inches. Hence the force of the man's arm 
applied at the upper end of the lever-handle is multiplied about 

38 times ( 
72 

X 
11 = 36·4,) when the leverage is the least-

2-75 X 11·5 
namely, when the eccentric-wheel ha& made a quarter of a revo
lution ; but for obtaining a greater power on the break, a piston 
is fitted into an air-cylinder 10 inches in diameter, which is fixed 
under the girder; one end of the cylinder is open to the at
mosphere, and the other is dolled, but communicates by a pipe 
with the condenser of the steam-engine below. Jn this pipe is a 
cock, which can be opened by the breaksman when necessary; a 
chain connected to the rod of the piston of the air-cylinderi is 
carried round the spur-wheel and fastened to it. Ir the breaka
man opens the cock to establish a communication with the con
demer, the air is exhausted from the air-cylinder, and the pressure 
of \he at.mosphere on the area of the pillton acts by the chain on 
the circumference of the wheel. Supposing the vacuum to be 27 
inehea of mercury, this pressure is l,060lb.1 equivalent to about 
lOOlb. applied to the upper end of the lever-handle. 

Each of the moving plummer-blocka, in which the drum-shaft 
reTol vee, is mounted on six rollers ; three on each side. Beneath 
the plummer-blocks and attached to it, in the sp11ce between the 
rollers, is a long nut in which a screw 3 inches in diameter works; 
the pitch of this screw is such as to move the nut and the 
plummer-block 3 inches by seven revolutions. The axis of the 
screw lil prolonged by a shaft to reach the platform, 11nd this pro
longation has on its end a bevil-wheel 2 feet in diameter, into 
which works a bevil-pinion 6 inche1 in diameter; the cross axis of 
thia pinion extends across the breadth of the drum, parallel to its 
a.xis, &Dd carries another such bevil-pinion of 6 inches diameter, 
which acta in another bevil-wheel of 2 feet diameter, on the pro
longation of the axis of another screw beneath the plummer
block, for the other end of the axis of the drum. By this con
nection both screws are turned round simultaneously and act on 
both plummer-blocks alike. On the cross axes of the two bevil 
piniom is a cog-wheel 2 feet in diameter, into which works a 
pinion 16 inches diameter, on the axis of which is a winch-handle, 
10 that to produce one revolution of ihe screw, the winch-handle 
must make six revolutions. The thread of the screw making seven 
turns in 3 inches, and the winch being 10 inchet1 long, the pressure 
applied to it is multiplied 868 times. The winch it1 worked by one 
man, and the time occupied in disconnecting one drum and con
necting ihe other, is little more than a minute. 

The rollers on which each plummer-block moves, are made of 
wrought-iron, case hardened, 3i inches in diameter, and 2t inches 
broad. At first, the rollers worked against the cast-iron surfaces 
of the frame and of the plummer-block ; but after having been at 
wurk two or three years, the pressure had caused so much inden
tation into the two surfaces of ca11t-iron, as to render it difficult 
for a man to connect and disconnect the large spur-wheels. To 
remedy this defect, a strap of steel was let into the frame and 
another into the underside of the plummer-block for the rollers 
\o act ag-.Unst, and no inconvenience has been since found. The 
weight upon each of the rollers is about 5 tons. The weight of 
the drum, break-wheel, and mortice-wheel being30 tons, and of the 
axe. 3 ions 7 cwt., the rope remaining on the drum when ~wound 
1 ton, and the additional weight of rope when the whole 1B wound 
on, 23•10 tone, makes a total weight of 57·17, or 58 tone, to be 
1JW1tained on the twelve rollers beneath the two plummer-blocks; 
and, therefore, supposing each set to bear the same weight, each 
roller has to carry nearly 5 tons; each end of the axis of the 
drum being 12 inches diameter in its bearing, the breaks must 
suatain 29 or 80 tons. 

Porow.-When all the train is in motion, the engines making 
22 strokes per minute, the pressure of the steam on entering the 
cylinder bemg 2t lb. above that of the atmosphere, and the mean 
pressure

0

9·9S lb. per square inch, the power for the engines, rope, 
and train, is 32:3-74 horse-power. 

When the rope, without any carriages attached to it, is drawn 
by the engines making 24. revolutions per minute, the pressure of 
the steam being 6 lb. above the atmospliere, and the mean pres..'llre 
7 lb. per square inch, die power expended on the rope and ma
chinery is 250·76 horse-power. 

When the drum is disconnected from the engines, and they are 
allowed to make 22 strokes, the pressure being 13-4 lb. above the 
atmosphere, aud the mean prei;sure Slb. per square inch, the 
power expended on the friction of the engines unloaded, is 26•09 
horse-power. 

Since the power expended on the engines, rope, and train, is 
323'74. horse-power, ana on the engines and rope, 2.S0"76 horse
power; the difference, namely, 72·98 or 73 horse-power is due to 
the train alone. 

The number of revolutions made by the engine-shaft per minute 
being 22, the number made by the drum in the same time is 33·84.. 
The circumference of the drum when the rope is off, is 52 feet; 
when all the rope is wound on, it is 63 feet, the velocity of the 
rope will therefore vary from 17760 feet per minute, to 21 132 feet, 
that is, from 20 miles to 24 miles per hour. 

TheRope.-Whenthe railway WWI first opened, the rope employed 
was of hemp, Si inches in circumference, or Ii inches in diameter. 
After it had been in use for a very short time it broke, and con
tinued to do BO fre~uently; in consequence of which, a wire rope 
was substituted. 1 his rope 3j inches in circumference, or it inch 
diameter, is formed of six strands, each composed of six wires, or 
thirty-six wires in the rope. It is covered over with small hempen 
rope or tarred yarn. The breakages of this rope are much less 
frequent than with the hempen rope, but still they do occur occa
sionally. In order to make the rope wind evenly on the drum1 it is guided by two levers mounted on one centre pin, and crol!IDng 
one another in the form of a gair of scissors, the le\'ers having 
rollers on their inner side. fhese levers are worked by a man, 
standing on the platform below, and he guides the rope by pressing 
them alternately against either side as his eye dll'ects, so as to 
wind the rope evenly around the drum. The weight of the 
hempen rope was 8 lb. per yard, that of the wire rope is 6-4 lb. per 
yard; therefore, the weight of the rope lying on the railway was, 
in the former case, 194 tons, and in the latter, l~ tons. Swivels 
are introduced at intervals in the length of the rope, to allow it to 
twist and untwist itself in working. The weight of the rope is 
sustained by bearing-sheaves, dispot1ed at intervals along the line, 
in the middle of the space beh·een the rails ; some of them being 
laid at angles to suit the curves of the road. 

The auziliary engine.-The cylinder of the 12 horse-power 
engine is 20 inches in diameter, the piston makes a stroke of 
3 feet, and 34. strokes per minute. The two air-pumps which are 
worked by it are 13 inches in diametei:, with a stroke of lot 
inches, and are placed one on each side or the centre of the main 
lever. 

The air-pumpa of the large engine are 31 inches in diameter, 
with a length of stroke of 2 ft. 6 in.; BO that the capacity of the 
stroke of each pump is 13"1 cubic feet, or 26·2 cubic feet for the 
pumps of a pair of engines; therefore, the car.acity per minute, 
is 26"2 X 22 strokes= 576·4. cubic feet. In like manner, the ca
pacity of the small pumps, per minute, is 55 cubic feet, or nearly 
~th that of the large pumps in the same time. 

The VleJI from which cold water is obtained is 10 feet diameter 
inside, and is steined partly with brick and partly with iron. Jn 
this well are two sets of three-barrellei pumps, but only one set is 
worked at a time. The barrels are each 7 inches in diameter, the 
stroke is 18 inches, and they make twenty lltrokes per minute; so 
that the quantity of water raised by one set, per minute, is 150 
gallons. These pumps are worked constantly throughout the day. 

The marine-boilers are 10 ft. 3 in. wide, 10 ft. 8 in. high, and 
24. feet long; the steam-chests are 5 feet in diameter and 4. ft. 
10 in. high; each boiler has three fir011 within it. 

The circular boilers are each 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter, by 24. feet 
long; the two circular ftuea, through their whole length are 2 ft. 
6 in. diameter. The steam chests are 3 ft. 9 in. diameter, and 4. feet, 
5 feet, and 6 feet high respectively. The average consumption of 
fuel, is, per day, for the two marine-boilers together, 7t tons, and 
for the three circular-boilers together, 8 tons. In these quan~ities 
is included what is required for getting up the steam in the morn-
ing. 
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The time or working, correspon~ to this average is 18 hours. 
The weight on the safety-valve is ~ ffi. per square inch. 

The engines and machinery at Blackwall are similarly arranged. 
but on a smaller scale. The railway there p888e8 by the side ot 
the engine-house on the ground, and therefore the ropes are 
pthered on at the lowest part of the circumference of the drums, 
instead of at the highei1t part, as at the Minories, where the 
railway passes over the engine-house. The engines, constructed 
by Mr. Barnes, are of the marine side-lever form, of the nominal 
forces of 70 horse-power each, the pistons are 4?l inches diameter, 
with 4. feet stroke, and their average speed 1s 25 strokes per 
minute. The large spur-wheels are 17 feet diameter to the pitch 
line, with 120 teeth, 5~ inches pitch, ancl U inches broad, working 
into mortice spur-wheels on the axes of the drums, 10 ft. 10 in. 
diameter, with 80 wood cogs. The drums are 164 feet diameter 
when empty, and 22 feet diameter outside. The small steam
engine for working the air-pumps, is 8 horse-power ; it was con
lltructed by Messrs. Miller and Ravenhill. 

Rcmaru nuuh at the Mttting 4ftw the rNding qf tlae allOfle Paper. 
Mr. FABllT ltated that the wire rope conaiated of aix 1trand1, each of aix 

wirea, coiled round a hempen core, and the whole of the atranda were also 
laid ronnd one centre core of hemp. Wherever the wires were in actual 
contact with the core, corro1ion appeared to take place, which of coune 
augmented the rapidit7 of the destruction of the rope. It waa, however, 
now merel7 a question of expenae, u, aince the adoption of the wire rope, 
breakage 1eldom occurred. He thongbt that the old hempen rope bad fre. 
q11entl7 been broken b7 the nndue strain which was suddenl7 brongbt upon 
it, b7 !ta slipping on the drum. He imagined that a modification of the 
method naed In cotton spinning for regulating the coiling of the fllamenta, 
might be adopted with advantage, instead of u at present coili11g it b7 
hand. 

Mr. Brnnsa nid be bad noticed the peculi•r tendency of the hemp rope 
to-twist, which caused ita frequent fracture. The first rope wu l'>i inches in 
circumference, with a la7 of 4i inches; this wu 1000 diminished to 3 inches, 
and it broke continuall7. It wu replaced b7 a rope from which the tar bad 
been expelled b7 preuure ; that wu 1000 worn out, and the 6b1 e appeared 
completel7 de1tro7ed. Wire ropes of various kinda were iben tried ; and at 
laat, by the introduction of swivels, anri recentl7 by an improved construc
tion of thrm, the bad effects of the twisting were obviated, although it still 
took place. In spite of the rapid destruction of thd hemp rope, be wu of 
opinion, that u a mere question of coat, it would be fonod cheaper than 
wire rope, aa, when partiall7 deatro7ed, the former bad still a certain value, 
but the latter was comparativel7 valueleu. 

Mr. R. STEPRBNSON stated that he was unable to account 1atiafactori17 
for the twiating of the ropr. He imagined that it might be caused, io 1ome 
degree, b7 it1 being coiled over the drum at the Minories end, and under the 
drum at the Blackwall end of the railway. The lateral action of the groove 
ol the inclined guide pulle71 might also influence it, particularly on the 
1barpeat curves. Ropes composed of Ienttths, with a right-band and a left
haod la7 alternately, bad been tried, but ineffectually; the twisting still con
tiaued, and the bad eft"ect1 were only counteracted b7 the 1wivels. It might 
have been imagined tb11t the rope would have untwisted, and thus have length
ened; hut, oo the coutrary, it became more tightly twisted, ita diameter 
diminished, and still its length increased, apparently from the pull of the 
engines upon it. It was evident from the appearance of the fracture, when 
one occurred, that the material was wrtnched asunder by a twisting action. 
The breakages occurred, bowe•·er, very seldom II present; not .oftener than 
once or twice in a month, during which time nearly three tbou11nd journe71 
were made, and then tbe7 aroae generally from the carelennesa of the 
llreaklmen, who, it must be remembered, received their io1tructioo1 from a 
diatance of three mile1, b7 the electric telelfraph. The were aix swivels in 
the rope, one at ever,. half.mile. The deatructive effect• of the twisting 
would probably he diminahed b7 a larger number of awiveil, but the7 were 
vrr:r objectionable, in preventing the regular laying of the rope upon the 
drum. On the inclined plaoea io the north of Bn1land, where ropes bad 
been nsed for many yeare, this twiating wu not observed ; hut there the 
engines were at one end only; whereaa, on the Blackwall railwa7, the en
gines at both ende working aimultaneoualy, might probabl7 have a tendency 
to cause the twiating. Twenty 7eara ago he bad tried, in the North, ma
chiner:r 1imilar to that 1uggested by Mr. Fare7, for la7iog the rope on the 
drum; but io consequence of the general diminution of diameter of the rope 
from the stretching, and the inequalities occasioned b7 the aplicea, the ma
chinery w11 constantly pot out of order, and wu eventual17 de1troyed. On 
the Blackwall line, the men bad acquired conaiderable dexterity in directing 
the rope with the !even or ahean, and be thought it would scarcely be poa
lible to improve that part of the syatem.-Some difficulty bad been appre. 
headed from the use of condensing eoginea, on account of the time required 
for forming the vacuum; it bad, however, been met by having a small engine 
eonatantly working to keep up the vacuum and to pump water. High· 
pressure engines were general17 nsed with rope traction, in order to avoid 
this difficulty. He, however, preferred the uae of condensing eogioee, with 
a 1mall anpplemeutar:r engine, and believed them, at the 11me time, to be 
more eCODOmical. 

Mr. A. WroBTKAH staied that the wire rope wu manulactnred by Meun. 
Newall, of Gateshead, The wire wu anannealed, and the weight of the 
rope wu 10 lb. per fathom, escept two length• of half a mile each, whicb 
weighed 12 lb. per fathom; tbeee lengths were eo plaoed, that the main 
traina to or from Blackwall, were alwa7s attached npon them. The 1wiveb 
were at tint rivetted into the rope, but it wu found that at least two-third. 
of the fractures of the rope occurred where the first rivet wu inaerted. ID 
order to prevent thia, the 1wivels were 1pliced into the rope; tbia was dona 
b7 unatranding about a yard and a half of the rope, pa11ing the atranda 
through an e7e In the swivel, and then splicing them back into the rope. 
Swivels thu1 inserted would last three months without renewing, aud the lay 
of the rope bad been preserved by them. Breakagea, however, •till occurred, 
hut (except from carele11oe11), they rarel7, if ever, took place In a rope leu 
than • 7ear old ; after that time the rope began \o lose ita 1trengtb, from 
the oxidation that took place, wherever the 1trand1 came io contact with 
the hemp core, and although a rope might appear 1onnd after it had been 
in nae for a year and a half, yet on opening it, a considerable extent of oxi. 
dation would be diacovered. The rope.maken in the North attributed tbJI, 
in a great mea1nre, to the serving of the rope with 1pun 7arn, which bad 
been adopted on the Blackwall railwa7, cbiefty to prevent the noise occa
aioned by the rope pauing over the sheaves. Experimenta were in progrea, 
with a view to doing away with the aerviog of tbe rope, b7 covering the 
•heaves with hard leather, which, if 1ucce11ful, would be the meana of aaving 
the compan7 • large expenae in keeping op the serving, and would take a 
weight of about 12 tons off the engines, and reducing alto the coat of fuel. 
With regard to hempen ropea, both tarred and white ropes bad been tried, 
but the7 had totally failed, some of them not luting more thau two ruontba. 
Theae ropes had a great tendenc7 to twist, and from their bulk it wu ffl'J 
difficult to counteract it b7 the insertion of 1wivels. The wire rope• were, 
con1equentl7, the cheapest ; for although there was a difference in the ori
ginal cost, u aho oo the return for the old ropes, 7et the duration of the 
wire rope wu 10 much greater, that it l!lore than compenaated for the ID· 
creue in price. 

The charge• for the motive power, for the year 184:'>, amounted to 
£11,302 11. 2d.; during that time there were run 10:'> traina per da7, 
St miles each, or 38,32:'> traio1 per annum, at an average coat of :'>1. lOld. 
per train, or h. 6ld. per mile. 

Although the present coat of working the line b7 the rope 171tem wn 
high, yet b7 110 other 17stem bad tbe7 been able aati1factoril7 to effect the 
accommoda&ioo of stopping at the variou1 1tatioo1, without interfering with 
the" through trallic." 

FOSSIL FOOTMARKS IN THE COAL FORMATION. 

Mr. LYBLL delivered a lecture at the Ro7al ln1titution, on February 4$11, 
" On tlae Foalil FootmarQ qf a Reptile in t/N Coal FDm14tion qf t!N 41U,
Aany Mountaiw. 

Mr. LYBLL begau by observing that, notwithstanding the numerou1 .,,.. 
main• of land plaota in the carboniferous 1trata and the evidence they aft'ord 
of the exi.tence of large tracta of dry land {the exact position of which ii 
often indicated b7 seam• of coal and buried fore1u ), no monuments of aay 
air-breathing crea&nre1 had been detected in rocks of such high antlqutt7 
until Dr. King, io 1844, publiabed hi1 acconnt of the foot-printa of a reptile 
occnrring in aandatooe in Penns7lvania (aee SiUlma'1 Journal, vnl. 48, P-S-
343). These fonil tracka were found in a atone quarry five milea eouth.eut 
of Greenaburg, and about tweot7 mile1 eut of Pit t.aburgb, appearing OD the 
under 1urface1 of 1lab1 of argillaceous aandatooe extracted for paving. They 
project in relief, being r.uta of impreaaioos formed in a aubjacent layer of 
floe unctuous clay, and they are accompanied by nnmeroua caau of cracke of 
various aizea, evidently prodnced by the drying and abrinking of the cla,.ey 
mud. These cracka occaaiooall7 traverae the foot-printa, abowing that the 
shrinkage took place after the animal bad walked over the aoft mod, and 
before it had begun to dry and crack. .Mr. L7ell exhibited a slab which be 
bad brought from the quarries, having visited them with Dr. King; and 
then proceeded to point ont the differences between these foot.prints aaJ 
tbo1e of the European cbeirotberium found io Saxony and in Warwickabin 
and Cheshire, alwa71 in the npper part of the new red 11ndstooe or triu. 
Io the Buropeao baod-abaped foot-marks, from the form of which the ani
mal was called by Kaup, cbeirotheriurn, both tho? bind and fore feet bne 
each five toea, and the aiEe of the bind foot ia about he times H large u 
the fore foot. lo the American fouil the po1terior foot-print ii not twiee 
aa large u the anterior, and the number of toet ii nnequal, lteing five in tbe 
binder ind four in the anterior foot; u in the European cbeirotherium the 
fifth toe 1tand1 out nearly at a right angle with the foot, and eomewlia& 
resembles the human thumb. On the e.xternal aide of all the Penn1ylvanin 
track1, both the larger and smaller, there ia a protuberance like the nuli
ment of another toe. The average length of the bind foot i1 l'>i iachea, allll 
of the fore foot 4 i· The fore and hind feet being in pain follow each otha 
ver:r closely, tbrre being an interval of about one inch only between ihem. 
Between each pair the distance i1 1i:1 to eight inches, ud beiwren the hro 
parallel linee of track1 there is about the aame distance. la the cue of th• 
Bngliab and German cheirotberium, the hind and fore feet occur aJao ill 
pain, bat tbe7 form only one row, la coueqneacc of the aaimal haviag put 
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ita ferc to the ground nearl1 under the middle of ita body, and the thumb
lllle toa are aeen to turn to the right and to the left in the alterna'te pain; 
while in lhe American track1, which form two parallel rowe, all the thumb. 
like toes in one aet torn to the right, and in the other 1et to the leR. Mr. 
Lyell iAfen, therefore, that the Ameriran ch,,irotberium belonp to a new 
pnat of reptilian quadrupeds, whollJ diltinct from that which characterilea 
the tri ... ic atrata of Europe; and aucb a generic divenitJ, he obaeuea, 
miJht have been expected in reptilian foasila of 1uch dill'erent agea. The 
geologiral poaition of the 1and1tone of Greenaburg i1 perfect11 clear, being 
litaUed in the midat of the Appalachian coal-Held, having the main bed of 
ma!, ealled the Pittsburg aeam, a hundred feet above it worked in the neigb
boarbood, and several other aeama of coal at lower level.a. The impre11ion1 
of lepidodeDdron, ai~llaria, atigmaria, and other carboniferona planta, are 
found both above and below the level of the reptilian footatepa. Mr. Lyell 
&Ilea adverled to aome 1pnrion1 fouil foot-printa of dogs, hoofed quadru
peda, birda, and other creaturea aeen on the aurface of ledgea of a aoft 
cpartlOle aandatone in the neighbourhood of Greeaahurg, which had been 
mnfounded with the fouil onea. He pointed out the proofs that theae bad 
beea carved by the ancient inhabitanta of America, wboae gravee are aeen 
ia the ricinitJ; and that the Indian hunter• bad 1culptured aimilar bird
tnelia, together with human foot-priata, in aolid limeatoae of the Sr.ate of 
Hiaoori,-tbe true origiu of which wu first explained bJ Mr. D. D. Owea, 
of Indiana. 

To illuatrate the mode of interpreting foaail foot-priata in geology, Mr. 
I.fell gave a akrtch of the dilCOVUJ of three diatinct 1pecie1 of cheirothe
riam in Burope,-end explained bow, after it bad been conjectured b1 Link 
that 1bey mighl belong to gigantic batrachiana, Mr. Owen found, by eu
mininJ the teeth and boaea of reptiles of triuaic age, that three dift'erent 
apec\H of air-breathing reptiles elf the batrac:hian order, referable to a new 
geoaa, labyrintbodon, bad esiated, both in German1 and England, at that 
period; lheir f011il bones indicating that the1 were air-breathen, and there 
being aa great a di.aparitJ in 1ize between the bon11 of their anterior and 
pea~rior extremities u between the fore and bind foot-prints of the 1everal 
cbeirotberia. To account for the 1harpneu of tha cute of cbeirotherinm 
on the under aurfacea of alaba of nndatone, Mr. LJell adverted to the man
ner in which be bad aeen, on tlie 111-beach, near Suannah in Georgia, a 
eload of llne und drifted b1 the wind filling op tbe foot-prints of racoona 
and Opc>MWm, which, a few boon before, bad paued along the 1hore after 
&he retreat of Uie tide. Allo1ion wu alao made to the recent foot-printa of 
birda called aandpipera (7""g11 .U..t11), which Mr. LJell nw running, in 
1842_, over the red mod thrown down every tide along the borden of eatna
ria connected with tbe Ba1 of Fund1, in Nova Scotia. Theae con1i.U both 
ol impresaiona on the upper 1nrfac8 and of cuta in relief on the under aides 
of 1UCCeUive la1en of red mod (aee LJell'a "Travels in North America," 
~L ii. p. 1611),-of which he bu preaented a apecimen to the Briti.ab Mn
lelllll. The ancient foot-prints of more than thirt1 apeciea of birda found 
fouil in the new red 11nd1tone or triu of the valle1 of the Connecticnt 
riTer, in Musaehnaetu, were stated to be analogou1 to theae modern bird. 
tnelia ; and the size of the largest, although theJ indicate a biped more 
hqe than the oatrich, ia e:i:ceeded in magnitude by the gigantic deinorni1 of 
New Zuland-of which nearl7 the entire skeleton bu jnat been found fouil 
by Mr. Walter Mantell The abwnce hitherto of the bones of birds in the 
ueieoc American strata of the triaaaic period appean to Mr. LJell quite 
iBteUigible; for the circuolltancea which combine to cause foot-printa of 
-dpipera in the recenl mad of the Ba1 of Fnnd1, repeated throughout 
man1 auperimpoaed la1en, have no tenden1:7 to preae"e anJ bonea of the 
-e bird1,-aud none hue 1et been ever obaerved in cutting trenchea 
through the red mud, where it bu been laid dry bJ artiftcial embankments 
and drained. 

Ill all the caae1 of foot.printa, ~oth fo11il and recent, and whether made 
by qaadrnpeda or bipe1ll, the lecturer in1i.ated on the necea1it1 of uanming 
that the cruturea were air-brealbera, for their weight would not have been 
adicient under water to have made hopreniona IO deep and diatinct. The 
-e conclnaion ia borne out bJ the eridence derived from the cuta of 

. crack• produced iu the 11me strata, bJ ahriokage, and 10 generally accom· 
panyios the impreuion1 of feet ; and it wu remarked that similar effects of 
ctu.ication are observable in the recent red mod of Nova Scotia, where 
&houaanda of acrea are dried b1 tbe 1un in anmmer, between the apring and 
nap lides. The ripple mark allo 10 common in strata of every age, and 
among otben in the coal mellllrea, and new red aandatone of German1, 
!nglaad, and America, exemplifiea the accurate preaervation of auperficial 
mcldnp of 1trata, often leu prominent than thoae caueed b1 the tread of 
nip&llel or large hirda. Al the di.acovery of three 1peciea of cheirotberia 
- soon followed bJ the recognition of u man1 1peciea of lab1rintbodon, 
10 the an1K>uocement bJ Dr. King, in 18'4, of reptilian foot-prinia in the 
coal 1trata of Penn11lvania, bu been followed by the newa latel1 received 
from Germany, that in the ancient coal meunrea of Surbruck, near Treevea, 
t.he antiqnitJ of which ii vouched for bJ Von Dechen, Prof. Goldfuu bu 
fGllDd I.be uelelon of a true 11urian. Dr. Falconer, after a cnnory e:u• 
minadon of the original specimen, bu atated hi.a opinion in favour of ita 
sep&ilian charadcr, and although the evidence bu not yet been rigourollll1 
tened b1 the 111111t emin111t comparative oateologiata of Europe, Mr. LJell 
beliewea thai the opinion of Prof. Goldfuu and Dr. Falconer will be con
lrmed. Snch facta should terve to put 111 on oar pard againal premature 
pneraliz.aUoaa fowided on mere negative evidence, and caution ua nol to 

uanme the present limita of oar knowledge of tbe time of the flnt appear
ance of an1 clue of beings in a foaail &tate to be identical with the date of 
the drat creation of such beings. 

l'ROOEEDI•CIB 01' BOIEllTll'IO BOOIETIEB. 

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
Jara. 26.-J. E. M•CoNNBLL, Kaq., V.P., in the Chair. 

The firat annual general meeting of the roemben of thia lnatitntion took 
place at Birmingham, in the theatre of the Philo1ophical ln1titu1ion, for the 
purpoae of receiving the Report of the Council and for the general trlUIJ• 
action of bn1inea1. There were present nearl1 100 membera. 

Mr. M•CoNNBLL aaid that u thia wu the anniversary of the establish· 
meat of the lnatitution, be would content himaelf with referring to the 
Report about to be read for the coolirmation, he might aa1, of the more 
than realiaed hopea of the moat aangnine promoten of the lnatitution. He 
wu grati8ed to aee 10 large a meeting, and regretted the llDexpected absence 
of the Preaident. 

The Report of the Council wu then read. It contained a brief outline of 
the proctedings of the lnatitution for the put 1ear :-lhe desirablenen and 
importance of founding a 1ocie11 aucb 11 thia wu known to have been Jong 
and e:i:ten1ivel1 felt bJ the engineeriug and mechanical profeuion in all parta 
of the kingdom, and it i1 not too much to venture to UJ, that the beat 
e:i:pecr.ation1 of the active and zealous promotera of the ln1titution have 
been fullJ realiaed, and a grnt amount of 1cientilic and valuable information 
bu been bene8ciall1 and mntuall1 interchan11ed and diffused amongst tbe 
memben. In reviewing the matter and anbjecta brought under the notice 
and diacuuion of the membera, u recorded and detaile<I in the minutea and 
proceeding• of the lnllitution, the Council felt it their dut1 to acknowledp 
and particulariae the following valuable aid :-the two papen on the "Fan. 
Blast," b1 Mr. Buckle; on a " Self-Acting Break," bJ the President ; on au 
"Inverted Arch Bridge," b1 Mr. Cowper; on "Locomotive Engines," b1 
Mr. Be1er; on a " Turn-Table Lathe," by Mr. A Slate; on "J one1'1 Gu 
E1bau1ter," b1 Mr. Clift; on a "Dired Action Steam Helve or Hammer," 
bJ Mr. H. Smith. 

The following recommendation of the Council wu then read :-
" The Council, buiog bad under their conaideration the queation of the 

number of the memben of the Council, have reaolved to recommend to th.a 
memben of the Inatitution to authori11 the Council for the pre1ent 1ear to 
add to their number, 10 u to place one member of Council, or more, u ma1 
be con1idered desirable, in each diatrict where auch ma1 be advantageous to 
the interea ta of the luatitution." 

A reaolution to the above eft'ect having been propoaed, wu carried unani
mo111J1. 

The olBcen for the ensuing 1ear were then re-elected, viz. :-Mr. G. Ste
phenaon, Preaident; Mr. C. Beyer, J.E. M•Connell, and J. Miller, Vice
Preaidenta; Meura. W. Buckle, E. A. Cowper, B. Fothergill, B. Humphre11, 
and A. Slate, Council; Mr. C. Gooch, Treunrer; Mr. A. Kintrea, Secretary. 

After the concluaion of the buaineu connected with the annual general 
meeting, the following papera were read :-

HYDRAULIC LIFTING J ~CK. 
" D~titnt qf 11 Nnt1 Hydrnlic Liflhtg J11ele." BJ Mr. ALD. TeoaN-

TON. 
The principle of thi.a jack ii the aame u that of the h1dranlic preaa, but 

not having been before applied to a lifting jack, it i.a thought that the present 
application of it will be useful for a variety of purpoeea. Ita advantagn 
are, the eaae and 1teadine11 with which a great weight can be raised by one 
person ; the facility with w hicb the lowering of the weight can be regulated 
without labour, and from there being 110 circnlar motion of the handle, there 
can be no tendenc1 in the jack to twi.at from the poaition in which it ia 
placed ; alao b1 the uae of atrong wrought.-iron tubes for the cylinder and 
ram, the weight of the jack i.a leu than othere now known. This jack can 
be uaed in all cuea where otbera are available, and in aome where othen 
are not 10, for the motion of the lever being vertical instead of lateral, it 
can be uaed wherever there ii sufficient width to place it. With a jack of 
the size ahown one man can lift from 1:-i to 20 tone weight. )Ir. Thornton 
uid although the jack waa not new io principle, one of its great advantagea 
wu to be found in the additional power which it gave to one man to raile 
10 great a weight. 

The Ce.ulULUI' aaid he preaumed they all nndentood the deacription 
given b1 Mr. Thornton. The jack displayed itaelf bJ ita own appearance 
and the drawing. So far u the trial he bad had with it went, be had every 
reuon to be 1atiafied. It wu very simple, acted very nicelJ, and he thought 
it wu a VUJ ingenioua improvement. 

Mr. CLUIPl'ON .Uhed to know if it had ever tumbled down ? 
Mr. MlDDL&TON uid all penona acquainted with anch thing• m111& be 

fnll1 aware that th17 could not get a jack boxed op. Until, however, an 
alteration could be made in the handle, it conld not be oonaidued a good 
thing practicallJ. 

Mr. Sun oblerved thal though a jack might nol be pracl.ic:all1 good 
when placed ill a ltllDblillg poaitinn, il might be good in other cuea. A jack 
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lilie the one now before them might be meful in lifting a great weight, where 
the ordinary one would not be sufficient. 

Mr. BucJU.11 thought that the jack wu an exceedingly 111eful instrumeut. 
An ordinary jack would be much more liable to be put out of order thaa 
the one before them; besides, it preeented greater facilities for lowering 
weights. 

Mr. M1Licaa wu of opinion that u it wa1 it could uot be generally 
useful. If it wu thrown from a tender to the ground it wonld be de1troyed, 
and their endeavoura should be to prevent it, if po11ible, from cap~izing. 

The CaAnuuic uid Mr. Thornton'• object in introducing it wu to have 
the benefit of their experience. 

Mr. PaAcoc11: eaid, that for Iocomofrt'e pnrpoaes it was not eqnal to 
Heeley'a jack ; atill, if in other reapects it po11eued advantages o•er ii, they 
ought not of conrae to condemn it. 

In anawer to other que1tion1 by varion1 membera, Mr. Thornton Hid it 
would lif\ 20 tons; it weighed about 65 lb.; and ita price waa 12 gnineu. 

Another member said be ahould give the preference to Heeley'• jack. 
Lifting jacks when laid uide, like fire-engines in a country town, not being 
generally required, get out of order, and be waa afraid that the one before 
them would be much more liable to injuries of that kind tbao the ordinary 
jack. 

The CsAIRllAN uid, it appeared that it was objected againet the jack, 
that it wu liable to get out of order, and that it bad not the advantage• of 
Heelry'a jack in lifting from below, but from the top; at the aame time it 
wonld be admitted that it wa• steady in action, and that in lowering weight 
it wu neceaaary to have power and command, 10 •• to do it 1lowly and 
euily. There wu one important point in which It bad not the advantage, 
and thd wu in price. In articles of that kind, tbe price wu a con&idera
tlon. 

Mr. HaNDBMON thought that the jack poa1e11ed advantages where there 
wu a great weight to lift, and only one man to work it. Another advantage 
wu the 1ttadine11 of it1 action. The great objection againat it wu its 
liability to get ont of order. If they wanted a jack to raise 20 tona, be wu 
not aware that they conld get any other io do it with the aame degree of 
1teadineu. 

CYLINDER-BORING MACHINE. 

" On 11111 Fitting.up qf Cylindwl for Loeomot~e Engivr, au a Dncrip
tion qf a MacAiMfor Boring tltnt." By Mr. C. Bana. 

The desirablenen of having all the cylindera of every class of locomotive 
enginea perfectly alike, 10 that they may, at any time, be .changed in cue of 
accident, or be replaced by spare one1, it is presumed will be admitted by all; 
the di111culty of accomplishing this with the tools hitherto employed, will be 
kMwn to molt who are engaged in thi1 branch of the bu1ine11. These con-
1ideration1, and the defect of cylindera, the author, from time to time, found 
neeeaury to have rectified before puaing them to be nsed, indnced him, in 
1843, to direct hie attention to the boring-machine. 

The conditiona which a good cylinder boring-machine rhould fulfil, may 
be stated u follows :-1. That it ahould make the cylinder perfectly round 
in lta diameter, and parallel in the direction of lta axis. 2. That the bored 
in1lde abould be perfectly concentive or parallel with the ontaide of the 
barrel. 3. That the projection• beyond the ftancbe1, if there be any, abould 
be true with the internal bore. 4. That every strain or prenure upon the 
barrel of the cylinder whilst boring should be avoided. The boring.machine 
hereafter to be deecribed hu been found, during several yeara' practice, to 
have an1wered tbeae condition•. 

Mesara. Sharp, Brothen & Co. cut their cylindara from wood pattern• in 
green und, and commence the proceaa of fitting·up by deecribing or gauging 
oft' a circle upon each end of the cylinder, concentive to the barrel, and 
having formed this circle the enda are bevelled inwards by chipping to an 
angle correeponding to that of the platee of the cone mandrill. The cylin
der being futened to the mandrill i1 put into a two-foot alide lathe, with 
facing motion, and bu its ends faced to a gauge, and its projections turned 
to a gauge, and cut to a length to gauge. There are fnrther two notcbee cot 
oat of two cone diaca, ao u to allow of applying an internal gauge for the 
out-and-oat length of the CJlinder. Thus prepared hytoming, it is removed 
to the boring-machine, inaerted between two platet, the facet of which are 
planed, and the bolea for receiving them bored from the boring-bar in their 
placee; It ie at once perfectly coocentive with 1etting, and needs nothing but 
clamping to the pl a tee by headed bolta or clamps by it1 flanche1 to be ready 
for commencing boring. For placing the topa of the ateam-cbeata and valve 
facings the tnrued enda are again made uae of for 1etting, by placing upon 
the planing.machine table brackets placed on their faces and bored out to 
tbe aame gauge ; the cylinder ia turued to, in order to insure the paralleliam 
of tbe1111 partl with the nis, u for aimilar reuone the Inside of the cylinder 
coald not be otbenriae than concentive with tbe outside of the bal'l'el. The 
author prefera making a aeparate aet of gaugee, tackling, &c. for each size of 
cylindera rather thau economise by making one do for many, and risk the 
chance of miatakel ; and be believes that the plan here deacribed, to work 
ahnya from the tame point, ia moat likely to inaol'f! accuracy, u the faulta 
made by neglect of the workmen are not multiplied by aubaequent opera
tlOD•. 

The boring-machine boret by two cylindera at the ume time, and la ar
ranged to bore 1:7lindera of 2' G" atroke1 and from 10 to 20 iochea diame. 

ter. The bed i1 that of a common 1lide latbe, aallidently long to carrt a 
double 1et of driving gear, and admits of a 1ufficieat traverse of the boring
carriage. The boring-bar ia 1upported by three bearinga, the former ol 
which i1 atationary and firmly fattened to the bed to reaiat the end and 
prenure of the cub when boring; the latter are l!xed upon the carriage 
and travel with it along the boring-bar, and ae"e for aecnring the cylinder 
during boring, u will be 1bown bereafkr. To cause the boring-carriage to 
move endwaya, a train of wheels descend• at the back of the machine to giYe 
motion to the abaft, and i1 tran1fel'1'ed by means of a feathered worm to the 
worm-wheel and pinion, both of which move looae above the fut atud of 
the carriage. Thia ume atud aervee u a folcrum for the le•er, carrying upon 
oppoaite projections the iotermediat.e piniona, which gear into the a&ud 
piuion1. It will be clear, therefore, that by setting the lever in such a posi
tion u to bring on• pinion into gear with another pinion faat on the rack
pinion &haft, motion will be given to the boring carriage in one direction ; 
and in an opposite or contrary direction by moving the lever ao u to bring 
the pinion• to gear with each other; and tbi1 carriage will be 1tatiooary os 
independent of the driving gear altogether, by keeping the lever io ita 
middle position. The rack pinion 1baft i1 extended toward• the front of 
the machine, to work the carriage by band when putting in or taking out 
the cylinder. A proviaion is alao made in the train of wheels for varyiDf 
the traverae of the carriage by changing the pinion. 

To bold the cylinder while boring, the top of the carriage ia formed into 
a kind of aqnare frame, by mean• of two plate&, planed on the inaide and 
futened to the aidee of the bearings or 1tandard1 and two crou atretcben. 
Theae latter are al10 placed upon their inner faces and are aecured to the 
1ide1 and top of the boring-carriage, and have boles bored in them when 
secured in their place1, by meana of the boring head npon tb11 bar corre
aponding in diameter to the turned projeeting end1 of the cylinder to be 
bored. It will be 1een, tberP.fore, that if the ftgure of the cylinder to be 
bored be torned to the 1ame gangea u the bolee are bored to, it need• only 
inserting and clamping fut by the T bolts to be ready for boring without 
re11uiring any setting in its pan wbaiever. One of the crou atretchen ia a 
fixture, whilst the other ia removed every time a uew cylinder i1 to be 6sed. 
The boring head is a fixture npon the bar, and bu only one plain 1quare 
tire for boring, ground to cut either way. Thia tool tits into a planed recen 
made slightly dovetailed, and ia held fut by a aet 1crew, and euily adjusta
ble to any diameter by another of these machines. We employ three of 
these machine1-two double onea and a single one, and one man attenda to 
these and the lathe for facing and turning the end& of the rongh cutinga of 
the cylinders. The cylinder& are cut u bard u we are able to cut them 
with the beat cutting tool• we can make, and we ftnd it more adviaable to 
complete the boring in three cuta; the flrat ia often u much u t inch in 
depth, the aecond we leave about i inch, and the third can hardly be called 
cutting, but i1 merely clearing up or l!nishing. The advance, or travene, we 
rarely change, and i1 set to i of an inch for each revolution of the boring· 
bar; or i1, for quickeat apeed of the bar, 3 revolution• per minute ; ia the 
second, l •8 revolution per minute; in the third, or loweat 1peed, l ·2 revolu
tion per minute. For boring 15 inch cylindera--for roughing out, l ·8 revo
lntion per minute, or out at 7 feet per minute; for boring, 3 revolution• pl'r 
minute, or cot at ll •78 feet per minute; and for finishing, I ·2 revolulioo per 
minute, or cut at 5•65 feet per minute. 

Mr. CaAllPTON Hid they 1hoald be doing very great injnatice to the very 
valuable paper they had heard read were they to diacuas it at that late hour, 
and be abould propose that the further conaideration of it 1hould be ad· 
journed till the next meeting. The •uggeation wu adopted and the meeting 
terminated. 

JACQUARD PB&PORATING MACHINE. 

"Dt•cription of a Ptrforating Machin," made for Mr. Evans, the con
tractor for the iron tubnlar bridge which ia to carry the Chester and Holy
head Railway over the river Conway. By Mr. FOTssaGlLL. 

Thia machine ia employed to perforate the plates for the abo•e-umed 
bridge, and is at present adapted to punch anch pitches only u that wort 
requires, viz , 3 inches aod 4 inchea from centre to centre of rivet ho!", with 
latitude for departing conaiderably from thoae (general) pitches in the laieral 
rows of the boles. Thia machine ia constructed io perforate, at each a&roke, 
a row of holes acro11 a plate 3 ft. 5 lo. broad ; but, by employing a aeri• of 
card plates (almilar to the card1 aaed in the Jacquard loom), any number of 
punches may be put out of action at pleasure; and by meana of a blank 
card at the end of the aeries, the machine is pot out of actioo at a point 
where no obatacle ia preaented to the taking out of the perforated plate and 
putting a blank plate in it1 atead. The operation of changing platet, 
weighing aix or 1nen hundredweight each, i1 performed by half a dosea 
men in le11 than one minute, and whilst one plate i1 being punched, thae 
men get another ready to put into the machine. A1 tbeae machines take 
eleven to twehe atrokee per IDinute, it follows that (with a 4-lncb pitcb) a 
12 feet plate may be pooched in Ina than four minutea, and consequently 
that (allowing one minnte for changing) it may perforate twelve 1acb platet 
per hour. Many of the plates In the bridge are 12 feet long, 2 ft. 8 In. 
broad, and t inch thick, and are punched for ri•eta l Inch In diameter. As 
tbere are bot few engineerinir concern• where such a perforating machine aa 
that at Conway could be employed more than an hour or two per day, h 
appears to be nry d•irable tllat lroomu&en 1boald hue them, and tbU 
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\Illy lbDllld Ibo baft mac1Unes fllr Rralgbtening ad bent!lllg platel; bJ 
1lllich mean1 Chey would be enabled to npply their emtomen wtfta plates in 
a It atate frn: beinf metUKI together. Were tlria iyltem brought Into plV
tilir alflneen would tum their attention to aclal" their work to the cape
~ or the perforating maehtne, and ibm ~ perfection, dilpatcb, and 
flCIDll01DY of coustna:tion woal4 be the result. A drawing rePftlet'*ed a 
:machine (similar in principle to that already described) adapted to perfom
m, paper an4 thin 1beet metal, such u 1inet an4 window.blinds ate imde 
of, ill which plain perforation, arranged in aqnaree, may be mede by a single 
1f1W of pancbes; and pe'rforatiOt11, urnged qainCU11eially, may abo be inede 
by t aingle row of pnncbee, by giving to tbe plate a lateral altematiag 
:motion· b11t a 4ouble row or pnDCbea, arranged intermediately to Neb other, 
11,prere:.ble. Each of tbe11e arrangenrents admits of a great nriety of fancy 
pattema by the applil!ation of the Jacqaard principle. A large clan of pa. 
tam may be produced by pnncbet of ftriou1 fonn1 and sizes, wi,ich ahall be 
IO pouped together a to JiTe to the work a columnar dfect; and the range 
of thia clas may be exttnfted by giving tht plate a zig.zag or waved motion, 
and still further exten4ed by combining it with the Jacquard. Another cl111 
~ patterns may lie produced by employing two rlimnct teta of punelaes of 
dilrerent 1izt or form, and with 11111:b let a Jacquard, to bring puncbet or the 
oiie or other let into action u required, and tb111 be made to produce repre
mitatiom of figures, landmrpes, &c., at pleasure. A fnrtber ftriety of pal
'lenll might be produced by the Introduction at intern!• of puncbel contain
ilil lei pattern•, auch u aprigs, ftowen, &c., and perforating the groand 
'lriih small panches. 

'The foregoing is but a brief description of the capabilitiea or t be Jacquva 
Perforating 'Macbint, which in good banda would be found to be nearly co
aiemin with those of the Jacquard loom. Another drawing represenUKI a 
lloable-adinf machine for ahtar\ng (at the one airle) and pu11ching (on tht 
other) at tbe wne \ime, plates of iron I iach in tbicknen wit'h holea It In. 
in ~em, and to perform both prt>celltl to the eltent or 18 incbea fn>m 
the IC1ge or the plate. 

The Cauaiu .. '11 uld It was a machint n!presented 11 peculiarly adapted 
for perforating plates aaed in 1bip tiam-boilers, girden, lice. Bat, from 
the ae.cription, lt appeared to him to be a vtry asefal machine for ateam
boilen senerally. Seeing the great accuracy with which the poach la made, 
.B would be mher Interesting to follow out the applicability or the ma. 

~ AI.u. TaoaNTOw uked if the machine punched in any other than a 
ltrligbt dinction ?-Mr. PoTBnG1LL nid it did, and It wonld pooch twelve 
lioln at once. 

:Mr. Bavaa thought It was a very nceilem punching machine, and it 
J?i&ht be applied to a great extent, and to all orrlinary.aized boilen. 

Io auwer to qaettion1 by varioas memben, llr. Foihergill 11id, all the 
pmchea acted upon the plate at the aame time. 

h onla- to give an idea of the nature of the work to be performed by 
tbi. machine. we aobjoin the annexed_ diagram and deacription, taken from 
&lie~ Gllilnlin :-

.. Tbe d.iair&m repreeenY a portion ol a wrougbt-i~n plate, '!"hie~ we ~ill 
amune to be, when entire, 12 feet long by 2 feet wide, and f inch in th11:k.· 
-, .ud retairiag to be perforated, along each sidea and ends, by a row or 
Jicalm uactlv loar incbea uunder from centre to centre, and each an inch 
ia diuie&er; u well u qy certain inttrmediate holes. of the tame aize, the 
Uuatio,a of which will be beat undentood from the d1agram1. 

I: 
I 

1· ,, 

" On looking to the left hand of the diagram representing the entire tnd o( 
the plate, it will .be Me• tbU t~ ii vertically a niw ol a~ven doll, rep~e· 
1eating. aeven perforations or nvet-holet. Tbeae perforations the machine 
llUlka at one moment, by bringing down with immense force 1even puoche1 
of tempered alee!, upon that part of the plate which at the time reat1 
upon the same number of dies, also of tempered 1teel. These perforations 
being made, the puncbea are lifted clear of the plate, which ia then moved 
forward longitudinally, euctly four incbea; and then the atriking peculiarity 
of t'be machine comea into play. 

" It will be aeea on looking carefully at the diagram, that the second row 
wrtically of perforations, coanting from left to right, in1tead O( lleTeD COD• 

iai111 only two, one at 1be up;ier and the other at the lower margin, 
eeh forming a pm of the two aide rowt of rivet-bolt1. Tbese nm boles 
itJel machiae perforates also at one blow ; bat aa there are aeven punches, 
1114 only hre are required, the ~ illtermediate onea are thrown out of aee 
by. evntrinm:e e:uctly 1imilar in prineiple to u .. t of «be Jacquard loom, 
bJ' wbich 11guret are produced in ailks &11d otber fabrica. The third veretcal 
""' of boles, ttill con tinning fTom the left, coneiaia of four, the fourtb 
lpin of two, die fifth of three, and IO on, '&be namber varying 1brougb the 
whole length or ihe plate ; nd, in eaeb eae, tbt machine itself, without tile 
dptest interference of the worklllH, ·mo.-es ~ plate oa to the reqail'lld 
c1btance, Mtecta the 'Proper nmber aacl rigb\ lit nation or the puaebn, mabe 

the reqaiaite 1l1llll1Mr or perf1ration1, and tbroWI liMlf oai oi action when 
the plate ii oomple&ed. TbOle who are aware or ihe force nec11111ry to per· 
fmUe an iron plate of moderate tbicknaa, even wi&h a lillgle punch or small 
size, ~ form aome jadgmeat; or the enormoua power required to iml"o! 
1even pancbea, each an inch in diameter, thronah pla*81 three-qllllten of an 
iacb tbiok ; and it ia a little aillgular to see ihia uonnou power regulated 
.in iu operation by '8e identical 111- employed in producing figures in the 
lllOlt delicate fabrica. The machine ia calcui.tea to make, when neceaury. 
hHIH perforationa by 011e 1troke, and to produce any r1qniaite combination 
or twelve or any amallu number of puncbn, Ii diatancea of three or low 
inchea from each other. Tbe speed with wb.icb the work is performed ~ 
be anderatood from '8e fact, that it regularly completel the perforation of 
one plate of the 1ia above de.cribed,-aamely, 12 feet long and 2 ft. 4 in. 
wide,-i.n four minatel; and if the platel were to ql&ickly aupplied u t9 
prevent any lou of time, wbicb might euily be done, it would complete 
them regularly ai that rate. Al it is, fifty hue been compieted in four 
houn. But the facility and diapetcb renlting from the use of the machine 
are not, perbapa, its grea&elt meriu, ao far at leut u the conatraction of 
tubular bridges and beam• are conoernei.I. In sucb cuea, the atrenath of 
ibe fabric dependa in a great degree upon the whole of the rivela completely 
filling the perforationa, rttaining a regular cylindrical form, continuing per
fectly atraight, and being, ~ou1bout their lengtll, euctly at right a111les 
with the raoes of the plates. As each or the perfora\iona represented in the 
diagram ii intended to corr•pond with a 1imilar perforation, either in 
another plate, or in an angle or T iron, it muat be obvious that deviation• in 
oppoaite directio111 of a sixteenth of an inch in each, would prevent tbe111 
litt.ing each other by an eigbtb or an inch al&ogether; and, whatever might 
be done by enlarging oae or both or the holes, to bring tbem a little ntarer 
each other, the firm- and atrength of the work mmt be impaired by be 
direction or the ri•et being rendered in some defree oblique, in>tead or being 
exactly 1t right anglet with the plate ; wbilat, in the work perfo1 med by the 
machine, the perforationa are 1et out with auch aocuracy that they al wars 
correspoad preciaely, and the rinta retain their proper form and direction." 

Tlw m-.-In the evening the membtn and .frienda, amounting &o 
abolR 100, dined together at the Queen'• &tel-Mr. M'Connell preeiding. 

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
Jn. 2".-Mr. CHARLES FowLaR, V.P., in the Chair. 

The donation• included a number of worlu by \he celebrated arcb~ologiat, 
M. de Caumoat, of Caen, a eorretponding member of the lustitute. Mr. 
Wallen seat a portion of the moaaic pevement found nia11 feet below the prt· 
1ent level, while digging the foundation• for the new wartbousea of Meaen. 
Morley, at the corner of Greaham·atreet and Wood-1treet. Mr. Wallen 
thought a lloman temple formerly stood on the apot. 

Pro!euor DONALDSON read a paper on " Can, ilf Cltulrri'• and BuildiMf11, 
with afnD toOrdl °" 4'1"1'tU.." Thia pa~r we have ginn in full in another 
part of the Jowul. 

Some very high cowplimente were paid to Mr. Donald•on on this valuable 
paper. 

F•/J. 7.-Mr. A111GaLL, V.P., in the Chair. 
Among the dena'..ion• reported were Canina'a work on Etruria, 1ent in the 

11ame of the Queen of Tnacany; Mr. Sbarpe's ".Ucbiteciaral Parallel1 ;" &Dd 
eleven -.olnmea of the " Ban Zeitun1," the arclmcctural journal of Vienna, 
edited hy Mr. Ponter; and part.a of Billing•'" Antiquitiea oi Scotland." 

Mr. Wright 1eni a set of drawing• illu1trative of the ceiling at Carpen&era' 
Hall, London-wall. 

Mr. G. L. TAYLO& rear! a piper in reference to the Ntw Western Gu 
Company, entitled "Som• o!Jttrtfationa on Gtu·worll1, and IM d~taila qf IM 
Mimufacturt qf Ga1; trith IM rinc af 1Aowi11g that it u eapa/Jk of /Jti1tg 
rtfld~d ro Pur' a1 to /J~ introduetd /Jm~r:iaUy tlwrmgAout Hou1n, Mimu
factorit1, and Pw/Jlie Building•," 

Mr. Bo1LN observed that formerly be resided at Edinhurgh ; that be hall 
twice aa many burner• as be now has in London, and paid at a much higher 
rate, being 91. per 1,000 cubic feet. The grosa charge at Edinburgh was 
however only one·half of the London trro11 charge, arising from the superior 
illuminatio[lt qualities of the Edinbursh g11. It la true, the latter is made 
from Cumel coal; but there ie an unforluna1.e temptation to gu oompa· 
niea to deteriorate the quality or gaa, in coaeequtnce of the ch&rge beitlg 
made on the quantity. He further ob1~rved, that though the Erlinbur11b ga• 
ia superior in illuminating p .. wer, it i4 not free from i111puritie&; in pronf of 
11·bicb he aaid all the book 0 bi11diog and leather furniture oI a new club-bou,e 
at Edinburgh had been deatroytd by tile g11, u the book-bi.oding of tlae 
AtbenleUJD club-ho111e, in Londna, baa likewiae been injured. . . 

Jrlr. PAI.Illa dwelt upoa the impor\11oce of 1he purification of gu, aurl 
uid that the new plau showed iu practicahilitJ. . 

The Weatern G11 Coiiipany have their 11·11rk1 in a buildi11g &t Kenaal
greea, 166 feet in diameter. They propoM to !Ye wn11el coal, and aupply 
111 at 61. per tbouaand feet, which tber aay ii u cheap u co1Dmon 11u at u. 
per tbeuaand. 

13 
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
Feb. 1.-JoeauA F11.Ln, Ksq., President, in the Chair. 

The Panrn&i.-r, in taking the Chair for the tint time 1ince bis election, 
addreued the memben at con1iderable length, dwelling chieOy on the inti
mate connection between the civil and mechanical engineen, their depend
ence upon each other, and the importanoe of maintaining that union between 
the two branches of the profenion that had enr been one of the main 
objects of the Institution. He ahowed, that originally engineering w11 con
fined to the constructive or mechanical br1nche1; niaing heavy weighh, 
building mi111, draining mine1, and all the primitive wants of mankind ; 
by degreea, aa civilisation extended, the exigencies of the world became 
greater; luxuries were required, that could only be supplied uy greater ex
ercise of talent and skill; manufactorie1 were multiplied, manual labour 
could no longer suffice, the steam-engine wa1 generally employed, and the 
consequence of tbi1 iucreaae of production "u, that the road1 required to 
be amended, rivers and cianala to be cut, for carr,ing this abundance of mer
ebandi1e and paaaeugen, whilst docks and harbours required extending, for 
the reception of the shipping for the iucreuing export trade. Tbeae wanta 
called into being another clua of men, who, with tireat mechanical skill, 
combined more than ordinary theoretical knowledge and busine11 habits, to 
enable them \o combine and use the powen of all other clanea. Tbeae men 
were termed civil engiueen, in contradistinction to military engineers, wboae 
education and experience fitted them solely for the art of war; and by the1e 
men, Great Britain had been placed first in the list of the civilii:en of man
kind. J\tr. Field, aa the lint president elected from among the mechanical 
engineers, dilated, at length, upon the immense strides made within the last 
century in the production of the mechanic arts and in public workl, under 
the comuined efforts of the two claues alluded to. He then entered more 
minutely upon the subject of steam navigation, to which be had principally 
devoted bia penonal attention, and gave most intereatiug details of the suh
ject, ending by apologi1i11g for occupying so much of the time of the meet
ing by saying, that he mu1t be permitted to feel more than ordinary pride in 
being elected the pre1ideut, when be looked around him, and 11w that the 
association of six young engiueera, who, in 1818, met occuionally to chat 
over mechanical aubjecta, had extended, in the coune of twenty-nine yeara, 
into a society conaiating of npwarda of 600 members, and comprising within 
it almost all the engiueen of eminence in Great Britain.-The addre11 was 
vehemently applauded, and the president wa1 requested to allow it to be 
printed in the minutes of proceedings. 

The discusaiou wu then renewed upon Mr. ltu1eoME's paper," On Ille 
Jlanrifacture of Artificial Slone." 

The Dean of Westminster, Sir Henry De la Beebe, Mr. John Phillipa, 
Dr. Garrod, Mr. Barry, and other vi1iton, took part in the di1cu11ion with 
the principal membe111 of the lu1titutiou. The remarks turned ~hieOy upon 
the chemical and physical properties of the material, and the cost of ita 
production iu the moulded form as compared to that of can-ed atone. In 
its chemical properties it wu ahowu to be at least equal in purity to the 
production of Nature; for, on the statements of the eminent chemiah who 
bar! subjec1ed it to snere tests, it was proved to be totally insoluble in boiling 
water, howtvcr long immersed, aurl also to be capable of resisting the action 
of mineral acids. In this respect it dilf'ered from glass, which alway• yielded 
a portion of ita alkali to the action of water. It was further stated, that it 
bad perfe~otly resisted the action of frost, vaaea filled with water having ueen 
repeatedly froi:en without their sustaining any injury. Satisfactory state
ments were adduced aa to its strength and other physical properties, and 
some very interesting remarks were made on the suhject, comparing the 
substance produced artificially with certain sandstones found in this country, 
which, by the action of compreuion and beat, bad attained a degree of bard
neu equal to quartz. The experiments of Hall and Watt on the production 
of artificial atones were also alluded to u bearing upon the question. Ex
perimenta made on the strength of the artificial atone proved it to be superior 
to those natural atones wiU1 which it bad been teated-viz.: Caen, Bath, 
York, or Portland 'stone. Nnmeroua 1pecimens were exhibited to the meet
ing, showing its universal applicability to conltructive and decorative pur
poses; fractured pieces were shown of every variety of texlure, from the 
porous sandstone to the most compact granite, The price of the material 
wu stated to ue 1ucb 11 to render it availaule for all useful and ornamental 
purpo1e1. 

Fe6. 8.-JoeauA F1ELL, Esq., President, in the Chair. 
The paper read wu " An accoNnt qf the recent /mprormnerit1 in the 

DraillOgt and &11Jage qf Briatol." By Mr. J.un:11 GRE&N. 
From thia account it appears, that for many years paet, great reformation 

had been requisite in the sewage of several parts of the city of Bristol, and 
more eapecially in the localities adjacent to the course of the River Froome, 
whoae channel had become a large cesspool, spreading miuma and diaea1e 
all around. Thia ·river formerly emptied itself into the River Avon, in the 
city; and then all that wu brought down by the 1tream wu carried away 
by the tide; bnt, when to form the floating harbour, the old coune of the 
A'l'on wu dammed acrou by lock-gate1, and a new cut wu made for carrying 
olf' the contents of the sewers emptying themselves into the Froome, a nuis
ance of the moat 1eriou1 character was created, and the bed of the river 
became permanently a1fected. Mr. Mylne, aome years since, conetrncted a 
lateral culvert from the tm/Joucm.~ of the Froome, de6ouchiqg in the new 
cui; this did partial good; but still the general state of the river remained , 

unimproved ; and, in deference to the univenal demand !or 1anitary refOT111, 
the authorities of Bristol employed Mr. Green to deviee and e:i:ecute plam 
for the improvement of the sewage of the part of the city moat demandiag 
it. He laid out comprehensive plane, but the estimate of their coat e:i:ceeded 
the fuuda at the dispoaal of the council ; so be modified them, and the rem.It 
bad proved moat eucceaaful. The proceedinga were to bring the ch&llllel of 
the river into an uniform width, by building aide walla, with gutters in the 
upper slopes, connying the sewage into the stream, ohlitent.ing the ahoal, 
and cleaning up the bed, thus bringing it to an uniform inclination ; remoT
ing the obstructions caused by the pier of the Cutle Mill-street-bridge ; 
lowering the height, and extending the length of the Wear at the cu&le 
moat, with new Oood-gates,&c.; deepening the bed of the upper part of the 
atream, and thus making convenient arrangements for cleaning ont aud lluah
ing the channel, and puaing olf' the product• through Mylr.e'a culvert into 
the new cut, whence it wu conveyed away by the tide. The Dock com
pany'• culvert wu also cleansed and repaired at the aame time, and bronght 
again into operation. Many difficulties attended these proceedings, but they 
were 1kilfully combated, and the result hu been moat complete sncceu ; and 
it is to be hoped, tbai the further amelioration• of which lbe gPneral sewage 
of the city is susceptible, may be equally succesaful under the control of Mr. 
Green, 1rho bas 10 ably conducteJ them upon a modified scale. For, u \he 
actual expenditure wu not more than .£4,537, u stated in the paper, and 
auch beneficial eff'ecta have been obtained, there can be no reuon why &DJ 
proper meunre of sanitary reform abould not be carried into elf'ect. 

In tbe discussion which ensued, aeveral very able men took part, bearing 
testimony to the satisfactory nature of tbe improvements made by Mr. 
Green at Bristol. The conversation then turned upon the employment of 
the contcntl of eewera for agricultural purpoaee. The system proposed by 
the nriou1 companies were detailed and canvused. The landa which had 
been rendered fertile by the application of liquid manure, near Edinburgh, 
and near Mansfield, were quoted u e:i:amples of the efficacy of the ay.tem ; 
but, on U1e other band, it wu shown that these were not fair examples, u 
the localities were peculiar; the cost of the establishing wu much ~er 
than could usually he borne ; and that, in general, if the distribution of the 
contenta of the aewen was to he made by pipea and pumping, the returm 
would never repay the outlay. 

Fe6. 15.-The discusaion upon Mr. Green's paper, wu renewed, and con
tinued throughout the evening, to the e:i:clusion of all other bu1ine11. The 
main objec' of the paper appeared, unfortunately, to be lo1t sight of by the 
apeakera, in their anxiety to bring forward, or to defend, the position.a u
aumed by various companiea, which bad been formed at dilf'erent perioda far 
using the producta of the aewers for agricultural purposes, but which, in the 
former part oftbe diacusaion, bad been somewhat impugned upon commereial 
grounds. The statements made at thia meeting were only repetition& of 
what bu been repeatedly printed in reports, and in evidence before the 
aanitarv commissions; and the whole evening may have been said to ha'9 
been wasted, in spite of the attempts of some of the memben to bring th.e 
discussion to the real question of the best modes of laying out a 1yatem of 
sewage for large towns, the forms of the sewers, based upon the lawa go
verning the conveyance of Ouids-which, it had been stated in aome of the 
" ulue books," were not understood by civil engineen, a statement which 
waa 1hown by some of the speakers to he not consonant with facts; for that, 
if 1he selected, rather than coll~cted, evidence given before the Health of 
Towns Commi11ion were analysed, it would be seen that the exploded 
dogma• of the older writers on hydraulica had been received and adopted, 
rather than the formulm of modern writers, or the actual practice ol ciril 
engineers of eminence, whose experience on such 1uhject1 wu necenarily 
tireat. It wu true, that hitherto, in consequence of the absorbing topic of 
railway•, eminent engineers had not ifevoted themselves to the subject of 
sewage to the extent they might have done; uut, when the time arrived for 
their doing so advantageously, or the exercise of their 1kill wu demanded by 
the government, or by private enterprise, they would be found quite prepued 
to devote themselves to the work. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON. 
Jan. 19.-WILLIAM FOTHERGILL CooKE, Eaq., in the Chair 

The Secretary read a paper by Dr. HARDING, " On aome 011eimt Gttti 
Viuea, e.rcavated 6y him from TomfJa near /fe.r2r1tili, i7I the Irthmu qf. 
Corinth." 

" In the autumn of 1840, having obtained by private inOuence, an order 
from the prime miniater, permitting me to excavate for antiquities, I pro• 
ceeded ( ouservea Dr. Harding) to Corinth, and bearing that the peuanta 
frequently found ancient tombs, containing v11ea, under the village of 
Heumili, I proceeded thither with a party of lauouren. Hexamili lies 
between Corinth and ita ancient port of Cbincre, wilhin three milea of 
the spot where the htbmian games were celebrated. The ground about 
He:i:amili i1, for the most part, rudely cultivated, and grows good crop1 of 
wheat; ancient quarries also abound. The plan adopted in aearching for 
tom be is that of boring the ground with augera, seven feet long, till the i.D.• 
1trnment meeta with aome obatacle to its further progress, when it ia with. 
drawn, and the ground i1 again pierced in other directions, to ucertain the 
size and nature of the obstruction; this is alao teated by the aound of the 
instrument striking against it. When a tomb la diaconred, and tbia la 
generally at a depth of about four feet, the earth ia e:i:c:a'l'lted in the 111ual 
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smmer iD which gravea are dug ill England ; 111d u 1oon u 1ufticient of 
Uie co'ftring of the tomb ii e:i:po1ed, a man aita down with a heavy hammer 
(sach u ie med by maaona), and with tbia a hole i1 made in the lid or 
COftriag to the tomb. A hllld ii then carefully inaerted, and human bonea, 
-. &c., are generally edracted. The greate1t number of vuea I found in 
lllJ' one tomb wu fourleen, and children'• tomba had proportionally small 
Ta& lil\ing ill three d171 collected enough to load one of the small 
hones of the country, I got them to Corinth, whence they were 1ent to 
Athena. and a!\enrardl by 1ea, ttia Malta, to London." 

Kr. Bill.CB, of the British Mu1eum, was in attendance, and atated that he 
was waable to give any acconnt of the chemical constituentl of the vuea, 
or the particular manner of their fabrication; atill he should be glad to 
ol'er a few remarks in reference to the 1pecimen1 eshibited. It is only 
ef late Jean (he obte"ed) that the concluaion had been come to that 
larp muufactories of vun esilted in Greece ; they bad 1l wa11 been 1np
pc-1 to be of Etruacan produce. The llctile art had been 1nppo1ed to be 
cmibri almost esclu1ivel7 to Italy, although numeron1 escavation1 bad 
1ieea made at Athena, and 1 few at Corinth, which had produced ape· 
Omen. similar to tbo1e eshibited, and which he divided into cl111es. The 
:man ancient vues (and which are distinguished from all others by the 
maierial of which they are compo1ed) are of 1 light yellow clay, and hue 
~res and anim1l1 painted on them in a maroon colour. Their date ii 1up
:poted to be about 616 yean before Chrilt. About this period the fictile 
arl ii raported to have been introduced among the Etruscans by the Greeks. 
The eec:ond clua of vaaea are of 1 pale red clay, and the figures, in1te1d of 
being of a maroon colour, are traced in black, in order to ahow the details 
more diltilletly. This 1tyle appears to date from the fifth to the middle of 
the fourth century before Chriat. The third clue i1 one in which tbe 
eolour wu laid on by means of a reed. But perhap• the bighe1t 1tyle, and 
QD8 •hich b peculiar to the vues found at Athen1,i1 that in which the outline, 
Ac., ii traced in white paint, or a sort of carbonate of lime. The vuea 
abilri&ed he thought peculiarly interesting, 11 deciding that the vaaes of 
ltaly may be conaidered to be the manufacture of Greekl aeUled in Italy, 
ud not imported from Greece into that country. 

Dr. HABDUfO 1tated that the tombs at Hesamili 1eem to have been 
aca«cred in irregular patches; but the cemetery appears to have been very 
eueuiYe, meunring aearly half a mile in each direction. No in1cription1 or 
marb whaleYer are vilible on the stones of the tombs, nor ii there any 
other apparent difference esternally than that of aize. The hones in them 
were tolerably perfect, and the 1knll1 nearly entire. He found but one piece 
of metal, apparently part of a large bronze needle or bodkin. Generally, the 
CODten&e of the tombs were in a wonderful state of prese"ation, con1idering 
th.a& they were, in all probability, at leaat 2,000 yean old. 

/fPI.. 26.-Gsoaoz .MooaB, E1q., F.R.S., in the Chair. 
The Secret&?)' read a letter from Mr. DwY1ta, in which he 1tate1, u the 

SoOet)' ii to meet for the purpo1e of investigating the forms of .dncinal 
Pollwy, be begged to present for it• acceptance a aeries of 1ketchea, believ
bg \hat they might prove of some utility in auisting its researchea. He 
A)'I that having observed that ancient art generally originates through the 
iaitatio11 of natural object., he was led to infer as highly probable that the 
beautifal ouUinea of the Grecian vases emanued from similar sources; and 
proceeded to point out the esquisite forms of leaves and fruits, suggesting 
the probable manner in which they had been used to give character and 
beauty of outline to those manufactures. 

Tbe 1eco11d communication was from Mr. W. T. Gatn'ITes, and accom
puied 1 copy of bis work " On the Natural Syaltm qf Archilectul"t." 

The communication alluded to tht work as pointing out the geometrical 
propor1ion1 of the temples of Greece, and calling attention to the applica
bility of geometrical design to domestic architecture, and u also affording a 
ready mean• of obtaining beautiful patttrna for oil cloths, carpet., &c. The 
author then proceeded to point out the improbahilily of the ancient Greek 
vuea being constructed on any other than pure geometrical principle•, as ii 
prcr1ed by analyail; and concluded by alluding to the mi1taken but very 
prevalent notion that to produce a beautiful building, it is necessary to over
load It with meretricious ornament,-instead of feeling that the more 1im
ple is often the more beautiful desigu. 

Mr. VA BLEY made aoUJe remarks in reference to Mr. Dwyer'• comm uni. 
eation, and 1tated that altbongh we have many artists of highly-cultivated 
taate, still they have not the nece11ar7 knowledge to enable them to produce 
good art. In reference to a leaf having given rise to the forms of the Greek 
nsa, be would observe that a leaf in itself is a pendant body, and Rs such 
is very beautiful: but no single leaf would stand upright. We might take 
wme pendant fruit1, such H the apple,-which might be said to hue a 
bue, and 1ome vues might be compared to it; but he did not think that 
they gne rise to the form1 of the Greek vuea, although he must admit that 
Nature wu the first teacher of everything that is beautiful. There are ctr
tain rulea, Mr. Varley said, which Nature 1uggestl, and which we find the 
Greeb med ; and he proceeded to point out the following method which 
migh\ be u1ed for producing agreeable forma, aucb u the bodies of the vaaee 
exhibiied-Yiz., by taking one.quarter of an hyperbola, parabola, or ellipse, 
KCOrding to the outline desired; and by rotating it on its asis at any given 
ugle, it would be made to produce the figure desired. Similar simple 
methods for obtaining the 11eck1 and stands for vues were alao deecribed. 

Tbe S1tcJUTAaY made some remarkl on the form• of vaae1, and stated 
thai if beauty conailled in the imitation of Nature, u auggeated by Mr, 

l>w)'er, a man would have nothing to do but to take the lint leaf of a tree 
u soon u he came to it ~ instead of which, dilcontented with the first fifty 
leave•, he goe. on 1eeking and aeeking, till at Iut be llnda one which pleuea 
him, because it comes up to the ideu in hia own mind, and which he had 
preconceived u the 1tandard of beauty. 

Mr. WYNDHAM HABDn<o considered that the eB'ect of vuea and other 
domestic nten1il1, aa well u the architecture of everyday life, 1hould pro
duce on the eye an effect equally pleuing with mu1ic on the ear; and that, 
a1 in order to olltain harmony in mn1ic it ia nece1sary that the cordl or 
wirea 1bould each vibrate a proportionate number of times, 10 should the 
proportion• of one part of a vaae bear a given relation to thoae of another. 
In relation to architecture, several penona have considered that certain DD· 

merical eimple proportions can be traced u eiisting in tbe various mtmbere 
of ancient Greek temples, and Mr. Donaldlon bad stated that he bu revived 
the mean• of determining the preci1e proportion of various parts of all 
Gothic buildings : and these geometric and harmonic relation• must line 
been known to the Greeka in the formation of their wo1ks. 

Mr. SKtTB stated that he did not consider that geometry wu used by the 
ancient& to the estent which ii genenlly attributed to \hem, but rather that 
their work• were tbe result of a practised eye and hand, gnided by a highly
cultivated taste. 

Ftfl. 9.-BAllON G0Lnsw1n, V.P., In the Chair. 
The Secretary introduced the busineu of the evening by 1ome remarkl on 

"Polyg<1J1ar Dtco,.atioru," as follows. 
The discussion on the construction of ancient Greek vue1, which had 

lately occupied the meeting1 of the Society, bad occuioned 1everal treatises 
to be written and a great amount of attention to be paid to the subject. It 
i1 continually alleged u a fault of the art in our day, that instead of boldly 
creating forms and trusting to our o"n mind•, and carrying out those feel
ing1 according to what we consider the enlightened principles which we have 
struck out for ourselves, we are contented to take for granted that the an
cienta were arti1tl truly unapproachable, and 1uch we can never hope to 
equal, much leas to excel; and, &berefore, the best thing that we can do is 
to abandon altogether originality, and give ounelvea up to the 1tud7 and 
copying of the antique forn11. The Secretary then pointed out the effect of 
a deaign upon the mind and eenaes in the cue of polygonar art, and called 
attention to the effect of 1uch a combination of colonn and forms u 1hall 
produce upon the mind the effect of a design standing out from the wall or 
pavement, but which, if felt by the hand or foot, is perfectly ftat. He ne:rt 
proceeded to point out the form• of the temne and geometric llgnrea which 
bad hitherto been used in combination to produce design, and pointed out 
the beauty and variety of deaign w hioh might be obtained by the combina
tion of a form of teHera, which, although not new, had not up to this time 
been need u the base of a pattern. The llgnre which was pointed out u 
most applicable to moaaic decorations was the triangle of Plato, any num
ber of which might be arranged round a point and made to cover an entire 
anrface, forming bands either horizontally, diagonally, or any variety of dia
mond llgnre1, 11 the Pides of lhe triangle bear a peculiar ratio, namely, 30, 
60, and 90 degree• ; whPreaa, where llgnrea of inharmonious ratios are med, 
the same variety cannot be obtained. 

Having thua pointed out the applicability of geometric llgure1 to the pro• 
duction of beautiful form1, the Secretary gave several estracta from a paper 
on the" Beau Ideal Head," by Mr. D. R. Hay; from Mr. Bl11hfield'1 paper 
on the" Construction of Fictile Vaaea ;" Dr. Wampen's communication on 
the "Geometrical Proportion• of the Human Figure;" and Mr. Digby 
Wyatt's paper on" Ancient Teaaerai ;"also a letter from Mr.J.Jopling, u to 
the improbability of ancient vases having been con1truoted on any other 
than purely geometrical principles. 

Dr. 11.uU>tNo made 1ome remarks u to the uses to which the varioua 
cups and vues escavated by him had been applied, and gave the following 
quotation from an ancient Greek play, 11 illustrating the purpose to wbicta 
the Lecytbe had been applied. The play ii one in which a young man is 
represented as jeering an abandoned old woman, and is aayiug-

.. Bo& yon old wretch, I greatly dttad your lover!' 
"Who?" 
"Why, thol ftret or artlall." 
" \Vbo 11 that?" 
"He who ror d .. d men palnl.l lbe Lttytbe." 

Another quotation u pointing out tbe use of these ve11el1, is as follows :-
.. You len me Uke a corpoe laid out; ouly uncrowned ..id with uo L<cytbtt on me." 

After alluding to the probable purpose• to which the 1everal other specimens 
of vases were applied, Mr. Harding stated that what had been said by Mr. 
Birch at a former meeting (as to the manufacture of vases having been in. 
troduced into Italy by Eucheir and Eugrammus, artiats who had lied from 
Greece), was a myth, and could not be recei'l'ed. Corinth, he obaerved, hu 
been celebrated at all timea, according to Strabo, for its politicians and for 
the promotion of the useful uts, both graphic and plastic, and for every 
species of useful application of them ; also for some beautiful, but not nu
merous, specimens of objecta connected with sepulchral rites, 

ROY AL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
Jan. 24.-Gzoaoa BocaANAN, Eaq., F.R.S.E., President, in the Chair. 
The following communication• were made :-
1. Dtrcriptifm qf a Marine Hydromtltr, adaptHI for aacwtalning the 

compa,.ali"t Sallne11 and Fre•lme11 qf &a alld Ri"tr Watn-•. By G1toaoa 
BvCBANAN, Esq., President. 
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'Fbit ill Ill inairaJDeDi whicli Mr. Buchanan 1tated he bad found UU.UW, 
ulllful in inqllirim connaated with the prevalaDce of lt'a. and river water i11 
dift'Pnmt lltlllrie1t ad th.-efore he thoupi. a ahort natiCll of it might Doi be 
unink:rmtins to the Sooietf. In; the great queetion connected with the 
nlmon fiaheries in regard to the reapecti"re limita af the river 111d the au, 
the preftlenoe of freth or 1alt water had been colllidered. aa Important ele. 
ment; but findiD§ die 111Ual methoda of meuuriq the 1peoillc sruity by 
weighing th• water1 in a delicne balance, no& YUJ applicable where llllme
rous speciDll!lla were required to be tried on the 1pot, it oecwnd to him 
tbat a~bing on the prinoiple of the hydrometer might be uaed, end thil 
wu the inauument which wu exhibited, c:onaiatiug of the bulb of a spirit 
bfdrometer, loaded 10 u jua& lo link the bulb in ult wmr, and having a 
long stem attached, which, in frelb water, beoomea almolt wholly immeraed. 
Same diffiDulty wM found at first in adapting the acale, u it mua& not only 
be thin bot light, otherwilNI it tend• to oMrbalance the ina&rwuent. A 1lip 
of whalebone or ivory aaaweruulliciently well, and •varal inatrumentl were 
1hown of this description, and one entirely of braa. The 111e of the in1t.ru
ment wu clearly exhibited in aeveral experimenh with freeh wa&er, Hd 
wiUi tbe waien of the Forth, BOme from Granton Pier, aome Crom Queeua
fury, and aome from AlloL From Granton Pier the water, even at low 
tide, bas a very little impregnation of freah, u compared with the German 
Ocean, which he bad found, along the eutern shores ol Sootland, seldom 
to exceed the apeclfic gravity of 1026, freah water being 1000. At Grenton 
Pier the average of high and low water wu found 1024j-, or about one part 
fresh in sixteen salt. At Queensfeny it waa found 1023, or about one part 
fre1b in eight salt. At Alloa the waten at low tide are almoat quite frnh ; 
end at high water the 1pecific grnity wu found nearly 1012, OT nearly half 
fresb, half aalt. A conaiderable difference is found between the surface and 
bottom waters. The specific gravitie1 of difl'emit aeu were Ulm stated. 
The Arctic ocean 1-021; the waters under thfl equator 1028; and the 
Medltenanean, wbich it nearly the saltest of any aea. 1029. But the 
heaviest of all waten are thoae of the Dead Sea, which are etTongly im· 
pregnated with sulphurous and bituminoua ingrediente, u well u with salt, 
and have been found about eight times beaner than aea water u compared 
with fresh, having the extraordinary gravity of 1211. By the uae of thi1 
simple in1tr11ment, many intereating ob1ervation1 might be made by vnyagen 
in different seu. 

· :.!. DelCf"iption ad~ q/ a GU.·BlotDing 4/Jparatu, llmag a UIO 

itwnu01t in tlw Blotoing q/ Glau. By Mr. Wu.Li~ Coona. 
Thie invention con1i1t9 in e4t'eeting the blowing 0£ glau by m1111111 of 

double bellows plaoed under the ftoor, acted on by the foo& ol the gf111-
bknrer, and· the air ii carried to the blow·tube by mema of a ftexible tnbe; 
euily attached and detached from tlie nozzle of &Ge ordi.aary iron tube. 
'the advantage1 are lliatecl to be, Uiat larger articles ean be blown, that the 
(tlue is freer from " cockle," and that the lunp of the workman are aaved, 
ad hie mu1cular energies not being IO etterely taxed, be will be able to 
produce a gt'811t deal more manufactured gooda in a gi"ren Woe. The afr 
blown by the bellow1 being of a much. purer quality ihan that from the 
lunp1 producea a better article. That larger aizea and a tbicll.er 111b1&anee 
of blown plate may be obtained by thia new proceu, and the ebee&.tPaa 
manufacturer will be able to compete with the cut plate-slaa monopolist. 
'l'hat " carboys" to contain hrelve and sixteen gallona ba'f8 been eucceaafully 
bhnro by thi1 proceu. Mr. Cooper then recommended that thia proceu 
abould be adopted in Bdinburgh and Leith, where coal ii cheaper then in 
SAilbrdabire by 4•. per ton, end where living and boul8orent are about one
f011m le11 ; the workmen all preferring Leith, from ita healthy aituation, cheep• 
~ and family conveniencea. Locality, be stated, ie now looked at ; 
economv in carria~e is itself a profit to the manufacturer, now tba& Uie 
duties are remoYed, and all the Engliab manufaoturera cirawnearibing their 
Cllllneotion. 

3. Deacription ef an Elnatur, /of' railing Building materiala or othw 
6odier,-and cap116k qf bring tued tU a Fire.&~-conlaining a nete ap
tilicatio11 ef the Pulley. By Mr. RoBZaT DAVIDBOM, Bngineer. 

Mr. Da,·idson etated that thia machine or elevator w11 applicable u a ftre
escape, and well &uited to the raising of email weigbte to greal heighta, such 
a& in mills aud factories ; or in the raising of scaffolding for workmen, 1uch 
as painter>, pl111terera, inasona, &c. It con1i1ta of a number of sliders, 
mo~ing within each othrr by mean1 of a fixed pulley attached to the top of 
&.fixed upright, which ii hollow, containing all the other 11ide111, which are 
hollow alao, except the Jut one, which may be solid, the top of which con· 
taine a platform enclosed by a railing. There ie a chain or rope fastened 
to a hook in the bottom of the top slid&1, pusing over a moveable pulley, 
made fut to the top of the next slide, and pa11ing down the outside of it 
aud inade fasi t.o the top of the next elide following, on the top of which 
i& alao a moveable pulley, over which puses a rope or chain inade fut to a 
hook in the bottom of the elide immediately preceding, the otber end of 
which is made fut to the top of the fixed hollow upright, on the top 
of which is placed a fixed pulley, which guides the chain whereto the 
power i1 applied ; t be one end being made fast to a crane bane!, and the 
other end attached to the bottom of the slide next adjoining, which compela 
a simultaneous moYement of the whole machine. 

Ll\~: 

NEW P.Al.A.CB. OJ' WESTMUlSTB& 
RsTUur (daUd DllCftflJr 20,.1847) qf' t!N 4flt"g11te .bloat ~ 

paid, or agrftd ID lie paill, to ~tori mttl otbr Prnoufor tlW Pim:,,,,_ 
qf Llmll mttl Haun /of' t!N ~cnon qf tlie Palace qf W"~l'lllhuler (or 
Haua q/ Parli11J1VRt). 

1. The r.ollt of the purcbue of the Janda and heredita-
ment •• 

2. The coat of the wbarfins, terrace, and follllllatio111 
fur the building •• 

3. The ~ of the carcue or abell already executed 
( exc)aaiye of alteration• u under) •• 

t. The co1t of the principal alterationa made from 
time to time. Theee alteration• (invol'fing changea in 
the original plan) coaaiat of o1Bcial reaidencea for the 
librarian and clerk of the Houae of Commons, accom. 
modation for the law courta, alterations of the Vic\oria 
tower, ofllca far the clerk of the crown, and worka con-
tingent upon the warming and ventilating arrangements, 
~which were aeverally reported to her Majesty'• Com-
mitaione111 of Wooda, &c., and aanctioned by parliament 
in March 1843. Also, of au increue in the aize and 
height of the Victoria ball, unctioned by her MJi.jeaty'a 
Commialionen of Wooda, &c. 

5. The coat of interior finiabinp 
6. The coat ol the illternal decorationa of the Home 

of Lerd1 and it.a adjwicta, u far u they ban been cam
pleted (including prepara&iona for lighting) •• 

7. The amount of commillion and other chergu paid, 
or to be paid, to the architect on account of worka. and 
1erviae1 alreadJ e:sec.'Uted • 

8. The amount paid to &urveyon, valuen, cler.ka of 
the worka, and all other peraon1 who have been em-
ployed, and not included in the llchit.ct'e or builder'• 
cbqe •• •• •• •• •• 

The amouat of the whole expenditure uf eY&r)' de
ICl'iption, under theae priwlipal beada, for. pur-
chaus made and wodl done at the Palace of 
Weatmiaeter, and its appendages, up to 31.at day 

£ •· L 
82,0H 19 3 

139.,185 

·'53 ,&4.8 12 a 

25,469 0 0-
74,134 6 0 

21.600 0 0 

26,31' 2 lt. 

10,861 5 8 

of December, 1846. £833,268 L1 8 

BsTU1AT11for t/14 S.nut111Hclttl1Ul lie Nlfl'ir«l to JHIJ.for oltlCA otlw LtatQ
and Hwedita•enl• intended U, lie purclltuedfor the COfll}Jfetion q/ tM Paktc. 
afld t!N .dpproacM• thereto; qf tha Sum nguired to firailll tM HOWlft qf 
Lora """ eo-- """ t!Nir .qpendagn; of tlle Stml _.,..,fer • 
JTietorio ~. 11114 aU otflw W-ork. propOHd to fJe e~ to ftttiM tk 
Paloce. 

l. The coat of lends and bereditameuta intended to £ '· ti 
be purcbased11 •• 

2. The coat of the completion of the terrace end foun
dations of the buildings •• 

3. The coat of the carcaae or she II yet to be executed 
4. The coat of the principal alteratiom. None pro-

po1ed •• • • • . •• • • • • 
5. The coat of the interior ftniahing1 
6. The coli of the internal decorations of the ROU1e 

of Lonh and ita adjuncts (including lighting end furni-
ture) • • •• • • • • • • .. 

7. Amount of the comminion to be paid to the archi-
tect:•.. • . 

8. Amount to be paid to eu"eyon, valuen, clerka of 
wort1, and otben, not included in the architect's or 
builder's charge , . 

Brought forwani 

18,7(7 0 0 
3:'16,328 0 °' 

567,761 10 C> 
833,268 13 8 

Total Coit • • • • £1,401,036 3 9 
The total coat of works e:secuted, and estimated coat of the works to be 

executed to ftniah the New Palace of Weetminater, ie thus £1,o&Ol,036 3 8; 
but which ie exclusive of extra finiahings, workt of decoration, fittings ill 
libraries and refreshment rooma, &c.; fixtures, furniture, end upholatery; 

1 Thl1 amount Includes (belldo1 the profeulonal remuneration to the archlcect on 
aeoountor workl exocuted to &be reoeral building) the eommllllon upon worb co &he 
~-. rt- wall, l!tc~ and the 111m paid Cor a deialled •Um8'e, In ICCOrdanre wl&ll, 
the apprond dulgo. 

a It le propooed, under TreuUJT authority, dated Novem~r 28th, 18-12, to obtain pae
aeuloo eYeo1u1Uy or lhe bulldlop OD the 1011th •Ide of Brldge.1treet, We1tmlmter: the 
probable coil of lh- b11lldlup hH not bNn uctttaloed. 

• By TNUury letter, d.ced February 2-0, 1839, the oum of .126,000 wu directed to be 
paid to the nn:llltoct u prol'Holonal remunerallon for 1uper1D-1lor, dlrec&lng, and. 
compleUog the Bou1eo of Parlllllllent 111 conformity wlth the ortdDal dellllD and edl. 
mat.e. (1111 right to 1tate that the principle or thl1 arrangement I.11 never ~" acceded 
to by Mr. Barry). The remuMratlon to the arcllltoct on llCCODnt or ~ not lneluded: 
In hll ortirtuaJ e1Umat•, but 111beeq11&11tlf aulhorlled, bu nol re• Ileen· tbe aabjte& or 
conlideralton. · 



liti.} T.il.E CIVIL .ENGlNED .6.ND J..BCHIT.EC.T'S .KW&NAL. 

wuai.ag, VllltiJ&liur, ud ~tiai. &e., exce~ 10 tar u auch worb are 
.ir-ty eueated In die tinilhed portio111 ot \he haildtag; llao. of the re
.-stia of St. S&ephn'• CfJP& u • ehapet, if i& llundd be IO dl'termined ; 
die ftmaatian of Jmdlag.plua towards the mer, tie pll'l'hlg of die leftl'll 
CRTU, ltc., flf tlle building, the aft~ of th levftl, 111d the l"e-p&Wtf U 
welt a ligtstins of the atreN iu lb loeality, &c. &e. Tiie COit of wtridl 
.- tlepnd oa die ucere lllllt esteM al the wertia ..and. la.,._ ••-t theft i9 a - of C24,ot9 6'. fllr ~ apea tlla Jl'lll'· 
clma fll .._. aacl ~edl. u...- ef tbe ..-U nil a.d _..__ 
~&be-Dis_. veMillltiDg aa11 g _...., md tM cuutiapu• ~ 
,_, - t.ciio• el tbs buildi.af ~oac;. $lie .. ~al rllicleacea 
md .._ moaliaR orderM ~time&. time ._ k illeolplR&ed in 
iH ~ lM -.... dep&h el the foudMiau of UM eMire hWldiq, 
iM aaia •- for tbe draimp ol &be buililag aatl i&I lecalitJ, the variow 
Dlltdi*catiou of pl&n lllfleHed and r__.ded bJ eommi&teel ol parli.
ment aad o&Mr aat.bori&itl, and Cw miaaellaneoua worka ; all ol whic:ll formed 
m part of the origiul cleaip md uUmate. • 

1hsc:ni.Anovs EX1'Pll1Tt1BB cOM«tld tritA tM ltril4irtg "1 tll• NttJ 
PriJ.tt "' W'nn.iuttr, 110t bWAg jtrr hrcl&on •llM or Jr'ort ilollf n tM 
Jr~ R-•f Pllrl~. or iftclfllkd ill t!N Ardilrd'a Jf.litMtr for I~ 
-· hi ~ ,,., "' {;rtlflt• "°'"'., ,,....,.,,_,fer '""' ~ 

l'rHblmiory M-. ~ •· ti. 
PremilllD a11d espen111 eoanected witlt eompetitioa 

agm : die ~ of a toar ot illlpeeilon, and el a
perimeMI m9de with refe,_ to t11e telectlon of &lie 
pll1i9alm' ~pan el ateue to be uted ra tlle hailcl
imr; allo pa11ae11t to engilleen f• 111rftYt of tJae bed al 
... liftl' (,982 s 11) 

at. StPp/ln'• c~. 
TM npmttt of making drawings in detail of tile 

ct.pel pl'Hioua te u being tallea down, nd eagnmag 

- - Car pabliadon. .. 
Gotaws..-wt Wood CtJrnig JF"orkt, 7'lla11U1 Bant. 

These premilel were taken to faclllute the progrea of 
die inta'ier hilbiap of the mw buildinp, by the erec
tion tberrin of eanillg machinea, and tbe employment ot 
mTBn nd otl'ler workmen 111 the immediate pay of tbe 
n.,.rtmeat of Woode, and nn•r the npemaion al Ml· 
paiRndata appointed for Um aenia, and diree&io11 of 
dieactUtecS. 

ne espea• ot ereetiDg additional bulldiap to U!'ord 
Ilia 1 HJ -·"'llatioa for csrying oa tho worb, 
-WIJ of -ter, precauQoDllJ lllUIW'el &pWt Ste, 
as (Ml ibe crown), rata, lighting, &c. • 

the expeue 8'iliq &om damage done or re-ineane
ment made to adjoiaias property daring the progre11 of 
11io-u 

Pafman.U oa accoua& of flelcoa •• 
~ v~ -tr. (Dr. Reid'• 1,.tem). 

The espeue ot work1, ,.,,.,._, aalariea, aad allow-
- ill uperimeaial.11 Gal?)'illg ~Dr. Heid'• 1y1tem of 
~ vea&ila&ilag, and lighting at the preaent tem-
porary u- of ParliameDi, with a view to ita adoption 
ill \he new huildillg 

1'be espeaee of inquiry and reference u to the appli
cabilit}' of Dr. Reid'• ayatem of warming and ventilating 
&o the new Homes of Parliamen& 

Hi.nor expeuea 

l,71i 12 0 

11,191 3 I 

1,522 I ( 
us 19 9 

8,328 7 3 

9(6 13 6 
97 12 II 

£30,239 17 8 

ltl'&rDIE!fT of llN 4lllOMI "1 eacll. OaiGnrAL Co111T&1oOT, Mil qf '""1 
~ or ~ t'-'.froM, allll llw "'-"' pMd, or to H ,,.U. fw 
_,,, CO'lltNlol """ 4llwaliolt, alld lllllkr to.Wt A.111/aority IWA -"trraliolv or 
Drriatiaru l'ullH kn -rrally maiM. 

CoMTMcr, No. l (in Grou)~ 
For the river wall, aud a part of the foundationt of 

Uie mer floni o( the building • • • • • • 
Addmonal work• la the river wall, reported to her 

lbjeatJ'1 Commiaioaera of Woods, &o., and saacUoucl 
by parliameat •• 

JS •• d. 

74,373 0 0 

i,104 13 9 

£1'6,f77 13 9 

• A cncllt la aid to .. n11 defl'aylnr tile abon toMll •tlmawd coet will arlee from tb• 
_. ol old m-.iab, mlmalfd IO prodlK'e 14,000 I., and al80 lkom the ale of the -
dllla fll the eoll'udam, when h bu ._yecl Ila p.....,t plllJIOM. 

•A cndlt will arlee under tbla bead Crom lb1 aale or the publlc:ailoa. 
• .U ~ prem!MI wlD, after Ibey ha.-e ceuecl to be lllecl u at prnmt, be available 

flW other public purpoeu, and th1 oddltlonal bnlldlnp will permanen\ly mllence the 
..a. of the ennra property upon which they hne been erected, tbl1 apeDH la nol 
~ly 10 be conllderld u a cbarp on"""°""' or tbe New Hou- or Parllammt. 

(CoNTILACT No. 2 (at Pricea). 
Par tho mmainder of the fouadationa of the riYer front • 

maia sewera, &c., dtimated IR' 
Sabtequeat eetimates and accountt reported to her 

Majesty'• Comminionen, &c., aud aaactioaeci bJ putia-
meat •• · · 

CoNTJLACT No. 3 (in Gron). 
For the carcue of the river front, and a portion oft.he 

north and 1out'h fronts •• 
Change ol 1tone, 8,500/.; tre.proodag, 1,2001. ; 

warmin' and ventilating worke; 10,150/.; reported to her 
Majesty s Commiuioaera of Woods, and uactioaed b1 
parliament : Total 

Additional Clll& of ..._,.. .. lloeA, root., &e., alMl for 
warming and venti1a.tlng arrangements executed 11Dder 
the general 111thorit1 of her Majeaty'• Commiuioaers of 
Woods, .tc. to t.he architect to comply wiili Dr. Reid'• 
requirements · 

Cost of 1toae caniag upon the arrangement autboriaed 
by her Majesty'• Comniaioaera of Woocll, Ma1I3,180 

Mi1cellaneoua worka ordered by the archi~. under 
the general aut.herity given to him to carry o.U bia p1alll 

CoNTRACT No. ( (at Prices). 
The louadaW>ae oi the central mauea of the building 

from north to south, including the Houaea of Lordi and 
Commoa1, and their l'ft&pective lohbiea, corridora, and 
contiguous ofticea and apartments; and the foundation& of 
the Victoria and other towera, eatimated amoaat 

Subaequeat e1timate1 ... amouats ~Rei to her 
Maiat1'1 Commiuioaen of Weodl, &c., aad aanc:tioned 
b1 parliament •• 

CnftMT, Ne. 5 (at Prica). · 
Por the - of the npl?ltn~re abo'9 ~ llaa

umaa celllpilell ia CoiMlut, No. f, ettilHtetl 1$ 
l. cu.ge of ltolle, t,f&el.; tre-proelllf, &"°°'-; 

wanni111 a.a -tiWiag -.-ata. H,6161.; se
pwad w hll' MajtliJ'• Collllllilaiooera ol Woodl,..tc., 
uad nnctioned by parliamea& : T°*81 • • • • 

2. Por slatiq to 11.U and rool'I\ uphaltiag walla, 
leagtileaing eewen, &o. ; reported to the Oftlce af Woods 

3. Por lloor plate. and other atructural arraagemeatl 
relluired for veatilatioa, eucuted under the general au
thority given to the architect to comply witb Dr. Reid"• 
requirements; aot yet brought to account and reported 

(. Por iron roofl and additional colt of glrden and 
arcbea llll!llden!d aeceanry by the warming and venti
lating arraugemerrta, and reported to her Majetty's Com
ml11loaen ot Woock, &c ••• 

5. For coat of none caning, under the arrangement 
1111eiiaaed by 1Mr Majelty'• Commillioaen of Woodl, 

6. For mi1eellaueou1 and colRlapm work& ordered bJ 
the arehi&eet uader Che general audlorlty gtven to bim 
to carry oat bia plaaa 

7. For tho ol&cial resideDGea for the librarian and for 
Uae elerk oi the HoDH of Commoaa, accommodaW>D for 
law eoune. alMl!Mio111 of Vio*orta tower, enlargement of 
Victoria ball, iucreued height of Victoria hall, ofticea of 
the clerk of the crown, and worn coatin1J811t upon the 
warming and ventilating arraagementt, reponed to her 
Majesty'• Commi11iouer1 of Woods, and aanctioaed bJ 
parliament 

to1CTJ1.ACT, No. 6 (at Prleea). 
The foundat11>D1 a11d earcue of the mpentructure of 

!t. Stephen'• ball and lobby, aud the puhlic approach 
from Weatmln1M!r hall and St. Margaret's-ctreet; elti
mated and n!pol1ed to her Majeety'• Commilllonen of 
W ood1, &o., at • .. • • ... • w •• 

For change af atone, ( 00401. ; and warmtag Mid velltl• 
l.atiDf arr&a!femeata, 3,23'1. ; reponed to her Majelty'• 
Commiarionert of Woode, and llJUltioned bJ paitiameni 

For iron roof& and other warming and ventilatin1 ar
raqomeatt, exooutod under the paerll authority given 
by her }lajeaty's CommiaaiOllen of Wood1 to the arohi-

1 tect to comply with Dr. Reid'• raqllile1DeDt1 , • •• 

93 

£ '· d. 

7,((2 1 9 

(,720 l& f 

£12,162 18 I 

£ '· 4. 

157,615 0 0 

25,850 0 0 

15,275 0 0 

23,829 1( 0 

6,000 0 0 

£228,569 lf 0 

£ '· d. 

17,822 I 6 

25,312 Ill 8 

Ad,13' 17 8 

£ .. fl. 

219,96? • ~ 
32,476 0 e 
4,299 u 8 

12,180 6 0 

26,&00 • 0 

21,13'" t 

U,000 0 G 

25,.(6!) 0 0 

£351,0Sl 12 5 

£ •• If. 

51,&31 0 0 

7,27f 0 0 

"000 0 0 
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£ 
Brought forward •• G9,905 

Estimated coat of tbe atone cu"ring under the arrange. 
ment 1anctioned by ber Majesty'• Commi11ioners of 

3,520 Wooch, &c., May 13, 1841 

£73,425 

CoNTBACT, No. 7 (at Prices). 
For interior finiabing1 : Amount .. £21,407 

CoNTll.AcT, No. 8 (at Price&). 
For interior llniabing1: E1timated amount •• £165,375 

A CoPY oF THE Oa101NAL 
River Front and Return• 

EsTWATE {1837). 

King'• Tower 
Clock Tower •. 
Old Palace Yard Front •• 
New Palace Yard Front 
Public Entrance Approaches 
House of Lords 
Oflicea, Approaches, &c., to ditto 
Honae of Commons 
Offices, Approacbea, &c., to ditto 
Law Courts •• 

ON CAEN STONE. 

211,0H 19 O 
79,1144 15 0 
18,013 19 0 
50,491 1 0 
36,112 12 0 
82,617 4 0 
31,140 15 0 
62,906 6 0 
35,306 9 0 
48,614 15 0 
51,408 5 0 

£707,104 0 0 

.. '· 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

6 0 

0 0 

F1'<>m a paper read at the Royal IMtitution of Briti1h Architect•, 
onJanuary'iMth. By T. L. DoNALDSON, Esq. 

Being about to employ a large quantity of Caen stone in a work 
which is on the pomt of commencing, I was anxious to make 
myself fully acquainted with its properties and varieties, and the 
quantity of well-seasoned blocks that might be available in the 
market. I therefore determined to go to Caen itself, and visit the 
quarries. A few hours carries one over to Havre from Southamp
ton..? and a steam-boat conveys passen~ers from Havre to Caen 
in tour hours. The last hour is occupied in mounting the river 
Orne, which, in its course from the sea to some distance above 
Caen, has a flat £ountry on the left bank of the river, but, on the 
right, generally a lofty .bank, at times immediately overhanging 
the stream, at others receding from it, but again joining it. Not 
far from the mouth of the Orne, at a place called Ranville, 
quarries are worked in the face of this bank. It is a harder 
and coarser variety of the same stone as that near Caen, and 
of more open texture, with a more crystalline character, hence 
more adapted for hydraulic works than for buildings. I am in
formed by our friepd, Mr. H. C. Smith, that these coarse varieties, 
which doubtless are very durable, resemble in several particulars 
the stone from Weldon, in Northamptonshire, of which the oldest 
buildings at Cambridge are constructed. 

The material generally known to us under the appellation of 
Caen stone is of the oolitic formation, pre!!enting a close analogy 
in its general, and even in some of its minor divisions, with the 
rocks of 11 similar kind in the south of England. The quarries 
whence it is derived are situated at Allemagne, a parish and village 
on the right bank of the river, at the distance of about a mile and 
a half, or two miles, above the city. The quarries heretofore 
worked occupy a superficial area of about four square miles. 
.Some are worked by means of shafts, which afford access to the 
quarries under ground, branching off' on all sides in long galleries, 
or multiplied by chambers, which are about 18 feet wide, and the 
ceiling-bed upheld by massive rude piers, which are left 9 feet 
square and 18 feet apart, the height being about 15 or 20 feet. 
These quarries, which are immediately on the bank of the river
here abruptly rising from the water-have an access from the side 
of the bank, and are approached by inclined roads, leading from 
the sum~it of the bank above and from the water's edge below. 
The openmgs to these dark and gloomy caverns have a very pic
turesque efrect, and a continued series of them present themselves 
o!le after the other. The galleries penetrate to a considerable 
-distance. The extraction of the stone is done by contract or task 
work1 at ~o much per cube, the quarrymen removing the blocks 
and dressmg them, and another set of men contracting for their 
carriage from the quarry to the quay at Caen. 

Immediately under the soil there are some thin courses of hard 

coarse stone and rubble, but the immediate ceiling-bed is called 
the bane cloutier, and is about 2 ft. 6 in. thick. It is of a hardish 
quality, but is not applicable for building purposes, as it contain'I 
a great quantity of pebbles, which offer great difficulties in the 
sawing and working. There are about six beds of ~d building 
stone, the five uppermost ones calculated for outside work, the 
lowermost adapted only for inside work, as it has soft portions, 
which do not well resist the atmosphere.* Much of this is used in 
the interior of the new Parliament buildings. The aggregate height 
of these six beds is from 22 to 25 feet. It is to be observed that 
all these beds are not to be found in every quarry, one or other of 
them disappearing and re-appearing in the same manner as in 
England. The names which r am about to give do not obtain in 
all parts of the district; and some of them ha,·e various designa
tions given to them by the quarrymen. The uppermost bed is 
called the ba11c pourri, about 3 feet thick, which is a very good 
quality of stone; but occasionally it has in some portions the hard 
pebbles, previously alluded to, as prevailing to so great a degTee 
m the bane cloutier, and therefore it is not so much esteemed for 
finer building purposes as the lower beds. The gr08 bane is the 
next bed, and has an average depth of 5 feet, but as it is inconve
nient to work to that large size, it is generally split into two in 
heights of 3 feet and 2 feet ; and the smaller one is called the 
banqueret of the grot1 bane. Lapierre fra11che bed comes next, about 
3 feet deep, which is of a harder quality, and well adapted for 
cornices, sills, copings, and the like exposed positions in a building. 
Next to this is the bane de quatre pi«/8, a very fine bed, which has 
the same appellation, and depth of 4o feet, in all the quarriei;, as 
also the next bed, called la pierre de trente poucu, being 30 inches 
deep, a good hard bed of stone, and forming the lowest of those 
fit for outside purposes and exposure to the weather. The sixth 
and lowermost bed of the building-,stone is tenned the franc btmc 
and has a total depth of from .f. feet 6 inches to 5 feet, but this 
being, like that of the gr08 bane, an inconvenient depth, it is di
vided into a lower thickness of 3 feet, and an upper balUlueret of 
20 or 24. inches deep. The whole of the stone of these beds is soft 
and tender in the quarries, and the blocks are extracted with great 
ease. They are produced of rell:ular size and squareness. Wne.11 
taken to the outside, and exposeil to the atmosphere, they graduallv 
part with much of their humidity, and harden; and, if exposed 
on the quays during the winter, they are covered over to protect 
them from the fro.it. They saw freely with a common peg-toothed 
saw, without either sand or water, and are easily worked for 
building purposes; and, being of a compact fine grain, they pro
duce very sharp arrises, and receive a very smooth surface on the 
face. 

During the winter little work is done in the quarries in regard 
to extracting blocks of stone; but the men occupy themselves in 
sawing and squaring slabs about 12 or 15 inches squ1tre, and from 
an inch to an inch and a half, or more, thick, which are used for 
paying halls, galleries, and even some rooms inside their buildings. 
But the most extraordinary use to which I haYe seen these square 
slabs applied, was in the church of the Trinity of the Abbaye aux 
Dames. Two of the openings between the piers have been ·closed 
up, for the purpose of some repairs going on. I passed through a 
door in the partition or inclosure, both of which appeared to me 
of the same thickness. l\Iy surprise was great, and I examined 
the edge of the opening, and found it of stone, and discovered, 
upon closer inspection, that the opening, about IO feet wide by 
20 feet high, was inclosed by these square thin slabs, about an inch 
and a half thick, placed on edge, put together with plaister, suffi
ciently stable to allow a door to work in its aperture. I subse
quently was told, upon inquiry, that the inside partition in rooms, 
10 feet high, are formed of the same material, and secured by oc
casional upright studs, 10 feet apart. These partitions are admi
rable, for they are very light, occupy little space, 1md forn1 an ex
cellent ground to receive the plastering on the surface. 

The general character given of the Caen stone is, that all the 
beds are of the same quality, and all equally adapted for building 
purposes; but evidently. from the information which I rollected 
on the SJ.lot, and subsequently in London, from Messrs. Luard, there 
are modifications in each bed, as may be reasonably supposed, and 
as experience teaches us in the quarries of other oolitic stones in 
Bath and Portland. Various veips traverse the beds in all direc
tions, and have a white appearance; this white substance is equally 
hard with the stone itself, and if a stone be laid with its bed 
parallel with the direction of these veins, it is of little consequence, 
but they, of course, indicate a certain unsoundness or division in 

* Thia la alto lhe cue with all the oolitic quarrlea ID England. The uppermo1t beda 
are bardeat to work, but moat durable; the lower beda are aoR, and will not al.alld the 
wealher IO well u lbe upper 0011. 
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that part ; and if the stone be laid with this vein in a vertical di
rection, the block will run the chance of being fractured by a 
we~t, or, if near the surface, it probably may admit the wet. 
The11e Yeins are not like those in the Bath stones, which are hard, 
co!Wsting of crystallized carbonate of lime, and running always 
in a vertical or inclined direction, and not liable to separation. 
In general it is considered that the blocks of Caen stone may be 
placed in construction in_ any direction, except when the white 
"einll are perceptible. It is said that the most experienced eye 
ran hardly detect the dift'erent qualities of the stone in the block, 
when once they ha,·e been remm·ed from the quarry, as the action 
of the quarryman's tool on the surface hardly offers any indication; 
and there is no appreciable difference in the appearance of the 
panular formation. 

There are in the vicinity of Caen, even to a considerable dis· 
tance, many beautiful varieties of this formation. At Falaise, 
about 20 miles off higher up the Orne, is a fine compact stone, 
much harder than the Allemagne. Its texture is beautifully equal, 
and fine grained. Its price is one-third more than that of (;aen 
stone, and, of course the labour upon it is considerably increased. 
lt is well adapted for exposed situations, and is used, I believe, in 
the quays and dock basin now constructing at (;aen. 

I was, of course, anxious to RScertain whether the magnificent 
and ancient buildings in the citv could be relied upon as proofs of 
the quality of the stone in the Allemagne quarries, of which there 
is a traditional report handed down from one generation to another, 
that they are constructed. And, certainly, the lofty pinnacles 
and spires, and the solid high square towers, which rise up in 
clou~ defying the fury of the t>lements, for many years exposed 
to ~orms, hail, rain, snow, and frost, acted upon by all the alterna
tiOlll! of heat and cold, wet and dry, present a sharpness of arris 
and m1oothne11S of surface, a1< seen from below, that prove a con
l'iderable degree of hardness in the stone of which they are con
structed. Less reliance can be placed upon the indications on the 
parts within reach, for exposed as they have been to the Vandal 
wantonness of the revolutionary phrenzy of destruction, and the 
Cakanistic zeal of mi11guided religious feelings, there are many of 
the lower parts broken away and considerably worn. But the 
attenuated and refined details of some "re11ailf.yance" finials, pin
nacle,.,, and fh·ing buttresses, in the lady-chapels and apsidal altar
ends of the churches of S. Pierre and S. Sauveur, and S. Sauveur
le-~larche of the beginning of ihe sixteenth century, more 
minutely enriched and elaborately carved and subdh·ided than even 
the most refined details of the flamboyant parts near them, are 
a~ fresh and sharp as if executed within the last fifty years. Time 
and weather ha,·e not had, on the monuments of (;aen, the ;;ame 
corroding hideous influence as on the edifices of Chester, Coventry, 
or Oxford. The graceful spire of S. Pierre, the ~ummit of which 
i~. 250 feet ab<ffe the market-place, and itself more than 100 feet 
high, does not appear to be thicker than 9 inches in the lower part, 
and is reduced, 1t is said, to 4 inches thick at top. The immense 
we~ht and exposed situation do not seem to ha,·e affected it in 
the least degree; and it may be quoted, if not for size, at all 
e\-ents for its grace, daring construction, and state of presen·ation, 
.Uter SW years' trial, with its sister spire of our own Salisbury, 
erected at the same period. 

At the same time, I am not prepared to assert whether the stone 
employed was all taken from the Allemagne, or from some other su
perior quarrie.i; hut the appearance of the stone justifies the tra
dition of its origin, and I know not how to question it. 

CONWAY TUBULAR BRIDGE. 
Experime11ts on the C<nnpleted Structure. 

\Ve are glad to be able to quote from a contemporary an ac
rount of the experiments on the tubular bridge just completed, 
as given by Mr. Fairbairn himself, in a letter to a friend :-

.. We have aolved an important problem in practical 1cience; and, deapite 
lbe prognostication of aome eminent mathematicians, the whole of my el· 
perimenu at Millwall have been more than realiaed. On Wednesday 1111, 
tbe \11be was suspended upon temporary piers, 400 feet 1p11n; and with in 
own weight (l,300 tons), tbe deflection did not exceed, but was under, 
8 inchtt. With 300 tons of loaded truckl, tbe deflection was increased to 
11 incbea-being, aa near aa po1&ible, in the ratio of l inch to 100 tons of 
load. The comp11ted breaking weight of tbe tube i1 2,200 tons equally dis· 
trib11ted, ncln1ive of its own weight; and, having its perfect retention of 
form and great rigidity, I am of opinion that it would sustain 3,000 tons 
before fracture took place." 

It appean from this account, that the deflection under a load of 
300 tons, is lees than one foot--an amount which l\lr. :Fairbairn 

considers. so ~mall ~ to demonstrate the S!!ccessful issue of the 
und~rtakmg m which Mr .. Steph~nson, with the able co-operation 
of h~mself and l\Ir. Hodgkmson, is engaged. Certainly, when we 
~ons1der the length of the structure, the multiplicity and complex
ity of the component parts, and the number of joints and rivets
the accuracy of adjustment, and the extreme nicety of workman
ship whic~ effect the resu~t stated, must appear wonderful ; and 
the supermtendents of this great work, who have concerned them
selves in its minutest details, and therefore have the fullest sense 
of its difficulties, must naturally estimate this amount of success 
more highly than comparatively uninterested persons can do. 
But i~on, even of the best quality, is not perfectly ela~tic; bolts 
and rivets, though ever so carefully formed, are not mathematically 
true; and, therefore, it may reasonably be asked, if the structure 
sink one foot now, how much will it sink when the bolts have been 
worn, the bolt-holes enlarged, and the plates strained by the wear 
and tear of six months' railway traffic? 

It is to be remembered, also, that the dynamical effect on the 
structure of a load in motion, is much more than the statical effect 
of a load at rest. In the case of a jointed structure, of whiclt 
the elasticity is imperfect, the dynamical strain and deflection 
would be certainly double the corresponding statical eftect. · 

These remarks are not intended as forebodings as to the ulti
mate success of this magnificent undertaking. All that we wish to 
do is to point out how much of the problem is solved, and how 
much remains in doubt. .C.:o.nsidering ~he question abstractedly, 
we caunot deny the poss1b1hty of makmg the structure strong 
enough to bear its load. Theoretically, a tubular bridge may of 
course be made strong enough to bear any assignable load what
ever-ton after ton of metal might be added till the requisite 
strength would be obtained. For as each ton of metal would be 
disposed so as to bear something more than its own weight, we 
should, by continuing the process of increasing the thickness of 
the plates, arrive ultimately at a point where the strength was suf
ficiently in excess to sustain any load assigned. 

But the question is, not whether the bridge may be made strong 
enough, but whether it be made so at the least expense of materiaL 
It is ~o this foint our doubts refer. Mr. Fairbairn says, that his 
exper1menta results contradict the conclusions of some eminent 
mathematicians ; and, except for the laudatorr epithet, we should 
be disposed to think that he refers to investigations which have 
from time to time, appeared in this Journal, in which alone, wJ 
believe, the mathematical principles of the tubular bridge have 
been discussed on an extensive plan. But leaving the personal 
question, it is enough to explain that we call in question not the 
effect, but the means; not the sufficiency of the structure, but its 
economy. It has been already shown (Vol. IX. for 1846, p. 300), 
that 1traight tension rods, proceeding in right lines from high 
suspension towers to several joints alonr the tube, would act with 
the greatest possible efficiency. It is not even now too late to 
apply the suspension rods to the bri~e: only let it be by recti
lineal rigid diagonal bars-not by flexible or catenary chains. 
Comparing equal quantities of metal disposed-first, in increasing 
t~e thickness of the tube-secondly, in diagonal /Jara, acting 
either as struts beneath the tube, or as tension rods above i~-it 
has been mathematically demonstrated that the efficiency ot the 
metal may he trebled hy the second method. Were it not dan
gerous to prophesy on a subject so novel and so difficult, we should 
be inclined to predict that this second method, in one or other 
of its forms, of diagonal tension rods or diagonal struts, will be 
found necessary after the structure has been some time in use. 

XOTES OF THE l\IONTH. 
TM Tahernaclj!.-Among the interesting exhibitions now open ia that of 

the Tabernacle of Israel, at 58, Pall.Mall. The Rev. R. W. Hartshorn, a 
clergyman of the University of Dublin, feeling an interest 11 to the form 
and ''ructure of the Tabernacle, bas had a model made, with all the details 
elaborately execu,ed, u gold and silver candlesticks, bra11 sacrificial instru
ments, and embroidered curtain1. The modeh are two in number, and are 
execu,ed in strict conformity with the texts in the bible, which describe the 
arrangement of the original Tabernacle of the J ewa. The first of tbeM 
models represents the Jews encamped in the plain of Moab, with the tribe of 
Levites and the Tabernacle in the centre. The tents of Bpbr11m are shown 
in the distance, and afar off the Dead Sea and the mountain range. Thia ii 
a most interening tableau. The other model is devoted to the illustration 
of tbe court of the Tabernacle in greater detail. Here are 1bown the aixtJ 
pillars, the altar of burnt offering, the embroidered curtains, and all the ac
ceasaries of the place of worship. The water. ve11eb are copied from au• 
thoriliea in tbe Ilritisb Mu1e11m; the pillars are gilt, the candlestickl and 
vessels are of gold and 1ilver, and the model of a high priest 1tand1 at the 
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aI1ar, superintending a l&Cdfice. , Thia exhibitioll ii ID extraordinary eum
Jlle of the practical illnnration of a ten, and la likely to adte m"Y gnat 
Ulterelt, from the uture of die subject and tbe 111D4e ln which tt ia carried 
out. 
• SNage Pip~1.-Gluea-ware plpn for sewers have become a large article 
of manufacture tince the late 11nit11Y qitatfon. 

Wtll" Work8.-ln the new aanii&Ty bill, pnm.ion 11 made to mmble tbe 
!2W commiasionf!l'I to s!t up water a11d gas works. 

.DNIA.-Mr. Charles Dyer, a member ef the lnltitate ltf !trtUsh Aldri
teetl, bu died of paral71ia. Hil works mi eliiriJ n Briltol; nd iaelute 
tbe Victoria Room1, with a large OarinthiH portiiee; the Bilhop't C91.lep, ill 
the Go'11ic style; Cbriat Church, Cliftou; BedmiMter, N- Oiurcll; nd •lie 
'PIJlllle Orpna Aaylma. 

II-. n.m.-The B8yll Polyteehnic hil&itatien lia ben nearly dnhle• 
iD ma t,,. t.be erec:Qoa of a _,, large tlaeam, cmpable ol holdi11g a "'"' 
aamNr of peno.... 

.Dfcorali11t1.-Regular COUl'lel of Ject- UC DOW being gWflll at Uie 
lohool of Deign, Somenel HOGie. 

.NWJ G11U.,.-Jn COlllflllllllBCe ol the gift ei the Vernon collection, '1ae 
pHmment bave obt.ained a committee of the Boun of Commons to inquire 
m&o ihe accommodatioll at the National Gallery, and wba& provision ought 
to be made for the national collection&. Thie will retult ia a new building. 

lltlildwB' Fort111t11.-Tbe lnstitntion of Buildel'I' Foremen bu reached ita 
Wrd year. Ita Jim lnveetment of £100, 31 per centa. has been maae. 

Willtlotor.-An agitation is being carried on to get rid of the window tax, 
ud u It ii supported on unitary gronnda it ii likely to be aucceuful, though 
the government h&Ye ref111ed to do anything this year. 

DeatA.-Tbe newapapel'I announce the death of Lient. Col. Henry Brand
retb, R.E., oue of the paia Railway Commmionen. He wa a ""1 di.
thagubbed member of the Corp1 to which he belonged. 1'lil death wn 
ndden. 
~.-The railway dlYidnds decl&Nd at toe half-1'911'~ meetiags 

hllVe been more 1a1ilf~ 'than iraa eapeond ; while a oomplete dnial 
bu been given to the chap &hat dividends ha ... been paid out ol capital. 

BrN4 0..,..-Tbe coune al lhiption .b• been latterly in fa'llOUJ' el the 
broad gauge, and it is espeded the Qru& We1teni will be left mll&erl of the 
.Birmillglaam and Osford line. 
~Ao-Mr. Wiabaw i1, it ja a&a'81i, engaged oa u ~ '9le

graph, of which SJ&tem, u is well known, be wu tht1 invellior. l:le orpniaecl 
tile eatabliah111eni of the Electric Telegraph Company. 

Co/011iu.-Colonial railwa71 are quite at a ataad.atill : the Demerara worka 
are 1topped, the .uw Jamaica lines given ovet, and the Trinidad aad Bar1*ioea 
Complllies defW1ct. 

St&niey.-The ordunce 1umyora have begun the survey of London, for 
fear they should be stopped. Mr. Wyld g&Ye some opposition in the Houee 
of Commona, but the surveyors hue been so aupine, tba~ tbe gu•ernment 
have been able to e&l'I')' out ibeir own system. 

Blac.tbunl..--On tbe l&h ult., a new market.bouae was opened at Blaekbnrn. 
It ii bJ Mr. Terence Flanagan, C.E., and ia 181 ft. 6 in. long. and 109 ft. 6 in. 
wide. The roofi1 in three apane. The tower ii 18 feet eqaare, and rilee 
96 feet high. The nmterisl ii Lougridge aone, and tbe 4'00 £800. 

.Fr.r.ns1111.-A collection of 150 worka of Fla:uvan ha1 beea preaented te 
1be Uui<rerai\y College by Mill Deoman, hia eseoutrix. 

&uruh BrWig..for IM c-11 RoiJ!Ny.-Tbe .Will')' of lbe Hammze 
at Saltah Paaap, ii, at high wa&er, aboui three-quanera of a mile 
wide, 10 fa&bom1 more or less deep, and, from ill nanown• compared to 
o&ller partt, ibe atre.im l'Ulll tbere with a moat powe1ful force. ·It it de1igned 
to carry oYer tbe river, at this ~f, a bridge al three arcbea, 96 fee& 
.ahoTe- ihe 1nrface of bigb-W&ter apring tides. To aid in the accompliah
meat of thie grNt object, tbe Cornwall Railway Co1DpU1y have purcb.ued 
iwo l"-gua packet brip-tbe Pigfon and Mapel-of 300 toua eacb, and 
ban moored them at the pa11age about midway. By a .eriea of moor
in .. , it bu been ucertamed that tbe bed of the rivt'r ia covered with mud to 
depths varying from 18 inches to 15 feet. On the Cornwall side, a stage 
being moored 20 feet from the beach at. low water, and a 30-bar ladder 
with weights attached, let down to rest on tbe ledge of a ateep rock, a 
diver bad yet to descend 9 feet before the bottom was obtained. On the 
Devonshire side th1!re ia not 10 much declivity. The company have just 
ftftived from Bri1tol, by Bristol and Elleter aad South De•on Railway to 
:Eotiaeu, and thence by 1ea, an immeme cylinder, weighing 23 tona, 85 ft. 
9 ill. long, and 6 ft. 3 in. diameter. It is deaigned to let this cylinder aown 
perpendicularly between the hro brigs, when it will be about 25 feet out of 
the water, and in that pi>aition to moor it with hemp cahlea, U.tened to !our 
or Jive ancbo11, aome of which weigh 1 ton each, purcbued. expressly from 
her M1jeaty'1 dockyard. An effort will then be made to pump the cylinder 
dry, by 1team.engine1 to be lilied on board the brigs. Should the experi
ment with tbit cylindeT prove successful. it will have to give place to one of 
mllClb greater magnitude, weighing 130 tons, of the aame length, but having 
a diameter of 30 feet-tbDe prowiding an area of audiciant extent to laJ 
foundations for the pien of this formidable work. At the preaent _,on 
tllere are not more than altoat 30 men employed at Salta.h ; but a far 
greeter number will 1hortly be employed. They are under the co11trol of 
the resident engineer, Capt. Doace, wbo is aided by Mr. Pope, the gentl .. 1an 
who IO ablJ &Hilted in 11oatiog tlie Gr.at Briloin steam.packet. 

Lift CW llBW •AT.Bllft. 
RA'lft'BD Uf ll!f8LANll .-.o• J 4!fU.A&r 22, 20 l'ml!AJN U, 18'8. 

Sil Jlorefltl allo""'1ftrr .....,,..,,.,, ..,. ~' e9nw«l. 

llftry a.,troed. f//l Blaekb11r11, t.ncwJ!I•, fbr "cen.m lmpro.....ut1 ta loo- w --.."-llMll4 .lanll&l'J 22.. 
WW!am Blld8o11, of Burnley. L1111caabln, machhle-maker, aad Joh.D D""-- of 

Burnley, Miiie county, o""rlooker, 1or "certain l111pl'OftmPDla ID looiu tor wemn1."'
Junmry ll2. 

Renry BarnW..W, .... ol l>lltrllhh·'JI.._, Comlll.m.&."*1. ~ Ira& - ot 
Dnoa .. .llM, »,_ieJ, eaglmer, for "cvcala Imp......- In machlnel'J' fM aedlag 
moUft polft?, Ind lbr ralllar aad forclar Buids. "-January :lli. 

Tbomu Topham, of Rlpl_,,. Derbyablre, maanfacturer, !'or "Impronmenla In Iba 
manul'ac&ure of ttm .. lablet."-Jaau..,. 26, 

Georae FtrguuoD Wllaoa, of Brlmoa&, Vallll:hall. genUemaa. for .. Jm~• la 
lnUID1 and -talac&ullor ...naln rau, or on,-, aad la &be -~ o< 
candln 1111d Dlgb&.IJihU."-Jaauary :ui. 

Rury Blrb&oa, or Burby, muter ol am, and Edward H!ab•oa, ot Bqen&'1 Park, 
M!ddlnn, far~ lmpt'Onmente ID elrctrlc &elegnpba."-Jan111ry 26. 
J- Bur lllidleU. X.D.0 lllld TllOlllU Beo& Woolrycbe. chf'IDll&, for .. Imi--

menla la &he manallllltare ol aoda, and la &naUar produca. obta!Md laad1 manufK. 
ture. "-January :16. 

Joba Coma .. nf LeomlDllel', ID &be county of Hereford, arcbl&K&, far .. ct!realn lm
pl'Oftme- In film..,.., lllo••· ,.,..., ...a !ln. p1-. and In lrllna and ol1- spparat91 
for rrrparlnr•ege&Ule and olbaraubelan-.&11d '1>e seaara&lon&Dd appllca&loD of .heel.." 
January :17. 

Thomu RoblDlllD. or Coftatry, rlbbga manul'uturer, for .. lmpl'llftllluta In looma ror 
weaYlar rlbboaa and other l'abr!CI "-J aauary Z7. 

William Wataon Pmtm.oa, or J'e~, Dftl' Galahad, I>arbam, cbemloal mao-· 
&DNT, /oT " lmplOftllWall ID lbe mu......,._ or aocla."-J........,. 'G. 

Wllllllm H....., Bl.r1-, of Derby, cl•ll eqluer, far "lmpronmenla la the aaa~
tDre or railway Jre:ra-"-January Z7. 

Wiiiiam Buuell, of Lydbroolr, ID &be coUDty of Gloucea&er, Iron mute, for "au Jm. 
pro.,.1111U1t In tbt prrpanrtloa of aach bar.ITOn .. la Ull'd la &he manur..,hlre ol cerum 
kind. of rod.lron."-Janaary ll9. 

Alft-ed Vbicm& Newton. ot Cbuc.ry.lane, aMCbanlcal draaplaman, tor " llllpl'llftd 
mae!Wwry for manufaoturl111 aha& and other balla." (A. commuDlca&lon.J-Jaauar 7 31.. 

.kmea Bl•'*""11. ot Wlnafonl, lu lbe county of Chraler, alt proprlelor, for "ceuain 
lmpronmeala In en1>0ratlar fnrnace1.''-Fobruary 2. 

Bober& Fowln, of North Shlelda, Northumberland, rentleman, for "cer&ala hnpnlft
menla la propelllng."-February 8 . 
J._ Bird, of the c- A•on Worb, Talbadl, Glamorpn, pntlemm, !or "c:mn.in 

lapl'OftllleD&l ID propelllnc.''-Yebraary 8. 
a.d"8y Antboay Ermen, of .lh.ncb•ler. cotllln aplnaer, for "certain lmprovemeoi. 

la macblnary ar apparatu.Cor &wlatlnr oouoa and other fibrous aub1taaceL"-F•brual')' 8. 
Richard Clarke Bur~lrb, of Fea&hemone.bulldlnlJI, Mlddleaes, l!"Dlleman. for " Jm. 

pl'OftCllecila In bnrnen for obtalnlnr or producblg Ugbl aud ~a&, and ID apparatqa to be 
...a lberww!Ul."-February 8. 

Juob Bm&, of HaDOft?·aqiaare. llflddleaes, rellllemaa, for .. Lmprowmmta la. N<&rlr 
prlnUng and other ~pba.''-February 8. 

William Heywood, glonr, of Stone Bridge, Chnler, cbemlot, for •• l111pr0ftmaii. In 
the manllfeclare of oil from blubber."-hbruary 8. 

William !!ans-tor, or llegeaf..<llrffl. Mlddl-s, for " lmpro-ftlla In umbftU. ond 
par11111la.''-Febnaary 8. 

Jemi Napoleon Zttaten, of Gl'ffDwlch, Keat, capl&ID In lbe FreDCh nary, tor " lm
proYementa ID 1blp1 and other nuoa.''-F1hruary ~. 

Luke Hebert, or Hyde. late or Wlrbt, civil enrlneer, for "lmproYed moc:banlsm f•r 
""111clnr. rrlndmr, and alnlar bartr, 11111a:r, collft, llffdo, and other 1nbalane8."
F1bruary 8. 

Wllllam Peter PlgoU, of Oalonl.atreet, llllddl-s. aad Wardrobe-p-.., lJonod' 
Commo-, dty, for "~r•lo ImproY•menta ha na11tlcal lnltrumeuta, and ta tlae me.au .. 
factutt or C&H1 ror contaJntn1lnatTUmeot.,1ood•, or merchandlR!•-February 8. 

Jeea Marie Magnln, of VIII• Gram:be. (Rhone,) F....,..., avocat, for "lmpronmenta In 
maclllaary for -i1111, 1mbrolllerl11f, aud tor m&lllag c:onla or plalta."-i'ebruary ti. 

0-laY Adolph Buclrbah. o( Fon&on--, ldlddlewz, ~ntlo!man, for " lrapro......,ta 
la obtalnlnr motive power.''-February 9 • 

Felix Douclle. merchant, of Roacn, Jt"rance. for "certaln mMD1, proca1e1, ud app•· 
ratue ustd for aavlng and applylnr the lost heat In general and 1omeUmn dll'ft:t hn1, to 
many uwfftl rurpoen." (A communlcaUan.)-Ft?bTuary 10. 

William J.-y Cannon, of Cambrtd1e, oollcl&or,for" lmproftmeata In the CDDatl'Uetlcnl 
of carrlagn for the connf&uce of ati..ep and other anlmal1 OD ra!lwaya. "-February 11. 

The Rlrht Hoa. Thomas, Earl of Dundonald, Vice.Admiral of the White aquadroa of 
Hor ldajuty'• 11 .. &, Knlrbt Grand Crou of the ldo1t Hon. Order of the Bath, for " Im. 
provementa ia marloe 1team bollen aod apparatu1 conn«ttd there\vitb.0-Februarr 11. 

Horatio Slark, or the town and county of Notttagham, lace-maker, for 0 Impl'Ot"t~ 
n1•nt1 tn evaporaUop.''-February 14. 

John Wataon, mercltiant, and Edward Cart, geotleman, both of H11ll, for "lmproft-. 
ment1 lu the manufactare of ll'IL"'-~ 14. 

Ja•n 'Ilmml• Chance. ud Kdward ChUl~. of Blrmlagban1, for " lmpreve-la lo 
furaace1, and ln the maIJ u facl.Llrl" of glua. "-February 14. 

William Toltle, or Cro1by-1qua .... 1.oadon, merchant. for .. ImproYemeiit• ID dlltll· 
ling." (A. communlcatlon.)-Feb"'ary 14. 

Joba Wt11ton, of Portland.town. Mlddlttu. ma,blola&, far "certain lmpn>Te<nenlll lo 
.obr.alnla1 and applying moll•• power."-Februury 16. 

Joaepb Barber Huby, of Dewabury, fur "Impronmenta lo making commw1k•lioDJ 
between tbip guard1, englneen, and other aervani. ln c.:ha.r1e or railway carriaps, and al.90 
betWffD the pUH"Dren and such aenanlll, which lmproHmtn&a arc applicable s-rllilf 

. where apeedy and certain commullicaUona are required."-FebruuJ 16. 
Bd-rd lluoey, of Mlddlelou-aquan, llllddl-a. watcbmaktr, for "lmproftme111a lo 

fOlJI and IOWICilDIJ apparatus."-F•bruary 18. 
Ed\n.rd Duncombe LJnee, of Chelaea, and Samue! Lub Free.moat, ·or Lon-lanc-, Cltr 

pntlem&D, for 0 lmproTementa In the manufacture or coJoun, ona, a.ad n.rnt.hft, Mid la 
the "'anufacture of cbarcoal, and alao In treatlug Y•gft&ble a11batan.,.. for. aad In ob
l&IDIDJ ealractln mattera therelrom."-February 18. 

William lrYin1, of Trl1on.road, Kennin1ton, enginttr, for "Improved apparat1.19 for 
cutting or cani.n1 ornam~atal formt In wood,atone, aod other mater1'1l1."-February :!:S. 

Jamee !f .. MJlh and Bolhnolr Gulttll, IJoth er Kandi ...... Ririll- .. r u -· 1.,..,.,.._ .. In -lllury or m,.....tu, fO¥ forslor. 11ampla1, and nattlng i..... am 
other 1ub1t1nrt1.0 -Februarr :?.~. 
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CANDI Q US' S NOT E - B 0 0 K, 
FASCICULUS LXXX. 

" I mwot ban llMrtJ 
WILhal, u lug• a ohari.r ••the wlndo, 
To blow OD wbom I pl..ue.'' 

I. Carystidea completely contradict Vitruvius's conceit, as to Ionic 
and Corinthian columns being proportioned respectively after Gre
cian mammas and misses, for the real feminine or lady-like pillars 
are far more bulky and robust than even the most masculine ex
amples of the Doric order,-to such degree, in fact, that they would 
be positively clumsy were they mere \'illars, whereas variety of 
form and play of outline entirely dissipate the heaviness which 
would attend simple masses of stone of the same bulk. Of the 
efrect and value of Caryatides in architectural composition scarcely 
anything is said by architectural writers, although it is that which 
chiefly demands their consideration and remark; for as to the 
origin or first introduction of such figures to perform the office of 
columns, that in reality matters not a rush, notwithstanding it is 
what exclusively occupies the attention of those who speak of them. 
The current legend respecting the adoption of them into Greek 
architecture, may be true or may be false; but at all events it is 
not necessary in order to account for pillars being shaped to re
temble human figures, such figur811 being frequent in the Egyptian 
lltyle,--of course with very wide differences as to taste and de
sign, the fundamental idea being nevertheless one and the same. 
Far more to the purpose is it to consider the aesthetic effect of 
such statue-columns, and their value in architectural composition. 
That while they greatly extend the resources of the latter, there is 
direct cla88ical authority for them, and that in an example fraught 
with the most. exquisite taste, is undeniable; notwithstanding which, 
the propriety of the taste so displayed has been called in question, 
or rather has been peremptorily condemned. ltis contended that 
&Uch figures both suggest painful idea.a, and partake of the prepos
terous. With regard to the first of these objections, it is difficult 
to understand wherefore statues performing the office of pillars 
lhould excite any idea C1f pain if they themselves express no such 
feeling-which of course they ought not to do-but stand calm, 
immoveable, and indicate perfect eue and tranquillity. As to the 
preposteroUSDess of emplayin~ human forms for offices which living 
human beings could not J><!ll81bly perform if there be absurdity in 
Uiat, it ia of a species which extends itseif-or I might say, incor
porates itself-with a very great delll of both architectural decora
tion and ornamental design generally. It has been said that what
ever is contrary to common-sense is contrary alllO to good taste. 
The validity of such dictum depends very much upon the latitude 
allowed to the term "common-sense." If we are to understand by 
it merely the knowledge based upon actulll experience, a very great 
deal that has hitherto been regarded as manifesting refined taste, 
must be set aside altogether, and pronounced to be in very false 
taate.. If Caryatides are to be condemned as inconsistent with 
good taste, because they represent the human form contrary to 
•hat we know by common-sense it is capable of, the same autho
rity of common-sense must pronounce statues employed as pinna
cles and acroteria on pediments or elsewhere to be equally repug
nant to good taste, they being placed for 8 continuance where real 
peraone-if they could stand there at all-could remain for only a 
Tew minutes, and that at the peril of their necks and limbs. 
Again, ho"' can we reconcile with plain common-sense such 
cl&uical monstrosities as arabesques or human and animal 
figures terminating in foliage? Nay, is there anything of common-
1en&&-that is, of plain, honest, matter-of-fact common-sense-in 
the cramming a crowd of figures into a pediment, where half of 
them are, perforce, crouching down? Or what shall we say to 
such conceits as corbel-heads, or to statues fixed in between the 
mouldings of the head of an arch, in such manner that some of 
ihem are nearly in a horizontal position? If common-sense is not 
11tartled by them, it may surely excuse what are less at variance 
with it-namely, Caryatides, which last are at once so picturesque 
and elegant in effect, that their being so rarely employed may well 
excite our wonder. ·Their being frequently employed is not to be 
looked for, on account of their expensiveness as compared with 
oUier pillars of the same dimensions ; still what prevents their be
coming too common by being applied on ordinary occasfons, should 
operate as a strong reason for introducing them 'II' here magnificence 
ii affected, and cost becomes a secondary consideration. 

II. From what Mr. Gwilt says on the subject, in his Encyclopie. 
dia, it would seem that Caryatid figures are by no means uncom
mon features in architectur81 composition, for he tells us that "the 
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variety in quest of which the eye is always in search, and the pic
turesque elfect which may be produced by the emJ?.loyment ofCarya
tides, leads often to their nece8aary employment. How he recon
ciles the epithet "necusaryn with the opinion uttered by him just 
before, viz., that the purpose of support can be not only as well but 
even better accomplished by a small order -must be left to himself 
to explain, which 1t would, perhaps, puzife him to do; and puzzle 
him also it would to justify the expression" Often,n by enumerating 
examples. On the contrary, they are exceedingly rare indeed, in 
this country more especially, for I can call to mind only one in
stance of the kind in the metropolis, namely, that afforded by the 
church of St. Pancras. Yet, though he evidently entertains no par
tiality for Caryatides, Mr. Gwilt appears to regard with favour 
Inigo Jones'11 idea for the circular court in the palace of Whitehall, 
which was intended to have two orders of colossal figures, answer
ing to two entire stories of the edifice, which enlargement of ~cale 
for figures of the kind is certainly no improvement upon the t&l!te
ful Athenian example. 

111. It would be well were we to ask ourseh·es what is likelv to 
be the result of the present system of architectural copyism ·and 
mere reproduction. The works so formed and fashioned will, by 
and by, come to be looked upon, at the best, only as so many clever 
counterfeits and imitations of what were previously living styles 
of the art, fraught with vitality and with the actual impress of the 
period when they respectively ftourished. Just now, while we are 
1J11itating, our imitations may interest ourselves, but they will be 
of no interest or value to those who come after us. Historic inte.
rest they will have none, except as testifying to our skill in me:. 
chanical mimicry, and our utter want of inventive and creative 
power. Do what we will, imitation of something done before there 
&I ways must be in architecture; yet, as if that were not sufficient, 
we alfect and pique oursel ve11 upon direct and ex.llress imitation. \Ve 
must always liave "somethin~ after somebody,' or after something 
else. And this of it.self constitutes a prodigious difference between 
the art at the present day and in former periods, our own being 
little better than a blank with regard to original ideu. So that 
with all our reverence-real or pretended-for precedent2 we refuse 
to recognise the artistic liberty to which we are indebtetl for those 
styles and examples of them which we now cry up as patterns of 
excellence. 

IV. The free exercise of invention in design is not to be con
founded with mere arbitrary innovation. The inventive power for 
which such freedom is claimed must, however, be of 11 legitimate 
kind,-that is, be directed by sound principles of art. With them 
and a cultivated taste for his guidancel ~e who has the spirit of an 
artist in him may safely be trusted to nis own impulses and ideas ; 
whereas he wht1 has no insight into artistic principles, who has 
never applied himself to msthetic study, cannot be trusted at all 
beyond the limits of the most ordinary common-place and jog-trot 
desig!1J for if there be a possibility of blundering he is !!Ure to do 
so. No matter in what style he attempts to disguise himself, his 
vulgarity is certain to betray him, and his irrepreBBible Pecksniffism 
breaks out, without being at all suspected by him, or it being in 
his power to guard against it, for the simple reason that it is his 
natvre, and he has no idea of what he ought to guard against. 
Daily experience confirms the truth of this: liow many atrociously 
vile and vulgar copies-or rather parodies and caricatures, although 
intended for copies-do we t1ee of styles and modes of design and 
composition that hapr.en to have been brought into vogue-as, for 
instance, the astylar 'Palazzo" fashion introduced by Barry, which 
has in many cases been either positively \'ulgarized, or else treated 
in the most J>rosaic manner,-sa if the intention were to prove 
what miserable taste may be displayed in things that alfect to con-
form to precedent and to be perfectly free from caprice. · 

V. As to caprice, that term is frequently applied very unmean
ingly. It is very common for people to set down at once for 
caprice whatever deviates from general rule and usual method ; 
thereby perplexing that ordinal')' and petty criticism which has no 
other st.andard of judging than established routinier precepts, in
terpreting them, moreover, to the very letter. Such criticism is 
unable to discriminate between what i11 mere caprice and what ia 
not,-wide as is the difference between them. The capricious is 
that for which no satisfactory reason can be assigned by the author 
of it ; but, however contrary it may be to usulll practice, that is 
not caprice which is done with deliberate intention and well
studied aim- at e!'ects previously untried. And if to do well 
merely according to precedent be meritorious, much more so must i 
be to do so and at thl!same time go beyond actual precedent, creating 
what in lts turn will be recognised as valid precedent and au&hority. 
It is proper enough to be perfectly well acquainted with precedent, 
but to be tied down to it-to be made a ela,·e to it, is ill. ThosQ 

u 
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wbo are incapable of thinking for themselve, take refuge in pre
cedent, and make it their stronghold, since it enables them to as
sume a tone of authority, and to decide dogmatically without any 
trouble of thinking. 

VI. Careful observance of rules will enable any one to avoid 
positive faults; but between them and positive merits there is an 
immeasurable distance--one which defies calculation. In art, it is 
very possible to be at once faultless and valueles1t-without any 
11pecific fault, but also without any interest or any charm,-in a 
word, to be altogether humdrum. Perhaps it is rather unfortu
nate than not for architecture, that a great deal of humdrum is 
of necessity tolerated in it: however worthless or unworthy they 
may be as productions of architecture, buildings may as buildings 
completely answer the purpose for which they are erected. Besides 
which, they must, when once erected, remain indefinitely, to the 
discredit of the art and the corruption of public taste. Humdrum 
poetry becomes serviceable as waste-paper ; humdrum pictures find 
their way into lumber-rooms and garrets; but builaings of the 
same or even worse quality cannot be so got rid of, or put out of 
llight ; otherwise a good many that might be mentioned would now 
disayyear. 

V . There.is something startling, perhaps diverting also, in the 
decidedly opl'osite opinions entertained by two of our architectural 
professors with regard to Vitruvius. 'Vhile Professor Hosking 
apeaks of him, in his Treatise on Architecture, in the most un
qualified terms of contempt, Professor Cockerell venerates him ;
as to vindicating him, that is quite a different matter, and what 
he does not even so much as attempt, but leaves altogether un
noticed the highly depreciatory remarks thrown out against his 
idol, not by Hosking only, but by the author of the "N ewleafe 
Discourses," both in that publication and elsewhere. The ignoring 
them may be prudent enough, but assuredly does not show much 
of either courage or ingenuousness, keeping quite out of sight as it 
does the fact that Vitruvius ha11 of lute years been violently im
pugned by professional writers in thi11 country, and his work de
dared vn.lueless to the architectural student ;-nay, not only 
Yalueless, but in some degree mischievous also, by filling him with 
itbsurd and idle notions, and affording him no insight whatever into 
his art,-as art. If Vitruvius has been unjustly aspersed and 
vilified, it was for Professor Cockerell to defend him-if he could; 
instead of which, in his closing lecture this season at the Royal 
Academy, he gave his hearers reason to suppose that the chief ac
cusation brought against him had been by his German editor, 
Schneider, on the score of his Latinity. Schneider, it seems, was a 
mere philologist, and honestly avowed his ignorance of the subject
matter of Vitruvius's writings, which I take to have been rather in 
favour of his author than the contrary, because, had he heen ca
pable of judging of the value of the matter also, hardly would he 
have entertained a higher opinion of him. The name of 
Vitru vi us is, undoubtedly, one of great traditional fame--one 
ll6nctified by inveterate prejudice, partly or even principally be
cause his books De Architecturd represent to modern times all 
that remains of similar writings by the ancients. That mere nc
eident has conferred upon him a monopoly of reputation, there 
being no one to share it with him; and it has been too lightly 
taken for granted, that, writin~ in classical times1 he must him
self have been a competent Judge and expoun<ter of classical 
architecture. He shows himself, however, to have been at the 
best of a very plodding turn ofmind-notwitstanding his pompous 
and priggish proems, and to have been what would now be called a 
mere " practical man," acquainted only with matters ot routine and 
the technicalities of his craft. While there is a very great deal in 
nis work which is utterly irrelevant, it being only in the remotest 
degree connected with the professed subject, there is absolutely 
nothing whatever that gives evidence of the artist or the resthetic 
critic. There is not so much as any attempt to lay down and ex
plain principles of correct taste in architecture. There is neither 
argumentative criticism, nor reasoning, nor remark ; but every
thing is treated in the dryest manner conceivable, and for the most 
part very obscurely also. What is to us his obscurity may partly 
be laid to the charge of our own ignorance--our not being better 
informed as to various matters that were sufficiently well under-
11tood by those to whom he addressed himself, but which, after all 
attem,Pts to explain them, c1m now only be guessed at. The 
question then, is, of what value is Vitruvius to us, especially at 
1.he present day, when by means of various ancient buildings and 
examples that have been from time to time discovered, explored, 
and delineated, we have obtained a far cleruer insight into the 
princiyles and ,Practice of the ~c~itecte of. anti~uity than can 
possib y be denved from the wntmgs of V1truvms? In some 
kl11tallces, obacuritiea in hie text have been explained by what has 

been observed in extant monuments ; yet that only proves that the 
latter are infinitely more intelligible instructors than Vitruviu1, and 
that accordingly he may now be di1mi11Sed by u1, for any real advan
tage to be derived from the study of him. Such study will, indeed
if that be any advantag~nable the architect to talk learnedly, 
but will not help in the least towards making him an artist; rather 
will it be apt to render him a pedant, and obstruct the advance ha 
might else make in his capacity of artist, by withdrawing his U.
tention from what is his proper study as such ; as has too fre
quently been the case. Many would have been far greater profi
cients in their art, if, instead of poring-perhaps stupifying them
selves also--0ver Vitruvius, they had thrown him entirely aside, 
and exercised their own powers freely in composition and design. 

VI I I. Tbe subject of the invisible--perhaps altogether imaginary 
-curves in the lines of the Parthenon has been again brought for
ward before the Institute, though it w11s to be hoped we should 
hear no more of it. Matters of far feater immediate importanc.e 
than such nugt:e difficile8 and refine subtilties and speculation@, 
claim our attention, ere we advance so far as to be able to appre-
ciate such exquisite niceties in architectural optics a.q those attri
buted to the Greeks. Little less than ludicrous is it for us to pre
tend to interest ourseh-es with them, when we complacently tole
rate the most crude and spiritless school-box imitations of classical 
architecture, which chiefty show how very ill the pretended origi
nals have been understood. So long as we shut our eyes to the 
glaring barbarisms in taste, and the harsh contradictions with re
gard to style, that are allowed to manifest themselves in copies of 
that class, it ia in vain to expect that we shall ever open them 
wide enough to discover such philosophically-studied minutim • 
are the curvatures in question, which certainly;were not even so much 
as suspected till very recently, notwithstanding the diligence with 
which the Parthenon has been examined, not only by Stunrt, bm 
by many others since his time. It ha11 been ascertained beyond 
contradiction, thpt Polychromy was-to a certain ertent, n 
least--employed as an effective and legitimate mode of architectural 
embellishment, both for the Parthenon and other Greek structuret1; 
and yet even that discovery has been altogether useless to us in 
practice, inasmuch as we have not attempted to avail ourselves of it 
on any occasion : and if we forego a trait of Grecism that would be 
plainly perceptible to every one, hardly is it to be supposed that 
we shall ever think of making any use of refinements in optical 
effect that would not be perceptible to one person in ten thousand. 
Let us provide the shirt before we think of the ruffles for it: when 
we can show that we are capable of fully entering into the cha~ 
ter of classical architecture with genuine artistic sentiment for it, 
it will be time enough to think of those exquisitely subtile and d~ 
cate touches which are now imputed to the Parthenon. For va, 
who show ourselves so obtuse as we do to many even tolerably pa}.. 
pable qualities in Greek design, to concern ourselves with its finest 
iml!erceptible workings, is nothing less than absurd. Besides 
which, Grecian architecture has of late fallen into discredit with 
us, we having at last found out that, as our buildings are necessa
rily constituted, it is nearly altogether inapplicable by us in actual 
practice. Copy Greek orders we may, but we cannot keep u~ 
except in very particular cases indeed-nything like the genuine 
Greek physiognomy; so that the degree of resemblance aimed at 
and obtained, only serves to render the departure from the original 
style the more evident, particularly if the order be t.he Doric, 
since that refuses to accommodate itself to any other purpose than 
a simple colonnade. 

IX. So very far are we from studiously calculating optical 
effects with mathematical precision, that we do not seem to undeJP
stand-at least, not to be able to foresee-that difference of appeu
ance which takes place between a geometrical elevation, in which 
every part shows itself equally distinctly to the eye, and the buildina 
executed from it, in which last it is perhaps afterwards discoverel 
that much of the detail does not tell at all. Seldom is any calcu
lation made with reference to the actual locality, and the distance 
from which the structure itself will generally be viewed. Hence, 
when erected It is sometimes discovered that a buildi~ can be 
seen only so far otf that its lesser features are scarcely distmguish
able at all, or else only from so close a point of view, that all the 
upper part of it becomes so greatly foreshortened as to become 
quite distorted, and altogether a different object from what the 
geometrical design promised. It is not uncommon, again, to find 
that while those parts which can be but imperfectly seen-or at 
the best seen only in their general forms-are elaborately decorated, 
those which being almost close to the eye show themselves dia
tinctly, are comparatively neglected and treated as subordinate 
ones ;-and ao they may be with r~rd to the design as seen upon 
paper, but not as it ii seen in the builcliDg it&elf. In many casea, the 
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mvest indication of detail and fioiah would answer the purpose just 
u well as that degree of the latter which is now deemed indh1pens
able, although the parts to which it is applied may be out of sight, 
or nearly IO. Therefore, I cannot help taking the river front of 
the new Plllace of Westminster to be a very great mistake, and ave~ 
009tJy one also. However e.tquisite may be its beauties of deta· 
~ey are valueless if, as really is the case, they are invisible, an 
cannot be enjoyed by being admired. 

X. What is or is not a palace aeems to be difficult to say, when 
we find among the examples referred to under that de11ignntion1 in the 
uule:it to Cresy's tnwslation of l\lilizia'11Lives, not only Barbers Hall, 
Che Horse Guards, Heriot's Hospital, and other buildings which do 
llOt seem to belong at all to that cl888, but aLio the 1\Ionument oo 
Fiab Sueet Hill I We may therefore congratulate ourselves on 
having besides that, two more palaces which we have not reckoned 
before-nnmely, the Nelson and the York Palaces. A most agree
able surprUie must it be to Mr. Railton, to find that he has erected 
Ml enW-e palace when he attempted only to stick up a single 
oallUWl. 

THE HOTEL DE VILLE, PARIS. 
Hottl de Yille do Pari.r, Muur}, Duaine, GratJP, et Pub/i}, pat' 

Vrcroa CALLU.T, Architecte; avec une hiatoire de ce monument, par LE 
11.ocx DE L1Ncv. Grand folio. Paris, 18~~. 

As the seat of th11 Provisional Government of the new French 
Republic, this edifice has recently acquired a degree of interest 
nen with those who would be wholly indifferent to it as a work of 
architecture. Of course, it is as the latter alone that we notice it, 
IUld had the same means of doing so been aft'orded us, should have 
done so before. Still, late as we are in our notice of the splendid 
architectural publication whose title heads this article, we are not 
d all behind others, for we are, we believe, the very first to make 
mention of it in this country. It may BOund oddly to say that we 
klten to give our readers some account of it ; nevertheless such is 
\he cue, becawie, anxious to speak of it without further delay, 
juat at the moment when circumstances give the building an inci
dental importance, distinct from that which it posseBBeB as an ar
diitectural subject, we are at present prepared for reporting only 
af the graphic part of the work, having no time to examine the 
literarY one. The latter is, in fact, so exceedingly copious, and 
mntains such a vast mass of historical matter, as to require very 
Ft!ent study, more especially 811 the form in which it is given is a 
hif!hly inconvenient one for ei therperusal or reference. In our opinion, 
it would have been greatly better to publish the plates by tbem
ll!lves, or with only so much letter-preSB as was requisite for ex
plaining them, and describing the present edifice architecturally ; 
the history being made to form a separate octavo volume, either 
a a distinct work or not, as might be deemed expedient. Had 
that been done, both the folio volume or atlas of plates, and the 
actavo of text, wonld have answered their respective purposes much 
better than is now accomplished. The former would not have 
been to inconveniently bulky ; the other would have been a read-· 
able volume, whereas now, however readable the matter itself may 
be, hardly can it be said to be in a readable shape; whence the pro
bability is, that very few will encounter the fatigue of reading it 
& all The perusing the text continuously in its present shape 
would, to ourselves at least, be a formidable task ;/et, fortunately 
we are not particularly solicitous about matters o mere historic:J 
record,--events and transactions which have no other relation to 
\he edifice itself than what is derived from the latter having been 
the locality where they occurred. 

Leaving M. Le Roux de Lincy's J?Ortion of the work, we shall 
oonfine ourselves to M. Victor Calliat s department of it, who, we 
lhould obeerve, bolds, or lately did bold, the office of lMpeCteur of 
\he building, and who employed five years in carefully measuring 
and delineating the various parts of the structure, having1 besides, 
bee access to the designs of MM. Godde and Lesueur, tne arcbi
Cecte employed for the new work. Until the recent amplification 
and alterations, which have rendered it one of the most important 
monuments of the French capital even in its present greatly im
proved and embellished state, the Hotel de Ville was of little ar
chitectural note, except as a aoutienit' of old Paris. The style of 
it had been voted "Gothiqr.UJ" and obsolete; and the actual design 
lhowed much more of the grotNCJ!1e than the beautiful. All that 
Woods sars of it in bis "Letters, when speaking of the buildings 
of Paris, 18: "It has a certain richness of appearance, although it 
ill not in a style of archite~ure capable of great merit (?)and even 

not one of the best examples of the sort. It is, however, as good 
as our Guildhall." As good as our Guildhall !-&11 well might he 
have called it at once intolerably bad. 

The original edifice that forms the nucleus of the present 
greatly extended maes, was commenced in the reign of Francis l., 
viz., in 1S33, after the d~igns of Domenico Boccadoro, or Boccardo, 
otherwise called Domenico di Corton'!i assisted by Maitre Jehan 
Asselin, and the fa~ade and the "Cour d Honneur," now the middle 
one of the three courts, were completed in 1.5~1; and much wu 
subsequently done from time to time. At the period of the first 
Revolution, the edifice suffered greatly; many sculptures and e~ 
bellishments that were obnoxious to the enlightened populace 
were destroyed; among others, a series of portraits from the 16th 
century, and a number of large paintings by Porbus, de Troyes, 
Largilliere, Mignard, Vanloo, and other masters,-or if not actually 
destroyed, removed, nor is it now possible to ascertain what baa 
become of them. 

During the Empire and the Restoration, the edifice underwent 
some partial alterations; but it was not until 1836 that it was d&
tem1ined to undertake improvement upon a comprehensive scale ; 
and great as it was, the scheme has been carried out so successfully 
that the Hotel de Ville may be placed foremOBt among the ar
chitectural monumenh that mark the reign of Louis Philippe. 

If not particularly remarkable in itself, remarked it may be, that 
this edifice, which is, in some degree at least, similar in purpose, is 
also contemporaneous with our own new Palace of Westminster, 
except that it is already completed, while the completion of the 
other cannot at present be Calculated upon. Furtlier, being in 
the Itenaill&llnce style, it shows what might have been made of our 
our own building at We.nminster, had the stipulated-for Eliza
bethan or Anglo-Itenai888nce style been adhered to, but at the 
same time treated with the same freedom and refinement as are 
shown by MM. Godde and Lesueur, in their 1"ifacciamer1to and 
enlargement of the Parisian Hotel de Ville. Among the improv&
ments which the structure bas received from them, not one of 
the least is that whereas it before showed only a single front-that 
towards the Place de la Greve-it now forms an entirely' insulated 
mass ( 4-0.5 feet by 272), with four regular fa~ades, the original or 
west one (now greatly extended) towards the aforesaid Place, the 
corresponding or east one towarils the Rue Lobau, and of the two 
shorter ones, that facing the north towards the Rue Tixerandie, 
and that on the south facing the Quai de la Greve. So far if in 
no other respect, it has greatly the advantage over our P~ of 
\Vestmin11ter, one side of which, and that which nccording to the 
design is the principal fa~ade, is altogether inaccessible, so that 
its elaborate decoration, requiring as it does the closest inspection, 
is completely thrown away. 

The former west front, or that towards the P~which was 
all of the edifice that then showed itself externally-was not quite 
200 feet, but is now extended to upwards of twice that length, by 
the addition of two more lofty pavilions, similar in character, but 
somewhat varied in design, from the original ones. Hence, the 
general composition is now increased from three to seven divisions 
or compartments, two of them being the intermediate oorpa de 
bcitiment connecting the two pavilions (the old and the new one) 
on either side of the centre. ~Ve may refer our readers to two 
different views, which they will probably be able to turn to at 
once, one of them being in Pugin's "Paris," the other in Allom's 
"France;"* for from them they will immediately perceive bow 
great is the improvement as well as change that ha11 taken place. 
That fa~ade, however, is not the one which best satisfies us, there 
being in the original portion of it a good deal in a rather mcaquin 
taste, to which the architects were obliged to conform for the rest; 
whereas in the three other fronts, and also the inner courts, they 
have, instead of allowing them>ff!lves to be tied down to precedent, 
given 1utistic scope to their ideas, seizing on the better spirit of the 
style by which they were to be guided, and refining upon it by 
preserving all ita really valuable characteristics and motifB, and 
avoiding its uncoutbnesses, its harshnesses, and its mere eccentri
cities. Compared with the other principal front-the eastern one, 
facing the Rue Lobau-tbe original one has, in spite of all im-

• Pngln'a repn!Wotatlon of the blllldlng II 10 oxcHdlngly poor u lo be llCllttely Intel. 
llglble, all tbe fMtura being IO ftl'J rudely espretHd, that It 11 lm~ble lo make out 
more than the mere pneral detl1n. Allom't, on tbe contrary, II taaltfuily loucbtd, and 
1bow1 u much u can be espocl«I In a aeneral view or th• whole front IA IO email an ,.,. 
grarlug; at tbt aame time, lbort are lnaccuraclet In It wblcb O"l!bt lo baYO been guarded 
agalnat. That eo able an architectural arlltt u Mr. Allom It, abould ban st••n only a 
tlnslo esterlor, and not IO much u oue Interior view of IO lmportaal a publ!.: moonmtot, 
u lo be regrell«I. Perhtpt be himself, or bit publl1bero, re!Jftl II now &bat clrcum.. 
tlancn have glftn a parllcular lnter .. t io that parlkular bulldl111. Let u hope lben, 
that Mr. A. w111 rlall tbe French capital once more, and gloe u1 a" Pui1 &tier the Third 
lWvulutlon," aloce be may there ftuol waoy 1ubjO<"lt for bll pencil which be bad pUN·J 
over ;-amoag othert, tbe Cburcb or l:ll. Vinceul dt Ptule, and tbe .Kcole d.. Beaux 
Arte, both of which would require \o be llluatnlled by more than one drawl.,.. 
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provement, a confused, crowded-up look, and shows not a few di11-
agreeable inequalities of taste. The new fa~ades, on the contrary, 
exhibit not only greater simplicity, but greater richne&e also. 
There is infinitely more of homogeneousness of character, the 
character itself of the style adopted being purged from its little:. 
nes>Jes of manner and other defects. The architects--or perhaps 
we should say M. Godde,* for the other appears to have been only 
his adjoint in the execution of the works-may be 111id to have 
given us the ideal of Renaissance-that is, French Renaiasance, 
modified so 88 to be applicable at the present day. 

Previously to its assuming its present shape and greatl;r ex
tended dimensions, the Hotel de Ville had only a single mner 
court-a trapezium in plan, whose eastern side, or that facing the 
entrance, is considerably wider than the latter. Besides this, which 
is denominated the "Cour d'Honneur," there are now two other more 
spacious ones, that on the south side bein~ the "Cour du Prefet," 
and on the north the "Cour des Bureaux.' Yet, in the letter-prese 
account-description it can hardly be called-of the building, in Al
om's "France," no notice is taken of this very material enlargement 
of the plan, but we are left to understand that there is only a single 
court,-" a spacious (?) quadrangle, entered through the lofty 
arches in the 11rincipal front;" whereas those entrances lead into the 
two separate new courts. The letter-press writer, the Rev. G. N. 
Wrig~t1 M.A.-don't let us forget the M.A., though it does not 
mean Master of Architecture,-is one of those ready writers who 
pay more attention to quantity than quality ; for he gives the 
credit of the present structure to .l\folinos, an architect who was 
only employed on some additional constructions to the building in 
the time of Napoleon, which have since been entirely swept away. 
He also assures us that all the additions have been made "in the 
most exact and complete harmo~y" with the original fafade, which, 
as far as it means anything at au, means that they are little more 
than a mere copy of 1t. 

Although not very spacious, the inner court& are not the least 
beautiful parts of the structure; it is, however, easier to judge of 
their design than their effect, for they are shown only sectionally, 
whereas subjects of that kind require to be represented perspec
tively also. For an external favad&--more especially if it consist 
of little more than a single general plane of frontage, without ad
vancing or receding parts--a goometrical elevation may be suffi
cient ; but where several favades or sides-be they those of a room 
or of a cortile-are seen in combination with each other1 the aid of 
perspective becomes requisite in order to convey an idea of the 
actual appearance. There ought, in fact, to have been a perspec
ti ve view also of at least one of the fa~ades, and it showd have 
been of that facing the Rue Lobau, it bemg the finest of them all, 
and moreover distinguished from the others by a circumstance 
that is likely to escaJ>e notice in a geometrical drawing, more es
pecially one merely m outline, where there are no shadows to ex
press the various degrees of relief :-the distinction we allude to 
is that in that front, instead of being engaged ones, the columns 
of both orders are completely detached from the wall behind, at 
least along the whole of the central portion of it (extending to 
fifteen arcaded intercolumns in its length, and having a large and 
hig__hly-enriched lucarne over each alternate intercolumn). 

From the exterior alone, a very imperfect idea is to be obtained 
of the magnificence of this noble pile of building, which may be 
one rea&0n for its not having obtained the notice, or anything like 
the notice, which it may justly claim. Truly palatial in outward 
appearance, it ie equally so within, eontaining as it does, besides 
a very great numller of various offices and other mere busineBB 
rooms, no inconsiderable number of state apartments for municipal 
riunioM and entertainments, which are not only spacious and 
handsome, but even truly splendid and sumptuous, and withal 
afford an unusual variety of scenic effects in architecture, Yet, 
of all of them, only one1and that by no means the most remarkable of 
them 88 a rooml is pomted out by the M.A. description-writer in 
Allom's "France'-namely,the "Salle du Trone,"whicb is in the ori
ginal portion of the building towards the Place. t Of the new apart
ments, nothing whatever is said in that publication; not even the 
" Galerie des Fetes" itself is so much as mentioned, although that, 
aod the approaches to it, constitute a group of varied and well-com-

• From wba1 l1 .. 1d of blm lo N•le•'• " Kaaatler. Lnlooa," we lad U.al lhll ucbltttl 
(•bo wu boru lo 17111) wu e.,plo7ed, amoog other workl, oo ti.. rntor.Uooa or Lb• Ca
lbftlral ot .tomelaa 1 and lbat whllo be wa loapocteur ea cbef <11 la 2me 1ttlloo d .. Tra. 
Y•DX Paulie. be made plaoa, elevaLloDI, •nd kclloo1 or •arlou1 cbureba al Parla, 
aiuounllog la all &o about lhrec buodred draw1Jog11 yel wt.eU.er Ibey were ner publilbed 
la DOI alllled. 

t It le meollooed ebldf for lbe parpooe of lurormlar u lbal II wu from the rentral 
wlodow, J..oubXVl.add..-rdlbe 11eople wlLb lbe cap of Llberl7 oo bla bNd1 aod 
Lo~I• Pblllppe al\crward8 addl'ftMd them, wbeo Lal'ayeLle told them. lhal lo him lbe7 
""belli "lhe IM8' or all Repobllca l"-word1 wbkb lb• pre11tal BeYulullOA and Ille -
Blpiilillc will probabl7 1'Wil'f -' dlauUvu17, 

bined architectural beauties, that taken altogether has not iu 
equal in any royal palace of Europe ... 

To giv&-what ie no easy matter-something like an adequate 
idea of this part of the interior :-from the lower vestibule ia 
seen extending to the right and left (or north and south) a mag
nificent staircase, consisting of two wide successive Bights of steps, 
carried in a straightforward direction, between arches supported 
on marble columns in the upper part of it, where there are gal
leries or open corridors along its sides. On ascending to the upper 
landing, a highly enriched dome, though one of moderate dimen
sions, presents itself; and through this, and three ornamental com
partments over the stairs, t the staircase is lighted. On looking 
back from that upper landing," most striking architectural coup 
d'aiil presents itself,-an exceedingly rich perspective Yillta 
through an open saloon (the" Salle des Cariatides," over the vesti
bule below), mto the other staircase.t It is, therefore, not with
out just reason that the staircase is spoken of in the text as a 
cMf-G~ure of its kind. Even admitting that either of the stair
cases, in some respects, and among others in spaciousneBll 88 to 
width, yields the palm to the one in the Bibliothek at .Munich, 
the enaembla produced by the two greatly surpaases it; for u here 
managed, it is far more striking than it would have been, had the 
entire space been thrown O?,en from end to end. In one respect, 
these staircases have a decided advantage over that at Munich, 
they being lighted from above, in the manner described,-conse
quently more picturesquely. Besides which, the Munich one leads 
architecturally speaking, to nothing, there being merely a number 
of plain shelved book-rooms, after all the extraordinary parade of 
approach to them. 

Such highly-disappointing falling-oft', both with regard to pur
pose and effect, is most 888uredly not experienced in the Hotel de 
Ville, when on p888ing from either staircase through a noble 
ante-room, the "Galerie," with its thirty-two ftuted Corinthian 
columns, profusely enriched pendentives and plafond, and other ela
borate decorations, expands itselfinallits magnificence. Tbiaapart
ment, which comes in the centre of the Rue Lobau front, is 160 
feet by 42, and 40 feet high, with thirteen intercolumns on each 
side, and three at each end. The cove is divided into arcs-dou
bleaux and lunettes; of which last, the thirteen on the side facing 
the windows are open so 88 to form a gallery or series of tribune& 
for spectators, who, through O,Pen arches, have a view down into 
the "Galerie" from the " fiat' or roof above the staircases, which 
space glazed allover, and having pillan1 along its sides, is thus ingeni
ously turned to account, and made to produce much novel effect. 
A similar view is there obtained into the "Salle des Cariatides," 
through similar openin~ and the gallery carried around the upper 
part of that room, to which they afford acceBB. The room just men
tioned-which derives its name from eighteen caryatides resting 
on its cove, so as to form the gallery in its upper part, and support 
the plafond-comes in between the " Galene des Fetes"' and the 
" Salle du Conseil Municipal," as well 88 between the two staircases; 
so that from this point-a most happy "episod8" in the plan -
a striking architectural picture presents itself in every direction, 
whether we look towards the "~alle du Conseil" with the "Cour 
d'Honneur" beyond it, or towards the "Galerie," or towards either 
of the staircases. In fact, this part of the plan is eminently re
plete with piquant complexity-or what seems to be complexity
and variety of effect; and it is all the more striking, because it 
unexpectedly opens a vista branching out from one aide of the 
"Galerie,'' and which, therefore, breaks up that excessive same
ness of arrangement which, so dull and unartistic in itself, ia 
so prevalent--we might BBY so uniformly a defect in continental 
buildings. 

There is, besides, a more than usual degree of variety and play 
in other parts of the plan; for instance, in the several saloons in 
connection with the "Galerie" at either end of it. One of these 
bears the name of the "Salon Louis Philippe"-an appellation, 
that will now,,. doubtless, be reformed; another that of tlle "Salon 
Napoleon." Then there is the "Salle des Banquets," respecting 
which, however, no information ie aft'orde~ nor does it show itself 

* Aner all, 1ucb oml11loa G~ lbe parL or the llllfr-pttU WU perhaps jodldoua, be• 
cauae to haYe apokea or lboae part. of tho lnlfrlor u Ibey dH•ned to be, would ban 
been accoalng Ibo artl1I or culpable 0111laalon on bl• part, lo nol lleacrlblog UIJ ol lbem 
with bl1 procll, more apedallJ u bla forie llu la lolerlur aubjeet.. 

t From lhe perap«llve view or lbe 11alrc ... , It appeara that lb- compam,,.nta ha 
the nulllnr ,,r the crillo1 are 001 naclly wbal we 1boukl call 1k7llgbta, bu onilUDftJl&l 
paaela 611.,.l lo with llguNd glau, either coloored or pl•l'b, In tbe 1ame plaDe u tbe otber 
panol1. Thia ou1b1 lo haYe beea txplalned In the letier.prna, u llkewlae oogbl many 
oU.er partlcolara wllb reepecl &o decor•tloa-colour lncluded-wblrb are aow 1.n "' be 
conj« tared. 

S Thoa, lo regard to mere gen..al dlapoeltlon of plan, th- •hi,.._ are oomewbat 
llrnUar to lhooe la our Natloaal Gallery, but otbor rnemblant.., lbtre le-·· la .U 
other rapt'Ct. llte di..._ le U11UlBfl7 gnai, aor llftd we 1111 on wblcb aide lbe m&. hd 
a.apetl0rt17 u... 
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iD any of the sections ; and a grand l&loon of reception on the 
111uth side of the building, which forms altogether e. space of 80 
feet by .50, but is so dii;posed as to aasume the appearance of three 
reoms thrown open to ea.ch other by means of three large arches 
on two oeposite sides of the central one. This WOOD and the 
"Galerie form the subjects of two most exquisitely-elaborate 
perspective view8i replete with a multiplicity of the richest and 
most delicate details, all rendered with a precision truly marvellous. 
The other perspectives are, a view of one of the new staircases look
ing from the upper landing towards the "Salle des Cariatides,'" and 
one of the old Staircase 88 seen from below. There is also a de
tailed elevation of one end of the " Se.Ile du Trone," showing 
one of it. chimney-pieces and the large caryatid figures, between 
which is placed the spacious mirror over it. Unfortune.telyz. we are 
left to delliderate a perspective of the "Se.Ile des Cariatides, which 
would have been highly welcome, because

1 
although it comes into 

two several sections, it is on such a sca1e1 that little more than 
its general architecture.I desiipi can be made out, and the elfect
which is of a peculie.r kind-is left to the ime.gination. Me.ny of 
the plates are occupied by details and .ornaments of both the old 
and new portion of the edifice, and show bow elaborately it is 
finished up. 

One important apartment and architectural feature in the build
iDg1 which we he.ve not yet mentioned1 is the "Salle des Elections." 
This is on the ground-ftoor, immediately beneath the " Ge.lerie 
des FPtes," and of the same dimensions, except that it is somewhat 
shorter, and, 88 me.y be sul?posed, considerably less lofty. The 
colWJUlB here are of the Done order, and are brought forward to a 
gTeater distance from the walls than in the upper "Galerie: We 
will now conclude this account-after all, but an imperfect one-by 
aaying, that not only is the edifice itself a most noble and tasteful 
monumental work, but M. Victo1 Calliat's publication illustrates 
it-if not e.ltogether so completely as could be wished-with ad
mirable diligence and taste. We ha\'e no English work of the 
kind that can compete with it, or with the similar splendid one by 
Joly, on the "Chambre de Deputes" ( 184"0). We have got a Royal 
Institute of Architects, but architecturaI publication does not 
thrive under its fostering auspices. And so wretchedly low is the 
remnneration of e.rchitects in this country, that even those who 
are most employed cannot afford to risk any of ther ee.rnings in 
endeavouring to promote e.rchitecture.l' study and taste. We can 
-or rather we 'IDill only say: Vaid~ dejlendum ut ! 

ARTS MANUFACTURE EXHIBITION, 

AT THB BOOIETY OF ABTS' BOOKS, ADELPHI. 

The Exhibition at the Rooms of the Society of Arts deserves 
particular notice, because it shows the.t the workmen of this 
country have taste and artistic skill, as well as meche.nical profi
ciency. This is the second exhibition of the kind, e.nd it shows 
very great progress, while it is most reme.rke.ble in this very good 
reatnre-that whereas before, manufacturers had to be begged and 
&ought to send their works, they have this yee.r sent them freely 
and with good will. This is going forwe.rd in the ri~ht path, for 
it shows that the manufacturers now feel an ee.rnest m the cause, 
and that gives us another body of yoke-fellows. The artists and 
workmen have likewise shown their feeling, by the greater care e.nd 
skill they have bestowed; which is the more pleasing, as it is an en
couragement to alJ those who have come forward in behalf of manu
facturing art. 

We cannot however help se.ying, that so much bas not been 
done as ought to he.ve been done in this we.y, and that still more 
remains behind. It is plea.sing to witness the skill which has been 
shown; but we e.re yet far from the goal, and leave foreign ne.tions 
ahead of us, while we he.ve not means enough to enable us to beat 
them. We are not yet even with the old Schools of Design in 
France and the Gewerbe-lnstituten of Germany, which we set 
out to follow, while of late {ears they have made further we.y. 
We call the Central School o Design a mockery; and as for the 
others, they are only good drawing-schools. The whole is a failure 
al to qualitf and extent; and we might just as well think to beat 
the hosts o Prussie.ns with the Lumber Troop, or set Tom Thumb 
apint the Spanish giant, as to meet the French, Pnissie.ne, Bel
gums, Swills, and Itillie.ns with the paltry ste.1r we have. Drawing 
mutt be taught in alJ schools to the sons and daughters of working
men ; there must be a high school for drawing in every town, and 
\llere mllBt be good schools of design in &he great seats of manu-

facture. The buyers at home must be taught as well as the sellers ~ 
we must have our people brought up to e. knowledge of art, and 
then we she.ll be able to go into the market1 abroad on a fair 
footing. 

This question of teaching desitfn is one of trade more than of 
anything else: we were pinched m our pockets before we thought 
of bestirring ourseh·es. It was only when we found out how much 
we were giving to the French for silks, ftowers, fancy paper, 
bronzes, and paper-hanginge,-to the Prussie.ns for iron castings and 
embroidery pe.tteme,-and to the lte.lie.ns for objects of art, that 
we began to set up schools for giving our workmen knowledge of 
design. The tax we pay to foreigners for our lack of knowledge 
is so great that it would hardly be believed ; we 1pend millions 
yearly for goods the.t we ought to be able to make as well : nor does 
the evil end here, for as we cannot make for ourselves1 so neither 
can we meet the foreigner in the me.rket ahroad. This loss falls, 
too, upon those who have no need of a knowledge of design. 
Because the French can bring out silk!17 satins, muslins, cottons., 
and shawls with better i;ie.tterne, the English spinner and weaver of 
plain goods, the machimst, the drysalter, and the merchant, lose a 
very le.rge share of employment. 

It is good that it should be so, 'hat there should be a tie by which all 
are bound to wo1k, for otherwise there would be no gettin~ any 
change, for many would give no help to bring it about. Nothing 
is easier than to show that the me.chinist, who dee.ls with he.rd 
and still' forms, and who thinks taste is as much beyond as 
beneath his care -nothing is ee.sier than to show that even 
he, working largely for the manufacturers of this countrv, has a 
she.re in the welfare of art. If more silks and cottons, fancy and 
stained pe.pers, ~ete, shawls, furniture, and glass can be sent 
a.broad, more machinery must be wrought for their production. 
.Mr. Fairbairn and his brethren at Manchester, the machinists nt 
Glasgow, at Belfast, and in every manufacturing town, must nnd 
ought to know that they have a fellow-feeling in the right growth 
?f the arts of design. If a School of Design be good for anything, 
1t ought to be good for making the trade of the town in which it 
is greater: it ought not only to better the goods now made, but it 
ought to enable the town to send out goods such as we now take 
from the foreigner, or such as we cannot now send abroad. 
Therefore, we say this has as much to do with the machinist as 
with e.ny one; but we say that art he.s to do with all. 

Plee.sed as we were with the Exhibition now open, we cannot 
but see that whe.t has been done as yet has not carried art down 
among the people. The works in the Adelphi are either for the 
higher or middlingclassee, those who e.re already ca.red for-and not 
for the people. We have always held, from the first tim~ that we 
undertook to write about it, that art must not onlr. bnng forth 
good works, but cheap works; that it must show itself in the 
dwelling of the working-man, as well as in the drawing-room of 
the rich. The earthenware, the gle.ss, the pa.per-hangings, the ru,... 
niture in the smallest cot may be as well me.de as those in the 
abode of a king

1
-while taste shown in them will do much more 

good. If know edge be power, it is so in the e.rts as much e.s in 
e.nything else ; and we cannot have a people powerful in the art, 
unless they be well te.ught. The Society of Arts have the chance 
of leading in this pa.th-indeed they ha,·e given a few prizes; but 
we call out again, the.t more ought to be done. .Me.ny working 
men and women and their children will, no doubt, see this Exhibi
tion, but they will go a1'"ay with the thought that such things e.re 
not for them, and that the rich only are happy in being able to 
«lad their eyes with such sights. Thue, the ~eat teaching of .the 
l:xhibition will be thrown away; for we hold the.t working-men 
will have a greater feeling for the arts of design, as giving A 
charm to their own dwelling, than as a mere means of livelihood 
e.t the will of the rich. 

Felix Summerly has taken upon himself a task which is truly 
worthy in these de.ys ; but we want a Felix Summerly for the 
kitchen as well as the drawing-room : and we hope if he does not 
take this further task upon him, the.t some one else will. Mr. 
Cole, as Felix Summerly, by choosing this path in art, has made 
himself a good name, as Mr. He.y has by choosing house-painting; 
and we wish that other men who have taste and skill would follow, 
and take each some branch in which he can make his arti~tic 
knowledge useful. 8ir Walter Scott spoke most wisely when he 
led Mr. He.y to follow house-painting instead of high e.rt; for 
although Mr. Hay's powers of mind cannot be doubted, we could 
much better have spared a Landseer or a \Vilkie, than one who 
by his works e.nd bis writings he.s done good to R whole tre.de

1 
and 

has taught hundreds of workmen that they may use their neadli 
and eye$ as well as their hands. 

In the late free-trade speechea in the House of Common~ we 
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were much struck by what Mr. Wilson said, that the only goods 
llellt out in 18-H, on which there was no falling olf', but which were 
more in worth, were silks sent to France, a trade which has grown 
ve:y much, and which some few years ago would hardlv have been 
believed. If we try we can push the French home, but then we must 
&et about it in the right way, not narrow-mindedly as we have 
hitherto done, but boldly and skilfully. The workman must be as 
well taught here as he is in France, or he will do no good. We 
must not have him kept back for fear he should turn out a painter, 
1111d come in the way of some Royal Academician hereafter ; but we 
mu.It have him as well taught as the Royal Academician. The 
groundwork of art is one and the same, whether for a paper
lianger or a weaver, a Landseer or a Gibson; and we believe that 
often, more taste is shown in a gl&s11 jug or in a common shawl, 
&ban in the many landacapes and Art-Union paintings which deck 
\he walls of the Royal Academy. So sorrily has the School of Design 
been managed by the Board of Trade, that we are still uo better 
aif than we were eight years ago; nay, we believe that there was 
a better and a stronger feeling for the arts of design then than 
now. Since Somerset Houlle lost the spur of the Society for Pro
moting Practical Design, in Leicester-square, it has gone on but 
.Jowly2 and it has done nothing for spreading a knowledge of the 
ans ot design among the .People. 

The Board of Education is as much behind-hand. Though 
drawing is as useful to the child of a working-man as reading 
and writing, and though Mr. Wyse has for years brought this 
before them, masters and mistresses in National and British and 
Foreign schools know next to nothing of drawing, and do not 
teach it. The few who do, teach drawing only to a small number 
of the elder boys, however willing the younger ones or their 
fathers are that they should learn. 

Little or nothing too has been done to teach drawing to girls, 
IO as to lit them to earn a livelihood in many trades where a know
ledge of it is of use. When we bethink ourselves how few trades 
sre open to women, we feel how very needful it is that every 
means should be taken to enable them to earn their own bread; and 
nothing seems so likely to forward this, as by giving them a 
kind of knowledge which is so much wanted in England. The 
trade of flower-making, which is a new one, and in which in 18U 
there were a thou.sand women at work, has now grown very much; 
but stil~ many thousand pounds' worth of these fiowers, which are 
better made are brought over from France. 

It is hardly fair to say anything about the Exhibition without 
1~eaking of the Catalogue, which will do as much good as the Ex
hibition itself. It not only tells us what the Society of Arts did 
last year, and what is shown this year, but it lays down a plan for 
spreading wider the good the Society is now doing. This plan is 
two-fold : lirst1 to send round to the country Schools of Design the 
objects shown m London each year, and thereby to bring it to bear 
upon the scholars and workmen throughout the country; and 
11econd, to have a great show every three or four years, to be held 
in a building raised at Charing-cross. Altogether, there is such 
earnest shown to uphold the arts of design, that we feel truly 
thankful to the Society for the work they have done, and we hope 
they_will have the help of the Board of Trade, and of the Board 
of Works, in carrying out the two plans. Indeed, the former Board 
have already made known their goodwill towards it. 

There are so many things worthy of being named. that we are 
almo11t kept back from saying anything, because we cannot speak of 
all. 

The bronze and iron castings show that we have made way; but 
we must not hold till we have got beyond the Prussians and the 
French. The iron castings from Coalbrook Dale, from Messrs. 
Stewart and Smith, and Mr. Me11Senger, are very good; and the 
last has sent some good bronzes, as Mr. Hatfield has likewise done. 

Messrs Leighton, the book-binders, have sent a few designs by 
Luke Limber (John Leighton), and some book-covers in papier
mache, which are very ably done, and show that their trade is not 
behind-hand. Indeed it is perhaps doing more than others to spread 
taste among the people. 

The carvings in wood by Mr. Jordan's machinery are truly won
derful. They are as good as those of Grinling Gibbons, or of any 
of his achoo). There is a freedom about them which shows the 
hand of a master, rather than of a machine. 

.M:r. Drayton, it will be seen, has brought forward his new way 
of silvering glass, by which he can now silver the inside of cupa 
and bowls, plain or carved. 

The cartoon decorations by Mr. W. B. Simpson are sure to 
strike the looker-on, for there is a power in them beyond what 
hns been before seen in decorations. The cartoon of "Loialty," 
from l\lr, Redgrave'& fresco in Westminster Hall, is so goocl, that 

l 

it seems the handiwork of a skilful painter; and we can hardly 
believe that it is not so, for it is so unlike what we see in the gcme
rality of decorations. 

We think this new process very likely to spread a knowledge of 
art among the {M'.ople. There are many places where it can be 
used, and many Joint-stock undertakings which will give it their 
help. For first-class waiting-rooms in railway stations, for board
rooms, for the counting-houses of banks, assurance companie;i, arid 
docks, it might be well applied. These great undertakings would, 
we are sure, willingly lay out a little money in what would pleuu 
the public, and do credit to themselves. A set of likenesse11 of 
engineers would fit a waiting-room well. We would name Watt, 
Trevithick, the two Stephensons, Brunel, and Locke. Many 
paintings bearing on trade might be shown, as Mr. Lee finding 011t 
the stocking loom ; Queen Elizabeth givin~ a charter to the Eul 
India Company; Drake teaching ship-building to Prince Henry in 
the Tower; the Marquis of Worcester likewise in the Tower making 
a steam.engine; King William giving a charter to the Bank; the 
Duke of Bridgewater and Brindley O\'erlooking the works of the 
Bridgewater canal; Arkwright and the spinning jenny; Watt and 
Dr. Robison making experiments on the steam-engine; Don Ricardo 
Trevithick directing the putting together of a steam-engine in 
Peru; Peel, Huskisson, and George Stephenson witnessing the 
starting of a locomotive on the Liverpool and Manchester railway. 
Some of these have been already painted, and there are many other 
subjects shown in Westminster Hall which might be chosen by l\lr. 
Simpson, as an early English trial by jury, Alfred manning hia 
ships, King John signing Magna Charta. 

The inlaid work from Messrs. Holland and Sons shows that iD 
this branch the French and Belgians are not before ns, and give 
hopes that we shall in time drive them out of the furniture trade 
to America. The taking the duty olf' foreign woods now allow1 
our cabinet-makers to send goods abroad. The only fault we find 
is with the centres of some of the tables, which in No11. 7 and 8 
are ,·ery ugly. 

The copy of an antique shield (No. 10) is a favourable specimen 
of iron casting. 

Nos. 11 and 12 are a very good application of papier-macbi to 
picture frames, by Mr. Bielefield. 

The pu.pier-mache cheval screen by Jennens and Bettridge haa 
been got up with great labour. It is cu.lied in the Alhambra style 
and decorated with Arabic inscriptions, but we neither like the 
style nor thll composition. 'Ve think the labour misapplied. The 
colouring of the frame, gold upon a warmish white, looks tame 
without being rich. 

Most of the encaustic tiles by Minton and Co. are dull in colour, 
which arises from the attempt to apply all colours, instead ot 
sticking to those which do best. Mr. Minton has been happier in 
glazed tiles. We cannot but wish that the old Flemish glazed 
chimney-tiles, or something like them, were brought out again. 
An old chimney-corner, with its set of bible tiles or Flemish land
scapes is a story -book in itself, and pleasing to old and young. 
Tiles for walls, with drawings ofinteresting objects, or with maps, 
would be welcome in schools and many other building11. 

Mr. Copeland seems a worthy follower of Wedge wood. Hia 
works in earthenware are among some of the best in the Exhibition. 
The taste and care shown in them cannot be gainsaid, aud they 
keep up our fame in this trade, which is worth so much to us. The 
English earthenware is now the best in the world, and much of it 
is sent abroad. Indeed, it is a great staple, and worth the more to 
us as the work and the ware are all our own, only some of the 
colours being brought from abroad. By the care given to the higher 
kinds of porcelain, we shall in time be able to put down foreignen 
in that branch of the trade likewise. 

There are so many good works of Mr. Copeland's that we can 
name very few. An earthenware wash-stand (No. 37) is a very 
good design. It has a blue ~round and white bordel'll tastefully 
drawn. There are many other Jugs and bowls well worthy of praise. 
The wash-stand No. 88 we do not like so well; its effect would d~ 
pend wholly on the hangings which might be used in the room. 
The enamelled porcelain cups and saucers, Nos. 139 and uo, show 
the resources olthe establishment in decoration. 

The chimney slabs show the jrogress which has been made ID 
the application of porcelain an painting for this purpose. The 
lock-furniture and bell-lever, likewise in porcelain (No. liO), are 
richly ornamented with gold. Porcelain 1s now being much used 
by builders, as is likewise glass for ornamental purpose11. 

The large collection of works and groups in statuary/orcelain 
shows Mr. Copeland's power in what may be considere a more 
purely artistic departmeut. This material has been employed b.J 
the Art-Union for prizes, and promises to be very useful in spread-
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iag a knowledge of the works of our best sculptors, for in eft'ect it 
aPmes neu marble, and in cheapness near plaster. It takes a 
middle place between marble and pluter, and being more luting 
dlan the latter, is likely to be very much used by the middle cl8811e8. 
We hr, however, that it will give us in sculvture a school of 
ltatuettes, 88 we have in painting a school of cabinet pictures, and 
M> far dnw away the public mind from high art. Still, we welcome 
the statuary porcelain and the Pllrian as a good beginning, and we 
an take the evils when they oome with the le&s remorse, as now 
llClllpture ia far from being in the most palmy state. This kind of 
copy promises likewise a better reward to the artist, for marble is 
a material costly in itself and hard to work, and therefore the 
sculptor gets few orders for a good study, and few are fond of 
east&. Now, a llmall gallery of groups can be bRd for a very small 
B1lll1, and no one need be ashamed of having such works in his 
drawing-room. Among Mr. Copeland's productions we would no
tice the NarciSBUS. after Gibson (No. 209); Innocence, after J. N. 
Foley (No. 210); Paul and Virgima, after C11mberworth (No. 211); 
the Return from the Vintage (No. 212); Apollo, after Wyatt (No. 
21~; Cnpid chained (No. 218); and: Ondine, after Pradier (No. 
~9 • The busts do not tell so well. 

he Cupids holding a Tazza (No. 182) la a very good design for 
a Sower-stand, in statuary porcelain. 

Mr. Copeland is very successful in the Portland jug (No. ~), 
al the ~me material. 

Another work of his we shall name is the Armada bottle (No. 
~~. We are likewise pleased with this vase after Cellini (No. 
i!i8 • 

ears. Chamberlain, of Worcester, have sent some very gorgeous 
pareelains, gilt, painted, and enamelled. 

Mr. Magnus, of the Pimlico Slate Works, has sent slate chimney
.tabs, likewise table tops, which are worthy of notice by builders. 

Mr. Pratt's Anglo-Etruscan vase, in the Great Room, is very 
~worthy. 

The prize candelabrum must be the work of an architectnral 
.cadent, and have been chosen for the prize by an architect. It is 
•hat some architects call classical, and what other people call 
tame, stiff', and bald. We think the prize is thrown away, and we 
mould have been much more pleased with a copy of one of the 
candelabra in the British Museum. 

The prize lamps are not mucq better. They may catch some 
eyes, being in silver, but are poor and common-place. We wish 
\here had been more designs for silver-plate. One very good is 
No. !US, an adaptation of the trumpet lily for a dessert-stand. 

The papier-mache productions to our mind show much more 
dendour than taste. They are too much in the gewgaw and 
\'anxhall way. 

The" Repose" arm-chair (No. 2'2), is very unluckily named, for 
there is no repose in its compo11ition, and there can be none within 
its arms. Mr. J.C. Horsley is the designer, but his skill i11 quite 
tltrown away, for the reliefs have no effect. The terminal figures, 
ill whatever material they may be finished, will be indistinct. 

Mr. Nicholson has shown a very elaborate shell cameo (No. 268), 
kt the subject is too complicated, and therefore indistinct. MiBB 
M. A. Nichols has sent five imitation cameos. Cameo cutting is 
wort.by of care, for in Paris it sives work to many hundred men. 

The glass works (Cl88S XII.) are so ,·ery good that we hope they 
are an earnest of onr making a great trade in glau, and becoming 
free from the BohemiBJlS and Germans. 

The Decorative Art Society is doing so much good, that we look 
forward to see some other society raised which shall take in a lower 
dua of workmen. There is room for a great deal to be done, and 
we feel very strong hope from what we call the small exhibition of 
the Society of Art&--small because we are sure we iihall llOOn see 
much larger exhibitions held under its care. 

INDIAN RAILWAYS. 
hlditm RaUIDtlya and their Probable RuulU, with Mapa and an 

~ppendiz containing StaJ~tica of Internal and Ezternal Commerce of 
irUlia. By an OLD INDLUI P<>111'1USTEB. Third Edition. London: 
Newby, 18.C.8. . 

We are now in 1848, and Indian railways remain where they 
•ere, *hongh the .East India Railway Company haa got a guarantee 
llld leave to begin. This is a hard lesson, but one which is of no 
Rood so far 88 the present is concerned, and will, we fear, be found 
little better in the future. Governments are not ready scholan, 
nen iD the matter of revolutiom. We have always upheld the 

freedom of joint-stock undertakings, AB the best safeguard again&& 
speculation and the want of it. The EBSt India government were 
?earful in 1846 of the gambling madnell8 of the times. Schema 
after Bcheme was brou~ht before them, money was held out freely, 
but they drew back frightened, and set themselves down in wha.& 
they held to be a quiet and orderly way, to lay down rules on which 
railways ahould be carried on and shareholders should pay thetr 
money. Following in the path of the Board of Trade here, they 
sent out to India a railway board, with Mr. Simms at its head. Re 
did his work as well and carefully as he could, and sent home some 
long blue-books, from which, however, we are sorry to say, we 
have learned no more than we knew before, so that they have In 
no way yut railways forward one inch. Everything has to be tried 
still; ~ r. Simms has given us no answer as to embankments in the 
valley of the Ganges, long bridges over the streams, how wood will 
ser,•e for sleepers, how works are to be carried on, nor one single 
point in engineering has he settled,-and from no fault of his, ~ 
cause experience is the only guide and judge. Therefore, three 
years have been lost on this head, and instead of beginning with 
three or four years' ex~erience, we are 88 far behind-hand as we 
were before. It is durmg the first three or four years that the 
greatest changes are made, because it is the time of experiments ; 
e\·ery day shows something, and in11tead of trying to settle the 
engineenng of India before-hand, a wit1e man would wait for prac
tice to guide him in fixing any lasting system. 

India has needlessly lost so many years of railway transit; by 
this time the traffic of the Ganges would have had some small help 
from railway works. Perhaps a couple of hundred miles of rail way 
would have been open ; and if only so much, or even less, still 
the result& would have been great, because each hundred miles or 
rail way is the saving of a day in the communication with the up
land. The opening of a railway would have been felt by the steam.
boats, and more of them would have been put on the river, while 
branch roads would have been laid down to reach the railway. 
The making of a railway is, as is well known, only a small part of 
the good which is to arise. The railway will be the trunk towarda 
whicb steamboats will run, and roads be made. The traffic will be 
always rowing, so that at each step food for new railways will 
be foun • The steamboats have shown this, though not so much. 
At first six small steamboats were run, sometime after six more, 
and latterly six large steamboats have been put on, and there is a 
call for more. All are paying well, though there is more than four 
times the power that was in the first instance held needful. We 
have heard of railway carriages carryin~ their own railways with 
them, but it may be said of Indian railways that they will carry 
their own traffic with them. 

When we come to the money part of the question, and say that 
three years have been lost, we do not give a right idea of the evil 
which bu been done. Time in the share-market cannot be trifled 
with, and cannot be got back again. The fatal event of Louis 
Philippe'• death or fall h1111 been long hanging over us; it waa 
known that it must happen, and that when it did the share-market 
would be utterly upset. Never wu it so needful to make hay 
while the sun shone; the storm was hanging about, it was looming 
in sight, and there was no time to be lost. In the years 18~ and 
1846, any money could have been raised; in the years 18.C.7 and 
1848, no money can be raised,-and who dares look forward with 
bore? 

f the share-market were as law-makers wish it, and as they 
have tried to make it, it would be very well ; but unha,Ppily it 11 
not so. It does not work so smoothly as they think 1t may; it 
has its ebbs and its ftoods; sometimes setting in with a full tide, 
whirling and eddying round, the waters rising to the top of the 
Bood, then the stream pouring out with a qnick mah and leaving 
all bare. People were wonder-stricken that there should be gamb
ling in 18'8, as if there never were before; and though they were 
quite ready to MY that a heavy fall would follow, they did none 
the more wisely. Time has shown that while share-gambling is 
going on, railway-making is going on; and when share-gambling is 
at an end, money cannot be raised even for the moat useful under
takings. There is a cloud hangs over all, the good and the bad; 
and though those who have helped to make the storm worse may 
wish it otherwise, the good feel it as much as the bad. 

While the share-market ftourished, and the East India govern
ment were besought to give their leave for the railways to be begun, 
they stopped short, aa if they had time in their own hands, and 
could wait 88 long 88 they pleRSed. They have so often set up 
kings in the east and put them down-they so often send out their 
word, and a mighty kingdom springs UP, or is cast down, that they 
thought they had only to speak, and ra1lwayswould be made when
ever they liked. Had they then, as they were told, giveu the 
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lines without guarantees, the money would have been raised ; 
whereas now, even with a guarantee, the undertakings linger, and, 
RS we have said, how long they may linger no one knows. The 
share-market when once shaken does not recover at a fixed date ; 
it is not within the power of any one to know when it will recover, 
while the shock is now very great. The banks throughout Europe 
are breaking, the hoarding of gold and of silver has begun, money 
will go out of sight, war may spriri.g up, the government may give 
as formerly six or seven per cent. for loans, and then the common 
returns of joint-stock undertakings do not hold out hope enough 
to the shareholder or lender. 

By the blundering of the government has the welfare of India 
been threatened, and it is only by acting otherwise than they have 
done, that they can stop the evil from spreading further. India 
has felt a great loss in the want of railways, but if she is to be kept 
without them for years, the mischief which will be done will be 
great. India has to struggle in trade with America and the \Vest 
Indies, where railways and steamboats are widely spread; and un
less India have the same help, she cannot keep up m trade against 
them. India can raise cheaply-none can beat her; but so much 
time and so much money is spent in carrying goods to market, that 
they come dear and bad, instead of cheap and good. 

It will do little for India that English gold is now not likely to 
be sent abroad to France, Flanders, Italy, and Spain for railways; 
shareholders are sick of them, and will be afraid to have any thing 
more to do with them. This is however no help, we fear, for India, 
for the call for money at home cannot be met, as so much has been 
lost. 

Among the undertakings which were brought into the market in 
184-5, none hardly were more useful than that of the East India 
Railway Company, for making a railway from Calcutta for 800 
miles up the valley of the Ganges. Mr. Macdonald Stephenson 
its managing director, gathered together all that could be learned 
in India, and in his works gave the heads of what Mr. Simms has 
written since. There was quite enough to show the likelihood of 
the undertaking, and when it was brought forward it was hailed 
by the leaders of the money market as a railway well worthy of 
their help. The heads of the East India Railway Company were 
some of the richest merchants here, and there was such trust given 
to it that its shares rose verv quickly in price. 

Thanks to the Board of Trade, the Company was withheld from 
taking more than five shillings a share when they could have had 
two pounds; so that now, instead of ha,·ing some hundreds of thou
sands of pounds in hand, enough to make a good beginning, they 
have hard work to raise a hundred thousand pounds, which is to 
be lodged with the East India Company. 

The East India Company has in the end given to the Railway 
Company leave to go on, and offered a guarantee of interest, which 
in 18-1.5 or 184"6 would have sent up the shares to such a price as to 
have made them among the best in the market. There were then 
no shares in the market guaranteed by any of the English govern
ments, and such was the call for guaranteed shares that those 
guaranteed by the great railway companies were eagerly sought. 
Therefore the market was clear for the Indian railway shares, and 
nothing but the utter blindness of the government kept India back 
at such a time. On what good grounds it could have been done 
no one can readily see, for India is always in want of money1 and 
when there was a hope of getting it from England it shoull1 not 
have been let slip. 

We have still the utmost trust in the East India Railway Com
pany, for we believe that the line must be made, and we hope 
therefore that everrthing will be done at once to help it on. We 
see no good in leavmg a hundred t.hoW13nd pounds in the hands of 
the government, that should be dropped at once. The Company 
should likewise have full power to borrow money here and in India, 
in whatever way they can. If there be any need of it, the govern
ment of India must lend them money to begin, so that they make 
a start, for there is no time to be lost. If there should be a war in 
Europe, and the overland way to India be stopped or hindered, 
then it will be still more needful that there should be a quick 
transit between Calcutta and the north-west. 

On theae grounds we say to the East India Railway Company 
"Hold on;" for if the government do their share, the undertaking 
will become one of the first in the world. Much of the railway can 
be readily made, and as cheaply as thoi;e of America, while it has 
onir to be opened to have a good income at once. We have al ways 
behaved, and we do still, that when a start is made, a great deal 
of money will be got from India : India finds money for banks, 
assurance companies, steamboats, coal mines, indigo works, sugar 
mills, and tea plantations, and we do not see !'J!r she should not 
for railways. The Indian mind is awakenecl. WQat has been eeen 

of late years has laid the way for railways. The steamboat haa 
shown the Hindoos that speed can be ~t, that goods can be brought 
up quickly, and they are ready to believe that railways will do for 
tliem what it has been held out they can do. India waits only for 
a beginning, and then railways will spread as many arms over the 
land as they have in England or America. 

In Southern India the companies are still less ready to begin 
work, so much have they been weakened by the loitering of the 
stand-st.ill government, but as railways are fully as needful there 
as in Bengal, we hope very little time will run before steps are 
taken to bring them forwlll'd. The growth of cotton in Bombay 
and Madras is kept back by the want of railways, and a little help 
only will enable the merchants and people of those two presidencies 
to make their own railways. They have come forward most warmly, 
and although their late losses have lessened their means, they will 
be found ready to follow up the lead of the go,•ernment. 

Railways in India must be made, and they must be carried out 
as joint-stock undertakings; for whatever may be the want of power 
of these latter now, the government in India are no stronger, and 
always find it hard to raise money. Let us hope, as so much blame 
belongs to them for the hindrances they have hitherto thrown in 
the way of railways, that they will see good to make a change, and 
do all they can to make up for lost time. If they do not do it of 
themselves, the parliament of England must do it for them ; for if 
the cotton-growers of India cannot be heard there, they v.·ill be 
heard here, and· the cotton-wea\•ers of Manchester have already 
spoken out. We cannot be left in the power of America fo'r the 
cotton, on which our great staple manufacture depends, and whereby 
so many Englishmen earn thtir scanty livelihood. 

The third edition of the book before us is on the same plan as 
those that went before it. It is enlarged by some new extracts, 
which are J?Ut together without any great regard to order, and the 
staple is still from the works of Mr. Macdonald Stephenson. The 
right title would be "Indian Railways from the works of Mr. Mac
donald Stephenson, with other matter by an Old Indian Post
madter.N Except Mr. Stephenson's materials, the best thing in 
the book is a map of the Imes of rail way in Northern India. 

THE WICKSTEED ENGINE. 
Mr. Wicksteed WR& the first to introduce the Cornish engine 

into the metropolis, and he deserves great credit for his exertions. 
The first engine was put up about four years ago, when a descrip
tion of it was published m this Journal. The second, which it1 
larger, is named the Wicksteed engine, and is erected at the East 
London Water Works. It was started to supply water to that 
company's district in June 184-7, and is the largest engine hitherto 
erected in London; it was designed by Mr. Wicksteed, who is 
engineer to the company, and was erected under his superintend
ence. It was manufactured by Messrs. Sandys, Carne, and Vivian, 
of the Copperhouse Foundry, Hayle, Cornwall. The diameter of 
the cylinder is 90 inches, the diameter of the pump 4-4- inches, 
length of stroke 11 feet, and it pumps 20 imperial barrels at each 
stroke. \Vhen working at the rate of eight strokes per minute, it 
raises .S, 792 gallons per minute, or 8,34-0~80 gallons per diem, or 
8~563,200 imperial tiarrels per annum. The power when working 
at this speed IS 200 horse-power. The main beam is 39 feet long, 
and weighs 33 tons-it vibrates on a cast-iron main gudgeon 16 
inches diameter, and the whole is supported by four column& and 
an entablature of cast-iron, designed in the Grecian-Doric style. 
The plunger with its appendages weighs 43 tons, which m88S of 
matter is raised 11 feet high at each stroke of the engine. The 
pump-work is supported by two iron girders weighing each 10 tons, 
and is strongly bolted down to a mass of masonry in the founda
tions. The boilers, four in number, are cylindrical, 34- feet Ion~, 
6 ft. 6 in. diameter, with an internal fire-tube four feet in 
diameter. The diameter of the steam-pipe is 16 inches. 

The total weight of the eng!nes, pump-work, and boilers is oiU. 
tons, and the whole cost was £10,000, or £so per horse-power, or 
about £24- per ton. 

The quantity of coal consumed by this engine, if working at full 
power night and day, would be ~000 tons per annum, and the 
quantity of coals that would be consumed by the best of the ordi
nary non-expansive engines in doing the same work would be ~500 
tons; showing a saving in favour of the Cornish engine of 2,500 tons, 
which at 138. per ton is £1,625 per annum, or l6i per cent. upon 
the cost gf the engine for coals only. 
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• 
COAL DROPS, AND MIDDLESBOROUGH DOCK. 

(With Engravinga, Pia~ YI.) 

Aceounl of tM Dropa uM!dfrw tM ahipmmt of Coala at Middl&bro'
on-Ttt11, tritA a ducriptlon of t~ Middlubro' Dock. By GEORGE 

TuasnuLL, M. Inst. C. E.-(From a paper read at the Institution 
of Civil Engineers.) 

The dock was commenced in the spring of 18W, and was opened 
far trade on the 12th May, 18~2. The general form of the dock 
and its position with respect to the river Tees will best be under
stood by reference to the annexed engra\'ing. It possesses an area 
of 9 acres at the water surface; the approach is by an entrance 
ch1mnel, rather more than a quarter of a mile in length, cut 
through the sand banks of the river, and kept open by means of 
oaa!!ional sluicing from the lock-gates, and also through culverts 
built iri the lock walls for that purpose. Some apprehensions were 
entertained of the practicability of keeping open the entrance 
channel by these means, as there is much shifting sand in the bed 
of the river Tees, and every interferenoe with the current of the 
river produces marked alterations in the form and position of the 
shoa15 or sand banks. After due deliberation, the scheme was at 
length carried into execution, under the sanction of the Tees 
Navigation Company, and the result has been marked with the 
complete success which was anticipated by the projectors; the 
channel was dredged out to its full depth, the slopes and bank1 
were cov,red with a paving of rough chalk and stone, and after a 
trial of nearly three years the channel is now in a better state 
than when it wa!I first made, and is kept up at a very trifling cost. 

The entrance lock is built principally on a foundation of bard 
IWld., and on account of the quantity of water found in it, an un
UAUally large proportion of piling and wooden platforms were re
quired in the foundations. The lock is built of stone, chietly from 
the Byker quarries, on the river Tyne; lt is 132 feet long and 30 
feet wide; the depth of water is 15 feet at neap tides and 19 feet 
at spring tides: the bottom of the dock was excavated to the 
depth of 3 feet under the level of the lock cills. 

In connection with the dock, a branch line was laid down, di
Terging from the Stockton and Darlington Railway and terminat
ing in ten double lines, leading to the ten drops (1 to 10) situated 
on the west side of the dock. The raised platform of a triangular 
llhape, covered by these diverging lines of railway, comprises an 
area of IS acres, and affords spare room for 1,200 loaded wagons, 
or more than 3,000 tons of coal, besides means of egre88 for the 
locomotives with their trains of em,Pty wagons. This great 
amount of standing room forms a principal feature in the arrange
ment of these works, as in the district, of which this is the shipping 
port, there are numerous descriptions of coal, several of which 
come down the railway in the same train; a sepuation is made on 
the platform, and each colliery having its own drop assigned to it, 
the wagons, with the proper description of coal, accumulate in one 
branch, and descending along the railway, which is so inclined as 
to permit the wagons to move by their own gravity, the shipment 
is carried on with much facility. An inclination in the contrary di
rection is given to the empty line, sufficient to allow the unloaded 
wagontJ to move of themselves, by which mean11 some saving of 
horse labour is effected. 

Tht cost of all the works connected with the dock, including 
the branch railway, raised platform, permanent rails, dock work, 
entrance lock and channel, and breastworks along the shore of the 
river Tees, with the ten coal drops, amounted to tbe sum of 
.£122,000. 

These works were designed by Mr. W. Cubitt, V. P., and the 
author was the acting or resident engineer. 

The coal drops are peculiar in their construction and are pro
bably not much known beyond the district in which they are used; 
they are dittinguished from the drops in common use on the Tyne1 hy the coal wagons being lowered perpendicularly to the ships 
decks, whereas in the latter the wagons are lowered by means of a 
cradle and vibrating frame, which describes the arc of a circle in 
its descent. In places where the wagons have to be lowered from 
a height of 30 feet and upwards to the ships' decks, which is a 
rommon circumstance in the Tyne and the Wear, the vibrating 
frame (originally invented by the late William Chapman of New
r.utle) are found well adapted for the purpose; but where the 
height is limited, or where the railway is so low that the wagons 
are just clear of the taffrail of the light ships, the perpendicular 
drop becomes more convenient. This ingenious contrivance was 
lim suggested to the Clarence Railway Company ba Mr. George 
Leather, of Leeds ( M. Inst. C. E. ), and was caJ'rie into effect at 
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Port Clarence on the river Tees, where several of them have been 
in use for some years, and are very effective. 

The ten drops erected on the west side of the Middlesbro' Dock 
are almost similar, in every respect, to those at Port Clarence. 
The principle of their constniction and mode of operation will be 
readily understood by a reference to the engravings, Plate VII. 
Fig. 1 shows a front elevation, and fig. 2 a side elevation of the 

drop and its machinery; fig. 3 shows the machinery, with the 
cradle and wagon, drawn to a larirer scale; the same letters refer 
to the same parts in the different drawings. 

The wagon A, weighing about 30 cwt., and containing one chal
dron or S3 cwt. of coal, is shown standing on the moveable stage 
or eradle B, which is suspended by means of chains passing over 
the sheaves C, C; the ends of the chains are attached to the large 
ah.eaves F, F, the latter being cast with grooves of unequal depth, 
t:o accommodate the two chains, which it will be seen are of un
equal length, and require a corresponding inequality in the sheaves, 
to preserve the cradle in a horizontal position. These sheaves are 
fixed on a strong iron axle H!...?n the extremities of which are two 
other sheaves or pulleys K, A, to take the chains which sustain 
the counterbalance weights M, M. The break machinery for 
lowering the wagons consists of the toothed wheel P, 7 feet 
diameter, fixed on the same axle H ; the pinion-wheel Q, 2 feet 
diameter; and the break-wheel R, 6 feet diameter, having a break 
over its whole circumference, worked by a strong lever-handle, 
which controls the descent of the loaded wagon, and its ascent 
when empty. 

When the machinery is at work, the loaded wagon is run on to 
the cradle, or stage, B and is stopped by wooden chocks in its 
proper position, directly over the hatchway of the vessel to be 
loaded (T, T, fig. 1.) The breaksman then releases the break-wheel, 
when the cradle 11nd wagon descend perpendicularly, the suspend
jng chains winding off the sheave11 1'', F, the counterbaJ.ance 
weights ris!'J and their suspending chains wind on to the sheaves 
or pulleys A, K. The cradle, with the wagon upon it, still main
taining its horizontal position, having nearly reached the ship's 
deck, the contents are discharged by a man who descends with it 
for that purpose; the counterbalance weights then have the pre
panderance and the operation is reversed, by the weights descend
ing and the empty wagon nnd cradle rising to their ol!iginal posi
tion. The whole is so guided and controlled by the breaksman, 
and the counterpoise weight so adjusted, that the wagon can be 
made to descend and asceud quickly or slowly, or be stopped with 
ease in any position, either ascending or descending. 

The drops at Middlesbro' Dock are constructed of strong wooden 
framework fixed on Memel fir piles, and the cost of the t.en drops 
was £7,300, or £730 each, including all the timber, iron-work, ma
chinery, and the labour in fixing. 

Each of these drops can ship a wa~n load of 53 cwt. in a 
minute, or about 150 tons in an hour; hut dS the coals cannot be 
trimmed off so quickly in the ship's hold, about thirty wagons an 
hour may be taken as the ordinary rate of working. Forty 
wagons, containing a chaldron each, which are= 5 keels or 106 
tons an hour, may be considered the limit of working. 

In the year ending 1st July, 184-5, 505,~86 tons were shipped by 
means of the ten drops here described. The shipment in the six 
months ending 31st December, 18.U, amounted to 264-,180 tons. 

ON THE RESISTANCE TO BODIES IN FLUIDS. 
On the relation bdween the Velocity and the RPmtance en

countered by bodiu mooing in Flui<bt. By JoaN .MoBTDIER HEPPEL, 
Grad. Inst. C.E.-(Read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.) 

The determination of the relation between the velocity and the 
resistance encountered by bodies moving in fluids, has always been 
an interesting topic of inquiry, as well to the speculative philoso
pher as to the practical mechanist, and perhaps on no portion of 
physical science have more pain! been spent ; whether lookin(!: to 
the sagacity with which experiments have been devieed, the libe
rality with which they have been carried out, or the mathematical 
acumen with which their results have been classified and brought 
under general laws. To enumerate the names only of tbe _men, 
illustrious by their science, who hnve brought their energies to 
bear on this subject, would till a larger space than these few re
marks are intended to occupy. It is sufficient to mention Newton, 
who in this, as in so many other departments of philosophy, first 
llhed the light of hie brilliant genius on the former obscurity;
after him the BCal'cely lea celebrated Daniel Bernouilli, and in 

latter times BOISUt and De Buat, "whose patience and accurate re
search opened such a multitude of observed facts to the contemp
lation of the theorist. Again, the valuable experiments of the 
French Academicians ; the indefatigable labours of the late 
Colonel Beaufoy, so liberally made available for the object1 of 
science by his son; and lastly, though not among the least, mun 
be mentioned the excellent experiments on canal boats by Palmer 
and Macneill, given in the Transactions of the Institution (vol I. 
pp. 165-237). After such a retrospect it may appear pret1ump
tuous in R young and unknown individual, attempting to add 
anything to a subject already enriched by such contributors; u 
his remarks, however, are brought in an humble and modest spirit, 
and so far as he i1 aware, have not been anticipated by any pre
cisely similar, he begs to lay them, without further introduction, 
before the Institution. 

It will no doubt be recollected, that in the C8ll88 already glanced 
at, the almost invariable method of experimenting has been to 
attach a weight, or other known motive force, to the body in ques
tion, and to determine, by direct observation, the quantity of this, 
corresponding to an uniform velocity of progression. From thill 
method it has nece888rilr followed, m most instances, that the 
bodies subjected to expenment were of moderate dimensions, and 
the theoretical views derived from the observations, have been ex· 
tended to those which from their magnitude have been placed 
beyond the range of direct experiment. In the experiment• of 
Palmer and Macneill, the same mode of proceeding wu adopted, 
by applying the dynamometer to boats moving on canaho, and from 
the magnitude of the scale of these experiments, as well as from 
the care and accuracy with which they appear to have been con
ducted, they must be very valuable. Gigantic, however, as these 
bodies were, as compared with those which had previously been 
brought under investigation, they become dwarfs in respect of the 
vessels, the knowledge of whose properties is every day becoming 
a matter of deeper practical importance. It has often surprised 
the author, that these vessels themselves had not been made tho 
object of experiments, with reference to this question, and more 
especially, if it can be shown, as is here attempted, that those pro
pelled by steam, more especially, unite all the conditions requisite 
for obtaining eBBily and simply, accurate and important results. 
The form, however, of these experiments, must differ from that of 
former ones, as the tractive power requisite to maintain a high ,.e
locity, in such large bodies, would be far greater than could Le 
conveniently disposed for such a purpose. 

There is, however, another no less certain mode of inferring the 
amouut of resistance encountered by a body, which i~, to remark 
the diminution of velocity produced in a given small portion ot 
time, when the body is exposed to the action of this resistance 
alone, from which diminution of velocity, the force which producl'd 
it may be inferred with mathematical precision. Let it be pre
sumed, in the first instance, that the velocity with which the ves...;;el 
is at any instant moving through the water1 is capable of being 
measured and observed; then ha\'ing set the veSdel in motion, 
with a given velocity, let the action of the motive power be 
stopped. The only forces to whose action it will then be exposed, 
are the resistance of the water and the air, of which the formt:r 
will be by far the more considerable; but of both of which it will 
always, under ordinary circumstances, at the same velocity, have 
the same amount to encounter, and whose amount therefore con
stitutes the obstacle to be overcome by the motive power, and de
termines the quantity of that power always required to maintain 
that velocity. From the instant when the engines are stopped, 
the speed of the veessel will obviously diminish, and let the amount 
of its diminution during some small interval of time, say a seconc!, 
be noted; that is to say, the difference between the velocity at the 
commencement and at the end of that interval. Now if the 
vessel had been subjected to the action of a force equal to its 
whole weight, the amount of velocity destroyed in a second would 
have been 32 feet per second, therefore, as 32 feet is to the observed 
loBB of yelocity in feet per second, so is the whole weight of the 
veasel, as shown by its displacement, to the force by which thi1 
loss of velocity has been produced; that is, to the united resist
ance of the water and the air, corresponding to the velocity in 
question. It is here aasumed, that the force of resistance, for the 
small period of the observation{ may be regarded as U11ifoni:' i a 
supposition which is not precise y true, as the resistance diminisJie. 
with the velocity; the smaller, however, the interval of time which 
is taken, the nearer will this supposition be to the truth, and if the 
inferred resistance be taken to oorrespond neither to the initial 
nor the final velocities, but to their mean, the error will become 
infinitesimal. A more important source of error would be found 
in the circumstance of the reaiatance of the paddles, or the acnw, 
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where they are a1'1'all~ed so 88 to be disconnected, being included 
in 'he determined resurtance ; and in these cases, this would have 
io be allowed for and be deducted. As however the resistance to 
flat surfaces baa been so fully investigated, this would occasion 
little difficulty. An example perhaps will serve better to render 
the foregoing proposition clear. Suppose a vessel to be going 
through the water with a velocity of 15 feet per second, and on 
the lltopping of the engines, the speed be observed in one second 
to sink to l~ feet per second, the velocity destroyed in one second 
of time woulil be equal to 6 inehes ; this iY J1th part of the velo
city which would have been destroyed, in the llllllle time, by a force 
111qual to the weight of the vessel, and the force which destroyed it 
is therefore equal to J.th part of that weight. Now suppose this, 
u ucertainerl from the displacement, to be 1,000 tons, then the 
mean force of resistance between the velocities of 15 feet and 141 
feet per second is 'rr' tons, and the power expended in overcoming 
this resist11nce, at the mean between the two velocities, or 14.f feet 
per second, is--

1000 x 22~.o 
- 6~x-s5a-= 63,36 e.P. 

Havingthus described the mode in which the ob-ervation~hould be 
conducted, it ma} not be unintert>sting briefty to notice the advan
tages which might result from a well-arranged set of experiments 
on this plan. 

In the first place, it would offer an infallible means of terting 
the qualities of any particular vessel, apart from those of her ma
chinery ; since the action of the engines being stopped during the 
observation, has clearly no inftuence whatever on the rate of dimi
nution of the velocity. The observer would thus, in case of any 
deficiency of speed, be enabled to fix the fault with certainty upon 
the vessel, or the engines, as the case might be. Indeed, if all 
vessels were submitted to the observation here described, there 
seems to be no reason why their resistance should not be 88 pre
cise and definite a quantity, and as capable of accurate expression 
for any particular draught, 88 their di11placement; and it might be 
eontidently asserted, that the vessel which in this way showed the 
least resistance, ought to beat all others cateril paribtu and if she 
were not found to do so, that the fault was either in the engines, 
OT In the propelling apparatus, and certainly not in the ship. 

This however, though one advantage, would not be the only one, 
aa a series of observations made upon the same vessel, at various 
velocities, could hardly fail to demonstrate some expression or law 
of relation, between the observed velocities and the resistances, 
which if found to be uniform within the limits of the experiment, 
might fairly be presumed to extend to some distance beyond them, 
IO that there would be a strong ground for predicting, with confi
dence, the increase of speed which might be expected to result 
from any P.roposed increase of power. 

Again, if these observations were repeated for various draughts 
o( water, in the same vessel, the means would be furnished of 
knowing, a priori, the precise amount of power which should be 
necessary for maintaining a given speed, with any required load. 
Or if the power remained constant, what would be the sP.eeds 
which showd correspond to various loads, and 88 before, if the 
performance of the vessel should fall short of what had been so 
iJetermined, the fault would be in the machinery. 

It may be mentioned, that although hitherto no opportunity has 
been afforded for testing the correctness of the views here pro
pounded, by a practical application of them to theJoint in 
question, yet the author has on several occasions opted a 
method, similar in principle, in determining the resistance of 
thafting and machineryl. by observing the rate of diminution of the 
velocity, on shutting ott the steam from the engine, and having 
bad good reason for believing the results, in these cases, to have 
been tolerably accurate, in spite of the difficulty of correctly es
timating the aggregate momentum of 80 many bodies revolving at 
various velocities, lie is encouraged to suppose, that in the case of 
a floating body, whose momentum is so e&sily and precisely ascer
tainable, the result would be more exact and unquestionable. 

The method adopted by M. de Pambour, for ascertaining the 
amount of resistance to the motion of railway trains, by the cir
emmtances attending their descent and stoppage upon two consecu
tive inclined planes, is based upon precisely the same principle u 
t.hat here advanced. 

It remains only to consider1 by what means the variable velocity 
of. the veuel can be measurea, 80 as to ascertain it, at any instant, 
"1th the neceseary precision. In the absence of a better, the fol
lowing arrangement might perhaps be adopted with advantage:-

To the boWBprit of the vessel (Fig. 1 ), sufficiently a-head to be 
beyond the disturbed water, should be ecrewed a small iron 

bracket, carrying a pin, which should pass through a hole in a 
slender rod, hanging down below the surface of the water, and 
prolonged a few inches upwards above the bracket. Upon this rod, 

Pig. I. 

a.metal sphere shoul~ be fitted, so. as to be fixed at any required 
distance from the pomt of suspension; from the upper extremity 
of the ~od, a small cord or wire should be brought, passing to some 
convement spot on the fore-part of the deck, where it should be 
attached to one arm of a rectangular lever whose other arm or 
index should move along an arc of metal. ' 

It will be clear, that when the vessel is at rest in the water the 
rod, with the sphere attached, will hang vertically and the 'cord 
being properly adjusted, the index of the bent leve'r will be hori
zontal, at which position tbe zero of the graduated arc should be 
marked. If the veBSel moves through the water the resistance on 
the sphere will throw the rod out of the perp~ndicular as indi
cated by t~e. dott~d line, and the angle which it makes' with its 
former position, will be shown by the new position of the index on 
the me.ta! a~c. It is obvious, therefore, that the same degree of 
deftection will always be produced by the same resistance and the 
same resistance by the same velocity. So that if the arc 'has once 
been carefully graduated, by moving with known velocities, which 
would have to be done once for all, it would always afterwards 
furnish a correct indication of the velocity with which the sphere 
!"nd consequently t~e vessel, "'.Ill! movin~ through the water, at th~ 
instant of observation. A slight coDBlderation of the nature of 
this apparatus in action, will make it apparent that the position 
of the ball, or sphere on the rod is indifferent and that tlie same 
an~lar deflection wdl always correspond to the same resistance. 
ThlS would contribute to render the arrangement convenient B8 

being applicable to vessels of various heights. 
The mode of using this apparatus is obvious ; an observer with 

a seconds watch, would note the positions of the index on th'e arc, 
a~ s!lch ~ntervals of. time as should be determined upon, when the 
dimmution of velocity and consequently the retarding forces would 
become known, as before described. 

Mathematical expressions have in the course of this paper been 
expressly abstained from, as being unnecessary to a general view 
of the method proposed. It may however not be out of place to 
remark1 that lerhaps the best way of treating the observations 
when obtaine would be to endeavour to discover an expression, 
representing accurately the velocity in terms of the time, in which 
case, its differential C<Hlfficient would be accurately proportional 
to the resistance. 

Remarlr1 lllllM at IM MHting aftrl' t[N Milling qf IM allot1~ PllJIW. 
Mr. ScOTr Ru&HLL aaid he could not Tenture, without more care

ful couaideratiou of the 1ubject than wa permitted by merely hearing 
the paper read, to draw any comparl1111u betwteu the n11ult1 stated by the 
author and tho111 which he bild arrived at from the Hteu1ive aerie• of es
perimentl he had made; but hi1 lint impreuion wa, that the method pro
po1ed wa not the moat direct, and that it waa liable co 1&~ral objectioM. 
He doubted whether there wu a 1ulllcient knowledge of the reaiatance of 
llat bodiea moving through tluida, to enable the portion of reailtauce due io 
the lloau of the p1ddle-wheel1, in a date of reat, to be 1&parated, in tbe 
general reault, from the reaidance due to the body of the Te11el. A11umiug 
1uch to be the cue, he mull contend, that 11Dleu 1ome meaua ui1ted of 

1~· 
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rahing the paddle-wheell oni of tbe water, limultaneomly with atopping the 
enginea, an accurate reaalt conld not be arrived at. The screw propeller 
nfl'ered greater facilities, 11 be believed methods had been deviled for rail
ing It out of the water. He wu of opinion also, that Dnle11 the experiments 
were tried in perfectly 1mooth water, they could not give accurate resalt1, 
on account of the dipping of *he bow of the veuel, and the consequent 
oscillation of the auspended sphere and rod, which would become a pendu. 
!um. These were practical obJectiona, which were raised in hie mind, by the 
difficultiea be had experienced, in determining the method of conducting hie 
own experiments, which were all tried upon ve11el1 of considerable bulk and 
tonnage. The mode be eventnally_adopted wu, to try the veaael both light 
and loaded. Fint taking all the tloat.boards off' the paddle.wheels, and by 
means of a ateam-tag, of about 250 b.p., drawing the veael through the 
water, 11certaining the realatance at dift'erent velocities by meana of a dyn&· 
mometer; then, by replacing the tloat.boarda, varying the load, and conse
quently, the immersed aection of the venel, and noting carefully all the re
sults, be found an ntraordinary uniformity in the amount of reei1tance by 
similar forms at equal 1peed1. At tint he conceived, that it would have 
heen necessary to reduce all the oacillations of the dynamometer, but he 
found the motion w11 10 uniform, that any ordinary instrument would auffice 
for the purpose. He used an inatrnment, called Pitot's tube, for meaauring 
\he velocity, and he bad found i\ very valuable; he might aay almost unerr. 
ing. It consisted of a vertical gla111 tube placed in the centre of the ve11el, 
through the bottom of which a bole of about half an inch diameter waa 
bored, to paas a metal tube, continuing for a di1tance horizontally be1ide the 
keel, and terminating in a funnel-shaped mouth. When the ve11el wa1 at 
reat, the water outside, and the column within the tube, atood at the same 
level; hut in proportion u the velocity of the ve11el iocreued, ao the column 
of water in the tube roae; and by graduating the tube in accordance with 
observed heights for given speed1, the reaults might he read oft with ereat 
facility and accuracy. Any undue amount of oacillation wu prevented, by 
cllntracting the area of 1he metal tube at one spot, by a atop cock, which 
wu only opened "·hen taking obaervationa. He thought the method he had 
deacribed, combined with the nae of Pitot'a tube, was pre!erable to that pro
posed by Mr. Heppel. 

Mr. R11:1oi111: concllrred with Mr. Rusae11 in hia opinion of the proposed 
method of e1perimenting. No subject waa more difficult than the resistance 
of tluids. h had occupied the attention of the moat learned philosophera, 
yet nevertbele11 the present atate of knowledge of the subject was still very 
imperfect. The true theory had never been discovered. Newton to whom, 
after Galileo, the credit of the fint preche e1perimen\1 waa due, bad also 
given the lint of the two theories, of which the least imperfect aupposed the 
body to he directly •truck hy each of the molecnlea in motion. The aubse. 
quent e:i:perimenh of Bernouilli, Euler, Hobina, Borda, Boaant, De Boat, and 
other•, had ahown the imperfection oftbat theory. 

The e1perimenta of the French Academy, and the laboun of Bonguet, 
Clairboia, Duhamel, Don Joan, Chapman, Forfait, Attwood, Dupuis, Poi11on, 
end others,' had abed considerable light on the subject, and on that of the 
•t&l.ility of tluating bodies; but no extended aeriea of ellperimenta waa tried 
in thi1 country, until the question was taken np by Colontl Beaufoy, who in 
1791 eatabliehed a "Society for the lmprovemeRt of Naval Architecture," 
11Dder wboae auspicea be made, in the Greenland Dock, the elaborate experi
ments, \be firat portion of which had been 10 muni&cently pre1ented to the 
scientific world by Mr. Henry Beaufoy;• The society however aunk for 
want of funda, and the ellperimentll were eventually conducted and brought to 
a concluaion, entirely at the e1pen1e of Colonel Beaufoy. A abort notice of 
·thtm in Thomaon'a "Annala of Pbiloaophy"' induced the communication of 
the results of a 1imilar aeries of experiments, made by 'Meaars. Lagerqjelm, 
·Fonellea, and Kallateniua for the Society of Ironmaaten of Stock1iolm, at 
the Fahlun mine, between 1811 and 1815. Owing to the combined circum. 
1tances of the Swedi1h language being but little cultivated in England, and a 
want of mathematical attainments in tbote who did undentand the lan
p:uage, the Swednh esperimenta remained untran1lated, until after Colonel 
lleaufoy'a decease. Mr. flenry Beaufoy then committed ibe hook to the 
Rev. Elijah Smith, of Sidney College, Cambridge, who learned Swedish and 
completed the tran1lation, u alao that of Lagerbjelrn's "Te1tamen Theorie 
Reaiatentie Flnidorum conatituende." The naulta of these examinations 
occupied ten yeara in their reduction, and yet but few practical reaulta bad 
·1ieen obtained. The general deductions which appeared to be drawn wer-

1 at. Tb11 confirmation of the theory, that the reaiatance of lluid1 to pua
ing 'bodiet wu u the squarea of the velocities. 

2ndly. That, contrary to the received opinion, a cone would move through 
the water with much !en reaiatance with ita apell foremost, than with itl 
base forward. 

3rdly. That the increa•ing ·the length of a solid, of almoat any form, by 
'the addition of a cylinder in (be middle, diminished the resistance with which 
1t maved, provided the weight in ·the water remained the aame. 

~ !lee Booguet, Tral" d .. Nmrea 1 !:Iller, BcleoUlll Nanll.11 CWrboll, Archl~ture 
Nanle1 Dubamel, ditto, dltto1 Don JHn, Esamen Maritime; Cbapman (Sweden), 
Naftl Arcblteture; Forfalt, Tral" Hr '8 Ma"1re dea·VallffllD 1 aKwood, Pbllooopbt.. 
cal Tranactlon1; Dupula, GeomHrle ~Ye 1 Poluon. Tbeor1e d• Onda 1 D' Alem
'bert and Bouut, Rechercba pour la tJoclete dea Esprrleac .. en Arebl~tnre Navale 1 
Laprbjelm and·Kall1tenlua, Esper1mentl for the Swedllb Society; llhn1t1er, lllemolra 

•1u lea Bateaus·k Vapeur; Beaufoy, Nautlcal•Esperlmeatl. 
·• ll11uf'of'1 "Nautkal Kzperlmeat1." Vol. I. -lADclon, 1834. 
.., !fhomeon'• ·u Allaall er Phll-pbJ." -1814 

4tbly. That the greatett breadth of the moYing body 1hoald be placed a\ 
the distance of two.fifths of the whole length, from the bow, wbea applie4 
to the ordinary forms in naval architecture. 

btbly. Tha& the bottom of a tloating 101id abonld be made triangular; aa 
in that case it would meet with the leut resistance when moYiug in lbe 
direction of ita longed axia, and with the greatest reaiatance when moTing 
with itll broadside foremost. 

Such was a abort tummary of the Jabonn of Colonel Btanfoy, to whom 
the scientific world wu deeply indebted. Mr. Rennie though,, howevv, 
that erron bad been faTien into, by not aufliciently conaiderlng the que11iota 
of the friction upon the aides of the various forms n1ed iu the experiments. 
They were moreover tried upon maaaea of too amall dimen1ion1. 

The papen on the same subject in the archivea of the Inatitulion of Civil 
Engineers, presented by Bidder, Carlaund, Telford, Palmer, and Macneill, 
and thoae of Fairbairn and Colonel Page, 4 treated of experimenta upon 
larger veaaela, and produced more practical reaulta. 

The great dill!culty of separating the reaiatance from the friction, aro111 
out of the imperfect apparatna hitherto adopted. Tbe balance of Coulombe, 
and the pendulam, had been tried with doubtful ancceH. Profiting by the 
problem of the cylinder revolvtng in the vortu, in the Principia of Newton, 
Mr. Rennie undertook a aeries of ellperimenta in the year 1830, which were 
published in the Trauaactiona of the Royal Society, " On the Reai1taucea of 
aolid Bodie1 in Air and Water."5 The apparatus consisted of an 11prigb& 
spindle of wrought iron, made to alide up and down in a frame, 10 11 to be 
plunged to any convenient depth in the water, or to revolve iu air only, 11 
required. 

The iron disct of square, circular, and triangular forma, u well 11 the q
linders and globular bodies, all of the aame areas, were moved through the 
aame •paces, and with the aame velocities, in air and in water; \be reaulta 
were tabulated, and the concluaiona arrived at were :-

hL That the friction and adbeaion were not u the surfaces, with 1low 
velocitie5; being in the ratio of l to 3, and diminishing rapidly with •he 
velocities, without obse"ing any ratio. 

2ndly. That the resistance of fan1 and globea of eqnal areas in air, wu u 
the 1quare1 of the velocities np to 8 milea per hour. 

3rdly. That the reailtance of fans or disca with equal areu, wu to globes 
u 2 to l. 

4tbly. That the resistance of fan1 OT di1c1 to globes of equal area in 
water, was to the globes as the squares of the velocitiea. 

5thly. That the mean resiatance-
Of Circular diaca in water} 

,, Square diacs in water were to each o&ber aa &he nu:nben 2t to !, 
,, Wooden balla in water 16 to 2• and 4 to 2• 

Of Circular disca in air } 
,, Square fana in air • • were to each other u the numbers 2~ to 18, 
,, Wooden balhl in air.. 22 to 1• and lO to 2• 

Mr. Butnsa daubted whether the qneation of resistance, or friction, coultl 
be fairly teated by a cylinder revolYing in a lluid, inumuch aa a rotary mo. 
tion waa imputed to a portion of the water, in the 1ame direction aa the 
revolution of the cylinder. 

The aubject waa one of great intered, and to which he had devoted mucla 
attention. Some yeara -.inoe he aaliated Mr. Walker in a aerie• of experi
ments in the But India Dock, aad ·lie c11ne to the concluaion, that i' wu 
not poaaible to arrive at one ·law 1uitaWe fer &11 cues. There were in realitJ 
three cases to be conaidered :-

Firat. The reaiatance due to di1placement. 
Secondly. The reaiatance due to non-preaaare. 
Thirdly. The reaistanre due to friction. 
As regarded the lint caae; the reaiatance dne to diaplacemeni included 

that of the area of resistance of the water heaped up against the bows, 
which angmented 11 the velocity increued. In such case be fonnd, tha~ 
the increaae of reaiatance wu in a more rapid ratio than the square of Uie 
'l'elocity. 

·In the eecond caae-; that of non-pre11ure, occaaioned by the tilling 11p of 
the channel in ·the wake, vacated in tile pauage of the vessel through the 
water. .Jn this case he found the reaiatance increased in a leaa ratio \ban 
the 1qnare of the velocity. Jn Mr. Walker's e1perimenta, boats were u&ed 
with blull' prows and wi\h acute prows; it \\'U found that at a slight immer-
1ion, and when drawn at a low velocity with the bluff' prow foremost, there 
waa the least realatance.; but ~at when deeply immersed, all other condi
tions remaining the aame, there waa the greatest amount of reaiatance. 

Al to the third poaition. The formula of Du Buat with regard to friction 
wu found applicable ; aa there wu no distinction whether the veasel wu 
moving through the tluid, or whether the-lluid wu running over the bottom 
of a river. In this cue 'the re1i1tance doe to friction waa u the 1qnare of 
the velocity. 

Boasut tried a variety of experimentt upon t'he anglea of reaiatance, by 
atl.acaing to a rectang1dar parallelogram varioua abaped prow1, at anglea 
varying from 168° to 12", with the Yie'll> of ucertaining the law of reaiatance 
due to the angle of the plane meeting the water; bat he overlooked the con
atant deduction neceaaary for the non-pressure dne to the rectangular form 
of the atem, which formed the largeat portion of the resistance, and con1e. 
queDtly invalidated the deductions from the e1perimenta. 

4 "R.marb OD Canal N&\'lg&tlon." BJ W, Fairbairn. 8Yo. London, lllal • 
-4 Vlde" PhlL Trana.,'' 1811,.p, 428 • 

... 
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Tiie or1- Mr. Bidcler too1.l of the mode in which the 1object ahoold be -idettd. w11 not with referen~ to the re!ection of the particle• doe to 
r.lw angle of Incidence, bot with rererence to the ahaolote velocity imparted 
1e.the.puticles of water the Teuel would ba.e to diaplace. For in1tance, if 
the ugle ohbe Teael wu 1ocb, that the 1ine wu one-half the radiu1, tbeu 
the Teloeity of the pamcle1 in contact would be reduced one.half, and the 
raistaDCI! would be reduced to one-fourth ; 1uhject to the previoua explana
tion of the heaping of the wllter qaind the bow1, 

With referenre to a plane diac dl'lf:ged through a fluid ; it formed for 
illelf a eort of natural prow of dead water, which wu drawn forward with 
it; bat the form of thi1 prow nried with the velocity of the pa11ing current, 
and belice the uomaliea which bad been ohaervcd in all esperimentl on the 
1Ubjeet. 

He eoaJd not agree with the infallibility of the Pilot tube ; for be thought, 
lhBt iu proponion u the vertical tulie waa moTPd from the item, an errOT 
mmi arise from the lifting of the item and the dropping of the stern 11 the 
teloeily illcrea.ed. 

Palmer'• esperimenll gav!l aoomalooa reaoltl. 1'he resi1tance1 came out 
11 tbe tuba rather than the 1quarea of the velocitiea. Thi• Mr. Bidder 
thaaglat must be aUributeJ, In a great degree, to the friction ari1ing from 
the 1111all area of the channel, u compared to the 1urface of the body of the 
boat, and that of the 1heet of pent-op water between the llat bottom of the 
boll and the bottom of the 1hallow canal. 

iD trying esperimenta upon large nurls, be conceiTed, that a tug boat 
COii.id KtTeety get up 1utliciellt 1peed to obtain utiafactory reaolt1, and that 
it •u nec:euary for the ve11el to be 11oatiug in perfectly •till water, io calm 
weather; or elae the circumatancea being ch~ the reaulll mo1t be modi-
11ed accnrdingly. 

At reprdtd the reaistance ofrettd by the paddle iloall, when they were 
dragged throagb tlae wlter, u alluded to by Mr. l'rppel, when it w11 re
membered that the abaolote nlocity of the paddlra impinging upon the 
water did not 01oally exceed 4 miles JI'!' hour, to propel a nuel at the rate 
ofl2 to 15 miles per boor, it would follow, that u aoon 11 the engines were 
•topped, onleu the paddles were di1eug1ged 1imultaneoo1ly, they would be 
drlgged through the water at the ume velocity at whicla tbe ve11el wu 
proceeding. In that caae, the reaistance ofrered by the prtldlea, would be 10 
rnormoualy diJproportionate to fbat ol'ered by the body of the veaiMll, u to 
rrnder the reaultl entirely nugatory. 

Ur. '\l' ALl:ll:a confirmed Mr. Bidder'11latement of the resulll of the es
'J'ftimenta tried in the Eut India dock, which were communil'ated to the 
Rllral ·Society in 1827.' The machinuy employed for those experiment• 
wu •ery 1imple. It con1i11ed of a crah-vrinch "'·ith a barrel 3 feet in diame
ter, and bandlea of a aulficieot length for the necessary number of men to 
work at it. The line, of I inch diameter, w11 attached at one end to the 
btrrel, ind at the other to a dyoamometer in the how of a boat, 18 ft, 6 in. 
long, by 6 feet broad, with a depth of immeraion of 2 feet; the greatest im
meraed croaa 1ectioo 11 u 9 feet. The es perimeull were tried in the Import 
Dock, where there was a 1pace of 1,4 I 0 feet in length, 560 feet in width, and 
24 feet io depth ; ao that there waa no reai1tance from the 1ide1 or bottom 
of the dock. The Telocitiea were calculated frum the tim" of paaaing through 
Ji6 :rard1, or one-tenth of a mile; that length being marked oft' in file mid
dle of the distance traversed by the boat. The a peed was attain Pd by a given 
number of men working at the wiocb, and iiru regulated by the 'ibrltion af 
a peudolom. 

The reaulll obtained were, that in almoat enry inatance the reaiatance 
lho•ed au iucreue, amounting to tbe 1qoare of the velocity for the distance 
llaTened ; but where the Telocity wu conaiderable the reai•tance followed a 
ttill biprr ratio. In a narrow channel the iucreue would bne been CUD• 

aiderably .greater. The esce11 beyond the 1qoare, mu1t, be conceived, be 
attributed, in a great degree, to the rai1ing, or heaping, of the water againat 
tlie bow1 at high velocitiea, and to the 1imultaneoo1 depreaaion of the stern. 

In tlieae esperimenll the weight, or power, required, wa1 of coorae, at 
lfut, in the ratio of the cube. Por iuatance, if one man at the winch .pro
duced a Teloclty-1, eight 01eu were required to produce a velocity-°2; but 
11 in the ume time double the apace wu pa11ed over,·tbe exeniou of power 
oTer the ume apace wu the half of 8, or 4 ·; !Jut 1be velocity being twice 
the former Telocity, it required twice the power, or eight men while they 
were at work; the di,tance w11, bowner, trneraed in half the time, 10 that 
the upenae of power by doubling the .elocity wu only u 4 to I. 

The reault1 1hown by dragging the bluft' prow or tbe·1barp prow foremoat, 
11 Tarioo1 nlocitie1, 1bowed clearly, that Tery different figurea 1bould be 
t.Uen for Teaaela intended for carrying cargo, from those intended for great 
•peed. 

Mr. Bn>D•a said, thlt Mr. Barlow, in hi1 deduction• from Mr. Palmer'• 
erperimeuta,• 1tated, "that in the cue of loaded canal boall the reaiatance 
T&ried iD·a higher ratio, Tiz.: u the cube 1ll the nlocity very nearly, if not 
e:i:actly," and from the experimenll be bad computed the power of traotion 
on a canal, tbo1.:-

At 4 milea per·hoor l lb, would draw 200 lb. 
At 2 milee ,, 1 lb. ., 1600 lb. 

Tbe role adopted by aome of the principal ·marine engine mi'ken (11 

• Vlde Klmalel or Proeeedlnp, 1842, Toi. U. p. 193. 
• Vlde Phll. Triuia., 1828, YOL errlll, p. 16, 
·• ~" Traul. lllld&.-C.li:.," '1'111. I, p • .186. 

Mea1ra. Roolton, Watt, and Co.),11 for aacertaiuing'the ailing qualitiea oftbe 
Te11el, Tiz. : multiplying the 1ectional area by the cube of the power, and 
dividing the product by the velocity, bad, he bclined, been found a true 
teat ; and if when the power in the qme Teaael bad been inereued, the 
quotient bad been found uniform, which be had alao reuou to beline wu 
the case, another proof wu afrorded of the oorrectuen ofthe theory, of the 
resilltance being 11 the aqoare of the nlocity, 

Mr. SPlLLsa thought the reaulta of Mr. Pa'lmer~a nperimenta were tn 
have been anticipated, from their being tried in a narrow and 1hallow chan
nel; the progre11 of the boat wu nece11arily retarded by the friation of the 
water againat 1he 1ide1 and the bottnm, 1 man of water wu cerried along 
"ith the boat, and not having apace to expand, reacted against the boat, 
unduly increasing the re1i1tance, particularly at higli nlocitiea, Under ordi
nary circum1tauce1 the reaiatance would be u the 1qoare of the velocity, and 
a ve1ael going at a given velocity reqoirtd eight timea the power. 

Mr. ScoTl' Rusnu., thaugbi t'be iucongruitiea in the re1ult1 of lbe r11:
perimenta aroae from want of doe attention in noting all the circumatancn 
attending them. The form• of the veaael1 were not particularly regillered, 
nor were the variou1 form• experimented upon, under aimilar circumatancea. 
Now, u the law of re1i1tance must vary "itb every diff'erence of form, al
though a general role might be given, it could not be relied upon in practice, 
and it became e11ential to aualyae every experiment l'arefully before any de
duction "u made. One point to be particularly noticed, wu the re1ist1nce 
of different form1 of the bow1 of veaael1, and of the quarten, u the Jaw 
1'ould vary as they were changed. Any experiment made ill a chaDnel of 
contracted dimension•, perhaps only three or four time1 that of <be area of 
the mid1bip 1ectiou, could not be trueted ; the law of rraistance would vary 
with the fomi and dimen1ion1 of the channel, and great allowance moat be 
made for lateral friction. In abort, aa a practical man, and 1peaking upon 
the authority of nearly ten tbouaand esperimeut1, made upon large vesaels in 
open 1pace1, under every Tariety of ciroum1tancea, he UIDlt llill think the 
mode of nperimentiag ·by the •team-tug that 'Which w11 beat -calculated kl 
furnith accurate reaol11. 

Nor wu be le11 wedded to the obeenation1 by Pitot'• tube, using it 11 an 
instrument for meuuring velocity, He would of courae have the z.ero poi!K 
adjustable; and ill delicacy might be further teated by having another tube 
beaide it; one of them indicating .the immeraion, and the other the "'el~ 
city. 

Mr. R. STSPBSNBON Hid, the object appearet! to be, 1o ncertiiu the Jaw 
of re1i1tance with re1pect to large ve11el1, u deduction• from the esperi
menll on 1mall bodiea did not 1eem to apply. He could 1carcely agree io 
the propriety of relying upon the re1ult1 obtained by dragging a veuel 
through the water by a 1team.tug, which wu only capable of obtaining low 
1peed1. He thought that a 1team ve11el contained within itaelf the but 
mode of trying experiD1eota, by meao1 of the indicator attached to the en
ginea. He wu of opinion, that method would be found preferable to any 
other, if the ve11el wu tried at varioua ratea-of immerwion, dill'ereA' 'IJeeda, 
and nuder circumatancea that enabled deduction• to be drawn. 

Mr. Binusa replied, that in practising 1uch a mode of experimenting, i' 
would be firat neceaury to ucertain with accuracy the 11ip of the paddle&, 
and the allowance to be made for the aoglea of impact and the depth of im
meraion, all which difficult .problem• .were u yet little treated of and but 
·imperfectly understood. 

Ile w11 not utiftied with the acoaracy of the Pilot <tube, even aa a mea
sure of velocity, u the statical preaaure moat be alfected l!y the varying-Ye· 
lo city, and falae reaulta wOllld lie-indicated. 

Mr. ScoTr Ruusw. aaid, it 1ru true that if1be lobe and the funnel mouth 

II Eztract l'rom a-loiter l'rom I. BrOWD, B1q., dated lanuar7 281b, 1833 ,_ 
In the~an l818 and 1819, Mr. Wat& made a Hrlfl or asperhnenll with bll nuel, 

the •Caledonia,' &o ucertaln her nlodty undrr dlfrereat dttum11&nce1,and amongat tbl 
'"I, t•e elfoct with oae engine d1Hn111ed from the otbn. Each wu nominally 14 b.p, 
and the operation or uacoupUnr one occupied about be mlnulel, ao that the trial• ID 
both lnllaD<H were proc!wly uader the aame dn:umllan<H u llO tide and wind. 

>. meuured mil• In Lons Beach wu rnn with and aplnl& the tide ab: or elsbt tlmea, 
and the • ........, &Uen. 

ID 1818, with pmddle-wbeela or 10 ltet I lncbea dlameler, the naulll or thne·optri
menll lftN u follow:-

With both englnee •I work, eight uperlmeall P"' .. .,..,. 
With one enstn• ditto, eight ezperlmenll pYo nermp •• 

In 1819 tbne wore repealad with p1ddle-wbeela 13 feet diameter:-

Mlln. 
•• 8·01 

•·17 

Both englnoa worll:lnr clwtDlf eight ""pnlmenll, IJllV• an &ftr&lftl of 813 
One toglne ,, ·eight ditto . . .. 6·&.& 
Again, both ditto ,, et1b•1en ditto •• 8·29 
Ono ditto ,. elgb&«n ditto • • 6·24 

Slmllu trlail were mMiewlth the 'llqnei• ID 1821. Two ~~gt .... or .. 
60b.p.-wlth M1l•1. 

Both englnn •I work daring ronr uperlmento, the aYer&gt •peed wu 9•72 
One en sine ditto ,, four ditto • • • • • • 7·42 

You will rem1fk, that the-Telodty with one engine In all Cbel<' ezptrlmonta, la oom .. 
tblor •nder what ehould a.r!H, but II ICCOtlnled for from the clrcom1tance, that !be 
number of ltrolrn per minute, wu redllCfd below &be mulmum, from the uceu or 
lo Mi. 

The remlll are bowner 11118lelenUy neu '° oatabl11b the fact, that the pown requlre<l 
la u the cube to the nlodty, aud accordlnr to lhl1 the• Caledonia' ezperlmmll ID 1818, 
with one enplne, 1bould bne glYfD 1'36 mllH, ID1tead or 6· 17 mllea 1 and lo 1819, •·zs 
mUn, lnalftd or 6·6' mlln 1 and 6·68 mllea, lnaletld o, e~i4 mllell. 

In none or tbeu uperlmenll wu the Indicator applied to the englnee 1 the ulual 
power eaened by eacb "°' therefore, aot u.,.rtalnod, bnt &be nominal power wu labD. 

In thoee-of the • Magnet' thll lutrument wu uled In tbe uperlmtnl qooled, and tho 
actual power when both englneo were at work, wa1 ucertalned to be equal :117 b.p., 
B!nnr 9·71 mlleo Yeloclty 1 with one engine 108 b.p., 7•43 mil• velocl\fl which II wl&!ak 
.u.e -'.Place of dldmal1-.wbai It lllioald be, Hf 7''7 mllea. 
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wrre large and the orifice wu ntar the surface of the water, the eft'ect appre
hended by Mr. Bidder would be produced ; but wi1h a email tube and a 
proporLiooate orifice, with a proper arrangement of the apparatu1, buin(!: the 
orifice immersed from 10 feet to l:> feet beneath the 1urface, the 1tatical 
preuure wu so uniform at all velodtiea, that oo 1tn1ible nriation could be 
ob&ened, 11od he must record hit con•ietion, that if properly graduated, and 
con•enlently arranged, no in1trument he had hitherlo aeen pot1eaaed the 
1ame amount of advantagea for lrying n:perimenl1. 

ON REACTION WATER-WHEELS. 
Communicated to the Franklin lnatitule, United Statu, bg~Z. 

r .. HES, of Philadelphia. 

On the subject of Barker's wheel, which, with a few exceptions, 
appears to be the only reaction wheel noticed in the elementary 
books till recently, I have seen no notice of any variation in the 
discharge, caused by variations in the velocity of the wheel ; from 
which I infer that the writers l'eft!lrded them as uniform in their 
discharge under all velocities. In practice, however, it has been 
observed that, when the wheel runs without resistance to its free 
motion, the orifice moves with a velocity considerably greater than 
that due to a pressure of the head of water, and that the discharge 
is greater than the theoretic discharge. So far as I am informed, 
no experiments have been recorded, or rules given for determining 
the ratio of discharge under different velocities of such wheels. 

The following rule, I think, will be found to hold good for all 
wheels of the reaction kind which discharge the water at their 
Yerge, and into which it enters without circular motion, or in 
which a circular motion of the water is caused by the wheel itself 
-the supply being full: 

" To the head of water actually pre1111ing at the orifice, add such 
a head as will, by its pressure, proauce a velocity equal to the cir
cular motion of the orifice; the velocitr. through the moving 
orifice will be the same that it would be if stationary, and under 
the pressure of the sum of the heads: For example :-

Suppose such a wheel to have an issue of S6 square inches, under 
a head of 9 feet, and that the orifice move at the rate of 16 feet 
per second ; the discharge will be the same that it would be if the 
wheel were standing under a head of 13 feet. Con.equently such 

a wheel would, by this theory, discharge, !Randing, 6 cubic feet 
pe_r second, and running at that rate, 7"2 cubic feet. And if the 
er1ficet1 were su!'ered to move at the rate of 24. feet per aeoond, the 

diacharge would be the same as if standing under 18 feet head; 
in which case, the discharge should be 8·-Ml cubic feet per second. 

It is obvioua that, in applying this rule in practice, such deduc
tions must be made (as in other cases) as may be due to the form 
of the orifice, the angles in the pussages, and the friction on sur
faces. 

The following experiments were made with a centre discharge 
reaction wheel of the fOl'm and rroportions represented in the ac
companying sketch. The whee was 34- inches in diameter at its 
outer verge; the inner diameter of the annular rim 26 inches. It 
had 16 issues (8 by 1•8 in.) =230 square inches. It received the 
water at the verge, from an involute sluice embracing the whole 
circumference. The water was conducted to the involute through 
a large spout ; the discharge of which into the involute 24. in. 
wide by 14 inches deep, = S36 square inches. The terminus of 
the involute was within an inch of the ver~ of the wheel. The 
circular motion of the water caused by the mvolute coincided with 
the motion of the wheel 

Pow~r f.'xpl·nded. F.ll»ct Pmducod. 
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l 8·66 1125•5 70,312·5 608,996 30 143 2:>5,600 •411 

2 8·62 1119·0 69,937'& 602,861 39 138 312,920 •518 

3 8·61 1119•0 69,937'5 602,861 4:'> 130 351,000 ·582 

' 8•59 1104:0 69,000·0 li92,7ll 66 87 3U,:>20 •579 

The condition of the works at the time the experiments were 
made was favourable to the wheel. It had run about two months 
after being repaired and adjusted, and the proprietor (Mr. A. 
Atwood, of Troy, N. Y.,) stated that it was performing as well as 
it ever had. There was a fault, however, in the construction. The 
"spout" (so called) conducting the water from the ftume had an 
elbow of nearly a nght angle, first descending from the bottom of 
the ftume and then passing horizontally to the invol•1te; the aec
tion at the commencement of the horizontal portion bein'- about 
16 by 36 = 676 square inches. The opening into the ' spout" 
from the bottom of the ftume was about 30 inches square, with 
sharp angles. All things considered, I am of the opinion that this 
method of employing the " pressure" of water, with a good &true.. 
tur~1 in good condition, is capable of giving about 62 per cent. of 
available power. 

A remarkable feature of inward-discharging reaction wheels is 
found in the smallne88 of their discharge, and its tendency to 
uniformity under all velocities of the wheel, obviously arising in 
this application, from the outward pressure of the cilocular motion 
of the water in the involute sluice and wheel. 

The theoretic discharge of 280 square inchee, under a pressure 
of 8•61 feet, is 2,24.9 cubic feet per minute. The actual discharge 
is only ·4"98 of this. Had the discharge been outward1 through the 
same aggregate aperture, and with the same circular motion of 
water, in the portion of the wheel occupied by the vanes, the dis
charge (judging from the results ofmyexperimenhmade in 184o4o)1 
would have been ·884 of theoretic discharge; and had it been out.
ward, and toitlaout circular motion, it would have been about 1"28111 
at the speed of maximum power. 

ON THE VELOCITY OF ATMOSPHERIC JETS. 
The following table (communicated by Z. P .aRKEa to the Frank

lin Journal) of the velocity of atmospheric jets, under the giveo 
pressures, may be useful. 

'!he table is co!L'!tructed under the assumption that all ftuich ac
qwre equal veloc1t1ea under the pressure of equal heights, without 
regard to their specific gravities ; allowing the auperincumbent 
column to be homogeneoua with *ha\ portion at the jet. The 
formula ia V = ~ 6' .\ ; and for a presslll'e of 16 lb. per square 
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iDeh, A= 27,600 feet of homogeneous atmosphere. The height 
for other pressures in proportion. 

...__Pft' Y•loetty, feet 
I 

l'rftlllft p .. j v .. 1ocf1r. fffl Prnaur~ pff V•lorlty, rttt .-1 .. .ii. per-.t. 8qO&re loch. ~r .. coud. aqnare lo1.:h. per IKOud. 

t oz. 42 2i lh. 51-t 13 lb. 1237 

' 60 2t 5:13 H 1284 
l 88 2f 569 1:; 1329 
2 121 3 5~4 20 1{>34 
3 1411 3i 615 30 2004 

' lil 3i Gn '40 21;0 
5 190 3t 6ti5 50 2406 
II 210 4 6S6 60 2658 
7 227 .. 72>1 70 2Sil 
8 242 5 760 80 3069 

10 271 56 1:104 90 3240 
12 297 6 8~0 JOO 3431 
H 321 7 901! 110 3600 
l lb. 343 8 9i0 120 3759 
It 383 9 102'1 130 3912 
ll 420 10 10115 140 40ti0 
11 453 11 1136 l~O 4202 
2 485 12 1208 160 43t0 

BBOISTEB OP llBW PATB:mTS. 

SACK HOLDER. 
HENBY G1LBi.:aT, of St. Leonard's-on-Sea, surgeon, for "Im
~u in apparatua for hold inf/ aacka to facilitate tM JiUing of 
tiem tritla oorn or other materialll.' -Granted May 27 ; Enrolled 
No"ember 27, 184.7. 

Heretofore when filling sacks it bas been usual for one person to 
bold up the sack whilst the other fills the same. In other cases 
the sack bas been hung from hooks or inHtruments from a wall or 
post or some other permanent structure. The object of this in
vention is so to arrange apparatus that it may be carried about 
..-itb facility, and stand in a field or other place, and uphold a 
ack in an open state so that the sack may be filled with facility · 
the invention simply requiring such an arrangement of parts thai 
it may be independent of a fixed or permanent structure, and be 
capable of being moved from place to place, and yet uphold an 
empty sack in an open state and allow of a person readily fill
ing the &ame. The annexed engraving shows a side and back 
riew of the apparatus. a is the main frame, ha,·ing two legs a'. 

The sides o are combined together by the bars b, which are bent to 
receive the sack as it rests against it; c is a diagonal frame which 
tum• on ax~, and dare two studs or projections fixed to the side 
rails of the frame, b,r which the legs or feet can be caused to stand 
a greater or less distance apart, there being notches in the pro
jector to receive the studs or projections. At the upper part of 
the apparatus is fixed an elliptical frame f, through which the 
mouth of the sack is to be drawn. The upper part of the sack is 
to be folded over the barsf, and the clamping-bRrB brought down, 
which will clamp the upper parts of the Ack securely between the 
pvtaff, and g g, by which means the sack will be held open at the 
IDOllth and supported or BUIJ}>ended from the framef, and the appa.
ntu may be placed in the pollition shown in the side view. 

STEAM-ENGINES. 

~1LL1.ur BACON !'°d THO.HAS DIXoN, of Bury, Lancaster, 
engmeers, for "fltrtam lmprOf."ffllttlU in Bleam-eng!nea." -Granted 
Aubrust 19, 18~7; Enrolled February 19, 18-18. LReported in the 
Patent Journal.] 

'.J'b~ invent.ion of improvements Bpecified and enrolled under 
this title applies generally to that class of steam-engines usually 
termed. W ooU-:s engine, o~ the compound-cylinder engine; that i&, 
an engme bavmg two cylinders, wliere the steam is admitted into 
one cylinder, at a high pre&11ure, where having actuated the _piston 
of that cylinder, it is admitted thence to the larger cylinder 
"·here it .again produces a motive power, and usually subject ~ 
condensation. In one case also, herein Bpecified it is applicable 
to single-cylinder engines. The latentee states that in the ordi
nary arrangement of compoun -cylinder engines the area or 
content of ~he pa888ges ~ro~ the expanllive valve' for the bigb
pressure cylinder to the inside of the low-pressure cylinder are 
such as to form a large proportion to the cubical content of the 
high-preBSure cylinder; ancf that this content or space is filled at 
the conclusion of each stroke of the engine, whether it be the 
urw~d !'r down~ard stroke of the low-pressure piHton, with steam 
o a similar denBlty as that produced by its admission into the lo"·
pressure cylinder, which in many caaes is five or six pounds, or 
even more, below the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere 
~hen the retum-stroke of. the piston takes place, the steam ad: 
!Jlltted to. effect the preceding stroke of the high-pressure piston 
is passed mto the passage or space before-mentioned thence to the 
low.-pressure cylinder, where it joins with the befure-mentiOlled 
r'!1'1fied steam, and therefore the steam in, or escaping from the 
J11gh-pressure cylinder, is considerably redJJced in pressure, ;ith
out pr~~cing ~ corresponding amount of force on the piston. 
The pnnc1pal object of these improvements is to obviate in a greut 
measure the before-mentioned deterioration of the steam in ite 
passage f~om one cylinder,to the other, and also to simplify the 
construction and at the same time to obtain an increased amount 
of duty from the steam in compound-cylinder engines. To attaill 
the. ~vantageous r~sults just enumerated, the patentees construct 
their improved engine so that by a peculiar arrangement of the 
passages, valves, and openings, the exhausting-valves for the bigh
pressure cylinder, or admiBSion-valves for the low-pressure cylinder 
are placed as nearly as poBSible to the ports or entrances to th~ 
low-pressure cylinder. On account o( this arrangement of the 
passages between the steam-valves for either of the ports of the 
low.-pressure cylinder, and the opposite end of the h1gh-preBBUre 
cylinder, these passages are constantly filled with steam of the 
same density as that in the high-pressure cylinder; therefore, the 
content of the passage from the valve to the entrance of the low
pres!"11'e cylinder is the additional extent of the space the steam 
admitted to the high-pressure cylinder will have to occupy and the 
steam always be in reserve for the commencement of the :itroke of 
t~e low-pressure piston; consequently the pressure of the steam 
will be reduced but to a very trifling degree ; and, therefore, they 
argue that. a m~re pe~ect exl'alll!ion of the steam in the· low
preSBure cylinder 1s obtained, which 18 attended with a corresponding 
a~dition~ res_ult in the m~tive-power. These improvements con
sist :-First, m so arranguig the valves passages, and openings, 
that one valve-box, one double hollow v;Jve (or two alidlng-v11hes 
of the common construction) are adapted to serve for both the 
high and the low-pressure cylinders. The SBme passage in the 
valve which admits steam to the top of the low-pressure cylinder 
from the bottom of the high-pressure cylinder, in a downward 
stroke of the pistons, also forms the paBllllge from the top of the 
low-p.ressure cylinder to the condenser, in the upward Htroke of 
the pistons; and the same pRBsages in the valve which admit the 
steam to the bottom of the low-preunre cylinder from the top of 
the high-pressure cylinder, in the upward stroke of the piston11, 
al~ forms the passage f;om the bottom of the low-pressure 
cylinder to the condeu~er, m the do'K·nward stroke of the pistons. 
The same part of the valve which admits the s~am to the low
pre!!Sure cylinder forms the exhausting-valve for the opposite end 
o.f t~e hig~-pressure cylinder. Secondly, these improvements con
Blst m usmg separate plate or other vahes for the admission of 
the steam to the high-pressure cylinder, and using these valves as 
expansion-valves with which to cut off the steam from the high
pressure cylinder, and so arranging them that the amount of ex
pansion may be varied to any reqnirt:d extent in the high-pressure 
cylinder without interfering with the iniirress or egress of steam to 
or from the low-pressure cylinder. Thirdly, these improvementa 
coDSist in arranging conic81-valves, Cornish, or other description 
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,.£ disc-valves for compound-cylinder engines, so ae to effect the 
same result as by the slirle-valvee above-mentioned, and in arrang
ing each vnlve to be raised by a separate tappet (or by other me
~hanical means), so that any one valve can be cloeed without inter
fl'ring- with anv of the ethers; by reason of which arrangement 
;rny amount of expansion or compr.!ssion of steem in ei•her the 

!I 

b c 

fli;. t. l"llJ. 2. 

high or low-pressure cylinder can be effected. Fig. I represents a 
vertical 11ection of a low-preBllure cylinder, together with the 
steam-paesages, so arranged that hy one valve-box, eix openings, 
and two common, single, hollow sliding-valves, they are adapted 
to sene both the high and low-pressure steam-cylinders ; and 
fig. 2 is a transver11e vertical section of the passages through the 
line 1, 2, showing also the position of the cylinders. a indicates 
the admission and exit openings for the top of the high-preBBure 
cylinder; and a• the opening for similar purposes to the bottom 
of the high-preBBure cylinder; and b, and b •, the ports for the 
l\dmiBBion and escape of steam to or from the top and bottom of 
the low-pressure cylinder; c, and c•, the passages to the con
denser; d, and d•, et.eam-pllllllages to the high-pressure cylin
der; e, and c', the hollow eliding.-valves; and f, andf', the lap 
or CO\'ering for the condenser-ports c, and c•. The action of this 
arrangement ia as follows :-Steam being admitted from the boiler 
to the valve-box a, enters at d (when the valves are in the posi
tion shown), and paseee thence by the passage g, to the top of the 
high-preB!lure cylinder b, where, having performed the downwl\rd 
stroke of the engine, the position of the valves I'-, la', will be re
''ersed, and the steam will return by the passage g ,· and the open
ing d (as well as the port e •), being now covered by the valve 
/1 •, the steam will be conducted thereby below the piston of the 
low-pre811Ure cylinder c, and, on a subsequent stroke taking place, 
it will escape through the valve /a', to the portf•, and thence by 
a suitable passage to the condenser. For the upward stroke of the 
engine, the port d• will be uncovered by the valve h, and steam 
will enter, passing by the passage g•, to the bottom of the high
pressure cylinder1 and by the cbange in the valves it will escape 
from thence by tile passage g•, through the valve la, into the top 
·of the low-preBBure cylinder c, where, having performed ite office, 
it is exhausted by the condenser through the paeeage f, which, in 
its tum, will be covered by the valve la. The porta.t; andf•, are 
always covered either' by the valves h, and h•, or by their pro
jecting-pieces i, and i•. Fig. 3 represents a vertical section of a 
valve-case, together with the requisite passages, by which arrange

. ment one valve-casing, five openings, and one double hollow elide 
are made to serve for two high-pressure cylinders and one low
pressure cylinder, these being arranged, in the drawings, one on 
either side of the low-preBi!Ure cylinder, to which the elide-case 
.!Ind elides are attached; the different valves, ope~ and pae-

1111ge1 are lettered severally, as in the last fi1-rures, and to which 
the description thereof will be equally applicable, as the ste:un i" 

conducted precisely in the aame man
ner as in that case. Fig. 4" is a ver
tical section of a low-pressure steam
cylinder, with ite valves and openinfts 
so arranged that by one ,·alve-~, 
eight openings, two plate expansion
vah·es, and two common, single, 
hollow slide-valves are adapted to 
serve one high-pressure steam-cy
linder, and one low-pressure steam
cylinder. Fig. s, a section through 
the line 3, 4", showing the RITllllgement 
of the passages, with the relath·e 
position of the two C)'linders. A, 
represents the valve-case ; B, tl1e 
high-pressure cylinder; C, the low
pressure cylinder; a ie the opening 
m the valve-face~ which is connected 
with the top of the high-pressure cy
linder by the passage b, which passage 
also serves to convey the steam from 
the top of the high-pressure cylinder 
B, to the bottom of the low-pressure 

Fig. ;,, cylinder C. a• ie the opening in 
the valve-face for the admission of steam to the bottom of the 
cylinder B, the passage b• communicating thereto; this pasoage 

Flf. 4. F'lf.6. 

serves as a communication between the bottom of the high
preBBure cylinder B, and the top of the low.pressure crliuder 
C. These openings a, and a', are covered alternately by two ex
pansive plate-valves c, and c• ; which valves are furnished with 
suitable apparatus for varying the amount of expansion, and are 
placed on the same rod as the valves d, and d', which are for the 
purpOBe of controlling the direction of the steam in its entrance 
and exit to and from the low-pressure cylinder C. e, and e•, are 
the steam-passages to the cylinder C, and t, and f' the openings 
in the valve-face Mi the condenser; g, and g', are the openings in 
the valve-face to the eteam-paeeages b, and b•; and h, and /a', the 
laps of the elides d, and d•, for the purpose of covering the 
openings f,g, g•, and f'. Steam being admitted to the valve
jaoket from the boiler, at a high-presaure, it enters at a, to the 
passage b, which ie filled as far as g'; that opening being covered 
by the lap of the valved•, it ie conducted thereby to the top of 
the high-pressure cylinder B, where, having performed the down
Btroke of the piston, the position of the val ,·ee will become changed, 
the steam in the top of the cylinder B, will escape by the pa.age 
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6, throOIE'h the opening g• in the valve-face, which will now be 
covered by the valved', and by it directed throul!"h the passage e' 
into the bottom of the low-pressure cylinder; the opening a, to 
the passage b, during this part of the stroke, being covered by the 
expansion-valve c. During the upward stroke of the pistons the 
high-pressure steam in the vah·e-c11se will pass in at the opening 
•', thl'nce by the passage b• to the bottom of the high-pressure 
cylinder, the opening g to this pa11sage being now covered by the 
laP. of the valve d; but the \•alves being again changed, the steam 
will rush from the bottom of the cylinder B, through the pB!!~age 
b', where it pa!\ses through the opening g in the valve-face, and 
i.s directed by the valve d into the top of the cylinder C, by the 
passage; when the down-stroke takes pince, during this part of 
1U! course through the pllSSllge b', the opening a• is covered by 
the expansive-\·alve c', preventing any admission of steam from 
the vah·e-cnse. The steam from the top and bottom of the low
pressure cylinder is exhausted by the condenser through the pas
sages/, andf', which communicate alternately therewith by the 
change in the valves, d, and d•; wben the opening is covered by the 
vakti d and the steam directed thereby to the condenser, the open-, 
ingf• is covered by the lap h 1 of the valved, and when the opening 
f· is covered by the valve d•,f is in its turn covered by the lap 
It of the valve d. 

The object aimed at in these improvements, besides the simplicity 
of construction, are, that a more effective pressure is obtained 
from thl' admission of the steam immediate on the opening of the 
steam-vah-es to the low-pressure cylinder, and, consequently, a 
more effective result is obtained Drawings are represented in the 
specification, showing the application of Cornish or disc-valves 
adapted to effect the admission of steam to the low-preBBUre 
cylinder in a similar manner, and so as to obtain a similar bene
ficial result, as with the slide-valves already described; but, from 
the simplicity of the principle of the invention, it will be unne
c.essary to give any description. In combination with these fore
going improvements, they also specify an improved apparatus for 
what is techically termed "blowing throughN when an engine is to 
be started, the impro,·ements being for the purpose of preventing 
the enpne starting in the wrong direction. The improvement 
consists in arranging two passages from the blow-through valve 
to the low-pressure cylinder, one of these pas1mges being con
nected from the blow-through vake to the top of the low-pressure 
cylinder, and the other passage from the hlow-throu~h valve to the 
bottom of the low-pressure 4'ylinder-the openings mto these pas
sages bein~ so regulated by a three-way cock or valve, that when 
the operation of blowing through is performed, the steam enters 
simultaneously on each side of the piston in the low-pressure 
c}·linder; and that when the said vah-e is closed, any communica
tion between the passages will be entirely frevented. Hn,ing 
deacribed the nature of their invention, and m what manner the 
Mme may be carried into practical effect, they remark that they 
do not claim the application of one valve-box to high and low
prell!llre cylinders, but what they claim as their invention is:
Firlit, the peculiar arrangement of the valves and openin~ as they 
ue represented in the cuts and hereinbefore described m detail; 
that is to say, the adaptation and application of a reduced number 
of valves, of the ordinary construction, to effect the necessary 
oommunications between the steam-chest, cylinders, and condenser; 
and t.he arrangement of ports or openings, whereby the steam is 
reduced as little as possible in passing from the high-pressure 
cylinder to the low-pressure cylinder. Secondly, they claim the 
application of two high-pressure steam-cylinders to one low-pressure 
steam-cylinder, and in so arranging the ports or passages that the 
aame number of valve-boxes and openings which serve for one 
high-pressure and one low-pressure steam-cylinder, will also be 
11uftic1ent for two or more high-pressure cylinders and one low
pressure cylinder. They desire it to be understood that they do 
not confine themsekes, in the application of the improvements, 
exclusi,·ely to compound-cylinder en~nes with condensation, but 
al110 claim the application of their improvements to compound
cylinder engines without condensation, passing the steam from 
the second or low-pressure cylinder into the atmosphere instead of 
into the condenser. Thirdly, they claim the application of their 
improvements in the methods of blowing through for the purpose 
of starting en,pnes, as applicable to every description of double
actiifg condemnng engines, whether with compound cylinders or a 
~le-cylinder engine. They also claim any combination of the 
improvements herein specified, whereby similar objects may be ac
eumpli11hed. 

CONSUMING SMOKE. 
W1LL1AM EDWARD KvAN, of Westbourne-park-villas, Padding

ton, clerk, for "Improvementa in coMuming the nnoke and economis
ing thefuel qf .rteam-engines, breroeriu, and manufactories generally." 
-Granted July 2.5, 18-lo7; Enrolled January 25, 184.8. 

This invention consists of a combination of mechanical means, 
to be applied to the furnaces, ash-pit~t flues, fire-doors, door-frames, 
and chimneys of shlam-enjlines, boilers, coppers, stills, and pan1 
generally, for consuming the smoke and gas and lessening the 
expense of fuel. 

First, to regulate the draught of the chimneys, whatever may be 
their altitude, so that their area of cubical capacity shall not ex
ceed the conjoint areas of the fumace,-the space above the bridge 
and the fire-flue under the boiler, &c. Secondly, by adjusting the 
admission of atmospheric air, at gi'•en points, to afford the precise 
proportion of air needful to effect the perfect combustion of fuel, 
and its products of gas and smoke. 

Firr, I i~ a longitudinal vertical section 
of n t am·boiler of rvlindri 111 form, with 
it furnace. o, the furnnce-<ll'or ' ; /) the 
plate ; c, the fire-bars ; d, the bridge • 
e, the air-llue; f, the fire-flue uudt!r th 
boiler; 9, the lnternl or ·ide fire-flu 

Fi!:f. 2 i an enhlr~ed view of the f11r
nace-doort1, wlaich are in two hei bts ; 
the upper one h11 ventilators with 

Fig.I. 

regulating slides to admit the air over the fuel (without lessening 
the temperature of the furnace 
which partly opening the door occa-

' sions), and is opened to &Ufply 
( fuel; and when that is done, 1t is 

closed, and the lower (plain) door 
is then opened to arrange the posi
tion of the fuel on the bars. e is 
the air-fiue \\ith ventilator to regu. 
late the air admitted. A, h, are th~ 
ash-pit doors with their ventilators, 
by which the needful quantity of 
air is allowed to ente•. There is a 
second air-llue marked k, which 

Fig. :.i, enters the side flue into which the 
blaze first passes from the boiler, and this has likewise a ventilator 
marked l. 

In addition to the horizontal damper in the machinery to con
tract and regulate the draught, there is also a vertical damrer 
fixed on one side of the chimney with a counterpoise weight, which 
damper is raised as occasion may require, to supply a volume of 
air to the chimney, and thereby lessen or stop the draught through 
the furnace at the time when fuel is supplied and arranged on the 
bars. 

The air is to be admitted gradually as required. Thus-by the 
admission of a moderate quantity through the ventilators of the 
ash-J;lit doors, the fuel is ignited-by the supply of air through the 
ventilating holes regulated by slides in the door-frame above tL8 
doors, or in the upper door ( H.S the case may be), comb~stion is af
forded to the gas and smoke while arising in the body of the fur
nace, by the air supplied from the ventilator in the air-tube or flue 
which communicates to the back of the bridge, any gas and smoke 
which escapes from the furnace to the flue under the boiler is 
ignited. And again, by the ventilator in the second air-fi~e 
marked k, entering the side fiue at the end of the boiler near th~ 
chimney, still f!lrth~r ignition is attained, and ~h~ full c~mpletion 
of the combustion 1s thus secured by the con;omt action of the 
whole of these arrangements, which could not be effected by the 
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admission of a large volume of air with undue forde at any of 
these given points above enumerated. 

These arrangements are also applicable to boilel'1 of marine 
1team-engine1. Thus, where the boilers are set in brickwork, 
with ftues or fire-bed passing under the boiler, and side ftues sur
rounding the boiler, like those of stationary land-engines, the 
11arne method of applying the arrangements as before described 
will 1mswer the purpose, and where the furnace and ash-pit are 
within the boiler, the ventilators are to be applied to the 
ash-pit doors, to the furnace door-frame and upper door, and to a 
metallic pipe to convey air to the back of the brid~e, and should 
there be a slide-ftue, one also to that ; the regulatmg damper to 
the chimney and a vertical damper enclo11ed for safety in a case 
open at the bottom to admit air. 

As some of the arrangements herein described are old, or have 
been in use, such as the horizontal damper, the divided furnace
door, with aperture11 therein, and the admission of air at the back 
of the bridge, the patentee does not claim any one of these sepa
rately, but claims their application combined with the following im
provements (that is to say) the vertical damper marked m, the open
mgs in the door-frame, and slides to cover them occasionally, the 
side ail'-ftue, and ventilatork, and that marked e, the ventilators in 
the ash-pit doors, and the tube for conveying the air to the back of 
the bridge, marked e, in the manner set forth, to prod11ce, by their 
regulated and united action, the effect of more complete combus
tion, by igniting the gas and smllke, and thereby saving fuel to a 
considerable extent. 

CONDENSER FOR STEAM-ENGINES. 
CHRISTIAN ScmELE, of Manchester, mechanician, for "Improve

mrrnts in mricl1inery or apparat11.JJ for conde1'-~i1'g steam." -Granted 
!\lay 27; Enrolled November 27, 18·'7. 

The new condenser consists of a 
1' 91 cylinder A, one end of which is di

vided off, forming a separate cham
ber B; the two chambers are con
nected by a valve h, in·the partition n, 
and a tube e, leads from near the 
bottom of the small chamber into the 
large one, proceeding along the upper 
part of the cylinder, and having its 
lower surface pierced with holes. 
The cylinder contains water, and on 
steam being admitted from the engine, 
through the pipe e, into the large 

C'---!_ chamber A, it forces the water 
through the valve h in the partition into the small chamber; but as 
soon as the steam begins to condense, and the press_ur~ on the sur
face of the water is released, the compressed air m the small 
chamber forces the water up the connecting-tube e, and which, flow
ing along, passes thro?gh the orifice~fin.a shower, ~nd co~pletes 
the condensation. k is an elbow-pipe, m connection with the 
force-pump of the boiler, to carrr off the con~ensed fluid ; it is 
provided with a \'ertical tubular slide I, to be raised to any suitable 
elevation by a rod m, to regulate the level of the condensed fluid, 
and steam space c. g is a valve on the upper part of the chamber, 

opening outwards to allow of the escape, at certain periods of the 
operation, of any steam or air contained in the chamber. p is a 
glass gauge-ball, in communication with the chamber B, by means 
of a small pipe, which depends from the top of that chamber to 
about one-fifth of its depth. This ball p is intended to show the 
diminution of the air in the chamber B, by the rise of the ftuid 
into it. r is a small pipe with a stop-cock, for supplying air to the 
chamber when required. A third pipe q is connected with the 

chamber B, and id intended to furnish a fr~.;h 11npply of water 
from an elevated cia~ro, in order to compenHte for the ftuid l«Ht 
by leakage. 

GAS BURNERS. 
. JoHN HuN~, of Birmin_ghain, b.rass-founder, for "Improt•emen'6 
an the combustion of gas, oil, camph1ne, and other rohatanllS which ar t 
<>rmay be burned f<>r the productio1• of /ight."-Granted July 3, 18~7; 
Enrolled January 3, 18 .. 8. 

This invention relates to the application of caps or disc;i, m:ide 
of perforated metal or wire gauze, to the tops of the chimneys or 
glasses of gas, oil, or other lamps, a~ shown at fig. l. 

The second part of the invention re )ates to the manufactuer of 

J 

<I 

Jig. 1. argand burners and the chimney-holder. 

(J "' Pig. 2. 

attached thereto. Fig. 2 is a vertic-.al 
section of a burner and chimney-holder. 
In the ordinary method of mRking them, 
the several pieces are joined by solder
ing at the parts marked a, a; but the 
patentee proposes to cast in one piece 
either the outer cylinder b, and the bot
tom c, and rim d, of the glass-holder, or 
the inner cylinder e, and the bottom and 
rim of the glass-holder; or, instead of 
casting, it can be made the same by stamp
ing from sheet-metal. The completion 
of the burner by the addition of the 
inner or outer cylinder, as the case may 
be1 is effected by the ordinary process of 
soldering. 

RAILWAY BREAK. 
FaEDERtCK CnAPLrs, of Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire., tan

ner, for "Improvements fa wheels of r11ilw.'Jy carriage.r."-Granted 
June 29; Enrolled December 29, 18-H. 

The improvements consist in applying to the tyres of railway 
wheels belts of hide, skin, or leather, in such a manner that they 
will come in contact with the rails on which the wheels travel, 
whereby the dri vinll'-wheels of a locomotive engine will be enabled 
to take a firmer holrl of the rail, and the wheels of the railway 
carriages will travel more slowly and with less noise. 

RAILWAY WnEELs.-Patented June 28, 18-'7, by W. E . NEWTON, 
?f Chancery-lane, consisting of a l)eculiar method of casting the 
m~n wh~els for locomotive engine.i and railway carriages, the 
o?Ject bemg to cool uniformly all part~ of the casting at the same 
time, and thereby pre\•enting fractnre.i from irre;,l"nlar shrinking. 
From the time when wheels with a chilled hub and llan .\'e were 6ut 
brought into use, the difficulty of casting them has been known, 
for the chill sets and cools the metal of the rim before the spoke.; 
or parts connecting it with the hub, and these, in cooling, shrink, 
and either break, or become so weak as to break on the least 
strain. To obviate this, the hub waR for a long time made in sec
tions, to enable it to open and yielrl to the- oontraction of the 
spokes, but this was attended with a rliminution of strength, and 
the necessity of putting on wrought-iron hoops or bands. The 
patentee avoids these objections, which is effected by ca.~ting the 
whole wheel in a chill, and cooling all the parts at the same time. 
an~ w.ithout .undue strain on an>': part. For casting a wheel of 
this kmd a circular metal mould 1s to be constructed in se»eral 
pieces, as shown in the annexed engraving, which, when put toge-

ther, will lea\•e an internal recel!S, or chamber, to recei»~ the 
molten metal, corresponding to the figure of the intenrleil wheel 
when complete. A quantity of molt.en metal beiu.!.f poured into 
the mould, the cast wheel will be producccl, the inner fm;e, ftangp. 
and outer periphery of the felloe being- chillerl nmt hardened by 
the cold metal surfaces, against which the molten iron has come in 
contact, and by which means all parts of the castin~, as it cooll', 
will shrink uniformly, nnrl have no tendency to strain and cr1u:k, 
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or separate one portion from another. a is the circular metal 
plate, and b a metal ring, accurately fitted together; c, a conical 
metal plu~ forming a core, with a feather d affixed, to form the re
ceu for the key to fasten the wheel to the axle. 

SILVERL'lO SP1:euw111s.-Patented August 3, I 847, by T. FLETCHER, 
of Birmingham. It consists in coating glass, after it is silvered with 
metal by the electrotype process, whereby the quicksilver is pro
tected from injurv, and a stronger power of reflecting light given to 
the speculum. The silvered glass plate is lightly and carefully 
coate(l on the back or silvered side, with a varnish composed of two 
ounces of shellac, half a pint of highly-rectified spirits of wine, and 
half an ounce of the best lamp-black; this varnish protects the quick
silver from damp, and from the acid used in the subsequent process. 
Before the varmsh is quite hard shake over it from a muslin bag, 
finely-pulverised plumbago, black oxide of manganese, or any other 
met8lhc powder, or cover it with thin metal,sothat the whole surface 
will be covered with a perfect but thin coat of metal; after which 
it is submitted to the electrotyping proce~ and by ~h!s means a 
Olin coating of copper, or other metal, will be prec1p1tated over 
the entire back of the plate. 

DmllX!T APPLICATION OP BTz.ur-PowEJt TO Mil.Lll.-Pateoted 
July 29 1847 by J. H..t.sTm, of Greenock. It consists in the 
application of direct action of steam-power to turn mills, by 
making the axis of the crank of the engine serve also for the axis 
of the mill-whether the same be vertical or horizontal. The 
llhaft is .Provided with a fly-wheel, which receives an endle~ belt 
for driving &ur-dressing machines, and on the &haft there 1s an 
eccentric for communicating motion to the slide valves. When 
two pairs of mill-stones are required to be worked by the same 
engine, it may be effected by causing the piston-rod to p«&e through 
both ends of the cylinder, and connecting it at each end with the 
11haft1 of the upper mill-i!tones ; and, in ea&e it should be at any 
time desirable to work only one of the upper stones, the other may 
be disconnected. 

WALLER'S PATENT COFFEE-POT. 
This invention consis'8 of a vessel divided into two equal parts 

by a dished partition A, with the centre depressed and pierced by a 
hole ; around the edge is attached a bent .tube connected with a 
cock B forming a passage through the strainer C, from the upper 
to the lower half of the vessel ; the strainer is finely perforated 

metal. Ascending from within a short space of the bottom of the 
lower chamber to within nearly the top of the upper one, is a 
tube E, paSlling through the centre !>f the partition and perforated 
plate, and which tube is surmounted by a valve D. F is an ordi
nuy epout communicating only with the lower division, and fitted 
with a ground stopper. 

The mode of usini the apparatus is this: the stopper being _re
RIOYed from the spout, the water is poured into the upper half of 

the vessel, the tap is then turned downwards to allow the water 
to run into the lower half; when it has done running the ground 
coffee is put into the top division, the tap RKain turned horizontally, 
the stopper re-inserted, and the vessel placed on the fire. When 
the rattling of the valve, and escape of steam from under the lid 
have continued a few seconds, the coffee-pot is to be taken quite 
away from the fire and allowed to stand about two or three 
minutes; the tap is then turned downwards, when the infusion 
will rapidly filter into the lower division, and be ready for use 
in a beautifully bright and boiling condition. 

The principle of this apparatus will be readily perceived. 
When it is placed on the fire, the water in the lower division ifl 
forced by the pressure of steam up the central tube, lifting the 
valve, and made to fall in a uniform &tream, at a gradually i11-
creasi11g temperature, upon the coffee; as soon as all the water above 
the inferior orifice of the central tube has been forced up, then 
only steam arises; when the vessel is removed from the fire the 
valve falls into its seat, and prevents the re-entrance of air into the 
lower chamber, after its total expulsion thence by the steam ; 
during the period of infusion, the steam in the lower chamber is 
allowed to condense, and thus a partial vacuum is produced, and 
preserved for any period, and rendered available for effecting rapid 
filtration whenever desired, by the employment of the tap. 

From experience we can state that this little apparatus is one of 
the most useful domestic articles that can be had. It produces the 
most brilliant and fragrant coffee in three or four minutes. We 
should observe that during the process the l'essel is quite closed ; 
consequently, not the slightest quantity of the aroma of the coffee 
is dissipated. 

ON THE FLOW OF WATER. 
Of the Union and Dfoi8ion of Runnfr1g Waters, with the Lairs ef 

their Jncre<Ut and Dimin!ltion. By BEBNABDJNO ZENDBJN1, della 
Citta de Ravenna.-(Translated by E. CBEsY, Esq., in his Evi
dence before the Metropolitan Sanitary Commissioners). 

I. A river which unites with another does not cause this latter 
to rise in proportion to the quantity of water which it brings, as 
would be the case supposing water to be considered as a solid, hut 
only increases the height by as much as the greater or less velocity 
of the influent or recipient may permit. On the contrary, if a 
river in the middle of a canal be diminished by a certain quantity 
of water1 it ought to be lowered proportionally to the velocity of 
the canal of derivation and the river from which the water is ab
stracted, and such an alteration ought to be perceived not only at 
the lower part at the point where the water is added or subtracted, 
but also in the upper. In which law however, there is much ob
scurity ; what appears certain is, that both in the case of the union 
and of the separation that the surface continually adapt11 itself t!> 
the alteration in a regular progression, and although the imprt'!!
sion arising from such an anomaly does not disturb the whole level 
of the river if it runs over a long course, it reduces the problem 
to find thedoint where the disturbed mixes and unites with the 
undisturbe surface after following the oscillation of the water, 
which point in geometric rigour ought to traverse the whole length 
to the source of the river, since it would describe a regular curve; 
but the course of the water encounters so many impediments amt 
obstructions, that these laws do not really obtain. And in every 
river there is, in fact, a point beyond which the regurgitation does 
not take place. That, however, as much as possible, we shall treat 
of in another chapter, when speaking of the fall11 of rivers, of 
their highest rise and lowest levels. 

For the present it will be sufficient to seek the elevation or de
pression which will be produced in a river by the addition or sub
traction of a quantity of water. 

II. Suppose A B to be the height of a recipient previou1 to the 
influx of another stream, let L M be its width in a given section, 
F G the height of the influent before the union, H I its width. 
Supposing this latter introduced into the recipient, it ought to 
experience a certain rise. What will that rise be ? Since the ad
ditional water ought to conform to the width of the section of the 
recipient, conceive the height F G of the influent altered to that 
of the recipient A E, then the water of the one will have passed 
into the other, and since this fresh water presees upon the other. 
that of the recifient will be obliged te lower its 1mrface, and from 
the point A wil be brought down to C; likewise the point E will 
paBB to D and E D = A C and con&equently B D will be the entire 
height of the recipient alter the addition uf the influent water. 
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Calli nil' AB= d. A E = z = C D. B D = z. F G = b. H I= 
a. L M = c. The velocity of the recipient before receiving the 
influent u. Its velocity after having received it, but before it 
could exercise any pressure and reduce it to equilibrium; that is 
the same which it would have if the water of the influent ran in 
the width of the recipient = t, the velocity which the recipient 

has after the union and after the waters have equilibrated in 
their course = q, and the velocity which the influent had in its 
own level before the union= r. Then since the two masses of 
water of the influent and recipient in a given and equal time can 
pass separately in the level of the recipient, they ought to be able 
to pass together through the aforesaid recipient. Hence the 

equation du+ t z = q z and z du + t .r first general formula· 
q ' 

now. since equal masses of water pass in equal times both through 
the mtluent separately and thro11gh the aforesaid infiuent when re
duced to the width of the recipient, we shall have ct .r =ab r, 

abr cdu+abr 
whencez=:-t andz = the second general formula 

c cq 
expressing the whole height B D · wherefore AD which is the 
whole increment produced by the influent above th~ first state of 

the recipient will be cdu +abr - cdq. 
cq 

III. CO'rollary 1.-If the velocity be a mean proportional to the 

h ·ht shallh D d,..Jd+z...;z -d,./z eig , we ave A = ...; RS = z -d, which 

reduces itself to z = •...; (d3 + 2d z ...; dz+ z>) and AD =: 

3y(d3+2dz.../dz-z>)-d,inwhichz b'•yaa as is ob-
a,.; c c ' 

tained by substituting in the formula ct z = ab r the values of 
t and r, which are v .i-,...; b, which value of z if ;ubstituted for 
that of t, will give the value of AD. 

IV. CO'rollary 2.--0n the supposition of Castelli and of Barattieri 
that the velocity will be as the height, we shall have .r ' 

...;(dd+ a :b) and AD=:,.;( dd +a :b )-d. 

V. Corollary 3.-And conse9uently if u =: d"' - r = b" q = Jl'P 
where m, n, qi are numbers which may be integers or fractions ex
pressing any power of the height by the velocity, we shall have the 

I 

general formula z =: ( d"' + 1 + a x c- l lJn + 1 )~, in which .r 
being already eliminated, it only remains to substitute the values 
of d, a, c, b, taking ~e aforesaid ~po~ents as fixed, supposing • d 
unknown, the aforesaid formula will give the general equation of 
the whole curve of the increment of the river by the addition of 
the other stream, the abscissa of which ,,.ill be z, the ordinated, or 

m n ti> 

more generally making u = dp, r = bp; q = zP, we shall have 
4>+p p-t-m p+n 

c • P = c d P + a b P , and that /1 41 + P = 

( 

p+rn p-t- n 

c d P + a b P) P, and we shall be able to determine the 
aP 

relation of /1 to d in the following manner:-
p + m "' 

Letd P =bPy; nowdP+"'=b"'1/1 ; weshallhaveir•+P= 

( 

ta+ p-m 
JI + ac b --P- ) P X b "'! Construct the curve A E expressed 

by the equation d P +"' =ti• r"· 
p+n-m 

Take BA =ab ---, and from 
the point B desCribe~nother cune, 
which has for its equation z 'P +JI= 

( 

n + p-m p 

Y+~ -P--) X b .. , we 
R .~ D c 

•hall have D E = d, C D = 1t, and the intercepted portion C E will 
be the increment required. 

VI. Scholium 1.-In the simplest case of the velocity in proyor
tion to the height, using the first formula of the preceding corollary, 

change this into d d = z z - ~' the equation of the equilateral 
c 

u 

hyperbola b A, of which as 
well the parameter b n as the 

diameter b m = 2 b ...; 
0

• 

wherefore DB will~ the 
height after the union of the 
water, and BA the height 
which the recipient will 

have on first receiving it. And by the properties of the equilateral 
hyperbola, the square of B A being equal to the rectangular 
B m X b B, that is, to the difference of the squares D B, D b, we 

shall have analytically d d = z •-ab b' which is the equation 
e 

proposed; whence appears the method of d~scribing sue~ .a hyper
bola, so as tu contain every possible case of mcrement ar1smg from 
an addition of water. And calculating with the second formula 
the two parabolas of the preceding corollary, we shall have 

ha bba . b 
d d = b y, B A = - ' and • RS = b y + -- ; and if for b y we su -

e c 
bba 

stitute its equivalent d d, we shall have z z = d d + c 1 the 

equation which is found and constructed above. 
VII. Scholium 2.-If the velocity is as the root of t~e height, 

the equation resulting from the first formula of § V will ascend 
to the sixth dimension of the unknown quantity, and the progres
sion will be c4 z•-2 a• b• cc RS'+ a4 b•-2 c• d• RS~ - 2 a• e• b• d• 
+ e• d" = o, which does not transcend the limits of a cubic equa-

tion • but with the second formula ~ = !.! = ! = 1 we shall have 
' P pv'l 

f13 = ( y + be a) 8 x b; and supposing d3 =by•, A E will be the 

parabola expressing the aforesaid equation, and B C that of zl = 
( y + be a) 8 X b, ,,.ithout otherwise embarrassing itself in the 

resolution of the aforesaid equation, already sufficient complicated. 
VIII. The converse propo11ition to ~ II. deduced from the for

mula there enunciated which gives the height of a river from 
which a quantity of ~ater is deducted, to find the section of a 
canal, such as shall discharge the same quantity of :water, and 
whose height B D shall descend to B A. The equation c q •. = 
e d u + a b r is then chanf!:ed into a b r = e q z - c d u, which 
solves the problem. Let it be required to diminish it by such a 
quantity of water as may have to the first, before the subtraction, 
the ratio oflto p, whence we shall have the analogy cq z; cd u; :l: p, 

(
c l-p + 1) I 

bymakingr=bn,andu:dm,andwehaveb= axpxrl" 11-t-l 

whence we deduce the height of the canal of deduction d = 

(~x1 p PX b
11

+ 
1)m~1 formula, which denotes the height which 

that river from whlch the water has been lillbtracted will have 
acquired after such deduction. 

If the water of a river be diminished by a given height after the 
canal or derivation be opened, and the height of the efBuent b is 
noted, requirt"d its breadth a. Let the first height before the de
duction be to the second, after the latter h&11 taken place, as e tof; 

hence 11: d:: e :fwhence • = ~8• Therefore by substituting this 

value in the general formula, since we have already r = b ", q =• "~ 
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and u =tr, the equation will be reduced to the following; a= c 
e 9' + 1 d qi + l _/qi + l d "' + l 

f 9' + 1 b "+ 1 , in which a and d are the unknown 

quantities, and c,f, b, •,the given quantities; or else, if a certain 
breadth be given, and the height remains unknown, we shall have b= 

( 
e9'+ld9'+l_f<l>+ldm+l) l N . h fh. c --1• ow m t e case o or1-

af tf>+ l ft .,. 

zontaI, or nearly horizontal streams, the canal of derivation being 
open, whose bottom regulates also the height of the water of the 
nver; that is to say, the portion which acts to produce the greater 
?r le11&er quantity which 1t deducts, the other remaining inactive 
ID regard to such a canal of derivation, the formula will be d = 

(
e c .e-9' )~ 
fx a+c "=b. 

IX.-Ccmillary 1. In the sec-0nd formula of the preceding para

graph let m = n = 1 we change it to d = b X ,.,/~in which 
cl-cp 

if l = 4000, p = 3500, numbers expressing the quantity of water 
which passes through a given section of the river both before and 
after the subtraction of the water, b= 10 feet, a =200 feet, c = SOO 
feet, performing the proper operation, the logarithm of d = 
1·3M5034. answering to 2l~U!l· The value of the first height be-

fore the diminution will be • = d,.,/l\/pl' where d being known, all 

the other quantities will be known also, and will be 9.30fN, feet. 
X.-Corollarg 2. Making m = n -= i• which is the case of Torri

relli, ;\la.riutti, and others, transmutmg the aforesaid second for-

ula . .. bJ./ aapp d dl,.,/ll b , . h 
m mto Q = y (I ) , an • = -.:-;--- , su st1tutmg t e cc -p• 'VPP 
proper quantities and placing the values of the quantities I, Pi b, a, c, 
as above, the logarithm of z = 1°484-6658, the number to wnich is 
30lf.Ws, fro111 which it appears that if the river be lowered by the 
water, diminished by the effiuent so that the first height shall be 
to the second after the diminution as'l.33,"/i"i to 21mm, the quantity 
which passes through a given section be ow the point of diminu
tion, before the water is subtracted, will be to the quantity which 
pu&es through the same section after the water is subtracted as 
~ to SS in the first case, and the height in the second case as 
se,WIJi to 27ijff1I. 

XI. C<>rollarg 3. Taking the third formula of the preceding 
paragraph, in which we have supposed e,f, d, b, c given, making 
II, qi, m = 1, by the hypothesis of Castelli, let us seek the width of 

the canal of derivation. We shall have a= c d "x (e e-f f). 
ff bb 

Suppose e :f:: 9: 8, d = 20, b = 18, c = 300, the logarithm of a= 
111929051, corresponding approximatively to the number 981 of so 
many feet will be the width of the canal of derivation, that the 
&rst height may be to the second, after the water is diminished, as 
9 to 8; but on the supposition that m, n, <fl= 1, will be the formula 

cd,.,/ d (et/ e-f ,.,/ f) . 
changed to a = f t/ f X b ,.,; b , and the logarithm nearest 

to a will be l •8900925, whose nearest number, 78, will be the width 
required. 

cdu+abr 
XII. Corollary 4". Using the general form•tla, • = ' cq 

to obtain the residual height of a river, after a certain quantity of 
cq11:-abr 

water has been subtracted, we shall have d = . Now 
cu 

by substituting for q, r, u, their respective values z<I>, b
5
, d"', we 

( 
cp+l b5+1) l 

lhall have d = c • - a -- • if th 5 ill b c m+l, encp,,mw e 

equal each tot• we shall have the equation, 

• d' 2 a
2 

b' d3 + 11:' - 2 tP r - 2 a• b3 r +a" b' = o. 
c1 c• c• 

Or if, for greater simplicity, we reduce it to the following expres-
. ( 2:scir1 ,.,/b• ) • b3yaa 

1100, d = 1,.,/ :s' - - X tr' • and smce ir = ---' 
abb ' 3 ycc 

shallh d-(',.,/ccr-2cab11,.,/b•+aa1"). 
we ave _ •,.,;cc 

XIIL CM-ollary .5.-Using the preceding formula, in which we 

have constructed two parabolas, according to what hu there been 
laid down, 

p + m cp + p p -t- ft p + m fl+ p a b P + "' 
c d p c ;-;--a~ , and thence dp =:sp - c P 

( 
<I> + P a b p + n) p • qi + p ,,. 

now d p + m - 11 -- - - - , and making 11: --= b-!I 
- p c p p p 

we have, making the necessary substitution d P +"' = 
abp-t-n-m)p b 

( y +c _P__ X 111, Now let BC be the curve whose equa-

a bp+n-m 
tion is z<I> + P = b.,. 1171, Take B A =---p-, and from the point 

c 

A describe another curve A E, expressed by the equation d P + '" = 
a bp+n-m)p 

( y - c --P- X b111
, we shall have DE = d, C B = •, and 

CE the required diHerence of height. 
XIV. Scholium 1.-We shall give some examples of the fall of 

the surface of rivers, produced by derivative canals, as they have 
been called, and these examples will be taken from the Adige, 
which as is known, affords many such, and on which I had cause, 
at various times, to make several observations for its general regu
lation. It was found 

let. That the Bova della Badia, in 11ood time, meaaures 10.7.4" 
Venetian feet, or 1528 lines, above the sill; a its breadth is 124 
feet or 1800 line11. The reduced height of the Adige, opposite it, 
at 11~od time, was 11.3.1, or .1621 Jines, bei!1g 4o<>_2 feet wide, or 
.57888 lines; now by a precedmg rule,§ VI., m which we supposed 

• h . bl\/a d the velocity as the height, avmg z = ---;;;;-= 269, an conse-

quently d = ,.,/ (:s z - .re)= 1598, which being subtracted from 
the height of the Adige before the diminution, there remain11 
2S lines that is 1 inch 11 lines for the required diminution. 

2nd. At the mouth or sluice of the Sabbadina we found that 
11 =19.1.11, or 27.59 lines; b = 9.2.11, or 19.31 lines; a= 214 feet, 
or S960 lines; c = 2281) feet, or 30240 lines, whence /» = 554" and 
d =,.,; (z • - .r.r) = 2703, which, deducted from 2759, the first 
height, gives 56 Imes or 4i inches. 

3rd. At the sluice of the New Rivert_when it waa of wood, it 
wu found that :s = 10.8.4" = 14"80 lines, b = 4..10,8 = 704 
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lineti, a= 60 feet= 8640 lines, c = SIS feet= 4.S792 lines, and :e 
= 806, and d = 1441, giving 2f inches for the diminution of the 
Adige. 

4th. At the Fossa Bellina which is the lowest of the derivatives 
wlth respect to the sea, it wasfound that z = 10.11.8= l.SSO lines, 
b = 4.4.2 = 626 lines, a = 60 feet = 8640 lines, c = 2.SS = 37512 
lines. Whence z=301 and d=l\/(zz-zz)=l.S31, which 
subtracted from l.SSO, leaves 29 lines tor the diminution of the 
Adige, that is 2 inches and .S lines. 

5th. But at Castagnaro, which is the first and farthest from the 
sea of all, it was found that z = 14.2.10 = 20.SO lines, b = 1491 
lines, a = 3.S064 lines, c = 9.S040 linet1; dimensions taken above the 
two falls on each side of the Cunetta, which remains in the middle, 
t.he result of which calculated separately will be :e = 250 lines and 
d = 1816 lines, a sum which diminished by 20.SO lines, leaves 234 
lines, or I. 7 .6, for the diminution of the Adige at the fiood time, 
by rea110n of the diversion, which the two falls are able to produce 
on each side of the Cunetta. Calculatin~ then the diminution of 
this, we have z = 2050 lines, b = 2127 Imes, a= 3816 lines, c = 
Q.S040 lines, BS above, whence d = nearly 2000 linet1, which, sub
tracted from 20.SO, leaves .SO lines, or 4 inches 2 lines, wherefore 
we have for the whole diminution of the Castagnaro 1.11.8, or 
within 4 lines of 2 feet. 

XV. Scholium 2. The celebrated Abbate Guido Grandi, mathe
matician of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, in his treatise on the 
mQtion of water, professes "that if two horizontal rivers, LG, F G, 
moved with a velocity, I G, GK, be united in one trunk, whose 
velocity and direction will be G H ; and, on the other hand, sup
posing the said trunk H G, has the velocity H G, it ought, with 
the retrograde motion to divide itself into two branches, G L, G F, 
they will not regain the velocity, I G, KG equal to the first, unless 
the angle, LG F1 be a right angle," the wbich being different from 
what we have 1>efore established, we are obliged to examine, 
according to our power, the fo1mdation on which the aforesaid pro
position rests. Grandi resolves the total velocity, G H, which 
arises from the two, G K, G I, by means of the complement of the 
parellelogram with the two lines expressing the force, H E, GE, 
of which HE is the perpendicular let fall on GK produced; but 
if conversely, says he, the trunk, HG, he resolved into branches, 
whose velocity shall not be the same BS on entering the trunk, it 
may be greater or less, and will only be equal in the case when the 
angle, LG F, is a right one. The direction of the velocity, G H, 
rtwulting from the conjunction of the two laterals, G I, G K, is 
exactly what all staticians ha\·e laid down. To have a clear proof: 
on the line G H raise the perpendiculars, K 3, 14>, and the velocity, 
GK will be obtained, resulting actually from the two G 3, 3K, anu 
the velocity GI, in the two others, G .,,, ., I, of which K a, .,, I, 
nowise c-0ntribute to the progressive motion, but only G 3, G 'f>, 
then G 3 + G.,, are equal to G H as is more easy to demonstrate; 
then each quantity denotes re~y the velocity with which the 
water in the trunk moves after receiving the influents, and it is to 
be noted that the prevalence of one perpendicular K 5, above the 
other I 4' will only oblige the branch to bend a little from its 
course. Wherefore the illustrious author then oonsiders the 
converse of the proposition, that is, when the trunk passes into 
the branches, to resolve the velocity, HG, into two, H El.. E G, and 
says, that in G F the water will run with the velocity G .r.;, greater 
by the acute angle than GK, the which will be true, whatever bend 
and through whatever arm,G E all the water of the trunk may fiow, 
whilst H G does not express ',Ji the velocity, the same quantity not 
going through GE, which did when G F was oonsidered as an 
infiuent, it results that H G ought to resolve itself in another 
shape than that which is the case, that is, considering G.,, by the 
velocity GI and G 3 by the velocity G K, whence the ori!final 
velocity, G it, GI, in the two canals respectively, will be precisely 
restored, now reputed as different branches, G F, G L; whence the 
conversion of the infiuents into diffiuents will not change the 
velocity; in either case it will be retained, provided it be not 
changed by any external circumstance. 

XVI. Sclwlium 3.-I think it would not be superfluous to give 
an example of the increase of height which a river really acquires 
from the reception of another. \Ve will suppose the velocity a 
mean proportional of the heigh!t using the preceding formula 
z = 3,.; ( d·' + 2 d .r v d .r +or). The average depth of the section 
of the recipient = S962 lines = d, its breadth 115200 lines = c. 
The true section of the recipient is figured, in which A and B 
denote the profile of the banks, C the bottom, D E the surface of 
the water, P F the average depth; the m~xt figure is the section of 
the infiuent in which the shoal EH appears much more elevated 
than the bottom I and BM 8 the surface. The better to adapt it 
\e practice and calculation, I Bhall divide the section into sev41ral 

parts, reducing them one by one to the sectiozi of the recipient, 
which then added together, gives the amount of increase. In the 

eection of the influentl.. DE II IL N RT, DE denote& the right 
bank1 R TV the left .r.; H the bottom of the ehoal at t.he t-Oe of 
the right bank, L N R the bottom on the left bank, and H I L the 
bottom of the influent. The portion BF E 17mst be oonsidered of 
the mean height 3.0.4, that is taking half E F by reason of the 
triangle BF E or BAE, the base BF is 11 feet, or 1584 lines, 
wherefore performing the necessary operation, we shall have z = S963 lines, from which subtracting 3962 lines, the average height 
of the section, there remains one line for the increase of that 
portion B F E. Likewise through the portion F G H E, 17 fee& 
wide, and 6.0.9 feet high = 87S lines, we shall have z = 3968 lines, 
from which subtracting 3962 lines, there remains 6 lines for the 
increase of the recipient in height by reason of the aforesaid ad-

dition. G H I L M will have a mean height of IS.S.3 = 19S.S 
lines, and a width of 126feet=18144.lines, whence z= 4102 lines, 
and this third increment will be 11 inches 8 lines. M L N 0 formed 
by the left lower shoal will have a mean heil{ht of 1333 lines and 
100 feet 144.00 lines, whence z will be 4026 Tines, and the height 
required for the increase caused by its addition Sb inches. The 
shoal 0 ~SR is 26 feet = S744 lines wide, and the mean depth 
S feet 6 mches S lines = 507 lines, and /1 = 3966, giving 4 lines 
for the increase. Finally, the portion comprising the escapement 
of the bank may be considered 8 feet wide, and 1.9.1. Its reduced 
height not giving any sensible increase, collecting together all the 
aforesaid measures, we shall have the total increase of I foot 
.S inches 11 lines. 

XVII. &lwlium 4.-According to ·what ie registered in the visi
tation of the Po and Reno made in 16931 by Cardinal d'Adda and 
Barberini, to calculate the increase produced in the Po by the 
adtlition of the Reno, it will be necessary only to use the preceding 
formula, as likewise to find the same eft'ect at the general visitation 
of 1720. Taking the data of 1693 aforesaid, supposing the 
average height Qi the Po wit.bout the Reno at Lagoscuro 31 feet 
= 372 inches, tbe height of the Reno at the p888 of Annegati 
that is b = 9 feet = 108 inches; the width of the Reno there Hl9 d 
a= 2261 inches; the width of the Po at LRf!'011Curo 760 feet = c 
= 9120 inches, where :r = 3 feet 6 inches, tP = .S1478848; 2 d :r v 
d .r: 3906000 and .r3 = 74088 numbers, which added together make 
.SH.58936, whose logarithm is 7•743901.S, which divided by 3 to 
obtain the cube root, gives log. !i•.SS1300.S, the number to which ia 
381 y80~; and since the fraction answers to 4 lines, if 372 is sub
trcated }rom 381.4, there remains 9 inches 4 lines for the increaee 
required according to the aforesaid supposition. 

XV I II. Scholium .S.-In a report presented by Guglielmini at the 
time of the visitation, and which was registered in the Acts of it, 
and printed in the Florence collection, in which he calculates the 
rise at 8 inches 9 p. only, but the difference between us arises from 
his having taken the nearest numbers neglecting fractions. Eustace 
Manfredi, in answer to Giovanni Ceva, says in reply to the other 
proposition, "To say truly we shall fiud that the 91 inches found 
by Ceva, is one inch more than what results from t.he former cal
culation of Guglielmini, and that by a small error of a fraction • 
&c. [See Manfredi's notes to Guglielmini's book on the nature ~f 
rivers.] 

XIX. Scholium 6.-In all the above examples we have supposed 
for the calculation of the velocity that it is either a direct or mean 
proportional to the height of the water, and that so as not to 
aifTer from what has been laid down frequently by many renowned 
authors; and also to give a proof of the manner of employing the 
formula we have discovered, when greater precision 1s required 
the velocity must be found by an instrument (the hydraulic pen: 
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dulum), and the formula uaed which •e have given ln a preceding 
chaJ>ter. It is potisible that in some cases we may not be able to 
employ the rules above referred to for the velocity without making 
great errors; thus to seek out the truth a~ unequh·ocably as pos
sible, in cases of much importance it is well to calculate by many 
dift'erent methods, observing the dift'erence resulting from each to 
determine afterwards the most prob11ble. 

FRENCH RAILWAYS AND FRENCH REVOLUTIONS. 
At length the time has come \vhen the French are awakened to 

the truth about their railway undertakings. There were very few 
who withstood the plan of government interference; it was thought 
quite right that the government should take charge of the rail
•ays, and private enterprise was crushed. \Ve say crushed, be
cause it had not free play, and because the concession system was 
a clog on those lines which were left in the hands of shareholders. 

France i!I behind-hand with her rl\ilways: private enterprise when 
most wanted is dead, and the finance:1 have been upset by the 
wasteful manner of making the government lines. l\l. Garnier 
Pages, the new Minister of Finance, says this plainly, and names 
among the causes of financial embarrassment those great jobs, the 
llfWernment railways, made for placemen and not for the country. 
Thus a burden is put upon France, which she will very much feel, 
for taxation is at all times burdensome to the people, but Ill ways 
mOl!t in their times of greatest need. It w11s wrong that railway>1 
should be made by loans and taxes ; but it was still more wrong, 
when the private enterprise of France was in its childhood, to take 
away from it the food, as it were, of growth. France has always 
been backward in such public works, and when there was a fair 
chance of getting the French to take shares in rl\ilways, they ought 
to ha,•e been put forward instead of being kept back. It has not 
been 110, and France is burdened with the government railways, 
and the springs of pri,·ate undertakings are broken up and can do 
nothing, when France wants them most. 

lf, however, the late government struck a great blow at joint
stock undertakings, the future government holds out no hope, for 
with the growth of socialist ideas, shareholders are frightened as 
to what may be their share in anything they may undertake. The 
working-man comes in now, and asks for his share in the newly
opened lines, and though it may be small at first, it may be very 
much afterwards, or it may be all. Railway undertakings are not 
those where this plan can be best tried, for the clerks and work
men ha,·e no very great means of making the traffic greater; for 
when a railway is made, the bulk of the traffic flows upon it, and 
though it may be nursed, yet, as we have said, the nnderling8 can do 
but little for it. The shareholder does the most in making the 
line, and the working does not much want the care of others. 

\\'oat may be the end to English sl1areholders in French rail
way!! we cannot undertake to say, but whatever may befall-if in
deed all they hold now should be lost, there will be no loss on the 
whole, because the sale of shares to the French in 18.i.5 and 18i6, 
will more than make good whate\•er may be lost hereafter. On 
the first stake in French railways, the English made enough to make 
good their old stock, so that what they have left is only their gain. 
It may be, that so far as some are bo~nd up in French shareH, they 
may be lo1>ers; but most of the holders, as we have said, have made 
themseh·es safe. If, too, we take the income which has been h11d 
OD the old stock and put by, there must be more than enough to 
meet any loss. We wish the shareholders were as well off in 
Flanders, but there the railways are only half made, no income has 
bttn had from them, very few shares ha\'e been sold, and there is 
little hope of a ,;ale to the Flemings or the French. Therefore, so 
far 38 French railway8 go, there is no room for the outcry that 
Eng!L~h ~old has been wasted abroad. 

H there he no loss to the English in the end on French shares, 
the French themselves will lo~e, for there will be a withdrawal of 
that help which the English have given, and which has made and 
worked the few French railways now open. At a time when the 
French government mu~t gh·e up railway making, when French 
Khareholder8 are borne down by heavy lo:ises anti cannot make the 
riiilways them~elves, the French cannot look abroad, for the trust 
ofthe Foreign holders is broken. Howe,·er right it might hil\'e been 
to r,ve the workmen a share in the income of the Great Northern 
Railway, and howe,·er needful it may have been, yet this step is 
the deed of the chairman alone, without one word from the share
holdeni whose Income is handed over. M. de Roth~child, in taking 
thl~ step, has taken it in haste; and it looks more like giving in to 

fear, than making a fair and caret'ul bargain between the share
holders and the workmen. No one can help seeing that fear of the 
Communists wrought upon M. de Rothschild, for it was not enough 
to hold out the hope-they would not trust to that, he had to give 
at once all that they wanted. Every one will feel that when they 
ask again, and ask more, it must be given: the Communists are to 
ask, and the shareholders to yield. If the stake the shureholdert1 
have lately had be too much for them, so that they now have may 
be held to be too much; it is not left to the shareholders to say 
what is right-they have not even to make a hargain : the Com
munists have the might, and they have the right, and if they say 
five in the hundred is too much, the 11hareholders must give way. 
It is very true that lately the income of the holders in stocks and 
savings banks has been raised, but this only lays a heavier weight 
on France, and the day must soon come when these burden~ will 
have to be lightened. Then it will be said, hol<lers in savings bankR 
take 110 much, stockholders take so much-railway shareholders 
must do the like. On these grounds, the holders here will be 
frightened, and will take no share in any new railways, whatever 
the wants of France may be. 

1f the late government of France had upheld joint-stock under
taking~, there would have been a better knowledge of them, and 
the new government would have been more careful of meddling. 
They would have looked to them us a help and a stay when 110 

many in France are out of work, and they would have found. in 
them the best way of making the wealthy give food and work to 
the poor. A tax, however mild on the whole, can ne,·er fit itself to 
the means of every one; the golden mean will be broken-on one 
the tax will fall lightly, another will sink under it. A joint-stock 
share undertaking is a free-will loan, or a tax made by a man him
self, knowing his means, and taxing himself to the utmost in the 
hope of gain hereafter. There is no fear of a man putting down 
too little, there is no fear of smuggling or shifting from under 
the yoke. A loan raised for railway works partakes of this in 
so far, that each gives as his means allow; but the hope of gain 
is not so strong to draw him on, while he is not the master of 
his own money, it is not laid out under his own care, it wants 
the eye of the master. It is on these grounds, as much as any
thing, that we uphold joint-stock undertakings in England; they 
bring to bear not only the money of the people, but their skill and 
powers of mind; and we shall grieve whenever in this co•mtry 
Joint-stock undertakings shall be given O\'er to the government, 
as Mr. Morrison and his followers have been so earnest that thev 
should be. What the French did led them on, but we hope they 
are cooled by what has lately happened there; though we are not 
so strong in our belief that the government will leave off meddling 
while berths can be found for their many greedy hangers-on. 

The turning out of France of the English workmen need not 
gi\'e us any sorrow, though it will do France no good. It is neither 
more nor less than self-slaughter by the French. Why did Eng
lish workmen ~o there? Not as wanderers seeking a li\'elihoorl, 
not like the Swiss and others who crowd to Paris, an<I earn hread 
which Frenchmen might earn; but they have been asked to go 
there-they have been sought. English skill and Enirli~h know
ledge were wanted for French railways, French power'-loom~. and 
French engine works. There were no Frenchmen to do the \l"ork, 
and Englishmen were brought O\'er to teach them. 811 far from 
the English doing as the Swis1r-working under the French, takin/.\" 
away their livelihood, or shortening their earning~-the English 
have beer1 always paid higher than the French, and ha\'e followed 
ne\v callings in which no Frenchmen came in their way, while they 
have given help to the others by teaching them trades, which tlll'V 
did not know before. The power-loo1ns and other weaving and 
spinning works of the north of France have been set up hv the 
English, and carried on by English foremen; and thus the French 
have been brought into the market against us. The English fore
man is to be found all Ol'er Europe, not because he is liked, but as 
they cannot do without him. This not in France only, but in 
Flanders, Holland, Germany, Italy, and Spain. 

The withdrawal of English masters and English workmen from 
France is a blow struck at France, and not at us. Instead of 
Frenchmen fil'hting us with }~nglish weapons, they must take to 
their own, and be beaten as they were before. \\'e do not believe 
that this swarm of Englishmen abroad did us the least good. They 
mostly laid out in France what they made there-they seldom 
brought anyt.hing back; and if \Ve had not to keep the few thousands 
who lived there, still we muHt ha,·e lost by the Englishmen put out 
of work nt home, who if they had to deal with the French only 
would ha\'e beaten them, for ofter all the English are far better in 
all the higher work. \Ve shall have so many men brought home, 
and we ,;hall ha\'C to keep them: it will be most likely by our 
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taking trade from the French, perhaps by sending gooda into 
France itself. 

The French have a great fear of our trade, they believe that we 
sway the world by our trade, and they wish to wrest it from us
they begin the strugizle by throwing aside their best weapons. To 
be great in trade, France should draw money and skill from the 
whole world; it should have chosen and picked ment whether from 
France or abroad. It should be the star to which men of mind 
and skill should look, as shining with the best hoJ>e of reward. The 
blow dealt at the English strikes elsewhere. It is not only the 
Englishman who is forbidden to take his stock, his knowledget and 
his skill to France, but it is every man who is willing and reaay to 
do BO. The Italian, the Spaniard, the German is forbidden, and 
shut out as much as the Englishman. France is shut against the 
world &11 much as China was,-there is no field for any but French
men. 

We wish we could speak more hopefully, that we could cast a 
brighter look on France, but we feef we cannot with truth speak 
otherwise than we have. We believe we have spoken fairly, while 
we are sure that England, however it may wish that it had been 
otherwise, is the least harmed by the breach which has thus been 
made in the ties of fellowship which so lately knit the two 
together. 

HEAL TH OF TOWNS BILL' 
The \lromised bill for securin11: the health of towns is again before 

the legislature; and we hope with some prospects of success. To 
the general principles of the measure we are most favourable, because 
we have long laboured to obtain an amendment of the \'ery serious 
evils which so much affect the public health. At the same time, 
there are many clauses which require great and grave considera
tion before they become law; and in making some remarks upon 
them, we do so without any hostility to the bill generally. 

In clause 8, fifty householders have the power of putting the 
act in motion. In large towns, such a number p:ives tne power to 
an insignificant minority; and in small towns, fifty may be found 
too many. There ought either to be a proportional number, ac
cording to the population of the town. 

Although the eighth clause speaks of existing local boards,.'\'l'e.do 
not find any provision for their abolition; and we therefore eixpect 
that great confusion will arise between the new local boards of 
health. and the old local boards, for paving, cleansing, highw1Lys, 
sewers, and for other purposes. Great confusion must likewise 
arise from the election of new officers, who will be brought in con-
flict with the present clerks and surveyors. · 

The qualification of elected members of local boards seems too 
high for small towns. The number of inhabitants rated at thirty 
pounds a year is so small as to restrict the choice of the electors. 

We think the provision for contour lines in clause 27, is useful ; 
but if the lines are taken at every ten feet elevation, it will be 
quite enough. 

By clause 29, the board of health will have the power of carry
in~ a sewer or drain "through <Ir under any lands whatBOe1Jer." Surely 
this will never be allowed to pass ; this power will enable any 
sewer to be carried across a garden, pleasure-ground, or park, 
without any notice or compensation. 

Clause 3S requires that notice of building a house shall be 
given to the local board of health fourteen days, and that works 
shall not be begun without leave of the board. Seven days seems 
to us quite time enough, and the works should proceed unless the 
board can show some objection to them. 

It appears very unlikely that cluuse 42 will be found prac
ticable. It provides for engine and factory chimnies consuming 
their own smoke. 

Clause 49, although aimed at great evils, is very objectionahle; 
and however effective it may be in checking tramp-houses, it will 
not touch the evils of overcrowded Irish lodging-houses. It makes 
all houses,otherthan public-houses, liable to registry and inspection, 
where persons are lodged for a single night or less than a week. 
Unless ,;ome exception be made for Brighton, Margate, Gravesend, 
and other watering places, the inconvenience and annorance will 
be great; as house-holders are glad to accommodate visitors who 
run down by steamboat or rail on the Sunday, and return on the 
Monday. 

The clause .54, giving control to the commissioners for regulat
ing the levels and plans of new streets, is arbitrary in its inter
ference with private property, while six weeks is very much too 
long for any inquiry to be made by a local board or its officers. 

In the next clause, 30 feet is too wide for a mews; 24 feet ii 
ample. 

The clause 58, for enabling local boards to set up waterworb, 
however necessary in itself, is likely to do evil by throwing impe
diments in the way of private enterprise, for the exi.stenre of any 
company to be set up is precarious and dependent on the local 
board. 

After all that has been said about graveyards in towns, it is 
a pity to see the countenance given to this abuse by clause 67, 

· which allows of graves being made with only thirty inches of soil 
over the r.offins,-a shameful and fearful nuisance. 

... 

The clause 78 is inconsistent with the general tenour of the act, 
for after making it compulsory on each house to haYe the watl"r 
laid on, the measure of cutting it off for non-payment of rates, ia 
one not favourable to the public health. 

REVIEWS. 

The Theory and Practice of Ship Building. By TeoJtAs WnrTZ, 
jun. London: Johnstone, 1848. 8vo. pp. 101, with volume of 
folio plates. 

The science of ship building appears to us one of those in which 
the precise application of mathematics is not to be attempted ; 
but of which, nevertheless, the leading principles should be blllied 
on the theoretical laws of mechanics. For dhip building, ma
thematical form11lie can do nothing-mathematical principles 
everything. The former cannot take account of the thousand and 
one practical requi11ites of a good shi~the latter lea,·e sufficient 
margin for the attainment of the needful qualifications; the 
former impose laws which are not always just, and even where 
they are just, are too minute and restrictive; but the latter estab
lish a more liberal and lenient code-one more easy to be obeyed 
and more deserving of obedience. In choosing between a scien
tific principle and an analytical formula, the ship builder chooses 
between a friend and a master. 

There is, however, a great difference between general principles 
and. uague principl~. It is th~ latter which are now almost ex
clusively observed m the public dockyards. Grave official per
sonages ha Ye a great horror of matters whch they 'themselves do 
not understand, and con11equently the range of their antipathies is 
very comprehensive. It includes science. It is no great scandal 
to. assert that in the government dockyards, the most profound 
science is not so useful a personal commodity as kinship to one of 
t~e Lords of the Admiralty. Let a man prove by rigorous scien
tific demonstration, that some established rule of ship building 
is essentially erroneous-and will he be rewarded for his r.ains? 
\Vill he be thanked for making an advance in science? Will the 
obligation under which he has laid society to him, be discharged ? 
Quite the contrary. The chances are, that he will be frowned down 
as a visionary, or rebuked for pretending to know more than his 
betters. In the eyes of men m office, to be set right is to suffer 
/e8e-majute. 

There is one chance, however, that a scientific discovery may be 
useful, if not to the discoverer, at least to the I_1ublic ;-some one 
who dines occasionally at the Admiralty, may thmk it worth while 
to appropriate it. · 

Our respect for government science, for the researches of royal 
comm.is~ioi:s, the mat~ematics of blu.e-1;10oks, and the investigations 
of official inspectors, Id extremely hm1tcd. In matters of experi
mental philosophy, we should lay it down as a general rule that 
the persons least likely to find out the truth are-the "pro'perly 
constituted authorities." \Vhat a satisfactory affair the Gauge 
C~mmissi?n turned ou.t ! How well Si~ ~illiam Symonds' ships 
sail! With what universal and unhes1tatmg deference did the 
railway ~ngineers receive the reports of Sir Charles Pasley! And 
to go still further back, how admirably the Irish Uailway Com
missioners executed their task! of which the most favourable 
thing that can be said is-that their report suited the characte r 
of the country affected by it. The blunders of admeasurement in 
the. plans and sections were not much m<!re egregious than some 
which have been detected by the Standmg Orders committees: 
and Mr. Barlow's investigations of the effect of gradients are not 
very much worse than a mathematical student would ll'rite in hi11 
first year. 

It seems to us quite clear, that for the future advancement of 
the practical sciences we must trust entirely, or almost entirely 
tu private efforts. At rare intervals, indeed i. ""mmillllion will~ 
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oompetent for the scientific investigation 888igned to it : it ill rea-
10uable for instance, to Hpect much benefit from commiBSioners 
aeleet;J as those appointed to consider the use of cast-iron girders 
on railways have been. But on the whole, these cases must be 
looked upon u exceptions and happy accidents. In naval matters 
\he inefficiency of official philosophy is especially deplorable, be
cause of the enormous expense which it entails upon the nation. 
Afte>r all the visitS of the Lords of the Admiralty to Portsmouth 
-after all the parliamentary returns and parliamentary debates-
after all the enormous cost of ships built on new models, to be sub
sequently remodelled and patched as the prevailing caprice dic
tated-after all the exploits of experimental squadrone--we have 
come to the very gratifying conclusion that our most weatherly 
vessels were taken from the French in the late war. O, for an 
Erok Polyteclanique in England ! 

The author of the work before us professes no more than " to 
give some plain directions for actual building," and to put the 
reader in pOSSE'ssion of just so much information as is requisite for 
carrying him to "larger and more scientific works on the subject.'" 
But the> present treatise, though it does not aim at extreme pro
fundity, has the greater merit of expressing in simple terms some 
nry important Yiews respecting the application of hydrostatics to 
the theory of ship building. The stability of a ,•essel is prope1·ly in
~isted upon, as a perfectly indispensable requisite-<>ne without which 
all other merits are valueless. The form of a vessel may enable her 
t-O sail fast, but if, at the same time her pitching and rolling 
motion be exct'SSive, the practical utility of the vessel is proportion
ably lessened, her security endangered, and her durability 
dimini!!hed by the constant strains to which she is subject. Sir 
William Symonds' vessels are, our author remarks, liable to these 
grave objections. In his vessels, the rake of the stem is some
times so great, that the stem is inclined to the keel at an angle 
of thirty degrees. By thus cutting away, so to speak, a large por
tion of the fore body, it is clear that when the vessel pitches ahead, 
there is less immersion or suNtaining power to bring her up again, 
than there would be if the stem were more upright. He com
mitted a similar error with respect to the lateral rolling. The 
la&eral stabilitv1 of course, depends in a great measure on breadth 
o! beam; but ihe general fom1 of section amidships must be duly 
proportioned in reference to it. "Here," says our author, "we 
oorurider, is to be found the great defect in the surveyor's midship 
section; it ii; comparatively straight from the keel to the water
line; aml, as such, is manifestly deficient in bearing, until its ex
treme inullel'!lion takes place, which is sndden almost to a jerk i 
whereas a rounder line would prevent the great degree of lateraJ 
inclination, and what must take place would be much more easy. 
The> advantage of this, in comfort upon the deck, efficiency at the 
pill!!, wear and tear of the rigging, and indeed, the safety and com
fort of the whole, must be apparent." 

The conditions of stability, either laterally or longitudinally, are 
not after all eo very difficult to B11Certain. The problem is prac-

1 
tically a hyclrostatical, not a hydro-dynamical one, and therefore 
much eaorier than that of determining the forms best adapted for 
1peed. If navy survevors had only a moderate acquaintance with 
tbe properties of the J\fET..t.cENTRE-if their appointments de
pended rather on their knowledge of hydrostatics, than on their 
goTernment influence, or aristocratical connections, we shoulcl 
have to pay for much fewer of those great wooden coffins which 
now ~ace our navy. As far as we may judge from Sir 'William 
Symondt<' actual performance~:, he either does not know the mean
ing of the word "metacentre, or he cannot have studied its pro
pertie... He may possibly ha,·e an idea that they have some in
lluence uri the stabilitv of a vessel-but he certainly cannot know 
that they are, not merely important, but all-important-that in the 
question of stability, the properties of the metacentre constitute 
the question, the whole question, and nothing but the question. 

Mr. White's practical directions we will not venture to criticise 
al length. The accuracy of his general views, however, and his 
lvng experience in his profession1 seem just grounds of dependence 
on W. authority in matters of detail. The folio plates are care
fully drawn and admirably executed: and the descript~on11 which 
accompany them are very minute, and appear well suited to the 
purpottt1 of the ship builder. The work concludes with an ac
rount of the methods now in use for measuring tonnage, and with 
remarks on the complexity and inefficiency of the new method es
tablished by law. We conclude with the following brief extracts, 
the finit selected for its scientific importance, the second for its 
ruriOliity :-

•• The fon11 of body be't adapted for ateam ve11el1, i1 a primary consi
daatkm. It will be found that moat of tbe principle• which constitute a 
rod Hiling ship, •ill also apply to a steamer. We have repea,ed in1tance1. , 

ia which firat-clau ateam 1hlps that have afterwarcb proved of superior cha
racter, have gone u fut, aader jury rig, and with not more thaa hall the 
momentum of caavu allotted to uiling 1bips of e.,ial tonaage, u they 
have 111bteqaently gone under the full power of the engines. ~any 
valuable illferencee may be drawn from thia fac&; and we anheaitatingly 
bring to oar aid, in building ateam 1bipa, the whole experience of the pro
feaaion, to a mach greater estent than w11 at first adopted. Experience 
1bow1 that the long bow aad clean ran are indispenaable ; for, whatever 
may be the law1 of fluids, the great speed of river boata thus built, the ln
creaae obtained by lengthening 10 many of the earlier formation, and the 
increased acutene11 of each succeeding cla11, amount to a demon1tratioa on 
thi1 point." 

"Tbe ark in Scripture waa of t~e1e proportion1, namely, si:r; times the 
breadth for the length, and one.tenth the length for the depth. Other p~o
portion1 may in particular circum1tance1 promote speed 1 bat for ltab1ht7 
and security a~ sea, the proportions of the ark, dt1tined aa abe waa to en· 
dnre the greatest commotion of waters the world baa ever known, are, · 
we fearle11ly assert, infallible, since the experience of (oar tbouaand years 
baa only confirmed them ; a collateral eridencl!, at least, of the truth of 
the Scripture narrative. The ark waa twice aa long, and twice aa wide and 
deep, aa the Weit-India mail 1teamers, and conaequently would make eight 
of them, con1idered 11 regular figures." 

An Hutorical, Practical, and Theoretical Account of the Brt!Wtwam
in Plymouth Sound. By Sir JonN RENNni, F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S., 
President of the Institution of Civil Engineers. London: Bohn 
and Weale, 18"8. 

Sir John Rennie could not have more worthily devolled himself 
than to the commemoration of the great work of his father, the 
Plymouth Breakwater, and he could not have erected a m.onume.nt 
more munificent than the volume now before us,-one which while 
it records the merits of his father, and gives proof of his own en
lightened spirit, will be of value to the .eng:ineering profession for 
many generations. Well may we describe 1t as a monument more 
lasting than brass while it bears a more noble inscription than wa..q 
ever sculptured dn marble. Of Sir John Rennie's works we will 
not speak for others can put forward a claim to the production of 
works of ~qua.I magnitude and merit, but we cannot refrain from 
saying that this hook is anothe~ public service ~en~ered to ~h~ 
engineering profession. As President '!f the Inst1tut1on of C'.1vil 
Engineers Sir John has u.Pheld the social rank of the profession, 
and has m~intained its pubhc hospitality; by the contribution before 
us, he has shown his earnestness in the cause of professional litera
ture. These are to our mind merits in addition to the material· 
monuments of his skill, and speak powerfully of his enlarged and 
liberal mind, and of his pubhc and disinterested spirit. They 
show that his heart and soul are engaged in the career he pursues, 
and are a guarantee of his professional independence and integrity. 

We speak warmly, because it i11 rarely we have the opportunity 
of spealCing of a book from the hands of one of the higher member11 
of the profession, and therefore it comes more welcome to us. It 
is true there are excuses for the silence of those members, and Sir 
John has himself very well explained them, but that does not ex
empt us from our duties towards him, who stands a brilliant exan1-
ple of successful exertion. Sir John Rennie's words merit atten
tion, for the)" must be the exculpation of our engineers in the eyes 
of Europe>. He says-- . . 

"Continental engineers have ireneraJly more time than English 
engineers for writing and reftect1on. The former, confined for the 
most part to a single work at one time, have leisure to study and 
reflect upon every operation connected with it, and to deduce 
general la'll'I! from them whic~ may be applicab~e i!1 ~imilar circum
stances. Their sphere of action ne,·ertheless 1s hm1ted, compiu;e.d 
with that of English engineers, and they have not the sam~ fac1h
ties of acquiring that readiness of applicati?n, that ve_raatil1tY. of 
inventing remedies to meet every case which occurs m practice, 
and which alone can be derived from extensive and greatly-var!ed 
experience in aJ.l kinds of. works, su~h ~ falls to ~he lot of ~nglish 
engineers. This defect 1s necessarily mherent m the contmental 
system notwithstanding tbe numerous able engineers we find there. 
The whole of the works, as well as the engineers, being in the 
employ and under the control of the government, their e!'ergies 
are impeded, their talents are fettered, and. they .are depriv~ of 
that strongest of all inducements to exert10n, viz., compet1t1on, 
which has been productive of so much benefit in this country. 
Here as regards engineering, everything hRB been free and 11n
tram~elled; thus every member of the profession hRB been at liberty 
to study and follow out thst course which appeared to him best 
calculated to acquire public favour, and &eeure his own inte_reat; 
and the public, on the other hand, has never found any defic1~ncy 
of talent to carry out any work as often a1 the emergency reqwrecl. 
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The government also have equally profited by this system, for they 
can always enter the market upon the same terms, and obtain any 
degree of talent they may reqwre without the neceBBity of training 
a corps of civil engineers of their own, which, for the reaaons above 
stated would be round very difficult, and perhaps not without en
tailing the expense of numerous failures, which is the more unne
cessary RS they can obtain the experience ready-made without any 
such ~rifice. Nearly all the great works and improvements in 
the public establiahments have hitherto been obtained in this man
ner · of which the Breakwater and many others may be termed 
excillent examples, and by pursuing the same system, the same 
beneficial results will continue to be produced. On the continent 
the superiority of our free system of competition is in many cases 
much admired, and will probably be introduced where circum
stances render it practicable ; and English en~ineers are highly 
esteemed and much employed on the continent.' 

This is spoken fairly, and Sir John takes care that he shall not 
be understood BB speaking invidiously, or as depreciating the con
tinental engineers. He tJays-

" In saving thus much, I wish to be distinctly understood, that I 
should be extremeh• sorry to be considered Bil undervaluing in the 
smallest d~ee the numerous able engineers in every department 
on the continent, or the magnificent works which have been con
stTuoted bv them, ol' the excellent books they have written, which 
have been 'productive of so much benefit to the profession of civil 
engineering." 

In these sentiments we fully concur; we honour our continental 
brethren, but we demRDd for them as for ourselves the benefits of 
what we believe to he a better system-that of the competition of 
civil engineers. We advocate for their interests a wider field of 
exertion and emancipation from the thraldom of the government 
hureaudacy, protection for men of ability., and no false enoourage
ment for men of no ability. 

In express~ himself thus boldly, Sir John Rennie has done 
'l'tlry great sernce to the profeS&ion by vindicating it from the in
jurious and insidious designs of the government here, who are 
always seeking to establish military engineers in capacities for 
which thev are utterlv unsuited. We wish other members of the 
profession" of equal reputation would display the same dignity of 
fjtellng and disinterestedness, by publicly expressing their unfavour
a,ble opinion of the govemment Biisistance. We hope the fear of 
losing some small amount of government patronage does oot keep 
them back from doing what Sir John Rennie has Wlhesitat.ingly 
expJ:'6118ed, 

\Ve wish too they would imitate him in the production of books, 
such as his. At any rate, their pecuniary meaqs enable them to 
imitate him in the lavish outlay he hBB· made on drawings and en
gravin1t9. They have the drawings in their own offices, and if they 
merely put them in the hands of the engravers, without anv text, 
the plates will prove of value to professional students. \Ve have 
seen so many examples of liberality among the profession, that we 
hope it will be equally displayed in contributions to engineering 
literature. l\lonev only is required, their time is not required; 
and though they "can plead they have so little of the latter, they 
have been well enough rewarded to deprive them of such a plea in 
the expenditure of money. 

We have been apt to adduce as a merit in professional works 
t.hat they were profusely illustrated, and we believe our readers 
will agree with us, for such books are thereby of a more practical 
:aature. In this respect, Sir John Rennie's volume has few to sur
pase it· and it is undoubtedly one of those great works, which must 
at one~ take its place in the standard library of engineering. No 
expense has been spared, we may say no care h81! been spared, to 
make that portion of the work complete which speaks to the eye, 
illustrating the words of Horace-

"!ffgniu1 irrltont demlaaa peraure1 
Quam quee 1wit ocuUa 1ubjeota lidelibu1" 

The eye of the prac!ical m~ seiaes at once .the comrtr~c~ion a~d 
proportions in a draw1.ng, while the most oop1o~s ?e1cr1pt1on fails 
to convey an impression so complete. Again, 1t is more easy for 
those who wish to copy a good exam11le to do so from a drawing 
than from a description, and when we consider that a work of this 
kind is to be a text-book for hundreds of engineers, it appeara 
most desirable that it should be, as it Is, really nnd truly useful. 

On leaving the preside!1tial chair, Sir John ~1w~e has not. re
tireil from the p•1blic service. He never could retire lllto obscurity, 
but he could well have claimed exemption from further contribu
tion That he has completed this magnificent work gives him an 
addi.tional title to future f~me, as it does to ~e .gratitude. of his 
contemporaries for his mamtenance of the dignity of their pro
ieaeion. 

[Aalr., 

Tha Young surwgorl.. Prtllllplor. By JOJJ!f B:aro, lunrayor. 
Parts I •. aod II. 

The object of this work is to explain the present systmn of 
measuring and estimating builders' work ;-for this purpoae the 
author has given the plaris of a first-rate building, and ~lains 
how the measurements are taken, commencing with the ~· 
and going on with the bricklayer and ciu:\'enter. The dimeIUDam 
are all given in detail as taken olf in estimating, and are accom
panied with a specification of each trade. Mr. Reid appears to 
have adopted the practice of the most experienced' surverors, and 
has .Produced a work which is likely to be of IP.'eat benefit to the 
pupii, in a8ri8ting him in his professional pursuits. In saying this. 
we must caution him not to imagine that he can obtain a sound· 
practical knowledge of the duties of a suneyor or architect, from 
merely reading or studyinlf this work, or any other book or 
lecture : it can only be attamed by accompanying an e~enced 
surveyor in measuring or making an estimate of the buildiDg itaelf. 

PBQCBBDl•Ga OW' 8CIJl9TU'IC BOOIBTIZ&. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL .PNGINEEBS. 
Fell. 22.-JosHUA FUILD, Esq., Preaideut, in the Chair. 

The paper read wu by Mr. A. M~RRlill, of Belflet, Anoe. Imt. C.X., 
" On SubmariM Folllldati°"'; partictUarly t!M Scntt1·pila tmd M-.. n 

Conaideriug that the eut4re aubjeot of the varioua aorta of pillug, of eolhl 
atoue foundaiions, of coff'erdama, of maNes of conarete, and the numerous 
modM adopted by ingeniou1 men for o'llBl'COming local diflClllltiOI, woald 
ocunpy too muob Wiie, and ICIUCely p- novelty, the aathor nliricted 
bimeelf almot* entirely to the de11C1iption of the worka eueuted. by. him with· 
the acrew-pile, a1 that bad been chiellr employed for aupportiag atructarm 
on loose aaud or mud banka, wholly or partially co'l'ered by the an, wbeni it 
bad been pasvioualy considered very buardOlll, if not impract.illllble, to erect 
auy permanent edifice; aud in hia IW'ratiye, he sorupulomly aNi.ded all 
compariaon with other modes of proceeding, neu when Ulty had.t.be same 
object. The origin of the acrew-pile wu tba acrew.mooring, which wu de
signed for the purpoae of obtaining, for an e1pealal purpoae, a greater bold
ing power tbau wu poneaaed by either the ordinary pile or any of the maal 
mooring.anchors or blocka, of however large dimensioua. It wu proved by 
experiment, that if a acrew, with a broad tpiral llange, were fixed upon a 
spindle, and forcibly propelled by rotary motion to a certain depth into the 
ground, an enorinoua force would be required to extract it by direct tension; 
and that the power employed moat be BUftlcient to drag up a man of ~ 
of the form of tbe frustrum of a cone reverHd-tba bue being at the aarface 
of the ground, and the section of Ule apex beiug equal to the diameter of 
the acrew. The exteut of the resisting man muat, of coune, dapeud upon 
the natural tenacity of the aoil. Evan in thi1 reuouing, it must he evident 
that a vertical force was calculated upou; hut u, praotioally, tbat aeldom if 
ever occurred, the angle of tenaion and the cu"e of the buoy-cable agUll 
gave the mooringt greater power. Tbi1 wu found to be correct in praotice, 
and the application of the mooring• became ve17 e:l&elllive. Au arrange
ment wu made with the port of Newcutla-on-Tyne, by wbioh1 for the IQID 
of 2,:>00l., the right of tW.og these mooring• in the Tyne wu gi'l'8D; ud. 
Mr. Brookes, the engiueer, showed that laat year, whil&t in Uie neishbollrillg 
port, damage was done to the shipping to the extent of nearly 30,0001., no 
injury wu auatlined in the Tyne, entirely owing to the 1ouud holding of 
Mitchell's screw-pile moorinp. It naturally occurred to Mr. Mitchell. t.hli 
the same means of resistance to downward pre11ura might be u1ed ; and be 
proposed to apply it for the foundations of lighthouses, beacona, and other 
structures, which, for maritime purpoaes, it might be deairable to place upon 
aand and mnd banks, where hitherto it bad been comridered impracticable to 
place any permanPnt edifice. In the year 1838, a plan for a structure oftbia 
nature for a lighthouse, on the Maplin Sand, at the mouth of the Tbama, 
was laid before the corporation of the Trinity House, supported by the 
opinion of J amea Walker, E&q., their engineer. The nine iron piles, 5 inches 
diameter, with acrewa 4 feet diameter, were accordingly driven 22 feet deep 
into the mud, and, with proper precaution, they were allowed to stand for 
two yeara before any edific11 waa placed upon them. The lighthou1111 wu 
subaequently constructed, and, 11 was testified by Mr. Walker, bad l&ood pu
fectly until the present time. Pending tbia probation, it waa determined to 
erect a lightbou1e to point out the entrance to the harbour of Fleetwood-on. 
Wyre, and under the advice of Captain Denham, R.N., the screw-pilem were 
adopted. The spot fixed on was the point of a bank of looae aand, about 
two miles from the 1bore ; seven iron piles, with ecrewa of 3 feet diameter, 
were forced about 16 feet into the bank, and upon them timber supports 48 
feet in vertical height were fixed to carry the house and Janthorn. Thil 
structure waa completed in six month1, and w11 perfeotly aucceuful, never 
bariug required any repain to tbe pre.eat time. A aimilar llghtboute wu 
erecied near Bellaat; and aince then several othere, with a great number of 
beacona, have been fixed in situations hereto{ore deemed impracticable. 
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A project wu atarted b7 the Bari of Cooriown, in the ,.ear 1847, for add· 
mg to the length of the pier at the Harbour of Courtowo, on the coat of 
Ward, wbicb bad proved an entire failure, from the channel be'weeo the 
IGlid pier beiag contiooalI, choked up with wad. Irou piles, with •crews or 
2 fed diameter, to be driven from 11 feet to IS feet into the 1and, and blue 
cla7, -e decided to be med iu order &o form an open jetty through which 
tile 11&11d could be wuhed by the ourrut, and the platform would be und 
Im loading ud dilchargiog the shipping. The aorf wu ao heavy on the 
Olllli that the usual barges or floatiug rafta could uot be Wied for putting the 
pi1el doWll-O an ingeDioUB plan wu cleaigaed b7 Mr. Mitchell, for project· 
mg a mp f-Ard from the solid put, rigging a large grooved-wheel upon 
ille loJI of the pile, pauiug au eodleaa rope-band arowid it, and rooud a 
palle7 l!sed lSO feet 'back, ud then, bf a number of men hauling opou the 
bud, a rolar)' motiou wu communicated to the pile, which 1crewed it down 
tery fut. B7 these meaua one ba7 of the pier, I 7 feet Jong, wu finished 
clail)', even in very rough weather. The entire length of the jett7 waa 260 
feet, ita breadth 18 feet, 'll'itb a crou-head 5' feet long, with lauding stages 
at eacli end, and two lines of railway throughout. The eutire colt of thi1 
l!Pellliou WU 4,ISOL, or about 471. IO.. per liueal 7ard-ao ei:tremely 11111all 
- compared with the coat of atone piers ; hot eveu that wu more than 
tbe apenae would be now, u the aystem of work la better ooderltood, and 
llllieriala are uow cheaper. The account of the diJBcultiea incurred iu the 
aeeutiou of thew works wu moat iutereatiog, and ample testimouy was 
bonw b7 engiaeen of eminence, and men whoae maritime e:i:perieoce gave 
weight to their opinion, of the 1uperiorit7 of Mr. Mitchell'• 1crew-pilea aud 
-U.§1 over every other 171Wm for holding buo71, or for supporting bea
co111 and lighthoaeea, and their uae wu aoggeated for the foundation of 
bridgea, viadoch, aad oumerooa railwa7 and other works, u well u a multi· 
plidt7 of appUoatioo1 which had not hitherio been thought of. 

lfr. W • .A. Baoo.a:s pve an account of the method of la7ing down the 
-nags al Newcastle-on-Tyne, nuder hia directions. A heaVJ chain, formed 
Ill .._inch sound iron, in linkl of 3 feet loag each, wu stretched along the 
bed of "'9 river, in the direction of the current. To thla chain, beneath 
each ~r. wuattacbed a 2!-ioch mooring-chain, fi:i:ed to the head of a aorew 
mooriDg; another screw being alao placed beneath each tier, and driven 
down between 10 and 20 feet into Cbe clay, and aometimea foll a foot into 
the shale rock. The 1crew1 were 4 feet in diameter, aud were placed in 
deplba varying from IS feet to 24 feet at low-water 1priog tides. They 
were aerewed down &o the depth of 16 feet in an bour nd a half, and some. 
aimea 21 fee& in two houra. Bach moariag acrew wu inte11ded to bave 
borne the 1train of fonr beaVJ shipa; but, during the last winter, the port 
wu ao crowded, that more than double the proper number of veuela were 
moored upon each ; and yet there were no aigoa of weakoeu ; and whilat 
llelrl7 30,0001. of damage wu done at Sunderland, during a heavy storm, no 
moalties occ:urred at Newcutle, which Mr. Brookl 1tated waa eotirel7 owing 
to the aound holding of the acrew moorioga. He argued, therefore, thai tbe 
lllllall aam of 2,SOOL, paid by the harbour commiaaioo of Ne,.caatle for tbe 
right &o pat down theae moorings, wu a very wiae e:i:peoditure. 

llr. T. S111TB, Pilot Muter of the Port of Shielda, corroborated Mr. 
Jltoob'1 lltatement. 

Captai.a Wuu1NoT0111, R.N., bad, in the r.ourae of hla aurveyiDg duties, 
aeea tbe 1crew mooringa in almoat every posiDon, and had heard them uni· 
venall7 e'Dlogiaed, u being the beat and aafest moorings bitberio know•. 
Be nrongl7 recommended their employment. He had also examined oare
fal17 &be ecrew-pile lightbollllel, and had every reuoa to be aatiafied with 
tbem, u aft'ordiDg a meana of placing lighthou1e1 and beacon• where tbey 
ftre before impracticable, and eoabliag fioating ligbta to be generally auper
aeded b7 Aud light.a, which latter be proved, from documentary evidence, to 
be -third Jeu annual COit than the former, and certainly more naeful to 
Milon; for, in 1pite o( all the care, attention, and even Javi1h e:i:penditure 
al the Trinit7 Board to moor the ligbtahip1 securely, they did go adrift juat 
at the time when the7 were moat required. He, therefore, advocated fixed 
lights in every lituauon where a foondation could be obtained ; and he be
lieved that, with the aorew-pile, there were acarcely uy 1itoatioa1 where 
thil could not be accompllibed. 

Mean. Walker, Cubitt, Rennie, Morra7, Mooraom, Mitchell, Scott Raa-
11!11, and others, took part in the dlacuaaioa, adducing in1taoce1 of ihe efli
cieocy of the moorings and 'he piles, and of their applicability to numerous 
eagineeriug workl, for which they expreued their intention of employing 
tbem. Tbe high price hitherto charged for the right of UBiog them had 
IOIDewhat ~rded their general introduction; bvt it wa explained, that Mr. 
Mi~I had feared to eotruat to otben the li:i:ing of them, Jeat a failure 
llligb& eune before bla 11stem wu perfected, which, however, be now thought 
i& waa. Now, however, u tbe right of graoung licenaea for their uae was 
tnmferred to men of baaioea1 wbo had pwcbued it, there wu no doubt of 
tlieir being brought within the reach of every application. 

hb. 29.-The paper read wu entitled " Rtmarll on the Formation of the 
~ to DocR, rituated upon a TilkvJay." B7 Mr. J. B. bDKAN1 

Iii. Inst. C.B. 
After illuatratiog the 1ubject by the eumple of the poaitioo and direction 

Ill all the principal dock entrances on the borden of the Thamea in the 
port o( London-showing that the variation in the opinions and practice 
of ugioeera had been very great-the paper detailed the ordinary me
thods of docking and uodockiog 1hipt, and the precautions to be taken in 
conatroctiog entrance•, which should be beat adapted for facilii&tiog theae 

operation• ; and, although it wu dilicult to laf down uy )IOlitin rulea upon 
the aobject, u the engineer must, in almoat every case, be guided by local 
circumatancea, yet in ordinary cuea the following ,pneral rules were recom. 
mended :-For graving docks, an angle of about 4Ci , pointing up the stream ; 
for wet dockl, an angle of about 60", in the ume direction ; and a right 
angle, with the stream, for building 1hi(ll. Theae, it wu believed, would be 
geoerall7 foond the moat available. 

March 7.-Io the dilcuaaioo upon Mr. Redman'• paper, the merita and 
defecta of the aeveral deck entrances in the Thames and in other 1itwaiiona 
were examined, and the general reault appeared w be, that although the en
giaeer muat be guided by local ciroamataucea, 79t, &hn in 1ituatiooa where 
the river wu aufticieotly wide, and the poaitioo of the land permitted, an 
acute angle pointing up the atream, wu the beat for dookiag ,._la with 
the flood-that the revene would be beet for aodocking abipa. In ordinary 
widths of riven, *herefore, the end would be at&aioed b7 forming a ba7 aafti. 
cieotly deep to render the water atill in front of the dock, the wing walls 
being 10 mocb splayed u nrtu11l7 to give the directiooa up and down the 
stream u circumstances required. The peculiar poaitiooa of the docka at 
lpawich, by Mr. Palmer, the alteratiooa of the Duke'• Dock at Liverpool, by 
Mr. Cubitt, and other cues, were 1uatained in suppolt of the argument& o( 
the apeakera, who all united in praising the induatry and talent of Mr. Red
man, in bringing forward the subject in ~he complete manner he had done. 

MarcA 14.-The paper read wu ".An aacotmt qf tlu! 1ffeot q/ the Sturm 
qf the 6th of December 1847, on tlce _, lllGr EdiflkrKA. 111 illutratillg 
tlu Priaciple1 qf the Co111tr11etinqf &a Ihf1-.c1•." B7 W. J.M. R.u11u1u:. 

The principal example gi'l'ea wu the aea wall of the Leith branch of 
tbe Edinburgh aod Dalkeith Rail way, built by the author to the year 1817, 
from Mr. Walker'• deaigo1. Jost after it was completed, a violent storm 
oocurred, which injured almoet neTy 1imilar work within its range, bnt 
prodooed no ill elfect upon tbal elructore. Oo1he 6th of December 18C7, 
a alill more violent etorm occurred, which did great damage all around, 
but the railway wall lltill-ped without iojnry. The total length of the 
wall wu about 7fi0 yards ; ii. height waa 116 feet above the beaob at the 
higheet point, di.mioiahiag to about 6 feet at the elld1. The height of ·tile 
top wu 4 feel above equinoctial 1priog tide level. Ita least thickaeu wu 
6 feet and itl greateet 10 feet; tlie back wu vertical, but the faoe bad an 
inclination at the lower part of 6 inchea ia the foot, gradoally becomhag 
curved u it rose upwarda, until at tbe top it overhung elight17. The 
foundation cool'IHI wu composed of large 8at stones, laid horizontally 4 
feet below the 1urfaoe of the beach, upon a atratnm of fiae 11&11d ud 
gravel, firm when dry, but moveable when wet. The face waa ef 
bammer·dreaaed uhlar, about I feet thiok ; the back of rubble, 18 inches 
thiek. The interior wa1 filled with concrete. The coping wu compoeed 
of lllDDH each weighing about balf a toa, connected by meane of cut-Iron 
dowela. The atone nsed wu Craiylieth l&lld11toae. The face joiota were 
laid ill cement for a depth of 4 iochea. The foundation wu protected by 
a pitching of trap buoldera, laid on the oatural J"el of the beach. They 
were partiall7 diaturbed by the storm referred to, and the author ucribed 
lhia to their weigbt being ioaufticieot to reaist the vertical o&elllatioo of Uie 
waves. 

The second example was a vertical sea wall near Trinity, the foundation 
of which was protected by a dry lltooe bulwark sloping at angles of from 
SO dej. to 40 d91. The wall wu mjund .., tbe the etorm, but the pitch
iag waa breached at several points. 

The third example wu another wa11 near Trinity, of a hyperbolic s~c
tioo. The lower part had a slope built dry up to a JitUe below high-water 
mark. At tbi1 point there wu a llharp canre, and the upper part wu 
nearly vertical, and laid in mortar. The waves extracted the 1tooee of 
the curved portion, and the upper part, being nndermi11ed, wu de1tf03'ed. 
to a great e:i:leot. 

The lut enmple wu the bulwark of lhe Granton line, the lower part 
of which sloped at about 20 deg.; the upper portion wu cunred, and wu 
covered by a heavy projecting striagcourae and parapet. It wu huilt 
dry, and the stones of the lower part weighed not le88 tbBD half a toa 
each. This bulwark suffered damage to a alight e:i:teot on its upper por· 
tioo. 

ThNe examples were stated to confirm the following principles:
That the principal action or the waves in front of a sea wall was a ver
tical oscillation, produced by the combination of the direct and the reflected 
waves ; that a sloping bulwark gave rise to a sloping 01cillatioo, tending 
to overturn any portion which projected above the line of slope ; that 
where the 1trength of a sea wall depended on tbe preBBure of the super
incumbeut masonry, and the adbeaioo of mortar and cement, the position 
of greatest 1i&bility was vertical; and that wbea the strength depended 
on the weight of the iodivifiual 1t011es, the posit.ion of greatest stability 
wu a very flat •lope. 

Io the discussion which ensued, ioataocea were adduced of the duration 
of nrtical walls ooder the attacks of heavy seas, and, on the other band, 
or their destructiou when flat slopes had effectually resisted the waved ; 
and it was agreed that in this, as in all other ca.ie1 of eogioeeriog, no 
empirical rules should be laid down, but that the skill of the engineer 
should be exerted to adopt such forms of construction u were best adapted 
to the locality and the circum1taoce1. 

11/nrcl• 21.-Tbe discussion on Mr. Rankine's paper was continued. 
Letters were read from Mr. Maclean, de&eribiog the Barras and Piel sea 
embankments; and from Mr. Macdougall Smith, on the importance o( 
using stone of great specific gravity in 1ea 0 work1. 

17 • 
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Mr. BATUIAN Blaled the DeoeAity or u1iag hard aad tough etoDN, 
which would reaist di1iategre.lioa by the fricUon of the 1hiagle moved by 
lheWaYe&. 

Mr. Kvaan corroboraled the 1tatemeut1 of Mr. Baleman, and recom
UJeoded groynea a1 the beet mPaa1 of collectiag aand aad gravel, to prolect 
e:1po1ed coutl, aad lhe foundations of eea-worke. 

Mr. RunUNR repli'd to eome of the remarks which had been made. 
He referred to Mr. Scott Ru1eell'1 paper on sea walls, u being partly COD• 
firmed by bi• obser'l'8tiona. He disavowed the intention of laying dowa 
uaivereal rules for the cooatructioo of breakwaters in deep water, from 
obaervatioo1 on walls built on a 011t beaob ; but, to show how the prioei· 
pie of such walls could be applied, be referred to the Cherbourg break· 
water, where the top of a &tone embankment formed an artificial beach, 
on whicli a vertical wall was founded. 

The paper read wu descripti'l'e of '· A Mtlhod of Stlli11g oat a Rail
way J.ncliu11." By A. 81!.AULANDS. 

The object of the paper was to supply a methodical rule for setting out 
that portion of a branch line of railwuy included between the rails of the 
main line. The author observed, that in all ordinary cases the curve of a 
branch line could not be set out from the main line, which wu aupposed 
to be straight, by the ordinary methods of selling out railway curves, 
eiuce the junction was requi"d lo make an offset of 4. to 6 inches on lhe 
length of the awilch-rail, which wu much greater than the offset made 
from the tangenl in the same length by a curve of moderate radius, eo 
that it was oeceseary to make the junction line slart abruptly at a finite 
angle with the main line. He, therefore, considered the junction-curve, 

. to be determined by its passing through three given poiota-namely, the 
two extremitiea of the switch-rail, and lhe furthest point of crouing ; and 
from these data, he showed how the radius and ceDlre of the circular arc 
might be found, as well as the positions and angles of the various cross. 
ioga. To render lhe method more easy of application, the author gue a 
table, calculated from the principles aod formulll!! laid down in the paper, 
usuming an ordiuary form of the switch, and a seriea of valves of the 
lead, a distance of the furthest crossing extending to the greatest limit 
likely to occur in practice. 

Ia the course of the discuuion which eoaued upon this method, u com· 
pared with the ordinary syetem of 1ettiug out junctions by a comparatively 
empirical rule, well understood and practised by the platelayers on rail· 
ways, Mr. Wyld's switch wa& alluded to, and exhibited. Io tbia switch 
all notching and inequality in the bearing surfaces of the fin1l rails were 
shown to be uoided, by the ends of the tongues being housed under such 
surfaces, io1l111d of being notched into them : lhe tongues being conse· 
quently at their points, and for some distance htltween them, lower than 
the fixed rails, e:i:ercind when Ibey were weake!t me"ly a lateral action 
agaioat the wheels, wilbout bearing any of the weight of the p888ing..traioa. 
Several engineers who bad employed these switches extensively, e1.pres1ed 
themselves relatin to them in very commendatory terms, and stated that 
they were not only manufactured in a very superior manner, but t~at their 
actioitwas very perfect, and !bat they tended greatly to tho prevention of 
accidents in n&ilway travelling. 

ROY AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
FtfJ. 21-Tbe IA.JU. D& Gaav, President, in the Chair. 

Mr. G. Bailey, the honorary secretary, read the report of the council re. 
!alive to the med1l1 for the 1euion 1847·8. 

With reference to the Rav AL M1mAL, it wu stated that, in pursuance of 
notillcation in the various publicationa, Engli1b and foreign,-" On the 
3ht of January, 1848, the council met to receive nominations and applica· 
tioo1 of candidates, when sixteen name• (eight Englishmen and eight 
foreigners) were given in and conaidered. The meeting being adjourned to 
the 14th of February, the claims of the 1everal candidate• were further con
sidered; and a ballot being taken, the majority of votes were found to be in 
favour of Mr. Cocke"ll; and it waa accordingly-• Reaolved, That the 
Royal Medal of the In1titute be awarded to CBABLB& RoB&BT Cocuaau, 
Eaq:, R.A., Profesaor of Architecture in the Royal Ac1dem1 of Arla, London, 
Member of the Royal Institute of Fraac:e, &c., in testimony of hie diatin· 
guiahed merit.a u an architect.' 

For the S1Lvaa MaDAL of the Institute, oft'ered for the beat e111y 'On the 
application of sculpture and sculptured ornament to architecture, and the 
priociplea which abould regulate their introduction into buildings generally, 
both with regard to beauty of embelli1hmeot and propriety of 1tyle,'
Tbree e111y1 have been received, di1tingui1hed by the following motto1 : 
No. 1. •Junhu ;'-No. 2. •Rule ;'-No. 3. • Niri utile nt guodfaceinwfnulrte 
rd gloria.' 

The three e111y1 di1pl1y much ingenuity and a prailewortb7 habit of ob· 
aervation ; they contain many jodicious obaenatiooe DD the higher branches 
of sculpture, but in general the remarks are too indeftoite, and are deficient 
in the illustration derinble from immediate reference to enmplea. 

The authors appear to have miataken the immediate aim of the question 
propoa'd :-the 111bject ia of a practical and positive nature, in relation to a 
apecific architectural parpoae, and wu not Intended to elicit a disquiaitioa 
upon the a'bltract attribntes of sculpture. 

Sculptured ornament, a moat important 1ectioa of the programme, appears 

in two of the papen to have totall7 ·.-pe11 ~-..tin of tbe 'llTiten, 
and in the third i1 only ·cuua111 alluded to. · 

The council, however, are of opinion that the author ol the eua7 beet!ed 
• J1111lw • has evinced 0001iderable talent, and that be II juatl7 entitled \0 
the medal oft'ered. · 

Por the So•isa ManALLtois, the 111bject being 'A deaign for a bail.diag 
to contain public baths on a comprehensive acale, with all auitable ac:ceaaoria, 
and combining the magnificence of lbe ancieota with the usage• &lid pupo1e1 
of modern timea,'-Five deaigos have been received :-A. Four drawings ud 
MS. description, motto ' Q.wd potai perftci. No. l.'-B. Pour drawingw, 
motto • Quad pofai perftci.'-C. Six drawlog1, motto • Nt! lliinhml er
ptclt1 anni6 prudenfite crtacit!-D. Three drawing• marked • Apariu.' 
-E. Two drawing11 and MS. description, marked ' Cll.riafopl1onu.' 

The council cannot refrain from noticing the little attention which appears to 
have been given by some of the caodidatet to the printed cooditioo1, and 
particularly 11 respecll the adaptation of the building•, • to the unges ud 
purposes of modern timea.' 

Although the 1everal deaigns are formed on a scale su0icieotl7 compre
hen1ive to embrace all imaginable 11 well as suitable acce1Bories, in some no 
indication is given of provision being made for the varieties of medicated 
or other baths 10 much in use at the present day ; nor re1ervoirs, nor the 
requiaite apparatus for heating the large quantities of water that would he 
required to supply such extensive warm and tepid baths aa are abown in the 
drawings; neither are chimneys or shafts provided to carry off the •moke, 
steam, &c., which it would be impractic;able, under any circnmttancea, to 
conaume • 

The council are of opinion that the design marked • CTlriBtoph<mu' poi· 
seues, on the whole, the gre1te1t degree of merit, nohritbstanding the un· 
favourable manner in which it i1 represented in the drawing11 of the eleva
tions and aectiona, and sufficient to justify the bestowing on it the award 
ofl'ered.'' 

The author of the ea11y marked "Junitu," i1 Mr. HBNBT BAYLY GA•· 
LING, usociate; and of the design marked " ChrialopllorH," Mr. J AIBfl 

M'LAREN, of Edinburgh. 
Mr. PaMaos11 read a paper " 011 10111f! qf tlae GtOttWtrical Litin mad 

Optical Corrtcliou of Ille Greek Archiltct1," which will be gi~en nest 
month. 

Narcll 6.-C. FDWLBB, V.P., in the Chair. 

A paper was read, " On tlae .thtcient Buddlai61 Arel&ittclurt qf lridia.'' By 
J. PsaaussoN, Bsq. 

Mr. Fergu11on commenced by ahowing that the generally asaumed prime
nl antiquity of Indian huilding1 was not borne out by facta ; u I he oldeat 
monuments in the country, whether cut in the rock or structural, belonged 
to the Buddbiata, and the founder of that religion died 0017 543 u.c. : and 
that evtn that date w11 too early, u it did not become the religion of the 
state till after 250 u.c., in the reign of Asoka,-by whom the earliest monu
ments hitherto found in India had been erected. After showing that there 
wu no real aimilarity between the architectural style• of Egypt and India, 
he proceeded to point out that the latter country wa1 occupied by two dis
tinct ncea of people,-tbe one alioriginal, and occupying the southern por
tion of the Peninsula; while the other, or Indo-Germanic nee, came into 
the country, at a tolerably recent period, u conquerors or colonists, and 
settled in the valleys of the Indus and Ganges. It was among the latter race 
that the Buddhist religion arose and flouriahed for more than :i thousand 
years, or from before 250 B.c. till after 750 A.D.,-tbougb at the time of 
the Mohammedan inv11ioo it seems to have been entirely extinct; and now 
there wu not a Buddhist, or 10 institution of that religion, in the country 
of ita birth. After alluding to the curious fact of the names of Ptolemy 
Antiocbua, and other Greek kings, being mentioned in the inscription of tbia 
A1oka, Mr. Fergusson dwelt for some time co the exialeoce of a pnrely 
Greek honeysuckle oruam,nt being found on the pillars set up by thi1 king 
at Allahabad, and on which one of his inscriptions i1 engrned. He then 
proceeded to claHify the religious edifices of the Buddhi1t1,-divid1ng them 
into three classes, the first being the Topea, or Dagobaa, large domical 
buildings erected to contain relics, many of which still exiat in Afghanistan 
and Ceylon aa well 11 India. After describing the various parta of a dagoba, 
Mr. Perguaaon showed how the tee, or ornament on the top of them, gn. 
dually became laller and taller, till it became a three or nine atoried tower, 
not only in India, but in Chioa,-11 in the inatance of the celebrated Porce
lain Tower at Nankin. The circular inclosure of the topea 11ra1 next illus
trated, from a curious example at Sancbee, in Bhopal, which still ret1io1 Its 
singular gateways. These likewise were 1bowo to be the original of the 
Pailoos, or what are imprope1 ly called the triumphal arches of the Obineae. 
The next clan of monuments were the Chaityas, or churches, which in India 
are known to us only from the caves; u 11re also the third cl111 or Vibar&1, 
or monaaterie1,-whicb served as re1idence1 for the prieatl, and of which 
two or more are attached to every chaitya in every 1eriea of caves in India. 
After pointing out their general plans and arrangements, Mr. Pergu11on pro
ceeded to illu1tr1te the beautiful mode in which the cbaitya ca'l'ea were 
lighted by one large opening or window over the entrance; and then ex
plained the construction 11{ the roofs,-wbicb, though 1lway1 circular in 
form, were never copiea of arcbea (which were not to be found lo India Ull 
long after the Mohammedan inv11ion), but of wooden coast.ruction; and in 
1ome of the earlier cavea the original wood.work atill existed, though in the 
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more ....._ ODM HI folm9 .... repeated iD the rock. After c:cmcladiDg 
tbe Indian put of bia 1ubject, Mr. Perguuon poiDted out the 1triking li111i
laria1 Ula& exiMed bet- the arrugtment of tie buildiop he bad been 
delcribiag and thole of S&oaeiellge,-wbich he bad no doubt wbateTer wu 
a Baddhiat building ; &Del be &bought every put of that hitherto m11terioua 
erec:tion admitted of eu1 explanation on that 1uppoaltioo. He eoncladed by 
lhowing bow dome1 were con1trnc:ted In India; aod pointed out the 1imi
larity that nilted between the Indian eumplea ud the well-known tomb 
at My1aue, in Alia Mioor-aod the curiOUI c:ireumlWlce that the bog.hacked 
LJcian tomb1, di1COvered by Sir Cbarlee Pello1r1, nrongly reaembled, not 
oaly in form, but in coo1ttuctioo, those Indian buildiap which bad formed 
tbe 1abject of the lecture; while the language of the io1Criptioo1 oa them 
wu a dialect of tbe Sao1crit, about u far re:uo•ed from the mother tongue 
u that fouod oa ioscriptioo1 in the Indian e:umplea. 

Jl~li. 20.-.Mr. Eatoo Hodgkio100 wu elected honorary member, aod · 
Mr. Tbo111u Peoaon and Mr. Edmund Sharpe, M.A., fellow1. 

The honorary aecret&rJ announced the followiog u the 1ubjecta propo1cd 
for tbe medlla :-

.. Her Majesty baTing been pleued to grant her gracioo1 perminion for 
tke Royal Mmol to be eonferred oo aucb di1tingui1hed architect or man of 
llCialn, of any eoontry, u may ha•e deaigned or executed aoy building of 
high merit, or produced a work ttndiog to promote or facilitate the know. 
ledge of architecture, or the varioua brancbea of 1cieocea connected therewith, 
the C01111cil will in January, 18•9, proceed to award the Royal Gold Medal 
to tbe lllllllor qf - Utmrry pulllicalitm CO'llMt:ltd toitli. archlltclurt. 

" TM Silwr Mtll4U of the lo1titute will be awarded-
.. 1. To the beat euay on the peculiar cbarac&eri1tica ohbe Palladiao school 

ol urlaitecture, ud a comparison aod cootrut of Ill elementary principles 
ud details with thoee of ancient art. 

" 2. Ou the belt manner of covering the roofs and forming the llats and 
getttn of building• ; the oatore of the several material• used in variou1 parts 
ol tbe coutry for these purpo1ea; their moat etfectoal aod economical ap
plitetion ; the inclioatioo to he given to the ditfereot part1, ud the other 
pranical precautioDI to be adopted to prevent snow and rain penetrating 
into the building. 

" Tote ~ Mtdallitm to the beet deaign for a building to 1e"e u a 
nalional repolitory aod mu1eum for the illuatration aod exhibition of the 
prodoctioo1 of the iodultrial am. 

"The aucceuCul competitor for thia medal, if be go abroad, will be entitled 
to t.he 111m of 501. at the eod of ooe year's absence, on aeodiog utiafactory 
nidence of hi• progre11 and hi• 1tudie1." 

Amongat the boob preaented were au euay, 011 11 Cyclopean Wallt" 
(KJ.tlaJrilcMll Maum1,) by Dr. Porcbammer; pam of M. Daly'• "!Uf!W 
Glttbtlw de r 4rchiltclwn," aod of Mr. Fergu1100'1 beautiful work oo Indian 
arcbiieeture. The foreign secretary, io commenting oo the dooatioos, 
pointed attention to an article io the ~ Glnirak, complimentary to the 
IHtilu\e for not rettrictiog the competition for the Gold Medal to tbia 
kinpom. 

Allnaioo wu made to the circu1111taoce that all the impreaioo1 of lfr. 
Leitch'• translation of Miiller'• "Ancient Art aod· itl Remaio1" (of which a 
copy wu preaented to the ln1ti&ute at the Jut meeting), bad been destroyed 
by fire. 

Amonpt the letten read, wu one from Herr Laoge, of Fiilda, ackoow
ledgiog the honour of hia election, aod aettiog forth .everal 1ubjects oo 
wbicb be could afford information; e1pecially the Carloviogiao monumeotl 
(eighth and ninth century), of bil oeigbltourbood, and a collecl.ion of terms 
ill me amonpt the workmen of the middle age1. 

Mr. T. H. WYATT read a paper on the "Hillary, PrtHJ1t CNition, and 
I'~ Rutoraliflfl qf Llllrul•ff Catlt.tdral." 

ROY AL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
Frll. 28.-Gsoaos BucHANAN, E1q., F.R.S.E., Prelideot, io the Chair. 

ON CAST·IRON. 

At th.e requelt oC the council, au expo1ition '' Oit t/t.e StrntglA qf Matt. 
rilrll, parlicwlarly Cat.Jrtm a7ld Malka6k lrott, alld tluir application in 
Iv tfllUlnu:titm qf Rail111ay Bridge• (Part I.)," w11 giveo. By Gsoaos 
Buc&AJIAll, E1q., Preeideot. 

Oo tbil aubject, 10 important at the preaeot time from the exten1ive u1e of 
IOae materiall in the coo1truction of bridgea for railway1, 1od from the oew 
ad utraordinary forms ud dimen1ion1 which they are now beginning \o 
U111me, the conocil of the Society had reqoeated their Preaideot to make a 
commullicatioo on the preaent 1tate of our knowledge aod practice, and &hi1 
t'ftlling be read the fint part of thil commuoicatioo, illustrating bil mbject 
by T&rioua interesting e:sperimeotl ud modelt, more particularly a large and 
beeutil'ul model, with drawings aod elevatio111, of tbe high level bridge acro11 
the Tyne at Newcaatle, which, through the liberality of Mr. Robert Stephen. 
ton, the engineer of the bridge, be wu enabled to exhibit, aod \o explain 
the ti&uation, extent, 111d conatruction of this great work io all its details. 

Mr. BuC.AJf.U. began by 1tatiog that he did not profeu to communicate 
UJthiDI 11ew or origillal, but would be happy if he could ooly draw from 

the 1torea of information which bad of late yean been accumalating on this 
1ub}ect, uoder t.he band& of nry eminent, 1clentific, and ptactical 111eii, 1uch 
leading f&ctl ud muim1 U·migbt proTe a 1afe guide for oar~; &Del 
1Uch trutb1, wheo they became koowo aod eatabli1hed on the une.frlnt 
pu11d1 of experiment and calculation, eould not, he . thought, be too widely 
diaaeminated. The Tarioua 1train1 might be all reduced to two ki.Dda, ac
eordiog u the material i1 either di1tended or compreued by any fq~ce or 
pre111ure. From tbeae two all ot.hen arile, ud either con1ilt or are com• 
pounded of them. The ten1ile 1train ii the 1implelt of all, depeadiog neither 
on the peculiar form of tbe materilla, nor even on the length, hut ooly on a 
1lngle element, namely, the Section of Frac&ure. Tbil peculiarity of the teD• 
tile force wu expl&iaed uJ illuatrated. lo regard to cut-iroo, the re~ult 
of,·the exteo1i•e ud intereating experimentl by Meu". Hodgkio10n aad 
Fairbairn was given, and it wu found from the mean of lG different trial• of 
Bngll1h, Welah, and Scotch lroo, hotb bot and cold blut, that thi1 material 
will •u1tain about 71 taus per aqiwe inch before breaking, the weueat ape
cimeo being 6, and the strongeat 9f too1. The limit of fracture, however, cu 
DeTer he approached with aafety, not nen within a long di1tance, 1eeiog that 
tbi1 material ii liable to uo1etn imperf~ctioo1, ud, above all, to 1nap in a 
moment without distending itself or giving any warning of duger. 1Mal
leahle iron, agaio, is much 1uperior io tenaile atreogtb, and, by it1 remarkable 
ductility, ia1pirea confidence io a 1till higher degree; bean oo Jen, at an 
average, by variou1 experiments of Telford and .Brown, than 27 ton1-the 
weakeat 2•, aod the 1troogest 29 ton• ; hut, before the )lalf of this load ii 
applied, it begin• to 1tretcb, and continun atretcbiog, up to the limit of 
fracture. It i1, therefore, uot only three timea stronger than cut-iron, hut 
may he Hfely loaded with five times tbe breaking weight, pr about eight or 
nine tons • 

lo regard to the atrength of compreuion, thi1 deptoda wo, as long u the 
length is limited, on the ume element-\ be Section of Fracture; hut when 
a long rod or alender pillar ie loaded or compre..ed, it i1 liable to bead, not 
for waot of 1treogth, hut for waot of 1tahility, the leut llexure toroiog it otf 
itl centre, aod hr.eakiog it by lateral .force, deranging entirely the simple .law 
applicable to 1bort leogth1. In regard tu cut-Iron, by faf the moat sati1far.. 
\ory experiments are those by Hodgkio1on aod Fairbairn. The mean reault 
gives nry nearly 50 ton1 oo the square incb-tbe weakelt 36~ ton•, and the 
1trooge1t 60 tooe. It is thus six timea 1trooger io comprea1ioo than ia dil
teo1ioo, aod beoce it ii peculiarly recommended for 1U1tainiog aoy auperin
cumbeot weight, u io the cue of pillan aod of bridgea, provided the con
etructioo i• 1uch a1 to reaolve the 1train ariliog from the load ioto a longi
tudioal compre11ion. Thia is often io our power by proper arraogemeotl, 
chiefly giving a aufficieot height ud curvature to the arch; b11t lo c11ea 
where, for the want of head-room, the arch ii unduly ftattened, or resolved 
ioto a 1traigbt beam or girder, the daager ii that we briog the tensile force 
into play, aod then the Ule of cut-iron i1 objectionable, or at leut requires 
extreme•caution. No direct experiments hue been made oo malleable iron 
of shori leogth1; but from 1ome fact. brought out by Mr. Hodgkio10o, ih 
strength appean much inferior to cut·iroo, cbielly from ductility, whereby 
it gives way much 1oooer uoder a load. It will bear 27 ton1, probaWr much 
more, 1'ltbout fracture; but with 12 ton1 it yield1 to the load, -trada 
loogitudioally, and awells out laterally; aod thi1 i1 another very important 
fact for our guidance io the u1e of tho1e ditfereot 111aterial1. ID regard &o 
1tooe, experimeoh have been generally made on specimens rather too minute. 
Like cut.iron, the crushing 1treogtb is 1uperior to the teoeile, aod beoce itl 
adaptation for buildings, particularly bridgea. Craigleith atoue "ill bear 2l 
too• on the iocb, or upward• of •OO toos on the 1qaare foot; Aberdeen 
granite 600 too1. In regard to bricu, he bad occasion to make e1perimeot1 
in relation to the great chimney of the Edinburgh Gu Works. It became 
matter of eoosideration whether the ordinary brick could witb1taod the 
pre11ure of 10 lofty a colu111n. Trials were therefore made with a powerfol 
hydro1tatic · pree1, oot oo small 1pecimeos, but on the actual brick. The 
ordinary stock brick wu fouod to bear UO too1 on the 1quare foot, aod the 
common lire-brick 157 tons; bu~ the brick of which the chimney is coo· 
1tructed, coo1i1ting of a mixture of fire-clay and ironstone, bore, a single 
brick OD it• bed, DO )911 than uo tODI, equal to •OO toDI OD the 1quare 
foot. 

The eft'ect of the traonene strain wu theo conaidered aad illu1trated by 
nriou1 exprrimeot1 aod modelt. This 1train ie a compound of the teolile 
aod compre11lve 1traio, the ooe put of a beam loaded io the middle being 
compreutd and the other diateoded, and the beam itself becomiug a lever, 
and acting ofieo with enormous power agai111t it. owo strength. Hence it 
became euy to calculate the atreogth, thi1 beiog in e•ery cue proportional 
in the lint iostaoce to the area of the Section of Fracture, and thi• original 
clement modifted by the length and depth of the beam, dimioilbing in exact 
proportion to the length, and increuing io proportion \o the depth. 

1'he traonerae atraio acting with such severe advantage agai111t our mate
rials, various methods have been contrived for eluding ill etfectl, aad of theae 
DOD~ i1 more remarkable thao the principle of tbe arch, the etfect of which 
waa illu1trated by experil!lents, aod particularly the oeceuity in llat arcbea 
of having aecure abutments to reai1t the borizootal thrust, aod this wu fre. 
quently accomplished, where there ia sufficient head-room, by uoitiog tbe ex
tremil.ie1 of the arch by 1&roog malleable iron rode, in the aame manner u 
in the cue of the roof, the feet of the raften are united aud prevented from 
1preadiog by the tie-beams; and tbi1 is the principle, the 1ecore1t of all, OD 
which the great iron bridge at Newcutle, oow in progreu, is coo1tructed 
the object of wbicb i1 to crou the river and valley of the Tyne, oa the highen 
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linel of the rallwaya OD each aide, 10 U io anUe them m 091 miiaMlmlt"ed . 
Jille from Loadoa ·to Benrick,tllld 1Hll• the termini of the dift'ermt railwaya, 
now aeparated three qulrierl of a mile or more, Into - grud C1Dtral ata
lioa, a little to the wea& of tile aucieat CuUI. The diltulee het-n tbil 
nation and the p-t terminal of the York ud Neweatle Railway ii 3,•M 
feet, colllilting chidy of the apace oeeapied by the bed ef the rift!' 1)91, 
ad the 1teep banb on -b aide, well nown to travellen in d--1ing '
OU.head Fell on the aoutb, and Dean Street on the north, both to be now 
npeneded by the 1mootb and level 1urface of the railway, and IJy • tamplb 
IOld running ou the -e brid~ directly under tile !me of raib. The ateep 
blllb on each aide are IJIUDed by 1toue arcbet of• ft!')' lllbltantial a.r.
ter, the river and low buke by aix mW!llic arehe1, all oftbe·ume dimen
lloa• and 1truct11re, reaWig oa aolid pien md lofty columns of amoury. In 
Hae lled of the mer tbe pien are laid on ft!')' aolid foandatiom of pile1 and 
p)anting, with concrete, many of the piles -40 feet in leagtb, and driven to 
thla depth through bard gravel and aand till they naeh the bed of freeato. 
rock. Numytb'a celebrated pile-driver ii in fmll operation here, ad with 
wonderful e«eet, and bu come mo1t opportunely in aid of the· work; dming 
Bight and day, at the rate of 60 or 70 1trokee a minute, the pile beads beiag 
often set on tire by the rapidity and violence of tbe blcnn of the ram. Pien 
llicl I feet below low.water mark, and railed about 100 feet to tile 1prlnging 
of the arcbet. The archee conlilt each of 4 main ribe of cat.iron, eaeh in Ii 
11g111e11u bolted ic>getber, ud forming one entire arch 126 feet 1paa, and 
riling 17 ft. 6 in. in the centre, and the level of the raill on the upper plat
form 1081 feet above the leftl of high.water mvk of the Tyne. Depth of 
tile rib 3 ft. 9 in. at the 1pringiag, and 3 ft. 6 ill. at the crown, with tancbee 
11 incbea llroad, external riba 2 incbea thiek- ef metal, internal ribe 3 
inchea. Total aectioual area at the crown 644 1quare iucbet, which would 
1teu with llfety a load of 6,000 or 6,000 tou1, and would form, with proper 
lbutmeate, a 1trong arch in ibelf; but for the fullelt .ec:arity, and to pNVeltt 
the poalbility of ineouvenienee or riak from delleetion or 'ribration, or otber
wile, each rib ii united at tbe springing by 1trong malleable iron hara or 
tlee, 7 inches broad and l inch deep, of the beat 1crap iron, ud in all 24 in 
BU111lter. The rail-1 is anpported above the areb, and the roadway im
pended from beneath, by hollow 011t-iron pillan 10 feet apart, and each 14 
illchee 1qare, through which are puled strong malleable iron circular ban, 
hinding die whole inic> one 1tift' and aolid mMa. The aedioual area of the 
horizontal ban i1 168 1quare incbea, which would 1u1tain upwarde of 4,000 
ten without breaking, and 1,600 tona with perfect eafety, but the whole 
weight of the bridge will not nceed 700 tone, leaving 800 tone of surplus 
lbength. The nilway, which ii at the aummit level, ruaa on a level 4 feet 
aboft the crown of the arebed rib, and ls 1upported in the middle by hollow 
aut-iron trough girden resting on the top of the pillus 10 feet apart, and 
uni&ed by longitudinal timben laid with strong planking. The roadw1y ruua 
nearly ou a level with the malleable iron tiet, leaving a apace of about 20 
feet clear bead-room. 

In the wlaole of the work the ntmolt pains bu been bestowed on materials 
ad workmanship, and in miking everything complete, the surfaces, which 
ablltt ic>getber, being regularly planed or turned, u in machinery; ind, from 
all the arrangemenu, the moat auceeufal remlta may be anticipated from 
tbil bridge. The coat of the iron work and roadway, by the estimates, 
c0mee to £112,000, and the coutracte for the bridge and Yiaducu to aome-
lring above £300,000. 

CONW.A Y BRIDGE, CHESTER AND HOLYHEAD 
RAILWAY. 

We gi•e the following details of floating the tubular bridge at Conway, 
on account of their highly interesting character. Nest month we hope to 
"1e able to give full particulan of the raising of the tube ud the ma· 
chiuery. 

In sight of a large concourse of people, coverinit the whole 1pace of the 
1u1pension·bridge, the towns and walls of the noble old castle, and the 
telda in the background of the spot on which It was built, the wonderful 
elfort of science, the tube-bridge, was tloated at 11 a.m., on the 6th ulL, 
and mond from the piles and atays on which it wu constructed, and 
fairly brought into the tide-way of the Conway, while Ill llood-tide wu 
running at the rate of at least two miles per hour. It appeared to lloat 
with the greatest eue, and not immersing the ail pontoous on which it 
retted (three at either end) to within at least I feet of their decka. The 
precautions taken by Capt. Claxton, R.?'i., to whose sole direction the 
tramporting of this enormous maaa was oommilled, wrre admirably con· 
tri•ed to keep the machine su1pended over the 6ud pien, to await, as it 
were, the deci~ion of the engineer 88 to whether the prrilous step of 
launching into the deep (for deep indeed is the river, 12 fathom• at low 
-ter) should be proceeded with, or '11ohetber the valYH 1bould be lifted, 
aud the tube dropped, as it were, again In pl 1 t', ll(l 11 ti pl t tu n · Ir 
oamatancea appearing to IN!ar upon that 11 II rm1u ti n, lb 11 Iii o 
tile current; the height to which the tid1 111• 111 d b I t'• I I 
ri1iag; and the 1trength of the wind. A l l>< nt 11 ,111. lit 
tide appeared to alack en, and the reaol u t mu " (< n • 
the cbaiue and ropes were bo•e upon, and in I 11 mi11111 
the lint Bubicon-gradually but 1teadily t 111 t 

for it. Mr, 8teph11UOD, with Mr. Eclwm-Olarke and Mr. :Bnmel, .-. 
panied OapL Clasloa, who directed tile procndinp. He u9ed two tiguret, 
of large dimeaaiaa1, NC19. 1 aad 2: wlaea. tile red aide wu abown of tae 
fonner numller, a capetan 11.sed on the road from Conway to the tabe w..U 
wu hove upoo ; when tile white aide wu lliown the heaviq •topped, and 
a 1imilar operation with No. lll governed the operati11111 of a powerfal 
capltan (lent by the Admiralty), fixed OP the railw1y Oii the Cheacer aide, 
with it. rope made fut to the inside of the tube, on that end. Jn the 
pautoona three enormou1 _.aes of timber, 86 feet lo~ by J6 feet wide, 
ud 8 feet deep, bowld togetlier by powerful crabl worked by 4" men, 
bove upoa die cbaial, which bad previoaely been tighteaed up by a large 
crab, at which a dozeo or more men atraiaed with their ntmost etrorta at 
either end 011 shore, oae end of eacb chain being filled at the piera of the 
auapenaiou·bridge, while the other ends were fut to the afornaid craba, 
on the opposite aide of the river : ou th- chains the pontoon• appeared 
to traver1e. The western, or Oonway end, wu pointed lint, but did not 
come qoite home afterwards. The eutern, or Cheeeer ead,·wu dropped 
in after, or while the ebb wu makiag; bat before it reaollad by aboat a 
dozen feet the exact berth, it took the muon-work, ud DO el'ort coaJd 
clieengage it. NevertbelNB, it was over ill bed auflicientl,y to be landed 
and bedded up with timber preYio111l1 prepared fram a lower bed, wwda 
bad .been provided in cue the tide 111.oald fall before the upper bed could 
be racli.ed. The moat utraordinary elf'orta were made with 1crew1 and 
tacklee, no leu than four of which latter were at one time applied, beaides 
the Cheater aide crab, mauaed by 60.people, while the tide wu falling, to 
oYercome the ob1tacle ; bat they appeared to be iuelf'ecitual, ud Capt. 
Clastou was heard to giYe orden for bedding up, which was speedily ac
complilbed. The barges were then sunk a Utile, and the noble fabric 
reRed wry 11ear the bydraalic preaaea whieb are to be Died in raising it. 
Eishty men were in a.ch set of poutooal-e aet commuded bJ Capt. 
Dunce, R.N ., an a11illt&Dt of Mr. Brunel, and the other aet by LieaL 
Blatchley, R.N., the ere•• ander them perlormiag the princii-1 W9rk, 
being ll&ilon from the "H-," of Liverpool. In lhe tnbe allendiog the 
hawaen, were the officen ud -e of the crew of lhe GntU .BrittrifJ. 
On the top, on the Conway lide, Mr. Fairbaim, of Mucbeeter, bad the 
direct.ion; ud on the Cheater 1ide, Lieat. Glenny, R.N. The great dif
ficulty to be o•ercome wu appareDt--the small apace to play iD-for OD 
the Conway aide it wanta 9 inchee, by actual admeuaremeut, of being 
bome, or in place; while on the Cheater aide, it ii fairly jambed apinst 
the masonry-so that in fact there were barely 9 inches free in •oo feet. 
No sooner had the tide fallen sufficiently thu the obetacle to the exact 
tilling In polition became apparent to all. The inner pontoon was batting 
at its end against and partly on a rock. It took the ground whioh bed 
been blasted r.way from the solid rock in conaequ"nce of ha•iDg get a 
little twi1ted prerio111ly to 1tutiag, we were uanred fall • feet. Oa lhe 
11th ult., the tube wu again loated by the ponW-, and wu iaallJ 
placed with ill two ends reatiag upon the 1belves of lllMW1'J coutructed 
to recei•e it, prior to ill being railed to the elentioa at which it is plaoed, 
aboat Iii feet or 16 feet above. The lifting of lhil eaormoua mua of iroa, 
wlaicb weighs aboat l,ICIO tone, is to be elf'ected by two hydnualio p~, 
with 18-incb ram1, and pump& t of an inch diameter. Tbeee pumps are 
to be worked by 1team-engi11111, wbidh mil give a pr-nre equal to I Iona 
on the circular iooh, or a lolal lif\ing power for each preu of 972 tona, 
which, of coune, will be amply auflicieat for the purpoee. Each preu 
bu a lift of 6 feet; and, as the ends of the tube rise, the muonry which 
is intended to 1apport them will be carried up from the 1helYe1 on which 
they now rest. 

AUXILIARY STEA~l-POWER FOR VESSELS. 
Sia-In consequence of the great estenaioR of railways, and the facility 

they give for quick transit of good1, they are operating eerioallly against 
the shipping intereall and coasting trade ; and nuleaa some mode ea.a be 
adopted by which couting ve1ael1 can be made to compete with tho rail
ways, this trade will be completely de1troyed, which will be a 11erious 
101& to many barboun, and also the mercantile interests of the country; 
88 railways will obtain not only the light and beat-paying goods, but also 
many of the more balky article1, in coneqaenee of the want of regular 
eailing traden. 

I think it would be intertating to many of yonr readen who feel a deep 
intere1t oo this 1ubject, to ueertain what bu been done in many placea 
by employing 1111all 1tea111-power auxiliary to Ailing veuela ; and u you 
have the meau of doiag IO, I hue taken the liberty of directing your at
tention lo this important subject, which 111&11, of your correapondenta could 
euily 1upply, and answer inch queries u lhe following;-

Tlae beat aytllm of appl:Jiug an:ailiary ateua•power to .,_11 in the 
iog tn " of :.0 to i80 looa burden per regiater 1 
d rripb o l any such 1 

I Ii 11t r rd or iroo preferable, and the cost r 
ugiue or bo~-power, and whether applied to acre•• or 

water, &c. &c., and any particulars as to the trade 
11<1 lo, and how they are an1wering? 



~ 1'1111 CLVJLDIDM!I mil A'8£1113'J1Cl"S .rtllllllfA.L. * 
N.B.-SOme time ago, a v-1 wu tried on the Thamee {ao notice of wttbou& llkikiDg aome pert al Uiem; ud YM '°6a 18.lh, llm&. bad pae 

wliich bu been taken In.tile Bttg#tftr'• J~,• oalled the Albiou., with tlmMigll beth wbeek, Jemag no imrk blat the bole at ell&eliDf • oae .... 
a new ay11tem of propellers, patented by a Mr. SimpllOD1 which waa very and departiJlg OD. the other. 
faYOllnbly spoken· of aa beillg adapted for the purpollU referred to by me. a... P""-•.I Pire.--At the ao.,.1 lllltmrtlon, 08 the 17th of Peb-
-Could ,ea 11ale aoy pllrticalara ooueoted wltla iU nwy IDt, a fmnw wu ereeted for the parpo1e of J!llJdag eome expert• 

Tra1tiag you may not COD1ider my 1ogge1tioa1 aa out of place, and -i. on s1au mualllture bY Y:i'. Pellatt. In coaaeqaence of aome acctdellt, 
tbal &DJ notice you give in your Jowul of each improvements, will be ilte lec&-room - -IJ * on are, bul by timely aid the n.m. were ex.. 
v~ iatel'estiag. aad gi.a mllllla iafenna&ioa to muy ol JOU readen, tlagalahed: After a· Jeeture at the IanUatloa on the following Priday, Prof. 

I remain, &c., larHay called the &Uea&ioa of the memben to two clroalllltaacea of phllo-
A. B. llpllieal mereet whiell ha4 happeaed d•ria1 the memeatary apprebeuioa 

[• w .. were not ..,.i.ut al the UJ*imeoi. and DO& ba't'ing much falda la _,aper of tre-1. Al three dit'ennK ti- the -'er poimd on the oinden of tbe ""'°'"' i. Ille,_'" haft not llOllotcl tbem.-Ed.J temporary faraace, when, oa the llre being drawn, they fell on th1 heart~ 
beea.. d-poeed by ibe igailed oarboa 1 and tba bydropn, driven by tbe 
s9llden n:panlioa of'*-• &e., baYIDg' pnetmed tbe bot nd perom 
beanb·atou, found ib way lo the heated beams and apace which wae im-
111.tll&ely beMMh.--2. Thil p1, though not in the atate of dame u il 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
An hydraulic teleppb ii DOW being exhibited ia tlle an:alk a& BIMer 

Challp. It ii on a very 1mall 1cale, but worlts well. 
011 tlze Monmouth and Hereford line, a wooden bridp OTer tlle Wye la 

&o be erechld, a& a heigh& of 50 feet above high-water _.k. The embak
meatl are DOW' ill a forward state, and the frame.work ii being prepared at 
BriatoL 

llr. John Palrfull Smith. aeeretary of the leading Glugow railwaJI, baa 
addreued a Jeuer to tlle Lord Provlll&, ia nierence to the IUe rio&a, aM 
lll'FI the 11-.ity of aid, hr a government loan being given to the rsihrayl. 
Be .. ,. tbal 10,000 mea, who are - aapported by the pahlie, might be 
employed OD the rail_,. ill the neighbourhood or Glugow, which are 
stOfPllll by the Ade of tbe money market. The wne views are IJlre&dlng 
BmOlll the railway iateresl, and the miachief i1 felt of the repreuive m.ea
llllrU which were connived at by the e1tabli1bed companies, think iag they 
aboldd llOl feel the preuure. We alway• deprecated the government 
tampering, and the propriety of the cauae we have advocated ii folly jo1· 
tiW by eTeD&a. We do l&J the grea& queatioa ia, whMber 10 llllDJ hundred 
thoulaad powerful and uneducated men should be lefl in a state of idlen-, 
or whedier they •ball be employed on pablio worh ? They are already 
maiataiJlecl by their own aving1, by the contributions of their friend•, by 
cntit giva by the •mall 1hop-kttpen, or by theft, or in jail, or in the work
~ The queation ii not one of finding mere food, but of giving work 
which aha1l do good to the common atock, &ad put the meo ia a happier 
ccmdWon. We hope the legblation will immediately be amended, the 
power of auejng for calla be withdrawn, and the power be given of allowing 
iatereli on eallt, libwile a farther power of railing money ou debenture, or 
DD Jou D.Okl. Al the government have by their meuorea brought railway 
worb to a ataad, or dead lock. temporary and exceptional measures might 
he allowed, in order to 1et the machinery ol investment agaiu in action. 
We wollld even COUD.Mlaaace the iuue of railway no&ea, which should be a 
1epl &eadec for all railway paymeui. and calll, or the advance by govern• 
mect of exchequer bill loan• ; though on all ordinary occuion1, we have 
ahra,. hem oppoaed to their interference in any shape. The abolition of 
the lailwsy Board, founded on wrong principles of Jegialation, and calcn· 
lated to preaerT• their memol')', we coaaider an esaential preliminary to a 
bt&ltby coane of action on the part of the government to the railway1. 

Tbe elecUic telegraph ia now taken up by the publican•. A dial i1 Uled 
ia a -'iDrroom, marked with tile variOIU articlee wanted, and correepoad. 
iDg with a aimilar dial in the bar. 

A Bo,al laabtution of Eagiaeen ba1 been founded al the Harue, which 
1111 two hlllldred memben. 

O'I& .4-ali"I Gia# 1'1'bu.-M. Bontemps read a paper at lhe lndu1trial 
Society of MulhaUlen, on tlle cauaea of the breakiJlg of glala tabea and CJ· 
linden. Ia order that a glua tube be in good condition, it i1 neceaaary that 
tlle interior panlclea ebould give way at the aame time u the e:i:&erior. 
For tbil purpose, the tubea-uch, for in1tance, u thermometer, baro
llllttt, and preunre.gauge tabes-are placed in a baiting or annealing 
furnace, called the baiting furnace, a brick cuing of 6 incbe1 diameter, and 
the leagtb. the tabea may require. Thia furnace ii heated at one end lo a 
dull red beat, at wbicb the glut ii nearly malleable, but not pot oat of 
shape ; they are lhen (being ia 1beet.iron carriage., on wheel•) drawn gra· 
dll&lly to the cool end of the furnace, bot 10 slowly, u only lo traverae the 
diaiaace in from 15 to 24 boon, according to the nature of the glut tbua 
drawn gradually through. a dimiai.abing temperature to lhat of lhe at· 
lllGlpbere. There ii a vaat ditference belween glau baked and that un
baked-the latter ii not 10 bomogeneoua, aad polari1e1 the lighl ia puaiag 
tluougb it. By applying, therefore, a fragment of a tube to a polarising 
lpparatua, il can be aacenained if the tube bu been baked. 

A &Ire Shot.-Commander Mackinnon ia bia "Steam Warfare on the 
Parana," mentio111 the following almoat incredible iaatance of a 1hol pauing 
lbroogb both of lbe paddle.wheel.I of bit veuel, wiihoat to110bing any part 
of either:-" It atruck the paddle·box on the enemy'• aide, 3 feet or 4 feet 
aboft the abaft, went clean through the wheel without toucbiog any part 
of it, and then paued acrou tbe deck and through the other paddle.box, 
not above 18 inches from the 1baft, 1till not touching a siJlgle blade, or any 
(>Ortion of lhe paddles. At the rate the wheela were revolving (about 17 
umea a minute), it appeared qllitc impouible to tlrc a piltol-ball through 

plleed tbroagb the beanb.1&oa •d pagglnr, wu lfter bet.g mixed with 
tbe air below 1u1llclently bot to eater iirto combmtlon,-prodaclar tbTee 
phea of Bame dow1nrard1 from beneath the hearth :-1Dd it wu esperi
meatally 1laowc that a temperatore 10 1- u baely te eeorcb pafMlr, 1114 ill 
which the baud may be held for 1enie aeconda withcrat ineonventence, ii yet 
aWe to ipi&e a jet of coal or hydrogen pa ill air. 
~ w.i-.te.-Tbe t"° Compatdet which npplied the ton 

with wl&er, and the Corporation of Livupool who wen empowered by Ad 
ol Parliament to parcbue the esiltiag iaierelt1 for the purpose ol taking 
the whole 1apply imo their own hands, appobsted Mr. Robert Stephenaoa u 
aole arbitrator to determine the amount of compeaaatioa to be paid to each 
Coll\P&aJ. After a patient bearing of all parties, and a minute inquiry iute 
the worb, be bu made bia award, by which the Harriqtoa Water CompRJ 
are ta receive £380,719 and the Bootle Water Company £354,000. 'nle 
former claimed £570,000 and the !alter £354,000. 

c.lto• Cid DmtfM.-A eorreapoadeal informs ua that ia a former 
number of the JOt#'Ml, we were in error ia attributing to Mr. Sidney Smlrke 
the "nk deaigning" of the Carlton Club, now erecting in Pall Mall, u well 
u " the adapgdon of Sanaovino'' in the exterior. He alao •*-*" that the 
designs were e'lltirtly C<mtpkttd and tt'lll I• under the arrangement of the 
late Mr. Buevi and Mr. Sidney Smirke, during the lifetime of the former,
aad that though Mr. S. Smlrke may poNibly make some deviatiou from 
their joint arrangement, yet the designs are, in the main, to Ile rnt:'llttd 11 
agreed on between them. 

PrtHnliott qf A~ ill Coal Miui.-Tbe SI~ J/Wftry de· 
1cribe1 an invention by Mr. Edward N. PoordriJlier, of Cheddleton Mill, a 
very simple and iagenioua, bot important contrivance, for preventing tbeaccl
denta which are coutantJy resulting from the breakage of the chaia or 
ropes, and drawing the akip over the pulley, or the whirl, or run. The ap. 
paratus is now in daily uae at one of Mr. Saeyd'e pita, at the Saeyd.greea 
Colliery, between Hanley and Bonlem. In one iutuce lbe merit of the 
invention wu folly teated by the chain beiJlg uainteatiollally drawn over tbe 
pulley; no dilutrooa coaaeqoeacea, however, r9ulted, the &kip or ra&bu 
cage being detached from the chain, and remaining aafe on tbe guides. A 
heavy load wu 1ubaeq11eatly lowered about 40 yards down the pit, and the 
chain cut at about 20 yards above the 1urface, by which means no leas tbaa 
60 yard1 of chain fell down the abaft. A man having been Jet down hr a 
rope to ucertain the result, found the machine perfectly secured, and the 
chain safely coiled on tbe top of the cage in which the man ucenda ID.cl 
descends. The man immediately attached ihe rope to the chain, whiah 
having been drawn up and repaired, was again let down and futened to the 
apparatus. The whole wu then eafely dr-n up, with the man ia the 11Up, 
lhe experiment having occupied no more than 20 minnte1, aad no injlllJ 
whatever having been auatained either by the machine or the guides. There 
can be bul oae opinion u lo the great advantages lo be derived from the 
general adoption of this invaluable invention, and il ia lo be ainoerely hoped 
that no iime will be lost in making this arraagemenl for lbe more elfectaal 
preae"atioa of human life. 

On the J:kctro.Bronri'llf: qf M.tat..-MM. Brunel, Be11iD, and Gaugin 
pttaeated to lhe Academie dtt Scieltct•, at Paris, 1pecimen1 of metala 
bronzed by electro·chemical means. M. de Rnolz, in 1841, commuaica*l 
to lhe academy a proceu for bronzing metals, by depoaiting upon them, by 
the aid of the galvanic battery, layers, more or leu thick, of bru1 or of 
bronze. Thie proceu, which required the employment or the double al~
line cyanides of copper and zinc, or of copper and tin, wa1 not adopted m 
practice, on account of tbe great expense of the cyaaide1, aad for other 
reuoa1. MM. Brunel, Be11ia, and Gaugia, have substituted for the cyanides, 
a aolulioa in water, of 500 parta of carbonate of potuh; 23 chloride of 
copper ; 40 sulphate of zinc; and 250 nitrate of ammonia. To produce 
bronze, a ult of tin is eubstituted for the sulphate of zinc. Bv mea111 of 
these solutioaa of bran or of bronze, a coatiJlg can be given to cut or 
wrought-iron, steel, lead, &iac, tin, and alloy1 of theae metals, with ~ae 
uother, or with bi1m11th and antimony, after a previoua cle&nlng acconhag 
to the nature of the metal. The opera lion is conducted witb a cold solulioa. 
The metal to be coated ii placed ia connection with the aegati ve pole of a 
Bunsen battery, a plate of brua or of broa1e being employed al the poeitivt 
pole. When the object• bave been co.ered with a coating of the m~ de-
1ired, and have received their proper colour, they will be fo1111d to nval tbe 
llaeat brollUI. 
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TM VntU-tw.-A11 i111trume11t the iuentioa of a French anal 
olicer In command u La Boclwlle, wbele I\ bu been tried dnrlat four .,...., with aln. 
plarlj 1n1e neulte, and foand lo be a m01& nluable marine lna&namen&, wbenby &be 
crewa and ablpa 11a&loned off &be coute may oRen be uftd-th• ollcen baTln1 Mttrai 
boun' notice, end 1<Dowln1 wbeu lo nm on& lo - or ln&o hubonr. Tbe lu&rumm& 
llaelf eslerlorly rnctiJ r-mblea a marlnor'1 compau1 and, haYinl been bed due 
nor&h, &be need!; will lake up lte poalUon, end whalenr poln& I& clealpalel, that wlud 
will arr!Ye In the U bonn, bn& generally within the 12 &o 18 hours; acc:ordln1 to Iha 
Ume that the needle remain• at 1ucb poln&, ao lon1 wlll tht wind blow from that qu-..1 
and att0rdln1 &o the locllnaUon or the needle from lte borlaon&al and na&ural paa!Uon, 
ao will be the Tlolence of the wind. The principle upon which the Ynitllomeler bu 
been con1trucled oer m1 feulble. Tb1 mqno-eleclrlc ftuld1 surround our irlobe, and thtlr 
direct adlon Ill vlalble In the worklnp of the mariner'• compau. Win~ belu1 the N• 
11111 0 : electrical cbansn, are prodaced by a dlmlrbance In th- ftuld9, and continue 
until the nact equlllbrlum 11 obtained 1 neither do lhne wlndl bani forth Immediately 
onr our bead1, but teke tbelr orlirln within a circle or lmmoaoe clrcumference-laldnt 
our 0 ,.n poallloa u the centre. lny undue acUon In any par& or the laldl within d>ll 
drcumrernc.o. will haTe mon or lnm tn8ueutt upon th• wbole; but our ordinary ten.a 
cannot mark that cbanpa, allbou1b we oomtllma find ntrTOUI lnnlld1 remarkably 
IJlllpa&bellc, and able to fortell what tbe healthy man cannot-yet, when &!1t cbanp doee 
arrln a few hours afterward• be 11 obUged to aclml\ bl• own 1rouer llnlAH. The deli
cate .,;ecbanilm or the nnlllometor Conni ltaelf la&o the centre o.- a cer&aln andellnod 
circumference, bat the eslenl of whOll lnlaence doa no& esceed a 1pace of 24 boun l 
any chanlJf wing place within thl1 circle 11 noll&ed-10 that, IUppoM the nne to be 
pointing nortb. but that the Ytnlllomeler at the Mme moment polnte to IOIJlh, than, 
within the 24 bouro, the oontb wind will blow 1 bu& the ordlDIJ'Y change 11 from 12 to 18 
bouro, and 1bould the v.ntllomeler remain for bou1'1, or daya,11lbe11me poln&, lbe llDle 
wind mil conUnne blowirlr; bat ••hen I\ cbange1 within the 24 boars, lbe wind will 
change alao. Tblll lnotrumonl ii ao& lnluenced by the U1bler brenn 1 when a 1tron1 
wind blow9. the needle, or Indicator, 11 borloon&al-bu& u the mnd1, or atm01pberlc 
ch&nlJfl, irradually lncreaae In Yiolence, the poln& 11 elevated by the weigh& or the atmoo. 
pbere, ana tba1 aol merely prelndktlel the wln.t Iha& II &o blow, Ira& lte encl llrengtb 
and durallon. I( the principle be proftd to be cortte&, then, poulbly, lmp,....emente 
may be made, by which e...,n the blsbn& bl'Hlfl may be pralndlcatcd. II 11 abou& to be 
&rled by the Admlral&y. 

Sulpllate of lrrmfor Purifying Ga1.-M. Martens, of the Univenity of 
Lonva!n, hu mode • dllCOYery In &be Ult or lllllpbale or Iron ror the pur18ca&lon or coal 
gu. By thlll a1T•n>1emen&, lite gas paun &brou1b two purifiers: In the first 11 placed 
l cwt. of 111lplla1c of Iron, dillolnd In 88 pllon1 or waler, and In the aecond milk of 
lime, made by addln1 88 gallODI or llme "'87~ 1allon1 of waler. On pauln1 from the 
aecond purlller, lhe 1u II almOll complekly deprlft'i of II.I 1alpburetled bydrogea, Iha& 
I& ocarcely change• &he colour of paper mol1lened wllh a aolallon of osalale of leod. By 
tbl1 proceu, there Ill a grealer dtpollt or llr In th• 1olutlon than wh•D •aler alone 11 
amploJed 1 and there 11 a much more abundant conden111lon of aqaeouund ammoniac&) 
vapoun-10 that •uring lon1-con&ln11eo.I rroote, the plpeo ban been kepi entirely l'rff 
from Ice. which caU1t1 con1ldenble &rouble and erpen1t. Tbe caa1t of &ar depoallln1 
In a rerruglnou1 aolutlon more readily I.ban In water, arl1n from the 111lpbate or Iron 
haYlng a gre&ler alllnl&y for the tar, wblcb II conden1t1, and carrleo down with II; and lhe 
greator condenutlon of vapour• contained In the gu 11 caaltd by a more complete 
ablorpllon of ammonia, which alwar. bu a lend••CJ to mis wl&lt other vapours. Tbe 
aboft qaanllly o( IUlpbale of Iron I 1nllclenl for parlfyln1 &he gu from 25 to 27 Iona 
of coal 1 lhe 1olullon ii lb1n ao Impregnated to Htun&lon, u to require changing. II Ill 
probable the realdue or thl1 plan may becom• a valuable article of commtrce. 

Wllite Pairlt Ma'lltl.factvredfrom Antimony.-.At the Liverpool Polytecb· 
nlc lloclety, llfr. J. A. Form& dcocrlbed a new moda of manut'aeturlnir while pain& 
or an •scellent body, 1uperlor lo that manufactured from lead. II 11 made from O•lde or 
antimony, and hu many adnn111n. He bad 11cerl&ined, &hat though II wu now 
high In price, were &bore a demand for anllmony. Iba& me&al cuald be obtelued In abund
ance al about di!!! a &on, whereu the lead uoed co1te .rl124 10.. The new pain& wu, 
conaequ•ntly, much cheaper, It waa not. 10 aft to loae It.a colour, and •·oold epread over 
a much larger ourface than an e.1ual wel'b& o the p•lnt manufactured from lead. 

Sound made VUible.-A• method has heen discovered and matured, by 
which oound lYlll be mnde Ylalble to the human eye, Ill Yarlou1 Cor1111 ll1ld wun demon· 
1&rated to olgb&, and the power to dlocrlmlnale between the tonn or one muatcal ln1Lru
men& end another lte a1 complel• H to oboerTe the action or .. ater wh•n dl1turbed hy 
any material cauM. The asperlmenll are likely to b• ere 1001 repeolt'd In the Royal 
Sode&y. 'l"be •shlblllon or tlrecl1 on Bne 11ntl ball probably led lo Ible a1tonl1blng 
luue. 

Friction Hammn.-A novel machine, just completed, is now at work at 
t.be Great WtsterD Work1, at Br!ltol, t.be low-nUon of )fr. John Jon11, manager or the 
work1, who Dlao lnTent•d the "Cambrian Englae." Tbe mnchtne 11 nlled a "Frtctton 
Hammer," and coa.t1t1 of fram•• of tut-Iron, In wbtch are Yertlcal1lldraacttngu guldH 
to the ha,,.mer, and 1!10 supporting the macbinf'ry n•ce11ary for pulling the hammer In 
motion. The hammer con1l1t.a of a plaue liar of fiat wrought-Iron, so arraogt'd a1 t.o 
work In th~ 1lldt1, and 11 railed by mran1or1 ... 0 vortlcol rullero turning In oppo1lle 
d.lrectlon1, which arr made to bfar upon the bar by an e•Cftdlngly almple arrangement 
or l•ven. A allgb& preuure upon tbe boodle or one ieYer ral1t1 the h1mmer &o any 
helrbt not escttdlnl i rret; the preuure lwlng remontl II C•ll• by 111 own ~raYlty 1 thl1 
lever 11 alao arranred IO a1 to atop the hammer In any part oflt.a de1cf'nt.1ho11hl drcum .. 
it.an~• rendf'r It nffraaary. The frtctlon rollPrs 1're put In motion by means o( 1lrap1 
and pulley1, dy.wbrelll being aloo fitted on each 1trap. 

NetD Metllod qf Treating Ille Ore of Platinum.-lnatead of the tediou1 
nr,ratlon or obtaining pure platinum Crom the ore, rmploTIDI II or 10 parlo or acid &o one 
o platlnnm, 111. Ht11 1uggeoll the following u an lmpronm••I :-Mell one part of 
platlnnm ore wllb &wo or three of •Inc, which will Corm an alloy nry friable, and Niiiy 
reduced &o a llne powder. Tbl1 powder 11 &hen to be 1!rted, and on II pou~d dilute 1ul. 
pbarlc add a& the common lempen&ure or tbt atrao1phere. The lemperalur• 11 then 
srodu11ly railed. and the m•lal• allowed to marerate u lon1 DI Lhere 11 aoytbln~ to dl1-
10lve; the acid In a 1bor& time 1tpanlel all the •Inc Crom the alloy. and the principal 
pm or the Iron contained ID the ore. A oolullon la oh&elned in which bydro1alpharlc 
aold prodaceo no prtelpl&ate. HaYlng poured oll'&be liquid. the re1ldue 11 a fine powder, 
which, having been w•ll wubotl, 11 lrrated wllb nitric acid, which dl11o!Yt1 the copper, 
and other foreign metalll; the platinum II tlleo dluolYed In nltroc:blorlc acid, and then 
proceeded with In &be u11Jal way. 

Ga1 Motif71 PrMtr.-At the Acadentie de1 Science• a report was read on a 
" 1a1-propeller ," lnnnled by &be !ale ll. SelUguo, lu 1844. l& con1llll of an Iron cyllnder 
In the Corm of a V-oue end 11 cloeed; , .. ler 11 pou~d In &o a rertaln heigh&, and In the 
open end 11 placea a plll&on and rod, In the u1oal moaner. On ln&roducln1 any uploo!Ye 
pltl onr the waler, In lbf' clooed end or the tube, and elrec&ln1 th•lr combn1&lon, the 
r~1u!Ung g&MI preu, by their 1udden •llJlan1lon, the liquid on which they real, and 
Jorce up &he pl1ton to a certain bolgb&, which 11 again deprea1ed by the coolln1 and con
den1Allon or lb• gu, and &he alme>1pberl• preuare on the pillon. A regular reciprocat
ing mollon 11 &baa ob&alned, which, of course, can bt applied to every deocrlpllon or ma
cblurry. la clooeJy Hperlmen&lng Oil thl1 principle of motive power, II bu been found, 
&ha& eight YolnmOI of air, and one or 1u, ob&alaed from the decoml>Olitlon of waler, lly 
paulng 11ftm lbrongh cylinders ftlled with red-bot charcoal, con1f11 of bydropn, 68; 
earbonlc oslde1 28 ; C:arboalc acid, 8. Tbe gu ean be mannfactured for one-81\b or a 
hallpenny per 140 qaar&I, which 11 conlltlorcd equal &o 8 cubic lncbn of 1team a& one 
alm01pbere prea1Ure, and co1t1n1 one ball'penny and three-11Rb1. Tbe lnnn&or found, 
that 86 qaar&I or gu, end 28U qaar&I or air, pve an esploaln force equal to 126 ton1, a11d 
2,400 aploaloD1 can be made per boar. 
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GU'lft&D IN BMGLAMD J'aOll Fuat1AJLY 28, TO MAacB 22, 18•8. 
Sil JloJdM ollotHtlfor llraro,._t, 11111- ot"-itt uiwn-1. 

Ellaabeth Wallace, of 1-feJ.lodge, Cbel&enbam, Gloaca&er, 1plnat.er, for "oenatn 
Impl'OftllMlltl In facing, 8prlng, dell.,.Uln1, decora&la1, · plannln1, and otberwioe 
1111n1 up hOll9el and bu11dlnp, par&o or which are applicable &o ar&lcla or r.n.11me."-
8ealed Peb"1&l"J' 28. 

John Craft Roberti, or Rolywell, Jl'llnteblre, lllrpon, for "a 1lmpWled ud lmprvn<l 
mode or comutanlcallng lnlelllpnce, by mean• of electricity and magnetllm, combined. 
nr no&, with 1team on rallwaya, between the carrla!!ft on the line and the tuglne or cen. 
der, oo tha& the guard• and paueaprs may gin notice &o the euglneer or englne.drlrer, 
for the prennllon of acddeute or cuualtlt1, or lb• mlllpllon or the f'fli tbereof, and lk 
proledlon o( human life and proper&y from Jou or lnj'Jry I and, &loo, or cammunleat!DC 
1lgnal1 bJ the •111• agency, dHCribln1 th• cau1t or calllfl or alarm, and a new mode o; 
1tcnr1n1 the puulJf or electrlclty, for the aboft parpoaeo, &o be nbatltuted or not ror 
the llde cbalno, ud of communlcaUn1 Intel lpnce between dlll&anl placee on the Uae."
Febrnary 28. 

William Palmer, of Sat&on-1&ree&, Clerkenwell, for " lmprDftmente In melllq l'at 
and In the munfacture or candlt1."-February 28. 

Charla Rllcble, of Aberdeen, Scolland, engineer, for "certaln Impronmente In lo<o
mo&ln and other enslnn."-Marcb 2. 

Frencl1 Wblllbaw, of Rampaleed, Mlddleou, ciYll engineer, for "a certain manntac. 
~:i:fittr~;,!.~~~~· polWJ, and glau, and of cer&aln appllca&IODI and anange-

Wllllam Enll, or Readln1, Berk1hlre, engineer, for "certain lmpronmente in thrub
lng macblnH, and In 1team.bollers, en~, ond 01ber apparatuo for drlY1n1 the ame, 
wbl•b apparalUI I• 1ppllcable to drl•lng other machinery, part of which lmp-.nto 
la a commanlcallon, and Ibo remainder Ill bl1 own lnYen&lon."-llarcb 8. 

Jama Loekbtld, of Mll&on, GraftltDd, Kent, for "es&aln lmpronmenta In ftllllla. 
&Ion. "-March 8. 

Tbtodoru1 Corneliuo S<elJfr, Knl1ht of lhe Order or Relderluld1ebe Uoa, of 5alnt 
Graftnhaiie, Holland, bat DOW or wlceoler-oqaare, Mlddl•ex, pb)'llclBD, for •• Im pron. 
menu In the con1tructl•a of railway carriqe1."-Marcb 8. 

Wllllam Btek•ll JobDIOU, o( Llnrpool, en1lneer, for "cer&aln lmproYemeate wbicb 
are applicable &o locomotlft, 1&allonary, and maria• 11eam-•nglnt1-"-Jfarcb 8. 

Warren de la Rur, of Bunblll-row, Jflddleou, mannfllct11rer, for " Imprnttmf''lts in 
machinery naed In the m1n1factnre or cardboard and puleboard." (A commualcatlon). 
-Jfarcb 8. 

John Rou1ton, of Stepney, llflddloen:, IW'(lton, for '' Impronmente In ob&alalag mo. 
tin power by the aid of a&moopberlc air, and In obtalnlnlJ comba11lon."-Jfarcb 8. 

George Royce, of Jl'leUand, Llncoln1blre, for "lmproftmente la machinery or app ..... 
&111 for depo1ltln1, cleanalng, and grlndln1 corn and oecd."-Marcb 8. 

George Lloyd, of Slepoey, lllddleau, Iron-founder, for "Certain lmproYemento ic 
fumaceo and blowing macbln01, and lmproYemente In enslnea and machinery for drlYi"I· 
&be 11D1e, which lmprenmtnte are aloo applicable to other purpoaea where mo&IYe power 
11 reqalred.''-Marcb 8. 

JOMpb Uaud1lay, or &he firm or 1daud11ay, Sona, ud f\eld, or Lambeth, en11Detn. 
for "cer&lln lmprovementa In obtaining and applJlalJ molift power, and ID the ma. 
cblnery and englnn employed tbereln.''-Marcb ti. 

John M'Conochle, or Llnrpool, engineer, and Lonlll Jama Claude, ol BooU4', Lanai-
1blre, engln•or, for "certain lmproftmenll ln locomoUn ensina.''-llarcb 8. 

Alnander Allloll. or wnton workl, In &he county of No&llngbam, blear.her, for "Im-· 
pro•emente In apparaluo nled In the worl<lng oflteam.bol!en, ailO In apparatua Died In 
cleanlln1 lut1."-Uarcb II. 

John Henderoon Porter, "f Blackbea&b, Knit, enirlneer, f'or "ha.P.ronmente In lroa 
glrder1, beam1, tra11t10 aud 1upporll, and In renderfng the loon or liulldlnga lre-prool 
by the ult orlron."-lllarcb 8. 

Henry Dubard Hobdell, of &be city of Osford, 1oldlmllb, for "lmpl'OftllHlnll io 
1tud1 11ad bnttom."-Much 9. 

George Cood•, of Haydock.park, Lancublre, ror "an lmJ'rond method or method• 
or dl1tributlng onr land liquids and 1ub1tanceo In a liquid or luen& a:a&e, end certain 
lmproYed apparaLu and machinery employed thereln.''-Jllarcb II. 

John A1bbary, or Open1baw, aear Mancheoter, for "certain lmprovemea&a In the 
con1trucllon an• manufacture or wbeelll lbr nit upon railway• and common roada, and 
In the m•&!iodl orpreparln1 and conatructlng the tyreo uoed &bereon.''-ala1't"b II. 

Alnandrr AIUoll, or IAnton Work1, Nottingham, bleacher, for" lmproftmenll iu 
1prlug app1ralU1 and In balanceo, al10 In break1, and In &be mean1 or worklDI brealnl."'
MIU'<:b 14. 

Jamt1 Porriu,ur Edrnfield, Lancublre, for "c.rtaln lmpronmenll In canllng-engin .. 
for carding wool and olbrr fibroua oubl&anceo.''-Mucb 14. 

Frederick Wiiiiam )llcbaol Collln1, and Alrred Reynolds, bo&b of Cbarterbouae-oq~, 
Mlddl••H, engrann and prlnlero, ror "lmpronmenll In the art or ornamenlln1 cblOB, 
earthenware, aud 1ta.1."-March 14. 

John HOimer, o( New Crou, Su?Tey, 1urnvor, (or "Imprarem~ntl In 1pran.tu.a f(Jll 
1upplylng waler and ror clean1lng drain• and ""wen."-Marcb 16. 

G•orge Elllna, or Dr~llwlch, Won:t1lohlre, ult manufacturer, for cer&aln '" lmpron. 
mrnll In manuraclurln1 aall, ond In apparatu1 for manaractar1n1 ul&."-Marcb 22. 

WllUam Edwa1d Newton, of Chancery-lane, lllddlnex, for "au lmpronmenl or im· 
pron,,.ente In making coupling jolnll for plpt1, nonln, 1&op.cockl, 1UU and cylinder 
beada, and otll•r opparal1J1.'' (A comm•nlcatlon.)-ldarcb 22. 

Henry Beuemer, of llalnl Pancras-road, Mlddleoa,, for "lmpronmenll In the"'"""· 
fact are of glu1. "-1d1rcb 22. 

Wllllam Henderson, or P1rk-bead, Lan1rk1blre, Scolland, cbemllll, r.,.. '" laipro-.. 
mente In treallng lead and other o,.....''-M1rcb 22. 

Jo1tplt Oral, or Gulldhall-chamben, IJfDll•man, for "certain lmpronmenll In th• 
manufactnre of artUltlal atone, rement•, ornamental Ula, brlck1, and quarrlee... {A 
communlcallon.)-Marcb 22. 

William Jamea Dalley, of Lambeth, Surrer, llthoarapber, for '" """81n lmp10"""..,11 
In macla!nery for propelllng."-Marcb 22. 

John Lawn Cole, of Luc11.11ree1, Mlddleoes, ror "certain lmpronmtnll ID -· 
enlJlnea."-Marcb 22. 
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BLOOMSBURY BAPTIST CHAPEL. 
Joa!f Gmeolf, Esq., Architect. 

(W'itla an Engramng, Plate YII.) 
Bloom11bury-street now presents a very unusual, if not altoge

ther unprecedented, 1188emblage of church architecture, there 
bein(r there no fewer than three church~t least, place& of public 
wurahip--toftt!ther in a line by the llide of each other. With 
general similarity of purpose, they diaplay great variety, or we 
might aay contr&Bt. That to the north-namely, Bedford Chapel, 
or what uaed to be llO called, and which wu originally of a moat 
dilmal "tabernacle" appearanoe-;wu merely re-dreued externally 
a year or two ago; a circumatance that perhaJ;>• excullell many 
defectll and inequalities in the design, the architect being com
pelled to retain all the former openings, both doora and windowa, 
--nd it would aeem, the former turret and a bit of the ft8ble also

1 which are aeen &ticking up moat awkwardly over the now horizontal 
line of the front. Were it not, for that, and for the meanne88 of 
the doora, the front would have been pa118able. 

The iiecond of the three buildings in point of date ia the &Outh 
one,- French Prote.tant church, with a Bmall residence for the 
clergyman attached to it. Fur thia, the 11tyle adopted ia Gothic ; 
but the deaign ia exceedingly IMlber and unpretending, there being 
11CarCely anything in jt except the large wmdow to give it expre11-
llion. Even that feature is not made BO much of 811 it might have 
been ; for although 11ufticientlr oorrect 811 to mere form and com
position. it hu a tame and 1p1ritlese look. 

The Baptiat Chapel, which come& in immediately between the 
two other buildings, ia by far the moat ambitious and conapicuoua 
of the three. It i11 that which announce& itaelf most diatinctly u 
a church-in fact, much more u a "churchN than u a diuenting 
place of worship, the latter having hitherto generally eschewed 
iDlltead of at all af'ecting, the ecchisi811tical orthodoxy of towers, 
and spirea; while here we have not only tower and apire, but a 
pm of them. And here they produce a moat agreeable diversity 
of outline, not only 88 regard& the Btructure to which they belong, 
but the general group of all the three; more eapecially as the a1<
pect of their fronts iB an e&Bt one,-wherefore they are invariably 
in shadow, except early in the morning. Standing out in bold 
relief againat the aky, and catching the light on one of their other 
lides, the towers aerve to produce BOme play of ~ht and ahade, as 
well u form and outline. They tell very strikmgly in the view 
from New Oxford-11treet,-perhap1 more BO juat now than they 
will do BOme time hence, for at present they occasion BOmething 
like surpriae aleo, they seeming to have &tarted into existence all 
at once., 811 the building wu begun only l&Bt autumn. Owing to a 
singularly happy accident-to mere accident, and nothing more
oue of the towers display• itself very pictureaquely from Hart
ltreet-near by St. George'a, Bloomsbury,-at the end of a viata, 
formed by a cl'Ollll-street that runs obliquely from New Oxfurd
ltreet, into Bloomsbury-street. 

The atyle of thiB Baptillt Chapel ia of exetic character to 
Engliah eye&, it being medieval Italian or Lombardic; but whe
ther &elected on account of ita being unlike our own Angl<H!ccle
liastical Btyle of the 88Dle period, we cannotaay; but, we must ob
merve, the addition of campanili partakes very much more of 
¥.llh Gothic than of Lombardic phy11iognomy and mode of com
JIO'ltion. As our engraving explains the deaign itself much more 
1Dtelligibly than the moat accurate description could po1111ibly do, 
we need' nut even attempt any; accordingly, we ehall confine our-· 
wives to a few remarks. While we readily confe88 that the. ar
chitect (Mr. John Gibson, whose name was quite unknown to ua 
before) hu shown competent knowledge of the atyle generally, 
•e also desiderate more regard to the spirit of it in BOme of the 
detail&. The uppermoat atory of the towers, and thelarge cir
cular window, are satisfactory enough; not so, however, the door
nya, which mir;ht very properly have been made far more im
portant featurea,-important, we mean, not 88 regard& size, but 
with regard to deaign and execution. Such parts of a building being 
lh01Je which are moat clearly of all aeen,-m fact, those which aub
ject themselvea to the close11t inspection, they naturally demand 
more elaborate ornamentation and finiah than others which can be 
11een from, comparath·ely, only a diatance. Such at le&Bt aeema to 
have been the principle gener&lly observed by medieval architect&, 
•hOBe doorways and portals were frequently moat profuaely 
adorned, even when all the rest of a f~ade was either featurele88 

•When .ii.nation .... rot•r oa, It would wrely han been worth wblle to remme tbe 
f'Dtrlncll'9 to tb• •• wtne nult.a" btoan&h 1he ebap1J, &om lb• front to the aid~ ;-or •tor 1dll, II I& CODld ba're bem dooe, t.o Ille rnr or tb• bulldlq, where Ille, would ban 
....,, tDtlrelJ out of algbL 
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?r .le~ quite plain. '!~e belltowing particular attention upon them 
1s md1spenB&bly requ1B1te for any adequate characterisation of the 
Lombardic atyle ; more eapecially u, unlike the Gothic, it a1Fords 
very few reaourcea of design for windows (circular onea alone ex
cepted), which were aeldom more than mere amall single opening11, 
without any of that variety and richness which arise from mullions 
and intersecting tracery. If not richer in their general deaign, the 
doorwaya of thiB chapel might very well have been considerably 
bolder in their detail& and execution. Were they more deeply 
rece&Bed, and their mouldings in greater relief, they would make 
a far better appearance. 

The building i• of white brick, with ornamental dreBBings of 
Caen atone. The apires are constructed of timber, and are covered 
with ornamental tiles. The width of frontage is 70 feet, and the 
height to the top of the spires 11.5 feet. 

The interior afford& accommodation on the ground floor fur about 
460 persons in pewa, with Q. veatibule and two veatry rooms. In 
the towers are BtairC81le8 leading to the basement and gallery floora, 
the whole extent of the former being Bet apart for two schoola, for 
~ya and for girla. The galleriea occupy three aide& of the chapel, 
with an organ gallery on the fourth-tnese will accommodate "70 
persons in pews, with a separate gallery for 2.50 children ; total 
accommodation, 1,180. 

The span of the roof, clear of aupporta, ia 6.5 feet. The height 
from the floor to the ceiling ia 89 feet. The whole building i1 
nearly a &quare, and covers a auperficial area of .s,i.so feet. 

GOTHIC WINDOW. 

SIB-During the autumn of 1846, in which I atayed BOme weeka 
at Boppart, on the Rhine, I met with in an old church at that 
place, a <?othic window, of which I ~ade memoranda. From 
the&e, a ~r1end h~ been enabled to aend me the inclosed. I now 
forward 1t to you, m C811e you may think it worthy of insertion in 
your very uaeful publication. 

.f.U-Um Club, Pall Mau, 
Marcia 16, 18~. 

I am, yours, &c., 
I. J. CHAPMAN. 
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C A N D I DU S' S N OT E - B 0 0 K, 
FASCICULUS LXXXI. 

0 I inutt baTe liberty 
WUbal, u largr a ebarler aa Ibo wlarlo, 
To blow oo \vbom J pl&:'Ue.'' 

I. \\' e are never, it would seem, to have more than one view of 
the new Palace of Westminster; for though many representations 
of it- or what call themselves such-have been published in va
rious shapes, they are merely copies either of the first one, or of 
each other; all of them showing only the river front, as taken 
from the south-east. \Vhat sort of fidelity and taste stamps such 
barefacedly piratical manufacture, may be more readily imagined 
than decently-at least temperately expres&t'd. Nothing less than 
nerves of iron---or else a thorough callosity of mind that is hardly 
conceivable in such an arti,.t, can enable .Mr. Barry to endure 
some of the abominable libels so inflicted upon him. Schinkel, 
Kleuze, Gartner, and other foreign architects, have been similarly 
libelled, and perhaps more grievously still ; but then there are 
their own authentic representations of them, as well as their build
ings themselves, to show to those who have no other means of 
judging of them, what the latter really are; whereas, without such 
incontrovertible evidence to the contrary, some of them might be 
supposed to be the most barbarous and miserable things ever 
erected,-at least, such would be the case were it not that the very 
vileness of the representation comforts us with the assurance that 
the structures themselves cannot, by any possibility, be so hideous. 

II. That plodding adherence to precedent, which is now made a 
kine-qua-1W11 in design by those whose influence and authority
more especially in matters of church-building-amount to dictation 
to architects, has a tendency to operate injuriously to art, in various 
ways. For art-in the worthy meaning of the term-is substituted 
what is or quickly will become mere routine, sufficiently dexterous, 
perhaps, and clever, but still routine. As far as design is concerned, 
all, it may be said, that is now required of architects is, that they 
i;hall be skilful mimics. Such talent will stand them in stead of 
im~nation, invention, artit1tic feeling, contrivance1 and much else 
besides. The architect is in fact degraded from his position as 
artist, the exercise of the faculties which such character implies 
being interdicted him, and all that is expected· of him being that 
he shall.scrupulously adh.er~ to expre~s patte~s for the ~articular 
style he 1s called upon to imitate. Daily experience convince&-at 
le~s~ migh.t convince us that1 somehow or.other, the spirit of the 
onginals 1s not transfused into the copies, or else the peculiar 
sentiment and associations connected with the former evaporate 
altogether in the latter. Moreover, the example of mediawalism 
itself is, so far from affording any precedent for, rather opposed to 
that system of torpid imitation which is now regarded by many 
llS the most salutary and efficacious for art. During the middle 
ages, there was continual change and innovation in architecture 
hy means of which transition was made from one marked generJ 
mode or style to another. So far was precedent from being regarded, 
that not. even uniformity of design and style was attended to in edi
fices which were carried on by successive generations of builders; 
and some of which exhibit in themselves1 not only different, but the 
t~o e:r-treme pha~es of the Pointed style, including, perhaps, por
tions in an anterior style, The architects of those days did not 
suffer themselves to be trammelled by precedent-to be tied down 
to re~etition and copying, even where they would have contributed 
to umty of ensemble. Then, instead of that 1tand-8till in art which 
we seem ~o consi~er essential to the maintaining it in its integrity, 
all ~as innovation, progress, productiveness. The art was pro
ductive, b~cause artists wrought out of their own minds; conse
c1uently, infused mind, intelligence, spirit, and spontaneity 
into their productions. They did not then reject new ideas merely 
heca~se. they were n~w, nor t~e suggestions of imagination out of 
the t1m1d app~eher.mon of being censured as incorrect, if not ab
~olutelv heretical in taste. They did not, as we now do, abide by 
readx-made,and ready cut-and-dried patterns, but desi(l'ned all their 
details freely, for they employed what was to them their vernacular 
!ai;iguage-their own mother tongue in art, whose character and 
uhoms. they h~lped to frame, and in which they expressed them
i;elves instinctively. To us at the present day, the style they used 
has beco'!'e a dead. language; one in which, by dint of study, we 
~nay attain. to considerable proficiency; but which we do not think 
m~ and which does !lot supply words. and expressions for mod~rn 
thing~ an~ moder.u ideas .. We may indeed so call it, but medue
val English architecture is no longer our National style, if by 

"~ational" we are to understand the pre\"alent style of building
generally employed by us for all purposes and occasions alike. '\\<' e 
may be mediwval in our churches, just as we may be Ciceronian in 
Latin orations at colleges and srhook But we ourselves are all 
the while ge~ting _fu~her and fur~her off f~om .mediievalism e,•ery 
day. Free Constitutions, Republics, and Charhsm do not indicate 
any reat attachment to the spirit of medi1evali111Jl.' 

l l . \Ve 11re now, i.t seems, likely to have, for the very first timt', 
a work that shall fairly answer to the character of a Dictionarv 
of Architecture, which those which have hitherto appeared unde'r 
such title have been very far indeed from doing. They have al
most without an exception, been little better than mere tradinK 
speculations,-things manufact1~red for the market; and some of 
them have been such arrant 1<C1ssors-and-pah'te work that hardlv 
any market could be found for them. The epithet "~chitectural '" 
applied to Nicholson's, is little less than an ~t misnome; · 
therefore, I am not at all surprised at the present proprietor of th; 
copyright ?~ving been told, as ~ happen to know, by one whom 
he was solicitous to engage to bring out a new edition of it, that 
in order to be rendered at. all what it would now require to be it 
must be entirely re-written from beginning to end and amplified 
to almost double the quantity of letter-press. As'the Dictionan· 
now promised us is to be the undert&King of a society there j·,. 

reason for expecting that it will. be uniformly well~xecuted 
throughout. Very great room for improvement upon everythinfC 
there is at present o~ the .kin~ either in our own or any other 
language there certainly 1s, if only because materials have so 
greatly accumulated, and so many matters and subjects have 
come up that ought to be n?t merely not~ced, but treated of pretty 
fully. At the preeent day 1t would, for instance be unpardonable 
to omit such terms, and the information connected with them as 
Cinqne-cento, Renaissance, Rococo, and numerous others eit.h~ of 
a similar or different class. 

IV. If the Dictionary in petto, here alluded to is to contain 
articles of architectural critici..in and ll!sthetics, it will have to 
supply a very great deal indeed merely in that single department of 
it. In fact, the artistic philosopy of architecture baa scarcely bttn 
merely touched upon at the be>1t, and that very vaguely loosely 
and drily,-whereas it requires to be fully elucidated by actual 
instances and examples. Character, Composition Contrast, Effect 
Grandiose, Grotesque, Heaviness, Picturesque 'Purity Richness' 
Simplicity, and many other terms, might be mad~ to furn'ish exceed~ 
ingly interesting and instructive articles--such as would aasist 
very much in popularising the study of architecture. That it 
greatly needs to be popularised can hardly be disputed. Of very 
little use is it for its professional followers to call architecture the 
queen of the fine arts---or rather their so calling it partakes of the 
ridicul~ull, while the public are for t~e most part utterly inditfer
ent to 1t as a fine art ; and that such 1s the case the exhibitions at 
the Royal Academy strongly testify, where the picture of a" posv
faced" girl, or of a damsel painted "in buff," will attract crowdii 
of spectators, while the architectural room is a desert or used only 
as a th?roughfare. The pictures, in fa~t, possess so m'uch stronger 
attraction for the many, that the architectural drawings are com
paratively quite disregarded, or if looked at, are looked at rather 
as pictu~es than as d~signs, ~nd judg~d of not so much according to 
~he archit~~tural merits ~nd ideas w h1ch. the>: display, than accord
ing to ability of execution, and the p1ctonal qualities put into 
them; which last species of artistic recommendation is quite dis
tinct from architectural value, and is what may be imparted by a 
skilful pencil to very poor, or even wretchedly bad designs. 

V. If the notices bestowed upon the Fine Arts by the newspaper 
press may be taken as a fair criterion bv which to judge of the 
favour in which they are respectively held 'by the public, Architec
ture sa~ be scarcely above zero according to such thermometer of 
popularity. Although the class of publications just mentioned 
professeK to be au fait on every subject, architecture is ignored by 
1t; and why ?-because it can be done with impunity. Is it to be 
~upposed th~t such a journal as the Ti'7U%' could not, if it thought 
1t worth while to do so, command as able assistance in the de
partment of the 1''ine Arts generally, and architecture among 
them, as in any other? .Most undoubtedly it could · and would 
do so, were there, on the part of the public, any dem'and for such 
information and instruction. \Ve may therefore fairly conclude 
that there is none. Thi.s seems. discouraging enough, but is 11aid 
not for the purpose of d1scouragmg, bnt, on the contrary of stimu
lating architects, and inducing them to make an effort' to create 
greater gener~l interest in be~alf of their art. Their vaunting it 
~ each o~her 1s use~ess, and httle better than so much idle vapour
ing. It 1s the public,. not they themselves, who require to be con
vinced of itii importance and excellence. Yet, what has the 
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"Institute" done towards promoting and disseminating architec
tural taste among the P.Ublic? The answer must be-just nothing 
at alL The mere idea of anything of the kind does not ap,pear to 
have even so much as occurred to them. Nay, the "Institute might 
he extinguished to-morrow, and neither the art, nor the profession, 
nor the public would miss it. Although I do not pretend to be a 
particular admirer of the " Institute," I am, in one sense, its 
warme.it well-wisl1er, since most earnestly do I wish that it would 
signalize it.self, by doing, or attempting to do, some real service to 
architecture, asa branch of Fine Art. At preHent, that body is not 
only exceedingly drowsy itself, but its torpidity h88 a benumbing 
eB'ect which extends beyond its own immediate sphere. Still, I am 
not for hningthe "Institute" abolished; but I do wish that it were 
entirely ?1H',onstructed. If I cut it up, it is only for the purpose of 
its being thrown into Medea's cauldron, to be resuscitated in a 
better form, and come forth again vigorous and energetic. Or if 
a fresh and more genial spirit-if greater activity, and greater 
Bfillpathy with Fine Art, can be infused into it, without resorting to 
the process of re-construction, the sooner it be done the better. 
Were I less devoted than I am to architecture, the "Institute" 
would not be thus reproached by me; and if to be 80 enthusias
tically devoted to that art, 88 to be quite regardless whom I please 
or offend while advocating its interests, should subject me to re
proach in return, I can endure it with far more of pride th1m of 
lihame. 

VI. The natural death of Ludwig the First of Bavaria would 
have been many degrees less distressing than is his moral and 
political one, by which he has terminated his career that forms an 
epoch in the history of art, as an infatuated old dotard. Scarcely 
ever before has so much been done by an individual prince for the 
embellishment of his capital, as has been accomplished by Ludwig 
for Mwiich; whose name has in consequence become a familiar 
household word in the mouths of artists throughout all Europe. 
What other princes have done for art h88 been in a great measure 
out of either ostentation or policy; but the ex-kinir of Bavaria 
;ieems to have been all along warmly attached to art for its own sake. 
l t wu himself personally that originated the idea of, and sedulously 
watched through their progress, monumental &tl'uctures, some of 
which would of tbemselves highly sufficed for recording architec
turally an entire reign. No very excessive hyperbole is it to say, 
that the reign of Ludwig has been equivalent to the lengthened rule 
of a dynBllty, when we compare Munich with what it was some thirty 
vean ago and now i8. And noto !-why now, the tears shed over 
bi coffin would have been far less painful than the sigh which we 
give to his folly and his fate. 

VII. There is a vast deal of prate and palaver about Propor
tions, 88 if all beauty in architecture were referable to them 
alone, independently of all other qualities that go to make up 
beauty, and independently of all circumstances. It is so conveni
ent to have what looks like inefragible and authoritative doctrine, 
and a theory llO c-0mpact that it may be put into anutshell, or 
carried on the tip of one's tongue, ready to dart out the magic word 
-Proportions. Yet, 80 far from being on that account a simple 
one, such theory is an exceedingly complicated and abstruse one. 
If we ask what are beautiful Proportions, we shall be told "just" 
ones ; when, if not satisfied with such elucidation, we return to 
the charge and inquire what are just Proportions, we shall, perhaps, 
be further enlightened by being Bllliured that they are those which 
are harmonious and conduce to beauty. For the human figure and 
other animal forms, there nre standards of normal Proportions, 
fixed by nature herself. But in architecture, there is no immut
able standard of Proportion for any one style, much less one ap
plicable to all styles alike. In the Greek ordeno, we find the very 
!'xtremes of propurtion-such as could not be exceeded either way 
without falling mto deformity and disproportion-in the Prestum 
Doric, and the slender, comparativefy too slender, Corinthian. 
Yet, utterly di88imilar 88 they are, all the orders may be said to 
be admirably proportioned in themselves;. which, however, instead 
of at all simplifying the matter, only renders the subject of Pro
portion the more abstruse and perplexing. The very best Propor
tions are only relatively good, for differently applied they might 
be far from pleasing, or even be absurd ;-at the utmost, only 
average proportions, suitable for general guidance and for ordinary 
eases; and so far from being abided by, such average may frequently 
be greatly exceeded with the happiest effect. What, for instance, 
i..i loftiness but an unusual degree of height in comparison with 
breadth, or height exceeding the usual relative proportion which it 
bears to width ? To attempt to fix invariable Proportions hy rule 
ia worse than nugatory, sinceitispositivelymischievous,anddetracts 
from the privileges of art ; rendering that a merely mechanical pro
cna which ought to be determined very differently. After all, it 

is the eye which judges of Proportions; therefore, surely the eye 
of the architect-supposing him to be at all worthy of 1mch name 
-ought to be able to decide what are )lleasing Proportions quite 
as well 88 that of other people. And so that they be pleasing, it 
matters not at all bow much they deviate from ordinary routine 
and its rules. Undue stress is laid upon Proportion, because it is 
generally s11oken of as if it were all-sufficient in itself alone, and ca
pable of ensuring excellence; whereas, it is only one element of 
beauty in design. Besides which, the term itself is usually under
stood in only a very limited meaning-namely, with reference to that 
mechanical species of it which concerns it~elf with merely parts 
and individual members or features, without that hi1d1er artistic 
one being included in the idea of it, which regulating the whole 
of a composition, stamps it to the eye at once as a captivating 
e71.8e111ble, all whose parts are in perfect keeping. That kind of 

' Proportion is quite beyond the reach of rules. Those who cannot 
find out for themselves how to produce it, must dispense with it, 
trusting that it will never be missed by those who are content with 
Proportion in pieces and bits,-by hairbreadth measurers of 
columns and mouldings. 

VIII. Odious as the Window-tax mav be 88 a tax, I cannot at all 
agree with those who consider it\ or talk as if they did consider it, 
to operate injuriously upon architectural design. So far is 11p
pearance from bPing at all benefitted by a multiplicity or frequency 
of windows, that the fewer the windows the more satisfactory is 
external appearance; for unless sparingly introduced, such open
ings sadly interfere with breadth and repose. \Ve certainly do not 
find that in designs produced as specimens of their author's taste, 
consequently composed without the slightest regard to the Window
tax, they are at all prodigal of windows. If the Window-tax be felt 
a peculiarly onerous and oppressive one, let it by all means be got 
rid of; but in the name of common-sense, don't let its effect upon 
architectural design be urged 88 a reason for its removal, because 
if taste is to have any voice in the matter, it might find a \'ery 
strong plea for the obnoxious tax being doubled, or even trebled. 
\Vith regard to the purpose for which windows are necessary at 
all, rooms may have too much light, or too much window-surface, 
as well as too little. The cheerfulness of a room dues not depend 
so much upon the quantity of light admitted into it, as upon many 
other circumstances ; and foremost among them is the air of com
fort, or of both combined, which it exhibits itself. Much also de
pends upon situation; for the latter may be such 1111 to render the 
minimum of exposure to our view of it de~irable. Again, the sort 
of cheerfulne~s derived from window-light is entirely dependent 
upon the weather: if that be gloomy and cheerless,-tri,yfe and 
dull. In dismal weather-no \·ery great rarity, by the by, in 
this climate,-a blazing fire is far more exhilarating than the mere 
daylight. Of q11a11t11m of window or aperture for light in a room, 
there may be excess just Iii! well as deficiency. Yet, because light 
is indispensable, it is thought that there cannot possibly be too 
much of it. 

IX. While some of the studies and qualifications enumerated 
88 requisite for the aTchitect are very remotely connected with 
either the practice or theory of his art, e\·en if they can be said 
to be connected with it all, others there are which are overlooked
at least passed over in silence. It is difficult to repress a smile 
when we find History and Biography included among the studies 
which an architect ought to be conversant with-for why not Geo
graphy also-more especially Poliography, or descriptions of cities 
and theirpublic monuments. The quantum of History, however, is 
so far from being formidable, that it dwindles down into a mere 
homreopathic dose,-no more of it being insisted upon than what 
relates to architecture. Just the same is it with Biography; for 
architectural biography is exceedingly scanty indeed, and does not 
at all tend to encumber biographical dictionaries. Mr. Donaldson 
points only to one source for it-to Milizia alone, without so much as 
mentioning Temanza, Quatremere de Quincy, and Cean-Bermudez. 
Of biography in general, it may safely be predicated that it i!f "a 
most attractive branch of history;" but the same cannot possibly 
be averred of architectural biography as a particular species of it, 
because, as it has hitherto been treated, it is particularly dry; a 
fault that might be forgiven, were it not also particularly jejune. 
Biography, says Mr. Donaldson, when speaking of itg importance 
to the architect, "teaches us the course by which great men have 
attained to eminence ;" yet that cannot be said of the species of it 
which he must he supposed to have had exclusively in view. On 
the contrary it leaves us wholly ignorant of the studies and 
mental impulses to which the "eminent" in the profession have 
been indebted for their ability, and their diRtinction in the art. 
Nay, we very rarely learn what were the external matter-of-fact 
circumstances that shaped out and attended their professional 

1s• 
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eareer. Biographical notices of architects we most undeniably 
have, yet scarcely anything really deserving the name of architec
tural biography,-nothing written in utmao and fully developed. 
P888ing over other studies which are strangely claimed for the ar
chitect, I will point out what,althoullh overlooked, I myself conceive 
to be very essential qualification.-( say essential, not indispensable, 
-because daily experience convinces us that dispensed with they 
are. Now I should say that talent for Invention and Contrivance 
stands almost foremost among the qualifications for nn architect. 
Without it, he can be little more than a barren copier,-the crea
ture of comme-il-faut routine ; a very r~ctable automaton, but 
not an artist. If we care only for mechanical skill and excellence, 
let us boldly say so at once, and desist from that maudlin, namby
pamby prating about architecture 88 art,-except it be just that 
brevet grade of the latter, by virtue of which tailoring and 
cookery claim to be enrolled among the so-called arts. For the · 
display of other talent and merits, the opportunities are compara
i.ively few; but those for the exercise of Contrivance are con
tinually presenting themselves. It is what so far from requiring 
favourable circumstances, is most of all called into operation by 
disadvan~us ones, and by difficulties and untoward circum
lltanees which, by a little exercise of it, might be overcome, not 
only sufficiently well, but even happily, and so 88 to be productive 
of both conveniences and beauties that would not have been 
thought of but for the obstacles which prevent compliance with 
usual matter-of-oourse proceeding. A taste for and acquaintance 
with art generally 88 wen 88 his own particular branch of it, is also 
highly desirable, if not indispensable, for the architect-a taste not 
so much, perhaps, expressly for painting and sculpture themselves, 
aa for pictorial and sculpturesque decoration; and 88 regards an 
eye for colour, e1Fect, and various combinations of form. 

ON THE ST ABILITY OF ARCHES. 
On tM Stability of Arclau, vmA practical meth<xh for detl!rmining, 

OCC(}f'ding to tM Prumru to which they tDill be nd>ject«l, tM but form qf 
&ction or mriahk r.kpthqf Youuoir,forany givm Intradoa or Eztra
doa. By GBOBGB SNELL, Assoc. Inst. C.E.-( From a paper read at 
the Insiitution of Civil Engineers.) 

The first section of this paper treats of the general conditions of 
st.ability in structures composed of many blocks of materials, 88 
walls, arches, &c. The second and third sections discuBB the con
ditions of stability of an arch, the form of which and the pret111Ure8 
sustained by it, 81 regards position, direction, and amount, are 
lli.milar on either side of the crown of the arch ; such 88 an arch 
sustaining its own weight only, or that of a symmetrical super
structure. In the second section the arch is supposed to be formed 
of blocks of an incompreBBible material ; but in the third section 
the limited strength of materials is taken into consideration. The 
fourth section discuBBeB the conditions of &tabilitr. of an arch, acted 
upon by forces of any amount, applied in any position and direction 
in the plane of the section, or of an arch whose form is not similar 
on both sides of the crown. 

The eff'ect of the adhesion of the cement is not taken in any case 
futo consideration. 

SECTION I. 
bT.• 1.-A etrncture built of blocks of stone or other material, 

u A B'.C D, diagram 1, may yield under the preBBUre to which it ill 
BUbjected; first, by the slipping of certain of ita surfaces of contact 

Dlqra m 1. Dlqnm 2. J>lapm II. Dl..,ua 4. Dlqnm 5. 

one upon another, u diagram ~i-eecondly, by the block• turning
nu one upon the edge of anouier, ... diagram S ;-or t.hirdly. by 

n 

the rielding of the material& of which the structnre ie composed, 
as diagram ~. For the fim eff'ect to take place, it i11 necessary 
that the resultant P 8 , of the pre&8Ure P., on one of the blocks A, 
and weight of A, should act in a direction inclined to a perpendi
cular drawn from the surfaces. of contact, at an angle greater than 
L A R, the "limiting angle of resistance" of those surface&. For 
example, if the materials are calcareous oolite, thi11 angle, LA R 
is 36° 30' ; and if, 88 in diagram 2, the direction of the resultant ~ 
more inclined from the perpendicular than this angle, failure will 
take place, from the one block slipping on the other. 

For the second eff'ect to take place, the resultant pressure man 
act in a direction which pas&e8 without the joint, 81 in diagram 3. 

The third eff'ect depends first, on the strength of the material ; 
secondl1" on the amount o1 the resultant preSBure; and thirdly, on 
the po111tion and direction of that pressure. Thue the material 
may be capable of BUBtaining the pre11Bure, if it acts through the 
axis of the stone; the pressure in that case being equally distri
buted over the whole surface of contact ; but if the direction of 
the pre18Ure approaches very cloeely to one of the edges, so that 
one portion of the block sustains a much greater /retl&Ure per 
square inch than another, then the material may yiel and failure 
ensue 88 in diagram ~. 

If, however, none of the resultant pressures P 8 P • P, P., dia
gram s1 fulfil any of the above conditions, that is, if none are in.
clined rrom a perpendicular to the surface of contact at an angle 
greater than the limiting angle of resistance of those surfacee, nor 
fall without the joint, nor approach so near to the edge 88 to cauae 
the material to f.!eld, then the structure will withstand the pre.
sure P,. Also, if initead of the preBBUre P., the structure be acted 
on by a preasurep,, and the resultants l'a l'a 114 p., do none of them 
fulfil any of the conditions of failur11. it will withstand thie pre. 
sure. In like manner, an endleae variety of pre•ures, or systems 
of preBBUres, may be sustained by the structure, each giving a dif
ferent series of resultants on the succeBBive joints. 

ABT. 2.-If any other joint9 are made in the structure, the posi
tion and direction of the resultant pre&BlJ.re& on them, also, must be 
drawn and examined, before the stability of the arch ie determined · 
if, however a curve such as that in diagram S could be traced, th~ 
property of which curve mould be, that at ariy point in it the 
tangent ehould represent the position and direction of the resultant 
preBSure, 88 the arrows P 8 P • P 4 P •• which are tangents to the 
curve, and which also &bow the poai\ion and direction of the ~ 
sultants ; then if no part of this curve passed without the structure, 
or so near to the edgea of it, aa to cause the material to yield, the 
structure would be stable, however numerous, or in whatever di
rection the joints might be, provided that the perpendicular from 
the joint were inclined to the tangent to the curve, at an angle lea 
than the limiting an~le of resistance. This curve is known as the 
" line of resistance, and its properties were discuB&ed for the 
first tinie by Professor Moseler, in et11&ys publi8hed in the " Cam
bridge Philosophical Transactions;"• it can be traced by applica
tion of difficult mathematical analyai~t 88 ehown in the fourtli part 
of the " Mechanical Principles of Civil Engineering and Architec
ture," p. 403. If, however, the resultant preswres are determined 
for a seriee of joints, the line of resistance can be traced with sufli
cient accuracy from joint to joint, by means of a bent whalebone, 
or a metal spring, or b;r hand 88 in di8J!:am s. 

ABT. 3. Problem 1.-To find the position, direction, and amount 
of the resultant preanre on every Joint of a structure, the result
ant preBBure on one of the blocks being given in position direo
tion, and amount, and the speciftc gravity of the material forming 
the structure being also known. 

Diagram 6 represents a strncture of &even blocks of stone, or 
other material, the preaaure on the first block being 80 cwt. and 
its position and direction represented by the arrow ; it ia req:itred 
to determine the position, ilirection, and amount of the resultant 
pressures on all the other blocks. 

Construct a scale of equal parts, each part to represent one cwt. 
or one pound, &c., 88 may be convenient. In this figure each 
equal part repre&ents one cwt. Calculate the weight of each stone 
(in tlau uampk, if tM fir•t Wock weiglal IS cwt., tM wlgl&t qf tM 
otMr-1 are GI figured on thflm in tM diagram). 

Find the centres of gravity of the blocks: (Uaey are indicated flt 
tlau and tM.follotoing diagraflll l>g tAil mark + ). 

Then the preesures on the BeCOnd block are, fim
1 

the weight of 
the fim bloclt = l& cwt.1• which may be represeniea by a pre&BUre 
of lS cwt. acting vertically downwards through the centre of gr.. 
vity of the block ; draw the line W, repreaenting the position 
and direction ofthi.B preuure: secondly, the pre&1111re on the fin\ 
block, which acts in the direction and position indicated by the 

* Vlcle Phil. Trau., Cambrid .. , 'rOL Y. P• 21181 'rOI. Tl. p. 488. 
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arrow ; continue this direction till the line inteneeta the vertical 
~ the centre of gravity; from the point of intersection of 
thl!le two lines measure off', on the vertic&l line, a distance, equal 
to l.S parts of the IC&le, making the side W, of the parallelogram · 
and on the line in the direction of the pr-ure on the block, m ea~ 

Diagram I 

'f t 1 "' ~ .rr ff '!UT r 'f sg 11r 
Smle of equal parla, np-dag C.U. 

sure of a dilltance equal to 80 parts of the acale, making the aecond 
lide P, of the parallelogram; draw the other two sides; and the 
dilllonal R, W, P., will represent the direction of the resultant 
of i.he1e preaauree ; its length, equal to SI t parts of the acale, will 
give the amount of its preaaure, SI! cwt., and the line, continued 
till it intersects the joint No. I, wilf represent the point of applica
tion of thiit reaultant preB1JUre on the second block; that is to say, 
that point will be the centre of pressure of all the pre111urea, com
IDWl.icated throughout the 8UJ'faces of contact, from the finit block 
to the aecond, and the amount of the resultant, Sit cwt., will be 
the ~te of these preBBurea. 

If the line W,, repreeenting the weight of the block, ia drawn 
frvm the point of mteraection, in the direction in which it,.,acta, 
\hat iB, vertically downwarda, then the line P,, repreaenti!ltf the 
praure on the block1 mullt be drawn in the direction in which it 
aete, that ia, from nght to left. If, however, as in the present 
cue, it i1 more convenient, the lines may be drawn each in the 
direetion opposite to that in which the preaaures act, that iB, the 
•eight represented by a line vertically upward&, and the preaaure 
by a line from left to right, in which caae the resultant pre18ure 
~ill act in the direction of the diagonal, but lottlarda the point of 
mtmection of the two lines, that ia, from right to left in the pre-
1811t UllDlple. 

The resultan' preesure on the third block is determined in a 
lllDDer precisely Bimilar to that deacribed above, with regard to 
the lleCODd; a vertical line is drawn through the centre of gravity 
ol the aecond block, and the direction of the resul'8nt pressure on 
the 11me, P ia continued till the lines intenect; Sit parts mea
IUred from ~ intenection on the latter line, form one side of the 
parallelogram, and U parts measured on the vertical line from the 
otb~er for the amount of the l'tllultant pl'SllllUl'e on the second block 
• 81 cwt., and the. weight of the aecond block ia U cwt. : the 
~ being com,Pleted, the diagonal produced determines 

~e J>Oliuon and direction of the resUltant pl'tll8Ul'e on the third 
~ and ita length, meaaured bf the IC&le, determinee the amount 
of\he prl!llllnre to be 86 cwt. In like manner1 the pre1111ure on the 
fourth block ia 100 cwt. and its position and direction are shown 
by the arrow P, ; also P • P 1 P,, show the position and direction 
of the resultant preaauree on the fifth, sixth1 and eeventh blocks, 
~their ree)K'Ctive amounts are determined by the length of the 
diaaonala of the fourth, fifth, and sixth parallelogram&, aDd. if any 
of ilie blocks were removed, and replaced by a prop, in the position 
and direction shown by the arrow : as for ezample, if the 1eventh 
~~k were removed, and replaced by the prop there lhown, then 
~ the remaining portion of the lltructure would be balanced on 
thlinee point of the prop. Each of these arrowa are tangents to the 

of reaiaiance, wliich can be drawn from point to point by the 
'1e, or by mean1 of a piece of whalebone, or a metal spring. 

If, instead of the preBBUre on the finit block, the. pre18Ure on 
any other block be f!,iven, the resultant preaure on all the othertt 
may be fo1md in a similar manner. Thus, if the pr1!118Ure on the 
fourth block is known, the pre88ure on the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
will be found in precisely the BBme manner at above described. 
Then with regard to the third block, it will he acted on by its own 
weight, and tbe presture from the second block, and the given 
pressure on the fourth block, ia the resultant of these two pres
sure~; if, theref~re1 a vertical line is d.ra:im ~hrough t_he centre of 
grav1tl of the third block, and another line 11 drawn 1n the direc
tion o the ¢ven prl'llllure on the fourth block, and from the point 
of intersection of these two lines there is measured off' on the ver
tical, as many parts of the scale as there are cwt&. in the weight 
of the block, and on the other: line, as mRDy parts as there are 
cwta. in the given preasure on the fourth block; then there have 
been measured the aide W .__of the parallelogram and the diagonal 
R, W • P ., and these two lines determine the parallelogram, the 
second aide of which, from the point of intersection reprt>aentll 
the presture on the third block. Thia presture on the 'third blorJc 
being determined, that on the second and that on the finit block 
may be found in the Bame manner, the lines drawn being the same 
as those in the example. 

AaT. ~.-In nearly all cases of arched structures, the preasure on 
any one of the vouBSOirB is unknown, and this conlltitutes the diffi
culty of the 1111bject: the point of application, the direction, and 
the amount of the resultant pressure on any of the vouYOira being
determined, the conditions of stability of the whole structure are 
found br. the application of the foregoing problem. To determine 
the atability of the arch with regard to the finit condition of failure 
diagram 2, that ia, 1111pposing- failure to take place, by the slipping 
of one vouissoir on another, the direction only of the reeuitant 
J!reYUres is required; but to determine whether the arch will fail 
{as in diagrams 3 or ~ ), by the vou11&0ira turning on their edges, or 
by the material falling, not only the direction, but the points of 
application and the amount of the preaaures mullt be determined. 
The theories of the arch1 which preCeded that of Profe&110r Mose
leyJ take into consideration only the first condition of failure (Art. 
I, iagram 2), it being supposed that if the arch failed, it would 
be by one of the vou880ira slipping on another. The ~riments 
of Rennie, Morin, and others, had not then been made, and the 
reailltance of the friction of one lltone on another was much under
rated, 80 that it was considered necessary for Btability

1 
that the 

direction of the pre88Ures should always be perpendicuJar to the 
joints; of course thiit could only be the ca8e for one particular 
system of presturl'll, and if the weight& on the voullllOi.ra and other 
presaurea were 80 arranged, that the reeultant preuure on each 
JOint acted in a direction perpendicular to it, then if 8!1'f weight 
were added to the system, or any taken awar, the pomtions and 
directions of the resultant pre11ures would, of CODJ'lle, vary also ' 
and their directions be no lo~r perpendicular to the joint. lt 
seems to have been the practice of brida'e-buildera, to take the 
weight of the arch-atones and backing for the fixed system of 
pressures; and thiit weight being very greet in proportion to that 
of the wagona, carriages, and people pusing over, the e!'ect of the 
latter was not an important consideration, and the old problems 
sufficiently answered the purpose. In the case, however, of a light 
railway bridge, traversed liy a heavy train, which, coming upon it 
suddenly has twice the eff'ect of a atationary preuure of the same 
weight, the eff'ect of such traffic mullt not be omi'ted from the cal
cul&tion ; but if the arch is designed and the weights on the voua
eoirB arranged, 80 that the resultant preaaures shall be perpendi
cular to the joints when the train ia on the bridr.;, then, when the 
train has moved otf, all the resultant pressures will have taken new 
position& and directions, no longer perpendicular to the joint1 ; 90 
that, according to the theories themselves, the arch would fail. 
These theories are also quite uselees in determining the stability 
of vaults on high walls ; there is not, :{'er~a single vaulted roof 
now ltanding, that does not .Prove their t: • 

ABT • .S.-Without taking into consideration the adhesion of the 
cement in the joints, the limiting angle of resistance for the aur
facea of all materials used in arches, is IO large, that it would be 
difficult to design an arch and loading, in which the finit condition 
of failure would be fulfilled; in the pier or abutment, however? 
1111ch failure ia likely to occur, and must be carefully guarded. 
~nat. 

The second condition of failure, diagram s, ia, strictly apeaking, 
impoaaible, for no block will turn on its edge upon another, with
out tome abrasion, or elastic yielding, of the surfaces, in which 
caae it becomes that shown in diagram 4, or the third condition of 
failure; however, as the failure takea place from the tendency of 
the pressure& to turn the blockB on their edges, it &eem1 that the 
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subject is best discussed by first supposing that the materials are 
incompressible, and tracing the conditions of stability on this hypo
thesis, and then by examining in what re:opect those conditions are 
modified by the limited strength of the materials. 

AaT.6.-lnapplying the folfowingmethods to analyse the strength 
of any given structure, the first question to be solved is: Is the 
structure, when acted on by the given pressure, on the balance be
tween standing and falling? The problems determine if this is 
the case, and if not, if the tendency is towards stahility or insta
bility. If the structure be on the balance between standing and 
falling, then the slightest alteration in the pressures may cause it 
to fail, and it would therefore be condemned as unsafe. If the 
tendency be towards instability, unquestionably the arch will not 
~tand. If, on the other hand, the tendency be towards stability, 
then another question arises: How great a degree of strength does 
the structure possess? \Vhen it is decided in what terms this 
strength is to be measured, the problems in the following pages 
can be applied to answer the question. Thus, the strength may be 
measured by the weight in different positions and directions, that 
will be required to produce the state of unstable equilibrum, or the 
halance between standing and falling. Or, again, the strength of 
the material may be hYPothetically dimini.1hed, until this unstable 
equilibrum is produced, and thus a measure of strength is obtained; 
Ill! for instance, if the hypothetically diminished strength of the 
material is one-tenth the actual strength of the material used, 
then the structure is ten times stronger than is theoretically ne
ceSlillry. 

SECTION II. 
AaT. 7 .-On the conditions of stability of an arch whose voUBBOirs 

are incompressible; the form of which, and the pressures sustained 
by it, as regards position, direction, and amount, being similar on 
either side of the crown of the arch. 

In such an arch, the conditions of failure are, as before stated, 
the first and second; that is, the voussoirs may slip on one another, 
or turn over on their edges: the latter condition will first be dis
cussed. 

It need not be proved, that if in one part of an arch the vous
soirs turn over on their edges at the extrados, causing the joint to 
open at the intrados, then at some other positions, other voussoirs 
must turn over on their edges at the intrados and the joints open 
at the extrados. Also it need hardly be proved, that if the arch is 
similar in form and similarly loaded on either side of the crown, 
that if failure takes place, in the manner above described, one of 
the points of rupture will be at the crown of the arch: this is 
nearly self-evident, and may be proved by experiments on any 
model of an arch; it is, however, proved geometrically by applica
tion of the problem in Section "· If the arch fails at the crown, 
by the voUBBOirs turning on their edges A., at the extrados, as in 
diagram 7, then at some point in the haunches, the voussoirs will 
at the same time be turning on their edges A., at the intrados, in 
which case the crown will sink and the haunches will spread. 

If the arch fails at the crown, by the voussoirs turning on their 
,ages at the intrados, 811 in diagram 8, then at some point in the 
naunches, the voussoirs will, at the same time, be turning on their 
edges A., at the extrados, in which case the haunches will sink 
and the crown of the arch will rise. 

AaT. 8.-When the arch is failing, as shown in diagrams 7 and 8, 
then the points of application of the resultant pressures at the 
places of failure are beyond the edge of the vouBSOir, as shown in 

Diagram 7. Diagram 8. 

diagram 3. But when the arch is in the condition of unstable 
equilibrium, that is, when it is on the balance between standing 
and falling, and when the voussoirs are on the point of turning on 
their edges at A., A1 , &c., then the point -0f application of the re-

sultant pressure must be at the extreme edge of the vouS110ir, and 
its direction must also be that of the tangent to the intrados, or 
extrados, at A,, A., &c., because if not, the line of resistance 
passes without the boundary of the voussoirs, either on one or 
other side of the point A, and the structure has already failed, by 
the turning over of some other voussuir. Therefore, when the 
arch is in the condition of unstable equilibrium, then, at all the 
points of rupture, the directions of the resultant pressures are tan
gents to the intrados, or extrados. 

ABT. 9. Problem 2.-To find the second point of rupture, in nn 
arch whose voussuirs are incompre,;sible, the form of which and the 
pressure sustained by it, as regards position, direction, and amount, 
being similar on either side of the crown of the arch. 

Also to find the amount of pressure at the crown and at the 
second point of n1pture. 

Take for example an arch with a hacking, or superstrueturt', 
diagram 9. It is required to find the second point of rupture, that 
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is, that point in the haunches, at which the voussoirs will be about 
to turn on their edges, when the arch is in the condition of un
ltable equilibrium. 

A11 the form of the structure leads to the supposition, that, if 
failure take place., it will be by the ,;inking of the crown and the 
spreading of the haunches, let it be first assumed that the arch is 
about to fail in that manner. Then the point C, in the extrados 
at the crown, will be the first point at which the voussoirs ar~ 
about to turn; and the horizontal line C E, will represent the 
direction and position of the pressure upon the side of the arch 
drawn in the figure, caused by the weight of the opposite and 
similar side : see Art. 8. 

Choose some point R., in the intrados, and, for trial, suppoSt' 
that to be the second point of rupture. Then the voussoirs will 
be on the point of turning on their edg-es at R., and the resultant 
pressure will act through R., in the direction R 

1 
T,, of the tan

~nt to the intrados: see Art. 8. Draw the joint or normal to the 
mtrados R, N,, and the vertical line N, B,. Find the centre of 
gravity of the mass AD R, N, B,; and draw the vertical line 
G, W,, and produce it till it intersects CE, at the point I,. 
Then the only pressures acting on the point R,, are the pressure 
of the opposite arch, acting in the direction C E, and the weight 
of the mass AD R, N, B., acting in the direction 1, \V,; and 
since the direction of these two pressures intersed in the point 
I., therefore, by the well-known law of Statics, the direction of 
their resultant also passes through the point I 

1 
; but when the 

arch is about to fail at the point R., R, T, is the direction of the 
resultant, and this does not, if continued, pass through the point 
I,. Therefore, R, is not the second point of rupture, and somt' 
other point must be tried. If the line R, I, be drawn, it will be 
seen that its direction is less inclined to the vertical than R T 

1 
• 

and this leads to the supposition that the point of rupt•ue is iowe; 
down, at some point where the tangent to the curve is less inclined 
to the vertical. Therefore, choose some other point Ra, and pur-
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~ue a precisely similar method to that described for R., as shown in 
'he figure. 

Then, since the tangent R2 T., produced, does not pass through 
the point of intersertion I•, but is less inclined to the vertical 
than the line R. I., the point of rupture is above R,. Also since 
the line R. T ., more nearly coincides with the line R 8 I., than 
the line R 1 T,, with the line R, I., the point of rupture is nearer 
to R., than to R,. 

One more subsequent trial generally suffices to determine the 
t'orrect point, which, in this example, is the point R,. For the 
tangent R, T., produced, passes through the point I., which is 
the point of intersection of the direction of tfie weight of the 
mass A DR. N • B,, and the pressure of the opposite of the arch. 
Therefore, if the arch fails by the sinking of the crown, the second 
point of rupture is R,. 

The second case is now to be considered : Where will be the 
second point of the rupture, if the arch fails by the rising of the 
.-rown? Draw the horizontal line D L, which will, in this case, 
represent the position and direction of the pres8ure of the oppo
.;ite side of the arch. Let the point N, be tried ; then if N 1 be 
the point of rupture, the tangent to the extrados at N, N, P., 
rill, if produced, pass through the point Q., which is the point of 
intersection of the directions of the pressures of the opposite side 
of the arch, represented by the line D L, and of the weight of 
the mass A D R, N, B,, rel!resented by the vertical line \V, I,. 
But N, P, intersects the hne D L, far from the point Q,. Also 
if the point N. be tried, it will be found that the tangent N • P 1 

is far distant from the point of intersection Q, ; and in like man
ner it will be found, that at no other point above N., will these 
conditions be fulfilled, except 11t the point C. Therefore the arch 
'lrill not fail by the rising of the crown. Therefore the arch will, 
if it fails, fail by the sinking of the crown and the spreading of 
the haunches ; and the point R, is the second point of rupture. 

ABT. 10. The serond part of tlie Problem.-It is required to 
determine the amount of pressure at the crown, and at the second 
point of rupture. 

Construct a scale of equal parts, 11s in Problem I, each division 
representing some unit of pres~ure, as pounds, hundred-weights, 
or tone. Through the point of their intersection I., produce the 
lines R, I., and W 1 11 ; then on the line W • I., produced, mea
!IUre off the distance, I, F, containing as many equal parts of the 
cale ae these units of weight, in the mass AD R. N • B,, and 
from the point F, draw a line parallel to CE, intersecting the line 
R, I., produced at the point H. Then, by the well-known prin
ciple of the parallelogram of presMures, the line F H contains as 
many equal parts of the scale as there are units in the pressure 
of the opposite side of the arch on the crown at C, and the diago
nal of the parallelogram H I,, contains as many equal parts as 
there are units in the pressure on the point R,. Thus, in Ex
ampe l, if the weight of the mass A DR. N • B., is 3 tons 3 cwt., 
then the pre911ure at the crown will be l ton 2 cwt., and the pressure 
at the pomt R., S tons 5 cwt. 

A BT. 11.-Th us the resultant pressure on one of the blocks of 
the lltructure i11 determined in direction, position, and amount, 
which is the datum required in Problem l ; and therefore, that 
problem may be applied and the line of resistance be traced, as in 
the example in Art. s, through the whole structure, commencing 
either from the crown, or from the second point of rupture ; and 
this line will represent the resultant pressures at every part of the 
1¢1'Ucture, when it is on the balance between standing and falling, 
that ia, when it is in the condition of unstable equilibrium. 

If the line of resistance, at any point, passes without the boun
dary of the vouSBOirs, the structure will unquestionably fail. If it 
touches the extrados, or intrados, at other points, and at the base, 
then the stn1cture is in the condition of unstable equilibrium. If 
the line of resistance passes through the base of the structure, 
11>me di&tance within the mass, then the arch has a certain degree 
of stability, which may be tested, as described in Art. 6, by the 
methode given in the following Sections. 

The stability of the structure, with regard to the first condition 
of failure (Art. 1, diagram 2), has to be considered, and is at 
once determined by inspecting the line of resistance, drawn as 
deicribed in the foregoing examples. If at any part of the struc
ture a joint is made, in such a direction, that a perpendicular 
drawn from it shall be inclined from the tangent to the 1ine ofre
iistauce, at that point, at an angle greater than the limiting angle 
of reeiatance of the surfaces of contact, the structure will fail at 
that place ; if, however, this i11 not the case at any position in 
the arch or pier, then the structure will not fail by the slipping of 
the Wocke one upon the surface of the other, and the first condi
tion of failure will not be fulfilled. 

SECTION III. 
On the conditions of stability of an arch, the form of which, 

and the pressures sustained by it, as regards position, direction, 
and amount, are similar, on either side of the crown of the arch ; 
the limited strength of the materials being taken into considera
tion. 

ART. 12.-By reference to Art. 6 it will be seen, that it is there 
proposed, that the conditions of ~tability in an arch should first 
be discussed on the supposition that the materials were incom
pressible, and that then it should be examined in what re.;pect 
those conditions were modified by the limited strength of the 
materials used in building. The first part of this {roposition ha11 
been considered in Section Il. It is the purpose o this section to 
consider the second part. 

The arches in the enmples in the last section could not stand 
if they were built of any material at present known, hecau~e at 
the points of rupture, the resultant pressures act at the extreme 
edge of the voussoir!!, and therefore all the pressure has to be re
sisted by these extreme edgesi or by a single line, which cannot be 
the case, unless the materia is incompressible. So that in all 
practical cases of arches, even the condition of unstable equili
brium cannot be attained, unless the position of the line of resist
ance is some distance within the section of the arch. The ques
tion which then arises is, how near to the intrados or extrados can 
the line of resistance pass, without causing the failure of the ma
terials? 

ART. 13.-Experiments to determine the strength of stones to 
resist compression, have for the most part been madfl by the ap
plication of pressures on cubes of the stone, in a direction perpen
dicular to the face of the cube, as in diagram 10. The resultant 
of this pressure, and the weight of the stone, acts in the dirertiou 

Diagram IO. 

Diagram II. 

of the axis of the cube, .its poi~t of application being in the centre 
of the base at p; so thatif any lin~ be drawn through this point p, to 
the edges of the block, as the line A B, the portion p A is equal 
to the portion p B : and as, by the principle of the equality of 
moments, the pressure on the point A, multiplied by the length 
Ap, is equal to the pressure on the point B, multiplied bv ihe 
length B p; since .the le~h A p, is equal to the length B p, the 
P.re~ure on the pomt A, 1s equal the pressure on the point B; and 
similarly the pressure on the whole edge of the atone eh is equal 
to the pressure on the opposite edgef g. ' 

Now let the block of stone, as shown in diagram 11 be acted 
upon by a pressure whose direction is inclined to the ;xis of the 
blo~k, but which i~ applied in such a position, that the resultant 
of 1t, and the weight of the block, acts through the point p, in 
the centre of the base. Draw any line A B through the point p, 
t~ the. edges eh, andf g, and draw another line through p, in the 
direction of the resultant, and from the points A and B, draw 
lines Am, B. l, perpendicular to thi11 line. Then, hr the principle 
of the equality of moments, the pressure on A, multiplied by the 
length Am, is equal to the pre&BUre on B, multiplied by the length 
BI. But since p B, i1 equal top A, the angle Apm, iwequal tu 
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he angle B p I and the angles Amp, Bl p, are right angles; there
fore, the length BI, is equal to the length A m, and th~r~fore, the 
pressure at A is equal to the pressure at B, and similarly the 
pressure on the whole edge eh, is equal t.o the pressure on the 
whole edge fg. Therefore,. in bo~h casi;s,.diagrams 10 and 11, the 
the pressure will be sustamed m a similar manner, by the base 
e f g h. So that if the resultant pressure at p, diagram 10, is equal 
to one ton per square inch of the surface. efgh, and does not 
<".rush the particles in that surface, then, if the resultant at p, 
diagram 11, is equa!- to one ton per. square inch of the surface 
efg h the particles m that surface will not be crushed. 

if in either of the cases, Diagrams 10 and 11, the portionf i kg, 
be added it is evident that the pressure on the base ef g h, will not 
be incre~sed. And therefore, if a stone, 81! in diagram 12? be 
acted on by a pressure, the resultant of which, and the weight 

D'agram 12. 

of the stone passes through a point p, in the base e ikh: Draw a 
line A C, through the point p, to the edges eh, and i k; then 
measure off: on the line p C, a portion p B, equal to the length p A, 
And draw the linef B g, perpendicular to the line AC. Then, if 
the resultant preBBure at the point p, divided by the number of 
square inches in the surface e f g h, is not IP'eater than the pressure 
per square inch, that (by the experiment m diagram 10) the mate
rial was found capable of bearing, then the stone will not fail 
when acted upon by the iriven pressure. 

It is of course implied, tliat no natural fault, or laminated 
stnicture, of the stone, shoul.d cause it to yield, i~ being e~d.ent 
that the judgment of the engineer must be called mto reqUB1tion, 
\o guard against such a catastrophe. 

AaT. 1-t..-The-method here proposed, for the determination of 
the proper section, &c., of arches, or for discussing the stability of 
arches lllfeady designed, the limited strength of the material being 
taken into consideration, is founded on the above-mentioned prin
ciple. 

SECTION IV. 
On the conditions of stability of an arch, acted upon by forces 

of any amount, applied in any position and direction in the plane 
of the section; or of an arch, whose form is not similar on both 
1ides of the crown. 

ABT. lli.-ln an arch under the conditions stated at the head of 
this section. the first J?Oint of rupture is not necessarily at the 
rrown, and it is this which constitutes the difficulty of the ques
tion. It may here be remarked, that when the terms first, second, 
and third point• of rupture are used, it is not meant that the 
failure of an arch commences at the first point, and then spreads 
to the second point of rupture, and so on; for theoretically speak
ing, the structure will fail at all those points at the same time ; 
but by the nrst point of rupture is merely meant the point of rup
ture first determined, and by the second point of rupture, the 
point of rupture secondly determined, as by the process detailed 
m the preceding sectiona, one point of rupture being already 
known. 

ABT. 16. Problem 8.-To find the first point of rupture in an 
arch acted upon by any given pressures, in any given position, 
Md the arch itself being of any given shape. The method pro
posed to solve this problem will, it is thought, be more easily 
shown, by reference to the example of the Arched vault in the 
previous sections, than by a general diagram and demonHtration. 

Ezample.-Let the arched vault shown in diagram 13, of80 feet 
span, and whose depth of vouBSOir at the crown is equal to one
ninth of the radius, be acted on by a pressure, equal to the weight 
of a portion of the arch of 20° length of intndos, and one foot in 
length of transverse section, and applied vertically to the extrados, 
at a distance of 30° from the crown. Required the first point of 
rupture, under these conditions ; the materials being incompressi
ble. First, suppose for trial, some point R, in the extrados, to be 
the lint point of rupture, say ia0 from the crown, as in diagram 13. 

Draw a tangent T • R, T ,, to the enrados at R,. Then if B,, 
be the first point of rupture, R, T ,, and R, T 1, represent the di
rection of the pressure of one portion of the arch on the o&her, 

Dt11gnm 13. 
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when the arch i1 about to fail at that point ; for then the line of 
resistance touches the extrados at R,. Also R, being the first 
point of rupture, and the arch being about to fail, the pressure of 
the lower portion of the arch, in the direction T 1 R•, mnllt be 
equal to the pressure of the upper portion, in the direction T 1 R,; 
for the pressures must be in equilibrium about the ~oint R., and if 
one is preponderating, then the arch has already failed somewhere 
else, and the voussoirs, if about to turn on their edges at the point 
R., are moving in the direction of the preponderating pressure. 
On the supposition that R~}s the first point of rupture find the 
second points of rupture, n,. on the right and left hand sides of 
the arch, in the same manner as described in Section II. Problem i. 

In this case, the second point of rupture on the right hand Bide, 
is at the intrados, at lil 0 degrees from the crown; for the vertical 
line, drawn through the centre of gravity of the mBBS R, N 1 R, N., 
intersects the tangent to the extradOR, at the crown R 

1 
T 1, at the 

point O, and the tangent to the intrados at R., also passes through 
the same .point. Also the second point of rupture, on the left 
hand side, is at the intrados, 64.0 distant from the crown ; for the 
direction of the resultant of the wei~ht of the m688 R 1 N, R,N., 
and the force impressed on the arch intersects the tangent to the 
extrados at &., and the tangent to the intrados at R,, at the aame 
point 0. 

Next, construct the parallelograms of preSBure, as shown in 
diagram 13 ; in that for the left side, the vertical line marked 
R WI, represents the resultant of the weight of the mass, 36", 
and the impressed forces equal to the weight of 20° of the arch; 
and these tieing pressures in the same direction, this resultant 
equals the weight of li6° of the arch, and the side of the parallelo
jll'am R W I, is equal to li6 parts of the sC11le. The directions of 
the other two pressures are sufficient to determine the parallelo
gram, by which it appears, that the pressure of the lower portion 
of the arch on the point R., in the duection T1 R1, is equal to \he 
weight of .t.0° of the arch. 

Jn the same manner it will be found that the pressure of &be 
upper portion of the arch on the point R., in the direction T 1 R., 
is equal to the weight of 50° of the arch. But the pressure in the 
direction T 1 R, is equal to the weight of .t.0° of the arch

1 
therefore 

the pressure at the point R., cf the upper portion ot the arch, 
upon the lower, is greater than that of the lower portion and ite 
impressed force, on the upper. Therefore & 1 is not the first point 
of rupture. 

Take therefore, for trial, some other point nearer the crown ot 
the arch, for the point of rupture; for it is evident, that as the 
point of rupture •pr.roaches towards the crown, the preuure on it 
from the leftside, will be greater; and that from therighteide be leu. 
Let this second trial point be 15° from the crown ; repeat with re
gard to this point, a process similar to that above described, and u 
shown in the diagram ; and it will be found, that the pressure from 
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left to right is equal to the weight·of' 42!0 of' the arch, and that 
from right to left, equal to the weight o( 44° ; eo that the pres
llllre& are very nearly in equilibrium ; therefore, the first point of 
rupture is very near this trial point ; and the pr688ure of the ~ht 
side of the arch preponderates: therefore, take for the next tr1Bl, 
a point a few degrees nellrer the crown. 

Thus the first point of rupture will soon be arrived at, which, in 
this caae, is at the extradoa, 10° from the crown, for when the 
vOG11110in1 are about to turn on their edges, at this point, the prea-
111re from the left equals the pressure from the riglit ; each being 
equal to the weight of 41° of the arch. 

The second point of rupture on the right side, i1 at the intrado11, 
.S.S0 from the crown, and the pressure there ill equal to the weight 
of 71° of the arch; then Problem 1 can be applied to trace the 
line of resistance through the rest of this aide of the &tructure, 
and it will be found, that for the arch to be in the condition of' 
unstable equilibrium, about the springing, it is neceaaary that the 
vou8110irs should be deepened about 12 inchea, at 86° 40' from the 
ennrn. 

The lleOOnd point of rupture on the left aide, is at the intradoa 
8'l' from the crown, and the pressure there is equal to the wei~ht 
of 90° of' the arch, and Problem 1 being applied to trace the line 
nf resistance through the rest of' the structure, it will be found, 
th11t for it to be i• the condition of unstable equilibrium, at the 
IJlrlnging, the voussoir must be notched at the extradoa, to the 
depth of about 6 inches. 

Arr. 17.-Tbeprinciplesand themethod described in Section III. 
may he applied to the arch sustaining pressures, 88 described in the 
heading of this section, and of unsymmetricical form ; 88 well 88 
io that arch whose P.reasureti and form are similar on both aides of 
the crown, as described- in Section II. 

It is also evident, that the above method will apply to any irre
irular form of arch, and that the principles and method described 
in Section III. might also be applied. 

OS A GE~ERAL THEOREM TO CALCULATE THE AREA 
OF A CROSS-SECTION OF A RAILWAY ON 

SIDELONG GROUND. 
Bv R. G. CLARK. 

The intention of this paper ia to investigate a formula, free from 
mrd11 or any approximation, to compute the area of a cr088-8ection, 
without having regard to the aide stakes. We have given (fig. I) 

Fig. l 

the breadth of formation level A B ; the depth 0 F from centre 
ltake ; the difference of heights q d, taken by the spirit-level ; the 
corresponding hypothenusal length qr; and the ratio of the slopes. 
On referring to page 6!!, present volume, article "Railway Sections 
in Sidelong Ground," to formula (3), which is 

(2b+ ma) '1 + ~ (b +ma) (.r-z') sin B=area; 
where b = ~ formation level; a = depth or height from centre 
stake to centre of formation level ; :r and z' equal the distances 
0 D, 0 H ; B = angle of inclination of ground ; and m base of 
.Jope to one perpendicular. Also leth = difference of heights by 
level r d · and l = 0 d, the hypothenusal length on surface. 

From (1) and (2), page 67, in the article above referred to, put 

T=- - 1
- - and T'- 1 • 

cosB-m ainB' - coss+m ainB' 
t.hea the above formula become&, by sub&tituting T and T', 

(2b+ma)a+(b+ma)'(T-T') X s~~=area ••......• (4) 

But (T-T') X sin 8 _ !ii in ii~.- X sin"= 
2 cos• 8-m' am' B 2 

m'ain1 B _ mtan'B 
cos' -m 2 sin'• - 1-m' tan 8 • 

Now conaider, in the right-angle triangle q d r, the hel«ht qd = 
la to be a tangent, the horizontal distanced r the radius; tlierefore, 

tan1 8 = l' Ta•,.,. Substitute this value in ]alt expresaion, and them 

in ( 4) ; we have for the required general formula : 

mla' 
(2 b+m a) a+ (b+ma)' l'-h'-m' h' =area HA B D (.5). 

Let the slope be 1 to 1 ; then m = 1 ; . · • 

(b+a)'h' 
(2b+a)a+ 1,_2

,., =area ••••••.••.••....•••.. (a) 

The general formula is more simple than it appean: when the.ie 
numbers are large, we shall only require a table of square number;; 
to work out any question. Two examples are subjoined:-

1. Given length on slope of ground= 20 feet; the difference of 
heights, 6 feet; slope to be 2 to 1; depth of cutting, 20 feet; and 
breadth of formation level, 30 feet. Find area by the formula (.5). 

Sub&titute the above values in ( 5) : 
2 x 36 (SS+ 40) 20 + (16•5 + 40)2

400
_180 = 2S04.·7, area required. 

2. Given the length 20 feet on descent of ground; difference of 
heif{hts by level, 6 feet; intended slopes, 1 to 1 ; depth of' cutting, 
4-5 feet; and breadth of formation level, 33 feet. Find the area. 
(Sr:e fig. 1; and for embankment, see fig. 2.) 

By substituting the above values in (a): 

(33 + 4-5) 4-5 + (16·5 + 45•)' 36 =392S . d 
400 

_ 
72 

, area require • 

.B F 

Fis. 2. 

From the above it may be observed. that when a centre line of 
railway is ranged and staked out, and the depths known on in
clined ground, we can always find most expeditiously the area of 
any vertical cross-section, by means of the spirit-level, without re
quiring the distanceii of the side stakes from the centre. By way 
of comparison, I have to. refer to an article for a similar purpose, 
page 263, vol. VI I. of this J ou.rnal. 

SOCIETY FOR THE PUBLICATION OF ARCHITEC
TURAL KNOWLEDGE. 

From what h88 been BB.id of it, the main purpose of this Society 
-which, perhaps. may not mean to call itself exactly by the title. 
for the present 88signed to it-seems to be to brin~ out what shall 
be a complete Dictionary or Encyclop~ia of Architecture-a very 
meritorious undertaking, and one which, 88 the want of such a 
work is felt, might have reasonably enough been expected on the 
part of the ln&tltute. That the present Dictionaries wliich we have 
of the kind are all more or less defective and un81ltisfactory, even 
considered with reference to the time when they were produced, 
is universally admitted. Even had they no other deficiencies, they 
have on!' and all lagged very much behind the actual time when 
they made their apl?earance, wnere88 every work of the kind 
ought to bring down its information to the latest possible moment. 
Let us hope this important point will be attended to in the one 
now l;'romised, and that it will duly notice all those improvements, 
both m matters of con&truction and those of embellishmeni, whicb 

u 
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have oome up of late years, and to which every year adds some
thing. As the Society in question of course looks to usefulneBB 
and reputation, rather than to anything in the shape of pecuniary 
profit, we may fairly anticipate from it something greatly superior 
to. everything else of the kind. Much will depend upon their 
most carefully maturing the whole of their plan beforehand,....:....a 
work of no small labour in itself, but which would save them in
numerable difficulties and perplexities. Let nothing be overlooked: 
let them not have to say, when midway in their task, we did not 
think of this, or of that, and it is too late to think of it now. Be
yond thill we cannot attempt to give any sort of special advice, 
because if anticipated by tliemselves it might be construed into 
downright impertinence. We can only say that we shall gladly 
open our oolumns to any more correct and fuller information 811 to 
its object& which the Society may deem proper to communicate. 

BSV!EWS. 

GEOMETRY FOR THE MILLION. 

Principlu of Geometry, Men8Uration, Trigonometry, Lana Sur
eeying, arnl Levtiling. By Tuoxu TATE. London : Longman 
and Co., 184.8. 

We have read this work with sincere regret : for in every point 
of view it is calculated to be injurious. It will be injurious to 
those who take it as a guide for the study of geometry ; and it 
will materially injure the character which Mr. Tate had fairly es
~ablished by his previous writings, both as a mathematician and an 
instructor. We could, indeed, scarcely believe, whilst turning 
over the pages, that we had not taken up the wrong work; Blld 
we once actnally (under the impreasion that it could not have 
been written by Mr. Tate) turned back to the tit.le-page to verify 
our unbelief! 

Of Mr. Tate's other works, without exception, we think very 
hig~y. His treatise on "Factorials" bespeaks considerable ana
lytical power; and though rejected hr. the Royal Society (which 
we deem to be no criterion of the merit of the work), it contains 
m~ch that is new, and the •hole system is developed with perspi
cuity .and el~gance. His "Arithmetic," again, is just what a treatise 
on anthmet1c should be :-the rules are given clearly, and such 
reasons or approximations to reason11 as could be comprehended 
by t~e minds of young students, are attached to the rules. The 
efficient demons(ration of the rules of arithmetic constitutes the 
basis of algebra ; for we hold that algebra is f undamentallg only a 
state.ment of the rules for arithmetical operation, obtained by in
d.uct100 from the particular instances supplied in actual computa
tion. We have no faith (because we have no proof) in the doe
tri.ne .of "the permanence of equivalent forms," as a fundamental 
pn!1c1pli:i i.part from the evidence of induction, and of the verifi
cation attorded by deductions from it. Again, in the "Exercises 
on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy," Mr. Tate has manifested 
co!1summate skill, by exhibiting very simply and very clearly, the 
pnmary laws of mechanical action; and the exercises are admi
ra~ly chosen from amongst the most familiar combinations of ma
chm~ry, and th~ P.heuomena of daily observation, which tend to 
elucidate the pnnc1ples very happily. 

. Our readers (and even Mr. Tate himself) must, then, be con
vinced that we are actuated by no hostile or unkind feelings to
wards t~t gentleman, when we express our objections,, and very 
grav.e objections too, to his "Principles of Geometry. For no 
other reason, indeed, should we have said so much by way of 
proem. 

Our objection then is-that Mr. Tate has either niUconceived or 
miwepreaentedthe fundamental character of geometrical evidence and 
of.g~etrical reasoning. Either of these charges seems almost 
Abke improbable :-the former in consideration of his intellect 
his reputation, and his cleverness · the latter in consideration of 
his scholastic position and his high charact~r for probity. We 
have no alternative to the one hypothesis but the other; and we 
haven<? he~itation in saying that muconceptian is" the real cause of 
the ob)tlct1onable principles of t.his work. We will state our 
reasons for thinking so. 

Mr. Tate, like nearly all our "analysts,• a{'pears to have 
never acquired a clear view of the essential pnnciples ot geo
metrical evidence. Analysis (employing the word as synonymous 
with. algebra, after the dictum of D' Alembert) is a system of in
tlu.ct10na only-at leut, as far as operations and what are called 

"principles" are concerned. Its most general theorems are 
wholly dependent upon induction for their evidence--as much 
so as the· parallelogram of forces, or the law of gravitation. 
In geometry, on the contrary, the only principle employed is tht" 
syllogism ; and the only appeau to e.rperiMce are the few axioms 
respecting the visual and tangible propertil!tl of figures which are 
put down at the opening of Euclid's first book, together with those 
fundamental conce11_tions respecting multiples which are prefixed 
to the fifth book. The fact is, that Mr. Tate has not discriminated 
between the essential characters of geometry and of algebra; and 
he has thereby been led to import into the discuSBion of the 
former subject, the methods which are not only legitimately 
available in the latter, but in a great degree essential to ite de
velopment. 

There may be an additional reRBOn, dependent on Mr. Tate's pro
fessional position, for his vagueness of conception on this head. 
The Battersea Training Institution was formed, we believe, for 
the purpose1 not so much of education itself, as for training the 
humbler oraer of schoolmasters in the art of teaching. Most cer
tainlf the object was a noble one: for probably no one of our 
socia classes stood relatively so low in respect to skill in their par
ticular duties as the general m888 of schoolmasters. A good 
teacher, or even a moderate scholar, was the exception to the rule 
rather than the rule itself. This has been sufficiently established bv 
the reports of the "Government Inspectors of Education" --even 
after all allowance has been made for the over-colourings in those 
Reports, which ID some cases cannot be denied to have been made. 
The formation of suitable schoolmasters, especially for the rural 
districts, required them to be trained to a ready and popular ex
position of the ordinary phenomena of nature and of mechanism 
as well as of mere methods of computation. Popular rather tha~ 
technical language is often found to be convenient; and. below acer
tain grade of mental development, it is e1111ential in such a case. In 
the devising of such popular modes of expasition, Mr. Tate hu 
been for many years employed ; and, as is always the cas.e, his 
daily routine of duties may be supposed, without any diminution 
of our respect for his talents, to have destroyed that vividness of 
perception and rigorous spirit of reRBOning which mathematical 
science naturally produces in respect to the ¥orce of evidence. 

We look, of course, to the preface of a work io ascertain the ob
jects for which that work is written, and the r,nnciples on which 
the author composed it. A reference to Mr. fate's preface, with 
one or two specimens of his method of proceeding, will, we are 
sure, convince every reader that we have not formed our un
favourable opinion of his work without adequate reason. 

Mr Tate considers that "it will be instructive to trace the 
origin of our idelU in geometry, with the view of suggesting to us 
the meam whereby fir8t notions on the 8Ubject 8/wuld be conveyed to the 
mirnl of the learner." Now, the ambiguity involved in the word" our· 
-which leaves it uncertain whether he referred tothe conceptions of 
the first geometrical 11peculists of our race, or to those who in our 
time have been trained in the terminology and popular traditiollli 
of geometry-is very objectionable. The former would appear 
from his subsequent remarks to be his view : but it is not at all clear: 
Under either aspect, however, his maxim is very questionable; and 
certainly by writers of the highest scientific and philosophical au
thority, it is always rejected. In truth, the actual order of dis
covery is almost invariably found to be the most inconvenient for 
the systematic exhibition and development of scientific truth. 
The universal history of science is at variance with this conuu
drum of Mr. Tate's. 

The author's delineation of that creature of his brain, the 
primeval geometer, is a 11ufficiently ludicrous piece of seriousness: 
but his talk about "the vast amount of fact11 accumulated Inde
pendently of the fin-malitg of defi11itioM, or the tedioru "6rbiagtt qf a 
rigoror.u demonstration," really startles us. It is more like Ute 
raving of an illiterate person than the language of an accom
plished geometer. Neither can thi11 be called a stray passage acci
dentally expressed in an offensive form; for the a11imiu is the 
same throughout the work. For instance, he says a little further 
on (J;l· vi.): "In the demonstrations contained in the following 
treatise, conciseneBB and simplicity have been preferred to t}tl) arti
ficial verbiage of a technical logic;" and he has created his primeval 
and philosophical geometer, "without any precise views relative to 
the origin of idetu, or thefonn~ of a technical logic, [with whom] 
demonstration would consist in a simple appeal to common-ae-, or 
in such an exposition as might be sufficient to carry conviction to the 
mirnl." This primeval geometer is created, too, as the Battersea
r,attern for the formatiou of Englishmen of science; and Mr. 
rate has falsified Euclid's 888ertion as respects "a royal road to 
geometry!" 
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We wish. however, to ask Mr. Tate a question or two on these 
1N1bjects. 'R'hat doee he mean by •• common-11ense" in connection 
with the acquisition of science ? We often hear the phrue used, 
it is true, by men who call themselves" practical:" but as far as our 
memory goes, we have never heard it used by a scientific person 
in the way it is here used by Mr. Tate, though very often &0 by per-
110ns de!!titute of all science. In geometry we can attach no other 
notion to it than that it is intended to expfl'llB the inference which 
•e may draw from visual e'·idence, or from instrumental evidence 
at the le.st-in short, the evidence of experiment performed with the 
ruler and comp1111ses, or perhaps with a somewhat sensible balance, 
JOch as those made by Bate, of the Poultry. Be it 80-but do not 
dt!«l'Bde &eience by calling this "geometry." 

Again, what does Mr. Tate con~ider to be "such an expo11ition 
u migbt be BUfticient to carry conviction to the mind" of a learner? 
Judicious teachers, we have often heard, lament the imbecile facility 
with whic.h conviction is carried to the minds of the most slothful 
pqpils: they are most readily "convinud" by the bare words of the 
enunciation, provided they are excused the trouble of understanding 
it, and still more readily if they can be excused the trouble of prov
ing it. Common-sense people, and people without any sense at all 
ncept the five phf8ical 011es, are alike adroit learners under these 
conditions ; and it would seem that the founders of the Battersea 
Xormal School knew pretty well what they were about, when they 
conceived that extraordinary scheme. Our own wonder is, not 
hat Messrs. Shuttleworth and Tufnell should have founded at 
college for such purposes :-it is, that Mr. Tate should not only 
have ministered to tliis extraordinary system of training school
uu1sten;, but that he should have pushed himself forward into 11uch 
unen,·iable notoriety (for a scientific man) as the Coryphieus of a 
eom1piracy for the abolition of pure ~ometry in England. 

Let not the import of our remarks be misunderstood. We take 
no objection, but directly the revel'!le, to the composition of works 
on pradical geometry, apart from the demonstrations of the pro
ce.es. The Elements of Euclid were never intended as a work 
to serve the wants of the artisan or draughtsman in his operations; 
and it ia very certain, that infinitelr better construction11/or prac
tical purpo#U of the few problems given in the "Elemenh" might 
be easily frnmed. Their proof11, however, must depend on proper
ties not laid down by Euclid. Yet it shows the paucity of re
,;ource which our "common-sense" geometers possess, when we 
remark that nearly all these writers follow in the wake of Euclid in 
the. most servile manner, and adopt not only his constructions, but 
even their very order, and almost his language. Let us have a good 
work on practical geometry by all means : let the constructions 
be accompanied by demonstrations or not, as may be deemed ad
viaable by the author; but still, let us not be beguiled into a belief 
that our constructions are true, by a few rambling, inconclusive, 
or utterly irrelevant sham-demonstrations,-alike discreditable to 
him who offers them as evidence as to him who 80 receives them. 
Give perfect demonstrations, or none. Take water, if you please, 
gentle reader, from the fountains of science; but do not pollute, 
or allow others to pollute, the pure streams with such adulteration11 
u those which we shalljresently quote from the work before us. 

Mr. Tate does, indee , pay liOme rather inflated compliments to 
the geometry of Euclid,-some "very fine writing," no doubt: but 
the very form in which they are expressed is obviously intended 
for di11advantageous contrast with his own system of prime\'al 
geometry. The only book, in the author's view, better than 
Euclid's is Tate's! In our view, the only book worse than Mr. 
Tate's ia Mr. Andrew Bell's, in "Chambers's Educational Course" 
-not even Euclid's Elements· excepted. After his eulogy of 
Euclid, he proceeds :-

" HoweTer, it muat be conceded, that whatever may be iu e:11rellenre1 
- a l>oolt of refwnatt to "" 'IJUJtllnrcatician, it• defect1, ,.. "" mitiatory 111•· 
,_ qf 1eomttry, art too appartnt to llllntit qf nm an ttpology. A great 
hook ia, in many reapectl, a great nil; the very elemenu con11ituting ita 
gnatneu,-itl refinem•nt and comprehen1ivene11,-tend to throw over it an 
air of myuery and dignity, which di1tract1 and overawe• the unini\jated 
atudnt, in the place or giving him that encouragement and aympathy, which 
he certainly requirea, in h11 firat feeble efforu in tbe pursuit of abstract 
kno10 ledge. The geometry of Euclid i1 a highly artificial 1111trm, which con 
or&/y H rHJl, thorovgllly, l>y a pw101t who u already a motMmatician, and 
wrAo COii entu into it1 metophyrical iubtiltiei, ond beauliful yet opwo1t tk
•OJ11tra1ioru. The principle of motion givea a aimplicity and clearne11 to 
inaay geometrical conception•, but from an imagined inconsiatency in the 
ute of auch a method, Euclid employ• it, neither for the purpose of demon
atratioa nor illuatration. The method q/ 111perpontion, which, in reality, lies 
at the Ttry basi1 of geometrical demonatration, 11nd, in many cuea, gir1ei a 
graphic n.tertll to"" iAf!ntlgotifm, ii en1ployed in the fourth propoaition or 
hia drat book, and then, 11 if uhamed qf tM lOtDfy &rlgin q/ g-try, he 
1eucely uu it afterwarda. Many of hie problema are aolnd by method1 

which are never nsed in practitt, for exalDpl•, when a ginn portion II to he 
~t off from a 1traigbt line, inatead of 1uppo1ing tbe ginn por1loa to be 
11mply transferred to, or placed upon the ttraight line, &c., which we really 
do in practice, Euclid must deacribe circle after circle, in order to aCCl>mpliah 
the problem. The doctriM of aimilar tnanglea is, uuqueationably, oue of 
the moat i'lltpor1artt propontioru in the whole range of geometry, yet the 
ttudent ia not permitted to underatand thi• propoaition, until be bu gone 
through the fifth book, which, to a large clan of 11udent1, muat for ner re
main a sealed book. It i1 de>irable that practical men should comprehend 
the leading propo1ition1 in solid 1teometry; but 1."uclUf1 method of trtatirtg 
thu ltlbject, u 10 opwoie ond rejinl'd, aa to pla~ it b'!Jrmd tM rtach qf per· 
10n1 wh01Je li'llte for atudy u limited, or whaar mathematical talmt1 art not 
qf a "'Ptrior ordw." 

Now the gist of all this appears to be, that Euclid's Element& 
may do well enough as a "book of reference for rrofell&ional mathe
matician1," but thut it is preposterous to talk o it as a book suited 
to educational purposes, either for the masses, or for intelligent 
persons in general. l t is represented as a great book, remarkahle 
<mlyfor its metaphysical subtiltyandoperose demonstrations-for ib 
refinement and comprehensiveness-and for the affectation of myi;.. 
tery and dignity which overawes and distracts the student. It i~ 
l1ard to conceive that such a description of the "Elements" could 
have proceeded from any man who has read and underl/tood tl1at 
remarkable production. 

We deny in toto1 the statement that the geometry of Euclid i~ 
"a highly artificial system." in the ordinary sense of the word~, 
"that ca~ ~nit be read thor.oughl_y by a person who is already a 
mathemat1c1an. If the order m which truths are capable of beintc 
successively deduced be a criterion of natural order, then the de
signation of artificial system as applied to the "Elements" become,; 
most signally inappropriate ; and as to the structure of the syllo
psm (or rather enthyn1eme) in which Euclid delivers his reasoninir, 
1t will surely bear comparison, even for real lrimplicity, with the 
vague, unmeaning, slip-shod sentences which Mr. Tate has substi
tuted in its place. 

Euclid, it seems, was "ashamed of the lowly origin of his geo
metry"-viz. the method of superposition. Mr. Tate considers 
that it "gives a graphic interest to an investigation." Now, it 
surpasses our power to conceive what sort of interest a "graphic 
interest" is: but we suppose the author to mean that the mind is 
interested in having its own reasoning functions performed for it 
by the eye and hand conjointly. Even then we cannot understand on 
what ground mere superposition can be supposed to give graphic 
results. Did space allow, we could easily explain the cause of 
Euclid's sparing use of the principle, without suffusing the cheek 
or blanching the lip of the geometrical patriach with "shame." 

As to the employment of the principle of motian, we have simply 
to ask, what advantages Mr. Tate thinks he can confer upon accu
rate geomdrical rtalOning by the introduction of it into geometry? 
Nay, more, will he tell us IWtD it tDOUld aid ~tmtion f What 
organic definition would he gi\·e of a straight line? What could 
he get from the organic definition of the circle, which is more or 
less than Euclid's defini!ion? Can he have forgotten that the 
cone, sphere, and cylinder are actually defined by their geneses ? 
Can he have forgotten that the favourite method of superposition 
is not discarded from the subsequent parts of Euclid's Elements, 
where the principle could be made to facilitate the objects aimed 
at? We are sorry to come to the conclusion, but we can scarcely 
avoid the inference, that Mr. Tate has never "read and inwardly 
digested" the work which is the object of his animadversione--and 
we can have no scruple in concluding that he has ne\'er understood 
its objects, seized its import, or fully comprehended the system of 
philosophy of which it is one of the most enduring specimens .• 

Mr. Tate says that "many of his [Euclid'sl problems are solved 
by methods which are ne\'er used in/rartice; and he instances a 
Hingle one. Can he instance another . We can with tolerable con
fidence an11wer for him :-that with this single exception, there is 
not a construction given in the whole range of the" Elements," ofa 
problem which occurs in practical geometry, which we could not 
point out as being copied into recent, or comparatively recent 
works intended for the use of practical men. It is a perversion of 
the fact, a.nd an abuse of the confidence placed in him by his 
readers, to make &11ch unfounded assertions. That better practical 
constructions than many of them may be given, we have already 
said ; but that does not affect the present cuse. 

The objection that the doctrine of similar triangles is deferred 
80 long, simply amounts to this: that proportion is made the fifth 
book instead of the first-which it might have been, and may, ac
cording to Euclid's treatment of the subject, be made to follow the 
third proposition of the first book. Would Mr. Tate obtain the 
doctrine of similar triangles without all consideration of propor .. 
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tion ? On referring ·to his own way of treating the subject (p. 43), 
we find an illogical attempt to explain the idea of proportion, and 
to demonstrate the properties of proportionalL It 1s at best illus
trative. If we must have similar triangles at an earlier stage of 
our geometrical career, it may be easily accomplished in a much 
better manner than this; for instance, as Legendre bas done,-by 
assuming the doctrine of proportion as one already known and de
monstrated by means of a~bra. We do not ourselves recommend 
the meihod ; but it h88 this merit, that it is all fair and open, and 
does not conceal the difficulty bf a aeries of demonstrative evasions, 
which merely delude the pupi into a belief that the doctrine is 
proved when no real proof has been given. 

In the last place, Mr. Tate affirms that "Euclid's method of 
treating the sohd geometry is. so operose and refined as to place it 
beyond the reach of persons whose time is limited, and whose ma
thematical talents are not of a superior order." It is known to 
every one who is acquainted with the 11th and 12th books of 
Euclid, and the manner iu which they are used in this country, 
that the first twenty-four or five propositions are as simple in their 
reasoning as the first book of the" Elements;"' and that all the pro
perties of solids which relate to volume or surface, form no part of 
our systems of academical reading. Mr. Tate must know this as 
well as we do ; and we cannot consider it ingenuous to represent 
the difficulties which are inherent in the parts which are di8carded 
from our usual systems of education

1 
as attaching to those which 

are retained. Let us look to Mr. Tates own work as regards these 
things. We find that with respect to the line and plane, be has 
nearly followed Euclid's views, leaving out however some e111e11tia.J 
lleJM of the demonstrations, and modifying some others after Le
gendre. Then, with respect to the others, which have in modern 
times been turned over to the calculus in some of its forms, Mr. 
Tate settles the question very summarily, by the aid <!~ we sup
p«>se, bis "common-sense," or hie "graphic interest.N He settles 
1t, in short, as " common-sense" usually does settle these things, by 
a gross mutilation of "the arithmetic of infinites." There is, in
deed, no novelty in this: the only novelty is in seeing it done by 
any man who bad previously acquired the title of a mathematician 
-and in our own day too ! 

We promised a specimen of Mr. Tate's tutorial sobeme. Here 
it is:-

" Nearly all the geometrical knowledge contained in this work may be 
conYeyed to the pupil in this manner. 

Teachw. What is the line A s called ~ 
Pupil. ft is called a straight line. 
T. Of the two straight linea A s 

and D c, which ia the grea~r? 
P. The line A B is the greater. 
T. How abould you ascertain thi1 with certainty? 
P. By laying the line D c upon A s. 
2'. What sort of line ia A P s ? 
.I'. It ia a crooked line. 

11.---B 

A-su-c 

T. True; bot it 11 • llll ca!IPd a cu"'ed line. Whether ii ~e curved line 
A " B or the Btrai~ht line 11. s the shorter? 

P. The straight lioe A s. 
T. If you wanted to go from Batteraea achoo) to the church, in what line 

should you walk? 
P. lo a straight line. (Why?) n~cause a 1traigbt line is the aborteet 

di>t:mce bet•"een the school and the church. 
T. What have you to say relative to the two straight linea A B 

A sand c D? c-D 
P. They appear to he of the aame length ; and moreover they appear to 

lie ~ven with each other. 
T. In other words you might say, c D ~ 11. s; and also c D is paralkl to 

As. h c D now parallel to As? A---B 
P. No; for c D would meet As on the left aide. c---------D 
T. On which side would they now w•et? A---B 
P. On the right hand aide. C-D 

T. What is thorefore the peculiar prop .. rty or definilion of parallel Hnea? 
P. Thal if they be carried out ever 10 far, oo either aide, they will never 

meet. 
A sarfare is called a plaM, or llat even MH'face, when the line between any 

two points upon it ia 1trai11ht. Tbua the surface of the tahle is a plane if a 
ltraight-edge exactly lite it when applied in <e•tty direction. To aar.ertain 
wh~n a aorface is a plane, bring your eye on a level with it, and if you find 
1hat every point in the aurface can be seen at the same time, it will ahow 
that the 1ur£ace it a plane. ·Our 6gurct ue tupplllitd to be drawn on 
plauee." 

Such ia the substitute pro~unded by Mr; Tate for the artificial 
vm-biage of a "technical logic," and "the tedious verbiage of a rigo
rous demonstration," such as geometers give us! It is very pOll&i
ble that some readers may consider the substitute to be littld elBe 
than the vulgar and illiterate "8rbiage, worthy only of the scientific 
charlatan, rather than of Mr. Tate and the Battersea Training 
College. 

Were this book merely thrown on the market for those who may 
wish to purchase it, our concern would be le88 than it is about such 
a work: but we have beard that all the schools in England which 
are under the control of the Government Board of Education, are 
likely to have it forced upon them, as the condition of their re
ceiving any part of the sums.voted by the House of Commons in 
aid of those schools. The dedication of the work to Dr. Kay 
Shuttleworth is ominous; and the rumours which have reached us 
since we sat down to write, appear in perfect consistency with such 
a suspicion. Yet we can scarcely credit the rumour; and we be
lieve that such an adoption of it would create a tl.egree of di11Satis
faction with that decision of that Board amongst aoientific men and 
the friends of real education, which would be very disagreeable to 
the Government, and which might endanger its possession of the 
patronage which it is the policy of the Government to extend in all 
directions. 

Oh, no! despite the misrepresentations and perversions with 
which the "Elements" is assailed., let us keep to the good. old 
Euclid of our earlier days--unmutilated, and in his own venerable 
costume. The trtUJ apirit of_geometry will be lost in England as it 
is elsewhere, if Euclid shall cease to be our text-book for t.he 
Elements of Geometry. 

.4 Treatitt on PractUxzl Surveying, tu partit:Mlarlg applicable to NerD 
Zealand and oU.er Colonw, containing an account of tk /Mtrumenu 
f1W8t uaeful ro the Colonial Surveyor and Engineer ~ By ABTBUK 
WHITEHEAD, late Civil Engineer to the New Zealand Company. 
London: Longman, 1848. 8vo. pp. 196, with plates. 

The title of this work sufficiently explains its object. The 
author, acquainted by experience with the particular difficulties 
and exigencies of colonial surveying, has here recorded a large 
amount of useful knowledge, which bas probably been acquired 
amid many toils and hardships. To the English surveyor, accus
tomed to w~rt-d country the task of mapping-out the un-
trodden wilds of New Zealand must be a new and formidable un
dertaking. The greatest difficulties of surveying at home, sink 
into insignificance in the colonies. Here we have open country, 
and the use of the instruments is little impeded by obstruction.i 
to vision-there the thick forest closes in on every side, impene
trable to the eye and almost to foot of man. Here there are well~ 
known way-marks and boundaries, of which every particular is 
already accurately ascertained and delineated-there everything i" 
new and uncertain; the endless, unvaried scene presents nothing 
but intertangled thicket, without mark or vestige beyond the rare 
and fading traces of the hatchet of the savage. Here we have 
high-ways and bye-ways for chariots and horsemen-there the 
pioneer forces his way through a fence which is as thick as it is 
long. Or else hi11 journey lies over the treacherous morRSS. Or 
he must swim the unbridged, unfordable torrent. Or his path 
mounts up the steep bill-side, with some 110° of Fahrenheit, and 4-S" 
of angula-r acclivity against him. No rheerful hostel for him where 
he may turn in to tarry for the night. He must not ask, with 
Fal11tatf, " Mav I not take mine !!ase in mine inn?" Jiu inn is 
his blanket. His kitchen and larder are the basket which accom· 
panies him at every step. To hap on n place where food might be 
obtained by barter, would be as surpri11ing to him as to meet a po
liceman or postman. He pioneers without a road, and thinks him· 
self fortunate if bis cour8e be along the mazes aud rapids, the 
rocks and shoals, of a mountain stream. 

It requires no ordinary energy to face such difficulties. And we 
may congratulate ourselves that the spirit of our nation renderi1 
Englishmen especially fjt for occupations so ard1101111. The mania 
for enterprise which renders the English tourist the wonder or 
annoyance of the untravelled German or Italian, is turned to use-
fol account when the wilds of the antipodes are to be marked out 
and plotted into farms and townships. Without this spirit there 
could be no 1mfficient inducement to begin this first attack upon 
nature. For these colonial surveyors are not civilizers, but the 
pioneers of civilization. They lead the forlorn hope. When the}" 
have made the breach practicalile, others enter iu 1U1d gather the 
spoil. 

The lint chapter of the work before us gives descriptions aud 
accounts of the methods of 11djusting the in;;trumeuts chiefly em-
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ployed .in colonial lm'Veying. For instruments Wied in the bush, 
c~ility is of course rather more important tho it would be on the 

DOWDS. There are various risks from rough uaage to be 
guarded against or remedied in the former situation which are com
paratively immaterial in the latter; and on all these points our author 
giYes minute instruction. Chapters II. and Ill. detail the methods 
oflayingout town and country lands, and the particular objects which 
demand the attention of the explorer are carefully explained. The 
fou.rtb chapter (on practical astronomy) does not frOm its nature 
admit much that is new, but appears to be a useful compendium. 
There are two other chapters, on marine surveying and colonial 
roads, and some tables of mean refraction, corrections for the sun'11 
declination, &c. On the whole, we are inclined to think that when 
the English surveyor packa up for the colonies, be ought to put 
. Air. Whitehead'• treatise in a accessible oorner of bis portmanteau. 

IMPROVED MOD.E OF WORKING EXPAl\'SIVE STEAM 
VALVES. 

Cnmmunicattd to tAe Mining Jriurnal, by Mr. THOMA& CaADDOC1t, 

of Birmingham. 
F~. 1 is an end elevation; and fig •. 2 a side elevation. In this 

f!esifCD, one eccentric, which is shown at .a., 4", 4", is made to give mo
tion to both the steam and expansive valve11. The time at which it i1 

• 

Pis. I. Pis. 2. 

'deaired to open and close the expansivevah-e, in relation to the Rtroke 
of the piston, will he under11tood from the following description of 
the part!! :-a a is the clip and eccentric rod, which communicates 
motion from the eccentric 4-, 4", 4", to the expansive valve n, through 
!he right angular lever b and d, which moves upon the pin c, which 
is attached to the small projecting ports a a, which project from 
lhe lever ff-the lever ad, terminating in a forked end, which 
takes into the groove of tbe circular ring e ~, which ring is mo1·ed 
longitudinally by the action of the eccentric through the aforesaid 
le.-er band I{; j is another right-angular lever, which communi
f<ltes motion to the exp1111sirn val.-e n, through the valve-rod u'. 
'~he part represented at ii, receives ill! support from the found11-
t1on, or other fixed part, to which the main shaft of the engine i11 
a~tacbed, and has a projecting socket, on which the lever.f. and 
ring e work-so that these parts have no direct communication 
with the main shaft. The ring does not revolve, but only partakes 
of the lon¢tudinal motion imparted from the eccentric, and from 
~hence through the )even I and n', to the expansive valve. The 
arc o( tl~e ~art marked i !• support~ the lever f-i~ being also gra
d~ated, mdieatPS the pomt at which the Rteam is cut olf; as it 
w1U he >1et>n that, hy moving the lever f, the whole of the p11rt11 
u a,~· d, h, and 11._ are carried round wi.th it to any desired ani.de in 
~elation to the mam crank of the engme, whereby the same thing 
is effected as if the ecrentric 4", 4", 4-, itst>lf were mo1·ed round 
which gover1111 the time of opening and closing the expansh·e valve'. 
The part marked Ii h, is attached to the le\·er f, and senes the 

purpoee of !ReMying the ttcentric clip, and a)50 embrattB the arc 
i, BO as to keep the lever f firmly attached thereto. At q is &een a 
small lever, acted upan by a Bpring, having at tne opposite end a 
pin, which, on pU1Dng through the lever f, and arc i., bolds the 
leverf firmly in the desired position; whereas, on pressing the 
smaller lever with the hand, the lever f is liberated and moveable: 
S, s, is the eccentric clip, which is supposed to work the atellW 
valve. 

LLANDAFF CATHEDRAL . 
• 

T1ul Hi#rwy, PrtN'lll CorldUin, nd Propond Jhltoralift of lJtntdul 
CotWnJl. lh Mr. T. H. WTATT.-(Head at tbe Royal latiitute of .tlrill•b 
Arcbitecu, March 20.) 

Upon the biatory of the cathedral, I 1hall not detain you at any gr.at 
length. The llrtt bl1bop i1 ttated to ban been Dubritiu1, who died m 
!122, on aa i1l1od ofr'tbe Caern1"on1bire coan, and whoae bonl'I -re in 
1120 tr1n1l1ted to Llaudlfr' by Birbop Urbao, the founder of the present 
cathedral. 

Urban Wll conaecnted the lblrtietb biabop of U1nda« in nos, and tn 
him all concede the honour of having founded the preeent cathedral. Ai 
bi1 lint coming, be fo11nd hil bi1bopric io a very poor and mberable conch
tion,-tbe church rued almoat to the ground; and oompl1iniag tbereor te 
the King aad the Pope In 1119, he procured letten and gathered large 1uin1 
together; be pulled down the old church, which wu but 28 feet long, I:. 
fed broad, and 20 feet high; and in 1120, according to Lelaad and Godwin, 
-or in 1129, u stated by Dugdale,-he commenced the fabric: dedicated to 
St. Peter and St. PanL Biabop Godwin (who wrote in 1601) deoc1ibea thi1 
building u " a very elegant one, 300 feet long, 80 feet broad, and adorn•d 
at the weet end with two 1tately towen of grut height, Hd a neat chapt'l 
of our Ladye: a work truly m1gnillcent, and to be remembered with honour 
by poaterity." Urban died in 1133, whilat travelling tow1rd1 Rome. From 
tbit period to the be(rinaing of the Jut century there it no further record of 
any kind that I can tad relating ~ the C9thedral, and here conjecture mu" 
commence. 

If Biahop Godwin be correci in ruppoiring the church commenced by 
Urban to have been completed by him with two towen and a Ladye chaprl, 
and to hue Ileen 300 feet long, it moat have di11ppeared hetwen the period 
of bi1 death (1133), and 1180 or 1190, which will, I think, be conceded aa 
the earlieet date at which the preeeut Early Bngliab atructure could hue 
beea commenced. The extreme length of the preaenl building ii only 2Gll 
feet, and its breadth 76 feet. Of pure Norman work, auch u we Rllf bl!
lieve Urban to ban e:i:eeated in the beginning of the twelftb cealllry, we 
only have the large arch between the pre1bytery and l.ad)'fl ehapel; tbe re
n1aining portion of a window on the south aide of the preabytery, ao curioualy 
stopped up al a later period; pomon1 of a Norman atriag-coune, with a 
fret ornament, running round the waHt of the pre1bytery (being tbe 1tring· 
coune of the Norman clereetory) ; a nriet,. of Norman fragmeou walled 
into tbe preebytery; and the two doon It the weet end of the north anc 
aouth ai1le1, whicb, though later ill their detail and llnilb than the large 
arcb, may fairly be conaidered u of Urban'• time, particululy if lie CODI· 
menced at the eut end and worked weatwud towucl tbeae doors. 

The 1ize of the cbancel arch, end the impor&ance and decontion of the aiale 
doon, olearly prove that they coald have foNDed no portion of tbe early amt 
ln1iguillc1nt church knocked about by the Norm1u1, and eventually demo
liahed by Urban; for although the preaenation of doorwaya and cltanceJ. 
1rche1 of Norman cborchea, rebuilt Hi tbe thirteenth and fourteenth cen
tariea, ii of frequent ocourrence, yei in this in1tance I think they muat bave 
originated witb Urban and not have been removed or perpetuated by him. 

lhe character and 6oisb or t.he large arch 1t tbe eut end of the pre~bytery. 
cleAJ ly provea that it must hMe opened into a chancel or Ladyc chapel : aud 
thus we m1y believe Urban 'IO far to have realiaed Godwi11'1 deamptiou a1 
to have completed, "a neat chapel of our Ladfe." Aud the existence of 
pure Norm1n work, 10 ·far weatward aa the two aiale doon, me,y he taken a. 
preaumptive nidence that Urban completed "a work truly magnificent, a11d 
to be remerubered with honour by pooteri&y," even if hia western to•wra 
were fat.ulous. Certainly these doorWlfl are of rich and beautiful de&i1111, 
and the general character of all the Norru1n work r~maining 11 of a pure 
and good period, correaponding with Urban'• prelacy. What beM ti•" 
Norruan church, or how it could haqi been 10 compleldy de1>\royed in 1he 
short reriod bet-ween Urban's deatb and 1180 or 1190, u to line rendercJ 
uece11a.,. tbe almoat entire rebuilding of the cburcb in a uew aud diatinc' 
atyle, remaina a myatery. Here are no t~s of tbai padual and clearly. 
marked tr1111ition from Norman to Early English, wbich '" fiud to "iae111ly 
and so in1t1uc1ively diaplayed at Canterbury, !\erVl·ich, Glouc~1ter, ~t.. 
DMid'1, and Build1111 Abbey. With tbe 1in11le es~-eption of tlie 'l>C•t(r11 
doorw1y (in •hich tbe circular arch is retained, thou11b tbe detail or the 
shalt& Nd mouldia111 are Early English), tbe new work was comn•enced frre 
from aay tai11t or prejudice of a past •tyle, aad 11auds forth 11 pure a11J 
beautiful an eumple of Early En11hsh compo•itiou and detail aa any 'ff1lh 
«llicb i am acqaaioted. A11 alile writer in the Eccle1ililqgi1t thus 1peal,;1 
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o( it :-" The uqui1ile Early Enirliah wnrk of tbi1 part n( the church it 
truly beautiful; not the lean idea i1 obtained by the wretched drawing 
given in ' Winkle'• Catbedral1.' To atand oppo1ite the we.tern front-iUelf 
once a ma"el of art-and view through the now ncant and tuino111 window• 
the paganized nan beyond it, with its !lat pedimental mo(, ill ridiculou1 
v11ta and um11 ita atuccoed walls, ia inevitably to feel the moat forcible con· 
traat between .the 1pe1king grace• of the Christian and the burleaque ab. 
aurditiea of the revived pagan style.'' 

Although from tt.e affinity of England to Wales, where our anceaton 
s"!0urne~, if not ~· absolute conquerors, yet 11 authorised viaiton, we may 
t11rly br.heve architecture to have been almoat on 1 level in point of date, 
we can have no reason for ima11ining that the Welch were some 70 or 80 
yP1r1 in advance of the Engliab in the perioda of their architecture, or that 
the change from the circular to the pointed arch, by 111 called "Early Enir
lisb," 1bould more properly ha•• been called "Early Welch." If tbi1 is 
allowrd, I am unable to believe that any antiquary can uaign an earlier date 
~ha~ 1180 or 1!90 to .the west Cron! and nave of thi1 cathedral; (or though 
It 11 perfectly 1mpo111ble to fix with peremptory certainty the uact date 
when one particular st111e or style of art ended and another commenced, yet 
we find tba: from the period when the pointed arch lint made its appearance 
and became blended with the Norman aemicircle, years Plapsed before the 
newer atyle or form bad shaken off the influence of its predece11or. 

We find in numerous io&tance1, 11 at Glouceater, Canterbury, the Temple 
Church, and St. David's Cathedral, that this trao1itiooal feeling esilted in 
full force-nay, that the Norman preponderated-although the portions I 
allude to are well known to date about the end of the twelfth century. You 
will, I think, 1hare my di1belief in the theory that the pure and pointed 
work at Llaodaff' could have been commenced 1i1ty or seventy yeara before 
the !llorman arch bad elaewbere ceued to prevail. In Buildwu Abbev, 
which ia one of the earliest transition work• I know (the date of which is 
1tated to be about 1135 ), the indication of Early Eoglilh form or feeliPg is 
very alight. In the section of one of the baya of the nave of St. David'• 
Cathedral, built in 1180, you find the only Early English work coo1i111 of a 
1m11l arcade, between two 1erie1 of clearly-defined Norman arches !-cer
tainly not a very convincing proof that Early En11:li1h work waa in e:i:iatence 
in the 1iater cuhedral of South Wales ai:i:ty yean before tbia work wu com
menced. 

Henry (prior of Abergavenny) wu consecrated biabopof Llandatrio 1191, 
and died in 1218. He may, ,..ith at least aa much probability aa belong• to 
1ome antiquarian a11ertioo1, be 1uppo1ed, if not actually to have recom
menced the erection of hia cathedral in the new atyle of bia day, at leut to 
have promoted ,..orlrs, the character and period of which are 10 evidently 
cornl with bit tweoty-aeveo yean of power. 

The lower portion• of the north tower, and all the remaining part of the 
aouth tower, the nave, and clereatory remaining, are all of the 11me pure 
Early Engliab character. In the columns and archea of the nave and 
choir a alight variety of arraogf'ment occura without deviating from the 
style : 1oruewhat more ornament i1 introduced, and by the time they reached 
the Ladye chapel, the gradation of 1tyle becomea apparent; and with a 
view to give increased richneaa to this more aacred portion of the building, 
or from the more "decorated" (aabion of the day, when they arrived thua 
far eaat, vaultiug is introduced, mulliona and circlet are e:i:ecuted in the aide 
windows, and in the eaaternmoat window tracery become1 apparent, until it 
almoat aasumes the character of a" decorated" window.• 

lo the !wo. b~y1. of the presbytery a fault (as geologi1ts might term it) 
occurs, which 1t 1s d11icult to account for. 1heae arches are evidently of a 
later and more depre11ed form than thoae in the aave and choir, and from 
their form and detail are of a later date than the Ladye chapel. Whether 
this portion of Urban'• work may have remained uninjured and uodiatorbed 
until aftf'r the completion of the Ladye chapel, when they may have thought 
it necenary to asaimilate the Norman plen and archea more cloaely to their 
pointed neighbours, or whether 1ome injury took place to tbit part of the 
cathedral, ,. hich rendered rebuilding neC811ary at a later period, 1 have no 
mun• of determiaiog, but it ia curioua that in this portion of the building 
we find more Norman remain• than eltewbere. There still e:i:i•ta the Nor
man atring-coune in it• original bed, with a aort of "embattled fret" carved 
upon it, running round the three aidea of the preabytery: we find plinth• 
and portiona of cylindrical 1hatt1, 'Which may have formed (11 at Norwich) 
the arch between the choir and presbytery : there ia the large Norman arch 
over the 1creen; the cnrioua remain• of a Norman window, 10 aoceremo
oioualy blocked up by the Early Eogliab architect who built against it; and 
in the rough maaoory of the walla of this part we find walled.op ouwerous 
fragments of Norman moulding• and omameota. One might almost 1uppoae 
ibis portion of Urban'• original cathedral to have eacaped the early destruc
tion I attribute to the reat of hla building, aad to have been preaened intact 
by the Early Engli1b architect• who rebuilt it. At aome later period, for 
fashion'• aake, or from decay, we can imagine tbeae arcbea to have been re
cooatructed or remodelled, leaving, u I believe Ibey did, the Norman clerea
tory undiaturbed. The atriog-coune even now remain•; and in the view 
given of the north front by Godwin, in 1713 (when it was al moat perfect), 
it will be observed that a aemicircular and apparently Norman line at wio
dowa is 1bowo in the cl.reatory of this part, 11 distiogui•hed from the Early 

• TbHo la Sood ruson to "*lino Lhal lbe Ledy1 rbapel ITU Ibo addition of William do 
.llttoa, thc tor1y.1b1rd biabop, lr<>m 1~61111~1!7. Be au bwled clote lo Lhe aU.ar,&DCI 
bla 1omb 11W rcmalm. 

Bngllab in the nave. Of the bittory of tbl1 alteration or poniDll oC the 
work, I can find no trace. 

The " decorated" altar-aereen ia 1tated, in Browne Willia'•, ud all the 
other hiatories of the c~tbedral, to have been erected by a Bishop M111ball, 
who wu consecrated m l.C78; but a1 the detail b pare "decoratf'd," it 
must ~ave been completed, in all probability, 100 years before this time. I 
h..,e httle d40bt but that the piers and archea of the preabytery and tbia acrern 
:were erected at the aame time, or by the aa:ne architect-an opinion which 
11 co.nfirmed by the fact of the hue moulding on the south side being raised 
con11dera~ly above the oppoaite pier on the north side, and correapoodinJ 
exactly with the level of the base of acreeu and the haae of the sedile which 
it immediately adjoins. The decoration and enrichment of tbia 1creea, attri
but~d to Bis~oj> Marshall, have, no doubt, reference to the painting and 
trtld1og upon 1t. "There are eleven nlcbea in the principal level, painted 
with roae1 and hyacinth• interchangeably." Tbe centre• of the rosea and 
ftowera of the hyacinths are gilt. The ro1ea are white (which quite identi.:. 
fiea the decoration with Bishop Manhall),-the white rnae being the device 
of the house of York, used for decoration only in the reign of Edward IV. 
and Richard 111. Biahop Marshall having been preferred to tbia dioceae bv 
Edward IV., the adoption of hit badge waa a natural and proper e<>mplimeoi. 
"Uod~r these el~veo nicbea is a row of eight niches, painted in (reaco, es
~ctly hke the former. At each end of these are three real nicbea painted 
10 the aame manner; within tbeae are two little onea, with a piluter be
tween; the ground.work throughout ia interchangeably blue and red, and 
!he oroameo~ over all the nicbea are gilt. ,\t each end ia a door leading 
into a vestry. Tbua far .1 can confirm, from the remain1 of this acreen, the 
description given by Browne Willia. He then proceeds to HJ-" Above the 
altar-piece are two rowa of large nichea, 1n which formerly there have been 
figure•: In both row1 the middlemoat niche is larger than the reat; and 011 
eac~ 11de are two IP.aaer onea. The two largeat nicbea probably contained 
the 1magea of our Lord and the bleued Virgin, and the other twelve were 
for the twelve Apo1tlea. Under the two large oichea are tbe ten command
ments, written with gold letter1, within a frame, and over all ia a haodaome 
freeatooe window.'' Unfortunately, the deatructioo of thia npper portion of 
the ~c!eeo has been complete (doubtle11 the work of pnritan or political 
fanat1c11m). Nothing remain• above thia line, but we have found walled 
into the vsrioua portions of the 1iructure fragmeota of corbel1, caoopiet, and 
buttre11es, which evidently, from their aiz.e and form of qioulding, belonged 
to tbia 1creen. 

From the period ,. hen Godwin described Urban'• church to have bffn 
co~plete, of certain dimeoainns, and a work truly magnificent," there i1 "" 
notice of the cathedral until 1719, when Browne Willis, an antiquary of that 
day, as he aays, "collected together various records and matter, and gue 
with bia work certain draugbu of the aaid church, in order to illustrate the 
deacri.ptioo~ th.e~of.': Tbeae draugb~s, u you may lm~ine, are not •ery 
clear 10 their d11tioct1ons of style, or ID the beat po11ible pe111~ctive, but 
they are moat valuable as helping the description, 11 being the only records 
we have of what the old cathedral waa (before lightning, 1torms1 and Wood 
o( Bal~ played 1uch ~av.oc with it); a~d, consequently, as being out princi
pal guide and authority 10 the reatorat100. It waa then falliag into a &hie 
of deplorable .de~y,. though pPrlect in it1 internal arraogementl. There 
waa a large bu1ldmg ID front of the aoutb Norman doorway, which be call• 
the " Conaiatory Court ;" and a porch oppoaite 1he " decorated" south 
door. Both tbeae e:i:crescencea have diaappeared, and I abould much ·douLt 
if they formed any portion of the original deaign. 

Soon after Browne Willis'• 1u"ey, deatruction bad (nil sway. On the 
20th of November, 1720, the remaining battlemenu and pinnacle& of the 
north tower (wb.ich had eacaped the atorm of 1703) were blown down, and 
destroyed a coo11der1ble portion of the north aiale. On the 6th of Fehrnan, 
l 722, the "roof and floor of the aouth tower fell in, and deatrnyed a go1;d 
deal of the church.'' The complete ruin of this old 1tructure mll6t have fol
lowed very rapidly on Willia'• viait; and in 172• we find the Arcbbiabop nf 
Cante~bury iotere1ti~g himself in its proposed rebuilding (I cannot aay re· 
1torat1on). He obt11oed 1,0001. from Geortre I., and, like our biabop of the 
P!eseot day, tried in vain to get anything from the Prince of Wales. Suffi
cient fund1 were, however, eventually raised to erect the frightful 1he1l 
which now eocatea the original piera and arcbea. 

About 1735, Wood of Bath, commenced the desecration of tbi1 find old 
work, and of hia own prior fame: for moat a11uredly a more barbarous or 
tsateleu grafting of uncongenial moderniam upon an ancient stem wu hP,·er 
perpetrated ; and never was the aarcum of the biatorian Whitaker more 
juatly deserved than i~ this instance. He says-" The cloven foot will ap
pear ! for modem architects have an lncurahle propensity to mi:i: their own 
absurd ~nd unauthori~ed fanciea with the genuine model• of antiquity I They 
want ahke taate to invent, or modesty to copy." All that can be aaid in 
extenuation ia tb~t the corrupt tute of that day gave a fuhion to thia work, 
the power of which Wood may have been unable to reaitt • I wiah it waa in 
ni~eoce that h~ had tried to do ao. Thai thia fubion •~proved aucb bar
bar11m may be inferred from the accompanying letter, which I find copied in 
the." Cole'• )!SS.'' ~n. the Britiah,Muaeum. It ia written by a Rev. Tho1. 
Dav1ea to Browne Willia, who appears atill to have taken much iotereat in 
the old wreck :-

"23rd Nov. 1736.-The church on the inaide, u far 11 'tia celled and 
plutered,, which is aomethiog beyond the west end of choir, looka uceeding 
fine, and 111 very a\ately and beautiful room. The area of the whole churtb 
b to be conaiderably raised, 10 that when finiahed it will (in the judgment of 
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-l people who hne aeen it) be 1 vel'J neat and elegant cborch, nnlen, 
iodeed, lbe Illar-piece, which look1 like 1 huge portico, spoil the whole 
ekt." 

M.r. Cole illm\ratn hil 1ma1ing MS. by elentiom of the wen and 1ciath 
frontl, and a view oUhe all&r portico, which it wu feared (and not without 
IOIDe reuoa) might mar the whole eft'ec:t. 

We 6a4 no traces of the portico at the wat end, nor can I learn that the 
pigeoa-houae cupola wu ever carried into eft'ect. The all&r wu remo•ed 
some few year1 ago, 

The bilhop'• throne, the pulpit, and ltal11 consist of an Ionic colonnade, 
with nichea at the back ; they atill esiat in their prlatiae propriety and 
beauty, aad I can coalcientio111ly recommend them to any architect about to 
bailll uaize courtl; the pulpit and throne would form admirable judge'• 
-'I, and the 1talll a moat diguilled row of 1eat1 for the magiatracy. 

I do not imagine that much wu done to Mr. Wood'11tructure until 18•0, 
when the pinter ceiliqg and lead over the aa•e being la • very bad and DD· 

weatbertight condition, a considerable 1am wu espeuded iii repairing and 
making good 11 it then exiated. , . . 

So much for the hiltorf of the cathedral. A Tel'J few worcb will dacnbe 
itl condition when the praeat ratoratiom were commenced. 

BEOIBTEB OP KEW PATEKTB. 

PRESER\'IKG AND COLOURING WOOD. 

FRANCOIS Auousr1N RENARD, of 4-0, Rue du Rocher, Paris, mer
chant., for "lmproi>ement8 in 'f"'Ul!1'Ding and colouring wood.'' -
c.inmted August 19, 1847 ; Enrolled February 19, 184-8. 

This invention consists in a mode of constructing apparatus in 
which a vacuum can be produced, after the same has been applied 
to one end of a log of wood; so that a preserving or colouring 
liquid, contained in a suitable vessel or receptacle at the other 
end, will be caused, bl atmo8pheric pressure, to pa».i through the 
log in the longitudina direction of the fibres. 

The annexed engraving is a side elevation of the apparatus em
ployed. A is a metal cylinder, provided with a top-piece s, from 
which is suspended a rod, with a piece of perforated metal or wire 

gauze attached to its lower end. c is a metal disc, fixed to the 
cylinder .a, having an opening at its centre, communicating with 
the interior of the cylinder ; and between this disc and the end of 
the log of wood n, a narrow leather washer E, is interposed, so that 
there will be a small space left between the log and the disc. The 
position of the log u.I'°n the frame i., is to be adjusted by the chain 
and the screw a; F 1s a collar, placed around the log of wood, hav
ing a chain attached to it, and by which the wood may be moved 
to and fro, as required, upon the frame L, by means of the screw a: 
in turning the screw, by means of the lever, the chain will act upon 
the collar F, either to bring the block nearer or remove it farther 
away, 48 may be required. The other end of the log is enclosed 
in a bag e, of impermeable material, which is connected to the 
cock of a vessel 1

1 
containing the preserving or colouring liquid. 

Now if a vacuum De produced in the cylinder A, the pressure of the 
atmosphere upon the surface of the liquid in the vessel 1, will force 
it through the log. The vacuum may be obtained hy any con
venient method; but the patentee prefers to produce it by dipping 
the wire gauze, carried by the rod of the top-piece 8;> into some in
ftammable matter (such as alcohol), and introducing 1t in an ignited 
state into the cylinder A ; the air will then escape through the 
cock a:, which is to be left open for that purpose, and is to be closed 
111 aoon as the required vacuum is obtained, as indicated by a small 
baromeh!r •, c:mneeted by a tube with the interior of the cylinder 
A. When the moisture of the wood, or the preserving or colouring 
liquid, has been forced by the preB11ure of the atmosphere into the 
cylinder A, the vacuum will be destroyed, as will be indicated "by 
the barometer a.; the cock a:. being then opened, the liquid will 

run into a vessel N, beneath; af\er which, a vacuum is to be pro
duced in the cylinder .1., as before. 

The passage of the liquid through the log may be accelerated 
by a force-pump or other suitable means. Although the log i!< 
shown in a horizontal poeition, yet it may be operated upon in a 
similar manner when in a vertical position, by substituting for the 
bag a, and vessel 1, a vessel with a suitable opening in the bottom 
of it to receive the end of the log. When the log or piece of wood 
is square, then, instead of the bag n, and vessel i, a trough is m1ed 
to contain the preserving or colouring liquid, and the whole of the 
log is immersed therein, excepting the end to which the metal di~c 
is applied. 

REFINING SILVER AND LEAD. 
ARTHUR HARRY JoHNSON, of Gresham .street, City, assayer, for 

" I mprooements in N'jining llilJNJr and lead, by effecting a MJfJing in mil' 
of the materum u.red."-Granted September 23, 1847; Enrolled 
March 23, 1848. 

The improvements consist in restoring after use, and renderiu~ 
again available, the phosphate of lime or bone-ash, whereof tht' 
cupel or test used by refiners of silver lead is composed, and in th~ 
process saturated with lead, and a portion of silver. For extract
ing this lead and silver, the course usually adopted is to return the 
used cupel to the furnace, by which means the whole of the satu
rated bone-ash is destroyed; while portions of the lead and silvt'r, 
combining with the phosphoric acid of the bone, p8118 off, and are 
lost. By the improved method, little or no waste occurs of eitlwr
the bone-ash, silver, or lead. 

To carry out the invention, a 11olvent of the oxide of lead is used 
in the following manner :-First reduce the used cupel to a tine 
powder ; then add a sufficient quantity of pyroligneous or acetic 
acid, varying from l"Cl09 to l •04-8 specific gravity, accordin~ to the 
per-centage of lead contained, to render it of a thln con111stence, 
that it may be thoroughly stirred in a dolly-tub, or some such con
venient machine, or by allowing the acid to percolate through tht' 
powdered teat. After allowing the powdered cupel and acid to 
remain together for two days (during which time occasionally stir 
them well together), the bulk of the lead becomes di!ISOlved. The 
mixture is next put into cloth or fiannel filten, or other percoln-. 
ton, to allow the lead solution to drain off; this done, remove the 
remaining soluble salt of lead, by washing it with water and by the 
application of pressure, previous to drying the resulting bone-ash. 

After the above process, the silver, and some lead, still remain 
in the bone-ash, though not sufficient lead to materially interft're 
with its absorbent powers, on again using, provided it bas bt'f'n 
properly freed from the lead solution. If, however, it be wishrd 
to extract the 'lead more perfectly, add a second portion of the 
acid to the filtered or drained bone-ash, and again thoroughly stir 
it in this second acid-the washing and pressing, as before described, 
following this second operation. To bring the lead, contained in 
the solution, into a marketable form, after due saturation, either 
simply evaporate it in proper pans to make sugar of lead, or by 
means of the several re-agents commonly employed, form re~pe<"
tively the carbonate, the sulphate, the sulphuret, or other com
pounds of lead that may be desired. 

Instead of pyroligneous acid, a t1Qlution of caustic potash mny he 
used, or soda, containing about 20 per cent. of the pure alkali ; 
but this has not been found so useful in practice. 

GAS STOVE. 

\V ILLIA.!11 BaocKEDON, of Devonshire-street, Queen-sc.\unre, Mid
dlesex, for" Improvements in heating rooma OJ' apartme11ta. -<;rautl•tl 
September 9, 1847 ; Enrolled .!\larch 9, 184-8. 

This invention relates to heating rooms with gas. It consi~t" 
in so constructing stoves or fire-places which are open in frout 
that gas may be burned therein, nnd the decomposed air and pro
ducts of combustion pass into chimneys, as f1om open fire-place!4 
or 1toves when burning coal. The stove or fire-place may be con
structed as nearly as may be like those now used with open tire
bars, and may have a bottom grate similar to what are used for 
burning coal, and they may be made to fit the tire-places as at pre
sent constructed, or the stoves and fire-places may be greatly 
varied in design, so long as the stoves or tire-places are capable of 
consuming gu in an open fire-place communicating with a chimney 
or flue. 

In order to give a gas stove conatructed according to this inven-
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tion, as much as p&ll!lible the character of the present open fire
places used for consuming coal, they are to be made with a fron\ 
grating or bars, against which is to be placed lumps of jumice
>1tone or other substances which will allow of being heate by the 
flame of gas and yet not consume. The front bars should be made 
nearer to the back of the stove than when for burning coal, and so 
thllt there shall be but small space bet weeu the back of the stove 
and the front bars; or such substances may be placed in a wire or 
other frame suspended near to or amidst the flames of gas where 
the form of the stove or fire-place is not otherwise adapted to re
ceive such sub1>1.ances; and m some CA8e8 the front bars of the 
Htove or grate are made hollow, ao as to allow gas to p&1111 from a 
supply-pipe into them, and thence to paaeout through perforations 
so as to produce numerous small flames which may be partly in
ward towards the pumice-stone, so as to heat the same, and other 
flames may be outwards through between the front bars of the 
stove or grate, and the front bars in place of being simply acroee 
the fire-place may be made into any fanciful form, snch as basket 
work or otherwise, to hold the pumice-stone, or other substances. 
Or in place of having the front bare or open grating hollow and 
perforated to produce numerous jets of gas, the jets of ~ may be 
wholly or partially from the bottom or the back or sides of the 
open fire-place or stove. And it should be understood that it is 
e,;sential to this invention that the apparatus should be open 
to view, and also be open to a chimney or flue, ao that the 
icas in burning may give heat to the room or apartment without 
the decomposed air and products of combustion caused thereby 
coming into the room or apartment, and at the backs and sides of 
1mch stoves or fire-places, bright steel, glass, china, or other re
ftectors, may, with advantage, be placed. It is not essential to this 
invention that the open gas fire-place should have a receptable for 
the pumice-stone or incombustible substances, as the same may be 
dispensed with, but it is preferred to have an arrangement for re
ceiving such substances, as thereby the cheerful character of the 
old English fireside is retained. And the inventor believes that 
the most elegant result may be obtained by using jets of gas from 
front bars or grates combined with jets of gas from bars or appa
ratus at bottom, 80 arranged that air may (as is now the case when 
burning coal) pass up between the bottom, the lower bars in such 
clUMl supporting the pumice-stone or other substance, for by such 
means, by a comparative small conaumption of gas, the appearance 
of a large 11.aming fire may be produced. 

JENNINGS'S PATENT INDIA-RUBBER TUBE COCKS. 

This improved cock is made by placing a flexible india-rubber 
tube of any required size within one of metal, as shown in fig. 1 ; 

Fig. I. 

and then by mechanical means to 11.atten the 11.exible tube, as shown 
in fig. 2. 

The advantages which the patentee states ~his co.ck \>ossesses 
over any at present in use are-1st. The ease with which 1t can be 
at all times opened or shut, and the means used for that purp~se 
being so simple it cannot be set fast by corrosion or become in
jured by freque~t use. 2nd. \\'hen open it is part of the main or 
,Pipe, as shown in fig. 1, and presents the same uninterrupted p11o11-

sage u the pipe itself, and as the means ueed for cloaing or stop
ping the circulation have no communication with the gas or water 
passage, leak~ ill impoeeihle. 3rd. It will be seen by fig. 2, if the 
vulcanised ind1a-rubber tube be properly 11.attened the cock must(be 
sound. 4th. These cocks are capable of standing any pr e1Sure, as 

Fir. 2. 

the elastic material of which the cock is composed never can be
come injured by pressure, as long as the metallic casing which sur
rounds the 11.exible tube remains perfect. 

SEPARATING IRON FROM ORE. 

ARTHUR WALL, of lndia-ro'w, East India-road, Middlesex, for 
"a new or improoed apparalUll for a method of M!ptlraUng ori""'1 from 
their compound• and each ot/Jer,"--Granted October 14, 1847; En
rolled April H, 184-8. 

The apparatus is for separating iron from the ores of copper, &r., 
and consists of two hexagonal drums with an endless chain pass
ing over them, made by connecting with links a number of horse
shoe magnets; on the extremities of each of the magnets a number 
of steel blades are so fixed as to stand out at right angles to the 
magnets. These drums are made to revolve over a trough in such 
a position that while the chain of magnets passes immediately 
above the trough the steel blades reach nearly to the bottom; the 
bottom of the trou~h being inclined at each end, ao as to corre
spond with the direction of the blades. The ore (previously 
roasted and gro11nd) being introduced at one end of this trough 
the blades, as they pass through it, will take up all the iron con
tained in it and carry it to the other end; and, indeed, -,.ould 
bring it all back again in the next re\·olution but for the following 
arrangement. Opposite the point where the blades emerge from 
the trough, a set of magnets are fixed to a frame with their poles 
in the reverse order to those forming the chain, so that when the 
steel blades come opposite these fixed magnets, their magnetism 
is neutralised, and the iron which they had collected in the trough 
falls ofi', and is collected in another trough placed beneath to re
ceive it. The patentee does not confine himself to the permanent 
magnets, but he claima also the use of electro-magnets, though he 
prefers to use the former as being more convenient. 

PLATE-GLABB,-Patented October 7, 184'7, by JAMES HARTLEY, 
of Sunderland. The improvements relate to the manufacture of 
rough plate-glass immediately prior to the pouring of the melted 
glass or metal upon the table, and rolling.-lnstead of lading the 
melted metal into a separate cistern 88 usual, the patentee lades it 
direct from the melting-pot to the pouring-table, where it is im
mediately poured and rolled. The patentee employs, for the pur
pose of lading the melted metal, should the quantity required be 
large, two or more ladles; and he states, it is not abl!Olutely neces
sary that the whole should be poured at the same moment upon 
the table ; but the second ladle may commence to be poured at 
nearly the termination of the pouring of the first ladle. After the 
manufacture of the rough plates, they are to be piled and annealed 
in the same kind of furnace and in the same manner 88 crown or 
sheet glaes, thus dispensing with the more expensive annealing 
furnaces employed for plate-gla88. 

a 
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PORCELAIN KILN. 
Al.PBBD VINCENT NEWTON', of the Office for Patents, 66, Chan

cery-lane, Middlesex, mechanical draughtsman, for "an invention 
of an improt'M kiln r>r oven, fr>r firing porcelain and other aimilar tDare." 
(A communication.)-Granted July !lll, 184"7; Enrolled January 
29, l~. [Reported in Newton's London Journal.] 

The inventor in order to explain more fully the nature of his 
improvements, has prefaced his specification with the following ob
&ervations, explanatory of the ordinary mode of firing or baking 
hard porcelain, and the difficulties and objections incident thereto. 

The employment of pit-coal as. a fuel for firing or baking hard, 
porcelain has hitherto been thought impossible, or at least subject 
to almost insuperable difficulties. It was thought that the hard
neas and infusibility of the clay. (kaolii;i ), and the high degree of 
heat necessary to fuse or melt the glaze which is employed to cover 
hard r:rcelain, were insurmountable obstacles. A long and suffi
cient y lar~ or extensive flame to occupy the whole space of the 
oven or kiln is indispensable for this kind of manufacture ; and 
the liability of the matters composing the hard porcelain to become 
discoloured, rendered this superabundance of flame the more ne
cessary, in order that no smoke might be allowed to remain in the 
kiln or oven. It is requisite, therefore, to cause pit-coal to develope 
BUch an amount of flame as would have the same effect, and would 
ad within a given time in the same manner as wood. 

The matters of which hard porcelain is composed, are divided 
into two classes,-first, the paste or clar.1 which is a principal ele
ment ; and second, the glazing ur enameued coverin~. The paste 
or clay consists essentially of two elements; the one 1s an infusible 
argillaceous matter,-this is kaolin, either alone or mixed with 
plastic clay, or with magnesite,-the other, arid and infusible, is 
given by felspar or other stony minerals, s11ch as siliceous sand, 
chalk, or gypsum either separately or mixed together in different 
combinations. The enamel or glaze consists of quartzoze felspar, 
110metimes alone and sometimes in combination with gypsum, but 
always without either lead or tin. Hard porcelain must, in fact, 
be considered as hard compact impermeable pottery-ware, which is 
llB!lentially translucid, and ought not to be confounded either with 
none-ware, delph-ware, pipe-clay, or even with the ordinary tender 
English porcelain. The kilns or ovens for firing or baking hard 
porcelain are generally cylindrical, and divided into two chambers 
or laboratorie~ one placed above the other. The upper laboratory 
is supplied with heat from the flame of the lower laboratory, and 
iierves to warm or heat the articles, which, when taken from thence, 
are dipped into the glazing composition, and afterwards exposed 
to the great heat in the lower laboratory2 which may be properly 
said to constitute the kiln. The fusion ot the glaze or enamel, as 
is above said, requires a very high temperature ; and it is in the 
laboratory where this operation is carried on that the temperature 
ii raised to the highest degree. In both these laboratories the 
articles must be inclosed in fire-clay vessels or seggars, which 
should be carefully closed, in order to prevent the admission of 
deleterious matters. The necessary amount of flame and heat may 
be obtained by increasin~ the number of fire-grates and openin!Z'B 
for the Bame: thus a kiln or uven, six yards in diameter, whic'i'i, 
when heated with wood, requires six openings, must have ten when 
pit-coal is employed. A kiln or oven, five yards in diameter, would 
require only five fire-grates for wood, but must be furnished with 
eight for coal. A kiln or oven, four yards in diameter, heated by 
wood, would require four fire-grates and apertures for wood, but 
must have six for coal. In order to make the flame sufficiently 
long and abundant for the requirements of the manufacture, the 
combustion ought to be supplied with a double draft, or additional 
currents of air. Thus, besides the supply furnished between the 
fire-bars from the surrounding atmosphere in the workshop, air 
obtained from outside is conducted by horizontal channels to the 
fire: that is to say, besides the ordinary supply of air, an additional 
quantity obtained from the external atmosphere, is made to act 
with ene;gy on the fires in the grates. By this means, the kiln is 
ropplied with a very large and superabundant supply of air, which 
funiishes the fuel with a much greater quantity of gas to decom-

~e engravings represent a kiln or oven constructed according to 
the present improvements; and it should be observed, that it is 
always easy to obtain the necessary quantity of air, by taking it 
from the atmosphere uf the workshop, either by having an aperture 
or grating at the end of the ash-pit, or by making openings below 
the fire-bare in the two side walls of the furnace. 

The improved system of firing or baking may be apelied to all 
kilwi, whatever may be their form or dimensions; and, by means 
of a double roof in the upper laboratory, hard and tender porcelain 

may be fired in the same kiln simultaneously : that is to say, hard 
porcelain may be baked or fi~ed in the lower laborato~, at ~he 
same time that tender porcelain or common earthenware 1s being 
fired in the upper laboratory. In manufactories where at present 
the baking of biscuit-ware and glazed ware is carried on in separate 
kiln!l, it will be evident that these kilns may, by the application of 
a double roof, be more advantageously employed in the following 
manner :-In the biscuit kiln, heretofore employed, delph, or 
earthenware, or unglazed tender porcelain, may be operated upon 
in the lower laboratory while hard porcelain may be dried and 
heated in the upper laboratory; and in the other kiln, formerly 
used for glazing, the hard porcelain should, on the contrary, be 
placed in the lower laboratory, to be baked or fired; and j11azed 
delph, or earthenware, or tender porcelain, may be operate upnn 
in the upper laboratory,-the heat in which will be found sufficient 
for this kind of ware. 

The kilns being furnished with the required quantity of fire
places, the combustion must be kept up, by supplying an excess or 
superabundance of air obtained either from the external atm0-
sphere or from the workshop, and supplied in some convenient and 
suitable manner, depending of course upon the situation of the 
kilns, their peculiar construction, and other circumstances. The 
fire should be gradually supplied with fuel, at first at long inter
vals, then at short intervals. The state of the fire-place should be 
looked to carefully, for it is the rapidity of the combustion of the 
coal which indicates the quantity of fuel that is required, and the 
momeut when the charges are to be thrown on quickly. The fire
places must be well watched, for the purpose of levelling the fuel, 
so that the fire-bars may be suitably and evenly covered, and that 
air to support combustion may always find a proper passage. It is 
also necessary to rake the fire frequently, in order to clear out the 
cinders1. and to prevent the fire-bars from getting foul, and to re
move clinkers therefrom, which would otherwise stop or diminish 
the combustion. Holes through the mass of fuel should never be 
allowed tu exist, and the flame should always be well watched ; 
and the baking or firing operation always be carried on with a long 
flame. All these precautions are necessary, in order to obtain very 
pure and white porcelain, as the defects of the firing operation 
arise most frequently from the want of a yroper flame. 

l<'ig. I represents a transverse vertica section, taken through 
the centre of a kiln of the improved construction; and fig. 2 ~s a 

Fig. 1.-Stttlon. Fl~. 2.-Plan 

horizontal section or plan of the same. a is the outer chimney or 
flue of the upper second laboratory; b is an upper chamber, which 
may be used for drying or heatin~; c is a roof (shown by dotted 
lines) which will be required if it is intended to bake or fire both 
tende~ and hard porcelain in the same kiln ; d, is the 1lue of the 
lower chamber or Iaboratory; e e are passages or openings, of which 
there are the same number as there are fire-places in each kiln; 
these passages should be placed betweeu the fire-places, and ope_n 
a communication from the lower to the upper laboratory. f/i• 
the lower laboratory, where the principal firing or baking OJ.>eration 
is carried on; g g g, are the nre-places; and h. A h, openings, \o 
allow the ftame to pRSI therefrom into the interior of the kiln. ii, 
are the fire-bars; j j, the fire-doors; k, the ash-pit; and l ~ pas
sages communicating with the ash-pit from the external atmo-

20 
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sphere, to supply air to the fire: this object mar· however, be 
effected by making an aperture in the front wall o the fire-place, 
immediately below the fire-box and grate-bars. n n, is the floor or 
hearth of the kiln. o o, are holes, covered up in any suitable man
ner, but communicating with the ash-pit, and intended to allow of 
the scoria, cinders, and clinkers being removed. pp, in fig. 'l, 
11how another manner of supflying air to the fire-places, by making 
openings in the side walls o the same. q represents another mode, 
by which air is supplied from the atmosphere of the workshop 
through a grating communicating with the ash-pit. The inventor 
remarks that, whatever may be the mode adopted for supplying 
the air to the fire, the same plan should be invariably adopted in 
all the fire-places of the same kiln. 

The patentee, in conclusion, states that he is aware of coal hav
ing been used for heating the kilns in which common earthen or 
delph-ware, and even tender English porcelain is commonly baked 
or fired,-he does not, therefore, intend to claim the employment 
of pit-coal for such purposes as constituting part of the present 
improvements ; but he claims, First,-the application of coal for 
heating the kilns or ovens in which hard porcelain is submitted to 
the baking or firing operation ; and, Secondly,-the arrangement 
or construction of kilns or ovens, as herein shown and described 
or any mere modification thereof, whereby pit-coal may be employed 
as the fuel for heating such kilns or ovens for firing or baking hard 
porcelain, in the place of wood, which has heretofore been employed 
for that purpose. 

ON GEOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY. 
A lecture on " The Application of Chemical Principlu to the Science 

of Geok>gy." By Professor DAUBENY.-(Delivered at the Royal 
Institution, Albemarle-street, March 24.th.) 

The Professor commenced his lecture with some preliminary ob
servations, in which he said, he had for the last twelve months de
voted his leisure to the accumulation and study of facts in relation 
to volcanic forces; and having?. in this pursuit, travelled a good 
deal along the great boundary line dividing the two kingdoms of 
geology and chemistry, he had obtained glimpses of truths, which 
neither the pure chemist, nor the pure geologist might have had 
the same opportunities of observing-the result being, his entire 
acquiesence m the opinions of some of the greatest authorities of 
the present day, that geological inquiries ought, in future, to take 
more exclusively a chemical direction. The learned professor 
then proceeded to allude to a subject of geological inquiry, which 
seemed to him above all others to demand the assistance of the 
chemist-namely, the metamorphic action which had taken place 
between certain conti~ous but dissimilar rocks-the one of erup
tive, the other of sedunentary origin. A large amount of infor
mation had been collected by geologists, in respect to dilferent 
kinds of metamorphic action, and their elfects; but as to the man
ner in which these elfects were produced, they would look in vain, 
unless the chemist also were appealed to. One thing appeared to 
be established-namely, that the production of mineral veins was 
connected with the mtrusion ot plutonic rocks, and with the 
changes brought about by them in the contiguous strata. 

Few metallic deposits occurred in the secondary formations, and 
even these only when there was dislocation or metamorphic action 
in their neighbourhood; while, on the other hand, metallic veins 
were never found in modern lavas, or in volcanic products that had 
been erupted in the open air, though several geologists had brought 
forward facts to prove a connection between metallic matter and 
basaltic or trappean dykes. There were various theories to ac
count for the formation of mineral veins-the first supposed them 
to be the result of infiltration, the water which percolated the 
substance of the contiguous rocks carrying with it the several 
mineral matters they contained, and afterwards depositing them 
upon the walls of fissures caused by the contraction of the sur
rounding parts; the second supposed the materials of the vein to 
have been held in solution by water,_ but deposited in an insoluble 
form, o.wing to slow electro-chemical action ; the third hypothesis 
assumed, that the contents of the vein, being separated from the 
other materials by sublimation1 found their way into fissures, 
existing either in other parts ot it, or in the contiguous forma
tions. No doubt many facts might be alleged In favour of each 
hypothesis. In the first place, granting that a given rock con
tained, disseminated through it1 any quantity of an oxidisable 
metal, such as iron, CO_Pper, leaa, or tin, and that these were al
ready in combination with sulphur, the action of water aud air, by 
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generating sulphuric acid, would gradually give rise to soluble 
sulphates, which might find their way into the contiguous fissures, 
where, owing to certain electrical or chemical reactions, the meta.hi 
would be deposited in an insoluble form. DecompoHition could be 
brought about by weak electricRl currents ; and thus the second 
hypothesis might be brought in to explain what was left unao
counted for by the first. But both presupposed the existence of 
metallic matter in the rock from which the veinstone was derived, 
for it was evident that these several metals could not be present, 
in the requisite quantity, in strata deposited from water, or all 
our mineral springs would contain traces of them, just as they did 
of the silica and other substances supplied by the rock through 
which they had been percolated. He could not, therefore, help 
supposing, that the mineral matters, which had been confined to 
the neighbourhood of plutonic rocks, were, in the first instance, 
derived by igneous agency, which constituted the machinery by 
means of which the more uncommon metals were brought origi
nally from the depths to the surface of the earth. It was re
markable, however, that they were not confined to the intrusive 
rock itself, bu:i in many instances, were in the metamorphic strata 
contiguous. There was, also, evidently a connection between the 
metallic matter in the vein and the character of the enveloping 
rock, seemingly showing, that the ingredients of the former were 
not sublimed directly from the interior of the globe, but had been 
introduced from the formation in contact with the vein. Thus 
Fournet had stated, that at Andreasburg, in the Hartz, the veins 
became poorer in metnl when they passed from the clay-slate for
mation mto the flinty-slate; and Voltz mentioned a vein in the 
Vosges which, in traversing successively dilferent varieties of 
gneiss, had its contents modified in each. Thus, in the first va
riety, which was charged with mica, the vein was small in its di
mensions, and wholly destitute of metal; in the second, which 
had more of the character of clay-slate, it swelled out to a width 
of 18 inches, and contained silver, combined with antimony; 
copper, &c., together with sulphate of barytes; in the third, 
which contained hornblende, the former were wanting, but the 
last-mentioned ingredient continued ; while, in the fourth, which 
was wholly destitute of mica, the silver returned for a certain 
distance down, but was afterwards replaced by selenite, galena, and 
sulphur, in small quantities. Sir H. de la Beebe mentioned 
similar cases in Cornwall; and the frequency of their appearance 
compelled the admission, that the materials of the vein were, in 
many instances at least, dependent upon the character of the 
rock which it traversed; so that, supposing them derived origi
nally from the same igneous source, a procel!s of segregation had 
subsequently taken place, by which particular bodies were deter
mined to certain kinds of rock, to the abandonment of others. 

In order to pave the way to a solution of these and other diffi. 
culties, he submitted two questions-the first, whether igneous 
rocks did not contain, disseminated through their substance, mi
nute and, probably, infinitesimal quantities of many of those rarer 
bodies, which were found collected together in mineral veins?
and the second, whether all these 1mbstances might not possess a 
certain amount of volatility, at temperatures below their freezing 
point, and thus become transported from place to place~.at period>! 
long subsequent to that at which they were originally evolved 
from the interior of the earthi in a state of admixture with other 
more abundant ingredient? n adopting the affirmative, with r&
ference to the former of these questions, it was not necessary to 
go so far as to assume, that every basaltic dyke, or even every 
great volcanic formation contained, as an integral part, minute 
quantities of all the metals that existed in nature-for, considering 
how infinitely small was the proportion which they bore to the en
tire bulk of the crystalline igneous rocks, their absence could not 
be safely inferred from the fact of their not having been disco
vered. The facts which inclined him to suspect that they might 
exist, were the circumstances-first, that the discovery of phos
phoric acid, in so large a number of volcanic l?roducts, led to the 
conclusion, that this body, at least, was denved from volcanic 
emanation, and, by analogy, that metals were also so derived; se
condly the observation made by Henry Rose, that in every 
cryst~ine rock traces of copper might be detected by the test of 
sulphuretted hydrogen-thus suggesting, that if we had any 
equally delicate test for the other metals, they also might be u
certained to be present; and, thirdly, the fact, that not only iron, 
arsenic, and eelenium, existed amongst the products of Vesuvius, 
but likewise leadJ copper.?. zinc, and titanium, while tinstone also 
was ejected by .!\fount .r;tna. Now, assuming the existence of 
metals, and other bodies of rare occurrence, amongst the matten 
evolved from the interior of the earth by igneous processes, the 
aecond hypothesis stated would enable us to account for the di1Fu-
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lion of such matten through the substance of the contiguous strata, 
u well as for their local accumulation in fissnres, or veins; for it 
wu evident,, that if these bodies were severally capable of under
going volatilisation, at temperatures below that of their fusion, 
the heat, which, originating in the intrusive rock, pervaded the 
formations contiguo11s for a great distance aro•rnd, would drive out 
portions of all these substances, causing them to become dissemi
nated throughout the latter, and, where fissures existed, to enter 
in, and contribute to fill them. For this purpose, however, the 
beat must he long continued, as well as of a certain intensity; and 
hence, whilst metallic veins were frequent in connection with 
granite, they were entirely absent from sub-aerial lavas, owing to 
the more rapidly cooling that wonld take place in the latter, than 
where the matter was thrown out under the sea, or at great depths 
beneath the surface. Thus, according to this theory, the accumu
lation of metallic matter in veins would have arisen, not from the 
latter having been the original receptacles of whatever was disen
iraged from the interior of the globe-for he agreed with Prof. 
BiieholF, in considering that the idea of metallic, or indeed of any 
description of veins, being injected in a state of fusion from below, 
as trap and granite dykes were supposed to be, was encumbered 
with insuperable difficulties-but owing to the subsequent action 
of the heat upon the erupted matter, by which the metal might 
ba,·e been slowly volatilised, and thus have found its way into the 
fissures and cavities contii.ruous, when the principle of adhesive 
aflinity, described by Prof. Faraday in his "Memoir of the Limits 
of Ernporation," would come into play; and no sooner was a thin 
layer of metallic, or other body, coliected along the walls of a 
cavity, than the portions subsequently sublimated would be deter
mined to the same point, until the whole cavity was filled up. 

The learned professor also alluded to Tilgman's discovery with 
regard to thr. decomposing influence of steam at high temperatures, 
which accounted for the decomposition of many rocks, and the for
mation of combinations between the alkalies and fixed acids. 
Various facts also proved that a certain exaltation of temperature 
would favour the segregation and new combination of minerals, 
though that was not essential. To influences of this kind such 
formations as that of nodules of flint in chalk had been referred, 
but he thought it more probable that the deposition of i!ilica was 
the result of the extraction of carbonic acid by the decomposition 
of animal matter. 

He, therefore, suggested the importance of ascertaining by more 
precise experiments what were the laws which regulated the va
porisation of solids at temperatures below that at which they were 
fusible. Ao;suming the truth of this principle, it threw considera
ble light upon the alterations which contiguous strata underwent 
from the intrusive rocks-for, the supposing a certain degree of 
mobility to be produced by heat, without actual fusion, would en
able us to understand the~e changes. The learned lecturer then 
proceeded to discuss the difficult question of dolomisation, which 
he contended might be solved by a reference to the same princi
ples, aided by analogous facts known to chemists, with respect to 
carbon and other substances. The whole question, however, ap
peared to be open to further inquiry, both as to the degree of ,·o
latility possessed by magnei;ia and its several combinations, its 
power of penetrating the substance of a calcareous rock, and com
bining with its ingredients in atomic proportions-neither body 
being in a state of absolute fluidity-its transmii;sibility to great 
distances through an intervening mass of rock, and the circurn
ltances which caused it to accumulate in certain sets of beds, and 
to pass o\·er others. Experiments should, likewise, be made as to 
the changes which augitic rocks sustain under the influence of a 
high temperature, and as to the possible disengagement from them 
of magnesia under the circumstances supposed; nor was chemical 
l'l!tiearch less called into request, for the purpose of enabling us to 
ttplain Sllch phenomena as were produced by igneous causes at 
the present day, than for the elucidation of processes of higher 
antiquitv. When he reflected upon the assembiRge of chemical 
phenomena which presented themselves during the several phases 
of volcanic action-the enormous and long-continued evolution of 
carbonic acid-the inexhaustible supplies of sulphur, arising from 
deposits, originally caused by the decomposition of sulphuretted 
hydrogen-the volumes of steam and muriatic acid disengaged by 
those volcanoes which were in a state of activity-the sublimations 
of common salt, sal-ammoniac, &c., which generally accompanied 
an eruption-the nitrogen gas evolved incessantly for centuries 
from many thermal springs-when he saw these, and other results 
of internal chemical action. come so prominently into view in every 
part of the world where opportunities for studying the operations 
of internal heat were presented, it did excite his surprise that 
philosophers of high name should have rested content with a theory 

which professed to ascribe everything to the mere protrusion of 
some of the fluid contents of the globe through parts of its crust, 
without regarding features so important, and apparently so essen
tial as those to which he had alluded. 

He thought that much was to be learned with respect to ''olcB
noes, by minute chemical examinations of the 1olid products 
ejected, with a view of comparing their constitution one with 
another, and of the gases and vapours evolved before, at the time, 
and subsequently to, a volcanic crisis. The learned lecturer then 
referred to Prof. Abich's experiments with regard to felspar and 
to the recent discoveries at Vesuvius, representing the evolution of 
hydrogen from an acth·e crater, and to the results which might be 
expected from further discoveries. In the meantime, even with 
our imperfect knowledge of these mysterious workings, we might 
obtain glimpses of a beautiful system of compensation-of an 
adaptation of means to an end-which struck the observer all the 
more, when it was displayed, as in this case, in the midst of those 
terrible manifestations of irresistible force, which the workings of 
a volcanoe, or an earthquake, revealed. This was shown by the 
useful purposes performed on the surface of the globe by the car
bonic acid evolved from its interior, and was also illustrated by the 
occurrence of metals in veins, and the diffusion of phosphates in 
minute quantities so generally through the strata. Had not this 
been the case, the former would not have become known to us, 
and the latter would not have been available for the nutrition of 
plants. 

Such were a few of the facts to which he had been desirous of 
directing attention, by way of inducement to his auditory to pur
sue the science of geology with a frequent reference to chemical 
principles; and he wished to impress upon those just entering 
upon the study more particularly, the great truth, that in all kinds 
of researchl chemistry was to be regarded as the grammar to the 
language ot N ature--the key to unlock her most secret mysteries ; 
and that those who were ambitious of following in the footsteps of 
the great men who had adorned, and still adorn, that noble Insti
tution, by fathoming the depths of some one of those sciences 
which were there cultivated-nay, even those who, with humbler 
aspirations, were content, like himself, to snatch a mere superficial 
glance of several-would ever find it impossible to proceed with
out its assistance. His own experience JUStified him in assuring 
his auditory, that whether their chief interest might chance to lie 
in physiology-vegetable or animal; in scientific husbandry; or in 
those cosmical phenomena which presented themselves to the 
explorer of mountainous regions--chemistry would suggest at 
once the right principles for interpreting the facts observed, as 
well as the soundest practical application that admitted of being 
deduced from them. 

THE TIDES OF THE IRISH AND ENGLISH CHANNELS. 

RepOTt of Experiments made on the Tide,s in tlul lmh Sea; on 
the Bimilarity of the Tidal Phenomena of the Irish and Eng/is/, Chan
nels; and on the lmportanee of e.rtending the E.rperimenfs rouud the 
Land's Erul and up the English Channel. By Captain F. W. 
BEECHEY, R.N.-(Read at the Royal Society, March 9 and 16, ISJ-8). 

The author commences by stating, that the set of the tides in 
the Irish Sea had always been misunderstood, owing to the dis
position to a&110ciate the turn of the stream with the rise and fall 
of the water on the shore. This misapprehension, in a channel 
varying so much in its times of high water, could not fail to pro
duce much mischief; and to this cause may be ascribed, in all pro
bability, a large proportion of the wrecks in Carnarvon Bay. The 
present inquiry has dispelled these errors, and furnished science 
with new facts. It has shown that1 notwithstanding the variety of 
times of high water, the turn of tbe stream throughout the north 
and south channels occun; at the same hour, and that this time 
happens to coincide with the times of high and low water at l\Iore
combe Bay,-a place remarkable as being the spot where the 
streams coming round the opposite extremities ofli:,eland finally 
unite. These experiments, taken in connection with those of the 
Ordnance made at the suggestion of Professor Airy, show that there 
are two spots in the Irish Sea, in one of which the stream runs 
with considerable rapidity without there being any rise or fall of 
the water, and ill the other the water rises and falls without having 
any perceptible stream; and the same stream makes high and low 
water in different parts of the channel at the same time ; and that 
during certain portions of the tide, the stream, opposing the wave, 

20• 
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rims up Rn ascent of one foot in three miles with a velocity of three 
Jl1iles RD hour. 

The author enters minutely into the course of the stream, shows 
that the point of union of the streams from the opposite channels 
takes place on a line drawn from Carlingford through Peel in the 
Ide of Man on to Morecombe Bay; and concludes his remarks on 
this part of the subject by adverting to the great benefit navigation 
will derive from the }>resent inquiry. He then notices a chart of 
lines of equal range of tide, which has been compiled partly from 
the ranges published by the Royal Society, and partly from obser
vations made on the present occasion; and has annexed R table by 
the aid of which the seaman will be able to compare his soundings 
taken at any time of the tide with the depths marked uP'>n the Ad
miralty charts. Next follows the mention of a feature in the mo
tion of the tide-wave, which Capt. Beechey thinks has hitherto 
escaped observation ; viz. that the upper portions of the water fall 
quicker than the lower,-or in other words, that the half-tide level 
does not coincide with the J.llace of the water at the half-tide in
terval; that tl1is difference m the Bristol Channel amounts to as 
much as four feet, and that the law seems to be applicable to all 
the tides of the Irish Sea. 

We are next presented with a table exhibiting the various curves 
MBumed by the tide-wave, and with the durations of the ebb and 
flood at each place. Having explained these observations in the 
Irish Sea, the author proceeds to apply to the tides of the English 
Channel the law which he found to regulate the stream of the 
Irish Channel,-availing himself of the observations of Captain M. 
White and others for this purpose. There was no difficulty in 
adapting the rule in the upper part of the channel; but below the 
contraction of the strait, the apparent discordance was so great 
that nothing but a reliance on the general accuracy of the observa
tions prevented the inquiry being abandoned. It seemed that the 
streams are operated upon by two great forces, acting in opposition 
to each other ; viz. that there is a great offing stream setting along 
the western side of the British Isles, and flowing in opposition to 
the tides of the channel above the contraction, turning the stream 
with greater or less effect as the site is near to, or removed from, 
the points of in1luence. By pursuing this idea, it was seen that 
the observations in the English Channel respond to it ; and then 
applying it to the offing of the Irish Sea, and considering that 
channel to comprise within its limits the Bristol Channel, as the 
English Channel does the Gulf of St. Malo, it was found that the 
observations there also fully bear out the idea. So that there was 
afterwards but little difficulty in tracing the course of the water, 
and bringing into order what before appeared to be all confusion. 
The author then traces the great similarity of tidal phenomena of 
the two channels, and proceeds to describe them. For this pur
pose he considers the Irish Channel as extending from a line con
necting the Land's End with Cape Clear to the end of its tidal 
stream, or virtual head of the tide at Peel ; and the English Chan
nel from a line joining the Land'11 End and Ushant, to the end of 
its tidal stream off Dungeness. 

. With these preliminary lines, he shows that both channels re
ceive their tides from the Atlantic, and that they each flow up until 
met by counter streams; that from the outer limit of the English 
Channel to the virtual head of its tide the distance is 262 geogra
phical miles-and in the Irish Channel, from its entrance to the 
virtual head of its tide, it is 26.5 miles. In both channels there is 
a contraction about midway; by Cape La Hogue in the one, and 
by St. David's Head in the other, and at nearly the same distance 
from the entrance. In both cases this contraction is the commence
ment of the regular stream, the time of the movement of which is 
regulated by the vertical movement of the water at the virtual 
head of the channel ; situated in both cases IU miles above the 
contraction, and that the actual time of this change, or Vu!~ 
Establishment, is the same in both cases. Below the contraction 
of the strait, in both cases the stream varies its direction accord
ing to the preponderance of force exerted over it by the offing 
stream. In both cases, between the contraction and the son them 
horn of the channel there is a deep estuary (the Bristol Channel and 
the Gulf of St. Malo) in which the times of high water are nearly the 
same, and where, in both, the streams, meeting in the channel, 
pour their waters into these gulfs, and in both raise the tide to the 
extraordinary elevation of forty-seven feet. From the L.md's End 
to the meeting of these streams in one case is seventy-five miles, 
and in the other the same. 

In one channel, at Courtown, a little way above the contraction, 
aod at I.SO miles from the entrance, there is little or no rise of the 
water; and in the other, about Swanage, at the same distance from 
the entrance, there is but a small rise of tide also (five feet at 
springs). In both cases these spots are the node or hinge of the 

tide-.wave, on either side of which the times of high water are re
versed. And again, near the virtual head of the tide, in both 
cases, there is an increased elevation of the water on the south~ 
side of the channel of about one-third of the column-the rise at 
Liverpool being thirty-one feet, and at Cayeux thirty-four feet. 

The author traces a fiirther identity in the progress of the tide. 
wave along the &ides of both channels oppo8ite UJ that of the node. 
In the first part of the channel the wave in each travels at about 
fifty miles per hour; in the nexti just above the node, this rate is 
brought down to about thirty mi es in one, and to sixteen milea in 
the other ; it then in both becomes accelerated, and attains to 
about seventy-six miles per hour. Lastly, the author observe. 
that the node or hin!fe of the tide, placed by Prof. Whewell (in his 
papers on the tides) m the North Sea, is situated at the 118JDe d• 
tance nearly from the head of the tide off Dungeness, as the node 
near Swanage is on the opposite side of it; and that in the Irish 
Channel, at the same distance nearly as the node at Courtown is 
from th.e head of the tide off Peel, there is a similar spot of no rise 
recently observed by Capt. Robinson. Capt. Beecheis letter was 
illustrated by charts and diagrams, showing the identity and singu
lar phenomena of these two great channels. 

MR. HA Y'S THEORY ON SYMMETRICAL BEAUTY. 

On IM Production qf IM B"'"tijtu-an attmtpt to prow tlult tlu 
Theory advocaltd in IM Papn-1 rtad by Mr. D.R. HAT l>tfort tllt Soci#IJ, 

fOfllllled on Ille dtr1elopntmt of IM Harmonic Ratioa, ufallaciOtU. By Mr. 
Tao1us PvBD1a.-(Read at the Royal Scotthb SocietJ of Arta, March 
13 aDd 27)· 

PAB.T I. 
Mr. PuaDl.B commeDced his paper by referring to the opiDioDI of t'boee 

philosophers or the Socratic 1cbool whose Damea bad been Uded in 1oppon 
of the theory under coDaideratioD. He endeavoured to 1how, by qaotation1 
from Lord Jeffre1'1 "Essay on Beauty," and from Dr. Reid'• works, that tbeee 
opinions were hostile to all tbeoriea of such a nature. He nut adverted to 
Vitruviua, and stated that he propounded a theory of a aimllar chancter \o 
that whose fallacy be had undertakeD to prove. 0De of the diagn.ma used 
by Vitruviua in applying hl1 principles to practice wu exhibited ; the Hnte 
diagram being u1ed by the author of this tbeor1 in es plaining the b1rmoniea 
of the Parthenon. He atated, however, that Vitruvius could not be eGA· 

1idered u an authority in regard to the priDciplea OD which 1t1le11 are founded, 
having been led away by hi1 fondne11 for metaphyaical diatinction aDd re
finement, to refer them to aourcea with which they bad no conDection. Thia 
1tatement was aupported by quotatiODI from the worh of Vitruviua himaelf, 
from Lord AberdeeD's "PriDciplea of the Beauty of Grecian Archiiectun," 
and from the article Architecture in the " Bncyclopiedia Britannica." 

A1 the second diviaion ofbia 1uhject, Mr. Pnrdie referred to the laboun of 
Kepler iD proviDg the harmonies aDd analogies be 1oppo1ed to exiat "1rough
out nature-to prove which, great part of hi•" Mysterium Coamographicum" 
and " Harmooicea Mondi" were written. He investigated the reuoa of the 

· Zodiac being di•ided into 360 degree.. It led him into 1ome 1ubtle coo-
1ideratioD1 in relation tn the division• of the muaical scale. Mr. Hay invea
tigatcs the properties of the number 360, and hia in ve1tigation 1eem1 to lead 
to a concluaioo of a similar nature.-( See p. 24 of bi1 hook on Symmetrical 
Beauty). A quotation w11 read from oDe of Galileo'• Dialogues, denouncing 
the belief prevalent in hi1 time u to the beauty aupposed to reside iu the 
harmonic ratioa, that being the principle on which the preeent theory i1 
founded. He quoted a paasage from Bacon, tendiag to 1how that be COD• 
1idered the ideal beauty of the Greekl, and that formed by geometrical pro
portion, to be antagoDiltic. ID it Bacon contruu Albert Dorer, " who 
would make a fignre by geometrical proportion1," with Apellea, "who would 
choose the best parts out of divene facea to D1ake oDe escellenL"-Nameroae • 
quotation• were given from variou1 authors, aa to the uninraal prevaleace,.in 
the IStb ceDtury, of the "daDgerou1 ideu of the aptitude and congruence of 
numben," and of the ab1urditie1 to which the 1tyle of reuooing from 
analogy lead. By thia, PraDcesco Sizzi attempted to diaprove the e.1i1tence 
of J upiter'1 satellites. A celebrated musiciau held that God c:reated the 
world in 1is daya, and reated the 1eveotb, becauae there are but aeveu no&a 
in muaic; and Kepler, by a aimilar proceu, es plained the music of the 
1pherea, in which Saturn and Jupiter were proved to take the bau, Man the 
tenor, the Barth and Venue the counter-tenor, and Mercury the treble. 

Aa the third division of the aobject, Mr. Purdie gave a abort account of 
the theory advaDced by Ali10D, advocated by Lord Jeffrey aud others, and 
generally recogDiaed by modern metapbv1iciao1. He did not feel himaelf 
flualified to enter on the difference• e:iiatiog between Aliaoa, Lord Jeffrey. 
Payne Knight, aud Dugald Stewart. They appeared to be u much of a 
philological u a metaphyaical nature, and did not affect bia branch of the 
1abject. He had not bad time to make himaelf acqoaiDted with Sir Gt'orp 
M•KeDaie'1 refutatioD of Ali100, aud could Dot Hy what effec& i& migli& hue 
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bad in modifying bi1 op1mon1 OD the 1nhjeet. Jn the meantime, although 
be could not aay this theory acconnted 11ti1factorily for every phenomenon 
eonnecied with beauty of form, it seemed to him to account for far more of 
them than any other be bad yet met with. 

A• the fourth branch of the 1ubject, be elated the nature of the theory 
under con1ideratioa, and attempted to abow the fallacies contained in it, 
end la all othen of a 1imilar nature which attributed beauty to proportion. 
The l(l'lud principle of this theory-that by which It moat atand or fall
appeared to be (p. 66. Symmetrical Beauty), that there esi1t1 la the 
human mind "au universal iabereat mathematical priaciple of barmoay 
wblcb 1thea a 1'1!9poaee to every development of ita law1, whether in 
111und, form, or coloun." He devoted aome time to the consideration of 
tbla faculty. Hie argument& went to prove, that if aucb a faculty esieted, 
ii ooald be nothing elee than what ia commonly called inllincL To comb•t 
tbia idra, be qnoted a motto from Mr. Hay's pnblieation on Form, itaelf a 
qllOlation from Borke :-" Wherever the best laate difl"era from the worat, 
I am con'l'inced that the 111Ukrlfaadi11K operate•, and nothing rln." He 
argued, ii the faculty by which we diadnguisb the musical intervals be that 
by wbicb we become eenaible of the beauty or form, the result ia iuevit· 
able,-that all aaimal•. 111cb aa the mocking bird, which can diatinguisb 
theae intervals aad follow them, muat be conaciona of the beauty of form 
alao. He 1tated that the only proof advanoed in favour of tbia theory wu 
drawn from analogy, because wo .find the harmonic ratios are neceB!ary 
to the primary beauty of a mnaical chord. Theee ratio• hue been ap· 
plied to form, a• being neceuary to constitnte ita beauty alao. He argued, 
II we are to conclude that tbeee ratios are uecesaary to cousti111te the 
beauty of form, 1imply because we liod they are BO lo the primary beauty 
of a ma1ical chord, we must. ou the aame grounds, conclude they are uecea· 
Ary to the object& of the other senseil; but that tbi1 would involve the ab· 
aordity of attempting to account, on mathematical principles, for the BBme 
man partaking with equal reliab of things aour aud sweet, aalt aad fresh,
eating pick let lo bia animal food one day, aud cnrraut jelly the ant; for 
an European lady preferring the acent of aromatic vinegar to a1Brre1ida, 
while eome tribe1 of BBY&ge& infinitely prefer the latter. He &poke at 
110me length on what be conceived to be the unphiloaopbical nature of 1uch 
a mode of ettabliabing a theory. What ii true in regard to a theory 
founded OD the acieuce of acoustice, may bf!, aad ia indeed likely to be, 
utterly falee when applied to aud founded on the laws of perapective. 
A 10und alway• l'l'aches the ear precisely of the 1Bmt1 pitch as it left the 
llOUDding body, while a form makes a different impression ou the eye with 
eva1 cbaage of poeition. Thus, supposing the beauty of the Parthenon 
to depE.nd, aa aaeerted by the theory under consideration, on the harmony 
of the diagonal• drawn within the various rectangles which can he de· 
llCribed within the buildiug, it could not in reality he beautiful at all, as 
there is no point from which all these diagouala could po91ihly be preeented 
to the eye in their true position. Even &landing immediately in front or 
the building, the diagonals drawn in the rectangles between the ne11rest 
columne would neceuarily preeeut to the retina a much more acute angle 
witb tbeir base liue than those farther removed. Take one step to the 
right band or the left, aud the angle of 15 becomes oue of 76 or 77, auJ ao 
changing with every step until the columns are seen close together, and 
every one oC these angles becomea a atraigbt line. 

Hr. Purdie followed this with aome remarkl teadiug to prove the fallacy 
of all tbeoriea which aaaume proportion as their basis. How coul<t auy 
1uch a theory account for the beauty we diacover iu a human figure and in 
a hone? Yet the principle must be the aame, by our recoguiaiug beauty 
in atyle1 of an:hitecture au various that aome of them seem to be beauliful 
from tbe waat of qualities which aome of the othera posaeaa-u the Moorish, 
the Grecian, the various kiuda of Gothic, aud Elimbethan ; none of them 
having a 1ingle feature in common, either iu their proportions or their details. 
That thHll differences are not con6ued to the different ordera, but exist in 
vuiou1 e:i:amplea of the BBme order,-a drawing waa e:i:hibited of four 
specimem of Coriutbiaa : from the Choragic monument in Athena-the 
temple& of Jupiter Stator aud Touaue, in Rome-and of Veata at Tivoli; 
all esceedingly beautiful apecimeua of the order, bat without a aingle 
feature in common, either ia their proportion• or detaila. He adverted to 
tile uai .. ereal agreement u to the fuudamental principles of barwouy in 
music, and the proverbial dilFerencet ou the moat fuudamental poiuta as to 
beauty of form-lo our recogaisiug beauty in the figure and dreaa of a mo
dern belle, and our coneidering it au outrage on lalte to tri.usfer the same 
OOltume to marble, although the BBme form and face be preserved. Tbe 
origin of our feeliug1, be Aid, is here too obviou1 to escape notice. A 
.iatue livea a tbouaaud yeara, a man threeacore. Our lalte for sculpture 
hu been modelled ou that of aa1iquity, and cauuot uow change. Our 
dreeM8 laat not a lifetime, but moat be changed as ueceBSity requires. 
Maken of them will e:i:erciee their skill aud ingenuity iu devising new 
form-hence change of fubioa; and beuce our idea• also change, aud 
lltacb themaelvea to thoee form• with which we are iu the habit of a1110-
cia1ing all that la graceful and elegant. A modern atatue, even iu a 
modern costume, would, ia ten years, addresa na ia antiqua1ed lauguage, 
without having the reai'ect due to antiquity. The Grecian statues speak 
to at in a dead laaguage which cbaages not, and they apeak to u1 of boar 
an1iquity-of tbe knowledge, the skill, the taate, aud the cultivation to 
which that wonderful people bad attaiaed,and from whom they are deacended 
to UI, 

.Mr. Purdie concluded bia paper by characterising all attem pis to es! ablish 
a tbeor1ou1ucb grounds Ill :his, in tbe words of Lord Jell'rey, aa ••Jog. 

matiaing from a few namplea, instead of detlning any general comprthe11• 
aiwe principle, in which all beau1y may be suppo:1ed UIPDtially to consist.'' 
Au attempt, he continued. as reaB011ahle, and of precisely the same nature, 
aa that or a man who, aellinit out with !he premise• th1&t every 011k tree ie 
a vegetable, attempts ther.,from to prove that every vegf'lllhle muat be au 
oak iree. 

Mr. Purdie then Intimated that be would be prepared, in the second 
part of hia paper, to go somewhat more into detail, and Lu pro"' the fallacy 
of the theory from its own inherent defeclt and aelf-contradictiooa; for of 
thf'ee he conceived it contained aulllcient for the purpose, although he 
might have failed in couvinciug any one on the general question. 

PABT II. 
Mr. PuaDB commenced the 1econd part of his paper by recapitulating 

1bortly the coutenta of the flrat. He then proceeded to explain the 1cope oC 
the theory be had undertaken to refute. It wu intended to he applied to 
univenal nature. This was aulllcieutly showu h;r the " univer11l mathema. 
tical principle of harmony" uaumed to be "inherent in the mind," for the 
purpose or giving a re1pon1e to the laws of the theory. It followed that no 
object could he beautiful in which those priuciple1 were not developed. He 
quoted two panages from Mr. H1y'1 book on Symmetrical Beauty u 1til\ 
farther explaining this, and ahowiug /wr.o theae laws are e:i:tended to univer. 
aal nature.-" In these" (the organic forms of na1Ure) "the first principles 
of symmetrical beauty are 10 blended with the picturesque, and operate iu a 
manner 10 e:i:quiaitely refined and 1ubtile, that mankind have Bl yet been 
unahle to 1y1tem1tize them.''-p. 2. "Ia compo1ition1 of high art, the 
principles of symmelri~al beauty are so subtilely imparted u not to eshihit 
tbemselvea."-p. 4. To these be requested particular attention, thi• being 
the point at which all such theories fail, i.e. in the attempt to account for 
beauty of diuimilar or of opposite de1cription1,-1uch, for e:i:ample, as that 
which we discover iu a child and in a full-grown man-in a bone, a New. 
foundland dog, or a greyhound; or a huildiug-Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, 
Elizahetbau, or Gothic. He said this wu a mere begging of the queltion, 
a counterpart of Ale:i:ander the Great'• mode of vnlooliftg the Gordian knot. 
It would make the principles of tbil theory to he somewhat like the mu1ic 
of the aphere1-filling heaven and earth with their strains-1trains so " e•
piritely rejitlld and ftAl>tik," u to be altogether imperceptihle to morel 
ears. Would not the natural conclaaion rather be-" De"°" apparentillw 
et tlOll e.rilt~ilnu eaden1 elt ratio r• It wu admitted these principles of 
symmetrical beauty did uot •bow tbemselve1 in works or high art. The 
admi11ion WBI correct. They did uot show them1elves-only because they 
did not exist. Mr. Purdie ne:i:t referred to the Parthenon, who.e propor. 
tiona it wu attempted to sbow were iu accordauce with the principles of the 
theory. la making the attempt, however, it was admitted tbal several 
" dilcordi' e:i:iated-tbe outer iutercolumniation1 being closer lhau the 
othera. It ia attempted to get rid of tbi1 difficulty by saying that the outer 
intercolumuiation1 are relieved against the sky, while the others are 1een 
against the body of the building-that an opeu apace between two columns, 
seen against the sky, appean wider than when 1een against a backgrcund in 
1bade; aud this uailb in hannoni1iug them. 

Mr. Purdie then 1howed, from the ground plau of the building, that there 
is vi1ible a space of only two feet through the outer intercolumniatioa, while 
nearly four feet can be seen through that ne1t it. Thia, therefore, instead of 
a11i1ting the theory out of it1 dilemma, only increued the difficulty. B .. 
aides, a glance at the ground plan would have shown that the eame inter
columniatiou waa applied to the iuner row of columns, which were so clo1e 
to the buihiing, they could never he seen again•t the sky al all. He then 
e:i:plaiued the reason usually usigned for the nature of the iutercolumniation 
used iu Grecian Doric, which i1 connected with the arrangement of the 
triglyphs and metopie. He aaid, Mr. Hay stated that the line of the tym
panum formed with its bue au angle of Hi deg.; that " u the angles of the 
pediment in Platea 6, 7, and I:i {uf Stuart'• Atbeu1) all difl"er," he" adopted 
that of the latter, u being the moat likely to he correct, becau.e the pedi
ment i1 there given by iteelr.''-(Symmetrical Beauty, p. 72). Mr. Purdae 
1howed, by reference to the te:i:t of Stuart's Athena, that Plate I:i did not 
refer to the dimeuaiou1 of the pediment at all, hot wu only intended to con· 
vey an idea of the 1culpture, and was given without meuuremenu. The 
meuuremenll were correctly given ou the elevation,-althougb the elevation 
iteelf waa not iu accordance with them. By a calculation made from theee 
meuuremeuts it would be found to form an angle of 13 deg. 24 min. There 
WBI a statement iu the text, uodcing the inaccuracy of the elevation. The 
real angle wa1 there atated to be 14 deg. If the re1t of the auglea given 
bad beeu takeu from tbe elevation by means of the protractor, u they ap. 
peared to have heea, they must be all wrong together, u the tympaunm, as 
there represented, ia 18 iacbea too low. 

Thi• wu the second attempt made to set the Parthenon to maaic. The 
first waa proved aud acknowledged to be a failure. Of that attempt the 
Atllen11mm remarked, Juue IO, 1843-" lt is euy to see that a general DO· 

tion of thi1 kiud i1 a moat iusuftlcienl buiseveu for a plau1ihle theory. • * 
Mr. Hay ii wroug wbea be userta that certain prorortion1 are heautifnl II•· 
cauae they are those of the DOtea whicb, in all the combinations of harmony 
and melody of 1ounds, are molt pleuing. Hit proportions u u1igaed &o 
form are moat correct and most beautiful. They are not, however, tboae of 
the beautiful 1onud1 to which he uligu1 them." 

The Grecian Doric, therefore, wu uot la accordance with the principles of 
tbil theor1. Perbap1 the att11mpt might be more 1ncceaslul whea Lried with 
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the other ordera; but if it failed with the Dorie, the proportion• of which 
1'ere comparatively invariable, the Ionic and Corinthian moat be 1till more 
perplexing, the latter of which varied ao much that the writer of the article 
.Arcllittcture, in the "Encyclopiedia Britannica." aaid it wu scarcely pouible 
to give any general description of it. If it failed with any of theae, there 
wc.uld remain for it but a small chance of 1ucce11 with the Gothic or the 
Blizabetban. 

Mr. Purdie aaid, it might aave the introduction of much irrelevant matter, 
if it were kept distinctly in recollection that be wu not attempting to refute 
aome imaginary theory which might be brought forward in the course of the 
di1cu11ion, but that advocated before the Society by Hr. Hay, and contained 
in bia published works. That theory waa founded on the harmonic ratios. 
No doubt, order, proportion, and harmony were all neceaaary to the hea11ty 
of architecture; but it waa not by the harmonic ratios these were to be ob. 
tained. The " Greek architects allowf'd themselves to be fettered in their 
general proportion• only." Thia theory did not eatabliab general propor
tions at all. In music, the application of harmonic ratioa, while they allowed 
all latitude u to general proportion, limited beauty to certain fixed pointa or 
coincidences, from which wben the 1ligbte1t departure was made, discord 
eo1ued. Thus a difference of a semitone would make u disagreeable a dis
cord aa a full tone, and one quite u easily recognised. It mattered not 
whether too high or too low. The application of the harmonic ratio• to 
forms wu intended to produce a similar effect. Thus in the cue of a well. 
proportioned column, six inches added to its height would be u easily ob
served as 18, and quite u de•tructive of ill beauty; and were the height 
diminished by 18 inches instead of being increased, it ought to be no more 
ao, the departure from the harmonic ratio in either direction being equally 
discordant. The instant the correct proportion• were departed from, de
formity would be the result; but let the alteration be continued a little 
farther in the 11me direction, the deformity would be got rid of-a new 
chord struck, and beauty and symmetrical proportion again obtained. 

Mr. Purdie stated shortly what be conceived to he the source of the beauty 
of architecture and sculpture, and refer red, u the beat aonrcea of information 
with which be wu acquainted, to Lord Aberdeen's inquiry into the princi
ples of beanty in Grecian architectnre-Gwilt's Preface to Cbamben's Works 
-the E111ys of Alison and Lord Jeffrey, and the lives of Christopher Wrtn 
and Michael Angelo lluonarotti, pnblisbed by the Society for the Diffusion 
of Useful Knowledge. It was not neceuary to seek for any myeterious geo
metrical law. The ta1te of a nation, and their power of producing and •P· 
preciating beauty, depended on their progresa in civilisation, on education, 
and the refinement these naturally produce. " The beauty and perfection of 
the school of Pbidiaa accompanied the great moral and intellectual improve
ment of the times, and art wu most perfect when JEscbylua, Sophocles, and 
Euripides, produced their tragic poema; and Socrates and Plato, and the 
great Grecian statesmen, by their writin;i:s and example, improved the moral 
and political state of mankind."-(Life of Michael Angelo.) That tbia 
tended to prove the general correctoeu of Lord J elfrey'e definition of tute
"That the power or facility of taste ia nothing more than the habit of trac
ing those auociations by which almo•t all objects may be connected with 
lotereeting emo,iona." 

Mr. Purdie then took notice of aome of the metboda given for applying 
the theory to practice, and contended it wu equally potent &o produce the 
ugly or the be111tiful. According to the method given by Mr. Hay for 
drawing the human r.ountenance, an oval was lirat described, and 1'itbin it a 
triangle, its apex unrlermoat. At the apex the month wu placed, anJ the 
eyea at the two upper angles. But no rule wu given for placing the apex 
of the triangle undermost. One might, if be felt ao cj.isposed, reverae both 
the triangle and oval; it might be some bungling Grecian acnlp&or who thus 
revening bis triangle, invented the Cyclopean type, with one large eye io the 
centre of the forehead, and a mouth extending from ear to ear at ill hue. 

A similar effect would take place with the profile, in drawing which an 
oval ia given for the face and a circle for the back of the bead. He 11id 
the profile is not an oval, nor is the back of the bead a circle. To render 
the back oftbe bead a circle, a large slice most be taken from "aeH-e1teem ;" 
and" philoprogeoitivene111"would 1ull'erao amount of reduction which might 
aerioualy interfere with the increase of the population. The back of the 
bead was, strictly •peaking, no more a circle than a square; and if it 
were a square, or a rectangle, provided always it were a harmonic one, ita 
con1isteoc7 with the principles of the theory might have been quite as 
easily manifested. 

Mr Purdie then proceeded to con1ider what are 1tyled (p. 81, Sym· 
metrical Beauty) a aeries of peculiarly 1ymmetrical rectanglea, wbicb are 
evolved by u1log the diagonal of the square as tbe base of the firat, the 
diagonal of the first 11 the base of the aecond, aud 10 on. Mr. Hay, 
however, did not adopt these 11 they oatnrally arise. They did not accord 
with the harmonic ratios, and were altered to suit. 

Mr. Purdie pointed out on a diagram the amount of the alteration. He 
said Mr. Hay referred to the temperament used in mu1io in it1 jnalifica· 
tioo. Mr. Purdie explained the nature of mnaical temperament, and 
showed there was no aualogy between it and the proceu adopted with 
these rectangles. He atated the temperament in muaic was a modern in· 
vention, and seemed aomewbat out of place in a treatiae which claimed 
support 11 elucidating the principles of tbe ancient Greeks. Were such a 
principle u this tempering admilled into sr.ience, it would be easy to ob· 
tain 107 results. Such an arbitrary alteration of a aeries of fignrea in a 

tcience claiming mathematical accuracy, would have been conclu1!Ye 
againat it, bad it been in othf'r respecta nnuaailable, 

Mr Purdie next referred to the egg oval, and Mr. Hay's method cff' 
producing it, which might be new to many of the membera, and wu 
(leaving out the harmonic ratios) the aimpleat and hf'lt method. He Mid, 
whatever merit ita application to the drawing of vuea might poeRN, it 
bad not that of novelty to recommend it, bot had long hf-en f•miliar lo 
every one 1'ho bad given any attention to the subject. He exhibited m 
N icbolaon'a" Arcbitrctural Dictionary" aeveral good examplPI of HIM!ll IO 

cooetructed, along with a variety of methods of producing the figurea OD 

which they were based. 
Mr. Purdie explained the t'ffect of engralting the harmonic ratio• oa 

tbrm, and exhibited a variety of diagrams to teat whether any one could 
point out the discordant from the harmonic. But the method adopted in 
formill§ tbeae ovals w111, be contended, altugether anbveraive of the theory. 

Four pine are put in at certain fixed point1, and a airing tied round 
them, for the purpoae of obtaining the form of twu barmunic tr1aogle1; 
but, before procePding to produce tbe oval, one of the pin1 is pulled 011t. 
For tbid oo reuon could be assigned but the will of the operator. It did 
aw11y al once with all idea of b11rmonic relation. A figure 10 constructed 
could bear no mathematical relation to the triangles on which it wu baaed. 
Extend the radii to infinity, 11nd a circle would be obtained inde~nt of 
the shape of the triangle•: reduce the airing to a sufficient tension, aod it 
would become a triangle. A figure so constructed vibrates between the 
circle and triangle. At no pouible point between the two could it bear 
aoy harmonic relation to the triangle on which it ia ba11ed. 

Jn conclusion, Mr. Purdie aaid, that the origin of the fallacies contained 
in this theory appeared to be an extravagant fondness for analogy, throagb 
which the idea had been conceived of engraf1ing the priociplea of mnsic 
on form : that, instead of analysing the phenomena of mind, and deducing 
the principles of a science from the facts aa ascertained, the mental phe
nomena had been left out or view altogether, and the theory formed oa a 
mathematic11I basis depending on the harmonic ratioa: aort that the reanll 
was a theory utterly at variance witb those very phenomena oo which it 
ought to have heen founded. The only method of ioveatigatiog tht' truth 
in metaphysical science was by inductive philosophy, the aligbteat atten· 
tiun to the principles of which would have aaved the author of this theory 
from the manifold blundera into which be had fallen. 

After the rr.ading of the above paper, Mr. HAY made some remarks 
" On the ejfect1 of Per&pecti~e upc.11 Proportion, bei11g the jir1t qf c 
aerif1 qf 1hurt paper• 11po11 the Harmo11g qf Form." 

Mr. HAY commenced by !'-Pologiaiog to the membera of the Society 
generally, for calling their attention to a fact, with which be believed they 
were familiar. But that fact had been denied at the previuue meeting, in 
ID attempt to prove I rallacy in bis 1y1tem of applying the n1V11erical bar• 
mooic ratios to the proportioning of rectangular forms; and its denial 
seemed to be well received by the younger members. Mr. H. thrrefore, 
felt called upon to state the fact, and to demonstrate it. The f1&ct, be 
stated waa "that whatever system of proportion may bt! applied in at· 
ranging the parts in the geometric elevation of a building, will also 
operate upon the elfrct of that building, in whatever degree of obliquity it 
may be viewed." He exhibited live drawings, two uf which fully ex• 
plained his 1y1tem of applying the numerical harmonic ratios, and the 
other three demonstrated the fact which bad been denied 1tl the previona 
meeting ; 11nd therefore concluded that the attempt tu prove tbe fallacy of 
the system, b~ the denial of this fact, bad failed. 

Mr. Hay observed, that 11n allempt b1td also been made, at the previon• 
meeting, to aHimilate his ayatem of the application of numbera to aym· 
metrical beauty, with the myalical application of particular numbers by 
the alchymiats, and some of the pbilosophen of the middle ages ; and of· 
fered to prove that this attempt waa also a failure, inasmuch u be em· 
ployed oumbera in an iutelligible, not a myatical manner. 

PECULIARITIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF GREEK 
ARCHITECTURE. 

Ab1tract of a paper " On t'M G~ometrical Li~• and Optical CDrl'tttiov 
qf t'M Grul: drchitttt1." Dy F. C. P11:1uus11, Esq.-( Read at the Royal 
Institute of Dritiah Architects, February 2h'-) 

I will obaerve, that although the scrupulous accuracy with which the 
m.euurementa which I aball produce hue been recorded may seem almoat 
absurd to aome, it will not appear 10 to those who have been 10 fortunate as 
to see the originals, and observe the perfection of the workmanship witla 
which they are put together, and the exceedingly happy preservation of 
many parta from the weather, which enahlea mea5urements to be taken with 
preciaion in tbeae, where io many buildinga they could uoly be a matter of 
approximation. 

I use u my atandard of measurement the Engli1b foot, and divide it into 
100 parta which I aball call centa. 

In the beginning of the yeiar 1846 I wu at Athene. I had an introdnc· 
tion to M. Riedel, a Bavarian architect, who accompanied me on my fint 
visit to lbe Acropolis, and pointed out to me the peculiarities of conatrat"
tion of which I am aboot to speak; it was the lint time I had any intim1-
tio11 that there wu any departure from ordinary line and rule work in these 
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baildinp, excepting a rumour which I heard from our consul at Trleete, 
tlllt there wu something very carioue recently discovered in the ancient 
i.ilding1 at Athena. 

Tbeut peeuliarltiea, which were then pointed oat to me, were the convexity 
of the 1tylobate OD the four sidel nf the building, and the inclination ar tbe 
eolamna towarda the centre of the building ; that ia to 11y, on the e11t front 
&be u:ea of the columns incline in a westerly direction, and tboae of the 
wat front easterly. Those oa the north and south llanka, aouth and north 
mptttively. It followa that the angle columna ahare the two inclinations; 
for iastaace, the aortb·east angle column inclines in a direction 1011tb-we1t. 

Thia fact baa been ucertaiaed some time; it ia ~ven with coa1ider1ble 
amiracy in that part of the aapplement to Stuart which wu supplied by 
Mr. Jenkina. The euct amount, owing to the aliitht diMplacementa which 
ahe building hu 11111'ered, ia only to be obtained by a diligent aaney of the 
wbole building. 

The oblenation of the convexity of the linet of the 1tep1 ia more recent. 
J believe that one or oar countrymen, Mr. John Pennythorne, w11 the fint 
who paid any dillCrlminating attention to tbe1e lines. I uae this pbrue u 
tbey cannot but have in aome measure iotlaenced our earliest investigation, 
as no one could ever have caat bis eye along any portion of the upper mem. 
hen without being aenaible of them. The lower lines of the building were, 
u I andentand, quite encumbered with rubbish until the e1cavatioa1 of the 
Ian few yean. Any meuaret obtained by boring must have been vitiated, 
ud they have doubtle11 given many a diligent meuarer a vut deal of trou· 
ble, and many have been the dime11sion1 which have atood at dismal variance 
with tbemeelves, and been cut uide without being really w blame. 

Mr. Pennythorne wu the fint to aee in tbeae an original intention and 
meaning ; be however kept bi1 knowledge to himself, aad the world tint 
heard of it through the communication of MM. Hofer and Scbawbert, German 
architect&, to the Bauz:nhulg, in the year 1838. 

I wu very much struck, at all who have seen the Greek buildings must be, 
by the perfection of the workmanship, and I took 1acb level• and dimenaioat 
u I could with the instrumeata I bad with me, for the purpoae of ucertainiag 
the amount and nature of theae 1djn1tmeat1. And I arrived at a sufficient 
degree of euctneaa to uaare myself that it wu 11ell worth wbi111 to go 
deeper into the matter. I, however, (in 1846). wu not able to punae the 
anbject any further, and I returned to England ia the autumn of that year, 
and bad the pleuure of reading a paper to tbia lnatitate oa the observationa. 

They attracted more aenaation than I bad any right to expect, and I re• 
ceived a proposal from the Society of Dilettaati, that if I wt.re willing to go 
oat to Athena, for the purpose of taking more accurate observationa, they 
would a11iat my operation• with a sum of money. Thia proposal I willingly 
aecepted, and provided myself with the neceuary implement&, and induced 
a young architect (100 of Mr. E. Wilaon, of Lincoln, the well-know arcbeo. 
logilt) to accompany me, and we arrived at Athena toward• the ead of 
October lut year. I wu alao so fortuoate u to fall in company with Mr. 
Meyer, aaaociate. 

The fint tbiag which we attempted wu the meuarement of the hue 
line, namely, the length and breadth of the building. Tbil wu done with 
l1eel tubular meatares, compared at the time of meunrement with the 
thermometer, from which also long deal rods were gndaated for the mea. 
1arement of the heights, and for general purpoaea. The ateel rod1 were 
carefully compared by Mr. Simms, both before and after m' return, with bia 
standard, and l gave the reaulla u delivered at Athena. They are 1till aab. 
ject to a very minute correction, bot not worth troubling you with at 

~~;on u the weather allowed, and the reqaiaite permiaaion obtained 
from the local autboritiea, I proceeded to boiat a acaffoldiag at the eut·end, 
ol which I made au entire circuit, beginning with the three column• which 
are atanding on lbe north aide, and ending with the 1antb·eut angle column. 

In tbia e:umination we plumbed every column, meuared everr atone of 
the architrave, lbe capital, and upper aad lower 1lonea of each column, 
ia every direction; took careful meuurementa of all the cracks which have 
ia any way modified lbe original form, and obtained leveil of all the lines of 
tbe entahlalure at tiled poiata; and finally eumilled the entaail of tlve dif. 
ferent columns, taking several aections of each. 

We then migrated to the wnt-end, where I contented myself with making 
10 uac\ eumination only of the two angular column1, which poeition en
abled me to obtain the levels of the upper memben of the western part. 
I alto took all aucb measuremintl in the weatern part& u my uamination of 
the easteru part bad poillted oat to me u neceuary to arrive at the exact 
original atate. I then proceeded to examine the upper memben of the 
poaticam, and the arrangement of the tympanum, which hu some per.a
liaritiea worth notice connected with the 1upport of the atatuea. Then the 
r011fing, the ceilin1, and lutly, the original paiatiog, engaged oar attention. 

Thia work in the upper part of the building wu naturally very much u· 
poaed to wind, &c. h often happened that while it wu impoaaible to do 
any accurate work OD the acall'olding, we might be employed profitably 
below. Bot frequently it wu altogether out of the qaeation to go up to the 
Acropolis at all. Tbe pavement wu of conne levelled lo nerr 1'art and 
1m1nl times over, until the whole ayatem worked perfectly together, and I 
OUllld aatiafy myaelf that I had got iha euct carve lo everr ln1tance, or at 
leut withiD oDe or two tbouaandtb1. We alto took aucb m-ra aa 1111° 
teed for the 1CC11rate politlon ud proportiona of iha cella, with the ar• 
ranpment of colamu wi&IUA l*- Thill 1DJD1 ap oar proceedllip a& tb1 

Parthenon, which occupied nearly five montba. The Propyhta o ~cupird a 
conaiderable abare of attention, and I searched the temple of Tbeaeu1 to find 
bow far it wu analogou1 to the Partbenon. 

Laat, bot not Jeaat, we aacended the temple of Jupiter Olympus, from 
which we obtained various meaaurementa and drawing1. 

The mea1arementa of the breadth of the temple on the upper atep, at the 
eaat and weat eoda, I found to be reapectively 101·341 and IOJ ·361,
oorth and 1outh, 228•141 and 228•154 reapectively. Thia exceedingly 
amall difference in mea1ure1 which were certai11ly intended to be equal, 
point• out the limit of error, which can be attributed aolely to inaccuracy 
or meuarement in other dimensiona, namely, abuu t I in 6,000. I may 
just obaene that I found my wooden me11ure1, notwithstanding they had 
betn previoualy aatarated in oil, anbject to a tluctaation ia variou1 atatea of 
the 1tmo1phere rather greater than this amount. So that, bad the eaatern 
front nf the Parthenon been set out with deal rods on a dry day, and the 
western on a moist day, we should have bad as great a difference between 
them aa actually eJiats. 

It follows that all quantitie1 which tend to proportionality moat be looked 
at with great 1u1picion, in which varietiea e1i1t eensibly greater than this 
amall admi11ible error. 

The breadth of the temple of The1eu1 i1 45·011, and ita length is 104·23. 
The former is almoal enctly in proportiun of itba of the breadth of the 
Parthenon: tbia, I think, wu intended. 

But a dillic11lty ocean if we attempt to proportion the front with the 
fiaak on the upper step. It bu been suggested to try the equilateral 
triangle. That, bnwever, notwitbatanding ita being near enough the mark 
lo auggeat the trial, leaves the quantity = ·282 unacc6unted for at the end ; 
and, beaidea, I do not find that in the Parthenon there are any affinities 
whatever to that figure. . 

I very muah prefer lo deacend from the upper 1tep, and try the propor· 
tiona on the aecond. By tbia addition, the tlank becomea 106·63, aad the 
front 4 7·41. 

We now obtain a proportion 9 to 4, dift'eriog from exactitude by so small 
a quantity 11 to be fairly admiaaible. 

It ia somewhat remarkable that the quantity l ·066 ia found frequently in 
the meuarea of the Brectbeam. 

The proportion of 101id1 to voids ia 4522 to 1000, nearly at 9 to 2. 
I have now atated the principal larger proportion• : I will stale a few 

otben, which are lbe more important secondary onea. A very happy 
artifice ia the walla of the pronao1 and po1tic11m being thicker than the 
cella walla. 

The height of the colamna of the Parthenon i1 euctly i\a, length of 
temple on upper 1tep, the breadth of the abacus of aix of the eutem 
columns ia euctly n breadth of temple; Ibey are not all equal, but I have 
l!i'fen the dimen~iona of those at lbe eastern end, which alway1 givea the 
key to the main proportions. 

Ia lbe temple of Theaea1, the column ia euclly ,\!itb of length of temple 
on tbe lower 1tep, and the abaCUI nth of the breadth OD lbe upper ltep. 
In both, tbi1 memher appears to be the unit of measure for all lbe detaiil. 

The whole building is most accarataly proportioned in every part, and I 
think it not unlikely that ii will be pouible to find a ataadard which 1hall 
expre11 every dimen1ion without any incommen1arable fractious. 

I now procted to that part of the subject which ia more particularly the 
object of lbe present paper, namely, the optical correclion1. I aball first 
atate the cue u I found i,, and lutly, 11y a few words on lbe probable 
origin and intention of these aabtlelies, which prevail, more or le11, in 
almost all the Greek templet-in all, indeed, lbat I have examined, 'll'ith the 
exception of the temple of Buue, on the borders of Arcadia, where I 
could not tlnd aatiafactory indication of either convexity of pavement, or 
incliaalion of the column1, or even entuil. 

The pavement of the Parthenon ia bounded by four cuned lines, viz., 
the edgea of lbe upper 1tep on the four sides of the building. The four 
angles of tbit cuned 1arface art. not precisely level, lbe aouth-weat angle ii 
about • 16 above the north-east and 1oatb-ea1t aaglea. I think that Ibis ii 
aim ply owing to the lioea of the earlier temple, which wen also caned, being 
made aae of aa far a they would go, and by being produced in one directioD 
only, and remaining find at the aoutb·weat angle. The line so produced 
would naturally fall below the fixed point. Thill ii lbe cue oa the weal 
front, aoaUi and north aidn. The extreme pointa of the upper 1tep of the 
eut front are exceedingly near level. The result of a ~ambe~ of obaerva
tiona givea only a dill'erence of ·002, or ..i., feet, a qlllDtity which we need 
not 1top 10 di1cu11. 

If these two point. be joined by a atraight line, the cane which fonna 
the edge of the atep will be found under the middle colamna to ~ae to a 
height of •tl4 above ii. [f the uniform curve had been preserved, ll would 
have been •218 in the middle, which ia about 1L brudth of front; and the 
curvature la ao regular on the northun half ot thill front, where the 1tep1 
rite immediately from the solid unbroken rock, and conaeqaenlly no 1etlle. 
meat can have taken place, that of four point• meuared at the centrea of 
each column, three agree uactly with a circular arc: the founh di.Jl"er1 only 
by •OOS. The eanatare ii to very alight that it might be any regular con· 
tiouoaa cune ; for instance, in so 1mall 111 arc no appreciable dift'erence 
coald be abowD between the arc of a cirale or ihat of an ellipae or parabola, 
111d I think that Uie work wu aet out by meam of the latter tlgare, which 
migh& be dODI Tt:rf euily; whereaa, I Deed acarcely point ou\ Uie dil!lcalt7, 
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or rather impoHibility, or min1 tbe eircle, which would reqnire a diameter 
ot about 2! miles. 

Let it be reqnired to construct a circnlar or other arc of DOiCorm curn
ture, wbo1e length is 100 feet, and the ri1e at the centre is to be ·25, or any 
other 1mall meuure wbich mull not much exceed one foot. Con1truct 
with any ui1 a parabola, and aet off from the vertes A B = the propo1ed 
riae, and draw L M at rigbt anglet with AB. Now, L M will rep-ent the 
100 feet borizflotally, and ordinate• drawn to the curve perpendicular to 
L M will determine the exact rile at u many pointl as may bt required, full 
aize. 

The cn"e on the upper 1tep north aide of the Parthenon, al10 approxi. 
mates to a re~ular cn"e very clo1ely; iu entire rise in the centre above the 
line joining it• extreme parts, i1 ·356. which i• very nearly in the proportion 
or t or the rise in the eut front, it ia exactly m length or the building. 
The cu"e on the 1outh aide 1eema to have been identical with the north 
aide, but it bu 1nffered more from tLe concu11ion1 which the building bu 
undergone. especially u there ia a great depth required on this aide of arti· 
Rial foundation. On the north aide the atepa riae almoat immediately from 
the 101id rock. The curve on the west front i1 not quite 10 symmetrical u 
on the other aidea. It baa, I believe, been affected by the linea o( the old 
building. The rile i1 11uctly the aame 11 the eaat end. 

The upper memben on all four sides follow the 1tep1, and are nearly 
panllel, but there ii a little more curvature gi•en to the 1tep1 ; the entire 
rile of architrave i1 ·173 on eut front, •175 on west. The levels o( tboae 
portion• of the eotablatore1 which remain on the north and south aides 
point out the direction• which tboee lines bad originally, and they were aa 
nearly u po11ible parallel to the line of the step, excepting that juat at the 
angle column• the atep bu a little the more declenaion. The frieze and 
cornice are exactly parallel with the architrave. In the temple of Tbeaeu1, 
alao, tbeae cu"es prevail; on the front• the rise ia ,bi, part of its length, on 
the flank, ,h. The line• in the architrne are exactly parallel to ·the step. 

There i• one refinement which the temple of Theseua poase1se1, which the 
Parthenon ia without. In addition to the cornice being rai1ed, the inclined 
lines of the pediment ha•e a very alight convexity, between ·02 and ·03. I 
was unable to fix more precilely tbe amount. I imagine that it wu owing 
to 111me degree of bute in which the Parthenon waa tini1bed, of which 
there are aeveral indicatirina in the upper memben, which prevented tbi1 
final adju1tment being made to ita pedimentl; the state of the political 
horizon at that time making the completion of the loug wall• o( more im
mediate importance than the optical corrections of \he Parthenon. On a 
former occaairin, I stated my impreaaion that the cause which led to the 
adoption of this convexity of tbe horizontal line, existed in the contrut of 
tile inclined linea of the pediment. 

Mr. Fergueon bu kindly favoured rue with an illnatration, which I will 
read to you, from a description of the construction or an iron foundry at 
Kuipur, near Calcutta, built in the year 1834. The foundry i1 covered by a 
lingle roof, with principal ranen, tie·rod1, and 1u1penaion bar from the 
centre. The ri1e is 6 feet and the apan 50 feet, which is exactly the aame 
pitch u the Parthenon and Propyliea. The puaage ia extracted from vol. 
iv. of the journal of the Asiath: Society of Bengal, p. 116: "Before closing 
our abort account of the Kaaipur roof, we mu1t uotic.i a curion1 optical de· 
ception, for which we are 1omewbat at a 1011 for a correct explanation. On 
entering the room and looking np at the roof, it atri'kes every beholder that 
the roof hu somewhat 1nnk, and the horizontal ti~-rod ii about:; or 6 incbea 
lower in the centre than near the walls. We were not coninced that 
it wu a deception until Major Hutcbin110n, at our requeat, caused an 
actual m .. urement to be made by a perpendicular wooden batten from 
an accurately adjueted level on the 1tone floor. It wu then proved 
that there did not exist a difference of level even to the tenth of an 
inch." The conelu1ion is obvioa1 that a etraigbt tie·rod appeared to 
be deflected; and l have no be1itation whatever in ucribing the cau1e to 
the contruting lina of the principal raften. I do not think that it i1 ne
ceuary to have our eyta relined by a 1outbern climate for the appreciation 
ol these eff"ectl. I 1uppoae that there are •ery few gentlemen here who have 
not felt the 1ame di1&greeable effect of a flat open roof with horizontal tie. 
beams, nnlen, indeed, the latt1r be very much cambered. That tbil wu 
the view the ancientl took of the matter I am conYlnced by tbeae two 
fact.-

That the great temple at l'alltam bu the convelrity only in itl fronta, and 
not on its llankf; and in the Propylma at Athena, although the hue on which 
the columne of the two pediments 1tand ia perfectly 1traight 111d level, 
the line of the architrave wu cu"ed. For enough remain• to determine tbia 
in the e&ltem portico-the central colamna are actually abont •12 higher than 
tboae at the anglea. The hue in this building ii cat in two by the ucend. 
jug roadway, 10 that there oonld have been little or no advantage in a con
vex ba1e line. 

It will he well to remember that the tempi• at A then1 were the result 
of the experience of several centuriea in which tbeae refinementl were grada· 
ally brought to perfection. The lint proeeaa wu probably to raiae the 
cornice under the pedimentl and entablatare, by making the middle column• 
a little higher than t hoae toward• the angle1, u I have mentioned in the 
ca1e o( the Propyliea. Still it i1 likely that to a futidioa1 eye the 1traigbt 
line of the atylobate would appear weak. The leCOnd method woald be 
that found in the great temple at Peatam, in which the frontl ha•e the con· 
ve:i:ity in their eteps, u well u their entablatnrea, the llanka being compoMd 
with horizontal linea. Perhap1 a reuonable !DID 1hoald be content with 

tbia. I mn1t willingly admit that I wu perfectly content ~b ibe temple at 
Plestum; still nothing abor1 of perfeciion could aatiafy the rdlaemeat al 
Tiaion with which the Groeka alone, among the people o( all time, - to 
have boen endned; and perhaps by looking at a temple conatruc&ed • 
above-mentioned, anglewise, and contrasting the convexity o( tbe oorona ol 
the frontl with the atraight line of that on the llanka, or more likely the 
compariaon o( the two different form• of line on the 1tylobate, anggeated 
the pOHibility of improvement; at any nte u early u the time of Pisis
tratus, the Athenian• bad begun to demand from their arcbitoci. tbe per
fected con1truction, u the foundations of the temple of Jnpiter Olympm 
teatify, which we know were laid daring bil reign. 

I alao refer to bia time, the earlier temple o( Mine~, which oocapied 
the aite of the Parthenon at the time of the Penian invuion, in which alto 
we llnd that the linet on the four 1ide1 of the building were conves. I caa 
bear witneas alao tri conve:ii;iiy on all the four 1ide1 of the temple at Ne--. 
in the Peloponneane, and Segeate, in Sicily. I coald dad no trace of coa.
ve:i:ity at Corinth, Bgina, Rbamnn1, or Baum. 

The next anbjeci is the inclination of the colnmn1 and the upright facel 
of the building. ht. The face of the 1tepa inclina abnnt •008. 2nd. 
The columns i.ncline, backward, a quantity, of which I obtained &be follow
ing reaolta. From the average of the meunrementl of all the lower drama, 
(1Nnaillia i•parn, aa Vitruviu1 call• them) •229. From plnmbing the an
gular colnmna of the eaat front, taking into consideration all the c:rackl and 
movementl which have modified ita original poaition, I obWii two raalta of 
•230 and ·232. 

In the plumbing, I obae"ed every precaution to enanre correctne11, 
using a very heavy weight and alao watching for calm inte"ala of .wealber, 
which are rare at Athena. I am diapoaed to tbiok that •228, or one thou• 
aandtb part of the length of the building wu tbe amount originally intended. 
Tbo1e gentlemen who rememher the perfection of the jointl with which the 
Parthenon i1 con1tructed, will allow that the openinga between them, which 
at preaent exiet, are the euct record• of all the aettlementl which tbe 
building bu undergone, and that by a careful eumination of these, tbe 
original amountl may be exactly recovered, which would be bopeleu in a 
building which bad been of le11 highly-finished construction. 

Vitruvin1 directa that the eolumna of the pronaoa and Jl!lliicum abonld 
be set perpendicular, and those of the periltyle should incline toward& the 
cella. In Cicero ad Verrem, we have an amnaing puaage, in which Cicero 
relatea one of hi1 rucalitie1; that having nuder bia charge, u Roman 
go~ernor, a young Syracuaan nobltman, wboae property wu eubject to the 
condition of repairing the temple of C11tor in that city, Verre1 'liru e:t· 
ceedingly anxious to make a job of thia; 10 be goe1 to examine tbe '4!mple, 
but wu much disappointed on finding it in perfect repair, when one of Ilia 
companion• ca1ually obaer•ed, there i1 nothing here to be done, anleaa yoa 
order the column• to be aet perpendicular. Verrea wu evidently earprillOd 
at tbia ob1ervation, for he knew nothing of architecture, and to hia eye &be 
colamna appeared angular; but it waa mentioned to him by thoee who 
were around him, and no doubt familiar with the practice of the ancient&, 
ftrt rtuUam tltt colunanana qiue ad ~luna tltt poai/-namely, 
tbit in a temple there wu 1carcely any column, which by tbe practice of the 
Greeb, could be perpendicular. Verra wu delighted at finding 1omething 
to aet bia young friend about, and 1aid, " Oh, by all means let him aei the 
columns perpendicular;" aud no doubt he took care him1elfto 1uperintelld 
tbe payment. 

The object of thia adju1tment is to correct an appearance of fanlike 
spreading from the bue outward, which takes place in column• which are all 
perpendicular. ii may be owing to thi1 cau1e that, in con1eqnence of lbe 
diminution of the column•, the 1pacea between them on the architra•e are 
greater than those on .the groµnd (for the eye quite makea allowance for the 
counterapread of the capital>). Again, owing to the greater depth ol 
1nadow behind them, hie upper par1 of the culnmna will have apparently 
more atrength of light, and conatqaently appear greate1. The tffect altoge
ther produced will l'.ause the architrue, if equal, to appear longer than tbe 
base, and con1tquently the angle columns will appear to lean outwarda: thia 
is rectifted by making the aaid angle columns lean a little to«arda the can 
of the building. It i1 a proof of the wonderful judgment witb which thie 
quantity wu chosen, that 10 many diligent 111d accurate obae"tn hn• 
studied and drawn tbe1e temples without being aware of the faci. Wbea 
my attention wu lint called to it, I could not at all pereeiTO it ; and I 
greatly amused a French architect, who had been for 1ome time at Athena, 
by uking him which way they leaned : after 111me day1 the eye began to 
take cognizance of it, and I could perceive which way it went. 

The impre11ion of 1trengtb and beauty reawting therefrom i1 by no meaaa 
coallned to thou who are cognizant of the fact; and I doubt not that many 
of oar earlier inveatigatora have been utoni1bed that the level-and•plamb 
imitation• of Greek architecture which we have in thi1 country ao li"1e ,. 
called to their mind1 the con1nmmate beautia of the Parthenon 111d olher 
Greek baildinga. No doubt oar climate ia unsuited to the pare Greek, bot 
this ia not enough to account for the falling off; it ii not 111 in oar Boman 
and Palladian baildinp. 

One peculiarity which I noticed i1 that the ante lean fonrarda to _. 
the colamna of the pronao1. Tbi1 -m• to have resulted from the incline
tion inward1 of tbe colamn• of the periltyle; those of the pron- aaol 
polticam being perpendicalar, the eft"ect would have boen to prodace a 
1trong contrut between their different po1ition1, and the artifice mmi ba99 
beu de&ecied : by the inllnence of the cuntigaoa1 face of tbt ua., the 
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daDI (bere dnwn from the po1tiaamJ, which ia rHlly perpeadicalar, la 
made to appeu to Ian .uptly ia the ume direction u the oater colama1. 

I haft obler9ed that a perpeadicalar piluter, whea brought Tiry 'DHr to 
1 colama ia a portico or doorway, ha1 the effect of making the cola ma appear 
to lea forward. The iJlcliaatloa of the ante ia aot ibelf 'riaible, except to a 
speetator in the narrow space between tbe inaer row of colama1 and the wall ; 
md when the eye it brought Tery near to a line, IO that it caaaot take it ia 
Ill Ill oac:e, it la IC&l'Clly pouihle to judge of perpendicularity. 

Tbe Jut peealiaritiea l 1hall meatina are the dUfereaeea of the abaca1. 
Tlloll oa tbe eut froat are of the largeat cla11, the aonh-eut and 1oatb.eut 
hiring \be largelt in the whole temple; they are 6·858; the othen ia the 
mt front are 6·755; oa the aoatb aide they are 6·580, aad 10 are they on 
Ille wat front. The aonb-west angle la the aame u the ordinary 1ize of 
lbe mt front, 6·755; the 10ath.west angle i11omewb1t leu; on the north 
licle they are 6·750 ia the middle, aad regalarly decreue toward• the 

't eatlaia of the colama1 i1 the molt wonderf'al and beaalifal of all the 
eanee. It it 10 delicate, that it1 e:sisteace wu for 1ome time doubted; ind 
)'et I found by careful meuarementa, in a m1nner which wu 1ug~ted to 
me by Profeaor Willia, which I will here deacribe. A fine harp wire w&1 
stnilled from the top to the bottom, &1 tight &1 it would bear, cloae lo the 
edge of saeb llutea a1 pre.ened a 1afllcieat number of pointa, with the 
origiDal llUface, aad hy meaa• of a rule 1imilar to the one I here produce, 
which ii aapplied with a vernier, I wu enabled io meuare from the ftute to 
Ille wire with the greatest accuracy to about half td. foot. I took inch 
meuares in anertl column• of the Parthenon, which I found to be woa
llafally true and identical. I mea1ured tlto the eat11i1 of colum111 from 
Ille Jrectbeam, Propylea (holh orden), temple of Tbeaem, and Jupiter 
Olympu. Ia tboae of the Parthenon, Erectheum, and Propylea, I find the 
correapoadeace with hyperbolic area, which I hue cllculated 10 encl, that 
the - of from 14 to 20 mea1aremeat1 in each column dilfen from the 
alealated earn leu than. foot, aud none of them, where the an~ 
.. to be depended apoa, dilfen by ao much u ~· The enta1!1 of Jupiter 
Olrmpua gin• 1110 a Tery true hyperbolic arc. The column• of TheteDI 
ue eo much worn in their oater edgea that I wu obliged to content mytelf 
with meuarea within the ftute1, which never give 1acb rtgalar canea &1 the 
lllell, although tbe fiutea are worked with a nicety far e:sceeding tbat found 
ill uy other 1tyle of architecture. Still, a mean from four different section• 
withia the ftutea giTea a Tery accurate hyperbolic arc, although uo one i1 a 
perfectly regalar cu"e. Theae hyperbol&1 are all chosen with their u.a, 
11111tiplea, or aliquot partl of the attic foot. The Greek architecta acted 
with great judgment and knowledge of the nature of the curve they were 
employing, u it i1 the only one of the conic 1ection1 which can ~rodace 
nriety in nch delicate canatare u they have choaea for their eatu11. 

I mut now advert tO 10me of their mo11ldiaga, which are worked with 
the - perfection, and, u far a1 I h&Te uamiaed, are all dillereat form• of 
the collie aection1. 

The ecbinm of ihe capitala of all the Doric colama1 agreea with nrio111 
fona1 of the hyperbola. The aofl!\ of pediraent, Parthenon, and Propylea, 
and I think of Theaem alto, 1howa a hyperbolic arc. Thi• i1 a magnificent 
lllOlllding, and worked with tbe 11lmo1t perfection. That of the Erec\beam 
iii an equally true parabolL The cymatiam of the Parthenon is the only 
eenaia drcalar form which I know, e:scept the iora1 of bue, Erectbeam, 
llld Ionic order Propylea. The ftatea, alao, are Ill pan1 of circlea, wbote 
eeatra are proportioned to ihe width of the ftute1. Ia this they 1howed 
t.beir jodgmeot, u it would hue been almo1t impouible to hue wor~ed 
pare ellipea; and in theae retiring 1arf'acea tbe nlue of the. perfect 'fan~ty 
of eanature of the ellipae would acarcely hue been appreciated. .Talking 
ol ftatea, there ii a peculiarity in tbe ftute1 of the Partbeaon, wh1cb d~1 
not occar in any other of tbe templea of Athena. Thfl flute at the neck 11 
deeper la proportion to lta width than in the rrst of the abaft : daring tbe 
wbole rile, until about 3 feet below the neck, the 11gitta or depth of the 
law, from ii• chord, ia Hth1 of chord. At the neck it is Htb1, which is · 
about ~b part greater. Thia hu a good deal of elfect on the ~olama, aa_d 
giftl a richneu of effect to the upper pan, at the 1ame time tha~ .1t 
diminiaha the light in that pan where it can beat atl'ord it, 'fiz., where 1t 11 
eontraned to the deep back-ground of ahade of the upper pan of the cell& 
wall. 

I haTe not yet much to aay with regard to tbe colouring of tbe tP.mple, 
IOf have I much time to 11y that little, for I fear I mn1t hue e:sbauate~ your 
patience. The drawioga wbicb are at pruenl made represent lbe arch1t~'fe, 
bud, &c., the triglypb, and the 1tring which caniea the ~~rble beam• wb1~h 
Rpponed the celling. There is not a great deal of po11t1ve colour rem~1n
ilg in the Panbeaoa. The andenide of the mutulea 1how aome 'ft1t1gea 
of blae aad red colour, and the upper part of the nook of the triglypb1, 
1lere · aad there on the eut front, preaenes aome blue. One of tbe anue 
of the polticam bu a tolerable enpply among its egga of blue and green, 
md aome red. The ftowen which decorate the cymatium and other mould
iaga ha'fe no trace of poaitive colour, but tbe drawing of the ornament. 
upon them ii in many place• clearly to be made oat. 

CAST AND WROUGHT fRON BRIDGES.-(PABT rr.) 
(Curaliawd .tr- page 126.J 

At the reqaeat of the coancil of the Royal Scottl1h Society of Artl, the 
aecoad part of a paper " 0.. tlN SlrngtA of J111tm.U, a qplicw/Jk to IM 
eautrwctiOll of Cat or Wrowgltt /""' Brid,_, ifttttMlirtg 1111 11ttfltlfll of IM 
7Wblilllr Bridgt• OHi' tlN c-.y """JI~ Strtril• 8(c.," WU read, April 
10th. By Gaoaoi: BucRA!fA!f, Esq., Preaident. 

Jn the lint part of thi1 paper, Mr. Buchanan dncribed, on a former ena· 
iag, tbe principle and coaltraction of the High Lnel Bridge at Newca1tle, 
which i1 intended to complete the communication by railway between Lon
don· and· Benrick.apon-Tweed. Some inquiry buing been then made from 
the chair regarding the bridge over the Tweed, the only remaining link uu. 
compteted between London and Edinburgh, he had received the following 
particalan from Mr. Harri1on, the resident engineer under Mr. Stephenson: 
-Thi1 bridge i1 to be of etune, and ii to con1llt of 28 1emicircalar archea, 
each 6li feet 1pan, retling on lofty pien, carrying the level of the railway 
103 feet abon high-water mark, 126 feet above low-water mark, and 135 
feet above the deepelt pan of tbe bed of the riTer. Tbe whole length of 
the bridge, with abutmenteand wing.walls, i1 2140 feet. The 28 arcba are 
divided into two aeriea by a broad pier, 28 feet in tbickaeu in the middle. 
The pien of the arcbea are 8j feet in thickne11 at the 1pringing, lacreuing
by 1tep1 toward• the bottom. The bridge will not be completed for 16 or 
18 month1, bat it i1 intended to hl'fe a temporary bridge ready for traffic in 
the month of Jul7 nut. Thie viaduct ii a work of great magaitnde, aad 
will form, when llnilbed, a 1trikin1t and impoaing .. ractare, and one of the 
many to which the e:stenaioa of nilwa71 bu given rile. While on thi1 1ab
ject, he would mention two other remarkable workl, recen\ly derigned and 
e:secated hy Mr. Miller on the Nonb Britilh and Aynhire Railwa71- The 
one i1 the viaduct over the Valley ofDanglU., between Dauber and Benrick, 
not far from the once.celebrated Peue Bridge. Thie vladact crosae1 the 
valley and banks by 1i:s aemicireular archea, each 60 feet 1pan, aad then the 
deep ravine by a 1ingle arch, 135 feet 1pan, and rising 105 feet above the 
bed of the ltream. A large and beautiful model of lbil 1tructure wu ex
hibited, which Mr. Miller, at tbe Preaideat'1 reqa11t, had allowed to be 
1bowa to the Society. The other 'fiaduct ia that of Ballochmyle, acro11 the 
Water of Ayr, on the Cumnock Extension of tbe Aynbire Railway, and ii 
similar to that of Dangla11 in crouing the vtlley on three 1emicircular archea, 
each 50 feet 1paa on each 1ide, bat i1 still more remarkable in crouing the 
deep ravine in the middle by a single semicircular 1tone arch no 1111 than 
180 feet 1pan, and riling 150 feet above the bed of the 1tream-a bold and 
noble deaign, and wbicb bu been e:seca\ed with complete 1ucceu, the adja. 
cent rock1 farai1bing 1ucb T&1t blocks of atone u greatly to facilitate the 
coaltraction, and to reader, indeed, the pl.a itaelf practicable. The arch 
1loaea are 5 ft, 3 in. deep at tbe 1pringing, and 4 ft. 9 in. at the crown, and 
the appearance from below of tbe 1tupendo111 arch ri1ing to 1uch a height ia 
1iagalarly grand and •triking. The whole arraagemeal1 connected with the 
quarrying and railing and depositing the 1toaea on the building, by tbe im• 
pro'fed machinery of modern t.imea, bue been moat efllcieotly conducted by 
the contractora, M111n. Ro11 and Mitchell, aad the 1imple mode of centering 
adopted and 1bown in the Doagl111 model it recommended by tbe ad'faatage 
of preaeniag the timben entire. 

The 1abject of atone bridgea open• a wide and lateretling field, bat ex
tending beyond the limita of tbi1 paper. He would, therefore, raame the 
one more Immediately preacribed, namely, the 1treagth of materia11, particu
larly iron for bridgea. Some intereat.ing e:sperimenta, wbicb \be time oa the 
pre'fio111 evening did not permit to be 1hown, were tbea made on the tenaile 
strength of 1tone from Haila and Craigleitb qaarriea. The Hailea atone 
bore on tbe 1quare inch 360 lb., the Craigleitb conaiderably more; and a re
markable effect wu obMned here after the load had hang for a little : it 
wu 1n9g11ted by a member to gi'fe it a alight tap with a hammer, and, on· 
thil being done, it Immediately Happed a1under, 1howing the elfect of 'flbn
t.ioa or coacU11ioa when the material• ate greatly 1trained in aiding aad 
completing the fracture, a circumstance which appean to throw light on 
what may aometima occur by tbe rapiJ and 'fiolent action• of the traiDI on 
railway•. The compre11l'fe atP.agth of the Haile. aad Craigleith Hon11 wu 
then shown, by es periment, to be much greater than tbe tenaile ltrength ; 
and u it required, indeed, more weight and a more powerf'ul appantm tbaa 
could be commanded, theae esptrimenta on dilfereal 1tonea were deferred to 
another evening. 

The comprea1ive atrength on po1t1 or plllan wu then considered, and the 
remarkable eft'ect1 of the length of the pillar in diminishing iu 1treagtb. OD 
tbi1 1ubject much light bu been thrown by the uperimenu of Ma.n. 
Hodgkinson and Fairbairn. Pillan or rode were tried of dilfereat leagth1, 
from 3 iachee to :; feet, and of different diameten ; rods half an inch diam•• 
ter, with 3l inches length, bore 11 ton1; bat when tbe length w~ 7 j incbel 
it only carried 5 ton1, when 15 inchea long, S ton•; and at 30 rncha only 
13 cwt. Prom tb11e e:sperimenta, a geaertl rule may be drawn for dilfere11& 
lengths. Taking the 1tre11gtb of cut.iron u formerly given at 50 to111 per 
square Inch, tbi1 will hold good in pillars till the length reacbea ll'fe tlme1 
the diameter, and then it begiu1 lo diminilb. When the length ii tell tlma 
the diameter, the strength ii reduced in the proportion of lf to l; with the 
length at 15 timea tbe diameter, it ii red11~d u 2 to l ; 20 timn u S to 1 ;. 
aad 40 timn u 6 to 1. 

Ill 
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way. Theee being next Btrengtbeaed. an extraordiA&ry eft'ect wu Oae11 111• 
hibited when the tulle broke, the 1id• collapaiag together and twiltiag 
and diltortillg the whole fabric ita a 1iagular maaaer eho;.ing lbat tbe 
sidet formed now tbe weak poitat. Theee, tbea, wen: 1trengtbeoed Bad 
stiffened by aumcroue ribs of &ogle-iron ruaaiDg nrtic:ally from top to 
bettom, ~d a& laat, by theee repeated trials, the atreagU. and proportiou 
of the d1_ffe~al pa.rte of the structure appeared to ha&ve attained a fair ud 
proper d1stribo1toa. The strength of the tube, which at liret only carried 
aevea timea .ii• own weight, wu thfoa iacre&SPd to elnea timea, aad from 
lbeae e:i:penmeale the atrength and proportions of the real deeiga have 
been c:alculated, and one of these tu bee, u is known, baa now been actually 
con1tructed on the ahore of the Conway, floall!'d by water to its place, ud 
railed to its proper height by the power of two eoormoua hydraulic r&.1111, 
one at each end, lifliag the gigantic ma&1, which i1 412 feet ill length 15 
feet wide, 25i feet high, and weighing ao le111 than 1,300 toas. Thie it' io
teoded for one aet of raila, and there ia another tube of the aame dimea· 
tioae in preparation to be aet parallel to it for the other. 

Hence the great advutage in cut.iron, of u1ing hollow pillan or tabe1 In 
·place cf solid metal, whereby, with the aame area or 1ectioa of fracture the 
diameter of the pillar is increased, and with it the resiltance to ftexure, and 
an increue of atrength in proportion to the length. A solid pillar, for in. 
mace, 6 inches in diameter, if extended to 1t feet In length, would be 
weakened one-half, bat if cut hollow, 10 iacbes in diameter and f inch 
thick, giving the ame weight of metal per foot in length, it might tbea be 
e:ztended to 12t feet, and 1till po11es1 the 1&111e ltrength aa the other. In 
all tbeae caaea a remarkable clrcamatance wu obee"ed in regard to the 
mode of applying tbe strain. With the eadt of the pillar turned ftat, and a 
tat plate interposed at top and bottom, which it the cue in supporting 
buildiaga, tbit wu fouad to auawa nearly three times u much u when the 
pillar wu rounded on the enda, 10 u make the force put directly through 
the axil, u occun 10 frequently in machinery with the. connecting roda of 
ueam-eagiaea, and in other cues. The effect of the length of pillare in 
weakening the 1treagth wu illustrated by a 1trikiog experiment with a 1piral 
wire, quite flexible, yet, when 1et ap u a pillar, and tied in the middle 
laterally, with aleader threada, carried a weight of 56 lb., and would have 
carried macb more, bat the moment the thread1 were cut, the wire gue way 
by flexure, and ovenettiag the balance, the weight immediately 1uak. 

la regard to the Tran1ver1e Strain, be had already explained the nature of 
thit eompoaad action, and particularly the manner in which, aader it, the 
beam becomes expo1td at once to the efrectl of tenaioa and comprwioa, 
the one 1ide being distended and the other compreued. On this moat in
teresting and important aubject he had still much to uy, hut would defer it 
to another evening, u the time wu 1hort, and be wu aaxioua to proceed 
with another pan of the paper which bad been particularly referred to, 
namely, the aubject of the tabular bridge•. 

The application of malleable iron bad been already u&ed in thP ebape 
ol teosioa-roda in cast-iron girdere, and waa applied, u we have eeea, in 
the high Jeni bridge at Newcastle; but the application of girdel'll coo· 
etructed of malleable iron alone ie a new idea. It baa been applied on 
railway• in the cue of akew bridges of wide opeaiog and limited depth 
between the railway and the road ; ia these cues the girder coosidle of a 
rectangular hollow tube or square box, extending over the whole apaa, 
and of eucb depth as can be attained. TbeM' have hence received the 
name of Tubular Bridgee, and have excited much atteatloo since the grand 
experiment hll8 been detl!'rmiaed on, of trying these atructurea on each a 
magoificrnt scale ae is now in progrelB of execution in the cro11iag of the 
Straite of Meoai by the Britaoaia Bridge, and the estuary of the Conway 
by the Conway Bridge, and which form, without doubt, the moat remark· 
able engineering enterprises of the present day. These spots, as is well 
known, bad already been the scenes of nst engineering operatioae con
nected with the auepeneioa bridges or Telford to form the grer.t turnpike 
road communication from the metropolie to Holyhead, and thence across 
the channel to Dublin; and when it was determined that thie communica
tion should be superseded by railway, it became a matter of moat aerioue 
consideration how these two openings were to be epaaaed, keeping in view 
the new conditions of stability required for railway traffic; aad the a object 
haring been remitted to Mr. Stephenson, the engineer of the line of rail· 
way, namely, the Cheater and Holyhead, be at once rejected the principle 
of the suepeasioa bridge as iuapplicable, owing to the undnlatioae to which 
it waa liable, and which bad been proved by practice in a eimilar bridge 
for a railway across the Tees, to be both iocoaveoieot and dangerous. 
How far the priociple might have been modified by the introduction of 
prop111' tiea and braces may be a question ; but in a case of eucb nst mag
nitude and importaoce there migbt etill have been risk, and, on the 
maturest coaeideratioa, Mr. Stepbea80ll determined to recommend the 
simple and bold deaiga of a hollow rectangular tube of malleable iron, 
ooalletiag of thi11 plates rivetted together, eucb aa he bad already tried 
with 1ucce111 on a emallPr acale upon railway bridges, and which he coo
cehed wae the best form for eecuriog not only atreagth, but sufficient 1ta
bility aod etilfAPa& to prevent any undue oscillatione or vibrations. To 
carry oat thie plaa, the aesistance of the firet authorities, scientific aad 
practical, on the strength of ma&terials wae called in, and to Meesra. 
Hodgk.iaeoa and Fairbairn the duty wu remitted of trying the effect with 
experimental tubea on a email ecale, and finally on a model one-sixth or 
the dimeaaioae of the bridge, being 75 feet long. Much valuable iaforma· 
tioa wu obtained during the progre11 of these experiments. The first 
tbiag obeerved wu lhe uniform tension of the under aide of the tube when 
loaded, and the violent compreeeioa of the upper aide, forming a beautiful 
illuetratioo or the nature of the tensile and compressive forcee already laid 
down. The former, by ill uniform tendency to produce the stable equi· 
librium, bringing the thin ma111es into a straight line, the line and position 
of repoae; but the latler, on the contrary, teodiag to produce ftexure in 
tae plates, to pUlb them out of the ltl'lligbt line, and push eYerytbiog OUt 
of joint; 80 that when the bottom plates remained firm, and retained their 
form, the top plates became bagged up and puckered like a looee web of 
cloth. The top plates were, therefore, etreogtheaed, and the addition of 
aaother plate to the top iacreaaed the breaking weight from 31700 lb. to 
4,1100 lb. 

As it was not 80 much strength that wu waated on the top plate aa 
slilf"neas, in place of adding layer upon layer of plates, the idea naturally 
occurred of forming the top plate iDto a series of litlle hollow eqaare tube1 
running loogitadioally tbe whole length of the bridge, having tbe appear
uce, locking endways, of little celle, the efrect of which wu each, that 
while the top platel remained lirm, the bottom oaea DOW appeared to give 

The aitaalioa of the etructure close to the 1u1pea1ioa bridge and dOlll 
to the base of the magoillceat Castle of Conway, and the ell'ect of apuoiog 
the wide e1taary of the Conway, were all illuttrated by a beautiful draw· 
iog, aod the nature and coaatructioa of the tube or bridge ilteU: wu illua
trated by a model which be bad himeelf coaatructed. The :node! wu 
composed of only three tbickoeaaes of paper and one of cloth, and the sides 
were e.treagtbeaed. by tbia slips of wood to reprtteat the angl&-iroa; it wu 
8 ft. ~ 10. lo!lg, 6i 1~che1 deep, aa.d Sa broad, an~ although weighing ollly 
4 lb. it earned a weight of S2 lb. ID the r.eatre, without viaible dellectioa. 

The dimeoaiooa and structure ol the bridge be would now detcribe, 
frum information for which he was indebted to Mr. Fairbairn of MaaS
ter, and, through Mr. Stepbca110a1 to Mr. Edwin Clarke, the re1ideat ui
gioeer under him. 

The aides of the tube, which are ll:ij feet del'p at tbe centre coalilt of 
malleable iron plates, only •inch in thickness, rivelted togethe~ in plata 
ll feet broad aod from 4 to 8 feel long (u was ebowa in au enlarged view 
or elevation with cro11 sections), adjusted 80 as that the joiale may bRU. 
band. At tbejoiute, however, the strength aod 1tiffoe11 of tbeee plates iB 
greatly increased by slips of angle or T iroa, one of which i1 laid on tlae 
outside of the plate and the other oppoeite to it oa the ioeide, face to face, 
and all the four surfaces atroogly rivetted together. The top of the lube 
again, cooaiate .of two eepara~e borizoutal p~atee, raaaiag parallel to~ 
another, 1 ft. II 10. apart, forming together aa 1t were a ceiling to the tube 
or. tunnel and an extera!'l flooring ou the top_. Tbeee platee are I ioch 
thick, r1vetted together 10 breadth& of :t ft. 9 in. thick, aad in leogtbs of 
6 fept, and between them .there runs 8:8vea. vertical .plates longitudinally, 
from end to end of the bridge, 1 ft. 9 10. high "-Dd t inch thick separating 
the ceiling from the floor or upper platform, and at the same time uniting 
them strongly together b1 rivet.I and joiate, each vertic:al plate having a rib 
of ~ogl.e·!roa c:'D e~ch angle, raaniag loagitadiaally the whole length, by 
which it 11 umted int~ one vut cellular masa, cooeiatiog of eight eeparate 
celle or tubes, 1 ft. 910. equare. The object of all thie strength and dJa. 
tributloa of material• ie to give the aeceeaary etill'aesa and 1treagth where 
the compreuive force acte. And oa thie account the top aad bottom plata 
are merely united by butt joiota with covering platl!'ll. Tile whole -
tional area of thie cellular frame coo1iat1 of 608 aqaare incbea. Lutly 
the bottom of the tabe coaaiata of a 1imilar frame of cells, bat only ai:I U: 
number. -The upper plate c:ooeiat.B or two layen of plate&, eac:h i iaola 
thick, and the under one the eame ; but u these platn are ioteuded 19 
resiet teoeioa, and onght to be formed, if it were po11ible, like a chain 
be.idea beiap; laid in two layers, the platee are arranged ao aa to break 
joint, aod a covering plate I feet long aod as tbick u the plate ii plaeed 
over every joint with euflicieat riveta, each that the tearing 1traia ie eqaal 
to the teaaile 1treogth of the plates they connect. Tbe pi.tea a.re 11 feet 
long and :t ft. 4 in. broad, being the whole breadth of the cell. The up 
iron in the bottom cell• aod plates i1 rendered coatinuoa1 by coven. 

The top !lad bottom are united to the celll by 1trip1 of angle-iroo raa• 
aiog the whole leagtb, iaeide and out; the interior vertic:al angle·ilou at 
top and bottom are curved round to increase the etrength of &Uacbmeat, 
and there are aleo ga11et or angle piecee rivetted oa for acldltioml 
strength. The riveta used vary from 1 inch to Jt iacb diameter, &tad there 
ar& abont a quarter of a million in each tube. '!'be bole• were made eo u 
to make the riveta fit well, and they were all put in red bot. The eeoUoaa1 
area of the bottom frame of cell• ii 608 aquare iachea. 

Tbeee are the dimeaaioas in the centre of the tube, bat the top platH 
become thinner toward• the ends, where lbey are only t-inch thick, ud 
alao the bottom plate1, where they are reduced to i·iocb eaoh. The aide 
platee again get thicker toward• the ead1, where they are tftba thick. 
The eade of the tube are etilfeaed with caet·iroD frames, and there are 
allo caatiag1 in tbe celle for 8 feet at the eada, and the eidee are allo 
greatly etreogtheoed at the ends. Tbe tnbe wae originally curved on the 
top 7 iocbe1, and was brought to the etnligbt line by the elasticity or ~ 
material as calcul11ted on; abowiog that with its own weight, ISOO iou, it 
only euak 7 inches. The one end of the tube i1 to be faet in the "
pier or abutment, the other is to be loose to allow of expaaaioa, which bu 
been found quite vilible in dill'ereot 1tate1 of Iii" atmoepbere. Mr. Clarke 
eaye that the tube iB a 11eo1ible tbermometer,-balf-au·bour'1 annebine at 
one end, or on the top, will move it laterally an inch and a half, and 
vertically two inches, a.ad thie when the tube is loaded with llOO toaa ill 
lbe centre. 
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Such are the dimea1io111 ud 1tructure of thil e:i:tnordiaary work, aad 
ia regard to which, he w111 happy to My, the trial1 which hue beeu 
already made ap~ar to promise e•ery succHa. A load of 100 tons oaly 
111nk the tnhe 1 iach in the centre. Io regard to the calculatioa of 
ltreagth he wu aot able to enter oa the1e at preHnt for want of some of 
the data, bat espect~ to do so oa a future oecuioa. 

The thaakl of the Society were TOied to Mr. Buchanan for his e:i:oelleat 
aad btltructbe espa.itloo ; aad allO to Mr. Stepheasoa, Mr. Fairbairn, 
Mr. CJarb, and Mr. HarrilOD, ct.ii eagiaeen, for oommvaicatiag 1be 
laformatioa relati•e to the tabular brld~1 at Conway and Meaai, and 
Yiadact at Berwick; and to Mr. Millirr, C.E., for allowing hi1 elegut 
model of tbe •iadact at Daaglua lo he e:i:bibited. Mr. Bachanan was at 
the l&De time requnted to coatiaue his observations, aad lay them before 
tile Society at a fatare ti-, which reqael!t he kindl;r promised to comply 
with. 

At tile coaclallioa of tbe abon paper, the followillg co111111unicatioo1 
were read:-

1." 0. c - LlllwVtnUfiw M~" By Mr. Aux.uron B•nol". 
-nia pa~r described a aew compound, JIOl8elliog propertiira which 
- to ruder it a better lubricant thaa tJaoae ia me for large N&Cliiaery. 
lt is oomp..t of oil, 1alphur, aad •ulcaailed caoatcbouc. 

2. .. 0. ~-, Fvrl m Gu.Wora." By Mr. Wrt.LIAK ICJ:•P. 
-'l"be aatltor ltatn that be ba1 made a nluable dlsconry in economising 
fael, at Galubiel1 Gas Works, by which almost all ex~ose of fuel ii 
••ed. Where coal tar it bu111ed, it hu an injurious ell"ect on the furaace 
bus ud retorte, the g,.,atetot annoyance arising from the rapid clinkering 
9P ol the fa~ ban, lo remon which the firemen had freqoeot.ly to 
tllrow water mto the fon111ee, which caueird the rapid de1troctioo of the 
bus. To pre.eat this, the Idea occur~ to the author, of using the 
nbaaeted taa bark of the tao worb, which had the detired ell"ect. The 
force-pamp for lajrctiog tbe tar inlo the foroace wu aext thrown aside as 
It 1t'U foa~ that the dry bark absorbed tar equal lo ill prndactioo at'the 
-ka. H11 method It u followa :-The bark 11 dried and mi1ed wilh 
the coke of tbe gu coal, balk for bulk; a pailful of tar is thrown upon it 
Mt quite 10 much u It will absorb, and it is !hen tamed onr. The mi1~ 
lant bara1 with a fine clear flame, atand~ with Iese 1moke than formerlJ • 
die fan- ban, by remaining unclioke~, admit the oxygen freely fo; 
IM eombustloa of the fuel. Where !AD bark cannot he had, peat mots, 
1-e aad dry, makes a good aubt&t1tnte. The aulbor 1tate1 chat in one 
'J'ftl' CHI wu sued o• furn11Ce coal ; and he hu pledged himself that 
ia fatare, DOt a penny tball be required for that article. ' 

3. " D~~tion llfld Drawing q/ a nN Plat~·Holdrr for tlu Dagwn'to
tp CaJ11tra.' B7 Mr. AN11a11w K. SPAJUt.B, 

Mr. Sparke'• plaa it u follow1:-A am~I mahogany bo:i: it made 
nther larger than three times th~ breadlh of the plate, and half aa inch 
on nch end deeper; the width 11 lbree-eighth1 of an inch. A hole ii cut 
ill wood the size of the plate, aad ia the centre of the large pieces. Ia 
thia bo:i: a noeer frame i1 made wicb a place for the plate and glua 011 a 
li~e with e.ach other; thi1 it pulled backward aad forward by a pi~ce of 
wve or 1tr10.g, through a hole made at the co111er. By thia arrangement 
the plate 11 101taot.ly expot~ lo the lenses, aod will be found admirably 
adapted for takiDg mo•ing objects. It nvn the trouble of shifting the 
ground glU8 frame for .the !'late· holder, aad the coaaequeot riak of moving 
the ca~Pra, 10 aonoymg 10 the old pilua. The plate is also e:uct.ly the 
lllUD8 d11taoce from lhe lense1 u the gl--. For a camera not achromatic, 
th~ ground P':rl of lbe glua may be placed outwards, so that lhe plate 
will be the th1ckneu of the gl&811 nearer the lenses thaa the image IND on 
the ground glu1, and cooaequenllJ nearer or in the chemical rsy. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
JI-la 28, and .April 4.-JosHOA FJELD, Esq., President, in the Chair. 
Tbe paper rud was " The E11gi11rrring qf the Rhme and the lllouUe." 

By Mr. G. B. W, J.&e1ts011, Aasoc:. Inst. C.E. 

This communication wu wrilteo during a short visit made to Holland, 
for the purpose of io1pecling pel'llOnally the workl with which the author 
had heco~e fami_liar in the writings of Beaudemoudio, Vaodea Bergh, 
Delafoota!aes, H.'bbert, Krayeoboll", Ockhart, and Wiebekiog. It com· 
meoced with t~c1ng the geogrspbical course of the Rhine from ill source 
on the Badus, 10 the canton of the Grisooa, to ill numero111 outlallt into 
the sea. It then lttated at couiderable length the geological charolcter of 
the country through which the riHr aad ill brancbe1 1bu1 traversed. The 
ancient works, u far back as lhe time of the Romana were then briefiy 
de~cribed ; aad the general state of lbe bed of the rive;, wilb the compa· 
rauve le•el1, the inl'lioatioo and the Yelocily of the stream, at the com· 
meoc~meat of lbe modern works, were then laid down in a labular form, 
u pom~ of data; and then lbe capability of the Rhine for forming baak1 
by warpmg, or depositing the matter held i• suspeo1ioo, wu dieco1sed. 
~ remainder of the lint part of the paper wu then occupied by descrip· 
~-· of lbe modes of 1traighteoiag the bed of the river, ud of coutroct
.111g the duu, wein, diYi1ioa arms, spun, and shore works, and the me&bod 

of blutiag the rockl, which latter collliderably impeded the COVl"le of tbe 
stream. Oar limits will aot permit as to follow the details of tbirae worb, 
which differ so e1tentially from aay lo our own country, but the whole 
proceedings appeared to be given with auch precision, that the paper, 
when it i• publi.ahed at length, with the copieas details with which it wu 
illaatrated, will form a mott interesting portion of die minalel of proceed
ings. 

The second part of the pa~r consisted to considerable e:i:tent of a tr&111· 
lalioa of an account of the apan, groynea, and other works on the Moeelle, 
for re11rictiag lbe dimeuiou of the bed of that river, and increuiag the 
depth of water, ao u lo enable the na•igalioa to he carried on, which 
would otherwise he averted in the low.waler seaaoa1. It was ahowo, 
that to effect this, numerous arma of the river had been dammed acrou, 
and allowed to ailt up ; the course had been alraighteaed, elbow1 had been 
cul olf, and lhe convex shores, after being allted up by deposit between the 
groynea, were defend~ by arming of fucioes, &c. Division banks had 
been eatablished for the infiowiag riYulell, so u to carry the graYel io a 
greater dialaoce down the stream. Rocks alao were remo•ed by powder, 
and geuersl improvements to such an extent were executed, chat the rifer 
was comparsti•ely under good coolrol. 

The account of the Rbioir was then retamed, and, aftirr detailing the n
rioDI plans that bad been propot~ for ameliorating ill course, ghiag au
merou1 Interesting aad valuable tables of Blanken'• and Uol1tra'1 e:i:pe
rimenls as to the tides, tbe inclination of the bed of the Yarious ri•en, the 
duration of the ebb and flow, and average height of the rinr at the lime 
of new aad full moon, the height of Yariou1 dJkes aboYe the e:i:traonliaary 
llood·line, &c., 1be pa~r tloiabed with these general •iew1 :-" On looki91 
at tbe map of Holland, and tracing it1 nrioua 1lream1, it cerlainly dOM 
not appear singular that frequent stoppages silould take place ia that 
CCMIDtry, whibt such occurreacl"B are comparatively rare ia Genaany; for, 
as long u the Rhine retains ill tingle course, u at Emmerick, no 
ohatacles, e:i:cepting elbows, stay the pro1tre11 of the carntnt seaward• ; 
but, u soon as it di•ides at the Waal and Paonerdea Caaal, the evil COID· 

mence1 and increue1, according to the number of arms aad channela 
lower down. It i• generally agreed tbal a river 1boald have a1 few oat· 
lats as po68ible, in order to allow it the more ell"ectually to clear Itself; aad 
that the tide should he admitted u far u pouible, whil1t at the nme time, 
the action of the winds ahoold be dimini1hed ; again, that the more the 
surface waler of any river is obstructed, the more quickly the 11a11d will 
accumulate ; and alao lhal, if a cal be made, it it asoal for ice 1toppaa11 
to tlike place below it, IO u to raise the waler·lnel above ; and it ii alto 
agreed, that if a cut be made, u capacion1 as the rinr itself, or be per
mitted to increase to that extent, it will soon get beyond coDlrol, wbillt the 
sand will accomulale rapidly-and that when openings niat in dyke1, 1be 
ice gets into eddir1, lo1es ils nlocity, and by degree. closes op the pu
sage below the opening, so aa lo raise the waler above. The question, 
therefore, to he solved with rrgard to Holland and the 1ystem followed 
there, in order to prevent breaches in dykes, and to save the better part of the 
country (taking into account its weak, marshy soil, and ii• incapacity to 
with1taod any great force), is whether it be the belier plau to relien the 
pre11ure on the dykes, by cuts aorl new cbannela, and local aoodiog1, at 
the expense of increasing the number of ice stoppages; and, 111 the same 
time, dimioiahiog the Telocity in the main rivera, thereby gre11.lly augment
ing ill liability to accumulating sand. It i• true, u already slated, chat 
the river• are at present in such a coodilioo, that it must be very e1peoslve 
to efl'ect aoylbiog of importance; but the question it of 1uch vital import
ance lo the port of Rotterdam, and the certainly of tbe mouth oftbe Me111e 
at the Brielle in lbe coune of lime closing up like that at Katwyk, if no 
impronment be atlempted, is 10 clear, !hat it is nry much to be regretted 
some 1teps have not been taken ere this to pre•ent so gnat a aow of water 
from pusing out by the Hollands diep to Helloet." 

The aulbor directs the attention of lhe Io1titu1ioa to this subject, aad 
gives 1he following point1 for the coosiderslioo of the membera :-"Tbat 
the object to be aimed at, in any slept which might he adopted for improv
ing lhe Meuse at Rotterdam, sboald be to prolecl and 1trengtbeo the ahoret 
aad dykes likely lo be operated upon by the alteration•; to 1traigbteu all 
the cune• on the Leck, so as to lessen chances of ice 1loppage1; to sepa
rate 1he Waal and Meuse waters as much 11& possible, and to lead off the 
former, together with lhe Leck, into tha sea by the Brielle; 10 narrow the 
Bresboscb channel (now divided) inlo one, regulating the q11antity of water; 
to close the Krabbe, the N oord, aad the Ii pry, with 1luiCt1 gate1 ; aad, 
for lhe purpose of widening the outlel, to joia the bland of Rosenburg to 
the main land al Vlaardingeo-lhereby causing lhe ebb water to act upon 
tbia ialaad, and wilb increased velocily and an additional quantity of 
water, atlemptiog to remoH the bar and.shoals." 

April 18.-" Oli1rrt1ation• on tM &liltancra 10 Railll/Qy Traina at dif
ferent Vrlocitit1," By Mr. D. Gooce, of tbe Great We1te111 Railway. 

For tbe p11rpo1e of performillg the experiments, a dyuamometer carriag~ 
wu constructed at Swindon, in wbicb all lbe re1ult1 required were regi1tere<1 
upon a large 1cale, on 1be ume roll of piper, thus e1bibitiog at one view, 
and in the Mme period of lime, tbe trac,ive power e1e11ed upon tbe train, 
and the force and direction of the wind ; the registration of the reaulll wu 
made opoa the paper at eYery sixteenth par1 of a mile, and the time wu re
gistered in correspondence with the di1Wlce tranned during every fifth part 
of a aecood. The dynamometer 1pring aaed wu 1 ft. 6 ia. loag, aad Yery 
carefully arranged. It wu only oeceaaary to count the number of aecooda, 
or f ICtioa• of a tocoid, ba ou or more of tbe dilWlc:e diTiaiool, ud the 
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apeed wu acean&ely ucertained. The forae and direction of the wind w .. 
uoertained by a wind page, placed Ii f8M aboTe &be top of the carriage, 
with &be coaneciiona brought down tu pencils which indicated on the nme 
1heei Ill the retalta. Indicator card• were al'° taken aimullaaeoatly from 
the steam cylindera u frequently u wu practicable, bat not continaoualy, 
u it waa 1 Rnice of 90me danger, the esperimeder being obliged to ait on 
the buffer.beam of tbe engine at a nlocity of 60 miles per boar, ud in that 
windy poaition to take off four 1el1 of card• in three qaarlerl of 1 minute. 
The apot aelected for performing the esperimea&I wu oae mile of nilway 
perfectly atraigbt aad level, and nearly oa the surface of the ground ; and In 
tbe plan the bright of the treea, hedgea, and every inte"ening object which 
could affect the iallaence of the wind i1 clearly marked. The experimental 
train con1i1ted of firat and 1ecoad-clu1 carriage•, each on 1is wheel1, 4 feet 
diameter, taken indi1crimin1tely from the working llock, and loaded with 
iroa to repreaeat a fair load of pa11eagera, giving a gro11 weight for each of 
10 toaa. The esperimea&I were tried with uriou1 weinbu and apeeda up to 
100 ton• and to 62 milea per hour, and tbe re1al&1 were clu1ilied and 
arranged iD a tabular form, with copiou1 eii:plaaatory headiap, '° a1 to ren
der reference to tbem esceedingly easy. 

The author llrat renewed the deduction• of Mr. Wyndham Hardiag'1 for
mula, which wu given at the di1ca11loa at the lnatitation in 1846, and gave 
hit reuoa1 fur dileeating from that formall. He tbea esamined critically 
aeveral esperimeall recorded ia the tables, stating candidly all tbe esceptioa1 
that could be taken to tbem; abowiag that although there wu a difference 
of u much u 52 per ceat. ahowa between the reaistaace u calculated by 
Mr. Hardiag'1 formula and the esperimenta made by Mr. Gooch, that dif· 
ference might be accounted for by tbe method& employed by Mr. Harding, 
which were objected to, 11 calculated to produce erroaeoua reaulta; viz., 
allowing carriagea to rua down iacliaea by tht!ir own gravitv, Daing wheel& 
ol 3 feet diameter inatead of 4 feet, having a macb greater iength of train 
for tbe wind to act upon, &e. He reviewed tbe great effect of a aide wind 
agaimt a train-drividg the ftanchea of the wheel• againll the rai11; and 
argued that tbe length of a train of carriage• w11 much more important than 
ill owa weight. Tbe author did aot offer aay formal& that 1bould be appli
cable for calculating the reaiatance of all railway train•; bat bi1 table1 gave 
example1 of almoat every cue that could occur, and thence data could be 
•applied for thoae who wilbed to carry the in~eatigation farther, and make a 
formula for Uiemaelves. He arrived at the coaclDllon that in practice the 
friction of the asle-joarnal1 w~ not a con1tant qn~atity at all speeda, and 
tbougbt tbn the number and diameter of the wheel• ID a train, in proportion 
to the weight, ahould form elements in any general formula. He abowed by 
esperimenll that the total atmo1pheric reai1tance to a train weighing 50 to111 
dift'ered bat 11ightly from that to a train of I 00 tona weight, if tbe carriagea 
were 1mall and the train long in tbe one cue, aad the reverse in the other 
eue. 

The general reaalt of tbe diagram of reai1tance with train• of I 00 toa1 and 
with 50 toaa ahowed that the reaistaace calculated by the narrow.page for
mula with a 50 ton train, at 621 milea per hour, wu 37 lb.; with a train of 
100 tons, by the aame formula, at 61 milea, it wu 3li lh. The broad gauge 
reailtance, with a train weighing 50 ton1, at 621 milea per bour, was under 
23 lb.; aad with a train weighing 100 ton1, at lilj mile. per hour, wu 22t 
lb. We cannot, of coane, give fully the reaalt1, escept in a comprehensive 
form, but such were the general reaulta. 

The aatbor concluded bis paper by saying that it appeared to him necea
aary, before any general formula for calculating tbe reailtaacea to railway 
trains could be made, that the value of the following element&, neceaaary in 
aach formula, 1hould be determined by esperimenta :-

1. The ule-journal friction, at different telocitiea and with dilferent 
weighll, per 1quare incb of journal 111rface. 

2. The reaittance to the rotation of the wheel1 and ules per pair at dif
ferent velocitiea and with different diameten. 

3. The re1i1tance due to the rolling of the wheels upon the nil1 with dif. 
ferent weigbtl upon them, and with different diametera. ' 

4. The re1i1tance doe to the puaage of the train through the atmosphere 
at different nlocitiea, with different proportio111 of weight, and length aad 
breadth of train. • 

Ii. The reaillaace due to the oacillation or unsteady motion of the train 
at varioDI apeeds. ' 

The author conaidera that all the1e valaea might be determined, with a 
con1lderable degree of •Clflr&CJ, by careful esperiment. 

SOCIETY 01'' ARTS, LONDON. 
.April lt.-Sir J. V. Boru.au in the Chair. 

Mr. DIGBY Wn'M', architect, read a paper " 011 llie .Art qf Blf«.,11, .411· 
dnil ud Moiknl." 

The paper commeaeed with aome remarb oe the Dece11ity of increuiag 
the ruourcea of the deaipra of metal work, by d'ectiag chugq ia the 
proce11 of muafactare; and b;y that act, producing a novelt)' which 
might po1141•• all the charm of freebneea, witboirt any of that estnu_ 

gance ao eoaltaDtly ruorted to ID the attempt to produce Tariet)'. Tlae 
art of enamel pre1ented tbla ao mach wished for desideratam, whereb;y 
by imitating the practice of the medieval artlata in thia material, we 
might coaaiderably enrich oar industrial reaoarcea, lllld facilitate tbe e:se
cation of beaatifal works of utilitarian art. 

After a haaty de1eriptioa of the compoaitioa of pure enamel, and the 
Datare of the pig~n11 Dlaally employed to colour II, Mr. W7au pro
ceeded to enumerate the 1i1: leading nrietiee wbicb bad beea adopted, at 
nrioas periods ia the hiatory of the art, to unite the Titreoaa pule with 
Its metallio baae; endeavoaria1, aa far a1 po11ible, to deecribe eacla geaaa 
in the language of 90me contemporary authority. The firat, or Byaatiae 
procen, which obtained throughout the Eutem empire, from probably 
the time of Justinian, dowa to about the year ISOO, was illastrated from 
the particulara furnished by Tbeophilus, the celebrated artist DIOllk of the 
11th or 12th century; and it• chief peculiarity appeared to bave •n the 
formation of ca11ements, or cuities, for the reception of the enamel, by 
meaa 1 of goltf filigree. 

The second, or early Limoges atyle, wbicb wu ao mach practised ill 
that city, from probably the 11th cealary, until the frigbtfol liege and 

· maasacre by tbe Black Prince, wu deac:ribed from a compariloa of the 
admirable ao1ice1 of Mr. Albert Way with those of &IM. Petit, Duaaiea:s; 
Pottier, aad the Abh4 Tesier; and woald seem to have sabatitated for the 
filigree compartments of the B)ll&Dtiae mode, incisions in the thick cop
per plate by the Jr&Ver. 

The third, or early Irali&D mode, practiaed for probably aome H 7eara 
before the daya of Ugolino Veri, the artist wbo eucuted the celebrated 
shrine ia Oevieto Cathedral in the year 1118, aad carried oa by sabseqaeat 
goldsmiths aad enamellers down to the end of the 16th centory, wu de&ailed 
from del!Cripliona given by Vuari and BeDYeaato Celliai; about the 
middle of that century it appears to bave held a midway potitioa betw
the ancient cha•p lti:i, or incised, aad the painted eaamela afterwarda 
prod aced, coa1i11ting in engraving silver after the manner uf medallic relief', 
aad then lloating it over with variou1ly coloured tnn1parent putee. 

BeDYenuto wu said to have, if not in•ented, at least been the first to 
deecribe the improvement that took pl.u:e about the beginning of tbe l6tb 
century, ia tbe art which co111lituled what Mr. Wyatt called Jeweller's 
enamel. It consi1ted ia UliDg as a vehicle, with the glua powder employed 
to cover small gold or silver objeots in the round, or in the highest relief, 
waler in which pipa of peara had been 1teeped. Tbil held the paste ia 
its place until vitrifaction took place, and wu yet ao delicate a c:emeat, u 
ia no degree to interfere with the perfect purity of the enamel. 

The fifth, or "late Limoges" variety, waa deteribed aa bavillg 1Pf1Ull 
at once, fully armed, from the brain of that Jupiter of enamel workers. 
Leonard Limousia, under tbe aDlpicea of Francia the Firat, aad dilf'ered 
from its predece11ora chielly in covering the entire surface of the metal 
with an opaque paste, and lbea painting oa it witb tran1pareat coloara; 
regaining the effect of a tranalucent ground by applying allver leaf ill par
ticnlar aitaations, fastening it with a glue of coloarleas enamel, and then 
tiatiag over it. Tbeae peculiaritiea, u well as the pei1dare pVdtrt, 
aad touching with gold, were illu1trated from the intere1tiag mana1eripta 
puhli1bed by M. Maurice Ardent, of Limoges. Tbi1 atyle appears to 
have dwindled into nonentity under the bands of the Nouailben, a family 
who lived (they can scarcely be Aid to hne llouriabed) daring the latter 
part of the 17th century. 

In nonnectioa with the detail of the sisth aad last proce11-tbe Miniature 
1tyl-11onourable alh11ioa was made to the labours of Sir Tbeadore de 
Mayerae (whoee inlereatiag manuecript we may shonly hupe to see pub
lished under the auapices of Mr. Heindrie) and his counection with Petitot, 
the principal aad beat known of this acbool of art. Tbe impro•ements 
effected in thi1 style would seem to bl\ve been a great enrichment of tlae 
palette, by tbe addition of new pigments, the power of multiplying the 
number of firings, and gradu11tiag the 1Dccenion of tints, their bardneu, 
and fusibility, by the 11ddition of ftu:ses, &c. Unhappily, tbe my1tery 
many aelfidb artists have thrown over their modes of procedure, readen 
the10 exceedingly difficult to analyse or describe. 

Mr. Wyatt tbea commencing with Egypt, gave a rapid sketch of the 
history of the art, noting the barbaric enamel• existent in the North, 
probably previous to tbe Norman coaque1ta; touching on the CODlleetioD 
between tbe Limogea and Byzantine 1ebool1; and trucing, though necee-
11rily very briefty, all tbe Nlieat points ia its exieteace, both u a maaa
facture and as aa art, in oar own and other coun1rie1. He glanced at 
what had been receatly done in tbe altlilr• of Wagnennd Rudolph, at Paris, 
aad the esqui1ite paintinga of Meaara. Bone and E1se.1 ; and concluded bJ 
e:1pre11ing an earaeat hope that the knowltc!ge of art ponesaed by th
gentlemeo might soon be grafted on the 1kill of our workmen, and that 
we may ere long adopt, and fully carry oat, the old practice of the middle 
agts, '°ably characterised by the Abbe Tesier, in bis eloquent declara
tion that, "ia thoae days, Art and Manufactures were blended and idea. 
tilled; Art gaining by the aftinity great pracliral facility, &Dd Manufac
ture much original beauty." 

Sad Lint.-Me1111. Newall and Co. have greatly improved their patent 
<Oppt'I' wire cord, which I• now mode ealtemtlf leslbTe, anll 11 wtll lldapted ror window. 
tub. u .... botbou- U1btntar condoetoro, pklare·eord, clock-eord, ti•ll-banldnlr, UICI 
maar Ollatr parpoMa for wblell hnlpea iope bu blthnto "-n u...r 1 the ..I.U.tapa 
beln1 lbat It II cheaper, mncb more durable, and one-ai..ib part \h• blllk or bempea rope. 
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COMPOSITION OF COAL GAS. 
utrw:trfro• a kdart, hy Dr. A. W. Hon1.uJt, d1lir:trtd al Ile JUril 

Ctllq' 'If cu.w,.,, HnoMr-"llltU't, 
Tiie compoeit.ion of p1 enlved in tbe dietillatioa of OOlll ie b7 ao 

.... -tant; oa the contrary, it variee to a con1iderable estent, de
pndiq priDcipa117 on the nature of tbe coal1, the presence or ab1eace of 
moithare, ud the temperature at wbicb the dietlllation tak11 place. Tbe 
wr elemeata which collllitate coal are carbon ud h7drogea, with 
-U qaaatitiee of nitrogen aad osygen; ucl, according to the quality of 
me -i, a larger or amaller amount of eartb7 matter. Aaotber frequent 
iagredieat ia 1alpbar. Thia aulpbar ocean almoat invariabl7 in combiaa
U. with irua, in the form of iron pyritea. The qaantit7 ia which it e:i:itll 
nriea very coa1iderably ; muy kinda or coal contain so large aa amount 
that Ibey become altogether ueeleu for tbe purpo11 of diatillin&' 1u. JC 
co&) be ipitecl, and atmoapberic air escloded, a portion of iii elements are 
t'flllyecf u pa, and the remainder become coke. Tbe gues thus nolved 
coataia carbon, hydrogen, nilrogea,osygen, and aalpbor. None, bowner, 
ol tbe111 elementa, escept nitrogen, are found ia an uncombined state among 
Ole products of tbe distillation of coal. 

Tbe following tablet abow tbe different combination• into which tbeae 
tletaentl niter duringdiatillation. Tbeee combinatillll8arenry numeroaa, 
aad are di'rided into two gron~YiL : enbataoce1 which are 1111id1 or 
liqaid1 at the ordinary temperaturee, and compound• which preMnt them· 
ielYea at the common temperature in the form of pa. 

COAL GAS NAPTRA. 
Acid Portiora. 

H}'drate af phea7le.. C 12 R S • • 0 2 

Ntalrcl Portia.,._ 
Bemo! c 12 B ft 
Tolaol c 14 BS 
Cllalol c 18 B 12 
lfapdWI~· c :IO B8 
ru.-p11..i111e c 3U B 12 

~ 
c 15 H3 
c 12 B4 

Barie Partin. 
Aniline c 12 B7 .. N I 
Plcollne c 12 R7 .. N 
IAacoUne •• c ill BS .. N 

llOTL-11ae leUna ~t-C, euboa1 B, bJd ....... 1 0, OZJPlll N, nl....,...., 
uid • oa 1 tlle Ip- clalpale Ille nambtt or aloma or wblcb acb ... 1 .. me la com
,.....-tbu, - alom ot lllllllne con&alu 12 aloma or carbon, 7 or bydropn, and I or 
allrapa. 

The above eeries of aubataacea are each of them highly interesting to 
the acientillc chemist, whilat aeveral are likel7 to become of high practical 
utilitJ. Tbeae aobetance1, along with olhen which are little known, 
CODllitute the ~omples vitcid mi:uare called "tar;" and it le ratber ai11-
gular that many of them, in their aeparate rorm, are oil.a, poelle88ing the 
llOlt delightful odonra. 

The Reood table esbibita tbe dilr~rent conatitaents of the gueoue pro
duc11 of the diltillation of coal, as follows :-

CONSTITUENTll OJ' COAL GAS, 
Name or CoaallhleaL ProporUom. Spec. Gr&Y, Producla of CombaalloD. 

BJdropn • • .. B u-o691 • • Water. 
U,hteubomladbydropn C R 2 O-i5:!B } 
Ol!aaol pa •. •• C H } o-96i4 Water aod carbonic acid. 
VolaUJe bydrocarllom.. CD HD 
Cvboale oslde •• •• C 0 0-96i4 . • Carboalcaeld. 
Cyanopa • • i: 2 N i •lj()IO • • CAJbonlc acid aad !llh'opa. 
Sulphide of carbon • • C 8 % CAJboalc add and IDlph. add. 
Salpl11&r1Ued hydrogen R 8 2-0ll~'O • • Water ind 1olpllu-... acid. 
Alllmollla • • B R 3 0·$11117 Water and nltropa, 
lalphareooa aeld 8 O 2·2114 
B idrodllork a<id B C I } = .... ~. ~ O 0.97~0 lneomhuaUble ...... 
Cabcialeodd • • C o I 1•6203 •• 

Ia this table, th11 first ia llJdr~tr1, one of the cooalitueall of water. 
F~ it i1 obtaiaed a coloorle11 transparent gu, remarkable for ita low 
speci8c gravit7, being one of !be li1blNt eubataacea known. It burnt 
with a pale aame, requiring• a Yolume of osypa, or Ii Toh1mee of ar
lllOlpberio air, for ill combustion. It ia not, however, tbe lumiaoua pria· 
riple of coal p1. The nest, lil/11 earilvdltd llgd~tr1, or _,,,. ia•, i1 
a compound, combining a proportion of carbon with two equinleall of 
bJdrogen (C H 2). Thia gu, along with carbonic acid, ia produced by 
lbe putrefaction of •egetat.le 111bataDCe1· aader water-hence ita name of -111,.,. It burn1 with a pale bloiab flame, rather more 1ubetantial tbaa 
lbat of bydrogen-tboogb it ia ailo nideat that it could not be, aa7 more 
lban the other, the illumiaatiag principle of coal gu. The chief conlli
laent of coal gas ii wfia•I ,_ name derind from its property 
of prodnciag, wben in contact with chlorine at lbe common temperature, a 
peculiar aromatic oil (of which a apecimeu wuesblbited). It nry macb 
l'Hemblet chloroform, and oo doubt bat that it baa alao the 11me remark· 
able propertie1. It i• far richer ia carbon !baa marab gu, the per ceatqe 
of tb9 latter being only 76, while that or the former 11 more than 86. 
Oleliut gu barns with a beantifull7 brilliant llame, and coa1titutel the 
true 11lu111ioati11g principle of coal gu. It requires for combo1tioa to one 
'olu• of oleSut pa, three of u7pa, or 16 of atmoapberic air. Manb 
pa ii compoeed of oae atom of cuboa, and two of b7drogen; while 
oldut pa combine• the two in equal qaaatitiel. There ia, lbtrefore, a 

luge amoaat of carboa in tbil pa, wbicb _,. be proved ia a •triJWis 
muner, by lighting an admi:i:tare of oae •olame of oleSant pa with two 
of eblorine, wbicb will prodnce b7drocbloric acid, and depoait all the 
carbon c:ontaiaed ill the pa in a c71indtt, ia the form of a den• 1moke, 
which renden the pa perfrc:tl7 opaqne. 

YolaJile lytbo-"ru wu the 11.est eonatitnent, but with reapeci to 
which, at preeent, there wu not mncb known. The lint table contained 
the namea of aenral snbatancea which bad been estracted from the liqaid 
produc:ta of the diatillation of coal, called tar. Tbeae aubatancea di6erecl 
mncb with regard to their pbflir.al propertiet-aome of them boiling onl7, 
at •ery high ~mperatnret, while otben •olatiliaed at a beat far below that 
of boiling water. It WM evident, then, that the pa, generated along with tbae 
liquids in the retort, wonld carry oll' a certain qnantitJ of tbeae bydro-earbona 
-v&rJing with the diatance from tbe worb at which the pa wu eumiaed.. 
The great importance of tbeae bydro-carbona in the lnminoaa elfecta of coal 
gu wonld become obvion1 if their compoaition were conaidered. Benzol, for 
inatance, contained not leaa than ft per cenL of carbon, a far greater 
amount than that of even olefiant gu itaelf. Thia wu prued by in· 
11.aming a amall qnantit7 of the liquid, ao u to allow it an ia101!1cient 
qnantit7 of os7gen for complete comba1tion ; and, in thi1 way, a large 
portion of the carbon wa1 aeparated. When mised with a due amonnt 
of os7gen, tbe combn1tion of tbi1 liquid afforded a aplendid light.-· 
-[The talented lec:tnrer ahowed tbi1, b7 puaing a current of atmospheric 
air throngb the lighted benzol ; and alao illuatrated the pec:nliarly rich ii-: 
luminating power of tbi1 vaponr, b7 pu1ing it throngb the pale and almoat 
inviaible Same of b7drogen, which, when tbaa combined, gave out a volume 
of light, which gndually and eteadily increued ia vividneaa, until ~be e,e 
conld ao longer bear its duzling brigbtneaa.] 

Carl>oRic Olidt wu the ae:i:t comtitueat. Carbo11. combined with osygea 
in two proportions, forming two compound sue•; the one containing the 
1malleat proportion of os7sen wu called Nrl>oRic orilt; and the other, 
containing the largest proportion, earllOllic acid, which .appeared u the Jut 
item ia the table. Both tbeae sue• were colourleu, bat their propertiea a. 
bibited a striking dilfereace. Carbonic acid wu not lnll&mmable, wbilat; 
carbonic oside burnt with a pale blue dame, of little or no luminona power. 
Again, the latter wu quite iaaoluble in water, while the former diaaolYed, 
Jllrtic:ularly when the water contained a little alkali, ao rapidl7 u to form a 
vac:oam.-[Tbia wu illaatnted by esperimeat.) Thia aolobilitJ rendered 
euy the remoTal of carbonic acid from coal gu; bat no method bad beeD.. 
diacoTered of aeparatiag carbonic oside, which buma with pa, tbollgb it 
adds nothing to its illnmiaating power. 

The other paea were produced in the diatillatiou of coal gu in "lr'f 
1mall quutitiea ; he abould, therefore, only brielly notice them. There 
were two more componad1 of carbon-the one with llitrogea, and the 
other with aalphnr; the former of theae were called ~and tbe latter 
nlpl&idt qf carllorl. C7anogeo wu di1tingniabed b7 its beau&iful 'riold 
11.am-.earboaic acid being produced ia its combaation, ud nitrogen aet 
free. It wu alao remarkable for •its 1olabllit7 in alkaliet-CJanide of 
potaaaium being produced, which, with iroaaalu, yielded Prmaian bh1e. 
Tbia gu occurred in coal gu in inch 1mall qoantitiea, that ita preaence 
might, for a long time, have remained nnknowa, bot for the nry delic:ata 
teat chemists po1seaaed for cyanogen, by which the amalleat traces conld be 
detected. Sulphide of carbon wu highly inflammable, barning with a blue 
Same, and producing carbonic and 1ulpbureou1 acids. Tbeae aubatancea bad 
been actuall7 found in coal gu, thongb they were by no meana produced 
from enry kind of coal. 

SwlpAurttt" Aydrogt'A wu the ant 1ub1tance on the lilt; it wu, boweTll', 
iunriabl7 geaented, and that too frequentl7 in collliderable quantitiea. Snl
pburets of iron, or iron p7rita, wbich were diueminated through tbe mau 
of tbe coal, wu the aource of tbia gai; and ita quantitJ, therefore, de
pended apoa the amoan' of that mineral ia the coal. Snlpburetted b7dro
gen wu also the offeaaive principle in the e:i:balationa from putrefying 1ob-
1tancea containing sulphur. Sulphuretted hydrogen wu a colonrle11 pa, 
burning witb a pale blue flame ; i' bad not only a moat offelllive odour, bni 
produced a most deleterious effect upon health, e•en when mised with a 
large proportion of atmospheric air. He bad freqneatly witneaaed, ia the 
laboratory, fainting produced b7 the ia1pintic.a of tbia pa iac:aatioua17, 
Profeasor lo'araday ilad proved, that a dog wonld die ia an atmoapbere of which 
l-800tb only wu tbia gaa; and tba~ a bird r.ould not esiat ii the pa formed 
only 1-1500tb of its brea,biag n1ediam. Portuaately, tbla gu wu co11.
verted, b7 combustion, into 1ulpbureoo1 acid, wbicb .wu nry mnch I• 
dangerooa and offeoain. It wu nec:e111r7, bowner, in making coal pa 
to obliterate nery trace of 1ulpburetted b7drogen, for the 1ulpbureoaa :;,{ 
it produced, although far leu injnrioaa, iadepende.atly of ha elfect apo11 
health, attacked •ery readily ner7 metallic aurface. Beaidea, the amall 
qnantit7 of aolpbure'ted b7drogea which wonld eacape nnburnt between the 
turning of the cock ud the igoilion of tbe gu at the barner, and b7 leaJr.. 
age, wu 1ul!lcient to deatroy lead, painted, gilt, or ailnred articlea, in a "lrf 
short 'ime. Tbe preeence of aalpburetted b7drogell might euily be de
tected in ga1, b7 aobmittiag a piece of paper, mnia&ened with the aolatioa 
of acetate of lead, to tbe pa nniall.amed. 
.A-ia wu uotber product, largely fonnd in the diatillation of coal 

gu, into which nearl7 all the nitrogen contained In ooal wu connrted. 
Ammonia wu a colourleu g•, wbicb, of itaell, wu ,.., dift1enlt to !dame, 
'bough, when mised with other combuatlble paea, it wu entire17 coaaum. 
able. Reapediug tbe ptOdacta of the combutioll of ammonia, accarate 
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experiment• were still wnnting. According to all known an&Jogiea, t!ley 
were certainly water and ni&ro~n. Many work• bad 1tated that nitric acid 
wu also produced; but be could find no actual ground• for tbll; and be 
believed, like many other 1ucb statements, it bad been copied from work to 
work, and repeated until it bad become receind as a well-t1tabli1bed fact, 
,,Jtbont the alighted claim to 111cb a consideration. In all hie e:i:perime11ta, be 
had never been able to find the amallellt trace of nitric acid. Ammoniaeal 
gu wu very aoluble In water, more 10 still in acids. The great avidity 
with which it wu thut abaorbed, rendered itl 1eparation from coal gu very 
euy. 

s.+Atirtotu aeitl wu the product of the combustion of 111lpbnr in the 
coal ; and Aytlrocllkwic acitl from the decompo1ition of some chlorides, 
when they were preaent in the coal. AfJU«l'lll 11apat1r wu the reault of 
moilture in the coat The flitrogn. in coal gu wu the residue of the at
mo111herlc air contained in the retort-the o:i:ygen of which wu e:i:pe11ded 
in converting a portion of the carbon an.f 1nlpbnr of the coal into carbonic 
aide, carbonJc acid, IDd 1ulpbureou1 acid. Nitrogen wu a colourlea1, 
tramparent, and incombn1tible ga1, which, being 1oluble neither in acid1 nor 
waler, could not be aeparated from the coal gu. Car/ionic 11"4 bad been 
eonaidtred with carbODic o:i:ide, and that completed the whole of the con
nituenta of coal gu. 

The UlUtiflaliflg principlt1 of coal gu were olefiant gu and the nponn 
of volatile hydro-carbon• : there were also three other gue1 burning in the 
coal-gu lame-namely, hydrogen ga1, carburetted bydr~n or manb gu, 
and carbonic o:r:ide. Besides tbe1e, the gu which we actually born might 
contain traces of mlpbnret of carbon and nitrogen-all th• rest having 
been, or ought to have been, perfectly separated in the dift'eren~ processes 
of purification which the gu bad to undergo. During the progreaa of the 
foregoing abort deacriptlon, the audience bad already become acqnalnted 
With the manner in which theae constituents ainl!IY bnrnt, but they would 
best obtain a correct Idea of the contribution afforded by each, and the illn
minating power of coal gu, II they were all lighted at once.-[Dr. Hofmann 
&hen lighted the bnrnen attached io the veasela containing the 1eparate 
conltltuenta, ao u to aft'ord a view, at the aame moment, of all the variona 
lames.] 

By the proceu of purification which coal gaa underwent before it was fit 
fbr 111e, the cyanogen compounds, the aulphuretted bydro~n, the ammonia, 
the 1ulphureout acid, and the bydro-cbloric and carbonic acids, were sepa
nted ; and be proceeded to illmtrate this process by pusing coal gu, con
taining aeveral of the above gues, through ltme water mi:i:ed with a little 
potub; after which the liquid, which before wu tolerably clear, became 
quite turgid, and the gu no longer contained the deleterious consti&uent1. 

The lecturer then proceeded to devote a few moments to deacribing the 
manner in which the dietillation w11 eft'ected on a large scale. In the 
infancy of the manufacturt, the coals were distilled in iron pots, but now 
iron veuels of a cylindrical form were used. These were placed horizontally 
in a famace-one fire beating five of these retorts. The shape of the cy· 
Hnden wu not unimportant; and, after various changes, ear-shaped cylin
den were now generally preferred-it. beating aurface being greater than 
that of. any other. The front of the retort, or mouth·piece, " it wu tech
nically called, wu fixed by acrewa-iron cement being placed between the 
flanges to render it air-tight.- [These arran~mentl, u well u that by 
which the lid waa fi:i:ed, were illuetrated by drawings and a model.] The 
lid being fi:i:ed, the gu paued through a system of pipes into what wu 
called the hydraulic main-a long, wide, horizontal pipe, balC filled with 
wate11. Bach retort wu thus perfectly isolated, and the end of tbe pipe 
being kept immened in the water in the hydraulic main, any one of them 
might be opened, in onler to charge it afresh, without fear of the gu al
ready ~erated ruebing back through the opening. The temperature of the 
hydraulie main being comparatively low, a lar~ quantity of tar and 1mmo
nianl water wu collected in this tube, which flowed inio cistern• erected 
for the purpose. From the hydraulic main the gas pused into a 1y1tem of 
refrigerating pipet-the temperature of which was kept low by a constant 
ewrrent of water, whereby another quantity of tar and ammoniac wu 1epa
nted. The gu entered ne:i:t into the purifien, respecting which he could 
.i now enter into the various ingenious contrivancts proposed by varioua 
clever gu engineen and chemists. It would, perhapa, suffice, if be stated 
merel;r, that now the gu wu forced through hydrate of lime, merely 
molnened with water. . 

In eoncluaion, be begged to oft'er some general remarks upon the combua
tlon of coal gu. In enumerating the constituents of coal gu, he had 
pointed out tbote componnda which mu1t be considered u impurities, and 
which must be separated before comb11stion took place; but, at the aame 
time, there were othen, contributing little or nothing to the illuminating 
powtr of the gas, wbieb, when once formed, could not be separated from 
the gu. Tbne were hydrogen, marsh ga1, and carbonic o:i:ide. Were 
these, then, to be considered also u Impurities ? If the gas were med for 
illuminating purposes, to a certain e:i:tent at lent, they mn1t be considered 
81 impurities, because they were burnt, and in their combustion, a large 
am011nt of heat wu evolnd ; the product. of their combuation impaired 
the salubrity of the atmosphere in which aucb a light wu burning, and no 
actual benefit or increase to tbe illnminating po,..er wae derind from them. 
JI, then, there were no mean• of separating these 1uh1tances when once 
formed, an eft'ort abould be made to prevent their formation. With regard 
to carbonie o:i:ide, it would be dlt!icult to find a tnetbod which seemed na 
·aphid itl formation-the entrance of the retort, when being cbar~d, beiDg 

in commnuication with the atmosphere. It wa1, however, in the power of 
the ga1 manufacturer to di111illi1b the amount of eaibnret.ted hydrogen, and 
especially of hydrogen. If the temperature of the retort were &oo high, a 
large quantity of the olefiant gae contained in the coal would be converted 
into manb gas, or eYen into hydrogen. That this was often actually the 
case, appeared in a most striking manner, from the following analJlia, made 
long ago, by Dr. Henry, of coal gas made from Wigan coal:-

nm.or 
Colltcllo11. 

ID the 111'1& bour 

.dnalylia qf Gu.fro• Wigtm Ca11Ml C«il 
Specllic C H, .,.. olo- C B2, or C 0. 
gravity, bntp.1. manb gu. 

{
o.~o • . JS • • Bt-5 H • • o 1-3 

· · ..at 12 n 1.11 • • H 6·a 
o-680 12 68 12-3 •• 11 1·7 

lL N. 

5} Boun a.Iler the { o·wo 7 b6 II •• 21 ·a 4·7 
10 commeacemenL. O·:J.15 0 20 10 • • 80 10 

It would be seen by this table, that it waa of the greatest importance that. 
the beat in the manufacture of gu abould not be carried to too 17eat an 
e:i:tent. In the first hour, 12 part& of olefiant gas, and 72 of manh gu, 
were evolYed-wbile only eight of hydrogen were generated. At the end of 
10 boun, not a vestige of olefiant gu wu traceable; while Lhe hydl'Ol8D 
amounted to 60-evidently the conaequence of the olefiant gu being de
compoaed by the e:i:- of beat. h bad been found that, if pure olefiaat 
gu were paaaed through a particular temperature it became cbaaged Ui&o 
light f'.&rhuretted hydrogen and carbon. The ratio of thi1 deCCllllpo6itioa 
wu aa followa :-

C2 H2 -c H2+C, C H2 = H2+C"' 
So that it would be seen, that by a judicious arrangemer.t of the beat of the 
retorts, the production of hydrogen and light carburetted hydrogen, which 
increued the bulk without iucreuing the illuminating power, might be kept 
within certain limita. A very 1mall quantity of these 1ubatance1 might be 
present in coal gaa without injurion1 efl'ects, u they then 1e"ed for the sna
penaion of the vapoun of the oily bydro-carbon1. A mi:i:ture, Indeed, of 
these vapo11r1 with carburetted bydro~n, in due proportion•, might be con-
1idered u an equivalent to olefiant gu. Benzol, for ina&uee. contained. 
92 per cent. of carbon; while olefiant ga• ihelf contained only 85 per cent., 
and carburetted bydrogen only 71 per cent.; and, therefore, by an admixture 
of the latter ""itb benzol, tbe illuminating power of olefiant gu might be 
obtained. Here, again, be would mention the beautiful process propoaed by 
Mr. Low, for increuing the illuminating power of caal gu, u baaed npou 
the mo1t lcie.ntific principles. If be wanted to e:i:pren its natare in a .en
tence, be abould aay it wu a proceu for coavertiag a mi:i:ture of hydrogen 
and light carbaretted bydro~n, by passing it through naptha, into ole6u' 
ga1. 

Thi1 naturally led to the queation-Wby did hydrogen posaess no iilllllli
natlng power at all? and why Wat the illuminating power of manb gu ao 
far short of the beautiful light produced by a jet of olefillnt gu ?-nd, 
briefty, in what consisted tbe illuminating power of olefiant gaa? The il
luminating power of gas depended upon a portion of it being 1eparated ill 
the solid form, which, being deposited at a certain diltance between the 
orifice of the burner and the rim of the ftam11, entered into a atate of igni
tion, f1om which the light emanated. Now, the composition of coal gu 
wae such, that if it were allowed to issue from a convenient burner, a com
plete combu1tion of the hydrogen wae obtained, but only a partial one of 
the carbon. Another portion wu separated-that which entered in&o a 
state of ignition being heated to a white heat before it reached at 1Wliciem 
temperature for ite combustion. 

In the fiame of coal gas, three different parts, or cones, might be di1ti11-
gui1bed. Immediately over the burner, it wu principally hydrogen whicll 
waa burnt, along with a little carbon, whilst the main portion of the carbon 
being tbns set free, was ignited in the second cone, and consumed with the 
rest of the hydrogen in the outer flame. By a simple arrangement, the Illa· 
minating power of tbe coal gu might be de1troyed altogetber--namely, by 
mixing it, previou1 to combustion, with a sufficient amount of air to produce 
a complete combuation. The illuminating power of coal f'U-.Dd, iu fact, 
of any !lame-depended entirely upon the deposition of a fi:i:ed body iu &be 
llame. It wu by no means necessary that tbil body should be carbon. lt 
might be anything else-such aa lime, iron, &.c.-[Tbe talented lecturer 
then rendered the ll1UDe of hydrogen l11mino111, by paaa.ing through it a 
cbloro-cbromic acid ; aud thi1 interesting lecture wu concluded by HYeral 
clever e:i:perimeuta, illuatratiye of the variout 1111bjecta it embraced.)
Milmig JoNntal. 

STEAM WORKING EXPANSIVELY. 
On Uae In~uen~ nf Rapfd Motion of t~ Pilton upon tlie Ejf«Jt of 

8tMm in Enginu tearlting Ezpanrioely: tDitA EzpwirM11l1t upon tle 
11Ubjerl. By M. PALTBI!IEB1.-(Translated for the .Tourn.al of tlle 
Franklin lmtit11ie.) 

The researches and numerous experiJDe~ts which I have made 
upon the application of motive power to machines, and particularly 
my experiments upon the elf'ect of spring., have convinced me tluat 
in the expansion of steam there is a loaa offower: a lose which 
should have a certain relation to the number o superimpollt!d stra&a 
of steam which occupy the cylinder, from its bottom to the pi9'oa. 
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These strata, moving with the pisteo, should naturally developc 
themselves, in order to follow and push it; and it is in this de
velopment of strata, one after the other, that the steam must em
ploy a portion of its force, a portion which is certainly lost to the 
ellj{ine. The greater the number of strata, the more rapid is their 
dtfrelopment ; and the more power that is thus absorbed, the less 
rill there remain for ueeful effect. 

Suppose the steam introduced into a cylinder to be intercepted 
a\ the moment when the piston baa reached a fourth or a third 
part of its stroke, to give place to the expansion: from this mo
ment we may imagine the fluid mus divided into a determinate 
number of successive parallel strata, and beginning to develof,e 
and expand themselves to drive the piston and follow it. It will 
&hen be apparent that the e\ratum nearest the piston will, without 
doubt, be able to exert upon it all its effort, and all the rapidity of 
which it is capable; but 1t will be also apparent that the one which 
follows cannot do as much, because the preceding stratum con
ltrains it, bv pushing it backwards at the same time that it forces 
the piston forwards. By its condition as an elastic ftuid, steam 
should naturally expand every way, and maintain at the same time, 
aa is admitted, a uniform density tbrou~hout its volume-conse
quently, the stratum which drives the piston on one side1• repels, 
on the other, at the same time, the stratum which follows it, 
&!though allowing itself to be penetrated by it ; the latter repels 
die one which follows it, and so on to the last, which is at the bot
tom of the cylinder. 

There must, therefore, be a collision bet11·een one stratum and 
another, on account of the diHerence in their Yelocities, and of the 
-ry compenetratiou of one stratum into another, in order 
that the uniformity of den11ity may be maintained. Thie collision 
must evidently produce a loss of power- 1088 which should be 
proportional to the differences of the velocities, and which will be 
Lhe more comiderable according as the number of siu:cessive strata 
is increased, and as the expansion takes place more quickly. 

It is from these considerations, confirmed by the results of ex
periments upon the effect of helical springs, that I am persuaded 
ihat a given quantity of steam, working by expanaioa, will produce 
more disposable and useful efl'ect acting upon a piston of a large 
surface and short stroke, than upon a piston of smaller surface and 
with a stroke proportionably longer, all other circumstances being 
equal. Desirous of determ!Ding the truth of this opinion by rigo
rous experiment, I caused two steam-engines to be constructed 
ander conditions strictly equal, and calculated to produce the same 
dynamic effect, according to admitted principles. But in one of 
them, the relation of the surface of the riston to the length of the 
stroke was in an inverse ratio to that o the other: that is, if one 
ef Lhe pistons had s surface of 20 and a stroke of !M, the other had 
a lllri'ace of 80 and a stroke of 6 ; so that the volume produced by 
the movement of one piston is precisely equal to that of the other. 
There is, therefore, exactly the same quantity of steam entering 
and leaving Lhe two cylinder1 at each stroke of the piston, and, 
consequently, when the number of strokes is the same, in a given 
thne, in each of the two engines, it ought to be certain that there 
is the same volume of steam, in the same physical and mechanical 
eoaditions, used by each cylinder. These experiments, of which a 
lable ii given, were made with all pOllSible precaution, in order Lhat 
all the conditions of the apparatus should be identically the same ; 
they were repeated several times, on diHerent days, and in the 
presence of several competent persons. 

Tile following table llhows the mean of the results obtained in 
aeveral series of experiments, the apparatus being always kept 
ander the same conditions :-
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Narrow 0·916 

174 9•110 !rs 
17' 9•110 !rs 

156 8·168 Ir 
156 8·168 i's 

l 
l 

I 
I 

• t 

1·00 
130 

19•376 1-00 
ll-G33 • 0 

17-283 I•OO 
N81 .,3 

The numbel'!l in this table will show, at a glance, the diJFerence 
of eJFect betw.een the t~o engines. Although every precaution waa 
taken to avoid error 1n the measurements and observations and 
though the numbers in the table only show the mean res~lt of 
several series of experiment!!, I do not as11ert that the ratios there 
given are strictly those which should result from the physical law 
of this phenomenon. New .experiments, with engines of greater 
power, and an exact calculation with regard to the results obtained, 
can alone establish, wiLh the accuracr desirable, all these relatiom. 
I believe, however, that the reasomng upon which my opinion is 
founded, and the results of the experiments which go to confirm it 
authorise me to make the following conclusions :- ' 

l. That the velocity of the piston has a much more remarkable 
influence upon the useful effect of steam than has been heretofore 
supposed. 

2. That this influence is very greatly increased, and according 
to a certain ratio, on account of the amount of expansion which is 
allowed to the steam ; the greater being the expansion, the greater 
is the difference of effect. · 

3. That in order to obtain from steam the greatest 8IDOllDt or 
useful effect, it is necessary to use cylinders as wide and short aa 
may be practically convenient, and that the piston should move a 
a very low velocity. 

It is certainly not unknown that the eft8ct of steam has a re}a.. 
tion to the velocity of the piston; but it has not yet, so far as I 
know, been recognised that the velocity of the pilton has a parti
cular and considerable influence upon the elFect of the expansion .i 
and I believe myself to be the first who has directed attention te 
this subject, and who has sought to demonstrate the truth bye%
p.eriment. The numbers in the table show, in effect, very con
siderable differences, although the velocities of the two pistons 
appear only in the ratio of l to 4.. The experiments mentioned 
have manifested two other phenomena which have attracted my 
attention, and which I recommend to the notice of scientific per
sons: the first is, that in the engines which I used, and when ther 
were worked by expansion, the pistons were compellecl, in some of 
the experiments, to complete their stroke while. having against 
them (on account of atmospheric pressure) a resistance stronger 
than the force by which they were impelled. The other phenome
non is relative to the work done by the two engines. In most 0£ 
the experiments made, the useful effect, as measured by the break, 
was always, and even considerably, more than the theoretical~ 
of the motive power. Does this diB"erence of eft'ect depend upon 
the dartial vacuum created in the escape-pipe on acoonnt of tile 
rapi passage of the steam, so that the pressure upon the p~n 
has a relatively greater force? May this rarefaction in the eecape.
pipe also account for the continuance in the stroke of the piBtom, 
although they may have been placed in equilibrium by atmospheric 
pressure before making a half, or two-thirds, of their stroke? • 

All these questions, the importance of which will be readily per. 
ceived by men of science, have need of study and elucidation, by 
experiments, perhaps of a different kind. On my own part, I llhall 
do all that I can ; but I call for the aid of learned pel'llOns who are 
conversant with such matters. 

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITU'flON. 
This Institution was re-opened at Easter, although the additional 

buildings are not quite completed. When thill ia done, there will be greatl1• 
increued accommodalioa, for the whole bailding will be doabled ia Ii-. 
The grud theatre will be one or the largest of the cl&a1 in London, aad 
capable of holding liftPen hundred penon1. The ICreeD ia likewile of 
colossal eise, eo that a vast picture can now be ahowa oo it, witla all tM 
resources or powerful iastrumeatll. Thua the la11tltation i1 ta po1111111ioa 
of a dioramic exhibition of much greater power, and polll!lliD& much 
more variety than &DJ ia London. In the illu1tration of microteopic: 
obJects, the great screen is likewl11e a valuable ac-ry, and itl NHlta 
preaent a atrikin& contrut to what used to be a state of microscopic m
tration, but a few years bac;k. The old great theatre bu been very mach 
improved, ud is now reserved for chemical lec:turee, tlie .. an obemiaal 
theatre at the other end of the Innitatloa belag devoted to parpo- .t 
exhibition. The grud lheatre is acceaible from three lloon of the ceatnl 
laall, ao that it C1111 -• be filled and cleared, which ii a great ooavellieaee 
to viaitol'I. Over the ac:reen room ia a ltlad or buaar of objeou of orna
me11tal art, colllilting of porc:elaia and glus works, of great merit, from 
tlie eetabliabmeatll of Aldel'}DIUI Cope1aDcl and others. TbeJ ebow, evell 
more efreotlvel7 thaa the e:ithibltioa at tlae SocielJ of .lrta, &Jae great pro
&reu of theae imporl&Dt arts in England. When the front of tbe Royal 
Pelytec:Jualo Ialtitutioia ha .Repot-1treet ia llaiabed, it will make one of the 
...,t balldiap ill the etreet, ud a YOrJ great onauaeat &o it. The ~ 
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tloaa ban, it ia ndentood, beell -d• chielly throap the enrtioaa of 
Mr. Nul'll!, tbe chairman of tbe Ialll.itatioa, who bu nicJeatly •pared no 
pain• or l!Spe-. uad bu succeeded la giving lo tbe metropolis Bii e•tab
liahmeat of a .,_, high cla11, eqully uaeful aad orn&•ental. Tbe worka 
are auch u tp do great credit to tbc eklll uad tute of Hr. Thomeon, the 
architect. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
~ ..lrt~U.UO..-Tbe report show• that there has beeu a falling0 olf' this 

1ear of .£5,000 iu the income. Thia may be partly attributed to tbe bad
JleH and partly to tbe threatened goverument interfereuce, but mainly to 
ibe reaction coaaeqaent on miama:iagement and want of tute. Tbe en
graving• baft eauud diaappointment to the sub11eriben, and brought •bame 
upon the committee. Tb11ir commerci'1 nlae bas long •ince been aettled, 
the print With frame and glue being aold at tbe picture.dealen for 1evea 
1hilllaga and •i:rpeace. The engraving• ban not illu1tr1ted any aabject of 
legitimate ill'8rett, and b&Te wanted the character of high worb of art ; 
aheir lltmoat mvit being that of middling wall0 hangings. Upon aucb ta•te, 
tbouandt of pounds b&Te been apeat moat wastefally, for any jobbing 
engrayer coald b&Te turned out the whole lot of engrBTing• at a much len 
prioe. lo aample and iJi practice, the admiDiatmion o{ tbe Art-Union ia 
equally bad, and ia nry anf&Toarable to the true intererill of art. The plan; 
of prille cuta ia moat illlberal, for iti1 little better than deleCl'ltioa to break 
up a mould for the p111p111e of preYea'1ng more impreaaions from being 
taken. We mu1t admit that there ii no bope of tbe Society being more 
uteflll, nea if the control of the prize.money aboald be taken from the 

r.:~bolden, and giTeD to the council,-for tbe latter hue ahown their 
competency ill everything they ban undertaken, like moat aelf.elected 

bodi.ea. 
PllJWI'·~ pNJJruN 6y - qf Nitrat• qf Sil,,,,. nd ot/Wr SalJ•.

M. Larocque preaeated a paper to tbe ..leadnr.N dn St:inicn, Paris, e:rplain
ins a new proceaa for colouring and designing paper-hangings. He ob•e""• 
ilia' aearl1 all the nits are Tolatiliaed under the Influence or Hpoar from 
water or wine 1olution1, and tbat lbe nitrate of silver, among other 11111, 
on account of ita easy reduction, would furnish • great nriety of ahades of 
colour; and by meana of rese"es made in tbe paper, any designs in white 
might be obtained. Tbe followiiig i• tbe proceH employed:-" Take of 
pure nitric acid, •P· gr. 1·50, two parta; and di.tilled water, one part. Place 
Ule·lilldare in • porcelain ftptule and beat it, throw in about two ounces of 
ailnr, and continue to apply heat until the action of tbe acid on tbe metal 
hu ~ ; with this quantity of silver 700 or 800 aheeta of paper may be 
aoloured. In tbia operation but a very amall loaa of ailver will be found, for 
the reaid1uJ CBD be formed into nitrate of ail~er and sold; or, if calcined at 
a nd beat in a crucible with carbonate o{ soda, tbe metallic 1ilver may be 
eb'8iDed &Dd employed for a new opei'&tioa. Jn order to obtain good 
dealpa, it ia 11eeenary to operate in a place well lighted and oat of curreata 
of air. 
~ Jfacltiu.--" We took occuioa ( aay• the Nftl:ctUtk Cliroriiek ).

.,_ weeb ajo, lo notice ~ now 1lone-drllllng mM'hlno, and that It wouM 1bortly be 
tated upon aome or the craarrin la lb• nt'libboarhood or NowcuUo. We CBD now 
Ma1e the rault or a trlal mide upon the qulrfJ or Mr. R. t;all, near Galftboad. The 
...,bllla - put In moUoa by rour men, and wortod ror an hour aad a hair, when tboy 
att&liled a dopth or 8 '"'•or 4 lncbu gauge. Tho bole wa1 thon charrd with 19 lh. or 
poWder, and th• dleehars• produoed tho rtmOTal or ~.400 cubic (HI or ""'"· We UD• 
~ th&& It 11 lllrely to be ""'Y s-tly patronlled by quarry owoora, rrom th• ra
pidity with whlc b It d- 111 wort." 

CAnnutry qf IM Sra.-A lecture waa delivered on tbis subject at the 
Boyal Io1tltutloo, by Dr. Thomu Wllllam1, of Swan1H. In commonclnir. the lecturer 
demonatrated, by meana or au 1pparat1u contrlrod ror th• parpoH. tho •ft"ttla of pm. 
aare on lbbeo at dellnlte depth• ~•ll&b the ourface or th• ora. Haring 1bown that a 
..,1d 61b, wh•D the water ID which It WU pl1cod WU 1ubjttl<tl lo a prn1u .... or rour at
-ith•reo, became paralrsod. Dr. William• •lated the rollowlng condualODI .. doducod 
flom bla own uperllllftlla :-1. That roUDtl l11he1, baring an air bladder, cannot, wltboul 
Injury, be n:poood to a pre"uro or more than tbrM atmoophorn.-2. That the UN or 
tbe air bladder 11 DO& IO mlleb lo rtfU)ale the 1pttlllc gra•lty of lht an!mala U lo realal 
the rarylng rorce or the ftuld column, and tbu1 lo protect tht rlocera and abdominal 
blood0 renel1 agaln1t oscna or preaauro.-8. (Though In this c- the rewlta are Ina 
.artldng) lat lbh txblhlt a limited capacity only for 1u1t.alnlng p'"'ure. Jl'rom tbt1e ob· 
...... tlODI, Dr WU11am1 lnrerrod that th• condition or prn1ure ...,ulaled lht dl1trlbaUon 
or lbbn la dopth. Rerorrlng lo the osperlmtn!ol rntarcbn or Pror. E. ForbH, be OS· 
preaed bl1 conviction that pronure would be found tbt moat Important ele111•DI lo th 
problem ohuhmarlae organic lire. Be ob1nnd that the lowor anlmal1 nlu<fll a toltraoce 
or pl'8MUre peculiar to each 1pedn, and detormlnlog Ila "°°' of dopth. Tho l•w• of 
ocanlc temporature wore neat txplalnod. It wu n:p•rlmootally domon1tnlod, that the 
UJ)UlllOD ol oea-water l1conoidorahly greater than that o(pnre wakr, UDdtr rquaJ lncre. 
meala or bell&. II wu, boweYn, nt.abllobtd by the acrometer. that deu11tr did not 
dlmlmlb In - proportion with the laL'ft!ue ar rolume. II WU ll1lJUed, that th!• U.· 
-1ment watl lo M'COUDI for tho Ollp&DllOD Of C'fSlall by boat, H Dotkod hy lflllcber. 
lleb 1 and that II alao prorod tbat In the rue or two 1lreta or water or d!11lmllar tem. 
peratme Oftllylag ta<h olb..r In the ottan, the teadencr lo lntermlsture by rertlral 
IDoleoular attnctlon wa1 peater than would be tho <Ue Ir the - con1llted or dlatlllod 
-· It - eonteaded tlaat 11 wu In accord&Dc:e with lb• prlndpln dereloped In tbla 
~rlmont, that the warm walor occupying the grealell dtptlu In the Ha (11 dloconred 
l!L Sir Jamn 8-J ....., to th• ourrace and neaped undor tb• rorm or rapour, which by 
'CIUllQIDf ...,th lhroqb the alma.pbere mlllpted the rlpur or polu cold. Bererrtn1 
.ao tbe - or water of uniform warmth, oboernd by tllr J. Roa, the lttturer 11ated 
~ha llacl tu<erlalalll, hr 11perlment, that water acqulreo a conalderable lacroue of 
kmpttataJw aader great prea1ure, &Dd that he thought that th• temperature or tho dttp 
-Mid oatr be atllf8etortly accounted ror by the coadtnaatloa or bulk which the "air 
of .,..... ..i.wut. The In.,_ or lempera&we meuand downward• from the 
.._ ol atdfbrm wanalb to the 1ta bottom WM aoliHd u prorlng that th• l.!14'nt 
lie&& of the dlMolred air wu rendered oeallble u the preaure-thal II. u Iha depth la. 
cnutd. Dr. Wlllluta C'ODcluded by refttrtnrto the mulmnm deaally orwalel'. the lawa 
_...... die ...._ al air la wawr, &ad hr aplallllag the la8- of lb- co11-
.illdoaa oi Illa al-..ee and dlatrlbl&doa of plaDla aDd 111lmab In the .... 

TM 7'ildw .Dldin.-Tbe following new and reduced prices OD tiJ 
and wood IOOdlC'amelllto operatlaaoa tbe&lh ol Aprtl :-Tlmherorwood,-belag• 
batteu, boardl, atarft, lw>dlplt.., oan. latbwuod, or oilier timber or wood. awa, 
or otberwlle me-!, ueept hewn, and "°' bela1 tlmbtr otllerwlN cbarpd wltll 
&be load. 161.1 deala,. battem, board1, or other llmbtr or wood, uwne.Rt, u 
othenrlM cbarpd wt[b duty, the load u. 11.-or, la lieu ortbe dutte. Im upoa 
by the load, accurdlag lo the cable eontenll, the Import« mar ha"' apdoa 
time of paulag Ille lint eutry or enterlag batlelU, '-'-.eada, deab, deal-md 
planb, by tale, tr or and from romga couatrlea, accordlag to lheU dlfl"tn!Dt dime 
and rate9 or dutJ, In which• coallderable redactloa 11 made, rarylng fnlm one-roo 
a moiety or tbe ralft or dnl)' hitherto lnled thereon I ala-, the load of 50 ("Db 
!Ba.; llrewuod, Iha lkthom or 216 ("Obie reet, 61.1 lw>dlplkea, aot aceedlag 7 
leaslh, the 120, !:la.; areedl1117 reel In length, the 120, II. 41. 1 "-, under.\ 
aquare, the 120, ea., 6 lncba and under 8 lllcha 1quuw, I.lat 120, u. 41.; lalhwo 
rathom or 21~ "°blc feet, II; 41. 1 oara, Iha 120, 41. 10..; 1pua or polea, under Z2 
leal!lh, and under 4 lncbea la dluntwr, Ille 120, 121. 1 22 rttt la lenrlh and apwai 
under 4 lnoha ID dl11neter, the 120, II. 41.; •para or all leagtlu, 4. and uadtrJ 
In diameter, the 120. 21. Ba.; •pot.a ror wbtel1, not eac:eedlag 2 rett In ie...ui. ~ 
II. 41.1 ezceadlag 2 reet In length, the 1,000, :u. 81.1 timber, planed, or 
dft!IMd or preparad fbr ...,., aud not partlcalarly enumerated nor othenrlle cha 
dulf, tho cable root, 44, 1 and further ror nery 1001. ralut, 101. 

LIST OP KEW PATBSTB. 

GllANTllD ur SlfGJ.AlfD l'&OM )fAaca 27, TO An.IL 20, l 
Si:# JfOfll/la allowed.for Brwol..t, _,,., ot"-itt ~ 

Boajamln tJrey Babington, or Georp-1treet, HaDOftl'.JQUAft, lflddl-, 
Joba llpurgln, or Galldfonl.atnet, Mlddlaees, M.D., for "lmpl'Dft!menll Ju 
lkture or metaWc pe09.''-S.aled March 27. 

Joba Coale9, or Seodley, Lancuhlre, calico prlnwr, ror "certain ImproY 
machlnory or appuatuo ror printing <&lie- and other ourfacea."-Aprll 3. 

lflebul JORpb John I>onlu, or Abbot'1 Bromloy Home, 8tammi11tlre, 
'·' Imprond compoantll or mlsturn to be aaed ror lubrlcatlag """'hlMrr·"-A 
· Jamee PUbrow, or Totteabua, M!ddleoes, o.artaeer, ror "certain lmpro 

propelllu1 upon rallwap and canab, and ID the apparat1u or machinery by 
aamo la lo be accompllohrd,"-Aprll 4. 

Thom11 John Knowly1, or Hetbun T.....,., Dtar Laacalhlre, and 
Sblrllf, Hanla, ror "lmpl'Oftmeala la paeratlag, ladlcatlag, and appl 
April 6. 

Jaaer,h Poot, or Spltal.aquue, lflddlmu, ror "Impronmenta ID the man 
1loft1. '-April 6. · 

Enpae Ablon, or Puton.ltftet, Harmartot, ror "Impronmeata la I 
draft ID c:hlmllla orlocomollft Uld othor eaglnn.'.'-Aprll 8. 

Thomu GW ud John Eq.,..mbe Gill, or Plrmoath, manulacturera, ror " 
meall In th• muuracture or muurn.''-Aprll 8. 

Thomu Potla, or Birmingham, braa &llbe manul'actW'fr, ror "Improftlll 
manu!Kture ol &llbulu iluea or locomotl"' and other 1tam bollere."-April It. 

Thomu Speac:er, of·Prncot, Lancuhlre, ror "certala Impronmonll la m 
apparab11 ror manulactwlng pipe• and tubel from clay or other plullc mate · 
parll or which lmproftmonla are applicable to the muulacture or hollow 
-April JO. 

Jamea Dorham, or llradronl, Yortlhlre, muaapr, for "certain l':t:ronm 
ehlnerr ror canllng, eomblng, preparing, and •pinning couon, wool, pace, 
llllr. and othor fibl'OUI materlalo.''-Aprll 10. 

John Ecroyd, or Rochdale, Lancalhlre, machine mlbr, aad Jnbn Eccln, or 
plac:e, mechaalc, ror "cartaln inapl'Oftlllenll ID ralftl or plap (Of: the puMge 
April 10. 

Jamn Peirt., or Rochdale, Laacuhlre, eaglneer, ror "certain Impronmeuta 
englna.''-Aprll 10. · 

John Lo'ag-rth, or Newton Heath, Lancublre, for" c:ert&ln Improvemoall la 
ror power looou. "-April 10. 

Jamn llfncoct, or Urwrpool, lf'D\lemUI, ror " Impl'OY9ID11t1ta In prenn&lag 
t1n111l1hlng lire In ..,. .. i., warebouon, ud other hulldlap, par11 or wblcb Imp 
are appUcable lo ronlllallon.''-Aprll l:l. 

John ..... ..,.,or Leknlor, ~Dtleaian, ror .. lmpro'l'lltllenla ID d,_ futefllll 
attaching the oame i" and ID arllcln made, wholly or ID pan, or certain Geslble 
or rabrlco.''-Aprll :l . 

Henry HoDIOD Henooa, or Hampsload, Mlddlt1ez, pntloman, ror .. c:erta1n 
mrnla In railway carrlapo and WlflODI, and In ro1Hl1 or capacity, omplof'd la the 
and conn:ranc:e or es:plo1lro 1ub1t.aacea.''-Aprll 16. 

Thomu Fonylh, of Ntw Nortb.road, lflddl-s, engineer, ror "Imprcrrem 
manur1cture or rtllway wbeel1.''-Aprll 16. 

Charin Green and Jameo Nnnnan, m1>nufu&llrtra, or Blnalngbam, rer "l 
moala ID the muuruture or a part or part& or ratlway wheela.''-Aprll 15 • 

Richard Madigan, of Hanratoct.blll, Hamp1wad.road, Mlddlnes, drll mg! 
John Coope Haddan, or 14, Llncoln'1 IDD·ll•ld1, Mlddl ... z, clrll earfaHJ, for 
proremon11 In tho muuraclure or whHla for raHwap.''-Aprll I~. 

Stlah Hlltr, or New York, In tho Ulllled Statea or America, ror "Impl'Onmeata 
manureeture or 1talr roda.''-Aprll 16. 

Darld Darl11, or Wlgmore.1treel, Cnencllab.aqaare, coachmalror, ror "ce 
proromonla ID tho CODllrucUOD of the headl or OptD and clOH carrlqeo."-AprtJ 

Charin Alt.rood, of Wolaln1ham, Durham, E1q., ror a "certain Impronmeat 
pro .. moala In lht mlUIUfM'lure or lroo."-A prll Ill. 

JobD Britten, or Blrmlnrbam, macblnlat, ror .. c:ertaln lmprnremeala In b 
llgbllng, roD1llatlng. and cloolng and 1crewlnr the doora or apart111ea111 &loo ID II 
ud ••ntllatlng cartlqn, par,ta or whlcb lmproremenla are applicable to otbtr 
J>OHl.''-Aprtl 20. 

Malthow Cochran, or Hlgh·lll'ffl, PalaW)', ReafreW1hire, ror "certain Imp 
ID lb• Froductloa ar coloured patterDI or dealgn• OD """" or carpeta, relreu, or 
textile material•, par11 or which lmproremenla are alao applicable lo the prodacll 
eolour<d pattern• or deolp1 on -rea fabrlco,or other plann. "-April 20. • 

Samu•! Cl"llJ, or llepat' .. 1quare, Mlddlnu:, eaglnoar, ror .. Improremonll l•I 
-...''-April 20. 

Jobn Straop Harredlne, or Bol)'WIU.eam.Netdlagwwtb, Huntlacdoaal&lre, tarmer, 
"&D Improred modt of llttlng certain glrthl and llrap1.''-Aprll 20. 

HtDJT Giibert, ot llalat Leouurd' .. ea.Sta, s-, ror "an Impl'Clftd moot. or lmprond 
modn or operating ID denlll 1urpry, &Dd lmprond apparalDI or ln1tramonll IO bt usrd 
thereln.''-Aprll 20 • 

a 



. - ·c - - "- - .. -- ... , -- ·-- ---- ' 
II aim~r girders f, above; . and upright cast-iron stanchions g, on 
each aide of the tube, to which are bolted the ends of the girders, 
'°P a11d bottom, and also the croBB lifting girders A. 

Jiio, 129-Vo&. Jl.-Jv1111., 1848. 
I inotion to lift the tube 'another aix' feet, when th;~;~ 

were removed as before described, and the operation rep~ 
above, until the tube had been lifted the height required, 1 

feet to i' feet. 
22 



Pig . .3. 

-·· ,..._Iii .... ~ lo Ille - ilou- .... DOUceCI U pl'0'1Df \AU 1119 JaWDI 
]lea& ol llae dl9eolftd * wu noder.c! 1enelble u Ille P'""ure-lbal J1. u the depth Jn. 
.,._..,, Dr. 1"lllaml <ODcJuded by Nlrrrln1 to &be miWmuBI dnall7 of waler, the Ian 
._.m. die ...... ot air In .. , .. , aad bf ap181.tn1 tbe Jae- ot 1b- coa
Glllom oil IM ul"'8Ct and dlatrlbullon or plaiila aad llllmall In the -. 

PLATE Vlll 

,-
1 ----, 
I 

"1111 lmprov.a mode ot dU101 c:en.io 8'nhl and elrapa."-Aprtl w. 
Rimry Gll.,.rt, of llalnl Leoaard'e-ea.Sft, 8-, for" an Impnnd mCIM or Imp:;: 

mod" or operating lo dtnlal 1u,.,..,., and Improved 1ppara1Ue or 11111n1mra111o bt 
llleTela."-Aprll 20. 
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THE CONWAY TUBULAR BRIDGE. 
('lr"1a Engraf1ing1, Plau J"JJI.) 

The great engineering event for I848 is the raising of thf' Conway 
Ta.bum Bridge, and which after so much fear and anxiety has 
been d'ected with great aucceu. Thia work derives its importance 
aot llO much from iu greatness, as frem its opening the way for 
the adoption of a new system of bridge building, whereby the 
rMOurcea of engineering are very mucJi extended. To build a 
bri~ greater than th0118 which have been made before, to make 
a railway longer than tb1>1e which have yet been opened, or to· 
eomt.ruct a more powerful locomotive, is a great work; but it is of 
vuy much greater importance to execute aometbilljf entirely new. 
The engineer who bu constructed the greatest lighthouse or the 
greatest dock in bis day, may be overcome by some one ellle, and 
then his claim is at an end; wbereu the engineer who extends the 
rmources of his art, baa a clear and unique claim to distinction. 
Mr. Robert Stephenson hu the merit of carrying out this syatem 
of tubular bridge building, and it will be a special event m his 
career, beyond the many works of constructive skill be baa already 
produced. The aucceae of the Co11w1 l•ridre is none the leu 
important, because it aettles the procticsliili y of that greater 
und~ing, the :Menai Tubular Oridg • Thu progrea in any 
one ~ection leads moat certainly to greater exertion; and it is 
peculiarly necessary to give every encouragement to all attempts, 
which open a i;iew career for the engineer, and give him greater 
means of exertion. 

We are glad to learn that the trials hitherto made within the 
mbe with locomotives have been aucceaaful, though we have not 
had the opportu'!ity of personally investigating the real progreas 
of the undert.alung. We shall, however, watch it with interest 
an~ ~ttenti_on, to eee bow far. its co?tinued working justifies the 
opJDJOD which has been entertamed of 1ta BUccetlB: at the ll&Jlle time 
we may aay we do not participate in the fears which are enter~ 
tained lty some of our mathematical correspondents. 

We have this month given engravings orthe tube, and the lifting 
app~tWI, and next month we propose to lay before our readers 
drawings of the ingenious Jacquard machinery invented by 
Mean. Roberta, for punching the plates. 

The construction when finished is to consist of two tubular 
~ridges, ~ormed of wrought-iron plates, each tube being for one 
line of rails. We shall now confine ourselves to the description of 
one of the tubes, which was fixed in its place in March last, and is 
shown in the accompanying engravings, Plate VIII. 

Fig. 1 exhibits a transverse section of one of the tubes and 
~e m~Drf of the pier, together . with the lifting apparatUB. 
Fig. 2 11 a aide elevation of 19 feet ID length ofthe tube, resting 
on the masonry, and the lifting apparatus: Fig. S ie a aection 
through I 2 feet in length of the tube, and section of the lifting appa
ratus: Fig. 4 is a plan of the top of the tube to the extent of 20 
f':t!t ID length, and plan of th~ hy~raulic preu. Fig. 5 is a front 
view of one end of the suspension girder, and fig. 6 a aide view. 
. 'fhe tube consists of a shell or external casing, a, a, of wrou~ht
u~n ~latea, from 4 to 8 feet long and 2 feet wide, by ~mcb 
thick ID the centre, and hbs of an inch thick towards the end of 
t~e tube, riv~t.ted togetlier to T-angle-iron ribs, placed on both 
111des of the JOmta, and angle-guueta at the feet of the ribs to 
~tilfen t~em; a ceil}ng, co~po11ed of 8 cellular tubes b, each 20! 
mches wide, and 2I inches high ; and a fioor containing 6 cellular 
tubes c, 214 inches wide, and 2I inches high. The whole length of 
the tube is 4I2 feet, and 22 ft. S! in. high at the ends, and 25 ft. 
Cl in. high i'! the centre, including the cellular .tubes at top and 
bottom, _runrung the whole length, aud 1' feet wide to the 0•1tside 
of the std~ plates: T~e upper ~Ila are formed of wrought-iron 
plates, ~inch thick m the middle, and 6-incb thick towards 
the ends of the tube, put together with angle-iron in each angle 
'!f the cel~a; and o_ver th,e upper joints is rivetted a ali.J> of ~-inch 
ll'OU, 4-4 mches wide. fbe lowt'!r cells consi11t -off-inch iron 
plates for the divisions, and the top and bottom of two tbick
n~s. of plates, each I2 _feet long, 2 ft. 4 in. broad, and 6-incb 
thick m the centre, and l-mch thick at the ends, and so arranged 
u to break joint ; and a co,·ering plate of 6-inch iron S feet long 
ill placed over every joint on the underside of the' tube. Th~ 
external casing is united to the top and bottom cells by angle-iron, 
on both the inside and outside of the tube, as shown in fig. 6. 

The ends of the tube, where it rests on the masonry are 
1trengthened by cast-iron frames d to the extent of 8 feet of the 
lo~er. cella i 6 cast-iron transverse i-.shaped ~ders e, on the fioor; 
I mmilar girders f, above; and upright cast-iron stanchions g on 
each aide of the tube, to which are bolted the ends of the girdera, 
IOp and bottom, and also the croa lifting girders •. 
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In order to allow of the free expansion and contraction ol the 
tube, the ends rest on 24 pairs of iron rollen i, oonnected topther 
by a wrought-iron frame, and placed between two cast-iron plate& 
j, k, I2 feet long by 6 feet wide, and 4 inches thick. The lo•er 
plate is laid on a flooring of 8-incb planks I, bedded on the lltone
work ; and the tube is also suspended to 6 cast-iron beams m, the 
ends resting on longitudinal bearers n, I2 feet long, with a circular 
groove on the underside, supported by I2 gun-metal balla o, 
6 inches diameter, standing upon an iron bed p, and supported on 
the ends of the cast-iron bearers q. The tubes are suspended to 
the beam m, bf wrought-iron bolts r, and spade-pieces rivetted on 
to the sides o the tube, as shown in figs. 5 and 6. 

The lifting apparatus for raising this enormous weight was en
truated by Mr. Stephenson, to Melllll'B. Easton and Amoa, enginee111 
of the Grove, Southwark, to whom great credit is due for the very 
aucceuful manner the tube was lifted. The machinery ronlisted of 
2 steam-engines, erected in the recesaes B of the corresponding 
tube, one on each aide of the river; and each engine baa a horizon
tal cylinder, I 7 inches diameter, and I6 inches stroke, with pilton
roda working through stuffing-boxes at each end of the cylinder; 
each piston-rod has a crOBB-head and gives motion by aide-rods 
and cranks to two fiy-wheels; and the ends of the two piston-rods 
work 2 forcing-pumps with plungera, I ,'r inch diameter, and 
I6 inches stroke. These pum,Pll inject the water into the hydraulic 
press C, shown in the engraving, through the small tube (S). 

The preu was erected on a stage constructed above the level o( 
the top of the tube, and consisted of two crOBB-girders of caat
iron, each in two heights D, D', the lower one 4 feet high, and the 
upper one 2 ft. 6 in. high; the ends resting u11on cast-iron bearers E, 
imbedded in the masonry of the piers. Urn the crou-girden 
was fixed the casing F, of the ram, which JB 5 ft. 2 in. long, by 
S ft. Din. wide, cast with ribs; and on the top of the cylinder are 
fixed 2 vertical guide-rods G, G, 6 inches diameter, passing 
upwards through the crOBB-bead of the ram, and a cast-iron girder 
H, nearly at the top of the tower, and I8 feet above the girders D'. 

The preBB consists of a cylinder (I), firmly fixed in the casing, 
!76 inches diameter externally, and 20 inches internally; and 
the ram (2) ISi inches diameter, with a vacuity nearly l of an inch 
all round, to receive the water injected from the pumps already 
described, through the tube (S), the orifice of which is ; of an inch 
diameter; this tube is furnished with a lever-valve close to the 
cylinder, for safety, in case the pipes should burst. In the event of 
such a casualty, bd. an ingenious contrivance the lever-valve would 
be instantly close , and the weight supported by the water in the 
9'linder. O'? the top of the r~ is a crou-head ( 4 ), of ~lid cast-
1ron, 9 ft. 10 m. long, I f\. IO m. deep, and 2 ft. 4 m. thick, with 
two apertures, 2 ft. I in. long, by 1 ft. Ii in. wide, through which 
the lifting chains pau ; and on the top of this cr01111-head are 
fixed two clip~ing vices or clams (5, .St) each consisting of a pair of 
wrought-iron Jaws, S feet long, l I incJJea deep, and 6 inches thick, 
and a winch which turns a small pinion ( 6), that takes into two 
cog-wheels (7, 7') fixed upon the heads of two horizontal ICJ'ews 
(8, 8' left and right banded) palllling through nuts in the two jaws 
of the clams. Thus it will be perceh·ed, that as the winch is turned, 
the jaws are made to open or close, for the purpose of clippin~ the 
heads of the lifting chains; below these clams are two others t 9 9') 
for clipping the heads of the lower links. ' 

The two lifting chains consist of wrought-iron flat ban, in 
lengths of 6 feet from centre of bolt-eye to centre, and each bar is 
7 inches wide and I!, It, and 1' inch thick, with heads having 
shoulders fitted to tile jaws of the clams. Each chain contained 
nine links of 8 and 9 baN alternately, besides the two lower link.a, 
each consisting of 5 and 4 bars. The heads of the first or upper 
link1 paaaed through the upper lifting clams, fixed on the top of 
the cro1111-head of the ram, and there secured by the jaws of the 
clams being screwed up taut; the second links passed through the 
lower clam, the jaws of which were left open, and the heads of 
the two lower links were made to abut against the underside oftha 
lifting girders, g, Ii. When the pumps were Bet to work, the ram 
was lifted 6 feet, its full range; when it had attained this elevation 
the jaws of the lower clams (9, 9'), were screwed up close and clipped 
the beads of the third links (I I), and there held the chain firm; the 
jaws of the upper clam11 were then opened, and the ram lowered 
down to its original position, when the bars of the top links (IO)were 
removed. When this had been done, the jaws of the upper clama 
( .s, 5') were again brought under the heads of the second lmka, and 
screwed up taut, eo as firmly to clip the shoulders of the links, the 
jaws of the lower vice (9, 9') opened, and the ram was then set iD. 
motion to lift the tube another six feet, when the seoond linka. 
were removed as before described, and the operation repeated u 
above, until the tube had been lifted the height required, abollt !ia. 
feet to 2• feet. 

2'.l 
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The l'ower of the presses may be thus calculated: the area of the 
ram being equal to 837•64. circular inches, and the force acting 
upon the plunger equal to 2·14. tone per circular inch, the two 
being multiplied together give 7226 tons, which is the force of one 
of the presses, and of the two presses 14.4.S tone. The actual weight 
lifted was estimated at 1,300 tons. The quantity of water used 
for each press is about 66 gallons. 

The tube was constructed on a platform erected on the shore of 
the river, close to where it was to cross; and when finished, six 
pontoons, something similar to the large coal lighters on the river 
Thames, were placed under the tube at low water, and which at 
high water lifted the tube off the piles upon which the stage was 
erected. It was then ftoated to its destination, and placed between 
the two towers, part of the maso~ being left undone until the 
tube was put into its proper position, and as it was raised the 
masonry wRll built up under the tube. The time occupied in raising 
the tube and building up the masonry occupied four days; the 
actual space lifted per hour was 18 feet. 

CANDI DUS' S NOT E - B 0 0 K, 
FASCICULUS LXXXII. 

" I mu11 ban llbertJ 
Withal, 11 largt' a •barter a• the wlnda, 
To blow on whom I pln.ee." 

I. Surely there must be something wrong somewhere, when} not
withstanding all the numerous appliances and aids which Architec
tural study can now boast of, Architecture itself seems to have come 
to a dead stand. In the inability to get a step forwards, a merit 
i1J made of what an Irishman would call advancing backwards. To 
say nothing of the Institute, we have besides that 11 Royal Academy, 
which professes to extend its fostering protection to Architecture; 
also Architectural Societies, Decorative Art Societies, Schools of 
Design, and lastly, though not least, Professors of Architecture;
yet what is the art the better for them all ? Can it do more than 
hash up again and again the cold remains of the banquets which it 
used to serve up in by-gone ages? If that "more" be not possible, 
there is little cause for us to vapour at the rate we do about Archi
tecture as one ef the Fine Arts. Either it has now lost, or is no 
longer permitted to exercise, the powers-to maintain the privi
leges of one. After atudging all extant styles of the art, we are 
reduced to the mortifying conclusion, that we can do nothing what
ever with any of them beyond copying, being ourselves wholly un-

. able to catch and preserve the artistic spirit that pervades the 
best and most characteristic examples of the styles which we pro
pose to ourselves as models. By dint of pains-taking industry, we 
can follow them tolerably well as far as they go; but where they 
atop short of what our actual purposes demand, we stop short too, 
and break down ; and not only do they not go far enough for our 
present requirements, but they sometimes lead us astray, forcing 
more or less upon us that which is adopted merely because it is signi
ficant of the style, although at the very same time much that is 
incompatible with the style is tolerated on the score of necessity; 
so that, after all, it is generally suffered to be seen that there has 
been con11ict between style and purpose. Without such thorough 
mastery over a style as can bend it, and render it quite plastic and 
tractab1e1 it is hardly possible to produce more than either direct 
copies ot former examples, or a sort of decent patchwork com
posed out of them. As one of the Fine Arts, Architecture might 
now very properly take for its motto, Fui :-" I was one once, but 
am so no longer." 

II. It would not be amiss were some term introduced to distin
ftUish those whom we now call Architects, from Builders, or else 
to distinguish the Artist or Fine-Art Architect from him whose 
practice and abilities do not extend beyond estimates, specifications, 
the preparing working-drawings, and the superintending the exe
cution of buildings. Why not have the term house-architect, as 
well 88 house-painter, understanding by it those who make no 
pretensions, or whose works do not qualify them to make any to 
the more ambitious name of Architect in the sense of artist. At 
present, all who come under the somewhat vague denomination of 
Architects, assume to themselves the rank of artists-followers of 
what is by common assent and the laxity of language admitted to 
be a Fine Art. No doubt, such appellation (that of artist) is ftat
tering enough ; but then it carrie11 with it a corresponding degree 
of responsibility. If it cau be adequately supported, it is one of 

........ .. 

honour ; if not, it becomes one of reproach and disgrace. In not. 
being an artist there is no demerit ; but the pretending to pus for, 
or at least rank as such, without possessing the least artistic talent, 
is surely not very many removes from quackery. If there can be no 
higher title than that of Architect for those-and they do not seem 
to be many-who follow their profession in the spirit of artiste, a 
more modest designation would better become the majority, and 
would relieve them from the sneers and reproaches to which they 
now expose themselves. 

Ill. The.idea of erecting single colossal columns 88 monumenta 
and architectural objects, was, no doubt, borrowed by the Romane 
from Egyptian obelisks. lnadmuch as they are both lofty, upriidit 
objects, exceedingly well calculated to show at a con1iderabfe <lia
tance, the column and obelisk agree,; but they also differ quite as 
much, and the difference is decideruy in favour of Egytian tute. 
\Vhereas the obelisk is evidently a monument-a pillar erected to 
record some fact or facts, or dignify some locality, and i11 everyway 
fitted by its shape to stand as an insulated, independent monolith, 
the column plainly expresses itself to be a component member of a 
fabric; therefore taken by itself alone, meaninglesa,-in the condi
tion of a verb without a noun, or a noun without a verb. Not 
only does the column suggest the idea of a superincumbent archi
trave, for supporting which it is intended,-but detached from it., 
acquires a ropheaug and unstable look, the very revene of that 
attending the pgramidion in which the obelisk is made to terminate, 
and which produces an obtuse apex, instead of the whole being 
prolonged to a sharp point, like a spire. Except its general pro
portions 88 to hei~ht, there i11 nothing that recommends a column 
for officiating in lieu of an obelisk. The so employing it manifests 
very great poverty of invention and barrenness of ideae,-the 
inability to devise new and more appropriate forms for new pur
poses. What is characteristic in the column, considered aa an 
architectural member, destined t-0 support either a hori.Z-Ontal enta
blature or an arch springing from its capital, ceases to have pro
priety or meaning in a pillar erected merely as either an ornamental 
object or a votive monument. Such monument may still be a 
pillar, but it should be one expressly adapted to its peculiar pur
pose ; therefore, the less it resembles any of the ~called "orders," 
the better. In this respect, the Rostral column possesses a decided 
advantage: it shows itself most plainly to be neither more nor 
less than a trophy pillar. A column of that kind does not look like 
a fragment of a building. In a building, such form for the columna 
would be preposterous. 'fo employ Architectural columns 88 de
tached monumental pillars, savours of pedantic and puerile conceit., 
akin to that which during the Elizabethan period fashioned 
chimney shafts into columns, designed, more orthodoxly than taste
fully, according to some one of the "regular" orders. 

IV. It is very possible for a man to have too much scholarship,
or to have it, if not too abundantly, too exclusively; so much of 
it, that he has no room in his head for any ideas of his own, nor 
any time for exercising his thinking facultie11. In Architecture, 
scholarship is far more likely to prove injurious than at all pro
fitable. While with the ignorant it may p811s for deep study, it 
seldom amounts to more than idle display of learned frh·olity ; 
and is so far from really being study-that is, study to any pur
pose-that it is rather apt to check the latter, to become the substi
tute for it, and sometimes to lead astray into fancies 811 chimerical as 
they are extravagant. Infinitely better would it have been for 
Wilkins, if, instead of labouring to convince us that the Temple 
of Solomon was a building of the Grecian-Doric order, he had 
applied himself to more diligent and real artistic study at his own 
drawing-board. Pity that Solomon's temple, the tower of Babel, 
and the Parthenon too, including a good many other things 
besides, cannot be left at rest--Or left to those who are more am
bitious of displaying their pedantical erudition, than of contribut
ing to, or in any way promoting artistic study-the very study of all 
others in which we are most grossly deficient. Did we find that arch
amlogical knowledge tends to enlarge the judgment, and to fertilise 
both talent and taste, it would deserve to be encouraged ; it seemsf 
however, to have quite a contrary effect,-to contract instead o 
at all expanding. Hence is it that copyism, which should be our 
shame, is made our pride · and much as we vapour about art--mere 
empty vapouring after all-we show that we have no longer any 
faith in it, but take it to he now actually paralyzed, and incapable 
of doing aught further than it already has done. To revert to a 
former style, for the purpose of gradually moulding it into one 
that shall be fat more suitahle to our present occasions and wants 
than the original one iR, would be allowable enough. But no: 
that muRt not be done,-such mode of proceeding would be ac
counted downri11:ht heresy. It would be tantamount to admitting1 
that, excellent as former styles were for the times which producea 
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them, they require considerable modification in order to render 
them, or any one of them, generllllt applicable at the present day. 
After all, it may be questioned whether what looks 80 much like 
praiseworthy reserve, and scrupulous adherence to authentic 
models, does not proceed from motives that are not the most 
laudable. Merely to copy, saves such an infinity of study, thought, 
and trouble, as to render the copying system, in what calls itself a 
Fine Art, less of a mystery than it else would be. Architects-and 
I say it in sorrow--are not artists, except, perhaps, just here and 
there one eiceptionally. The majority of the profession have 
nothing whatever of the feeling or spirit of artists in them. It is 
a.id that it takes nine tailors to make a man ; I am sure it takes 
ninety-nine Architects to make an artist ; for, as matters go, if 
we get one out of a hundred who answers to the latter character, 
we ought to be grateful. It will be i,;aid, perhaps, that the o~por
tunities for showing artistic and original talent are so exceedmgly 
few, that we ought not to judge of the ability in f>'JllBe by the little 
ability which manife~ts itself in e,vae. Opportunities do occur, 
nevertheless, and what is the use we make of them? Why, to 
pinlte, in the most unblushing manner, desi~s from Sansovino ! 
It is true, Count D'Orsay makes a merit of such doings: what 
then ?-he merely shows himself a priggish coxcomb. His rount
ahip's opinion may be very good authoriiy for the cut of a coat, or 
other question in tailoring, but in Architecture not worth a straw; 
although it had, it seems, overbearing weight with the "Armoury 
and Knavery Club." 

V. Beloved, but most unhappy Architecture, how art thou beset! 
-by the merest apu on one side, and the merest parrots on the 
other-creatures who merely repeat by rote what they have either 
beard from others, or got out of booKs, without bringing so much 
as a single idea of their own to incorporate itself with, or work 
upon it. So long as we merelv listeu to them in silence, they go 011 

fluently and volubly enough. But once begin to cross-question them, 
and it is all up with them. Nothing then is left for them but to 
express astonishment at the ignorance which cannot perceive, or 
the impudence which presumes to throw doubt upon excellence 
that bas all along been universally admitted. Anything like satis
factory reasons or intelligent reasoning, is not to be expected from 
people whose admiration is founded upon mere prejudice-upon 
authority, tradition, and conventionalism. Their criticism consists 
of nothing better than mere cant and parrot-like rote ; and their 
dogmatism is in proportion to their shallowness. The most inno
cently-put WHY disturbs them,-upsets their criticism and their 
temper too. Albeit, anything but poetical themselves, they firmly 
maintain with the poet, that "Whatever i.v, is right ;-in other 
words, everything"is excellent for which due authority can be pro
duced. And would they but be content to stop there, a good deal 
might be said in their excuse. Instead of that, however, they 
insist upon our believing that whatever is not-i. e. has not been 
done before, consequently derives no support from direct precedent 
for it, but must stand upon its own mer1ts,-must of necessity be 
fl1Nmg, even though it should evidently be warranted both by 
analogy and common-sense. After all, there is a particle or two 
of shrewdness in the narrow-minded dulness of such persons: 
they have just discernment enough to be aware that they them
selves depend entirely upon precedent, rote, and routine; and that 
by insisti~g upon others abiding by them likewise, they bring them 
down and keep them down to the level of their own intellect. 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY ; 
.AND THE ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS AT THE EXHIBITION. 

Most cheering and encouraging symptoms manifest themselves 
this year in the Architectural Room,-that is, supposing there be 
truth in the saying, that when things come to the worst they are 
wre to mend.z.for to that comfortable stage of peBaimity are matters 
now come. Never was there before, within our recollection, so 
miserably poor an architectural" spread" at the Academy-such a 
beggarly and ill-arranged set-out. Even before we begin to look 
round, we perceive that one interesting class of architectural sub
jects are altogether missing. Either no architectural models were 
eent, or they were turned away; and incomprehensible as the last 
may be thought, it is quite as probable as the other case-at least 
to ourselves, because we happen to have seen some of the rejected 
desigm,-designs, too, by those who have been exhibitors for several 
years psst, and whose productions have usually obtained deserved 
commendation, both from ourselves and others. Their productions 
are now missing from the wolla, and their names from the cata-

logue, which contains very few names indeed of any note in the 
architectural world; and what few there are, are not by any means 
plurali.vt exhibitors, they having contented themselves with sending 
no more than what just entitles them to an exhibitor's ticket. 
Possibly, however, we are here in error, and do them injustice, for 
though only one subject of theirs is to be found here, several 
may have been turned away: in fact, we know this to have been 
the case in one instance, and in that instance the drawing admitted 
is precisely the one which its author cared least of all about. 

Knowing as much as we do, we cannot help suspecting that a 
great many more ugly revelations might be made, and a good deal 
brought to light that would accuse the Academy of most prepos
terous mismanagement in this department of its exhibitions, if of 
nothing worse. That architecture is there most unwelcome, there 
can be no doubt. That has been growing more and more evident 
for several years past. And to the chilling coldness with which il 
is regarded and treated by the general body of Academicians, mav 
perhaps be attributed thef01'bearance of their architectural brethren, 
and the discountenancing, as far 11.8 in them lies, the practice of 
exhibiting architectural drawings at all. In the days of Bir John 
Soane, it used to be the custom for the Academy's Professor of 
Architecture-at least he made it such-not only to contribute, 
but to contribute each season, and to contribute abundantly. The 
,P.resent Professor, on the contrary, chooses to put himself upon the 
shelf, where he lies wedged in between Colonna, Vitruvius, and a 
good many other very mouldy and musty matters,-and wedged 
there 80 fast, that it seems he cannot get down for a moment to 
look at and ,rrotest against the outrageous doings in the architec
tural room. Most enviable state of repose! it saves him from 
being horrified. Mr. Barry has of course other and far better 
"fish to fry." Sir Robert Smirke has been all along a nonentity 
in the Academy-save that he is its treasurer, and keeps a keen 
eye upon its "11hilling11." We should just as soon expect to find a 
design by one of the porters as by him. Mr. Hardwick and the 
new associate, Mr. Sydney Smirke, are the only architects con
nected with the Academy who condescend to let us see anything 
of theirs in the Exhibition. 

Such being the case, we can forgive the editor of the ,A,.t-UnUJ11 
for so strongly objecting, as he lately did, to architects being 
elected into the Academy. Unless they enter it with the inten
tion and full determination of really representing their own art 
there,--of upholding and promoting its interests, the " R.A." 
so acquired becomes more of a reproach to them than an honour. 
They only take upon themselves the ungenerous and odious part of 
the dog-in-the-manger; doing nothing themselve8 for eitlier the 
Academy or for architecture, and eicluding from the former those 
who deserve to be in it, because they would prove active and effi
cient members. There being so few architect-Academicians, is the 
very strongest reason possible why those few should exert them
selves manfully, instead of sitting by most tamely, while architec
ture is all but actually kicked out. For it to be kicked out alto
gether would perhaps be less ignominious than to be treated as it 
is at present. Probably, next year the architectural drawings will 
be thrust aside into the Octagon-room-a bole, never intended, we 
presume, by Wilkins to form one of the exhibition room8i-for 
this season most terrible inroad has been made by the pamten 
upon the space hitherto allotted to such subjects, and to which 
they might be supposed to have acquired l?rescriptive right. The 
whole of the east-end of the room is now given up to oil-paintingi;, 
-not that we should at all complain of that, provided they were 
strictly architectural in subject, instead of being the refuse of the 
works of their kind in the Exhibition, with such charmingly namby
pamby titles as" The Pet,n "Affection's First Offering," and others 
of the same "mi.vay" and lack-a-daisical stamp. Had no architect
Academician courage to protest against such an invasion of the 
architectural territory on the walls? Was there not in the whole 
Academical conclave one single Abdiel 

" Fattbrul (ouad 
Amoug the (althlHI, faithful ouly be 
Among tbe lonumcrabl.e fal.lr, unmo'ftd. 
D'nshakf·n, naa~du['@(j. untrrrl6ed, 
Hla loyally kepi, bla 10 .. , bla aeal"? 

That there was not even one such seems, for had such one there 
been, either bis remonstrances would have bad due effect, or he 
himself would have withdrawn, and renouncing the brummagem 
honour of R.A., would have escaped the ignominy of being con
founded with the faithless,-for as matters stand, the being an 

• Wllklna, durlug bla prvrfUOl'lblp at tbe Academ7, ulllblted oulJ two amall cbs•
l11g1, aud tbDH 1bowfd 111 hla Yrrf worat worlr of all-!Jownlug Collep, Cambrldp: Tb• 
~reaent Pror .. aor bu abowu at l•aat more dlocretloa, ror luatead or eapoalug to erlUclem 
aa7 ueblieciuraJ deatru or bla owu, be exbibllfd llra1 wbat wu oDIJ a meclWJ coaP>
meratlou or Sir C. Wreu•1bulldln~a1 au<l aczt aud laltly, mettlJ a sDlpr.ual -poal
Uon for a ptdlmnl ID a bull1Uu1 ereeled by aootber anibllfCC. 

22• 
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architect and Royal Academician ia very much like being a traitor. 
Nor ill it to such alone that it is reproacb that they should ha,•e 
allowed architecture to bt reduced to the dep-ading position in 
which it' is now at the only Exhibition o~en to it at all, for it very 
suongly reproaches the Institute of British Architects also, who, 
irmead of contributing to the architectural department of the Ex
hibition, and of coming to its rescue in the hour of its imminent 
peril, content themselves with standing aloof in 1ulky dignity. 
That thoae who act the part of cyphers in the Institute, should not 
ahow themselves elsewhere to be other than cyphera, is not much 
matter for wonder,-perhaps even less for regret. But ita stars
the luminaries who shine so brightly in Grosvenor-1treet,-can it 
be that their talent quite exhausts itself in talking, and evaporates 
ere it can give an; manifestation of it11elf in Trafalgar-square? 
Half the busine1111 o the Institute seems to consist in voting thanks 
to, and complimenting each other ; which1 for any good that the 
reet of it does, may pass for the better ha.If of it. In the mean
while, both the Institute and the Academy seem alike to shut their 
eyes to some of the consequences of their innocent indolence. 
Although they are not, it would aeem, directly responsible to any 
one for their doin~ or non-doings,-for their sins of commission 
or of omiBSion,-it behoves them to pay some little respect to 
public opinion,-and to preserve if possible, decency of appear
ances. After long hovering upon the verge of it, the Academy 
has at last overstepped that line of discretion and silfety. It has 
this season put the "last feather" upon the camel's back. The 
time for remonstrance has paseed away, since remonstrance baa 
been tried, and haa proved fruitless, or worse than fruitless. What 
hu hitherto been remonstrance, and perhaps unpalatably severe 
admonition, will now become unsparing objurgation. Unless the 
architects of this country be the meanest-spirited creatures con
eeivable, they will now break out into open rebellion against the 
Academy, and then, when pro.rimtu ardet Ucelagon, will the Insti
tute be able to eacape unsinge4 ? There is, indeed, what it might 
make u111 of aa a "fire-e5cape ( yet whether it has ngacitr. enough 
eYer to &Tail itself of such means is to us very doubtful. fhe pro
bability 111, that it will prefer the fate of a martyr-prefer being 
roa1tM alive, to making the least effort that would break the spell 
of iU present w inertia. Let us hope then that, come what may, 
ita charter is written upon aabestos. At least, let that Palladium 
be 111ved; if only to be deposited in the British Museum, where it 
may irr time come to be looked upon with-Yeneration. 

Those who imagine that we are now writi~ in mere reckle88 gaiete 
de ccnr; are exceedingly mistaken. It is with feeling& of sorrow, 
miDl{led'with shame and indignation, that we pen what is likely 
enough to be set down for mere ftippancy ;-with sorrow for the 
contumely east upon the art we love,-with shame for thoae who 
are·thP.mselves shamel-with indignation against those Judas
li.ke friends of architecture, who betray it with their ki11Be8. Good, 
euy creatures !-do they suppose that they are unnoted and un
marked by other e~ merefy because they choose to shut their 
own? To the public, all may seem calm,-and a desperately fkad 
calm it ii;· but a speck haa been seen in the sky, that announces 
a gathering tempesi. What will come of it, should anything come 
or it at all. will be felt in due time; and then, perhaps,~· Sau"e qui 
Jlft't• will be the cry. Of that, however, no more at \lresent. 

Tbere- are, aa we have already said, no productions at the 
Academy this season, of that class which ought to make not the 
leut figure ·of all in the Architectural Room-namely, models of 
buildinga; although there is still admitted there the usual number 
of works that would be far more appropriately treated, either in the 
Miniature or the Sculpture Room. For aught we know architec
tural.modela may have been offered and turned away. All we know 
ii, tha\ thing& there are of the kind-and very intenstm~ things of 
the kind-whfoh neither are nor ever have been exhibited. Re
gret,·hottever, is greatly mitigated, and surprise almost entirely 
dissipated, when we call to mind the un~ioua churlishneu wit.h 
which-judging from. the awkward, huddled-up manner in which 
they are generally arranged,-models aeem to have been admitted. 
Such exceedingly glaring misman~ment is visible at the first 
glance, t.hat we caanot help imputing it to intention, and to the 
polic1 w1iich worketh by cunning and stratagem. Hardly can we 
give the ·hangers credit for so much blundering stupidity aa now 
shows ittlelf more stronger than ever. Policy there must be in it, 
and its intention seems to be nothing leu than gradually to work 
the •XJ>ulsion of architecture from the Academy, at leaat from the 
exhibition&, by d~llting architects, and llO ·deterring them from· 
•~ding at all-which is'iill but completely elreeted already1-nd 
hr rendering the ahow of architeotuial drawinp u unsatilriactory 
&lld uaia&ereating 8:8._P.Olaible, till they oome to IJe looked upon by 
tlae ,Ullo u mere tillinr-11p rubbUJa, tbai bu DO rip\ to .be there. 

Nor is it the "hanging• alone which ia to be co111plained of, 
i;imilar perverseness in selecting and a!lmitting 1ubjects. There 
are a great many things which, although architectural in subjeci_ 
do not belong to the Architectural Room, inasmuch aa they are nq& 
fresh daigna, nor are the ideaa they show thoae of their respective 
exhibitors. They are merely views and port.raits of building&, and 
for the most part of such as are already quite familiar to every 
architectural 1tudent. We do not go into that room to look al 
frames containing such atale matters as the Parthenon and other 
ragged ruin11, whether Greek, Roman, or ~nglish ; or at such rari ... 
ties as our own City churches. If views or other copies are admi... 
sible at all, they ought at least to be confined to such aa repre
sent unedited subjects,-which, were they sought, might be found 
in abundance: were there no other, one there is which baa never 
been touched by the pencil-viz., the colonnades in the court-yard 
of Burlington House. Or if enow of subjects are not to be 
found here at home, they are to be got at without going quite ao 
far aa Athens and Egypt, for they present themselves at Paris,. 
Munich, Berlin,-almost at every step 011 the continent. Withou& 
going so far as to prohibit them altogether, there ought to be IOIDe 
sort of restriction with regard to what are merely topographical 
and architectural views. Some judgment might surely be exercised 
in determining their admissibility. Superior talent shown in 
execution might fairly enough be allowed to be/8R8port for wh•t 
possessed no great novelty of subject; but to fin so many thinp. 
aa we do, that posse&1 no redeeming qualities that might excuse die 
staleneBS or insipidity of their subjecta-and some of them occu 
pying far better places than original designs,-is not a little pro.. 
voking. 

That such evident mismanagement as declares itself in the Ar
chitectural Room, should be persisted in season after season, with 
a growing tendency to worse instead of at all to better, is to ua 
nothing short of marvellous. The AC!lciemy-its architect-mem.,. 
hers included-t1eem not only to be utterly indifferent themaelvea ~ 
the architectural part of their exhibitions, but also to imagine that 
every one else is equally indUferent. Yet, surely complaint& 
must from time to time have reached their ears. Their being dis
regarded is, perhaps, to be attributed to their having been uttered 
in too mild a tone ; and if so, they ought now to be thundered 
forth so loudly, that the Academy cannot posaibly pretend not to 
hear them,-and hearing them, cannot but pay some sort of decenl 
attention to them. 

After this unusually long proem-querulous aliio, we admit, 
though not without ample reason, and perhaps mo~ energetic 
than polite in tone,-we proceed to say something of the few draw~ 
inga of any mark in the present Exhibition. The hangers have 
taken care that we shall not gratify our curiosity by the very- tint 
1ubject whose title excites it-viz. (No. 1095), "Design for 
embellishing the new Coffee-room at the Carlton Club-liouae, 
carried out in Encaustic Colours, .. F. Sang. For aught tha\ 
can be discerned of the encau11tic embellishments, this dralring 
might nearly aa well have been hung with its face to the wall, or 
at least turned topsy-turvy, aa be placed where it is-immediately 
next to the ceiling. We remember being much gratified by three 
drawings of the hall, &c., of the Conservative Club-house, ex
hibited a lle&llOn or two ago by the same artist; and which, for a 
wonder, were placed where they could be inspected. The drawing 
now uhibited,-e:i:hibited at leaat in the catalogue, though put. out 
of sight. in the room,-is no doubt equally interesting. Not at all 
unreasonable is it to suppose that it shows improvement, rather 
than any falling-off', on the part of Mr. Sang. Subjects of that 
clua are not so very numero•is, that we can afford to be cheated 
out of the opportunity of examining them. PouiWy, Mr. Sang 
himself may feel consoled by the honour of being an exhibitor; 
and by getting his ticket of admiB&ion-all that many of the ex
hibitors seem to care for; but we have nothing to console u1 for 
the provoking disappointment to which we have been subjected. 

The uexi-.:.{No. 1096), "Prize design for the proposed Annr. and 
Navy Club-house in Pall-Mall," G. Tuttersall,-occupies a similarly 
lofty, though certainly .not conspicuous station. Having seen it 
before, at tne e:i:bibition of the competition design• for that Club
house, we do not at all regret that it is placed where we cannol 
see it again; but we think that Mr. Tatteraall himself must be 
anythinJ but well pleaaed with the hangeni for putting his " Prize 
Design so far out of sight and his other somewhat queerish de:. 
sign for the same building (No. 1229), in a much better situation, 
-we do not say the most advantageous one for it. At wee~
peeted, there are many other designs for the same Club-ho11se, ~
eluding the adopted one (No.1187), by Messrs. Parnell and Smith. 
This waa known to ua before, a copy from the same drawing ha".
ing been given in a co11te111porary publioat.i.on, wherefore we wolll.d 
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rather 1iave found here 10niething that w~uld have enabled u1 to 
judge of the interior. By not doing soi.we perhaJ>I mills very little, 
for, from what has been uid of it, the p ri appean to be exceeaively 
eonunon-pl~. There are about half- a-dozen other designs for 
the same Club-house; therefore, instead of being1e&ttered about on 
the walls, and aome of them put where they are IC&J'cely villible, it 
wonld have been better to have collected them into a group. We 
should have preferred seeing here the respective sections, for 
those drawings were not exhibited at Lichfield House, although 
eome of the plans convinced us that the sectiom belonging to them 
must have been more than usually intereeting. Sections, however, 
are not at all in favour with the Academy ;-il?'e things by far too 
prosaic to be admitted into their Architectural Room. Isometri
eal ~ctives of prisons are in their opinion more artistic draw
ing& ana dignified subjects than sections of even palatial club
taouee1. SuCh doggrel mode of drawing u iBOmetrical perspective 
tolerated on the walls of a Royal Academy ! 

Designs for Railway Stations are quite u numerous, perhaps 
even more numerous, than those for the Club-house; and they may 
be allowed to show a good deal of variety, with a good deal of 
amenees,-variety, inasmuch as they conform to no generic cha
racter, but 11111ume all sorts of masquerade, from the COlltume of 
almshouses to that of aristocratic mansions ;-and aameneas, inas
much ·as they nearly all dect to look prodigiously "oldm-ti~uh" 
-a very great proJ?riety, no doubt, when we consider how many 
r.ebturies ago it is smce railways were first established. A herald. 
would trace them back to the Conquest, at least, and make out 
that they came over with the Normans. Sameness, too, there is with 
re.pea to paucity of ideas, and poverty of invention. If we con
lider them merely u drawin~ showing imitations of the re&pective 
styles and cl&11es of buildings, some there are well enough en
titled to approbation, but hardly so u duigm for a specific and 
wholly un-precMenttd purpose, and accordingly demanding te be 
iDvened with some BOrt of speciiic character. 

(To be contiaU41d.) 

ON ARCHITECTURE AND PAINTING, 
lllPmcJl.&LLY Jl'f Bl!L.&TJOl'f TO TB• UBOTJOl'f or PllOTBIT.&NT CB'ClaCBa 

Ldt4n writtmfrom Italy, by W. M. L. DI: WBTTB, D.D., Pro/U«W 
al Balk.-{ A bridged from the German.] 
If one, who like myself, is merely an amateur of art, and quite 

a stranger to technicism,-ventures to lay down principlee and 
give advice, he may be sure of encountering the prejudices of 
artiste and critice by profession. If he, moreover, steps forth, with 
a certain independence of judgment, on an area where tradition and 
eultom sway all minde-fearle11 of touching at BOme of the ex
isting prejudices, hi1 f"ving offence is unavoidable. Still, I shall 
make t.he venture, an my ignorance of technicism deten me the 
JeM,aa I have found that technicists very often mistake the true «JOf4 
o/ art, on account of their predilection for that aort of mutership
a prejudice, from which I, at least, am free. I may pouib_II be 
taurite4 with other prejudices and with onHdednea; &till, I 
hope to give aome useful hints. 

I begin with a few remarks on painting; and, without wishing 
te enUr into a definition of what it ii, or ought to be, it is certain 
that its destination is to convey representatiom and feelinr. te 
the mind. But all representations, be they what they may-either 
intuitiona of the senses, or images of the fancy, or conceptiom 
•f the reuon, or ideaa of the mind,--consist of '"'° elements; one 
eaggested by tzperlence, and another appertaining to the activity 
of the mind : one reAl-sensual, and one real-1piritual and primordial. 
In the intuition of senses, the first element preponderate• 10 much, 
tha& we may be tempted to consider it the unlg one; but the more 
aceurate observer will soon perceive that the mind has also its 
lbare in it. It is it, which impresses fonn to the matter of the 
wnlle&--receiving that which it has viewed, within the pale of his 
~er observations, and converting it into an intuition. The pro
duct. of imagination may appelU' to a superficial observer aa some
thing produced by the mind, but the 1ubstance of it appertains 
entirely to the experience of sen11e1; imagination having merely 
decomposed it, and combined it in another shape and way. Even 
the ideas of the mind (be it in art or otherwise) are no absolate 
prodoce of our thinlung faculties; being merely deduced frorp 
e•perience. 

Undo"btedJy, tbe art1 have risen from the imitation of nature, 
from the repreaenta&ioo ef the really e:Wting-&DCI even tlaeir 

ptesent proce111 and progrea are the same. Thu1, wliile c:onud-. 
wg, that in any art-object 10 much of the. rml be uisting, we maT., 
be induced to doubt how far Ukalitg may enter therein at alL ~ 
if we take the diJf'erence between a picture and a daguerreotype;,. 
the cue will become perfectly clear. In the fermer, that which 
oecun to the external eye piecemeal, mu1t be seizecl by the mind. 
and intellect as a whole-and put forward ae a self-existing, inde-. 
pendent ohject. For the fint, beside1 nature, mo4els, antiques,. 
anatomy, &c., are used, all which will yield material• on which the 
artist can and may dwell; but imagination will 1upplant many of 
the&e helps, as we see in Rafraelle, who, after having devoted 
nearly hill whole talent to painting, became the compkter of the 
finest modern edifice in the world; we mean the dome of St. Peter, 
-which will lead u1 to a more detailed inquiry on the art of the 
builder. . 

Architecture may be called the most difficult of arts, aa it ·is a 
fact that its products have experienced the most opposite and mo&t 
severe criticism. The reason for this might he found in architecture 
being not 1U.fficin&Uy /ne--'being, as no other br&11ch of art, tied up 
to a certain BCOpe ; and only after this i1 accomplished, the de
mands of the beautiful may and can be attended to. On the 
other hand, the freedom accorded to the architect is BOmething very 
vague, as he cannot follow any prototypes, but (as iri music) has only 
to be guided by the internal measure of mathematical intuition, or 
the judgment of proportion and lllsthetics. This, however, can. 
never afford such certain and stable rules as the other arts have 
deduced from the observation of nature, &c. Amongst the many 
styles of architecture are the Egp>tian, the Gree"k, the Byzantine1 the Moresque, and Gothic; and m every 01WI of them architectural 
beauty can be achieved. In this incertitude ot kgialation, if we 
may so call it, the chance of falling into the arbitrary, burlesque, 
or absurd, is greater than in most other art&. 

The 1urest way i-to start in architec~e from the MJ10fJ6 gittn, 
u the other fine arts start from observation of nature, which with 
all of them constitutes their store of reality (Boden der JUalitiit), 
and by which, after all, the cbaracter of the architectural atyle is 
determined. Because it is euy to conceive, that, for instan~ the 
Grecian temple and the medi111val church are mOltly shaped after 
the circumstances of climate and their reepective MJ10fJ6 and .,.ge. 
To choose a Btyle1 not adapted to our wants, i1 an imitation bare 
of character-which, however, is frl!quently to be met with -
a-days. A similar tendency of imitation and dangli.llg with the 
antique and the foreign, and a want of originality, pervade11aacb 
al modern art, but nowhere more than in architecture1 where it 
seems that all trace of inventiveness bu exploded; still, U1i1 CIUlDeli 
be the case, u our most modern timee must have and have waob 
of their own. This, .most &1111uredly, i1 the cue with Prow.tant 
(evangelic) church architecture1 to which the partieular channer 
o( our wonhip prescribes especial rules., which, however, llave n&t 
yet been attended to. 1f we refer the word " Cherch" to the 
original Eccluia-a congregation, the importanee of the &ermon 
becomes with us paramount; far more '° than it ever 111141 been 
with the old (Papal) church. Takintr the ser:mon u the chief 
feature of our.worship-the scope and aim of a Pro&estant church oan 
easily be explained. For the lake that the aim of a sermon (like 
any other speech) be accomplished, the orator must not oaly be 
heard. but 1«n by all. This applies with equal force to the orator 
himself, u he requires i. have all hi1 hearen within the re.ala of 
his eyei to enter with them into a litling oo11111ct, whica aome may 
call mesmeric. For thi1 aim, .the churches, aa they have come 
down to us fro111 Catholicism, are not appropriate. In a Basiliea or 
Gothic church, wHb one or two lateral aavea. and a choir, the 
.pulpit cmanot be conveniently placed, nor the ontor heard; .which 
i1 the reason, that in Italy a I~ cover or carpet iupread.over the 
pulpit and main nave on festival occuions. The new apirit of 
Christianity could not re-model everything at un~1 and especially 
in the department ofarchitecture: it adapted itBeU to the already 
existing. Roman Basilicas were converted into Chrilrtian church-, 
and retained by custom their mis-appropriate form. 

That which eerves the purpoee of the 11ermon ia ako in afleord
ance with the spirit of a truly evangelic worship-which is, thM 
the congregstion be eonacioru of their communion &JHl commnDity 
during the time of divine service; and for thi1 aim, not only the 
preacher, but rtJWJ om attending ought to see all, for the llllke nf 
arriving at the conviction that they are a comrrtu•itJ ! But tile 
life of community, which existed in such eminence amongst tile fint 
ChriBtians, exploded gradually, u priesthoed beeame paramount, 
until all idea of a congregation (comm unity) degenerated intiu tha' 
of a complete ,Priest-hierarchy. In Catholic churches, such things 
u congregations, properly llpl&king, never e:1ist; bu' .,.. 
pertioa atteoda t• the ma-, othen pray a& the Mveral all.ara. 
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others come to and fro ; and even the preacher has only a portion 
of the people Rronnd him. The prie~thood, alone, form a com pact, 
uniform body, which, however secludes itself in the ~hoir, taken 
up with particular functions. In this part of Catholic church.es, 

. u well as· in their whole structure, the want of community 
is apparent ; and if it had been as easy to erect new churches as to 
change a creed, Protestants ought never have used _Catholic 
churches for their worship. Necessity, however, prev81led, and 
some of these older structures deserved preservation on account of 
their beauty. Still, it is a ·dereliction of duty, if new Protestant 
churches are built in the form of Basilicas or the old cross. shape. 

It is not our province to make any specific proposals for the erec
tion of Protestant churches; still, it is the duty of our architects 
to 11earch after, and to discover that form-provided all power of 
invention has not left our age! So much we may say, that, ac
cording to our foregoing reasoning, this form ought to appr_oach 
the circular or eUiptic. The round form may possess some disad
vantages in an acoustic point of view, but we do not doubt that 
they can be overcome by study and research. 

While thearchitect attends to the scope of a building, he has, espe
cially in public buildings, also to take care of its character of beauty. 
All nations have imparted to their sacred edifices, beauty, character, 
and sublimity; and Protestantism, if it comprehend the vocation 
of religion, cannot neglect the above requisites of sacred buildings. 
The aim of worship requires an adequate and worthy expansion of 
space. The sentiments of holy earnest, of pious peace and adora
tion, will receive much additional strength from a worthy and 
adorned locality. 

It has often been asked, what constitutes the beauty of an 
edifice? Surely not the costly, glittering materials which Catho
licism has squandered on them in Italy, partly from heathenish 
spoils transferred there. Another-and we say a llUperWr mind 
reftt!cts from the Gothic churches of the north of Europe. The 
temples of Piestum, superior to aU the ruins of Rome, are of 
travertine; which coarse material, however, i11 deified, as it were, by 
the exquisite form and proportion. It is form which constitutes 
beauty-which, after all, is but form perfect. Both appertain to 
the mind; mind creates form, and then reflects, with ecstacy, on 
his own work-the laws of its own being brought to manifestation 
-beauty. 

Certainly, before an intuitive observation, the distinctions of 
material and form vanilih. Certainly, marble is more pleasing to 
the eye than ritstone, on account of its finer component parts and 
colour, whic both are forms. The architect cannot disdain the 
nobler material on this account, as well as for its greater plasticity 
and adaptation to elaborate workmanship. The custom to con
lltruct public, especially sacred, buildingR of noble materials, and 
to adorn them costly and splendidly, is most ancient, and based on 
a true sentiment of our mind. E,·erything rests here on certain 
proportions and measures; as also the connection between material 
and form obeys the same laws. Even a building, or parts thereof, the 
interior of a church or hall, may become heavy and cumbersome by 
being overloaded with ornaments, on account of form being here 
obscured and borne down by material. The latter is the case 
•ith the Milan Domo, the outside of which is too rich in ornament, 
while the inside is grand and sublime. 

The beautiful in architecture can be divided into several radii 
which we shall attempt to enumerate, in Rccordancewith the relation 
of their wiefulness and adaptation. The latter may be raised to 
beauty, or even sublimity-if the size by far outstrips the bounds of 
absolute necessity. The scope of religious assemblages requires hut 
a limited height of space ; but the tendency of art soars beyon4 
that and attempts to expand, conjointly with material space, our 
feeli~gs and sentiments. Another way of achieving beauty is to 
employ greater means and aids than are absolutely necessary. The 
building may, for instance, re.quire pillars. for its support; but art 
takeA hold of this want, and mcreases their number to the greatest 
amount compatih!e with true p~opo~ion. Fin~y, the scanti~ess 
aud stern simplicity of the straight hue may he increased by lines 
arcuated and wavy. But to all this must he added aomething ine.r
prulibk by mere words-which, however, may be best termed har
mony, concordance, and unity of conception. Si:i:e and heigh~ 
fulness and diversity, the free scope of form, must 8:1J combme 
to•ards unitv · and naught to appear as superfluous, isolated, or 
preponderant.' By the observation and comparison of a number of 
building&, and by abstract~ laws therefrom, certain rules of/ro-

nion (numerical, geometric, and othen) have been arrive. at; f: wbiahfanciku architects are ac~u~tomed. to adh.ere sla".1ij~ly. 
But.\he true laws of construction he m ~he 1mpre88lon a b~~d1ng 
nlhpt!»du~, and which the real artiat will know how lo anl&cipate 

by some aort of internal art-intuition; thia inwanl oonception pre
cedes all sketche1 on paper or parchment. 

Let ua now endeavour to sketch that impreulon, which a 
Protestant (evangelic) house of God hu to produr.e. The uual 
classification of the Greek, Roman and Gothic may aerve aa a 
starting point. The Grecian temple is conspicuous for its mod&
rate compass, and the rectilinear form of construction. his alto
gether the type of the polytheistic mind of their builden, unable 
to seize the greatness of One-God. Still it produces the elfeot of a 
clear, serene majesty; and further, the Doric may be said to be more 
stern than the others. It seems to us the fundamentRl fault of 
Michael Angelo, and other architects, who have taken the ~ 
for their prototype, to traMfer the Grecian-Roman atyle into 
Christian churches. The Doric colonnade would have been, DO 
doubt, the most adapted to Christian worship; but, so far &11 we 
know, that style has been used but rarely; subatituting for it 
the more slender, seren-nay, la!ICivious Ionian and Corinthian 
orders, where, at times, colossal dimensions were introduced \o 
palliate the inconvenience thus arising. But already the Byzan~ 
tine or Romanic style of architecture had changed the Greek into 
one more appropriate to the Christian mind, by adopting greater 
height-thereby, expanding the column to ~gantic proportions, 
and substituti~ the round arch for straight Imes. For the exter
nal ornament of churches, or even the upper parts of their inte
rior1 this style used thin, short columns with arches, over which a 
protusion of sculptural and mosaic ornament is spread. The too 
stern character of the ei'8emble is thereby modified, and amenity 
added to sublimity; just the same as the worship of the true 
Christian is tempered by mildness and love. 

Gothic church architecture has, however, achieved the greatest 
sublimity of religious sentiment, by its pointed vaults; but here, 
also, a richne!!B of ornamentation unites the serene and lovely 
Peculiar to this style of architecture, is the mysterious and awe
inspiring, which arises partlr in the structural proportions and 
forms, and partly in the painted windows, spreading a mystic 
chiaro-acuro over the whole expanse of spRce. If we assume, in 
fine, that Protestantism has developed faith and adoration to its 
greatest height and freedom, there can be no doubt thRt the 
character of sublimity,-viz., the pointed arch style, has to be 
chiefly adopted. It can hardly be doubted, that the adaptRtion of 
this style will permit the carrying out the above-stated requisites 
of Protestant worship, consequent on its very essence and mind
yet, we acknowledge that a sacred edifice thus constructed will be 
much different from a Gothic cathedral. It may be thought, that 
the character of the structure might be somewhat modified by a 
greater clearness and serenity of its plan and conception. Pro
testantism educates towards self-thought and clear ideas; hene&
forth, even its external manifestations must seek for clearness and 
light. As the congregation has to see itself, as bibles and books 
are to be oftener referred to than with Catholics-stained windows 
will not be adapted,-the more so, as the frescoes proposed by us 
as a chief ornament for the wall11 of the interior, would be quite 
confused and obliterated thereby. 

Of these we shall speak in conclusion. In this respect, also, a 
certain chaste economy, if we may say so, is to be recommended. 
In Catholic churches, not rarely a sensual profusion of marble and 
gold is to be regretted, a,nd at the same time, walls and ceilinge 
are overloaded with paintings. This medley, however, of a moi
ley co/Qralion, makes an especially confusing impre88ion on the 
beholder. Against the painting of ceilings we must pronoUDGe 
most strenuously, as even with the best light it is impossible to 
view them with the requisite quiet and ease; the outward quiet. 
however, of the beholder heingthe necessary condition of the inner 
satisfaction, which is the aim of all art. At times, moreover,~ 
light for such ceiling-paintings is quite a wrong one, as is the 
case in the dome of Parma. How much of art and means have 
been wasted in ceilings, and how slight has been the the result ! 
On ceilings, art should not effect but an adequate and harmo11fo1111 
display of colour; at the utmost, arabesques or facettes are to be 
used, as is the case in some of the churches of upper Italy. 
Figures and groups however, ought to he placed at a convenieat 
distance, and in no distorted positions or fore-shortening. If oar 
idea of a communion in Protestant congregation11 he assented to, 
pictures ought to be wied but rarely, and of a simple, but grand 
characte~ ; el~ they wo~d. distrart the attention of the people. 
Large hit!tor1cal compos1t1ons attract too much attention; but 
figures or heads of great and pious personages will be more app,... 
priate, besides requiring only a limited space. 

If w:e endeavour to combine the purport of our foregoing ob
servat1ona-we have to repeat, that painting hu to receive a real 
element and ..W.tratum ; architecture, to manifelit the eoope of 
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lld&J't.tion ; all pervaded by an ideality, which appertains to the 
a11b1ect-an intimate connection (permeation) of the real and ideal. 
We have to insist on com)>08itons, clear, free, and well-combined: 
in fine, the preponderance of the art-scope ;-viz., to bring the 
beautiful and suhliJDe into external existence, and thereby t.o 
awaken art-feeling&-viz., feelings of serenity, elevation, and con
tentment. We cannot forego to express our opinion, that great 
religiotu buildings can and will never be conceived but by men pos
aeasing those feelings in an eminent degree. The complication 
of estimates and busine88 can hardly be avoided now-a-day11; but 
compoiiition and inspiration can alone produce huge structures., 
worthy and able to inspire the peopl&-a sentiment they c8Wlot any 
longer be kept without. 

J.L--v. 

BEGIST~R OP KEW PATEllTS. 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGIJl'ES AND CARRIAGES. 

JAKE8 PBA.BllON, of New North-terrace, Saint David's, Exeter 
for "certain Improveme11U in locomotiVf! enginu and carriagu." 
-Granted October 7, 1847; Enrolled April 71 1848. 
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Flt1. 1. 

Fl1. 2. 

Thia invention applies to several parts of locomotive-engines 
and carriages. One part consists in the form of the boiler which 
i• made with the fire-box in the middle part of the boiler instead 
of beinK at one end. The general outline of the boiler i; such as 
would lie formed if two locomotive boilers of the ordinary con
lltruct.ion were placed end to end with their two fire-boxes about 
four or five feet apart, and then the parts of the fire-boxes below 
the fire-door were joined together by an additional piece of fi~ 
box, BO u to connect the two ends together into one large fire-box 
in the middle of the boiler with a chimney at each end (fig. 1) ; 
or the boilers may be entirely separate and distinct, that is to 11ay, 
having two entirely separate and distinct fire-boxes butting against 
one another, and having water and steam communications common 
to both, but which may be shut off from either boiler at pleasure. 
The axle of the driving-wheels is placed in the middle of the 
boiler, above part of the fi~box and below the foot-plate, so 
dtat any desired amount of ,..eight of the engine may be bro\lf{ht 
upon the driving-wheels, and at the 1111111e time the centre of gravity 
may be kept very low. The axlesohhe tra~wheels are placed 
~low the cylindrical part of the boiler, and two pain of these are 
placed in one swivel-frame at one end, and two pairs in a 11imilar 
fnme at the other end. The two frames are coupled together by 
tlro tension-rods a, (fig.~). Near the ends of theee rods a, are 
placed springs s, malle of vulcanised india-rubber, and beyond 
tbeiie springs are nuts to confine them. The use of these springs is 
kl allow each 1wivel-frame to adjust itself to any inequality of the 

road, and to bring it back to the straight position when the road i• 
·even. The swivel centre-pin P, is fitted into a socket Q, which is 
allowed to slide a little endways in guides o, to allow for expansion 
and irregularities, and the holes in the links ~ are made oblong for 
the same reason, and that the links may pull instead of pushing. 
The boiler and engines are supf.orted on a long upper frame F, which 
is attached to the lower swive -frames by the two centre-pins P, P, 

and hy the links L, at the end of the engine. The whole forming 
one compound swivel-frame. 

The coke-box a, a, is placed on the. top of the boiler. The 
water-tank may be on a separate tender, or may he placed betw~n 
the coke-box . and the boiler, or attached in any other convenient 
~ay. T~e two steam-heads may be connected at such a height as 
18 convement to leave head-room for the engine-man. 

Another part of the invention consists in the application of an 
exhausting-fan in the smoke-box to draw the heated air through 
the tubes .of the boile~, and to dis~harge it either up the chimney, 
as 1ho1l"n m fig. 1, or, if preferred, 1t may be again returned as hot 
blast into the furnace. This fan will allow the use of waste steam
pipes ?f a large size direct from the cylinder into the open air, and 
80 ~void the gr~at pressure on the back of the piston when the 
ordinary blast-pipes are used. The fan or fans may be driven by 
bands from pulleys on any of the wheels or axlee, or by a small 
engine fixed on the side of the boiler, which may also if required 
work the feed pumps. The fans if driven by pUlleys must each 

have two pairs of pulleys and suitable 
clutches, one pair driven by an open 
strap, and the other pair by a croBBed 
strap, so as to drive the fans always in 
the same direction, whichever way the 
engine may be going. The clutch-gear 
may be attached to the engine reversing
gear if required. 

Another part of the improvements 
relates to coupled locomotive engines, 
in which arrangement the compound 
swivel-frame is adopted. There are 
other improvements mentioned, but they 
are merely variations of those already 
explained. The patentee does not claim 
the invention of swivel or "bogie• 
frames generally, but hill claims are1. the 
compound swivel-frame, with coupl..ing
rod, prol'ided with elBBtic springs or 
cushions, and the various attachments to 
the upper frame; the form of boiler ; 
the use of exhausting-fans for obtaining 
strong draught; and the compound 
swivel-frame, connected by rods with 
elastic cushions, and provided with 
guides 8lld end links, as above d~ 
scribed. 

CHRIMES' PATENT FIRE-COCK.. 

The accompanying engraving (one-third the full size) of a fire
oock or valve, is a sub~titute for the ineffective wood p!llfl:, now ia 
use in service mains. When under constant high-pressure, 1t forms a 
11ubstitute for fire-engines, as in cases of fire it can be brought into 
almost instant operation, without that loss of time and waste of 
water which the use of the wood plug inl'olves. It can be all!O ex
peditiously, cheaply, and most effectually applied to the watering 
and thorough cleansing of streets, courts, alleys, public buildings, 
windows, &c. ; and in railway stations, to almost every use for 
which a free supply of water is required, including supplying 
engine-tenders, cleansing carriages; and it is also adap'8d for 
watering gardens and pleasure-grounds, and by the application of 
suitable outlets, for syringing fruit-trees. It is especially adapted 
for high-pressure supplies, as from the circumstance of the valve 
part of it beiDg closed by the pressure of the water, the higher 
such pre88ure becomes, the more is the tightness of the valve 
secured, and effectual safety from leakage insured. One great 
advantage it has over the ordinary fire-plug is, that the stand-pipe 
with the hose can be placed on to the valve without the esca.e~ of 
any water, although the mai1111 may be charged with water at a higli 
·pressure. 

By the present system, unless a cock is attached to the branch 
of a fire-plug, a great lo1!8 of time unavoidably occurs in rem0¥i11g 
the wood plug, as the water haa w be turned olf the maiA pipe 
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before the plug can be removed, and to be turned on again aft.er it 
bas been removed, to say nothing of the delay and di.fticulty which 
•ften occura before it can be removed at all. 

STAND PIPE. 
... o.PDIDlf !be Cock 

Bgw..1.. 

FIRE COtK 

~ion.-The Patent Fire-cock consists of a cast-iron boss, 
A, wi&h aperture of such size as may be required, and flange for 
eonnecting it with a correspo1~ding flange on branch from .main 
pipe aa represented by dotted lines under fig. 1-the upper inner 
ed~ a of the boss being raised and faced, forms a seat for 
the l~.val.ve, B, covered with le~ther, t~e spindle of which works 
in a brass bridge C, and when not 1n use 1e always closed. To the 
bou are attached wrought-iron inverted 1.-shaped lugs, D, to which 
the stand-pipe, when brought into use, is secured. 

Thie stand-pipe comrists of a copper or iron tube H with two 
branches on the upper part I, furnished .with screwed end~ for 
attaching the hose; one or both of the onfices are also furnished 
with a brass screw-cap K. At the connection of the diverging pifeil 
i1 a stuffing-box L, and at the b.ottom part of the etand-p?pe 
there i1 a brass miJ1H1Uew G, with leather wuher F, workwi 

through a bl'888 femallHCJ"ewed collar E. Thi.I collar has pro
jecting lugs, which passing under lugs D of the fire-cock, firmly 
1ecure the lug together, and form a connection of the stand-pipe 
with the fire-cock, perfectly water-tight. 

P888ing down the stand-pipe, through the stuffing-box L, is a 
wrought-iron rod, with braas crutch-handle at top, and a male
screw at bottom, working through a brass female-scre'll' in the 
bridge G. By turning the crutch-handle M, the rod gradually 
preeees down the valve B, of the fire-cook, and allows the water 
to escape all round the valve and up the stand-pipe; and at the 
same time by the ~ual opening of the valve by the aid of the 
rod and screw, the llow of water is controlled, and concuesion in the 
pipes prevented; while at the same time the sudden strain on the 
leather, or other hose which may be attached, is, to a very gre.t 
extent, diminished. 

PADDLE-WHEELS. 

T11011.&e HuNT B.&BBEB, of King-street, Cheapside, London, gt!D
tleman, for " Improvements in macliinery for propelling __ _. -
Granted October 7, 184.7; Enrolled April 7, 18"8. 

This invention consists of an arrangement or combination of 
parts into paddle-wheels for propelling vessels. The external case 
of the wheel is a cylinder, which is fixed to and revolves with the 
driving-axle; and the floats are so arranged within the cylinder, 
ll8 to be projected outwards when required to act, and are again 
withdrawn into the cylinder as they go out of action; such con
struction of paddle-wheel allowing it to be wholly immenied in the 
water. To govern the action of tlie floats, the patentee prefers to 
use a cranked axis, one end of which enters into the main or 
driving axle. On to the main-axle is placed a boss, to which arma 
are attached, for holding firmly the floats. The annexed diagram, 
which is a side-section of the paddle, will explain the manner ia 

which the floats are intended to act. The cylinder b b, baa u 
many slits or openings through it as there are ftoats to the wheel; 
and within the cylinder are angular hollow vetmelsf,/, which gin 
buoyancy to the wheel, and also serve for the purpose of offering in
clined guiding surfaces to the floats as they are moved outwardt. 
The arms h, h, are attached by pin-joints to the boBI or collar on 
the crank axis ; and to the ends of the anns the floats are to be fixed. 
The floats i, i, i, are represented to be in action, whilst the othen. 
are drawn within the cylinder. The patentee says, that although 
he prefen to wie a cranked axis for governing the action of die 
floats or paddles, it will be evident to an engineer that an ecttn
tric might be substituted and produce a like result ; twd it will 
also be evident that in place of having the floats or paddles whpreon 
are arms or spokes governed or controlled by a crank or eccentric 
axis, the case bi might revolve on and be governed by fixed ecc~
trics one on eitner side. In such case there would be a fixed axu 
between the eccentric bearings of the case b. The nave having the 
arms of the floats or paddles would revolve freely on the fixed axiil 
between the fixed eccentrics, and the case b would receive motion 
by a cog-wheel affixed thereto driven by another cog-wheel actuated 
by the engine, or in any convenient manner. 

What the patentee claims in this invention are, the modes of 
constructing paddle-wheels whereby floats, or paddles, or arm• 
are combined with a case b, such ftoata ou the cue being goven1114 
by a crank or eceentrica. 
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RAILWAY CARRIAGES. 

TaoJU.1 DtllfN, of Windsor-bridge Iron Works, Manchester, for 
.. I~ iri railioay tM1J1!1e, jadu, ~."-Granted November 
2, 1867; Enrolled May 2, 18'8. 

This patent compri11e11 several objecta connected with railway loco
motion. Mr. Dunn first deacribes several improvements in the con
struction of wheels. One of the principal is the easy removal and 
replacement of the tyre upon the wheel when it bas become worn. 
This be eff'ecta in several ways. His first method consists in 
haring the nave, arms, and an inner tyre cast in one piece, upon 
which the outer tyre is bolted by means of a flange, which projects 
inwards a few inches beyond the inner surface of the tyre. The 
joint bet.ween these two piecl'B, out of which the wheel is formed, 
i1 packed with gutta percha or some other elastic substance. A 
aecond method consists in having the nave of the wheel cast with 
morlicea in it for the reception of wooden arms or spokes, and in 
afterwards fixing the tyre to the nave, by bolts passing down 
\hrough the middle of the spokes. According to a third method, 
that part of the wheel which is occupied by the arms is entirely 
filled in with segmenb of wood, between which segments there are 
driven wed~ of either wood or iron, so that the wheel is almost 
entirely aohd. The tyre is attached to the nave by bolts, as in the 
former instance. 

The patentee makes bis axles of wood and iron, the wood form
ing an mternal solid core, with an outer covering of iron. He also 
makes axles of several pieces, by having the naves truly bored out, 
and driving into them a short axle, or rather part of an axle, 
which is formed on the outside of the wheel, into the journal or 
bearing, and on the inside projects only a few inches, leaving suffi
cient strength of material to pass a cotter through to retaiu the 
ule in the nave. The two wheels are then connected by rods of 
iron, which have collars formed upon them near to their ends. 
The portions beyond the collars are passed through boles formed 
in the naves of the wheels, and have screws upon their outer ends. 
110 that the wheels are, in a measure, devoid of axles-the connec
tion between them being formed by the rods. 

The second portion of Mr. Dunn's improvements relates to the 
construction of jacks for moving carriages and locomotives on to 
the line of rails when they have got oft'. The chief feature of thi1 
improvement consists in providing the jacks with four small fric
tion-rollen at the bottom of the pillar, by which the jack, with its 
load, is easily made to run upon a smooth surface in any direction. 

A third improvement consists of a means of removing carriages 
from one line of rails to another, which the patentee elfects by 
m•m of a low truck running upon a set of cross rails. A portion 
o{ the main lines of rails is made to form an inolined plane at 
pleasure, by means of cams fixed under the rails, whereby he is 
enabled to run the carriages on to the low truck. 

LUBRICATING CO~POSITION. 

Teox.aa DENNE, of Bermondsey, Surrey, strap manufacturer, 
for "Jmpro_,,u in tho manufactuNJ of greaae or compo8itiana 
fw alr11o6pheric pipu, and for lubricating the a.zlu and movi11g paru 
of madlinery."-Granted April 27; Enrolled October 27, 184.7. 
(Reported in NNton'• London Journal.] 

The improvements consist, first, in preparing a lubricating com
P.O'!ition by combining oil, or tallow or other grease, with certain 
light, soft, white, and unctuous precipitates or bodies, insoluble in 
water (so as to be incRpRble of being used as detergents), and ob
tainable in the manner nereafter described; secondly, in preparing 
a lubricatiug composition by combining oil, or tallow, or other 
greue; with vegetable black or with lamp-black ; and thirdly, in 
mixing the compositions, prepared according to the first and second 
improvements, m such proportions as may be desirable, in order tu 
render the same more suitRble than when used alone for the lubri
cating purposes above mentioned. 

The- mode of carrying out the first improvement Is as follows:
The p&tentee introduces into a vessel or tank such a quantity of 
liquor calcU

1 
or of a sRturated or other solution of sulphate of mag

neaia, or or sulphate of magnesia and ammonia, as be considers 
will be 1ufficient for the <iuantity of composition required to be 
piepared; be then p-RduRlly pours into and mixes with the same 
a IJ\roog solution of such of the vegetable or animal oils as are 
most euitable for the P.urpose, and which have been ~ende~ed 
miscible in water by boiling the same with alkali or caustic ley ; 
or, imtead of the solution just mentioned, be employs a strong 

solution of either the soft or hard soap of commerce ; or he intro
duces the liquor calcil, or the solution of sulphate .of magnelia, Qr 
of sulphate of magnesia and ammonia, into the pasty and sapo
naceous fiuid, obtained by boiling either oil, or tallow or other 
grease, with alkali or caustic ley,-baving first drawn the tire and 
allowed the pasty mass to cool down to 100° Fahrenheit. The 
patentee continues to add the saponaceous ftuid so loog as any 
light, soft, white, and unctuous precipitate continues to be pro
duced; and then he separates such precipitate from the mother 
liquor, by filtration through a tine linen siere,-preserving the 
mother liquor when it contains, in solution, any valuable aalts, so 
as to make it useful for manufacturing caustic leys. 

112lb. of the precipitate, obtained as above, are to be combined 
with from 4.0 lb. to 112 lb. of palm or other oil or grease : the quan
tity of oil required will vary according to the peculiar character 
of the oil employed; but about .S6 lb. will, in most CJU!eB, be suffi
cient. The. apparatll.8 used for eB'ecting thia combination is a 
cylindrical iron vessel or mill, open at the top, containing a re
volving agitator, and having two pipes at the bottom, furnished 
with stop-cocks, for the purpose of discharging any water or other 
fiuid that might accumulate inconveniently dunng the process. 
After the precipitate bas been introduced into the mill, and the 
agitator set iu motion, the palm or other oil is gradually added; 
then, as soon as the proper quantity of oil bas been used; the 
mixture will thicken and assume a consistence considerably greater 
than the oil or other ingredient or ingredients possessed in the first 
instance; and a chemical combination will so . far take place, that 
the greater portion of the mother liquor contained in the precipi
tate will be driven out, and must be drawn off' by the pipes above 
mentioned. A supply of cold water is next allowed to run upon 
the grease or composition in the mill, so that it may be wuhed 
therein, in order to cleanse it from all adhesive impuritiea of the 
mother liquor; after which, the water is to be drawn off', and then 
a few pounds of oil are to be mixed with the composition, to sepa
rate any adhering pRrticles of water, and to give it a finer and 
better appearance. The grease or composition is now ready for 
use; but if it should not pouess sufficient consistence for the pur
pose to which it is to be applied, from .S lb. to 28 lb. of melted 
tallow should be mixed :with it_m the mill; or, when.the tallow is to 
be used, it may be mixed with the composition before the latter is 
washed with water, as before mentioned. 

The second improvement consists in thejroduction of a black 
grease or compoSltion, which may be expose .to great extremes of 
heat and cold, and does not· readily freeze, by combining 160 lb. 
of palm1 olive, or other oil, or grease, with from 10 to 4.0 lb. of 
vegetable black ur lamp-black. The oil is first placed in the mill 
before described, and t,hen the agitator being put in motion, the 
vegetable black or lamp-black is added in small quantities at a 
time; and the mixture is agitated until the black grease or compo
sition bas acquired a sufficient amount of consistence. 

The third improvement consists in combining a portion of the 
black grease or composition with ,grease or composition made in 
the mRnner described under the first improvement, to prevent the 
same from freezing when exposed to frost or snow, or to protect it 
from the action of extremeH, either of heat or cold : the combina
tion of the compositions is elfected by the use of the mill before 
described. 

BRONZING METAL SURFACES. 

CHARLES DE LA SALZEDE, of Paris, for " Jmprovtme'11U in braM
ing and bron•ing the ttUr:facu of •tm, iron, ri11c, .lead, and tin."-
Granted September 30, 184.7; Enrolled March 30, 184.8. . 

The improvements relate to coating steel, iron, zinc, lead, and 
tin, with .brass and bronze. For the purpose of coat~ metal with 
brass, a bath is prepared, composed of the following mgredienta: 
-.s,ooo parts by weight of distilled water, 610 parts of sub-car. 
bonate of potash, 2S parts of chloride of copper, 4.8/arts of sul
phate of zinc, SOS parts of Rzotate of ammonia, an 12 parts of 
cyanide of potassium. The cyanide of pot&1111ium is di880lved in a 
small portion (about 126 parts) of the cold distilled water; at the 
same time the sub-carbonate of potash, chloride of copper and 
sulphate of zinc, are introduced into the remaining portion of dis.
tilled water (contained in a separate vessel, and having its tem
perRture increased from l.U0 to. 172" Fahrenheit, to facilitate the 
dissolution of these matten); and when they are perfectly di1-
solved, and the solution hRB heoome cool, the uobte of ammonia 
ia added. After the eolution baa been shaken for a long time, i\ la 

23 
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allowed to stand for 24 hours; it is then decanted with a &TJ>hon, 
~nd the solution of cyanide of potaesium (which should be hmpid) 
1~ added thereto. If the solution thus prepared be submitted for 
about five hours to the action of a volatic battery with a rapid 
current (such as Bunsen's, Grove's, or Daniel's battery), and at a 
mean temperature of 77° Fahrenheit, it will deposit a coat of 
vellow copper, or brass. on the metal article immersed therein. 
'rhe procees may be performed in veesels of porcelain, china, glass, 
or wood (which may be lined with bitumen, or any isolating 
resinous matter); and the vessels are preferred to be of a rect
angular shape. 

If the articles are to be coated with bronze, 25 parts of chloride of 
tin are to be substituted for the· above-mentioned 4.8 parts of sul
phate of zinc; the proportion of chloride of copper is to be increased 
from 25 parts to 4.8 ; and a plate of bronze is to be used as the 
electrode: in other respects the bath is prepared with the same in
gredients, in the proportions above stated, and the process is con
ducted in the manner before described. 

A bath, for coating articles with brass, is prepared, by di880lving 
600 parta of sub-carbonate of potash, 15 parts of chloride of cop
per, 35 parts of sulphate of zinc, and .SO parts of cyanide of 
pot8Bllium together, in .S,000 farts of cold distilled water. After 
the bath hBB been stirred, it 1s allowed to stand for from 24. to 4.8 
hours; it is then subjected, in a cold state (from 2.5° to 30° Fah
renheit)1. to the action of a voltaic battery, !luring the same time, 
and in .like manner to the preceding baths. Wlien this bath be
comes impoverished by use, tbe salt of zinc, or copper, which has 
been abaorbed, must be replaced. The bath last described may 
alito be used for bronzing, by substituting about 10 parts of chlo
ride of tin for the 3.S parts of sulphate of zinc, and employing an 
electrode of bronze. 

In either of the processes above described, instead of the sul
phate of zinc, or chloride of tin, any neutral salts of zinc, or tin 
acids, may be employed, according to whether the article is to be 
covered with brBllll, or bronze, so long as the bath is sufficiently 
rich in potash, that there may be no action upon blue paper of 
turnaol. The proportions of the salts of tin, zinc, and copper, 
may be varied according to the colour desired to be given to the 
metal coating. Thill invention may alao be applied to the coating 
of alloys. 

RAILWAY BARS AND CHAIRS. 

RIOBARD Se.&w, of Gold's-green, West Bromwich, Stafi'ord, 
railway-bar finisher, for "lmprot.'ement.t in tlie manufacture of 
~ht-iron railfllag bar1 and railfllay chair1. •-Granted October 21, 
1847; Enrolled April 21, 184.8. 

The improvements described in this specification relate to the 
eonstructon of railway bars and railway chairs, as also the arange
ment of the machinery for their construction ; and consist, First in 
the mode of forming and piling the pieces of iron to form the r~il
way-bar, for preventing the lamination of the metal. This is 
efi'ected by placing and piling the bars in the manner shown in the 
annexed diagra~, fig. 1, the lower por_tion of the bar being piled 

•ts. I. m the usual manner with flat bars, and the upper 
portion piled with a broad bar bent into the form 
shown, the edges abutting upon the surface of the 
~are beneath, and the interior being filled and p.iled 
1n the usual manner. When the railway-bar ill 
finished, the grain of the metal is arranged in the 
form represented in fig. 2, and thus no laminating 
edges occur on the head of the working surface. 
The other improvements claimed by the patentee 
are, Secondly, the mode ofmanufacturingwrought
iron railway bar.with protecting rails or flanges 

PIJ. 2. affixed thereto, in such a manner that the head11 
or workinf( surface of the railway-bar stands above the sup
port of the protecting rail or flange. Thirdly, the mode of 
manufacturing railway-bars with hollow heads or working surface11 
in such a manner that the cheeks of the chairs may pass into the 
hollow of the head or working surfaces for the purposes of support. 
Fourthly the mode of rolling railway-bars with rollel'll placed 
three high · as alao the mode of rolling by the same mea1111 the 
curved ba~ ueed in placing and pili~g for ma~ing his impro~ed 
railway-bars. Fifthly, ~he construction of chall"B for aupportwg 
bis improved form of railway-bar. 

BORING A.ND SINKING. 
WILLIAM Gosawvca G.&RD, of Calatock Cornwall e"'""-r 1or 

" ta' I . . ·' ' -r-- 'II . ~ ''! mprovement.t m machinery and 1mplemmu for bori1if au 
nnking. -Granted October 21, 184.7; Enrolled April 21, 184'8. 

The object of this invention is to improve the form of tht 
cutting-tool used in boring so as to remove the debris more eaaily · 
and also to work the boring instrument more effectively. It is U: 
t~e form .of the tool, ho~ever, that the chief novelty of the inven
tion c;ons1sts. 'f~e cuttmg ends are made of a concave or inverted 
cap-~1ke form, d1v1ded by a crosainto four segments, with aperluret 
leadmg !rom these segments into a hollow cylinder or shaft, 
screwed mto a neck of the bit, whereby the bored-out material• 
are removed out of the way ?f the c.utting edges. Fig. 1 repre-

1'11. 1. sents a vertical section of the borer or bit, con

~ 
~ 

structed according to this invention ; aod fig. 2, 
an under plan view of the same showing the 
cutting edges. 'fhe shaft or hollo,; part b. fol"Dl.I 
the receptacle for the bored-out materials.' Thia 
hollow shaft has the part a, which forms the 
cutter, screwed or otherwise affixed thereto it 
being made of steel or some other hard meiaJ. 
The cutting face is of a hollow form or rather 
of four distinct hollows, the area bei~ divided 
by a croBS into four ~cti?nsd1 d,d,d, (fig. 2), each 
separate hollow termmatmg m a hole e, leading 
to a main opening m, in the trunk of the borer. 
The outside diameter of the cutter from the 
cutting-edge to the point A, is of a cylindrical 
form, and from the point A, (fig. 1 ), to where it 
joins the hollow shaft, it is tapered about half an 
inch in order to clear the shaft-part b, and allow 
it to pass freely after the cutter. 'fhe cutting 
edge, forming the circumference, is bevelled only 
on the inside; consequentlyi the material, which 
becomes detached by the b: ow1 is projected in
wards and upwards, leaving the external part 
free from obstruction in its working. 'fhe pieceai 
detached by the cutting edges, forming the era., 
are also projected upwards, and by the concave 
form of each section are all conveyed into the 
openings e, e e, e, to the main channel m. A 
valve-seat of br88S c, (fig. 2,) is secured in it. 
place by having the stem b1 screwed down on iu 
surface. Thia valve-seat has its opening in the 

l'IJ. 2. centre, corresponding with the mam chanoel m, 
and is fitted with a ball-valve k. The detached materials pB88 up 
the main channel m, into the body of the stem b, at each successive 
stroke of the borer ; the quantity of materials detached each time 
nearly filling the concavities d, d, d, d; but by being conveyed di
rectly into the receptacle, they are prevented from impeding the 
operation of the cutters. The valve k, which ill prevented from 
rising too high by a cro1111-pin in the stem, cuts oft' any retum 
downwards of the borings. In this manner may the operations of 
boring be continued until the entire capacity of the stem b, ia 
filled, when it is to be withdrawn from the boring, and the cootenta 
removed, which may be efi'ected by turning the bit upside down, 
when they will p888 out of the aperture, g; but the patentee 
prefers, when the detached materials are of a dry deacription, to 
keep the tool vertically in its boring poeition, and hy raiaing up the 
valve from below, to allow the contents to run out. 

The second part of the invention, which relates to the mode of 
working the boring-tool, needs little description, as it oontaina 
nothing that.is novel~ principle. The pa~entee adopts the Chinese 
mode of bonng, by fixing the tool to a chBlil or rope, and producing 
the elfect by continually lifting it up and letting it fall, the height of 
the fall being regulated by the resistance to be overcome. There 
is a lever attached to the chain at the top, to one end of which 
~eights an! .suspended, for. the purpose ot counter-balancing the 
mcreased weight of the chain 88 the depth of the boring incr~ 
ao that the working may be rendered 88 uniform as posaible. 

MANUFACTURE OF IRON. 
ALFRED VINCENT NzwToN, of Chancery-lane l\liddleseK, for 

"lmprooed machinery for blooming iron." (A c~mmunicatioo.)
Granted Octobera, 184.7; Enrolled April a, 184.8. 

Tia!• i~vention is for the purpose of more efi'ectually coml>"essing 
or shingling puddles, balls, or loup1 of iron into blooma. The im.-
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provements are-Firstly, tbe mode of compnlll8ing or 1hingling by 
means of a compresser acting in combination with two rollers, and 
producing therefrom a bloom. Secondly, in the use of cheeks, be
tween which the bloom is formed, having springs at their backs for 
the purpose of setting and keeping the ends of the blooms square and 
of proper shape; these cheeks act in combination with the cam
formed compresser and rollers. A third improvement consists of 
an arrangement of apparatus for feeding the shingling-apparatus 
with balls to be shingled, and for discharging the bloom when suf
ficiently compressed and shingled. These combined improvement& 
are represented in the annexed .sectional elevation. A, the cast-iron 
frame of the machine, securely futened to the bed-plate B ; 

within the upper part of the frame are sliding blocks, C, C, form
ing bearings for the shaft D, upon which is mounted and properly 
aecured the cam-shaped compresser E, of the peculiar form shown. 
The periphery of the compresser is eccentric to its centre of 
motion, for the purpose of squeezing and compressing the ball of 
iron between the periphery thereof and the rollers F, F; this ec
centricity of the periphery of the cam-shaped compresser com
mences at the point 1, where it begins to impinge upon the ball of 
iron submitted to its action, and continues round three-fourths of 
the whole circumference of the compresser to the point 5, in the 
following manner-namely, from the point 1, of the periphery, to 
the point 2, thereon, the eccentricity is very abrupt: the pe
riphery recedes from the centre quickly outwards from the centre 
of motion for the purpose of more quickly and etfectually com
pressing the ball of iron and squeezing out the impurities there
rrom ; from the point 2, to the point 3, the eccentricity is more 
gradual; from the point 3, to the point 4, the eccentricity is still 
fesa, the point 4, being at the greatest distance from the centre of 
the motion ; from the point 4, to the point 5, the eccentricity of 
the periphery is reversed, that is, it inclines very slightly inwards 
towards the centre of motion ; the whole space from the point 5, 
to the point 1, being one-fourth of the whole circumferencet is left 
open and free for the pnrpose of allowing sufficient time tor dis
charging the bloom produced by the last revolution of the com
presser, and for receiving into the machine another ball or loup of 
mm to be shingled. The periphery of the com presser is also formed 
with teeth or indentations thereon, for the purpose of more etfec
tually entering into the ball or loup of iron and squeezing out the 
impurities from it; these teeth or indentations from the point 
I, on the periphery of the compresser, to the point 2, are very 
deep, for the purpose of entering more deeply into the ball at the 
commencement tnan at any subsequent period of the process; 
from the Point 2, to the point 4, the teeth gradually become less 
coarse, bemg fine at the point at 4; from the point 4, to the point 
.s, the periphery is nearly or quite .Plain. Another advantage at
tending the construction of the penphery of the cam-shaped com
presser, is the turning the ball or loup of iron round upon the 
lower rollers by means of the grip or hold of the teeth or indenta
tions, the lower rollers F, F, are placed in the position shown 
below the com presser E, at such a distance therefrom as to suit the 
lize of the ball or loup of iron to be shingled and the size of the 

bloom to be produced; these rollers F, F, revolve in bearings fixed 
to the main frame A, of the machine ; they are placed close toge
ther but not in contact ; the peripheries of these roller11 are pro
vided with projections thereon, for the purpose of effectually turning 
the ball or loup of iron round while under operation, and thUB 
subjecting every surface of it to the squeezing action of the oom
presser. The rollers F, F, are connected by toothed gearing with 
the cam-shaped compresser E, so that they revolve in different di
rections, also the peripheries of the rollers and the peripliery of 
the compresser must revolve at nearly equal velocities; there is a 
mode of adjust~ the distance of the compresser E, from ·the 
rollers F2 F, to 11111t the quantity of metal in the ball or loup by 
means ot the set acrew G, pasaing through the head of the frame 
A. For the puryose of setting up the ends of the bloom square 
and compressing 1t endways, at the same time that it is compre&&ed 
by the compresser and the rollers, the patentee employs his second 
improvement-i:iamely, the epri~ or P.elding cheeka; the11e 
cheeks H, H, are placed one on either Side of the compresser E, 
over the rollers F7 F, the compresser in revolving passing be\ween 
them ; to the back of each of the cheeks are secured two rods or 
studs passing through holes in the main frame, whioh thereby 
serve as guides to them. Around the rods, and bearing sti.fBy 
against the backs of the cheek, and the i11Bide of the main frame 
A, are helical springs, for the purpose of pressing the cheeks H, H, 
towards each other, and thereby pressing and setting ul! the ends 
of the bloom of iron when pressed outward11 by the action of the 
com presser; the outer ends of the rods are provided with washers 
and pins for the purpose of preventing the springs from pressing 
the cheeks too near toge\her, and thereby coming in oontac\ with 
the sides of the compre'l&er E. The front faces of the cheek1 
(those which act against the ends of the bloom of iron) are of a 
convex form, somewhat flattened in the middle. 'fhe feeding
apparatus, which constitutes the patentee's next improvement, 
consist& of a trough or frame L, attached to the main frame A1 in 
front of the machine in an inclined position: within this trongh 
or frame is placed the plate or frame M, to which are attached the 
two bars N, N, one on either side; they move in the guides O, 0; 
upon the base or frame M, is placed the ball or loup of metal to be 
fed into the machine ; the frame M is kept back by a balance
weight below the foundation of the machine; the end of the bars 
N, N, terminate in the hooked shape shown at N'. The mode of 
feeding is this :-the ball or loup of metal to be operated upon is 
thrown upon the bar or frame M, where it remains until the com
presser comes into the position shown in the engraving, that is, 
when the compressing surface of the compresser is out of action 
with the rollers, and the open or free space of the com presser from 
5 to 1, is over the roller11, thereby allowing an opportunity for dis
charging the last-formed bloom, and receiving another ball or loup 
to be operated upon; at this moment two pins or studs, projecting 
from the sides of the compresser, come in contact with the ends 
N'l N', of the bars N, N, which is thereby drawn upwards, and the 
ba l or loup deposited upon the rollers F, F. At the same time 
alw, an arm or crank, fixed upon the compresser-shaft D, outside 
the main frame, acts upon the bar Q, which is connected by a lever 
to the discharging-plate R, in such manner that the bloom of iron 
is discharged from the machine at the back at the same time a 
fresh ball or loup is fed into it at the front. The disch11rging
apparatus is retained in its proper position during the shingling 
process, by means of a spring. 

The patentee claims-First, the arrangement of machinery u 
described, for compressing or shingling puddles, balls, or loups of 
iron into blooms. Secondly, the spring or yielding cheeks for 
Betting up the end1 of the blooms, as also the cam-shaped com
presser and rollers as described. Thirdly, the feeding and dia
charging apparatus. 

A CENTRE-VENT REACTION WAT-ER-WHEEL, 
Communicat«I to IM Frank/4n lnatitute, U.S., by Z. P.uxo, of 

Philadelphia. 

In my notes of the experiments on the centre-vent reaction 
wheel at Troy, I mentioned the fact of the small amount of water 
discharged, in proportion to the aperture, and of its disposition to 
uniformity under all velocities of the wheel. [See Journal, ant. 
p. 110.] 

I might have stated that in all cases in which the vanes of the 
wheel direct the water nearly tangentially to the inner circle of the 
annular rim of 1mch wheels, the quantity discharged (under cir
cumstances of full supply) appears to be about 50 per cent. of the 
theoretic discharge; and that \his proportion appear& to be but. 

23• 
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little dected liy changes in the velocity of ihe wheel, from being 
held stationary; to any velocity it may acquire by the preuure of 
ihe water on the vanes ;--or by any change in the circular motion 
·of the water entering the wheel (at its verge), either with or con
trary to the circular motion of the wheel. 

ht corroboration of this position, we have the experiments at 
Troy, in which the discharge (at ihe maximum) was a trifte lf'BS 
than .SO per cent owing probably to the unfavourable form of the 
vanes ;-and the fourth set of my model improvements (the notes of 
which you have), where the water p888ed, inwardly, through a 
structure, which, when the wheel was removed, was eHctly similar 
to 1uch a wheel,-the quantity discharged in thil instance, being 
just .SO pE'r cent. of the theoretic diacharge. 

Among the many" interesting objects" at the American Institute 
Fair, of the present season, there was a centre-discharge reaction 
wheel, in a very neatly constructed model, the wheel, about four 
inchea in diameter, being made of brass and neatly finished. To 
the under Bide of a disk2 attached to a vertic.U shaft, were attached 
plane vane& extending !Tom the verge to a circle about one-half of 
an inch from the verge. To thl'Se vanes WM attached the annular 
rim, in the usual way. The angle of the vanea dirf'Cted the water 
110mewh1t without the direction tangent to the inner diameter of 
the annular rim, and after paasing into the wheel, it fell through 
the opening of the rim, and bottom of ftume &0me inches, into 
a buin beneath. The ftume was a glass cylinder about seven inch ea 
diameter; and the supply, a constant stream of" Croton .. through 
a lead pipe,-falling in from the top of the cylinder. 

S•ll!Jlecting from my former experiments that the discharge of 
auch a wheel must be uniform under all velocities, I took the op
portunity of experimenting on this, by applying friction to the 
shaft (about haff an intih in diameter) with my fingers. I oould 
~ no Hnrible mriation in tAe Might of 1Ur~ by ang change of 
velocUg,from bring htid, to nlnning it beyond iu natural free Mocitg 
(by f'olling the •haft betwem the thumb and finger-•), nor by turning 
the t11lwl backtDarcl. 

Tbe accompanying cut repreaents a section of the vane&. 

TREATISES ON THE STEAM-ENGINE. 
The want of a satisfactory treatise on the steam-engine has 

long been felt. The existing treatises, not":ithstand!ng th.eir 
general merits, do not supply the whole of t~e 1!1fo~at1on which 
the engineer requires; and the looseneBB of sc1ent1.fic views, and the 
neglect of systematic arrangement, obser\'able ID most of them 
render much of the knowledge imparted either dubious or inacces-
lible. . • 

We have been frequently called upon to give advice m the choice 
of a work on this important subject. In answer to correspondents 
who had made an application of this kind, we replied BOme time 
ago (vol. IX. page 392), that a complete treatise appeared to us 
to be one of the desiderata of engineering literature. Several sub-
1equent letters strongly confirmed the opinion the!l expressed, t~at 
the existing treatises on the theory, construction, and routme 
management of the masterpiece of mechanical invention are not 
what they ought to be-Gccurote, complete, and SYSTEMATIC. 

It is no disparagement of the efforts of those who have already 
written on the subject, to assert that we now know more of it than 
,bey did. This branch of knowledge is necessarily profes&ive. The 
uperationa of the steam-engine have been extende in diversity 

and magnitude, and have attained' a universality which to its great 
inventor himself would have appeared incredible. The new de
mands of the manufacturer, engineer, navigatort and mechanician, 
stimulate and suggest new applications of the most powerfnl 
and most obedient of the agents of human industry : upon ma
chinery BO complfr.ated, the fertility of modern invention and the 
boldness of modern enterprise are incessantly and succeaf'ully 
eJ:E'i:t~ : while ~he minute details of t~e apparatus are constantly 
rece1vmg fresh improvements, as practical skill becomes more and 
more developed and refined. 

Yet the apparatus itself is in the main unchanged. The steem
engine of WATT is the steam-engine of 1M8: the ftl'e&t inventor 
bequeathed it to us almost perfect in all its principal part-, and 
the small amount we have been able to add to h19 legacy is a 
striking and accumulative testimony to its original value. 

This consideration greatly simplifies the labour of compilifllt a 
perff'Ct exposition of the combination of the mechanism. But 
though the innovations of practice be here confined to detai.Ia, in 
other respects the changes have been fundamental. Experience 
has effected great alterations in the purposes, the management, 
and the dimensions of the engine itself; and the acceBSOry parts, of 
which the boiler and furnace are the principal, have received modi
fications which have completely changed their character. 

The theory of the steam-engine is also fundamentally different to 
that originally proposed: that Tredgold's views of the ratitntak 
of its action have been totally falsified by subsequent experi
ence may be unhesitatingly asserted. It is much to be regretted 
that his authority, deservedly great as it in some reapects is, baa 
given weight to opinions which of themselves cannot stand the test 
either of theory or practice. It is still more to be regretted that 
mistaken parti&lity to his work& ·should have induced subsequent 
writers to gloss over bis errors, and defend that which is indefen
sible. When the theory of the Count de Pambour appeared, its 
obvious truths ought not to have been resisted by absurd prejudice 
in favour of our countryman. De Pambour is nght-Tredgold and 
his followers t11rong. This sounds like a very dogmatic assertion : 
and we intend it to be so, for if the lucid demonstrations of De 
Pambour fail to convince his opponents, they are either too per
verse or too dull to be converted : we a"' driven as a I.Mt reeource 
to assertion, u cathedrti, and to resist frivolous contradictions by 
the weight of feat names. The theory of De Pambour had no 
sooner appeare , than all scientific writers renounced their pre
vious views, and without reluctance signified their adhesion to his. 

Not indeed that all his conclUllionll are absolutely indisputable. 
The chief problem to which he addressed himself was this:-Given 
the dimensions .of an en~ne, to ascertain the resistance it will 
overcom~ at a gi~en velocity, or the ve.loci~y at which it will over
come a given resistance. Now, the mam difficulty of the question, 
and that which De Pambour has only partially met, is to ascertain 
the amount of resistance. It is an essential element, and any 
uncertainty respecting it affects the whole subject. Without 
particularising further, we may observe that he has erroneously 
estimated the resistance to which locomotive engines are subject, 
and has assumed a law of friction (Coulomb's) which is in th.U case 
inapplicable. Another difficulty is in ascertaining the actual 
efficiency of the boiler. Its apparent e\'aporation and its efl'ecti,·e 
evaporation are not the same-f,llrt of the water beinlf dra•n into 
the crlinders in a liquid state. fhe amount of" primmg" depend~ 
on mmute and varied circumatances,-the violence of ebullihon,
the foulness or purity of the water,-its level in the boiler,--and 
the capacity of the steam-pipes. Certainly, no mathematical for
mula, such as De Pambour lias laid down independently of these 
considerations, can be univerllal.ly and exactly correct. 

The materials for an improved treatise are abundant; and thoee 
who enter on the task of compiling such a work, should ransack 
every source of information. Notwithstanding our strictures on 
Tredgold, we are diLposed to think that his work ought to be the 
basis of a new treatise. There are many reasons which conduce to 
this conclusion. In the first place, on comparison, his plan and 
arrangement seem the most perspicuous hitherto published. ID 
the second place, most engineers are familiar with it. Th.U is a 
great point: readers do not like to be constantly learning out of 
new books, and engineers especially have seldom time to spare in 
familiarising themselves with new systems. 

The plan which .Mr. EATON HoDoKINSON has pursued in his edi
tion of the " Treatise on CMt-Iron," appears to be the best for 
the case before us: he has left his author's text as he found it, 
appending his own corrections and additions. With respect to a 
treatise on the steam-engine the authoritiea to be searched and 
cited are numerous ancl valuable. In pure theory, the views of 
DE P AlllBOUB should be clearly stated, with the modification above 
auggested. Some of Professor Mou:Ln' s most useful practical 
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reeults should be a]90 referred to : bis researches respecting the 
dects of friction of the parts of the engine are too complicated, 
and depend on data too uncertain, to be available; but some of bis 
investigations respecting the fty-wheel, &c., are invaluable, and 
bave the advantage of leading to simple arithmetical rules. 

The great continental autlwr1 require to be diligently and 
thoroughly examined. It is principally from the French writers, 
with NAvnm at their head, that foreign assistance must be ex
pected ; and the system pursued in France in the education of 
engineers, renders almost every treatise written in that country on 
pne\ical science worthy of consideration at least. The articles 
eonttibuted to our own cyclopmlitJ8, and the recent treatise of Mr. 
H.uor, also furnish several useful suggestions for rules, which an 
int~nt artisan may: understand and apply without a knowledge 
of mathematics. 

contains ; but this advantage is greatly diminilhea br the want uf 
'plan. Works which contain the labours of severa independent 
writen should always be subject to the supervision of some co&
trolling editor, who should be responsible for the scientific aceuncy 
of the whole. Many readers of en¢neering works are necelllllLrily 
obliged to receive scientific principles on trust-their own previous 
education being devoted to practical, and not to theoretical pur
suits. It is all-important that such readers should not be misled. 
The slightest error of principle, the neglect of particulars in them
selves apparently trivi&l, will frequently lead to the greatest erron. 
Of what importance is it then that all mechanical doctrines should 
be accurately conceived and strictly expressed ? 

Lastly, it should be carefully and constantly explained to the 
student, that the abstract laws of mechanics are demomtrattd-
that respecting them, debate would be as frivolous as respecting 
the truth of the conclusions of Euclid. The only peraon1 tl!ho argtU 
about mechanic• are thole tl!ho ar11 imperfectly acquainted with tM 
~. In the applications of mechanics to the steam-engine, 
the only questionable topic is the accuracy of data-the methods 
of calculating from those data have been long since settled beyond 
all possibility of dispute.* 

The tran.ractionl of /tamed llOCietiu contain invaluable records 
of the results of experiment and routine experience. Numerous 
papers have appeared under the auspices of the British A880ciation 
and Institution of Civil Engineers, on what we just now designated 
the most difficult part of the problem of the steam-engine-the 
n&iatance to which it is subject; and in reference to the locomotive 
engine the laboun of Mr. Wyndham Harding may be particularised. 
The transaction11 of the Royal Society also contain some papers 
referring to the resistances to marine engines-a subject to which 
Mr. Soott Ruuell has long devoted attention. 

The BCimiific periodioah-the Mechanid Maga•im, the Joumal 
oj'IM Franklin Jmtitute, &c., ought also to be examined: they are 
.iorehol18e8 of facts of the greatest importance. Of course, dis
cretion and accurate BCientific views are indispensable in selecting 
from the vast mllllil of contradictory and controversial statements, 
contained in the correspondence of our contemporaries, but even 
ezttvgaooflt ideas coming from practical men have some use, if 
suggested by experience-they serve at least to put debated 
questions in a new light. 

The blue book& of Parliamentary and Royal Commillliona contain 
also much that is valuable, amidst heaps of rubbish. It requires keen 
instinct and patient industry to separate the grain from the chaff; 
but such a labour most be accomplished, if a perfect work on the 
aeam-engine is to be written. Commissions such as those upon 
the Gauge question and Atmospheric Railways, are convocations of 
tll the most eminent engineers in t,he kingdom, and their collected 
evidence is a synopsis which could not be obtained in any other 
manner. 

There are many other sources of information and separate trea
tiles powessed of great merit, but too numerous to he here recited. 
These ought all to be referred to. The labour of reference is great, 
but is not the subject worthy of it ?--tlie great marvel of the 
earth-the wonderful wonder-working agent upon which the social 
constitution of the whole world depend&-which1 when the human 
family has become so numerous that all its labour can scarcely 
obtain from nature sufficiency of sustenance, co-operates in this 
ltruggle for existence. In BOme sense, our very live11 depend on 
the steam-engine. Without its aid to convey the emigrant from 
over-crowded shore&--to interchange the products of various soils 
and climates-to convert those products into clothing and other 
necessaries of aociety,-without, m a word, its help in canying on 
the busineSB of the world, the business of the world would 
become too great to be accomplished. 

He who has increased by the least particle the knowledge of 
\he steam-engine, has therefore conferred on BOciety a benefit of 
which it is impoSBible to foresee the extent. Without hyperbole, a 
perfect account of the steam-engine would stand among the high
est of national undertakings. It can scarcely be expected, how
eYer, that any treatise now written can be absolutely perfect, for 
there are many parts of the subject which it requires the experi
ence of future years to entirely develope. Still, the present epoch 
ia particularly favourable for systematising the knowledge already 
acquired. A uniformity of practice and experience has been at 
length arrived at which may indeed be hereafter extended; but 
which, in all probability, will never suffer any great fundamental 
change. The chief difficulty to be encountered, is to render the 
knowledge '1Jltematic. If it be not digested-if it be not perfectly 
consistent with itself-if the whole observe not simJ!Ie and demon
strable dependence on definite principles, the failure of the un
dertaking 1s inevitable. Simplicity and system are the two keys 
&o the success of all works on practical science. We im1ist the 
more earnestly on the necessity of scientific connection and unity 
or plan, because experience has shown bow far the neglect of those 
~ui11ites impairs the utility of a treatise on the steam-engine. 
That bearing the appellation of the ",frtizan," will always be in 
high repute, for the vast quantity of practical information which i' 

1 

• We oboe"e with utl•f""t!on, that a u.w and lmp...-nd edition of Trotl110ld on th• 
1team·••rtn• 11 pro~. The name of lbe publl•b., 11 a iraanatee for lbe neell•DN 
of the typography and valu• ol the IU011rat1001. If 1cleatl6c 1ccoracy, whlob we ban 
bore lo1!1te.t upon u all-lmi:ortanl, be at... attained, a moal nluabla addition to lhe 
eo(laoer'1 library will be preducfd. 

Account of the Skerrgoore Lighthoule, with notu on the Illuminaticm 
of Lighthouaea. By ALAN STEVENSON, LL.B., F.R.S.E., 1\1.I.C.E., 
Engineer to the Northern Lighthouse Board. Edinburgh: Adam 
and Charles Black, 1848. 

When we lately noticed the praiseworthy labours of Sir John 
Rennie, in bringing out his costly work on Plymouth Breakwater, 
we hardly hoped to be so lucky as to have brought before us so 
soon another professional contribution of like merit. It may be 
thought that we are better satisfied by this, and less ready to 
grumble ; but we must freely own that it makes us grumble the 
more. It is not because Sir John Rennie and Mr. Stevenson have 
so well done their duty, that the ground of our complaint i1 
gone. Our outcry is not against them, but against the other 
engineen of high reputation, who, having the aame means, have 
done nothing for professional literature. We know the answer: the 
hackneyed one of want of time. Sir John and Mr. Stevenson have 
answered that, and the public are quite willing to make every al
lowance for any short-coming on the ground of the want of trme • 
but it should not be for~tten that the greater share in a professionJ 
hook is not in the writmg but in the plates: we may add that the 
greater part of the cost is for the plates. Nothing, therefore, can be 
more easy for those who have the money, than to put into the engra
ver's hands the drawings which they have hr them, and then, if 
they cannot themselves do llll the writing which is required, they 
must get BOme one to help them ; and that, too, is only a matter Of 
money. In any way in which the question can be looked at, it 
resolves itself into one of outlay, and of good will; and we 
cannot help saying that it is far from creditable to our engi
neers to be so neglectful of publishing proper records of their 
works. We cannot free them from the charge of want of will, for 
it is too well known to spirited engineering publishers, to authors, 
and to editors of professional works, that it is next to impossible 
to get information, either from the leading engineers or their as
sistants. Thus, what is published ill mostlyveryimperfect; and then 
the parties who ought to have given the information are the first 
to decry what has been done, and to lay blame for what is wrong, 
or is wanting. 

We would rath~r believe that the wrong lies in this want of will, 
than in want ofliberality{ because many oftb011e open to blame have 
always given very free y to professional institutions. Want of 
means we cannot allow ; for those who can spend money in buying 
boroughs, and in getting a seat in parliament, can well give a few 
hundred pounds for bringing out a book. If. too, the evil lay in 
the want of liberality, we should be hopeless of overcoming it,; but 
if it be from want of rightly thinkrng about it, or from want 
of the will to set to work, then we have BOme trust from what we 
know of our leading men, that they will not in the end be found 
wanting ; but will, after careful thought, do that which they 
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find to be tight. The matter is, indeed, one of great •eight, Md 
mostly as it touches the good name of those concerned ; for how 
can the standing of the profe111ion be kept up, if its members lie 
open to the charge of mere money-grubbing, and an utter care
lessne&B of doing anything to keep up professional knowledge? 
The engineer baa been taught by others, and as he cannot repay 
those who have taught him, he must for his ahare teach others. 
By building the Eddystone Lighthouse, Smeaton laid the ground
work of the greater lighthouse on the Bell-rock ; and Mr. Alan 
Stevenson, following in the footsteps of his father, has outdone him 
in his great work at Skerryvore. Had we not the first work, the 
last would still be wllllting; but it is by stori~ up knowle~e, by 
gathering little and little, that it grows until we can work out 
those wonders which are the pride of all time. The slight tram
way has, by the work of many hMds, been brought to such a height 
that it has become the strong arm of civilization. Time has been 
overcome, and the furthest ends of the land brought, as it were, 
within grasp. Why, however, do we talk of such things? Why 
do our great men take their seats at the meetings of the Institu
tiom-wh1 have they anything to do with them, if they do not 
acknowledge them to the full? 

The Institution of Civil Engineers sets out with the purpose of 
eommunicating knowledge to its members, and of keeping a record 
of every new work. Each member is pledged to write something, 
and to give his mite to the common stock. This is an acknow
ledgment of the principle, and it would be well if the members 
of the Institution were, in their choice of officers, to bear this in 
mind, and only name thOBe of their brethren as president and vice
presidents, who had given their fair share to professional learnin~. 
This would be a right acknowledgment to those who, like Sir 
John Rennie, George Rennie, Sir John Macneill, and Alan Steven
aon, have done something, and would give a spur to others. 

So long as engineers look after money only, and do not care for 
their good name, so long will they be without their right weight 
with the public ; and so long will the government be able to tram-

fle on them, and give their emoluments to the military engineers. 
t is not enough tliat they have raised great works-the evil-willed 

will always say, those were done for money, and will be ever ready 
to take away from the honour which would otherwise be awarded. 
The thankfulness of the public is not to llW'e, that any means of 
eal'ning it can safely be left undone. How many great men are 
there whose names are almost forgotten, and whose deeds are un
known! Very few, when they see a canal, think of the labours of 
Brindley, or when they see a locomotive think of how much we 
owe to Trevithick. Those who were carei- of their good namee 
in their lifetime, would have little right to complain of the for
getfulness of those who came after them ; and our great men of 
thia day can look forward to nothing better. If \hey have tasted 
the ill-will of those amongst whom they live, $11d who see them 
and their works, they cannot reokon that they will fare better 
hereaf\er, when they have done nothing to ahow that they care 
for others as well as for themselves. 

.Smeaton lives in his writings, as much ae in his other works; 
and he has earned for himself a share in the works of those who 
have followed in his path. Thus, Mr. Stevenson bears witness to 
Smeaton's good works. Before beginning the Skerryvore light
house, he carefully read what had been written by the feat man 
who went before him. Even to the shape or bearing o a stone, 
or the fitting of a joint, Smeaton had carefully put down what he 
had done, and Mr. Stevell80n was able to come to a sound judg
ment as to what he himself thought of doing. The knowledge of 
a hundred years was at once brought to bear, and the engineer has 
outdone the works of his great master. 

Skerryvore will withstand for hundreds of years the storms 
and blasta which burst upon it, and those who look at it will see, 
with wonder, its strength and its bulk, and acknowledge its 
builder has done his work. A rock of stone is raised upon the 
crags of Skerryvore, but the even seams hide all the work within: 
each layer buries from sight the cunning handiwork beneath it. The 
very finish stands as it were in witness against the hardihood of the 
builder • and there is nothing scarcely to show his skill,-nothing to 
show th~ care, the sweat, the peril spent in J.>Utting stone on stone, 
among threatening waves and sweeping wmds, which shook the 
narrow dwellin~ of the workmen, ready to dash them into the 
troubled sea which yawned beneath them. There is greater hero
ism in fighting against each risks, \han in shedding blood in every 
field of Scinde, or in warring against the bold highlanders ofCabul. 
Nor can the sailor even claim the perils of the ocean for himaelf; 
but the engineer shares them with him. Great as are the risks 
which our seamen have to meet, they are not greater than Mr. 
Stevenson and his workmen underwent on the rock of Skerryvon. 

... 

The first &helter they raised was wrecked in a wint•r'a storm, and 
ihev dwelt for months in a barrack upon the rock, which they 
oould not but believe was threatened with the 1&me end. Cranes. 
windl&88es, forges, and anvils, were tossed about the rock by the 
storm, as freely as pebbles, dashing timbers to piecea, and helping 
to tear away the works which were laid down. No tool oould be 
left for a day without being lashed to ring-bolts, and even these 
were sometimes snapped off. The surf dashed in sheets against Mr. 
Stevenson's window, fifty feet above the sea; and one night, he 
tells ua the barrack reeled so with the shock of the waters, that all 
the men leaped from their hammocks with a fearful wail, believing 
that their doom was come, and that they should be swept into the 
eeething waters. Here were they sometimes laid up for days, 
unable to stand upon the slippery rock, or to face the sweeping 
storm ; and lying in their hammocks day and night, for melter 
against the bitter cold. Sometimes they were left almo1t without 
food, for the steamer could not alway& keep the &ea; and once 
their stock was brought down to the wants of one day only. At 
all times it was hard to land, or to get the &tones out of the 
lighters ; and often they were hauled back by the steamer after 
snapping every warp. The rock was as smooth as glass, and so 
narrow that the workmen had hardly room to work. In blasting 
for the foundations, there was no shelter under which the men 
could lie down; so that Mr. Stevenson had to cover the rock with 
matting when blasting was going on. On thia spot, they •orked 
under the broiling sun while daylight lasted, snatching only hasty 
meals; and their nights they spent, the first year, in an uneasy 
ahip, which often made them sea-sick ; and afterwards in the bar
rack, whence the storm might have in one· moment hurled them 
from sleep to death. 

The few words which Mr. Stevenson gives to these risks he and 
his fellow-workmen underwent, have all the charm of romance, 
and may well be put side by side with any tale of the aea. They 
are most pleasing, however, as a reoord of true cou,rage, success
fully exerted in a useful undertaking. Had we not this record, 
we should know but little of what Mr. Stevenson has done, or how 
to rate him at his true worth ; indeed, half of his merit would be 
lost, for the mere workmanship is the least which he can boast of; 
and others oould match him even in that. The skill, the foresight, 
the battle with the hardships of every kind, which beset this un
dertaking, tasked his powers to the utmost; but he answered QI 
the call. 

Professional g'llllantry in meeting danger is, we are happy to say, 
far from rare. The engineer is ever ready to share with the work
men in every work of risk, and there are few great works which 
have not some tale of irallantry to tell. The lighthou- of the 
Eddystone, the Bell-rode, and Skerryvore, were beset with peril; 
in the tunnels under the Thames, Trevithick, Sir Mark Brunel, 
and Mr. Gravatt, risked themselves; and daily, wherever a new 
locomotive is tried, a new boiler is set op, a new mine opened, or 
a new engine built, some engineer puts his life at stake. Courage 
is not the virtue of a blue coat, or of a red one: the medical man 
who meets typhus in the abodes of the poor, is a greater hero than 
he who board& another's bulwarks, or who storms a breach; be
cause he has no hope of glory or advancement, and a greater 
chance of danger. 

The :reader of Mr. Stevenson's book is sure to be struck by the 
thought of its value to engineers now and hereafter, but most to thOBe 
in our far settlements, who have no chance of going to Skerryvore 
or to the Eddystone; and who, indeed1 }f they had, would see th~ 
work-but not how it has been done. Mr. Stevenson has been care
ful fully to explain every step which he took, to account for his 
failures, to give the reasons 6y which he was led, and to describe 
every process, however oommon, or however trifling. He thought 
that nothing belonFg to his work was beneath him ; and as he 
looked into everythmg, he was enabled event<> make improvementa 
in many of the common operations. By recording what he did, he 
enables others to do likewise, and to follow in his path; and no one 
thinks that his book is too long,-but rath'er, each wishes that it 
were longer, though nothing is left out. Care in such works is 
highly needf~ and is most wanted where there are no bounds to 
the o_utlay which may be made. By leaving out such dovetails 
and nbbands as Smeaton and Thomas Stevenson had in their lower 
layers, Mr. Stevenson saved above four thousand pounds in the 
cost of dres&ing the granite, and without any loss of strength or 
safety. By getting everything ready before-hand he had no lOBS 
of Ume in running up his building on the rock, but 

1
had evPry atone 

dressed, so that it was right to the eighth of an inch· and the whole 
building is u well finished as if it were raised upon' the main land 
with every help at hand,-where&lli there was hardly room on th; 
rock for blasting, no mooring ground., no pier, no quay, hardly :room 
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lM a windlus, and everything wa1 brought from Hyniah, twelve 
miles off. 

Whoever reads this book must think more highly of the labours 
of engineers; but when we look at the wonderful works which are 
spread over this land, we cannot but wish that we had as good 
records of them. The public will name many who are well able to 
do justice tu their own labours, and the fulfilment of the public 
wish would greatly enrich our libraries. The history of the Liver
pool and Manchester Railway, by Mr. George Stephenson, would 
be a band-book for all time. Mr. Robert Stephenson, M.P., has in 
the London and Birmingham Railway a good subject for illustra
tion. Mr. Locke, M.P., can do no better service to the profeS&ion 
than by the publication of an account of the Grand Junction Rail
way. Mr. Brunel has spent many years upon the perfection of 
the broad-gauge system, and has in the Great W estem Railway 
achieYed a success which should not be forgotten. Mr. Cubitt 
bu allowed his aS&istants to give accounts of the tunnels and 
blasting operations on the South Eastern Railway, but a full 
account of the whole line is wanted from his own hands. We hope 
the 'ime ii not far off when we shall see these among other contri
but.ioDl!I to our professional literature. 

We &hall now call attention to the rocks on which the Skerry
vore lighthouse was raised. They form part of a long reef, 11 
milee to the south of Tyree, in the outer range of the Hebrides 
or W estem Isles, so that they are in the sea-way between Scotland 
and Ireland; and &hips from seaward, if they miss the north of 
Ireland, are often driven on Skerryvore, where many wrecks have 
h&fJ>Pned. In 181 ~. an act of parliament was obtained for building 
a lighthouse, but it was not till 183~ that Mr. Alan Stevenson was 
sent to make the first 1urvey. 

At low tides, Skerryvore meuures about 280 feet square ; but it 
ii cut up by gullies of unlooked-for depth, so that the solid part is 
only 160 feet by 70 feet. On this a loaf of rock abou' five feet 
broad, rOH to the height of eighteen feet above high-water level, 
the greater part of the rest being about six feet abo\'e that level. 
The rock Mr. Stevenson calls a syenitic gneiS&, consisting of quartz, 
fe~, hornblende, and mica. 

It wu not till the summer of 1835 that the survey was finished, 
and Hynish, in the wretched island of Tyree, was Chosen for the 
workyard. This is 12 miles from Skerryvore. In 1836 and 1837, 
11uarries were opened in Tyree, and in the latter year the pier at 
Hynish wu begun. Mr. Stevenson was now busy in drawmg up 
his plans, and here he came to a weighty question. 

"A primary Inquiry, in rrgard to towen in an e:1pc1ed 1ituatlon, i1 the 
qoeation, whether their 1tahility 1bould depend upon their .,,._,,,. or their 
wigltt ; or, in other word1, on their colini011, or their iurtUI I In pre
ferring w.if/tt to •lrmgtlt, we more cloaely follow the coarae pcinted out by 
\he analogy of nature ; and tbil mu1t not be regarded u 1 mere notional 
adnntage, for the more close the analogy beLween nature and our wo1k1, 
the leaa difficulty we 1ball nperience in pa11ing from nature to art, and the 
more direc&ly will our ob1erntion1 on natural phenomena bear upon the 
artidcial project. If, for eumple, we make a seriea of ohlenation1 on the 
force of the 1ea, u e:1erted on mwea of rock, and endeavour to draw from 
tbeae ob1erntion1 aome conclu1ion1 u to the amount and direction of that 
force, u e:1bibited by the maue1 of rock which reailt it aucceufully and the 
forma which theae ma1&e1 uaume, we 1h1ll pw naturally to the determina
tion of the - 1ndfor111 of a building which may be capable of oppo1ing 
limilar forca, 11 we conclude, with aome reuon, that the mua and form of 
the oataral rock are npcnenta of the amount and direction of the forcea 
tbey ba•e ID long co1.1tinued to re1ilt. It will readily be perceived, that we 
an in a Tel')' difl'ereot and len adTantageooa pc1ition when we attempt, from 
1111eh ohle"1tion1 of natural phenomena, in which tllftgltt i1 aolely concerned, 
to dednce the drnigtlt of an artificial fabric capable of reai1ting the ume 
foreea; for we mu1t at once pan from one category to another, and eodea
Tour to determine the .trength of 1 comparatively litltt object which shall 
be able to aoataio the 11me 1bock, which we know, by dirm nperleoce, 
may be re1ilted by 1 given mght. Another very ob•io111 reuon why we 
should prefer ,.... and wig/tt to 1trnigth, u a 1ource of atability, i1, that 
the d!'ec:t of mere ivrli• i1 constant and oncb1ogt1ble ill ita nature; while 
the •l""'!lllt which re1ulte, even from the mOlt judiciou1ly dlapo1ed and well 
necuted fillture1 of 1 corupara&ively light fabric, ii con1tanlly 1ubject to be 
impaired by the loosening of Inch flll'urea, occuioned by Lbe almoat ince1&1nt 
tremor to which etructurea of tbi1 kind muet be eubject, from the beating of 
the wa•a. It wu chiefty on tbeae grouud1 that the Commi11iooera of 
Northern Light&, after conaultiog 1 Committee of the Royal Society of Edia
burgb, and Meaan. Cubitt and Rennie, civil engineen, rejecLed Lbe design of 
Capiai.a Sir Samuel Brown, R.N., who Tolun&eered 1 proposal to build ID 
iroo pillar at the time that the erection of the Skerryvore Ligbtbouee wu 
determined on In 183li. Mau, therefore, teem• to be a aource of 1tability, 
thl d"eci of which ii at once apprehended by the mind, u more in harmony 
with \be co111ernthe priaciplea of n1$ure, and uoq-tloubly len liable to 
be deteriorated than the nrlfltll, w hic.b depe11dl a po a tb1 cart&l proportie1 
llld Uj111~D' Of parU." 

In fixing the quantity of matter needful to produce stability, and 
in determining the shape of the tower, Mr. Stevenson had to 
proceed empirically, for there is a want of sufficient experiments. 
Mr. Ste\'enson gives, however, a full discuS&ion of the data, whi<'h 
are available. At this point he brings in an interesting comparison 
of the three great lighthouses. 

Hrl11bt abaft Conlenta or 

I 
Diameter. 

tint iraLlre tower. Ai Bue. I At 'rop. 
coune. 

---
Ft et. Cuhic feet. Ftet. Feet. 

Eddystone .. 68 13,343 28 u 
Bell-rock .. 100 211,!130 42 16 
Skerryvore .. 138·S S8,!i80 42 u 

The first barrack rai&ed was swept away by the sea, eo that in 
1839 the summer was spent in raising another, and in excavating 
the foundation of the lighthouse tower. The difficulty of doing 
this may be appreciated from the following account:-

"It w11 commenced on the 6th of May, and w11 continued up to the lut 
boor of our remaining on the rock, on the 3rd of September. A more un
promlaing pro1peci of 1occe11 in any work than that which preaented itself 
at the commtncement of nur laboun, I can 1e1rcely concei•e. The gren 
inegularity of the surface, and the e:1traordin1ry hardne• and nnworkable 
nature of the material, toRether with the want of room on the rock, greally 
added to the otber difficulties and del1y1, which conld not fail, e•en under 
the mo1t fnourable clrcum1tance1, to attend the e:1ca•ation of a fonndation
pit on a rock at the di1t1nce of 12 mile1 from the land. The rock, u 
already noticed, i1 1 bard and tough gnei1&, and required the e:1penditue of 
aboot.fow tirltn 11 much labour aad 1teel for boring u are generally con-
1Dmed in boring the Aberdeen1bire granite. 

After 1 careful 1uney of the rock, ud baring fully weighed all the riah 
of injuring the foundation, I determined at once to enter open 1 llorbontal 
cut, ao u to lay bare 1 level loor of elltent 1ullicient to contain the founda
tion pit for the tower. The Tery rugged and ane•en form of tbe Roct made 
tbi1 an almo1t neceuary precaution, in order to preveat any miaconception 
u to !ta real atate, for It "u travened by n11mero111 vein• and band1 inclined 
at nriou1 anglee, on the pc1ition and utent of wblcb the atability or the 
foundation in no 1m11l degree depended. That operation ocoapied 30 med 
for 102 daya, and required the firing of no fewer than 246 1bota, cbirfly 
horizontal, while the 11uantity of material r1U1oved did not greally nceed 
2,000 ton1, It wu · 1 wnrk of 1ome hazard ; for the tmall 1urface of the 
Rock confined 111 within 30, and aometimea within a dosen yard1 of the 
mines, while it1 form dorded 111 no COTU from the tying splintera. The 
only precaution• we could adopt were to co•er tbe mlnea with mata and wi&i. 
ooane nm, which I bad c1111ed to be made d11ria1g the pre•io111 winter, of 
\he old ropes of one of the ligbthouae teoden, aod in each bla1t to 1ppt1r" 
&ion nry carefully the chMge of pcwder to the work that wu to be dont. 
That wu managed with great skill by Cbarlee Bll"Clay, the foremaa of the· 
11u1rrier1, who charged all the borea, and, along wi&h myself, Ired all the 
abota. So completely did the almple e:1pedient or con:ring the bortt with 
netl and mata check the ftigbt of the 1tone1, that, e:1cept oa oae or two 
occuion1, none of the 1pUuten retched 01, and all tile damage done wa a 
alight injury to one of the cranea. Perb1p1, alto, our ufety may, in aome 
meuure, be attribnted to a change which I inuoduceli ink> the mode of 
charging the horizontal 1bot1, by which all the 'riak of pmblng home the 
pcwder la the ordinary mode with the tlnltpiltg red ii uoided. That cbang1r 
con1isted in uaiag a kind of 1bonl, formed of 1 rod, armed with a hollow 
half.cylinder of abeet copper, which contained the powder, nd being in
Tel1ed by giving the rod half 1 turn round ita uil, made the powder drop 
oat wben the cylinder reached the bottom of the bore. It wu In all mpec\1, 
nceptiag lize, the same u the charging-rod need for great gunL The 
amount of materials remo'l'eci by bluting, 11 nearly u l conld ucertaiD, wu 
only about 1,000 cubic yard1; and, taking all the circumataacea into account, 
it may be doubted whether there be any instance in modera enitineeling of 
an operation of H ntaU n t6ltml occupying 10 much time, and in•olving IO 
great risk. The bluting of the rock, howe.er, wu not the oaly ditlcnlty 
with which we had to contend, for it al10 became nece11ary to remo•e the 
quarried materials, amoun&iog to about 2,000 ton1, into the deep water 
round u, to preJent their being thrown by the wavea upon the rock, and 10 
endangering the future temporary barrack. That wu rather 1 l1boriou1 
work, and occupied Lwo cranea, with tempcrary ron1 and truck•, daring the 
greater part of the time we apeot on the rock. I am well aware that the 
quantity of materials which I have jolt menLioned, will be apt to prodwce -. 
•mile from tboae who bHe been cbiely connnant with the gigantic but 
1imple operation• which generally characterise the great railw1y1 of tbio 
country; but If it be remembered that we were at the mercy of the wind1 
and Wl'ret of the wide Atlantic, and were enry day in the apectatioo of a 
~udden call to lene the rock, and betake ounelns to the n11el, and oa 
senral occuiona bad ou cranes and other tool• 1wepl Into the 1t1, the 1low
ne11 of 011r progre" will excite le1& 111rpriae; and 1tlll le11 will tbo1t who 
duly weigh the dangen or our daily life, both in oar little •eaael and ea Ille 
rock, ud wbo, at the 11me lime, retect on the many •triking proofl wbitlt 
we llmnt enry boDr uperienctd el tbe cue ef ID Almi1bty llud, lie • 
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poaed to withhold their aympathy Crom the beart(elt e1preaaion1 o( gratitude 
which o(t.eo went rouad our linle circle in the boatl, u we rowed in tbe 
twilight from the rock to tbe ahip. holation frQID \be world, in a aituatioo 
of common danger, pr .. ducea amongll moll men a freer interchange o( the 
(eeliogs of dependence on tbe Almighty, tban ia common in tbe more chilly 
intercourae o( ordinary li(e. 

With a view 111 leaM"n the dangen o( hluting in auch a aituation, I had 
provided a galvanic battery nn tbe plan propoaed by Mr. Martyn Roberti, 
but I uaed it leaa fr~uenlly than I intended. The attachment o( the wires 
were very liable to be broken from various caosea, where there were many 
men congregated in 1 amall apace ; and u we could not venture to leave tbe 
apparatua on the rock, the (requent re-shipment of it in a beuy sea w11 
another caoae of the derangement o( ita parta. I aoon, therefore, laid it 
aide, aad only bad recourse to it when any work w11 to be done under 
water, or in cues where the aimultaneoua firing of aeveral minea (for which 
it ia admirably attapt.ed) w11 of importance in effecting any special purpoae. 

When the floor bad been roughly levelled I again carefnll1 surveyed the 
rock, with tbe view of fixing precieely the aite of the foundation-pit, and o( 
~king advantage of ita form and structure to adopt the largeat diameter for 
the tower of which the rock would admit. In aome placea l found that 
parta of the rock, apparer.tly aolid, bad been undermined by the conatant 
action of the waves, to the diatance of 13 feet inward from ita face; bot none 
of tboae cavernous e1cavation1 reached the main nocleua, ao that, after much 
deliberation aad repeated enminationa of all the •elns and fiaaures, I wu 
enabled to mark out a foundation-pit 42 feet in diameter, on one luel 
throughout. Tbat wu a point of no small importance; and although it bad 
-t great labour at the •ery outaet, much time wu uved by it in the aob· 
aeqoent atagea of the work. Not only wu the labour thereby avoided of 
cutting the rock into 111parate terraces, and fitting the blocb to each aoc
ceaaive atep, u wu done by Smeaton at the Eddyllone; bnt the certainty 
that we bad a level foundation to .atarl from, enabled 01 at once to commence 
Uie dreuing o( atones without regard to any irregularitiea in the aurface of 
&be rock; and the building operationa, when once commenced, continued 
unimpeded by the neceaaity for accommodating the couraet to their placea in 
the foundation-pit, IO that the tower aoon roae above the level, at which 
Uaere wu the greatelt riAk of the atonea being remo•ed by the wa•t!I before 
\be prt11ore of the auperincumbent building had becotne great enoo1h &o 
retain them in their placea. 

The outline of the circular foundation-pit, 42 feet in diameter, baring been 
traced with 1 trainer on the rock, numerooe jumper-bolea were bored in 
Tariooa placee, baring their bottom• all terminating in one level plane, 10 11 
to aerve 11 guidea for the depth to which the basin was to be ellc&vated. 
Tbe depth did not eiiceed U incbea below the a•erage lnel, already laid 
bare by the cutting o( tbe rough horizontal fioor which has jnat been 
det~ribed; and before tbe clDle of the aeuon of 1839, about OM-IAird oflhe 
area of \be circle bad been ~!eared, and wu ready for the final P,ick-dretsinir 
wbicb prepared it for the reception of the firat courae. The e11cuat.ion of 
this circular buin w11 conducted with the greateat caution, aad few abota 
were permitted to be fired Je1t the foundation aboold in any place be abaken 
by the act.ion of the gunpowder nn any of tbe natural fiaaurea of the rock. 
The work wu cbiefty done by mean• of what are called phg1 alld ftatMri. 
In that part of the work tbe borea were nearly horizontal, and the accion of 
•be plvg alld /.atkn wu to tbrow op a thin auperficial abelf or paring of 
rock of from 6 to 12 incbea in depth, and no\ more than 2 feet aquaie. By 
that painful proceA an area of abont 1,400 auperficial feet wu cleared. The 
1:bief trouble connected with that operation wu culling, by meana of the 
pick, a Tertical face for the entrance of the l.orizontalj•ntptn or boring 
roda ; and w here•er advantage oould be taken of natural 611ure1 it wu gladly 
4one. Another. con1iderable aource of labour wu the dreaaing of 'be vertical 
edge• of the buin, 11 that implieJ cuUing a 1guan t:INcll., l:i inchea deep 
and abont 130 .fee• long, in the hardest gnei11 rock ; and the labour attend
ing which, can only be ful17 ea&imated by a practical atone-cutter wbo baa 
wrought in inch 1 material. The plan employed wu to bore all around the 
periphery of the circle, lt inch nrtical jumper-holea, 6 inchea apart, to the 
required depth, and to cut out the 1tone becween &hem. Tbe aurface thus 
left w11 a!&erwarda carefully dreaaed, 10 u &o admit Tertical and horizontal 
moulda, repreaenting truly the form of the muonry which the check wu in. 
Minded to recei•e. The esperience of the labour attending tba& operation 
gue me great reaaon for congratulation on h&Ting adopted 1 foundation on 
one level throughout, inatead of cutting the rock into ae•eral terraces, at 
each of which the 11me labour of cuUing angular checks must necea11rily 
laave been encowitered. The cutting of cbe foundation occupied 20 men for 
217 day1 in all, wbereof 168 daya were io the aeaaon of 1839, and the mt 
in the aummer of 1840." 

It was not till 18.W that this pit was finished, when Mr. Steven
son sa~ 

" Tbe rock:, indeed, wu in many placea ao bard 11 often to make it aeem 
hopeleu that tool• coold make ID)' impreuion on It. !he time employed in 
&he excavation and the namber of toola e11pended on 11, were very great, 11 
~ pick aeldom atood more than three etrokea in cbe harder quartzoae veina; 
but our pene•erance wu at length amply rewarded by obtaining a ~ounda
sian 10 leTel and ao fairl7 wrought throughout the whole area of a etrcle 42 
feet in diameter, u &o pretent to the riew the appearance of a IJigantic baain 
of •&negated marble; and 10 mu~b ple11ed were the workmen tbemae!vea 
~ the reault of lblir protracted toil, cbat many of them espre11ed 1U1001 

regret that the (oondation muat aoon be coY1red up, IO 11 (we tnlted) 
never to be 1een again. In the dreuing of the rock much inconTeaieaee 
aroae from the amall aplintere which flew out before the toola, aometirnea 
rising to the height of 40 feet, and coming in at the window• of the barradt; 
and after aeveral injuries bad been auatainPd, I at length found it a_..,, 
to aend to Glaagow for fencing muka to protect the men'• faces. In all ou 
work, nothing wu more grudged than the occuional 1011 of half a day in 
l>aling out the water from the foundation-pit after it bad been filled by I 
heavy aea." 

The mortar employed in the building was composed of equal 
parts of Aberdda lime and Pozzolano earth, being identical with 
that used by Smeaton. 

In 18.W, six courses were set, being a mass of masonry equal to 
the whole of the Eddystone tower. In 184.1, 801300 cubic feet were 
built, being twice as much as the Eddyatoue, and more than the 
whole Bell-rock lighthouse. In 184.2, the masonry work wu 
finished. 

The general arrangement of the tower is much like that of the 
·Bell-rock lighthouse. 

"The ucent to the outside door i1 by 1 ladder or trap of gun metal, ff 
feet high. The firat apartmen' on the level of the entrance door, ia cbiee1 
appropriated to the rrception of iron water-tankl, capable of boldiJlg a 
aupply of 12:,1 gallons. The nest atory i1 1et uide for coala, which an 
atowed in large iron boiiea. The t bird apartment ia I workahop ; the (ourth 
ia the provision atore; and the fifth ia the kitchen. Abo•e are two 1toriea, 
each diTided into two sleeping apartment., for the four light·keepera. O.er 
them ia tbe room for the visiting officera; then followa the ofl a&ore, and 
lutly comea the lightroom, making in all twelYe 1partmenta. Tb~ nearneta 
of the oil 1tore to the lightroom ia a great convenience to the keepen, 
who are tboa 1ued the trouble of carrying the daily aopply of oil to the 
ligbtroom, up a long fiighl of 1tep1. Tbe puaage from atory &o atory ia h1 
oaken trap ladders, p111ing tbroogb hatches in each floor and particioned otr 
from each aparllllent in order &o pre•ent acciden&I and to check oold 
draughts." 

The light was exhibited at Skerryvore on the 1st of February, 
184.4.. 

The whole cost of erection was 90,2681. 121. Id., but of this very 
little was spent directly on the lighthouse. The cost may be thus 
subdivided:-

Bstabli1hment at Hyniah £4822 
Rock barrack, No. 1 790 

., No. 2 1479 
Eetabliahment and qoarriea at North Bay 1883 
Signal tower and ligbll at Hyniab 12U 
Wharf and railway at Skerryvore 2~7 
Steamer, tender, and atone light.era 1714& 
Moorings 766 
Boata and freight of hired vesaela :i 700 
Llbonren diacharging cargoea 935 
Travelling e1pen1ea 1711 
Coals 1463 
Gonpo'Wder • . S7:i 
B11cualing platform 761 
Dreasing ligbtbouae bloclta 9929 
Toola aod macbi.nery • • 4267 
Cartage I HM 
Mortar 889 
Ligbtbooae iower, patting topher and 6ttlnga 9:,:,1 
Lightroom 38fl l 
Salarie1 36:16 
Ligbtkeepera' bo111e1 • • S9U 
Pier at Hynisb 2:,111 
Dock at Hyniab for the tender 70:,:, 

From the whole cost, 2,8391. is to be taken off for the steamer 
and materials sold, but each item is given by Mr. Stevenson in 
detail. 

Having thu1 followed Mr. Stevenson throughout his labours on 
the tower at Skerryvore, we must keep until next month our 
remarks on a subject no less intereating-that of lights, to which 
a great part of his book is devo'ed. 

Eltttric TelegrllpM. London: Bogue, 184.8. 

This is a shilling volume of scraps for the railway carriage 
which contains more information about the Electric Telegrap~ 
and more amusement, than any which has yet been published. 
There is not an invention in England, the United States, or abroad, 
which has escaped the a!Uhor's attention. · 
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&porl ott U.. Supply of Surphu JVat,,. to ManclauUr,_ Salford, and 
SloclqHwt, lllitA IOnN IUmar/u upon th COMl"'4:tion of .Hain Gaugu, 
altll tlN .4nnual Depth qf Rain falling in different locaiiti# around 
M~. By S. C. l101U1aa&.A.•, V.E. 1.ondon: Weale, 18'8. 

Thia work relates to the great Manchester water controversy, 
which for the last few yeara has so much occupied that town. 
Tbere are three candidates for the supply of Manchester with 
water: the Manchester and Salford Waterworks Company, the 
Corporation of Manchester, and the Manchester, Sheffield, and 
LincolD Railway Company. Mr. Homer1ham is the follower of 
the last-named, and his work is therefore one-sided so far, though 
we believe it to be for the most part fair and straightforward. 

The Waterworks Company su6er from a short supply and the 
bad quality of their water, which i1 got partlf from peat-moaa, and 
partly from the drainage of an inhabited district, but eked out 
hy a supply from the Railway Company. The supply la clearly 
neither enough nor good enough for the growing town of Man
chester. The town council have there(ore got a bill to enable them 
to get water from Longdendale, gathered into reaervoin from a 
mot111y surface. In the meanwhile they have likewise bought water 
of the Raihray Company. 

The Manchestert. Shef!ield, and Lincoln Railway Company having 
bough& the Peak J:'"oreet Canal, were struck with the profit to be 
ltU& by the aale of water to the great towns of Manchester and 
&ockport. Their canal, beginning in the Peak district of Derby
lhire, among the steep hllla, gives them a right to all the water not 
required by the millownera; and aa there la much more than la wanted 
fur the trade of the canal, it i1 a clear gain to aell it in thoae town1. 
The Company do not however wiah to retail water to the houae
bolden, but to sell it wholesale and in bulk to the corporations or 
water companies. The Manchester and Salford Waterworks Com
pany in July 18U, bought 10me of this water, and soon after con
traeied for 120,000,000 gallons yearly, (or three yeara certain, at 
'1.d.. per 1,000 gallona, or a ren'al of I,OOOl. yearly. In 18-H, they 
agnled to take .so,000,000 gallons more. In August 1847, the Cor
poration of Manch•ter took for three years 200,000,000 giillona 
yearlr, at 8d.. per 1,000 gallona, or a rental of2,.SOOI. yearly. The 
Railway Co?v:ny olfer to supply the Corporation with seven 
millions of ona of filtered •ater daily, at Ud. per 1,000 gallona, 
or at a year y rental of l&,9681. l.S., 

By the enterpriee of the Railway Company, this large aupply of 
good water is 118Cured ; and we have no doubt that in many other 
cues, railway companiet1 might have done great good to the public 
in the supply of water and gae, if it were not for the prejudices in
dulged in by the legislature, which shackle railway companiea u 
lh97 do private enterprise generally. lndeed2 the whole drift of 
l~tion is to thwart enterprise, enn when there is the pretence 
of consulting the public interettL Thua, what with the Sanitary 
measure, threatening to i..n&eri'ere with &he companies, and what 
with the Standing Ordera, there is hardly a bill before the Houe 
of Commons for watenrork1. The Board of Trade inspection 
pre.ea likewise very heavily on tmall companies, betides the 
Houe of Commona feet. 

Mr. Homel'Bham thus describet the country around Manchelter 
from which the water i1 drained for its aupply:-

" Tbe Iowa of Maacbeater ia 1ltaated at aa a•erage height of a boat 120 
fttt abon tbe mean lenl of the 1ea at Lherpool, and i1 borde"11 oa the 
DOrtb·wat. tbe aortb, tbe eut, aad the IOUth, b7 bigb bi111 and aplaad 
that, ia a di1taace .,.,., iag from twel•e to eight.eea mile• from the town, 
riee 1,100 to 1,000 feet aboH the 1ea, when they begin to fall in a coatrar7 
dir«tioD. Tbe blgbeat point1 la tbi• range of bill• 1&re Riviagtoo Pike to 
tbe north-weal of Maacbeeter, l,6U feet aboH the mean le•el of the aea; 
Blackatolle Edge to the aorth·eut, aboal 1,400 feel; Hulme lllou to the 
eut, aboat 1,809 fP.el; Kinder Scout to tbe aoutb..eut. about 1,981 feet; 
Au Edge, 10ulb~ut b7 1un1b, 1,111 feet; and Boeley Minna, aearl7 
dil'l!ct 110uth, about 1,260 feet. Tbe1e bill1 riee nry abruptlJ, and the 
a11merou1 nlle71 and mountain l(Orgea that iatenect them in varloua direc
tiuaa coutaia cbuoeh, called rlnr1 or 1tream1, tbat dnain off the rain 
wbiclt Calla upon them. The Da- of the principal rivel'I derMng their 
waten from tbe .ource1 now polatect oat, are tbe lrwell, the Irk, the Med
luclr., the Tame, the E1berow, the Go7t, the Due, and tbe Bollin. The 
water. of the whole of tbe1e riHn aaite in the river Mersey, and bJ t.laia 
cll1111Del are diac:barged latu the sea at LiHrpoul. 

Tbe riren upoa wbicb the towns of Maacbe1ter and Sallurd are 
1ltaatecl, are the lrwcll, tbe Irlr., aad the Meuloclr. ; the two latter atnama 
joining the lrwell within the to .. a. The an-a uf land upon wbicb the 
raia Calla that feeds thne 1tream1 before entering Macbeater i1 aboat 
163,000 atatute acrea; ol wbicb about ll.100 drain into the river Medl<>Clr.; 
17,000 into the Irk ; aud IN,100 into the lrwell; lbeae river•, like all 
atbera ba•lng a aimilar origin. are Tel') irregular u reganl1 the quautit7 
of water wbic:b paaoea down tb•m at different ff&tons." 

Nothing ia idle in that buay district-even tbe water is made to 

work hard. Mr. Bomersham 1&)'1 oftbe river-god. of Lane.hire 
and Cheshire-

"They are made to Iara iaaamerable water-wheels, that giH motion lo 
macbiaery of •arioo1 kinda; they are DIM'd to aupply both the 111eaaa of 
fonuiog aand coadea1ing ateam, that, properly directed, performs aach a 
prodigy of labour with aaceuiag aud aatiriag effect; they are Heel tu 
eooar, bleach, an cl dye the goods 1bey hue helped to 1pia aad weue; and 
their lluod·waten, collected ia reaenoin, feed with water the caaalo aod 
ri•en that traoaport both the raw and maaufactared material. Tbe7 
supply our bou•ea wilb water for dom111tic p11rpo1e1, aad tbf'y perform 
the ulllce of aca•enger; removing Crum our dwellings lbe escretiuo and 
filth, that, rem .. ioing near us, would uaueraaine our health, eagcuder 
f~nra, &ad <'&Use premature d~atb," 

Of the fall of water two very interesting tables are given, which 
show that the depth of rain falling at the aame place is very un
equal in dilferent yeara, and that it seeD11 to follow no law, but the 
greatest depth of water falli to the weat, which la nearest to tbe 
sea:-

TABLE,-S"°"1irtg lb D'IJIA of Raitt fallft pw ...,..,. for a uriu of 
ytars bi diffwmt pla«• rihullld bi tb •pltnul to tM .,,.,, fflJrtA-.011, and 
_,,,,of M1111clu11ltr, nd tlu Wtlel allow tlu - Wtiel of IM HO. 

:t~ar- I Bladi. 
Oomb'• Chapel-

~::; Bolton. s....,. ~- 1toae :::.t llarpte. ~ en-le. 

Bolton. Elip. 
PrUb. 

Lnel •• ~ feet.,1211 ftet. 800 feet. 600 ft. 1m ft. ~~·~ 1121 n. 
1---- ------------v .... lnchn. laellee. lacbN. lncb. lacbH. locla. lncboa. laellft. l11d1ea 

1831 63•77 37118 4.,•32 81-ta 
um 61·70 60-fll M·7a 47•17 
1834 48-88 4:148 4:1"41 89-11~ 
18116 4e·44 ...,.~ 47•97 88•411 
1888 6Htl 49-~7 61•11 41 26 
18'7 42·26 4406 4'1•3() 18•17 
1888 47·"6 48 2!I '6•42 35-66 
ld39 46•26 4070 '6·76 116 79 
1&40 '608 &1·a 4o&·OO 88·11CJ 48·• 
1841 68"87 47•37 4861 &HO 6a-llll 
11142 3 .. 113 s.!•411 .117·08 ao·1u 41""(1 
11143 113•4 49'4•1 4tr47 J0•69 118 10 as·eo 41 •911 
1844 60•0 lM't3 2866 34·41 :?4'llO 26·11& 211•40 42•70 83 uu 
I~ 66·0 48•11 61·s.& at tlO 88•90 88•80 61•10 Q·tlt 
18411 49•8 40~ 42·tM 37·10 80·20 1116 IMllO ~81j() 

1847 614 !U2 61·71 86'70 411"76 41•70 6l•JO 4h0 ,_ 
bO·e:i 1 4e·74 I 41·1i 

----- ----u ...... 48'76 88•211 M·84 88•66 45il0 4:111:1 

Loweo& ""' au1 I 28·86 lM'41 2480 a·• 211'40 ae·10 811 ... 

T ABLll,-SAowillg tb Dtp/11, of IUmtftlllft tlwbtg tlN put JHr of 11!47, 
u •arlou placa litul1d iii IM ylatl, nut ad lftl//, of Mavllattr, a..d 
lnel abne tb •1t111 lftln of IM tta. 

Wood- I Comb'• ~Todd 
1841 NtwloD had Been. Comb'• Brook Brtalu. 

81a&loo. Taaael. Tolr. Bldtl•· • Reaor. 
Yolr. 

Lffwl •• 860 '"'· 1,000 ft. 731 '"'· 1,810 ft. 520 feet. uoo ft. 
~1lncbn. ~~1~ loch PO. 

84'611 as·12 61·30 86·85 ae·u 29'60 

Jil'ote.-The ~llou for Belmont WIN p....,.N'I from J. H111Dell. •'I·; aDd for 
Bolloa C- &. B. W.....,, Eoq., ftom Bary, from J. !lorrla, J!:oq., J',B.A.11., •ho, 
olnce llep&ember, 1846, bu r.mond lo Howick RouH, n•ar Pre1loa 1 trom ll0<bd1le, 
from I. kcro,.S, Eoq.1 from Blacl111ou Kdp, from lfr. R. llaUh..,., the ~natoeer of 
tile Boebdale Canal J and tile mt trom obtern&loao 111pplled by J. Madon, Eoq. Tbe 
wbole oi tile o'-mltlo111, wltb &be olagle e&eeptlon of Blacbloaa Edp, were snade with 
r.oln 11118"· bed YetJ D•ar IJw Jround. 

Mr. Homersham r.Jiarges ~inst the corporation water that it is 
drained from peat land. and is charged with organic mattert which 
la hurtful to health. lie af!irms that no filtration can remeely thia, 
as when the water is warm the peat ia soluble in it. 

Our author, not content with charging his opponents on every 
aide, aaserts that his own com11any i1 free from all defects, that tl1e 
water is most abundant, is collected at the best time, and it1 little 
tainted by peat, while he contend& that it is llkewi&e the cheapest 
supply that the corporation can obtain. In his zeal, he sayt of the 
fresheta impounded by the Railway Company-

" Tbi1 •J•lem of collecting water it •er7 fuoural>le to ite 1'Mritr, as w'ht'D 
it llow1 off the bill-1ide1 duriDg beny rain• (except la a peat7 or bo~U' 
diatriot) it It much le11 contaminated than water (percolaUDf 1lowl7 from 
the aoil, and reduced la quantity by naporatloa) which form1 tb.e 1tnllm1 
in dry weather; bl!aidee, onr most large traota of laad, cea1illliac uf thou· 
Hada of acres, there will be foaad farm.bouaee and a coaaiderable re1ident 
population, and all tbe Hcretioa and llltb created from the .. 10UJce1, wllb 
tbe aolable parta of maauree placed on tbe land, moat, of aeoeuily, dflllffra 
irito IM"~..,, and tend to (0111 them la cD111pal'Wi<rel7 dry weather, al· 
tbuugb, in bra•y rain• aud 1100<11, the water i1 nut pt-rcl{)liblJ llQUrd frqaa 
0-eM imp11rilil'1." 

We must uy &hit doctrine ia "" to ua, for we always ooasidered 
2' 
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\hat the f:reaheta abould, if the water. could be iplU'ed, be prevented 
from enterintr the reservoirs. 

Under their act of parliament the corporation are to take all the 
water of LoDQ'dendale into their reservoirs, and supply a daily 
quantity to die millowners. This, Mr. Homersham affirms, will 
cause a greater expense for reservoirs, and will yield less water to 
the corporation; and he contrasts it with the system adopted on the 
Peak Forest Canal, where all the water above a certain gauge goes 
into the canal reservoirs. 

When he &afll that reservoir!! for the millowners have not an
swered (p • .U ), and that therefore money is not laid out by the 
millowners in that way, leavinit the inference that the corporation 
reservoin will be found expensive and useless, we think he strains 
hia case too much, for there are many difficulties in the case of 
millownen, as that of getting all the millowners and landowners on 
the stream to join, and the great expense of getting an act of par
liament. 

We must notice that there is a great deal of valuable matter in
cidental to the discussion of the several schemes, which may be 
usefully read by the engineer feeling an interest in this important 
branch of practice. Thu1, Mr. Homersham discusses rain-gauges 
the fall of rain, the duration of fall, evaporation, absorption, and 
filtration. We should like to see complete records of the move
ment of some considerable streams. Mr. Homersham says below 
that he baa made such, and we wish he had published them. 

"The qaaotil)' of waler flowing down 1tream1 fed from rain falling on 
the •Idea of bllla Yariea with evel')' pa11ing 1bower; no OM or" two oll•tn1a
tiou pw day cn pouillly gifle n1thing IU• "" accural• re.vii; a ftood wlll 
IOIDelimea latt but a few boon, and yet iD tbia time it (requeotJy bappeDI 
more water will run down the 1treama than at other times will flow down 
in as roany weelr.1. I hue had occa1ioo to make ob1erntioo1 on stream• 
n~ry hour in line weather, and eYerJ half hour in showery weather for 
we•ks together, day and night, and lo uoaeUled atatea of the weather 
almoll e•ery mea1uremeot nried." 

Mr. Homersham gives an estimate of the cost of the corporation 
•ork&, which at five per cent. makes a yearly cost of 2018351., while 
he asserts that the same quantity of water, of better quality, can 
be had of the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln Railway Company 
for 1511MS81. 151. yearly, being a savmg of nearly 25 per cent. All 
this Jlowever, depends on what the real cost of the corporation 
works may be, and for that purpose we should have the estimate 
of their engineer, and not of Mr. Homersham. Indeed, the whole 
gist of the question lies upon this, which must likewise be the 
comment on his concluding statement. 

" A1 you are aware, in the •priog of laat year the corporation could 
ban made arraogemeot1 to Heare for the uae of the iobabitaoll of Mao
cbester, eight millioo1 of gallons of 61teml water per da7 (u much aa will 
be required for the doD1e1tic nae of tbe borough for 110me yean to come), 
deliYered at Marple, HO feet aboYe the high part of the town, for ljd. per 
1,000 gal1001: iD Augu1t laat year (after huiog apP.ot a large aum of moaey 
lo opposing your acbeme), the corporation, in conjuootioo with the Waler· 
worka Compan7, purebued of 700, for three 7ear1 certain, two hundred 
millioo1 of 1ail001 per annum of the same water vrtjfltwed, to be delivered 
in the Gorton reaervoir1, at Id. per thousand gal1001 ; or al doullk the 
price tbe7 might, b7 adopUug a wlaer coune, a 1bort time previou1l7 ban 
aecured the RJDe waier jlltwld." 

EXPLOSIONS OF STEAM-BOILERS. 
TheCauru and Ejfecu of E.rploriam in Steam-Enginu lntJUtigated; 

and their remit from an e.rpk>livt1 principle different from theforce qf 
e/Mtic 1team tkmonatrated; IJfld conclurive evidence adduced that 111ore 
thanfour-fiftha of the weight and atrength of the engine are required to 
11Utain the e.rplollive force : with an eaay and certain meam of pre1JeT1t
ing iu dutructive PJ!ecta, and reducing in great part the enormow 
weight offhe engine. By JouN "'JLDEB1 New York. 18"7. 

The elaborate title of this pamphlet fully explain& the views and 
objects of the writer, who lives m the land of steam-boiler explo
sions, and seems to have had much experience therein. He com
mences by adducing a number of facts which are valuable in their 
way, but his inferences from them seem inconclusive, and often 
very fallaciou1t. After mentionin!f several instances of the ex
plosion of cylindrical boilers, in which the enda were blown oft' and 
projected to great distances, he proceeds to make calculations of 
the strength of the relative parts of such boilers, and concludea, 
that "it is impouible that a cylindrical boiler should be rent 
aeunder endwise by the force of elsstic steam, since half the force 
requisite thereto would burst it open laterally." The following is 
a specimen of the calcula.tiona on which he found this usumption : 

"The diameter of the boiler wbich e11ploded at Baltlwlore, ia 1tateJ 111 the 

.. 

S1111 at 20 ioche11 the clrcumfereoce, therefore, 62·82 inchea, one-fourth 
whereof, 16•706, multiplied by 20, the diaroeter, gin• SH·l square illche1 
•• the area of the end of tbe boiler I but the whole J!frlpber,. or ring reaiall 
the pre11ure on the ends, and lt1 coheaiYe 1trengtb 11 the cln:amfereuce, 
62·82 iochea. lo like maooer lbe rectangular aectioo of the boiler, made 
by a plane pu1ing through a portion of the ui1 nne.foorth of the clreum
terence lo length, i1 15·705, multiplied by 20, the diameter, ia equal IO 
314•1 1quare iocbea, the area; and the pre11ore perpendicular thereto, the 
e1Fect whereof is to bunt open the boiler lattrally, i1 resisted by the cobethe 
1treogth of half the circumference, 31·41, or the two portions of tbe ring or 
periphery, each 15•705 incbe1 long: wherefore, lo all qlindrical boilen, tbe 
amount of metal which reai1t1 the pre11ore on the tads la double the amount 
ot metal which re1iatl 10 equal lateral pre11ore; and it appear• impoan"llle 
that they 1bould be rent uuoder tndwiae h7 the force of elaalic 1team, 
which can neYer eiiceed the llreogth of the boiler lo which it ii generated. 
The area of a circle ia greatest In respect of ill peripbel')', of ID)' flgure what
ner; much leas, therefore, can a boiler not qliodrlcal be rent uuader end
wi.ae by the force of steam. Bot numerous caaea hue occurred wherein 
boilen hue been rent uonder eodwi1e, which could only be e1Feoted b7 u 
almo1t unlimited e11plolrive power. No trace of 1ucb power It found io tbe 
hlatOI')' of boilen other than tboae of 1team-enginea ; nor in theae hu it beea 
indicated by the llfety-YalTe or 1team-gaoge, although they 1how, with auftl
cient precision, the nriatioo1 lo the strength of steam. Agaioat the force 
of el11tic ateam, u generated in a boiler, a properly loaded llfety-Yal'l'e ii a 
complete 1ecorit7, bot it h11 not the leut value u aglioa& lhe d'ectl of ex
plo1ive action." 

The "explosive principle," to the action of which Mr. Wilder 
attributes most of the accidents in steam-engines appNn to be 
electricity, though it is not so stated distinctly. Thill force is, he 
conceives, generated principally in the valve chambers in the fol
lowing manner. 

"It baa bteo proTed (?) that e11plo1ion1 in ateam-eoginra are the CODH
quence ot the eecape of elementary caloric from it• combioatloo with water 
or ill npour, and result directly from the remonl, in the YalTe chamber ol 
enginea, of the compre11iog force which kept up the coml.aioalioo ; for when 
the 1team-nlTe ia opened, tbe 1team which plll!lta into the YalYe chamber 
baa free apace to eiipaod and the caloric to eecape, but that eecape and the 
further openio(I[ of the nln muat dimioiah in a degree the compreuiog 
force, and be followed b7 • farther eacape of caloric ; bot Ill amount and 
cooaequeot action rand depend more or leu on the wmperature and u,. 
pao1in force of ateam within the boiler. Tbe occaaional Tiolenoe of ita 
action la abowo by the prodigious 1treogth of the beama, craolrs, &c., which 
are 1ometimea broken. It ia apparaot from all con1ideratioo1, tba& if the 
YalYe chambera be di1uaed, and the 1team let directly through the endt of 
the cylinder, the amallelt clearance of the pi110o from the tad, which doea 
not admit ill toucbiog, will be the ool)' Yacaot 1pace for ellpaolioo and 
eacape, and tbie need not be au hundredth part of the apace in the nlYe 
ehamber, and of consequence the explo1iYe action cannot uceed the hnn• 
dredth part of ill preaent violence. n 

Though Mr. Wilder considers he hu "proved" hia position u 
to the cause of e:irplosions' in steam-engines, we confess that hi8 
evidence is not sufficient to satisfy us; and his opinions are fre
quently formed on erroneous data. He adduces, again and again, 
u an illustration favourable to hi1 theory, the explosion of a gun 
barrel when merely corked at the muzzle, but he doea not aeem 
fully to comprehend the cause of its exploding under such circum
stances; which the explosive force of gunpowder is sufficient to 
account for, without the supposition that any new force iB suddenly 
brought into action. High-pressure steam is, according to Mr. 
Wilder, "the most elaetic, yielding, and manageable of iill prime 
movers,.. and only requires to be kept close, so as to prevent the 
escape of the "elementary caloric," to become u inexplosive as 
water power. We might hence indeed infer, though probably Mr. 
Wilder is not prepared to go so far, that high-preBSure steam ii 
dangerous only when it escapes, and that what are usually con
sidered safety-valves ought to be regarded as generators of eiplo-
11ive force. 

Carllonic-Jtcid·Gu EngiM.-Aoother attempt to appl)' carbonic acid pa 
as a motiTe power, bu been brouitht berore lbe notice of the Parle 
Academy of Scieocea, by M. Jago, C.E., who proYel very 11ti1fa.ctoril7 the 
great power that ma7 be readily gained by imparting a comparatinly low 
lrmper•ture to carbonic acid gaa; bnt the difficult problem of cooden1ior 
the gu, to reader it again anilabl~, 1eems not to ban been tolYed, M. 
Jago calcolatea that, b7 auitable apparatus placed at each ataUoo, 1ix 
almo1pberea of carbonic acid gas ma7 be compreaaed for an unlimited 
time, rrom whence the receiTer may be lilied. To roake lbe gas re·eoter 
the condeosiog apparalua. with the abaorplioo or aa litlle power 11 poaai
ble, be propo1e1 to place a leYer on each side of the eogior, put lo motloll 
by ~ccentrica adapted to the 811t moYing wheels; at each estreD1ity of the 
le•er lo be placed I winch, Which Will moYe two pilloDI of a gi'l'Oll 
dlameter, ao th&& the gu ma)' pull lo and out • 
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APPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING BOILERS WITH WATER. 

Rlport (by Order qf tM .A.merican Governm611t) on an .A.pparatw for 
lmpplying tlle Boiler• qf Marine Steam-Enrnu 111itla a ContinWJtU 
Suppl11 qf Fruh Water. Invented by Captain Joal'f EBIOBSON.
[ From the Franklin Jourllal.] 

In acceptance of your invitat.ion of the 17th ultimo, we, the 
undersigned, had the honour to meet together in the city of New 
York, with the view of testing and reporting upon an apparatus 
invented by Captain John EriCBSOn, for the purpo11e of supplying 
t.he boilers of marine steam-engines with a continuous supplr. of 
freah •Hter, and applied bf him under your direction in the U mted 
Sta~ Revenue Steamer Leyare. 

We have now respectfully to report, that on the 23rd ultimo we 
embarked iu the Legare at 12 M., proceeded to sea, and remained 
on board till the following morning. During this time the boiler 
was in operation IS houn, and we had ample opportunity of ex-
8Dlining the means employed for supplying it with water and the 
results produced. 

By the ordinary method of condensing steam in marine na\·iga. 
tion, boilers are supplied with the 111ater of condemation, composed 
of the steam that is withdrawn from the boiler and the necessary 
quantity of salt water required for its condensation. Hence, a 
boiler in operation is constantly parting with steam (fresh water) 
and receiving salt water in exchange. The e1fect of this operation, 
uninJ!uenced by a correction, would be, that in a few hours a de
gree of saturation of the water in the boiler would be reached, that 
would precipitate upon the plates of the furnaces and flues, a scale 
of sufficient thickness to arrest the passage of the beat to the sur
rounding water and cause the destruction of the plates, by expos
ing them to a temperature destructive of their tenacity. The cor
rection in use is the removal of the water as it approaches satura
tion. and is effected by b/QWing, or pumping-off. 

In the operation of either of these methods, it is apparent that 
there is a Joss of the heat that has been imparted to the water 
blown or pumped off', that neglect to open or shut the blow-o1f 
cock, or in the admission of the required supply of water, involves 
the duration of the boiler and may1 as it frequently does, involve 
the lives of the p&llsengers and the crew, and the safety of the 
v-1. Even when all practicable attention is given to blowing
o1f, aalt scale will be deposited in long voyages, particularly in the 
middle latitudes, and accumulate to an extent that renders its re
moval imperatively necessary. This is at all times a difficult, and 
even under the most favourable circumstances, an imperfect opera
tion. and when this deposit coats the surfaces-of the flues, the con-
1umption of fuel is increased to an extent unsuited to the economy 
of mercantile enterprise and to the duration of operation requisite 
for naval purposes. 

Thia evil may be avoided by furnishing the boilen with a full 
1uppl_y of fresh water, and as the weight could not be accommodated, 
nor the space spared in a vessel for an instrument and its fuel for 
the 10le purpose of distilling the quantity required, it is obvious 
that the steam furnished by a boiler must be returned to it, after 
being condensed by the radiation of its heat to cold surfaces, and 
not by the admixture of water. This method was propo1ed by 
Jamee Watt, so early as the year 1776, and baa been effected to 
tome extent by an instrument invented by Mr. Samuel Hall, of 
England, and applied to the engines of many steam-vessels, in 
10me of which, notwithstanding its imperfections, it is yet used. It 
hu failed, however, to answer the full purposes desired and anti
ciJ>.ated. 

In the arrangement of .!\Ir. Hall a great number of thin metal 
tubes, from one-half to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, were 
placed tJerlical/g in a condenser and exposed to a current of cold 
water from the sea and into which the steam from the cylinder was 
admitted. for the abstraction of its heat by the radiation of it to the 
water without the tubes. Now it is e\•ident, that, by this arrange
ment, the condensed steam would run down the inner surface of 
the tubes, in its paS1Rge presenting a non-conducting lining to 
them, and in its collection at their bottom an obstacle to the cur
rent of the steam and a diminution of the effective radiating sur
face. 

With this method of condensation, it will be perceived that this 
inttrument provides alone for returning to the boileril the water 
that has passed through the engine RS steam. It fo ows, then, 
that all escape11 of steam from the boiler or engine, or water-leaks 
from the boiler1 pipes, &c., must be replaced by distillation, at an 
expeDBe of fuei., dU"ectly as the evaporation. Further continued 
ue of this instrument exhibited an oleaginous deposit upon the 
inner surface of the tubes from the uae of oil and tallow in the 

steam cylinder and on the valve £aoea, whicli, acting u a non-con
ductor, materially obstructed the condensation of the llteam. 

The apparatus of Captain EriC880n was designed to obviate the 
difficulties and deficiencies developed in that of Mr. Hall, and is 
composed of two distinct instruments, a Condenser and an Evap~ 
rator; the first for the purpose of condensation, and the latter for 
a supply of fresh water to provide for any loaaea of steam or water 
from the boiler by escapes, leaks gauge vents, &c. 

The Condenser is a cylindricJ vessel set at a slight inclination 
from a horizontal line, containing the requisite extent of radiating 
surface in metal. tubes of two inclw ~ore, with an open space at 
each end. By this arrangement there 18 free apace for the current 
of steam to pasr and for the condensed steam to run down the 
lower side of the tubes, without presenting a lining of water to in
tercept radiation or an obstruction to the OOW'lle of the llteam. 
Connected with this is R pump, by wllich water from the sea is 
drawn in and forced through the spac811 between the tube1 and the 
inner surface of the shell of the condenser. Thu1, the latent heat 
of the steam is abBOTbed by contact with the tubes, and conde11A
tion is effected for the double purpose of affi>r~ a vacuum for the 
enginl' and of restoring fresh water to the boiler, for continuous 
evaporation and condensation, to meet the requirements of the 
engme. 

The Evaporator, as constructed,. i1 a parallelopi'Pf)cion with a 
semi-cylindrical top and bottom, the lower portion of which is oc
cupied" by a number of tubes similar to th1111e in the oondenser 
which communicate with a valve at each end of the &team eylinder; 
worked by the engine : around these tubes, and for tome cliatanoe 
a~ve them, water from the lie& is admitted for the purpolt! of 
bemg evaporated, and the space above this water i1 open to the 
C?ndenser and. consequently in vacuo. This instrument being d~ 
111gned to furnish fresh water to replace that which way be lost itll 
operation is resorted to only as occasion may require, and is ei'~ed 
in the following manner: when the pi11ton is near the termination 
of its stroke the valve referred to opens (above or below u 
the case may be), and closes when the piston begins its return 
stroke ; by this arrangement, steam is withdrawn from the engine 
that has very nearly performed its full exp&Dllive eff'ect, and pan
ing into the tubes of the evaporator ita heat is abaorbed by the 
water surrounding them, and as this water is in mouo it readily 
boils at a low temperature, and it11 vapour being led to the tubes 
in the condenser, 1t i1 condensed with the 11tea111 from the cylinder 
and is supplied to the boiler. 

Upon the experimental trial to which you were pleased to re
quest our attention, all practicable arrangements for correct ob
servations were entered into; and with a view to acquire full and 
progressive notes of the operations of the apparatus, the observa
tions of the various points were confided to special committees, 
which upon the conclusion of the trial, reported full notes for fur
nishing the following, viz.: 

The boiler was filled with fresh water from above the opening 
of the blow-off' cock; belQw this, salt water had been left1 f1om an 
impression of its eff'ect being too inconsiderable to authorise its 
removal. 

At the commencement of the operation of the engine, lbe water in the 
boiler .. indicated by a wine hvdrometer, wben at a temperature of H>0° 
Fahrenheit, wu ·ff.* · 

The highest temperature of tbefttd -Irr obaened wu 1118° Fahrenheit. 
The lowest 132", and the average 1C>0°. 
The bigbeat ti11C1A1r11 obse"ed wu from 16 to 18 lnebea. 
The lowen from 11 to lC>, and &be average wu from 12 to lli incha. 
The bigbea& 1t«m1 prUltln wu C>-6 lb. mercurial ganp. 
The Jowett wu 20 lb., aad the &Yerage wu 48·6 lb. 
The bigbe.t number of rtt10lutUml wu 4 7 per minute. 
The loweat number wu 30, and the aYenge "2·3 
The point of cutting off wu at tbree.eigbtb1 of the 1troke. 
The temperature of &be aea water wu C>7. 
Duration of oprratfort of the engine and boiler 14 houri and 20 mlnu&e1. 
Time du.riag which ateam wu railed, 20 boura. 

D111•N11oxa or EN0111•, .to. 
Cylilllkr.-36 lncbea in diameter, with a e&roke of piaton of 32 incba. 
Boilrr.-1,400 aqnare feet of beating 1arf-. 
Condftattr.-637 1quare feet of radiating anrface. 
&.oporator.-100 aqnare feet of beating aurface. 
Upon coming-to, the freshn88S of the water was again tested. 

and when at a temperature of l.S0° by a diff'erent thermometer than 
that used at the first operation (it having been broken in the in
terim), the hydrometer indicated •ff; whether this di1ference in 
the indications is to be attributed to a change in the density of the 
water or to a difference in the thermometers, they being of diff'erent 

• 11-12 btta1 Ila. pobi& of la&a,.tloa of water wbea at a Mmpera"'"' alllOG". 
H• 
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manufactures, we are unable to deoide; fortunately the difFerence 
ia quite inconaiderable, and i1 not regarded 88 deaerving of further 
consideration. 

So soon 88 the temperature of the Conden&er W88 reduced to a 
degree that rendered an examination of it practicable, one of ita 
heads W88 removed in our presence, and the tubea, when examined, 
were entirely free from any deposit or incrustation •1pon their sur
face&, and the opinion is entertained, that at a temperature offeed 
water commenaurate with economy of fuel, any difficulty from the 
depo&it of oleaginous matter in this instrument is not to be appre
hended. 

Regarding the particular performances of the Condenser and 
Evaporator, it appeared that Capt. EriCBBOn had relied too con
fidently on a general current of the cold water throut{_h the former 
instrument, where88 the current W88 quite partial, being but 
directly through ita narrowest part, the sidea of it : hence, the 
upper portion of it w88 almost inoperative-this feature w88 clearly 
developed b1 the application of a hand along the surf-while 
the efFect o it wu apparent in the moderate condensation indi
cated by an attached mercurial gauge. 

Of the Evaporator, its capacity w88 clearly shown, in the facility 
with which the level of the water in the boiler could be raised 
through the apace between two gauge-cocks, and by a reBOrt to its 
operation not being necesaary for more than one-tenth of the 
time. 

Immediately after the close of this trial, measures were taken to 
eHect a difFuaed operation of the cold water, and 88 diaphragms 
could not be introduced between the tube& to alter the current of 
the water, without incurring an impracticable delay, the expedient 
o( causing the &team to circulate thronab the tubes W88 reBOrted 
to, and W88 efFected by the application of' diaphragms in the open 
11pace at each end of the tulles. Upon the completion of this, a 
further trial W88 had on Friday, the lat inst., when several obaer
nUons fumlahed the following :-

Pre11ure of steam, 50 poanda mercurial pup. 
Jle<rolatlona, 47 per minate. 
Vaea•m, 20·5 incbet. 
Temperature of feed water, 160" Fahrenheit. 
Temperature of sea water, 62" ., 

Compared with the ordinary method of condensation, ·the value 
of the method observed is determined by an investigation and oon
lideration of the following points, viz. : Evaporation, PrlllllW'ea, 
CollBUDlption of Fuel, Safety and Duration of the Boiler. 

1.-BvAPoaATroN. Ordm.,., MttW. 
Ttfffpwatwt qf Fttd Waltr, 100° PallnrtMit. 

Temperature of aenaible and latent heata of steam, 1192" 
Deduct temperature of feed water, l 00" 

Heat to be added, l 092° 
Nftll Mttlaod. 

Tffflprraltitt of' Fttd Waltr, 1500 FaltMIMU, 
Temperature of aenaible and latent beau . . 1192° 
Deduct temperature of feed water 150° 

Heat to be added l 04 2" 

Tb 
1042 •954 bicb t • , L , 

111 
1092 

-
1

•
00 

w repre.n 1 a pin 10 t11e e'l'&pOrating temperatare 

In the new method of 4•56 per cent. 
2.-PansuaH. Ordmc,., Mrtluxl. 

Pn1111re of steam-mercurial gange 50 lb. 
Vacuum, 28 lucbea • 13·7 lb. 

c.t qJ' at tArtt·rirlltlu qf tM llrou. 
Elf'ecti<re prea1ure on the pi.ton - 4 7 Ill. 

Nno M1tAod. 
Preuure of 1team 60 lb. 
Vacuum, 20•5 inches e 10 lb. 

GO lb. 
Eft'ective pre11ore on the piatoa 4'·:> lb. 

Then~-~ which represent• a 1011 in pret1ure b7 the new method 
U·5 1•00 

of :rt per cent. 
3.-ConUKPTION or Fust.. <mlina,., Jlttlt.od. 

In the Golf of Mr:&ico and between the Tropics, It it nrren1ry to blow. 
,.fr when a hydrometer constructed 1imilar to the one alrrarty refeJTe<! to 
indicatel .jg; in the Northern and Southern Atlall\ic and Pacific ocean1, when 

2·:> 2· + 2·5 "--
.ii iadicatet .i

2 
• Hence ~ - :iM15 the anrage point ....., blowing·o4f. 

, 

Al the a<rerage degree of uturation of feed water ia ·~:; the qoantit7 of 

water blown off' compared to that fed to a boiler la u ·75 to 2·25, which ia 
in the proportion of 1 to 3. 

T_,,eNlve qf t!N 111attr lllotn ojf at the prraaure and degrre of 11tara. 
tion given • • • • .. • . 290° 

Deduct temperature of feed water l 00° 

Temperature lo1t b7 blowing.oft' .. 190° 
Aa the beat to be added for the purpose of naporation ia 1092"-

1092" 3-1, the proportion of feed water enporated, • 2184° 
And 190 " 3-2 the proportion of feed water blown oft' 1900 

The beat ab1Drbed, i1 H74° 
190 •08 . 

Thea 
237

, -
1
.
00 

which repretenta the 1011 of beat bJ blowing oft' in d11 

ordinary method of 8 per cent. 
SuKKABT or RaauLT&. 

Gain by Evaporation •• 
Ditto by Conaumption o! fuel 

Loll by Pre11are 

4 56 per cent. 
8·00 .. 

12·56 " 
5·00 

Total N& 
Which is a saving in the expenditure of heat, a!'ording a likt" 
economy in the consumption of fuel and alto~ther independent of 
the loBS of heat, by the presence of scale m a boiler, when salt 
water is used, and from leaks incurred by the o:ddizing eiFects of 
salt water. 

With the Ordinary Metlwd, the level of the water in a boiler i1 
constantly varying from one or both of the following causes, viz. : 
the quantity of the water blown off, or the particular extent of 
opening of the feed-valve; while the eft'ective operation of the 
feed. pump and neglect of the blow-oft' valve, involves the burning, 
or an explosion of the boiler. 

With the NtJtD Method, these operations are set aside: thu•, 
blowing oft' ill unnecessary, and the supplf to the boiler being first 
obtained trom it, the transit being immediate and the communica
tion incapable of restriction (for if the condensed water w88 not 
taken oft' by the feed pump, the condenser would choke and become 
inoperative) there can be no decrease in the level of the water, 
other thaD that arising from leaks of water and steam. Further, 
the use of fresh water in a boiler will extend the term of ita dura
tion from three and five yeara to seven and nine. 

With a further modification of the condenser, establishing a 
more difFnsed current of the cold water, it is evident that a full 
vacuum may be obtained, as the practicability of attaining this end 
by external condensation h88 long since been develofed, and with 
a less proportion of radiating surface than is exposed m the instru
ment referred to. From the analysis however here given regarding 
pressures and temperatures, it would appear that a full vacuum 
with corresponding reduction of the temperature ol the feed waU: 
is not authorised ; and 88 1uch departure from the hitherto prac
tice, furnishes the temperature necessary to prevent any oleaguiou1 
deposit upon the surface of the tubes of the condenser, practice 
and utility are in desired harmony. · 

A very eft'ective and economiCal element in steam navigation 
arise& with the operation of this new method, from the absence of 
scale in the boiler, the presence of which is unavoidable where aalt 
water is uaed., and to avoid the formation of it 88 far 88 practicable 
other than a low temperature and corresponding pre&1111re are pre2 
eluded by the waste of fuel and injury to the boiler consequen\ 
upon the existence of this scale, acting as a new conductor of the 
heat to the water-whereas, with the use of fresh water, higher 
pressures can be worked and economy of fuel attained in au in-
creaaed expansion of the steam. · 

Reviewing the facts herein presented, we are of the opinion that 
the operation of the apparatu1 of Captain EriCBBOn as far as de
veloped,, waa eminently successful1 and that, with th~ modification 
of the eondenser suggested, a higher degree of vac>1um can be 
readily ob~ained. ~n view .of the very great importance of the 
successful mtroduct1on of this method of condensation in the mer
chant. and naval ~icea, we recommend .to your conllideration the 
propnety of se?Iding the Ltgarl on a distant cruise, for the pur
poee of developing the advantages of the apparatus by continued 
and extended use. 

CBABLl'!I H. HASWELL, 
Engineer-in-Chi,./, U. 8. N. 

NtJtD York, Oct. 311 18'7. &c. &c. &c. 
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DECOMPOSING POWER OF WATER. 
On tlte Decomporing p_. qf Watet" at High Temperatttru. By 

Rtcn.tBD TILGBllAN. (Read before the American Philosophic&l 
Society, Philadelphia. [From tlwJ Franklin JOt1mal.] 

It hu long been noticed, that partial decomposition i1 often 
effected in attempting to render anhydrous, by heat, certain salts 
which require a comparatively high temperature for the expulsion 
of their watery crystallization. This effect is not limited to those 
KBlta which are capable of decomposition by the action of heat 
alone, but extends to many which when previously rendered an
hydrous, are entirely unalfected by this agent. The chloride of 
magnesium offers a striking instance of such an action, being 
-almost entirely reduced to magnesia, with escape of hydrochloric 
acid, when its solution is evaporated by a strong heat; the anhy
drous chloride, when obtained by other procesaes, is, on the con
tr'a!Y, unalfected bf the highest heat. 

Even chloride o calcium, a salt of much stronger radical base, 
hu been observed to give off' a portion of acid, when all its water 
of cryatallization is driven off by a red heat. In these and many 
other instances, it seems evident that the eacapinfr water of the 
salt is the actual decomposing agent, and that the intensity of its 
action depends solely upon the degree of heat which the salt can 
sustain before giving it off. 

Contact of the salt and water, at high temperatures, appears to 
be the only requisite of decomposition. It was therefore thought 
.probable} that by exposing the salt, even in its anhydrous state, to 
a high lleat, and pauing over it a current of aqueous vapour, 
raiaed to a similar temperature, not only might the above-men
tioned Alta be compleMly decompoiied, but also that many others 
Thich have hitherto ~ven no such signs of partiaJ·decompoaition, 
might be acted :upon ma similar manner. 

On malting the experiment? it wu found, that not only the an
h7droue chloride ilf Calcium but also the chlorides of strontium 
and barium could be rapidiy decomposed by exposing them, at a 
high red heat, to a current of steam ; hydrochloric acid wu COJ,>i
·ous}y evolved, and esca~ed along with the exceBB of steam, while 
the bases of the respective salts were left in a free state; the lime 
remaining anhydrous from the intensity of the heat employed, 
'While the baryta and strontia combined with a portion of aqueoWI 
Tapour, and were found in a state of hydrates. 

In theee haloid salts, it is to be observed, that the addition of 
the elemente of water is absolutely esaential to the decomposition ; 
u neither the hydrogen which is contained in the acicf, nor the 
ozygen in the base, existed in the anhydrous aalt. The action is, 
therefore, the reeult of a double decomposition between the steam 
and the chloride, as well as of the affinity of th., liberated acid and 
bue for water. 

The oxysalts, and the eu111hates of magnesia, lime, strontia, and 
baryta, unlike the haloid aalts just mentioned, contain, enn in the 
anhydrous state, all the elements generally considered necessary 
for the separate existence of the acid and bases of which they are 
compoeed. The application of the strongest heats to these aalta, 
causes, however, no liberation of their acid ; but, as with the dtlo
ridea, this effect is immediately produced by the pauage of a cur
rent of steam over them at a high temperature, the baryta and 
ltrontia being left in the state of hydrates, and the other b81188 an
hydrou. 

The intene.ity of the aflinitr. between the acid and base of the 
rmpective salt&, is curiously illustrated by the gradual increase of 
the heat necessary for their decom~oaition by the aqueous vapour. 
Thus the sulphate of magnesia gives off its acid to the current 
of steam at a low red heat, and consequently a large f,ortion of the 
acid may be condensed in an undecomposed state. fhe sulphate 
of lime requires a high red heat for its decomposition, and on this 
account the greater part of its acid is resolved into eulphureoWI 
acid and oxygen gas. The decomposition of the eulphates of 
arontia and baryta, requires progressively higher heat&, which, in 
Uie cue of the l&at salt, must be raised even to low whitene111. 

The subphosphate of lime, as it contains an acid much lesa vola
tile than sulphuric, combined with an exceBB of a powerful base, 
which Adda to its stability, was selected as one ilf the moat difficult 
tests of \his decomposing power of aqueous vapour: by a full 
W'hite heat, however, its phosphoric acid was slo" ly disengaged. 
Th.is phosphoric acid gave a white precipitate with nitrate of 
lilver, showing that its liberation and subsequent condensatioA in 
contact with a great exceBB of aqueous vapour, bad not ~revented 
that change which heat is known to produce upon this acid. 

It mi@:ht be expected from the decomposition of the Alta of 
lilJ)'ta, t.hat the aulphatee and muriates of potash and llOda would 

undergo the Mme change with even greater facility: . But it w•11 
found by experiment that although the decomposition of these 
last salts commenced' with facility, when they were exP.osed to 
steam at a red heat, yet .the proportion of alkali thus liberated, 
never exceeded a very small per centage of the residual salt, ho" -
ever long the operation might be contained. Attributing this pe
c1iliarity to the volatile nature of the liberated hydrates o~ potash 
and soda at high temperatures, substances capable of forming non
volatile combinations with the alkalies were mixed with their salts, 
previoualy to subjecting them to the act!on of the ~e11m ? ~he 
acids were then found to be completely disengaged with facility. 
The fact that ooth lime and magnesia, substances capable of form
ing chemical combinations of but the most feeble character with 
potash and soda, were found to produce the above effect, was con
sidered as confirming in a great measure, the hypothesis that the 
volatility of their hyd;;tes was the cause of the apparent d11iculty 
of completely decomposing the salts of these alkalies. 

The subphoaphates and subailicates of lime, baryta, and strontin, 
act in the aame manner as lime and magnesia, and in all theee 
ca11e1 the chemical combination is so feeble that, when cold, the 
alkali i1 disengaged by the solvent powers of water alone. 

Alumina, which poaeeaes so much of the acid character with re
spect to the strong bases, is proportionably more efficient than any 
of the preceding substances in aiding the decomposition of the 
alkaline salts: it remains in combination with the alkali, when 
cold, aa a soluble aluminate; but is eaaily precipitated from itw 
solution by a current of carbonic acid gas. . 

The calcination of potash alum leaves a mixture of nlumina 
and eulphate of potash, which Berthier hu long since stated to 
be converted into aluminate of potash by the continued action of 
heat alone, the sulphuric acid being expelled from the potash by 
the superior affinity of the alumina at a high temperature. By 
several careful repetitions of hi1 experiment in which the acci
dental ~resence of aqueous vapours wu entirely prevented, no de
composition of thie kind could be effected, even at a white beat. But 
by the contact of aqueous vapour, produced by the combustion of 
the fuel or otherwise, even in anall quantity, and at much lower 
temperatures, the deoomposition is rapidly produced. It therefore 
seems probable that the accidental oontaet of aqueous vapour waa 
the actual but unnoticed cause of the decomposition in Berthier' • 
experiment. 

The powerful action of aqueous vapour upon anhydrous alum at 
a high temperature, suggested the p<>&Bibility that a similar action 
might take place upon its mineral representative, the double sili
cate of alumina and potash, or common fels~ar. It will be re
membered that thia salt, by the simple substitution of eulphuri• 
for the ailicic acid which it contains, would be converted into an
hydrous alum. To the action of heat alone, feh.11ar presents thi1 
difference from alum, that the silicate of alumina is aa unaB'ected 
by it as the silicate of potash itself; so that to produce an effect 
upon felspar anslogoua to that upon alum, the silicic acid of both 
the silicate of alumina and of the silicate of p<>tash would have to 
be removed. Silicic acid, in a free state, havmg been long known 
to be slightly volatile in aqueous vapour at high temperatureA, it 
was thought that, in the present cue, it might, like the other acids, 
be disengaged even from a state of chemiCal combination, by the 
same agents. Steam waa therefore passed slowly for some time, 
over amall fragments of highly-heated felspar. beyond partisl 
fusion, no other visible change than a considerable degree of Vl't!i

cularity in the parts most exposed was produced. These fng
ments, being finely pulverised and ooiled in water, the concentrated 
solution waa strongly alkaline, and proved, by the usual tests, to 
consist of aluminate of potash. 

After water ce- to extract aluminate of potash from the 
powdered mineral, dilute eulphuric acid will produce from the 
residue a amall portion of alum. The actual analogy between 
alum and felspar, substances so distinct in their origin and general 
properties, yet diJf'ering only in the nature of their r~ective 
acids, is rendered still more striking by both thus yieldmg the 
aame product, when deprived of their acids by the same agent. It 
is worthy of remark, that, although the actual contact of the 
steam in this experiment is confined to the mere surface of the 
&111all fragments of felspar, yet the chemical decomposition pro
duced by it is not confined to that surface, but spreads by a 
"cementation action," through their entire mBSB : pulverization i11, 
therefore, required to obtain evidence of the internal change whit·h 
haa been produced. 

AU the experiments, eo far made, would indicatA! that the rollow
ing wu the general rule applicable to all Alts capable of sustain inc 
heat alone without decomposition :-

Whenever a IBlt, from its own elements alooe, or by the 111lili-
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tion of those of water, can produce a volatile acid and a fixed 
ha!le, the evolution of this acid and the liberation of this base 
will be determined by passing a current of aqueous vapour over 
the salt raised to a high temperature. When either the acid or 
base to be liberated forms a combination with water which oan re
sist decomposition by the heat employed, the tendency to form such 

' hydrates adds much to the decomposing power of the aqueous 
,·apour. Although potash and soda are not by themsf'lves fixed 
bases at high temperatures, yet by the use of the &Ubstances 
before mentioned, they can form combinations which are fixed, 
anrl by this means their S11lts come under the above rule. 

The actual number of salts which have as yet been subjected to 
this mode of decomposition, is not very large ; yet, from their per
fect analogy of composition with many others, there can be but 
little doubt of the general extension of the principle. 

The chlorides of potassium, sodium, barium, strontium, and 
calcium, being all thus decomposed, the bromides, iodides, and 
fluorides of the same and all weaker hues, must probably act in 
the same manner. The fluoride of calcium, has, in fact, been 
found to do so, by experiment, hydroftuoric acid being freely 
evolved. In the same manner, from the decomposition of the 
sulphates, may be inferred that of the seleniates; from the sili
<'.ates, that of the borates. 

The applicability of this simple mode of decomposition to the 
explanation of a great variety of geological changes, is too evi
dent to escape the attention of those conversant with that science. 
In a future paper I hope to be able to give a more complete ac
count of some intere11tmg facts 1fhich have been observed in con
nection with this subject, and to verify, by experiment, many points 
which must at present be left to inference and conjecture. In 
fact, although the existence of this law of decomposition was as
certained in I 8-'2, yet it has only been within a few months that I 
have been able to give much attention to its investigation, which 
must be my excuse for the imperfect and hurried manner in which 
it is :Uow communicated. 

PBOCEED!l'fOS 01' SCIEllTll'IC SOCIETIES. 

INSTITUTION 'OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
.April 26.-At the quarterly meetiu,; which took place iu the theatre of 

the Pbilotophical loatitutiou, Birmiugham, GEORGE 8TIPHHSON1 Esq., 
Preaideat,ia the Chair, the fullowiag papen were read:-

CYLINDER-BORING MACHINE. 
"0.. tlN Fittting-•p of Cylinthn for Lot:O'fllotirle Etagbia, tmd a d11«ip

tion of a Macllivfor Borittg tllma." By Mr. C. BaY•a. 
Jo the absence of Mr. Beyer, Mr. FOTRIROILL described the machine in

troduced at the Jut meeting, hut the consideration of which wu not then 
eutered upon. (See /"""'41, p. 88.] Ill object ia to attain a uniformity la the 
make, bore, and general size of cylinders, so that, in the enot of an acci· 
deut, they may he replaced by spare ones. To accomplish this difficult task, 
the machine now deacrihed wu iuveuted. The dl!ICriptioa of this ma. 
chine, which would require diagram• to make it intelligible, is hrielty 
this :-The bed upon which it la placed is that of a commou elide·lathe, 
sufficiently loug to C&rl'J a double aet of drhiug-gear, and admittiug of the 
aulftcieut tranrae of lhe boriug·carriage. The boriag·har is 1upported by 
three bearing•, the former of which i1 1tatiouary, aad firmly fi1ed to the 
bed, to reaiat the eud ptt111ure of the cat wbeu boring; the latter are filed 
uµoo the carriage, and travel with it along the horiag·bar. To cause the 
boriug·carriage to moYe edgeway1, a traiu of wheels Jeeceud at the hack of 
the machine to give motiou to the abaft, and are tn.nslh:ed by meaua of a 
feathered worm, to the 'ltorm-wheel aud pinion, both of which mo.e loose 
upon a fut stud of the carriage; tbi11111me stud aenia,; as" fulcrum for a 
l<'ver, cllT)'iag, 11pou two oppoaite proj~tioaa, the intermediate piaioaa. 
To bold the cylinders while boriug, the top of the carriage ii formed Into a 
kiud of square panel, by meana of two platea, planed on the laaide, and 
fastened to the sides of the heariugs, aud two cro11·atretcbea. Theae 
la.lier are al&0 plaued upou their iuuer faces, aod are aecured to the aide• 
and top of the boriug-.:arrlage, aud ha•e holes bored iu them wh_ea ~· 
cured iu their places, by meaus of the bend on the bar, correapon1ha,; 10 
diameter to the turned projecting ends of the cylinder to he bored. Thia 
arraagemeut is for the purpose of securiug uniformity hetweeu the exter
nal aud iuternal surface, eo that the cyliuder he fairly perforated, without 
the dangerous fault of thick and tblu aides. 

Mr. FoTRER&tLL· proceeded to e:i:plaiu the diagrams which accompanied 
the paper, and remarked that, wltbo.at oll'erlug aoy orttlolam on the machine, 
which appeared to him to he admirable for Ill parpoee, be would menily 
direct the atteatiou of the members to the grM' ad•Utagetl whloh 1uoh 
an lunation moat coufer on thoae by whom tbete oyliaden were ated. 
Say, that one of those iu DH 1pllt-b7 thi1 miaohiae thay bad tbe defeot 
1upplied immediately. 

Mr. M'CONIULL also bore testimony lo the adnntage• of .. 'U,!iformity or 
cyliuder. Ao aocideal occured 10 one of the cylinders in u• GD the line 
with which he was coauected, Au order wu forthwith despaliched lo 
Maorhe1ter, and lo three day1 he had another, which 8tted e~ tbe 
place occupied by the Brat. 

ON THE FORH.A.TION OF TEETH OF DRIVERS OF PIN-WHEBLS. 
The Se~retary read a paper, deecriptive of "ii '1111el&itNfor F,,,...,,, 1111' 

T#tll of W!ue/6," By F. BuuroRTe, M.A.., fellow of 8& J'obD'a College, 
Cambridge. 

The paper wu ar.compauied by a IDOllel. Referring lo Prof. Willi•'• 
demonatratiooa, that the proper form for the teeth of spur-wheel• ii a com
pound of portions of epicycloid• and hypocycloide, he remarked that DO 

self.acting machiuery had been •pplied to ghe those form~ of metal wheel• 
when mouuted ou their nea. The principle of the ianotion 1uhmitled lo 
the Institution waa the well-known one, that if the pioa be 1uppoeed to be 
mathematical lines, the proper forms of the teeth of the drlnr will he por
tions of the epic)cloid1, dnc:ribed by a polut lo the cin:umfereace of the 
pitch circle of the pin· wheel, when caused to roll ou the pitch cinile of the 
driYer. The tracer being replaced by a eyliadrlcal cutter, thl1, u it re
YOITel on ill axi1, will form with accuracy the iatenal between the two 
teeth of the dri•er. By turaiag ti.. wheel to be cat tbroagb the proper 
ugle, the ia1enal between the nut two teeth will be formed, uid 111 oa 
lill the whole he completed. He propoaed that the piD11hould be formed 
in two parts; a solid cylinder au'rrouuded by a tube ol il'Oll; and when 
the tooth of tbe driver came iu eootact with the outer cue of the pin, it 
would re•ol•e through a email aa1le, and thu1 all abruioa of the teetb of 
the drinr would he uoided. 

Mr. M•CoNN£LL was unable to 11e wherein the model before them clif. 
fered from the plau now in uae. Ia fact, it wu nothing more than the old 
cog-and.drum plao. Probably the idea oceured to the iaYeator wi1hout 
any knowledge of the exlatiag macliinea, and, If ao, he duerved eommea· 
datioa for hi1 ingenuity, 

Mr. CowPEa could not entirely agree with Mr. M•Ooaaell. The teeth, 
by this machine, were made by a gi•ea mathematical rule, That wu the 
only aelf·actiug machine be had seen that 1tr11ok a real epicycloid. 

Mr. FOTHl:RlllLL wu ua1ble to aee anything in the machine praotieall1 
dill'ereat to those longer in uae. If, bowenr, the in Teator wu an amatew, 
great credit wu due to him for the ianntin ability he had dilplayed in 
the model before them. 

CRADDOCK'S BOILER AND CONDENSER. 
Mr. T. Cuuooc1:, of Birmial(ham, read a paper "O• Ilia /llltpP'OWll 

Boil,,. and Condnur-t!Nir S.Ual>uurfor .S.lniding llN CarnMA &...,, 
tmd Pr~nati"!I Boiler EqloWnu." 

Ia aubmlttlng to the m'8tiag the •object of this paper, it appean de· 
1irable to call attention to the well-eatabliahed pnctical data, from whioh, 
by the Coraiah 1y1tem of generating and uaiag steam, such economical re-
1ulll haTe been obtained. To thi• end, a Yel'J brief re•iew of the nriou1 
laws, or priuciplea, immediately hearing upon the subject, aeema to be ea· 
aeatial for placing the matter in ils proper light before the meeting, For 
this pu rpcee, perbap1 the cla111ified mode is the preferable oue. 

J. We hue to do with the laws by which beat ia trantmitted from 
hotter to colder bodies, and trice ur.8. These demaud in our eteam-boilera 
and coadeoaera an exteaain aurface; and, as far u other circumetaacca 
will allow of, that such surface he composed of thin metal, It is further 
aecenary, if we would produce the greateat economy in the generation of 
1team, that the beat pro<fuced in the furnace he, to u great an extent u 
poeaihle, absorbed by the water ; this ii heat ·ell'ec&ed by a .ubdiYision of 
the guea by a 1low draught, and by completely surrounding the eombHti· 
hie matter iu the furoace by the water in the boiler. 

2. The hydl'Oltatic la•• require, in order lo reader high -preaaare aeea111 
equally aafe from exploaioa u low-preeaare, that we dimiaiah Ille -
tioaal area of the iuterior 1nrface of the boiler, upoa which the preaoftt 
of the steam acts, in the lllUlle nlio u we iuareaae ill pre11ure. 1( we do 
thi1, tbeu the reading force, teadiug to hurat the boiler, remainl the .._ 
at whatever preaeure the steam he geaented. 

I. The lawe relating to latent aud eeullihle beat, when CODBidenod ia 
combination with large Yolumes of water, and subjected to the ca1ualtlee 
attending the 1team-eugfae, eaggeall the diariuiabiag the quantity of water 
DllOllllBl'J in lleam·boilera, u far u practical cireumatauca will permit, a 
one of the surest meaaa of prneatiag deatructiYe boiler exploeio111, The 
importance wbleh attaches to the 1uggeatioas theee lawe present becomee 
apparent when we colllider the ell'ecll iu - of nplosioa, which 1111ch 1111 
amouut of Mualble beat produced, u that ooatalaed in the large Yolame of 
water aece111itated in boilers of 60-hone-power, for inltance, and of the 
111ual coa11ructiou, u the MDlihle heat contained in ao large a Yolume of 
water would, aappoeiug the preaaure of the steam lo dimiuiah from 40 lb. 
to 110 lb. per square inch, geuerate a Yolume of 1team, at 20 lh. pl'ftlure, 
equal to 10,000 oublo feet. Here we ban a eaaae equinleat to the dif· 
f111he aad destruotiYe elfecll e:r.bihited in common and large boiler uplo-
1loa1o The boiler lo which thl• p•per refen, reducee the danger from thll 
oaaae alae-teatha, though tbe ateam he generated in ft at a temperature 
and preu11re of 100 lb. per tquare iaola. In dlil oue we Ind tbe MDlible 
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~at contained ia the water required by IDGh boilera, would giff hat 
a,ooo cubic feet of steam at llO lb. pre11ure. The boiler under coa1idera
tloa ia equally 1ncceeaful ia dimiaiabing the riak from explosion, ariaiag 
from lhe reading 11trai11 due to the preAure of lhe 1team-u, 011 a com· 
pariaoa with lhe common boiler, in which we IDppoee the ateam at only 
~lb. pre1111re, the rending force In aucb common boiler la 6,400 lb ; wbil1t 
JD the tubular, nea with 100 lb. preAure, lhe reading force amounts only 
to 000 lb., or bat one-eiJ:th of that 1l•en in lbe iaalaace of lhe common 
boilf'r. The moat ob•ioua and certain coacluaion to which aoch well
ratabliahed principles lead, cannot fail to 1bow bow ill·grouaded and 
unsei1>ati6c m111t be the objecU0111 ra!Md agaia1t hlgb-preAure 1team, 
when generated in 1ocb bollen. 

.C. The lawa relating to the ezpanain action of aleam plainly illdicate 
the impor1ance of the two leading features of the matter before the meeting 
-•ia.: lhat of remoYing the atmoapherlc presaure from the nhaoat aide 
of the piston on the one baaJ, and, on the other, enabling 01 to make oae 
of higb-pruaure lleam wllh 1afrty ; u by the remoul of the atmoapbere 
in noa-eoadeaaiag engines, an economy la produced by thia caoae alone 
f'qaal to 18 per cent.; and, by i11creuiag th. preuare of the 1team at the 
comm•acement, oan be obtained a further Jncrf'Ued economy upon the 
Cornlah 1y1tem, equal to .CO per cent. 

[Hr. Craddock here deteribod, by meu1 of plaa1, hia boiler and ooa
deaMr.] 

Coaaidmable dlscu11ioa on1uecl apoa the reading of tbia paper; tho 
principal ol!lectiODI to the coaclaaioa 1aid to be arri•ed at were thoae 
railed by .Mr. M•Co111111L1.. It wu uked by him, if any trial had been 
made with tbo engiae i11 actual work r Mr. Ca.t.DDOC~ replied, that the 
trial be deemed most proper to 1obmlt to the meeting waa that made at 
die Loodon Work1 (Smethwick), becaoM it moet be free from all 1u1pi· 
cioo ; and that to the aotheatieity of the indicator llgorea taken ofl' the 
eogioe when there, be bad no doabt Mr. Cowper would aaUafy 1be meet. 
big. 

Mr. CowP1& aaid, he had taken aome indicator flgorea off' lhe engine, and 
dlat it wu then doiDg 20-hone power-that 11, indicator bol'le·power; the 
condenaer then took 1 l-hone power to work it. 

Mr. M•Couu.i. then raieed an obJectioa, that the engine wu aot teattd 
with the olher eagiaf'I working at the London W orka, 

Mr. CUDDOC~ replied, that be had always e:i:preeaed a wiah that it 
1hoald be ao te1ted, but tbe inn not inUmating ih ueeat, it wu not for 
him (Mr. C.) to iaaiat upon anylhiag of lhe kind. 

llr. ST!PHEMaoM, Mr. M'COMMELL, and Mr. BvcuE aaid, that the ttat of 
pumping water, or aome aocb work, wu the beat teat of power. 

Mr. Cunooc1: replied, that he waa a little aurprieed that Mr. Buckle, 
the repre1ealatin of an ancient and eminent firm, ahoold object lo the ia. 
dicator u a fair lelt of the power of the engine, when It wu well kaown 
1bat the Indicator wa1 the lnatrument aeed by them to tut the power of 
their own eaglnea. 

It wu argued by Mr. CaAllPl'ON, that the only adftlllagea the donble
cylinder engine p0Ae111ed onr the 1lngle one wu greatf'r atf'adineA of 
modoa ; but thia did not compeaMte for the IOll ol power, which, be con
sidered, arOH from the DH of two cylindera, la the ateam pueiag from the 
oae piaton to the other. Some time ago, be had made &ome elaborate e:i;. 

perimeall upon that •ery 1Dbject, and bis coacluaioaa thenjwere, that the 
11111 amounted to 14 per cent. 

.Mr. C&ADDOC~ replied to Mr. Crampton, by admitting a Ion la the ex· 
puaatoa, which took place between the two piatoaa; but, ia the amall 
engine before the meeting, it waa obYioua that this waa reduced to the 
1111.Uelt poulble amount: be further called Mr. Crampton'• altention to 
the great irregalaritJ of motion that would reaalt by carrying the espan· 
1i're principle to a great extent into one cylind•r. Mr. Craddock here 
referred to an e1perimeat made oa the pn!'rioua eYeaiag with the 1mall 
ngiae before the mHliag ; it 11·aa acarcely aeceuary for him to remind the 
meeting, that la 10 amall an engine, when lint started, the friction wu con
aiderable; yet it had worked up to ita a peril, wilb the aleam cut off' at 
l.ecllh of the alruke, 

&Ir. CUllP1'01'1 replied, tha& the 1leam would ION all ill power before 
espudiag to 111cb aa extent. 

Mr. CuDDOCI: Aid, if Mr. Crampton would fHour him with a call at 
tbe Workl, be wo11ld abow him the fact nperimeatall7. He wiahed far
ther to remind the meeting that, from bia own eaperimenll, he wu con
Yiaced that, by admiuiag higb·pre1111re 1team direct from the boiler into 
- c71inder, mnch of it wu coadeaaed by lhe comparatively oold metal 
of 111cb cylinder; and that the water ru11lting therefrom, being in contact 
with the metal of the cylinder, did, when placed in communication 
with di• coadeneer, again uaame the form of steam, lhereby ueele11ly car
rJlog much beat from the boiler to the coaJeaaer, without producing me
chanical effect. But H he had atated bia 't'iew1 upon thi11ubjl'cl elae· 
wllere, and u it may appear to the meeting a aomewbat abatruee eobjec:t, 
If not ao bypotbetlcal one, be would aot treap ... upon the meeUug by aay 
flUlber remarka upon it. 

.tlr, M•CoMl'IELL Aid, that be wu aomewhat aorpriaed that after the 
leDgth of time which Mr. Craddock bad duoled to the eubject under dia
calioa, be had not arrivrd at aomc more accurate data, and bad not made 
ap hie mi.ad u to the real capability and c:omparali•e ad•aatages of hit 
boiler. 

Mr. CRADDOCI: replied, that although he had certainly dnotf'd much 
time to the practical coa1ideration of the aobject, be had not directly 
deduced auoh ac:cura\e data u would ju1lif7 him ia 1tatiag dellnilely the 

comparatiYe meritl u to economy of coalt ia the generation of a giYra 
weight of 1team ; but, nnertbeleu, if Mr. M•Cocaell would fa•our him 
wilh a call at the Works, be bail no doubt be 1bould be al.ii• to at.ow him 
he had not beeu idle, but he had been driYing after great poin\I, knowing 
full well that on these depended the economy. 

Hr. M1Co1'1'IELL aaid, that it appeared to him that the cond.aeer waa molt 
'l'tloable fOt" marine purpo1e1. 

Mr. CRADDOCK replied, that ill adftlltagee for 1ucb purpose may be 
atated in a few words, a1 the condeaaer would ensure water, free from de
po&il, for the oae of the boiler, thereby rendering tubular hoil•r. practira· 
ble, they enabling ua to generate bigb·preuare steam with eafety ; and 
lbus, by c11rryi11g oat the expao1iYe principle, with olher coneeqoent ad· 
•aatages, a aaviag of :£2,000,000 aterliag per annum may be effected in 
our sleam D&Yy. 

Mr. JACl:SOl'I proposed, that In order to le1t the relf.liH nlue of the 
1lagle and double cylinder engine, and aet that queatlon at re1t-at lrut 
ao far u that SocielJ wu concerned-Mr. Crampton be rrqueated to pre
pare a paper and diagram• on the 1ubjeot, to be laid before the membera at 
a 1abeeqoeat meeting. 

Mr. CRADDOCI: aaggealed, tbat a more oonclatiYe teet would be that of 
an engine baYing two cylinden, one of which could be rradily thrown out 
of action; ill being connected wilh the aame boiler, expanding tbe aleam 
to lb• aame ntent, and performing lhe aame work-the eteam and coal re· 
quired, io both caeea, being accurately weigbed-woolll giYe the moat 
aatiaractory &oiuUon. 

The requeat to Mr. Crampton being carried oalllllmoo1ly, be (Mr. 
Craddock) coneented to comply wilh 1ucb reque1t, 

HYDRAULIC STARTING APPARATUS. 
Mr. POTBaaG1LL read a paper, deecripti't'e of "A Hydraulic .tlpparatu1, 

for ConMCtirlg Httny MachiMry, and Dim1gaging the •a-from Ila. Prim• 
MOfln-, 111itllotll p"'1vcing tllo1e Suddm S/iock1 toilic/I tla. lllt qf Ordinary 
Clvtclw OCCIUioft." By Mr. JAcDoN. 

A leYel pinion ii 1oppoaed to be connected with the engine, or other prime 
mo't'er, and geara Into a beril wheel, to which ia cut a rim, which it torued . 
Internally. The wheel turn• looee upon a abaft, being liaed with a br1111 
b111h ; the 1h&ft, bowenr, ii proYided wlLb four projectione, through each of 
wblc:b a bole it bored-the centre linea of tbeee bola lying ia one bori1antal 
plane, and meeting in one common central chamber. la theae hole1 {our 
raw•, which are reapecti•ely cu& of one piece, wit.h blocka, are fitted, the 
block• being lined with copper, aad turned, 10 u to fit the internal 111rlace 
of the rim. Suppo1ing that the wtcbinery, which i1 u1omed to be con
nected with &be abaft, required to be e&aned, h7draulio preaaure 11 applied 
to the under ram1, by pre1aiag the ram which ii in the abaft down upon a 
column of waier, alao contained in the 1haf& and tbe common central cbam. 
ber, by mean• of a 11y-wbeel, wbicb, with itl out and a acrew, forms one 
piece with the r1m-thi1 ram, the oat, aad ICll'ew, being guided and eop
ported by a bra11 box, which ii 1crewed into the upper end of the abaft. I• 
i1 erideat, that on the nm la the abaft being tbua preued down, the oader 
rama will gradually and aimoltaoeoo1ly pre11 the 1egmenta againat the inter
nal 1orface of the rim, wilb a power prepor&ionate to the force applied at the 
circumference o{ the 11y.wheel, until the friction prod11ced by aucb prt11111re 
1ball be equal to tile reailtance of the machine to be ee& in motion. The 
machine will, therefore, gradually auume the nlocity, which, according to 
the apeed of the driYiag-lhaR, it ought to ban 1 at the Nme time, tbal 11n1 
extraordinary momeniary reeietance, aucb u migb& be auppoeed to occur 
occ:aaionally in rolling-milla, or other mtchioery of a aimilar 11ature, iuatead 
of e1uei111 the wheel to break, will hue a tendency to make the rim to slip 
oo the eegmtnt ontiHbe oh1tacle be remond, or overcome. la order, bow
eYer, that too great a preuore may ao& be applied to the lower rama, the 
up~r one and the ecrew are perforated with a amall opening, the e:1tremity 
of which it cloaed by a YalYe, acted upoo by a apiral apriag, eocued in the 
brua box-10 that jf, at any time, the preaaure exerted upon the ramt 
ahoold e:1ceed tba& to which tne 1pring ii regulated, the water would lift the 
't'alve, and eae1pe through it into the box, and through an opening in the lid 
of the laUer ioto \be a1mo1pbere, until the balance of the pre11ure wu again 
e1tablilbed. 

Mr. M•CoNNBLL wilbed to know, whether there wu any other mean1 
than that 1upplied by the ufety-•alve, if be might ao call ii, whereby the 
muimom of pre11ure could be ucertaiaed. 

Mr. FOTa•aGu.L remarked that, in fact, the machine wu a aelf.acting 
r•golator. A certain amount of reaiataace wu required to make \he rama 
work, and wllenever the reailtance became too great, the aprlng and the 
nlve carried oft' the auperft110U1 power.-U w11 reeol•ed by 1neral of the 
memben, that the cone seemed to 1111wer every p11rpo1e which tbia mtcbiae 
wu intended for; but ii wu argued by !llr. Fo\bergill, that Mr. Jackaon'• 
machine remo•ed the grettteal objection to the oae of the cclle-'t'iz., tbe 
backward preeaure. By the preeent invention, the preuure wu confined 
altogether to the direction in which it wu wanted. Senral other memben 
upreaeed tbem1dn1 bigbly pleated with the machine ; and af\er a 't'ote of 
\baaka had been paued to Mr. Jac:kaon, it wu re1olved to print the COID• 
muakalion, and lithograph the diagram, for the uae of \be membera. -

a 
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PATENT SAlBTY BUFFJlR. 

A paper WU read " Oii 1111 ~ patr.t &fftty Bv.fftll'.'' By Mr. 
Cuuae1as. 

Mr. Buena, in introducing Mr. Chea1hire'1 in•enllon to the notice ofthe 
meeting, took occaaion to e1pre11 hill uti1f1ction with the .principle of the 
machine, which, with thuplral break of the worthy preaident, would, be the 
me1n1of11'1ing m1:1y li•ea on railw1:y1. In a former notice of the proceed. 
inp of the Inatltution, we have briefty described the principle of tbe in•en. 
tion. [See,JOW'llGl,Janel847, p.190.] It la propoaed tb1t e1clJ railway c1rriage 
ahonlcl he aapplied with a atroag mo•eable rod of Iron, 101id or otberwise, aa 
might be deemed adriaable, aappnried in tbe centre of the under framework 
by bearing aocketa. Thill rod 11 merely to have an " enrhray" motion, aod 
ia to hue a bead at each end, aimilar to the preaent aide hulfen, although it 
ia not intended that theae beada abould act againa& each other, ncepl in 
eue of colliaion. When the carriagea are acrewed up into their ordiuary 
traYelling atate, there will be a apace between the aalely butfer1 of 1ome few 
incbea, wblcb would permit the Independent action of the tide buffers. Thia 
11fety buft'er would be placed in the " nn" at the end of t he train, and 1ho 
in the tender in fron~ that it cannot hue an end"ay moiion, farther 
than brio! llxed againat ltrong elliptical aprinp will admit of, if 111ch 1prln~1 
abould be cou1idered ad•iuble. It wu 1hown, by e1perimeota on a 1m1ll 
model railway, that the elfect of t1Ji1 contlnuoaa buft'er wu euctly that which 
ill in•entor claimed for it. A train of carriagea 1upplied with the rod1 wu 
hrought Into collision with an ordinary train; and while the former w11 an. 
hart, with the e:i:ceptioa of the lut carriage, which had broken from it& 
couplinp, the other w11 thrown into the utmost coafu1io11. The whole 
force of the ahock, i11 aa far u the former train w11 concerned, eeemed to be 
ronnyed to, and apeat oa, the lut carriage, which ibe i1nentor propOlet 
ahoald be filled with good• or luggage. 

Conaiderabl11 di1Ca11ion followed the reading of the paper and the esperi· 
ment. The chief objection• were-that tbe absence of all uniformity In &he 
1ize and make of carriage• would, ena if the principle w11 1ound, make the 
lnnntioa practically naeleaa. Then, again, the force of the shock of • com. 
1ion conld oaly be con"Jed throngbout the length of the buft'or and lo the 
l11t carriage, wbea the train wu on a 1tralght line. Ir, for enmple, it wu 
on • carYe that the colll1ion took place, the centre carriaget, or the one 
where the bend wu greatest, would recein the force or the shock, and the 
1i'l'et of the ooeupanll of the carriage be aacrillced. Mr. M'Connell w11 the 
principal 1appor1er ol tbia objeetion. It wu, moreoHr, argued by Mr. 
Ramsbottom and otben, that the application of the iDYeation would be a 
practical diaadnntage, uoept in one caae-namely, 11 a atreogthener of 
the ~tom of the carriage. By the praent aide baft'en, the force of• 1bock 
w11 diatriboted onr the whole train-the fil"lt feeling the greateat 1mouot 
of for-•nd thence it aemibly dimini1hed, until the pa11engera in the cen. 
&re, or tbe ntremity pf the train, scarcely felt it at all. Now, making the 
1bock limultaneona thraagboat the whole train, u ii wu propoaed to do, 
would have the 11me elt'ect oa the paaaenRera u if the train had run 1gain11 
a dead wall. They woald be thrown into each otber'1 f•11e1 lo evef1 carriage 
in the train. Beaidea, if the uaia wu raa into, the eogi1a11 and tender, aod 
the men upon that, woald be aacrillced. 

Mr. C&&usru npUed, that, with retpect to tbe indbpoaition ol ralhfl1 
eompaniea 10 go to the trouble and upenae of applying the iotentioo, be 
thought that the lh• of the pablio wu the ftnt greai con1lderatlon; and 
no espeue and ao trouble 1hoald be allowed to opente 1gaio1t any in•ea. 
tion that pramiaed to reduce the aomber of caaaaltiea. Al for the principle 
of the innntion, be wu f!Oarinoed that it wu perfectly anaad. Accident& 
1eldom took plaoe in carYea 1 there the enginemen were alw1:y1 oa the look 
out. The foroe of a colllaioa malt be 1pent aamewhere 1 and be could not 
undentand bow it ooald be llll objection to hia innnlimi, that be carried ii 
oft' from the carrlap1 when damage to life wonld be done, &11d coooentraled 
it where nothing of the aan WU to be apprehended. He wu c011'1'inced that, 
if the Ia1titatioa would recommend aame of the railway companl111 to adopt 
the in•entioa, it would be found to act moat beaellaially. 

After 1ome further remarlr.1 by Mr. Wright, Mr. Peacock, Mr. Crampton, 
Mr. Cowper, Mr. Fothergill, and others, Mr. M•ConneU recommended that 
&be eonaideration of &be aabject 1honld be banded onr to the council, who 
woald diacaaa the mrrita of the iaHation with Mr. Cheaabire. which wu 
•greed 10. 

BANKS'S PATENT STBEL TYRES. 

Mr. FOTHH.OILL read the followla11paper1-" Tl.r 1to1-1 qf foci• rt
laliH to Mr. Teo11u BAlfU'a Pallfll Plarl qf St~lirtg tlu ~1 qf R4il
""'1 WAHll, ii tu renJI of r1nrly FiH YHrl' Trial, ond 14oio1 t/1~ Coll 
or&d Dva/Jility q/ Stqffurtb/Ure Tyrt1, StHl«l Oii Ail Plat1, a cwipa1td wil/4 
Lotti Moor 7Jru." 

The prei.ent coat of Low Moor tyrea, for 3-feet wheel1, will be-

Pour IJreo or 8 cwt. -b-12 cwt., a& 221. 
Pu 1 Ung oa lbe IJHll readJ for worlr •• 
'J'wl .. Clll"Dl•I up, after wevtua bollo• 

Tola! con 

~ • . d. 
Ill 4 o 
s 0 0 
I D 0 

1 1J • 0 

Suppoae &hue lyres lo run 60,000 mile1 oa H nerage-4bafla fl0.000 
mllea at a 0011 of 221. 41.-the present co•t or S1alford1hire tyree will be--

Pour trreoor3 •"'· tuh-11•"'"11 lj1, 117 4 t 
l'u11la1 oo &be,,_ read.I' ror work .. 8 e I 
Sia) for 11etllu1 •••. ··•-L• , ..... II 421 . • • I a 0 
U1n '1 ""'"'• for luroln1 IJTOO••• In \be "boel• . . 0 lo 0 
Srnltb'1 ,..,,.,., for lnHrt! ng tho otftl .. . o 10 0 
Ibo'• ... , .. , ror IUnllnf up on .. 1tff1Ln1 • 10 0 
as •••• " .. eo, for drWU>1 llQd ttn111n1 • 7 • 

Total "°'' .tr20 4 I 
Theae tyrea are pro•ed to rr111 before 1teelin! 18,000 mile1, and aftv 

1teoling 100,000 milea-making a total work of 118,000 milea, at a coat of 
201. ''· 6d. Now, 1ubtractiog:iO,OOO mile1-t ~e work of Low Moor tyre1-
from 118,000-tbo work of S1alJord1bire ty res 1teeled-we hue 68,000 
milea which tho !alter will run more than ~he fonner, and at a coat of 
391. Gd. per aet 11111. .Prom &be abo~ 1tatem ~nl, we 1ee the coat of Low 
f;loor 1yre1, per 1,000 miles, b 8•. lOld.; whil1t the coat of Stdonbbire 
tyrea, 1teeled, i• only 3r. 6~d. per 1,000 mile1. The truth of thia at&tement 
ia pro'l'ed by a teat o( oeariy five yeara' trial, on tboae linea oa which the 
pl1n b11 been mo1t used. We 1re 1w1re that railway• did not all weu oa& 
the tyrea alike; but on those lin111 where the i ron tyrea will nia more than 
1tated a'>ove, the 1teeled tyres wlU run more i.D proponion, and the pl111 ia 
attended with no danger whatever. 

Noltt.-The aboYe 1tatem11nt 1how1 only &lie adnntap of ateelhlg the 
lyTea once, but we have 1teeled many 1 aecond &ime, after they hue ran the 
1boYO dietaoce. The Hme tyret may be 1leel.ed a ._nd time at a coet of 
M. per aet, wbea they will roa 100,000 mil ea more--makiog a total of 
218,000, al a cost of 251. 41. 6d., or 21. 4d. per 1,000 mile1. The ad•1ntag11 
o( 1teeling a aecond time la 1ecured by taking: the tyrea in &!me, whtla they 
hue the requisite drength for ateeling the lint time. The general objection 
again.at the plan 11, that there will be a deal ol trouble to carry It oat ; bat 
this objection, if properly e:i:amined, will be foend to be witboat foundation. 
When the wbeei1 "ant taming ap, they moat be t&kea from under the ear. 
ri1ge, or wagon ; and, when taken from under, the cutting of the groO'I'~ 
in the tyre• for the 1teel will not co1t more tbaa 61. per pair in men'• wagea; 
and, when the grooves are turned , one 1milh and three atrlkea wW inaen 
atdel aegmenb wi~h 10 pain of 3-feet wheel• in oae day of 10 hoan; af\er 
which, turning up lbe steeled wheels will take nry little more time tflui 
turning up without steeling. which pro•e• that the trouble will not lie 10 
gre1t 11 1ome people im1gioe, and nothing, when the durability and •uing 
which i1 eifected ia con1idered, by the tyres bei ~g 1teeled on thia plan. 

The paper w11 accompanied by a letter from Mr. J1111kin1, of the H111-
cbe1ter and Leeds Railway, highly commendatory of the ateel tyres. 

Mr. Puoon remarked, that he had triec! the wheels 1teeled by Mr. 
Bank1'1 prooeu, and the result w11, ibd whereat he wu formerly obliged to 
repair the wheel• of the tenden e9Cry four month1, those with 1ttel tyre• 
did nol require repair ofteoer than once io 12 montb1. He bad aot fully 
teated their wearing qualitiea, but be bid no donbt that they would be found 
to be molt economical 11 well u oaeful.-S a•eral other of the memben 
1poke in high term• of the nlue of 1b.i1 patent. 

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS. 
.April 2(,.-.Joa~ Dua.." l'.111111.noos, Eaq., F. R.S.E., V.P., in the Chair. 

The following eommnnieation1 were read :-

J. " 011 t/11 t1'111U! of GtUt1 fro"' difftrlfll C'oall, alld tlu prit!tt of Liglll 
i11 difftt"en.J plaC(l1 ; olao a nl'ID Modt qf tilinlalill{/ IAt CollftW&ptior& qf 
GtJM#, ~c. , a..d q/'t#limating lll11r11inaling Pt11Dw." By A1<11u:w FTra, 
lrt..D., F.R.S.E. 

The fint part of lhi1 paper referred to the illaminati.ng power aad dara· 
blli&y of guea obtained from Bnglilb caking c.-1, from Bngliah parrot coal, 
and from Sco1ti1b parrot coal, with which paea the towna ia Bagla.ad 
and Scot11nd are 1upplied, and consequently too the •alae of tbae ga- for 
alt'ordlng light. Taking the illuminating p11wer, and the dar.mlity, ucl 
consequently alao the values of tho gu froni Bagliab caking-1, with which 
Newcaatle and many other towa1 in England are •applied, u the uni& of 
compari1011, Dr. Fyfe atatad, that be fo11nd tbe lllamlaating power of tba 
g11 from the Ensliab pano&coal, 1acb u tbd fntm Yorklbire and IAacubire, 
10 be, on 10 anrap of numeroaa trlllb, I ·73, tbe d11rability to be l •12, ud 
hence the value, bulk for bulk, 11 I •86. The 'l".alae of pa from the dl!'ereat 
kinda of Scotti1b pano& coal nriea con1lderably, according to the place from 
which tho coal ia obtained ; but, u in the llrlflT towu in Scotland, a ml11-
tare of coala of dilrerent quality ia employed .• the gu lo tb111e towa1 ia pH
n11ly ~ery nearly ot the 1.ame quality. Taking tbe anrage of all the trials 
Dltilo •~ llllill.llu.r&h• h••tow , Greeoovk, Dundd, and Aberdeen, the ill111Di
nat ng pOw r w~ ~ 11nll o he 3·:?3, the durability, l ·68 ; thaa making tbe 
alu erj ntar cllmp r il .,..iih &be Englilh caking coal gu u 1, Utl 

ii ·· I ll rro~ oel g a I • in other worda, to light an apart. 
ltillt> aad for tho 11mu lime, by 1i111\11r melhoda of co•· 

Lily ol ra IUI parrot coal req 11\red, being u 1, 
f coal would be more than doable, 

11IJ be a,e tlma u great. Dr. Fyfe 
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lhtt1 alluded to the nine of these diff'erent kinds of coal for aff'ordlnr pa; 
&lld r.onsequently for aft'ordiug light by the comba•tion of their gUet. In 
ueerlalning this, the quantity of ga1 ginn off from the coale is liken into 
1ee111111t, along with the nine of the g11e1 them1elve1 for atror~ing light. In 
thll way be bu fixed the nine of the coals a1 follow• :-Engh1h caking coal 
being 1 ; that of the English parrot coal i1 on an aYerage 2·3; and that of 
the milltnre of Scottish parrot coal, •• 01ed io different town1, as 6. 

In the eeond part of the paper, Dr. Fyfe alladetl to the metbotls of finding 
the nlae of coal gu, for th.e purpose of illumination, and more particularly 
to a new mo.de of determining the durability; in other words, the time re
qairrd for coneaming a certain volume of gas, and consequently the con
sQlllpt in ,I Yen timee, and by mean• of which, al10, the specific gravity of the 
pa could be ascertained. From numerous ellperimenta which he had per
formed, be bad come to the conclusion, that when coal gases are burned 
from the aame boruer, with the same height of fiame, the consumpt i1 as 
the eqaare roota of the preuure necessary to keep up the combustion, nt tbe 
}eag\h of ftame filled 011; and that, consequently, tbe time requireJ for the 
eon1wnpt of equal Yolamea ie inversely as the 1quare roota of the preuure 
He bad aleo come to the concluaioo, that tbe durability, in other word1 the 
time STqoired for the consompt, deJ>f'nds on the 1peciflc gravity, and that the 
ume law i1 applkable; consequently, the specific gravity being known, the 
conaampt can be deter111;ined; as the con.sumpt being de~rmined, by ~he 
pressure, the 1peeific gravity can be ascertained, the rule being, the 1pec1fic 
gn.Tity ii ionr1ely u tbe square roots of the pressures, neceuary io keep 
the pate barning, from similar burners, at the same height of ftame. Dr. 
f)'fe atated, that he had put these different rule• to the teat of ellperiment, 
with 1a1e1 which he bad prepared from different coal1, and also with the 
gua found in diff'erent towns, and he eshibited numerous tables, ahowing 
the my close corretp0ndence between the results obtained ellperimentally, 
and by ralculation. He then exhibited an instrument by which the dura
bility and speeific gravity, could by the rates stated, be determined. lt con. 
lilts ofa jet burner, of the 40tb of an inch in diameter, to which is adapted 
a acale for meaanring the height of ftame, and a pressure gauge for aacer
taiaing the prenore under which the g11 is burning, at the length of ftllme 
bed 011. ln this preeaare gauge ii fittPd a graduated 1cale, with a burner, 
bv which the pressure can be read off', to -rfrrth of an inch. Along with 
thi1 a table waa given, abowing the coo1umpt of gue1 in A given time-the 
time miaired for the conaumpt of equal quontities, and the 1pecific gravities, 
aecon!ing to the pressures indicated by the gauge. In tbe table the pres
nrea nnged from Mt he to ffiths of an inch, which embrace• all the pre1-
tatt1 likely to occur with the jet burner stated. 

Dr Pyre, in eoncloeion, alluded to a photometer, which, 10 far as be was 
awatt, is not noticed in any publication, and which, be believed, was the 
in•ention of Profeasor Bunsen. It con1i1ts of a paper screen besmeared 
with a aolotion of spermaceti in oil of naphtha, ucepting at a part around 
&be c:entre. A candle placed behind this tran1mit1 light in auch way as tu 
make the part uncovered euily observed, hut when another light ia placed in 
front of the acreen, at a certain distance, according to the intensity of the 
Ji&bt tbe 1pot disappear•, and the paper becomes uniformly of the aame ap
pearance. Jn using other lights, the tlistance at which tbe uniformity on 
the nrface of the acreen is occasioned, depends on the intensity of the light; 
and thus, according to the usual law, the illbminating power of different 
ligbta ia determined by the square of the distance• at which they are situated 
from tbe acreen. Dr. Fyfe stated that he had put this method to the teat of 
uperiment, and found i& elltremely accurate, and much more euily n1anaged 
&hall the shadow teat. He exhibited the screen in connection with the pres
nre gangt burners, already de1cribed, by the use of which, the illuminating 
power, the durability, and the apecific gravity of coal gaaea are very e11ily 
and quickly determined; and hence the nlue of an instrument of tbi1 kind 
to tboae lrlfelling from place to place, witb the view of nscertaining the 
nlae of coal g11 in dift"erent towna ; and of ucertaining the nine of dif
feren& kinds of coal for affording gu, and consequently for aff'ording light by 
tbe eombuation of their guea. 

2. "Oil tu Coryorile EUipat, tU an element in /ht iueful and ornamental 
.n.~riltg tlN HCOfld of a 1erit1 q/ 1hort papn-• upon the Harmony q/ 
F-." By Mr. D.R. HAT. 

Mr. HA.T uid that the paper and illostrationa he nuw brought before tbe 
Society would 1how that the composite ellip•e, as he described and arranged 
I&, was an important element in tbe useful and ornamental aria. He then 
aplaiaed the relation which hia composite ellipse bore to the circle, and to 
&be rqolar ellipae; also his moue of describing it, with an analy1i1 of i ta 
eompoli&ion. For tbil purpoae he eshihited six large diagr1m1. He then 
11at on to ahow that its beauty consisted in the variety of ita parts being in 
aa ~ ratio to their uniformity; 1,nd that .it wae to regulate and cl111ify 
the nrioas denlopmenta of this variety, that he bad in bis work on "First 
Prlaciplea of Symmetrical Beauty," classified a aeries of forty-two of lhoae 
fiptei, by an application of tbe laws of numerical ratio. 

Mr. Hay then 1tated that he bad brought the aame aubject before the 
Society about three yean ago, as calculated to impron the practice of 
'flrio111 arts; and that aa it bore upon the humblest prodactiona of tbe 
potter'1 art, the mechanic and the cottager might have, without additic.nal 
eoat, houaebold utemiil of form• u beautiful 11 the ftneat 1pecimen1 of the 
haitique. . 

Mr. Hay then obaened that it bu IUely been atated in the Society tba' 
1111 oompoaiw ellipaa had no& novelty to recommend it, bat had long been 

familiar to eYery one who had giYen any attention to the aobject; and that 
N'ichol1on'1 " Dictionary of Architecture" had been referred to in corrobora
tion of this atatement. Mr. Hay, howe•er, atated that neither the com polite 
ellipse, hie roetbod of describing it, nor ita application to the drawing of 
nse1, wu publiaheii in Nicbolaon'a" Dictionary of Architecture," oreltewbere, 
before be exhibited them to the Society,•• just atated. 

3. " Dt1criplitm of a ftftD Ball S/op.coci for Waln- Cilltm1, imd q/ a 
N1a..coci for Cul• or Vair." By Mr. DANIEL Easx11cs. 

The new ball-cock con1i1ts of two fiat surfaces ground air-tight, ha'l'ing 
port holea for the water when in certain po1ition1, anti furnished with a 
apiral apring, that lceep• tbe 1urface1 in contact. Thia sprinir ia screwed 
down to the prenure of the water that it it fitted for, and 11 the water tenda 
to lift it off the face, thi1 gives it slii:ht friction 011 either aide, and it is no' 
10 liable lo get fixed as the pre1ent ball.cocks are. Tbe aame kind will be 
of great advantage for gas.works, di1tillcrieJ1, and hrewtriea, "·here latge 
noae-cocks are required, and will be much leu expensive. 

4. " Dt•criplion q/ a Modtl qf a Stop-coci for Corro1fot Fluidl." By 
Mr. JAUSS Roas. 

Thia atop-cock is intended to obviate the tendency to stirk fut, which 
the pluga of all the common kind have, especially when the ftuida are of a 
corrosiYe or drying nature, such as common gas; a1Jd a1 it will have no 
tendency to leak, it may be employed with advantage in oil, beer, or water 
cuka. lh principal peculiarity consists in using vulcanised india-rubher 
tubing, connected with the pipe by acrew couplings, and compressed by 
means of a acrew, or nthcrwiae, to any extent required, by wbicb the ftow of 
gas, or other ftuid, may be regulated at pleasure. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 

April 11.*-JosauA Frnu, Esq., Preeldent; in tbo Chair. 

The paper read w11 the 1econd part of a communication made in tbe year 
1841, deacriptin of tbe " BaNn Re1ert10ir1, Couflly Do11111, Jrefanll." By 
I. F. BATllMAN, M.l.C.E. 

The firs' part, of which a abort abstract wu read, gave the object of the· 
conatraction of these rese"oin, which were undertaken with tbe view of 
regulating tbe quantity of water in the River Bann, and more tft'ectually 
aupplying water.power to tbe flouriahing and increasing e1tahll1hment1 on 
ita banks; this river is, from the bare and naked character of the Mourne 
moantain1, among which it riaea, naturally liable to the greateat irregularit1'. 
in ita volume ; devaatating ftoods frequently poor down the cbanhel, where, 
a few hours previously, there was not aufficient water for agricultural pur-· 
poae.. Greatly injarioua u this moat have beea to the agricoltnriat, it wia 
infinitely more 10 to the mill.owners, who depended entirely on wat~r-power 
for Uieir manufactoriea. Mr. Fairbairn wu con~ulted on the snbJect; he 
examined the locality, and advised the formation of rese"oirs; tbe author 
wu then appointed the engineer, and, acting in aome degree upon the aag-· 
ge1tion1 of bis predeceaaor, whom be continued to consult, the works '!&re 
undertaken which are deacribed in the pre1ent paper. The peculiaritiea in 
the Act of Parliament, granted in 1836, conatituting the proprietors of the 
mill• a joint-stock company, for the formation of the Bann reaervoin, are 
detailed. Tb.e worka were originally intended to hne been more extenliYe 
than have been really ellec:uted. Tbe rese"oir at Lough bland Reny ia 
alone deacribed ; the ground in that spot wu admirably adapted for that· 
\'l'Ork, being the bottom of a buin, Which WBI bounded OD Bii side1 by runed· 
hills of granite; in the centre of the buin w~a a ~mall lake, at .the bottom· 
of which was discovered a bed, aeveral feet ID tb1ckne11, of foml confe"e, 
1imilar to thoae diaco•ered by Profeasor Silliman, at M11aaclta1etts,· North 
America. Thi1 interesting geological fact was first noticed by Dr. Hunter, 
of Bryanaford; the confene appeared like an impalpable powder, bat when 
'fiewed through a powerful microacope, they were found to he regular 
patallelogram1, many of them covere~ with atrie. They are .deac~bed by 
naturalists a1 the fosail skeletons of minute vegetablea. The 11taat1on filled 
upon for the re1erYoir rendered neceuary the conlltrllctlon of foar embank
menta between the hilil, 10 u to raise the water to a height of 3li feet above 
the au'mmer lnel of tbe lake. The particulate are alao gi•en of a reriea of 
ob1e"Jtion1 with. rain gangem, continued for two years, for the purpoae uf 
furni1hing data for computing the extent of reaenoir which ~oul~ be 11eces~ary 
to insure a aupply of water throughout tbe year. The cont1nuat1on described 
the subsequent work1, which consiated of the Corbet Lough reaerYoir, which 
wu deaigned u an auxiliary pon~, to receive tbe fto~d-waten oh~e low.er part 
of tbe river and to retain the 01ght water, to be dt1charged aga111 during tbe 
day, immediately above lhe m.ore estensiYe mill• on the river •. A water
coune, of conaiderable dlmen11on1, was conatructed to eff'ect tb11, and an 
embankment wu thrown acro11 the narrow outlet of tbe lake, the water 
being admitted through 1elf-acting ftood.gates, which cloaerl u soon •• the 
lowering of the river created a current in &ht contrary direction. The details 
of the con•truction of all tbeae works were given; and it wu ahown, by 
calcalationa based upon actual experiment, and obaerntion of tbe quantity 
of water receiYed, atored, and delivered from the reae"oin, that their coa-
1truction had increued the value of the mill-power of the RiYer Bann full live-

• Thia piper wu aec:ldentallr 1mltted Ill the nport of lalt moolh'• pl'OCftdlnga. 
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leld, at a comparatively very ioaigDificanl coat, at tbe actual e:rpeaditure for 
tbe work1 at Corbel Lough did not ellceed 3,3001.-tbe closeat economy, 
coeaia~ut wi1b the efficiency and dllfability of the work, being rigidly kep* 
in new, &11J the ut1Po1t attn1ioa being.ellerciled by the reaident engineer, 
Mr. W. L. StoneJ. 

May 9.-" OlJ1ln!ali11M Oii tltl Carutt that M'l in con.tan/ Opnati01&, 
lnding tu altw th~ 011tliM of tu eoau:of G~at BriHirt, to ttjfn:t th~ 
Efttr1111«1 of Ri'llnl tmd Hu!Jovn, and tofarm Sltoala a!ld .De~ i1t IM Bftl 
qf tu SH." By Mr. J. T. HABIUBON, M.l.C.E. 

After noticing the gradual deterioration which the b1rboura of Great 
Britain are undergoing, the rpaper gue u the CBUIH of these eff'ecta, the 
action of freah water, of the tidal wue-tbe wind waves, and springs, and 
atmoapberic cbane:es, dwelling principally upon the tidal and wind wuea. 
Profe11or Airy'• and Mr. Scott Ruuell'a -vievi;s on the positive wave of 
tranalation (firat order), and the oacillating wue (second order), were ell· 
&mined ; the peculiarity of the former being, that the motion of the whole 
maaa of the water was in the aame direction aa that of the wue itself; 
whilst, in the latter, the motion of the water w&1 alternately opposed to, 
and in the direction of, the wave. The tidal wave wu conaidP.red aa a purely 
oacillating wave in the open aea, changing its character u it passed into 
1ballow water. It wu supposed that a wave of the first order was generated 
whenever the water, heaped up by a projecting headland, passed and made 
itl eacape into the adjoinine: water, at a lower level, and that it carried with 
it gravel and shingle into mid-channel. The regularity of the bottom of the 
English Channel, and the material of which it is composed, were instanced, 
to prove that tbe bottom wu now in prop;ress of formation from the aqneoua 
action of this deposition of matter. The ell'ecta of the tidal wave along 
the coasts al Poole, and in the hie of Wight, were giTen, to ahow that such 
a wave of translation wu generated and cro11ed the Channel, from the De· 

· partmeut de la Manche. The reaulta of a aerica of experiments upon the 
action of wuea on traoaportable materh1l11bowed that certain definite forms 
were usumed by aand or shingle, under given circumatancea-for instance, 
that the depth of the end of the foreshore below the water depended upon 
the 1ize and character of the wave acting upon it.- It waa urged that the 
end ofaucb a foreshore waa to be found at 90 or 100 fathoms under water, 
stretching from Ushant to the south-west coaat of Ireland, and that the 
tidal wave, in its progre11 up the channel, drew down to the mouth the 
material thrown into it by the wuea of translation from tbe headlanda. 
The accumulative action wu seen in the carriage of sand through the Straita 
of Dover to be depo6iled on the nod banka of the North Sea. 

JW!erring to Mr. PALKaa·s paper "On Sllingk B1ack1," the destructive, 
accumulative, and progreaive action• of the wind waves were conaidered. 
The cases moat favourable for the display of the effective actions of each 
were adduced. The in4uence of tides by varying the height of the water, 
and that of an oa.abore wind in facilitating the deatructive action, by retain
ing the water at a higher level, were pointt>d out. A ftat foreahore, was 
shown to prevent, in a great degree, the destructive action; whilst, on the 
other hand, deep water, whether from a strong in-shore tidal current, or 
from other cauaes, bad a contrary eff'ect, facilitating encroachments on the 
cout. The progreaaive action waa 1bow11 to depend principally upon the 
angle at which the wans strike the beach. The general que•tioo of the 
travelling of shingle, and of ita ultimate deatination, waa conaidered at great 
leogth-in1tancing particularly the accumulation of &bingle at the Cbesil 
Bank and Dungene11. The state of the Great Weatern llay, between the 
Slart Point 11nd PortlDlld, wu eumined, and arguments were offered to 
ahow that it bad been formed, in a great meuure, by the encroachment of 
the aea. The proce11 of thia encroachment, and the alterar.ioo in the moot ha 
of the eatuariea falling into the bay, were analyaed; aod elltracta were gino 
from Sir H. De la Be~he'a work on the geology of Devon and CorawaU, to 
pro•e that tbi1 procea wu atill in operation. Tile aummary of the argu. 
~eote in the papera waa, tbaL the observed cbangea in our coaats and the 
months of the rivera were the reault of the combined action of the wind 
W&Te, and of the tidal wave; and the ettenlioo of eogineen was particularly 
directed to theae actions in different localitiea, i11 order that, by preaenting 
to the Inatitutioo the result of their obaervatiom, 110 invaluable collection of 
recorded fact• might be aaaembled, wli.icb would be of great benefit to the 
proleaaion, and to the acieotilic world. 

May 16.-Thla evening wu occupied with a ditcnHion on !\fr. Goocn'a 
paper " On the Rniltattc~ to Rail11111y trai111 at dijfwnl V~lacitie1," read •' 
the meeting on April 18.-(See lourMl, ant~ p. l:i:i.] 

Tbe principal 1peakera were Messra. Brunel, Gooch, Bidder, Locke, HITd· 
iog and Rusaell, and their arguments were necessarily"' complicated by 
calculations H to render it difficult to convey, within reaaonable limits, even 
au outline of the discu11ion. lt w11 contended on one aide that the subject 
had been 10 treated in the paper as to make it almost a que1tion of the 
comparatiTe g1&nge1; that the e:rperimenta upon which the arguments were 
founded could not be received as applicable to railways in general, inumuch 
aa it wu presumed from the atatements that the portion of the line wu 
selected u being in the be1t working condition ; that the engine and the 
carriages were alao picked u being in the best order; and that therefore the 
results were due to tbeae peculiar circumataucea, and not to the ordinary 
working 1tate of the line; that the amount of resi1tance per too wu under. 
1tated by Mr. Gooch on thete accountl, and that the rate of re1i1taocea 
arrived at by the commiuee of the Britilh A11oci&lion, by projectiog iraiD1 

ol carrilges down inclined plaoea, wu nearer t'M Crut.b tblll ~e espieuioa 
of residance arrived at with the locomotin and the dynamoml&er; th.al lhe 
tables were partly made up from the acit1111l reswta of the u.peri-.&a ud. 
by utiog Mr. Harding'• formulle, which had been repalliia&ed in oLhec c:uea 
a1 incorrect ; that the greater weight of the traina ill the laLe ex~ll&I, 
•• compared with tboae of the British Aasociatioa, &c., reduced the 
value of the deduction•; that the atmo1pheric railway could alone gift lhe 
reaiatance due to the frontage, which wu DO$ givu whea a loc:omotiTe wu 
used, u it covered a portion of the carriage frontage, and the dynamomder 
being behind the engine, the reaistance of the train of carriagea aloae coa1d 
be arrived at; aad that tbcl valuation of the preuure of the mod upon lhe 
train at various aaglea was not aatiafactory. Sncb waa the general tenor of 
the argwuentl ; and on the other aide it wu urged that Mr. Gooch bad 
endeavoured, aa much u pouible, to avoid introd11Cling, iu any degree, the 
question of the gauges, and to give the actual resul&.1 o{ the uperimnta. m 
order that any peraon1 euminiog them might draw bis owu cooclmiolll; 
that the portion of the line on which lllr. Goocb'a esperimeata were trie4: 
wu not aelected for ita good condition ; that it wu heel upon by llfr. 
Brunel bimaelf only the night preTioudy to the uperimeota, aad wu DO& 
that part which had been originally intended to be used; that the engine 
and carriages were inch aa could be spared from the working 1tock and were 
not picked-in fact, tha~ they '11rere not the beat oC their cl.ua; thaL there. 
fore the reaulta were not due to peculiar circum1taace1, but were tbole of 
the uerage working of the line; but that eYea had the line. e1gine, ud 
carriages being selected, engineers would, from the retulU, baTe been able 
to make allowanee1 for other caaea, and that the value of the e:rperimuw 
would not have been diminiahed ; that it wu belined that i11 d.acelldinc 
Wootton Dassd incline by gr&1ity, without the aid of a11 engine, a greater 
velocity had been attained than the muimum recorded in the uperimeata 
of the Dritish Association; that the ta.blea were dirided into columoa, dis
tinctly showing what resulted from uperiment nod what from tbe use of 
formuhe; that it wu impo11ible, with engioea of the ordinary weight, u 
now conatructed, with an ordinary train, to limit the experimeah to auch 
1mall weights as had been formerly used; that in al.I cuea the aorface of the 
locomotive waa allowed for in calculating 1he froDUge re1istaoee; that i\ 
was expreuly stated in the paper that the apparatu1 for the wind gauge 'll'U 

no& so 1ati1factory aa could have been desired, aud therefore ita reaolt1 -re 
kept 1eparate in the tablca; that Mr. Gooch bail not inaended to cw any 
reftections upon the former experiment111ista, but merely to point on\ the 
errora into which he !bought they bad fallen, and to induce, by hia u:peri• 
meats, others which should fix mnre certaioly the amouot of reaistaace ~ 
tbi1, it was still contended, wu len than had been formerly sta&ed, and 
although other experiments would be necea1ary to '°' the question com
pletely at rest, it waa unanimoualy agreed that Mr. Gooch'• experimen&.1 ud 
paper were very valuable conlrihutions, and it was hoped be would contioae 
hia oliaerv11tiooa on lhi• moaL inte1eatiDg 1ubject. 

ROY AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
On the 8th ult., a 1pecial meeting of the Inatitnte was held, to take into 

coosideratit>n 11 memorial submitted to the council ill April, 1847, urgi:ig &be 
formation uy tbe Institute, of a bene'l'olent fuad f~ the leas fortooase mem
bera of the profeaaion, aigoed by thirty.four archiiecta. Mr. Bellamy, Vice. 
President, laid before the meeting a 1um11111ry of the proceedings which had 
been taken upon it, the result of whi<'h wu, that the council bad adop&e4 
the report of a joint committee (part memorialista, part memben of COllllCil), 
ad•i1ing the formation of 1ucb a fund, and recommnded it to the COlllidera. 
tioo of the member1 at large. Tbe rule of the Artiste' Bennolent Fund, 
that recipients muat be authors of "works known md eeteemed by &lie 
public," would shut out many deaerviog memben of the profeuion. ucl 
those connected with it. Communication had .been opened with the ollicerl 
of that fund, by some wbo thought that the desired end might be better 
attained by an arrangement with them than by a fresh fund. A long dia
cuasion followed as to the mode of carrying out the Tiewa of the memorial
hh, and as to the ner.esaity for the fund. Ao opinion wu generally el• 
preued, tha& if raised at aU, it waa quite nn11ece11ary to give the admioia&ra· 
I.ion of it to another 1ociety. Ultimately, on the motion of Mr. Angell, a 
resolution was puaed, declaring the importance of establiabing auch a flllld. 
and appointing a committee of niae, to consider in wba\ way it could belS. 
be effected, aod to report herealter. 

M11y 15.-Mr. J. W. PAPWODTB read a paper in illustration of some 
drawings of Pri.neate, ancient a11d modern; and Mr. J. Tao11110N reatl 
aome obtervatio111 on the ancient village church of ·Leigh-de.la-Men 1 
Wllt1. 

Mr. Angelf1 Con'llenazione.-Ou the 2Stb a conversazione wu giTeD by 
Mr. Angell, Vice-President of the Imtitute of Dritisb Architecna, a~ his re-
1ideoce in Gower.atreet, which wu attended by all the leading memben ol 
the arcbitectur-1 profession, the Marquis of Norlhamploo, and the beada of the 
scientific world. Many work• of art were exhibited, and much gratiticatioa 
wu uprened at the valuable enmple set by Mr. Angell to hil colleaguea, ill 
aff'ording aucb a reunion to the profeasor1 of architecture. 
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ON · FLAMB· AND GASES. 
ProCfPOr Faraday lately read a paper at the Royal Inatitatioa, " 07& tlu 
~lie Collllftlon qf Plamc IJfld Gut1.''-Mr. Faraday ha•ing hrietly 
ncapitulated the thief 1ubjects or hia rttent research fnto the m•gnetic COa· 
&tion of matttt, proceeded to atate a still more recent extenlllon oC tbeae re
eure'be1 made by Prof. 81J1ealarl at Venice. Prof. Baaealari bas abown that 
"9ame, wben ·pt.eed between tbe polea of a powerf'lll maJ!:net, beoeme1 d'4· 
..,,.nfc (i. '· apnm. oat in the plane which it perpendicnlar to the Hae 
Joimlag tbe poln of ttla: mapei ). Prof. Faraday' a object --ftrtt, to re. 
men eenun miupprehamlone of hia own pabliabed opiaion ia reg1rd to 
~ ptieaomeaoa; aad, aecoadiy, to give a pbiloaophlcal accoant i>f It. Re. 
leritng to bla " Bxperimental Retearchea ," in the PMlowlpltical Trnractiou, 
IUd in 184$ {9an. !1'23,.2'33,243$), beahowed that he bad aeirer ueerted, 
u Md been i1aagfoed, that tbe guea were 110t 1abject to magnetic· action; 
'Illa& menly that bis uperimenll bad not then eatabliahed ihat they were 
~ by that force. The cauae1 of tbi1 magnetic inftaence were then 
oiuidend. Flame waa diueet.ed, and ill complicated natnre-conei1ting of 
mlld matter, .of a anrrounding film o( heated air, and of gueons prodnct1 o( 
combaetion-wu uperimentally demonstrated. The following experimeatl 
'Wele then uhibited to prove (a) that hot air u diama!flltlic IDith reftrntcc 
'°cold air-(b) that carboraic acid gu, a product qf comlnutiora, u diamag
-'i~(e) that carbon, wihlc'll. u li/Jtrat1d dllring C'OlfWatiora, and lncpart1 
lutiftrmty to jfa•c, ii allo dimnagnetfc. 

{•) Hot llir ii' tlimatrg"'tic tDith r~imtt to eold air. The hot air ri1iag 
from a glowing 1piral of plMlna wire, placed between the poles of a powerful 
elecbo-mq-aet, wu prond to be bent uide hy the fact of 1ta inftamiag a 
piece of pbolJlhoru in· the equatorial 'Jll&ae on either aide o( tbe red.bot 
pa&iaam while the mapei,,.. active, and alto by Ila 1ot Bring lhe phot· 
pboru (u would. bappell in the ordinary condition of things) when tbl1 
11bstaoe wu placed immediately abo•e the heated wire. 

(6) OlrJorric·Grid.guildlamagutic. Thia wu pro.ed byajet of that 
pa bsbtg IQlde to dlurge from the perpendicular downward current, which 
Ill gn'My would aanae it to.take, into a lluk of limewater (which it rendered 
aubid) piaoed in the eqaatorial plane. 

(C') SolUl tar61J11. ii dia_,,.,lic. It wu 1hown that the amoke of a taper, 
when placed beMath the uial line, divided itaelf, u llame wu made to 
tliricle, la&o wo airuma in the i:quatorial plane, each on either aide of tbil 
.sial llile. . 

The liagalar condition o( o:i:ygen gaa, fn being far le11 diamagnetic than 
the other paea, aad tbere(ore appeariag u If magneilc, like iron, when aur
ronnded by other ga1e1 or air, wu demonltrated by ill carrying a cloud of 
mariate of ammonia (itaelf diamagnetic) to the poles of the magnet, around 
'Which 1t teemed to gyrate in vortice1. 

Mr. ?araday eoaclnded by noticing the apparently nceptional cue of 
~ pnetratillg the pierced poles of a magnet, and coming through them 
.n an -"'I ·Hae. He abowed lhat ia thi1 cue the maximum of force wu not 
1n tbil line, bat in the circle o( lines formiag the edges of tbe hollow cylia
Ur drilled through the polea. Tberefore-hwmnch as •be force In tho 
ftCUlt 1paoe wu feebler than the force at ill solid clrcamfereace-llame, 
wWch always goes away from the 1pot where the foree ii 1tronge1t to the 
'lflM wJaere it ii wnkat, penetrated tbo hollow axil of tho cylinder. 

PROCESSES FOR UNITING .METALS AND METALLIC 
ALLOYS. 

At a ncHlt meeting of the Bertin Ac:edemy of Sciencea, M. PutBRICH, 
to.oclft', of Hambargb, 0011111111Dioaled an account of bis processe• forftrmly 
onidag1111tale or metailtic alloyt, wllloh · po11e11 dffrereat properties and 
.,.-.., •oh, for enmple, u bar-iron with cut-iron, gun-metal with calt· 
iroo, and tbae lo obtain pieces of mixed 1Dlltal anitable to make clup1, 
gifden, panel 141Daret, railw•y bearings, wheel•, axle-tree1, and other 
paru m.te ·'llH of in machiaery and ia building, J>01H18ing the weight aad 
.&be e11heeion ·required, bot much harder and more reaiatent in certain 
patt• than inothen. The following Is the proceas adopted, u deacribed 
~~~~~- ' 

"To Uldle Bar-fro11 to Calf-iron.-In order to unite bar.Iron· to cast· 
traa-to make, for inatance a bar of rectangular girder, of which oae
'fom1h the thicheu 1ball conai1t of bar-Iron, and the three other part1 o( 
e:aMroa, or rather in · the combination o( one •okrme of these metals in 
uy p!OpOtlioot, I proceed aa follow1 :-I take a bar ·of iron, of the re-
4lflllnd thitkDelt, nd' I planp U illto a ole11tng bath oompoeed or aitric. 
acid or any other acid diluted with -ter. I then take lt oat of the 
deuing bath, expoae it to a red heat In a Cnrnace, and plunge it again 
into the cleaning bath ; by mean~ o( these operations, I get rid o( all the 
cnide from the 1urface o( the metal. To remove from this bar any acid 
which might remain, I wuh it with any alkaline solution (for ia1taace, 811. 
amDIOlliac), and I immediately plunge it into a bath of melted tin, where' 
I allow it to remain until it bas become well tinned o•er ita whole eur(ace.' 
Tbia done, I apply to the tin11ed iron at the aide where it is to be united. 
with the cut-iron, an alloy or 1older compoeed of copper and tin, In the~ 
proportiODI ol fhe p&ltl or copper, and !Iii or till. The bar or iron tbua 

prepered Is then introdaoed to the bottom or a mould of the 'form aa4 
dimensloaa correepondiag to the bar which it i1 wiabed to be produced 
aad it ie kept down by iron boles or naile, 'Which hue previonely bee~ 
well tinned ; the cut-iron is then poured in a liqaid state on the bar oC 
iroa, until the mould ie 6lled. In this atate,'a fusion takes place at the 
aarfaee of the iron In contaot with the liquid cut metal, aad under the 
i.9ftaence of the alloy o( eolder of copper or tin iaterpoaed, the two piecn 
of bar-iron and cast-iron unite so 6rmly the one tu the other, ti.at it ia 
almOt1t impouibie to SPparate them • 

" To Unite Stttl with Cast-iron.-Follow exactly the aame process u 
above described. 

" To Vnitt Copptr, BT011:e, Gun-Metal, or BrlUI, utith Cast Iron.-Tbeee 
alloy•, as well as all those of copper, can be united by exactly 1imilar 
nieaaa to thoee above deecribed; exoPpt that ia1tead of clearia~'llbe 1111'
faces of the alloys by means of acid and alkaline sulutiona as above mH· 
tinned, the aurf11cPd should be filed, and th!! onion with the cast-Iron 
effected at the lowest temperatare possible, la order that tbe bar of allo)' 
might not be melted. 

"The proportion iadicat.ed above (or tbe composition orthe alloy ore.older 
111 that which appears the moat suitable, where the pieces of metal to he 
united are of moderate dimensions; but when they exceed moderate di. 
measions, it will be better to increase the proportion or coppP.r employed. 

"In the e:i:ampie1 given above, it 11 supposed that the different metals 
were united together oa one side only; but one or these metals may be 
united at two aides, or at two oppo1ite ur adjacent f11C'e1, to the other 
metal•, or Hen covered throughout Ila entire aurface. Further, the piece. 
of metal may have a curriliae11r, angular, or any Olber form, and the 
mmuner of onldlag may be taried accordiag to the rnles wbleh practice 
bu long 1laoe furnished in foundrie1.'' 

THE EFFECTS OF ZINC ON IRON. 
A Jetter from Mr. James Naamyth, of Bridgewater Foundry, Patrieroft 

aear Muobett.er, to the Mint•lf Jourwal, commnnlcatea the resulta o( some 
experimenta recently made at lhe desire of the Lords of the Admiralty, 
with a view to determine whether old iron that bad beea g11lwaaised, or 
coated with zinc, wu rendered unfit for beiDg again worked•up. The 
retulta of th••e experimeata aeem to prove lhat the quality of the iron 
is Improved iaaltad of being det.eriorated by the zinc combiaed with it. 
The following is Mr. Naamyth'1 report of the e:i:periments :-

"A piece of ~aivanlsed iroD·'!ire rope was welded up iatoa bar,ud pot 
lo the moat se\·ere test. In the 6nn place it was found, that although tho 
iron-wire was quite covered with metallic r.:inc, which, although partially 
driven ofl' in the pro.:ess o( welding, yet, 10 far from the presence of the 
metal, or its oxide, preeeating any impediment to the wel<ling of the iron 
(as In the case o( ltad), the iron-wire welded with remarkable ease; and 
the reauit was, a bar of remarkably tough, 1ilvery-grained iron, which 
stood punching, splitting, twisting, and beuding, ia a manner such as to 
1how, that the iron waa not only ncellent, but, to all appearance, actoaHy 
improved in quality in a very important degree. 

"Encouraged by such a reanlt, a atill further, and Hen more severe, trial 
was made-viz.: by welding up a pile of clippings of galvanized iron
plat.ea, or 1beet·iroa, o.overed with zinc, u ia the former experiments. The 
presence of the zinc appeared to ofl'er ao impediment to the welding, ud 
the result waa, a bloom or bar of Iron-the fractllre o( which presented a 
moat remarkable and .beautiful sil•ery grain-. good, if not superior, in 

·upect to the llneat 1ample11 of 'Low Moor'· or • Bowllag ~ iron. Bloom 
of this koa Wtte rolled out in rods, aad tested In the cable·'JM'D•iag 
-machine, and the resalt indicated from ri to 10 per cent. higher snngth 
than the beat samples of wroagbt-iroa-tha1 eatablislilng the fact, that, IO 
far from the preeence of zinc being dntruati'fll to the ttreagth aad &ecaoity 
of wrougbt-iroa, the ooDtrary is the cue • 

" 1 may meatioa, that ban of iron were hea1'd to a welding heat, ,_ 
pared by Soarf for ehealbing, in the aanal manaer; and, on drawing them 
from the fire, for being welded, a handful of zinc filing& wu thrown 
oa the welding hot surface, and the welding proceeded with. In this 
severe teat no apP.areot impediment to the proceu re1ulted ; the Iron 
welded as well aa 1f no zinc bad been preaeat." 

Mr. Naamyth infers from these experiments, that some lmproTemetlt 
might be made la the munfacture of Iron, by the Introduction of metallic 
tine in the puddling furnace. In corroboration oC tbia opinion, be adduces 
the fact that the 1trongeat cut-iron made la Beiglam, and selected tbr 
the caattag of gans, is made from an iron ore In which the ore of zlac 
forms a coaalderable portion. 

Mr. Lei9btoa, of Cwmammoa, following vp the lqgfftion o( Mr. 
Numyth, Jiu commaatoated other application1 of zinc to iron, which ·be 
laad de•il8d for the parpose or bringing a11thraclte -1 more into u1e. 
Hia object wu the preparation oC pore oxide of zinc to be n1ed aa paint, 
for iron-work more eapeoially, for making joint., &o., in lien of white
lead." If," be obsenea," people could be once induced to make a trial oC 
anthracne .coal, worked by a blaat, for aenral maaufactnrlng op•ration1, 
the •alue of thia peculiar fnel would be eirtabllabed. It only rrqu1res a 
beginning ; ft is quite ponibie to treat the aafpbaret of zinc-a •ery 
abvadant ore, known as blrnde1 or black Jaek-au that pare oside o( line 

2::.• 
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and 1alphulie acid lho91d be prepared by the 1Ame operation. Thi• would 
be a very pro&table busineH, and create a coa1umptioa for a couaiderable 
quaatlly of the ore; but at tbe preeent price of the metal, it would even 
pay hand1omely to prepare oxide of :ainc from epeller. Say, in round 
Dumben, 4 cwt. of 1pelter, worth £2 lOs., would yield 6 cwt. of o:i:ide 
of &inc, which, at tbe price uf dry lThile·lead, would be worth £6; the 
coat of labour and fuel being trivial, there would be a profit of rometbiag 
like cent. per cent." 

SUPPLY OF WATER FROM THE NEW RED SANDSTONE. 
A paper" On the Supply qf /he Town qf LirJtrpool with Walw from 

Sluift• 1u•iA in tllt N~ Rtd Sandltont," waa lately read at the Polytechnic 
la1titution, Colquitt.atreet.-After 1ome ob1ervation1, u to the importance 
.of a plentiful 1upply of pure water, th" lecturer remarked that the orij!:in1I 
eource of all water found in the earth is the rain which {alls from the cloud1. 
Though the fall of rain at Liverpool was only about 36 inches per annum, in 
the interior and hilly parts of the country it was far greater: for instance, in 
1846, there fell at Seathwa.ite I:il incbea; Graamere, 121; Buttermere, 87; 
Kelwick, 62; Whitehaven, 49; Cockermouth, 47; and at Mancheater, the 
fall average• about 41 inchea. He bad e:i:amined nrioua 1priuga in the new 
red 11nd1tone, and had never found any above the mean temperature of the 
climate ; and concluded, therefore, that tho1e in the new red aandltone were 
entirely 1upplied from the rain which Calla from the cloud1, estimated in 
that district at 36 incbea per annum. Allowing 18 inches for enporation 
and ngetation, would leave 18 inches abaorbed and 1tored in the earth enry 
year, giving 392,040 gallona per acre, or 2il0,906,600 gallon• per aquare 
mile. He maintained that the strata of the new red 11ndatone, at a leTel 
below the surface of the 1ea, are naturally, fully, thoroughly, and permanently 
aaturated with water; and that any abaft or excavation 1unk to that depth, 
will always, through lateral percolation, be full of water to that height. He 
considered the most desiderable mode would be to sink 1bafn from 1,000 to 
2,000 feet deep, which would pierce a stratum highly Hturated with water, 
and which would be filled to within a abort diatauce of the 1urface. He 
objected to the plan proposed by some persons to be adopted, that of bring
ing aurface water from a di1tance, u all such w11 impregnated with million1 
·of myri:ada of animalculse, to the great detriment of public health. In con
cli11ion, be atated 11 bia decided conriciion, that the 1trata of the new red 
undatone formation ue not yet n.hausted of their water, neither do they 
ahow any 1ymptoma of exhaustion, neither i1 it poaaible to exhao•t them, 10 
long u they maintain their praent constitution and geolo11ical position ; so 
long 11 they conaiat of Innumerable bed1, of variable bardne11, and of 
'Y&riable poroaity; ao long u they are capable of lateral percolation ; 10 long 
u the hydroatatic preaaure of the 1e1 enable• them to keep their lower beda 
at the full point of 11turation ; 10 long as their upper bed1 are greedily ab-
1orbant of water; and 10 long u Nature, in her bountiful beneficence, i1 
annually pouring down upon them more than :i00,000,000 gallon& of water 
upon every aquare mile of their 1urface. 

THE VENTILATION OF TOWNS. 

We have received from a correspondent at Liverpool, a descrip
tion of a plan, which he bas for a long time considered, for elf'ec
tually securing the ventilation of large towns ; and if capable of 

. bein$'. carried into practice, it would have the eff'ect of not only 
ventilating the houses in crowded neighbourhoods, but it would 
also purifj the drains, the exhalations from which are frequently 
the cause of disease throughout large districts. The communica
tion is 'too lengthy to be given entire; we shall therefore only 
extract those portions describing the proposed plan, which may be 
·thus briefly stated. It is proposed that m each town one or more 
large, high chimneys shall be ouilt, with which all the main-drains 
shall communicate; and that the fire-places of each house, instead 
of having chimneys carried through the roof, shall have ftues 
carried below and entering the drains. At the bottom of each of 
the large ventilating chimneys, fires are to be kept burning for the 
purpose of causing sufficient draught. This plan, which carries 
out on an extended scale the mode adopted in ventilating the 
Houses of Parliament and other large buildings, of'ers important 
advantages as a sanitary measure, and. ought not therefore to be 
discarded as impracticable without due consideration. Thi writer, 
who is an engineer, affirms that he bas tested its practicability, by 
detailed calcUlations. We will now let him develope the plan in 
his own words :-

" l t is proposed, that all house and factory chimneys be discon
tinued ; that the smoke and products of combustion, iDBtead of aa
eending as heretofore, and being discharged at the roof, be made 

to descend, pass into the house-drains, and through them into the 
public sewers ; the factories having special communication for 
themselves. 

"It is ftirther proposed, that the sewers be arranged to converge 
and join into larger or main sewers, which would be conducted 
through the town, to the highest and least-occupied ground in the 
vicinity, where these mains, culverts, or tunnelB, would terminate 
in chimneys of great height and capacity, placed at suitable dis
tances apart; and in these chimneys, fires would be maintained con
stantly burning, for the purpose of creating the neceliS&r}' draught 
Besides the communicatiom1 for withdrawing the smoke from the 
house-fires, the writer proposes to provide orifices in each apart
ment, connected with the drains, which could be opened and shut 
by the inmates at pleasure, and there would also be openinp at 
auitable distances Blong each court, lane, and street, colllDlUDi
cating with the sewers. Still more clearly to illustrate bis vie•1, 
suppose we take the case of Lh·erpool, with the 11ituation of which 
the writer happens to be acquainted. Let us presume that four 
or five large chimneys were erected along the brow of the bill 
which 'bounds that town to the east1-one to provide for ventilation 
of the north-end, one for the south-end, and two or three for the 
middle district; that leading tunnels were driven downwards 
towards the river, which tunnels would communicate laterally with, 
and receive the air and smoke from, the street sewers. Then, let 
us see how this plan would operate :-Suppose a powerful current; 
upwards, was established in the large chimneys, tunnels, and 
sewers, it follows that-Firstly, the sewers and drains the111Belves 
would no longer give forth no1:ious exhalations. Secondly, by 
opening the apertures in the streets and courts, we would with
draw the impure air, and produce a constant inftux of pure air, 
which would descend from above. Thirdly, by opening the 
orifices in the houses and apartments, although they were crowded 
with inmates, yet the vitiated air would be so rapidly remo,·ed, and 
replaced by that both fresh and pure, that no injurious come
quences would ensue. Fourthly, there would be no more smoke or 
sulphurous vapour to destroy health, and soil everything exposed to 
its vile influence i. the murky clouds which envelope our manufao
turintr ci.ties w~u d disappear, and give place to clear skies and a 
pure mv1goratmg atmosphere. 

"But it will be said, there would be serious difficulties to contend 
with in the execution of such a plan: this is granted-but they are 
far from being insuperable; in proof of which, the writer will no• 
proceed to consider some of them, only avoiding matters of engi
neering detail. It may be objected that such a scheme would 
prove costly: it is not denied that it would require the outlay of 
a large, though by no means extraordinary, sum of money; but can 
we expect to realise great benefits without proportionate ei:

penditure? If it cost a million to supply such a town as Liver
pool with water, why should we grudge a very much smaller sum 
to supply the same town with air t The one is surely as eS&enti-1 
to the well-being of the community as the other; and the writer 
is prepared to show that a large saving of money would accrue, 
which is at present expended by the ·adoption of such a plan, irre
spective of the immense benefit to the public on the score of 
health. There would be no factory chimneys to erect ; a great 
saving in the arrangement for house-fires, which cannot here be.~ 
tailed ; smaller houses and smaller apartments would suffice for any 
given number of individuals,-consequentl7', there would be a 
economy in building arrangements, accom:ramed by lower rents. Tbe 
ll&llle remark applies to streets, lanes, an courts: look at the enor
mous sums which would be required to alter and widen them, and by 
that means improve the ventilation. Then consider the control 
which would be vested in the authorities over the public heal'11. 
i\t present, it is in vain you tell the poor to go dwell in larger 
houses and more airy situations,-they cannot af'ord it. It i9 in 
vain you tell them not to crowd together in their wretched apaz;&
ments, or they will sulfer from want of ventilation. h u in 
vain you impreBB them with the necessity of cleanlin888, and of 
breathing untainted air: the majority diBJegard it,-how can they 
do otherwise? But with this plan in operation, let ua auppo119 
fever to prevail in some court or alley; we have only to give diieo
tions to unclose one or two apertures, and pure air tl1ill ftow ill, 
weeping disease and death away." 

Solritnt po111er of CAloro/o,,,..-The powerFul 1olttnt capabilltlee or clllo
roform are now, by experiment, fully eatabllsbed. Caootchoac, resfl, 
copal and gum·lac, bromine, iodiae, tbe eaaential oilt, &c., yield to ltl 
eolvent power. Thu property may, it 11 beliHed, profl extculnly ohd· 
nntqe in ma111 of tlae line ud ueeful art&. 
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LOCOMOTIVE CARRIAGE WHEELS. 

Enw.uoEv .. un1, ofthe Haigh Foundry Company, has obtained a 
pa&ent for "certain Improvemenu in tAti m4de of COMtrucling iron 
--..·-Granted October 28, 184.7; Enrolled April 28, 18'8. 

Thia invention consists in a mode of securing the tyre or hoop of 
th ewheel to the spokes or inner rim, without the Ule of bolts or 
rivets. The patentee effects this object by using a dovetail groove 
in the tyre, and a dovetail projection on the rim, which is a method 
that baa been previously adopted1 therefore he makes no claim to 
that; but the peculiarity of bis invention consists in making the 
·groove lal'ger than the projections, and filling the interstices with 
melted sine. Jn the words of the specificstion, the patentee 
claims "the manufacture of wheels in which the dovetail ~oove 
in the tyre is wider at its narrowest part than the dovetail pro
jection on the 11pokea or the inner rim of the wheel is st its widest 
part, and the filling the spaces left when the tyre is shrunk on with 
melted metal or other hard substance. The accompanying section 

o( the tyre and its junction with the wheel, will sufficiently show 
the form of the grooves and projections. The dark portions re
pretient the zinc or other easffy-fusible metal with which the spaces 
are filled. 

Looo•?TIVE ENaINEs.-GEORGE HEATON, Birmingham, engineerl 
bu . obtained a patent for "Improvement8 in locomotive enginu.' 
Granted November 9, 184.7; Enrolled May 9 184-8.-The object of 
thia invention is to prevent the oscillation or iocomotive engines on 
rai~way11; and the 11atentee endeavours to effect this by the apeli
cat1on of counter-balance weights, moving in an opposite direction 
to the pistons ofthe cylinders. The mode of applying these counter
balance weights is as follows :-On each end of the axle of the 
"driving-wheels is placed a crank, to which is united a connecting
rod attached at the other end to the counter-balance weight, which 
is nspended between 'two rods, so as to swing readily to and fro, 
or it is held between fixed guide:..rods, to admit of its slidin~ easily. 
The counter-balance weights should always move in the direction 
oppoeed to that of the pistons, and ahould be as heavy as the com
bined weight of the pistons and the working-gear. 

Cox~UlfD BEAMS oa G1aDE11B.-HENaY FIELDER, Maida-val!!,i 
baa obtained a patent for "Improvementa in iron beama,,,. girder1. 
Granted November 9, 184.7; Enrolled May 9, 18'8.-The patentee 
eonstructs his beams partly of malleable, and partly of cast-iron. 
The lower or tension fiangea are made wholly or partly of malleable 
iron, while the centre ribs and upper or crushing Sanges are wholly 
or partly of cut-iron, according to the duties they have to perform. 
The lower 1lange may be made of, or strengthened by the addition 
of malleable iron, and the centre rib and upper flange remain of cast
iron; or, the upper and lower fianges may be of malleable iron, 
wmed to Uie centre cast-iron rib1 and further strengthened, when 

. exposed to vibration, by angle-iron ; or, the perpendicular ribs 
may al.80 be. compoaed of malleable iron, when uposed to violent 
conculliona. The malleable iron is united to the cast-iron by hot 

• rin:tting, and, in all cases, in such proportion that it shall be able 
. to mpport, alone, .the estimated weight to which the whole girder 
mar be subjeeted. The invention consist• secondly, in the appli
cation of the preceding principle of construction to the strengtben
Jong or repairing of existing beams or girders, with such variation 
o( detail u the particular case may suggest ; and thirdly, to the 
construction of beams or girders composed entirely of malleable 
iron, in which cue the flanges are united to the centre rib by 
angle-iron, the coupling-joints headed, and the whole are futened 
&o«ether by hot rivetting. 

ELECTRICITY OF MINERAL VEINl'. 
M •• RoBERT HUNT (keeper or mining records at the Museum of 

Economic Geology) lately aeli\'ered a lecture on the" Electricity of 
Mineral VeiM," at the Royal Institution, Albemarle-street. 

The lecturer commenced by remarking, that the class of pheno .. 
mena which would form the subject of consideration that evening 
although of the highest interest, had not yet received so great~ 
amount of experimental examination as their importance required· 
and, as their curious nature was, consequently, not generally 
known, he trusted that, having spent many days and nighta in the 
mines of Cornwall, in this investigation, he should be able to 
interest his audience by a narrative of Uie facts now known, u 
well as some of a novel character. 

As a prelimif!ary of absolute nece8;5ity, Mr. H~t exelained Uie 
nature or a mmeral lode by the &d of a beautiful 1sometrical. 
drawing of the lead district of Nentsford. A lode was, in fact, a. 
fissure, formed by some di11turbance or the earth, and filled with 
mineral deposits. Three theories prevailed as tu the origin of 
mineral lodes; i~ . the first place, ~ey were supposed to be con
temporaneous with the rocks themselves; secondly it was con
ceived, that fi11sures were filled by the sublimation of matter from 
great depths in the earth; and, lastly, that substances were preci
pitated from solution in water, which fiowed through those great 
rents in the earth. A mineral lode was not to be regarded as being 
entirely composed or metallic substances; on the contrary Uiey 
were most frequently found containing a large portion of ~hy 
matter, amongst which the metallic ore was disseminated. Among 
the indications which appeared to support the theory of electrical 
action in these formations, was to be regarded the regular dispo
sition of these substances on either side of the lode. The efec
trical theory might be explained in a few words; Ampere sup
posed that currents of electricity tra\'ersed the earth from east to . 
west, and these currents wer:e thought to influence the chemical 
cnanges which had gone on within the fissure during the formatfon· 
of the lode, and determine the order of arrangement. The mOllt. 
striking conditions which appeared favourable to such a view were 
that metals of various kinds were asaociated with peculiar cla~ 
of rocks-tin and copper being BS&Ociated, in a remarkable manner 
with the primary rocks ; whilst. lead was fo.und more abundanlly 
in the limestone formations. These rules, although general, were 
not constant--many striking exceptions might be named. In the 
r~markable mining county of Cornwall the rocks were granite, 
k1llas or clay-slate, greenstone, and elvan. The mineral lodes 
were always most abundant near the junction of the slate and 
granite rocks ; they were generally found in a direction nearly 
from north-east to south-west ; and where they were contrary to 
this, or nearly in the line of the magnetic meridian, there wu 
almost invariably a great dUference in the character or mineral 
substances contained in the lode. This was shown by reference to 
a very large map of Cornwallt upon which the lodes of lead Md 
copper were accurately marked. Again, a very remarkable 
parii.llelism was observed in most districts between the directiQna 
of the lodes, and the veins of granite prophyry (elvan) which oc
curred in their vicinity ; and this fact had been brought in support. 
of the theory1 which refers mineral formations to the action of 
subterranean lleat. 

The various questions which arose out of the phenomena of 
mineral veins, iwd their including rocks, had been most ably 
treated of by Sir Henry De la Beche, Mr. Joseph Carne, .Mr. R. 
W. Fox, Mr. John Taylor, Mr. Hopkins, and others· he would 
not, therefore, dwell on that part of the subject. ' 

Mr. Hunt next considered, whether any of the conditions known 
to belong to the rock formations of a mining district were suJli
cient to produce electrical phenomena. It had been ascertained 
that granite was always colder than slate-a dUference of 20° or 
3~0 w~ alw~ys detected at all depths. . This difference might pos-
111bly give nee to weak thermo-electric currents; but, in the ex
periments he had made to ascertain this point, no such current• 
had been detected. It was also well known that a constantly in
creasing temperature was discovered as we descended into the 
earth. By this means, it was evident that any given portion would 
represent a bar unequally heated. The following table of tem
peratures, obtained in the rock and lode, exhibited the variatiom 
of temperature in the deep mine of Treeavean :-

.. At tea lnel.. • • Ia granite.. • • 117° P. 
At 170 fma.. I.ode in alate 77° P. 
At 196 fma.. Do in granite 83° P. 
At 208 fma.. Do in grauite 85° F" 
At 310 !mi.. la gnnite 94°. P: 

Acoording to .the generally received view1 of thermo-elec\ric 
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action such dif'erences would be ,auflcient .to produce currents. 
That ~as undoubtedly the cue in metallic and good conducting 
bodies, but no such result had been obtained from experiments on 
gnmite, slate, or greenstone. 

[A series of experiments was here introduced-'-llnd, notwith-
.. tttanding the uee of an aolire galvanic series, it was shown that 
the voltaic current would not transTer&e either granite, elate, 

·el van or greenstone--connection being made with them and a very 
deli~te galvanometer, upon whieh not the slightest indioation of 
any action on the needles could be observed. J · 

·When moist, these roeks became over their surfaces oondueters; 
and, by this means, tli.e action on a single pair of zinc aDd copper 
plates, not more than an inch square, WAS detected through a con
siderable extent of country. Mr. W. J. Henwood had 1mppo1ed 
·that he had detected currents of voltaic electricity through the 
granite and slate roeks of Cornwall; but the lecturer, who had 
repeated those experiment!! with great care, was led to believe that 
the slight deflection of the needle obtained was due entirely to 
some chemical action in the wires employed at the point of con
tact wi~h the rock, or within its length--t!ullh slight disturbances 
being of oonstant occurrenoe in all e.,;periments of this class. 
Afthough there was not, therefore any experimental evidence in 
proof of the voltaic condition of the rocks, yet the regularity of 
arrangement observed in the lodes themselv-in which zinc, 
copper and quartz, lime, pyrites, barytes, fluor-tipar, argentifereus 

1Jead,, and quartz, alternated in the most regular order, as was 
<Shown by Bpecimens from the mines of· Cornwall, Derbylhire, 
•8u:onv, and Mexico-present features so analogoas to those which 
·Often appear in iralvanic experiments, that we are compelled cer
·-tain}y to infer that some modification of the electric foroe was 
eoncemed in the phenomena. Specimens of pseudo-morphous 

·bodies from the Cornish mines, and arrangements of brown spar 
upon quartz, from Schemnitz, quartz upon 11uor-spar, and iron 
pyrite11, and the double sulphuret of copper upon large quartz 
cryRtals, in all of which a uniform system of arrangement, per
. fectly independent of eaeh other, was shown-and these were to 
.lie referred, in all probability, to the diBpOlling power of electrical 
eUTl'ents. 

Such were the principal evidences to be adduced in suppon of 
the eleetrical theory. Mr. R. W. Fox was the first to di8(l()ver-any 
irldiootions of electricity in mineral ·lodes. By placin~ copper 
wires against tw<> portiens of a lode, or of two lodes divided by a 
eroes-cou1'8e, Bild oonnecting those wires with a galvanometer, a 
considerable deflection of the needle was obtained-often to such 
an extent, that from the violence of the action, it was impossible 
'to note the deflection. In nearly all the mineral lodes of Corn
wall, upon which experiments were made, these currents had been 
detected. Experiments made by Mr. Fox, in Coldberry and 
:Skeers, in Teesdale, gave, however, negative results; and the 
·results on the lead lodes at the Mold mines were not very decided. 
Prof. Reich, of Freyburg, obtained very decided results upon tli.e 
lead and ailver lodes of that district; and, in one case, succeeded 
in detecting a mass of silver ore at some distance behind the rock. 
Von Strombeck, on the contrary, could obtain no re8Ulte from the 
lead and copper lodes on the right bank of the Rhine. In addi
·tion to these results, others of a most satisfactory kind had been 
obtained by Mr. Henwood and Mr. John Arthur Phillips. The 
lecturer had himself almost invariably obtained very decided 
tllllvanometric inllications from the copper lodes of Dolooath, East 
'Wheal Crofty, East Poul, and other Cornish mines-in one instance 
ao powerfully, that the electro-chemical decomposition was pro
duced. Mr. Fox has been successful in procuring an electrotype 
copy of an engraved plate by the cuJTent collected from two lodes 
of iron and of copper pyrites, and also in inducing magnetism in 
a bar of soft iron. Mr. Pattinson, at the wish of the British Asso
eiation, made a series of experiments on the rocks of the limestone 
formation in the lead districts of the north · but he could not 
detect any evidence of electrical currents. ' 

It now became a question, to ascertain if these currents of elec
tricity, detected in mineral lodes, were in any way connected with 
the general currents traversing the earth, according to the theory 
of Ampere ; or, were they of a more local cb&l'acter? The lecturer 
was induiied toconclude,fromall his experiments andobllt!rVationa, 
that these currents we1e entirely local, and due to the chemioal 
action going on within the lode itself. Jn all C8llt'IS where chemical 
action could be detected, it was certain the current acting on the 
galvanometer was·more energetic than·where no chemical change 
was apparent. In this way might be accounted for the failure of 
Von Strombeck on the lead and copper lodes of the Rline, and of 
Mr. R. W. Fox himself on the lodes of Teesdale-in all probability 
those lodm beirig in a very permanent condition. It waa•thought 

lly the lecturer that the fact, that these currents often being found 
to traverse tlae lodes in a direct.ion .contrary· io the currents of 
Ampere, and frequently at right angles to them, militated againA 
that view which referred the one to the in1lae11ce of the etirer. The 
lecturer had allKl detected currents from piles of ore on tke -mrfaee,. 
whieh had been exposed to t\e inftaences of the atmosphere; .ad 
these currents were certainly only measuren of &he amoant of 
chemical action going on in the pile. 

That these local lode currents might have a powerful el'ect upon 
DlAlilles of matter exposed to their i.n.ftueaces, was highly probaDle: 
and he was disposed to refer the conditions in which cobalt ~ 
nickel were often found in the croll!H)()urses, between the ends Of 
dislocated lodes, as due to this local chemical electricity. T.be 
character of many of the decomposing lodes was next desoribed.; 
and it was shown that, under the infiuence of the percolation of 
rain-water from the surface, charged with oxygen, UJd the &Aioa 
of the saline water rising from below, few lodes admitting w.ater SO 
11ow threugh them could be free from chemical actioza. He had 
analysed the waters of many of the deep mines, aDd tlae. followmg 
were the results of a few of these analyses:-

The water from Great St. George containe_d; in a cubic foot, SllO 
grains of common salt; that of the United Mines, rising hot, 481 
grains; of Dolcoath, 218 grains; of Great Wheal Charles, 612 
grains ; Consolidated Mines, at 80 fathoms, 656 grains ; and at the 
250 fathom level, 918 grains. This muriate of soda was estimated 
quite independently of the earthy and mineral salts. It was, 
doubtless, derived by infiltration from the ocean; and, from its 
quantity, acted, no doubt, powerfully upon the lodes it traversed. 

Although these currents, detected by the galvanometer, were not 
regarded by the lecturer as in any way proving electrical agency 
in the formation of mineral veins, yet the evidence obtained by 
Mr. Fo.x, by Mr. Jordan, and more recently by himaelf,..that alee.. 
tricity would give to clay a sc.histose structure and form along a 
curved line, no doubt related to some line· of electrical actiori, a 
miniature lode of copper (of which illustrations were exhHJited),, 
supported the general view of electrical action. Incidentally the 
conducting powers of iron and copper pyrites, galena, aud ~e 
other minerals, were experimentally shown; and al&o the dec9m
position of yellow. ore by electrical action. 

In conclusion, the lecturer carefully recapitulated all the main 
points of evidence, for and against the electrical views, and pointed 
out many very curious circumstances, evidently dependent UptUl 
some peculiar conditions of the adjacent rocks, but which coiild 
not be referred, with any certainty, to electrical action. Pro~u!!l 
those currents now nearly determined as in ·constant 11ow ar 
the earth, might froduce the curious results observed.; but a &:r 
larger amount o experimental evidence than that yet obtained 
was required, before this view could be admitted u one of tAe 
received facts of inductive science. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
Baron de Goldnnid'• Hautt.-The grand ball.room at SL John'a Lodge 

ia tbe Regent's Park, or wbich 10 much has been epokea and wriUea wa 
lighted laat week, for a party given by tli1e Baron de Goldsmid. The ~ 
ie reported to have been most admirable. Although Mr. Barry and Mr. 
Poynter had exerted every care, the efrect of light upon tbe decoratlom 
mmt have canard thew some anxiety, and It mmt be mo1t gratifying to 
them to have rueceetled 10 completely. The riebnen of the gilding contri
bute• to the grandeur or the room, without destroying its air of cbuteaesa. 
and If Mr. Barry be reproached that there ia a want of repose in the H~ 

·of Lords, and too great profuaion or omamen&atloa, the 11me objection cn
uot be made against a ball-room. Thia saloon ia the great work or tJm 
prment ._, &1ld It It pleuiag to .leam that tlie m11Dl8ceut patro.age ef 
the Baron de Goldamid haa bleu, u a1oal with him, diaplayod in the eD0811· 
ragemeat of 8aglilh artiau, ianead of being laYiahed upon foreipeni .11 11 
too common with oar aobllity. ' 

M1Mral Pf'Odvtt qf 4allria.-The lateat pabli1hed pemmentUIOail 
give the Collo"·illg u the miaeral produce of AD1tria :-Gold, 35 cwt. ; m_., 
647 cwt.; mercury, 1661 tons; iron, 148,379 tons; oopper, 2,7fl3 ._,. 
lead, 6,666 tona ; litharge, 1,299 toua; z.iuc, 227 tona; calamine, 908 tear.! 
tin, 49 tons; antimony, 231 tons; cobalt, 132 ton•; m&DpDMe, 6f teM ~ 
anenic, 50 tom; plumbago, 1,327 tona; alum, 1,404 toa1; mlpbate of 
iron, 5,354 tona ; aalphate of copper, 288 tou1 ; 1ulphar, 1,259 tau ; coal. 
524 tons. 

Tiie Holyli«lll Stem11°Packet .. -The principal trial of the new Hol:Jhad 
steam-packet LktDellyn, matter, Commander Grey-Teasel anti engines de
aigned and manufactured by Miller, Rueahill, and Co., ot' Blackwall-todk 
place on Monday, the 15th nlt. It ia atated that, under adverae cin:la111o 
alancea, ahe made four um at the meuured mile, at Long Beac:la, which 
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gave ber an average rate of apeed of 15•415 nautical miles, or nearly 17l 
siatate miles per hDur, never makiug le11 than 27 revolutions per minute. 
She then run lo the Nnre light, pasaing the distance from the town pier at 
Gra'l'elell•, i11 Ol'M!·~ ·and jiflHrl ttCfllllh-; and thea ran from the Nore 
light to the Mouse light and back twice, daring which time her greatest 
apeecl wu 20-! 1tatuta miles per hour, and her loweat rate at 15·845. The 
J.aUer, however, in cooaequeoce of the throttle-valve being open, was held to 
be & bad trial, and she wu accordingly tried up and down again the 7•65 
knota' distance. When working at 28 IUld 29 revolution• per minute, abe 
JDMle tbe 1ame nm down in 27 minute& 22 aeconJs, or at the rate of 16·798 
knots; And the re&nm trip in 3~ mioutee, or at the rate of 15·049 knoll. 
T.kiDg the average of the two lut ruoa, the speed of the J.w-Uya WM 
-rty 16 nautical 1nilea an hour, or 18! statute miles per hour. 

T.le N~"lll St~am-Ship Barin at Port1mouth.-Tbi1 national work, which 
bu been conatrncted with the Tiew of alfording to steam.ships a fitting 
and convenient place of reception, was opened on Thursday, the 25th of 
M.11. The firat lltooe wu laid January 13th, 1845. Its original design 
was far of far lesa magnitude, but as the work progressed, enlargements and 
improvementa were 1ugge1ted, until the plao1 were finally extended to their 
present spaciooa dimeosionL Its mean averlll!e length is 774 feet, 400 feet 
wide, aad 31 feet deep from the coping, covering an area of more than aeveo 
acnw. The entrance is 80 feet wi.Oe, and the depth of water at the loweat 
t.idea 21 feet. There ii alao a fine wharf age onbide the buin, in the bar. 
bov, wbere there is water to the depth of 13 fee*, which i1 aufficien& to 
accommodate 1~cond-clas~ steamers. There are two inlets ou the eut 11ide 
of the basin, each 300 feet long by 70 wide, and 30 feet deep from the 
coping; these are to enable vc11els, whole refitmeots must be completed 
in a harry, to be worked upon by the artilaos on both 1ides at 0t1ee. On 
the we1t brink of the basin i1 a great factory, of handsome architecture, 
687 feet long, 48 feet wide, and al high, and is partially roofed in. On 
the 1outh wall is a new brass foundry, 90 feet by 110, which bu been for 
aome time in partial working. The baain is considered capable of accom
modating around its sides nine steam frigates of the first class, and bu em. 
ployed, on the average, l ,aOO men since tbe commencement, besides an 
immense body to whom it has given work off the premises-in the quarrie~, 
fore.ti, iron works, &c. Besides the above materials, there have been used 
in TUioua parts of the whole about 2,500 tons of cast iron from Stafrord
lhire. The rough coat of the Jabour already turned out of hand is £400,000. 

Sadden Draini11g of tlu Niagara Ril'er.-Tbe follol\'icg extract of a 
le&ter we hue received from the United States, describes a very curious 
pbft-non, which recently alarmed the resideota Dellr the Falls of 
Niagara:-" The good people al the falls were greatly alarmed a few 
WHkl ago, fearing that the bottom of the river had falle11 out; for all at 
oace 1he mills ceased to work, and great part of the falls on Table-Hoek 
were bare. The river, a little above Goat lslacd, was bare for half the 
dutance across. A gentleman drove bis wagon on the bare rock to the 
middle of the bed of the rh·er, where to have vectured the day previona 
would have been certain death. Tbe wont fears were ectertaiced ; some 
believed the world was comicg to ac ecd-icdeed, fear was stampf!<l on 
eNrJ coootenlDCe till the cauae was explaiced. The fact wa1, that " 
qoaotity of ice on Lake Erie bad drifted to the mouth of the river, and 
impeded its fiow ." 

SupnuiMI Bridgt ntar tM Falla of Niagara.-The first nr, sn1peodeci 
by a wire cable, crossed fro10 cliff" to cliff below the falls of Niagara on the 
11th of March. Mr. Ellett, lhe ecgineer who ha1 undertaken the COD• 
1lnKtioo of the sn1pensioo 0 briJge at tllat place, wu the first person wbo 
croued over, amidst the cheers of a large coccourse of people. The 
Tunn&to Col.o11i1t observes: " !\Ir. Ell~tt must feel gratitioatioo and cou1• 
meodable pride that be ie the first man wbo ever crossed in a carriage 
thrnPgh the air, on wire, from one empire to another; tllereby, it is to be 
hoped, leading to a happy, prosperous, generous, aoJ reoiprocal union-I\ 
firm cJ&aia of frie!Mlrbip between mother and daughter.'' We ruay suppoae 
1bat among lhose who esperienced alarm at the sudden draining of the 
Niagara riTer, noticed .abo,.e, the sbareholdel'll in the eoapeoaioo-bridge 
uodertakin1t, were not less frightened than the otbera. 

Co•••i=tiou ill Railu:ay Traiiu.-Anolher of the many plan1 pro
poeed for establishing a communication between the passengers and the 
guard, and through him with tile ecgioeer, on railway trains, has been re. 
eeotly patented. The inventor of lbia plan is Mr. Edward Tattenall, of 
Newmarket, I.ind surveyor; and it coosials in haviug a cord run along the 
iop. of all the carriages, communicating with the handle of the steam-
wbi1tle, or with a bell. The patentee claims as new au apparatus for 
leagtheuing or shortening the cord, without requiring it to be drawn out 
longitodinally. To enable the passengers to communicate with the gnard, 
a lamp by night, and a signal board by Jay, i~ to be fised to the top of 
eech carriage, aod the pasaenger, by pulling a string may rai1te a flap that 
ordinarily aec:urea the lamp or &igoal-board, and when the guard beea thia 
notice, be i1 to pull the cord to order the engine·driver to stop. 

lrn Or~ i11 ..dlgiera.-A report presented to the Paris Academy of 
8cieacM. oa a communication made by M. Fournel, respeclicg the mineral 
wealth oC Algier~, repreaents the iron ore to be extremely abundant and 
ridl. In the mouotaina of Bou Hamra, throughout a di•lance of four 
leagues, the croppillga-out of a C01111iderable number of beda of ore may 
ti. .obM.ned, attaiaillg 1ometimes a considerable sine, anJ never 111111 than 
Crom foor to five yards in depth. At the north of Fizara there i1 an entire 
l8Clllll&aio (I.be Mohta El Hadad, or iron quarry), which rise. out of the 
peiM, and literally pmente Crom ita baee to it1111mmi1, that ia to aay, a 

height of abont 108 yards, one mua oC pure oxide oC iron, without tbe 
admixture of any othl!r substance. To the east of this monntaio, M, 
Fournel traced upwards of 16 points where the ore wu cropped-out. M. 
l'ournel baa also fonod large quantities of aacieot acoria:, pro1·iog 1bal 
these sources of mineral wealth bad been worked by the Romans, or per· 
haps by the Vandals; there are al10 scattered amongst these acoriae, spe
cimens of the metal produced, so that by analysis it can be ascertained 
from which bed of ore the metal produced at such and such a point, wu 
obtained. 

Copyiilg Eltctric Ttltgrapl•.-An electric telegraph which will produce 
at a distant town fac.Jimik copil"S of writing l\pplied to the iustrumeot 
in London, has just b~en iuventl"d by Mr. F. C. HakeweU. We have seen 
a specimen of tbe telegraphic writing copied from the original.by a sepa• 
rate instrument, only connected with the other by wirea in the ordinary 
manner. We understand that arrangements are being made to ghe the 
invention a trial at a Jong distance, for the purpose of adopting this mode 
of telegraphic communication generally, if it be found equally applicable 
betw~eo distant towns as it is at short inte"alt. The rapidity with which 
copies may be made with this instrument, will far esceed the manual dex· 
terity of the quickest writer; for the ioveutor expects to be able to ll'llDI• 
mit 600 alphabetical letters per minute. Where sllort-haod is employed, 
of course the rapidity of tnwsmiseioo woo Id lie much greater; and we 011-
derataud tllat even plans and drawings may be cupied by the same inslra·. 
ment. 

Phospliutt1 in the Grun Sand.-The green sand formation, situated 
under the chalk, contains fossil substances in such abucdance as to render 
lhem va!nable as manures, ic consequence of the phosphate of lime which 
is thus obtained. Attention has been recently directed to this subject, and 
if the fertilizing properties of green sand he as great as is represented, 
there exists in tbe south of England vast stores of manure, correepoodiog 
in chemical pnipertiea with the gunno that bu been scraped from distant 
islands, and solJ at a high cost in this country. The preoeoce of coprolite 
(duogstooe) nodules iu the upper green 811.Dd acd gault, wu pointed out 
by Dr. Fitton SeYeral years ago, iu bis account of the "beds below the 
chalk," published in the" l'ranHctioos of the Geological Society," vol. iv. 
second aeries ; acd Dr. F. also ascertained the large proportion of pbos· 
phate of lime rootaiocJ in theso bodies. Dr. Fittoo's obaerrations were 
chie8y made from the gault at Folkestooe. Hut he has also noticed the 
existecce of these nodules in vnrious parts of the npper nu<I lower green 
sacd. There are cliffs of the upper green sand at Eastbourne, in Sussex, 
where the fossil and coprolitic nodules may be found. If we paH from the· 
out·crop of the green sand in Susaex and Surrey, we find it again· in still' 
greater force westward, in the fertile vale of Pewsy, one or the finest 
pieces of wheftt Jan<i in the kingdom. The whole vaHey from Bedwio to 
De•izes is coveredwitb this soil, the stratum dipping under the ohlllk 
of the Marlborough downs on the north nod Salisbury plain on the south. 

Improved Maohm~ firt' Rolling Jro11.-Mr. Benjamin Nonoo, oC Boonto.,. 
New Jeney, U.S., baa recently obtained a patent in America, for• a im· 
provement in the machine for rolling iron. In deseriblog hi1 inTention, the 
patentee aays-" Io rolling- tbe billets of iren that are to be converted into, 
hoop-iron, or iuto scroll, baad, or other iron of a like charaet11r, the appa. 
ratus used, as ordinarily coostrucled, coolista of three rollers, the aua of 
which are in the same 1·ertical plane. The liillet i1 passed through a groove 
in the lowermoai pair, anJ is returned through a groove in the uppermo•l 
pair, by which it is prepared to be paned through the smooth or finilhiog 
rollers. In my improved apparatus I nse but two rollers, in which the billec 
is first pused in tbe usual way; as it passes from between the1e rollers on 
the rear side, it enten a curved trough, which I call a receiver, and thil 
trongh conducts it roond the re1r aide of the upper roller towards the work.' 
man in front, who paaaes it into the groove in the fint in1taoce, and who 
then p1111ea it ioto a second groove, formed in the aame rollet1; by which 
arrangement much time aud friction are saved, and o~herobvious advaotagea 
obtained. The patentee claims the combination of the covered trough, or 
receiver, with a pair of rollers, for the purpose of conveying the strand to 
the fronc of the rollers, in combination with the employment of the &ee0od• 
groove, or grooves, in the lower roller, and thereby admiUing of the widen
ing out of the eolian. 

Et/ltr a /NJJ1tihd•for Steam.-M. Zede, Director of the Ports of Franee, 
at tile reque1t of M. Lafond, a lieutenant in the Marine Navy, bas made 
several esperimentl on the employment of the vapour of ether in one of the 
cylinders of a 1team.engine. The results were very satisfactory as far u 
regards the employment of tbe mechanical force contained in thil vapour ; 
but u regards aafety, M. Zede stat.ed that it is impotlible to conceive the 
danger ari1iog Crom the uae of so inflammable a liquid u anlpburic ether. 
In order to remoTtl this objection, M. Lafond baa propoaecl to him the em• 
ploymeot of chloroform in place of ether. 

CauH qf Rain.-At a reoeat meeting of the Paris Acadenry of Scieoce1, 
M. Babinet esplaioed his theory of the cauae of rain, founded on oumeil 
rou1 ob11erva1ioo1. H6 11uppose1 that a volume of humid and heated air 
having riaen into the upper regions of the 1Ltmoaphere, e:1p&11ds in the 
rarer air; coosequenUy, the tempenllure beeomee lowered, and ~be vapo~r 
coode111e11 and is precipitated in rain. Thete seems to be nothing new lA 
this theory• and it fail1 to 111111ign au intelligible cauae for the ohaened phe
nomena of rain. It ia found•d also on the qoeetionable a8811mplion, that 
the portiooa of the almoapber• near the earth rise wlaen heated into the 
alrata o( air above ; btcause, in most circ11m1tances, the dill'erence in the 
pressure of the atmosphere at higher elevaUOlll, c&111ea a greater dilfere~ 
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la the relative weights or t>qaal volumes tbaa the difl'erent degnea of heat 
above and below. M. llabioet, indeed, seems lo admit this, a1 the expan· 
aioa of the humid air be aapposet lo be caa1ed by the rarer 1tate of the 
apper at1D01phere, and yet be seems lo have forgotten to take Into coo1i
that the denser and heavier air would not riae into the lighter. 

Aulyril of PAolpJlatn.-Menrs. Dumas and Pelouze have rrportt'd 
yery favourably of the proceaa adopted by M. Raew1ky, to ascertain the 
proportions of phosphoric acirl contained in phosphates. The proceH coo· 
1iatl la bringing the phosphoric acid to the state of pho1ph"te of the per· 
oside of iron, and tht'o to aacertaio the quantity of Iron which it contains. 
Aa the phosphate of the peroxide of iron is insoluble in acetic acid, in 
precipitating the phosphoric acid from an acid liquor by means of the 
acetate or the peroxide of iron, the Alt will be precipitated pure, and can 

. consequently be collected ia a ftlter. After a careful washing, if It be dia
aohed in nitric acid, and reduced to the minimum atate of oxidation by 
the acid of a suitable addition of sulphate of soda, thne will remain only 
to aatu rate the iron restored to this state by means of the proportionate 
quantity of permangaoic acid oeceaAr) lo convert it again into peroxide. 

Rotary Htt16.-A patent bas been taken out for rotary heel• to boots 
and aboes, 10 that, however aoeveoly a person may trea<l, the heel may be 
regularly worn by giviug it a taro daily, lo npoae a fre,b 1urface at the 
part moat trodden on. 

I11mibu Miuician•.-Mr. A. Baio, the ingenious inventor of electric 
telegraphs and clocks, has obtaioe<l a paleol for an invention, part of 
which coosiata in cauaing musical iastrumeota lo be ployed by rlectro·mag
oe1i1m, without the apparent agency of any musician. He rtfecta lhia by 
placing t>lectro-magoets under the keys of the instrument, and tbeae mag
oeta are connected by wires with aome other similar instrument in another 
room, or it may be in some other part of the llltoe town. Wheorver one of 
the keys of the original instrument is pressed down by the performer, it 
completes the electric circuit, and induces magnetism in the trmporary 
magnet ooder the correapoo<liog key of the distant io1trumeot, and that is 
ioatantly drawn down and sounds the note. This arrangement miithl be 
continued through several ioatrumeots, enry one or which would be. 
played at the Ame time by one performer, wbowould be touching the keys 
of only one instrument, and that, perhaps, a mile apart from the others. 
Jn another part of J\lr. Bain'• invention, be proposes lo dispense with 
performer• altoitelber, and to make lbe printed music play itself. Tbid ia 
done by perforlltiog holes io a sheet of paper, which is to be drawn over 
the opeoioga of '"ind in11rumen11. Whenever lbA perforated holea co
hcide with the orifices in the instrument, the notes are aouoded ; and by 
arranging the perforations at their proper di~tancee, the tune is played I 

Manqfactvrt of WJlilt Lead.-Some improvementa in the manufacture 
of carbonate of lead have recently been patented by M. Jr.an Marie 
Fourmeolin, of New 8ridge-11reet, Blackfriars. In tbia pruceaa, the 
carbonate uf lead i1 productrd by the decomvoaitioo of oxichloride of lead 
(obtained by the action of sea salt upon protoxide of lead), by means of 
carbonic acid, which decomposea theoxicbloride; an insoluble carbonate of 
Jead being produced, and a eolntion of chloride of 10dium remaining. 

Tripu Railw11y Brtak.-A model of a triple railway break, invented by 
M. Laigoet, bu been submitted to the Paris Academy of Sciences. Each 
part of the break must be 11occe&1ively <lestroyed before any material 
damage can be done, and the reaiallance olfered is calculate<l to be auffi· 
cieot completely to OYercome the momentum of the train. The action of 
the break is independent of the engioe-driYer, and it ia constantly ready 
to act when occaaiou requires. The name given lo tbi1 break is Paraehoc 

Nt'fD Rifk.Barrtl.-A new mode of forming the 1piral-in1ide rifle-barrel~ 
bu been regiatered by Mr. Lancaster. lnatea<l of making the apiral of a 
regular helical form tbrongbout, that form is adopted only in the firat half 
of the barrel, commencing at the breech ; the other portion being on an 
aniformly accelerating geemelric curve. The advantages Aid to be gained 
by 1bi1 method are-diminution of tht' recoil, a aaatained spiral motion 
without the present liability in rifles of stripping the ball, llDd a larger 
range with lhe same charge of powder. 

Tile Colkge at Put,,ey.-The Admiralty experiments on coala for the steam 
navy, are continued at Putney College, in lbe building• erected there by 
go•eroment for the purpose. Dr. Lyon Playfair has recently constructed 
for this College, the largest magnet that has hitherto been made. 

MammotJI. Machlnt.-The Rt'lfrt1D1hire !Uformtr ooticea the manufacture 
by Messrs. T. Shanks, of Johnstone, an immenat' alotiog machine for culling 
and dressing up, by self-action, the cranks and cro11°bead1 or the largest 
marine 1team-eogioes, finishing them throughout, from the rough block u 
they come from the forge. The machine i~ erecting for Mr111rs. 1''ulton 
and Nellaoo, of Laocetie.ld Forge, and the weight of the 1in11le casting 
which forms its base ia 28 Iona. Thia cast was executed by Me11ra. John 
Goldie and Co., of the Hayfield Foundry, and took four months in the 
monldiog. 

M""val P"""" LoCOfJIOtifle.-A Manchester paper. atatea, that Mr. Archi
bald Farrie, an ingenious mechanic of that town, bu invented a locomoti•e 
to be propelled by manual labour, which was 1ucce11fully tried along 
aeveral of the streets of Manchester. The carriage 'IHI stopped t'very now 
and then, lo allow partiea to inspect the mo•emeot of the machine-the 
working of which apprared to cause the driver only a alight 01uacular 
ell'ort, aided by manual dP.xterity, The machine weighs 8 cwt., h111 no 
cranks, and bu been worked by one man up 10 Incline of 8 feet in the 
Jard, while twelve prnooa were in It. 

LIST OP KEW PAT.Bll'l'll. 

GILANTSD nr 8!1'0LA!l'D rao11 APaJL 27, TO MAT 26, 1848. 
Sil MOJ1tlu tllkrwdfor Bnnlmnat, •Ilk,, otlwwitt ~ 

Wllllam Nowton, or Chaneft7°lane, lJlddltHZ, e!Yll nglDHr, ror .. Imp-la ID 
macblMl'J for burrtnr, glonlng, and carding wool and conon or otmllar llbrou m8lellala 
nqwrta1 tbOM p-." (A commuot .. Uoa.)-llealld April '11. 

Edward Walm1ley, of Heaton Norrl1, Liiaeublre, cotton 1r,tnaer, fDr ""'"8lD la
JllOYld apparatu for pren0Un1 lht esplotlon of tteam bollen. '-Apri 217. 

William Renl'J Barlow, of Derby, civil engineer, and Tbomu Fon&er, of Streetbsm 
Common, Surrey, potleman, for" lmpronmenta lo eleclrlc &elqtapb1 and la appazma 
couoected tberewltb,"-Aprll 'Q, 

Tllomu Edmoncaoo, or lU'ancbttter, machlnl1t, for "lmp..,..emeola la marlrlDg aa4 
ouD1btrlor railway aod other Uclreu or 1arfac.-a, and ID arrangla1 and dhlrlbutbltr 
Uclrrta.''-Aprll 'Il. 

Daniel Rice Prall, of Wercet&er, la the State or. Hauacb111111a, America, for N .... 

cblnel'J for conoecUor rallwar carrlagtt."-Avrll 'Q. 

Jamtt K. Ho.,., of the city of New Yorlr, lo the t1oltetl lltatn of America, fM • lm-
p..,..ementa la bwldlnr ablpa and other YH111a."-Aprll '11. 
. Roger <ttorp Salter, of BlrbnbHd, In the C'Ollnty of Cbttter, aanw,or, for ., eenafD 

Im provemeata la carta for the dlatrlbulloa or Uqllld aublt&D-, and ID the couVucdaD 
at drala1, aewen, and ceupoola, aad In the clean1lar ur tbe ume."-Aprll 'P. 

Cbarltt FleldlnB Palmer, or Blrm1D1bam, ror "a new or lmprond cbalfbeat.e -.·• 
-Aprll'Il. 

Alezander Parlrtt, of Birmingham, e:sperlmental cbemltt, for "lmprowementa la tile 
manufacture or melall and lo coaUog melal1.''-Aprll '11. 

William John Nonnanvlllt, of Parlr Vlllare, lllddl-z, RCDU .. au, for "certain lm
proYemeata In railway or other rarrlagu, partlr con1!1Unr or a ... mod .. or coaat.,.u:llna 
the ule-bozea and Jouroala or wbeell 1 alao an lmprond method or lubrlrallar the aald 
journala or other portion• or macblne'T, by tbe IDuoducUon ot "'lueo111, allmllae, olftd 
glaoua, or aapooaceou1 tol11Uou1."-Kar :I. 
·hue Harleo, of Rotedale Abbey, Yorlr1bltt, farmer, for "certain Imp-la la 

macb!DH or macbloe'T fobarrowlag, aowla1, and manDrlnr land. "-Kar 2. 

ll&lab Davlet, of Blrmlnabam, engineer, for " lmprovementa In 11ea:;:r..:; and 
locomotlre carrlllp1, parta at which.,. alto applicable &o other moUft ."-
Mar :I. 

Ale:sandtr Soatbwoot\ Stoclrtr, of Yorlr-rlace, City-road, Jllddleoez, pntlem&D, for 
., cert.ala Impro••ment1 In time teachtra and boxH, 1&ow rardl, or holdnw fbr ma&cbes. 
iwa1, ptn1, nttdltt, and other artlclea, and In the mode or mod .. or 1D&Dafacmrtnr tbe 
aam1."-lhy :J. 

Felldl4! Rol1oa Se!llrue, of 6, Doul...,.r& Beaamarchall, Parlo, for "t'fttaln lmpnlft
menta In propellta~, and the machinery employed therein.'' (A communlcaUoo INlll 
her !ale b111band.)-Uay 2. 

Rtnl'J William S..hwar&1, of Greet Saint Helra'1, Loodoa, mercbaal, for "lm..,.,_ 
men ta In 1team en1loe1." (A con1munlcaUun.)-Uay 2. 

Ltwla Doobar Brodie Gordon, of Ablogdoa-alrwt, City, for "aa lmpro"'meo& or lm
proYtllltnta la ralhny1."-lfay 9. 

William UcLardr, or Salford, Liineublre, maaqer, and J-pb IAwla, of Uae -
place, machtne.111U:H, for .. certain lmproY•menta In machinery or 1ppan.tu appllcsb&e 
IO the ~ttparaUon and 1ploalng or cotlOo, wool, 11111, llu, and otber llbroao mi.-.' 
-Kar». 

Richard Liimlng, or Cllchr la <'.aronn•, In the ttpnbllc of Prauce, for "&ll lmproft
ment or lmproftmtnta la the maaufactun of oullc acld.''-Kay 9. 

Edward Ral,b, ofWalrelleld, plumber, for" an taftDUoa for mearcutng ,,.&er or UIJ 
otber lluld."-Mar g, . 

Vincent Price, of Wardour-atreet, Bobo, Mlddleaez, macblal1t, for "cer&aln now CIC' 
Improved mwbanlcal aireogementa for oblalntor and appl:rla1 moUYe power."'-ll•r II, 

Charin Raococlr, of Brampton, llllddleaez, pntleman, for "certa1n lmprond prwpar: 
atlon1 and compound• or gutta porcba. and «rt.lo lmprovementa la the manufactlltt al 
art1clt1 and fabric• compo1od or g•tta percha alone, and lo combloaUoo with oilier oul>-
1tanceo.''-lllar 11. 

Tbomu Be1tell, of Tooting. Surnr. watcb-malrer1 and Richard Clark, of the Sll'IDd, 
Weatmlnetor, lamp-manufacturer. for "lmproftlllenta la cbrnnometen, clocb, WMCba, 
aod other dme-lreerera.''-Uay 11. 

George Armllron,, of NewcuUe-npoo-T)'oe, fllllaeer, for" &D lmproTad --pen. 
mre eoghur."-Uar U. 

Marlr Smith, of R.,..ood, Lancublre, powu.IDom maker, for " certal.a lmpro-la 
In loom• for wearin1."-Uar 11. 

William Tarlor, or Birmingham, mecbanllt, for "&D lmproYed mode oftarn1D1 ap or 
bendlnf llal plateo or 11\alleable metall, or mldure of molala, braid or macbliwl'J, Calo 
1ubt1.' -Mar \8. 

George Hen'T Baralll, of Alhany.-place, Ro......,.road, Jamel Patenoa, of Baldwl11 
1treet, Cltr-road, and John lilatbelYI, of Normau'o-bulldlop, Old-atreec, east-., 
lllddleaez, for "a certain lmprared mttbod or method• or I-Ung mall llqaon aad 
other liquid• or llulda, and certain Improvements In marbloery or apparatao for eir-.., 
ouch lmprared method or metboda or treatment.''-Mar ~-

Abraham Bolomona, of London, merchant, and Bondr .&nlay, of Rotherblthe, S.fftT, 
printer. for .. lmp ..... ementa lo tbe manufacture or po, tar, cbarcoal, and cer&lliJl adda. .. 
-May :16. 

Matthew H.,ae, of Wa&erbead Ull11, Laneublre, alacblae malru, and Jmepb Phtll 
at Huddtralltld, Yo1lr1hlre, cotton doubltr, for "«rt.In hnproYementa lo m.c:IWlel'J to 
twl•Ung and doubling couou yarn• and other Dbroua ma&erlala.''-May 26. 

MOMI Poole, of London, gentleman, for "lmp..,..emeota In propelllna -111.'• (.t. 
communlcaUon.)-Uar 29. 

Jamtt Parlrn Ptrt')', or Clattndon-Dlact, Nottlng.blll, paUeman, for "ceruln llDo 
proftmenta In obtaining copper from covper °""·"-Mar 26. 

Jamea Rentlnpn, of Warlrwortb, Nortbumberlaud, elril lllglaeer, for" lmproftmellla 
la Jocomo\ln rnglntt, and In marine and ataUOD&l'J engla•.''-lilar :le. 

Tbomao Rlrbardaon, of N ... cutle upon-Tyne, cbemltl, for " lmproftlllnla ID Ill 
maoufactore or manare.0 -Mar 26. 

Ftlla H,acln&be Follie& Loul1, or Soutbwarlr, SufftT, pnl.leman, for "an lmp10Y • 
method or procna or preaemor certalD animal prod"'11. "-Alar 28. · 
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IMPERIAL INSURANCE OFFICE, OLD BROAD ST., CITY. 
JoeN GmsoN, Esq., Architect. 

("Jrath an Engralling, PlaU IX.) 
The progress of insurance companies, the great interest which 

is felt by all cl8118t!8 in making a provision for the future, the es
tablishment of new offices, and the extension of busineBB, have 
caused a demand for large public buildings, of architectural pre
tensions., and capable of giving the required accommodation. 
Thus. the City, in addition to the halls of its corporations, its 
banks, BDd i\8 dock buildings, has now many ornaments to boast of 
in the noble offices erected for transacting the business of the 
aunrance companies. It has been fortunate, too, that with the 
riae of these establishments, there has been a concurrent improve
men\ in public taste, which has been productive of emulation among 
the architects, and has given us each year a better class of works. 

What the club is to the street architecture of the west-end the 
aunrance office is to the city ; and the edifices devoted to the ~ore 
u.eful purpoaes of life, it is pleasing to see, are not inferior to 
those which are only the appendages of luxu17. Indeed, the 
range of &llllUrance offices in London, constitutes in its architectu
ral, &11 well as in its moral dspect, a characteristic of which England 
may be proud. Tbe foreigner bu hitherto envied us our charities, 
our parks, and our clubs; he will now have another feature in the 
physiognomy of London, which suggests honourable associations 
m connection with the private and ilomestic habits of the profes
sional and middle classes, and testifies to their earnest and 
provident care for those to whose comfort Uieir lives have been 
llevoted. 

The Sun, the Alliance, the Amicable, the Globe, and the Atlas, 
are but a few among the buildings which will readily suggest 
themselves as coming within the class we have mentioned each 
the centre of operations of some great institution, in which J.lro
perty to a large amount is insured, or on which thousands of wives 
and of children depend for provision when widowhood or orphan
age may be their lot. Of the architectural merits of moat of the 
buildings named, we have had the opportunity of speaking on 
other occasions; we have now to add to our list the office of the 
Imperial Insurance Company. 

The Imperial Fire Insurance Company was formed in 1803, 
under a deed of settlement by which the capital was declared to 
conaist of ~400 shares, of £.soo each, but on which, only ten per 
cent. has ever been called. The invested capital now exceeds half 
a million, to secure a permanent dividend of twelve per cent., 
payable half-yearly, independently of bonuses which have hitherto 
been equal to as much more, and accounts for the shares bein~ of 
greater value than those of any other existing similar establish· 
meut. Tbe Life Office (which, although bearing the same name and 
carrying on its busineBB under the same roof, is a to\ally distinct 
concern) was formed under a similar deed of settlement, in 1820. 
Its capital consists of 7,.SOO shares, of £100 each, on which only 
ten per cent. has ever been paid up; to secure a dividend on 
which, payable annually an ample capital is invested in the 
public funds, independently of an accumulated preminm fund now 
a:cee~ng £100,000, and bonuses which are declared quin
quenmally. 

The directors of these two companies, finding the accomodation 
a!'orded by the premises they have hitherto occnpied in Sun-court, 
Comhill, inadequate to the wants of the respective offices, de
termined, in September 184-6.i.. to erect other~ on the site they had 
purchased at the corner of uld Broad-street and Threadneedle
ltreet; for which purpose, several architects were invited to 
fnrnillh designs, and having done so, Mr. Shaw, one of the official 
referees was called in to assist the directors in their selection : 
that resolved on the adoption of Mr. Gibson's design, now nearly 
completed by the Messrs. Piper, who took the contract for the 
erection. 

Mr. Gibson is the architect of the Baptist Chapel in Bloomsbury
atreett of which we lately gave the elevation, and who may consider 
himself pre-eminently fortunate in being able to make his profes
sional tkMt in two public structures, produced simultaneously. 
Tbe one which forms the subject of our engraving this month, is 
the Imperial Insurance Office, which stands at the corner of Old 
Broad-street and Threadneedle-street. It is an RBtylar composi
tion, of the Italian Palazzo style, executed in Portland stone, 
and has unquestionably made a very great improvement in that 
part of the city, if only by removing what used to be a ve17 ugly 
and inconvenient sharp corner; in lieu of which, that angle is now 
cut off, and is made to form a distinct and distinguished compart
ment of the general design, and is so placed as to present itself to 

th~ ere in a very_strikina' manner; and, with its two neighbouring 
buildings-the Hall of Commerce on one side, and the Mentor 
Assurance Office on the other-forms a rather important architectu
ral group, in which there is certainly no lack of varietv -the 
Imp~rial ~ffice being as studiedly ornate as the other i~o are 
studiedly simple, not to say severe and cold in style. Or perhaps 
we should qualify our opinion by saying, that the fa~ade of tne Hall 
of Commerce would look somewhat cold and bare as an architectu
ral composition, were it not for the panel frieze, which is in a double 
sense a relief, and which, while it sets off the fa~ade is in tum set 
off by its very subdued tone of decoration. A si~ilar universal 
degree and mode of embellishment in point of sculpture is also 
a trait in the design of the Imperial Office, all the key-stones 
of its ground-tloor windows being enriched with carved masks or 
heads upon them-not a mere repetition of each other but varying 
in character,-while the large panel in the upper' part of the 
south-west compartment, between Uie Threadneedle-street and 
t~e. Broad-street fronts, wi~ display a relievo, consisting of two 
sitting female fia:ures1 considerably above life-size with three 
shields between them, bearing the arms of England ~tland, and 
Ireland :-which piece of sculpture, and the key-stones just men
tioned (amounting in all to fourteen in the two fronts) are by 
Mr. Th!>maa, an 11~ist ex~nsively ~mployed at the new P~lace of 
Westminster. Highly satl8factory is it to perceive such attention 
to artistic finish bestowed upon a building which, had it been 
erected some dozen or fifteen years ago1 would have been turned 
out of hand \'ery differently,-both with the minimum of detail 
and with the minimum of design bestowed upon that as witne88 
the Alliance Office, in Bartholomew-lane, and the ,I Atlas," in 
Cheapside,--orthe City Club-house, in Broad-street· all of which 
may claim the merit of being exceedingly simple and' unartificial
provided unartifical. and unartUtic be synonymous and convertible 
terms. The Imperial Office has been enriched with great pro
priety, the ornaments being in perfect keeping throughout, and 
at the same time they are profuse and well-executed. 

We can now only allude to the interior, as it is not yet quite 
finished ; but every attention appears to have been bestowed upon 
the official arrangements, and every precaution taken to render the 
Offices fire-proof. The "strong-room" hllll been fitted by Mr. Lead
beater with wrought-iron doors, filled with a chemical compound 
for making them perfectly fire-proof, and ventilating gates. This 
room appears to be a perfect pattern of safety. 

C AND I DUS' S NOTE - B 0 0 K, 
FASC:ICULUS LXXXIII. 

" I rnu1t bat'e Uberfy 
\\.Ubal, u larg• a chart.tr•• the "1nda, 
·ro blow on whom I plaae." 

I. One of the ell8ay& in the piquant little volume, entitled 
"Friends in Council," is upon the subject of Public Improvements. 
As to the essay itself, it is disappointingly brief, and deals too 
much in, or rather is confined to, abstract generalities. There 
are, however, one or two remarks introduced in the subsequent 
com-enation between the " Friends" themselves, that deserve to 
be pointed out. The first of them which I select would furnish 
matter for a discourse or paper of some length :-" MUuerton : 
'!he.re i11 C?nt; thing I ~orgot to ~y,7that we want more individual 
will m buildmg, I think. As 1t 1s at present, a great builder 
takes a plot of ground, and turns out innumerable houses, all 
alike-the same faults and merits running through each : thus 
adding to the general dulness of things.' "-Such system of house
manufacturing for the market operates, it must be confessed, 
very injuriously for architecture. A single design is made to serve 
for scores-perhaps hundreds, of houl!es ; nor is much study be
stowed upon that pattern or matriz design. So that it provides a 
sufficiently commodious dwelling, with all the useful routine ac
commodations looked for in a " respectable" house, and a sufficiently 
t<uty ap,pearance externally-for your builders deal largely in the 
"tasty, though not in the tasteful.-nothing more is thought of. 
London houses have no individuality: never do you find a single 
original or pet idea carefully worked out in any one of them. One 
advantage of this is, that you are as well acquainted with every 
nook and corner of your neighbour's house as you are with your 
own ; another, that you are relieved from all responsibility on the 
score of taste, it being that of the confounded builders,-not 
your own. 
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II. To continue quoting :-in Ellumere'a-not the Earl's-
replv we meet with this somewhat perilous question:-"• By the 
way; 'Milverton, I want to ask Jou one thing. How is it that 
governments and committee&, an the bodies that manage matters 
of taste, seem to be more talltele88 than the aver&g! run of people? 
I will wager anything, that the cabmen round Trafalgar-square 
would have made a better thing of it than it is. If you had put 
before them several prints of Fountains, they would not have chosen 
those."' To which Milverton ~nds: '" I think with rou, but 
have no theory to account for it. "-Partly, and even mamly, ac
counted for it might be, by saying: It is because in all suoh mat
tera, oommittees hold themselves to be utterly irre11J>onsible for 
their acts, and because no one cares to convince them of the contrary, 
by formally calling them to account. So long as Committees of 
Taste, or whatever else their actual designation may be, ore suffered 
to carry on their councils and operations behind the curtain, what 
better can be expected than mere random experimentalizing and 
blundering, at John Bull's expense? He it ie, the British Donkey, 
though flattered by being drawn as the British Lion, who pays 
for all. 

III. "'Now, Milverton,"' says Ellesmere again, '"would you not 
forthwith pull down such things as Buckingham Palace, and the 
National Gallery?"' To which the reply is: "'I would pull them 
down to a certainty1 or some parts of them at any rate ; but whe
ther "forthwith2n 1s another question.'"-As Mr. Blore's impN11Je
ment of the Palace had been commenced before the book here 
quoted from was published, we nre at liberty to suppose that, in the 
writer's opinion, such improvement does not render pulling down 
at all the less deeirable,-perhaps, even more so than ever. As 
aWaire have since turned out, the times are not at all propitious for 
scheme& of building either new Royal Palaces, or new National 
Galleries. With regard to the Gallery, notwithstanding its imper
fections, it is susceptible of very decided improvement as it now 
atands,-<:apable of easily being made what it oul{ht to have been 
at first. Even at present, it is not so much the "Gallery" itself, as 
the other buildings and accessories, that render Trafalgar-square a 
failure. Those on the east side are in the most pert and vulgar 
taste, and require to be pulled down quite as much, or even much 
more, than the "Gallery"-if anything is ever to be made of the 
Square as an architectural enttmble. As to the west side, the best 
that can be said of it is, that it serves as a foil to the "Gallery," 
and is more lucky than the latter; probably owing to its being 
sheltered from the shafts of criticism by the august name of Sir 
Robert Smirke. Indeed, it Is somewhat unaccountable, that those 
who are so dissatisfied with both the Gallery and the Fountains, 
should be so complacently tolerant of all the rest, and e\·en go into 
extasies of admiration of St. Martin's Church, which, the columns 
of the portico alone excepted, is a compound of tastelessness, un
couthness, and deformity. There is not a single feature in it that 
harmonizes with the order, or is at all in the spirit of the style so 
professed. In one respect, the Ch•irch and the Gallery are nearly 
on a par it being difficult to decide which is the ugliest-the 
steeple of the one, or the dome of the other. Both the one and 
the other may be said to contrast with the respective porticoes; 
but there is a very wide dllFerence between grating dissonance and 
that artistio contrast which, while it introduces variety and pre
vents too great sameness, contributes to general harmony. Of 
such contrast and harmony we have example in the human counte
nance, where the eyes and mouth are placed horizontallv, and the 
nose forms a vertical line coming in between them. A regular and 
well-trained critic might ohject to this, and contend that nature is 
here at fault; and that there would be more pleasing regularity were 
either the nose placed in the same direction as the other features; 
or the latter in that of the noee. Still, there is very great com
fort left for him, if not for us-namely, that there is prectden$
aye, univeri!8l precedent-for noses being placed just Bii they are. 
But now I am getting too rigmarolish; therefore, break off. 

IV. I find that I have omitted an obl!ervatioo. in Milverton's 
reply to Ellesmere's sneer at the taste of governments and com
mittees, that deserves to be attended to. "' I suppose,'" says the 
latter " ' that these committees are frequently hampered by other 
considerations than thoee which come before the public, when they 
are looking at the work done. And this may be some excuse. 
There was a custom which I have heard prevailed in former days 
ia some of the Italian cities, of making large models of the works 
of art that were to adorn the city, and putting them up in the 
places intended for the works when finished, and then inviting 
criticism. It would really be a very good plan in some cases.'" -
No doubt, but practicable only for small ornamental works, such 
as fountains triumJ;lhal arches, public statues, mom1mental 
crosses, &c. 'A full-sized model of such an edifice as the •• HoHel!I 

of Parliament," or even of the new building at Buckingham 
Palace, would have been rather too cumbrous and costly an iUfai.r 
for an experiment of the kind. Had any other design been cho:ien 
for the purpose than the Corinthian column-a model of which 
would have been altogether superfluous-the Nelson Monument 
might properly enou~h have been tried beforehand, by means of 
a full-sized model of 1t put up on the spot. Yet, when we con
sider what a mere farce was played with the model, or whai ._ 
meant for -1el, of the Wellington Statue on the Ari.-hway 
which was .. ed to remain up only two days, when it w.; 
snatched away, lest it should be pelted at with further volleya of 
ceneure and derision,-we must pronounce trial by model-a 
least, when so conducted-to be nlto~ether nugat-Ory. If the 
Statue-committee made a show of ' inviting criticism," they 
showed also wonderful alacritr in running awav from it, after ita 
very first fire. Inviting criticism before-hand, forsooth l c.ommit
tees have no notion of doing that. Their polioy invariably is to 
stave it oft' as long as they possibly can. The public, it will be 
recollected, were not permitted to see the model of the ~ade of the 
British Museum, notwithstanding that there was one in existence., 
and that in the building itself; and notwithstanding that some of 
tbe newspapers called out for its being liberated from durance under 
lock-and-key, and submitted to inspection and criticism. Well. 
we have now the fa~ade itself, and see both positive fault.s and 
numerous short-oomings, all which might have been foreMen in 
the model, and ought to have been oorreoted accordingly. It la 
true, the facade is not generally ill-spoken of,-simply beeaW1e it ia 
not spoken of at all. It obtains not so much as a syllable of 
praise in anr quarter ; and such silence is tolerably expressive of 
disapprobation and disappointment. The new building at Buck
ingham Palace, is in the same unenviable predicament. It hae 
been abandoned to mockery and contempt, without a Bingle fa
vourable word for it having been uttered by any one; although 
there are some who would most readily have done so, had they ua 
stood in awe Of general discontent, aud been apprehensiY8 tha$ 
they might injure their own credit with the public for judgment 
and tute, by attempting to persuade them that the design is d 
least not unsatisfactory. 

V. So long as committees, and those who have the managemem 
of public competitions for buildings, shall contiuue to be left irn
sponsible for their doings, thue will be no end to both blunders 
and dishonesty. Persons who intend to act honourably and fairly, 
do not need to soreen themselves behind a curtain, thereby exoitinJr 
a suspicion that what they do will not bear the gaze e£ broad daJ
light. On the other hand, those who care only for the opportu· 
nity of exerting their own private influence, without ngud te 
aught beside&---even honourable dealing being left out of the ques
tion-ought to be made aware that if they so act, it must be u 
their own peril. There is scarcely a public competition of uq 
importance that does not occasion complaints of unfair int~, 
and of bad faith on the part of the committee,-complainta that 
can very well be endured ; committees being suffictlently awue 
that with mere complaints, the matter complained of bloWB over, 
without proceeding to the extremity of exposure. All this is de
plorable enough; but then, how is it to be remedied ? I slao1llti 
say, that what would go very far towards remedying it, if not 
remedying it completely,· would be the making it ILLEGA.L for .., 
committee, or other body, to invite architect& to a cempetition by 
public advertisement, without having a public es.hibition ~ 
hand of the designs sent in in the first instance, and without entin 
publicity in all other respects, the names of the committtt 1teiDf 
published, and reporters for the press being admitted to their d»
cussions on the relative merits of the designs. All matten an 
ronmngly managed at present, we only know that Mr. A, or Mr. 
B's design haa been selected for adoption; b11t how many votes, er 
who were the persons who voted for or against, it is im~ble te 
learn, much less the arguments they made use of. The Army &M 
Navy Club1 who, it is to be /resumed, call themselves gentiemmt 
and men ot honour, have lai themselves open to the imp•tatio11 
of the most bungling and bare-faced trickery, by calling an unfuriiHd 
competition in the first instance, and afterwards setting \W 
1111ide, and having a second one limited to ri$, of coune of their 
own choosing, after the site (at first rather an inconTeniem oae, 
imd theref~>re tasking all the ingenuity of ~he first eompetito1s) bad 
been considerably enlarged, by taking m another boose in Pal.1-
Mall. The Arm;- and Navy Club ought to blush at beiJll: ~ 
victed of such downright knavery; yet, they will not do ee, ... 
cauM they know that they are behind a curtain and that die 
names of the committee cannot be shown up, as they deenve te be, 
as those of a pack of tricksy jugglers. One eomfort if a com.fat 
it be, is, that they have tncked themselves; for f~a what ta. 
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been aaid of it, tl1ey seem to have got a most Pecksniffian plan for 
their building. Were I, as thank God I am not, a member of the 
Army llOd Navy Club, I should be tempted to hang myself out of 
plU'e vexation. After what they h1\Ve done, Navy and Knavery are 
likely to become synonymous words. 

VI. The idea of manufacturing the picturesque out of such 
U.ings as labourers' cottages is not a little absurd; more especially, 
wlaen two most embarrassing conditions are annexed to the task
first, tha\ they shall be erected at a minimum of cost; secondly, 
that they shall be free from all those defects, discomforts, and in
COD'l"eniences which accompany and contribute to picturesque 
quality in the works of vi.llage Vitruviuses, which marked in their 
,,_ nate only by uncouthness and mea~ess, ar~ touche.d, tinted, 
and mellowed down by time and weather, mto objects del.4rhtful to 
ibe painter's eye, and congenial subjects for his pencil. 1>ilapida
tion, or somethin~ approaching .to .it, and touches !'f lichenous 
vegetable incrustation, are almost md1spensable to qualify a cottage 
for obtaining an artist's interest and vote. Nor must paucity and 
smallness of apertures be forgotten. Yet all these beautie8, and 
many others not here enumerated, are only 80 many defects in the 
eyes of many well-meaning, but prosaic and anti-picturesque people. 
In fact, a coUage to look at, and a cottage to live in, are two quite 
distinct things: the former requires all that constitute so many 
defects in the latter, and t>ice fll!f'Bil. While your philanthropist 
would have no such things as rags in the world, the artist, on the 
contrary, insists upon them; not, indeed, for himself, if he can 
possibly help it, but rags he must and will have for his beggars 
and gipsies. And so is it with regard to cottages. I was speak
the other day to an artist friend of mine on the subject, and the 
schemes for improvi~ labourers' cottages secundum artem. 
Shorn of sundry emphatic words, that may as well be here omi\ted, 
one of his observations was: "At this rate, we shall not have a 
decently down-falling-looking old tenement, nor a properly beg
garly hovel in all England." It was to very little purpose, I ob
aerved, that painters might draw upon their imagination for 
cottAges, as they now do for a good many other things, cherubim 
included. So far from being consoled by the comfort I held out 
to him, he seemed ,rather nettled at my remark. 

VII. No doubt, cottages may be built so as to be exceedingly 
convenient and comfortable within, and at the same time suffi
ciently picturesque in external appearance-at least when Time 
mall have done his part to them,-until when, they would be apt 
to look as if they had just been unpacked and taken out of band
boxe.;. Moreover, they would be comparatively expensive afFairs; 
not perhaps quite so costly as royal cottages, but more so than 
suits the pµrses or else the parsimony of the devotees to the 
picturesque. There are bargam-hunters even in matters archi
ttt:tural,-people who want things both cheap and tasty, but who 
generally find out in the end that by the change of a t into an n, 
they have got hold of what is termed the "cheap and nasty." It is, 
indeed, possible to produce tasteful and striking effect with com
paratively little or no money cost. Nevertheless, such effect costs 
i;omething ; if nothing, or next to nothing, to the employers, it 
costs architects a l'ery great deal,-nothing less than a life of study, 
and infinitely more study than many make to suffice for a whole 
life-time. Let me not be understood as saying, that comfortable
ness, convenience, and other more directly utilitarian than poetic 
or ...entimental matters, ought at all to be interfered with for 
the sake of ensuring picture-like appearance. But I do con
tend that small dwellings, built with regard both to such comforta
bleness, and to strict economy in point of cost, can never be beautiful 
objects in any sense of the term, unless beauty and homeliness be 
one and the same thing. Neither are they likely ever to become 
even picturesque,-because what will render a mere ho\·el so, 
cauaeli them to appear only triatefuilg squalid, hlld equally offensive 
to feeling and to taste. No one has yet discovered the way of 
IDllking "a silk purse out of a sow's ear." You may, indeed, tie 
a silk purse to it, and one well filled with gold : and so may you 
trick out a cottage with much that shall be from the very first 
highly pleasing, on account of its being studiedly elegant and 
taaefw; but then it will be an expensive affair-at any rate, 
cumparath'ely expensive, because if effect is to be attended to and 
proouced, there must be a good deal more or less beyond what 
mere necessity would dictate. Besides which, even if cost be not 
at all regarded, there is \'ery great danger of a building of the 
lwul, when intended partly as an ornamental object, turning 
out a. very :finical-looking one. He who is a mere architect, is not 
capable of treating such subjects properly: in order to do so, he 
mut have more of the artist in him than falls to the share of 
architect& in general.,--or, instead of the artutic or arti.stio
pietveeque, he will only give us the artificial. Was ever painter 

so smitten hy what may be called an architectural tricked-out 
comme-il-faut and aecurnfum artf!1f1 design, as to venture to introduce 
it into a picture ? As soon would he think of peopling a landscape 
with the 11atin-slippered and silk-stockinged peasants of the Opera
house, instead of the vulgar wor1ted-stocking, or rerhaps stock
inglese, creatures of real life,-whether in the land o John Bull, or 
any other. Cottages that are really and positively picturesque, 
are those erected by people who never thought of the picturesque, 
or perhaps even never heard of such word. If it should be 
asked what it is then that has rendered them picturesque, I 
ans~er, Accident1 and all that caus_es builders, surveyors, ap
pra11ers, and auct1oneen to shake their heads at them, as if there 
was anything in them-I mean in their own heads. 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY; 
A.ND THE ARCHITECTURAL DBAWINOS AT THE EXBWITION. 

Since our preceding publication, matters look more and more 
cheering-riper for reform, and indicating the neces&ity for it. 
The .J!ri.-Journal scn1ples not to tell its readers very bluntly that 
architectural drawings have no businees to be in the ~hihition. 
The editor seems to have made up his mind that there oould not 
possibly be two opinions as to the propriety of excluding them 
81\ogether ; and to say the truth, they might almost as well be eo, 
as experience the scurvy treatment they now do. As to the ill
will wnic.h he manifests towards architecture, we will merely say, 
that it is not exactly the thing for a gentleman to do who conducts 
an art-journal, and who professes to watch over the interests of 
art in all its branches,-and some of the lowest of them he takes 
under his especial patronage: 1Mteh good may it do them. Con
sidering the quarter it comes from, we are not at all surpriaed Rt 
the ill-will just instanced ; but surprised we are, and that in no 
small degree at an outrageous instance of similar feeling on the 
part of the &yal Academy. A1 the fact has been publicly noticed 
and animadverted upon by others, our readers will probably hRve 
guessed that we allude to a model of Miss Burdett Coutts' a church 
having been sent in by its architect, Mr. Ferrey, and turned away ! 
No wonder, therefore that there is nothing of the kind in this 
season's exhibition. If there were any other productions of the 
same class that met with the same fate, we cannot say : it is just 
as probable as not that there were at least some; yet, whether suoh 
were the case makes no difference as to the animua displayed by 
the Academy. Had more models been eent in than could possibly 
be accommodated, some of them must, of course, have been ex
cluded. But to reject while there was room-not to suffer so 
much as a single one to appear in the Exhibition; was really too 
bad, and showed singular want of tact allo. It the Academy 
were determined not to admit models, they ought at least t.o have 
said as much in their advertisements to those who intended to 
exhibit. That would1 at any rate, have been acting straight
forwardly. They nught have been well aware, that although 
models actually exhibited might fail to obtain notice, the entire 
absence of them woulll excite remark. Had none been sent, what
ever remark had been made could not affect them, because they 
cannot compel persons to exhibit. But to act as they have done is 
nothing less than a solemn blunder, it being certain to lead to 
explanations and comments that are not at all to the honour.of the 
Academy. If the painters are ashamed of having architecture in 
their company, let them honestly and openly declare as much, 
instead of resorting to every sort of mean and dirty trickery in 
order to force it out. If the Academy can shift without archi
tecture, the latter can shift equally well without the Academy, 
there being, most luckily, another royal, and eminently public
spirited body, which only waits for architecture being dismissed 
from the Academy, to bring it more effectively before the public. 
Nothing-so we are assured-but delicacy towards the Academy, 
has withheld the Institute from getting up an annual exhibition of 
architectural designs of every class, upon an adequate scale. 
Well, they need not now be restrained by delicacy, for it would be 
entirely thrown away after the "exhibition" of the cloven-foot in 
their conduct towards architecture. 

For our part, we are not at all sorry that the Academy have 
acted as they have done, because ther now leave no room for 
doubting of their hostility towards architecture. They have now 
fairly committed themselves; and if architects should not now be 
stirred up to resent the insults put upon their art, and upon them
selves Bl a professional body,_ they will richly deserve to be treated. 
with ignominy and scorn. We would fain be of bet\erhope. We 
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trust that not only they will pro_eerly resent it, but that the Pro
fessor of Architecture himself will now rouse himself from his 
lethargy, and stand up for the honour and the interests of his own 
art. If he do not do so the sooner he has a successor the better; 
for even should it be " Mr. Pecksniff" himself, he cannot pollllibly 
do less, and might probably do a little more. Mr. Cockerell is, 
we have no doubt, a very well-meaning gentleman, and sufficiently 
well qualified to discharge the duties of his office, so long 88 diffi
culties do not present themselves ; but he does not show himself 
to be the man who is both capable of and determined to meet diffi
culties boldly, and to exert himself energetically in behalf of that 
a1t which his professorship at the Academy points him out to the 
public as the representative. If he has expostulated with the 
Academy in regard to their treatment of architecture, he does 
himself very great injustice in concealing it from the world; 
thereby leaving it to be inferred that he is altogether indifferent 
to the matter. 

After this tirade, if so it should be called, though what we have 
said is neither uncalled for nor unprovoked, we were going to say 
that we resume, and _proceed with our remarks on the subjects 
exhibited when, as ill luck, or at any rate luck of some 110rt or 
other, will have it, we are perforce1• compelled to postpone them 
till our next number, when we shall lay them before our readers. 
In the meanwhile, we have at any rate given them something to 
cogitate upon, inviting those who may agree with us to support us 
in our opinions by expressing their own, and assuring those who 
may. happen to dissent from them that we are quite ready and wil
ling to receive and listen to whHtever they may have to advance 
that shall countenance the treatment which architecture receives 
at the hands of that specimen of royalty-the Royal Academy! 

COLLISION OF TRAINS. 
In the following paper we propose to determine the shock ex

perienced at any part of a railway train during a collision, and to 
propose methods for obviating the mischief that ensues. To sim
plify our ideas, let us first suppose the weights of the separate 
carriages all equal, and the bufrers removed. Let the number of 
curiages be N ; the impulse on the first carriage that sustains the 
shock R; rn the impulse between the nth and-n:tlth carriage: 
then the velocity in all parts of the train being the same relatively, 
both before and after impact, the carriage11 being suprosed in
elastic, and the mB!lses of all the carriages equal, we shal have the 
following equation :-

r,. + 2 - r11+1 = r11+1-rn, for all \•alues of n; 
or,r,.+2 - 2r,.+1+r,.=O; 

a linear equation of differences, the solution of which is 
r.1 = (Cn + C'); but r, {the impul~e on the last carriage out
side)= 0. 

••• C'=O; andi·.-.=(VN)=H. 
R R 

• • C = ·N; and rn = N n. 

If the masses of the carriages had been unequal, m,, the mass 
of the nth carriage, we should have had N equations of the form 
f'n + 2 - ,.,, + I t'11 + I - r,. 
------ - , from which to determine r,., &c. m11+2 m,.+1 

From t~is we con~lude, that in ~ train of equallp-looded carriages 
tile shock increases directly WI tlie d1sta11ce of any given carriage frMn 
the end of the tram.fartheatfrom the poi11t of impact. · 

The design of buffers is to diminish the violence of the shock· that 
i~ tu say, to change i~pulse (which is intense pressure continued 
f?r a very short time) 1.nto a l~sser pressure continued for a longer 
t!me; but, as we shall 1mmedrntely show, it is not practically pos
sible to ~on~truct buffers capahle of thus translating the whole or 
any colls1derable part of a nolent shock-such, for instance as is 
e:CJ!l'rienced when an express-engine accidentally is turned into a 
~1di11g upon~ heav;v luggage-en~ine. To take an example :-Let the 
expre11s-engme weigh 20 tons; its rate be 40 miles an hour· the sta
tionary luggage-engine weigh 30 tons : then, if m, ni', be the masi>es 

of the trains, v the \'elocity of the express, 1md R = "(m ~J. 
m + m'' 

'' expressed in feet per second= 60 nearly; 
20(2240) I 30(2240) 

m = -----:i.a-- ; m = :I!!! nearly, in masses of a lb. weight. 

• · • R =nearly .S0,400 units of momentum, or the momentum 
is the same as would be occasioned by a mass of 3,200 lb. weight 
impinging on a fixed obstacle at the rate of .S04 feet a second. 

Let us now determine the pressure on the head of a buffer which 
is capable of translating this shock into a continuous pr1!811Ul'e. 
Let the play of the buffer be supposed 2 feet, and the thrust vary 
as the distance by which the rod is depres;;ed. Let p be the 
pressure when the rod is thrust in a distance 11:; P the pressure 
when the rod is thrust in a distance I : then p = P z. 

At the time t, from the commencement of the impactt let the 
end of the buffer have moved forward a space = 1& ; the bead of 
the buffer has moved forward a space = 11 - tr: therefore, the 
luggage-engine has been pushed forward a space = 1& - z. 
Therefore, neglecting the mass of the buJfer as small compared 
with the maS11es of either of the engines, we shall ha,•e theee 
equations (the luggage-engine being supposed without butlers):-

d1 • (dj!& d'tr) 
m dtJ - - p 11:; m' dT• - d ti = p tr. 

Ellmin. . d1
• d' 11: (p p) 

ating d t•' we get d t• - - m + m' x; 

(::)' = C - {~ + ~) x• _ v• - (~ + :.) z•. 

When ::• = 2 the blow is expended, and v' = 4- (~ + !.) . 
vg(mm') 

· • • P = 4. (m + m') = 756,000 lb.; and the greatest p~-

sure = P X 2 = twice this quantity or 675 tons. 
It is needless to say that such a buffer is purely imaginary. A 

far better plan would be, to have one or two carriages of very 
slight construction, and filled with any kind of soft and yielding 
material, at both ends of a train. There is little doubt but a con
tri ~ance of th is kind would destroy entire! y the effect of many shocks 
which, unless so counteracted, would be sufficiently violent to en
danger life. In the abO\·e example, to avoid the difficulty of calcu
lating the effect of several buffers acting at once, the case of a 
single enj!ine impinging on another hos been considered. But 
when trams are attached, it is clear that the shock will be still 
greater than that just calculated. 

If the play of the buffers-that is, the distance through which 
they are capable of moving, be e:rtremely small 88 compared with 
the length of the carriages, the velocity at every part of the 

d'.r train will be the same. Therefore, tit' is the same at every part ; 

and if P., P11-1, be the pressures on the nth carriage, arising 
from the butlers1 p,. - Pn-1 = P11 -1-P.,-2 {the weight of 
the carriages bemg supposed uniform),-and, as before, if F be 
the pressure on the buffer of the carriage nearest the shock.:-

P,. will= ~ -. 

Returning to the equation (~;r - v• - (£ + :.) z>, 
dlfl 

when dt = o, and the buffer is driven as far as it will go, 

v• =(! + ~.).i·1 • 
From this we see the gieat advantage of having a long play on 

the buffers : the pressure P will he. diminished in a ratio va17ing 
aa the square of the length to which the buffer playir-that 1s. if 
the length of one buffer-rod be twice the length of another, and the 
strength of the spring of the first be only one-fourth the strength 
of the spring of the last, the amount of shock destrovcd bv eitlier 
will be the same. • · 

The practical .eff~ct of buffers, as they are ordinarily disposed 
throughout a tram, 1s to re~oh·e so ml!ch of the impact RS they 
cannot altogether absorb, mto R !ler1es of impacts of les:w 
mo!'lentum; for let us consid~r what would happen supposin~ '.l 
tram, the ioeveml pa1'ts of wh1<"h are separated by buffers, to im
pinge on a fixed, immoveable obstacle. So long as the buft'e~ art 

ll . p 11 F a actmg, n = -N· ; <"onsequently, the pressure on the first 

pair of huffe~s is greatl'r than the pressure on those behind. Let \' 
be the velocity de11troyed by the total shock, e V the velocity 
destroyed b.r the time the first pair of butlers has ceased to act: 
then a velocity ( l - e ). V hos to be destroyed in the first carriage by 
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a force of impact,-for the pair of buffers behind will be still 
acting for some little time after the first pair have ceased to act. 

Again, let e'V be the velocity destroyed before the second pair 
of buffen cease to act ; then as before, the second carriage will 
be nddenly brought to rest bf. an impact on the first carriage ca
pable of destroying the velocity ( 1-e'). V in the second carriage. 
Next, the third carriage will be suddeiily stopped; this, likewise, 
will communicate a shock to the first, though less than it commu
nicates to the second; and so on. These shocks and motions will 
k somewhat varied by the resiliency of the buffer-springs, and the 
impulsive friction of the rails against the •heels ;-this latter dis
turbing force we have altogether omitted, as. being comparatively 
inaipificant. On the whole, then, it appears that bulrers very 
muCh diminish the intensity of a shock, although they are in
capable of utterly absorbing it, supposing it to be of great intensity. 

I. H. R. 

ON STONE WALLS AND EMBANKMENTS FOR 
RESERVOIRS OF WATER-WORKS. 

By R. G. Cun. 

The intention of \hia paper is to treat of the preBHure of water 
against "alls and embankments of reservoirs for water-works and 
canals, and to lay down eome easy formulll! to find the nece888ry 
dimensions so as to effectually resist the pressure of the water ; the 
demonstration of these formulll! being effected by the simplest 
me\hods of investigation. We shall first exhibit some investiga
tiona for stone walls. The level of the surface of the water in all 
C&setJ to be supposed on a level, or co-incident with the top of the 
wall or embankment, eo as to favour the stability of the structure 
in case of .8oods or violent agitation of the water by storm winds, 
-although the water might be when in a quiescent state but two 
feet from the top. The following description of walls are required 
to inclose a few acres of water, when there is no suitable kind of 
earth to be obtained in the locality for forming an embankment. 
The walls are to be constructed in solid masonry, of a uniform 
connection in all its parts. 

I. Given the height of the wall, the depth of the water being the 
llllme, and the batters on each side of the wall equal; to determine 
the thickn888 of the wall at the bottom :-

Le\ A BC D be a vertical section of the wall; D W the level 
of the water; let z denote the required thickness, AB, of the wall; 
the batter, B F or E A, by b; the height of \vall bv a; the specific 
gravity of water by unity ; and that of the materlal by 1. After 
!'Orne reduction, we have for the equation of equilibrium, 

jabz-ib'u-in'+aMm=O •..••......••.•...... (a); 

c 
(see "Moseley's Hydro
static!'," Art . .SI), wher:e 
M = area, and m hori
zontal distance of cen
tre of gradty G from A; 
M = 4a(2.r-2b) -= 
11 (.r-b); and m = ! .r; 

Therefore, 
aMm= ~ux(.r-b)a= 
moment about A ; which 
substitute iu the abo\'e 

-'"11-.t" ..... '1:"---''"JC-~~~~'116 general equation, 
Fg. I .I 

we ha\·e .ze + (•- b) .z·= 
11

" f.b~ .................... {l). 
3.1' 

E.r. Given the height of the wall = 24 feet; batter each side, 
I_ ~eet; and the specific gravity of the material, 2 : to find the 
li11ekne911 at bottom and to11. 

Here a = 24 ; b = 4; and /t = 2. 
~ubstitute these values in ( l ), we barn x= - 2 .J.' == 98•6; 

. · • z = 11 nearly = A B ; and C D = 3. 
11. Let the vertical sectiou of the wall be rectangular, or the 

•ide>i vertical ; to find the thickness at bottom :-
:-.iuw area ABC D X ! distance of centre of gravity from A=-.\- a' 

a' v' a• 
·. ua .:r= j a'; . • . .r' = .:o-s; hence, z = -- ......... (2). ,, :i 6 

Ez. Given the height of the wall = 24 feet, and the specific 
gravity of the material, 2 : to determine A B. 

x = V' (;:
2

) = 9·8, the thickne89 required. 

III. Let the side of the wall next the water be battered, and 
the side behind vertical; to determine AB, the thickneBB nt the 
base. 

Let A B (.; D be the vertical section, and let fall the perpendicu-
lar <.:E. 

D The momentum of the triangle 
C E B about A from its horizontal 
distance of centre of gravity g, 

B. jab X (j b + X - b). 
The momentum of rectangle 

D C A E about A from its centre of 
gravity, 

aa(x-b)XHx-b). 
Adding these two together, and 
8ubstitutefor1M min eqnation(a), 
88 in first case, we have, after 

J'tg. 2• transposing, 

( 
b a.'+ b' I ( ¥' + 8 -b) z = ~ - 3 fr .•••.••••••••••••• 3). 

Ez. Given the height of w~, 24. feet~ batter, 4 feet; and 
specific gravity of stone, 2 : reqwred the thickness of the top and 
bottom. . ( ) 

By substitution of the above values in equation 3 , 
we have, z' -2 x = 92•7. 

Solving this quadractic, we have z = AB = 9"2; top, .s·2. 
IV. When the wall is battered behind, and the side facing the 

water perpendicular. 
The two firllt terms of (a) vanish when 

Fig •• 1. 

B D is vertical ; • · . IM n = i a3• 

The moment of triangle A EC about A, 
by its horizontal distance of its centre of 
gra,·ity, 

1.iab X fb; 
and also of rectangle C E B D about A, 

-( .r -b) a (.r - b) X b + -
2

- 1; 

. . substituting the sum in equation ( l ), 
II~ I 

we have z'1 = if + g b'. 

Ez. Given the dimensions of the wall as in last example ; to 
determine the thickness at bottom :-

242 16 
z 2 = 

6
. + 3 = 96 + .5'3 = 101·3; 

. ·. z = 10· =AB; and CD= 6· 
For additional strength t.o the above walls, it would be well to 

insert at the centre of them one tier of bond, about two-thirds the 
height from the top, which will be at the centre of pressure. 

V. We shall now give a case where earth shall be required in the 
construction of an embankment, of the form of a trapezoid, 
having a vertical clay puddle-wall in the middle, nnd the slope 
facing the water being paved with suitable material, with n puddle 
under. In case of any contraction of the clar, there would be a 
separation of the day from the earth ; therefore, the triangle 
D EB should be of sufficient strength alone to resist the lluid 
pressure, either against sliding or revolvini.c on D. The water if\ 
supposed to be l'o-incident with the top of the embankment. 

Fig.~ • 

Let D B = a ; BE = a. l>raw P ;\I parallel to FE; and the 
horizontal pressure of water = momentum B P M )( horison\al 
distance of centre of gravity from D; 

• •• ~ z" =if-yd z; • ·. y' = ~ .r!; . . I> E = v' (}) a. 
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E11&. Given the height of the embankment, 20 feet ; specific 
gravity of material= I·4o (water being unity): to determine 
the base D E of the triangle D E B ; also the whole width of 
bottom, when it has a horizontal surface A B at top, 3 feet wide. 

1=1·4.; BD= a; . ·.BE= .V(f)20 = 16·8feetrequired; 

therefore, the whole width FE = 36·4". 

THE CIVIL SURVEYORS AND THE MILITARY 
SURVEYORS. 

The Surveyors' Association is proceeding vigorously in its de
fence of the professional rights against the government usurpation, 
though we very much wish that they had taken this course at an 
earlier period, for we long since pointed out to them the oourse 
'fJf invasion which the military employees of the government were 
carrying on against the public. Among the late allies of the go
vernment jobbers is our contemporary, the Athenaum, usually 
among the foremost advocates of sound and enlightened policy; 
and we have no other means of accounting for the remarks contained 
in the number of the 17th June, than by the supposition that its 
sympathy in the cause of sanitary reform has been taken advan
tage of.by some of the jobbers, to foist on the editor a miM1t8'e
ment of the case. It is by alarming the sanitary reformers that 
the jobbers hope to hide their own designs, representing that there 
is an attempt to prevent the sanitary plans from being carried out 
in the moat efficient manner ; whereas the same issue is pleaded 
against them. The AthenlPum cannot be expected in its literary 
capacity to take part in all the details of engineering questioDll, and 
it is quite excusable that it should give way to the assumptions of 
the military engineers. \Ve do, however, hope that the editor 
will re-consider the case, and not give the weight of his advocacy 
to a course of policy which is eminently calculated to retard the 
progress of snnitary reform. 

At the present day, there is an assumption on the part of the 
government functionaries, that it is the government which has 
effected the great sanitary reforms already made, and that none 
but government functionaries can carry them out; whereas, the 
whole iltatement is utterly untrue. The great improvements in 
sewage were made by the exertions of members of the engineering 
profession, before the government had any share in the adminis
•ration; and the plans now being carried out are those emanating 
from the officers of the old commissions. \Vhat the government is 
answerable for, is-first, neglect, in allowing the old irresponsible 
commissions to exist ; und second, usurpati1m, in assuming the ad
ministration of the sewers to a new set of irresponsible commis
sioners, instead of establishing representative commissioners. 
The government parties make n great fuss about the new era of 
sanitary reform, with which they have as much to do as a cuckoo 
has with the construction of n sparrow's nest; the new era of 
sanitary reform, and the new lights on sewage engineering, having 
emanated not from government, but from Messrs. Roe and 
Phillips, who originated the present cheap and efficient plans, and 
carried them into practical execution. So, similarly, the plans for 
•he supply of water by constant service did not emanate from 
the government, but from the hydraulic engineers. Hitherto, all 
that has been done in sanitary engineering, as in every other de
partment of engineering, which has been done efficiently, has 
been done by the civil engineers, and not by the government en
gineers; and it never can be done efficiently except by the civil 
engineers. For this reason alone, we llhould view with jealousy 
any attempt to supersede the ci\·il engineers. 

The Athe1urum has given faith to the assumption that the 
military engineers have a superiority in their professional 
capacity, whereas the issue is not whether they have a superiority, 
but whether they hnYe an equality. \Vherever the military en
gineers have been put to the test, they are found most inefficient; 
their engineering works in Canada and the colonies are far from 
~leiio them, or satisfactory to the nation; their ~lume of 
scientific papers is principally the production of civilians, or on 
civil works; and their surveys hitherto, although they cannot be 
subjected to anr rigid test, have nevertheless been attended with 
serious disappomtments. In the engineering world, the military 
engineeu have no professional standing or reputation. 

The AthentEum does not seem to be aware that we have in 
London, engineers competent 'to conduct n trigonometrical surver.

1 which involves the niceRt points of astronomy, and requires all 

the resources of mathematical analysie/-when a referenoe M> the 
lristitution of Civil Engineers is quite sufficient to show the 
mathematical capabilities of its members; and if the ..4~ 
had adverted to the evidence as to this, given from time to time in 
its own columns, it would not have had any difficulty in saying 
who were competent to conduct the survey. If, however, the 
military engineers are under a slur in their professional capacity, 
it must be recollected that such as they are, they are noi tbe 
parties who carry out all the details of the survey, which are done 
by the body of privates, many of whom are got from hedge-echoola 
in Ireland. If the At1¥rueum had been.aware of this, it would not 
have spoken of the inferior attainments and little experience of a 
great many of the lower surveyors-the wont of whom are, we 
believe, some of the best men of the government corps, who le&Ye 
it as soon as they learu something, and set up for them.11elve1. 
Even in the operations which are going on, hardly an officer 
is to be seen in the streets, but the duty is left to the privates. 
Mr. Bidder, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Simms, Mr. Barlow, or Mr. Buck, 
is not needed to perform the lower operations of a survey, which 
will certainly be as well performed by the repudiated surveyors aa 
by the government corporals and privates. With regard to Mr. 
Edwin Chadwick's statement, that one of the 8880Ciated surveyon 
was five years ago a journeyman carpenter, we cannot see what 
that has to do with the question, unless he states how many 
of the assistants on the government survey were journeymen 
bricklayers or clodhoppers five years llgO, or what impediment 
his own former occupation& are to his proficiency in sanitary 
science. 

\Ve join issue as to the competency of the government en
gineers, and as to their merits in comparison with the civil 
engineers. We join issue, likewise, on the point of cheapnea 
Mr. Chadwick knows very well, that in any comparison of COl!t, 
the general char~es of the bod{ of military engineers must be 
added to the special estimates. f he were not trying to uphold 1 
job, he would not quibble upon it. We are, however, most wr
prised, that after the declaration in the House of Commons, ihe 
government have determined to put tbe country to an expense for 
this rniliW)' survey, while the progreas of the ordnancie 1111rVey 
will be impeded. 

The ..41~m has been likewise misled upon the point that 
the case of the surveyors has been decided by a competent and 
impartial court; whereas, the decision as yet has been an ap
proval of Mr. Edwin Chadwick's scheme, by Mr. Edwin Chad
wick's own board,-and this is what the associated surveyors are 
trying to upset; for they consider, in common with the ~at 
body of the profession, that they have not yet got "a heanng," 
and they are now " trying for a hearing;' in which we hope they 
will be supported by the Atlienleu.m, which would not, we belieYe, 
have countenanced Mr. Edwin Chadwick's plans if it had been 
informed of the whole truth of the case. 

The Atl1ena!Um boldly says, that "as the nation builds its own 
ships, bores its own cannon, and does all things else which can be 
done with its own workmen, why should it not make its own 
surveys?" We answer, that the government has ships and ma
chinery made elsewhere, cannon cast elsewhere, and many other 
things made elsewhere ; and that, on the other hand, whatever i• 
done by the government, is neither done well nor cheaply. The 
ordnance works, the dockyards, the post-office, and the mint, 
would be a disgrace to any merchant or partnership or joint-stock 
company. In the present case, the military surveyors have quite 
enough to do in the north of England, where they are wanted to 
finish the ordnance un-survey. 

Import and E.rporl of Metall.-H appean from the return oC the imports 
and exports of lead, copper, tin, and z.inc, ordered by the House of Com· 
moH, that the total quantity of lead ore imported was 507 tons, of which 
400 tons were from France, and the remainder priucipally from New Sou1h 
Walea. Pig and aheet lead imported amounted to 3,932 ton1, of which 216 
tons only were retained for home conaumption-the rest being re.npor1ed. 
Of DriU.h lead !here were exported t!,259 ton1, of which France took 1.7~ 
tone; Rusaia, l,7M tons; East lndiea, 1,055 tons; and Holland, 806 toot. 
-Tbe total quantity of foreign copper ore imported wu .U,490 tona, of 
which 23,831 tons were from Cuba-the quantity of fine copper contained 
therein being 8,920 tone. The quantity of metallic copper imported wu 
513 tuna; retained for home cooaumption, 70 tone. The quantity of copp<r 
nported wae 15,142 toD1.-The total quantity of tin imponed wu 1,1~ 
toot, of which 161 tons were retained for home conaumption; and the es· 
porta were 1,741 tons British, and 547 foreign.-The total quantity of zinc 
imported wu l 2,i69 tone; and exported 886 tOlll Briiiah, and 3346 &on1 
foreign. 
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NOTES ON ENGINEERING.-No. ix. 
By HolllEBSBAlll Cox, B.A. 

$grwptic Tables for cakt.dation of EarthfDOf'k8 in Level and Sidelqng 

Ground on RaiJUJayB. 

No earthwork tables have hitherto been published for the ex
press ptll"pose of facilitating calculations for SIDELONG 
GROUND. The present is an efi'ort to supply this want which is 
much felt on account of the number and complexity of the opera
tions usually required for adapting the published tables to lhe cases 
referred to. According to the existing methods, it is necessary 
when the ground slopes laterally, to calculate the areas of the 
sections, and extract the square root previously to reference to the 
tables. By the method here proposed, these antecedent calcula.
tions are wholly avoided: the numbers are taken from the table 
without any previous computation, and require only to be multi
plied by the natural and artificial slopes. 

The tables are also easily applicable in calculation for LEVEL 
GROUND ; and it is believed that for both purposes the methods 
will be found very simple and expeditious. The tabular numbers 
are calculated for every half foot. When greater exactness is ne
USBary, the calculator ii; referred to the admirable tables of Mr. 
Ba&hforth. The manuscriJ?t computations for those tables have 
been kindly placed at the disposal of the present writer, and have 
enabled him to check the accuracy of a great part of his own re
BUlts. 

It is not intended to demonstrate at length the formula of com
puta&.ion, as they depend on well-known theorems : the following 
brief account of them is sufficient for the present purpose. 

Let AC DB be a section in a railway cutting in level ground, 
C D lleing the formation lnel, and A C, B D, the artificial slopes. 
A1 A B is horisontal, the peints A, E, and B, are all at the same 

J'lg. I. 

vertical Jaeight above the formation level: call this height a, 
measured in feet. 

Let a similar section be taken at a distance along the railwa;r of 
66 feet, or one chain from the above, and let the vertical height 
there be b feet. The solid content in cubic yards of the solid 
tenninating in E DB, is tf (a• + ab +b•) r. 

The solid content is 1,1 a r w; r being the " slope" of the 
embankments, the measurement of which will be explained more 
fully presently; 10 the width in feet of the formation level. 

Next, let A C D B be a section in sidelong ground-that is, 
ground inclined laterally or transversely to the railway. Here 

B 

----1 __ _.,,...,,...,. I 

~~---------...l 
Fig. 2. 

there are two sets of heights to be considered-those on the right 
hand, and those on the left hand of the railway: and there are 
two "slopes" -that of the natural ground depending on the in
~lination of AB ; and that of the artificial embankment, depend
mg on the inclination of either A C or B D. Call the natural 
elope R, and the artificial slope (as before) '" If a and A be lhe 

heights (in feet) of the points A and B respectively, above the 
formation level CD, the area of the triangle AFC = i (R + r)a•· 
and of the triangle BF D = i (R - r) A•. ' 

Similarly, if another section be taken at a distance 66 feet along 
the railway, and b, B, be •the coiresponding heights, the areas of 
the two triangles similar and similad~ situated to A F C, B FD 
respectively, are i (R + r) b'1; and l (R-r) B•. ' 

The solid content (in cubic yards) of the solid terminating in 
A F C = (R + r) t} (A'+ AB+ B'). 

The larger of the accompanying tables gives values, or 
# (a2 +ab+ b2), for every half foot of the two heipts up to 
SO and 60 feet, respective!;. The smaller table gives vJues of 
'v'a X by various widths o the formation level. 

METBODS OF t:SING THE TABLES. 

For Level-lying Ground.-Multiply the tabular number in the
larger table correspondin~ to the heights of two successive sec
tions a chain apart, by twice the slope, and add the number from 
the smaller table, corresponding to each height separately. The 
result is the number of cubic yards required. F6r instance, let 
the heights be 29-l feet and 4S feet ; the base, 30 feet ; and the 
slope 2 (to one). In the larger table, the number corresponding to 
{ 29l, 4.5} is 1710. This, multiplied by twice the slope = 6840. 
Add, from the column for base 30 in the second table, the number 
for 291 (which is 1082); and also the number for 4S (which is 
1650): and the total (9572) is the quantity of cubic yards re
quired. 

The following is an example of tke quantities corresponding to 
four sections, a chain apart, the corresponding heights being 16, 
201, 30, and U6, respectively: the baae, 33 feet: lhe slope, 26 (lo 
on~ensequently, an the first tabular numbers are to be multi
plied by twice lit (or .S). 

&ii-""" II& Tait. Not1. llulllplled by 2114 Tab. Noo. 9"m 
..- twtot slope. to Bue M. • 

[~, ······-···· 398 ·········-· 1990 ............ ::; ...... 3-Mi2 

[:' •••••••••••• 788 ·-········· 894'0 ............ l~~ •••••• 59'11 

[!~ ............ 1717 ............ 8685 ............ ~~ ...... 11589 

, .Anawer 21028 

When the sections are at gTeater or less distances than one chain
apart, qll&IUities between each twe Motions must be multiplied bJ 
the corresponding distances. For in.stance, suppose in the abotre 
example tne sections had been lA, 2, and 3 chains apart: re
peating the 8W1U in the last column of the above scheme, we 
have 

Swna. 

34.62 
6977 

11589 

x 
x 
x 

Dlat&Dtt1. 

H 
2 
3 

= 
-
= 

Prod11c1a. 
5193 

11954 
34767 

51914. AM. requirtJd. 
For S~/Qng Ground.-Here the larger table alone is used.. 

There are two sets of heights, those on the right-hand side of the 
railway, Bf; and those on the left-hand side, Ae (fig. 2). Tlwe 
•6'8 are t-0 be kept quiU distinct. Multiply the tabular numbers cor-. 
responding to the greater heights by the diff~ between the 
natural and artificial slopes, and the tabular numbers eorrespond
ing to the less heights by the BtUn of artificial and natural slopes : 
the difference between these products is the result required. 

For instance, let the natural slope be 66 (to one), and the artifi
cial slope 16 (to one) : the sum of the slopes is 8, the difference 5. 
Also, let the heights be: 1st section, ~l, 10 ; 2nd section, 52, 30. 
The two major heights, 206, 52, are taken togethA!r ; and the twct 
minor heights, IO and 30, are taken together. The number in th•· 
table for tbe first pair is 1707; which, multiplied by s, gives 853S. 
The height for the second pair is 529; which, multiplied by 8, 
gives 4232. The .difference of the two products, or 4303, is the 
answer required. 

Where the slopes remain unchanged for several succe~sh·e 80C

tions, the sums of each set of the tabular numbers may be multi
plied by the slopes, instead of multiplying each tabular number 
separately. For instance, let the natural slope be 3 (to one); the 
artificial slope, I (to one). Also, let the heights be, first section, . 
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36 IO • second section, •a, 20l; third section, 39, I2; fourth sec
tio'n, "'5, 15. The calculation is as follows:-

G-ier Hei1bi.. 
35, S6 
56, 39 
39, 4.S 

Tab. No1. 

2515 
2787 
2I.S9 

Total 7521 
Mult. by diff. of slopes 2 

15042 
Subtract 3392 

Leu Height•. 

IO, ~l 
~t. 12 
I2, IS 

Tab. No1. 

29£ 
330 
223 

Total 848 
Mult. by sum of slopes 4 

3392 

I I,«l.SO An8Wer. 

If the sections were at unequal distances apart-say 21 l i, 3 
chain&-each tabular number would have to be multiplied by the 
corresponding distance. 'fhe above example would then be modi
fied as follows :-

Tab. Not. D11taoct. 

2515 x 2 
2787 x u 
2159 x 3 

Product. 

SI.SO 
= 3716 
- 6477 

Total IS343 
2 

30686 
Subtract 6796 

Tab. Noo. l>istance. 

29.S x 2 
330Xli-
223 x 3 -

Prodact. 

590 
440 
669 

Total 1699 
4 

6796 

23890 Anawer. 

To extend the large table where either height exceeds 60, take four 
times the tabular number for half the given heights. For instance, 

the tabular number for { 100, ~} is four times that for {.so, 10} • 

To e:ctend the amaJl table, where either height exceeds .SS, add the 
tabular number11 for any two heights which together make up the 
given height. For instance, the tabular number for 60 is the sum 
of the tabular numbers for .SO and IO, or of those for .S.S and .s, &c. 

To find the tabular number in the greater table. Look for either 
height in the horizontal row of index fig;ures, and for the other 
height in the vertical row of indices. The tabular number re
quired is beneath the one index and opposite the other. In the 
small table used for level-lying ground, only one index figure is 
used : the tabular number required is opposite it in the column 
designated by the given width of the formation level. For other 
widths than those given in the table, multiply the number to "base 
I foot" by the given width.-E.i-ample: The number for height 27 
to base 22 is 22 X 33. 

MeMUrement of aiope.B.-The slo:pes on railways are measured bl. 
the horizontal distance correspondmg to one foot vertical rise. I , 
for instance, the rise of one foot correspond to a horizontal dis
tance of 2i feet, the slope is 2l (to one). The same mode of mea-
1urement is adopted here for the natural inclination of the ground 
as for the artificial inclination of the sides of the embankment or 
cutting. 

Change of the natural ak>pe may occur in sidelong ground where 
the surface is very irregular. The sections ought to be taken so 
near that the difference of slopes at two successive sections may 
not be considerable. Now, by •1sing exclusively the greater of 
these natural slopes with the actual heights, the result would be 
too large : by using the smaller of them, too small. But as the 
results obtained in these two ways will not in general widely differ, 
the truth may be taken as a m~m between them. 

The difficulty arising from change of natural slope may however, 
in general be avoided. For the upper surface of the ground being 
undulating and irregular, the natural inclination is represented by 
equali.ring linea drawn so that the small curvilinear areas in excess 
and defect may balance each other. These equalising lines being 
in some degree arbitrary in position, may in general be drawn at 
the same inclination for several sections together. 

._. Tbe1e tabiH, and the m<tbod or u1log them, are original and copyrlgbt. They are 
p'llbllahed .. parotely bv W••lo, Holbom. 

baoe b,.. baae bue b11e bue hue baa. ~ bue 
26Ct. 27Ct. :.l8Ct. :19ft, 30rt. 3lft. 82fl. 33ft. s.&tl. l ft. 

1 32 

.. 
:; g 

• 112 
128 

6 148 
I 169 

•,! ~ 
22:1 

s' ~ 
9 6 i7: 

10
6 ~~ 

:~: m 
13

6 ~ 
1 .. 6 ~ 
116 ~~ 
186 ~ 

t 525 
17. 1>41 

657 
18 .~72 

19
6 ~ 

10 i :: 

11
6 ~ 

11•1 ~ 
la 

6 715 
731 

I ..
.. ;47 

i63 
.... 6 778 
- 794 

ae'~ 
17

6 ~~ 
18 

6 f9t 
as• ~ 

30
1

1 = 
11 61 9i0 

1986 
11 'i 1001 

1017 

:::11 i~ 
1081 

316 1~; 
38 •1 1129 

I 1144 

37
6
1 B~ 

38 
6

1 l!i: 
39 

61 1224 
I 1240 

t' 1266 .. o I 1m 
6. 1287 

.. 1 1303 
t 1319 

.. I 133li 
6 1351 .. a 1861 
,, 1383 

.... I 1399 
i 1416 

.. 1 1430 
6 I~ 

ff 1462 

.. 7
6 1478 

1'94 

.. s• m~ -· ~~~ 
10 6 m~ 

6 1605 
11 1621 

1 !Mi 
11 16.13 

t 1669 
13 lt184 

6 1700 
H 1716 

6 1732 
11 1741 

83 
49 
136 
82 
99 

115 
152 
148 
186 
181 
198 
214 
281 
247 
264 
280 
'l'i7 
818 
330 
346 
368 
379 
896 
412 
429 
4Cli 
462 
478 
495 
511 
528 
544 
561 
577 
594 
610 
6'n 
643 
!l60 
676 
693 
709 
726 
742 
769 
775 
792 
808 
826 
Sil 
8.'18 
874 
891 
908 
924 
941 
957 
~74 
990 

1007 
1028 
1040 
1056 
1073 
108!! 
))06 
1122 
))39 
1165 
IJ72 
1188 
I~ 
1221 
1238 
1254 
1271 
1287 
1804 
1320 
1337 
);WI 
1370 
1388 
1403 
1419 
1436 
14.'i2 
1469 
1486 
1502 
1618 
15s:i 
)~51 
IMS 
161l4 
1601 
1617 
1634 
16b0 
1667 
168.' 
1700 
1716 
1738 
17~U 
1766 
1782 
1799 
1816 

34 
51 
6~ 
8.1 

103 
120 
187 
IM 
171 
188 
:m 
2'l2 
239 
2:i6 
274 
21Jl 
30d 
825 
342 
359 
376 
393 
411 
428 
44.~ 
462 
479 
4ll6 
518 
630 
MS 
~ 
582 
699 
616 
633 
6W 
667 
684 
701 
719 
735 
763 
no 
787 
8<" 
821 
838 
~ 
1178 
890 
907 
924 
942 
959 
976 
993 

1010 
1027 
1044 
1061 
1078 
1095 
1118 
IJ30 
1147 
11114 
1181 
1198 
1216 
1282 
12-49 
1266 
1283 
1300 
1318 
1331 
1352 
1369 
1886 
1403 
1420 
l4,'l7 
1465 
1472 
14!l9 
15u6 
lh28 
1640 
1567 
1574 
1691 
lllOS 
1626 
1643 
1660 
1877 
1694 
1711 
1728 
1745 
lid:! 
17d0 
1797 
1814 
1831 
lf!.18 
1865 
IBS'l 

35 

~' 70 
88 

106 
124 
142 
159 
177 
195 
212 
230 
249 
26.'i 
:lll8 
801 
319 
386 
S.'>4 
372 
389 
41)7 
426 
443 
461 
4711 
496 
514 
Ml 
M9 
667 
585 
603 
620 
638 
~6 
673 
691 
708 
726 
744 
762 
7ll0 
797 
816 
&13 
860 
868 
886 
904 
922 
940 
957 
975 
992 

1010 
1028 
1046 
1063 
1081 
1098 
1116 
1134 
1162 
116~ 
))87 
I~ 
1223 
1240 
1258 
1276 
1~'94 
1312 
1830 
1347 
1:!66 
1382 
1400 
1418 
1436 
14.'>8 
1471 
1489 
IW7 
162-~ 
1542 
165~ 
1577 
a95 
1613 
16:Jl 
l6l9 
1666 
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ON THE APPLICATION OF SCULPTURE AND 
SCULPTURED ORNAMENT TO ARCHITECTURE. 

By H. B. GABLING. 

At a meeting or the Royal Institute or British .Architects, held 
on the 29th of May, the following paper was read:-" E8aay on 
the Application of Sculpture and Seulptured Orname11t to Architecture, 
uittl t4s Principlu tohich 1hould regulate their introdrtctfon into Build
in9a generall.11, both with regard to Beauty of Embelliahnumt and Pro
prie.ty of Style." By Mr. H. B. GA.DLL'IG; for which the Silver 
Medal of the Institute was awarded. 

If from the study of some individual branch of fine art, we 
pruceed to consider how to combine any two or more of them in 
the same composition with the greate~t effect,-in investi~ating 
the relation they bear to each other, the means by which the im
prt!fiions conveyed by the one are influenced by its connection 
with the other, and the sources from whence our illeas of beauty or 
grandeur in each department result, we c1mnot foil to remark the 
close and etriking analogy which exi .. ts between all the various 
branches into which fine art is divided, whether by the imprestlions 
they pruduce upon the mind, or the means by which those impres
sions are effected. We shall find that though varyin~ in the organ 
by whil'h they address the imagination, or the vehicle bv which 
they convey their impressions to the mind, they influence the 
tame fcrlingii, strike as it were the same chords, and depend upon 
causes varying in form only, to produce effects substantially the 
liame. 

\Vhether it be architecture or sculpture, painting, music, or 
poetry that engages our attention, it is but the expression of one 
and the same sentiment-the collecting and arranging in the most 
t>lfective manner, the giving form and substance, as it were, to 
those ideas and images, from which result our impressions of the 
lluhlime and beautiful. 

Though we may discover in all, this common origin and aim, yet 
hetween eome the connection is obvious; and the assistance they 
a.B"ord to each other, when skilfully combined, more natural and 
eff'erlive. 

Thus, if to the symmetry and prol'ortion of architecture we add 
the graceful terminations and fiowmg lines of sculpture, or the 
relief and rich variety of pictorial embellishments, we enhance the 
Yalue of each by placing it in its mol!t effective position, and sur
rounding it with suitable and appropriate accessories. 

To the artist it is, therefore, an important as well 88 an inter
esting investigation to consider how the architect and sculptor may 
unite their labours with the most successful result; nnd what rules 
we must observe in the treatment of each department to produce 
a harmonious and effective combination. 

If we commence our investigation by tracing the distinguishing 
features of the various styles of art 88 each rose in succession 
from the materials bequeathed by its predecessor, the first that 
t>ngages our attention is the collossal architecture of the Egyp
tians. The distinguishing features of these extraordinary edifices 
are so well known as scarcely tu need description: interesting as 
they may be to antiquarian research, and rich in matter for reflec
tion and speculation on other pointsl to the artist they afford but 
l!('.anty materials fur study, and still ess for imitation and example. 
That the lferms of beauty and proportion may be traced in a cer
tain propnety of decoration and regular disposition of parts may 
nut, perhaps, be denied ; as also that a. certain effect of grandeur 
bu been attained ; the results of colloBSal size both in the general 
mau, and also in the details of the composition. Yet ther exhibit 
a style of art so circumscribed in its object, so limited m its re-
110Urces, and so much fettered by conventional ideas and principles, 
u to limit its advancement beyond a certain point-forming, in 
fact, a perfect reflection of the social condition of the people with 
'll'hom it originated. 

I( from Egypt we turn to Greece (where exquisite refinement of 
taste and feeling were combined with a social condition more fa
Yourable to progress than in the former country), we shall find 
the powers of the artist rapidly increasing with tile demand for 
their employment, and the scope afforded for their exercise. Aim
ing at the attainment of beauty by nicely-adjusted proportion>! and 
propriety of decoration, and attaininl!' grandeur and dignity of 
effect, not by actual size, but by simphcit:y of parts and regularity 
o( dellign, we observe even in their earhest efforts the germs of 
that perfect maetery of all the resources of art, which subsequently 
ripened and expanded into the inimitable productions of the age 
o( Periclea. 

Apart from the merits of each in its particular depsrtment, the 
principles they observed in combining architecture and sculptu'?e 

./ 

ln one composition claim our most careful attention. Whether 
forming the graceful termination11 of the acruteria, or filling up the 
voids of the pediments, or metopes of the Doric entablature, or 
decorating the walls in long continuous friezes of elaborate design, 
we observe how admirably the t1culptural acct>ssories complete the 
general outline of the masses, fill up every void space with rich 
and appropriate decoration, and relieve the more rl'brular forms of 
the architecture with the most pleasing variety of lines; imparting 
poetry of feeling to the whole composition, and asi1isting in a most 
important degree the character aimed at bv the architect. 

The rules observed in the treatment an°d distribution of sculp
ture by the artists of Greece, obtained throughout the whole of 
the best period of classic art. 

The triumphal and monumental buildings of antiquity are par
ticularly interesting, as exemplifying the views and ideas of artists 
of the most acknowledged skill and judgment. The mausolea of 
Halicarnassus, of Hadrian, and of Augu8tu11, the Antonine anrl 
Trajan columns, the triumphal arches on the Via Sacra, the cum
mem.orative ~unument.i in short of every class, when carefully 
considered, will be found to possess it ch11racter admirably adapted 
~u the purposes of. their erection: but in the application of these 
ideas tu our own times, we must ever keep carefully in view the 
particular circumstances which guided them in the forms anti ar
rangement they adopted. As art degenerated towards the decline 
of the Roman empire, the abandonment of true principles became 
apparent in all its departments-in none more so than in the treat
ment of sculptural accessories,-their meretricious character and 
the profusion of ornament (often exceedingly coarse and inele!rant) 
destroying that repose and chaste simplicity, so essential to" true 
dig~ity of style and so happily attained in the works of a better 
period. Of these abuses the latter examples of Roman architec
ture, particularly the baths and even to u greater degree the gor
~eous remains at Balbec and Palmyra, afford remarkable 
instances. 

The political convulsions which for centuries distracted the 
world, so completely buried in barbarism and ignorance every 
class. of literature and every vestige of art, that scarcely any pro
duction worthy of the name can be recorded. This destruction of 
a~t seems to have been completed at a period when the true prin
ciples of taste being abandoned, and its most essential rules being 
completely lust sight of, all hope of further progress was stayed· anti 
t~u11, though for a time its extinction was most complete, this'very 
c.1rcumstance may .be .said to have paved the way for its regenera
tion on better prmc1ples, at a subsequent period. By it was 
annihilated all mere conventional rules, and by it was destroyed 
every false standard of excellence; and the absence of precedent 
compelled the artist tu go back to the studr of nature the only 
sou~ce fr?m. which1 in early ages, he can, and m all ages, he should, 
derive his ideas, however he may seek to form his tastl' mature 
his judgment, or collect experience from the works of oth~rs: and 
from this constant reference to nature alone, we must trace that 
freshne~s of feeling and vigour of conception with which the early 
productions of art and literat•1re teem, and which we strive in 
vain to catch when the feelings of society ha\'e become more re
fined and enervated, and its structure more artificial and compli
cated. Art will invariably take its tone and expression from the 
character of the age in which it is produced; it i>1 an influence the 
artist cannot resist ; it forms the very atmosphere he breathes · 
and from it the constitution of his mind takes its tone: the expr~ 
rience of the past offers no exception, the character of art at the 
present day confirms it. 

As the arts gradually emerged from the obscurity in which they 
were buried (fostered by a patronage peculiarlv favourable for the 
development of their loftiest powers), they began to assert their 
true po~itiun and exercise their legitimate influence on society; 
and whale the monuments of classic art were rapidly falling to 
decay, another style of architecture arose, based on principles of 
construction and of composition almost as diametrically opposite to 
those of classic art as the source from whence it sprung, the pur
poses tu which it was dedicated, and the character of the age and 
people amongst whom it originated. The sl'ulptural acceB&Ories 
are no less different in character than the architecture with wl1ich 
ther are associated. These sculptural accessories (often \·igorous in 
design and well conceh·ed, consisting principally of isolated 
figures, stiff and constrained, distributed and arranged rather by 
conventional and prescribed ideail of symbolism than by rules of 
artistic composition)1 convey ideas more by symbolical arr11ngement 
than by a combination of action and expre11Sion; of this perhaps 
the fronts of Wells and Enter Cathedrals may be adduced a1 the 
most striking examples. Thus in the sculptural decoration of 
mediieval architecture we observe a style of art too 1111bordinate i11 
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it.a character, too circumscribed in its views, and too much fettered 
by conventional forms to expand and assert an independent posi
tion; aiming solely at the expression of devotional feeling by the 
adoption of the most simple forms. These remarks do not apply 
to the artists of the revival in Italy; who, forming their taste on 
the model of the antique, united to these sentiments the lofty ex
pression or intellect and ideal perfection; and thus produced a 
distinguishing merit and charm in their works. In the revival of 
the classic styles in Italy, we, in the treatment of the two arts of 
11rchitecture and sculpture, meet with the observance of the same 
principles which guided the artists of classic times; but not, bow
~·er, carried out with the same refinement of feeling and correct
nesR of taste. The vigorous and fertile imngination of the great 
Italian masters (though it enabled them to trace out their own 
path, and to imitate the example and catch the feeling without 
tamely copying their model) often betrayed them into irregularity, 
which marred the effect of their most successful worke; while by 
artists of inferior talent, exaggerated action and expression, eccen
tricity! and extravagant conceits, were too often confounded with 
the ho d originality and vigorous conceptions of true genius. or 
these defects the palaces and churches of Italy afl'ord innumerable 
instances, which will immediately occur to those acquainted with 
the works of these masters. It cannot, indeed. be denied, that the 
peculiar character of the Italian style admitted a freedom of treat
ment in the sculptural accessories which would be offensive and 
inadmissible in more correct and regular compositions; but at the 
same time it will be obvious that there is a limit to these irregu
larities, which can only be nssigned by good taste and discriminat
ing judgment on the part of the artist himself. 

The first and most important point is to observe a perfect ac
cordance in style and character with that of the building to which 
we apply it, that it not only should illustrate its object and pur
pose, by intelligible and appropriate allegory, but convey it also 
with congruity of feeling and sentiment, even to the minufoe of 
execution, (for the skilful architect not only adapts the main 
features of his building to the purpose for which 1t is designed, 
but also expresses it in every member, and moulds every detail in 
exact accordance). But to produce that harmony and propriety 
(which is the source of our most agreeable sensations in contemp
lating the productions of art), we must in addition distribute it 
so judiciously through the composition, and so niceiy adjust it in 
proportion and position, that it shall appear an integral portion of 
the design,-the work as it were of one hand, and so completely 
the expression of one idea, that a chasm and void would be created 
by its removal : that neither by disproportionate size, nor too pro
minent a position, it should obtrude offensively on the eye; nor by 
the opposite extreme, appear to retire too much and lose its legiti
mate elf'ect and place in the composition. The regulation and nice 
adjustment of these points cannot, however, be determined by rule, 
since every individual caae will require a different treatment, but 
it must altogether be attained by that refinement and correctness 
of taste on the part of the artist which can only result from a 
careful and accurate study of the best models, united with the 
greatest judgment and discrimination. 

As a subordinate and purely decorative feature, it will be of the 
utmost importance that the outline of the sculpture should be re
gulated by, and accord most accurately with, that of the architec
ture; and that it fill up with preci11ion those circumscribing lines 
within which it is placed; that there be no protuberance, undue 
projection, or ungraceful detlection in the contour, either in itself, 
or in combination ; and that it do not interfere with, or break oft' 
those main lines which indicate the constructive features of the 
building, or the continuity of which expresses the arr11Dgement 
and proportions of the composition. 

It will also be found a point of considerable importance, in com
bining sculpture with architecture, to adopt a sober and subdued 
11tyle of composition in the position and arrangement, and particu
larly in the treatment, of the draperies and acce880ries, not only 
in i.llolated figures and in those which form the terminations and 
cro~·ning members, but also in the composition of the friezes and 
pediments. The confusion produced by exaggerated action or 
mtricate grouping will be immediately detected by its discomposing 
and harshly contrasting, without relieving the lines of the archi
tecture; though on the other hand must be avoided a meagre and 
stragglinjl arrangement, and the stiff effect arising from perpen
dicular and horizontal lines. The value of scnlpture as a decora
tion (independent of the sentiment it com·eye) consists much in 
the relief it affords by carrying up the eye with its graceful termi
nations; filling up what would otherwise be void and blank, with 
vsried and undulating lines and forms of the most exquisite 
beauty. 'fhe success with which the art.ists of Greece moulded 

and adapted these requirements will prove that, when properly 
treated, they tend neither to cramp the ideas nor to shackle thtr 
invention of the artist. 

If it be necessary to observe these rules in the treatment o( 
groups, it will be found still more so in the case of isolated figures· 
and the infringement of them produces still more ungracef~ 
effects. On the revival of art in Italy, distortion and exaggerated 
action and expre88ion were too frequently confounded with origi
nality and vigour of execution ; and we are continually meeti113 
in their works with the most striking instances both of the in
fringement of these rules and the ungraceful effects resulting 
therefrom. 

In placing sculpture in juxta-position with architecture, it is 
obviously a point of no small importance to consider the scale 
thereby imparted to the composition. It will hardly be necessary 
to demonstrate with argument, that with which every artist mast 
be acquainted; viz., that magnitude is relative rather than actual, 
and that by skilfully proportioning detaili!, or by placing in juxta
position features, with the size of wbich1 by habit, experience, or 
mstinct, we are acquainted, with those ot which we have no other 
data for determining the magnitude, be can impart a fictitious 
scale to his composition; or that hr diminishing one feature and 
exaggerating another, be can, by this comparison, produce an idea 
of magnitude which the actual size does not possess. In practice, 
this, nevertheless, has but too frequently been lost sight of; and 
in many instances, where circumstances mstitute the oomparison, 
it has been rather tht> result of accident than design. Perhaps this 
remark might be more justly restricted to the revival and later 
productions of art; since, in the works of the antique, we con
tinually observe not only its application, but the succe11S with 
which it has been attended. The principle must, however, obvi
ously become of peculiar importance in the case of sculpture, 
since the proportion of the human figure is that with which we are 
most nat•1rally and necessarily acquainted, and one which we per
haps more readily apply than any other (adjusting everything to 
this scale instinctively), and although, to a certain extent, the 
scale of the sculptural accessories, particularly the isolated figures, 
will be indicated by various circumstances in the proportions of 
the architecture, it is not absolutely or invariably so, and the ad
vantage to be gained by skilfully adjusting this scale must never 
be lost sight of. When, by being in due proportion to the me~ 
bers of the architecture, it would become too colossal, it might be 
preferable to adopt a different species of decoration; since, where 
the ordinary features of the composition are merely increased in 
actual size, and the same relative proportions observed, the scale 
by which we measure is increased in nearly the same ratio. 'Ve 
may also observe, that the undue exaggeration of the human 
figure beyond its natural proportions, so far from invariably pro
ducing an effect of grandeur, is sometimes productive of impres
sions akin to those resulting from actual deformity ; the propor
tioning these parts is, however, a point which must depend solely 
upon the judgment of the artist, and one for which no rule can be 
laid down : a careful study of the best models and an accurate ob
servation of works already executed, will form the beat and perhapa 
the only guide. 

When we observe how necessary to produce a pleasing and har
monious effect (even in isolated works, which are to be conaidered 
Bl complete in themselves and not affected by external circum
stances). are the duly balancing the corresponding parts of the 
composition ; the skilfully contrasting and combining forma and 
lines of varying contour; the duly filling-in and adju11ting every 
part so as t-0 give one outline to the mass, however varied in 
detail,-it is obvious, that in combination with architecture, the 
slightest discrepancy or failing in this respect will be exaggerated, 
by contrast with the regularity of the lines and masses with which 
it is associated ; and to ~bis point, therefore, the arti11t must diree& 
bis most diligent attention. 

In designing groups and figures which crown and form the ter
mination of the composition, it will be found of the greatest im
portance that the figures in every aspect appear in perfect 
equilibrium, and firmly planted and balanced on the pedestal on 
which they stand, devoid of any protuberance or projection, either 
in limb or drapery, which may appear to throw the mass more oo 
one side than on the other. It will for this purpose be found ne
cessary carefully to study the work from every possible point of 
sight from which it can be seen; since we have continuiilly to 
observe that though perfect when viewed in some positions, thi1 
due equil'!irium of the mass is disturbed when seen m others, and 
that eren, when, in reality and mechanically epeaking, it is duly 
poi~;;d. 

"Jf the ill effects resulting from an imperfect or partial nudy of 
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this important point, the works of the artists of the revival above 
alluded to (though maeten of perspective and penpective effects) 
aBord innumerable instances; while of consummate skill ancl 
llcience in meeting these requirements, the inimitable productions 
of the Grecian chisel afford at once a most striking example, and 
to &he artist an invaluable model for study. 

An important part of the subject of the application of sculpture 
to architet.'ture 1s the employment of caryatides in the place of 
the column to support the entablature of the orden. Whether the 
origin of this feature be that related by Vitruvius, or whether it 
resulted merely in the fertile and livelr. imagination of the artist 
adopting this form for variety only, 1t will hardly be worth our 
while to consider; though the employment of the human figure 
combined with massive column11, but not aiding in the support of 
the mass above, occurring in the Egyptian temples, might induce 
the belief that the idea has been already suggested by precedent, 
aud that the character it 888umed in Grecian architecture was 
merely the result of the more refined taste of the artist. The 
imtances in which they were employed, and the manner in which 
they have been treated, has been already considered, as also that of 
the same feature by the artists of the revival in Italy. It has else
where been hut very sparingly adopted. Jean Goujon has left us 
eome admirable specimens of his taste and skill in the Louvre at 
Paris, which exhibit all the chaste and refined feeling of the 
antique combined with the freedom of the revival. Inigo Jones's 
cireular court of caryatidee, in the Palace at Whitehall, though 
not executed, yet forms so beautiful a feature in the design that 
we must uot omit to notice it, and to observe with what \leculiar 
judgment the architect bas treated this feature of his design: by 
applving it to an interior court, a perfectly unique effect is pre
served, undisturbed by comparison m size with the columnar ar
rangement. 

It iii obvious that, in a great measure, the same rules will regu
late the treatment of caryatides which govern the application of 
sculpture generally to architecture; viz., a general sobriety of 
treatment; the avoiding all strained and unnatural positions of 
the limbs; no flutter or discomposure of the drapery; the figure 
balancing itself most accurately, and appearing in every position 
in the most perfect equilibrium; the outline of the limbs being 
clearlv developed through the folds of the drapery; and, lastly, 
the absence of the idea of forced and laborious exertion on the one 
hand, and of positive inaction on the other, that the figure appear 
easily and naturally to support its superincumbent members, and 
that they be so treated that the same outline and position do not 
recur too often. If engaged with the wall, as is frequently the 
case, a greater freedom of treatment may undoubtedly be adopted, 
&ince the outline of the figure will not vary much in different 
points from which it can be seen. 

It might at first be supposed tiat the study and practice of two 
arts, so intimately connected with each other, and so naturally 
and readily combined, might have been united with advantage in 
the same artist. If however, we look back upon the history of 
art, more particularly to the era of the revival in Italy, at which 
time they were not uncommonly united in the same individual, we 
cannot but observe that the abuses and deformities are principally 
to be met with in the works of the architect-sculptors; and that 
in artistic effect and arrangement, as well as in appropriate and 
characteristic detail, they were surpassed by their brethren, the 
architect-painters of the same period. However they both fall 
short of those whose whole attention was devoted to architecture 
alone; showing, more conclusively than argument, that the rules 
of the artist must, in these points, be his non lmperittut; that to 
comyass more than one to its fullest extent-to attain to or approach 
penection, where the attention is divided upontwo objects of equal 
1mportanc.e a11d scope,-is beyond the grasp of the most powerful 
intellect, and that the attempt can only be attended with failnre 
in ope, or mediocrity in both. There may be quoted a few brilliant 
exceptions; yet, if these even be fairly balanced upon their own 
1J12rits, irrespective of the authority of great names, the observa
tion may apply to them. 

In conclusion, although it might seem that the rules to be ob
served in ar plying sculpture to architecture are ri~d, and calculated 
ta tramme the artist with restrictions incompatible with the free 
e.xercille of his genius, there is, in reality, pel'haps no point on 
which the invention of the artist is Jess fetteredt_or on which so 
..-ide a field is left for the exercise of his own discretion, since 
they determine no fixed proportiens, prescribe no particular form, 
arrangement, or detail, and their very application must depend on 
the artist's discernment and taete. How little these rules are cal
culated to induce poverty and tameness of design, or confine the 
free exercise of the imagination, the example of the gifted artillta 

of Greece will sufficiently prove. The rules of art, so called, are 
not arbitrary restriction founded on the caprice of fashion, the 
authority of precedent, or the practice of approved masters,-but 
those immutable Jaws, upon the observance of which beauty, 
grandeur, and harmony most depend (which admit of no excep
tion ), apply to every variation of circumstances; are ascertained 
by an accurate observation of the effects of certain combinations; 
and are as inseparably connected with the productions of certain 
results as cause and effect in mechanical appliances in the physical 
world. It is the attribute and charactenstic of true genius i~ 
tuitively to know, and instinctively to apply them, however nece~ 
sary experience, careful observation, and dilia-ent study may be to 
mature the judgment and refine the taste. 'To conform to them 
will exercise its ingenui_ty rather than restrict its powers, while 
their due observance will give force and precision to its efforts, 
by directing them in the right channel, and by preserving it from 
those irregularities which mar the productions of geniu1 unaided 
by experience and education. 

RESISTANCES TO RAILWAY TRAINS. 
EXPERIMENTS DOWN INCLINED PLANES BY GRAVITY. 

Some experiments have recently been made on the retardation 
of trains on inclined planes; and as the subject has been much 
debated, a brief analysis of the results may be acceptable,-an 
account of the experiments themselves will be found at the end of 
this paper. It is to be observed, that the circumstances under 
which they appear to have been conducted, render uniformity 
and certainty m the conclusions from them very difficult, or rather 
absolutely impoBBible. 

In the first place, to get a general law of resistance by experi
ments on inclined planes, it is absolutely requisite that the line 
11hould be straight, the air calm, and the distance traversed con
siderable. Of the resistance of curves, and wind in motion, 
nothing can be known till the resistance in more simple cases be 
ascertained. To begin with the more complex enquiry is to 
entangle the subject with phenomena, respecting which igno
rance virtually is confessed, by the very circumstance of making 
the experiment. 

Agam, it is imperatively necessary that the distance traversed 
should be considerable--and we urge this point the more strongly, 
because it applies, not only to the present experiment, but also to 
former expenments on the narrow-gauge railways. The report to 
the British Association on Railway Resistances tl837) contains the 
following important remark on this head:-

"Io nery case hitherto e:i:amined, the uniform •elocity which may •p· 
pear 10 have been allaiaed under such circumataaces, is somewhat less 
than that attained on the same plane, when the train has commenced the 
deacent at a considerable velocity ; it may therefore be doubted, if trains 
which may appear lo have attained an uniform velocity afier llarting from 
a stare or rest (on planes on which the experiments have beeu nuule ), 
mdy not really be travelling at a very slowly accelerating velocity, and 
11 tbe lengths of such planes of one inclination do not enahle this lo be 
ascertained with certainty, it bu been deemed better to e1clude such 
results. The same rule has bern followed for similar reuone in aaalysing 
the other aeries of experiment• on inclined planes referred to in this 
paper." 

This remark appears to apply to the experiments before us, and 
also to those undertaken by Mr. Wyndham Harding, on the Croy
don Atmospheric Railway. Of course, it is only where the mass or 
the train is small, that the resistance soon begins to tell; the effect 
of the inertia of large trains travelling at high velocities, is best 
seen by considering the distance they will move when subject to 
the enormous pressure of the break. 

The present experiments being subject to these various sources 
of error, exhibit discrepancies which greatly diminish the value 
of the conclusions indicated. For instance, in each of the first 
nine experiments (except the 6th and 8th, which may be altoge
ther disregarded on account of the disadvantageous circumstances 
under which they were conducted), there occurs a sudden and un
explained increase of velocity at the distance 8.Sl. This may, 
perhaps, be attributable to local circumstances; but what is more 
important, is the fact that the alteration of the gradient from ,t8 
to du, makes no perceptible alteration of the speed in five out of 
the 1even trustworthy experiments on those graaient1. This con
sideration furnishes a convincing proof of the danger of drawing 
deductions from the apparent uniformity of motion for short dis
tances. If the resistance in pounds per ton for I' given velocitf 
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be deduced from the apparently unaltered motion on both gradients, 
we arrive at the absurdity or gfring the resistance two different 
T&lues, of which one is between six and seven times as great as 
the other. 

To exhibit more clearly the very great eff'ect of the inertia of 
trains in maintaining their velocity, we will calculate the motion 
on level ground, at a uniform resistance of 20 lb. per ton, when 
the train is started at a velocity of 80 feet per second (or rather 
more than 5" miles an hour). By the principle of Conservation of 
Yis Yiva-

~~ W (V 2 - v') = 2 R .r; 
where R is the uniform resistance, V the initial velocity in feet 
per second, v the velocity at 11 subsequent time when the train has 
tr:welled .r feet, W the weight, and therefore J, W the mass 
( p•1tting 32 feet for the measure of ~avity ): or one thirty-atcond part 
of the weight X by the dijferenre betireen the sq11are11 f!f the initial and 
iubllquent tJelocity, is eqflal to twice the c~rresponding distance tra
rer1ed x by the uniform resistance. Thit1 is a simple arithmetical 
rule for calculating aU cases of the rectilineal motion of a body 
started with a given initial velocity, and then ab11ndoned to the 
influence of a constant retarding force. 

To suit the present case, we put V = 80, and the resistance = 
20 pounds per ton, and multiply the weight of the train by 2240, 
to express 1t in pounds ; and the above formula becomes 

~w 1 
-- (V' - v2) = 4-0 .r; or, 11,200 - -v2 = .r, 
~ .. 

to find the distance in feet corresponding to any subsequent 
Telocity. Putting v = o, we fin~ that the train moves 2·12 m~ 
before it comes to rest ; and putting v = 70, we find that the tram 
moves 2,92.S feet, or more than half 11 mile, before it1 velocity is reduMl 
from 80 to 10feet per second. If, instead of making the resistance 
uniform, we supposed it to decrease graduall_y, as it does on rail
wav the distances above calculated would be mcreased. 

These considerations show the absolute necessity of using long 
distances in performing experiments on the retardation of trains. 
But though they throw a doubt on the experiments before us, it 
would be too much to say that they render them llbsolutely worth
less. On the contrary, with. some exceptions, the co~clus1.ons dis
play a certain degree of consistency which add~ to their weight. Of 
course, the testimony inferred from this consistency would be much 
greater if we were informed that these experiments are all that 
have been undertaken, and that none other inconsistent with them 
have been,erformed. 

Now, o the experiments on the ,k gradient, the 2nd, 3rd, 
and 5th with an initial velocity of .so to .52 miles an hour, ex
hibit tolerably uniform velocities. This would indicate that at 
so to .52 miles an hour, the resistance is ,!i, the weight, or ~·4- lb. 
per ton. Experiments I,"'• and 7, show retarding velocities, indi
r,atin~ that at .54. to .SS miles an hour, the resistance exceeds ~·4- lb. 
per ton. Again, in the 13th experiment, on a gradient of about J5, 
the speed is tolerably uniform; in the I Ith, on the i:ame gradient, 
it is accelerated. In both experiments on a gradient of 1l11> the 
•peed is accelerated. Reasoning as before, we have-on the assump
tion that the above form of the data is accurate-the following 
general conclusions, in three pairs, corresponding with the three 
gradients :-

mil" iwr boar. lb. per ton. 
When velocity ia 50 - 2 Re1iatance equals } 22 

M - 8 e:i:ceeda 
55 rq11al1 } 26 
43 le11 than 
36 Ten than } 19 37 Je11 than 

These results agree very well with those obtained in 184.6, by 
Mr. \V. Harding, by the dynamometer, on the South Eastern nar
row-puge railway and reported in his paper presented to the 
Institution of Civil Engineers:-

mu .. pt'r hour. lb. p•r toa. 
Velocilv 29 Resi1tance 16 !> 

. 37 18·3 
45 21•7 
46 21·3 

To complete the c~m~arison,_ we select those of the e~J?eriments 
of the British Assoc1at1on wluch wert! made at veloc1t1es above 
30 miles an hour, on inclined planes on narrow-gauge lines :-

mU• P"' hour~ lb. pPr tou. 
Velocity 31 Resiatance 23·4 

34 23"4 
37 25 
32 22·5 

It is to be observed, that these ra\ea of reaistance considerably 
C'xceed the former. 

We do not bring into the comparison the l'xperiment1 of the 
Gauge Commis11ion, in which the rellistance is derived from the co11-
sumption of water by such an arbitrary and dan~erous procea, that 
we feel justified in rejecting that evidence entirely. Neither can 
Mr. Wyndham Harding's experiments on the Croydon Atmo
spheric Railway, by the diff'erence of barometric pressures, be ad
mitted into the comparison. His case for the rapid incnaae of rt-
1istance with increase of Bplld, 'TUU a/moat enti'Ttly on thue upni
menu, and therefore, as we think, on an in11ufficient foundation. 

The following results are obtained from several distinct experi
ments:-

mil,. ptr boar. lb. P"• toa. 
Velocity 61 Retistance 52·6 

53 .CM 
55 36 
50 32·9 
47 33-7 

Jn the first place, the results obtained by the barometer are in
consistent with themselves: the resistance at .SS miles an hour i1 
fifteen per cent. more than at a kn velocity of .53 miles. The only 
experiment at upwards of 60 miles an hour, shows an increase of 
resistance so disproportionate, as naturally to induce suspicion·
at all events, a single result1 so inconsistent with all previoua ~b
sen·ation, ought not of itself to be sufficient evidence of a 
general law. Moreover, this very experiment was conducted 
under circumstances most unfavourable to a general conclusion. 
The distance traversed was 36 miles, the time of transit four 
minutes and a half, and the recorded velocity fluctuated from 32 to 
GI miles. And yet this sINGLB trial is the mainstay of the theory 
of high resistances at high velocities! We have already shown 
the great eff'ect of the inertia of trains at high velocities, and the 
extreme uncertainty of any conclusions from the appa'Tml wti
formity of motion ;-that the uniformity is apparent only and 
not absolutely certain, the brief duration of the experiment and 
its great fluctuations are sufficient testimony. 

It is important to observe, in confirmation of this view of the 
subject, tfiat the barometric method of calculating resistances, 
always gives results which, as far as they can be compared, ex
ceed those obtained by any other method. 

On the whole, we are inclined to an opinion, from the insuffi
cient evidence before us, that the resistance does not increase so 
much with the velocity as has sometimes been contended ; and 
that the resistances per ton, do not diff'er widely on the broad and 
narrow gauge. The advantage, if any, belongs to the formtt; 
principally, we imagine, on account of the comparative 11moothneS1 
of motion over longitudinal sleepen1. There can be no reasonable 
doubt, that comparing the longitudinal and transverse sleepen, 
when both are in perfect order, the former by giving more perfect 
support to the rails, render them less liable to vibration and con
cussion. It may be laid down, da ~neral rule, that whatever 
increases the regularity of motion, dimmishes the resistance. One 
of the consequences of this rule is, that the resistance of trains is 
diminished by diminishing their lateral oscillation. On this sub· 
ject we have not space to speak at length; it is sufficient to 
observe, that the tendency to oscillate dependll on what is known 
in mathematics as the radius of gyratil>n, and is therefore di
minished by diminishing the weight projecting beyond the wheels 
outside, and by reducing the proportion of the height of the 
centre of gravity to the distance between the point& of aupport. 

[..lfllnfty/tdfrOffl /Ju" Monting Hwald.''] 
We retnm tfl the con1idention of thi• intereating and important practical 

railway inve1tigation. Aa we have previou1ly 1tated, the question of the 
" reailtancea to railway trains at certain nlocitiea," ia not a mere 1cirntiUc 
question, but one in which the convenience and accommodation of the 
public are very materially involved. The establilhment of the truth of the 
"forwuua" which make• the re1iatance, at 60 milea per hour, aome .CO lb. 
per ton, or 50 per cent. higher than we ahall preaently ahow iL to be, would 
preaent a strong «OllO"'ical argument either agairut expre11 tnTelling, or 
for the reatriction of the accom111odation of quick tran1it to lin&-du• 
puaengrn at high (area. 

In the ob1enation1 made by ua a few daya since, in reference to the 
e:i:tnordinary dilferencet of opinion e:i:i1ting on the auhject between practical 
rngineen, we noticed the singular fact that while a uniform velocity of not 
more than 36 milea per boor bu ever been malntainrd with narrow-gaup 
trains, by the force of gravity, down ID incline of I in l 00, a uniform nlo
city of np1'&1'd1 of 53 miles per hour had been maintained with broad·puge 
trains by gravity down an equal incline. We then 1tated that we bad onr· 
aelvea gone done the Bo:r Tuuel incline (1 in 100) at a greater oniform 
nlocity than 53 mile• per hour. We have aince made a 1erie1 of uperi· 
mentl down the WooUon Bueett incline, atated to be l in 100, but IOllMI 
portion of which la l in llO only; and down other inclines on the Britto! 
ud E:i:eter Railwa.n ud from &he detaih giTell ltelow, it will be aeen tbal • 
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111aeh grt'lter uni(orm •eloeity than 53 mil<'I per hour, e•en under fln'J 
"'lfnosrdle circunutncn, t'&n he olitained dllwn l in 100, by gravity; and 
Ula& eontequenlly the foundation on which many railway engineen ha•e 
re11ed the ...ery pillar of their thPnry. of hi(lh ratrs of resistance at high velo
cities, ii utterly "itbo11t 1ubstantiality,-that, ind.e<I, it i1 a mere fallacy, 
which will hereafter be numbered amongst the delusions and visions of 
practical men. 

T-be whole of the following e•pf'riments wtre mnde with ordinary wnrking 
traina, and the object waa nnt to collect minute rlata from which any 
acienti6c reault1 might be deduced, but simply to prove--exelusive of the 
reaaltt of experimentl made by either broad or narrow ga1111e engineers
that what baa long been considered an " rrta/Jliahrd fact" in rererence 
&o the re1i1tance to railway traint descf'nding inclined planes by force of 
gravity, ill a mere "circumstance," which, although applicable to narrow. 
gange train•, is utterly inapplicahle to broad.gauge trains. The diver1ities 
in the rates of tpeed shown in the workings given below arosf', no 
donbt, from a great variety of causes. Nearly the whole of the portions 
of the line over which the experiments Wf're made consi1ts of a 1eries 
of cu""• and of cuttings and emhankments. The carriages were of 
dilf'erent weights, and may occasinnally have been well or badly coupled. 
One day the weather was calm, the ne1t it waa unsettled; in some of the 
experiments there wu a slight head wind, in others a moderate aide wind 
from the right, or a moderate side wiutl rrom the left prevailed, and during 
thr~ of the esperiment1 thrre was a hrisk tide wind. The speed, too, at 
which the tr1in1 were running when the 1team wa1 shut off would, in rela. 
tion to the weights of the carriage., a1 well as to the direction of the wind, 
enter into the causes of thete tliversitiea of 1peed. We shall, however, not 
hazard a tingle opinion on these matteni, but confine ounelve1 to demon. 
1tration1 that the "f1Wmula" of high resi1tance1 at high velocities is worth· 
leu in respect of the resistance adue to broad.gauge trair.s descending inclined 
planes by their own lfr&vity. 

Ia the experimente made down the Wootton Ba11ett incline with the 
dynamometer carriage, constructed under the Jirections of Mr. Brunel, the 
carriagea were weij!hed to 10 tons each. In no one of the e1periment1 ll'iven 
below, which were made with the ordinary puarnger traina, did any of the 
carriages amount to this weight-that i1, they were not foll of pusenlfera. 
1'he engines employed belong to an old class, and weigh, road-worthy, about 
73 or 24 tons. 

h bu been objected against the experimf'nts made down the Wootton 
Dauett inclin~ with thedynamometer carriage, thattbe distance over which a 
uaiform or inr.reaaing velocity was attained, viz., 10 or ll·l6th1 ofa mile, is 
tllo abort to produce a useful practical result. To meet this ohjPction we 
took the rates of speed not only down the mile and one.eighth of the fall of 
I in 100, but down the next seven.eighth•• of a mile, which are on a fall of 
I ia 660 only. The fall of l in 100 commenres a few chains beyond the 
8Stb mile-post, and terminates a few furlnngst beyond the 86ith mile 0 po1t. 
Thence to the 86fth mile-pod, the fall ia l in 660. 

The fir1t experiment wu made with a train consi1ting of four paHenger. 
cerriages, three horse-boxes, and one luggage van, weighing about 60 tons. 
Tbe engine waa the" Orion." The tahle gives the working for the quarter 
mile immediately preceding the 85th mile·post, aa well 11 from the 85th io 
tbe 86fth mile-poet. The rails were dry, and very little wind was stirring. 

h will be seen that the speed for upwards of half-a.mile down l in 660 is 
Yff1 lh tie below the uniform velocity down nearly threP..quarters of a mile 
of l in 100. We merely record the fact, leaving those who have more time 
iii their command than we hne ourselves to esplain or suggest the causes. 

Tne 1econd trip wu with a train of four pas1enger.carriage1 and 1 hone
bos, weighing about 41 or 42 tons, and waa attacbrd to the "Mara" engine 
~nils dry and weather calm. 

The lllird trip wu with the 1ame engine, with three paSBenger.carriagea, 
one luggage·nn, and two hone-boxea, weighing about 4fl or 46 Iona. 

The fwrlA esperiment was made with the " Firebrand" engine, The 
train collliated of three pa11enger-carriagea and a luggage.van, weighing 
about 36 tona. The carriages were well filled with passengers. 

Tbeftjrllesperiment was with the" Orion," with four pu1enger.carriap:e1, 
three borse·bo1ea, and a luggage.van, weighing about 59 or 60 tona. The 
mam was not abut off' in thi1 case until the engine wu within a few chains 
of the 85!th mile.post. 

The ri.rlh experiment was with the" Load Star." The train conaisted of 
fnur putenger-carri1gea and a luggage-van, weighing about 41 or 42 ton1. 
A brisk tide wind was blowing. It will be observed that the ratea of 1peed 
alternate our the whole extent of the 21 miles. 

Tbe ttr1ml4 trip was with the "Arab," with a train consisting of three 
pauenger·carriaget and a luggage. van, weight about 38 or 40 tona-arriagea 
9ell f1Ued. In tbi1 trip we obtained the greateat uniform nlocity-rail1 
dry; weather calm. 

The rightA e1periment wu with the "Bellon&," with four passenger. 
carriagee and a luggage.van, weighing about 41 or 42 tona. 

A hriak aide wind prevailed on this occasion, and the 1ame result wu 
produced u in the previona experiment, where a tide wind affected the 
train, viz., alternating rates of 1peed. 

The tdfttA esperiment was with the "Firebrand," witb a traiu of foar 
arriagea and a luggage-van, weighing about 4fl or 46 ton1-rail1 dry; alight 
aide wind. 

t Qy. cbalu. 

• 

The ltftlA experiment wu npon the Briatol and Exeter line from the I 74tb 
to the l 76ith mile·poaL Thi1 portion of tho line i1 on a fall of 4fl•75 f~ 
per mile, or about l in 120. The engine employed wu the "Load Star," 
and the train consisted of fonr p&Slenger-carriagea and a lu~gage.van, weight 
aboot 41 or 42 ton•. The d~1cent wu commenced at a speed of about 36 
miles per hour-rail• dry, and alight head wind. 

In this experiment the nlocity down an incline, leu by 20 feet per mile 
than that down which the narrow.gauge trains have never yet maintained a 
uniform velocity of more than 36 milea per hour, increated from 36·3 to 42·4 
or 6·1 miles per hour. And yet we ban little doubt we shall ltill find 
practical men contending for the high ratea of re1istance1 which tome of the 
narrow-gauge pany pertin1ciou1ly usume to be due to all railway train• 
travelling at bigh velocities. 

The eleflntlh experiment wu from the 1721 to the 170l-'riz., two mile1. 
The engine employed wu the "Sarurn," and 'he train con1isted of five pa•· 
aenger-carriagea and a luggage-YID, weighing ahout 56 or 67 ton1. For 
about two.thirds of a mile the fall i1 I in 82 ; this is followeli by a fall of 
about 6 chains of l in 90, and another fall of about 7 or 8 chain• of I in 82. 
The re1t of the distance is on a fall of l in 90. The average nlocity of the 
train through the White Ball Tunnel, 49 chains in length, and which imme· 
diaiely precede• the inclines over which we took the working of the train, 
was 4 2•5 miles per hour. It will. be seen that this 1peed wa1 increued to 
50 mile• an hour at the 170ftb mile-post. 

The l1Deiflh experiment wu a 1econd run down the 1 in 120, between the 
I 74th to tbe 176ttb mile-po1t. The engine employed wa1 ihe "Firebrand," 
and the train consisted of four carriages and a luggage-no, weighing about 
44 or 45 tona-rail1 dry, and moderate aide wind. 

The lhirlttnlh and la1t e:rperiment waa with the " Milo," and a tnin of 
three passenger.carriages and a luggage-van. Weight, about 34 or 35 tona. 
A brisk aide wide prevailed. 

In this experiment the steam wu 1but olf' at the 172! mile.post, which i1 
in the White Ball Tunnel. 

Ta/Jlea qf' &ptrirrmtta. 
·-
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REVIEW&. 

Account of the S~e Lighthotue, with notu on the llluminatio11 
of Lighthotue8. By ALAN STEVENSON, LL.B., F.R.S.E., M.I.C.E., 
Engineer to the Northern Lighthouse Board. Edinburgh: Adam 
and Charles Black, 184'8. 

(BEOOND NOTICE.] 

What Mr. Stevenson calls "Notes on the Illumination of Light
houses, n may more rightly be called another work and one no\ lffll 
important nor valuable than the account of the Skenyvo~e Light
house. Indeed, he calls the former Part 11. He begins it by 
a short history of lighthouses, in which he shows a great deal of 
learning ; and as by the former part every one will see that he is 
a hard-working man, so by this they will see that a man mAy be 
able to understand Homer in Greek, and yet be a good a1ginttr. 
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w· e think both of those 11re wrong, those who wish to make the 
en!fineer a man of book-learning only, and those who want to 
m11ke him a boor under the name of a working-man. Brunel, 
Robert Stephenson, Locke, the Rennies, Walker, and many more, 
ha,·e shown that to be a great engineer, and to make great works, 
there is no harm in a man being well-taught. We would always 
put the two together if we cotild,-we would have the man of 
learning and the working-man. 

Mr. Stevenson's wav of commenting on the cl888ics is rather a 
new one,-rather unlike the Byzantine school, Scaliger, and the 
Revival critics, or the great Hip;h Dutch lights of this day. Some 
of these who went before Mr. Stevenson have put forth the 
bold thought, that the Cyclop11 were the keepers of lighthouses; 
11ome bolder still, that by the Crclops was shadowed forth the 
liJ.rhthouse itself. Mr. Stevenson s answer i11, that in the ninth 
b1iok uf the Odyssey, and at the U6th line, Homer tells us th11t in 
the darkness of the night, the Beet of Ulysses went ashore on the 
Cyclopean island. Mr. Stevenson looks at it with a workman's 
eye, and he says if there had been a lighthouse, the ships would 
not have struck in the dark. The words he brings forward show 
that it was pitch dark, and give no hint of a lighthouse; and 
therefore we think Mr. Stevenson right, in the teeth of the com
mentators. He has not, however, taken the trouble to set h!s Greek 
into Engli8h, so that his working readers may understand it. 

\Vhat Mr. Stevenson says of the lighthouses of our days is the 
more worthy of being read, as be has seen many of them himself, 
and looked at them with the eye of a master. 

Speaking upon lighting, Mr. Stevenson says, tha~ down to a .very 
late time, the only way was to b~n wood or coal 1!' ~haling dishes 
on the tops of high towers or hills. Many now hvmg know that 
the Isle of May light was of that kind, before it came under the 
care of the Board of Northern Lights in 1786. For forty years 
after the time of Smeaton, the fine tower of the Eddystone was 
lighted only with tallow candles. These lights were therefore 
very weak and there were no means of knowing one light from 
another s~ that the seaman might shape his way. Even now, it 
too oft~n happens that seamen mistake lights, and by going 
inside instead of outside or otherwise, they go aground and are 
wreck~d. The old lighthouses were of little ~ore ~ood ~hon to 
give warning that land was near; so that ships might, if they 
could, lie by or put out to sea until daylight. 

Mr Stevenson now speaks of Bame. He says:-
"Solid 1ub1tances which remain 10 throughout their combustion, are only 

I ominous at their own 1urface, and exhibit phenomena, 1uch 11 the dull red 
beat of iron, or of most kinda of pit-coal, and are therefore more suited for 
the purpo1e of producing beat than light. But by uaing 1ubstance1 ~bic.b 
are formed into inflammable vapours, at a temperature below that which 11 
required for the ignition of the substances tbemeelvee, gas is obtained and 
flame i1 produced. Much li@ht is thus evolv'd at a comparatively low tem
perature. Th~ Liii necessarily rises ab01/e the combustible sob1tan~e from 
"hich it i& evolved, owing to its beinll formed at a temperature con11derably 
hi@her than that of the 1urrounding ~r, tban which .it i1 neceaaari.ly rar.er. 
Or ibis description are the 8ame1 obtamed by the burmng of the Tanoue oi11, 
"'l.icb are generaUy employed in the illumination of ligbtbooaea. In the 
comhustion of oil, wick• of 1ome fibrou1 suhstance, 1uc~ as cotto~, a~e umtd, 
into which the oil ascends by capillary action, and heing aupphed 10 very 
thin films, i1 ea1ily Yolatilized into npoor _or gas by the. be~t of the bur?in.B 
"'ick. The gaa of pit-coal bu been occa11onall1 used 10 hgbtbousea; 1t 11 
convey~d in tubea to the burners, in the same manner 11 when employed for 
domestic purposes. There are certain advantallel, more especially in dioptric 
ligbu, where there i1 only one large central fia~e, ~bicb w_oold render. the 
use of g11 desirable. The form of the flame, which 11 au obJect of consider. 
able importance., would tho• be rendered Jen nriable, and could be more 
easily regulated, and the inconvenience. of the clock-work of the la~p would 
be wbollv avoided. But it ie obvious, that ga1 ie by no mean• 1u1table for 
the majority of lighthouses, their diatant. ~ituation and gen~rally difficult 
accen rendering the transport of large qoant1tie1 of coal e.:1pen11ve and uncer
tain ; wbi11t in many of them there ie no mean1 of erec;ting t~e appa!ato1 ne• 
cessary for manufacturing gas. 1'.here are other con11derati_on1 which moat 
induce us to pause before adopting gas as the fuel of hgbthouse1 ; for, 
bowe•er much the risk of accident may be diminiebed in the preaent day, it 
atill form• a question, which ought not to be hastily d~cided, how ~ar ~e 
ahould be justified in running even the moat rem_ote mk. of explo11on 1n 
eatabliebmenta aucb 11 ligbthoo1e1, whose 1udden f&1lure might lnYolve con
eequenree of the molt fatal deecription, and wbOle situation is often such, 
that their re.establishment must be a work of great npen1e and time. Gas 
is besides far from being 1uitable in catoptric lightl, to which, in many 
c~1e• (eap~cially when the frai;ne ie moYeable,u in re.volvi~g light~), it cnold 
not be easily applied. The 011 mo1t generally employed 10 the hghtbou1e1 
of England ia the sperm oil of commerce, which ia obtained from the South 
Sea whale ( Phy1eter "'aeroef'pllal111). In Prance, the col:r.a oil, which ia 
upreued from tbe teed of a apec:ia of wild cabbage (Braarico olwacea col.ra), 

and the oliYe oil are chiefly used; and a 1pecie1 or the former b11 Iatelybeea 
1ncceasfully introduced into the lighthouses of Great Britain." 

Sperm oil is that which has been hitherto most burned ; b11t 
colza oil will, it is thought, be found much better, and that a 
saving of one-half can be made. It was .Mr. Joseph Humei. when 
chairman of a committee of the House of Commons on Light
houses, who showed that colza oil wu cbeaJ>er. Since then, Mr. 
Stevenson has tried it, and has told tile Northern Ligbtho111e 
Board that it will give a saving of £3,266 yearly; but since that, 
colza oil is worth more, and Mr. Stevenson i1 not so strong in hit 
feeling about it. 

Of the Drummond and Voltaic lights, the writer says:-
.. The application of the Drummond and VoUaic Ugllt1 to lighthouae par. 

poses ia, owing to their prodigious intensity, a very desirable con1ummatio•; 
bu& it i1 surrounded by 10 many practical diffieultiea that, in the preaeDC 
state of our knowledge, it may 1afely be pronounced unattainable. The 
uncertainty which attend• the eshibition of both tbeae ligbta, ie of it.ell a 
iufficient reason for coming to thi1 conclu1ion. But other reaaoDa unhappily 
are not wanting. The smallne11 of the flame rendera them wholly inappli
cable to dioptric ioatrumentl which require a great body of llame in order to 
prodoce a degree of divergence 1uffir.ient to render the duration or the flub 
in revolving lights long enough to anawer the purpose of the mariner. M. 
Fresnel made some experiments on the application of the Drummond light to 
dioptric instruments, which completely demon1trate their un6tnea1 for thil 
combination. He found that tbe light obtainrd by placing it in the focua of 
a great annular lens wu much more inten1~ than tba& produced by the greal 
lamp and lens; but the divergence did not exceed SO'; so that, in a revolu· 
tion like tha& of the Corduan light, the flashes would last only l t 1ecood, 
and would not, therefore, be 1een in euch a mann~r aa to suit the practical 
purposes of a revolving light. The great cylindric refractor used in bed 
lights of the first order, w11 al10 tried with the Drummond light in its focus; 
but it gavr coloured 1p1ctra at the top and bottom, and only a small bar of 
white light was tranamitted from the centre of the instrument. The Hme 
deficiency of divergence completely unfite the combinati11n of the Drommoud 
light with the reflector for the purpoaea of a fi:led light, and even if tbia 
cause did not operate against ita application in reYo)Ying ligbtl on the 
catoptrlc plan, the supply of the gases, which is attende<I with almost insor
mountable difficoltir1, would, in any c11e, render the maintenance of the 
light precarious and uncertain in the last degree. 

The Drummond light ia produced by the ignition or combu1tion or a ball 
of lime (f inch diameter) in the united ftamee of hydrogen and oxygen gun. 
and i1 rqual to about 264 flames of an ordinary Argand lamp with the bea& 
epermaceti oil. It derives ill name from the late Lieut. Drum1qond, R. B., 
who fint applied it in the focu1 of a par11boloid for geodetical purpoaea, and 
afterward• propo•ed it for ligbthoosea. (See bis account of the light in 
the Phil. Tnns. for 1826, p. 324, and for 1830, p. 383.) The Voltaic light 
ii obtained by paning a stream of Voltaic electricity from a powerful battery 
between two charcoal point1, the distance between which requirea grea& 
nicety of adjuument, and ie the chief circom1tance. which inftuence. the 
stability and the permanency of the light. The Voltaic light greatly erceeda 
the Drummond light in intensity, 11 ascertained by actual comparison of 
their effects; but the ratio of their power has not been accurately determined. 
It was fir1t e:sbibited in the focoa of a reftector by Mr. James Gardner, 
formerly engaged in the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain." 

After speaking of what Argand did, and of the burner he made 
which was such a great step, Mr. Stevenson comes to the refiector; 

" The name of the inventor of paraboloidal mirrors and the date of their 
first applicatioo to lighthouaea, have not been accurately ascertained. The 
earliest notice which I have IJeen able to find, ie that by Mr. William 
Hutcbin1on, the pious and intelligent author of a quarto volume on • Practi
cal Sramansbip' (pobli1hed at Liverpool In 1791), who notices (at p. 93) 
the erection of the four ligbt1 at Bid1tone and Hoylake, in the year I 763 
and describes large parabolic moulds, fashionrd of wood and lined with 
mirror-glau, and smaller ones of polished tin-plate, 11 in oae in tboae ligbt
booses. Mr. Hotchin1on eeema to have understood the nature, properties, 
and defecte of the inatromenta which be describes, and has shown a good 
acquaintance with many of tbe moil important circum1tance1 to be attended 
to in the illumination of ligbtboU1e1. Many claims to iuventioo1 rest 011 
more 1J,nder grounds than might be found in Mr. Hotcbin1oo'a book for 
concluding him to have first ioYented the paraboloidal mirror and applied it 
to nae in a lighthouse; but, in the ahaence of any 1tatemenl 11 to the date 
when the mirrors were really adopted, the merit of the improYement must 
In justice, be awarded to others. ' 

M. Teulere, a member of the Royal Corpt of Enginrrrs or Drldgea aud 
Roads in France, is, by some, considered the first who hinted at the adn.n
tages of parabolo"idal reftectors; and be is Hid, in a memoir dated tbe 26ib 
June I 783, to haYe proposed their combination with Argand lampe, nlnged 
on a revolving frame, for the Corduan lighthouse. Wbl\ever foundation 
there may be for the claim of M. Teulere, certaio it i1 that tbia plan waa 
actually carried into effect at Cordoan, under the direction• of the Chenlier 
Borda; and to him ie generally awarded the merit of having conceived the 
Idea of applying paraboloidal mirrors to llgbtbouaea. Tbeae were mot& 
important 1tep1 lD the impronmeut of llgbtboueea, aa not oulf the power of 

• 
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I.he ligltta •u d1111 greatly incre11el!, bat the introduction of a revolving 
flame proYed a valuable 1ource of dill'erencea in the appearance of lishta, 
&nd, ia thi1 way, bu 1ince been the means of greatly eitending their utility. 
Tiie euct date of the change on the light of the Corduan i1 not known; but 
u it was made by Lenoir, tbe 11me young artist to whom Borda, about the 
year 1780. entra1ted the conalruction of bia reOecting circle, it b11 been 
eonjectureJ by 1ome that the improvement of tbe light wa1 made about the 
1&1De time. Tbe reftectora were formed of 1heet-copper, plated witb 1ilver, 
ud bill a double ordinate of 31 French inche1. It w11 not long before 
lbe1e improvementl were adopted in England, by the Trinity Howe of 
London, who aeot 1 deputation lo France to inquire into their nature. In 
Sootland, one ohbe ftnt act1 of the Northern Light• Board in l ill6, wa1 to 
1ab11itute reftectorw in the room of the coal-li~ht then in uae at the hie of 
May ia the Pritb of Forth, which, along with the light on the Camhrae hie 
lo the Frith of Clyde, bad, till that period, ber.n the only beacona on the 
Scotch cout. Tbe ftnt reftectort employed in Scotland wrre formed of 
foctu of mirror-gl111, placed in hollow paraboloidal 1oould1 of plaiter, 
according to the deaigna of the late Mr. Thoma• Smith, the Engineer of the 
Bo1rd, who (11.1 appeara from the article RPjf#ctor, in the Supplement to the 
third edition of the • Enclycloptedia Britannica') wa1 not aware of what had 
been done in Prance, and bad himself conceived the idea of tbia combination. 
The ume 171tem wa1 alao adopted in Ireland ; and in time, varioualy modi-
6ed, it became general wherever ligbtbou1e1 are known." 

The rellecton used in the best lighthouses are made, says the 
writer, 
N Of 1heet-copper plated in the proportion of 1ix ounces of ailver to 
sixteen onncee of copper. They are moulded to the parabolo'idal form, by 1 
delicate and laborious proceu of beating with malleh and hammers of nriou1 
forao1 and materials, and are frequently telted during the operation by the 
application of 1 mould carefully formed. Arter being brougul lo the cune. 
they are lliffened round the edge by me101 of 1 atrong biule, and 1 atrap of 
brw which i1 attached to it for the purpoae of preventing an a.ccidenlal 
alteratior. of the figure of the refteclor. Polishing powders are then applied, 
and tbe ioatrumtnt receivea ila l11t fi11i1h." 

"The ft a me generally Uijed in nftecton, i1 from an Argand fountain· lamp, 
wboae wick it an inch in diameter. Much care i1 bestowed upon the manu
facture of tlie l1mp1 for the Northern lighthou1e1, which 1ometime1 hue 
tbtir haroen tipped with ailver lo prevent wuling by the great beat which 
i1 eYOIYed. The burnrra are aho fitted with 1 alidiog 1pparatu1, accurately 
formed, by which they may be removed from the interior of the mirror at 
the lime of cleaning them, and returned exactly to the 11me place, and 
tocked by me1n1 of a key. Thia arrangement, 11 1bown in fig1. I and 2, 

fig. 2. Fig. I. 

ii nry important, a1 it in1ures the burner 1!w1y1 being in the foco1, and 
doe. not require that the re6ector be lifted out of ill place every time it ia 
~leaned; 10 that, when once carefully set and 1crewed down to the frame, it 
11 aner altered." 

It will please our readers verr much to find in Mr. Steveneon's 
book, the many clever tools which are used, and care which is 
taken to make the lamps and lights 88 good as may be. He has 
written a good deal about feeding the lamps with oil, and indeed 
e1·erywhere he hllll shown that he is master of his work, even in 
the 11malleat things. It was said of the Duke of Wellington that 
even to the horses' shoes he knew everything in his army, and that 
he thought nothing beneath him which had to do with the welfare 
of hi1 men : aud so should it be with the engineer; and this is the 
way In which he can truly become a working-man. Mr. Stevenson 
may not perhaps have put on a fustian coat, nor spent his time in 

filing, rasping, and fitting; but an engineer may be a working-man 
without that. 

Lights are found by seamen so useful, that they are always 
calling out for more; but when put up, it becomes very trouble
some to know one from another. A light ought to make known to 
the benighted mariner the land he has made, as the sight of a hill 
or tower would have ahown him in the day; therefore, it becomes 
needful that each should be readily known, so 88 not to be 
mistaken. 

" Catoptric lights are suaceptihle of nine 1eparate di1tinction1, which are 
calledfi.red, rteolrring tDlaite, ,.,.,,olt1ing rtd and tDhite, rt11olt1m9 red tDi/h t1DO 
tDhilt•, rt11olt1ing tDhite IDith ttDo reth, jltuhing, intermittent, douhlt jlzed 
ligh/1, and double ""'ohnng tDhi/e light1. 'Ihe ftrat exbihite 1 1leady and 
uniform appearance, which i1 not 1ubj~ct to any change; and the reftecton 
ated for it (11 already noticed) are of 1m1ller dimen1ioo11h10 tho1e employed 
in revolving lighta. Thit i1 oece11ary in order to permit them to he ranged 
round the circular frame, with their 11e1 inclined at aucb 10 angle, as shall 
enable them to illuminate eYery point of the horizon. The revolYiog light 
ia produced by the revolution of 1 frame with three or four 1ide1, having 
reflectora of a larger 1ize grouped on each tide, with their axe1 parallel ; 
and 11 the revolution exhibita once in two minutee. or once in a minute, n 
may be required, 1 light gradually iocreaaing to full 1tren9th, and in the 
1&me gradual manner decreuiog to Iola! darkne11, ill appearance i1 extremely 
well marked. The 1ucceasino of red and t11hite ligbh i• caused by the revo
lution of 1 frame who1e different 1idet preeeot red and white lights; and 
these, aa already mentioned, afford three separate di1tinctioo1, namely, alter
nale red and while ; the succenion of two white lighta after one red, and 
the 1ucce11ioo of two red lightl after one white light. Thefouhing light ia 
produced in the 11me manner 11 the ""'olt1U.g light ; hut owing to a difterent 
conalruction of the frame, the reftecton on each of eight aides are arranged 
with their rims or faces in one vertical plane, a:id their axes in a line inclined 
to the perpendicular, a di1posilioo of the mirron which, together with the 
greater qutckne11 of the reYolntion, which 1hows 1 fta1h once in five aecoods 
of lime, producr1 1 very alriking etrect, totally ditrereot from tbal of a 
reYolving light, and preaentiog the appearance of the ftath alternately ri1ing 
and 1inking. The brighteet and darkeal periods being but momentary, this 
light is farther characteri1rd by I rapid succe11ion of bright ftaahea, frorn 
which it ge11 ill name. The iratermittnet light it di1tingni1hed by bunting 
1uddenly into view and continuing 11eady for 1 abort time, after which it is 
auddenly eclipsed for half a minute. lta 1triking appearance i1 produced by 
the perpendicular motion of circular 1h1de1 in front of the reftecton, by 
which the light i1 allernalely hid and displayed. Thit diatioction, 11 well 
u that called thejliuhingo light, ia peculiar lo the Scotch co11t, having been 
fint introduced by the late Engineer of the Northern Ligbta Board. The 
double liirht1 (which are 1eldom uaed except where there i1 1 neceelity for 1 
leadin9 line, a1 1 guide for taking some channel or avoiding some danger) 
are generally e:1hibiled from two towen, one of which i1 higher than the 
other. At tbe Calf of Mao, a llriking variety bu been introduced into the 
character of leading lights, by 1uh1titutiog, for two fi.rtd lighu, two light• 
'll'hich revolve in the 11me period•, and exhibit their fta1he1 ar the aame 
in111ot ; and theae light• are, of coune, 1u1ceplible of the othrr variety 
enumerated above, that of two revolving red and white lights, or ftuhing 
lighu, coming into view at equal intervals of time. The olilily of all these 
dialinction1 i1 to be nlued with reference to their property of 11 once 
llrikiog the eye of 10 observer, and being in1t1ntaneoualy ob1·ioua to 
1trangen." 

Although colour is needful, it is in itself a very great evil, for 
the coloured screens stop much of the light. Several colours have 
been tried, but red, blue, and green have alone been found useful; 
and the two latter only at such short lengths, that they are alto
gether unfit for sea-lights. Even the red lights take up from four
se1·enths to five-sixths of the whole light1 which is a very great 
loss; and the deeper the red, the greater the 1088 of light,-while 
the less red there is, the less can it be seen by the seaman. Red 
lights ought, therefore, to be used as little as may be. In Scotland, 
instead of a red screen or disc, a chimney of red glass is used. 

We now come to the use oflenses, upon which the writer says:
" One of the earlie1t noticea of the application of lensee to ligbthousea ia 

that recorded by Smeatoo in bia • Narrative of the Eddyllone Lighthou.e,' 
where be mention• 1 London optician, who, in 17:i9, proposed grinding the 
glau of the lantern to 1 radiu1 of 1even feet 1ix inchee ; but the deacriptioti 
ii too ngue lo admit of even 1 co11jecture regarding the propoaed arrange
ment of the apparatu1. About the middle of the lut century, however, 
leo1e1 were actually tried in aeYeral ligbtbouse1 in the 1outb of gngla11d, and 
in particular at the South Foreland in the year 17!'>2; but their imperfect 
figure and the quantity of light al 1orbed by the glus, which w11 of impure 
quality and of considerable tbir.knrsa, rendered their effect 10 much iof•rior 
to that of the parabolic reftectora then in nse, that after trying some 1traoge 
combination• of len1u and reftecton, tbe former were finally abandoned. 
Len.ea were allo tried at the lighll of Portland, Hill of Howth, and Water
ford, by Mr. Thom11 Rogers, 1 gla11 manufacturer in London; ~·ho poaaened, 
it ia 11id, the art of blowing mirror• of glu1, 'and by a ne~· method 1ilYered 
OYer the convex aide 'll'ilhout qnicktilYer.' 

" The merit of having firat 1uBle1ted the building of leu1e1 io 1ep1rt.t• 
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pieca, 1tem1 to be due to Condorcet, who in hi1 Elog~ th Bu,ffora, pnbliabed 
10 far back aa 1773, enumerates the advantages to be de~iv~d from th.ii 
method. Sir David Brewster alao deacribed tbia mode of bu1ld1ng lenaea ID 

1811, in the Edi1&/Jurgll Encyclop'2dia; and in 1822, the late e~in~nt 
Freanel, unacquainted with the 1ugge1tion1 of Condorcet or the ~e1cnpl!Dn 
hy Sir David Brewster, explained, with waoy ingeniou1 and 1ntereaL1ng 
detai11, the 1ame mode of constru~ing thoae inatruments. To Fre1nel 
belong• the additional merit of having tlrat followed op his iovenLion, ~y Lhe 
cooatru~ion of a leoa and, in conjun~tion with MM. Arago and Mathieu, of 
placing a powerful lamp in it• focu•, and indeed of finally applying it to the 
practical purpo1e1 of a lighthooae." 

To show Fresnel's system fully would take more room than we 
can give, and many wood-cuts, and we are sorry th~t we must leave 
it alone and send our readers to Mr. Stevenwn s book, where 
everythi~ is given in full,-Fresnel's brother having put bis 
papers in l\fr. Stevenson's hands. 

One of Mr. Stevenson's own works was with the Isle of May 
light. • 

" Having been directed by the commissioners of the Northern lightbou1e1 
to convert the ftxed catoptrlc light of the Isle of May, into a dioptric light 
of the tlrat order, I proposed that an attempt ahould be made to furm a true 
cylindric, inatead of a polygonal belt for the refracting part of the apparatu1; 
and tbi1 taak wu aocce11fully completed by Meur.. Cook100 of Newcaatle 
in the year 1836. The diaadvant1tge of the polygon lie1 in the exceaa of the 
radin1 of the circum1cribing circle over that of the in1cribed circle, which 
occ11ion1 an unequal distribution of light between its angles 1md the cen_tre 
of each of ita aidea; and tbia fault can only be fully remedied by con1trochng 
a cylindric belt whoae generating line i1 the middle mixtilinear section of an 
umdar len1, rnohiog about a vertical uia puaiog through its principal 
focu1. Thia i1, jn fact, the only form which can pouibly produce an equal 
diffu1ion of the incident light over eve17 part of the horizon. 

"I at tint imagined tbat the whole hoop of refractors might be built 
between two metallic ring1, connecting them to each other aolely by. the 
mean1 employed in cementing the pieces of the annular lenaea; but a bttle 
con1ideration convinced me that thi1 conltructioo would make it nece11ary 
to build the zone at the ligbtbouae itself, and would tbu1 greatly iocreaae 
the risk of fracture. I wa1 therefore relumntly induced to divide the whole 
cylinder into ten area, each of which beiug aet iu a metallic frame, might be 
capable of being moved aeparately. The cbauce of any error in the figure of 
&be inetrumeot hu tho• a probability of being confined wilhin narrower 
limits; whiht the rectification of any defective part beco:ne1 at the 11me 
time more euy. One other variation from tbe mode of construction at Ont 
contemplated for the hie of May refractors, waa forced upon me by the 
repeated failure• which occurred in aUemptiog to form the middle zone in 
one piece; and it wu at length found oecenary to divide this belt by a line 
paning through the horizontal plane of the focoa. Such a divieion of the 
central zone, however, waa not attended with any appreciable Ion of light, 
H the entire coincidence of the jo11ctioo of the two piece• with the horizontal 
plane of the focus, contloea the interception of the light to the tine joint at 
which they are cemented. With tbe exception of those trifting changes, the 
idea at tint entertained of the conatruction of the ioatrumeot waa lolly 
reallaed at the manofactory of Meaara. Cook100." 

Speaking of Fresnel's lamp, used in the French lighthouses, Mr. 
Stevenson writes:-

"The only risk in using tbi1 lamp ariae1 from the liahility ta occasional 
deraogemeota of ita leathern vahe1 that force the ail by means of clockwork ; 
and aenral of the ligbll on the French coaat, aod more eepecially the 
Corduan, have been extioguiabed by the failure of the lamp for a few minotea, 
au accident which hu never happened, and scarcely can occur with the 
fouotaio lamp• which illuminate the retlectors. To prevent lhe occurrence 
of euch accident1, and to render their conaeqoencea leu 1eriou1, variou• pre
caution• ba'e been reaorted to. Among1t others, an alarum ia attached to 
the lamp, cooailling of a email cop pierced in the bottom, which receives 
part of the overtlowing oil from the wicke, and i1 capable, when full, of 
balancing a weigbt placed at the opposite end of a lever. The moment the 

· machinery 1top1, the cup cea1ea to receive the aupply of oil, and, the remainder 
running out at the bottom, the equilibrium of the lever is destroyed, 10 that 
it fall1 and diaengagea a epring which riuga a bell 1uffideotly loud ta waken 
the keeper ahould he chance to be uleep. It may justly be quealiooed whether 
thia alarum would not prove a temptation to the keepers to relax io their 
watchfoloe11 and fall aaleep; and I have, lo all the lamps of ibe dioptric 
ligbta ou the Scotch cout, adopted the cooTerse mode of caoaing tbe bell to 
ceue when lhe clockwork atop1. There ia another precaution of more im
portance, which con1i&ta of buing alway• at band in the light-room a 1pare 
lamp, trimmed and adju1ted to the height for the focu1, which may be dub
llituted for the other in case of accident." 

Io the French lighll, "these diatioctioot dt'pend upoo the perioJa of 
revolution, ra1ber than upon the clUlra&ltrutU: appearance of I.be light ; and 
therefore seem leaa calculated to atrike the eye of a teaman, than lhoae 
employed on the coaats of Great Britain and Ireland. lo conform.ity 
wllb lhis 1y1teru, and in consideration of the great lodl of light wb1cb 
resullll from 1he applicatil.'D of coloured media, all 1li•tinctiao1 baaed upon 
colour have been diacarded in French ligbl.i, 

"The distinctions are, In fact, only /our in number, vis.: tli.ed ; lix_ed 
nried by llubet; rHolving, wilh llube1 once a minute ; &1111 n:vol•wg 

with 1!11Bhu Hery half minute. To lhose mii:ht be adJed, revolW"iag, witll 
bright periadd once in two mioutpj, auJ p~rl1ap1 jlu1AinK once in jiu 
ucond~ (as introduced by mP at the Li1tle flosd, but I caonot &ay with 
auch coa1plete success aa would induce me lo recoo1111eud itd general adup· 
lion). My owu nperience would llloo le<1J me tu reject the didtioctiun 
calleJ • fixed, varied by 8.uhes,' which I do not consider u pouetaing a 
marked or efficient cb1tmc1er." 

For putting lights on a shore, Mr. Stevelll!On lays down a few 
laws for the engineer, which will be found very useful for those of 
our readers who may have to build lighthouses in our settlements 
abroad:-

" 1. The most prominent poiols of a line of coast, or those first made oa ' 
ot:>U·Ha voy1tges, should be lira! lighted ; and the n1oat powerful ligbt.s 
sbould be adapteJ to 1bem, ao that they 0111y be diacovered !Jy the mariner 
ad Jong as possible before hid re.tcbiog land. 

2. So fllr as is considteot with a due 1ttlentioo to distinction, re'o!Tiog 
lil'thts of aome description, which are necessarily n>ore po,.erful than fiud 
lights, dhould be employed at the outpoat1 on a line of co1&dt. 

3. Lights of precidely identical character aod appearance should ool. if 
pooaible, occur within a leas distauce than 100 miles of e1tcb other 011 tin• 
same line of coast, which is m"d" by o•·er-sell vessels. 

-1. Io all caaes, lhe diatioctioo of colour should never be lldopted e1.crpt 
from absolute oece11sity. 

5. Fixed light.a and others of leBB power, may be more readily adoptt'd 
in narrow seas, because the ra11ge of the li&bls in •Ucb 1itualioo1 is geo.,_ 
rally le88 than that of opeo Bea-lights. 

6. lo narrow 1eaa aloo, the dihtance between lights of the aame ap~ar
an<'e may often be safely reduced within much lo\\ er limitt than i• de
sirable for the greater sea.light; and there are many io•taocea in 'IVbicb 
lhe distance separating lighls of lhe aame character ot>ed not exceed 50 
milt'&, and there are peculiar cases in which ereo 11 much leae M'paratiOll 
betw .. eo aimilar lighlll may be 1ufficieot. 

7. Ligbta io1euded to guard vessels from reefs, shoals, or other d1to1teni, 
1hould in e1ery case be placed, where vrllctical;le, lo 1he aeaward of the 
danger iiself, as it is dtairablt! that aearueo be eo1tl;led lo make lhe ligbi. 
wilh confidence. 

8. Views of economy io the tirat cost of a lighthouse should neTer be 
permitteJ to interfere with placing it in the best posaihle poeition; and, 
when funds are deficient, it will geuerally be found tlmt the wisest cour&e 
is to deh1y the work uotil a 1um shall have been ob~aioeJ sufficient for the 
erection of lbe ligb1bouae on lhe bedt site. 

9 The ele,atioo of the laotero above the sea should not, if possible, for 
sea·light.a, nceed 200 feel; aod about 150 feet is auOkieot, under almost 
any circumstances, to give the range which is required. Lighll pla~-ed 
on high headlands are subject frequently to be wrupped io fog, and are 
often 1bereby rendered ust"leH, at times when lights on a lo\V!'r l~Tel might 
be perfectly efficient. But this rule must out, 11od indeed cauuot, be 
1tric1ly followed, especially oo the Hritiab coast, where there are BO many 
projecting cliffs, which, while they sabject lhe ligbta pl1tced on tbl'm lo 
occasiou11l obstruction by fog, would also entirely and perm1tneotly bid11 
from view lights placed on the lower land adjoining tbew. lo such case~, 
all 1bat can be doue is c1trefully to weigh all the circumstancee of the lo
cality, aod choose that site for the lighthouse which &eema to llfford the 
grellle&t b1il1tuce of advantage to o~vigatioo. AB ruigbt be expected, in 
qnestioos of 1bi1 kind, lhe opinions of the moat experienced persona are 
often very coo8icting, according lo lhe vlllue which i~ set on the ,-ariau• 
elements which eolt:r iuto lhe inquiry. 

10. The be11 P"'itioo for a sea.Jigbt ought rarely to be negl .. cted for the 
&ake of some oeighhouriog port, however imvorlaot or iollueotial ; and the 
io1eredl1 of navigation, as well a& the lrue welrare of the port itaelf, will 
generally be much better served by placing the sea·ligbt llllltre il ougllt I• f),, 
aod adding, on a smaller ecale, such 1ubsidiary ligbta u lhe channel 
leading to the entrance of the port may require. 

11. It may be held as a general maxiru, lhat the fewer lights that eaa 
be employed io the illumioatioo of a coast the better, oot only oo the aeore 
of economy, but also of real efficiency. E.-ery light oeedlea11ly erttted 
may, in cerlaio circumatauces, becowe a source of confusion to the 
m1trioer, and, io the event of auothi:r light being rt•quired io lbe neigh
bourhood, it becomes a ded11ctio11 from lhe means of d1•tin11ui11bing it from 
the lighta which existed pre:vious lo ita estahlishmeut. Hy the ueedlr11 
erection of a new lighlhouse, therefore, we not only expend public treuore, 
bot waste the meaoa of diatiuctioo awoog the neighbouring ligbta. 

12. Distioctious of ligh1s, founded upon lhe minute e11tima1ioo of ioler· 
vala of time between tlashes, and Hpecially on the measurement of the 
duration of light and d11rk periods, are leu ~atiafactory to lhe great ma• 
Jorily of coutmg seamen, and are ruore liable lo derangement bJ almo· 
1pberic changes, 1han those distinctions which are fouoded on "hal may 
D1ore properly !Je clllled the cluuacltrutii: ap,waraJtce of lhe light», 10 
whiob the limes for the recurrence of certain i.ppearaoces dilrer ao widely 
from each other aa not lo require for their detection any very minute ob· 
servation in a alormy night. Tbua, for example, llaabiog hgbta of lhe 
secood1 interval, and revolving ligbta of half a minute, ooe minute, aod 
two minutes, are much more characteristic thao those which are di»li11-
gui1hed from each other b7 interval• vi.rying accordiug lo a alower aerie• 
of 5", 10'', 20'', 40", &c. 

11. Harbour and local lighta, which have a circumacribed range, 1hoahl 
generall7 be l!led io1tead uf revolving; 1Lod way often, for lhe MIM 
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nuon, be aafely diatingni1hed by coloured media. ID many caNt al10, 
where the parpoae of guiding into a narrow channel It to be gained, the 
lndiag lighl1 which are need, aboald, at the 1&111e time, be IO arranged u 
to aerTe for a diatioctioo from any neighbouring ligbtl. 

1'. Floating ligb11, which are very e:i:peo1ive and more or leu oncer· 
tain from their liability to drift from their mooring. as well u defective in 
power, 1bonld oevtr be employed to indicate a turning point in a naTlga· 
lino in any situation where the coojnoction of ligbtl on the 1bore can be 
applied at any reuonable npenee." 

The building of the lantern is a work of great care, and in 
which our writer baa very cleverly made an improvement:-

"A coo1iderable practical defect In all the ligbtboute lantern• which I 
have ner aeeo, with the e1ceptioo of those recently constructed for the 
Scotch lighthoaaes, coneist11 in the vertical direction of lhe astrapla, 
wlaicb, of coane, tend to intercept the whole or a great part of the light in 
the uimolb which they 1ublPnd. The consideration of the improoremeal 
wbicil I bad elf'ected in giving a diagonal direction to the joints of the 
lbed refractore, 6rat led me to adopt a diagonal arrangement of the frarue· 
work which carries the cupola of sanes, and aflPrwards for lhe aatragals 
of the lantern. Not only ia tbit directio11 of the astragal1 more advan· 
tagroDI for eqoalisinp; lbe effect of the light; but lbe greater 1tiffne11 and 
1tnngth which this arrangement gives to the frame-work of the lantern 
make it safe to uae more 1lender bars, and thus alao abaolnlely lul light is 
intercepted. The panes of glus al the 1ame time become triangular, and 
are nect-saarily 1tronger than rectangnlar panes of equal 1nrface. Tbi1 
form of lantern i1 nlremely light and elegant. To a•oid the oece•1it1 of 
painting, which, in 1iln1tion1 ao e:i:poaed u tboae which lightbouae1 gene· 
rally occupy, i1 attended with many inconTeoiences and no small risk, the 
framework of the lantern ia now formed of gun-metal and the dome 11 of 
copper; 110 that a 6rat-order lantern of Ii feet diameter and 11> feet height 
of glua coats, when glazed, about £1260. In order lo giTe the light· 
keepers free acceu to cleaote and wub the upper pane• of the lantern (an 
operatioa which in 1nowy weather must sometime• be frequently repeated 
dorintt the night), a narrow gangway, on which they may aafrly 1taad, i1 
placed oo the level of the top of the lower panes, and at tbe top of the 
aeeoad panes, ring• are proTided of which the lighlkeepen may lay bold 
fM 1eeority in stormy weather. A light trap-ladder ie alao attached to 
the outaide of the lantern, by mean1 oC which there ia an easy acceu to the 
Yeotilator on the dome. 

GrHt care ia beatowed on the glazing of the lantern, In order that it may 
be quite impe"iou1 to water, enn during the heaviest gale1. When iron 
ii aeed for the framee, they are carefully and frequently painted; but gun
metal, u ja1t noticed, ia now generally uaed in the Scotch lightbouae1. 
Tbett ia great rlek of the glua plates being broken by the 1baking of the 
lantern daring high winds; and a1 much ae po11ible to prevent tbi1, 
varioDI precaution1 are adopted. The arria of each plate i1 al ways care· 
fully rounded by grinding; aad grooves about half an inch wide, capable 
of holding a good tbickneu of potty, are provided in the astragal1 for re
eeiTiDg the glua, which ii a quarter of an inch thick. Small piece• of !rad 
or wood are inserted between the frames and the plal.A's of glau against 
which they may pre11, and by which they are completely 1eparated from 
the more unyielding material of which the lantern.frames are compo1ed. 
Paa. glued in frames padded with cu1hion1, and capable of boinp; tem· 
porarily bed in a few minutes, in the room of a broken plate, are kepi 
nady for u1e in the 1tore-room. Tboae framed plates are called •lor.· 
paau, and have been found nry utefol on teveral occuiona, when the 
glu1 baa been 1battered by large ~a-birds coming agaioat it in a 1tormy 
aiglat, or by ~l 1~ea Tiolently driven again1t the lutern by the force 
of the wind, 

The ventilatloa of the lantel'lll fornia a ma1t lmp.>rtant element In the 
prne"atioa of a good and efficient light. An ill·Tentilaled lantern bu ill 
aides continually covered whb water of condenaalion, which is produced 
by the contact of the ucendin1 current of heated air; and the glu1 thus 
obttructa tbe pu1&ge of the ray1, and diminiebea the power of the light." 

We mulR now shut up Mr. Stevenson's book, though we could 
very well take more lrom it, for it is full of new and useful 
matter. We cannot, however, do BO without giving our thanks to· 
the Board of Northern Lights for publishing this book as they 
before did the elder Stevenson's book on the Bell-rock lighthouse. 
In our last number we called Btronglyon the engineers to write books 
on their workl; but, r.erhaps, we should have done better if we 
had called on the railway and other undertakings to find the 
money for it, u the Board of Northern Lights have done. There 
is eomething wrong now, and we cannot help thinking that the en
gineers are those most to blame. If Mr. RObert Stephenson would 
take under his care a book on the London and Birmingham Rail
way, we do believe that the shareholders would not grudge the 
money, u each of them could have a book. They have not gri,idged 
money for Wolverton, and we do not think they would for thiJi, if 
it were fairly put before them by their engineer. The share
holders would never miu the money, while they would do a great 
deal of good. If the engineera do not stir, we hope the share
holders will; and that we shall have books on our great railway 
works, which may keep up their name and the honour of England. 

MfJlhe11111tic11for Practical Men, ~ng a common-~ llook of Pure 
and Mi.red MathematiC11, duigned chiefly for the Utt of Ci!Jil Engi'llll'r11, 
.Architttu, and Su"1f!gor11; by OLJNTeus GREOOaY, LL.D., F.R.A.8. 
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. By HENBY L.&w, civil engi
neer. London: Weale, 18-'8. 8vo. pp. /HO. 

This i11 a new edition of a very well known book. An editor who 
undertakes the revision of the scientific labours of another writer, 
undertakes an onerous and diffic11lt task. If he alter and inter
polate freely, he may be charged with disresJ>ect towards his 
author: if, on the other hand, he adhere too faithfully to the tezti 
he becomes responsible for the original errors, u well u for al 
which he himself may happen to commit. 

Dr. Olinthus Gregory, of the Woolwich .Military Academy, 
published the first edition of his " Mechanics for Practical Men," 
m 182.S; and eight years after, a subsequent edition, in which he 
says, " I have corrected a few errors which had escaped my notice 
in the former impression." The work commences with an elementary 
treatise on arithmetic and algebra1 and the remainder is ·devoted 
to l?eometry and the mechanic&l sciences. This part of the work 
is, m his own phraseology," synoptical," "The definitions and 
principles are exhibited in an orderly series, but investigations 
and demonstrations are only sparingly introduced." So much the 
greater, then, the importance of accuracy. Where results only are 
given, the reader must trust entirely to the authority of the writer: 
the process of investigation being omitted, there are no poBBible 
means of ascertaining the acc•1racy of the conclusion11. They mult 
be taken on trust. Like bank-notes, they may or may not repre
sent sterling value ; but in the absence of direct information, their 
circulation depends entirely on the credit of the iBBuer. 

Engineers at the present dar are pretty well agreed, that the 
accuracy of formul111 is somethmg more than a matter of mere 
speculative interest-that, on the contrary, it has a real and 
tangible importance, quite apart from theoretical considerations. 
It Wl\8 at one time thought that mathematical investigations of 
questions of engineering were matters of mere curiosity-learned 
putimes. Now it is found, that if a bridge be constructed accord
ing to insufficient formul111, it not only ought theoretically to fall 
down, but practically will do so. And if the duty of a steam-engine 
for a given quantity of fuel be inaccurately computed, not only ate 
the laws of science infringed-but the pocket ol the owner of the 
engine 1uiFers also. In this way, scientific accuracy comes to have 
a practical importance, a real money value: and those who prided 
themselves that they were "practical men," and thanked heaven 
that they never troubled themselves about scientific theories, 
-which were all very well for college-students, and people who 
have nothing else to do,-discern fain,tly that their self-congratu
lation is premature. 

These considerations render u1 very anxious that the theoretical 
science should not suiFer discredit, nor practical en~neering injury 
by misplace«\ confidence: and with this object in view, we proceed 
to the more particular examination of the work under 1eview1-
premising that, as far u we have compared it with the precedmg 
edition, most of the errors appear to 6e Dr. Gregory's originally, 
and Mr. Law's by imputation only; and it is nothing but fair to 
suppose that the latter wu actuated by a feeling of deference 
towards his author. 

We pus over the treatises on arithmetic and algebra without 
examination; being altogether elementary, they may be presumed 
to be correct. Our criticism commences with the definitions of 
Curves, 

"A cycloid or lroclaoid ii an elegant mechanical cn"e, lirat noticed by 
De1carte1, and an account of which wu publi1bed by Meraenne in 16U. 
It i1 in fact the curve deacribed by a nail in the rim of a carriage-wheel while 
it make. one revolution on a fiat horizontal plane." 

Cycloids " or" trochoids are used u synonymous words I They 
are names of curves essentially diiFerent: for the former, the 
tracing point is on the circumference of the generating circle-for 
the latter, the tracing point is within or beyond that circumference. 

"If the genrratiDJ( circle, insteld of rolling along 1 1traigbt line, II made 
to roll upon the circumference of another circle, tbe cane deacribed by any 
poiot in ill circumference i1 Cllled an ttpicycloid." 

It is not called an epicycloid ezcept when the rnerati.Dg circle 
is equal to the fixed circle, and rolls on the extenor of it. In the 
other cases, the curve ~enerated is either a Hypotrochoid, 
Epitrochoid, or Hypocyclo1d. In the figure illustrating the defini
tion of an epicycloid, this mistake is aggravated, by repre11811ting 
the rolling curve u much larger than the fixed curve. 

It is of the very essence of mathematical definitions that they 
should be precise and comprehensive; and in no part of mathe
matics i1 thls exactness of definition more neceuary than in me. 
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chanics. What will our mathematical readers say of such a defini
tion as the following? 

'.' When the forcee tbat act npon a body, de.troy or annihilate each other'• 
11peration, 10 that the body remain• quieacent, they are 1aid to be in epiU
liri•111, and are then called ~·•·" 

This is clumsy and incom1,1lete, to say the least. It is assumed, 
that when two forces "annihilate each other's operations," the body 
is at rest,-the case of uniform motion is overlooked. Besides, the 
word pruaure is restricted to statical forces, whereas it is properly 
applied to dynamical forces alao. 

" Vi• 11i1111, or living force, a term n1ed by Leibnitz to denote the force or 
power of a body In motion ; or the force which would be required to brinr it 
to rest." 

Leibnitz never did anything half so absurd 811 is here said of him. 
Via viva is not a force (or power,-for Dr. Gregory previously 
states that the words force and power are synonymous). Via oiva 
is a mere technical phrase-signifying, simply, mass multiplied by 
the square of velocity-which Dr. Gregory and his editor are 
determined to distort into something very complicated and abstruse. 
So far from via viva being a force, it is not even measured by force 
alone--another element being the distance through which the 
force acts. \\'hen a body is acted upon by only one uniform force, 
the via viva generated 1s equal to twice the force multiplied by 
the distance described in the direction of the force. 

In the second problem of the chapter on Statics, the calculation 
respecting the strain on tie-beams and struts is totally erroneous. 
It is not worth while to state the problem here, as we could not 
make it intelligible without the diagrams. To the reader who has 
the work before him, it will be sufficient to state that the error 
arises from considering the forces at one end of the strut and tie
beam, and neglecting the forces at the other end of each. The 
conclusion is manifestly erroneous, for when the tie-beam became 
indefinitely long, it would be vertical, and the tension equal to the 
weight suspended; the strain on the strut at the same time be
coming zero. 

"If the particles or bodiea of any system be moving uniformly and recti
lineally, with any velocities and direction, the centre of gruity ii either at 
rest, or moves uniformly in a right line." 

This is not true. Does the author mean to assert, that if two 
bodies be moving with different velocities in straight lines perpen
dicular to each other, the common centre of gravity moves in a 
straight line ? 

In discussing the pressure of earth against walls, the line of 
rupture and the natural 1/ope are said to be synonymous--they are 
entirely different things ; the line of rupture being that which 
defines what is technically termed the wedge of maximum pressure. 
In the next paragraph is discussed the pressure exerted against 
the wall by the prism resting on the naturillslope; whereas, by the 
very defimtion of natural slope, that prism exerts no such pressure, 
the friction being of the exact amount necessary to sustain the 
weight. 

The section on the stability of the arch diseuBBea the conditions 
for a ease of rupture which is mechanicallf and geometrically im
P?ssible--that where there are on!y two JOintJ? of rupture, equi
ihstant from the crown the loadmg symmetrical, and the piers 
incapable of sliding. In the last of the formulm in this section, 
the right-hand side of the equation has double it proper value. 

The preliminary part of the chapter on Dynamics has been re
written,-not however, as we think, with great succeBB. The confu-
11ion of ideas respecting via triva is really marvellous, considering 
how simple the real signification of the phrase is. Mr. Law says, 
first, "Mechanical effect is measured by the product of the mass or 
weight of the body into the space <>ver which it has moved." Then 
he defines the tri8 tlioo of a moving body as "the whole mechanical 
eHect which it will produce in being brought to a state of !'est." 
This definition is by no means satisfactory. First, the mass oa 
weight are spoken of as convertible temis. Next,. coupling the 
two definitions, the tri1 tlioo is said to "produce' the mass or 
weight multiplied by the distance. This is a strange expression: 
however, if we leave out the word "mass, n and for "distance" 
read "twice the distance," the idea intended to be conveyed is 
tolerably correct, where the motion is vertical and the only force 
is that of unifo:rm gravity. For bodies acted on by variable force, 
and for curvilinear ·motion, the definition is totally inapplicable. 

In place of an enunciation of the three laws of motion, we llave 
:the following uperimmw·aa the foundation of dynamics. 

" From carefully conducted and often-repeated n perimeota, the followio1 
roaulte with regard to bodiea in motion ha'l"e been obtained :-

" I. If a body ofa certain weight, and moving with a given velocity, meet 
.anolber body of double lbat weight, aad moYilll with lialf lbe velocity, the 

two bocliet will datroy each other'a motloa, and boll will be broagld te • 
Ital• qf rut. 

"II. A body of a certain weight and moving with a give. Yllloelty, beief 
auhject to a uniformly retarding force ( i. e. a uniform force actlDr cooatut11 
in a contrary direction to the body'• motion), will move over a certaia apace 
in being brought to rest, aad will occupy a certain time in doinr to; tllea 
another body of the aame weight, but moriog with AaV the velocity of the 
former, being 1ubjectto the same uniformly retarding force, will move ovv 
ou parln- of the apace moved over by the former, in being brought to a 
atate 1Jf reat, and will occupy in doing 10 lull! the time. And another body 
of the aame weight, but moving with on1-tllird of the velocity ol the fina, 
will move over OM·nittll of the apace, and occupy Ofll·lhird the time ol the 
tint, in being brought to a atate of rest." 

The second experiment would be analogous to that of Uying 
whether all points in the circumference of a circle poaea the 
property of equidistance from the centre! It is a matter of defini
tion that they should do so. In the same way, the mere definition 
of uniformly retarding force leads to the inference here indicated 
as the result of numberless experiments. The conclusion depends 
on mere geometrr, not on any law of mechanics. If a horse set off 
at a constantly diminishing speed-SO feet the first second. 49 feet 
the next, 48 feet the next, and so on-it requires no knowledge of 
mechanics, but a simple arithmetical computation, to ascertain how 
far he has gone, and the time which bas elapsed, when his velocitf 
is reduced to '20 feet a second. In the same way, if a body be acted 
upon by a uniformly retarding force--that is, one which diminishee 
the velocity at an assigned uniform rate--the law of motion is 
assigned d priori, and it requires no experiment to determine the 
distances corresponding to subsequent rates of velocity. The rule 
that the distance traversed before the body comes to rest is pro
portional to the square of the velocity destroyed, depends on purely 
geometrical computation. 

In the section on Motion on Inclined Planes, we find the follow
ing:-

" Each particle of matter in a rolling body reai1t1 motion in proportion to 
the 1quare of its distance fr.,m the nil of motion." 

There is no such resistance, either in proportion to the aquare of 
the distance from the axis of motion, nor in any other proportion. 
It is incorrect to say that matter resists motion ; it neither resists 
nor assists it, but is perfectly impassive and inert. The/or« of 
inertia, as M. Poisson observes, is an incorrect phrase, arising from 
inaccurate notions of the properties of matter-it, in fact, implies 
an idea that matter has some inherent property of altering its own 
motion. 

In the section treating of Pendulums, it is asserted, that if a 
body suspended from a fixed point by a flexible string be made to 
vibrate 1t will always rise the same Yertical distance as it has 
descended. This is of course true when the motion is not W. 
turbed; but it is added, that if the motion of the string be inter
cepted by a projecting peg, so as to shorten the radius of the arc in 
which the body moves, the same property holds. That this is no' 
generally true is obvious, from the consideration that the peg may 
be so near the vibrating body, that the radius becomes too short to 
allow the body to regain its original height. Moreover, the string 
receives a jerk ; and therefore, unless it be perfectly elastic, there 
is a loss of vii vii:a. 

After a confused and inaccurate definition and table of ,·aJuee 
of the radius of gyration for several bodies, we have the fullo,.·ing 
lucid explanation of the prillciples of rotation:-

" If the matter in any gyrating body were actually to be placed aa ii in 
the centre of gyration, it ought either to be di1po1ed in the circumference of 
a circle whoae radius ii R, or at two pointa R, R1 , diame&rically oppoaite, and 
each at a diltaoce R from the centre." 

All that can be made out of this is, that if the body be in one 
place, it "ought to be" in another. 'fhe ouly inference from such 
a statement is a -querulous determination on the part of the writer 
to be di888tisfied with the position of the body under all circum
stances. The feeling is that of the wolf toward the lamb in the 
fab~e:-8 general disincli!lation that the bod>: should have ang 
pos1t1on. Several precedmg sentences gave rise to the su~iciou 
that the author did not clearly understand the subject on whlch be 
w~ writing-the 1c1entence just quoted converts suspicion into cer
tamty. 

The following are the definitions at the commencement of a 
chapter on Central Forces:-

" (1.) Cmtripetal fiwce ii a force which teoda con1tant11 to aolicit or ID 
~mpel a body ~ow.arda a certain fixed point or centre. (2.) CmJrifugalfor« 
11 that by wh!ch 1t would recede from auch a centre, were it not prevented 
by the cen&r1petal force. (3.) Theae two forcea are, jointly, called cmlrtl 
fore••·" 

Centrifugal force is not, as here stated directed towards a fixed 
centre. It is normal to the path of moti~n; and, therefore, there ia 
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only one particular caee-that of circular motion-in which the 
above definition is satisfied. In elliptical and other kind11 of motion 
it is violated at every instant. This consideration is of itself 
sufficient to show that the third definition is also incorrect. Cen
tral forces are always taken by mathematicians to be forces directed 
from or towards rt.ft.red centre-which centrifugal force is not. 

The laws of motion about centres of attration are applied to 
cases to which they have no relation. The following problem is an 
instance:-

"JC a fly, 2 ton1 weight and 16 (tet diameter, Is 111fficieot to reg11late an 
l'ngine when it revolvea In 4 aecoods; what must be the weight of another 
fly of 12 feet diameter revolving ia 2 1econds, 10 that il ma7 have the same 
power upon the engine?" 

It seems scarcely credible that the solution of this problem is 
derh-ed from the law of motion of a free body in a circle about a 
eentral force-that " the forces are as the distances or radii of the 
Circles directlv, and the forces inversely." Could it be believed1 that a student' who had read mathematics for six months, would 
apply a law, which is wholly independent of the mass acted upon, 
to a problem in which the mass is the most essential particular? 
By such logic, the following relation between the weights of the 
two fly wheels is e!tablished :-

W D UJd 
Tl =12; 

where W, w, are the weights; D, d, the diameters of the wheels; 
and T, t, the times occupied in revolution. Now, to show the ab-
1iurdity of all this, we have only to express the times in terms of 
the linear velocities, V, and"• and the above equation becomes 

w v2 '° ,r 
-i> = T; 

which leads to the conclusion, that for two tly wheels of equal 
weight, that having the greatest velocity must also have the greatest 
diameter !-a conclusion to which our practical readers would pro
bably demur. 

It would take up too much space to explain all that appears 
objectionable in the work before us. Mr. Law certainly has the 
credit of rendering the new edition somewhat better than the pre
ceding, by introducing De Pambour's investigations of the power of 
the steam-engine, and by several improvements of arrangement. 

In the pa.Per on the Strength of Materials, which is almost en
tirely re-written, Mr. Law gives some valuable views of the subject, 
which cause us to regret that he has not exercised keener criticism 
in other parts of the work. In estimating the tranverse strength 
of materials, an ingenious theory is proposed, for representing the 
total forces of extension and compression in any section of a girder 
by solids, of which lines proportional to those forces are the hori
sontal ordinates. Unfortunately, he overlooks the fact that the 
total forces of longitudinal compression and tension are equal and 
opposite. He assumes also that their moments are equal-which 
ia incorrect. This error vitiates equation (I), page STS, and all 
thri.t depends on it. 

Our re'"iew must close here, not from want of subjects for further 
comment, but because of the space which they would occupy. We 
havP done little more than point out, in the briefest possible man
ner, a few errors here and tbt>re; and have avoided general observa
tion1, lest our criticism should appear unduly severe. 

The High-Prumre StMm-Engine; an uporition of iu Comparati"I 
Mtriu, and an u8tly t()toard8 an Improved Sy1tem of Con1truction. By 
Dr. E:aNBT ALBAN, practir11l machine maker, Plau, Mecklenberg. 
Translated from the German, with notes, by \VD.LIAM Pou; C.E. 
London: Weale, 184'8. 8vo. pp. I.SO. 

This is the conclusion of 11 work of which the firstjortion WBB 

reviewed ante, vol. X., p. 45. It will be remembere , that the 
distinguishing feature of Dr. Alban's subject ia an earnest advo
cacy of the merits of the high-preBBUre steam-engine, which, he 
eontends, is for all purposes and under all circumstances, superior 
to the low-pressure engine. He proposes to increase the steam
pressure greatly beyond the limits now usually a&Signed to it; and 
u his ob&ervations are the result of long practical experience in 
the manufacture of engines, and in superintending their working, 
they are at least deserving of consideration. His arguments are 
those of a careful and judicious observer, and the details of his 
experience prove that he has pursued his profession with no ordi
nary amount of ene~ and ability. 

In the present portion of the treatise, our author describes the 
form of the boiler and furnace adopted by himself, and which he 
recoznmends 81 models for general adoption. We must demur, how-

ever, to the notion of a m<Hkl tngine, and to any one routine of con
struction prescribed for universal practice. The steam-engine 
would lose much of its value if the arrangement of ita parts were 
immutable. The divenity of forms which may be gfren to it, 
and the facility of adapting them to local exigences, render the 
steam-engine the most convenient, 81 it is the most economical, 
of motive agents. c d 

The principle which characterises Dr. Alban's o o o 
boiler, is the circulation of hot water through o o o o 
the tubes, and the return to the boiler of the o o o 
water which baa been carried upwards in a liquid o o o o 
form with the current of steam. The dots in the o o o 
di~ will suffi!)iently explain the relative o o o o 
po~1tion of the tubes. c, a, are two capacious vessels above them. 
The ends of all of them communicate with c, the "separator," 
into which, therefore, the steam generated, and the water mechani
cally mixed with it, are carried. At that end of this vessel 
where steam and water are admitted, violent ebullition goes on ; 
but as the capacity of the boiler is large, the water and steam be
come more and more serarated as they progress to the further end, 
whence they p888 quiet y by their respective pipes to the receiver 
d, in which an undisturbed water-level is maintained. From d, 
the steam paases off to the engine, and the water is returned to 
renew its labyrinthine course through the tubes of the boiler. 

Our author assures us that he has determined the efficiency and 
economy of this invention, by actual and careful experience. The 
advantage which he claims is, chiefly, that of having a tube 
surface, subject to the direct action of the furnace, and yet not 
liable to excessive ebullition or boiling dry. The tubes are of 
small diameter; consequently} their heating surface bears a higher 
proportion to the volume ot water in them, than would be the 
case with tubes of a larger diameter. This circumstance, Dr. 
Alban insists upon as most important for the economical generation 
of steam. At the same time, the tubes lie so far below the water·. 
level, that a want of water in them is scarcelf likely to occur: 
and if it did, it would take place first in the higher tubes, which 
are the least exposed to heat. 

It will strike some of our practical readers, that this mode of 
construction and the smallness of the tubes, mu!t render them 
exceedingly liable to be impaired by the accumulation of deposit. 
We are told, however, that this is by no means so formidable a 
difficulty as it may at first sight appear, as the stony concretion 
is confined to the upper tiers of tubes, and the arrangement 
affords easy access to them. It is however allowed, that tubes of 
80 small size as those here described would not be applicable to 
marine boilers, in which a great deposit from salt water takes 
place. 

After a minute description of the boiler1 the writer proceeds to 
an examination of improvements of the turnace. He does not 
deem of much importance the ••smoke nuisance," as it is em
phatically termed in England, and decries the legal restriction• to 
which engine owners are subjected in Germany, to prevent them 
from forcing the bituminous vapour and soot of their furnaces 
down their neighbours' throats. "The English" Hys he, "con
tinue to live well among their smoke, and find themselves well off 
on it; ther neither turn up their noses nor ~et asthma, but they 
live} and hve long." We, however, who live m England, are not 
easi y to be persuaded that the vitiation of the air by smoke is a 
slight evil. The pollution of the air in London and the manufac
turing districts, inflicts mischief of which the magnitude can only 
be appreciated by actual observation. The cities of the continent, 
by the limits of their size, and the comparative insignificance of 
the manufactures carried on in them, are 80 little subjected to the 
injury in question that it is not surprising that a foreign writer 
should speak slightingly of it. But the thousands who annually 
foll victims to the chimney-polluted atmosphere of this metropoli11, 
give mournful proof that it is no false sentimentality-no popular 
prejudice_, that have at length rendered the sanitary regulation 
of manuractures an irresistible obligation on the legislature. Dr. 
Alban considers all the self-acting contrivances for consumption 
of smoke useless; and deems it vain to e~pect that any future 
inventions for the purpose will succeed. It ia sincerely to be 
hoped, however, that an object of such paramount importance will 
not be given up in despair. There can be no question that much 
improvement bu already been effected, and that the combustion 
of fuel is conducted in a more complete and perfect manner now 
than it waa a few years ago. \Vhen the necesaity of further exer
tions becomes apparent, that parent of invention will stimulate 
our mechanician1 to greater efforts and to the discovery of 
method1 which, we are convinced., have not yet been attained, 
because the inquiry has been partially or feebly conducted. 

2s• 
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The subject next considered is the engine itself, in which 
aeveral improvements are proposed. According to our author's 
principle of confining himself to one exclusive model for every 
pRrt of the steam-engine, he here selects the oacillating-cylinder 
for univenal adoption. The history of these cylinders as given 
by the translator is curious, and .Words interesting testimony that 
a discovery, after being abandoned by the original inventor aa 
usele11t1, may be ta.ken up by others with comelete success. In 1802, 
TaEVJIJTBJCK took out a patent for an engine, in which cylinder, 
boiler, and furnace all 111111ng togetliw; and adds, that 1f it be 
desirable, all tM otlaer paru may bl! .ftztd ucept tM cylinder, tohicA 
mag bl! nupe1lded on tntn11iom or pivoU perfONUdfor the admurion of 
.rteam. Other patents were also taken out for moveable cylinders; 
but the first oscillating-engines actually made\ were thoae of Mr. 
A..tBON M..tNBY, Rt1tl bis son, the present ab e aecretary of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers. The important addition of the 
Blide-valve waa patented by JosEPa M..1.uDsuv, in 1827; who, by 
combining the D valve with eccentric gearing, made an important 
step in perfecting these engines. 

Dr. AlhRn proceeds to discu88 the several objection• usually 
urged agaiDBt the the oscillating-cylinder, and to explain its ad
•antage&. To the objection, that injurious lateral strains are pro
duced every time tlie motion is revenied and the momentum 
arrested, he replies, that in steam-engines of ordinary construction, 
the parts subjected to reciprocating motion (the beam or side
levers) are usually heavier than the cylinder, and vibrate through 
a mucli greater arc. Though this be true, we must remark that 
the arrangement of the oscillating-engine renders it mechanically, 
or rather geometrically, impossible that its motion can be so even 
and r8'rlllar aa that of the beam-engine. By the arrangement of 
the orilinary crank, the motion of the beam is slowest at the two 
limits of its motion: it comes gradually to rest at the extremity 
of the arc of vibration, so that every thing like concussion is 
avoided: and that this advRntege is attainable in the most perfect 
degree, is proved by the fact that in properly constructed 
engine.t, the most ponderous beams move without producing a jar 
or conC11S11ion. In the oscillating-engine, however, there is a pecu
liarity in the arrangement which precludes uniformitr of motion. 
The arc through which the crank revolves while the cylinder 
oscillates in one direction, is leas than a semicircle-and greater 
than a IM!micircle while the cylinder oscillates in the contrary 
direction. Hence, if the motion of the crank be uniform, the 
cylinder oscillates from right to left, and from left to right, in 
unequal times. If, on the contrary, the oscillations of the cylinder 
be regular, the crank moves f"aater when it is near the cylinder 
than when at its greatest distance from it. In practice, these two 
variations are compounded-or, if the phraae be allowable, the 
ilTeplarity or motion is 8/iaf'ell between tlie crank and tbe cylinder. 
Of conne, the motion of the piston and other parts is affected by it. 
The actual amount of it depends on the relation between the length 
of" the crank and connecting-rod, and the distance of the trunnions 
ef the cylinder from the centre of the crank; and, oaitef"U parifnu, 
the uniformity is increaaed by increaaing the distance of the swing 
centre from the crank-shaft : but perfect regularity is unattain
able. 

To the objection., that the cylinders are unefiaally worn by the 
piston pressing first on one side and then on the other, the author 
replies, that this objection can onlv apply with much force where 
the pistons are large and heavy, and t.hat the hemp packing (which 
he always prefers to metallic packing) almost entirely remediet 
the evil. 

The disadvantage arising from the friction of the trunnions on 
which the cylinders swing, and which are usually perforated for 
the admission and eduction of the steam, is remedied by the author 
by suspending the cylinder&-net on the gudgeons through which 
the steam p888e&-but on a separate frame, having no communica
tion with them. After enllll"ging on the great increase of friction 
resulting from the heat of the metal, he shows that by keeping the 
actual bearings on which the weight of the cylinder is supported, 
separate from the steam passages, the heat of the rubbing parts is 
comparatively triiitig, aad that a great amount of friction i11 conse
-quently avoided. 

The fourth objection considered is, that "when the '1istaDCe of 
the trunnion-axis from the lll'llnk-shaft is too amall, the vibratioDB 
are unequal, aa is also the force transmitted to the engine.n To 
this 11emark the trauslator brieBy replies, in a note, that "the 
objection baa no weight at alln With great deference to Mr. 
Pole's authority, there is considerable weight in the objection. He 
~as not appended to his dictum any reaaons in defence of it, and 
there i1 therefore hardly any other way of meeting him than by 
~er-a&Bertion. Does he mean to assert that the vibrations are 

performt'd in equal time1? If so, it ia quite clear, f'rom the~ 
try of the Cllllt! that the crank move1 at variable rates ; and this ii 
sufficient prooC that the force i.a not uniformly tranamitted to the 
working parts. If, on the other hand, the motion of the crank and 
the transmission of force be uniform, the oscillations of the cylinder 
take place in unequal times. There i.a no escaping from one or 
other of the horns of the dilemma. We do not insist on t.he disad
van~e aa nece888rily aerious; but that it exists, and is unavoidable, 
is obV1ous from mere inspection of a diagram &bowing the relative 
positions of the cylinder and crank. 

The advantages of the oacillating-.cylinder on which our author 
earnestly enlarges, are-1st, its simplicity, arising from the omission 
of the beam, parallel motion, and other parts; 2nd, the facility of 
construction, the fitting being in a great meaaure effected by the 
lathe; 8rd1 compactness, and consequently suitability for steam
vessels; 4.tn, comparative lltrhtness; .Sth, the consequen* porta
bility; 6th, diminution of pnme cost; 7th1 the Bimplicity of" work
ing management; 8th, the diminution of triction; 9th, the savior 
of grease for lubrication; 10th, the little repair required; 11th;, 
the facility of discovering and rectifyin~ any error of adjustment; 
12th, the omission of guides for the p111ton-rods; and lastly, the 
direct and advantageous transmiSBion of force. 

There is one remark to be made on this enumeration of the 
advantages of the oscillating-engine, which though simple, deducts 
greatly l'rom its claims to pre-eminence.-The greater part of the 
merits claimed for it do not belong to it exclusively, but are com
mon to all kinda of direct-action engines. 

Among the prominent features of Dr. Alban's views, is the pre
ference which he tells us that long experience has induced him to 
888ign to hemp packing for the piston. Contrary to the opinion of 
many practical men, who believe the metallic packing absolutely 
indispensable for high-{'ressure engines, he conS1ders that method 
fraught with inconvemence. h may however be observed, that 
many of the disadvantages ( thoae arising from imperfect workman
ship) are more likely to arise in Germany than in England, where 
we may justly pride ourselves on the marvellous perfection which 
baa been obtained in the manufacture of the details of the ateam
engine. 

Other objections to metallic packing are not to be thus dispoeed 
of. The cylinder and the piston are frequently of different metals, 
and therefore liable to different rates of expansion; consequently, 
the adjustment of the packing, though perfectly accurate when 
the metals are cold, becomes untrue after they are heated. Dr. 
Alban denies that the packing grinds itself steam-tight by working; 
on the contrary, he believes that if any imperfection exist originally, 
it is aggravated by use. We are however inclined to believe that 
he speaks on this point from limited experience, for while the ei
ticity remains unimpaired., it presses against the cylinder any 
irregular protuberances which may exist, and the adjacent pans 
are pt'Otected from attrition till these be worn down to an e'l'en 
surface. Of course, if the elaaticity of the/acking be unequally 
distributed those parts moat forcibly presse against the cylinder 
will wear thin and be destroyed before the portions of the packing 
subjected to less pressure. 

1'he liability of the packing to lose its expansive power, either by 
the component parts cohering and losing their mollility, or by the 
heat destroying the elasticity of the springs, is strougly insisted 
upon. It is also asserted that the complexity and number of the 
parts render them liable to get out of repair, and that they can 
never fit so closely aa to be perfectly steam-tight. Hemp packing 
is preferred on account of its simplicity; and the author states, aa 
the result of his experience, that a pRcking ef rope, of loose UDIJIUn 
fibres, thoroughly lubricated, works well and remains steam tight 
under high pre&Sures. \Ve will not absolutely aBBert that there 
are not nny circumstances 11Bder which this kind of facking may 
be used with advantage, but many of Dr. Alban's prejudice. must 
have arisen from observing the working of metallic packing of 
inferior construction; and probably, if he were acquainted with the 
great improvements which have been eff'ected in England in this 
part of the steam-engine, he might be induced to modify hi1 
opinions. 

There arc many other topics of the treatise before us desening 
attention, but we must content ou.rselveswith remarking, generally, 
tbi.t the very original views taken by the author are not those ohn 
ingenious schemer merely, but of one who combines originality of 
invention with practical knowledge, and enhances both by the 
power of logical induction exhibited in the methodic arrllDgement 
of his argument&, and the distinct statement of the resultlli uf hi.ii 
experience. 
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TM hNlanl Engi'*1'' 1 RaUr«i" Guitlit. By W. DA ns H.uJtoU., 
C.E. Part II. London: Jo&N W1LL1..t • .1H and Co., 1848. 

Many excellent works on subjects connected with the profeBBion 
of the civil engineer have at various times been published. But 
while the wants of the more advanced portion of the profeBBion 
have been com.l'aratively well supplied, the junior members have 
been left, at their entrance on the practical duties of their calling, 
almost without any guide to assist them. The need of a book, 
veati.Jlg in a practical manner of the minor, though most impor
tan~, operations which form the principal duties of the aBBistant 
engineer, has long been felt ; and we are glad to find that this 
requirement has been satisfied by Mr. Haskoll, in the work before 
WI. 

In the first pm, published in 18-'6, the subjects of setting-out 
the centre line, taking the permanent section1 boring, and the 
other operation11 preliminary to breaking ground, were discussed ; 
in the second part, the author has devoted his attention to the 
aetting-out of works, the subject of earthwork, the formation of 
the permanent way, and the many operation1 necessary while the 
railway is in progreu of construction. These various topics are 
treated in a clear and practical manner : every variety of work, 
whether 011. the skew or square, on a straight line or curve, is con
llidered; and the methods of setting-out, and the precautions neces
ury during the construction are shown. The author is no advo
cate for the "rough-and-ready" system, but inculcates a careful 
attention to accurRCy in every particular. Were this course more 
oommonly adhered to, we shoiild not BO often hear of failure in 
works. causing oft.en lO&S of life, and always profuse expenditure of 
capital. The following paasage will illustrate the author'• views on 
this subject:-

"Let me persuade the young practitioner, that the gratification 
he will feel at finding the string-courses of his bridges and viaducts 
at their true height and gradient, or the formation of a tunnel at the 
intended levels, will alone amply reward him for his trouble, inde
pendently of a reputation for accuracy, which he will not fail w 
~n in the opinion of a judicious chief, as also in the etrtimation 
of directors. Let him heware of the vaunts of 'rough-and-ready' 
men (rough. work and readinei.t to blunder), who disguise their in
capacit;r and ignorance, by pleading the impossibility in practice 
to obtain truly correct levels ; for if there be any truth, rationally 
11P41akin1t, in this excuse, the greater .should be the engineer's care 
to avoid errors, and not tu do his work in a slovenly manner, 
whereby he may double and treble his 'mi.ttake ;' and he will find 
that contractors, masons, bricklayers, &c., will be careful and at
tentive, exactly in proportion to the care and attention which he 
himself belftows on the works. This observation applies exactly 
in the same sense, and to the same extent, in setting-out works. 
He will, moreover, have the satisfaction of knowing, that his mind 
on this subject will be at ease as the works proceed, and that no 
reproach can be made to him; on the contrRry, an error of this 
kind carried out can be considered little better than wilful neglect 
of d11ty." 

After giving an example of a section book, containing columns 
for the half-widths, distance, total rise, finished levels, excava
tion, and embankment, on one side,-with a sketch of the surface, 
and notes of the position and particulars of bridges, culverts, &c., 
on the other,-the author adds the following hints:-

"The pocket section being prepared so far, we should, as soon 
u the works of constraction are determined on, insert notes from 
the working drawings, or otherwise, of the angles of skew at 
which the line croSBes roads, canals, &c.; the spans of arches on 
the square and skew, the rise of the arch, the depth of arch -stones, 
af puddle, if any; also, if the works be on an mclined plane, the 
ri11e or fall from centre to centre of piers; memoranda also, of 
nearly similar nature, should be made of girder bridges, culverts, 
drains, and other works occurring along the line. These remarks 
are more than necessary; because, when on the works, the draw
i.ngw, when required, are often mislaid, or partially defaced or 
destrored. It must be added, however reluctantly, that the tracings 
with which contractors and sub-contractors are supplied, are often 
wrongly figured; and the site of construction, amidst the moving 
to-and-fro of masons, labourers, and ' navvies;' is not theJ'.lace 
W'here such errors may be most .readily detected and correcte ." 

The e:econd chapter is devoted to earthwork; and here the 
anthor shows a practical acquaintance with the numerous consi
derations tliat determine the course to be taken in the treatment 
of this most important feature of the works or a line of railway. 
We subjoin a·few extracts on cutting and embankment:-

" l'he determination of slopes for earthwork is one of the 

most u~eertain subjects the engineer. bas to contencl with, if he 
b.e anuous to reduce as much as poBB1ble the quantity or excava
tion, and that of land to be purchased-both formidable items of 
expense: but this reduction is attended with one great danger
namelyJ a 'slip,' which will often, for a considerable length occa
sion a ouble and treble quantity of excavation, and the p~chase 
of a corresponding quantity of land. * * * The slopes of 
cuttings in gravel will stand at almost any depth at 16 to I and at 
depths of 10 feet and IS feet at 1 to I ;-chalk is more un~ertaln · 
in solid rocky ma&Ses, it will stand perpendicular; friable, it may 
require slopes of 1 to 1 ;-shale will stand at a -l to 1, if the stratifi
cation be hori~ontal aDd dry, but w~en wet anil soapy, there will b6 
great uncertamty ;-clay, however, 1s by far the most uncertain and 
treacherous earth to be met with in excavating; we have known it 
for many months to stand ~erpendicular for a depth of .W feet and 
suddenly slip off', determinmg a slope of 8 to 1; there is no d~ubt 
that one of the most dangerous practices of excavators is to allo,; 
a. gulle~ of th!s dep~h and ~ature to stand for a great length of 
time without hghtewng th~ sides, nor shoul~ it under any circum
stances be allowed. A thm bed of clay will verv often occasion 
the slip of material of a better nature. * * 4 \Vhen a slip 
has once fully declared itself, there is little left but to submit tu 
the circumstance, and to form the slope to the extent determined 
by the slip; except indeed, in the case of buildings, or gardens,' 
&c.1 when we must ha\•e recourse to retaining walls and long coun
tertorts, with a good system of drainage, which will always be 
found indispensable ; so much so, that no good results can be ex
pected from the best built and thickest walls without it." 

" The best materials for the formation of embankments are 
gravel and sand, both from the facilities they offer for drainage 
and their more rapid final consolidation j-8oft, shaly earths ar~ 
unfavourable, but 1f hard and dry they form good embankments 
and settle well at slopes of 1 to l ;-vegetable earths, or what i~ 
termed soil, must be entirely rejected for the embankment from 
their being so easily converted into soft mud ; landowners,' how
ever, are always ready to carry these away, but care should be 
taken to presen·e a .sufficient quantity for soiling slopes, as when 
a good depth of soil has once produced a strong vegetation, it 
forms one of the best safeguards to slopes ;-clays mixed with a 
quantity of stones, are by no means a bad material and if drr 
will form a sound embankment., though rather long ~ consolidat~ 
ing ;-wet clay is as bad as peat, if not worse; it should never be 
allowed to be used under any circumstance whatever · a few 
wagons of wet clay, tipped in a deep embankment will' do more 
mischief by its slipping, and saturating all other maierials laid on 
it, than one or even two thousand of good ttutf will rectify be
sides becomin~ for many years a continual source of settle~ent 
and perhaps ot danger, on that portion of the line. Where the lee~ 
favourable materials must be employed for forming embankments, 
it is as well to make an exception to the general rule, of forming 
at once an .emb~nkment to i~s full he!ght a!ld width,. and to leave· 
a few feet lD height to be raised up w1tli drier materials, if conve
niently at A.and; isolated masses ot this description are often found 
in excavatiowi, otherwise of very inferior materials, which may be 
succeBBfully employed for this purpose." · 

Two tables are given at the end of this chapter, which will prove 
of great assistance in estimating earthwork. The chapter 01i 
settin~ out of works goes very completely into the whole subject 
!'nd will ren.de.- mo~ valuabl~ assist~nce to the young beginner ; 
mdeed, the mfurmat1on therein contamed can be found in no other 
book than the one before us. After tables of experiments, by 
George Rennie, Esq., on the strength and other properties of 
vari~us f!1Bterials, now .for the first time published, are given the 
spe~1fication .and drawings of a ".ery elegant and scientifically, 
designed lammated arch, over the river Ou11e, on the East Anglian 
Railway~ designed by J. S. Valentine, Esq.; and at the end of the 
book are placed many tables of a useful character. 

Facu and Eflidence Identifying the .4uthor1Aip of tM Letter1 of 
Juniiu. By JoeN 8a1TT0N, 1''.S.A. 

Mr. Britton, who takes in a wi.tie range of subjects in his anti
quarian ken, hu added a new book to the many on the ve.rata 
qv.utio of the authorship of "Junius.H He favours Colonel Barre. 
This discussion does not come within our scope,-but it does to 
record the labours of one who hu contributed so much to archi
tectural literature. 
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. /riRh Want., and Praetical Remedies; an Invutigatwn on Practical 
12 nd Economical Grounds, a11 to the Application of a Government Sg11tem 
<!f Railwa.l/B in Ireland. By HuMPIIREY BaowN, Esq., M.P. Lon
don: Barnett, 18.J.8. 

Many of our readers will care very little about I\ system of rail
ways for Ireland though this little work deserves attention for 
what it says on th~t subject; but it requires notice as being the only 
attempt yet made to apply statistically to." ~iv en case the doctrine 
that railways can be made by means of ex1stm~ ~esources, ~d ~hat 
they are of a reproductive character._ ~n add1t~onal valu~ IS given 
to it, that it contains the latest stat1st1cs on railway subJects, and 
many novel applications of tbem. 

Among the cbief points discussed, are the number of persons 
temporarily employed and permanently employed; the sav1.ng and 
reproduction on agricultur~l resources_; the effect of e~ten_dmg the 
area of supply by extendmg the radms of commumcotion ; the 
1wer~e contribution and mileage of each head of traffic; the 
pecuniary or capital resources of Ireland; the corresp.on_dence be
tween traffic estimates and traffic returns; and the eX1sting traffic 
on Irish lines of road. 

The following is a curious illustration of railway economics, and 
supplies evidence on a question which has been often mooted :-

•· Mr. Porter, io the new edition of his work on the Progreu of the 
Nation, p. 31l, has given a table of the estimate of traffic given to parlia
ment by several railways, and by appending to them the actual traffic from 
the re1urns made in 18i5, we shall be able to 1ee bow far the eatimatea 
have been borne out. 

The e•timatea fur the railway• constituting the Midland Railway, are as 
follo1u:-

Jlorchandlse Coal1 
PUl8ager1. Cattle. Sheep. ~y Land. 

Toni. 
bJ Water 

Tona, 
Birmingham and Derby 145,747 7264 27,105 14,547 
1'i orth l\li<llaod 149,812 124,350 
.Midland Couuties 255,42' 12.048 285,000 

Total estimated 660,985 7254 27,\05 151,865 286,100 
l\Iidland Railway, 1845 l,809,t.t5 S0,000 120,000 971 0154 113,8U 

The lll id land l!ailway traffic included, likewise, 30,000 pigs, and l6,290 
too1 of lime. The merchandise carried by water was estimated at 
255,788 tons. and this, and a great quantity of coals, are still carried by 
water, so th11t the railway bas. as it were, created ao amount of traffic. 

The estimates and returns for the Manchester and Leeda Railway stand 
thus:-

MerchaDdl1e Total Good1 bJ 
by Land. Land and Water. 

Ton•. Toni. 
Estimates 207,588 106,486 858,958 
Ret•Jros 1,074,9i6 607,862 -

Thna the traffic on the rail way is greater tbao all that previously moving 
by land and water, although the canal traffic is as gl'P.at as before. 

The estimates and returns of the York and North Midland Railway 
stand thus:-

Mercbandlae Merchandl1e Coal 
P1mnger1. by !J.:~: bJT!:.ter. b~!:.ter· Cattle. Sheep. 

Estimates 185,660 6647 95,100 98,000 63,000 ll0,6UO 
Re111rus 461,755 951,022 16,964 87,639 

The traffic in this case resemblea that of the Manchester aad Leeds in 
it& results. 

The following are the e1limate1 and returos or variou1 other rail
ways:-

PUMDgert. 

London and Brighton 
S Estimate• 226,444 
l Returns 788,986 

Sooth Eastern ( 1847) 
S Eatimatea 917,25» 
l Returns J,477,892 

Great North of England 
S Estimate• 75,158 
l Returns 196,722 

Great Western and Bristol S Ettimatea 821,146 
and Exeter (1847) l Returns 1,1176,222 

Merchandise. 
bJ Land. 

Too1. 
49.7M 
65,7.t7 
63,079 

204,100 
82,136 

5134,198 
160,719 
171,126 

Lancaster and Predoa 
) Estimate• I 06,967 
I Returns 116,3'&4 26,099 
~ E•timate11 5117,470 llll,027 

Glasgow and Ayr l Returos 83',078 168,970 

This will be found useful aa a book of reference, on account of 
the facts and figures it contains, and the mode in which they are 
applied, &11 it is t~e only w?rk which h&11 yet e~braced the subject 
of railway traffic ma practical and comprehe11S1ve manner. 

REGISTER 01' KEW JIATESTB. 

REDUCTION OF COPPER ORES. 
CHARLES Low, of Roseberry-place, Dalston, Middlesex, gentle

man, for "ImprovemenU in the manufacture of 11irte, copper, tin, Miii 
other metal8."--Granted November 4-, 18'7; Enrolled May 4-, 18"8 

The title of this patent is more comprehensh·e than the specifi
cation, as the patentee disclaims all parts of the title, excepting 
that relating to copper. The object of the improvements is to 
quicken the manufacture of copper from ite ores, and to diminiah 
the loss of metal. In reducing the ores a compound is employed, 
consisting of oxide of manganese, plumbago, nitrate of potash, nitrate 
of soda, or lime, and carbon. The proportions of these materials the 
patentee atates to be, oxide of manganese forty-two parts, plum
bago elght parts, nitrate of potash, nitrate of soda, or lime, hro 
parts, and carbon fourteen parts; the carbon to be u11ed, the 
patentee prefers to be either anthracite coal or wood charcoal. The 
mode of operation is as follows : the ore ia roasted in the usua.l 
manner and then melted; and when in this state, the composition 
of the four materials named is introduced into the furnace and 
well mixed with the melted ore. The composition is introduced 
in the proportion of twenty-five pounds weight to one ton of ore 
operated upon, and acts as a flux. The slag rises more rapidly 
than ordinary to the surface of the melted mass, and is then to be 
skimmed off. When the workman perceives the metal is in a sutli
ciently forward state of manufacture, a second quantity of the 
composition in equal proportions is added, and the mass is again 
stirred and akimmed. Additions of the composition are repeated 
if necessary, until the copper is in a sufficient state to be removed 
and operated upon in the usual manner. Should it be considered 
desirable, the composition may be introduced at any of the 11ubse-
quent meltings of the ores, either in addition to, or without being 
introduced at, the first meltin~" The patentee does not confine 
himself to the precise proportions s~ecified of the materials, nor 
to the precise mode of operation described, but claims the employ
ment of the compound of oxide of manganese, plumbago, nitrate of 
potash, nitrate of soda, or lime, and carbon. 

DRESSING ORES OR MINERALS. 
lV1LLIAM BRUNTON, jun., of Poole, Cornwall

1 
ch·il engineer, for 

"certain apparatUBfor dressing oru or mineral8.' -Granted No\·em
ber 16, 1847; Enrolled May 16, 1848. 

This invention consists in the application of centrifugal fon-,e 
combined with the upward impulse of water in the dressing of 
small ores. The first part of the apparatus consists of a tank from 
five to six feet square ; within this is fitted a sieve, having a wove 
wire or perforated metal bottom, the apertures being adapted in 
size to the ore about to be dressed. This sieve is fixed upon &D 

upright shaft or spindle, revolving in a bearing at the bottom, and 
having a turned journal at its upper end. The depth of the annular 
margin or sides of the sieve is about eight inches. Immediately 
under the bottom of the sieve a partition, enclosing about one-third 
of its area, crosses the tank, and having communication with the 
discharge pipe of a force-pump. On the opposite side of the tank 
ls a receptacle for the ore, and this is supplied by an instrument 
~ermed a "skimmer;" its lower end formmg a mouth, and equal 
m breadth to the semi-diameter of the sieve; the stem being 
hollow, and bent at a certain portion of its length'( turning down
wards), so that anything passing through it will be deposited in 
the receptacle attached to the tank. A rotating motion being 
given to the sieve by means of"heels and pulleys fixed upon the 
upper end of the upright spindle, and the sieve being charged with 
ore or mineral by means of a hopper placed above it the mouth of 
~he skimmer is so regulated that, i;-s the whole revolves, the wa1er 
1s forced upwards through the sieve by the action of the fore&
puml!. 'J'.he ore, by excess of weight, falls through the bottom of 
the sieve mto the tank, and the waste is carried into the mouth ot 
the skimmer, in consequence of the rotating force, and p88881 
thence through the pipe or stem into the adjoining receptacle. 
The stream of water which is carried with the waste returns into 
the ti;-nk, and is sufficiently clean to be used again. The area of 
the p1st?n of the pump should not be less than one-third the area 
of the sieve, and fr~m 60 t? 100 impulsions should be given by the 
pump befo:e the skimmer IS 1et to work; by this means the parti
cles !'re raised, separated, and adjusted according to their specific 
gravity and bulk.. Should the " orey" 1tuJF be larger than the 
a,J?ertures of the sieve, the feed from the hopper is shut off by a 
little door that clotes its mouth, and a shoot being placed on or 
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under the lower end or the stem of the 1kimmer which ii lowered 
to take up the ore, it then p8811e1 through the stem into any 
receptacle placed to receive it. By another arrangement of the 
machine the 1kimmer revol vee instead of being fixed, Md travenee 
the ore at a regulated depth from the 1urface, and the waste is 
e&rried by the rotating force and the stream of water into the 
1kimmer, and from thence into the central compartment, from 
whence it paues down the hollow shaft into the receptacle appointed 
to receive it. The second part of the invention relates to a method 
of dreesing 1mall ore and sleinea of ore. A hollow frame or trunk, 
hu for its section the exterior form of a cone, which converges 
to its centre from the extremes of its baae, and terminates ia an 
aperture having a cock. To this centre is fixed an icon arm or 
ltep, upon which the whole apparatus revolves. The apex is formed 
like a goblet, for the purpose of a funnel, into which the small ores 
are poured. On each side or limb of this trunk or hollow frame 
are attached three receptacles, the first opening from the trunk 
into the uppermost one, being about one-third from the apex or 
funnel ; the second communicating with the middle one, at about 
two-thirds from the apex; and the third at the angle or extremities 
of the base. A pulley is fixed to the under side of the funnel, by 
which a rotating motion is imparted to the whole of the hollow 
frame, and the small ores in a moistened state are poured into the 
funnel, and pass down the hollow trunk. The centrifugAl force of the 
revolving trunk causes the heaviest of the ores to be discharged at 
the upper opening into the adjoining receptacle ; the next lees in 
me i.iito the middle one, and the least, or sleines, into the lower 
one. The water which passes into the trunk with the small ore or 
aleines of ore, is discharged by means of the cock at the base, 
immediately above the step upon which the whole revolves. \Vhen 
the receptacles arc full, the EDJall doors in front of each are removed, 
and the ores are taken out and placed in the usual bins, according 
to their various sizes. The patentee claims--first, the conveying 
the orea and waste into another receptacle over the annular margin 
of the sieve, by means of a skimmer-pipe and stream of water; 
l!eCOndly, the application of the force-p11mp; and thirdly, the 
application of centrifugal force for producing artificial gravitatio1.1· 

:MANUFACTURE OF PIGMENTS. 
Wu.LI£• EDWARD NEWTON, of Chancery-lane, for" Im~ 

in the mt>de or mcdu of manufacturing or preparing certain matterw to 
be employed <U pigments." (A communication.)-Granted Novem
ber 16, 1847; Enrolled May 16, 18-iS. 

This invention relates to the manufacture of zino-white1 stlnc
yellow, and zinc-green, though it is principally directed to the lorma
tion of zinc-white, the other pigments having been the subjects of a 
former patent. The proce88es are described at great length in the 
apecification, but the claims of the patentee will sufficientTy explain 
the nature of the proposed improvements. He claims-First, the 
distillation of metallic zinc, of oxide of zinc, or zinc ore, by one of 
eeveral means mentioned. Second, the applicatiou of furnaces 
similar to glass furnaces and coke ovens, and the modification of 
them respectively in order to fit them for the purpose of manufao
turing zmc-white. Third, the construction of furnace, formed of 
two cylindrical tubes placed side by side with furnaces or fire
places formed in the lower part of the brick-work. Fourth, the 
isolating the retorts from each other and also cutting off' the com
munication between the retorts and the oxidizing chamber when 
required. Fifth, the employment of suitable apparatus for cleansing 
ihe mouths of the retorts witho•Jt being obliged to enter the oxidiz
ing chamber. Sixth, the arrangement of apparatus by which the 
retorts may be charged, cleansed, and replaced, or submitted to 
any operation required, without interfering with the oxidizing 
chamber. Seventh, the application or em,Ployment of blast furnaces 
for t.he production or manufacture of zmc-white or oxide of zinc, 
whether such furnaces a1e circular or of any other 11uitable form, 
and whether they are constructed and arranged in a vertical, 
inclined, or horizontal position. Eighth, the employment or intro-
. ductioo of current11 of air into an oxidizing or other chamber, for 
&he purpose of conYerting the metallic vapours of zinc into zino
wllite or oxide of zinc ; also the employment of an e:ithaustion-tube 
or blowing-apparatus for conducting the metallic vapours to the 
oxidising chamber. The patentee claims alao the employment of 
wire-gauze or sieves for siftmg the products; alao the arrangement 
of veaels for receiving the heaviest portions of productll. Ninth, 
the arrangement of the oxidizing r.hambers llCI ea to allow of the 
products being collected without the necessity of enteri.Jlg them. 
Having described all that appertains to the manufacture and man
ner of collecting zinc-white, the patentee next proceeds to an 
e::rplanatioo of that part of the iuventiou which relates to the : 

yellow of zinc and green zinc. A1 the m1111ufacture of sinc-yelluw 
form1 the 1ubject of a previous patent, he merely remarks that 
hydrochloric acid may be uaed instead of sulphuric acid. To form 
1U110-green, fellow (having been ,Produced by the patented procen,) 
is diluted with a euitable quantity of water, and mi.Jted with a cer
tain 11uantity of prussian blue (previously mixed with a suitable 
quantity of water?.. oil, or other apf.ropriate liquid)2 either in u hoi 
or a cold state. lireen of zinc will thus be formed, the colour of 
which will be as durable as the blue itaelf. These pigments may 
be employed for painting of any kind. 

SMELTING COPPER ORES. 
Wu.i.1£11 B1BIUllYBB, of Southdown, Cornwall, for "lmprO'fJe

meriU in nneUing copper and other orer.N-Granted November 16, 
1847 ; Enrol.led May 16, 18-i8. 

The chief object of this invention ls to remove the nuisance 
arising from the sulphuric and sulphurous acid vapours, and from 
the vapours of arsenic during the smelting of copper ores. The 
process is thus described :-A double iron pyrites kiln is COD&tructed 
upon the usual principles, the ash-pits being furnisbed with a 
leaden cistern, filled with water, to abate the nuisance arising from 
the sulphurous and arsenious acids, when drawing out the mundic 
ashes. Over the charging-door for the mundic, is an air-hole, 
provided with a damper, to regulate the pasaage of the oxygen 
necessary fOI' combu11tion. The size of the double iron pyrite. 
kiln should be lS feet long, 7 feet 4 inches wide, and 8 feet high, 
and each furnace should be 6 feet in diameter, and of an octagonal 
form, lined with fire-bricks. Above the charging-door for the 
mundic, resting on two or three bars, is a tray, made of iron or 
copper, 4 feet 6 inches long, 3 feet 6 inches wide, and having a 
rim round it three or four inchea deep. This is so placed os to 
enable the air and acids to pau freely out of the top of the furnave 
into a vitriol chamber, which is placed O\·er the kilns. 'fhe vitriol 
chamber should be I.SO feet 6 inches long, 11 feet 3 inches wide, 
and I> feet deep, divided into three compartments, technically called 
" bottoms." The acid in that compartment nearest to the kiln 
being impure, should be kept apart, but the acid in the second 
and third compartments will be found to contain good vitriol. 
These pair of kilns will be found capable of producing two tons of 
copper per diem

1 
by means of mundic, and, at the same time, of 

three tons of vitnol of a specific gravity of I ·84.7. The copper ore 
being broken into pieces, about the size of walnuts, is put iuto the 
k.ay by meBDll. of a shovel ?' hopp~r (the furnace being charg~d 
with iron pyrites and prenously kwdled). After a lapse of six 
hours the other kiln i11 to be charged in like manner, uud so on 
alternately. For every !I cwt. of mundic ashes withdrawn, add a 
charge of 10 cwt. of mundic containing 40 per cent. of sulphur, a11 
for every 32 parts of sulphur it loses, it gains only 12 p11rts of 
oxygen; but in copper ores, if the procees i11 carefully completed, 
it ~ains as much iu oxygen as it loses in sulphur; some copper ores 
it 11 stated will gain as much as four per cent. About l 6 cwt. of 
ore should be placed in the tray, an~ the ch~ge sho.uld be spread 
out into a body of from one to two uiches thick, which should be 
turned over now and then, in order that every purt of it should be 
eiposed. Aft& being subm~tted to the ~roces;i for one hour, it is 
to be tlll'ned into a leaden cistern, supplied 1nth hot water from 
the coolin~ cisterns under';leath the ~ilns, to und~rgo the proce!illl 
of lixiviation. The tray 1s then again charged with ore, and the 
process is continued. It requires two roastings and lixiviation by 
the electro-metallurgic {>rocees to obtain the. pure copper. 4nother 
method of calcination 1s, when the pulverized c?pper p~r1tes are 
exposed in the tray, pour upon them a bot solution of nine p11rts 
of saltpetre and eight parts of oubic nitre1 or 16 per cent. of salt
petre and io per cent. of vitriol, or equal 1iuantities of saltpetre 
and vitriol to half the quantity of the ore. By \his system the 
deutoxide of nitrogen, necessary for making vitriol on a iarge 
scale, is separated and the oxidation of the ores accomplished. 
The patentee clair:is-Fir11t. the ro~ting sep~ately common or~s 
of copper and other metals, by exposmg them 1~ an .opeu vessel m 
a mundic-kiln, so that the vapours .Wall freely mix with the vapouni 
of oombustion of the iron p.)Tites, and be condensed at the same 
time in the vitriol chamber. Secondly, the separating simulta
neouair the deutoxide of nitrogen, for the vitriol chamber, with the 
oxidation of the ores, by saltpetre or cubic nitre. Thirdly, the 
supplying the vitriol chamber wit~ steam, by u~ing ~ltpetre or 
cubic nitre; and, fourthly, the action of sulphuric acid upon tho 
ores, either before or after they have been freed from the sulphate 
and arsewc of potash and soda. 
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ROT ARY ENGINES. 

lsa.t.EL KINSlUN, of Ludgate-hill, London, merchant, for "Im
provementa in the conatructi-On of rotary enginea, to~ worked bg ateam, 
ttir, or otMr elastic fluid." (A communieation.)-Granted Novem
ber 11, 18471; Enrolled May 11, 1848. 

The yrincipal feature in this form of rotary engine is a " piston 
wheel,' provided with any desired number of pistons upon its 
periphery. The pistons are formed radially from the centre of the 
piston-wheel, and bear and work against the interior of a stationary 
cylinder. From the curved periphery of the piston-wheel to the 
interior of the stationary cylinder, there are stops which pass into 
the cylinder, the ends of which bear against the periphery of the 
piston-wheel or the pistons, and thereby render that portion steam
tight. The peculiar form of the pistons enables the stops gradually 
to recede from the interior of the cylinder until they become llush 
with the interior surface of the cylinder, and thereby allow the 
pistons to pass them without obstruction. Immediately that a 
pi~ton has passed a stop, the stop is again projected into the 
cylinder to act ns a surfnce, &ll"&inst which the steam acts to propel 
the piston-wheel forwRrd. The patentee claims-first, the em
plovment of the piston-wheel, upon which the number of pistons 
shall always be one more than the number of steam-stops on the 
cylinder, there being one steam-port and one exhaust-port to each 
Hteam-stop; the steam acting upon one or more pistons at the 
same time. Secondly, the mode of moving the slides or steam
stops by a cam or cams, corresponding in form to the periphery of 
the piston. Thirdly, the connecting all the steam-ports with the 
steam-pipe, so that steam shall have access to the cylinder at the 
same time, by the pistons passing the ports. Fourthly, the con
necting all the exhaust-ports with the main exhaust-pipe, so that 
steam may be exhausted from all the ports of the cylinder at the 
same time by the pistons passing the ports. Fifthly, the connect
ing all the ports with the steam-pipe, by a branch-yipe provided 
with a suitable shut-oft" valve, and also connecting al the exhaust
ports with an exhaust-pipe, by a branch-pipe1 also provided with a 
suitable shut-oft" valve. Sixthly, the mode or packing the pistons 
by means of a central metal-piece acting against two side pieces, 
having bevelled edges. 

COMBUSTION OF FUEL. 
RrcHARD CoAD, of Kennington, Surrey, chemist, for "Im~ 

menta in the combuation of fuel and in applying the Mat 80 obtained." 
Granted November 2.51 1847; Enrolled May 25, 18-'8. 

The object of the first part of this invention is to divide the 
gases and the smoke resulting from the combustion of fuel in the 
furnace into numerous small streams, by causing them to pass 
through apertures in the heated fire-bricks or lumps before tliey 
pass into the chimney. The great heat of the fire-bricks thus 
effectually ignites the unconsumed gases and smoke. The fire
lumps enclose the fire-place at the sides, the end, and at the top, 
through the whole of which are made the af.ertures or openings 
which open to the general ftue common to al. There is also an 
aperture over the fire-door to be regulated at pleasure, for the 
purpose of admitting a supply of atmospheric air in a heated or 
other state above the fire-bars for assisting the combustion of the 
fuel and the gaseous products. The second part of the specification 
relates to reverberatory furnaces, and consists in supplying through 
numerous apertures in the sides and the ends of such furnaces 
above the fire-ban, any requisite supplf of atmospheric air in a 
heated or other state, for the purpose o more effectually accom
plishing the combustion of the fuel in the fire-place,-the mode 
of construction described by the patentee being to form a passage 
or channel around three sides of the furnace, the fourth being open 
to the hearth of the furnace; this passage or channel is formed 
within the brickwork of the furnace. The portion between the fire
place and the passage being of fire-bricks or lumps, it is through 
these fire-bricks or lumps that the apertures are made through 
which the supply of air is admitted from the passage to the fire
place above the fire-bars. The patentee states he is perfectly 
aware that atmospheric air has before been admitted into various 
descriptions of furnaces above the fire-bars; but it h88 not hitherto 
been so employed and admitted with respect to reverberatory fur
naces. The third improvement noticed m the specification relates 
to a more effectual and more economical arrangement of apr.aratus 
for the heating of water, and for the warming of rooms or buildings. 
This improvement consists in the mode of arranging the bars at 
the back of the pte or fire-place to prevent the fire from lying 
immediately agaiqst the tubes containing the water. There are a 

top and a bottom vessel connected together by these ro'll'!I of verti
cal J.>ipes or tubes, through the interior of which there is a eom
mumcation betweeu the vessels. From these vessels Jlipes commu
nicate to warm apartments, buildings, or to other similar apparatus. 
The rows of vertical pipes or tubes connecting the vessels are 
placed immediately at the back of the fire-place, the ftame and 
heated air passing amongst them in its way to the chimney in front 
of the rows of pipes; and between the fire-place and the pipes are 
bars for the purpose of preventing the fire from acting immediately 
against them. These bars are placed in vertical positions; the 
horizontal section being convex in front again11t the fire and angular 
behind next to the pipes, they prevent the contact of the fire with 
the pipes; these bars may be composed of fire-clay or of metal, 
but the patentee prefers the former. Above the fire-place, the 
front of the llue or chimney is perforated or pierced with a number 
of small apertures, for the purpose of admitting air to assi.&t the 
action of the apparatu11. 

MANUFACTURE AND PRESERVATION OF TUBES. 
Puuu: Aa1u.No LE CoxTE DE FoNTAINEMoauu, of South-strttt, 

Finsbury, for "C'1"tain Imprcwementa in the procua and 1nachinnt 
for makin,q uniting, and preaeroing metaUw and other tubu or pipu. 
Granted November 18, 1847; Enrolled May 18, 184.8. 

The specification of this invention is extremely minute ill 
describing the different processes of manufacturing and presen·i.ng 
pi1ies, and the patentee claims seven distinct improvements, the 
enumeration of which claims will give a general idea of their 
character. The invention consists, first, in making and uniting 
metallic pipes simultaneously, by acting over the top or head of 
the rivet. Secondly, soldering, laterally, galvanised iron, leaden, 
and tinned pipes, (either riveted or clasped,) by meRns of a long 
thread or fillet of solder. Thirdly, uniting metallic pipes by means 
of a certain improved clasp. Fourthly, uniting metallic pipes bl 
inserting in the clasps emJ?loyed for the purpose certain cempreSl!l
ble substances for preventmg the escape of gas and fiuiis. Fifthly, 
unitinE; metallic pipes, by using a helix for elbowing without 
llattenmg the leaden elbow, Sixthly, preserving metallic and non
metallic pipes by the application of resinous mattel'l!I, fatty bodies, 
and chalk. Seventhly, 10 the process of preserving iron and cast. 
iron pipes from oxidation by means of galvanic action. 

CASTING WROUHT-IRON. 
W ILLtAllf R.oCKE, of Dudley, 'Vorcestershire, for "a new modl! 

of treating and applging tDrought-iron." - Granted November 18, 
1847; Enrolled May 18, 18"'8. 

The object of this invention is to obtain the form required 
which the facility of casting affords, retaining at the same the 
qualities of wrought-iron. Having previously prepared the 
moulds in a similar manner to that ado:rted in the moulding 
articles when made of cast-iron, the melte wrought-iron is to be 
run into the mould. The articles are then of a brittle nature, and 
deficient of malleable properties, to impart which the patentee next 
proceeds to treat or anneal them in an annealing fwnace. For 
this purpose the articles are piled in an iron box lined with ~ 
bricks, leaving sufficient room to surround the articles with a 
quantity of Cumberland red ore, or other iron ore, or charcoal 
reduced to a fine powder, the articles being so completely covered 
as to prevent all admi811ion of the air. In this state th er are to be 
subjected to the required heat for a sufficient length of time to give 
the required malleability, in which great care must be obaerved 
b:y the workman, and until he has sufficient practice to perform it 
without, it is advisable to employ a small bar or trial-rod composed 
of the same metal, which may be withdrawn from time to time, to 
ascertain the state of the iron and detect the completion of the 
process, when the articles may be removed. When the density 
and close compactneB& of texture obtained by the use of wrought
iron is not required, he mixes a proportion of C&11t-iron therewith, 
according to the quality or texture of metal necessary for the 
article proposed, but in no case to exceed the weight of wrought
iron used; and when it is neoessary to impart to the articla 
manufactured the nature and temper of steel, he mixes with the 
wrought-iron a portion of cast-steel, but in no case to exceed the 
weight of wrought-iron employed. These mixtures of wrought 
and cast iron, or wrought-iron and cast-steel, being melted, are to 
be cast in moulds, and treated or annealed in the same manner 11 
that described for the manufacture of articles entirely of 
wrought-iron, when they will be found to have acquired the mal-
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leable J>roperties required. The patentee does not claim as of his 
invention the melting of wrought-iron, this having been practised 
already to a limited extent; but he claims the treating and apply
ing wrought-iron by melting the same by itself, or with a mixture 
of cast-iron or steel, and the reproducing malleability in the 
~ings of the molten iron by annealing them in the manner de
scnbed. 

INLAYING METALS. 
CvP:aIEN M ... :a1z Tzss1z Du l\IOTAY, of Paris, for" Impt'ovemenu 

in inlaying and coating metah with tiariom aub8tanceB." -Granted 
November ... , 1847; Eurolled May 4, 184-8. 

The specification of this patent is exceedingly verbose, and it 
consists of fifteen articles, showing different modes in which the 
invention may be applied. The object of the invention is to pro
duce ornamental designs on various articles, by depositing metal 
thereon after the articles have been properly prepared by marking 
or cutting out the intended design; and which articles, when 
finished, have the appearance of being richly ornamented with 
inlaid work. This method of ornamenting, by inlaying in metal, 
is known in France as "dama8quinerie." 

The work produced by this invention is very durable, and not 
liable to be wom away by cleaning or friction; it being quite equal 
in solidity to the inlaid work produced by the ordinary means, 
and even superior in point of finish. 

Before depositing the metals intended to form the design, the 
patentee commences by producing designs, either in intaglio or in 
relief, upon the body of the article to be ornamented, those parts 
where no metal is to be deposited being coated with a varnish. 

'Vhen an inlaying of one metal only is required, the patentee 
proceed11 as follows :-The metal is first cleansed, and then im
mersed in a .bath of the metal, to be deposited by the galvanic 
current. When the metal has been deposited to a thickness equal 
to the depth of the hollow l>arts of the design, it is withdrawn 
from the solution and washed m water, and dried with sawdust, or 
by any other convenient means, and the damaskened surfaces are 
laid bare, by means of freestone, or by filing.: scraping, or by any 
other means which will remove the layer ot superfluous metal, in 
order to uncover the inlaid or damaskened work. 

Damaskenes or inlaying in several metals may also be produced 
by means of pressure. For this purpose, a piece of meta.I, with an 
even surface, is covered without soldering, either by immersion or 
by electro-deposition, with several coats of different metals; each 
of these layers is of a certain thickne1111, according to the depth of 
the parts of the die which are in relief. The laSt coating oeing 
deposited, the yiece is to be withdrawn from the last solution, 
washed, and wiped dry. When dry, it is to be submitted to the 
actfon of pressure or stamping by means of dies or matrices, the 
intaglio parts of whioh are of equal depth and the reliefs o'f dif
ferent heights, or reliefs of equal heiglits and intaglios of various 
depths. These must be calculated in such a manner, that, by 
reason of the penetration of the projectin8: parts of the die to a 
greater or less depth, the layers of metal \being, in certain parts, 
thereby driven to greater or less depths) may, on the surface being 
laid bare, be of the same level as the inlaid surface. 

In order to produce devices or ornaments to be inlaid in wood, 
marble, &c., by the ordinary means, the patentee proceeds as fol
lows :-He takes a plate or sheet of any metal, and coats it, first, 
with a layer of copper, of 11uitable thickness ; then with a coating 
of zinc ; and upon that another of copper : and so on until the 
de11ired thickness is obtained. As the successive coats of metal 
entirely cover the tin core, parallel layers of metal are thus ob
tained, which differ from each other, both as regards the different 
kinds of metal and their various thicknesses. On cutting the 
sheet thus produced into thin strips, in the direction of its thick
ness, deiligns will be produced consisting of parallel lines of tin, 
copper, and zinc. With regard to other devices or ornaments, 
such as roses, stars, circles, &c., these can be produced by taking 
a metal coret of a certain length, either solid or hollow, and of the 
form desire<l to be produced, and coating it with successive and 
alternate layers of di!'erent metals; and when these deposits have 
been made to the required thickness, they are cut into thin discs. 
If the core7 of whatever form, or metal, be solid, the }larallel layers 
of metal will only be on its outside; but if it be hollow, they will 
also be inside, as the metal will be deposited on both sides. 

-

HYDRAULIC LIFTING-JACK. 
Regi8tered by Mr. SU010Ns, and Manufactured by Messrs. TnoaN

TON and SoNS, qf Birmingham. 

Under the head of the pr0ceedings of the Institution of Me· 
chanical Engineers at 

A 

Scale, 2 IDcllel &o l foot. 

Birmingham, in the 
Journal for March last 
h>age 87), we gave a 
&ftort account of this 
jack, and now are en
abled to r·ve an en
graving o it, which 
better explains its use. 
It is stated by the in
ventor2 that one man 
with tne jack can lift 
from lS to 20 tons. 

A is a hollow vessel 
forming the base of 
the jack, and also a 
reservoir for the water. 
B, the cylinder ; C, the 
ram ; D, the pum_JJ ; E, 
the plunger ; F, the 
slide ; G, the pump
levers; H conical pointed 
pin ; I, a small air-tap. 
Before using the jack, 
tighten the pin H, 
and open the air-tay 
I. 'Vhen it is requi
site to lower the 
weig~t_,_slacken the pin 
H. w nen the jack is 
not in use, close the 
air-tap I. Should the 
water get too low, 
take out the tap I, 
and fill the cistern 
when the ram is down. 
The ram can be pressed 
do"·n by hand when 
the pin H is slack. 

For the purpose of increasingl the leverage of the pump-lever 
G, an iron bar about S feet long, with a socket at one end, is 
fitted on to the lever ,G. 

MB. WHISHA W'S TELEGRAPHIC INVENTIONS. 
We were present in the course of last week at a private view of 

the numerous contrivances invented by Mr. 'Vhishaw for tele
graphic communications. A great part of these inventions apply 
only to the communications at short distances, and of these an 
improved speaking tube is the most readily available. The im
provements consist in using gutta-percha tubes of various diame
ters, and in applying removable whistles at each end, to afford a 
convenient means of calling attention when a communication is to 
be made. In a tube, two hundred feet long, coiled round so that 
the two extremities were near each other, the facility with which 
sound is transmitted was very strikingly exemplified. The slight
est eff'ort of the breath sounded a whistle instantaneously, and by 
blowing at one end, a musical instrument was played at the other 
as readily as if it had been applied to the mouth. 

The chief peculiarity of the telegraphs exhibited, is the applica
tion of moveable "codes" to the face of the same instrument ; 
each code consisting of all conceivable questions and answers on 
any given subject. The fixed dial contains the letters of the al
phabet, the titles of the codes to be referred to, and several ques
tions and answers of common occurrence, or most likely to f&cili
tate the communications. The index of the dial may be moved by 
electrical agency or, for short distances, by mechanism1 to be 
worked by the hand; and when the subject matter contamed iD 
any of the codes is to be communicated, the operator causes the 
index to point to that code marked on the dial; The codes are 
printed on large card-boards, and have circular apertures in the 

29 -- . 
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centre, through which the indm and ·clial oan ·be 1een when placed 
on the instrument. The questions and answers are printed radi
ally, so that a great nmnber are contained within the ·range of ihe 
index in its circuit; and as it stops at any one, a whole sentence 
maf be at onee in.tlicaed. Should any •ord not on the code·be 
111quinld, the index is made to point to the word " spell," and 
afterwards~ indicates·the letters of the alphabet that form the 
word io be commwWia\ed. One plan of opellltl.ng ,js bf "1rater
.lievel .iadiato~ the wa\er in two vertical tubes being elevated or 
tleprelled aill it s'ops at the signal wanted. Another '81.egraph, 
which howeTer nquireB great delicacy in the mazqpw.tion, con
u.ts of two·chronome'8rs, each of which has a lag -nd hand 
pabiung·to mdially;Uased words and sentences.an the ditil. It is 
-nUal -to *he aceuraoy of the working, that :8le two ohnnome
Wrll llllould move syabronously, for if there be the 1-t deviation, 
it would .trADDli t ·imlonectly. &pposing that -the ·hands on the 
two dials at a w.tance from eaah otner, are always pointing to the 
same ·worcU, in 1heir revolutio~henever the •trimsmitting 
mauument points to the sentence requil'ed, the operaior is in
aantly io eound a bell at the distant statian by means of electri
city; and the .obeerver. there must notice at what aemence the 
hllDd is pointi.ng when 'he bell sounds. If both operaten be not 
yery prompt in making and observing the 1ignals, a wrong message 
wmild ,be eommv.nicaMld. This difficulty, llowever, Mr.~Vli.ishaw 
&hink11<may be overcome, and he has had much practical acquain'
uee with the diffieulli• in working tele«raphs during a connec
tion of 1eme durMion with the Electric 1'ele_graph Company. 

THE-'' ART-JOURNAL"_,,_ MlCHITBCTDllE. 

toots invariably show themselves to be the most pluckleu nme 
imaginable. Whenever their own pel'llO'Dal interests are touched, 
or at all endangered, they are generally sensitive enough; ha 
when it is only the credit of their art aml their profet!llion that 9 
ooncerned, they t!how tbemselvee to be the most torpid ant 
sluggillh of monale. 

z.o. 

THE DISPUTED INVENTION OF TUBDLA'R. 1UUDGIS. 
We regret to perceive, ·now 1UCC811 ·hu attended ·the beli 

exreriment of constructing tubular bri~ that aUempta ce 
being made to deprive Mr. Robert Steplleiison of the mem 10 
justly his due, as the original designer -of the plan, and the mqier
intender of its execution. Mr. Fairbairn, who, with Mr. Elton 
Hodgkinson, assisted Mz. Stephenson in working out the deslln, 
claims to have the merit of all but the "oriainal idea;" and ne 
maintains that the working out of the idea an.I the development o1 
the principle} as well as the greater portion of the constru~ou, 
are the resu ts of his labours. He states, also, that the original 
idea of Mr. Stephenson wes a cylindrical tube, .to be supportea 
by chains; which plan, he •ys, can be proved would never have 
sucoeeded ; and that it was only by a long series of inductive rea
soning1 founded on experimental research, of which 'he claimB the 
excluBlve merit, that the present strength and form of the Conny 

. and Britannia tubular bridges were established. 
It is of great importance not only to Mr. Stephenson, but1o 

civil engineeJ'll and inventors in general, that these claims of Mr. 
Fairbairn should be estimated at their proper value. The original 
idea of overcoming the difficulty of taking the railway across the 
Menai Straits, by the construction of a tubUlar liridge, is admlttell 
to be due exclusively to Mr. Stephenson. Mr. Fairliairn and Mr. 
Eaton Hodgkinson were employed by him to assist in its construc
tion, and to make the experiments neces1ary to determine the beet 
form for obtaining the requisite strength. He must, of coune, 
have expected, from their known skill and experience in the 
s'rength of materials, that they would be able to atford impor\allt 
m111istance in devising the means adapted to overcome the difficul
ties which such a novel structure neceuarily presented. 'llt.e 
experiments they made were subject to Mr. Stephensons approval, 
and may be said to have been conducted under his superintendence. 
The mode of making them would however, for the most ~u\, ~ 
necessarily entrusted to Mr. Fairbairn and Mr. Hodgkinaon; who 
were not employed as mere mechanical ~ents, to act strictly un~er 
directions but BB practical men of sc1ence,-expec'-el.\. \.o '\mni 
their skili, ingenuity, and mathematical knowledge to bear on the 
important work entrusted to them, and to arrange the details by 
which Mr. Stephenson's invention could be best carried in\o eHec\. 
That Mr. Fairbairn hBB amply fulfilled what was expected from 
him, and has, under Mr. Stephenson's suJ?erintendence, com-ple~ 
the task ably, skilfully, and successfully, 18 a great merit, of .whi 
he may well be proud. Beyond this, he ought not to wi.sh to 
earry his claims. Not only the original idea of tubular bndgel, 
but a mode of carrVing it into effi t nquestio sbly belolli 
to ~Jr. teph n ·1m. (n1ether that Wfl8 I.be b t. 01 d' ' t 
d t~rmiu <l Ly exp riUlentnl re' earche ; nnd the result. 1 I an 
lmvru,·emcnt i.u tl1e mean· firt devised. 'l ltis i · the ' · l 
I most nerc;;;;nry ·our o in the perfection ( y inveut1 ~ i 

whether tlw in\'enlor carry on the e..~eriment entir"ly <• h.! 
ur whether he obtain the · · t-ance f oth I'S in e (, tw 
im' otfou, 11 e n t ~ his l ·m the ri ·n mv. wr. i 
• Jl)ll'IU'S tu IL I nt II t atl\Uih ·m. n l\U::llt 
ncnrJy ecpi:tJ pr •tensi n, \ \.b • \n ~t; T £ l pan 

r the ar hit\' t f :• ' :-\) c \t I.le h lf"t» 
making the ma liir 'I\\ ·~\u l\ 
plnn~,-n · ?.Tr. Fair! n'r 0 
bridge. . 1Yc tru t e \ 

ilJ lie ·ati 6ed w-i .. o ~ 
persi t i11 clniming • ' 

Flo11ting Tull~I nc 
submitted for approv1 
Ferdinand, engineer, 
to Dover, for the "i' 
~ra e1sed by small I< 
was referred to one 
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ON CHEMICAL AND ELECTRICAL FORCES. 
BY PBOFESSOB FAJUDAY. 

ProleHor FARADAY bas thl1 __,n deliYered a course of &eYeU lectarea at 
tbe Royal Ia1titatioa, " 011 tlu ..4lliN P~na qf tlie Claaakal and Eko
Wu.l FOf'Cf•·" The lut leeture of tlae couree wu giYen on Saturday, the 
J:7t1a ult, and we now subjoin a brief aketcb of the whole, showing the 
mode in wbich the anbject wu treated, aad deacribing the principal espe
rimenta bf which it waa illattnated. 

The .ftral lul•re wu deYotecl eatireiy to explanations of ~e cb~ra~ 
ad illa1tratiom of the nature of chemical force, oommeDCtng with 1ta 
lilllpl•t f-•· In the fim pl11ee, Prof'M90r F1uaday. e1plained .the dif· 
ferenoe between mechanical force, or tlae force of grantatioa, wb1c.b pro
da- molecular action and aggregatioll of mll8881, and the action of 
ei-ical fomt, wbicb takea plaoe among the particles of matter. ~t th.e 
-- time Bil he entertains the opinion that all force• are cloaely allied, 1f 
DOt ideatical be showed 18Mral e:rperimeall ia wbicb chemical llCtiou ii 
~ by ~eebuioal f-, of wldeh the erplaeica of flllminatiag powder 
ti,-perc:ul8ioa afl'orded au esample. The illoatntieas of chemical action ia ill 
lllWeet form, be &bowed le be cloaely allied le meobaaioal force, u the ag
greptioa of the partlclee of wattt, be Aid, depend& on the aame fo1"C4! u 
dae IDOlt eaerptic cbearioal action ; the dlll'ereoce between them being 
Clllly iu degree. Aa an illlllllratloa that chemical action takes place during the 
llllhttlg of lluidt, be poured BOme 1pirilll of wine gently on to the top of 
-• la a glut •-I, into which a long tube wu iDBerled. The Y~I 
and the ta be being quite filled, be iaYerted the apparatu1, to mis the spinlll 
af w1o. with the wat.r, when COlltraatioa in the Yolume of II.aid !"<88 
maDifest by the tube being no lo.!1ger f~I. Among other H!mphfi~t111119 
at- eh.-ieal action, W8l'9 the 10bdl&cation of two guet (muriatic ac:id gu 
ud amlllOlliacal gu) on being mi:lled, aad tbe conel'llioa of two.limpid 
Dqaidl (carbonate of pota.N and mariate of II-) into a wlaite solid mU1. 
'Bia !'Malta of cbemioal action, Profenor Faraday obae"ed, are the pro
dacttoa of compounds diatiact from, and f~ueatly quite diui;'Dilar "?• ~· 
ortgiDal 1ubetaooea that eater into .oombJaatioa. To show 1a a ~king· 
- the difl'ereace batweea a mature aad a oompoand, he mind lo· 
pther eome copper aod iron lllia111, and then aeparated die iron from &he 
copper by means of a magnet; whereas ia a obemical oompound, ao me
chanical force can aeparate die oombiaed partlcln, and they can only be 
r90Jyed into their origillal elemeall by the chemical action of some m_ore 
eaergetic agent. Though the original 1111bltaacee that eater into ohem1cal 
c:oebillatl0ta seem to be entirely IOBt in the resulting oampoaad, yet diere 
ia no dettractloa nor uy alleratio11 in the eleDMata, nor ii tlaere any 
creattoa or deetractioa of power produced by the combination. Profe111« 
Faraday illu1trated the reproduction of the elementary 1ubetanoe of a 
-i>aund after it bad been appaready deatroJ'tld, ia tbe followillg .manner. 
Hb pat some iodine into a glue lluk, wJricb, OD being heated, emitted the 
pmple-or Yiole\oooloared fame1 peeullar to that 1111bBlaace. He then added 
fliDe ud walet' to the iodine, wbea a- combination took place, in whi~h the 
prDPel'tiet of die iodine were apparently lost, and by ao application of 
heat could the Yiolet fumn be produced. Oa the addition of sulphuric 
acid boweYer, the iodine wu l8l free from ill oambiaatioa with the zinc, 
aad 'ita fumes were again perceptible. That there is ao destruction or 
dlange in the partioles of matter prodaoed by chemical action ii geaerally 
admitted but the Pror-r obaerYed, that some philOllClphen etili cling to 
tlte- noti~a that there is a oreatioa of power, aa exhibited in electricity; 
but this opinion, be maintained, ii not fonded OD f'act, for there can be ao 
creation of power without the oreatioa of -tter. 

111 the accond luhltt the oon1ideretloa of the dill'en;nt aclione of c~i· 
cal force was resumed in the cornmeaeemeat, and then 11.11 gradual truaitioa 
into electrical force was denloped. Ia the lint place, the Profeuer 
poiated oat the dlfl'ereaoe that Hi.ate between ~e force of graYi~tlon &D~ 
chemical force ia the relatiH OODBlallcy of their actioaa; for wbi11t pY1• 
&atloll aeYer ceues to act at any moment, chemical a~aity, oa th~ ooa.~'"" 
often lies dormant for ages, aatil circam1tance1 anae that bnng 1t into 
actSou. SeYeral nperimealll were pffforme<t to illaatrate tbia, and .also le 
abow that the reaallll of chemical actioa may be reveraed by Yary1ag the 
teaperatnre and the other condition aader which it takee plaoe. A 
mi:r.tare of nitrous and osygea guea, for esample, producee no .cbaage oa 
either litma1 or turmeric paptt, but wbea a •I.ream of thote.maed P".88 
iasllea fato the atmospb"'8 at the ordinal')' temperature, a pieoe of mOJlo 
teaed litmu1 paper expoted to the current i• redde~, thus p~Ylag tbe 
preeeace of an acid. When the Ame lllream of mixed gaea 11 heated, 
tbe preYioasly reddened Utmae paper i1 rest~red to ill origii;ial hlae ~r, 
ud turmeric pllper is turned brown, '!iowtng tbat the d1n;ct1y oppc191te 
property bu been giYeD to the gaae1, which ~ beco~e alkah~ lnttead of 
llCid. When approaching to tbote obem1cal aclloas which are ac· 
companied by the denlopmeat of eleotricity, Profeuor Faraday lint &J:• 

bibitod the solatioa or copper by an acid, and ite re~roductioa ia a ~lie 
form oa pieces of iron and .Uac, which metals haY1ng a greater attraction 
for the acid that held the copper in aolutloa than the copper it»elf, ealerell 
iAto eombiaatioa with the aeid and liberated the copper. He aftenrard1 
exhibited the action of oxygen and zinc, by llret pouring some diluted aal
pbaric: acid oa a piece of th~t ~etal, wbi~ deoomp?~ the ~ by at• 
tracUDg ill oxypn, with wh1cb 1t ~atered into ~m.b1na~oa, 8lld liberated 
tile hydrogen u gu. Ou iatraduc111g a few Bl11ll.1ags into the gl-, ~e 
'rigour or the action increued, and &he deeompo11ag power of the- 111110 
lliJlled to be transferred to the lilHr, rrom Which metal oopien ltreallil of 

hydrogen gH aroae. A more obriou1 nhibition of the nteasioa and 
tranafer of chemical acllou from one metal tn uother wu ell'eeted by the 
deposition of copper an 1i1Yer from a aolati1111 of the aalpbate of copper. 
Wbeu a piece of siJyer is immersed alone in a solution of sulphate of 
oopper, ao action wbatner takes place, and it might BO remain for any 
length of time without aen1ibly decomposiDg the aolution; but u IOOD aa 
a piece of :&inc or iron is brought ia coatact with the aiJYer ia the BOlatioa, 
the copper ia depoaited oa the lliher u readily aa on the zino; aad when 
the laltM i~ amalgamated with qaickailYer, the effect.II of decompaeition are 
trausferred entirely to the ailnr, and none of the copper is depotited on 
the amalgamated zinc. Thia efl'eot i1 equally produced, whether the two• 
metals are brought into contact in the solution, or whether conlll!Otioo be
tween them is made by a wire, through wbioh the action ia readily traaa• 
mitted. A oew cla11 of phenomena ia brought into play by thia eJ:bibitlo11 
of chemical fon:e in diuimilar metals. When the wire that colllltl0t8 the 
two pieces of metal it made to p .. over-a 1uapeoded magnetic a-Ue, the 
Deedle i1 deflected on one side, and by espaoding the sart'acu of tbe 
metals IHllficient power ie obtained tn make a wire red bot. The dellec· 
tioa of the needle at any part of die connecting wire where it may be plaaed, 
Bhows that the action occur• along the whole coarse of the wire, aad eJ:em· 
plillea one of the poaitioDI which the Prof'enar wished to etlablillh, Yiz., that 
the di1taat and local aotioas are identical. Tbil aew clut of phenomena, 
Prof'es90r Faraday said, wu, in bis opinion, attributable merely to &Dlltber 
nblbitfoa of chemical force, bnt be aboald, in deference to rece.ind uaage, 
denominate it electrical forte. 

The greater portion of the t/lird l«hlrl waa · occapied with the consi
deration of the decomposing power of electricity, in which reapect ita 
action Beema the reverse of that of chemical force. The latter power acts 
by the affinities of the particles of one nbstaace for those of another, aad 
the reaalta of its action are the formation of new compoaada; electiical 
fon:e, on the contrary, resolne compound bodiea into their elementa, aad 
may act at a distance from ita exciting caaae. N umeroae illaatratioae or 
the decomposing power of the Yoltaic battery were all'onled, one of the· 
most curious of which wu the decompoeitioa of muriatic acid by the
followiag arrangement :-A glass ....,_, was diYided into three compart
ments by dlapbragma of hlotting•paper, and lllled with dilated muriatic
acid,-the acid ia the two end compartment.II being coloared'with indigo. 
When the wires from the aegatiYe and positiYe poles of the battery were In
serted ia tbe two eoloared diYi1iont of the nsael, the muriatic acid became 
decompoaed, the chlorine puling to one end, and the hydrogen to ~e 
other ; which eft'ect wu rendered Yi1ible by the bleaching of the liquor ID 
the end lo which the chlorine wu determined, whillt the middle compart• 
meat, through which the carreat fon:e mast ban paated, remained ua. 
changed. Tbe decomposition of iodide of potassium afl'orded a striking 
example of the rapidity with which decomposition take• place aader the 
iallueace of electricity. Acrota a piece of paper, wetted with a satarated 
BOlutioa of iodide ofpotusium, Professor Faraday drew rapidly oae of the 
wires from the battery, when a etroag brow a mark wu left, showing that 
the iodide bad been decomposed. By preHiag a coin oa paper similarly 
prepared, and then touching it iaatantaaeou&ly with the wire of the ha~ery, 
an impre11ion of the coin wu left oa the paper, caaaed by the decompo111tioa 
of the iodide where the part& most in relief bad toaclied the paper. The 
amount of decomposition is, in an cases, proportionate to the current force; 
and though chemical decomposition does not take place excepting when the 
current is ibterrupted, yet the power is always actiYe in ita circuit through 
the connecting wires. The delleclioa of a magnetic needle, when plaaed 
parallel to the conducting wire, wu adduced aa a proof that the power 
exerts an inlloence at every part of the circuit, and the platea of the ".ol
taic battery were &bowa to hue the BaDJe power u the coadacting wue1 
in deflecting the auapeaded needle from ita ordinary position of north aaC1 
south. Thia current of force throughout wu noticed by Profeuor Fara. 
day as one of the many instance& ia which electrical force difl'ers in ill 
action from chemical force, which is always local, though the two forces 
are really identical. The constaot nolutioa of electricity, when we leaat 
suspect the presence of 111cb au agent, wu cu~ously exemplill~ by cllltlag 
a raw beef-steak with a ateel knife and a silver fork, the knife and fork 
being connected by wires with a Yoltameter. AB aooa as the knife touched 
the meat, a current of electricity wu eYolnd sullcient to deflect the 
needle of the Yoltameter. A cooked steak, peppered and aalted, produced 
a still more powerful efl'ect oa the needle. 

IA tbe/oart/a lutu• tbe alliuoo between the chemical 11ad ele_cb'!cal 
forcet ubibited io the nolatioa of li1bt and beat, formed the pnac1pal 
point to which the Profeuor directed aUentioa, and be illustrated the 
saqject by aameroaa brilliaat uperimeate. The light ~d beat produced 
by Yioleat chemical actioa, of which a barniug caadle 11 a good wt~~llt 
form no esteotial part of the action that takes plac! amoug the co~b!a1ng. 
particles, bat are merely traaeieat pbeao!Qea~ reault1ag from the actmt>'. or· 
the combination. la the tame manner, the bgbt aud beat evohed dunog: 
comha11ioa ofsuh1lancell by the Yoltaic battery, are t~.resu~ta ?f the com.
biaatioa of the ziDc plate with the oxygen or the exc1lillg hqaad. To H• 
bihil the wltaic light the Jecture·room was darkened, &D~ thea.piecea.or. 
charcoal were e:rposed to the aotioa or tha battery. The 1ntelllity of ~be· 
ligbt tha• &Yolftld wucoatruted witb. the fiame af'.aa argaod lamp, whic:Ji· 
wu ICU'ce.ly perceptible in the oYerpoweriag aplendour o! the Yolta1c. 
Bpark. 'l'be combuttia& af' tilfer-leaf1 or iroa•Wire1 of pl~tiaum, and of 
lllllll'CUJ' formed olber daallJag Hhibitioal or the beat and Jight eTO}Yed by 
tbe yoJ~ batterJ, whea dae two polel were broagbt iato ooatact with the. 
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metale. The beat thus generated is owing, Profe11or Faraday ob&erYed, 
to the pauage of electricity through the substances acted ou, and to the 
resistance they oft"er to its puaage, for wbeu the couductora are sufficiently 
large and perfect to aft"ord a free paaaage to the electricity, no efl'rct of heat is 
obse"able. A nry curious experiment iu illuatratioo of thia property of 
electricity was exhibited. ID a gla11 yeasel full of distilled water the 
charcoal poiota from the opposite poles of the battery were iutroduced, and 
when they were brought uear to each other a moat brilliant light wu 
evolved under tbe water, dimmed only by the bubbles of steam generated 
by the beat. The water being an Imperfect conductor of electricity, 
oft"ered 1nf6cieot resistance to its passage to bring into action tbe beating 
and light-giving power. of the voltaic battery; but wbeo it wu aherwarda 
made a better conductor, by mixing sulphuric acid with it, the eft"ect wu 
greatly diminitbed. ID the preceding lecture, Professor Faraday showed 
that wlrH proceeding from the opposite ends of a Yoltaic battery poue11 
dilf'ereot powen in the decomposition of compound 1nbstaoce1, and be now 
showed that their beating powera also dift"er ; for the copper wires from 
the two poles, on being held close to each other within a abort distance of the 
enda, the one became much hotter than the other. The quantity of beat 
evolYed by the action of the voltaic battery is in proportion to the amount 
of zinc oxidized, and Professor Faraday remarked there is good groalld 
for supposing that the beat evolved is equal to that produced by the com
bustion of the same weight of zinc. Though the intensity of the light variea 
in the phenomena of Yoltaic electricity, just u it Yariea in dift"erent circum
stances during ordinary combuttion, yet the heal remain& the same lo both 
cases. As an illustration of this position, the Profeuor directed bis 
breath against a gu light so u to greatly diminish the brigbtneas of the 
llame, yet in both circumstances, be said the beat of the burning gaa wu 
the same. The latter part of the lecture waa occupied with the considera
tion of the eft"ects of electricity on the 11eo1itin ayatem of animals, and it 
wu illuatrated by several curious experimenta. The original experiment 
of Galvani with the bind legs of a frog wu Yery succe11ful; for when the 
legs were placed on a sheet of platinum, and connection wu made between 
that metal and a piece of zinc that touched the ue"ea, the muscular con
tractions of the limbs made them jump u far u the animal could hue done 
when aliYe. .A large liYe eel, in a gluajar, plunged about YiolenUy when 
the electric correut from the battery waa paned through the water, tbua 
abowing, that without any direct connection with the battery, the electric 
shock is felt by fishes wben the water they awim in is made part of the 
circuit. Profeasor Faraday alluded to the experiment made with the 
gymnotiu ekctrie111 at the Polytechnic Iu1titutiou, from which be 
bad obtained all the eft"ecta of an ordinary Yoltaic battery. The eel itself 
does not feel the abock it communicates to the fishes within its inlluence, 
though when an electric current from a Yoltaic battery is passed through 
the water, it exhibits as much annoyance at any other fish. Tbe Professor 
observed that the eft"ects of electricity on the oe"ea of animals, giYe an 
insight into the phenomena of life, since they seem to pron that oe"oua 
trritability, on which the action of the muscles depeud, is caused by elec
rical influence, though by what meana the electricity is generated remain• 
unknown. 

The commencement of the jiftla lecture waa occupied with exhibition 
of the pbeuomena of electricity, when the circuit is not interrupted. 
The simplest evidence, that a constant actioo ia going on in the conducting 
wire, is aft"orded by the deflection of a magnetic needle, when a wire that 
connects the two poles of a battery I& held over it, parallel to the direction 
of the needle. Small piece& of bent iron, resting on the wire, became mag
netic when the electric circuit wu completed, and when the wire was 
twisted several times round a thick piece of iron, to increase the efl'ect, 
the magnetic power became so strong, that it lifted an anvil of at least fifty 
pounds weight. The beating power of the Yoltaic battery, when the 
current ia paaaing uninterruptedly along the wirea1 wu shown by its making 
charcoal, and nrious thin wirea red bot, in which state they would have 
remained as long u the battery continued in vigorous action. The cou
dactiug power of gold being greater than that of platinum, a fine wire of gold 
became a much brighter red by the pusage of electricity through it, lban 
one of platinum; and yet, when the two wires were joined together, the 
platinum wire became red bot, whilst the gold wu not perceptibly heated. 
Thia anomaly Professor Faraday e1plained1 by stating that the platinum 
wire obstructed the paaeage of the electricity, consequently the gold wire, 
which waa capable of conducting a larger quantity, did not become 
aensibly aft"ected by the small quantity which the platinum allowed to pus. 
The iocreue of heat diminishes the couducting power of metals, and 
several experiments were shown, for the purpose of illustrating this pecu
liar properly, the red beat of one part of a fine communicating wire beior 
brightened when another part of the wire was cooled ; aud the contrary 
effect being produced when the wire wu heated by a 1piril lamp. A great 
port of the lecture was occupied in explaining the two most popular 
theories respecting the oalure of electricity, neither of which, bowenr, 
Profesaor Faraday ia inclined to adopt. Oue supposition is, that electri· 
city is an ethereal imponderable body 1 distinct from the 1ubatance1 in which 
it is e:i;cited, and that it is transmitted along wires, io like manner to the 
raabing of fluids thf9ugb tubes; the other, and as be obse"ed1 ihe more 
beautiful theory, ia, that the phenomena of electricity are produced like 
sound, by vibrations. The Profe110r performed several experimenll, for 
the purpose of abowiug the fact& adduced in support of each of these 
theories. One of the difficalties lo be oYercome in any theory that par· 
ports to e1plain the nature of electricity, is to account for the in1tantaueou1 
tran1mi11ion of the power, wblcb baa been ascertained to exceed the rate of 

' liYe thoaaaud milrs in a aecood. ID support of the firat theory, it is urged 
that Bl there is an immense dift"ereoce in the rapidity with which dift"ereat 
fluids pus along tubes-water, for example, Oowing alowly in compariaon 
with hydrogen gaa-so it is aaserted that the a11nmed imponderable flaid 
may pus with a rapidity Yaatly greater than hydrogen gaa. 1'be Yibratiou 
of sound, bowenr, present much greater aimilarity to the transminion of 
electricity. Tboagb sound pa11e1 in air at the rate of only thirteen miles 
a minute, it puses through water four timea u qaickly, and through glu. 
1i1teen times faster than through air. There is this re11emblance alto be
tween the paasage of sound and the tranamisaion of electricity, that aonad 
may be tranamitted sensibly through solid bodiea and become audible at 
the end. Two carious experiments were performed to illustrate this pro
perty of aoond, A thin strip of deal wu saapended from one end of &he 
lecture-room to the other, and at the farther end it bore against a box. A 
tuning-fork, when struck and applied to one end of tbe strip of wOOll, 
cauaed the box at the other extremity to emit a loud musical aound, though 
the tuning-fork itself could scarcely be beard. In the other experimeat a 
rod of metal paued through the ftoor of the lectare-room, and was placed 
in connection with a pianoforte in a room beneath. When tbe i1111trume11t 
was played, scarcely any aouod wu beard, until a guitar.cue waa placed 
on the rod, and then the notes were distinct and loud, u if proceeding 
from the guitar-case. There is a aimilarlty also between Yibrationa and elec• 
trical shocks, u may be proved by atrikiog a bar of iron wheo holding it 
near one of the points of vibration, the jarring 11eoaation bearing a dole 
resemblance to an electric shock. Thia Yibratory aen11atioa is felt yet more 
strongly when a wet string is futeoed round the waist, and aome ooe puU. 
the end of it through the fingers. 

ID commencing bis aiztla ltct11re, Profeasor Faraday said be wu aboat 
to direct the atteotioo of bit auditors to a difl'ereot condition of the elec
tric force from that in which be bad hitherto considered it, wherein the 
phenomena not only difl'er from, but are in many reapecta directly oppoeed 
to, thoae exhibited by chemical action and Yoltaic electricity; and yet 
the forces are the eame. In the firat place, be exhibited voltaic electricil)' 
in il higher state of tenaioo than be bad before doue, by employing a water
battery, conaiating of a great number of pain of plates, by which ar
rangement a small quantity of electricity in a high state o[ conoentration 
waa excited. In thie condition Yoltaic electricity nearly resemble& the 
electricity excited by robbing a stick of r.ealiog-wax or a rod of glaae. 
In the ordinary development of Yoltaic electricity, the eft"ecl ia produced 

1 only when the curreut is paaaiug, and ceases when it is broken; .but in fric
llonal electricity the power may be exerted when there is no current, aad 
when the source of power it withdrawn. In this retptct, indeed the 
water-battery eYolvea elrctricity resembling that of the electrical ~ine, 
and forma the connecting link between frictional and chemically~xcited 
electricity, aeniog to prove that they are identical. In the lint pla.ce, 
Professor Faraday showed that by touching an electroscope with oaly oae 
of the wiree of the battery, the gold leans diverged, and continued di1"111'
geot when the wire wu remond, thus nbibitiog the denlopmeot and the 
retention of the power when there was no current paaeiug. When the 
wire from the opposite pole of the water-battery wu brought in contact 
with the electroscope, the gold leuea collapsed. To abow the identity of 
the electricity thus evolYed by the battery with the electricity excited by 
friction, Profeasor Faraday cauaed the gold leavea of the electroscope, 
when diYerged by the battery, to be collapsed when an excited rod of glass 
wu brought near, and to be made more divergeut by an excited rod of 
gotta percha, or by a rod of shellac. The dift"erent means by which the 
eft"ect is produced aft"orda no ground for auppoaing the electricity of the 
battery and that e1cited by friction to be distinct, for what is termed fric
tional electricity may be excited in nrietiea of ways, and is, In fact, COD• 
tlooally being called iuto actiou, without our being aeuaible of its preBeDCe. 
Tbe mere act of daatiog a piece of metal with flannel wu shown to ex• 
cite electricity by ita cauaiog the leue1 of the electroscope to diverge. 
We can scarcely touch anything without exciting this power, which, bow· 
eYer minute and imperceptible io its development io these instances, is 
preciaely the same force which produces the grandest pbeuomena of 
nature-thunder and lightning. Having given illustrations of the simi
larity of the forces developed by chemical agency and by friction, the 
ProfeBBor dwelt on the apparent dift"erencea between them. One remark
able dift"ereoce ia, that the aubatancea by wbicb frictional electricity is 
excited undergo no change, the metals and the glaas remaining just the 
aame after having deyeloped the power aa before; whereas Yoltaic elec
tricity cannot be excited without chemical actioo1 and an apparent de· 
atructioo of the zinc. Another variation in the phenomena of yoJtaic 1111d 
of frictional electricity ia exhibited in their conduction through Yariou1 
substances. Water, for instance, which is ~o imperfect a conductor of 
yoJtaic electricity, will readily conduct the whole quantity excited by a 
powerful electrical machine, through the moisture contained in a wetted 
silk thread. Frictional electricity is apread oYer the surface& of bodie11, 
and does not enter them. Thia property waa exhibited by senral experi
ments, the moat remarkable of which Wt're the following :-A 11mall metal 
ice·pail was placed on an iD8nlated stand, and then a metal ball, 101pended 
by a silk atriug, aod charged wilb electricity, waa lowered into the pail. 
The electricity instantly di11'uaed itaelf ou the outside of the ice-pail, and 
there waa none wilhio; for when the ball waa again lowered iuto the pail 
and wilbdrawo, it produced no eft"ecl on tbe electroscope, bat when lhe 
ball toacbed tbe outside the instrument wu etrougly aft"ected. In the 
other experiment a wire-gauze Yue was substituted for the ice-pail, with 
eucUy almilar reaulta. When an electrical machine ia ncited, eHrJ 
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person within sight of it is more or leBB a8'ected by its influence, and a 
condition of electricty is induced in that part of their bodiea towards the 
machine of a different kind from that denloped by the conductor; and on 
the opposite aide, or that farthest from the machine, electricity of the con
trary kind is induced. Thia induction of poaitiYe and negative electricity 
oo distant bodies, leads, u ProfeHOr Faraday obse"ed, to important 
practical consequences. He had, he said, been often consulted by Goveru
meut u to the propriety of having metal roofs on the powder-mills at Walt· 
ham AbbeJ', and be had always objected to them u dangeroUB, because a 
thnoder-clood might induce in the extended metal surface, an amount of 
electricity capable of discharging itself to the earth. Io illustration of 
this, a large insulated metal ball, placed at a distance of two feet from 
the conductor of the machine, wu brought near a jet of gas, which became 
ignited by the Induced electricity pueing off in a spark to the metal gas· 
pipe, though the ball was far too distant from the conductor for any spark 
to pass between them. Thia experiment wu repeated several times, and 
each time with the same success. 

The chief point to which Professor Faraday directed attention in 
the 1tfffltl& and concluding lecture was, the cause of the difference 
between the phenomena of voltaic aod of frictional elecricity, his object 
being to proYe that they are really identical. The marked dift'er· 
eoce between frictional and •oltaic electricity, which were dwelt upon 
so much in the preceding lecture, are caused entirely by the different 
degrees of inteoaity in which the force ia denloped, and Profeasor 
Faraday showed, in the concluding lecture, that, by diminishing the 
intensity of frictional electricity, the phenomena may be rendered 
similar; the great difficulty in showing theae effects being caused by the 
nry small quantity of electricity that can be no!Yed lo a given time eno 
by the most powerful electrical machine when compared with the amount 
e•o!Yed by the voltaic battery. Though the machine employed was a 
plate of glass, about four feet in diameter, which yielded a rapid soccea· 
aioo of strong sparks five inches long, it would require about five million 
turns of the plate to produce a quantity of electricity equal to that evoJyed 
by a grain of water in the yoJtaic battery. The different appearances of the 
sparks emitted in the highest state of ioteuity by the electrical machine 
from tho111 produced by the discharge of electricity accumulated in the 
Leyden jar, and the alteratiooa the light and the length of the sparks may 
audergo by being transmitted through nriooa media, were shown in nu· 
meroua experiments. Though the rapidity of the electric spark i1 Hi· 
deoUy •ery great, it far exceeds, in reality, the appearance to the eye,for the 
duration of the impreuion on the retina after the light ie extinct occasions 
a prolongation of the effect. It baa been ascertained by Mr. Whealltone, 
that the duration of the light of the spark is leH than the millionth part of 
a aecood, and Profeuor Faraday exhibited the mode by which this fact 
had been established. ,\ concave mirror, placed horiEOntally, was made 
to rnolve with great rapidity by moltiplying·wheela, and when lu action 
a bright light from the combustion of lime wu reflected to a foous on the 
ceiling. The rapidity of th!! motion caused tbe light to form a circle, in 
the 11&111e manner as the turuiog rapidly round of a lighted stick or of aoy 
other bright object teems to form a circle, in cooaeqoeoce of the impression 
on the retina remaining until the effect is renewed by the returu of the 
light to ill former place. When an electric spark was substituted for the 
permanent light, each spark WU seen separately, and no circle or prolon. 
gatioa of the light was produced. Tbe ye)ocity of the mirror and the 
number of aucceaeive eparks being known, an approximation can 
be obtained to the duration or the light. It is in conaeqoence of 
this lnataotaneooa duration of electrical discharges that they fail to 
produce many of the effects of voltaic electricity, and if the continuous 
action of the latter during a second could be concentrated one million times 
ill effects would be tremendona. By diminishing the intensity of frictional 
electricity whilst retaining its quantity, Profetsor Faraday ignited J{llD· 
powder, which was blown away without ignition by the undiluted dis
charge. The following experiment afforded a good illostratioa of the 
dilf'erent actions of frictional and voltaic electricities caused by the concen
tration of force in the former. A gold thread twisted with 1ilk was 
dellagrated by a discharge from an electrical battery without injuring the 
silk, the action having been so inataataneoos that there wu not time to 
born the silk, though the metal was destroyed by the heat evolYed. 
When similar gold thread was exposed lo the action of the Yoltaic battery, 
the silk wu instantly conaomed by the wire being made red hot, whilst 
the metal remained. The atatical character of frictional electricity, Pro
fe.aor Faraday said, may be rendered current by applying a conducting 
wbstance to draw it off from the machine as quickly as it ia excited, and 
tbe imperceptible effects of such a current proye how amall tbe quantity 
of electricity excited really is, and it is only by allowing It to accumulate 
that we become aeoaible of its presence. The phenomena of lightning and 
thunder are owing to the facility with which Fl'9.llklinic electricity can be 
accomolated, and thus reaerved ia store for au iaataotaneous discharge. 
Some specimens of the effects of lightning were exhibited on the lecture· 
table. A number of splinters from a riven oak, a branch from a mulberry 
tree, the rent and shivered hllDdle of a hay-fork, and the partially-melted 
iron cable of a ship were displayed. The latter la such an extraordinary 
nhibition of electrical power, that Professor Faraday aaid nothing bot 
lbe atrongeat e•idence could haYe induced him to believe it; the ship wu 
elated to ba•e been &truck with lightning during an earthquake at Callao. 
Thia rending power of frictional electricity cannot be imitated by the 
Yoltaic battery, but all other phenomena of the one kind can be produced 
bf the other, The decompoaltioo of chemical compounds by the discharge 

of the Leydeujar wae shown by the decomposition of iodide of potassium, 
small indeed in effect, but correapondiog with the quantity of electricity 
which the electrical machine evol vee. The alliance of the phenomena of 
the two electricities had been shown in the coul'lle of theae lectures, 
Professor Faraday obseryed1 by their physical e8'ecta io communicating 
shocks, by the equal rapidity of their transmiHion, by their decomposing 
and beating powers, and by the communication or magnetism. The dif· 
ference between the two consiats solely in the degree of intensity, the e)ec. 
tricity of the machine exciting a small quantity in a high atate of intenaity, 
whilst the voltaic battery evolYes a much larger quantity ia a low atate of 
teasioo. Professor Faraday, taking a small llock of gun-cotton and ex· 
ploding it in the flame of a candle, obaerTed that the chemical force thu1 
instantaneously called into action was equal to the production of an 
amount of electricity greater than would be contained in 500,000 charges 
of the powerful battery of Leyden jara which be bad employed to defla· 
grate metal wires and gold leaf; and the important problem now remaining 
to be aolved was, the conversion of such rapid chemical actions into current 
forces. Chemical decomposition, he aaid, when taking place less eoer· 
getically, bat.I been abowo to evolve electricity, which became maoifeat 
and anilable as a current force by the Yoltaic battery, and it was quite 
within the reach of scientific diacoyery to render the moat energetic phe• 
nomeoa of chemical force sources of continuous power. 
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
May 29.--A11BaolB PoYNTBa, Esq., V.P., in the Chair. 

A paper wu read " Oil the Application qf Scwlptur1 Gfld &vlptur'ld Or. 
1tancnit to 4rclliteclvn." By H. B. GABLING, Associate. Being the B1117 
to which the Medal of the Institute wu awarded on 21st February, 18<!8; 
and which is given in full in our present Number (p. 201). 

JuM 12.-SIDNKT 811TBJtB, Esq., V.P., in the Chair. 
A paper wu read " Oil the TMatrea and Porticon qf 4ncil!Rt Ro'llW." B7 

the Kev. llioB.ABD BuaoBBs, B.D. 
June 26.-A paper wu read •" Oil tM n;forium qf tl11 MldU.ol 

ChurcM1." By the Rev. R. WILLIS, M.A. 
This e,.ening'• meeting closed the se11ion. 
Next month we will endeaYour to give au ab1tract of both the above 

papen. 

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
J/1y 30.-Mr. Finn, the President'• Convenazione. 

The accu1tomed annual connrsazione of the President, which wu hereto
fore held at the residence of the President, wu this year held at the Ho1118 
of the Inatitutioa in Great George.street, a change we do not approve of; u 
also the one limiting the coavenazione lo one evening, which led lo the 
rooms being moat inconnniently crowded-10 much 10, that many of the 
numerous models and works of art could not be seen. 

Ou the walls of the theatre we obse"ed three faithful portraite, by Locu, 
of Mr. George Stephenson, Mr. Robert Stephenson, M.P .. and Mr. Bidder; 
they were contributed by Me11rs. Grnes, for whom they are about being 
engrand. The Electric Telegraph Company-Mr. Baio, Mr. Brett, and Mr. 
Reid-contributed instruments exhibiting their nriom systems of iele. 
graphic communication, electric cloclu, and electric printing. Mr. Rand'• 
fly press, for raiaing at one blow the collapsible tubes or capaulea. Mr. 
Whitworth'a beautiful machine for knitting stockings wu worked by a 7oong 
girl sent op from the factory of Meatrs. Ransome and May, of Ipswich, and 
formed an attractive object. The model• of greater interest were tboae of 
Mr. Stephenson' a wrought-iron tubular bridge erected at Conway; with that 
of his wrought-iron tubular girders for large spans. Mr. Fowler's ateamboal 
floating landing stage, with its long approach over the mod banks, all lo be 
anpported upon Mitchell'• 1crew piles, for the Humber Ferry. Mr. Brunel'• 
excellent troas, of 110 feet apan, uaed by him in the Somenet Bridge, on the 
Bristol and Exeter Railway. Mr. Fowler's plan for opening or 1bottlug 
aimollaneously four gates for a level cro11ing on the line of the Mancheater, 
Sheffield, and Lincolnahire Railway. Meun. Taylor, Williama, and Jordm'1 
model of their machine for carving by machinery ornamental objects, flgure1 
or groups, such as we have previously noticed. Thia machine, by meant of 
a tracer which guides the cutting tools, ii enabled lo perform the moat deli· 
cate and elaborate work with great speed aod at a cheap rate. Me11r1. Sea· 
ward and Capel contributed a large collection of model• of paddle-wheell 
and acrew-propellen. Measn. Maud1l1y aod Field also contributed an iD· 
teresting aeries o{ models of steam-enginea, screw•propellere, and paddle
wbeela; a1 did &110 Mr. Penn, of hi1 horizontal trunk ateam-engioe. Mr. 
Clarke exhibi\ed a beautiful model of the Grrat Britam steamer, full-rigged, 
and cootaining/ac-rimilta of the eogioea, with the screw-propeller complete, 
and working by means of condensed air, the whole only weighing l 09r 
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Among the remaining modelt, we obaened Me11n. Blake and Varley'• at
mospheric pile·driving macbine,-M'r. Varley'arotating alr-pump,-Mr. S. P. 
Bidder's simple and eft'ectin coal-dropa,-Mr. Dodd'• rail-1traighteuiug 
machine,-Mr. Southam'• wei!ge and screw ftl,-Mr. Thornton's improved 
h1draulic lifting-jack,-Mr. Wetherall's iron-twi1ter,-Mr. Chrime's patent 
fire-plug 'l'alve,-Mr. Deattle's new wooden railway, with the drawing of the 
ll}'ltem or manufacturing lt,-a model of a folding boat, of which each tide 
wu made of two thlckneuea of water-proof cloth, filled in on Capt. Light's 
principle with very buoyant reeds, rendered non.ab1orbent, and eonaequently 
rendering the boat incapable of sinking, even when full of water, and even 
when partially tom by accident. The e1pedition In search af Sir John 
Franklin bas been rumilbed with boats of this description, in order that 
they may be easily tran1ported across the ice, and may bear injariea which 
would deriroy a wooden boat. The Gutta-Percha Company sent a selection 
of their products from the rough material throughout all its atagea of manu
facture to the finilhed arilclea. Mr. Chubb'a 1afety cheat and locks and 
keys,-Mr. De la Fou'a ingenioua locka and bolts,-Mr. Delrie'• improved 
dry gaa-meter,-tbe new Aneroid barometera,-d numeroua other inte
resting models and apecimeu. 

Ju11e 20.-JoBll17A Pur:LD, Esq., President, in the Chair. 

" Ott /larbour1 qf Riftlge." By the Right Hon. the EARL of LoVBLAcB. 

The paper conailted cbietly in a succinct review of the Reports of the 
Comminionen on Ship'Wl'ICkl net on Harboun of Refuge ; giving the 
opinions of the naval ofticen and civil engineen on the neceaaity for har· 
boon, in certain situations, and the naval qualitiea poaaeaaed by thoae 
poaitlo~he poanltility af conltrueii1g bvbourw in them, anil the nature 
of the structures. The neceaaity for barbonra on our couh, capable of 
aheltering fleets from 1torma in peace, and the enemy during war, appeared 
to be admitted, pnticnhlrly at the pream moment, when tbe dbturbed 
atate of the coatinent ud ike reMl- charactu af our near neighbours 
were conaidored. It wu aiaMd,. t.hat, of 'l'uioDI altnationa poiuied out, 
~ of Dover wu the only oaa Jet decided upon, alt.hough great works 
ae co!Memplated at Portland, where, from Mr. Ra11de1'1 deaipa, a aysiem 
of conatruction wonld be adopted, which would be both economical ud 
stable, and, at the ume time, would aft'ord employment to a clau or penona 
whoae labour it had been diilieult hitherto to use eftlciently. The variona 
projeeta of ftoatng bleakwaten, 11111 other ariillcial shelter for n-Ia. were 
then examined, and were generally conde-ed, 11 entinly inellcleM lot' the 
olljlae. proposed. 

The question• relative to the movamen* of aaad, the Viffi1ll oi die 
shingle, and the deposit of silt in Dover Bay, ud other placu, were treated 
at peat length, and rlllODI gi·Hn for the 'Norioua forma of coDStractien, and 
of the projects for meeting the diJllcnltiea Induced by theae circnmatancu. 

The ne1t question wu the place of the harbour, and the mode of con
atrnction of tbe works, After quoting all the authorities on both sides, 
including the null oftlcen, the commiasionera, the civil engiueen, and the 
acientific wrhen, tile prel9reDC111 wu glnn to a larp bubnr, with two 
entrances, so placed u to allow a anfticlent run of the tide through it, to 
prevent 1t11 ff1r1 conlclerable clepoait of silt, bat so con1"11dtd 11 to aft'ord 
aMlter to the veaMll wi&lain, The pier walla incloaing the barboar to be 
IMlilt nrtically up from Uie bottom, or with a very alight inclina*ion in tbe.ir 
heiBht, iutead of throwing in muna of rubble akllle, to lind its own ugle 
ol repoM, which, it wu ahown, wu 110t leu than four or ive to one, ud 
t.hat it oDly attailled solidity after a lapae of many Jean, even with a du ad
mixture of small materiala to dU up the intenticea, ud after couatut anp
jlliel of atone, to replace thU which the seu had remoYed. The reports of 
CAp*- Washington wue qaoted, to pron the failures that had oceurred at 
eertain harbom• ia Ireland, where it wu atated that the long alopea bad 
Ileen datroyed by the Ilea, ad had ruined the barboun tlaey were illteaded 
to protect. The proc:91dinp at Cberbonrg ud Plymouth were followed i11 
gne& detail, with a viaw to deducing argument. apiut the long alopu, and 
ia fnenr af vertical aea-walla. 

The proteai, by Sir Howard Donglu, in laYoar of lollg llopu, ,,.. 
uamilled at great lellfth. and tae arpmenta Died on bo&h aides were 
analyted with lkill ucl candour. 

Col-I Bmy'1 theory of the ml'ecta of the " jloct a ,fottd," ,,.. care
fally eumined; md, witboai goi11g to the entire length that be did, it wu 
fldlDitted, in many cuee, the ml'ecta produced were u be deteribed them, 
Dd $Mt the snbjeat, u he had brought ~ fonrud, wu well worthy the 
a&teaaioa of ciril ugilleen. 

The plaoing a vertical wall upon a 1ubatratnm of rubble, in the form of a 
lAf alope, wu ahowu to be pregDIDt with mischief, and had 11eYU beaa 
..-.fu1; an4 that the adoption of that aya&em at Cherbours had been a 
_._ of n~tJ mher Ulan af chGice. 

Mr. Alan Stevenaon'• clever uperimenta, on the force of wnea •triking 
lfPOling bodiet, were given ; and it wu urged, that the force ahowu to be 
lieteloped by a breakiDg wave could 11ot act upon a Hrtical wall, up 111d 
clowa which it wollld merely oacillate ; whereas il might fall, with all its 
MCDmulated force upon a alope, upon which it would naturally bnak. In 
eonclmion, it wu urged that, although for DoHr, which wu the 1pot 
wlaereoa to mout pard OYtr the channel, in erder not only to prevent 
ia-loa, but to maintain oar present naval supremacy, it might be permitted 
» upend a large 111in of money ; yet it wollld not do to"- 1neral Jklrwr1; 
1ad, "1erefore. 1' behoftd the authoritiel to colllidtr eueflll17 the aite, the 
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plan, and the method of COD1truation, before commencint works, in whicii, 
in the present state of engineering ICieoce, the e1perienee of the put 
1honld be used to aYOid the erron that had occmr8d in former aad Umu. 
works. 

In the dhcullion which en111ed, ud in which the principal ciril eng!neen 
engaged on great hydraulic works took part, after jnatly complimenting tile 
Bari of Lovelace, for the very able and impartial ualJBis be had made al 
the evidence contain8d in the Gotemment report1, and the dooaments iB 
his pomalion, the apeaken explained moat aatilfaetorily tbe actual eireum. 
stances and conditions of the works which had been inttanoed u failor111 ; 
and it was shown, that far from bfing expenli.ve or Diiie• worb, they had 
been completed within the original eetimatea ; ud that wherever the C011· 
1truction had required reatoration, or addition, it had ariten from the nae of 
defective materiala, which, being on the spot, it bad been obligatory to em
ploy, and not from the nae of the long alope, which, u compared to vertical 
walla in similar situations, wu shown to be more durable, and to have been, 
in muy inataneea, 1ucces1fnlly 1ubatituted for vertical walb, after they had 
succumbed to the asuults of the raging billows. 

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
.Jwu 11.-J. E. H'CoNHLL, V.P., in the Chair. 

ON THE BALANCING OF WHEELS. 
Mr. M'CoNNILL Nld the following interesting paper on the above 

1ubject:.-Tbe ~r treated on the balancing of wheela u a -YftJ ~ 
portut matter, u moat or the acaidenta from carriapa jompiag off the 
line, bad ari1111 from the baluce in the wbeela of the engine. Tbt lia& 
who made thil matter of practical obaervation waa Mr. George Heatoa, of 
Birmingham, OIL examiniog a lathe in the blmingof'Ollllla of Earl Cruea. 
the pulley or whioh be fond to be oat of balance. Th.ill he remedied, ud 
the lathe worked well apia. Mr. M'ConlleU inatanced M...U railJrar 
accideata of late, which had arileD from a waat of proper Waoce ia the 
wheels of the engine. He then prooeeded to illulltrate the Dlnal methad 
of baluciag the wheelll of IOGOmotive engiDu, which be oocaidered. u 
improper oae, aacl, on reference to experimeabl with a.aother modtl, poiaW 
out the deairahiliiy of obtaiDiag an a11111ra&e balance la the piatoll url 
pilltoa·rod. 

In the -ne of the paper, Hr. M'Comaell ahibilN Yariou upari. 
menta with a model railway carriage, esplanatory llld illutrative of tbl 
ll&atementa lldvaueci in the above paper. Tbe llrat uperimeat wu 
made with wbeela la balaace, the motion to which wu gina by a lpriDr. 
and the 1t11tained regnlarilJ or the motion wu nnexceptionable, IA die 
leCOlld e:1perimllllt, a 1mall piece of iloD wu iDaerted ia the wheel&, ud 
die balance conaeqaeatly dee&royeci-tbe na&aral teadency being to ou11 
ajnmpiag and jerkiDg mo&iDn, to obviate which wu the otVeet aoqbt ia 
thi& coutriY111ce. Similar experimeate were made, to abow the n-..itJ 
of adopting a similar 111&em of balanciog the pl.aloa ancl pia&olwocla, la 
order to obYia&e tbil lllllle jumping motiOll. 

In esplanation, Mr. M•CoDuall Hid, that the wheel& CGllld be proJeriJ 
balanced toge&J.er. Fint, one wheel WU b.elN!ced, and tha theJ pG& die 
olber wheel oa upon the otlier aide of the engine, and balaaoed it la die 
-e manner. When the m&Uer wu irllt plaoed before Mr. Bollert 
Stephen-, that gentleman conaidered it of no llfVice, and it me& willa 
much oppolition; bat eiace that time Mr. Stephuaon, aDd mn1 ollift 
gutlemu, bad adopted a plan of balancing their wbetlal, whicla, in llil 
(l!rlr. M'CoDDell'1) opillioo, wu no& the correct 011e. When a I~ 
engine wu CODDected, llld the driring-wheel& and workiag pert at&Mli ... 
it wu lifted up upon centre&, and eet 1lowly in matiaa, balanee-weiPtl 
being added nlllil it mond at a certain speed without OICillatiag, Md it 
became perfectly aettled oa its centres. That plan might anawer ~ 
well, bat it wu the really trae mode of balaaclq wheela. He 9-
aidered that great e'ril l'llGlted &om tbe piatoa and piston-rod nol beiDg ii 
balaooe ; it had been t1ae CUM of accideata ill 1neral cun wben ti. 
engine did not leaYe the nill wheo tbe wbeel& were ia t.lasce. If die 
engine at&ained a certain Yelocity-the piatoa·rod -0.g 1,008 f9H a 
minute-this momentum beeame ao great, that the eagine moat juap ; ud 
the front wheel1 were, in aome instancea, clear of the road, 111d &hey co.id 
- bet"91D the wheel and the rail. T&e, had ID eagioe at WelYertGll, 
dtted up wi.lh thOle correcting·weigbt&, aad it had been tried, for the fine 
time thet morning on blocka. Tiiie eagine at a certain 1peed oa die 
bJ;;;k1, tlarew iteelf down, ud they were not able to run il IO Cut 11 
might be wiabed ; but, oa attaching the balance-weight, Ille motioa ol tlM 
engine wu completely neutralia8d • 

Mr. MJDDLlmlN Aid, that thil appeared to be die ayltem of bel11Nri'll 
wheela, which had been i.ntrodGc:e4 to the llOdce ef the Norda-W..._. 
Railway, 110111e yean ago, by Mr. George Heatoa, aad apialt 'llflli* 
hilllerto there had been much prejudice. He fell ClOD•m-1 ti.at it wu 
Dile af the belt method• enr angge1ted for -llrinl tile aalety of ti. 
public, when traYelliag on raihr&J•, and a gnat -DJ accida.ta Jaiiht be 
obriated by the adoptioa of thil, or IOllle limilar plan of balaacilll die 
wlieela of maginea and carriage1. It WUHppOled tbat tlae Nortb-Wlltenl 
line bad diaapproYed af Mr. Heatoo'a plan, bat b1 - happy le W 
that tbere wu now 1101H probability of llr. Healoa reapi1g tbe rewad 
ol hi& iaduatry by the nae of hil pateat. 

Kr. Conu &aid, that a 1y1tem af baiuGina whtela wu UtCI bJ !be 
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...... , THE CIVIL BNQINBER AND AB.CHI:l'BCT'S JOUBNAL. -Eastern Cloanti~• Company elnen ye111 ago ; bat this wu decidedly a 
1aperior plan to aay be bad ·eftl' wltn~, and in many reepeote 1aperior 
to tbe plan be b&d seen of Mr. Heaton'•· 

Mr. M'CoNllELL aid, that Mr. Robert 8tepbea10D bad upre11ed his 
elltiJoe approftl of tbe aUHty of llae propollad mode of balaacing wheels, 
ud bad already gi.ea orftni for It to be attaclied to an mgiDe be wu now 
OllGltnletillg. 

LIGBll' ENGINES-LIGHT i1lilNS.• 
The Seeretm"j rad die following paper on the abofe 1abject, by Mr· 

8.unm., eaaiaeer of the E•tern Ooantie1 Railway _.,Tile -u 108CT 
•tin, lately hitradaoed Oil ~ ·Eutern Countlee Ballway, MTiag at
tracted IOllle -.iderable «Uellliaa, bu ladaeed - to preMllt to yoar 
mtice a alft't d~tioll of·lt; and, at the .._ time, to ofter a few ob· 
BTali9al OD the practloabiilty af the principle 1D the CODY.,Uoe of pu
sengera, Thie carriage wu conetruoe.d under my 1aperintendenoe, lor 
tM putpelll of CODYeyblg myaelf and iupeoton D11 ibe Jiua of the 
BMtem Coaatiea BailWQ1 aad thereby al'Oicilag the gNal expeDll or 
lp9Cial eqiae1. The toW lmgtb er tbe carriage ii li ft. 6 ill., aad 
includea machinery, water-tank, and seats for seven pUBengera, OD one 
frame, which ii bang below the a:i:lee, and ia carried on four wheels, of 
I ft. 4 in. in diameter, the ftoor being within Dine inches or the lenl of 
the raih. It ia propelle8'by'two etlinllen, Si iacbea la diameter, with a 
6-incb 1troke, placed on each aide or the boiler, and acting on a crank 
ule. The boiler te oyliadrioal, p1-d Yertically, and i1 l ft. 7 in. in 
diameter, by 4 ft. 3 in.in height; containing a flre·bo11:, l6 inches diameter, 
by 14·illcbee lligla; ud 15 tu1-, Sil. 6·in. lug, by 4 iDcbetl diameter: 
giY!Dg li leet heating IWrface OD the fire.box, and 88 feet OD the tubea. 
The engine la fitted complete, with link-motion, feed-pumps, &c. The 
water-tank ia placed aader the seata, and will contain 40 galloaa, Thia 
carriage is capable of eoaYeying IMlffll pe,_, at the rate or IO milel an 
boar. It bu, at timee, attained a speed or 44 mUee. The conaamptioo of 
DOb .ia .only Ii lb. per mile; lllld tbe weight of the whole machine does 
llOt·exeeed :U awt., IDOlading ooke and waler. The !Wall of oblena
tlDm, which I bMe f'or • cmalderable time beea making, OD the Bruch 
Puaeagw Tndlic of Railways, bu been to convince me that, on the 
whola, it ia not remunerative, and, ia some cues, is even worked at a 
1-. I h&n lleeo, tbeftfore, led to.coaaider whether tbe expeasea might 
not be reduced, by the introdactiou or a system of eteam-carriagea more 
Ritahle te the UllCMlll& or trdic to ... -nyed. It ia .eYitleut, that the 
more we can reduce the dead weight of the trains and engines, in propol'
tion to the number of puaeagera, the leaa will be tbe e:1pe111e of repairs, 
both of the. carrying stock and engiDea, and of the way and worka or the 
line. The anrage weight or a train, DD Uae branch linea or the leading 
rail wa,1, ia 66 t- ; the aumber or ,.-gen, -veyed by each train, 
.-..-mg IUo 40 oa many of the braacb railway• in Eaglaad. Sup. 
poeing each pauenger, witb luggage, to weigh Jt cwt., the total weight 
of p81111e11gen coDYeyed la about ' ton1; or, ia other words, for eYery ton 
of pa.Jing load we are now carrying by the preeent system of locomotion, 
we baYe from 18 to llO tou or dead w~igbt. It ii, therefore, io a commer
cial point or YiMr, of .the grealelt importuce, aot Ollly to railway com· 
,_iel, bat to the .public pHrally, tllat - leaa e:i:peuiYe, and, at the 
11&111e time, equally aafe, means or tranait be adopted. It ii, therefore, 
p1'0JlOled ·to sab1lttate steam-carriaget for locomotiTe1 on bra11Cb rail-rs, 
limilar in conatractioa to the drawings herewith produced. Tbeae draw• 
iaga repre1ent a patent ateam·carriage, now iD coarse of construction, 
aader my direotioa, b7 lrlr, W • .8. Adams, the patentee, for the Eutera 
Co11ntiea Railway Company. The following are a few of the principal 
tlimeuiaau-Diuleter of cyliaden, 7 iacbea; length of lllroke, 12 inches; 
diameter or driving-wheels, 6 feet ; distance between centres, »O feet ; 
width of frutlag, -6 ft. ·6 In. The boiler la of the ordinary locomotin 
coutractioa; 6 feet long, by 2 ft. 6 in, ia diameter. The flre-bo11: Is 
ll fl. lOl ill. by 2 ft. 6 in. There are to be 116 tabn, of Ii inch in 
diam-.,~and 6 ft.Sill. in length, giriag lllO feet of beating 1arfr.ce in 
lhe tubes. The area of the fire-box is 26 square feet, gil'ing a total of 
tu mt of heating 111Tfaoe OD the boiler. The ooaa•ptiea of coke I 
hue estimated at 7 lb. per mile, at a velocity of 40 miles per hoar. The 
1ola1 weight of tbe ateam-carriage, wilb Ill coke and water, will not e:i:ceed 
10 tom, &lld it will be capable of coaveying aboat 41 paaengers, at a 
apeed or 40 miles per boar. Tbe water is to be carried below &be floor or 
tile ouriagt!, iD Wl'Ollgbi.tron tabu, of H iDohn diameter, aod 11 feet 
<toag. One great otUect attained ID this machhie, la the redactiOll or tbe 
centre of grulty, and the consequent absence of lateral 010l11atlon. Thie 
carriage ii intended for the Enfield and Edmonton brancb of the Eutera 
Gluntiea Bailw&J, Biid ill upected to be at work in aboat three lllCIA1ha 
from thi1 date. Whm ile pnatioa1 atility and -Y bu 1-a prol'ed, 
I .i.all be glad to aoltmit the i.alt to the lllltitatio9 at a. fatnre meeting ; 
a 1 feel COllYhlced1bat the nbjeet is one d-"ig the aUeation o( the 
membera, .and of all partiea inteiaated ID the profitable workiog of rail· 
WllJ'•· 1 may alao add, that were the 1ystem or llgbt ateam-carrlagea 
adopted, tmaaob nil-y1 migbt be ooutracted at a nry 1111all cal& 
ladeed, oompered with the.prwat outlay (wbirb ill •-ldable ao IOlll u 
the present system or heavy engines is c:oatiautd) ; and the adYaDtapl 
of railway accommodation might be e:i:teaded to tl111ee diatricte, which can 

e Thia paper fully lll]lpoN 0111' rtmarb la lhe 11 loanial" ,l#tr V-ber Ju& (TOI. IL, 
p. :186.) 

nner hope to enjoy them, if the aolllb'aotioa or railways coaliaae to 
reqaire 1acb large outlay of capital." 

Mr. M'Colofm.L allO read a commanicalioa 011. the 11me aabjecL He 
bad decllaed gmag any opinion, withing to &ab tbe HDle of the lna&itiWaa 
upon tbe·meri• af tile engine in qaamoa. 

Mr. SAKCTBt. eomidered that bia engine would M?e a coaaiderable 111111 
in the wear and tear of the raile, if not in coke, ia CODMqU91lce or the gremt 
redaction la tbe wgbt of the eagiae. He ettia:mW Uie - ud iear of 
raila at A80 per an1111111, indepadeni of tbe 1- ia the tyree of rhivilll
whtela, which wu a large aoarce of oa&laJ. He aqpated the ralllliag of a 
number of 1-11 traine on a light ~p&ion of Nill, wbioh would redaoe 
the eolt af hruob railwa)'I, ud, at the - mm, be adeqllate·lo all the 
loeal iraftlo. 

A Member inquired, how the projlCltar WDUld be eaalaled to eoiaYey ~ 
Cllltlaga upon nch a line l 

Mr. S.uron. Rid, that migbt be obl'isted by dla&rlbating the weight imr 
le\'el'll tracb, a'WU IOIDetimea foaad Hceuary QpDD tbe liDOI DOW in Da; 
and, in eue of holiday es:Cll!'liom, he propolld numillg a namlter of thelt 
small traim, inl&ead of the ,_nt heaYJ ones. 

Mr. M'Colfl'BLL Rid, that he presumed ~ woald be deairable to hne the 
rails 1uflicleatly heavy to allow an ordinary locomotin to travel oyer them, 
in cue additional carrilgea bad lo be taken on at oerlai.a poiata of the liae, 
Cor u.tra irallc ariaiag from holldaya, race., Ike. 

Mr. S.umm. Rid, It would be deairable that aach ahoald be the cue, 
where it oould be done. It wu propoaed to collliracl theae rails on loagi
twliaal bearinga of t.imber-tberefore, a comparatively heavy engine might 
tr&Yene Ii wilbout danger. la reply to Carther .qaeatioaa, Mr. Samuel Rid, 
lhat the pre11ure aaaally used in tbia engine wu 120 lb. ; but it wu not 
propoaed to work thoae branch eaginea al a preaaure of more than 80 lb. 

Mr. M1ColmllLL and Mr. Cow Pila comidered tbi1 engine peculiarly calcu
lated to be worked with ecoDOJll1 oa tbe branch lina, u it would tend YBlJ 
maob to make them pay, by ecoAOmiaiag the locomotive expenditure. 

Mr. Bvcu.B iaqaired, how the diatanoe of the wheell would au.it Uie 
p-i tuna4ahl• ? 

Mr. 8AlftTllL uid, li wu alUll, at eftrJ tsmlaal, to ban a large tant
table, 1aited for engine and tender; ad, where ibere wu not aach a oon
triYUce, they coald make a triangle, which would be u good. The incr-.1 
speed obtained on tbeae trains would obviate the aece11lty of frequent 
cbangea of carriages ; and he eatimated the n~nge cOlt of conYeying the 
puaengen would not exceed one·flfth of a penny per mile. ·Many of the 
branch llnea did not pay, and aome ecoaomiaing principle wu needed io 
eft'ect that object. Ia answer lo farther qaeationa Mr. Samuel aid, that he 
propo&ed to work the goods traffic in a aimUar manner. 

Mr. H'Cox1u:u. a&ill thought that the rails abould be equal on these 
branch lina, to bear the ordinary engine. now in aae on the main llnea, ia 
cue they weal over them ; the wear and tear would also be lcA upon 
atroag raila. 

Mr. CoWPu. coaaiclered the ordinary raila in 111e were much MIO light. 
and, at •he p-t price or iron, ae &bought ii bid poliq to Jay down• 
light rail. 

The meeting u:preaeed their entire approval of the engine for all I he pur
polll of the ordinary branch lines of railway. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
D..,.,.tolppe Plot.1.-Tbe pla&ee prepared by dtpoai.Uag ailver by el• iri* ageaoy ban 1-a foaad far mperlor to the ordinarily-prepared plaail, 

The mode adopted by Mr. Kilbara io &eat the MIP8riority of tbe ~ 
plated metal ii lo depolit ailver, by a Smee'•~ on DDe-balI or a ro,. 
galarl:r-prepued plate, and then to apply the selllitln coatiag, and lo ga 
through the ueaal p~ or taking a .plc&me. He .. ,. that the lights and 
abadowa on the halt that bu 1-a electro-plated will be much more clOlf 
and diatiaot, ud &bat in oompariloa wiila tba& pol1ioa of the plate, the other 
will appear grt181f. The reqaili&e &ime ol upenre alao ii foaad M> be 
reduced Ihm oaa4bird. 

Amal Narligatlort.-Mr. Pitter, of Laaaten, OZfordlbire, baa p11bliUed 
plana and deacriptiODI of an " improYed Archimediaa Balloon," whereby iit 
ii propo1ed lo move throagb •he air by paddl~wlleala, let ia aotioa l9y a 
lteam-eagine. Thia aeroatatic maeblne will incited 'be a " mouser balloon," 
11 It la propoaed to gin1 it buoyancy 1a1lleleat to nile .Wrteea *°DI 1 and it 
ii to be 120 feet long, e:rcluaive of hemilpberioll Olllll. Mr. ·l'i*r eonoeitm 
there will 'be li"1e dllliealty io ateering $bit Mrlal lliip, nt be-· ... ...,. 
tber to oftdook the ablence of a gaidlag ,..._.,(or tboagh be lll8f' be 
able to tarn the macbiae round, that wowd be of 110 Mail in ateeriDg, Wll• 
there be aome reailtiag force nperior *9 1hai ol tlae wiad. 

B.U..,1 Opned.-Oae of the Una of ralll of the "Bolton, maetbanr, 
and Weal Yorkablre bu been opened. ·The TlYenaa bnach of the Brittol 
and Exeter line wu opened on the 121h Jane. 
~ qf Ille Gatl(Jt1 ~-It bu betlll aedded by• oommittee 

of tbe Hoaae of Commom, "that tbe double pup ahal1 lie laid dowa 
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Crom Fenny Compton to Wolverhampton, the mode of laying down to be 
such u the Railway Commiuionen may approve.'' " By this deciaion," 
aaya the Railtffy Cltrollick, "the aettlement of the pnge qneation, to attain 
which a commiuion wu appointed in 1845 and legialation took place in 
184G, ii aent ~o the wind." •••• " Thua, divenity of pnge ia being allowed 
to take root in the moat pernicioua form which it could adopt-namely, the 
double gauge ayatem." 

NftD &hlloapltwic RailrDOy.-A working model of Menn. Harlow and 
Young's atmospheric railway bu been recently exhibiting, and ii works very 
aatiafactorily on a length of UO feet, with a four-inch tube. The peculiarity 
of the invention dependa on the formation of the valYe. The tube ii cut 
with a longitudinal opening, aimilar to Clegg'• ; but, inaiead of a lap-valve, 
the action ii preciaely similar to the slide.valve of a 1ieam-engine. The 
.lidea of the opening are 10 calli, that one aide presents a horizontal groove, 
and the other a tabular face, both planed perfectly true. On the tabular 
face the slide.valve reata, when forced out of the groove by the puuge of 
the coulter, coDlieting of ban of iron, in a full-size working tube, proposed 
to be 4 or 5 feet in length. At each end of theae ban a semicircular open• 
ing ii tnmed through about half their ihickneaa, forming, when two abut 
againat each other, a circnlar alot, in which ii placed a disc of iron, ground 
perfectly true with the under surface of the ban, and thua presenting a sort 
of rule joint without any fixed axil, and forming collectively a looae chain 
which alidet over the opening, and renden ii air-tight. To each of theae 
ban, or links, ii placed a ateel spring, in the shape of a carriage-1pring, 
merely of anfficient power to preaa the valve into its place, after the puaage 
of the coulter. The 11hole ii covered by a top plate, to keep out grit, wet, 
IDOW, &c., with the exception of a small apace to allow the conlter to pua, 
which ii not much thicker than a uw blade, and which connect• the leading 
carriage with the piston in the uanal manner. 

Pr'flt'l11alion qf Woodfrw Raihl!q Sktpn-1.-Jdeun. Hntin and Bontigny 
have obtained a patent in France, for the preaenation of wood intended 
for railway aleepen; the proce88 of which depends on lllling the pores at 
each end with a bitnminons cement, afler the ends have been previously 
charred. The process is th as described: " Immene the ends of a piece 
of wood in aome liquid carburetted hydrogen, such, for instance, u the 
oil of schist, which penetrates quickly some diatance into the wood. ll. 
Set this carbnretted hydrogen oa fire, and at the moment the Same has 
bnmt out, plunge the wood to the height of a few incbea into a hot mixture 
ofpitcb, tar, and ahellac, which will be slighUy drawn up between the fibres. 
&Dd form at each extremity of the wood a kind of hermetical 1eal, unalter· 
able by moisture and air. s. Coat the wood with tar over ita whole sur
face by the ordinary methods.'' -A proceu nearly similar was not long 
since commnllicated to the Pari1 Academy of Sciences, by M. Gemini, 
In his plan, tar is used for the purpose of filling the pores of the wood, 
without the addition of any substance. He encloaes the wood in a cylinder, 
wherein it is deBBicated by bigh-preSBure ateam. A vacuum is then pro
duced, and additional force ia given to the tar in ita penetration of the 
~brea of the wood by a force-pump. M. Gemini obaenes that a separa
tion takes place between the solid portion of the tar (the pitch) and the 
oily portion ; and tbat 1be first penetrates only an inch, whilst the oily 
matter will penetrate throughout the whole substance of the wood. 

7'Ae " Diflini'll(I Rod.''-lt is a practice not uncommon in tbe mining dis. 
tricta of Comwall, to search for veint of ore by the "divining rod," which 
ii supposed to be attracted towarda the metal on walking over the surface 
of the ground. The following letter, in tbe Mining Joumal, 1igned "H.F. 
Penny, Notting-hill," thua describes the modua operandi, aa having been anc
ceaafully practised in hit presence. If Mr. Penny be nei~her deceiving nor 
deceived, this is one of the things that philosophy cannot account for :
" I bave witnessed tbe operation of the divining rod, in a manner moat 
concluive and aatiaflctory to my own mind. I went, accompanied by Mr. 
H., first to Wheal Jane, the underground captain of whir.h ii what they 
call a donaer. He ordered one of tbe men to cut half.a.dozen withes, of 
the requisite 1hspe, from a neighbouring hedge, and we then proceeded to 
a field, acro11 which the lode lay. We eacb held a rod, and walked abreaat, 
the captain in the middle. Upon croaaing tbe lode his rod bent downwards, 
and, to my surprise and delight, I felt, at the ume time, mine preaaing 
against the fieab of the finger, when it went down gradually from being 
perpendicular to horizontal, but would not go lower. Mr. H.'1 remained per
fectly stationary! We tried it again and again with the 1ame result-the 
captain's, however, going lower and more freely than mine. We then went 
to another mine beyond Perran, and 1eat for a labouring miner from under
ground, who ii a celebrated douaer. We had another gentleman, a Mr. C., 
with 01, an old farmer, a clerk of tbia mine, and my1elf-thua making six, 
all armed with rod1. On cro11ing the lode, the dowser's rod 11ent down like 
a ahot, completely inverted I Mine went down gradually, but its preuure 
wu quite perceptible, until one of tbe limbs of the rod, cloae to my fiat, 
actnally broke off, from the myaterioua force in operation. Now, holding 
my hands perfectly still, and gruping each limb of the rod, it ii impo11ible 
to move it downward1 by any voluntary motion, mncb le11 to break it. Mr. 
H.'s remained u Ulllal, quite stationary, u also the clerk's; the farmer's 
and Mr. C.'a acted nearly u powerfully u mine, very much to the utonilh
ment of the latter, who wu an unbeliever. I may mention, that it will not 
act with one penon out of ~o, or, perhapa, out of 100.'' 

Tiie MGgMlic Ttllgraph.-Mr. Nathaniel Holmea, who ii in the employ
meut of the Electrio Telegraph Company, baa made an improvement in the 

magnetic telegraph which promises to be of great utility. The inv 
thua described by himaell in a letter to the &IMrumlnc :-" It may 
nnintereating to record the recent improvement I have made in redu 
expenditnre of battery power to one-tenth of the amount required 
10 that now, inatead of working on the long circuit (a distance of 
mlle1), witb an equivalent of 240 pain of platea, 24 pairs do duty, 
much more effective result-the rednced intensity not 1n1rering 10 m 
the elfect of bad inanlation. The moat important point, however, 
economy of power wben it ii applied to the numerous atationa thro 
tbe kingdom, and tbe increased facility of working through a much 
amount of circuit reaiatauce. The addition conailta in the aubatitnti 
lil?gle amall. ateel loz~nge, three quarten of an incb long, for t . 
5°1nch utatic magnetic needles, and placed between two 1mall coilt, 
culiar shape. Thia form bu the advantage, beaidea thoae already me 
of giving a lignal free from ibat conatant vibration of the needle, 
which 10 much baa been uid-the pendnloua action of gravity · 
limited, from it• better adapted form.n 

TtkgrapllProjUl.-The profits of the New York and Wahington 
graph Company are reported to amount to 1,000 dollars per month. 
Western Telegraph Company ii, however, uid to be doing a better b 
than that. 

LIST 01' lfEW PATBSTB. 

GaA'NnD IN BNGLAKD r.Dll MAT 30, TO JUKB 161 1848.; 

S'ut MOllllll allotHdfrw Bnrolnwrtt, ""1t11 otllenoiH tqrtllH. 

William Woo•, ol Cranmer-place, Waterloo.road, S"'"l', carpet manufac 
"lmpl'Oftmenta In weavlu1c:arpe&a,1111d ta prln&ta1carpeta1111d other fabrlco." 
lfay SO. 

WWlam Seaton, of Camden To""• llllddlna:, gen&lem1u, for "lznp 
cla.lai tubeo, and ta pNTelltlq 1111d remorui, the tacna1&&Uon In bollen."-llay 

luper Wheewr Bopn, of NoUllll!ham.atreet, D11blla, dYll enirta-, for " 
lmproYed metllodl 1111d machinery for Ule preparation of peat u a fnel, 1111d la 
Uon wltll certllin 1ubltancea u acomp09t or m1111ure,"-JUDe I. 

Blchard Chrl1topher Malllell, ol Graage.road, Surrey, gentleman, for "~ 
proyementa la the eoD1trnctloa of yehJcJH aNCI OD railways or on common 
J1111• 1. 

Thomu Hunt Barber, of ltlair-lltreet, Ch"Pllde, for "lmproftllleDta la mach 
uwta1 wood." {A commanlcatlon.)-Jaae I. 

Jamea Benham, of StraU'ord, EIHS, m1111utacturer, for "lmpronmeata ta I.he 
factwe ofmata."-Jane I. 

Thomu Barden Tartoa, of Sheflleld-ltrfft, m1111utactarer, for "certala Imp 
la machinery for bendla1 and llttla1 platea or ban of lleel, Iron, 1111d otller ma 
be med for locomotlft en,iae 1111d carriage 1prtap, and other purpo9t1."-June l. 

Henry Adcock, of Koorgate-1treet, Loadoa, dYll en,ianr, for "certala Imp 
la faraacea 1111d ftre.placn."-Jane 8. 

WUl!am Brtadley, of Blrmtasham, m1111u!acturer, for "ImprOY111Deata la Ule 
facture of artlclee of papler-mache."-Jaae 6. 

Richard Barnet, of Wlpa, Llacuter, pa enalaeer, for "certala Imprond ap 
for maaufactarll11 gu for IUamlnaUoa, par& of which lmproftmenta 11 appll 
retoru for dlJtlWug, pyrollpltOlll, 1111d otller 1lmllar purp09M."-J11ne 6. 

Benjamta Llthrop, E1q., of Klng.1treet, Cheap1lde, London, for "1111 Improftd 
for railway parp-."-June 6. 

J-ph Foot, of Spl&al-aqaar.,, Klddleaez, lllk m1111ulacturer, for "lmproftlD 
makln1 U:elaa or lilll.''-June8. 

Joahua Procter Wuthtad, of lf1111che1ter, m1111utactarer, for "lmpl'Oftm 
m1111u!acturln1 fur Into fabrlca.''-Juae 8. 

Thomu Dalton, of Ccrttntry, 11111 dyer, for "Improftmrnta ta the maa 
frlasea, ,impa, aad balllona.''-JUDe 8. 

Paal Marie Darla, of Parla, la the Republic at Fnnce, for "l111prcnementa ta o 
moUye power."-JUDe 8. 

Blchard Want and George Vemam, both of Ealleld, lflddleeu, anslneera, i 
Improved ateam-en,iae, which may~ al.a worked by iilr and other laldl.''-Jano 

loha lllW•r. of Henrlella-atreet, Caveat Garden, gentleman, for "a aew 119 
accelerated menatrlte locomoUoa, ...en by animal lmpulaloa,for nery opeclea or 
machlnee acting by me&111 ofwheell, whether oa land or water.'' {A communl 
lune 13. 

Chulea Henry Capper, of Ec!gbuton, Wanrlcll, gentleman, for a method of p 
and cleanaln1 mlnerall 11Dd othtr 111bstancea.''-Juae 13. 

Jo1hua Taylor Beale, of Eut Greenwich, Kent, d'l'll enl!laeer, for "lmpronm 
the con1trucllon and arraagemenl of englDH and macblnery for _propeWng 
Yeuela on water, with a meam of prettntln1 lncrua&&Uon In the bollen, para of 
lmproYementa are applicable to land pnrpolH.''-June 18. 
I. WUl!am Bunt, of Dodder Bill, Woret111tet, chemut, far "lmpl'Oftd apparat 
uaed ta proceue1 connected with the maDufacture or certala metalt and lalta."-J 

Sir Henry Bar&, CommlHloner ol Greenwich Ho1pllal, !\ear.Admiral In th• Na 
" Impronmenta In apparatua for preYenlln1 what are called • 1molly chlmneyo.' " 
13. 

WUUam Chamberlln,jnn., of 8t. IAouard'a-on.lhe-S.a, SDNU1_pntlelllan, for 
proYementa In apparatua for recordta1 YOtea at aleellona.''-June l.ll. 

Jamee Rooee, of Duluton, 8tall'ord, tube manufacturer, aad William Baden RI 
IOD Ule JOUDger, of I.lie tame place, for "lmpl'Oftmenta ID the manufacture •f 
-June 15. 

George Emmott, of Oldham, In the county of Lancuter, dvll eng!Dffr, for " 
Impro•ementa ta the manufacture of fuel, and In the con1tructlon 1111d BnllDll'"""• 
flmlacel, lluea, bollen, O'flna, and nllortll, bav1D1 for their obild the economical a 
tlon of calorlc, Ille m11111lfacture of gu for lllamtaatlon, and the couumpUon of 
1111d other gueoua producta.''-June 16. 

--
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THE JACQUARD PUNCHING MACHINE. 
( JrttA noo E~1, Plata X. and XI.*) 

"atmt MacAine for Perforating Metal Plata, .nAcA u an tued 
St«im-Boiler1, .\"C·; and emplqgtd for Pundaing tM Plata of tM 
ru/ar Bridge at Conway; mad8 at tM GloN Work1, MancAut«", 
le&11n. Roann, FOTHBBeJ.LL, and Co. 
tr. Roberta, the patentee, h811 most liberally, at our particular 
.-, flll'lliahed us with all the detailed drawinp of this very 
irtant machine ; for which we are sure all our mechanical 
-. will join with us in awardillff thanks for his liberality. 

• 1 (Plate X.) repreaents a aect1onal elevation of the machine ; 
an elevation of the back of the machine; fig. 3, a plan-view of 
paratus for putting the punches out of action without 

ng the fty-wheel; and fig. 4', a plan-view of a few of the 
d plat.ea. Fig. S {Plate XI.) repre&ents a front elevation; 

a Bide elevation; and fig. 7, a horisontal section, taken through 
tted line A', A•, in figs. 1 and i. Fig. 8 is a detached view 
e traverae-appara~ua ; and fig. 91 a detached view of the 

-down or atripping apl'arat111. A, A. the standards. B, 
through which there 11 an opening tor the punchi~ or 

punched out of the plate, to fall through ; this bed 1s in
into the standards. C, a streicher-bar, to connect the top 

e etandards. D, fulcrum of the levers q, q, which withdraw 
ehee, and of the lever to, which traversea the plate. E, a 
-shaft, to which the leveraj,j, and k, k, are keyed. F, the 

or eccentric shaft, working in bushes in the standards. G, 
-wheel, keyed on the eccentric-shaft. H, a pinion, 11t'orking 

the wheel G. I the fty-wheel shaft, on tvhich are the fast 
loose pulley• K. ~nd L, the pinion H, and the fty-wheel J. 

connecting-rods, fitted to the eccentric necks of the shaft 
N, N, cape of the connecting-rods M, M. Oh 0, guide-platea 
the puneh-raJDI P, P. Q, the cam-shaft. A, a spur-wheel, 

on the cam-shaft, and having on one side two projection1, 
ecm which there is an opening. R*, a locking-disc or plate, 

ed on the shaft Q, having upon it a spring catch 38, which 
into the opening between the projections on the wheel R. 

and R*, are seen detached in fig.&, and the dotted lines on R* 
eeent a weight to counterbalance the levers k. S, a toothed

keyed on the main-1haft F. '!.J the punch-ram-depreBBOr, 
red to the conneeti~-rods M, M, by knuckle-joints at the 

end of the connecting-rods. U, a slide-bar, on which the 
e traverses, which carries the plate to be punched. V, V i,,!_wo 
slide-bars, to carry one side of the traverse-frame. w, a 

k of iron, f811tened with short wedges to the bed B, to carry 
die-plate X, into which the dies d, are inserted, and prevented 

rising by a collar at the lower end of each, 811 seen in fig. 11. 
square shaft?.. carrying the holdina--down levers, or stripping
ra, o, o. Z, z, levers on each enil of the shaft Y. a, a the 
es let into the punch-holders b, b, bolted to the rams P1 as 
in the detached view, fig. S. c, c, pieces bolted to the bed 

to carry the adjusting slide-bars V, V. d., dies inserted into 
holder X. e, e, (fig. I), are the selecting slide-bars, which, 
n allowed to pass through the card-plate, enter the card-roller f, 
out being pushed backward by them; the card-roller has in 
case six aides, and the belt of Jacquard plates., after passing 

r it in the usual manner, passes over a round roller suspended 
a swing-frame, at such an angle 811 shall keep the belt 
erately tight, whilst the roller f advances towards and recedes 
the selectors e. g, g, brackets projecting from the depressor 

, and carried up and down with it. h, h, sliding-blocks, in which 
journals of the card-roller turn. To an upright east on each of 

ese blocks, is fitted a rod of round iron, thus, *,with a ftat foot, 
enough to extend over two of the six pins in the enda of the 

-roller, against which the ftat foot of the rods is made to presa, 
spiral-springs coiled around them in the usual manner emp1oyed 

In the Jacquard-loom, which is generally known, and need not be 
further described. i, i, (fig. l ), are two sets of guide-blocks, for 
the seleetora e, one on each side of the depressor, adjustable 

l laterally by set-1C1"ew11 on ftat bars, extending across the machine ; 
the use of these blocks is to carry the selecting-bars e, which are 
round at the end that enters the cards, and fiat at the other end, 
to keep them in their proper positions; the centre portion of each 
eelecting-bar is a 101id piece of iron, projecting as much below 
the round stem u 11rill, when the selecting-bar is driven backwards 
by a card-plate, permit the deprl!BllOr T to complete its downward 
ltroke without the selecting-bar touching the ram P, under it. j, j, 

• la con•qut!nc"e or the ~laborate cbaract.rr of tbeo two Pnl?'••ing1, wt' are obUg.c:I se 
pootpono gtY1n11 DIM! or ti.. platn a11Ul ...,., -111 1111\ •Ilea Ille vQiume ia bolllNI up, 
\be llrv plalH wtU appear totretber. 
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are levers keyed on the shaft E, and connected at their lower end 
by links to the ~de-block1 h, ~· . k, k, are levt!!B also keyed on the 
shaft E, and havmg each a friction-roller at 1t1 lower extremity. 
On the shaft Q, are two eam1, one of which work1 a lever k, oil 
one side of .the ';haft, and the other cam worka the other lever t., 
on the opposite side. One of the cams, through the medium oi 
the levers;, j, and the links before referred to, cauaes the roller f 
to approach the selecting-bars e, and the other cam causea the 
roller to recede from them, until by a catch ejloyed in the ordi
nary way in the Jacquard Joom1, the roller ii made to turn 
through one-sixth of a revolution, and i1 then retained in that 
position by the pressure of the spiral spring and ftat foot above 
referred to. I, l, !'fe brackets a~tached to the depressor T, at the 
back of the machJDe, seen best m fig. 1. m a bar resting on the 
brackets I, I, and connected by rods with the sliding-blOcka A, ,\ 
w~.ich, on rec~ng, cauae the. bar m to bring all the selecting-b~ 
e mto the poB1t1on for depreesmg the rams, as seen in fig. 11. n, n, 
are levers having their fiilera on studs screwed into the standards • 
one end of these levers i1 connected by a rod p with the lever: 
Z, Z; the other end is furnished with a roller which is acted upon 
by a cam u, on the shaft Q, (see fig 8). o, o, are the holding-down 
lev81'87 ~justable laterally on the shaft Y, so 811 to admit of one of 
them being placed 011 each side of every punch. p, p, are roda 
connecting the levers n, and Z. By adjusting the length of these 
rods, the levers o, o, are made to presa upon _plates of dUFere11t 
thickneaes, so 811 to hold the platea down while the punches are 
being withdrawn. q, q, levers turning on the fulcrum-bar D for 
withdrawing the punches by means of the cam1 rt,., that actuate 
levers q, q. a, a broad but rather thin bar1 extending through the 
series of punch-rams P, shown by dottell lines in figa. 7 and 2. 
The punch-rams P, are made with slot., through whii:h ihe bar a 
pat!Bes, and these slots must be about two inches longer than the 
W"idth of the bar 11 in order to allow the punch-rams to be forced 
down when the bar is at the bottom of its stroke. t, t, are linka 
connecting the bar a with the )even q, q. u; u, are cama which 
depre88 the holding-down !even oi..o, through the medium of the 
leven n, II, rods p, p, and levers z, Z, and hold down the plate 
while the punches are being withdrawn. ,,, a cam for the tra
versing-rack S. to, a lever turning on the fulcrum-bar D and 
worked by the cam v. :r, the cam for lifting the rack &. ' 11 a 
leve~ t!1rning on a st~d in the standard, and worked by the eam'z, 
for lifting the traversing-rack S. •,a rod connecting the lever 11 
with the lever 8, seen best in fig. 10. 1, is a lever on the traverae
shaft 2. 3 another lever on the shaft 2. 4', a link connecting the 
lever 3 with the rack .5. 6, a rod connecting the lever tD witli the 
lever I, for traversing the rack &. 71 a shaft for carrying the 
levers 8, 9, and 10. 11, a link connecting the levers 10 and 12. 
13, a shaft carrying the leven 12 and H. IS, and 16, are 1inka 
colll?e~ing the rack 5 with the le~ers 9 and H. 17, the upper or 
retaming rack. 18, " stud carryJDg the elbow-l,·>'er 191 which is 
provided with a handle. iO, another stud carrying tile elbow
Iever ii, which is connected by a link ii with the lever II>. The 
rack 17 is carried on studs in the horizontal arm of the levera 19 
and ii. i3, division-studs in the bar 24o of the traversing-frame. 

The plate to be punched is put into a traversing-frame formed 
of two side-bars, ~ and i.St and two stretcher-bars secured by 
cottars to the side-bars, which are rabbeted to support the plate, 
and, when required, furnished with clamps to hold the plate down. 
24o represents one of the sides of the traversing-frame, in which 
there is a groove to fit on the slide-bar U; into the outer aide of 
the bar 24', is screwed a series of studa i3, represented in the 
engravings 811 being 12 inches from centre to centre apart from 
each other. The side i.5 of the frame slides on the bara V, V. 
When the plates to be punched are very long, rollers may be 
used to carry the projecting ends of the traversing-frame. In 
fig. 9 is shown part of a frame, with a plate partly perforated. 

·The Tacks s, and 17, (fig. IO,) are drawn with three teella iu 
the lenjfth of a foot, which will divide plates to a four-.inch 
pitch ; liut it will be obvious, that for a diirerent pitch the racka 
must be changed; and it may, in some (eases such as when the 
pitch required is not an aliquot part of a foot) be necessary to alter 
the distance between the studs 23. Fig. 10 represents the traverse
apparatus, in the position it will be in when the retaining-rack is 
down, and the punches in the act of paasing through the plate, 
and the traversing-rack having oompleted its return-stroke. 

When the punches are being raised, the traversing-rack will riae 
also ; and by the side-piece i6 (which is attached to it) acliq 
against the roller 271 on a stud in the rack 17, will raise it aL.O, 
and set the frame at liberty to be advanced by the cam z, througla 
the mechanical means alreadf described. In fig. 1, this traYeNe
apparatus is shown in the poB1tion it a&11umes when the plate ii H• 
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vancing. The spiral-spring 28, actB on the lever iI, and forces 
the rack I 7 down on to the pins iS. For every hole required to 
be punched in line with the width of the plate under operation, a 
corresponding hole must be made in a plate of the Jacqu!U'd, 
and an additional hole, marked 30, (see fig. 9), is also made, 1Dto 
which the atoppi~-bar SI enters 11t every stroke until the punch
ing be completed, at which time the Jacquard plate Si, which ia 
left blank, will push all the selecting-bars e beyond the rams P, 
and at the same time, bv pushing the bar SI, d1ae~ the cam
shaft Q by the mechaniiim to be hereafter explained, at the point 
where the punches and the levers_ o, are held up, and thus will 
allow the perforated plate to be taken out of the machine, and 
another plate to be put into it. The stopping-bar SI, is provi.ded 
with a projection on its lower surface, which depreaaea the click
lever S9, when the bar is pushed back ; the lever SS is keyed on a 
abaft S4., moving In ~ at the back of the depreaaor; on the 
other. end of the shaft S41. 11 keyed the lever s.s, to the upper end 
of which is attached the link S6, connl'Cti~ it with the elbow-lever 
S7 ; theend of the other arm of this leyer 11 ~clin~ for thelur
poae of unlocking the plate R*, and 11 provided ~th a ~u-1 .on 
Which is a latch S8 the tail of which comes ID contact with the meline 
on the elbow-lev~r S7, when it is in the position shown in dotted 
lines in fig. s ; and as the wheel R revol vea, t~e l~tch becomes diaer;i
~ from the opening between the two projections cast on the aa1d 
wheel, at which time the cam-shaft Q, ceaaea to revolve. When 
the stopping-bar SI has been pushed back, it depreaaea the lever 
S9 and liberates the lever SS from behind the projection on the 
le:er S9, when the spring 40 will pull the elbow-lever S7 into th;e 
position shown in dotted lines. To the blocks h, a Bmall abaft 18 

attached on which are two levers, 1Uapending by links a 11late of 
metal ai:nilar to a blank card-plate, except that the holes fur 
the guide-pins are cut at the bottom edge. At eac~ end o_f t~e 
1&me ahaft is a lever-handle, held up or down by. a 11de-1pnng m 
the ordinary way. The use of this apparatus 11 as follows:
Should it be required to atop the machine before the plate .is 
finished, by raising the lever .here referred to, the blank 11late will 
come in front of the roller, and will act the part of a blank Jacquard 
plate, and stop the machine. • 

Having now described the principal parts of the machine, we 
ahllll proceed to explain the manne.r of ita worki~. The plate to 
be punched having been placed in the traveramg-frame, on the 
aides U and V is then puahed forward. In its progress, the first 
pin of the &eri~ iS, .Paa&eB under the inclined end of the rack I 7, 
until the first notch ID the rack falla upon the pi!'. .The driving
atrap being now on the fast pulley K, the machlDe 18 set to .work 
by pulling down the handle 4.2, keyed on the shaft S4., until t~e 
lever SS ia latched by the click-lever S9 ; the elbow-lever S7 18 

then, by the spiral-apnng 40, brought into the position shown in 
ig. s. The l&tch S8 being now liberated, will, by the action of 
the spring 4.I, (see fig. I ) drop into the not~ in the wheel R, the 
irat time it comes round • the cam-abaft Q will now revolve at the 
111111e BJ)t!ed aa the shaft F, and the Jacquard-roller f, will be 
drawn 'back and made to perform one-aixth of a revolution on it1 
centres· after which it will be advanced, and the first card of the 
aeries will remove those selecting-bars for which there are no holes 
in the Jacquard plate; the other selecting-bars will remain over 
their respective rams P, which will then force down the punches 
darough the plate, by the descent of the depreaaor T. A li~tle 
before the punches have gone through the pl&te under operation, 
the levers o, are made ~ pre&1 upon it, and are h~d t~ere :while 
the p1111Ches are being wtthdrawn oy the bar •• wh1~h naea &llllul
taneoualy with the depreaaor T, during one-half of 1ta ascent. 
· Whilst the depr8880r is continuing its ascent and descent 
through the other half of the stroke, the roller f recedes, and 
draws with it the bar m, which brings all the selectors again over 
the punch-ramaP. The r_ollerJ; while rece~g,hav~ngperformed 
anotlier sixth of a revolution, will, on advancmg, bnng anothm: of 
the Jacquard plates against the selectors, and the 01Jerat1on 
will be repeated until all the holes are punched in the plate under 
operation. 

r,.. Y..Z..-Kr. Powln of North Sbieldt, 111ggeet1 tbe following lm
pro't'emtnta 11 tbe couklction of iron 't'8"8l1, by forming the keel Al!d 
keJ1on of plate or bar-iron in one or two breadths, from I l to 2i lncbn ia 

tblckneill, and from 20 to 24 i.DCbea deep, and tben to form the lloon of 
ugle-lron In nro lengtba, and turn tbe endt of' eaeb np tbe aide of tbe ke~1, 
and oonned them topiber by rim1 throngb tbe kelaon from lide to 11d1. 
Tbe lloor platee Ibo to be in two lengtb1, wbit!h being riYelted to tbe loon, 
U.. two lidea of the abip wW be co1nectecl together. 

CAND.IDUS'S NOTE-BOOK, 
FASCICULUS LXXXIV. 

" l mlllt bue llbnty 
Withal, u la ... a charter u the wlDU. 
To blow on wllom l ,.._,., 

I. In that very amusing, but alovenly and in parts rather dill 
congeries of gossip, entitled "Nolleken11 and his Times," M111t1t111 
Smith speaks of a certain " Aam pollN«n" of BOme of the teonc 

fra.gmenU of Ute antiqu in thu ltingdqm. who employs a mere muon 
to put them together, and is perfectly aati11fied though a riirht 
foot has been moat ingenioualy placed upon a left leg I" Who 
the "happy p088ellll0r• alluded to was, I know not, but I do know 
that, mutatu mutandu, the satire applie, aa forcibly, or in general 
far more forcibly, to the stupid, and tuteleaa, and bungling, botch
inga-u_p of architectural odds and end&--whether antique or -
dill!vaI, claaical or eccleaiutical-into a design intended to p888 u 
an unexceptionable 1pecimen of the particular style which 18 pru
feaaedly imitated, but generally caricatured more or 1816 when IO 

treated,~ndum artem, but centrary to all arti1tio principle, 
and not unfrequently contrary to meaning and purpose alao. Would 
that in architecture no greater blunders were ever commiUed thu 
that of sticking "a right foot on a left leg;-in which cue the arlid 
might fairly have excuaed hin18elf by swearing point blank that it 
was nut the right foot.-Our being imitaton at the preaent day 
might be forgiven; but we are not BO much imitators, aa mere 
copyi.IU, incapable of entering into the spirit or. meaning of 0111 

modela,-which are to us little better than blind guides, aimply 
because we ouraelves follow them blindl)', and without the leaat 
regard to widely-altered circumstances. What more may, under 
present circumstances, be made of a style, ia what we never con
aider. Yet if we really studied our models, we should find-at 
least, in all thoae moat deserving of being studied-every part well 
motitlt-d and adapted to the expreaa occasion. How far we in that 
respect imitate those who have gone before us, I leave it to tbe imf artial reader to determine for himself. 

I. In his abov~mentioned book, Smith is pleased to aay : "Men 
of true taste visit a mansion only uyon the report of its statues, b~ 
and J.licturea. The architecture o a houae unadorned b_y such pro
duct10DB of art, would not induce the general traveller to drive 
twentr miles out of his road, nor even five. How few allurements, 
indeed, would the Marquis of Lanadown'a, Lord Pembroke's. Lord 
Egremont"s, Lord Farnborough'a,.Sir Abraham Hume's, Mr. Peers, 
(now Sir Robert}, and many other noble manaioDB have, if totally 
destitute of their fine collectioDB of statues and pictures r -No 
doubt such would be the case, but why ?-first, becauae there ii 
nothiq whatever of architectural interest in the "noble manaiom" 
the1Jl881ves; and, aecondly, becauae if there were. yolll' "general 
travellen" have very little, if any taste at all for architecture. 
I W1l8 the other day in a houae here In town,-one that I may 
fairly call an" architectural house,· which although totally .. desti
tute of pictures and statues," with the exception of a ~ 
by Lough, over a chimnl!y-piece in one of the rooms, is in iteelf all 
pictu,,_as ll'lperior to Peel's as a pine-apple ia to a pippin. For 
my own part, whenever I go over a houae for the first time I have 
neither eyes nor thought-nor if I had, I have not time-for any
thing but the architecture itaelf. As to pictures and 11tatuea, any 
dowdy houae may be bedizened out witli them, and Btill be, aa a 
houae, as dowdy aa ever,-a perfect cluster of C's : very convenient, 
very comfortable, very commodious, very correct, very COf'Mlle-iJ... 
faut and very (moat of all) common-place. 

III. In his anecdotes relative to CoBW'ay, NollekeDB' biographer 
aaya that, after quitting Pall-Mall, "he (Coaway) fitted Uf bia ne• 
residence (No. iO, Stratford-place) in so picturesque, and mdeed eo 
princely a style, that I regret drawings were not made of the general 
appearance of each apartment ; for mant of the room1 were more 
Inc:e scenes of enchantment pencilled ya poet's fancy than any 
thing, perhaps, before displayed in a domestic habitation." If suc~ 
really was the case, they certainly were worthy of being delineated; 
ye& we may be allowed to entertain BOme miagivinga-firat, became 
1111ch a character of the hou&e partakes too much of the " g~r 
might" ofBOme of George Robina's advertisement.; and, eecondJy, 
nothing is said to corroborate it1 or to give us any idea whatever 
of those "scenes of enchantment,• notwithstanding that the writer 
could at leut have dooe that,-have apoken of" the general appear-
ance of each apartment,• and have BO far rescued them from com
plete oblivion. Inatead of which, he merely goes on to astound ur 
by enumerating aome _of the costly articlet of furniture and wrlt 
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which were di&played ·in the habitation of that once fuhionable 
and now forgotten painter :-to wit, " ancient chaira, couchea, and 
conversation Btoola, elaborately carved and gilt, and covered with 
the moat coBtlf Genoa velvets ; escritoires of ebony inlaid with 
mother-of-pear ; rich caskets for antique gems exquisitely en
amelled, and adorned with onyxea, opala, rubiea, and emeralds (!). 
Then were also cabinets of ivory, curiously wrought; mOBaJc 
tablea Bet with jasper, blood-stone, and lapis-luuli." Suffice it to 
aay, that there were besidea, &JDong a variety of other thinga, 
"ID&Blrive mwical clocka, ottomans superbly damasked{ Persian 
carpets, chimney-pieces carved by Banka, bronzes, modes in wu: 
and terracotta, crystal cups adorned with the York and LancaBter 
l'09", &c. &c." To meet with such prodigal sumptuousness in the 
house of a painter must have been astonishing enough-almost 
incredible wllen contrasted with the scrubby, though never scrubbed, 
dog-hole rooms in which old "Nollyn and his amiable spouse 
l1riwd so well ; or the wretched, but richly cobwebbed, garret in 
which Barrr. entertained Burke with a beef-steak and a pot of 
porter.--Still, I am quite at a 1088 to make out, from all that ~mith 
88YS of Cosway's house, aught that warrants the expression of the 
rooms being so many 8Cenu of enchantment, there being not a 
syllable even with regard to any of their decorations, or to indicate 
any particular fancy, or reche1'che taste, or well-studied effects in 
the rooms them11elves. Sumptuou11 furniture and almost pricele&8 
wo_rks of art may be put into a very common-plac9 room ; but in 
Bflch case, the latter is merely the receptacle of the other objects,
nripped of which, it would not be worth looking at; where.-in 
a first-rate mansion, at least--every part of it, except the entirely 
private and domestic rooms, should be laid out with studied regard 
to e!'ect, and to variety of eft'ecte--witlwut, however, departing from 
eonn.tency as to general character. Each apartment should be 
iteelf a picture,-strikingly beautiful in itself, charming, captivat
m,, belore it receives its finishing touches in the way of furniiure 
and other acceesories. At present, as the?. are left by architecta, 
rooma (even those in the best hou&etl) are bttle beUer than blanks, 
-large four-sided boxes for the cabinet-maker and upholsterer to 
fill; in doing which, they may chance to empty your purse before 
you are aware of it,~r if they do not actually do that, they are 
I ikely to disgrace your taste by crammi~ your room• with a medley 
of ill-8880rted articlea, agreeing only ID being all alike very ex
peMive ones. 

IV. In anecdotir:ing BOme of the former residents in St, 
Martin's-lane Smith notices No. 60, as the houMI once occupied 
by Ch1ppend;Je, " the most famous upholsterer and cabinet-maker 
of his day, to whose folio work on household furniture the trade 
formerly made com1tant reference. It contains, in many instancea, 
Bpecimens of the style of furniture so much in vogue in France in 
the reign of Louis XIV, but which, for many years past, has been 
diseontinned in England. However,n-1 entreat my reader to 
mark thi-" as most fashions come round again, I should not 
wonder, notwithstanding the beautifully classic change brought in 
by Thomas Hope, Esq., if we were to see the unmeaning scroll 
and shell-work with which the furniture of Louis' reign was so 
profusely encumbered, revive ; when Chippendale'• book will 
again be BOught after with redoubled avidity, and as mnny of the 
copies must have been sold as vxuu-paper, the few remaining will 
probably bear a high price." Smith's apprehension is already to a 
considerable eztent verified ; and that same Louis Quatorze taste, 
which, although dignified by such title, is essentialfy both puerile 
and barbaroua, corrupt and unprinciple&-quite contrary to every 
sound principle of sound art, seems to be now spreading through 
all branches of decorative design and ornamental manufactures; 
some recent specimens of which, though cried up by those who 
profe111ing to guide public taste ought to know better, are chie11y 
remarkable not for elegance or beauty of form and combination 
in any respect, but rather for quite the reverse, and for what has 
been quaintly termed "tM depramty of elegance;• which singular 
perversity of taste id the more unaccountable, as well as lament
able, now that we have Govemment Schools of Design. Really, 
if such institutions produce no better fruits than the specimens 
alluded to, the sooner they are broken up altogether, the better. 
The instruction there given, no more qualifies for producing ar
tistic design, than learning to read and write qualify for a literary 
career. Were things left to take their natural and healthy 
coune, very few except those who really possessed talent-or 
what is next to it1 a decided relish for art-wowd think of applying 
to it. Where talent really exists, such institutions are no doubt 
highly beneficial, by enabling it to develope itself; but then, on 
the other hand, they are mischievou11, inasmuch as they tum out 
upon the world a great many more who are quite ts.Jentlesa, though 
fUrnithed with a certain degree of manual proficiency ; and u 

euch talentless creaturee "mult live," and cannot poB&ibly be in
terdicted from eurcising pro maJo publioo whai they are pleased to 
call their" ts.Jentt the ultimate injury to art and to public taste i11 
greater than the benefit. I remember a {'riggish young Oxford 
student boasting in company of the many enunent men who had beea 
educated in hia college, when he was cut short by BOme one calling 
out to him-" But you don't sar a word of the thousands and tens 
of thousands of blockheads which it has alBO turned out," adding, 
aotto ooce, " and I take you to be one of them." 

V. In a letter on the subject of the the Architectural Publica
tion Society, a correspondent of the ..4tlienalum says, after quoting 
what is stated in that Society's pro11pectus, as to the paucity of 
architectural works in this country: " S11rely the thumb-screw 
must have been applied to utort this confesaion i- When a 
remark to the same effect-that ia, animadverting upon the 
paucity of English architectural publications, was made some short 
time ago in the Wutmimter .Retneto, a gentleman who now figures 
among the " Promoters" of the above-mentioned Society, thought 
proper to contradict it publicly at one of the meetings of the 
Institute; nevertheless, what was then deemed an injurious 
calumny, i11 now µroclaimed to be the fact. Indeed, it ia wonder
ful that any one should have had sufficient hardihood to dispute 
it. For a certain cl888 of architectural books, there has been,a 
considerable demand and corret1ponding degree of supply, of la'e 
years; but they are merely elementary: onea, and besidea, almOllt 
exclusively confined to the Gothic style and to ecclesiastical ar
chitecture. Even graphic publications, such aa thoee by Haghe, 
J. Nash. Richardson, and otbera, have been entirely medieval-t 
least, o( the "olden times" in subjects, and some of them altoge
ther continental in their subjects also. We JIOl8eB8 no eatiafactory 
illustrations of contemporary En~lish buildings, either in collee
tions containing examples by different architecta, or in worke 
brought out by the respective architects themselvea. Sir Jeffrey 
Wyatville's "WindBOr Castle,• is the last and almost the only 
English publication of the kind that has appeared in the prllllellt 
century ; and that was by no means BO satisfactory and interesting 
aa it might have been, it doing only half its work, owing to the 
entire omiaion of sections, notwithstanding that they were indU.
pensabl7 requisite for much important information that is not to 
be obtained at all, except by means of such drawings. 'fo wha$
ever it may be ascribed, this falling-off in architectural publica
tions is all the more surprising, when we consider how very much 
has "been done in architecture during the last thirty years. Some 
few years ago, Mr. Weale, as will very well be recollected, made an 
offer to the Institute to bring out annually a volume of deaigns of 
the best buildings uecuted by living architects; but instead of 
such liberal oll'er being thankfully accepted, it waa rejected not only 
once, but twice-for some time after the first rejection, it was re
peated, and rejected moreover in the most sulky and ungracioµa 
manner. Yet now, these same people-for many, if not most of 
the "Promoters" belong to the Institute-come forward and whine 
out, that in architectural publications we are far behind all our 
continental neighboura, and "our deficiencies are very great, aa 
a comparison of catalogues will show" ! It would seem, then1 that 
BOmething like shame is at length felt. Let it be dilguised u ii 
may, the fact is, architectural work1 of a higher cl8ss ( conse
quently expensive ones), similar to those which have appeared on 
the continent during the last thirty or forty yeara, are not 
llaleable-that ia, do not obtain a remunerating sale. There is 
no encouragement for bringing them out; wherefore1 all enter
prise of ihe kind i1 checked by certainty of loss. Tnere are no 
publishers of them, for a plain and unan1werable reason-vis., 
there are no purchasers of them. It is not indeed to be suppOBed, 
that every copy would remain unsold, but the purchasers are 
so exceedingly few, that works of the kind could not be pro
vided for them, exce.Pt by putting an enormous price upon the 
books. Whr all th11 should be the case, it i1 more easy to 
gue88 than 1t would be flattering to say. According to all ap
pearances, the demand for them ought to be far greater than ever. 
The architectural profe&1ion bas surprisingly incr8ased in numben; 
then we have a Royal and chartered Institute, which of course 
exerts itself most laudably in promoting and diffusing on all sidea 
a taBte for architectural studies; ihen, again, we have a Fine Art 
Commission, under whose cognizance architecture comes very pro
minently forward--pity, let me observe, par parenthe'!1 that said 
Commission did not take under their cognizance alBO Mr. Blore's 
additions to Buckingham Palace !-and as the Commissioners 
are selected from the ari.Btocratic classes, the very natural .Presump
tion ia, that Architectwe, as well as the other Fine Arts, 1s studied 
among our ariltocracy and the higher rank• of society. We have 
~ on matten of art, architecture included; mm, archif:ee-
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t\\ral BOOietiet ahnoat ·innumerable ;-nevertheless and notwith
llbnding all theee favourahle symptoms, architectural study-t 
any rate, architectural fUblishing, ill DOW at the lo11t'est ebb. Yet, 
hndly is it because Wl' m this country are so poor that we cannot 
al'ord to indulge in thMe book-luxuries., whicih our certainly not 
•ealthier continental neighhours do.. The plain truth is, that 
ootwithlltending all our present chattering about art, we know 
nothing about it, and care leu :-now, if auy one calls that a bull, 
I returil the compliment, by calling him a great calf. 
· · VI. If architectural works, corresponding in character with 
thoee which used at one time to be pul>lished in thi1 country, and 
which up to the present time have continued to be brought out 
upon the continent, are no longer engaged in by us, it i1 to be at
tributed, some will perhaps say, to their being supplied to us b7 
the continent itself. That ~uch publications as th08e of Schinkel, 
Kleuze, Girtner, Famin, Gauthier, Letarouilly, Cicognara, Canina, 
C-1na, Diedo, Runge, Gladbach, Tietz, Joly (Chambre de1 
Deputes), Calliat, (Hotel de Ville de Paris), and a great many 
others, are known here, there can be no doubt. One or two of 
them are lltock-books with English booksellers. Yet, whether 
diey have been imported to such enent as to re11cler all home
production of the same sort quite unnecessary, may very well be 
iioubtetl. Granting, however, 1uch to be the fact, the consequence 
le, the continent gets nothing of a similar kind from us in return ; 
•herefore, foreign architects, who would probably be benefitted by 
Mme exchange of ideas with us, are left to suppote that English 
ones produce nothing worthy of being shown, or that will bear the 
teat of examination when fully ei:poeed by being delineated in all its 
parts. We can very well dord, it may be said, to let other 
eoantriee entertain whatever opinions they please of ns, in the 
ma\ter of architecture and art. Very true; why, then, are some 
among us so sore, so piqued, and so touchy, whenever it haprns 
to be intimated that we lag far behind foreigners in regar to 
architectural publishing, "as any comparison of catalogues will 
shown - con(easion now paraded before the public with the con
sent and under the auspices of several of our leading architecta ? 
If we have acted right of late years in entirely abstaining from 
producing architectural publications that might proudly rank with 
Uie best foreign ones of the kind, there is nothing at all to be 
angry or to blush at, whenever as much is stated. Rather ought 
we to congratulate ourselves upon our superior prudence and 
tliscreti.on. Why should "any comparison of catalogues• disturb 
us, or discompose the serenity of our tempers ? On the other 
:band, if it be now considered desirable to show rivalry with the 
continent, in respect of architectural publications, what is con
templated by the "Architectural Publication Society• will go but 
a Tery little way indeed towards accomplishing such object. 

VII. It might very naturally be imagined that architecture is 
pretty generally studied by our higher and middling classes, and 
that there would accordingly be a considerable and constant de
mand for books relating to it, it being from those claase1 that 
those who sit in committee and in ju~ent upon designs sent in 
lit competitions are selected, or else efect themselvee. They are 
•f course all " highly respectable .. and "honourable· persons, and 
so forth; yet that avails nothing, if they posseu not at the same 
time some intelligence of architecture itse1f, which certainly does 
not come all at once by intuition, just when there happens to be 
occasion for exercising it, nor is it to be acquired W'lthout con
siderable study and application. Pollllibly, it may be that those 
who enter committees of the kind are 10 exceedingly ignorant, 
as not to be at all aw/U'e of the responsibility they take upon 
themselves., or their own utter unfitness for the office they &BBume. 
The consequence is, that although by undertaking it they are dig
nified-t least, fancy themselves to be s~ is damned. Ac
cording to the present precious system of managing such matters, 
the sending in a carefully-studied design is no better than casting 
pearls before swine. A production of the kind elicits nothing 
better than a grunt, and the decision is made in favour of swill 
and Sansovino. Now, if gentlemen like to call for a bottle of 
genuine old San80vino, they are welcome to do so;, but it is, as my 
Lord Liverpool would have said, "really too bad ' to cause other 
people to send in a hundred samples of various sorts, when the 
nid Sansovino alone wu wanted. Alas I for both the noru and the 
honour of the Army and N avy,-t least, for those of the Army and 
Navy Club, who, after taxing in no ordinary deirree (owing to the 
limited space of the first sight) the ingenuity of between sixty and 
seventy architects, decided in favour of a prosaic all'air vamped-up 
after Sansovino. That busy-body prig, Count d'Orsay, deserves 
to be well ducked in a 'One-pond, for leading the Army and Navy 
-our British Arm Tc and Navy, or their Club at least-by the nose. 
Rather ought the ' club • to have Mell 80 wielded u to bock his 

Counteliip tlown, and eend him to grope ill tlte u'JU el hlf cm
combical conceit. HoweTer, if .English architects like to lie 
kicked by French counts, without attempting to reeent it, 1JO lie 
!t. They may be both kicked and spit upon for aught that I can, 
if they are too cowardly to protect themaelvea. 

VIII. In what he uys of the Royal Exchange, the writer iD tM 
current number of the " Jl'utmiader.. makes no objection to 
that edifice being 80 greatly diafignred. by the shop1. It ia alto 
eomewhat strange, th&t while he so vehemently condemna the 
e.xoeas to which decoration has been carried at the Homes of Par
liament, he i1 quite silent with regard to what perBDna lae crilical 
will be likely to consider the greatest fault of all-namelr,, the 
enormous collt IO incurred. Mr. Hume's words, when he 111Ud (in 
18S6) he firmly believed that the expense of Mr. Barry'• plan 
would be double the estimate, have already been verified. Mr. 
Mackinnon went even further, and declared that "T11ro Milliom 
will not cover the expense. N Let us then "firmly beliere• tha' 
Three .Millions will do BO. 

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY. 
(TBIBD NOTJOE.) 

Owing to the Exhibition's terminating this season somewhat 
earlier than usual, and to our not knowing that it wu about to 
close until just a day or two before, when we were prevented from 
re-visiting it, we must now trust to our memory and a few aligh& 
notee preTioualy taken down by us, for such further account aa our 
readers must now be content with. or the one hundred and mty 
drawings in the Architectur1l Room, forty-aix may very well be 
said to have "no bWlinl!BI .. there, they being not original archi~ 
tural ?.roduction&-not designs and compositions by the ~vs 
exhibitors, but merely views and other portraitures of diiferent 
buildings, or bite of buildingl. Now, in our opinion, subjecu of 
that kind are at the best 110mewhat out of place m an architectural 
exhibition, if only because an annual exhibition is, unleae otherwise 
expreued expected to silo"' us the performances of contemporary 
tafent. Were the Architectural Room three or four times larger 
than it is,-or, what would be better still, were there two aufficienily 
spacious rooma, one of which might be set aJ.'8"' for what is. mere 
architectural portraiture there would be no objection to produetion1 
of the latter description being admitted, provided they were worthy 
of being so, either on account of intrinsic interest or freshness of 
subject, or superior ability and charm as regards artilltic execution. 
Unfortunately, the reverse of this is the case: buildinga that have 
become quite hackney and stale (having been shown again and 
again both in book-engravings and drawings, and al118 in oopie11 
from them, till we alm011t sicken at the bare mention of their namea) 
are allowed to find admission at the Academy, in hundreth-edition 
representations of them. And not only are such thingl admitted, 
while original architectural productions are turned away, but many 
of the~nd perhaps some of the stalest or else mollt trivial in 
subject, are -al.lowed to occupy better places than drawings which 
sllow us, or rather would show u1 what we have not before seen, 
were they not hung where they cannot be seen themselves. As we 
have already observed, this is the unhappy case of No. 1051.S, the 
new Coll'ee Room ofthe Carlton Club-house; while, as if on purpote 
to render that case a still more scandalous one several large fraiaes, 
which contain only verr uninterellting views of architectural ruim., 
are placed very conspicuously nearly upon the "liM: Had No. 
109.S been diHerently described-had it passed, as it very fairly 
might have done, under the name of Mr Sydney Smirke, with the 
information that the encauat.ic embellishments were by Mr. Sang, 
it would, we suspect, have been very diHerently treated. We"7 lei 
us hope that it will be admitted again next season, for it certainlt 
cannot be rejected as having been "already publicly exhibited, 
unleas being P.ublic!J put out of sight is just the same as being 
"publicly exhibited. The hangw• &eem to think that they are a& 
liberty to do just as they please in the Architectural Room, and 
commit all sorts of absurdities there without incurring the slightest 
censure. They know well enough that the architectural drawings are 
never spoken of by the newspapers press; the hangmen., however, 
are merely the executioners: they are not responsible {or judicial 
blunders and want of judgment m the judgu themselves., who not 
content with condemning this year many meritorious architectural 
performances, by rejecting them, have, by admitting them aipified 
their approbation of a great many others which, whatever llODle 
among them may be as drawings, are below mediocrity as desiglla. 
If it be the policy of the Academy to bring architecture-that ii, 
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architectural drawing&, into still f'urther ditoredlt ·and disf'aYOUr 
with the public., 88 a step toward& such works being excluded. alt<r 
gether, after its being voted to be'beneath the dignity el a Royal 
Academy to admit them into its exhibitiou, much u we may 
admire the aetutene811 of such policy, "e must reprobate its trea
cberowmea 

Tcrbegin-as ft la now high time for us to do, our notices of sucll 
drawings a.a we can now speak to, we will first of -all mention thoee 
which belong to what is invariably the most scanty, though anuredly 
not the least interesting or least important clase of subjects, we 
mean Interiors. One of them, whose title excites curioaity the 
most, iB, u bu already been stated, put quite out of sight. The 
next, No. 1117, "The Drawing Room and Corridor of the Army 
and Navy Club-hou&e; Mul1'B. Al/om and CTOB•, fares very little 
better, it consisting of two small drawings in the BBme frame, 
whieh being only llightly tinted in sepia, and hung up considerably 
above the eye, lll'e hardly observable.* Of these two subjects we 
prefer the " Corridor" one, u manifesting, besides taste and con
siderable novelty alao, more judgment with regard to due radation 
of effect than the usual mitJtakenly ambitious practice o making 
the approach to the apartments in a club-house or private mansion 
far more impreBBive and important-architecturally speaking-than 
the rooms themaelves,-pompous prefaces to what ie, if not actually 
paltry, more or leBB common-place. We question whether the 
actual Club-house now in progress will be able to show anything_ half 
BO full ofdect--.o scenic., yet not at all extravagantly or forcedly110, 
but rather quite the revel'll&-88 this portion of MeBBrs. A. and C.'s 
design would have been. At the same time, we think there was 
more than one other design offered that wu upon the whole still 
better than theirs. However, the Club, or perh:ips the Count
the Hercules who wields that club, and against whom all the argu
ments of criticism count for nothing, bu decided differently. We 
find that we have _passed over in its numerical order, an 10terior 
placed co11Bpicuously enough, therefore not at all likely to be 
puaed by unnoticed on the wall. viz., No. 104-, "Desip for the 
Interior of a Room, decol'Bted with Illustrations of the Coldstream 
Guarda," H. ShalD. This design is about 88 odd 88 its title iB oddly 
worded. The drawing is a large and pains-takingly laboured one; 
the "interior" of the room shows what is meant for 11orid Tudor 
Gothic in all its 1loridne1111, in which ftags and heraldic embellish
ments bear a prominent part; still it is not bl. any means to our 
taste, and we therefore co11Bign it over to the 'illustrated" if not 
illWitrious Coldstream Guarda, for their eRpecial admiration. As 
No. 1299, "Drawing of an Ancient State Pall belonging to the 
Company of Fishmongers," is by the BBme exhibitor, it may pro
perly enough come in for notice immediately after the preceding. 
Its title shows it to be an exceedingly antiquarian afFair-far more 
antiquarian than at all lll'chitecturaI. It iB, in fact, little more 
than a highly-laboured drawing of a more curiou11 than tasteful 
needle-work relic. What business it has to be here in one of the 
very best situationa, we do not understand; on the contrary, 
marvel much at finding it here at all, knowing, 88 we happen to do, 
aome of the architectual daignB which were turned away in order 
to make way for such a very old-ladyi8h affair aa this. Perhaps it 
took the fancy of the old ladies in the Academy. 

No. liOO, "Entrance Hall and Staircase of the British Mu
seum," as decorated by L. W. Collman, iB a large and most capti
vating drawin~, and strange perhaps to say tolerably well
placed. As to its subject, it is not so acceptable ae one less known 
would have been, the Museum beinl? freely open to every one ; and 
ao far we could wish that Mr. C. s drawing had changed places 
with Mr. Sang'a,-the interiors of club-houses being not made of 
"penetrable stuff'," but their beauties as carefully secluded from 
gaze profane and critic's eye, RB are those of an eastern harem. 
lo itself, the Museum staircase is not farticularly striking--11trik
ing only by comparison with the plamneas and barene&B of the 
other parts of the building-the King's Library alone excepted. 
Faithful, too, as i11 Mr. C.'s representation, it is a ftattering one, 
because of the hall itself it shows nothing more than what serves 
u fore-ground to the staircase, which is seen directly in front. 
All disturbing circumstances-all that detracts from or interferes 
with the scenic effect, as the staircase is thus shown, is kept out 
of sight. You are at liberty to fancy that it displays itself thus 
on first entering, or that if not at one extremity of the hall, it 
comes in at leallt at the centre o( one aide of it.-No. 1224 gh-es 
another staircase--viz., that at "neaumanor Park, Leicestershire," 
W. RaUUm; in favour of which very little can be said, either as 
regards the design itself, or the manner in which the view is 
taken. The style adopted is the heavy, cumbrous Elizabethan, 
wboae quaint carved-work is far more costly than elegant, although 

• Al11aoqll ~ Eslllblllo11 la dOHd, we 1peall u 11111&1 Ill ~ prweat leue. 

it coat.· an architect-not.bing-no stady or thought, if he be content 
merely to copy without studP.ntr how to refine upon such style, 
ani bring it into keeping with.modern taate and notions as dis
p,layed in all respects throughout a modern reaidence.~o. 1288: 
' Design for an Entrance Saloon, adapted to the EngUllk climate, 
W. Papv!Orlli, puzzles ua exceedingly. In what particwar respect it 
i1 more adapted to our climate than any other room, we are unable 
to gti818; unless it be that its exceBBive. gaudioe111 and 1lutter of 
colours ia intended to counteract the chilling in11uence of an 
Engliah sky. Nor is the architecture at all better than the taste 
shown in embellishment as re~ard1 colour, The room bu the lo<lk 
of a tawdry tavern " saloon.' 

We have got to the end of" Interiors," for we do not compre
hend under that designation those of churches, both old and new ; 
the former of which are of course mere views, not the designs or 
those who here exhibit them ; while the latter, which might else 
be made to afford 801lle exercise for inventiYe power and imagina
tion, are, thanks to our modern ecclesiologillta, their pedantry 
and their prudery, strictly bound to imitate, and 88 far ae/oBBible 
fBCBimilize, the old ones ;-wherefore, to ecclesiologists an to Mr. 
Urban, we leave them. The only design of that c.1888 which 
struck us at the time, or which we can now call to mind with llfty 
diatinctnesa. is 1183, "Highbury New Church, now erecti~" by 
T. A.llom. That this iB a very charming drawing-one di1tinr11ahed 
by its artistic treatment, we hardlr need say, its authors name 
being a sufficient guarantee for 1uch merit; but it bu also great 
merit in other respects. The architecture itself is treated artiati
cally ;-all the spirit and better qualities of the style-Gothic or 
medimval, a& now matter of course, are preaerved. '!'he view 
here given of the church iB, however, 80 exceedingly picturesque 
and epUodical, that we cannot judge from it what the atructure ia or 
will be, upon the whole. Having mentioned this subject, we may 
be allowed to turn at once to another and quite dift'erent one, by 
the same architect-viz., No. 12i9: " Continuation of a Design 
for Improving the Property on the Banks of thfl Thames, &c.'' 
This we take to be altogetlser "a CBBtle in the air" -too gigantic 
a scheme; not, indeed, an impracticable one, but one which hu not 
the slightest chance of being realised, or even serioualy thought 
of at all in our time, or Mr. Allom's. When he conceived it and 
W88 at work upon his drawing, Louis Philippe waa upon his throne: 
that Louis iB so no lonerer; neither is Ludwig. Tempora mutan
tur; all Europe baa received a shock-but we are getting pro'Y· 
To '!Peak more architecturally and critically, we may observe, that 
for ' improving property on the banks of the Thames," we mould 
read " on the n&rlA bank of the Thames,• because., like every other 
which h88 had a similar object in view, Mr. Allom's scheme pro
vides no improvement whatever for the 10uth or opposite bank of 
the river, tile meannees and deformitiea of whose buildings would 
become more offensive than ever, were they to be confronted by, 
and looked at from terraces and quays on the north side, flanked 
by 1Ucb fafades u are represented in this de11ign. 

There is more than one good drawing- and ¥ery fair deeign for 
houses in the Elizabethan style-shall ~e ever get to a Victorian 
style ?-which we are unable now to particularise, out among which, 
if our memory deceives us not, u for reBBOn e11:plained it may 
do-is No. 11161 "A Houae now erecting at Southend, Sydenham," 
H. E. Coz and E. Goodtlnn. There iB another drawing apparently 
by the ume hand, but of a design by· a different exhibitor, though 
in the same style, and eimilar also in many other respects; yet 
which it is we cannot undertake to say, the pencil notes in our 
marked catalogue being nearly effaced. To confese the truth we 
must now hurry on to FiniB, and content ourselve& with merely 
naming some of the few things that deserve to be rescued from the 
imputation of dulness and mediocrity, or even worse, with which 
the architectural part ofthis year's Exhibition is chargeable.-No. 
1112, "The Stoke Station, now erecting -from the designs, and 
under the suJ'erintendence of H. A. Hunt," G. Buckler, ha.a con
siderable merit in parta, but is very unequal, and therefore un88t,i11-
factory aa a whole. Here again the style iB Elizabethan; and did 
the drawing represent a bond fide production and monument of that 
age, it would be interesting enough; but u a design at the present 
day, it partakes too stron$'1Y of the fidelity of the Chinese tailor 
who copied all the holes m the coat which wu sent to him u a 
f.attern of an English one. Considerable praise is due to No. 1211, 
'Court-yard of a Gentleman's Farm-house\. lately erected t and No. 

12iS, " Design for a Chapel at Edmonton, both by F. W. Ordi8h; 
also to No. 1270, "Additions to Frankleigh House, Wilts," H. 
Clutton. Although there iB too much of the aforesaid Chinen 
tailor in it, we confeSB to relishing Mr. Harkwick's design for a 
"House about to be erected at Aldermuton, Berka," No. 1217. 
Pity that it i11 of-the "olden time" and not of our own; for if wa 
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continue to go on thus, the nineteenth century will be positively a 
blank in the history of architecture, and, unlike that of Elizabeth, 
the reign of Victoria an absolute nullity. With No. liOl, "New 
Buildings in the Temple," S. S'tflirke, we are by no means so well 
satisfied. Not only are they more continental than Engliiih in 
physiognomy, but they do not· at all accord with any thing near 
them; on tlie contrarv, are quite a patch stuck upon that range 
of buildings which they are intended to carry on and complete. 
While others are efl'acing and defacing Soane's works, Mr. Smirke 
seems to be anxious to undo or else go quite counter to Sir Robert's 
doings. 

01" TRIGONOMETRICAL FORMULlE FOR FINDING 
THE LEVEL OF TWO DISTANT OBJECTS. 

By R. G. CL..t.BK, C.E. 

The object of this communication ie to exhibit some simple for
mule, that may at one operation serve to determine the levels of 
distant objects with respect to the station from which the angles 
are taken. The subject may be considered thus: we have on a 
v.ertical plane H ADB, the given angles HA C, HAD, from HA 
tbe eensible horizon, and the given height C D, to determine the 
level of D at the base with respect to B, the base of the station A. 
(.w fig. 1.) 

There are two cases : first, when the vertex A of the station is 
above the level of the summit of the object CD; and, secondly, 
when the vertex A is below the level of C. 

1st. Let the given angle of depression HA C = B; also the angle 
ff A D = e; the given height of the object C D = h ; and H D = 11• 

Then by the triangle CA D we have 

sin ( •- /J) : h : : sin ( 90" - •) or cos 8 : -}-(c:°'......!. ) = A C. 
8ln v-B 

By the right-angled triangle A H C, we have 

sin/J :11-h:: 1: !1.-h=AC. 
SID B 

H. ----==:-----
Cl-------~---

Plr. l. 

· Equating the above values of AC, 
Ii.cost 11-h 

(e sin-/J) = sin /J • 
Therefore, h. cos 8. sin B = (11-h) • sin ( e - /J) 

. = (y-h) (sine. cos /J- COB e. sin /J) 
=: !I. sm 8. cos B-11 cos 8. Bin /J-h. sin 8. COB fJ + 1'. cos I. 
SID B ; by transpoeing, 11( sin 8 • COB /J- COB 8 • sin ") = h • sin •• 
COB /J ................................... , •• , ..................................... (1.) 

h. sins. cos/J 
Hence !I= --sfu-(e-tJ), or 11 = h. sin 8. cos B. cosec. (1-B) (SI) 

Di vi ding each side of ( 1) by sin e. cos 8, we have 
h 1 

11 = 1 cot .. tan ; but tan B = -- ; therefore, 
- v. /J cot ,e 

h.cot/J 
!I = cot /J- cott ........................ {S.) 

The formula (2) may be adapted for logarithmic computat'o 
thu&- 1 n, 

Log 11 = lo~ sin 8 +log cos B +log cosec {6-/J) + logh-so 
The ·equation ~S) can be efl'ected by natural co-tangents t b 

found in Hutton s "Mathematical Tables." An example ls 0 ~ 
joined to elucidate the equation {2). au 

Ez. It being required to determine the level of two ob'ects b 
angles of depression from the sensible horizon, taken at the~ eummft 
of an edifice, 88 St. Paul's, the height being 404 (-fig 1). the arurl 
H A C = S" 20'; the angle HAD = 8" SO'; and the height <f D 
= soo feet. 

Here 8 = 8" SO'; B = 3° iO'; 1-B = fl0 10'; and h = soo. 

By formula (SI) we have 
Log sin 8° SO' ••• ... 9·169702 
Log co1 • S" iO' ... ••• 9•99926.S 
Log coeec • .s• 10 11·04".SSOl 
Log 300 ••• ••. ••• 2'4"77121 

• S1•691S89 =log HJ)= log Dl·7. 
Therefore 491 •7 - 404 = 87•7 feet. 

Hence B is 87•7 feet above the level of D. 
2nd. When the summit of the station A is below the level of the 

vertex C of the object C D, fig. 2. 
Let H D = y ; DC = h' ; the angle H AD = e ; Ind the angle 

ff AC =fl; and proceeding exactly the same mann•r as before, 
we have 
... 1'.eine.cos/J . ) ( 
:1 = -sin ( i ;- ") , or = h • Bln 8 • cos B • cosec ( 8 + B .... • • 4.) 

h.cotfl 
And 11 =cot B +cot 8 ........................ (.S.) 

The only difi'erence being in the aigns. 
Hence DC - AB = height of one object above the level of the 

other. 

' c 

~~~~~~~'.'.'.:~:::~:'.'.:'.~~~~==·~'A 
D 

Fig. 2. 

Remark. When the angles are taken to secondBf it is more 
advantageous to use (2) and {4), H the case may lie, to eneun 
greater accuracy. To solve the foregoing que&tion by the Finl 
C88e of Plane Trigonometry would require therebv ldore than two 
operations : hence the manifest value of the above· fatmnlm. 

The subject is a valuable exercise to the young student in sur
veying, 88 giving him proper ideas of the utility of ttigonometrical 
formulie for the mean& of rendering operations Dlore simple tor 
computation. 

ISOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. 

It is to be regretted t~at isometrical. perspective is not in more 
ge~eral us~ a~ongst en~neers and architects; but the infrec\uency 
of its application to designs of machinery and buildings, anses in 
~ great measure, per~apa, from the difficulty usually experienced 
m properly repr~ntu~g ~ed li!1~· In this kind of perspective, 
we kn~w that a c:1rcle mscnbed w1thm a s.quare is represented b_y 
an ellipse tou.chmg the centre of each side of an oblique paral
lelogram, 88 m the annexed figure. Now, there is no instru

ment which can be set to describe 
such an ellipse, unless we fi~ dis
c~ver the transverse and coryugate 
diameters a, b, and c, d,-. eom~ 
~hat troublesome prelimllaary. Jt 
is, therefore, much to )le desired 
that an instrument cQ111d be con
trived, whereby the dra~tsman 
would be enabled t.o proluce the 
ellipse with no ll).9re trouble than 
the simple mej8urement of tho 

radius ?f th~ circle to be represented. Pediaps the fullowinJ 
suggestion may supply that desideratum :-

To a block of metal a, let there be two 1rojecting pieces, c au 
d, each one carryillff a pair of radiu~b e,f, andg, h; let thOlle 
b~rs ~)C~tly agree m length, and let pair be so united by a 
pm passing loosely through the proj ng piece, that their centre 
lin~ form an angle of S0°. Then, if e and g be made to ~ a 
st~1ght bark, andf aud h an archJ, having a tongue or blade m, 
wh!ch bears upon k, we shall h,ve an instrument by means of 
w~1ch. we. can describe an isoml!trical ellipse; and the mode of 
uung 1~ will be to press upon a, with the thumb of the left hand, 
and with the fi~rs or th~ same hand tum the arm m, aitd 
t~ereby the two p81rs of radius-bars-while at the same time the 
nght liand holds a pencil~j>Oint in the corner o at the crossirur of 
m an~ k. The pencµ will thus be made to d~ibe half theiao
metrical representation of a circle, whoae radius is equal to that of 
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the arms e,f, g, A; and by turning the instrument or the paper 
round, the other half may be drawn with equal facility. 

By coDltructing the instrument eo that the arms could be ad
justed to any radiu1 at pleuure, we should ihen be enabled to 
represent a circle of any diameter within its range. Ellipses, also 
cowd be repr~nted in this kind of perspective, by its means. If 
it were required to ·show the semi~ptie a, b, c, d, the only ad-

JUStment necessary would 

.4c= 
d . be to set the radius off and 

I
. ~ A to the line a, b, and that of 

• and g to the line b, d,
,, d h od d c ., an t e curve pr uce 

would be the true figure, ac-
cording to the rules of the art. Moreover if the angles formed 

·by the arms could be altered at pleasure, we should have at com
mand an infinite variety of simple curves, embracillf!: all that are 
derived from the i110metrical projection of regular figures in any 
plane. 

The form or the instrument may differ materially from that 
repreaented here-it may be made to describe the whole figure 
without being moved from its first position ; but our sketch and 
de&eriptiou will, no doubt, be sufficiently mggestive of all that is 
required to render it efficient. 

R. B. C. 

PORTABLE COFFERDAM,* 
llPllCU.LLY ADAPTED POB HABBOUB AND OTHBB .llABINB WORKS. 

· BY Tno1Us STBVBNsoN, F.R.S.E., Civil Engineer, Edinburgh. 
( RtJatl befon tM Rogal ScoUi8h Society of .Aru, January IO, 1848.J 

When it is necesury, in the execution of marine works, to carry 
OD fonnding or excavation in exposed situations within the high
water mark, cofferdams of the common description are not found 
to be answerable. Many circumstances conspire in rendering such 
erection• inapplicable in situations where they are required to 
stand for several tide&. The wave& occaaioned by a very moderate 
breeze of wind will in many caees even in the courae of a few 
houn, either entirely break up a well-constructed cofferdam, or 
render it leaky and unserviceable. Again, where there happens to 
be a coverinff of a few feet of sand above a rocky bottom, the pile& 
will be found, even where there is shelter from the waves, to have 
DO stability, and to fall inwards as the 11&nd is removed from the 
interior, although every care be taken to support them with ahoru 
or lltnlts. 

The temporary dame which are generally employed in the execu
tion of tide-works are of a very simple construction, and are in
tended to be serviceable d11ring only one or two tides. They consist 
of a row of short pile& which are driven in the line of a runner or 
waling-piece, and as the excavation proceeda, the pile& are from 
time to time driven farther down. But this kind of erection i.& 
very unsatisfactory, and in many situationa, 1md for a variety of 
P.urposes, it is in fact quite wiele88; fur I have always found that 
it waa impossible with this dam to drive the piles straight, from 
there being only one waling-piece to direct them. But even 
although they could be driven, a farther source of inconvenience 
still remains, for, as the stuff is removed from the interiort there is 
nothing left but the Bingle waling to resist the tJrellllUl'e trom the 
outaide, and the bottoms of the piles being speedily forced inwarda, 
all attempts to carry the excavation farther must necesearily be 
ab1s11doned. . 

• An lllllNd of &Illa paper wu JlteD ID Ille JOlll'lllll ol JcbrurJ IM&. p. 62, 

At Hyniah harbour, Argyllahire, in 18'3, I had a tal119-wall to 
found on sand, which covered a rocky beach to the depth of from 
two to three feet. At another .Place, the rock was not only to be 
bared, but a navi~ble channel, twenty feet wide and in some 
places as deep aa eight feet in the rock, together with a miall tide
basin, were to be excavated to the level of the low-water springs. 
The shores also were frequently subject, even during the summer 
months, to a very heavy surf. 

The excavation of the tide-basin, which formed the landward 
part of°' the work, was effected by mean& of a series of dama, con
sisting of walls, built of pozzolano rubble. These were fo\llld to 
be quite water-tight, and to answer remarkably well in every 
respect; but they required. for their protection against the waves, 
a colllliderable bwwark or breakwater of Pierru perduu to shelter 
them from the waves. 

In the excavation, however, which had to be undertaken seaward 
of the breakwater of Pin-ru perduu, any attempt to ezclude the 
water during the whole of the tide, waa what I never considered 
practicable. A trial was accordingly made to effect the ezcavation 
by means of a low wall, composed of a clay-rubble, reeembling in 
its object those low dams consisting of logs of wood bedded in 
clay, which are often adopted in harbour-work&, and which are 
only intended to keep out the tide during th~ first part of the 
flood, and to be pumped dry before the operations of the next tide 
are begun. But after many attempts with this clay-wall, it became 
quite evident that it would not be possible, with its aseistance, to 
carry the excavations to near the level of low-water springs, which 
was due principally to two causes. First, because sand and shingle 
were, during almost every tide, washed in large quantities over 
the top of the wall into our excavation pit; and, secondly, because 
the waves washed out the clay from among tlie stones, so aa to 
render the barrier no longer water-tight. 

Being now compelled tu set about some other way of carrying on 
the work, I had recourse to the simple method shortly to be ex
plained, and which more than realised my expectations. Before 
giving a description of this method, however, it will be interesting, 
as well as still farther explanatory of the required objects, to quote 
a few line& relating to somewhat &imilar difficulties, from a Report 
upon the Harbour of Peterhead, which wa11 drawn up in the year 
1806 by the late Mr. John Rennie:-" The neii;t material object of 
cu~sideration,N says the Report," is that of deepening the harbour, 
which at preeent cannot well accommodate ve11Sels drawing more 
t~an 12 feet of water .in the spring-tides, but. in neaps is not suffi
cient. To render this harbour more extensively useful, it would 
be advisable to have 17 or 18 feet of water over the greatest part 
of its bo~tom, ~nd .Particularly al?ng the .west quay. The mode of 
p~rformmg th!8 ki!ld of work will be different, according to ihe 
difference of situation. Those places where the tide ebbs from the 
1urface, and continue& so for some time, may be done by blasting, 
or by loosening the stones with quarr'"ing tools in the usual man
ner ; but in tl&oae pam wliere tM tilk .eidom ltavu tM bottom, and in 
otltera but for a aliort time, different metlw<U muat be reaorted U>. The 
best of all would be enclosing large spaces by cofferdama, and 
working at all times of tide by quarrying tools or blwi~, as 
might be&t mit ; but in some situations this would be inconveruent, 
as the dams would be in the way of vessels going into and coming 
out of the harbour. In such situations perhaps the simplest and 
most expeditious mode would be to use cast-iron cylinders of 7 or 8 
fee~ diai;neter, having strong canvas fixed to the lower ftanch, 
which might be k~t to the bottom by bags of sand in places where 
the!e was ~ut little agitation ; but where there is much, an oute-· 
cylinder might be sunk thereon, to keep them in their situations.N 

The cylinders proposed by Mr. Rennie were, no doubt, quite 
adequate to the special purpose and locality for which they were 
de&igned, and they unquestionably po88e88 some advantagea nut to 
be gained by other means; but, on the other hand, they are 
atten~ed with difficulties and diaadvan~es which precluded their 
adoption in the preeent case. Those obJectium were the limited 
area, the weight and unwieldinese of such cylinders, their inflexible 
nature and unalterable form, as aft'ordina' no means in themselves 
of adaptation to the very irregular rocl[y bottom which was to be 
exc:avated, and what was of as much consequence, the difficulty 
which must have attended the removal of the partitiom of rock, or 
those parts which would necesearily be left between the dllferent 
compartments of the cutting. The last two objections, it may be 
remarked, refer equally to wooden cai880ns, or other contrivances 
on the same principle. 

In the preeent caae, then, the following req_~isitea were to be 
provided for. In the founding of the talus-wall, all that wae re
quired was 110me method which would enable the found-atone& to 
be laid as deep in the eand as posaible, for which purpose the dam 
did not require to be absolutely water-tight, provided it were 
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capable of excluding f'rom the in11ide the and which wu 110 liable 
to replace what was removed from the interior. For the excava
tion of the rock, on the other hand, it wu necessary that the dam 
llhould be water-tight, and suitable for taking out all the parti
tiona ; and both situations required piles for fitting cJose to the 
irregular bottom, and those piles needed eome support other than 
the eoil into which they were to be driven. 

To eff'ect such objects, it was clear that the means to be adopted 
must be at once easily managed and efficient. For although 
where there is time for their employment, many complir.ated and 
troublesome refinements of construction are forced to answer 
purposes which might have been attained by simpler means, or by 
lees cumbrous arrangements, yet I was well aware that in the 
hurry and bnstle attending tidal operations and night-work, nothing 
can be tolerated but what is in every respect easily managed and 
truly efficient. 

In the accom\lanying diagrams, A G reJ1resent11 a frame of 
double waling-pieces connected at the angles by the uprights 
I I, and bound together by the long bolts L, with forelocks 

and waahers, while E F shon limilar double-framed w~ for 
the inside of the dam, and of smaller dimensions, with the1r up
rights D, and connecting bolts K. These frames being pl&ced m 
the required position, the one frame inside of the other, the piles 
C, are driven down between them with heavy malls. 

The dam wu 12 feet long by 10 feet broad inside, eo that five 
men were able to work in the interior.* If it was to be flll!d 
within low-water mark, the two frames being placed in the water, 
were lfllided to the spot by the men in charge, and whenever they 
were ID the desired position, the men at once moored or fixed the 
frames to the bottom, by driving down a/ile at each corner. After 
this was done, all the piles were place between the frames and 
driven down, and keyed up by the small piles called "c11111en.· 
Four iron jumpers J, were then driven down to their proper places 
outside of the frames, and edge planks for retaining the clay were 
slipped down upon the jumpers through iron staples, which were 
fixed to the planks. After this, good clay (which should have 10me 
gravel mixed with it, to protect it from t'be wuh of the sea) was 
punf!M hard between the planks and the coff'erdam, after which the 
mast N wu erected, and the water taken out by means of the iron 
scoop shown in the drawing, which not only waa ll88d in taking 
out the stuff', but proved far more efficacious than any pump we 
ever had. Indeed, to get the dam pumped dry waa for long the 
greatest difficulty we had to contend with. But Mr. William 
Downie, to whom I gave the charge, eoon removed this difficulty, 
by using the scoop in1tead of a pump. The capacity of the scoop 
was about 37 gallons, and they generally made nine deliveries a 
minute, eo that we found this method greatly more expeditious 
than any other. 

As the excavation proceeded, the piles were from time to time 
driven down; and when the rising tide began to come over the 
pile-head11, or to riae above the clay, the men, before leaving their 
work, placed the flooring or "d«:k," as it wu called, within the 
piling, with the ends of the planks resting upon the top of the 
inner frame. On this deck, ballast (consisting of stones of a con
venient size) was deposited to prevent the whole frame from being 
fioated up,-the quantity 110 deposited varying with the height of 
tide, or appearance of the weather. As each compartment of the 
excavation was completed, and before the dam was removed, the 
rock below the two rows of piles which adjoined the next cuttings 
was completely taken out, and the piles driven down to the bottom 
of the excavated pit, and left standing.t When the dam was 
tak~n up, t~e frames were, fur the next compartment of cutting, 
agam superimposed upon one of the rows which had been left 
standing in the last pit. In this way no rock could posaibly escape 
being removed ; and when the frames were to be put down anew-, 
there was no difficulty (although the pit was entirely covered with 
sand) in knowing exactly the position which they were to occupy, 
as the piles which had been left standing were an infallible guide. 

The advantages peculiar to this description of dam are its cheap
ness,-its portability,-its ready adaptation to a sloping, or eYen to 
a very irregular bottom,-the ease and certainty with which .the 
partitions between the dllrerent pits are removed,--and the double-
f1 amed walings that support and direct the driving of the piles. 
Wherever excavotions require to be made in a rocky beach, covered 
b.y a ~tratum ~f san~, however thin, there need not be any hesita
tion ID adopting this form of dam, as there is no kind of lateral 
support, such as stays or 1hores wanted, the structure containing 
within itself the elements necessary for its stability. It poaesaes, 
indeed, all the properties of a caisson, and has the further ad vantage 
of accommodating itself to an irregular bottom.t 

I may observe, in conclusion, that although this form of con
struction is specially adapted to marine works, in the execution of 
which it has proved a most valuable auxiliary the same principle 
might aleo be carried to a greater extent, and be rendered fit with 
little trouble, to answer for a variety of works,-such as ~der
footing quay walls, founding bridged, and in removing fords or 
other obstructions from the beds of rivers. The application of a 
®uble-fraJMd fDIJling I have also found in itself a very useful ap-
plication in several situations, and fur a variety of purposes. 

• Slace thla papt!r wa1 printed.• co~l"nlam 011 c.he 1ame prln~tple ao<l tbtrtr·BTe 
feet equare, h•• been made for &be Forlb NIYlgallon work•. Stlrllnr. wbere, ta the 

:~::e°d',~,:~~::~~·nr:~~·t l~!:'or~:ed!f:::~ori, m11cn dldlcuhy bu bUherto been upert • 
t B•fore llftlng lhe coll'erdam, the pll 1n1 lilied wllll aand, IO 1upport lb• pllee t111t 

were to remain, which, wh•n the worlr1 wrre done, wu ci .. ~ ou.t by me•ll• or a W'•&l'r
KOur, provided for tbe pu.rpoH of keepln1 p~rm11nen1.ly opeo thie navi11ble \ract. 

t In •ltuatlo1111 allo, whf're there Is a coualderable depth of walf'r, and where, coa.ae.
qaentlr, tbe frame1 mutt be mad• 10 u to 11.Jnd high abo•e tbe gruun~ It wlJI 1>o found 
or gna& ad•1111tase to plank lb• Oll&llde ot &b• fra<.llH bel ..... n " ••d o'. Tbil will no& 
~:!f:e,.'!'r~~·m more , .. r.er.11gb1, bu.1 ban lbe elf'e.i ui biDdlq llD~ 1treDS'l>eDLDf 
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THE THEATRES AND PORTICOS OF ANCIENT ROME. 
Paper read at a meeting oftM Royal Irutituh of Brituli ..4.rchituu, 

June 12th. By the Rev. R10B.&.BD BuaoESS, B.D. 
In looking among my antiquarian and litera17. stores to prepare 

a subject for the Jnstitut~ I again found that 1t was aot nece11sary 
for me to go out of old H.Ome, for although in a series of papers 
•pread over some twelve years, I have led you "o'er steps of 
broken thrones and temples," and placed you in forums, baths, or 
halh., I have never yet described to you the theatres and porticoes 
which formed so important a feature in the architectural beauties 
of Rome. · 

The amphitheatre was an edifice unknown to the Greeks, the 
theatre wa11 hardly ever naturalized among the Romans and with 
the exception of some tragedies, ascribed to Seneca, which are lost, 
it does not appear that a single Roman tragedy was ever composed 
UJ><!n a Roman subject. Porticoes, which were generally in the 
ncinity of theatres and circuses at Rome, are the natural growth 
of a climate subject to great heat and sudden rains: we lose in 
these northern regions that great ornament of a city, the portico. 
Our admiration is limited to arcades and covered markets, which 
it must be confessed are more for use than ornament. But I 
return to the theatre. The ancient and modern drama differ 118 

widelr 1111 the buildings in which they were respectively acted, and 
I shall hardly succeed in making my Roman theatre intelligible, 
unlen I first indicate a few of the leading features which run 
through the Greek drama and its Roman descendant. The subject 
is by far too vast and intricate for me to attempt anything like an 
eesay upon the Greek stage, and therefore I must limit my obser
vations to what is strictly necesaary for explaining the internal 
arrangements of the edifice. The Greek drama dealt more in set 
speeches than in broken dialogues, and did not admit more than 
three interlocutors at once : the action or event represented was 
brought within the space of time in which it might in reality 
have been accomplished. As a general rule, there was no change 
of scene during the piece. In every tragedy there was a body 
called a cliortu, who took no part in the action of the piece, but 
reflected upon what was going on, and generally expressed what 
might be supposed to be the sense of the audience. The chorus 
did not come upon the stage, but occupied the orchestra, varying 
the dialogue which they sometimes held with the actors by choral 
aongs and dancing. These tenns of Btage and ()1'c/iutra I shall 
shortly have to explain. 

Dramatic entertainments, both in Greece and Rome, formed 
part of the public expenditure, or they were exhibited gratuitously 
by 10me wealthy or ambitious citizeri. The theatres, therefore, 
were of immense size, for they were meant to contain (in Greece, 
at least) the whole male population of great cities. The per
formance usually took place also in an uncovered theatre in 
Greece; but Roman luxury, at a later period, invented the awning. 
I once described to you, when I read " paper on the Colosseum, 
how this awning was contrived to cover such an immense space; 
and I must be allowed to suf pose that you have not entirely for
gotten that description. I any of you are desirous of satisfying 
your curiosity upon the Greek stage, I must refer you to "Butenger 
de Theatro," for I now hasten to the buildings themselves, which it 
is the principal object of this paper to describe. The origin of 
the theatre is rather ignoble ;-it was originally a wagon, in which 
Thespis conveyed his actors about, with their faces besmeared 
with lees of wine, and from which they spoke their parts to the 
crowd assembled around them. To the ambulatory wagon of 
Thespis succeeded a moveable wooden structure, which was set up 
and taken down at pleasure, and it was in consequence of one of 
these structures having given way under an unus•ial crowd, that 
the first stone theatre wll8 erected in Greece, by Themistocles, not 
long after the defeat of Xerxes. From tJ1is they began to in
crease in number, and we have the remains of several yet existing, 
both in Greece and in that part of Italy which was Greek in 
language and customs long after it came under the Roman 
dominion. We have also those remains of Greek theatres in 
Rome, to which I shall shortly direct your attention. A theatre 
became so necessary an appendage to 11 town, that Vitruvius gives 
sy_.tematic directions concerning the selection of a site. In his 
fifth book, cap. 3, we have the following:-" When the forum is 
finished, a healthy situation must be sought for, wherein the 
theatre may be erected, to exhibit sports on the festival days of 
the immortal gods, for the spectators are detained in their seats 
b_y the entertainment of the games, and remaining quiet for a long 
time, their pores are opened and imbibe the draughts of air, which, 
if they come from marShy or otherwise unhealthy places, will pour 

injurious humour into the body. Neither must it front the south, 
for when the sun fills the concavity, the enclosed air, unable to 
escape or circulate, is heated, and then extracts and dries up the 
juice of the body. It is also to be carefully observed that the 
place be not dull,; but one in which the voice mar expand as. 
clearly as poBBible. One cannot let pass this quotation from the 
great architect of the Augustan age, without remarking that the 
selection of a site for an important public building wa11 considered 
by Vitruvius as falling within the province of the architect. A 
healthy place for the theatre selected, we come next to consider it.a 
shape and disposition. 

The form of the Greek theatre originated, as is thought, in the 
natunil recess of a hill-side, and most of the theatres whOIMl 
vestiges I have visited in Greece, occupy that position. Mantenia, 
built in a marshy place, offers an exception, and I believe there is 
another exception in Asia Minor ; but it wu evidently the practice 
to lighten the labour of erecting such buildings by making use of a 
ravine, or locality adapted to the purpose. At Megalopolis I was 
able to trace the whole cavea or hollow of the theatre, partly cut 
out of a hill; but the seats are overgrown with thick brushwood. 
The same economy is observed in most of the Greek stadia also, and 
even the council of Areopagus sat on seats, cut out of, or inserted 
into Mars' Hill. At Nicopolis, near Prevesa, the form of the thea
tre on the hill-side is preserved, and much of the proscenium. At 
Smyrna I was able to trace the cavea in a similar position, and also 
at Ephesus we get to the slope of Mount Prion, which overlooked 
the Temple of Diana, in the plain of the Cayster, before we find 
the theatre. \Vhilst the Greeks, however, hewed seats out of the 
rock, or excavated to a depth suitable to their purpose, as the 
nature of the ground allowed, the Romans usually built their 
theatrea upon arches, and massive walls rose (as we see the theatre 
of Marcellus still existing at Rome), with two or three orders, 
like the Colosseum. The hollow which perhaps originally was 
adjusted according to the nature of the ground, in no definite 
curve, ended in a perfect semicircle. This was called in Greek 
"KoU..ur," and in Latin cavea, and was the part for the audience. 
The other part was devoted to the business of the plav, and thus 
we arrive at the two principal parts or divisions of the theatre. 
The 11ot>..or, or cavea, is easily described; it Wll8 bounded by the 
segments of two concentric circles, the inner arc .eparating it 
from the orchestra; in the Roman theatre it seldom exceeded a 
semicircle, but sometimes the extremities of the semicircular arc 
were prolonged by straight lines ; the Greeks took more of the 
circumference of the circle, and cut the 110<>.or by lines drawn from 
its extremities converging towards the centre of the circle, by 
which arrangement more space was made in width for the 11rena. 
or stage. The cavea wll8 fitted up with rows of seats rising in 
succession, so as to afford each tier an uninterrupted view : the 
whole Wll8 divided, as in the amphitheatre; into flights by 3,...,..,1"1" .. 
or pnBci11ctionea, which is the Vitruvian term for our landing
place. The prrecinctio ran round the whole, and afforded an 
access from one flight to another. The entire arc was again cut 
into sub-divisions, called 11op11<3n, in Latin ct1nei, from being 
formed like wedges: the lines which effected those sub-divi~itms 
were called KA•!""'"• or acaltB ,· these (which in the Roman circus 
were called via1) led from the bottom to the top of the theatre, 
and they all converged to the centre of the orchestra. The 
101Vest seats were considered the best, and were, in fact, the re
served seats for the magistrates and persons of office. As the 
audience rose in height, it descended in quality, until it reached 
the open portico at the very top, which has its counterpart in 011r 
shillinl{ or sixpenny gallery. This portico, however, in an un
covered building was of some use, in confining the sound and 
giving shelter to the spectators from a paBBing storm. A 1CO•Aor, or 
cavea, such as I have now described, wowd contain, in some of the 
largest theatres, as many as 30,000 to 4"0,000 spectators, which is 
about the capacity of those whose remains are yet to be seen in 
Rome. I now come to the other part of the theatre, which is 
more complicated and more difficult to describe. In Greek we 
have to deal with the three terms of OP'"llfpa, oq..,,, and HpC11111,.u1. 
In the Roman language, we have the three corresponding terms of 
orchutra, pulpituni or acena, and po8Ucenium, to which we are to 
add the p<nticua. I shall content myself with describin11: the 
Roman arrangements1 and simply pointing out where the Greek 
theatre differed. Taking the cavea to be a semicircle, the con
centric arc which separates the audience was also a semicircle, 
and this space, bounded by the diameter, was the orclautra,-not 
so called from anything relating to music, but because it wll8 the 
place for the dancers. In the Greek theatre the segment was less 
than a semicircle ; but if the circle be completed and a square 
inscribed in it, whose sides are parallel to the diameter, the side 
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farthest from the Mf'«I fixes the front of the stage; but in the 
Roman theatre the diameter itself determines the front of the 
stage, or palpitum. The stage, therefore, in the Roman theatre, 
i1 brought nearer to the audience, and made deeper. The length 
of the stage WBll two diameters of the orchestra. The increased 
depth was rendered necessary on acco11nt of the greater number 
of persons 881M!mbled upon it; for the Romans put both the 
chorus and the musicians upon their stage. The points from whence 
the several Btairca&eS began to ascend the cavea were fixed by the 
vertices of four equilateral triangles, inscribed within the circle 
(when completed) of the orchestra. In the Roman theatre, as we 
have already observed, the front of the stage was called the 
palpitum; and it w1111 from that part that the interlocutors spoke. 
Some think that the pulpitum was a little elevated above the level 
of the stage; but at all events, the word h88 passed into use for 
designating a place to speak from in our sacred edifices. The 
lowest range of seats was raised above the area of the orchestra 
(one-sixth of its diameter), and the seats themselves did not exceed 
1 ft. 4 in. in height. The stage in the Roman theatre was only 
elevated .S feet above the seats in the orchestra: in the Greek 
theatre it was double that height. I have only hinted at the 
~eometrical precision with which all these things were defined, 
and I shall relieve you from such dry details by a reference to the 
drawings behind me. The pol!Uctnium speaks for itself: it was a 
long narrow gallery behind the 1cena, where the actors retired, 
and where apartments or compartments were provided for them. 
From the pol!Ucenium were passages into the porticoes or gardens, 
which generally surrounded the theatres: but to these I shall have 
occasion to refer when I have finished the history and description 
of the theatres at Rome, to which I now come. 

I have already remarked, that the earliest theatres at Rom!i as 
well as at Athens, were but temporary erections of wood. The 
Romans were satisfied with standing-room for 200 years, and no 
seats were allowed; "lest," as Tacitus says, "if the people sat, 
whole days might be spent in idleness." Notwithstanding this 
prohibition to build permanent theatres1 the temporary edifices 
were constructed with a magnificence which surpasses all belief. 
The wealth which supplied those theatrical exhibitions was gene
rally the/lunder of rich provinces: ellllily earned! and aa easily 
dis~ipate , merely to obtam favour with the peop e, and procure 
still more lucrative appointments. All the bribery and corruption 
that ever came before a committee of an English House of Com
mons sink int.o insignificance compared with those times "when 
Rome was free." The treating of our " worthy and independent 
electors" at the open house of the candidate, was economy and par
simony compared with the lavish expenditure of a candidate for 
the honours and emoluments of a Roman governorship ; and we 
cannot doubt, that whilst those worthy citizens were feasting for 
whole days at the expense of a Scaurus or a Curio, they would be 
loud in the praises of liberty; and had they known how to put 
their exclamations into the polite language of modern Europe, the 
air would have resounded in the midst of those entertainments 
with " Vive la Republique !" It was not until the year of the city 
699 (that is, within .53 years of the Christian era), that a theatre of 
solid materials was built at Rome, and this was constructed by 
Pompey on his return from Asia, at the close of the Mithridatic 
war; but even Pompey found it expedient to pay a deference to 
the popular feeling. " Therefore," says Tertullian, " Pompey the 
Great, less great by his theatre only, when he erected that strong
hold of wickednellll, dreading lest the rebuke of the Censor might 
injure his memory, he built a temple to Venus on the top of it, and 
when he invited the people to come to the dedication, he did not 
call it a theatre, but the Temple of Venus, to which, he said, 'we 
have subjoined seats for seeing shows.'" The seats were therefore 
considered as the steps by which to ascend to the temple. We may 
call this either a pious fraud or a legal fiction. A piece of marble 
W81l found, in 1.525, near the site of Pompef,'s theatre, on which 
l\larliano read the words, " Yeneri1 Yictrici.6.' This building was 
erected in the third consulate of Pompey, and when the inscription 
came to be placed on the frieze, a dispute arose whether it should 
be COB. tertw or tertium. The matter was referred to Cicero, who 
advised the disputants to settle the controversy by writing COB. 

terl. 
At the dedication of his famous theatre, Pompey produced twenty 

elephants ; and when he Wlltl accused iu the senate of introducing 
too much luxury into the city he convinced the conscriyt fathers 
that it was an economy to build a solid theatre at once mstead of 
raising a temporary structure on every occasion of giving shows. 
The Temple of Venus served very well as a pretext for making 
seats, gradui 11pectaculorum ; but it could not equally be alleged 
for erecting a solid atage. It was not until the reign of Tiberius 

a 

that this part of the theatre was added1 and finally completed by 
Caligula. lt was dedicated anew by the Emperor Claudius, who 
restored it after a fire, and it reached its greatest splendour in the 
time of Nero. Two vanquished chiefs, who came from the north 
of Germany to render submission to the emperor, were taken to 
Pompey'11 theatre in order that they might see the greatness of the 
people. It contained, according to Pliny, 40,000 11pectaton1; and 
when Tiridates, king of Armenia, came to Rome, Nero caused the 
whole to be gilded, to show off the magnificence of the Romans to 
the vanquished Asiatic. It passed through a succession of event• 
until Theodorus commiBBioned Symmachus to rebuild it; but not long 
after it shared the fate of the rest of the splendid edifices of Rome, 
and finally came into possession of the Ursini family, who occupied 
that quarter of the city in the wars of the middle ages. In the 
fifteenth century, an inscription, found with the name of Pompey, 
directed the antiquary to find out its site. Another indication of 
the place where this theatre s~ood was given in the finding of the 
famous statue which is now in the Palazzo Spada. That statue 
was found under the partition wall of a house, and lying aerOllll in 
such a way as to give two proprietors of the house a claim to the 
treasure: not able to agree about dividing the spoil, they came to the 
resolution of cutting Pompey in two, and each man taking his own 
half. The matter having reached the ears of Cardinal Capodifezzo, 
he hBStened to Pope Julius III. to inform him of the judgment 
that had been pronounced upon the statue. The astonished pope 
disJ?atcned a messenger with all haste, and sent .SOO scudi to be 
divided between the litigants, instead of Pompey. Flaminiu1 
Vacca, who relates this anecdote, says the statue WM found near 
the Palazzo della Cancelleria, in the Vicolo dei Scutari. The 
statue did not stand in the theatre, but in the Curia which Pompey 
built as an appendage to it; and the belief still obtains that it is 
the statue at the feet of which Caisar fell. Being thus directed to 
the site of this famous building, we find ourselves in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the Church of St. Andrea della Valle. From 
near that church to the Palazzo Pio, the site is marked by a gradual 
rising of the !l"ound but no vestiges meet the eye. In order to 
see the remams of Pompey's theatre, we enter the court-vard of 
the Palazzo Pio, and descending into the vaults upon whlch the 
Palazzo is built, we find ourselves, at the depth of 4oO Roman palms, 
among the foundation arches. These have been originally hollowed 
out of the natural rock, and the_y are rointed at the angles with 
large .blocks of peperine stone. One o · the cunei or sectioll8 of 
the cavea belonging to the lowest tier, may be perfectly traced; 
and after ascending to the court-yard again, and upon entering 
the stables, we see a second story of arches for supporting the 
seats, the construction of which is remarkable for its solidity; 
and it would not be difficult to trace, among the modem buildings 
and in the cellars of the Palazzo, at least one-half, perhaps two
thirds, of the whole cavea. I will not stay to describe to you 
the blocks of peperine and op111 reticulat11m, for the great point 
gained oy tracing the cunea is the fixing of the position of the 
1cena or stage. This appears to have reached very near the present 
site of the church of St. Andrea. But the most remarkable cir
cumstance attending an investigation of the buildings erected by 
Pompey in this part of Rome, is the being able to .Present a ground
plan of them, alihough they have almost all vlllUshed from off the 
face of the earth. In the sixteenth centurv there was found behind 
the church of SS. Cosma and Damiano 'a plan of ancient Rome, 
done in marble, and which had served to encrust the walls of the 
Temple (it is supposed) of Romulus and Remus. This marble map, 
where the gro11nd-plan of all the public buildings was laid down, 
was found broken into fragments; some of them irrecoverable ; 
others, gathered up with care and put together, presented an idea 
of a building. They now encrust the walls of the staircase of the 
Capitoline Museum, and are known under the designation of the 
Pianta Capitolina.* The two fragments most perfect happen to 
represent the Theatre of Pompey and the Portico of Octavia. By 
a reference to that fragment of the Pianta, you will not only aee 
the ground-plan of the theatre, but also of some other buildings 
which were attached to it. Vitruvius cites the Porticus Pompeian& 
as an example of what a portico should be, when attached to a 
theatre for tne convenience of the actors, or for the people to take 
shelter in1 in case of rain. \Ve know from Martial, that Pom
pey's Portico had a hundred columns. Eusebius calls it, in conse 
quence, "Hecatonstylon.'' The Pianta Capitolina exhibits some 
of those columns, but the fragment is imperfect. This celebrated 
p~r~ico was pai~ted by ~rtists .of renown-Antiphilus, Pausias, an~ 
N1c1a&-the subjects bemg suited to the atmo~phere which Ovid s 
lovers breathed. About the portico were rows of plane trees, 

• Tbeoe fragment.a were linl en11and and llluatroled bJ BelJarto, &Del.,. ttprodaced 
al tile end of tom. IT. ot Ula " Gl'ETllll' Roman AAUqullla." 
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interspersed with stone statues of beftllts; and a fountain thre"' up, 
ur J'Oured out, its sparkling waters. The Pianta Capitolina ex
hib1ta two rows of columns, running in a direction towards the 
river, and not unlikely conducting to a fl.TOVe along the banks of 
the Tiber. Besides these appendages to the theatre, there was the 
Curia, or senate-house, which is, no douht, identical with the 
"Regia Theatri" of Suetonius: but I must forbear to expatiate 
beyond the proper limits of my subject. A careful inspection of 
that part of Rome where all those buildings stood, with the aid of 
the Pianta Car.itolina and the antiquarian notices -which I have 
cited, might still furnish a fine subject for the genius of a restoring 
architect; and when we consider that those extensive and magni
ficent buildings (whose very remains, at the end of nineteen cen
turiea, excite our wonder) were erected out of the private resources 
of a single individual, it will be long before we find in another 
republic a popular favourite, wbo may vie in wealth, taste, and 
splendour, with citizen Pompey. 

I shall pass quickly over the next theatre, which time and floods 
l1ave not spared. It was erected in the twelfth year of the Chrii<ti11n 
era, by Cornelius Balbus, in compliment to Augustus, and was 
capable of containing 33,000 spectators. I am not aware that a 
vestige of this theatre remains, but Piranesi took considerable pains 
to a.certain the site, and found some remains of one of the cunei. 
The Palazzo, and Monte Cenci, now point to where it stood, and 
Camucci, one of the oldei1t of Roman antiquaries, 'llfho probably 
uw some remains of it in his time, states that from its vicinity to 
the Tiber, it frequently suffered from inundations. We are not 
aware of any portico attached to this theatre, but there was a 
~ Balbi, which stood near it, and of this there are some 
remain a. 

The third theatre which adorned imperial Rome was that of 
Marcellus, and along with it I take the portico of Octavia: when 
I have given you some account and description of these t'llfO objects, 
I ahall relieve you from this tedious conrer110Zione. 

The remains of the theatre of Marcellus are worthy of the archi
iect's admiration. Eleven arches of both orders, and part of a 
twelfth, are conspicuous, though mutilated and disfigured by the 
dusky habitations into which they have been metamorphOBed. The 
lint order i11 nearly half interred, but the capitals of the Doric 
columns, as well as the entablature, are well preserved in several 
places. The second story exhibits a 1pecimen of the Ionic orde1, 
as it was brought to perfection in the age of Augustus. Within 
thoae arches which fonned the ambulacra, as in the amphitheatre, 
the gradtu •pectcu:ulorum rose, and some of the cu11ei may be 
traced to the stables of the Osteria della CampanA. The ma
terials are tufo, mingled with brickwork, resembling those in 
Pompey's theatre, and one may perceive by a solitary column in 
the Via Savelli, standing at an angle with a piece of wall running 
in the direction of the •ce11a, that the stage and ib outworks must 
have touched the very bank11 of the river. The Palazzo Orsini, 
formerly Savelli, is built upon the ruins of the stage. Piranesi 
has calculated the capacity of this theatre to contain 2.S,000 per
llOns: it was therefore the smallest of the three. Julius C:esar, 
perhaps, laid the foundation of this edifice ; but it was left for 
Augustus to complete it, and he dedicated it with the name of the 
Young Marcellus. On the feast of the dedication it is said that 
700 wild be8l!ts from Africa were consumed, and then, for the first 
time in Rome, there was seen a tamed tiger. We have an account 
of a fire having partly destroyed this theatre, but we hear \'ery 
little of its history until Pierleone, in the twelfth century, made it 
a fortrt'Sll. It P.assed successively into the possession of the Savelli 
and Or11ini fanulies, and there is no rtason to suppose it has existed 
£or &e\'erru centuries otherwise than it now presents itself: in 
" Carnucci'11 Antiquities.," we have a drawing of it, bearing date 
1.56.S, and it is there exhibited just as we see it at the present time. 
I may mention that its exterior walls are of travertine stone. The 
25,000 spectators are now replaced by some workers in charcoal, 
and some mules1 the former occupying the places reserved for the 
magistrates, 11n11 the mules having taken possession of what was 
the orchei1tra. Near to the theatre of Marcellus stood the famous 
Portico of Octavia, to which I ha,·e finally to call your attention. 
And although we must penetrate into the filthiest habitations in 
!tome among stinking fish, in order to see the remains of this 
splendid work, it will amply repay us for our excursion, and stamp 
indelibly upon our memories the flavour of the Pescheria and the 
conservati\'e habits of the Jews who live within the Portico of 
Octavia. 

The first marble building e\·er erected at Rome was a portico 
which stood on this self-same site. It was built by Metellus Mace
donicus: two temples were comprised within it. The architects 
were two Spartans, whose names were Sauros and Batrachus. They 

not only contributed their akill, but, as they were rich men, they 
employed their 'llfealth also in the undertaking. The only reward 
for their services which they asked of the Romans was that their 
names might be mentioned in an inscription on the temples; but 
thi11 honour being refused, they contrived to introduce their names 
allegorically: Sauros meaning a lizard, and Batrachus a frog
those animrus were introduced into the capitals of the columns. 
The architects of the Portico of Octavia were also Spartans, and 
they respected the works of their distinguished countrymen. The 
new f.?rtico comprised in its circuit the two temples, made more 
magnificent and probably much enlarged : the fragment of the 
Pianta Capitolina, with the mutilated inscription "cvs OCTAVIA!," 
gives us the plan of those splendid works. Bellori, in his illustra
tion, computes about 270 columns. I confess I cannot make out 
that num'lier with the utmost stretch of my feeble imagination, but 
I can present you with a plan made on the authority of the frag
ment and the ruins which still exist, adjusted on the dark tints, 
which show them in their proper places. By this plan it will be 
seen that the principal remains consist in six large columns of the 
vestibule or entrance (and who that has seen Rome has not admired 
the magnitude and elegance of those Corintliian columns), eight 
more columns of the exterior row of the peristyle, which are only 
to be seen hr contending with the fish-stalls made out of the spoil.s 
of the portico; and there are also farther remains of one of the 
temples to be seen in a Vicolo behind the church of St. Angelo: 
three columns standing at an angle indicate the position of the 
prostyle of the Temple of Juno; the other was dedicated to Jupiter. 
1 mullt now leave you to raise up from this ground-plan, ancl 
from the splendid vestiges which remain, the elevations and archi
tectural views of the portico and its temples; but even your 
ingenuity would not be oble to restore to their proper niches, or 
affix on their respective walls, the works of art which once adorned 
the Portico of Octavia. In the Temple of Juno was her statue, 
made by Dionysius and Polycles ; and a Venus by Philiscus of 
Rhodes. In the corresponding Temple of Jupiter was the much 
admired statue of the god, which waa equally well executed by those 
sons of Timarchus. There was a group_ representing Pan and 
Olympius 'llfrestling together, the work of Heliodorus; and perhaps 
the Venus of exquisite beauty which Pliny tells us adorned this 
portico (the work of Phidias) may be the very Venus de Medici 
which Santo Bartoli declares was found here in the Pescheria. In 
a part of the building called the Schola Octavill! was the famous 
Cupid of Praxiteles, which called forth the eulogia of Cicero, 
Strabo, and Pausanias. It is more than probable that several of 
those statues perished in the fire which took place in the reign of 
Titus, and still more might be lost in that which happened under 
Sep. Severus. The paintings which adorned the walls and vaults 
'llfere not less celebrated. There 'llf&s the famous work of Artemon 
representing Hercules ascending from Mount CEta to Olympm1, 
having put off his mortality with the consent of the gocls; there 
was the painting by Antiphilus, where four figures of S11tyrs were 
grouped around the noble llesion; and Alexander and Philip, with 
Minerva. You may exhibit to us an elevation restored ; a few 
columns will direct you to complete the portico, and a medal will 
p;ive you a finish for the pediment. You mny square us off the 
basements, and crown the balustrade with colossal statues and 
urns ; and you may festoon or triglyph the entabbture ;-but you 
cannot paint afresh the works of Artemon and Antiphilus, nor 
mould again the forms which the innate flash of the mind of a 
Phidias or a Praxiteles could produce. You must therefore he 
content with the bare recital. and inscribe upon the very bei;t 
edifice l can describe, "Stat nominu umbra." But you will remark 
in the enumeration of the names of those celebrated artistll, that 
they were all foreigners, and Rome owed her most splendid work11 
of art-I may say all of them-to the Greeks; and they owed 
much of their theatrical amusements to the Syrians and Egyptians. 
It is, in fact a mistake to attempt to nationalise either 11rt or 
science. If there be such a thing as communism in the world, it 
exists in the realms of genius, and no petty jealousy should ever 
attempt to exclude the foreigner who brings his originality of 
thought and genius to adorn a country of which he is not a native. 
It was written over the tomb of Ludlow, in Switzerland, " Omne 
aolum fortipatria ;" and the same may be said of the man of true 
geniue-he belongti to every country: and I should say it generally 
betrays a sense of inferiority wherever there is an attempt to ex
clude from fair competition the genius which comes from a foreign 
shore. The Romans did not this, even in the histrionic art ; they 
excelled in gladiators, but they were inferior in sculpture, and 
painting, and archit.ecture: by admitting foreigners they ended by 
taking the lead in architecture, at least; and perhaps the studio of 
Emilius might have furnished a work worthy of the best Greek 
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l("Qlptor. And let me rem"rk, that there are some thirtg11 which 
no patriotism or spirit of nationality will accomplish. It will never 
make a man of taste admire an ordinary painting or an un11:raceful 
statue ; it will never reconcile him to a meagre elevation of an ill
de.iigned public building. 

I have generally attempted, in my papers which I have had the 
honour to read at the Institu,e, to show the influence which the 
public institutions under consideration mi~ht have upon the charac
ter and . destiny of the Romani! ; and perhaps there is much more 
connection than at first sight appears between the works of the 
architect and the national character of the people. The architect 
is called upon to create only those works which are suitable to the 
habits of the people, and his object should he to study to do these 
well; and I, for one, do not regret that he is now compelled to 
study the construction of churches and schools, rather than that of 
theatres and porticoes. I am more thnn satisfied with the unarchi
tectural erections of Covent-Garden and Drury-Lane for theatres; 
and for porticoes and groves Vauxhal and the Surrey Zoological 
Gardens. 

I am still compelled to speak only of the comparative innocence 
of our places or public resort; they are immeasurably inferior in 
architectural beauty, but they are a great improvement upon the 
moral aspect, and the restraints and the reflective influence of 
Christianity have even reached our public amusements. We can
not wonder at the indignation with which the early Christian 
writers viewed the theatres and places of public entertainment 
among the Romans, where every brutal passion or lascivious desire 
was gratified, and where vice in every form was enthroned by uni
versal suffrage. We can excuse these holy men applying to these 
rendezvous of iniquity the title of "Devil's houses,' for which I 
would hope no member of this Institute will ever have to give a 
plan. It is to my mind a happy circumstance that the ca1iea is 
now transferred to the lecture-room, the orchestra transformed 
into an Exeter-hall platform, the stage to the floor of the House 
of Commons, where sometimes members offer to die, and the pul
pitum to the place from which the people are instructed in the 
truths and duties of Christianity. You will excuse me, then, if I 
rather rejoice over the ground you have lost in modern times for 
the exercise of your beautiful art; and that my profession has so 
amply supplied, by the sacred edifice, the field that is gone from 
you in the profane. I rejoice, not because either{ou or I have a 
stage more or less for our exertion, but because think that the 
best interests of mankind and the happiness of the human race are 
more likely to be promoted by a church than by a theatre; and if 
we compare the national tastes of two neighbouring and rival 
countries in this respect, we at least shall be satisfied with the 
results ;-and although I am loath to end this paper with a senti
ment that may sound harsh to some, I cannot but be of opinion, 
that as the influence of Christianity prevails, and sober-minded 
pursuits follow as a matter of course in its train, theatrical repre
sentations, except for children, will give place: meanwhile, what
ever tends to purify our places of J?Ublic resort, and make them 
really places of recreation, is a benefit conferred on the morals of 
the rismg generation. 

THEORY OF STEAM-ENGINES. 
Account of the uperiments undertaken by order of the Mini.ftl!1' 

of Public Worlu, France, upon the reoommendation of the Central 
Committee upon Steam-Enginu, to determine tlie principal latDB and 
numerical data 1Dhich enter into the calculation of Steam-Enginu. 
By M. V. REON~uLr.• 

Introduction.-The theoretic calculation of the work done hr 
steam-engines is founded upon some incontestable principles of 
general mechanics, and upon several physical laws which are far 
from having been, up to this time, established upon certain bases. 
The authors who have written upon the theory of these machines, 
have been obliged to admit as the basis of their calculations, laws 
which ought only to be considered as hypotheses to which physical 
philosophers have been led, most frequently, by extending to 
vapours, laws which are not even rigorously exact for permanent 
gues. Thus, when the work really done by a machwe is com
pared with that deduced from the theory, we always find, even in 
the best machines, a considerable deficit. A great part of this 
deficit may be attributed to the disturbances produced in the 
physical conditions, by the ,.ery motion of the apparatus; it is 
aue to the loss of active force (fOTCtJ t1itle) occaaioned by the 

• We are IDdeb&ed lo Ille "Frankllll louraal" frtr Ille uaDll&Uoa, 

cooling of the steam ; to the resistance which i11 developed during 
its course through tubes of irregular forms, and in its pa.age 
through openings, more or leBB contracted. Finally, there ant 
los11es of active force produced by the friction and vibration orthe 
different pieces of wliich the machine is composed. But a greai 
part of the difference mar well be occasioned by the inacmmu:y of 
the fundamental laws which have been admitted into the calc~ 
tion. 

Mechanics have, for a long time greatly desired a general in
vestigation for the purpose of estabiishing these fundamental laW'I 
upon a series of direct experiments executed with the means or 
precision which physical sciences now present. I had for aome 
time formed the determination of devoting myself to this work, 
and had several times tried some introductory experiments, which 
however served only to show me that precise results could only 
be obtained by means of large apparatus, whose expense of con
struction far surpassed the very narrow means which we havr at 
our disposition m our physical laboratories, and I should have 
been completely stopped in the execution of my projects, if the 
Minister of Public Works (upon the suggestion of M. Legrand, 
under Secretary of State), had not, with a kindness which will be 
appreciated by all the friends of science, placed at my disposal the 
funds necessary for the execution of this long and laborious work. 

In order to show clearly what are the principal laws upon which 
the theory of steam-engines rests, it appears to me necessary to 
explain, in a few words, the principles of this theory. All known 
systems of steam-engines may be divided into four cl888ell: 

1. Engines without expansion, and without condensation. 
2. Engines with expansion, and without condensation. 
3. Engines without expansion, but with condensation. 
4. Engines with both expansion and condensation. 
The first three classes, may, in a theoretic point of view, be 

considered as particular cases of the fourth class, which presents 
the most complex case; the only one to which it is necessary for 
us to pay attention. We shall suppose an im~ary engine, 
which is not subjected to any external cause of cooling, nor to any 
Joss of active force by friction, contractions of orifices, &c, &c. 
We shall suppose the boiler to be of very great capacity in com
parison with the cylinder so that the pressure of the steam may 
be considered as absolutely constant in the boiler during the motion 
of the machine; the heat of the furnace reproducing, constantly, 
the quantity of steam consumed by the machine. 

Let "' be the surface of the piston expressed in square metres•. 
111, the space described by the piston from the instant of the 

arrival of the steam in the cylinder, with the tension which ii 
has in the boiler, until the moment at which we are examining it. 

P, the constant pressm e of the steam in the boiler, expressed in 
kilogrammes and referred to a square metre of surface. 

T, the temperature of the steam. 
"• the capacity, in cubic metres, of the part of the cylinders de

scribed by the piston from its starting point to the height, 1. 
V, the total capacity of the cylinder. 
I. A first law, which it is important for us to know, is tJw 

latD which connecu the elmtic forces with the temperatures. 
We will distinguish two periods during the stroke of the piston: 

during the first of these the cylinder communicates freely with 
the boiler; the total pressure of the &team upon the surface or 
the piston is P ... 

If the piston advances by a quantity d.r, the element of work 
produced wil be p.., dz = P d "· 

The whole quantity of work produced during the first period, 
that is, from the beginning of the motion of the piston until the 
introduction of the steam is stopped (corresponding to a capacity 
V, described by the piston in the cylinder), is P v.-

During the second period, which is that of the ell:J.>ansion, no 
more steam comes from the boiler, but the steam contamed in the 
cylinder continues to press upon the piston ; as this rises, the 
ateam occupies a larger space, its elastic force diminishes, and it. 
temperature is lowered by the absorption of latent heat during it.I 
dilatation. 

ExpPriment has not decided what are the laws which govern 
these variations; but one of the following cases must happen: 

First CGBe.-The quantity of heat absorbed by a kiJogramme or 
liquid water at 0° (32° Fahrenheit) in passing into vapour (which, 
for the sake of simplicity, we shall call the total heat of tM stazm), 
is the same, whatever may be the pressure, provided the vapour be 
at its maximum of density. If this law be exact, the steam "'ill 

• la the followlog t.nn1lallou we h&YI pJUened the Freoeh aoli. of lcnlth, wetcb&, 
&Dd temperature. The met.re 11 39•371 lochN. The ldlogramme 2-206 lh., n. 

The d"l'ft or the C.o&lgnde thermometer, t ·s dft!rffll hhrHhell. 
To reduc. Cm&lgrade \0 J'allrullel& dtpMI, mlllUplJ &llcm bJ II, dlYkle &lie proclw:I 

~, ~. &Dd add 112 depeel. 
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always remain in a state of saturation du~ the whole period of 
the expansion; the pressures of the steam will vary in the inverse 
ratio of iu volumes, and they will constantly present the relations 
t.o the temperatures, which connect the temperatures of 8aturated 
steam with its elastic forces. 

S«:and aue.-The total heat of the steam increases in propor
tion as its elastic force is greater. As we suppose that the steam 
ia not subjected to any external cooling inftuence, it is evident 
that, in proportion as the steam dilates into a larger space, it will 
require a smaller quantity of total heat to keep it in the state of 
Yapour. Cons~uently, during the dilatation, there will be a dis
engagement of a certain quantity of latent heat, which will 
become sensible to the thermometer, and will raise the temperature 
of ihe steam above the point which corresponds to its saturation. 
The temperature of the steam will then be more slowly reduced 
than in the former case; the steam will be found overheated 
during the exeansion, and the preBSure of the steam upon the 
piston will dinunish more slowly than it would according to the 
law of Mariotte. 

Third ca.re.-The total heat of steam is le1111 in proportion as its 
elastic force is greater. If this law were true, there would be a 
precipitation of liquid water during the expansion, the steam 
would remain constantly saturated, b11t the elastic force would de
crease more rapidly than according to the law of Mariotte. 

In the absence of decisive experiments to show the accuracy of 
one of these three hypotheses, mechanicians have generally 
adopted the first, which is at the same time the most simple and 
the most precise. This hypothesis assimilates the expansion of 
steam to that of a permanent gas, dilating in a variable Rpace, 
whose walls constantly restore to the gas the quantity of heat 
which is absorbed in the latent state during its expansion, so that 
its temperature remains invariable. 

The work developed during the expansion is then calculated in 
the following manner :-Let v be the volume of the steam, and p 
its preuure at a given moment; dz the space described by the 
piston while the volume becomes v + d v; the element of work 
produced will be p • dz = pd v. At the commencement of the 
e.xpansion, the volume is V, and the pressure P, and as we admit 
the law of Mariotte between the volume of the steam and its 
elastic force during expansion, we shall have 

PV do 
P=-,=pdv=PV-; v v 

and the whole work produced, while the volume of the vapour 

J>88ll88 from V to V', isJ~ P V d"v = P V log.~~= P V log.;, 

Thia is the expre&Bion for the work produced during the period 
of the expansion. The total quantity produced during a complete 
stroke of the piston, is then 

p v ( 1 + log. ~). 
We have heretofore attended only to the pre88Ure which is ex

erted upon one of the faces of the piston, but the other face is 
constantly submitted to the pressure which exists in the con. 
denser. We will suppose this latter preBSure to be constant during 
the stroke of the piston, and represent it by f. The amount of 
reaistance which it will have produced during the stroke of the 

piston, will be/Va =f ~p· So that the moving power will be 
l 

expressed by P V ( 1 + log. ; - {). 
l I 

If n represent11 the number of strokes of the P,iston per minute, 
the power developed during this unit of time, will be expressed by 

n P V { 1 + log. ; - 't-). 
l l 

But the accuracy of the formula depends upon the accuracy of 
the hypothesis which we have admitted, and it is necessary to de
termine by direct experiments--

II. The quantUiu of heat tDhicla mrut be given to a kilagramm11 of 
toaler, at 0°, to vapouri:ze it, under different prunru. 

These quantities of heat are composed of two distinct parts
Uie heat necessary to raise the temperature of the liquid water 
from 0° to the point at which the change of state takes place, and 
the latent heat of vapori:r.ation. If we wish to distinguish these 
two parta of the total heat of steam, we must determine by ex-
periment- . 

III. The capacitgfor heat of tDtJlllr at diffennt ~,.. 
Finally, if the total heat of.llteam ii not comtant under all 

pressures, in order to calculate the eif'ect of expamion, we mut 
still learn-

! V. The specific heat of the mpour of tooter in different datu of 
den.Uy, and at dijfertrnt temperaturu. 

The theoretic power of a steam-engine may be estimated, by 
stating the amount of power which it is capable of giving for each 
kilogramme of steam consumed. 

To do this, let • be the weight of a cubic metre of steam under 
the pressure P, and at the temperature T ; ,. the weight of neam 
consumed by the machine in one minute. We shall have 

n V = ~, and conseq11ently the power given by the machine, from • 
a kilogramme of steam, will be expressed by 

.. ( p f) P; I+ log. f>, - P, 
But in order to calculate, under all circumstances, the value of 

•, we must know-
V. The latD according to tDhich tluJ deruity of .aturated vapour of 

tDater variu under different pruauru. 
VI. The co-efficient of dilatatian of the vapour of tDGter, in iU dif

.ffe1'ent atatu of denritg. 
l\lechanical philosophers generally admit that the weight ( •) of 

a cubic metre of steam, under the pressure P, and at the tem
perature T, may be calculated bl applying to saturated steam the 
law of l\fariotte, and the law o tlie uniform dilatation of gases. 
Now, these laws are not even rigorously exact for the permanent 
gases, and it is to be feared that they are completely false for 
saturated vapours. Finally, the method most generally adopted 
to compare steam-engines, colll!ists in stating the work ll'hich they 
perform for each kilogramme of fuel consumed. To do this, we 
must know the weight (K) of steam undPr the pressure P, which 
a kilo!P'amme of fuel can develope under the circumstances in 
which 1t is employed; and we then have, for the work performed 

by a kilogramme of fuel, P 1 K ~ ( 1 + log. ; 
1 

- -f:) · 
The quantity K depends upon a variety of circumstances which 
we cannot now discuss, such as the quality of the fuel, the nature 
of the furnace, the arrangements of the boiler, &c. 

To sum up then, the theoretic calculation of steam-engines re
quires the knowledge of the following laws and data:-

1. The law which connects the temperatures and elastic forces 
of saturated steam. 

II. The quantities of heat which one kilogramme of liquid 
water at 0° absorbs, in being converted into saturated steam, under 
different pressures. 

III. The quantities of heat which one kilogramme of liquid 
water at 0° requires to elevate its temperature to that at which it 
assumes the state of steam, under different pressures. 

IV. The specific heat of aqueous vapour, in diff'erent states of 
density, and at different temperatures. 

V. The law according to which the density of saturated steam 
varies, under different pressures. 

VI. The co-efficients of dilatation of steam, at diff'erent densi
ties. 

Before commencing the search for these di.ft'erent laws, it was 
necessary to treat several preliminary questions, so as to fix with 
certainty the indispensable auxiliary data, and, above all, 
to define clearly the conditions which must be fulfilled by the 
thermometers, by means of which we measure the t~mperatures, 
in order that these instruments may be rigorously comparable. 

These preliminary researches obliged me to undertake succes
sively, long series of experiments, the necessity of which I was 
fat' from foreseeing when I undertook the work. I was in fact 
obliged to undertake the re-determination of a great number of 
data, which, for the most part, appeared to be fixed with complete 
certainty by the researches of my prede<"essors, and as to which 
phvsical philosophers entertained no doubts whatever. 

'rhe whole of these researches will be published in a series of 
detached memoirs. I intend, at the end of my labours, to sum 
them up in a report, which will be addressed to the Minister of 
Public Works, in which the results will be presented under a form 
suitable to the e8pecial view with which the work was undertaker& 
-that is, the theoretic calculation of steam-engines. 

My experiments frequently required the assistance of a great 
number of observers. I was frequently obliged to avail myself of 
the kindness of several of my student8t among whom it gratifies me 
to cite especially l\IM. Bertin, Grassi, Bertrand, Li111111jou:x, and 
Silberman. Lei me be permitted to return to them, thu.a publicly, 
my Uianks. 
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But I mn!lt, in 11 very especial manneT, testify my gt'l'titude to 
mv friend 1\1. lnrn, for the zeal and complete devotion with which 
he has 11ided mP in this Jong- 11eries of labours, some of which were 
uot without dllnl!"er, 11nd 1111 were very troublesome, as well as in 
the long 11nd tedious numerical c11lculations which were tl1e con-
11equence of them. By the 11id of his active co-operation, I have 
heen 11hle to terminate these labours in much lees time than it 
would have heen possible foT me to have done it if I had been re
duced to my own personal efforts alone. 

FIRST MEMOIR.-ON THE DILATATION OF ELASTIC FLUIDS. 

PART I.-Dilatatwn of AtTOORpheric Air, under the ordinary 
Pressure of the Atm08phere. 

l\f. Regnault commences his memoir, by remarking that there 
is, in physical 11cience, no numerical element l\·hich has i)een sub
mitted to a gTeater number of experimentRl determinations than 
the co-efficient of dilatation of 11tmospheric air, and that never
theless we cannot yet say that this co-efficient is known to us with 
~ufficient precision. The experiments of the elder physical philo
~ophers gave numbers so different from each other that no use 
can he made of them. The gTeater part of the circumstances 
which influenced the phenomenon were unknown to them. 

Tire experiments of M. Gay Lussac (Annales de Vhimie, let 
Series, tom. xliii., p. 137. Biot. Traite de Physique, tom. i., 
p. lfi2), seemed to have settled the question fin11lly. He showed 
hy a J!re11t number of experiments that between 0° 11nd 100° (32" to 
~12° Fahrenheit) the co-efficient of dilatation was the same for 
nil gases, and for vapours, when they were at some dist11nce from 
their point of condens11tion, and that it11 value w11s 0•375.* 

This co-efficient was adopted by all physical philosophers, and 
employed in calculations, until in these latter years a Swedish 
philosopher, M. Rudberg, c11st 11 doubt upon its exactness. By a 
series of experiments m11de with care, M. Rudberg endeavoured to 
show that the co-efficient of M. Gay Luss11c was much too large, 
1md that its true vulue was comprehended between o·364. and 
o·365. 

The experiments of M. Rudberg are then described at length, 
by l\l. Regnault. These experiments were originally published in 
t1rn memoirs contained in Poggendorff's Ann11ls, vols. xii. and xliv., 
and the Eng-lish re11der will find them in the valuable Scientific 
Memoirs, edited by Richard Taylor, vol. i., p11ges 501 and SU. 

Rudberg terminates his second memoir by an import11nt rem11rk, 
which had already been made in 1803, by Gilbert (Gilbert's 
Annals, vol. xi".., page 267), hut had been entirely forgotten, v!z : 
th!tt the experiments of Messrs. Dalton and Gay Lussac, which· 
had heen regarded as having given almost identical results, differed, 
on the contrary, very much. In fact, in the memoir of DRlton 
(Memoirs Soc. Manchester, let Ser., Vol. v., Part 2, p. '598), he 
8avs:-

·,. I h11ve repeatedly found that 1000 parts of common air, of 
the temperature 55°, and common pressure, expand to 1,3'.!l parts 
of the thermometer; to which, adding four parts for the corre
sponding expansion of glass, we have 325 parts increase upon 
1000 from 55° to 212", or from 157 of the thermometer scale 
( Fulirenlieit )." It i11 evident that the volume of air here assumed 
as the unit, is that of Rir at 55° FR11renheit, or 12•78 cent. I_!; on 
the contrary we take for unit the volume of air at 0° (32" t·ah
renheit ), anJ put the dilatation between 0° and 100° = lOOm, the 
results of Dalton give 

1 + l2•78cz: 1 + lOOcz: : 1000: 1325; whence lOOa = 0·392. 
This, then, is Dalton's true result. In truth, Dalton himself 

does not ap~ear to have obser~ed ~he error which had slipped in~o 
his calculations, for he 11ay11 m his new system of chemical phi
losophy:-" The volume of air, according to the experiments of 
l\f. Gay Luss11c and Mine, being I 000 at 32' Fahrenheit, becomes 
1376 at 212° Fahrenheit." 

In a note 1\1. Regnault notices a series of experiments upon the 
~ame subject, made about the same time with hi11 o\ltn, by Pro
fes8or .Magnus of Berlin. An extract from Professor Magnus' 
memoir will be found in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 
3rd Ser. tom. iv., page 330; and a second memoir upon the same 
subject, tom. vi., page 3.53. 

M. Regnault then proceeds to give his own method of experi
menting, ~d the details of his experiments. 

These methods were five in number. In the first four, the dila
tation of the air was deduced from the observed changes in its 
elastic force at the temperatures of 0° and 100° cent., aauming as 

• The rHnltt arrlv•d al by air. Dalton, •boul the IRme time (Hemoln Lit. and Pbll. 
Soc. uf Afonchnter, ht. ~l"r., Vol. v •• part 'l. p. tl!ll;), •PIJ"nrecl tn srlYeo aco-tllct~nt, ldm .. 
tlc1ll, or nearly 10, with th"lt or Uay Luuac, (0·.·7:?6), 1111d coo6rmed bt1 Ultrllon u 
to the equal dllatallon ordUl'cttLI , .... ,IO lh•I Air. Dlllton bla1aelr ad~pted lbe co-1lllc1101 
found by Al. Gay L1111ac. 

true the law of Mariotte, that the elastic foroe of a ~ variee 
inversely as it11 volume, when the temperature remains the SAJ11e. 
The fifth method W/18 an 11ttempt to measure directly the angmen
t11tion of volume due to the change of temperature. 

Tl1efir1t n~tl1od was similar to th11t used by Rudberg, in hie fint 
series of experiments, and by Dulong and Petit, in their com
parison of mercurial and air thermometers. 

The apparatus consisted of a glass cylindrical reservoir, from 
25 to 30 millimetres in diameter, and about 110 millimetres long, 
contRining from 800 to 1,000 grammes of mercury. To this was 
110ldered a capillary stem, of which the diameter varied in the 
different experiments, from • to 2 millimetres. This was bent at 
right angles, at some distance above the reservoir, and drawn out 
to a fine point. The reservoir and the gTeater p11rt of the 8tem 
were immersed in a vessel of water boiling under the usual atm~ 
spheric pressure, and filled with perfectly dry air, by exham•ting i& 
from 2.5 to 30 times, by means of a small pump, and re-filling i& 
each time with air which had passed through two tubes, each one 
metre in length, filled with pumice-stone, saturated with concen
trated sulphuric 11cid. This being done, the apparatus was suffered 
to stand from half an hour to an hour the water being maintained 
in full ebullition; the end of the c11pillary stem was then closed by 
the blow-pipe, and the height of the b11rometer noted. The 
reservoir, with its stem, was then inverted upon a stand, so that 
the point of the stem dipped to &Orne distance in a cup of mercury, 
the cup was broken off under the mercury, and the reservoir sur
rounded with pounded ice, and left in its condition for an hour or 
more, until the whole of the air (now contracted so as to fill only 
a portion of the reservoir) was reduced to the temperature 0°. 
The end of the stem w~ then again closed by a little wax, the 
barometer again noted, the position of the surface of the mercury 
in the cup marked by a point adjusted by a screw-the cup re
moved, and the reservoir and its contents suffered to take the 
temperature of the surrounding air. The height of the mercurial 
column above the level of the mercury in the cup wu then 
measured by the cathetometer. The reservoir and its contents 
were then weighed, entirely filled with mercury, first boiled to free 
it from air and moisture, the point again immersed in mercury, 
and the reservoir surrounded with ice. At the end of one or two 
hours, when it was satisfactorily ascertained that the whole appa
ratus had taken the temperature 0°, the ice was removed, the mer
cury which was discharged by the rise of temperature was 
received in a capsule, and the apparatus placed in a boiler, as at 
first, and brought to 100°. The mercury expelled was collected in 
the capsule, and the height of the barometer at the moment of 
ebullition noted. By this means, all the data necessary to cRlcu
late both the dilat11tio11 of the air, and that of the glass vessel 
which cont11ined it, were giveu. 

In performing these experiments, M. Regnault observed a 
serious cause of error. \Vhen the point of the stem was broken 
under the mercury, he observed th11t a small qu11ntity of air 
leaked into the reservoir, even «-hen the point was plunged to the 
depth of -r11J metre under the mercury. This air was a portion of 
that which remained in contact with the glass tube, which not 
being wetted by the mercury, allowed, as it were, a tube of air 
from the point to the surface. This difficulty was obviated by at
taching to the glass stem, plates of well-cleaned brass, to which 
the mercury adhered, and thus the entrance of air wRS prevented. 
In addition to this, a layer of sulphuric acid wns sometimes poured 
upon the surface of the mercury, before the point was broken, and 
was carefully removed before the point was 11gain closed. Equal 
cnre wns taken to prevent the air enfilming the pincers used to 
break the point, from getting access to the interior. In this 
method fourteen experiments were tried, the mean of which gives 
for the volume of 1,000 measures of air, at the temperature of 0°, 
when heated to 100°, l ·36623. 

The highest number obtained in any experiment, was 1°36689 
The lowest J ·36M9 

The difference is 0'()0140 
or about rn of the mean. 

The lowest number was above the mean result obtained by Rud
berg. M. Regn11ult believes that thi11 may probably be due to the 
phenomenon of the entrance of the air upon breaking the point 
having taken place in the experiments of the Swedish profeuor, 
and he remarks that the error would be greater in proportion as 
the quantity of air opt>rated on was less. He also states that he 
believes the first experiments of his own series were affected by 
this phenomenon, and as an evidence of this states, that from the 
moment that he succeeded in preventing it entirely, no e:r:peri
ment gave a number belo" 1°36.59. 
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TM •econd aerit~ of e.rperimenu was tried with an apparatus 
differing but little from the one just described. The reservoir was 
a glass globe of from 3.SO to .WO cubic centimetres, soldered to a 
thermometer stem about 38 centimetres long; upon this thermo
meter-tube was soidered, at the distance of 11 centimetres from the 
bulb, a piece of tube very regular in its diameter, about .SO 
millimetres long, and of a diameter sufficiently large to present 
but feeble capillary action. The thermometer-tube was bent at 
right angles, and drawn out to a point. The first operation was to 
gauge the applLl'atus carefully, and to ascertain its co-efficient of 
dilatation. This was done by filling it with mercury at the 
temperature 0°, then submitting it to a temperature of 100° col
lecting the mercury expelled, and weighing this, and the quantity 
which remained in the bulb. 

The dilatation of the air was then determined very much as 
before. Eighteen experiments were tried in this way, the mean 
ol all of which was l •36633 ; the maximum1 l •36708 ; minimum, 
J•36S8S; the diff'erence, 0•00123, or n3rr of the mean. 

The third aeriu of e.rpe-rime11t11 was performed with an apparatus 
imitated from that described by Rudberg in his second memoir. 
Upon a shelf within a copper alembic, the cover of which is firmlr 
fixed upon an appropriate support, is placed a glass cylindricaI 
reservoir, 3.S millimetres in diameter and 170 millimetres long; 
to its upper extremity is soldered a thermometer-tube, which passes 
through a tubulure in the cover, and bending twice at right 
angles., is soldered to a larger tube, which dips down into a cistern 
of mercury, passing air-tight through a tubulure in its cover. On 
the same shelf is placed a precisely similar reservoir, terminating 
in a straight thermometer-tube, which passes through another 
tubulure in the cover, and this apparatus being properly filled 
with mercury, furnishes a delicate thermometer for noting the 
temperatures in the alembic. The mercurial cistern is furnished, 
in its lower part, with a piston, moveable by a screw. Tbrou~b a 
second tubulure in the cover of the cistern, passes a straight 
gauge-tube, open above, and dipping into the mercury below, and 
of the same diameter as the tube which terminates the thermome
ter-stem. The capacity of this apparatus baving been gauged, 
and the co-efficient of dilatation determined by a previous expe
riment, the reserrnir is filled with dry air, and the alembic filled 
with ice, so as to reduce the temperature to 0°; the piston in the 
mercurial cistern is then raised or lowered, until the mercury in 
the tube communicating with the reservoir, stands exactly at a 
mark previously made upon it, and the difference between this 
point and the top of the column of mercury in the gauge tube, is 
measured. The ice is then removed from the alembic, and 
replaced by water, which is boiled, and the temperature of the 
reservoir being thus brought to 100°, the piston is again adjusted, 
so as to bring the mercury to the same height as before in the 
tube communicating with the reservoir, and the differences of its 
height in this tube and the gauge-tube again read. These two 
readings of course give the elastic force of the air at these tem
peratures, and from these the co-efficient of dilatation is 
deduced. The experiments tried with this apparatus, give a 
mean of 1'36679-the difference between the maximum, 1'36747, 
and the minimum, l ·36612 being mn of the mean. M. Regnault 
does not believe this method susceptible of the same accuracy as 
the other, on account of the irregular action of capillarity in the 
tubes, although purposely taken of equal diameters. He also 
remarks that the results obtained by him are larger than those 
got by Rudberg from a somewhat similar apparatus, which he 
believes may_ be attributed to the latter having made his mark 
n.Pon a capillary tube, and to his neglecting the small quantity of 
IW' contained in the thermometer-tube, which is not heated to 
100°. As however, unfortunately, M. Rudberg has not stated the 
dimensions of his apparatus, it caWJot be ascertained what infiuence 
this had upon his results. 

Fur the fourth series of e.rperimt!nU a form of apparatus was devised 
similar in principle to that just described, but free from its ob
jections. This consisted essentially of a gla118 globe, of a capacity 
of from 800 to 2,000 cubic centimetres, to which was added a 
capillary stem about 20 centimetres long. The globe was placed 
in an Rppropriate metallic vessel, so that it could be alternately 
heated to 100°, and cooled to 0°; the tube passing out of a latenil 
opening terminated in a small copper pipe which had two other 
openings-<>ne of these was for the moment closed, the other com
municated with the apparatus for drying the air, by whose means 
the globe and tube were filled with dry air with the usual precau
tions. Another ~lass tube of 16 or 17 millimetres internal diameter 
wu cemented at its luwer end into an iron cap terminated below 
by a stop-cock2 and carrying a lateral branch bent parallel to the 
axis of the tube; into this lateral branch wu cemented a second 

tube, which was for a certain distance ol the same diameter a11 the 
first, and terminated above by a capillary tube, a part of that 
which formed the neck of the globe, which wu bent at right angles. 
This system of tubes being firmly and caref•1lly adjusted in a ver
tical position, the second tube with its attached capillary branch 
was carefully dried and filled with boiled mercury, and the upper 
pRrt of the capillary tube, which was of course horizontal, was then 
fitted into the third opening of the small copper tube, so as to be 
in immediate communication with the neck of the globe. When 
firmly fixed, the stop-cock at the bottom of the compound tube 
wu opened, and the mercury flowi.ng slowly out was replaced by 
air drawn through the drying apparatus, and the appRratus filled 
with air to a certain mark a, placed upon the vertical tube, where it 
was of greatest diameter, the glass globe being Ril the time im
mersed in boiling water: the drying apparRtus was then remo\·ed, 
and the branch of the copper tube with which it communicated 
hermeticRily sealed, and the height of the barometer noted. The 
hot water was then discharged from around the globe, and replaced 
first by cold water and afterwards by pounded ic~ the level of the 
mercury being kept at a, by suffering it to flow olf when necessary 
by the stop-cock. When the globe has certainly reRched the tem
perature of the ice, the barometer is read, and the difference of 
the heights of the mercury in the two communicating vertical 
tubes is measured. We have thus all the dRta for calculating the 
co-efficient of dilatation of the air, but another observRtion may he 
bRd by reversing the experiment. To do this, re-connect the drv
ing apparatus with the copper tube, the mercury will fall in the 
vertical tube in connection with the globe, but must be kept at " 
by pouring mercury into the other vertical tube: when equilibrium 
has been attained, remove the drying Rpparatus, and close its 
branch of the copper tube, then replace the ice by boiling wRter, 
and repress the dilatRtion of the air by pouring more mercury into 
the vertical tube; when you are satisfied that the air has taken 
the temperature of boiling water1 read the barometer, and measure 
the difference of the heights or the mercury in the two vertical 
tubes. 

Tbe mean of six experiments tried in this way gave 1•366.5 for 
the co-efficient of dilatation : the maximum result being l •36710 ; 
the minimum l "36580 ; difference n'rr of the mean. 

By this method the dilatation of the air is determined under 
very different pressures; in fact, during the first period of every 
experiment, the air i~ under the atmospheric pressure 0·760 metre 
when at 100°, and only under the pressure of o·.s.so metre when at 
0°. In the second period, the air at 0°, is under the atmospheric 
pressure 0·760m., and when heated to 100° under the pre~ure of 
about l •04.0. It is even easy to arrange the apparatus so that the 
experiment may be tried under still greater differences of pressure. 
As the experiments showed no difference in the numbers obtained 
during these periods ( l •366.S.S during the nrst, and l •3664..S during 
the second period,) we must conclude that within these limih of 
pressure, the co-efficient of dilatation of air is sen~ibly constant. 

Fifth series of e.rperimer1t1.-In all the experiments hitherto 
described, the dilatation of the gas was determined indirectly from 
a direct measurement of the augmentation of its elastic fOrce when 
brought to a constant volume at a higher temperature, assuming 
the truth of the law of Mariotte. In order to get the dilatation 
directly, the gas enclosed in an eminently elastic envelope should 
dilate freely without changing its elastic force, and the augmenta
tion of volume must be carefully measured, the gad being all at the 
same temperature. It is difficult to see how these conditions can 
be realised in practice, but it mar be done approximately by fol
lowing the method adopted by ~ . Pouillet in bis air pyrometer. 
(Traite de Physiquj!, 4.me edit. tome 1, p. 2.S.S.) In this way the 
elastic force of the gas remains sensibly the same, but a very nota
ble portion in the reservoir of dilatation is at a temperature but 
slightly differing from that of the surrounding air. 

The apparatus used by M. Regnault was to a great extent similar 
to that just described, b11t the iron cap into which the two vertical 
tubes were cemented was differently adjusted. It had two stop
cocks, by one of which the barometric tube could be made to com
municate at pleasure with the exterior, while the other, which was 
placed under the tube in communication with the globe, was so 
bored that it might make a communication either between the two 
tubes or between this second vertical tube and the external air. 
These two tubes were placed in a glass vessel which could be filled 
with water so that they could be maintained at any and a uniform 
temperature. The experiment WBI! conducted ILl! follows: The 
globe being surrounded with ice, and the communication with the 
drying apparatus opened, the level of the mercury was brought to 
the mark a on the vertical tube; the communication between the 
two tubes being open, the mercury would of course be at the same 
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height in both tubes; the communication with the drying apparatus 
was closed, the barometer and the temperature of the water around 
'he tubes noted. The globe was then brought to 100°, the mercury 
in the vertical tube was of course depressed, and in order to keep 
that in the barometric tube at about the 11Bme level with it, its 
nop-cock had to be opened and the mercury sufl'ered to ftow out; 
the two columns were thua kept nearly at the same height, that in 
the tube in which the air was dilating, being brouirht to a second 
mark IJ, and the exact difl'erence in the heights of the two columns 
was carefully noted, as well as the height of the barometer, and 
the temperature of the water in the surrounding vessel. In order 
from th~ experiment to determine the dilatation of the air, it is 
only necessary to know the caracity of the globe, and of its stem 
as far 811 the mark a, and that o the vertical tube between a and fJ; 
these are all easily determined by the weight of pure mercury 
necessary to fill them. 

Four experiments tried in this way gave a mean dilatation of 
l •36706 : the maximum being l •86718 ; the minimum l •86698 ; 
dlif'erence ~ of the mean. The co-efficient of dilatation given by 
this fifth method ia sensibly greater than that got from the others. 
This circumstance is not accidental, as in the second part of the 
memoir similar difl'erences are shown for other ~ases, and in cer
tain cues these difl'erences are very considerable. 

M. Regnault then proceeds to the discussion of his formulie, for 
the purpose of determining the probable error in his results, and 
he shows that in the first three series-principally owing to the 
uncertainty of the readings of the barometer within /~ millimetre, 
the maximum probable error is about rJi,a, which is about the greatest 
difl'erence between the maximum and minimum results in any one 
series. The two last series include the same source of error, and 
another arising from the uncertainty of the temperature of the air 
in the capillary tube, which, however, he believes may be altogether 
neglected in his experiments, the apparatus having been carefully 
arranged so 811 to make this a very small fraction of the whole 
volume of air under experiment. 

He finally assumes 0·003665 as the mean co-efficient of dilatation 
of dry atmospheric air 88 determined by the first four series of 
experunents, and remarks that the number 0·00867 given by the 
fifth series must be adDpted in experiments where the gas dilates 
freely and preserves its original elastic force. He also give11 as a 
fraction easily recollected, the remark of M. Babinet that 
0·00366666 should be expressed by H· 
PUT 11.-0n tM Dilatation of BOme other Gcuu under Pruauru 

near tliat of the Atmoaphere. 
Physical philosophers admitted that all gases had the same co

efficient of dilatation, but since so serious an error in the numerical 
value of this co-efficient had been shown, it was necessary to submit 
this law also to verification, the result of which was to show its 
inc~rrectness. The experiments were tried cbiefiy by the methods 
I. and IV. under constant volumes, and V. under constant pressure. 
It is not necessary to describe them in detail, as M. Regnault bas 
done, nor to give the methods by which the gases were purified; 
suffice it ~ say that all necessary precautions were taken, and the 
general results were as follows :-

Co.elllcfeot of Dilatation from 00 to lOOo. 
Under con1tant Yolume. Uader conatant preuure. 

Hydrogen, 0·3667 0·3661 
Atmospheric Air, 0·3665 0·3670 
Nitrogen, 0·3668 ,, 
Olide of Carbon, 0·3667 0·3669 
Carbonic Acid, 0·3688 0·3710 
Nitrous Olide, 0·3676 0·3119 
Sulphurous Acid, 0·3845 0·3903 
Cyaaogen, 0·3829 0·3877 

He also describes an apparatus, an easily-imagined modification 
of method IV., by which the difl'erence in the co-efficient of dilata
tion of any two gases may be at once shown. 

P .UT III.-On the Dilatation of Gruu under Different Prum'l'U. 

It bas been generally admitted that the dilatation of gases is 
constant between the same limits of temperature, no matter to 
what pressure they may be submitted; consequently, that it is 
altogether independent of their initial density. But it is difficult 
to cite conclusive experiments upon which this law is founded. 
Several observers having obtained the same value for the co-efficient 
of dilatation of air, under different barometric pressures, concluded 

• M. ll.e!Jllault deocrlb .. la a noM aa lwd•p•n·l•nt , .. 1 .. of uperl mea 11 trle<I by him 
accordlnr to the m•thod or M. G>y Lauac-th<t 11, br ob1•mng tbe dll atatlon1 or a 
quantity or dry air cont•lood la a true thermometer an<! ••par•ted from &be utemal 
atmoophore by a amall index or mernry. (Blot. Tral~ <I• Phy1. tom. I, p. 1~2.) The 
n1ulta obtalnod did not ave• o& all, and were aU rrebler than by any or the other 
•ellloda; tha 11J1be1t reaa!L recorded lftl I ·aw. 

that the co-efficient of dilatation of gues wat1 constant under all 
pressures; but the barometric variations in any place are not suffi
ciently extensive to permit so general a conclusion to be thua 
deduced. 

Sir Humphrey Davy is the only philosopher who bu studied the 
dilatation of gases under very difl'erent pressures. (Phil. Tram. 
1823, vol. ii, p. 204..) 

He states that he found the same dilatation for air taken with 
the densities .;i j, i 1. l, and 2; but his experiments were not made 
by a sufficient y delicate method to allow bis results to be oon
sidPred exact. 

The experiments of M. Regnault upon this subject were tried 
with apparatus of the same character 88 those before described, u 
methods IV. and V., with such modifications as the peculiar cir
cumstances of the experiments rendered necessary: and the con
clusion at which be arrived was that "tlie air dilatu, toithin tJw 
aame limiu of temperature, by quantitiu which are greater in Pf'OIJ'W
tion cu the de118ity qf the ga8 ia greater: u,at ia, in proporlW>n aa itl 
moleculu are brought nearer to each other. n 

The following tables exhibit the results of his experiments upon 
air, carbonic acid, and sulphurous acid : 

Dilatation qf Gut• wuhr diffwml Pr••lfArt•, dtltn11intd by tM -1/lod qf 
Comt11t1I Vol11111t1. (II. and IV.) 

.ATMOIPHEBIC AIB. 

Pr .. 1ureat 0°. P""911n a& 100". 
J>eoalty of the alrat 
00' lb.at or air at 00, 
under a pru1ure of 
76'> m!Ulmetru -1. 

Vnlnme or tl1• air al 
1011", tbat atll" - l. AlllUmetreo. 

109•72 
17-'':'.6 
2 .. 6·(11j 
a7H7 
,,;0·23 
;r.o·oo 

!f;;ll-.llJ 
lf:;IJ :..1 
214< I~ 

~··~ 

MW!metna. 

U9·31 
2.,7· 17 
3!1b·07 
610·a5 
610•97 

2286 09 
~·Jti·23 
2!r.14"1'4 
.cw2·011 

0•1444 
ozm 
OW·! 
0 4U;IQ 
0·4~ll7 
IOWO 
2 20"4 
2 2270 
2""213 
4·~100 

!•36482 
!•M.113 
1·;~ 
l·JM,g 
1·&~72 
1·1161i6o 
l·:IOidO 
1·3&l00 
1-3..,.114 
I 3'0!ll 

CABBOl'i'IO .ACID. 
7!JR .fl 1034•64 1 ·0000 I 36Me 
fl<Jl·l•9 12010-:17 1·1~;9 I ai:~ 
li4~·i3 2:<tli·la 2·~~;6 I a7~23 
8:109•07 476V·O.i 4 7318 I·~ 

DilataliOfl of Gtutl wtdw difftt't'lll Prt•1Urt1, dell!f"lllintd fJy 1111 -tltod qf 
Curula•I Pre11Urt1. (V.) 

Atm,..pherlc Air. Carbonic Acid. Hydrogen. Snlpb•rou1 Mid. 

Pre9aure Volume PreNare Volume 
Miili. at IOQO, Mllll. a& 100". 

760 J ·36706 760 I 37099 
25:1.'i l·:Jll~ 2A20 !•811-Ui5 
2620 l-86116-1 

Pnnare Volume p,......,.. PrNtare Vohlme 
Milli. at 100°. at 00. at 1000. al 1000. 

760 1·31>613 ·~o·oo 760'00 1 ·11P03> 
2Mli 1'361116 98'.N3 91j]·64 i·~ 

The general conclusions of this memoir are as follows :-
1st. The co-efficient of dilatation of air, 0•375, heretofore ad

mitted by philosophers from the experiments of M. Gay Lu~ is 
much too great for dry air under the ordinary atmospheric pree
sure. The co-efficient 0·36U, which is the mean of the experiments 
published by M. Rudberg, is too small. When the co-efficient of 
dilatation of air is deduced by calculation, from the changes or 
elastic force which the same volume of gas undergoes when carried 
from 0° to 100°, its value is 0·366.S. But when this co-efficient is 
deduced from the changes of volume of the same mass of gas in 
passing from 0° to 100°, its elastic force remaining constant, we 
find a value rather higher : that is-0·3670. 
. 2nd. The co-efficients of dilatation of the difFerent gases are not 

equal, as bas been hitherto admitted; they present on the contrary, 
notable differences, 811 may be seen by the numbers before cited. 
There is often obtained for the same gas, very different values for 
its co-efficient of dilatation, according as this is deduced immedi
ately from the observation of the change of volume which the same 
mass of gas undergoes between O' and 100°, its elastic force remain
ing the same, or calculated from the variation in the elutic force 
of the gas between o~ and 100', its volume remaining constant. 

3rd. The air and all other gases, except hydrogen1 have greater 
co-efficients of dilatation in proportion as their density increases. 

4.tb. The co-efficients of dilatation of the difl'erent gases approach 
nearer equality 811 their r.ressures are lighter; so that the law 
which is thus expre88ed, 'all ga.u have the Ml7M ~t dilato
tion," may be considered as a limiting law which is applicable to 
gases in a state of extreme dilatation; but which is farther from 
the truth in proportion 88 the gases are more compressed, or, in 
other words, 88 their molecules are brought nearer together. 

(To be continTUJd.) 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO RAILWAY STATISTICS, 
IN 18'6, 184.7, AND 184.8.-'-By HYDJ!l CLABIDI, Eiiq. 

No. L-PASSENGERS AND PARES. 
Having published an analysi1 of the Railway Return& for 18'8, 

I have taken the earlieat opportunity after the appearance of thoae 
for 184.6 and 184.7, of giving a 1imil&r analy1iB of them, under the 
llllDle title of " Contribution& to Railway Statiltics," which I hope 
may prove equally acceptable to practical menu the former aerie&. 

The following are the totals of each claaa of paasengen in the 
years ending 30th June:-

lit alua, 
Ind clue, 
3rd clue, 
Mixed 

1844. 1845. 1846. 1847. 
<4,875,3321 &,474.163 6,160,354l 8,b72,714 

12,235,686 14,325,825 16,Q31,065l 18,699,288i 
8,583,08!\l 13,135 ,820 l8,506,527l 22,850,80~ 
2,069,4981 855,445l 2,193,126 3,229,357. 

Altogether, 27,763,602l SS,791,25!l <4S,790,983f &1,3Cl2,163 
The amount received for each claaa, in each year, was aa fol

lows:-

lateJUI, 
tod clul, 
3rd clue, 
Kbted, 

11144. 
£1,432 688 

1,375.679 
483,069 
147,858 

1845. 
£1,516,805 
. l,5!18,111 

651,963 
209,518 

18'6. 
•l,661,898 

1,937,946 
1,032,206 

93,16' 

1847. 
£1,675,759 

2,048,080 
1,286,710 

146,733 

Ahopther, £3,439,294 £3,976,341 £4,725,215 £5,148,002 

The yearly increase in numben on each claaa of paaaengen is aa 
follow1:-

1845. 1846. 1847. 
lit clUI, 11 per ceDt. 12 per cent. 7 per cent. 
2nd claw, 17 " 18 ,, 10 ,, 
3rd cla11, 50 " 41 ,, 23 ,, 
Altogether, 21 " 24 ., 17 ,, 

The yearly increaae in money on each clua of paaaengen is aa 
follows:-

1845. 1846. 1847. 
lit clua, 6 per cnt. 9 per cent. - per cent. 
2nd cl111, 16 ,. 21 " 6 ,. 
3rd cl111, 34 ,, &8 n 24 n 

Aliogether, 16 ,, 18 ,. 9 " 
It is to be observed that no deduction• can be drawn from thBBe 

figures, aa the Railway Department returns are defective and 
iriformal. 

The groaa returDB in each year from paaaengen, gooda, &c., were 
aa follows:-

1842-3, £4,li35,189 
1843-4, 5,074,674 
1844-5, 6,209,714 
1845-6, 7,565,569 
1846-7, 8,lil0,886 

According to Mr. Hackett, in Herapath'1 Raihoay JMJrnal, the 
receipt. for the yean ending 8l&t December, have been a& follow1: 

1842, £4,341,781 
1843, 4,827,665 
1844, 5,584,982 
1845, 6,649,224 
1846, 7,664,874 
1847, 8,949,681 

For the yur ending } 9 423 963 
June 30, 1848, ' ' 

Mr. Hackett'1 totals are taken from the traffic returns published 
in Herapath'1 J""rnal, and do not include many small companies 
which make returns to the Railway Department. 

The followinft will show the total1 of the Railway Department 
and of Mr. Hackett for the aame period:-

Railway I>epanmea&. Mr. Btete&&. 
1842-3, £t,341,781 £4,530,401 
1843-4, ~.074,674 5,114,575 
1844-5, 6,209,714 6,065,956 
1845-6, 7,565,569 7,159,562 
1846-7, 8,510,886 8,194,767 
1847.8, 9,423,963 

Except in the first two years, it will be aeen that Mr. Hackett'• 
totals are below those of the Railway Department, for the reason 
already given. 

1844.5, £142,858 
1845·6. 406.007 
1846-7, 316.119 

Theae figures show that any error in Mr. Hackett'• figures must 

be on the ufe Ilia; and if we take the di!'erence for the year 184.1-8 
at 800,0001., this will give u the gr088 yearly traffic for the year 
ending soth June last, 11,700,000l., or ne:!t ten millions sterling. 

The increase of passenger receipt& in year is u follows :--
1844-5 £537,047 
1846-6 748,874 
18'6-7 422.787 

The increase in the number of passengen in each year atandl 
thus:-

18'4.5 £6.027,651 
1845.6 9,999,730 
18'6-7 7,561,180 . 

The groes increase of revenue in each year stands thus :-
1844·5 .£1,135,040 
1845°6 1,356,855 
1846·7 945,317 
18'7-8 1,200,000 

Mr. Hackett baa shown (Herapath'1 J""rnal, 3rd series, voL X., 
p. 88), that the number ot miles of railway on which his figures 
are taken, and the average traffic per mile, are u follow&:-

:arn... Mllm opeaed. Trallle p•r mile. 
1842, 1632 £3,036 
1843, 1586 Cl9 3,081 
18'4, 1780 194 3,283 
18'5, 2043 263 3,500 
1846, 2610 693 3,288 
1847, 3449 839 2,862 
1847-8, 3830 381 2,719 

(Half.year.) . 
The last line bu been made up from other data. 
The capital expended on railways hu been likewise given by 

Mr. Hackett, from which we can learn the amount expended ill 
each year. 

1842, £52,380,100 whole e1pltal, -- expended. 
1843, 67,635,100 " £5,255,000 .. 
1844, 63,489,100 " 6,844,000 .. 
11145, 71,646,100 " 8,157,000 .. 
1846, 83,165,100 " 12,619,000 .. 
1847, 109,528,800 .. 26,363,700 .. 

The total amount of railway expenditure' from 18~2 to the end 
of 184.7 was .57,H8,700/. 

The total amount of railway income in thoae years bu been-
1842, £4,3'1,781 
1843, 4,827,655 
1844, 5,584,982 
1846, 6,649,224 
1846, 7,664,874 
1847, 8,949,681 

Add lrom Railway RetlVDI 865,984 

Altogether, £38,884,181 
Of coune the whole of this income cannot be treated u real 

capital, no more can the whole of the expenditure; but it ia a signi
ficant fact, that while the whole expenditure has been 67,MS,7001., 
the whole income bu been 88,884,181/.., or more than two-third& 
of that amount. This i1 deserving the attention of thoae who 
direct their attention towards the subject of railway capital. 

It may be noted upon the decreaae in the mileage receipts, that 
it i1 to be accounted for from the'greater economy in working ex.
penses allowing of lower fares, and from the progrees of railwaJ' 
improvement Bllowing line1 to be more cheaply constructed. It 
will be found that the net return i1 not less in 18-i7 than in 18"2. 

In" lriah Wants and Practical Remedies," by Humphrey Brown 
Eiiq., M. P., (p. 63), iB given a table of the estimated p11111e11ger and 
good1 traffic of several English lines, aa given before the Houae of 
Commons. Thia I have extended aa follows:-

Lenrth PUtellpft. Oooda. 
Nome. ID Hllel. T-. 

Midland, 163! 550,98CI 151,84& 
Lancuhire and Yorkahire, 79 207,688 H19,416 
York and North Midland, 27l 185,660 5,647 
London and Brighton, &O 226,444 43,76& 
London and Sontb Bastern, 67 317,2r»2 63,079 
Grut North of England, 46 75,158 32,136 
Great Weatern, and Briatol ud Bi:eter, 231 821,145 209,663 
Lancuter and Preaton, 20 106,957 
Glugow and Ayr, 18l 597,470 
Hull and Selby, 31 19,562 
London and Cambridge, 671 591,344 
Dundee and Arbroath, l&l 200,727 
Sbetlield and Mancheeter, 44l 336,444 

12l,027 
93,87S 
72,21' 
51,899 
8',050 

Altogether, 861l 41135,836 1,038,604 
32 
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1'1'-

)lidlud, 
Lancuhire and Yorbhlre, 
York and North Midland, 
J..oadon and Brighton, 
Lolldoa and South Eu&ena, 
Great North of England, 
Great; Weatem, and Briatol ud Ruter, 
Lancuter and Preston, 
Glugow and Ayr, 
Hall and Selby, 
I.oadoa and Cambridge• 
Daadee and Arbroath, 
Shdleld and Manchester,• 

. ._.... 
1,809,146 
1,67,,946 

•64,7SS 
788,386 
728,896 
196,722 

1,993,088 
135,3H 
8•3,078 
263.'02 
!134,206 
269,187 

1,168,'48 

Gooda. 
T...._ 

11S,272 
507,8!19 
»l,022 
6S,7'7 
87,119 

234,198 
209,!163 
26,099 

168,376 
227,869 
'4,S72 
81,48• 
32,000 

41togetber, 10,868,!103 2,7r>l,180 
• Pudal!J opened. 

The results are as tollowa -

E1timated traffic oa 8Sl mila, 
Reallied traffic, 18•5, 

•-sea 
•,ISS,836 

10,868,!103 

Goods.~ 

1,038,SO. 
ll,7H,180 

E1tce111 o.er estimates, 6,732,667 1,712,676 
lncreue per cent. 160 170 

In Mr. Brown's book on a length of 702 miles the same increase 
of per centage is shown, namely, 160 per cent. on p888engers, and 
170 on goods. 

'l'he whole traffic in 1845 waa 83,791 253j passengers, and of 
goods, &c. 11,6001000 tons. Supposin_g the proportions to be the 
same, the number of passengers earned in 184.S more than was 
provided with means of conveyance before the existence of railways 
was 20,soo,000, and the number of tons of goods conveyed was 
1,200,000. Thus the railways not only accommodated the full 
number of pauengers for whom conveyances already existed, but 
ca.tried the above enormous number in addition, besides a great 
quantity of goods. It will be found that this calculation is, how
ever, far from representing the amount of accommodation now 
a!'orded. 

Taking the later returns, where they are available, we shall find 
tlie increase still greater, as in 18-Ml for instance:-

Name. ~. 

Midland, 2,468,110 
Maacbeat.!r and Leeda, 2,1!17,173 
York and North Midland, and Hall and Selby, 933,514 
London and Brighton, 971,081 
London and South Eutem, l,07',730 
Great North of England, 239,587 
Great Western, &c. 2,757,193 
Iaeuter and Prelioa, 162,012 
Olugow and Ayr, 1,091,371 
London and Cambridge, 922,413 
Dandffl and Arbroath, 317,092 
Sh.eld ud M111aileller, 1,604,22!1 

13,718,503 

Ooodl. Toaa. 
900,895 
522,177 
370,414 
93,407 

116,38!1 
•33,867 
300,000 

26,5811 
293,304 
110,348 

21,0S9 
135,000 

3,!130,441 

la 1847 t1iere were separate l"eturns from some or these lines, 
u the following:-

Name. 
Great We.tern, &c. 
Gla1gow aud Ayr, 
Lancuter and Pre1toa, 
Dondee and Arbroath, 
Sheffield and Mancheater, 
Sooth Baetern, 

The increase over the 
.-l'eater·than on 18U.. 

E.timated tramc, 
Realiled traffic, 1846, 

Pu1enpn. 
2,876,222 

992,096 
106,475 
360,19• 

l,!169,707 
1,477,892 

Goodl. Tona. 
371,326 
397,SlS 

22,65, 
22,35' 

218,749 
204,100 

eeti'tnate& on the trallic of 18-M! is still 

Panenl!WI. 
4,135,83& 

13,718,503 

o-h. Tona. 
1,038,504 
3,530,441 

Eil:ca1 over estimates, 11,572,667 2,492,937 
lncreue per cent., 230 

The traffic on these line1 stands as follows :-

B1timated 
&e~Hd, 18(5, 

.,. l84i,. 

PUMngerw. 
4,135,836 

10,868,503 
U,IJ.78,691 

~so 

Geod1. Tona. 
l,038,S04 
2.751,180 
-3,H0,4a 

The lines for which there are aeparate returD11 in 18"7 are as 
follon:-

Great Western, Ac., 231 mila. 
Glugow and Ayr, 181 ,. 
Laacuter and Preeton, 20 ,. 
Dundee and A.rbroath, 16i ,, 
Shellield and MancheUer, •4i ,, 
Sooth But.era, 67 ,, 

297f milea. 
The traffic stands thus-

..... ...,.... GoodL Tona. 
E1timated 2,3i8,9!1S 529,618 
Bealiled 184S, S,138.041 604,641 

" 1846, 7,006,62!1 891,33l 
.. 1847, 7.382,!186 1.236,081 

The actual increase of traffic depends upon the length of time 
given for its development, beginning at 160 per cent. and going up 
to 230 per cent., and in the case of the selected rail ways even more. 
Taking the increaaed accommodation to passengers at 160 per cent .. 
this would give the following as the increased number of travellen; 
provided with travelling accommodation in each year:-

1844, 17,400,000 
184S, 20.800,000 
1846, • • 27.000,000 
1847, • • 30,000,000 

If the proportion be taken at 200 per cent., the number accom
modated by railway for whom no accommodation wa.s before pro
vided, would be 34-,000,000. 

The following shows the proportion of traffic on railwa:rs in .-c.h 
year for which accommodat1on by coach, &c. was provided, and f~ 
which no accommodation by eoach, &c. was provided:-

Tnmlllerw from New 
old coachea, a:c:. TraYRllen. 

1844, 10,300,000 17,400,000 
1845, 12,900,000 20,800,000 
1846, 16,000,000 27,000,000 
1847, 21,000,000 30.000,000 

Reckoning that each passenger is on the average carried S!O 
miles, each male adult in this country will be carried that d.istan~ 
six times in the year,-an extent of accommodation which must 
have a great effect on trade and on the distribution oflabour. 

It appears from the averages given in the returns of the Railway 
Department that there has been a still further reduction in fa.res 
on most of the lines, and an increase in the average !!peed per mile. 

The total increase on each class of passengers is as follows :-
1845. 1846. 1847. 

ht clan, 599,831 686,191 412,460 
2nd clua, 2,190,139 2,615,240 1.768,223 
3rd clan, 5,552,735 5,471,707 4,344,376 
Altogether, 6,028,6Sl 9,999,730 7,!161,180 

It is to be observed that these figures cannot be absolutely relied 
on, as the proportions of each class cannot be fully shown, oa 
account of the confused state of the returns published by the Rail
way Department. 

The total increase on each class of passengers between 18'4 aad 
184-7 has been as follows:-

ht clan, 1,697,382 
2nd clua, 6,463,602 
3rd clan, 14,267,718 
Altogelher, 23,588,561 

This is J?robably more than the whole traffic of the country in 
.1825, and 1t shows at any rate that there has been a great increase 
in the accommodation given to the working classes. 

The number of first, second, and third class passengers in 18'-7 
on the leading lines was :-

Name. lat. 2nd. 3rd. Total. 
London and North We1tem, 1,112,970 3,323,380 2,163,285 6,599.75' 
South 1'astera, 6!17,380 1,493,142 2,008,230 4,420,i59 
Midland, 445,260 1,260,312 2,a71,836 4,277,419 
London and Blackwall, 8!18,201 2,2i9,166 3,137,767 
Lancubire and Yorkshire, 216,791 581,790 2,090,62• 2,689,206 
Great Western, 459,734 1,996,824 419,663 2,876,222 
London and Brighton, 425,948 699,898 1,489,985 2.615,832 
Dublin and Kiog1towa, 154,889 1,209,092 814,969 2,238,9SO 
Butera Countie1, 1!87,526 741,486 1,044,168 2,074,liO 
So11Ui We1tern, 399,776 l,09a,050 472,482 1,967,308 
Manchester and Sheffield, 82,201 151,606 1,335,900 1,569,707 
York and Newcastle, •• 152,083 7a3,927 6t3,203 1,553,213 
York and North Midland, 163,837 309,782 731,207 1,204,826 
Newcutle and Berwick, 67,73• 174,890 944,891 1,187~1~ 
~d.illbw1h and Glaagow, lO:i,373 206,48:i 836,02!1 11147.l!Sl 
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On the Lendon and North Wenern, GTeat Westel'D, South 
Western, and York and Newcastle, the proportion of third-olMll 
p8811engers ia much below the regular proportion. 

'l'he largeat receipt& from p886engers in 184.7 are

Londoo aod North Weeteria, ~l,171,798 
Great Weateru, 874,Ul 
Hidlaud, •• , 187,118 
South Eaatern, SH,784 
Brighton, 114,4gs 
Eut.,ro Coanliee, 296,S!lS 
South Weatern, 288,27S 
Lucuhire o1.11d Yorbhire, 18.&,762 
York aad Norlb Micllaad, 181.434 
York aad Newcastle, 1'7 ,Hlil 
Edinburgh aad Glugow, 11~82 

The largeat amount& received for first-cu passenger& are-
Loodon and North Weatero, £513,795 
Great W utero, 2H 85.& 
Midland, 178,424 
Briah1on, 12t,220 
South Ea1leru, Jl7,659 
South Wrstrm, 97,689 
Euteru CouatiPS, 93,30.& 

The largest amounts received from third-olaae pameugen are
£209,800 

153,35& 
90,288 
85,40S 
77,129 
74,2S4 

\'ork a,ntl ' urlh li!idl~ntl, 65,507 

No. 11.-CATTLE TRAFFIC. 

Tlle lMt parliamentary returns are still more defective than 
their predeceasora, so that it ie necessary to estimate some of the 
numbers. 

The following shows the number of cattle carried in the year 
ending lst July, 1846 :-

Nam~. Cattle. 
Ardrouan, 
Ches~r and Birkenhead, 
Dahlin and Drogheda, 
Duodee and Arbroath •• 
Eastern Counliea: Cambridge, 

,, Cole heater, 
Glugow and Greenock, · 
Glaagow and Ay'r, 
Great Nor1h of England, 
Great Western, 
London and Birmingham 
Grand Junction, •• 
Loudon and Brir;hton, · 
London and Sooth Western, 
Manch~eter and Leeds, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 
Midland, 

( Eati"'41td), 
Birmingham and Briafol, 
N ewcutle and Carliale, 
Newculle and Darlington, 
N ewcutle and N o'rlb Shiti:ld1, 
North Union 
Norfolk •• 
Preatoa and Wyre, •• 
Manch~sler and Sheffield, 
Sooth Eaetern, 
Stockton and Darlington, 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 
Ulster, 
Wbitehuen, •• 
York and North Midlaud, 
HuU and Selby, 

467 
7,508 

429 
35l 

S6,238 
17,184 

640 
i,lSO 

27,w.lli 
20,389 
65,017 
41,595 

1,079 
8,S90 

10,'48 
239 

!12,000 

2,64l 
11,009 
16,llll 
t,874 
6,990 

24,4H 
911 
418 

l,811J 
l,Sl6 

S02 
999 

16 
17,667 
2,662 

8bftp. 
S,82G 
6,461 
1,186 

68 
106,065 
89,211 

l.492 
6,667 

32,466 
166,860 
llS2,068 

46,74i 
16,785 
62,45( 
68,029 

675 
15,000 

6,274 
49,HS 
Sll,6116 
I0.81M. 
H,679 
21,109 

l,7llG 
S0,030 
48,S-44 

2,649 
860 
878 

19 
69,1411 
49,7U. -

8.tM. 
306 
740 

S,636 
86 

ll,611 
11,190 

l.42' 
6,$05 

6S,702 
120,41il 
187,626 

982 
5,412 

40,$"8 
809 

129,000 

llO 04, 
8,291 
1,i7G 

599 
7,796 

627 
18,899 
6,HO 
6,n& 

1110 
420 

21,sas 

4,9H 
l,111 

Total 360,11' l,209,H7 811,987 

AA the retume .are incomplete, this does not show the whole 
JlUDber of cattle, which will be as follow1 :-

Callie, 
Sbttp, 
Swine, 

370,000 
1,2rn,ooo 

850,000 

Total, 1,470,000 
Thi.I lhowa an increase of 26 pel' cent. over the number of 

ammals cal'ried in l~. 

The number 0£ calves carried in 18'6 .WI M fbllon :--
Chftler aud Birkenhead, 8,288 
Maryport and Carlisle, l,STt 
North Union, 106 

In other returns they are not distinguiihed. 
The amount of revenue derived from cattle traffic waa in ISMS 

u follows:-
Cattl•,,, lbftp,,, 8wl.D~,, Total I 

Ardroaaan, •• 30 so 8 56 
Ch•ter aad Birkenhead, 257 ~6 11 19' 
Dublin and DroghNla, 1111 07 lSU IM 
Dundee and Arbroath, 28 1 l so 
Eaatern Counties : Cambridge 9,864 l,69S 178 13,716 .. Colche11er, 2,991 2,4$4 139 5,690 
Glugow aud Gttenock, 98 H 122 
Glugow and Ayr, 211 115 u S62 
Great North or England, '091 
Gn!at W eatern, 7,108 7,460 1,965 17,511 
London and Birmingham, 11,715 8,817 S,101 16,891 
Grand .Juaolion, 91128 4,000 8'166 H,41U 
Muchealer and Birmingham 8S8 
Londou and Brighton, · · 802 68& 100 988 
London and Soutb Wetlel'!'• 1,251 :11,0t!I 479 1,811 
Mancbeater ud Leed1, 7~0 1,1511 l,6SO l,7S9 
Maryport and Carliale, 20 10 10 41 
Midland, 8,000 
Birmingham and Briltol• 161 111 906 1,4*1 
Newcastle and Carliale, 1,168 1,101 2to l~IJ 
Newcutle and Darliagtoo, ll,S39 
Newcdlle and Nonh Shields, 107 19S 7 IOr 
North Unioo, ll0,919 
Norfolk, l,oT:ll 468 16 1,668 
Pre1ton and Wpe, 1' 26 88 1111 
Manchester ud Shefliekl, l,42t 
&alb Eulera 1,079 
Stocktou and DarlingtDa, 87 H ' 121 
Stockton and Hartlepoal, 16 d ' Ill 
Ulster, •• 1$1 2l 4'8 600 
York and North Hidalld, l,S60 1,708 ll40 &,IDI 
Hall and Selby, 791 1,491 H 2,221 

Total £107,lllOl 

On account of the very imperfect state of the retu:di it ii im-
possible to give the proportion paid in 18'6 under eac head of 
cattle traffic. In 184'5 the proportions were-

Cattle, £SO,OOO 
Sheep, 26,000 
Swine, I0,000 

The proportion for cattle must now be larger; and that for swiue 
smaller. 

In 1847 the number or cattle carried by each company waa Bl 

follows:-
Name. Cattlo. 8bftp. Swine. 

Afdrouan, •• 820 au 180 
Che11er ud Birkenhead, 1,688 8,681 1,065 
Dublin aad Drogheda. 880 l,71J4 4,"8 
Dundee and Arbroath, 326 12 6 
Eulern Coualiea: Cambridge, l&,791 ll61,1180 10,(80 

" 
Oolcheater, 20,721 107,69S 28,076 

EUteru Union, 8,681 19,161 t,4:10 
Ipawicb and Bory, 1,408 4,848 749 
Eaat Lancuhire, 187 1,290 40 
Furneaa .. s 0 
Glasgow and Greeaoc:k 898 491' 
Glasgow and Ayr, •• 1,7611 11,lS7 H2 
Great Soalhera and Wlllteru, 6,068 14,830 15,848 
Great W eatern, 28,231 :llOl,8SS 1',360 
KelHlal and Windermere, 108 1,81' 71 
Laacuhire ud Y orbhin, (M.&L. )21,449 75,011 ll0,7SS 
Landon aad North Weateru, 181,171 199,998 1611,67.& 
London and Brtgbtoo, 1,817 18,1118 1,018 
Londonderry and Eaallkillen, • 108 47 
London and Soath W elltero, IS,1165 711,366 1,402 
Mucbester and Sheffield,• G,000 6,000 10,000 
Maryport and Carliale, 924' 8Ui 2,182 
Midland,* •• I0,000 110,oot 11,000 
Brlatol aod Birmingham, ¥• lt,771 10,884 
Middleaboroagh and Redcar, 161 611 · 1 
N ewcuUe and Carliale, U,691 06,118 9,759 
N•wca1tle aad Berwick, 1,908 Sl,2M 6117 
.North Union, 8,1198 11,185 7,411 
Norfolk, 18,888 86,S4g 8,634 
Preston 1ad Wyre, .. 2,146 S,788 8,181J 
Soutb ·Eutern, •• 7,008 47,167 :11,617 
Slocktnn ud Darlington, 1,878, t,1:111 268 .. 

Slllma.t-L 
3211 
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8brew1bul'J ud CHtter, 
South Dewoa, •• 
8tockt1>a a.ad Hartlepool 
Ul1ter, 
Wbitehann, 
York &Del Newc11tle, 
York a.ad North Mldlnd, 

116 
122 
698 

l,!71 
u 

·U,199 
41,1111 

l,-U II 
109 G 

J,J67 691 
S,Sll u,seo 

85 
811,181 9,lU 
64,656 7,0lt 

Total 4811191 l,99~,154 171,987 

The whole number of cattle in 184.7 will therefore be as folloWll, 
allowing for the incompletenea of the returua :-

Cattle, &00,000 
Sheep, J,000,000 
Swine, 190,000 

Total, t,890,000 

Making nearly three million head of stock. The falling-of' in 
swine aro11e from the lriah famine. 

The number of calves carried in 1H7 waa u follon :-
he ter and Birkenhead, •• 6,514 

Londoa and outb. Weatern 11,nt 
[oryport aod Culiale1 G5 
ou th En tern, l,06ll 
outh D~Yoa, 217 

The amount of revenue derived from cattle traffic was in 1847 
.. follows:-

Ardl'Oll&D, £ 
CbHter and Birkenhead, 
Dahlia and DNghtda, 
Dundee aad Arbroath, 
Eutera Cooatiel, Cambridp, 

,, Colcheeter, 
Eutrrn Ualoa, 
lp1wich aad Bnl'J 
Eut Le.aca1hire, 
Glugow ud Greenock 
Glaagow aad Ayr, 
Great Southern a.ad W11tera, 
Great Weatern, 
Kendal a.ad Windermere, 
Laacuter a.ad Carliale, 
La.acuhire and Y orbbire. 
Loadoa aad North W11tern, 
London aad Brightoa, 
London aad South W etlern, 
Londonderry ud Eaniakillea, 
Manche.ter aad Shellleld, 
Maryport aacl Carli1le, 
Midla.ad, 
Brtetol and Birmingham, 
Middleaborough and Redcar 
N ewcutle and Carlitlle, 
Newcutle and Berwick, 
NOrth Ualoa, 
Norfolk, 
North Bri!Jab, 
Preston and Wyre, 
Soath E~rn ••• 
8tocktoa a.ad Darl.ia1toa, 
Shrewabary and Cheater, 
South Dewoa, •• 
Stoc:ktoa and Hartlepool, 
Ubter, 
Wbilcbann, 
York and Newcutle, 
York aad North Midland, 

c.atle. 
I 

ll57 
ISi 
ll8 

Iii.I It 
1,949 

'" 101 
11 
91 

ns 
764 

T,864 
l 

695 
t,191 

15,4S5 
657 

1,808 
I 

71 

'31 
9 

l,HS 
71 

170 

1:19 
19 
11 
SI 

17ll 
lll 

•,255 
ll,120 

n.p. • .... 
£ l £ t £ 

64 IO 
M Jn 

9,866 
t,710 

li8 

" JS 
ti 

118 
684 

11,011 
6 

en 
1,176 

16,lllt 
880 

t,llO, 
ll 

JO 

ISO 
I 

l,S06 
ll04 

18 

II 
IO 
ll 

Ill 
91 

1,926 
lll,068 

HO 
4U 

IO 
15 
l 

n 
'H 
776 

8'' 11,ns 
llOO 
118 

l 

25 

190 

ITS 
11 

u 

I 
1 

I 
111 

tea 
1,068 

Tolal. 
11 

Ill 
117 
19 

15,00t 
Cl,091 

611 
J6S 

16 
J 11 
171 

I.SOS 
l7,66J 

6 
l,'70 
6,lllll 

19,280 
1,711 
4,160 

6 
1,016 

106 
J0,170 
l,HS 

Ill 
ll,901 

184 
16,611 
6,108 

767 
HO ..... 
JGS •o 
lS 
61 

101 
I 

8,•66 
1,4111 

Total £181,400 

The total receiptl for cattle traffic in each yelll' were u follows: 
1846, £lot,OOO 
1846, 167,200 
1847, 181,.00 

The great advance in cattle traffic was made in 18~; but the 
progreas wu not 10 great in 184.7, as there was a Fsi.tive falling-of 
1n the number of swine carried. The greatest mcreue is in the 
conveyance of fat .tock and sheep. 

The following are the proportions of cattle carried in each 
yelll':-

18'6, 
184Cl1 
18'1, 

eaw.. 
Sll,000 
IT0,000 
I00,000 

Sbelp. 
l,t00,000 
l ,H0,000 
1,000,000 

. ...... 
660,000 
860,000 
no,ooo 

The cattle carried to the London market in UMT, may be 
reckoned as follow• :-

Loadoa aad North We1tern, 
Great Western, 
Sooth W eatera, 
Sooth Eulern, 
Eute111. Co9ntiel : Cambrldp, 

,, Colcheeter1 
Brighton, 

C&UIL 
61,000 
10,000 
11,000 
T,000 

10,000 
15,000 

2,600 

I beep. 
200,000 
160,000 

76.000 
•o.ooo 

ll00,000 
75,UOO 
llG,000 

Swlw. 
61,000 
10,008 

S,OOU 
1·600 

19,000 
llO 000 

l,OUO 

Total, J~t.600 766,000 IOl,600 
The number of cattle 10ld in Smithfield in 1846 waa 213,Si&, and 

of aheep l,lii7,25!0, IO that the raihray1 mun have eugromed a 
considerable part of the cattle traffic. For the conveyance of 
cattle to the London market the railway companies receive at leut 
£,75,000. 

Great reductions have been made in the chargee for the COD."J
ance of cattle since 184.S. The charges are as followe :-

cai11e. Sheep. 1..m.. 
d. d. d. 

Loadoa and North W e1Cera, l1M16, l ·OIO •llO •Jeo 
llMIT I -126 •JH ·1.as 

Eute111. Cona'ti.11: Cambridge, 11M16, •980 •soo ·&00 
,, 18471 •DU •141 •107 

Eute111. Coontiel: Colcheeter, 18451 •980 •llOO ·•oo 
.. 18'7, •890 •161 •171 

Grat W11tern1 18451 l·HO •JM •188 
.. 18'7, •819 •166 •188 

Tork and North Midlaad, 16411, ·500 •llOO .50,, 
" J847' •600 •200 '600 

Lucuhire a.ad Yorblalre, 18'6, •870 ·260 ·uo 
" 1847, ·766 ·111 ·an 

London a.ad Beath Weatem, 18'6, 11'10 ·IOO '600 
" 1847, J•460 ·llO •190 

No reduction baa taken place on the York and North Midland 
Railway, because the rates were already low. 

The largut cattle traffics in 1846 were as follow:-

Loadou and North Weatem, 
Euteru Coantie1: Norfolk and l 

eaui.. Sbeep. 
96,0lll S77,800 

77,804 llCl,771 Eutern Uaioa, •• S 
Great We•tern, 10,189 105,860 

""'--
168,087 

•••10 
York aad North Midland, and i 

Holl and Selby • • $ •0,119 1011,991 6,JS5 
Grea\ North of England, 17,616 lt,466 1189 
Lucuhire aad York1bire, 10,'48 66,0ll9 •0,146 
South Weatern, 6,190 6lll,464 6,'19 
North Union, •• 6,1196 26,679 7,796 
Newcutle a.ad Carli1le 11,009 49,iOI 8.291 
South Eutern, •• l,8n 48,144 1,n.c 
Newcutle aad Darllagtoa, 16,Hl 16,605 l,UG 
Mancbliater and 8bellleld, '16 IO,OSO 6,MO 

The grou amountl received ill 1846 for cattle trdlc range .,. 
follow1:-

Londoa aad North Weatem, £6t,8to 
Eutero Conatiet, &c., 281971 
North Union ll0,919 
Great Weatera, 17,Hl 
Midland, •• 8,DCIO 
York and North Midland, &o. 1,1114 
Gnat North of England, 4,1191 
London and Sooth Weetena, 1,811 
Luc:ubire aud York1hire, S,719 
Sooth Eutern, 1,079 

The largest cattle traftics in 18'7 were as followa :-
c.tu.. ll1*p. llwl-. 

Londoa and North Weetero, 161,171 199,998 150.814 
Eute111. Couatiee, H,,91 '69,711 ,8,S69 
Great We.tern, •• 18,ISl 101,901 14.l60 
York and North Midland 41,9Sl 8',666 7,0l' 
York and Newcutle, .. •I,199 88,!81 9,1.U 
Lucubire and Yorbhire (M & L) 12,«D 711,011 I0,7U 
Sooth Weatera, .. 11,6116 76,166 1,40ll 
Newcutle and CulWe •• 14,699 66,118 9,769 
North Unloa, 6,996 tll,679 7,799 
South Eutera, 1,6111 ,8,"4 1,n.a 
Loadoa aad Brighton, .. ll,611 28,868 1,018 
Newcutle and Berwick, 11908 lll,214 691 

'.fh~ following ~ ahow the progreBI of the cattle trdlc of tlae 
pnnc1pal compames :-
Loadoa &Del Nortla W•ten, Cattle, Sheep. SwiR. 

18411, 11,416 n!l,US 116,989 
1846, 116,611 117 ,800 168,0S1 
1847, 161,171 1991998 H0,174 
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Butera Coaatie1, 0.ttlP, 8hPPp. Swine. 
1846, to,661 1U,6U 4,ft8 
ltu6, 77,804 !16,776 14,4SO 
1847, 81,491 469,721 48.160 

Great Weateru, CaUIP. Sh•ep. Bwioe. 
1846, 1',068 171,16.& H.UI 
1846, ll0,189 166,860 H,701 
1847, 118,!Sl 201,901 U,360 

York ud North Midlud, Ca1tle. Sbeep. SwiDe. 
18'6, U,164 88,141 11.708 
l!M6, 40,119 109,991 6,11.S 
18'7, 41,981 M,666 T,014 

York ud NewcuUe, Cattle. Sheep. Swine. 
18'6, 19,1186 llO 000 6,000 
18'6, '4,1'8 68,971 6,Jll 
1847, 41,1119 68,287 9,141 

:t.Dcl1hire and Yorhhlre, Cattle Sh•Pp. SwiDe. 
18'6, 9,686 149,022 ST,484 
1846, 10,448 66,029 40,146 
18.aT, tt,4t9 76.011 20,711 

&oath We1ten1, Cattle. Shffp. Swine. 
18'5, 1,781 61,4U 8.080 
18'6, 6,190 6ll.464 6,411 
1847, 11.666 76,165 1,461 

N-Cllltle ud Carliale, Cattle. Sbrep. SwiDf'. 
18'6, 1.782 17,626 1,116 
ltu6, Jl,009 49,261 8,291 
ten, 14,6119 66,1128 9,7'19 

The Belgian cattle traffic from the retUl'Jll waa 89 follow• :-
Cati!•. Deep I: 8wtM, 

1~1, 8 609 IS~I 
184.t, H,691 99,066 
lSll, T.1197 29,704 

Taking the aving by conveyance of oat\le on railway• at 10 lb. 
per quarter, 2 lb. for &beep_, and .S lb. for nine ; or 40 lb. per bea11t, 
8 lb. for llheep, and 20 lb. tor 1wiDe, the gross aaving in 1846 will 
be-

Oa 170,000 r.attle, 
1,260,000 •h~p. 

1:1110,000 1wiae1 

14,800,000 lb. 
10,000 oou 
11,000,000 

Tol1l, 41,800,000 lb. 
The gross aving of animal food on the cattle conveyed by rail

way in 18'7 wu u follows:-
OD 600,000 cattle, 

2,000,000 abeep, 
190,000 1wine, 

S0,000.000 lb. 
16,000,000 
T,800,000 

Total, 41,800,000 lb. 
In the late report on Smithfield market, some evidence ia given 

bearing on the queation of the conveyante of cattle by railway :
Mr. 1l. HBALY aid that there is a much greater quantity of dead 

meat ~ug~t to the London marketa in consequence of railway 
cc;amumcat1on. By means of the railways, great quantities of 
hind-quarten of mutton are sent up from the country u the 
butehen there kill large quantitiea of sheep and sell the fore
quarters at home amongst the population there, and send the hind 
quarter. by railway to London. 

Mr. LA?f~All1 a butcher1 aid that counU.,-killed meat ia better 
than town-killed meat, and that it comes m excellent condition 
from Scotland. H is the general opinion of butchera that this is 
&be cue. 

Mr. Breu, the alesman, aid that he bu a very large quantity 
ol meat sent up from the country by railway and that it is not 
~ by the journey even in hot weather~ He hu ulled the 
electric tel~ph to obtain a supply of meat from the country. A 
communication wu sent the ame night by the country gruier 
~t he ~ould send 1;1P 600 or TOO &ton~ of ~eat by the next mom-
111g1 tram. At 1 o Clock in the mommg 1t started from Ipswich 
and before~ o'clock it. wu in his premisea in Newgate markei 
on aale, havmg been alive the day before. Mr. Hicks h88 aome
times 800 e&rC88et on a Monday. 

Mr. LAxGBA• likewise stated, that since the railway• have been 
opened a country trade in meat bu been growing up. Beasts 
hue been aent from Smithfield to Liverpool, and he hu seen 
immense quantities of meat going down to Birmingham. The south 
ccnmtry alao la aupplied from the London market with beef
Brighton in particular. The Brighton butchera are frequently 
11ee11 in Smithfield purchaaing cattle, which they take down with 
&hem the aame day. Sometinies u many u 800 or 400 beuts have 
~e down by the Birmingham railway on a Monday. 

The1e fact.I will lhow the nature of cattle traffic on railwaya. 

THE "WESTMINSTER REVIEW; No, XVVIJ.: 
TBB NBW BOt18BS OP PA.JlLI.AX&NT, 

Although political topica and subjects of a grave utilitarian out 
form the staple of this r.;riodical, with only occasionally an article 
of a lighter cut, the 'WutmiMUr• bu in its time, and espe
cially under its present editor, contributed more largely to archi
tectural information and criticism than either of ita rivals. In 
fact, the " Edinburgh• hu scarcely once, during the whole of its 
long career, touched upon aught connected with architecture. 
One prevalent fault in .RmMto articles of the kind, i1 the dull and 
impertinent proaing with which they are eked out, in order to fill 
up a printed lheet, or u much more u may be the apace allowed, 
although all that the writer hu to communicate would perhaps 
occupy not more than a couple of pagea. In the preeent inlltance, 
we have no such complaint to mali:e : the writer comes at once to 
the point, and criticises in aucceeaion (besides the New HouBell of 
Parliament) the New Tr~ Buildings, Buckingham Palace u 
altered by Mr. Blore, the Br1tilh Museum1 and the Royal Ex
change ; and hia remarks are upon the 1t'bole so ~ u far Bl 
they go, although we do not subscribe our own O,Ptnion to every 
one of them, that "'e wilh he had entered more mto particulail 
with regard to the three last-mentioned structures. How they 
and the "Houaea• them&elves are spoken of, except 89 regarda 
ability on the part of the writer, we have not yet said. With 
respect to the Palace, indeed, it may be taken for granted that hia 
opinion ia anything but favourable2 that unhappy building being 
abandoned to univeral derision; but the writer ia severe up<>n 
the othera al-.nd not least of all. or rather more especiRlly 
~J upon the Houses of Parliament, which proves that he does not 
tue hia cue from the vulgar ftatteries of the public prea, heaped 
uron Mr. Barry and his "great work." In lhort, he elCJlrell8H 
himself exceedingly diaaatiafied with that edifice; nor is he by 
many the only one who is so, for even among our o'Wll acquaintance
thoae, too, whose judgment in matters of architecture is entitled 
to 10me deference-we have heard opinions equallf ltrong in di ... 
favour of it. One serious complaint allege_d against it is, that 
however well the ftorid and exuberant embellilhment bestowed on 
the river-front may shine or sonnd in deacriptioDi or &how itself 
in an elevation drawing, it ia all but entirely lost 1n the building 
itself ;-that there is abundant sculptural decoration of BOme sort 
or other may be seen, but it cannot be at all made out. The de
coration is, besides, not only too minute, considering the vast 
extent of the river-front, and the distance of the nearest acceaei
ble point from which it can be seen ~ the public1 but is also so 
profuse, u quite to destroy "repose. While thJB ia to be re
gretted for artistic reasons, it is also to be condemned for financial 
ones ; an immeme e.zpenditure having being incurred for mere 
ornament, to acarcely any purpoae at all. Sufely the water-aide of 
the building might very properly have been made some degreee 
leu ornate than the other fronts, and still have been sufficiently 
finilhed-up, and sufficiently dignified and im~ing,-nay, even 
more effective in its ~ than it now is. Hitherto, stingy par-
11imoniouaneu hu been allowed to betray itself more ur -Ieu in 
nearly all our public buildings, where the eirect of what is perhapt 
a handsome f~ade in itself is 88dly marred by the meannet111 of 
plain brick walls, lhabby chimney-, and other eye-sores that come 
into Bight in every angular view of the buildiug,--u is mon 
oirenllively the case in the new f~ade of the Briti&h MulMlllID, 
notwithstanding that it is decked-out in Ionic pomp, or what ia 
meant for such. In the HouBell of Parliament, the architect hall 
fallen into the contrary extreme of error; and aniious to avoid 
\he reproach of paraimoniousneaa, hu incurred tha' of extrava
pnce. 

Beaidea wasteful excess of decoration, the writer in the " Wut
miuUr" urges against the "Hou11e1• what he conaidera two 
capital and now irremediable defecta; one of them being the want 
of greater loftineu in the river-front, more especially aa the 
situation itself is very low; the other, the poaition of the Victoria 
To1t'er. No doubt, when all the towers in the rear of the river
front ahall come te be completed, and the &beds, coirer-dam and 
other obstructions are cleared away, some expression ofloftineaa, 81 
well u variety of outline, will be imparted to the general enmnbk ; 
but then that will again be counteracted by the much greater 
loftiness and bulk of the Victoria Tower. If eiigencea of plan 
required that the royal entrance llliould be just at the aouth..-weat 
comer of the pile,-if it wu impossible to bring in that entrance 
u the central feature of the weat aid~or perhap1 the east one, 
by forming a commodioua carriage al' preach to it along the terrace 
-there wu at all event.a no impenoua necessity for carryiug up 
such an enormoua tower over it u is now intended to be done. 
It is truea in many mecli•val edifices which have grown up by 
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degrees, and eoniist or PftrlB &tided to the original plan at long 
intervals of time., very great ineongraitin and discordant con
traats may be found, and mar be pleaded by some &8 sufficient 
fl"eoedent. But the " Houses will have been erected from one 
oomprehensive original plan, laid down by the architect from the 
Yery ou'9et ; and so far from aiming at variety and contraata in his 
elevations, Mr. Barrr has most studioasly attended to perfect 
regularity o( oompos1tion and uniformitr or featurea,-t least, 
1111ch is the case with regard to the river-front, which, although a 
11&COOdary one in regard to its situation, will hardly be aecondary 
in regard to display. Nevertheless, so lofty a structure raised at 
one comer of the general mass as the Victoria Tower will be, 
must inevitably show itself 88 a striking irregularity1--n archi
t.eotural excreecenee, and apparently an after-thought-at least 
to those who may not happen to know that it was BO planned from 
the very finJt, 

With r8«8rcl to the river-front the question now is : How can it 
be rendered acceesible to the public, eo that its elaborate ~rnamen
'8tion can be fairly se~n and enjoyed?. At no very IP'~t ~i11ta~ce '?f 
time, perhaps, and owi~ to the very insecure condition in which it 
now is, Westminster Bndge will be taken down, and either consi-
4leralily lowered or rebuilt further ofF Crom the Houaes of Parlia
ment · in which case, Bridge-street will be converted into a eul-de
lflC similarly to the streets which run from the south-side of the 
su-'aed down to the river; consequent~f, th~ "Howiea • will no 
longer be looked down upon from the bridg&-lmt then how is their 
river-front to be looked at at all, except from a boat on the river 
itaelf? The only way of enabling the public to contemplate that 
fa~ade, will be to form a aecond terrace or quay for foot p8888ngers, 
advanced about fifty feet into the river, and perhaps about a couple 
of feet lower than the terrace between the advanced extremities of 
the building itself. Unlea something of that kind were to be done, 
quite aa much would be lost 88 gained by the removal of the present 
bridge· to say nothing of the great inconvenience attending the 
disturbing auoh a long-establliihed line of communication and 
traffic. 

That we 8'1'ee with the Weitmirul6r" in much or most of what 
it says, both in regard to the Houses of Parliament and the other 
atrnctures which it notices, we freely admit. And it is pleasant to 
us to find opinions that are upon the whole in accordance with our 
own entertained by othera. Speaking of Buckingham Palace, the 
" Wuttrlirutl!'I'" observes that the Marble Arch "might have been 
.dvantageouely incorporated with t.he desige by an artist of re
eource and genius;" and again, of the British Muse~m, that the 
oentral portico or octastyle ought to have been loftier than the 
other colonnades, both which ideail have been brought forward in 
ttketches in this very Journal. Althongh we should not have been 
disple&!led at his noticing that circumstance, supposing him to have 
been aware of it, we do not accuse the writer of making use of " our 
thunder;" on the contrary, we are right glad to meet with t~e 
coincidence of opinion, and to find that we are not altogethe soh
tvy in our own. Here we will conclude, by earnestly recommend
ing a perusal of the article in the "Wutmiruter" to our re.adenJ. 
h certainly bears rather eeverely upon Mr. Barry, but he, if any 
one at all, can very well bear on his part to hear unpalatable 
truths. Of flattery and adulation he gets enough, or more than 
enough-more than may be altogether wholesome for him. An 
occaaional draught of "bitters'' will therefore do him no harm. · 

BEQIBTBB OP SEW PATBSTS. 

RAILWAY LOCOMOTION. 
Rrmuau War&RTON', of Lower Brook-street, Grosvenor-4quare; 

for " I mprouemenU in apparatw t<J be applW t<J rail"'ay carriages and 
engines." --Granted December W, 184'7 ; Enrolled June W., 1868. 

The apparatus con!ri9ts of five distinet applications to railway 
carriages and engines for different purposes. The fint part con• 
1iats in the constr11ction of apparatus attached to the breaks of 
railway carriages; the actuating force upon the breaks being that 
of steam. The patentee claims under this head or his specification, 
the combination and arrangement of apparatue, whereby the 
piston of a steam-cylinder may be made to. act upon central trac
tion-rods or shafts, for the purpose of working the breaks of car
riages and causing them to act simultaneo11sly upon the wheels 
throughout the whole train; also the com1truction or box-coupling 
f'or connecting the shaf'.ts, !'ad the power to th~ breaks.-;-The 
teeondimprovementooname m theemploymeot, in rail way carnagu, 

of one central buffer in lieu of the two aide onea, u hitherto 
used ; this the patentee constructs in combination with the draw
liu.k. The annexed diagram represents this arrangement. A. A. 
are the buffer-plates of adjoining carriagee; thq are attached to 

the buf'er-rods B, B, tJie ends of which are macle of the looped 
form shown, for the purpose of admitting the loop of the tlODaect
ing-links C, C. The buffer-plates A, A, are made with hol• 
through their centres, through which are passed the double-ended 
hooks D, when the carriages are required to be connected, which 
are hooked to the links C, C, upon the buft'er-rods B, B. Immedi
ately behind the loop are cut threads, upon which work the nota, 
E, E, u11.on which are loose collars, that do not revolve with the 
nuts. To the loose eolian are attached hr 1tuds the links C, C ; 
When it is required to connect two carriage&, the buffer-plates 
are brought together, the two nuts are turned up to the looped 
ends of the buft'er-rods, and the double hook inserted and hooked 
on to the links; the nuts are then to be turned back until the 
links and the hooks become tight. Instead of passing the traetion
rods entirely through the carriage as hitherto, the patentee paM!ll 
the rod B, only through the eml-frames F, F, of the carriage, 
where the helical spring G, is placed upon the rods, and ~ u 
the bufting-spring.-The patentee claims as his third improvement, 
the employment of helical springs or other elastic substance, incom
bination with adjusting-screws, for making the co11plings of rail
way carriages; also the c<imbination of a double-joint with the 
adjusting-screws.-The patentee's fo11rth improvement consist.a in 
constructing the axle-box and the axle in such manner that the 
lubricating material employed shall be retained in contact with· fu 
journal and the bearing, and thereby prevent a considerable por
tion of the waste which has hitherto taken place with axl&-boxl!ll 
88 usually constructed. He constructs the axle of one piece or o( 
two pieces, as in the uaual way ; the brus forming the bearing is 
properly fitted in, and the end ef the axle is inserted inio the ul&
box from the back; the axle inside against the journal is turned 
with a fiat or taper sho11lder, against which is fitted and placed a 
metal ring; between the ring and the back of the aue-bos ii 
in1erted a ring of vulcanized india-rubber, or other similar eub
atance, thereby preventing the eaear from the axle-box of any 
considerable portion of the lubricating material employed.-The 
fifth improvement consists of a means of enabling any of the ...
sengenJ in railway carriages of a tr•in to signal and commanica&e 
with the e~ne-driver or guard, by the aid of electricity. To thtt 
middle partition of each railway carriage, near the roof, is ixed a 
small voltaic battery, by means of which the paasengen are ea
abled to bring into action an electro-magnet, that explodea • per-
cu11ion-cap or ringw a bell. · 

COKE OVENS. 
GBOBGlll AlmaoISE MICBAUT, of Epieds, France, Cor "r,,,,,,.._.. 

menu in the production and application <Jf heat, and in lAtJ manw.f a1:

ture of coke." -Granted December l.S, 184.7 ; Enrolled June IS, 
18.f.8. 

The application of the heat evolved during the formation .t 
coke is the object of this invention. Several oTene are combined 
together, which are provided with fire-ban that oceupy only • 
small portion of the area of the bottom. 'fhe ovens are aepanUd 
from each other by partitions, and in the upper parta there 111'8 
openings to permit the flame and prvducts of eoatl>nstion to ~ 
from one oven to another; and there are openlnge iD the top &! 
each oven, through which the Bame and heated gaaee ucelld, in 
order to heat gas-retorts, lime-kilns, steam OI' other boilere, ~ 
other apparatus, situated above the ook~vens. The patemee 
states, that by means of this invention the heat may be more ad
vantageously obtained and applied than before. When the ov811:1 
are at work, the charges of coal are introduced in succession, i.a 
1uch muuer that the charge in two out of three may be in a high 
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..., of ignition when fre.h ooal i1 pat into the other. The 
~ Will know when to withdraw a charge, by the flame 
Cllling on the aurface ; as ~n as ~ is the cue, the charge is ~o 
be wilbdraW'II and oooled Wlth water; a fresh charge of ooal 111 
lben to be put into the oven, and, the firHoor being clo.ed. the 
diarge will IOOD be ignited by the heat of thM oven and the flame 
from the other ovem. The nh-J,,>it doon are to be kept cloeed a& 
all time1, except it be found requisite to introduce air to expediie 
aombllltion; and the uh-pit door of tile oven, imo which the air 
ii"' be lldmiued, is openeL 

STEAM-BOILER FURNACES. 
HBDY F. BAllD, of Bo.ton, United 8taMll or America, for • 

"IWfaill - ad Wiifui ilnp"1-.mt .. ~ ftl.maoM."
Granted December 22, 1S'7; Enrolled .June 22, 18'8. 

The annexed diagram represents a longitudinal vertical eectioa 
of the furnace, as applied to the cylindrical boiler of a high
preaure engine. The fire-box a, is placed at one end of the 
boiltr. At the end of the fire-bars there is placed a vertical grate 
c, which reaches nearly to the bottom of the boiler, for the purpose 

of preventing 88hes from being carried into the reverberatory 
chamben; in the addition of which, the peculiarity of the inven
tion consists. The bottoms of these chambers are placed below 
the le•el of the fire-ban, and the number of them may be four or 
more u required. They are of a parabolic form, for giving a re
voMD« motion to the guee and other in1lammable matters, thereby 
retaining them till consumed ; e i1 a plate of iron placed in an 
inclined poaition, whereby it receives the direct force of the 
e11tire dame from the fumau, put of which is deflected agaiD&t 
the bottom of the boiler, while the remainur is turned down
•arda, and cauaed to circulate in the chamber below. Opening1 
are left at the upper pan of the plate e, between it and the bottom 
of the boiler, which allows the 1lame to paa& along ; f and I are 
air-channels, for the admi.saion of atmospheric air or oxygen, in 
order to en1111re the perfect combustion of the gaaes. These chan
aell are carried into the brickwork at the liide of the boiler, 
through nich they m&f be conducted, and fumiabed with valves, 
if nee-,, for rellUlating the qnntity of air; h, h, are curved 
plaie., which exteJUl ac:rou the flll'D&Ce, the openings in which are 
10 arranged that, while part 9f the heat and 1lame ~s along 
immediately i11 contact wit.la the boiler, part also 18 deflected 
against the bottom of the boiler, and the remainder ia directed 
down into the hollow bottom11 of the reverberatory chB111bers. 
Gratings i, i, i, are placed in the bottom of each of the reverbe
ratory chambera, to allow any small partiel81 of iacombustible 
material to eecape, that may be carried over by the draught. 
These gratingw open into a .Pit It, below1 which muat be kept 
closed. The fire having been ianited. the name awl gues evolved 
~ be carried over and through the vertical bars c, and will come 
in contact with the plate e, by which they will be dellected against 
tlu boiler, and also turned downwards into the hollow bottom of 
t.he first chamber d, causing them to rovolve and be retained a 
abort time, to further the combu.ltion. They then pass over the 
apper part of the air-distributing box1 on the further side of 
which are numbers ef small openings, whence the atmospheric air 
iaues, aa indicated by the arrows, the current of air or oir:ygen 
causing the unconsumed volatile product to be converted into 
flame, which, by the force of the current, impinges on the bottom 
of the boiler. The gaaes are also in this next chamber cau8l'd to 
revolve by the curved ahape; and they are disturbed by the plate 
•, in the nezt chamber, where they are. again retained a short 
time, the revolving in theae chambers causing the heated particlea 
to be brought in contact with the boiler, the last reverberi,,U:!l 
chamber being a1lo fumilhecl with &11 air-distributing bN g. w · 

is tupplie4 by channels through the brickwork. Frona tae fourth 
chamber the incombustible product ia conductecl by a 11.ie at ihe 
boUo111 of the boiler w the chimney. 

AXLE GUARDS AND BUFFERS. 
CB.a.u.a Dll Bzaov1:, of Arthur-street West, City, engineer, for 

"lmprovmienu in carriagu vnd on re1il10ay.."-Granted January .s; 
Enrolled July .s, 184.8. 

These improvementa in railway carriagea relate only te 'fie 
axle-guards and boxes, and to buffers. The patentee con
structs his axle-guards in auch a manner that. a wooden 90rface 
shall be presented as a guard for the axle-box (which is of cast
iroo) to rub ~nst. For this purpose he eecurea two uprights to 
the main frammg of the carriage, at a 4illtaaoe from each other' 
1nitable for receiving the ul~box, which hu a ~1111ge, its whole 
depth on each side embraeing both Bides of ~be uprights. These 
wood uprights forming the guard, are strengthened by plates of 
iron, placed on each side, the width of 1111ch plat.ea being less by 
the breadth of flaage on the ad~i>ox than the wood againat 
1Phich they are bolted; ~bus the face of the axle-box slides Jlush 
with the face of the axle-guard. The upper part& of the1111 plateti 
are carried up the side of the frame, to which they are secured. 
The springs are of the kind previously patented, and oomrist <>f a 
leries of india-rubber rings, separate41. by plates of metal Thitr 
lpring ia placed between the uprighta of the axle-guard, the bot
tom plate being t111pportecl by a vertical rod resting in a step 011 
the &xle-box, immediately above the centre of the bearing, bein8' 
within the grease-box, which forms part of. and is cast in one 
piece with, the u:le-box. The wood faces of the ule-guar«s and· 
the ehaae in the aides of the ule-boxes must be rendered particu
larly smooth, in order to prevent. abrasion of the surface of the 
wood. The eeeond improvement eonsista of a mode of making 
the conical centrea of plates used for 1eparating the rings of india
rubber in the buffer and other srrings. 111 making these platetr 
the .Patentee forms a thin di11e o metal of the ~equired diameter, 
having a hole in the centre larpr than is n«asary, to go over the 
IMrirer-rod ; he then incloses this plate in a suitable mould, in 
which is poured a quantity of aoft metal, such Bii zinc and tin, ia 
order to form the conical centre of such 1111parating-plates. The 
aoft metal mould, being larger in diameter than the hole in the 
centre of the plate, it oon.sequently becomes 11ecurely imbedded i11 
the 10ft metal centre, which is cut with an opening suitallle to· 
receive the buffer-rod or other spindle, according &o the purpo98 it 
may be intended for. The thira part of this inventien relates to 
what the patentee eenominates a long-range buffing apparatus, 
which is applied to a van or tzuck placed between the engine and 
tender and the train of carriages, in order to protect the train as 
much aa p01111ible from violent concullllion. The range of resistance 
in this apparatus is to the extent of aeveral yards, and, unlike 
other buffers, it ie not at.tended by any recoil. The resistance i• 
produced by the friction of strapa passing over a drum, which 
atzape are 110 arranged in connection with levers and a train ef 
wheels, that as the force of the collision increasea, the st.raps are 
tightened and the resistance is augmented. 

SCREW PROPELLERS AND PUMPS. 
EDw A&D H UllPBBJWs, of Holland-atreet, Surrey, engineer, for 

"certain impr°"'"'1eTIU in d«lm-migi'llM, and in 1mginu ,,,. apparat'IU 
for ramng, uliaiuting, aM forcing~-~ Janu,ary ... 
Enrolled July., 18~. 

The improvements in steam-engines have reference solely te 
the mode of driving the screw propellers of steam-boats. The ap
paratus and the driving multiple wheels are so arran~d, that the 
cranks usually employed are dispensed with, the place being sup
plied by the driving spur-wheels themselves. The pins to whicla 
the connecting..,.ods are attached, and which have hitherto beea 
fixed to the cranks upo11 the ends of the abaft., are, by the 
patentee's arrangement, now fixed to the bosses of the driving
wheels, which take the places of the cranks. The aecond part o' 
the invention consi11ts in the construction of the valvlll! for pump• 
for raisieg or lifting or forcing water, as applied to an air-pu111p. 
The patentee proposes to form the passages th1ough the bucket., 
radiating from the centre ; the passage11 being i11 pairs, having a 
thin partition of metal between them, each pair of the p81i88ge. 
being covered by a valve, which is com.posed of a thin piece of 
11teel or other flexible metal, one end of which is firmly secured t• 
the inner part of the bucket, while the other part rises from ita 
aat, when requiud to allaw the Jow ~f water. Tbe p~ 
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claims In respect tO the fint part of hie invention-First, the 
placing the direct-acting marine ateam-en~nes between a line 
arawn through the centre of the piston-rod, and a parallel line 
drawn through the adjoining bearing, or in the apaces usually occu
pied by the crank in ordinary engines ; also the connecting the 
piston-rods to the driving-wheels, without the aid of cranks. 

LAP-WELDED IRON TUBES. 
Jon CUTLEB, of Birmingham, civil engineer, for "cerlain im
~ in tD6lded iron pipu or tubu ro be med tu tlae jluu of •tBam
boiler•." -Granted January 13; Enrolled July IS, 18-'8. 

The object of the patentee ia to protfoce lap-welded iron tubes 
or pipea, so formed 88 to give increaaed strength to thoae parts 
which are exposed to wear, without additional weight to the entire 
length of the tube, and thereby to obviate the evil8 to which boiler 
tubes are at present expoaed. He makes the internal diameter of 
the tube greater at one end than at the other, instead of its being 
the same, or uniform throughout, as has hitherto been the caae ; 
the external diameter remaining, however, the same, and uniform 
throu~hout the entire length of the tube. The tube will, of coune, 
be cylindrical upon the exterior, and conical upon the interior sur
face. The increased thickneBS of metal at the one end is to be 
drawn from the remaini~ portion of the entire length of the tube. 
And furthert the operation ia effected at one heat, so that the 
ductility of tile iron of which the tubes are compoaed shall remain 
unimpaired. 

The modru !'rf"Jndi ia 88 follow& :-The patentee employs a aeries 
of grooved rolls, moved by suitable toothed wheels and a mandril, 
with a conical bulb or head, the stem of which ia of increasing 
diameter towards the opfosite end. The akelpJ after being \lro
perly prepared, as is usua in the manufacture ot lap-welded iron 
tubea, is heated and paased between the firat of the series of rolls. 
It ia then welded over the conical bulb, and forced, at the same 
time, over the stem of the mandril. Thia mandril ia held by a grip, 
attached by a hinge thereto in a atop so as to allow of its being 
lowered and pasaed, after the conical b~b hu been removed between 
the second series of rolla, the diameter of the groove of which ia 
smaller than that of the first aeries. The tube, with the mandril 
still inside, is then p888ed through the third aeries of rolla, the 
groove or which is smaller than that of the second series. The 
object of these succeaive rolling&, after the skelp has been welded 
on the mandril, is to remove any irreaitlarities upon either of the 
aurfaces, and to make the edges of tlie tube perfectly smooth and 
uniform. The tube ia then taken to the drawing bench, in front 
of which ii a atop, and against which the pipe rests. The stop ii 
furnished with a hole to allow of the p8888g8 of the grip of the 
mandril, which is held by a pair of pliers ; and, the bench being 
made to move while the pipe remains atationarr.1 the mandril ia 
withdrawn. When it happens that the mandril alllleres too tightly 
to the tube, it ii l?roposed to heat it in a muftle or furnace, then to 
cool the end which rests against the stop, and repeat the above 
operation, or to roll it cold between three rollers, as ia usually 
done in straightening shafting. 

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY. 
WILLI.&.• Faounz, of Darlington, Devon, civil engineer, for 

" I mpr<JfJfmleTIU in the oaltw Wiid in cloring the tubu of attrW8pl&eric 
nri11DtJg¥."-Granted January .S; Enrolled July .s, 18"8. 

The material which is employed in this invention for closing 
the alit in the tube, is vulcanized india-rubber; and the advantage 
propose«! to be ffBined ii the diapensing with any unctious sub
stance for !:£1ng the valve air-tight. Flat valv~ts are 
formed on Bide of the alit, both of which are bounded by 
vertical ftangea ; the ri~ht-angles formed by the vertical flanges 
and the valvtHeata, being rounded of', and the valve-seats slightly 
receeaed by shallow ciri:ular receues, which thereby form the 
hinges or centres of motion of the valves. There are two valves 
emplo1ed, the lower portion is composed of plates of iron, of about 
eight inches in length each plate, the shape of the lower surface of 
which agrees in contour with the seat upon which it ia placed ; 
the one edge or the plates forming, with the shallow circular re
ce1111 in the seat, the hinge or centre of motion. The other edge 
of the plate& ia nearly over the centre of the line of opening, 
thereby nearly meeting the edge of the opposite plate upon the 
other valve-seat. The under aide of the plates over the aperture, 
ii formed of the same curvature as the inside of the tube. The 
upper 1urfacea of theae plate& are fiat, except that part over the 

apertµre immediately adjoining the edge, where n is lower tbu 
tfie part over the seat. Upon these plates are placed a continued 
sheet of vulcanized india-rubber which extends from beyond the 
centre of the line of opening or aperture over the whole sur&ee 
of the plates up the inner side, and alao on the top of the venical 
flange. The partion of the vulcanized india-rubber sheets whic:lt 
are over the line of opening, are increased in thickness and fill the 
'llhole of the depressed part of the plates, thereby forming at that 
part a thick pad. The upper surface of the vulcanized inclia
rubber is covered with canv88. Above the vulcanized india-rubber 
sheets are /laced fiat plates of iron, of similar length to tha. 
beneath an lying over them ; they are securely rivetted together., 
thereby holding firmly between them the vulcanized india.-rubber. 
The vUlcanized india-rubber ii secured to the side and top of the 
vertical flange by means of a series of iron bars, which are bolted 
to the flange and which are to be about 15 feet long, which aeeura 
that e~ of the valve air-tight, or nearly so. When the valvea 
are firmly pre&1ed upon their seats, the edges of the vulcanlled 
india-rubber pads in contact are below a line drawn between the 
centres of motion of the two valves, whereby the tendency of the 
elasticity of the pads will be to further press the valves upon the 
seat instead of raising them therefrom. The patentee propose1 to 
employ, for the purpose of opening the valves for the pasuge of 
the bar connecting the piston apparatus with the carriages, a series 
of not lesa than five wheels placed in advance of the connecting
bar; the firat of these wheels being placed at about nine feet 
before the bar, and the other at intervals of about two feet from 
centre to centre. After the paBBing of the connecting-arm, the 
valves are lowered and closed over the opening by a wheel attached 
to the upper part of the connecting-bar, or to the carriage, in 
such manner as to run over the valves, and thereby press them 
down upon their seats, where the.Y are securely retained, and~ 
an air-tight, or nearly air-tight, Joint. 

MINING APP ARA TUB. 
PIEBBE AuousTUs Pms, of Paris, for "Improoemenl8 in apfl019-

hu for mUting and lowring laea"!J bodiu in minu." -Granted De
cember W, 18-'7; Enrolled June 22, 18-'8. 

The principal feature in thia invention is the application of 
atmospheric _preBBure to the raising of weights, and to the drainiDg 
of mines. The firat plan by which the patentee prop0888 to raile 
bodies ia by having a vertical air-tight tube in which there ii a 
solid piston, to the under part of which the weights to be raieed 
are to be attached; and the upper part of the tube being e:diaueted, 
the atmospheric presaure befow will force up the piaton and ita 
load. In the drawings attached to the specification, two piatom 
are represented, the one following the other in the aacent. When 
the upper one reaches the top it ia relieved of its load by means of 
a slide, which passes in below it, cutting ofF com~unication with 
the rest of the tube, and the weight ii removed by a door in the 
side of the tube; the upper piston is then carried by exhau&tion in 
a continuation of the tube above the shaft. The next one ii then 
brought up and unloaded in a similar manner. The bottom of the 
tube ii closed after the weights are introduced, the air being ad
mitted by a small tube proceeding from the top of the mine, by 
which the admiBBion of the air to the underside of the pistona ii 
regulated. In another method of applying the atmoepheric tuba, 
instead of rsiaing the weights within the tube, they are eleva&ed 
on the outside, by means of arms projecting through a continuOlll 
alit. For the J!Urpoae of raising water in minea, the appara&as 
consists of a series of air-cylinder&, which are placed at J:egular 
interval& down the shaft. Each of these is in communication witk 
an exhaust tube. The lower pump drawa the first lift by auction. 
the water then paases through the bucket, and ii forced up a lltep 
higher to a small reservoir placed for the purpose. The next pump 
above repeats the operation, drawing the water from the reaervoir, 
to which it has been previously raised by the pump below, and ID 
on till the water arrives at the top. The action of the pumps it 
produced by alternately exhausting and admitting the air from, 
and to, the cylinders, on the upper side of the pistone. AnoU
part of this invention relates to the railing weights in mines by a 
series of vertical rods, which are attached to each other, fonning 
one continuous rod to the bottom of the pit. Two of theee coi. 
bined roda are placed side by side, and auspended at the top by 
two chains, attaclied to, and p888ing round, wheels supported over 
the mouth of the shaft. T&ese wheels have a semi-rotary move
ment imrarted to them from a steam-engine, by which m.am a 
continua reciprocating motion of the two rods ii kept up. lloolu 
or notches are formed on the vertical rods at regUlar distances, 
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corresponding wi&h the height the rod is lifted at each movement. 
Each bucket to be raised by these rods is furnished with two spring
books, which t&ke into the notches on the rods and suspend them 
while 111Cending; the bucket being eu~ended fro.m the low~Bt 
notch, is elevated by the first movement, till the epnng-hook. shps 
into the second notch on the other rod. The rod by which 1t has 
been previously lifted, de~end!'- the~eby trai:isfel"!"ing the whole 
weight to the other rod, which 1mmed1ately ;a1~ 1t anothe~ step, 
the changes being performed alternately in this way until the 
bucket reaches the top. 

STEAM-ENGINES. 

Ce.&•LES WrLLJAM SrEMENS, of Manchester, for •• lm~u 
ill tmgina to be llJO'l'k«l by Bttam and other jluids."-Granted Decem
ber W, 18-'7; Enrolled June 22, 18"8. 

The chief object of this invention is the saving of fuel by a 
means prop<>8ed for regenerating the steam and for condensing it 
by successive exposures to water of difFerent te!l'peratures. !here 
is no regular boiler employed, but the &team 1s generated in the 
first instance in a small fiat chamber, placed close to the cylinder; 
the direct action of the fire b~ing against a ~net-iron. chamber con
taining the bottom of the cylinder, and having considerable space 
between the two, which is filled with lead. The 11ues are continued 
twice round the cylinder, aud then carried under the steam-gene
rating chamber. The cylinder is fitted with a jacket, through 
which the steam has access to both sides of the piston, the aren of 
the upper side of which being dim~nished one-half b>: a trnnk 
which works through a stuffing-box in the top, and ndm1ts of the 
connecting-rod pa~ing down to the piston, the diff~rence of the 
area causing the piston to ascend. The steam having been thuil 
admitted to the cylinder, is suffered to escape by a series of double
beat valves, which are lifted by a series of rams on the main shaft; 
the steam is thus admitted successively into eight different regene
rating-chambers, which are placed immediately i_inder the generator. 
The steam as admitted to the upper chamber, will be of the greatest 
preamre, ;nd the valve. is sufFe~ed ~o rem~in open o very. short 
time the next in succession opening 1mmed1ately, the duration of 
•hich will be somewhat longer, which goes on increasing, the 
preBSUre of the steam being also gradually reduced ; the ninth 
valve orens to the atmosphere or to the condenser, and remains 
open til the engine is post the centre. These several chambers 
are each fitted with shallow horizontal trays, into which water 
escapes from the generator above, passing from one to the other. 
The heat thm1 communicnted to these chambers regenerates the 
steam, which is again admitted to the same cylinder, or to another 
cylinder, should it be a double-cylinder engine, by the same set .of 
valves.. which are opened by another set of cams on the. opposite 
aide of the shaft in the inverse order to that before explnmed, the 
lowest pressure being allowed to act first. The heat communicated 
by the fire to the cylinder nlso assists in the regeneration of the 
steam. The next part of the invention relntes to the condei:isation 
of steam in ordinary condensing-engines. The condenser 1s sub
divided by horizontal partitions, into four or five separate compart
ment.a, the steam being admitted by a cock having a hollow plug, 
which is opened to the cylinders. This plug opening to the separate 
rompartmentll of the condenser in succession, beginning at the 
lowest, the injection water is admitted to the uppermo~t, where. it 
completes the condensation of the steam, and from which the a1r
pump exhausts a portion of the injection ; nnd the co'!densed water 
instead of being carried ofF by the nir-pump1 is received between 
t•o pistons working in a barrel between the upper and second 
chamber, by real!On of the upper piston being above the top of t~e 
cylinder or barrel. This water is by t~e down stroke of. t~e ~1r
pump admitted to the rhamber immediately below the mJect1on 
cha,rnber, and in which a portion of the steam is suffered to e&CRJ?e· 
Each of the partitions is titted with similar apparatus for tran~m1~ 
ting the condensed watc.>r from one chamber to the other, till 1t 
reaches the lowest, where the steam is first admitted. A portion 
of the steam on entering that chamber will be condensed by the 
water, and after having passed through all the separate chambers, 
and having the heat derived from several succel!Bive charges of 
steam from the cylinder, it will have attained a great heat, and 
may be introduced to the boiler. The quantity of water requin:cl 
for injection will thus be materially reduced, and may render 1t 
applicable to locomotives for condensing the atmosphere of the 
llte&m which remains in the· cylinder after its high-pressure efFect 
ill 1pent through the blaat-pipe in the chimney. The laat part f!f 
tile invention relates io an improvement in the chrouometr1c 
governor, pawnted by Mr. Siemens, in December, IMS. The 

improvement consists in the adaptation of an ~andi~ BJ-wt.eel 
to the . governor, instead of the pendulum-ball with which it .was 
originally con11tructed. This By-wheel is formed in four Bef{IDenta, 
and by centrifupl action they are caused to expand or recede froin 
the centre. Wlien any excesa of the centrifugBI force takes place,. 
by reason of the increased velocity, bell-crank levers are actuated 
by the segments, so as io force a conical friction-break againl4 a 
cone fixed to the frame-work. The friction calllled by &his· break 
tends to retard the velocity of the &haft and segments, and the 
power which is exerted to drive the shaft being constant and 
mdependent of the velocity of the prime mover, limits the velocit1 
of the expanding-wheel,. causing nearly a uniformity of motion, if 
sufficient power be at au times transmitted io &he &haft. 

REPLY TO THE REVIEW OF DR. GREGORY'S 
"MATHEMATICS FOR PRACTICAL MEN.N 

Sia-In the criticism upon the new edition of Dr. Gregory's 
" Mathematics for Practical Men; which appeared in the last 
number of your Journal, the writer has in such positive terms de
nounced as incorrect certain portions of that work, involving 
principles not however peculiar to itself, bu.t '!'hich have or?gi-· 
nated with or been demonstrated by, all the principal mathematical 
writers, th'at I think myself called upon to offer the following 
remarks, io prevent your reade~e bei.njr .misled upon th~ sub~ect. 

Your reviewer commences his cr1t1c1em by expre11111ng his sur
prise at my using the worda cycloid and trochl>id synonymously; I 
am not, however, the only person who bas done so, for 

Dr. Hutton aay1: " Trochoid i1 the 1ame curve 11 what ia more uaually 
called the cyrloid.'" 

Professor Barlow aays: " Trochoid ia the 11me aa cycloid, that term being 
derived in a similar manner from x~xA·1f, a circlt. I\ i1, however, by to
aulhora, used to denote esclusively lhe prolate cycloid.'' 2 

Your reviewer then proceeds to find fault with my definition of 
an epicycloid, which is as follows:-

"If the g~nerating circle, inatead of rolling along l Your rewiewer 
a atraight line, ia made tn roll up~n the circumf~ren~e l 1aya : " It ii .Ot 
of anolher circle, the rurve deacrthed by any point in called an epicycloid 
itl circum(erenre i1 called ~n _tpii:ycloid.'' P· ~ 79. • excepl wbeu lb~ 

Dr. Hulton aaya: " But 1(, 1n11ead of the right line, generating circle ia 
the circle roll along 1he circumference of anotherj equal 10 lbe bed 
circle, ntlur epal to the fo,..,,,n or not. then tbe circle aud rnlli on 
CUr'l'e deacribed by any pnint in itl circumference ii the e~terior of it.'' 
what is called !he rpicycloid."• 

Now ProfeRSOr Barlow 4 gives the properties of epicycloida 
•hen the generating and quiesc~nt circles are not oom~rabk, 
which .they always would be 1f .equal and Dr. Y~ung,• in 1111 
"ESMay on Cycloids" (the attentive perusal .of w~1ch. I wo.uld 
recommend to your reviewer), speaks of ep1cyclo1ds m w~1ch, 
while one circle remains constant, the other becomes either 
infinite or evan~scent. If, then, your reviewer is right, it follo ... a 
that Dr. Hutton, Professor Barlow, Dr. Young, and many others 
(whom I have not space to quote), are wrong. 

He then goes on to say, that I have aggravated the mistake 
"by re.Presenting the rolling curve as much larger than the filled 
curve,' whereas it is really much nnalJer in both my figur~s (I.Sf 
and I.S8); from which it is very evident that he baa m111ta1ten. 
the fixed for the rolling circle. . .. 

Your reviewer next finds fault with one of my defi111t1ons, as 
being "clumsy and incomplete, at the least;" and. ~s, ,."What 
will our mathematical readers say of such a definition? No ... , 
one of our most justly-esteemed mechanical writers, Professor 
Moseley, has given a definition so precisely synonymous, .that I 
transcribe both his and my own for the purpose of companson :-

Prof,.•.ar Mottll'y'• Dl'jinition. Definilwn Crilicr•ed. 
" \\ hen more forces than one are " When the forcee that act upon. 

applied to a body, and their respec- a body, destroy or tlfUlilli/ate eac/t. 
th" tendencies to communicate mo· other'• opn-al11m, •o that the 6oq 
tinn tn it l:ountn-act 11ne anot/1", •O rn11aiu IJ'de•ctnt, tbey are aaid &o 
that tht /Jody rt111airu at rt•t, theae be in l'pil1/Jritmt, and are then 
forcea are uid to be in epililwiu111, called pre•111re•." p. 187. 
and are then called pre11ure1."• · 

Your reviewer objects to &he sense in which I here me the wd 
1 Phil. aud Ala.b. IJi..uuu•ry. •01.;.: p. Ml. 
• N~w tlath. aod Phil. IJktlonuy, - Ari. ·• Trocbold." 
a Pltl. and Ala1b. lll<tluoorJ. •ol. I, p. 41~. 
4 N~w Alatb. and Phll. IJltllunaoy,-Art. ·• Eplrydold." 
I A COUrM ol Lectu,.aon Nat. Pbll., Yul: 2, p. ~. 
II Mecballlcal PrlDdpln oC 1:npa .. r1u1 ..... Arch., p. I. 
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i/:.' 1mea;· for whioh, hOW8Ver, iD addition to that of ProfelllOl' 
Oeeley, I have the aothority of Dr. Whewell,• who 18YS, 

"&tMfcal forces are called prwiuru ;N and Dr. Young, 1 who saya, 
"A ,.._.urtJ is a force couJJUractecl by aaotlae1' for~ 60 tltat no IROCiDf' 
" tJrOdvt:ed.- If, then, rour reviewer is corrtJCt, it follow• that 
ProfellllOr Moseley, Dr. Whewell, and Dr. Young are WJTOnf· 

Your reviewer nen takes up the aubject of "'8 vi-, cm which I 

8r.'ru ftN, or liTing force, a term ullfi 61 IAihit• &o denote thefore. or 
power of a body in motion; or tbe force wbicb would be required to bring 
it &o a a ta Ml of rnt." p. l 08 

Proreuor Barlow aa:rs : " Yu Diea, or !iring force, ia uftl 111 t/1# •
alllor [Leibnitr.) to denote thefe1rce or power of a body in motion."8 

Dr. Hutton aaya: " Vii morlMa, and Vii eiva, are terms M1rd /Jy Uilnlitz 
and hie followers for fore~; undentanding by the latter, that f<Wc~ or 
power of acting which re1ides in a body in motion.'" 0 

Notwithstanding, however:,.. th• united testimony of Professor 
Barlow Dr. Gregory, and vr. Hutton, that Leibnitz used the 
term "~ tlitlCJ aa here stated, your reviewer is perfectly sceptical 
upon the point, and boldly asaerts " that Leibnitz never did 
"°ything half ao ablurd as i8 here said of him ;· that he did do so, 
is however a matter of fact, for here are his own words :-

" Hine Yu quoque duple:i: : alia elementaria, quio et mor/1111111 apello, 
qoia in ea nondum eitistit motus, aed tanlum 101licitati1 ad motum, qualia 
at glubi in tobo, aut lapidia in funda, etiam dam ad hoe Tineulo tenetor; 
1lia nrll ris ordinaria eat, cum moto actuali conjuncta, quam TOCO .m.0111. 
Bt Ti• mortwe qaidem e:i:emplom eat ipaa Tis ceotri£uga, itemque Tia 
gr&'l'itatis, "" centripeta; 'l'i1 etiam qua elaltrum tenaom se reatitoere 
iocipit. Sed in ~rcussio11e, que oascitur a grni jam aliquamdi11 cadeate, 
ant ab arc11 ae aliquamdiu re1tituente, ant a aimili caaaa Tia eat 'l'i•a, ex 
in6niti• Tia monme impreuioaibus continuatia oata. Bt hoc eat qaod 
Galil<nl Toi uit. cam a:nigmatica loqoendi ratione percauiooia Tim iDfioitam 
di:i:it, acilicit, ai cum &implice gravitati1 nis11 comparet11r. Btai autem 
impetus cum Ti •iva semper sit conjunctus, differre tameo ha:c duo, infra 
01teodetur." 1 ' 

Not content, however, with denying that Leibnitz said that, 
which his own works prove that he did say, your reviewer denies 
'bat tlU oiN is a force at all, and says that it is a mere technical 
term ; Dr. Whewell, • ~ however, aaya, "The '"8 tlit1a of a body iD 
motion u a force;"' and Profel!llor Moseley,•• " That the dilf'erence 
between the aggregate work of the accelerating forcu of the 
ll)'Stem, and that of the retarding forc1J8, is ~ual to one-half the 
ma tlioo accumulated or lost in the system.' Therefore, either 
your reviewer is wrong, or else both Dr. Whewell and Profesaor 
Moseley. 

He next states that, "in the second problem of the chapter on 
Statics, the calculation respecting the strain on tie-beams and 
struti! is totally erroneous;" to which I answer that the calculation 
v cornet, and that your reviewer w wrrmg ; as he will find if he 
refer& either to Tredgold, 1 " Dr. Whewell, 1

• Professor Moseley,•• 
or Professor Wallace, 1 ' ( t11Ao q11.otu from Dr. Gregory tM fJW1/ 
~denounced'" incorrect). 

Your reviewer then extracts the following proposition relating to 
&lie centre of gravity :-

.. If the p•rticles or bodies of any 1y1tem be mo'l'ingl 
aiformly and rectilineally, with any •elocitiea and di. 
rection• whate•er, lhe centre of !!rnity is either at 
na~ or mo'l'n uniformly in a right line " p. 193 

imeraoo eays: " If \wo or more bodiea mo'l'e uni· 
formly in any gi•en directions, their common centre of I Toor ri 
~•it~ wi!! 

1 
~ther be u rest, or mo•e aoiformly in a ~merely 1..,1~ .. ~~':! 

nght hne. j ia t t oe " Dr. Whewell ea ya : " If there be •e•eral bodiee, 00 r · 
which either all attract and are attracted by a ainide 
body, or all attract each other, these also will move in 
each a manner that the common centre of gravity 
will either remain at rest, or move uniformly in a 
atrai~ht lioe."19 

He then asks a question; "Does the author mean to assert, 
that if two bodies be moving with dilf'erent [uniform] velocities 
iD strai~ht lines perpendicular to each other, the common centre 
of ln'""'tv mo"e11 in a straiu;ht line?" To which I a1111wer very 

' r .. acu1iroW1)' J.·~..iue un lledaaojc1. p. 6. 
• A • .., .... or Leotul'ff on Nat. Pbll., Yol. 2. p. Jl. 
8 Nrw Math. and Pbll. Dir:llonary,-Art. 0 Vil." 
1 o Pbll. and )falh. D1ctlonary, vol. 2, p. 1168. 
11 G. G. wlbul1&il. Opera Omnlo, tom. 3, p. 31S. 

· • • Mevbauk• of Enslneerlo1, p. I~. 
>a ~r.cb. P1lo • .,r Enslnffrlng and Arch., p. 1113. 
&4 Elrm•ntary l'rlnclple1 or Carprntrf. p. 9. 
1a El•mentary Tnauu on )fec:bantn., p. M. 
u IJecb Prln. or >:nglnHrlng •nd Arcb.,jl• Ool. 
u Pnclkal Englnffr'I Pocket Gwde, p. 11. 
& • Pdnc'plH or lfecb1u1 ... p. es. 
1 • Oil die li'ree Mollon or PolAta, p. Ill. 

decidedly, " Yea, I do • anli if you are at all 110epticat upoa ~ 
point, if you refer to Emerson's 'Principles of Mechanics," p. a, 
you will find the truth of my BDIWer dernlrMlraUtJ: 

The next objection of your reviewer is to my use of \lie term, liBe 
of rupture; which, however1 1 prefer to apply to the actual CMe flJf 
rupture of the ground, whiCb takes place when the wall falla, ... 
which is then obviously the same 1111 the natllJ'fll 1lope: the line cS. 
termining the wedge of maximum pressure is orily an imaginuJ 
line, and not that on which the ground would really separate. 

Your reviewer has quite misunderstood Dr. Gregory, when be 
asserts, that the conditions upon which he examines the stability 
of an arch, are "that there are only two joints of rupture, equi
distant from the crown, the loading l)'mmetrical, anli the piers in
capable of sliding,H no such conditions being 888umed, or indeed 
neceuary. 

The next paragraph of your reviewer reqnires no eomment from 
me; the obvious mis-quotation of my words does aa much violenee 
to common-8ense and grammatical conlltruction, u it exhibit& the 
desire to pervert the meaning of what 1 actually say. 

He then 11tates that I have given certain experiments ( whiQ 
he extracts) "as the foundation of dynamic11• and "in place ol 
an enunciation of the three laws of motion," wlaicA u ROI tM fad: 
I have merely employed them to illustrate the nece.isity of re
garding ti.me in estimating the forcea of moving bodies : • 
Atwood,• 0 Barlow,•• and Hutton.88 

Your reviewer next finds fault with my ueiDg the expreuia., 
" Each particle of matter ruim motion ; is he aware that. Dr. 
Whewell•• repeatedly uses a similar expre11Sion-'' the inertia of 
the particles to ruiJlt tM communication of motion t and that IL 
Poncelet, in the introduction to his Mecanique /rtdiutrVJJe, haa .-. 
vived the term vii inertia, and has aasociated with it the defuii. 
tive idea" of a force of resistance oppo11ed to the accelerat.ion w 
the retardation of a body's motion." 

Your reviewer nut takes objection to the 1111Sertion, that (neg
lecting the elf'ects of friction) if a body 11uspended from a fised 
point by a fiexible string, have its {'&th altered by a projeeiiog 
pin, it will rise to the same height as it would have done if D<K 11t 
mterfered with; Dr. Young, however, speaking on this subjec& 
says : u We may alter the form of the path in which it de11Cenda, 
by placing pins at different points, llO as to interfere with * 
thread that supports the ball, and to form in succession temporary 
centres of motion ; and we 6JaalJ find in all CG8U, tllat tM ~ -
CIJ1Ul8 to a height equal to that from which it ducendtxt, toitA a mtall • 
duction on account of frictU>n."• 4 

After stating that Dr. Gregory's definition of the centre of gyra
tion is "confused and inaccurate," altho11gh identical (aa he will 
find by reference) with that given by Dr. Hutton,•• by Emel'llOn,'" 
and by Profe88or Barlow,•' he proceed11 to show by reference to lk 
"fable of tM wolf and tM lamb," that one of the propositions re
lating to the centre of gyration cannot be correct, and arrives a 
the certain conclusion that the author (aa alao Emel'!IOn, from whoa 
the same proposition is taken) did not clearly undentaud tlie 
11ubject on which he wrote:-

Emerson'• Pre1poritwra. Proporitltm CriticiMd. 
"Ir the matter of any gyrating " If the matter in any gyratieg 

body were actually to be placed ia body were actually to he placed u 
it. centre of gyration, it ought if in the centre or gyratio:i, it 011gbt 
either to be disposed of in tbe cir- either to be disposed in the circomfer
cum£erence or a circle, whose radios eoce of a circle wbose radius ii I, 
is S 0, or elae into two point., dia· or et two poio&t R, R,' diametrieall1 
metrically opposite, equal and eq11i- opposite, and each at the dia~ 
di1taot from S."u R from the centre.'' p. 230. 

Your reviewer next informs us that centrifugal force is not 
always "directed towards a fixed centret in which I perfectly 
agree with him, and am not aware that any person has stated 
the contrary. 

He then points out an error of Dr. Gregory's, relating to ty
wheels, which had escaped my obeervatio1} and one of my own, ill 
equation (I) page 373, which should read LP.= E(a +A); bot 
which fortunately does not affect any other part of the subjec:t. 
He then states that the total forces of longitudinal compreaioo 
and tension are equal and opposite; this is, however, only tJie 
caae •hen the applied forces are perpendicular to the beam, for whea 

lo A TrHLloe OD lhe Rectilinear lloUon and Rotation ol BMll ... P• a. 
• 1 Nrw Matb. aud Phil. lHctluoary,-Art. 0.ro~." 
• • Phi!. and Math. Dktlonarr, •ol. I, p. 63'. 
•• 31ocbonlca or Eoglo.nl11g, p. 131. 
94 A conne or Lecturu oo Na&.. Phil., nl. l, p. 41. 
II Phil. and Math. Dictionary, Yol. I, p. 297. 
H Prlnclpln or Uechaoico. p 81. 
u Nnr .Uath. aod Phil. Dlriioaarr.-Art.. "C.OtN ot Q,..don i" ad g_,-

• pedla .Uet ,-Art. ")le:hanlca," YOL 3, .. IU. • ~ ... 
a a PrlDclpln of lledtullC9, p. 83. -
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;...ljned at any ugle, ProfetllOr Moeeley bu shown that the 
li,linew of the forcee of compre.iDn and tension is equal to the 
remaltant of tbe applied forces multiplied by the sine of the 
•• wlUda ii makes with the normal to the neutral line at the 
point of rupture. .. 

In concJaion, if ynur reviewer is right, it follows that Dr. 
Batton, Dr. Young, Profeaor Barlow, Dr. Whe•ell, Profeaor 
M011eley, Professor Wallace, Emerson, and Tredgold, one and all 
of them, fllul 6e f11rOf1f; but I think that any rea110ning man will 
reqaire eomethiag more, to convince him that the labotwetl thmtmt
llrwlioa of theae men, who have hitherto justly been regarded M 

lligh -thoritie11 on the 1111bject, are false, than the mere dntal of 
- individual wriw. Comidering, then, with whom it is that your 
nwiewer i.a at :.U~e!i-not with Dr. Gregory and me, but with all 
the fint rneeh · and mathematical writen who have livecl,
•oald it Dot have been wi.aer, had he 888Ullled a little 1- poeit.ive 
&one in his attemptl to lay doWD the law? 

I remain, &c., 
LtwtJltm, JuJ1u,184o8. H11:NaY LAW. 

• • Mr. Law cannot accase 01 of want of~ nature, for we print 
IUs fetter at full length. We had no original prejudice ~nst Dr. 
Gre,rory's book. The author has a kind of celebrity from his p011ition 
at Woolwich, and from having written copiously, which, though he 
ha not made a single siep in the advancement of science, led us 
&o imagine him capable of compiling a book like the present with
out groes and systematic blundering. The first two or three mis
takes occuioDed a little trurpriae, but were charitably attributed to 
inlMIYertanoe. It was only llowly and reluctantly that we yielded 
to the conviction, that the book wu radically and essentially erro
neoa.a, ud that a real mathematician could not by any chanoe 
have written it. 

8'ill, we clung to the hor. that Mr. Law wu guiltlt!llll of the 
Yarious delinqueneie11 to which he had given his editorial 11&nction. 
It was, at least, a good-natured excuse-a pious fraud, to delude 
ounelves and readers with-that he bad uttered false coin, not 
well knowing it to be spurious. Alas ! e\·en this pleasing self
delusion is destroved. 

The various subjects of discussion are not questions of autho
rity, but of reason. If Newton, Lagrange, and Laplace were to 
arise from the dead, and auure us that they had discovered the 
ordinary multiplication table to be incorrect, not even their united 
testimony would produce conviction in our minds. We may as 
well eet out by avowing, that if those illustrious names were 
cpioted in support of Dr. Hutton and Mr. Law, even they would 
not produce the slightest change in our convictions. We should 
feel perfectly certain that their words were misquoted, or &trained 
beyond their intended signification, or-( out it must come) that 
they had lost their wits ! 

Our task i9 a very simple one as regards the definitions ; it is 
to refer Mr. Law to books in which be will find them correctly I 
laicl down. That Bario•, Hutton, and Young, have fallen into the 
same mistakes as Dr. Gregory, only corroborates an opinion inde
pendently arrived at-that they were just the men to do so. The 
dilltinctions between the cycloid and the trochoid are given 
correctly, and in exact accordance with our criticism, in Hall's 
"Ditferenti11l Calculus, and in page 187 of the "Examples on the 
Diirerential Calculu1; by the late D. F. Gregory, fellow of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, one of the most profound anal)sts in Europe 
-and therefore a very different mathematician to Dr. Gregory of 
Woolwich. 

Profl!ll80r Peacock, in bis collection of Examples on the Cal
eul os., distinl{Uisbes in a similar manner, between the cycloid and 
trocboid. The other curves in quetition are thus defined by him, 
page 192 :-

.. H oue circle rewolve upon another as ill bas<>, and in the same plane 
with it, it i~ r11lled !he E11itrodwid, which bl'comell the Epicycloid when 
lbe deacribing po1nl is in the c1rcu1nrerence or the re•ol•ing circle. ]fa 
circle 1e1·olve io a similar manner upon the ronc1<ve part or 1he circumfer· 
eace of 1<nother drde, the curve de&cribf>d by a point iu ita plane is cal!ed 
&he Hypllror#IOid, which becom~• the Hypocgcloid when llull point i1 iu 
&he circumfrrruce." 

The definition of equilibrium criticised by us, begins " When 
forces that act upon a body destroy or annihilate each other's 
operation, BO THAT the body remains qui:.>scent" &c. If the 
worda "BO that• have the meaning generallr adopted by persons 
who apeak and write the Engliiib language, it is here 888erted that 
if the forces acting on a bodr destroy ~acb other's operation, the 
body must be at rest. It i1 wearying to have to repeat the cor-

•• Mecb, Prta. o' .io;o~lneella1a111 Arcu., I'· 4:1<• 

rection of eo obYioua a blunder, but we haYe agaia te tell lft. 
Law, that the - of uniform motion hu been carelf9811 onr
looked bY: hi11 author. On Dr. WheweU's authority, it ill 4leclared 
that 1tat1cal forcea are called presaares ; b11t he does not. deaJ 
what we auerted, that dynamieal forcet1 are called preanrea .._ · 
!1'JN:&ted iustancea of such a use ef the expre.ion, may be f099ili 
10 hll! work.a. 

Dr. Gregory's -.rtion BB to the manner in which Leibnits 'llaecl 
the term IM tiim, is aaid to be confirmed by Barlow and H uHG& 
However, we need not inq11ire at second-hand what Leibnits aaid, 
or did not say, becau11e his very words a~ quoted at len,th. No•, 
do8ll Mr. Law really mean to uaert. that in the Latin quotatien 
tiU Miii is called a force? If so, all we ean reply is, that he 4i.. 
plays CODlliderable fortitude under trying cirenJDlltanceL · 

The Latin quotation first specifies the cases in which the two 
thing& called IM --CVO and IM f1itHI respectively esi.at-the former 
where there ii no motion, and the latter where there is motion. 
Then it is added, that " where a body has been BOme time falling, or 
a bow hM been llOllle time unbending itself, or in any llimillll' cue, 
there is IM mia, generated from the continued infinite impreuions 
of IM llWrlua," -a perfectly distiact recognition of the truth which 
we aaaerted, that IM mia is not force, but BOmething generated br it. 
Of courae, the true interpretation of the phrue mat be obtained 
from the context-not from an arbitzwr translation of the word 
IM which has a great diversity of mea.rungs. · 

Professor Moaeley's lltatement of the principle of IM tliN i1 ID 
clear, that it is really marvellous that Mr. Law did not percei'fle 
that he quoted an authority decisive against him. He eay11 tiU 
tiiaa is a force; Moaele,r, that it i.a equ&l to a certain amount of 
~ of foroa : " work being previously explained to be the pro
duct of force and distance. It is alao important to remark, that 
oi8 eim i1 Dot said to be work, but to 6e eqtUll to work. Twenty 
ahillingw are equivalent to a sovereign_, but they an not a BOvereign, 
but dilfer from it in weight, Ilise, colOur, and almoat every other 
particular, except current value. 

We will follow the example of printing the contradictory state
ments side by Bide. The cue then between the authority I.Mt 
quoted and our preeent correapoodent, stands thus :-

Mr. Law. 
Via t!ii:a of a body " ie THE 

WHOLE mechanical effect which it 
will produce in being broaght to a 
eta&e or reaL" 

Profr11ar Moulty. 
"The ilill'~reuce between lhe 111-

grepte work of the 11cr.eleraliog 
forces ol the 1y1tem and that of the 
retarding force• is equal lo 0111-
tlALF the "ii "iro &CICllmuJ .. ted or W.t 
in the system," 

The discrepancy between " the whole" in the one quotation, and 
the "one-half" in the other, would be a fatal objection to Mr. 
Law's views if no other nisted. 

The following definitions, in which, be it obeened
1 

"force• is 
not even mentioned, are conclusive as to the u1e of tile phrase IM 
eim among modern mathematiciam :-

"The ri1 llir11 or a particle ie the product of ita mua and the 1qaU'CI 
or its velocily."-Earnshaw'e Dynamicd, page 177. 

"Since the publication of D' Alembert's work, the term t!i11 rit11 baa 
been usl'd to signify merl'ly the algebraical prodnct of the maa1 or a 
moving body 1<nd the 1quue of ita velocity."-Walton'd M~chanic:al 
Probll'ml, page S87. 

"Tbe aum of ull the bodies of a Pyetem each multiplied into the sqnare 
of its velocity is called the ri• r:fo11 or the system." -Whewdl'd I::le111en
tary Treatise on Mechanics, page 292. 

"The term ri11 rira is still used to ex pres~ the product of thP mH& and 
the square uf the Vl'locily."-Prall's M~chanical Philosophy, p11g., 202. 

"Ou appelle/oru "ire d'un point materiel, on, plu~ i:e.1eraleme11t, d'un 
corps doot taus Jes poin11 oat lea me me vitesse, le produat de son masse par 
le carre de celle viles~e."-Poissoo Traile de M ~cnniqu~, Iona. ii., pHge :.!9. 

The proposition respecting tie-beams was condemned by us because 
some ufthe forces acting on the beam and strut are neglected; and we 
showed as corroboratory proof of the incorrectness of the solution, 
that it led to an absurdity. Of all this our correspondent takes 
no notice ; but refers us to Profei;sors Moseley and \\>"hewell. If 
both these references were relevant, which they certainly are net, 
they would not jui;tify a palpable and obvious error ; and we must 
tell Mr. Law plainly, that we should have had far more reapect 
for him as an opponent, if be had made the neceSlllll'y correctiont 
instead of endeavouring to transfer the blame to authurities ao 
way involved in it. As for ProfeS&Or Wallace's adoption of the 
problem, we can only say that in this instance he has 111ade an llD
fortunate selection. 

By inserting the word "uniform," in quoting our remarks upon 
page 198 of the " Mathemutics for Practical Men," Mr. Law 
makes us talk nol18el18e. However, we freely admit that we •e 

3SS 
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iluldYertently mistook tbe purport of one of Dr. Gregory'• aen
teDCell, and though what we said w1111 true, omitting the word 
which Mr. Law forces upon us, Dr. Grego1y'11 sentence with that 
word is perfectly correct also. Mr. Law unnecel!SBl'ily injures his 
Clll8e by a quotation from Dr. Whewell, which bas not the remotest 
connection with the subject. Dr. Whewell speaks of accelerated 
ye}ocities in the several bodies: Emerson and Gregory, of uniform 
Yelocities only. The law stated by the two latter depends for its 
proof on wholly dift'erent principles to that enunciated by the 
former. Tbe connection between them which Mr. Law attempts 
to establish, is of that kind which exists between the 1st of 
March and the foot of London-bridge. We have not the !!lightest 
objection to let the whole dispute between us and our correspon
dent rest on the reply of any real mathematician to this question:
Does not this attemvt to confound two principles euentially 
cillFerent display either the most profound ignorance or the most 
hopeless confusion of thought respecting the science of exact 
mechanics? If Mr. Law can get one competent umpire to answer 
that question in his favour, we will give up the whole controversy. 

The idea respecting the natural •lope has the merit of originality. 
Mr. Law "prefer•" giving it a meaning which it has not hitherto 
received. He says, the natural slope is the slope along which rup
ture would take place if the revetement wall were removed. Now, 
the definition of natural slope, as ordinarily used, is that it is the 
wry rlope along which rupture cannot take piac-its friction being 
just capable of sustaining the superincumbent mass witlwut the 
1181lillf.ance of the wall. 

We are next said to have misunderstood Dr. Gregory respecting 
the conditions on which he discllll8es one of the cases of the equi
librium of arches. This is mere iw;ertion. We repeat the coun
·tel'-&118ertion, that in the case referred to, conditions are assumed 
which, quite independently of all statical considel'lltions, render it 
impo111ible that the arch from its mere funn could be overturned. 
Mr. Law says that " no such conditions are aasumed, or indeed 
necessary." Not necessary, indeed! Why, they make Gregory's 
lucubrations nonsense. Does Mr. Law mean to infer, that •ometimu 
it is necessary that Gregory should talk nonsense ? 

Then follows an accusation against us, of having maliciously 
misquoted and perverted the words of the book under review. 
The best answer to personality is silence. 

With regard to the " careful and often-repeated experiments" 
which Mr. Law asserts to have been 'repeatedly made, we have 
already explained, as clearly 811 we could, the confusion here made 
lletween mechanical experiment and pure geometrical measure
ment of distances. The words, "uniformly retsrding force,'' 
involve the very conclusion which is declared to be the res11lt of 
numerous trials; just in the same wsy that the first proposition in 
Euclid is a pure deduction from hi11 definitions. Experimerlt would 
be as preposterous in the one case as the other. 

The following quotations, the former from Moseley's Principles 
of Engineering, the latter translated literally from Poisson's 
Traite de Mecanique, are offered in a faint hope of clearing Mr. 
Law's ideas respecting the resistance of inertia:-

" So m11oy dillic11ltici1, ho\Vever, oppo~e theuu~lves to the iutrocluctioa 
or the term t:is 111erlite, associated with lhe definitive idea or SU opposing 
force, into lbt! di•CUSSion or questions or mechanics, that it hall 11ppeBrl'd 
to the author of this work dt>airuble to ll\'oid it." -Principles of Eogioeeriog, 
page viii. 

"It is important to rPctify an ineuct <•ipre,sion, which is often em
ployed and lt•nd~ to a confusi~n of itle1u. I magiue tho! 11 body is placed 
oa a horizont11l plane, and that it is not retained !Jy any friction. If l wish 
liJ make it &lide on this plnue, it is nen•rtbeles• necessary, ou arcount or 
the iot'rli11 of the maller, that I f'Xert some effort ; if to this body he added 
11 st'cood, thrn a 1hird, &c., it is oere~Hry that I employ, to produce the 
samH degree of motion, a force more nod more con>idcr11blc. I ~hall ia 
each case experience a sensation of th~ dTorl "bich I shall be obliged to 
eiert: but I must not lhencc conclude th111 the mMllor oppose~ any resist· 
aoce lo thiu·fforl, nnd lh•l there esis11 in the bodiPs what is ~ery impro· 
perly termed ruistunce ef inert in. When any one expresses himself in this 
manner, be ronfou11d:1 the srn~ation whieh be has experienr.ed, aod which 
results from the effort which he bas madt>, wilh the •<:nHlioo or a resist· 
ance which does not exist."-Trait.\ de M~caoique. No. 120. 

Respecting the problem of the weight oscillating at the ex
tremity ofa flexible string, Mr. Law himself shidl be umpire, if he 
will promise to make the following experiment :-Let the osciJlating 
weight descend a vertical distance of one foot, and let the peg 
interfere with the string at a distance of one inch from the weight. 
If, then, he find the string so accommodating as to stretch itself 
out the odd eleYen inches, necessary to permit the weight to rise 
to the former height, we will acknowledge ourselves beaten. I 

The propOBitions printed side by side after the next paragraph, 
amowit to this: If a body be in one place, quoth Emerson1 it ought 
to be 10metrhere elae. To which Dr. Gregory responds, Amen. 

.. ... 

From the manner in which Mr. Law meete our criticism upoa 
his author's erroneous definition of centrifugal forces, we infer 
that be finds there is no tenable defence. He al110 candidly acknow
ledges two other mistakes, and therefore we have nothing further 
to say of them. Our remark on the equality of the total forces of 
compression and tension in a beam, were manifestly restricted io 
the particular case under examination-that where there are not 
apfreciable horizontal forces acting externally on the beam. 

t is important to observe, that throughout Mr. Law's letter, he 
never discusses any question on it. own merit.. He contents him
self with appealing to authorities. This course is at least dexteroug, 
for with the unlearned an array of imposing names is but too apt 
to carry conviction. The authorities quoted are, however, euil7 
disposed of: several of them are of little weight when oppolled, 
as we have shown them in several instances to be, to the most pro
found continental writers. The rest of the citation& are either 
irrelevant, or make directly against Mr. Law's tenets. Had be 
suffered the controversy to rest on its own abstract merits, our 
task would hsve been more essy to ourselves, and more satiaf~ 
tory to the cause of truth. It would be an insult to hi11 under
standing, to suppose that he did not perceive that many of the 
errors which he defends by quotations were, in reality, indefensible 
in any other way. Casuistry and perverse ingenuity, however well 
suited for mere disputation, are never the weapons of a man of 
science. 

Mr. Law seems very fond of appealing to Woolwich Pro
fessor!!. Why did he not quote Mr. Davies or Mr. Rutherford
gentlemen who have acquired for themselves reputations not con
fined to the regions of Woolwich? It is very unfortunate, that 
the only two works written by Woolwich mathematicians which 
we have lately had to review, have been anything but very credit
able to the scientific character of that institution ; and thia ia the 
more to be regretted, since, as we have already hinted, inaccuracy 
in conceiving physical ideas, and clumsiness in developing them 
analytically, are not common to all the Professo~t least to all 
the Teacher•-of the Royal Academy. 

SANITARY LAWS AT HOME AND ABROAD. 

The most destructive scourges of the human race are the ep)
demira and contagious diseases produced by a polluted atmosphere, 
and the congregation of men in crowded cities. Famine and the 
sword slay their thousands-the pestilence that walketh at noon
day and in darkness its tens of thousands. The raYages of war 
and want are, partially at least, within human control; but when 
the destroying angel comes, borne on the breath of " quick ~ 
tilence," human skill and energy are all but powerless against 
him This sudden deiotruction, moreover, is not all that is caused 
by the infected air and artificial habits of populous places. The 
maladies indirectly induced, the remote consequences of a morbid 
habit of body which renders it a kindly soil for the future seeds 
of death, the degeneracy of sickly offspring who reap in a later 
generation the bitter fruit sown by their parents-these are nmong 
the penalties which the denizens of large towns too often pay for 
inhaling the hot vapours of the foundry or furnace, or breathW. 
the stagnant air of crowded courts and lane~, where overhanging 
ho•uie. tops ishut out the pure breath of heaven. 

Prevention is almost the sole defence against these eviliJ; for 
when once developed, they are either too sudden or too deeply 
rooted to admit of effectu11l remedy. A curious chapter in the 
history of the internal economy of stRtes is thnt which the Yariout 
Hanitary provisions adopted under different fom1s of government. 
Nations working for the 11ame end, the public health, seek it by en
tirely different means. On the Continent., where the rights and 
liberties of individual~ seldom constitute a serious obstacle to State 
purpose~, the most stringent s1mita~ regulations ha\•e long existed 
and the 1>urveillance of police, which is almost unknown in Eng
land, constitutes the princi~al means of effecting them. Hen1r 
the public jealousy of state mterference, and a senSAtive regard 
for the ri~hts of ~roperty, have long prevented the institution of 
a lfenernl organised sanitary system. The Public Health Act, 
which will soon be the law of the land, makes the first provision 
for such a system in Englaml; and it becomes. therefW't\ intere.Ung 
to compare it with the machinery adopted for the same purpose by 
our continental neighbours. 

The P11blic Health Act comprises two parts, the construction of 
R new Central Board of Health to put it in motion, and of I-' 
Board•, for the purpoae of carrying iti.< details into eff'ect. Aa the 
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functions of the1e former and latter are entirely diatinct, they may 
be stated separately. · 

The CENTRAL BoABD of HEALTH consists of three commillllioners, 
and the President is the first CommiBl!ioner of the Woods and 
Forests for the time being. These commillllioners, upon the peti
tion of one-tenth of the rated inhabitants of any town, may direct 
an examination as to its sewerage, drainage, supply of water, &c.; 
and after hearing the representations of parties locally interested, 
may report to her Majesty. An order in Priey Council may then 
be made, directing the application of the Act in cRseB where 
existing local Acts are not infringed upon, and the local boundaries 
are intended to remain unaltered. This order simply directs that 
the Act, or any part thereof, is to be put in operation. 

Where, however, it appears necessary to alter the constituted 
local boundaries for the purposes of the Act, or to apply it in cases 
where local improvement acts already exist, the order in council is 
not made ; but the General Board of Health have power to make 
such a prwiaioool order for the application and execution of the 
Act as they may deem fit. This provisional order cannot be carried 
into ef'ect until it have been sanctioned by Parliament. The orders 
issuing either from the Privy Council, or from the General Board 
of Health may, from time to time, be amended or extended, after 
due notice to persons locally intere11ted. 

The only other functions of the General Board are to determine 
appeals from certain dedsions of local general boards, and to re~
lat.e intra-mural interments, by certifying upon the representation 
of the local boards, that certain places of interment are dangerous 
to health, and appointing a time after which it ceaseH to be lawful 
to bury in such places. 

THB LooAL BoABDs have much more diversified duties. When 
the whole of a district formed under this act is within a corporate 
borough, the corporation constitutes the local board. In other 
eases, it is selected by rate-payers. The offices assigned to it are 
p~cipally these-to appoint inspectors of nuisances and officers of 
health-to prepare maps exhibiting a system of sewerage-to 1111-
sume the control of public sewers, and purchase private sewers
to alter, extend, and cleanse the same-to cleanse and water public 
s\reets-to provide public necessaries-to re~ster or provide and 
regulate slaughter-houses-to prevent (subject to an appeal to 
the general board) the establishment of noxious manufactures, 
and the erection of churches, hospitals, factories, or any other 
large building, without proper means of ventilation-to register, 
and if necessary, cleanse, or disinfect common lodging-houses
to reiitrict the use of under-ground cellars as dwelling-rooms-to 
level and pave streets-to move water or gas pipes, provided that 
their use and efficiency be unaff'ected-to prevent (subject to aprw. to the General Board) the laying out new streets of ob
jectionable width and level-to purchase premises for the purpose 
of widening streets-to provide public walks and pleasure-grounds 
-to comtruct water-works-to compel occupiers of houses to 
receive a proper supply of water-to supply cisterns and conduits 
for gratuitous u;ie-and to levy rates for the purposes of this act. 
In C8lle8 of damage by the acts of the Local Board, compensation 
ia to be made; and if its amount be disputed, it is to be >1ettled by 
arbitration. 'fhe bye laws of the local boards are to be sub
mitted to the Secretary of State for the Home Department for his 
apf.rovaJ. 

t will be seen that in the actual administration of the act, little 
or nothin~ is 1U111igned to the Central Board. The power i11 almost 
entirely rn the hands of the Local Board, which 1s not amenable 
to the General Board for act>1 of omiuion or commission, except 
in one or two instances above referred to, in which appeal may be 
made. And as the Local Boards are popularly selected, the power 
of putting the act in force ultimately belongs to the great body 
of mbabitanls of the districts aJfected. There seems, therefore1 
little reason to fear that peodle will be compelled to be clean, and 
drink wholesome water, an breathe fresh air, against their own 
free-will and consent. 

On the Continent, however, the popular voice is not heard on 
1.hne questions; and the power of enforcing measures for public 
health, is veeted almost exclusively in central or government 
boards. It must be acknowledged that, notwithllt.anding the 
greater stringency of 1111nitary regulations with France and Ger
many1 the practical effects of them have been even more imperfect 
than m England. In Paris and Vienna, the sewerage, drainage, 
p1n'ing, lighting and cleansing of streets, are far less complete than 
m London. On the other hand, our neighbour& have local advan
tages wanting here. The boulevards, and other public walks of 
Paria, are far more e:stensive in relation to the number of the 
population, than the parks of London; and are alao more easily 
aecemible on account of the less 1ize of the former city. There 

are no cattle market& witliin Pari11, and ·u.e slaughter-houses are 
removed to the suburbs. Vitriol manufactories, and similar 
abominations, are not suff'ered to pour their pestilential vapouni 
into the very heart of the city, nor consume hum1m life nnd vege;.. 
tation as they do in the close vicinity of this metropolis. Intra
mural burials have long been prohibited in Paris, and are of very 
rare occurrence. 

The sanitary state of the capitals of France, Austria, and Eng
land, is partially indicated by the rate of annual mortality. It 
appears from the returns of the Registrar-General, published in 
18...S, that the average annual mortality for every hundred inha
bitants of 

Vienna, is about ••• . . . . . . . . • .• • . . . . . . .• . 4•898 per cent. 
Paris (department of the Seine) . . • s·OS8 
London . . . . • . . . . • .• . .. • . . .• . . . • . . . •. . . •. ..• 2·392 

But, of course, the rate·of mortality is influenced by many other 
considerations beaides sanitary regulations; the viciuitudes of 
climate and the habits of the people having important eff'ecta oli 
the duration of life. 

It is comparatively recently, that Paris assumed the appearan'ce 
of a well-lighted and well-paved city. The idea of paving it is 
said by Fredere, a copious writer on the hygiene of France, to have 
originated with Philip Augustus, who, looking out of his palace 
windows one rainy morning, and surveying the marshes in which 
bis capital was built, conceived the brilliant idea that it would be 
a convenience to himself and subjects to walk upon dry ground. 
So early as 1486 an ordonnance of the Preoot of Paris prohibits the 
erection of noxious and offensive manufactories within the town; 
and the records of French municipal law refer to many subsequent 
regulations of a similar kind. No very effectual or important 
measures seem, however, to have been taken till after the great 
revolution; and to Napoleon, the most uncompromising of re
formers, is due the credit of founding the present system of law 
regarding public health. His attention having been directed to 
the insufficiency of the existing laws on the subject, the Academy 
of Sciences was consulted, and the class of physical and mathema
tical science reported to the Government, on the eff'ects of various· 
manufactures on the health of the people. On this report was 
founded an imperial decree of 1810, subsequently confirmed by a 
royal ordonnance of 1815, which, with some modifications suggested 
by subsequent experience, constitutes the modern sanitary code of 
Paris. For an account of it we have consulted, amongst other 
work11, that of Fredere, last cited; Trebuche(a COik Adminbtratif · 
du EatabliaacmenJI dangl!reuBea et inaalubrea (8vo., Paris, 1832); 
PaP't!nt Dw:hatde(a Prostitution dana le Ville de Paris {8vo., Paris, 
1836) ; and the Hygiene Puhlique, of the same author. 

The principal feature of the decree of 1810 was the division of 
noxious and offensive trades and m1mufactures into three cl888es, 
the first consisting of those so prejudicial to life and vegetation as 
to be required to be moved to a distance from human habitations; 
the second and third of those noxious in the less degrees. The 
distinctions between these three classes are carefully defined, and 
the exactness of the definition is practically of great importance, 
as the mode of applr,ing for licenses for their establishment are 
diJferent for ear.h. fhe formalities necessary previous to the erec
tion of a mnnufacture of the first or most dangerous class are very 
numerous and stlingent. After notice publicly advertised of the 
intended application for license, the Mayor of the commune (or in 
Paris the CommiSl!ary of Police), reports on the nature of the 
localities infected, the distance of hllbitations, and the character 
of the processe!! to be employed. 'fhis investigation is technically 
termed the inquiry de commod6 et i11commod6. His report is referred 
to the Conaeii de Salubrit:., a body which takes cognizance of the 
establishment of all manufactures, which are "classified," or 
included in either of the classes above-mentioned. The Conttil de 
Salubri.te delegates a sub-commission of its own members, to 
examine the locality of the proposed manufacture, in company 
with the Mayor, and to report upon the nature and importance of 
the manufacture, it!! salubrity, or inconvenience, the rate of ftow 
of water required in its processes, the sufficiency of the apparatus, 
the merits of the principles on which it is constructed and applied, 
and lastly, on the admissibility of the application, and the con
ditions on which licen!!e should be granted. This report of the 
auh-commiMsion is presented to, and discussed by, tbe general 
board. Among the other functions of the Conaei/ de Salubrite 
included the inspection of barracks, pri;;ons, markets, and other 
public buildings. Besides the Corueil de Salubritr at Paris there 
are similar bodies at Marseilles, Lille, Bordeaux. and other large 
towns. 

The .Architect-Commiuar1 is another public officer who discharges 
most important and valuable dutiel. A detailed pion of the pro-
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~ .... areotorr u •hmi~etl to him before the eo11U11encemnt 
if t.lae building, and on its completion, he inspects the detail• a( 
~ •orkabope, furnaeea, chimneys, and other parts, and deter
miw •he•her the la'W'I and ~bed conditions liave been at.~i!fJ 
oltMrYed ia their oonttruet1oa. He muat. a1ao all!O &1111Ure hi , 
M far u poaible, of the stability and eecurity of the bailcliags, 
both internally and externally, and ascertain whether the arruge
mente and situation agree with thoee indicated •po• the plan pre
riously depoeited with him. M. Trebuchet, who speaks from 
practii:al experieaee u chief of the office in the Prelectare of 
Police which takea cegnizance of eetablishment• · dectiag public 
health, remarks, that this verification by the plan would be greatly 
faciliWed if all plans were required to be Iaid down to the same 
scale; for instaaee, be millimetres to the metre. The Architect
Commissary hM another very important duty. Whenever it be
oomes necessary tu ellllify an altogether new manufaetory, he is 
eo.llMllted u to the claa ia •hich it ia to be placed. Upan all 
oomplaints apimt exiniog manufactoriea, hia opinion 11 alaio 
required. 

Tae actual e:s:eoatioa of the law• reepecting maaafactori• is 
119igned to the Mayor of the commune. Hia vigilance must be 
uerci&ed te tee that they are never infringed or evaded; and it is 
laU especial office to maintain a surveillance, eo that no manufac
tory be establWied with011t the requillite liceme. 

To the Prefecture of Police the npreme municipal power be
longs. The Prefecture institute. periodical inapectiou of author
iled manufactures, and on its authority the execution of all official 
act1 depends. 

Steam-engines are put under a peculiar system of regnlation u 
the ordinary liNs respecting classified manufactures are not en
tirely applieable to them. As a general rule, Btationary enginee 
ue ranked in the third clB88 of manufactories. The rules for high
preuure steam~es have been so greatly altered frOlll time to 
mne, that it is llCIU'C8ly worth while to refer to more than one or two 
of the most important. All high-preaure engines att, or med tu 
be. teeted hydroata&ieally to triple their iAtended working preaaure 
whicli is then marked upon them by a government stamp. Every 
new steam-boat ia inspected br a commission of engineera ap
pointed by the prefectare of police, and ill required to have on 
beard a person duly qualified to superinteDd the machinery, and 
eee that it is in proper working order. Captains of &te&m-Yet198la 
are eompelled tv register the limit of their numbers of pusengers, 
aad are made personally liable for accidents arising from over
arowding or exce•ive speed. 

The sewerage of Paris has been made the subject of that scien
tific and systematic inquiry which characterises the public ad
miniatration in France of all matters relating to the act&. It ap
pear• from the Hygiroe Ptlblique of Parent Duchatelet, published 
in 1836t..t1!_at the total length of sewers in Paris, was 

JSetore 1880 43,34"0 yard&. 
From 1830 to 1834 23,790 
In 1835 5,460 
In 1886 4,040 

711,Ci30 
Some of theee eewen are of great size, and have been excavated 
at great expense. That of the Rue Rivoli was excavated at an 
upenH of .f:w,ooo, and with a solidity and excellence of work
manship which appears extra1•agant. Another of the largest 
aewers, that under the Rues St. Denis and Du Poncean, oontains 
the pipes of pure water which supply the fountain of the Place 
de11 lonocens. Napoleon took great interest in this work, on ac
count of the novelty of the application of the sewer to the pur
pose of conveying water, and examined it in all its details. 

Paris standB on a gravellr alluvial aoil ; and the level above the 
bed of the Seine, is so small as to render inundations of frequent 
occurrence. This circumstance increases the difficulties of 
emptying the sewers of which the river is the general receptacle. 
The impetuosity of the current during winter has, however, the 
e«ect of preventing a permanent accumulation of impurities in its 
channel. 

In supplying Paris with water, the conduits from the great aque
d11ct p888 through the sewers. The practicability of rendering 
the sewe~age serviceable for the purpoees of agriculture, is recom
mended ID a !"~moirfresented to the prefect of police in 183.S, by 
a sub-comm188lon o the Con«iJ de Salubrii~ It appe1u1 from 
\be 1ame authority, that the quantity of frecal matter deposited 
in t~e Seine, is so small as to have no appreciable influence on the 
purity of its waters; and in a report of the Academy of Scimcu, 
1t ie stated that the volume of water supplied by the flowing of the 
Seiae, ia a given time, is fl,600 times that of the utmOl!t amount 

of imJ"1!'9 .wane. wtUcb ~ be depaliW ia it •.mg .. 
e per 10d. 

Ira Autria the anituy inatihtioa el the whole empire are 
placed under one gueral system, which api-n to be canied .a 
IA an e5ectaa1 manner. The laWI relating to ,Ulic lleakh W.., 
to tile bell& part of the imperial code ; azu:l there &N few couatriee 
ia the world of which the medial imtitutiMIS are ~ .. 
llllCb a magniieent aeale. The aclminiatration a( tltem ie eatruled 
by the Aultrian Government to a clnly qualified eorps of oflc:ien, 
at the head of whom, in every province, iB a dlief ofticer, c:alW 
the ~M.UCU.; and in e.ery circllit there 11re .U-oflicen, 
•ho oonnitute boards ef health fer their ewn tlilltrieta. 1'1ae 
(unctions of the Proto-Mllflitnu are to inepect medical inatit11~ 
h°"itall, lunatic uylums, and prillona, to regulate the medkal 
police, and report on er.idemica. The poor-law sywtem of Awttria 
proridee for the gratu1toua supply of medicine to the poer, a4 
tbie attendance upon tliem. by the dietrict •edical oftieen. 

The Austrian poliee inapeet all foed expoiiei for sale, and haft 
the rwer of examining hoa.s and ~~ to ucertaia that ta.., 
are 1n good and llealthy conatioa. All THmal gr00o0 are requirei 
to be at a distance from towne, and the instaneee in which barill 
in family va.ak11 ia permitted are exceeclingly rare. 

The vicinity of Turkey readers the quarantine laW!I a( A1Utria 
•err lltriet. A military aordon of 4,i!OG men is always mainteiBed 
on the Turkish frontier, and the number can be increaaed to tea 
thouaand on occuione of danger. Owing to the vigilance tlru 
exercilled, it ia aaerted that the plague has not elOlllled the frontier 
for upwards of a century. 

On the whole review of the Continental and English l1&Ditary 
sywtems, the eesential distinctione between them appear to be that 
the former are administered by central, the latter by real, JOYerD
ment; the former makes ))1tblic health a matter of state peliey, tM 
latter of popular discretion. Our own eystem ha the ad'l'Blltege 
of pleuing the governi~ power in the hands of thoee whOBe rr-
10raal obeervation renders them the beet judgea of local W'&llt8, &M 
general} y the most eealous protectors of local intereste. The que. 
tion whether they will prove alau the most streavou promoten ol 
aanitary improvementa, mult be determined by erperience alone. 
In numerous cues, the intelligenee of the beopJe will dictate, .,._ 
public health be regarded BB the paramount object. Other loeal 
bodies, from motives of falee economy may refuee to tax tbem-
1el ve& for providing the means of h~th, er from apathy, m111 
decline to exercise vigorously the powen of the mOl!t eenfided '9 
them. Yet, these eases will be exeeptioned; for the moet prej•· 
diced and the most indHFerent must learn, sooner or later, thal 
sordid neglect is never cheap. Health i11 wealth ; for health gi'l'fll 
energy and hope ; and these beget induatry and fruplity, wtriel 
are the sources of all wealth. But squalor and di10rder are life
consuming, and the very canker-worms of social esi&tenee: titer 
beget llloth and indilFe1ence--and these are ependthrift: tar 
beget crime and disease and these destroy. 

WATERLOO EXTENSION OF THE LONDON AND 
SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. 

The exteneion or the London and South-We1ter11 Railway from Ni-m. 
to Waterloo-bridge.road, wa1 opened on the I Ith ultimo. It appeara te • 
that it woald have been far better if the Waterloo Station bad been made oa 
the vacant ground arljuining, north o( the present Waterloo terrninu1, anti tbe 
principal entrance in York.road. The entrance to the railway woold tbs 
heve been as near to Westminster aod Hungerford-bridges •• it is now IO 
Waterloo-bridge, without increasing the diatance to the latter place, or Ille 
length of the railway. This alteration might now be easily made ; it 1"1111• 
eave nearly half-a.mile, and eight minute1' walk, to faot pa11engen from 
Westminater and Charing.cross; the prNent approache1 misht be rdaitled 
for a good1 depot-and if a steam-boat pier were made arljo!nin1 to &ar 
Surrey approach o( Hungerford.bridge, and arrangement• maJe with tM 
al cam boats to come direct from London-bridge to the pier. the exteneion ol 
the railway to London.bridge might be abandoned, and thereby nearly a 
million Eterling 11,·ed. This would, we are sure, enhance the value of tht 
shares, anJ give confidence to those capitali1t.a in the city who are now alarmlll 
at tbe apparent reckleu manner in which fand1 are being e:s.peaded b:r nil
way1 on branches and exteaaiona. 

" The ,. orka of this undertaking were eommt!11ced in Joly J!MG, "1 
Meara. Lee, Uie contracton, who engaged &o complete ~ worn 
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'7 U. 1st Ja.11, UMS. Mr. Tboaipmn acWd u the Mlpmntndea 
to tM eoalnfto ... , aad Mr. Cnrlieu oa behalf af Mr. Locke, the ea 
p..r. TM length of the new line is nearly 21 mllea. The ~rat qaarter 
of a .Ue i9 canied o9ft' an embankment; tbrn 1acceed1 a •1adact, COD• 

liiltiat Df ai& maei•e iron girder bridge•, and SOD arcbe1 (eacluei•e of 
~ forming the preaeat Matioa la the Waterloo-road). 1·heae archea, 
wWela 11re apected to form a •ery coneidenble item in the receipt. of the 
campaay, baH been '° carefallJ conetructed, u to be easily applicable 
to ...noa. parpo1e1, aad their perpetual dryaeH b11 been laaured by the 
appliatloa of the Se711el 11phalte, which ha• rendered them imper•ioae to 
wet:. There are four dilltinc:t lion of rail, aod the qaaatity ol iron alone 
eonaamed in laying down wbat ie technicall7 called the • metale,' i• at leaet 
1200 &ona, iadependeotly of about 800 tone weight coneumed in the erection 
of the bridge.. In the co111tractioo of the •iaduct and 1tation of the Water
loo-~, upward• of 80,000,000 of brickl bne been cooeumed ; and the 
pre1e11t termiau1, which i1 all on arcbe1, coven a space of tbree-qu1rter1 of 
an acre of grooad, it.a width bring 260 feet. The major part of the prneat 
&ermiaua bu been coated with Cl11idge'1 uphalte, 10 that the arcbr1 011 
which ii reatl may with ufety be made use of u 1torehou1ee, &c. To the 
preaent termiau• ht the Waterloo-road there are no le11 than four approachee 
for cani15et and foot-passeogen, the pedeatrian• having in each approach 
footpath• 8 feet in width. The 1tatioo1 at both Waterloo-road and 
Vau:w:ball are onl• temporary. The (area on the main lioa are increued 
aa followa :-Yan& clua, 6d.; arcoad clue, 4d.; \b ird clau, 2d. The Nine 
m...aa&ioa ia aow cloeed entirely to pauenger trdle." 

STEAM-ENGINE GOVERNORS. 
We gift the following nttact of the Dai/1 Nttn, from the police report• 

of the Manllioo-Hou.e of the 22nd ultimo, u 1o:ne nllu1ioo i1 made to 
tRIJ' JOW'W/ll, and to ltate tba& we were mucb 1urpri1ed, after the ex. 
ponre of tbe letten therein given, that Mr. Couaen1 1bould hl're bad the 
udacio- to 11end 111 the paper for publication. Immediately af&er it1 
reteipt we rttmaed it to the author, and ordered to be cancelled au intro
ductory paper on Steam-Engine Go•eraon, which Mr. Cou1eo1 nnt u1 
pTnioaaly to the appearance of Uie polire rep11rt. We truat that Mr. 
Wood•' praiaewortb7 resolution may deter otben from attempting a 1imilar 
proeerdiog. It ia fortunate for Mr. CollHlll tlaa& be bad auch a lenient 
magistrate to bear the ca1e. 

Jif•ooioll-Bo....,, July 22, 184!1.-Allfl!ed Attempted E111Drtlon of lfoney.-lfr. R. D. 
c:oa- of No. 4, Bedfonl.ptM.-., Old Ktnt.ro•d, opoeand ID ou•wer •charge of ba•lng 
olftt<cl ID PftftDI Ibo prlaUag .ad publl1bloir or certain n•olten IDuchlng &he complaln•nl 
wtdl lalftll ID a.tori lllOllO'J• Tb• cborge wu brougb& upon &he 6 and 7 Vic., cap. 116, 
...,. :s, &Del II wu olated, for 1b1 pl'DMClllloo, &ba& Ibo defeadaa& llod by m ..... of &be 
foliowl"I 1--1n•omed ID ...,.mplllb hie pu.,.... :-

" 4, Bodford-plaft, Old ll:oa&-road, luty 8, 18411.-Slr,-I U.1 wrlU.. f"' pabllca&toll 
a -all lru£l8e OD &he CllUM of tbe IDt.clncy ol olam• tDllDe IOft">on; and ID IHnU. 
pll.,. &be principles of tbo cbroDomelr1c pnraor, ol •blcb you an 1b1 pakrllM, I lad 
.,,_ir compellod ID apeal< or 11 ID a ••J wblcb 11107, perh•p•, l•-.i Ila iralue u a com
mcrdal openalallon. No•, u I omte only for pecunlory proDI, I om wlllia1 lo wllbbold 
Ill• pe ..... rrom lbt public ~. If, •fltt peruoia1 lh• ..-comp1ayln1 copy or lhol par& of 
u wlltdi .,_,,,. &be tbroaome1rlc gonroor, you r .. 1 dl•-1 ID purcbue II at a fair 
ft1D11Dtt&Uoa. II 1111.ulte lmmattrl•l ID mt wbttbor II be rrod by many or by oat, 
wttelbn 11 bl sw-m la Ibo pageo of• llC!enUlc periodical or dHtrortd, tr I ptoGI hy 
I&. II i. vaafCftMl'J ID oay more ta nploaallon ol my cbjed la trarllmt&llor ID yon Ibo 
JIB. capy. I alt.all merely odd lo t:09Clulon, Iba& after Wodauday, &be 121b lool&DI, I 
8ball feel a& Ubnty ID forward &be orlllaal ID &be pvblllbor, DDleu I am prnlouly 
fa\'OQl'ld wllb -· co .. mtwlcalloa ladDCiq - ID wllllbold 11.-lloben B~ eo-.
To J-vll Wooda. Eaq." 

Upo11 Ulo receipt of that commaolcalloa Ur. Wooda MDI ID the writer• DOie, ID wlr.Jch 
UI• followln1 an-r wu retW'Ded by Iba& patlem•a :-

" Bedford-platt, Jaly 10.-Mnora.J, Wooda and Co.-Gentltmoa,-ln ob.dlen<e ID JOllr 
""""' I batt ID vqaalrl JO" lb•& my paper on• pornon.' If publlobtd la one of Ibo 
pertodlfalo, will moet lllrely oppnr In &be' Cl•ll EnB1nnr and Ar<bllec1'1 Jo1U1111l ;' bu& 
lloai I .. yd andedMcl u ID wbe&bor II •boll •PP"' In• periodic•! or form pnrt or a 
.,paNle pomphle& oa &bas ud anotlltt port ot &b• •lnm·•osl••· In all prob•blllty I 
alaoald p- &be 1a11er--. M being &he mo"' rem11Dtnlln.-Rokr1 B. C-no." 

Aller lie bad rtee'lttd &be oecond loller Ur. Woodo rroolvtd not ID oubmlt ID bl ric· 
llmi.d, and, bat101 It lo bla po-n ID produce wl111-.. ID 1upport of &be cbarp, wu 
dn..d"' rep..-1 &be - al lb• ll•aalon-HovM.-h •u now wpd for &be defeace 
Iha& &be cut wu ona In wbkb &be mql11.tale hod no Jurlodlcllon, u lb< acl ur J>Ulla
m•DI dlncted lll•t, lo cue of• 11~1, &be peraoD a~uNd 1bo11ld be proeoeded qoloat by 
bldlctmnl. Tiie oll'er mode could no&, I& wu oald, be conoirutd lolD •11 oll'er ID "'frala 
from publlabla1•libel11po11 &he poleatee.-Aldermoa Glbbo 11&1• II ••• uodtnlable &h•I 
&lM teun wu omllell ror 1111 purpooe of r•laln1 moory. -llr. Humpbrep co11tendtd 
.,aim& llr. Bobier'• riew or &be cue 1ba& lhe mqlltra&e bod &be po..,.r ID compel Ibo 
drff'Ddul to appe:i r to anawrr aa indictment u upua a cbar,e ot fl'IODJ or mlldemnoor 
ol u ordlury d...,,ipuon mode befont him. Tbe cbar~e oplool &be def1odan1 wu 
clnrly mi..i•mHDor, •declared bf &he oll&vte, and lodltlable a& &be -lono, and be 
•bmlued U.at &be m.,111ra1t bad lull Juriodlctloo HID boldln1 Ille defendaal ID ball.
lllr. Sollllr oald If lfr. Wood1 conlldered Iba& ea oll'•DU baJ been cornmlli.d be bad bl1 
nmtdy. He ~old I" ID tbe 1niod Jury wllb bit lnrll<tmenl, •nd Ir &hey found a &ru 
bill, be covld brla1 I.be matter ID lrlal; •ad U &be d•foodant •• round 1•llty, paallb · _,,, ..,.14 be lnll<1ad 1 ba& II IOOllld be • oery dllknlt matter ID ohow blo cllea&'• 
lloblHIJ Ulldor 1ueb clrnamolancn.-Ur. Humpbnyo: Tllo cb.orse aploal blm II •b•& a. 
.... .._pi.d ID oxtortmooay by 111eu1of1bteo&a..-llr. Hobin oald lloat lf Ur. C:O..
-.d tbrnla. 111- tbrull •tte by no mean• coa•fJ'Cl lo laocaap or •blcb co1oloance 
maid be l&Rft.-Aldermaa Glbbl oald bt ""uld DOI• .. Iba• tno le~r wu • Ui..l apoo •r. Woode, cw Illa& II coollllood maller ot irbkb bo could &ak• aay noUee, wbateHr 
lnldncJ llDd lalelllloA It ml"b' batt 1-1 ID a.lorl IDDIMf, Be abonla lberefON diamlle --· 

NOTES OF THE MONTH.f 
Tiu Alla.nat a111I llu E11,lattr1.-The Atlutttna of the 16th ult. 

coa1Min1 some rrmark1 in reply lo oar'• or Jut month, with re(IU'd to 
Mr. Chadwick. the Military l::oginee111, and the l\letropolitao Su"ef. 
The .A1hn.r11m bu rtplied to our remark•, u if we ad•ocated the employ· 
meat of the Suneyor'a A11ociatloa ; ,.,herra1, we did not ad•ocate the 
employment of tb11t aasociati110, or of any particular iodividuul or iodi· 
•iduals. We objected to the employment of tbe military engineers, and 
aam~ ae•eral civil engineers, who were quite competent " to coodaat 
a trigooomrtrical auney, which iovolna the nicest point• or aslrooomy 
aad requirrs all the reaourcea of mathematical analysis." We again refe; 
to the miaulea of proceeding& of the ln1titulion of Civil Ea1tinee111, in tba 
colamoa of our contemporary, 11 gi•ing evidence of the attaiomeot1 of the 
mrmben ia all re~pecl#, 11 exempliGed lu the diacaasiooa on atmospheric 
re1i1taocr1, !he atmo1pheric railway 1711~m, and the many mathematical 
debaln which ha•e occnpird the ln1titutioo of late 7ea111. We now refer 
our contemporary to the account of the Ordnance au"ry of Li•erpool, 
givrn lo a report lately iuued by the borough engineer, and which we aball 
pabli1h nett month. 

Snllt Hadt'llt!J ClvrcA.-Thia bu been three yell'9 under coeatructioa 
by !fr. Hllkewill, and waa coo1ecrated on the llOlb of Jul7. It i• ia Ute 
Earl)' Engli1b style, and in the abape of a crou, and ia executed with 
greRt care and 1101idit7. The coat wu £1l'J,700, besides land. The ~ngth 
in1ide ia 172 feet; outside, l Oll feet ; width acroe1 the nan and aialea 01 
feet, and trao1epta, 92 fret; height io1ide to roof, 00 feet, oullide to top of 
apire, 187 feet. There are eight hella, and eeveral painted wiodowa, and a 
large 1um wa1 laid out in decoration. Thia i1 a building which poe
ae1ae1 cnn1iderable merit; for too much baa Dot been attempted, and a 
good rff'cct h1t1 beeu produced. The proportiona are well kept, and an air 
of grandeur and ch11teoe11 preaer•ed. 

Jadtpudnl.I Clwpeu.-We are glad to aee tbat such an adHnce ia beiag 
made by the ladependenta ia eccle1i11lical architecture. Mr. Edward 
Wallen, an architect of ability at Maocbrster, bu been rmplo7ed ia 
erecting a chapel in Caveodi•h-1treet, in that city. It ia in lbe medi..,al 
elyle, with a tower and 1pire ri1iug to the total height of 171 feet from 
the ground, and coat £2,,000 ; 10 that it will be aeeo that it i1 an impor
tant building, H ii id one likewise highly ornamental Mod artistic, Another 
chapel, ereckd by Mr. Walters, at Darwen, cost :£5,000. A peculiarit7 
in tbi• building i1 a kind of acreeo rai1ed abon the roof; which, though 
of beantiful duign, having no idea of usefuloe11 attached to it, coon71 to 
the mind an impreasioo of 1uperBoit7. 

&/dr MU.i11K Lo11tlor11.-Mr. Craoe, of Birmingham, has forwRrded 
to the /t/irtillK Jowr11al the following description of a mining laothoro that 
be bu in•enied. The anoe:w:ed drawing ia a representation of the nfet1· 

I otboro :-It i1 adapted to barn compositiou can· 
dies that "'QUire no aoaffing. The aame prioci
p lee can, howner, be applied to oil lamp•, if any 
party prefer oil to candlee. The front i• made of 
1.roag glau; the back of poliabed tin-the two 
idea or wire gauze, aoldrred to the framing, bu·. 

"w1r-...v-~~.,oilloi 11g 000 apertures ia a aquar~ inch of 1urface. It 
•Ytll do coaner: but the aize atated ia safest. 

ver the wire gauze aidea are ll:w:ed roYera 
,,r lio, biogrd to the top of the lanthoro, which 
•1tirel7 cover the 1idea, and are kept fast by a 
' ru"ll hup at the bottom, The lower edge of 
•llch tin cunraide i1 bent inwards to re1t agaiDlt 
be framing- that the tin plate may be kt-pt at 
di1taoce of l iacb from the wire gauze. S11ll

ieot space i• thu1 pro•ided to allow of the pu
•age of air for the aupply of the ligbt.-TbeM 
1 i con111ide1 are useful to protect the wire gaua 

.rom injury and dirt, u well aa to atop &DJ cur· 
eat, or " blower," of gu from blowing ool the 

-"------ '' ~ht. No direct current of wind can have 101 
eff'ect upon the light, because there ia D~ admiaaioo into the laolhoro. bat 
obliquf'ly at each corner. The caJJdle 11 h~ld be&'!eea four abort ,.,1re1, 
soldered in the di1h of a move1&ble aocket, which 6ta into a &0e:ket aoldored 
to the bottom; thi• candle aocket ia uaeful for retaining any wute fllt tbal 
may rua down; it can be lifled out by lb~ wire baodle, an~ cleaned, when 
aecr11ary. The inside of the lllnthorn 11 thus kept quite clea11. The 
candle ia pat in through the neck on the top of the laothoro, apoa which a 
binged lid 611 down tightly. The lid is pierced wilb two rows of bolea, 
through which the brated air and amoke escape; and to tbe top ia liled a 
large ring, by which the lanth1>ra ia carried and bung up. Thia rioa: ia 
kept cool by a simple, but eff'~ctive, contrivance. A piece of tin, bent into 
the form of an innrtrd conr, ia aoldered iaaide the lid, which cauaea the 
hot Hceodiog air to low toward• the 1idea, where it immediately racapes 
thro11gb the 11peoinga. To pre•eat any i111lammable gu eolcriug throu~h 
the lid a circular di.le of wire gause 11 10ldered io1ide the rim of the lid 
-ao that no gu can eater but through the wire g1&use; this wire gauze 
,.,ill oenr become retl-bot, ao that no exploaioo can possibly occur. 'fhe 
liR or laothoro1 made ii about I ior.hOI aquare, and 12 iocbea high ; olber 
parll in proportion. The inside of the tin co•enidea, and the outaide of 
the laotboro, are japanned of any dark colour. 

TAt So4p Plalll.-lo California t11i1 plan& i1 11aed by the people fM 
wuhiug nery deacription of clothing in cold running water. lo ulio1 it 
u _p, the women cut the rooll frnaa the bulbl, and rub them on the 
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dothes, when a rich and 1troag lather is formed, which clean~s m1>11t 
thoroughly. To propagde the plant the bulb• ue set in a rich soil, and 
grow lu:uariaotly ia the aort bottoms of valleys or bordering ruaniog 
etreams. 

Cupptr Slatallai11g.-A correapondrot of the Mi11i11K JOKMlal stall!~, u 
the coosequeace or his e:11perieoce, that, io the tre11tmeot of tbe 1ulphuret1 
of copper, there 1bould be one Clllcioinit, one roasting, oae smelting, and 
one redniag-lour oppratlona in all; aad that care be t11kea that no iron 
tools be u1ed, nee pt the ladles for the rPdniag process. The carbonat<-1 
of copper require only two operaliona-ameltiag and rt'6niog; but if cop· 
per pyrites be miied with the .arbooate, it will require three oper111iona 
ln1tead of two. By alteatioa 10 1be1e operations all foreign mailer will be 
diseugaged. The production of good malleable and pure l'opper depenila 
on the refiner; the copper i1 brillle before, aod should be stirred with a 
wooden rod. It requires con11iderablt! care lo keep the metal to a proper 
heat until the moulding is finished. lo give it due ductility, and 01akf' it 
111itable for the demands of commerce. In iteneral, moat oper11tor1 go too 
far io the re8oery, which ttoders the metal fibrous, and the result is 1eriou1 
lamination oo 0011 aide of the abpet. If the copper ore ia properly treated 
in the above openitions, this mrt11l ia decidedly the beet for ahipa• hot1om1. 
The per ceotage of copper is also much Increased by c1.reful treatment, and 
tbe 1ooria comea out cleaner. 

/Jldlaod qf Wtldi1111 /r<n1, Steel, a11tl SAttl·lr<n1.-ln an earthen veuel 
melt borax, and add to it nib of 1111.ammoniac. When these ingredients 
are properly fused and mised, pour them out upon an iron plate, and let 
them cool. There is tbu1 obtained n glu1y matter, to which is io be added 
an equal quantity of quicklime. The iron and steel which are tn be aoltlered, 
are flnt heated to redne11; then thi• compound, drat reiluced to powder, ia 
laid upon them-the compoiition melts and runs like aealir.g·wu; the 
pieces are then replaced in the tire, taking care to heat them at a tempera· 
tare far below that usually employed in welding : they are then withdrawn 
and hammered, and the eurfacea will be found to be thua perfectly united. 
The author Maerta that thi1 proce11, which may be applied to welding a beet. 
iron tubes, nner f1i11.-Rec. de la Soc. Polytl!ch. 

Dolling Ekctric Ttkgrapll.-A patent bu been recently granted io tbia 
country to M. Dujardio, of Lille, for a new kind of electric telegraph in 
which the eignals consist of doll made on paper. The telegraphic pen is 
llsed to a magnet, and it marks dots on a revolving \ravening cylinder. The 
dota, by a previou1 alphabetic arrangement, are made to •isnify letten, each 
letter being characterised hy a certain group of dot.I. The process is com
plicated, and must nece1&arily he a 1Iow one; nor don the innntor, who 
ia a phyeician, 1eem to have been aware of the invention of Mr. Mone, 
which accomplir.hes the same ohject more ellicadously, and with a much 
le11 complicated mecbaniam ; Mr. Mnne's alphabet consisting of abort and 
long 1troktl, by which means tbe letters of tlie alphnhet may be indicated 
b7 a 1maller number of marks than by dots of the ume size. 

Time Signall.-Mr. Torrnp, of Edinburgh, has patented an apparatus for 
giving notice of tbe approaching departure of railway train•, 10 a1 to super· 
1ede the 11ee of belle or whistles. The apparatus consists of a hollow pole 
erected vertir.ally at any convenient part of the station where it may be moat 
advantageonaly aeeo both by those at the atation itJelf, aa also hy those 
butening towards the elation. Upon the outside nf this pole is placed a 
large ball, the pole puaing through a bole through the centre of the hall, 
aalllriently large to allow free motion up and down the pole. The halli1 
au1pended by cords, attached at the bottom of the pole to a clockwork 
mo•emer.t, having a pendulum, the vibrations of which regulate the descent 
of the ball u11on the pole. When the eprine: of the clorkwork is wound up, 
the ball it raiaed to the top of the pole, which then be11ins tu descend to the 
bottom of the pole, being regulated in its •tlncity by the clockwork ar.d 
pendulum. The time of ita descent will therefore be regularly the same 
each time the ball i1 raised to the top and then allowed to descend. The 
ball being raiaed to the top of the pnle at 1he adjuned period of •ime (sny 
ten minutes before the departure of each train), and then allowed to descend, 
the position of the ball upon the pole during its descent will give notice 
of the leni;th of time to elapie before the departure of the train. During 
the night a lamp is to take the place of the bell. 

Afe111 Dtgrttl qf Difftrmce.-ln an action recently tried in the Cnurt of 
Q11ten'1 Bench, the queation was rai•ed whether 1he nriation nf three de. 
greea in lhe inclinatino of a wood pavement cnnstitutf'd an infringement of 
ihe patent right. The defendants (Badaile and Co.) were licenaeea under 
Rankin'• patent for wood pavement, and the plHintilll (Hulse and Co.), 
entered into a covenant with them to pay certain rnyaltiea if they inlring~d 
apon the principle of Parkyn'a patent. The principle was the inclination nf 
the fibre of the wood to the horizon ; and thnt wa• descrihed lo he from 4 0 
degrees to 70 degrees. The defendanh laid down pavement in Corohill 
and at a bridge at Chalk-farm ; and the blocks they laid down were at an 
inclination of 7 3 degreea. 1he contention for the plaintiffs w11, that 
althoogb the inrlioation waa not within the precise words uied in the deed, 
atill that for all practical purposf's there was not the 1lighteat differtnce 
between 73 de~reea and 70 degreea.-Mr. Ju•tire Wightman, in 1umming 
up, observed, that if p11tie1 chose to bargain in specific terms they must 
abide by their bargain, and though in praclice the two inclinationa mentioned 
coald make no dift'erence, 1till the terms of tt e connant \'>ere e:11preS1; 
there(orf', 11nles1 the inclination adopted b7 the defrodaata wu within that 
limit, the plaintift'a on that ground were ant entitled to recover. The jufJ 
therefore ga.a a verdict for &he defendant, the plaintiJf• baring liberty to 
move lo eater a nrdict of llOI. l•. 

t 

Colltft/or Ciril E111i11ttr1.-0a Taesda7 tbe 18th ult., the Jearl7 exi 
amiaalioo of the studeata of the College for Civil Engineere wu held a 
Putney, and wu attended by H.R.H. tbe Duke of CAmbridge, and llWIJ' 
or the ariatocrac:y. The college aeema to be advancing in public opirrioll. 
We inspected the dr11wiog1, model1, work1hop1, aad other practical 
departrurnt1. which we are happy to aay abow conaiderable adv..-. 
ml!ot ia the knowlPdge of engineering. We were aorr' on aucb aa occa
-ioo, and in an lnatitutioo 10 promitiog, to 1ee year afler year, in lbe work. 
shop1, such schemes aa the locomotive air-engine, and the imitalioa of 
Hero's rotary-engine; fur io an eatabliabment like the college, it is bet\er 
to be too far bebiod·haad, lbaa to be suspected of running afler wbai 
eavoura of visionary projects. 

LIST 01' IVEW PATBBTll. 

oaurno IN &NGL&ND rao11 Ju.Ii& 2•, TO JULY 18, 18•8. 
Si.r MonllY allawtlfor llltrollllftll, Wiik,. olltmoin t~. 

DNne Samuol Walker, of London.bridge, merchant, for " lmpronmeotl in the mUG
tacture or banda or1trap1 for bata, cape, ahou, and 1totk1.''-8ealed Joae 24. 

Henry Archer, of Shal'lnbury.cre•cent, Plmllco, Mlddl-E, geot'emaa, for " lmproft
meota la matchn, and la the production or light, 1111d la the apparatu to b,, a9e!ll U...
with."-June 24. 

William Bunt; or Dodder.hilt, Woreeater, chomlat, for "lmpn>ftmealll ID obtabriGI 
certain metal1 from certain compound• containing th- metala, and la obtain.Ing eLbr. 
producta, bJ the uoe or certain compounds coatalnlag metal1."-June t4. 

Richard Clark, or the Strand, Weotmlnoter, lamp maaafaeturer, for" certain lmpnw. 
meatl In pa buroen, and. la candle lunp1 and other lamp1.''-Jane 26. 

Frederick Wllllam lfowbray, of Lelceater, paper.dealer, for "lmprotemnna In IP. 
maanracture of looperl fabrlcs."-Juae '11. 

John Mclnto•h, or Glugow, geatlomaa, for "Impl'Dftmeata la obtalnhag -
power."-June :lti. 

Jouph Skenchly, of An1t•y, Lelc•11<'rohl~, gentleman. for "Improvements ID brid<o. 
anrl In lbe maaufaela~ or tob..,.,.,.plpu, anC: other like antcleo."'-Jant 30. · 

Ellaabeth Dalrla. of No. I, St. Paul'a Chnrch yard, London; widow. for" Imp..,.... 
m•nta In deaning and ro.ullng <nlfee, la tht appara&uo and macblllft'J to be..- Uitte;o, 
and aloo la the 1pp1ratu1 for maklas lufuolom and dococtloa1 or coll'H."-Jul7 3. 

Nathaniel Beanfmore, of 13, G~At Colloge.olrttl, Weotmln11«r, for "c..,.&ala ImPTOT<· 
mtnll In founding and constructing wall1, fllera. and breal&:wate:n, parta of wttlcb h•· 
protemonta •~applicable to otber 1tructureo."-July 3. 

John Martin, or Klllyleoph lllll1, Down, I~tand, m1nnfacfun1r, for "'Im~ 
la p~partn~ and drnolng au, tow. aad otbor 6brou 1nb1 .. nceo, and iloubllng. draw!Df. 
and twlatlag Bax, tow, and other lil•ro1u 1ubstaac:eo, aod la the machla«IJ to be aaed r.. 
1ucb purpo1e1."-July 6. 

Jo .. ph Clinton llob<rtaon. or Fleet.atreet. London, cl•ll enslneer, for" Impf'Dftments la 
th• manuraclur< or I"'·" (A commualcatlon.)-July G. 

George BuUle, or F.dlnburgh, builder, for "an ImpJOYed alr-1prlng and almo9pllak 
rnlatiag power.''-Juty 6. 

Anthony Lorlmler, or Bell'1-bullding1, Sall1bury.oquare. Clt7, book-hlndtt, ror M lm
pn>nmenll 111 combining gulta ptrt'ha and caoutchouc with otbu ma~rtala ... _Jul7 5. 

William Edward Newton. or Cban..,ry.lan•, MlddlHn. for '" ImpronmPnta ha tl>t 
cooatructlen of 1tov~, gratH, furnace or Cre-placet for nriou1 uaeful 1'nr~. "-Ju.Jr~-

\l'Ullam Swnfn, of Ptmbrokr, Hertford. brick-maker, for "certain lmproT-tmenu ia 
tho CODltructlon of kllna for the drying and burnlnr of brlcko, tllt"I, and Dtbr< eArtllH 
111bs•.ancn, and for the coo1umpt.lon or 1moke and other 001.ious gun artlina lhecctrom. 
and which !alter lmpro••meata may b• applied to Ill! cblmnoy1.''-J11ly 6. 

Enoch Stoel, and Wiiiiam Brltttt, or Lambotll, Su<rey, manufacturen, for w Im)llVft
menta In the manufacture ortobacco.plp ... "-July 6. 
Wal~r Orbel Palmer, or Routhacrt, near Swal'ham, NorfoJI&:, for "lmproreml!nb in 

macbh1'ry for tbruhlag and dr•ulng corn."-Jul7 10. 
IUch•rd RobPrtt, of Globe Worln, llanche1ter, eogfnfft', tor "rert1lo lmproft'mu'-" 

In. and. anplic'~Uon to, clocks and oLher tlnie-keepua, In machinery or n.prarairu f'Di' 
'¥1odlng clock• aad holotln< wel~hta,and for elf.rtlng tel•grophlc commualc11tlon ~!'""'• 
distant clocks and place• otherwl1e than by electro-magaetl1m.''-July II. 

Leon Cast«lnin. or Poulton.oquare, Allddleau, chemist, for ".Impro•em,.nta la U. 
manufacture of 1oap."-July 11. 

FeUx AJpsondrr Temtud de Braurt'R'tird, of P11t1, eng!neer, for "lmptttY'f'IDftlb ii 
grneratlog 1team, and lo the mean• o!" obtalaln1 power from 1wam.eogtoe1.''-Ja17 11. 

Mathew Kirtley.· of Derby, englorer, for "Improvements to the manufa.ctutt of rail. 
way.whet'la.'' -July 11. 

Jer.e Ron, of Lelce1~r. agent, for 0 lmpTOVementa In apparatus for dibhllng and oth.f""' 
agrlrultural pnpoeeo, part or which lmprovcmonta 11 appUcabl• to propelling .-nsels. "
Jul7 II. 

William Erlwanfs Stall<', of r.omb•rd-1t~et, City. gtntlc:nan. for "lmpronmenu iD 
the construct1nn of g:itvanlc batleriH, In the formation of magnttlt, and in the appllc:aQ.:.n 
of rlrctrlclty ond m11neU1m for the purpose of lighting a.nd algnalb.tng, 11 abn a ~ 
or modH of Pmploytni the 111ld g&lvnnlc IJ11ttrrlf!I or some of lh!'m, for the put.PON" i.J 
ohtaialag chowkal producu." (Partly a commualcotlon.)-JulJ 12. 

William Swain, or l'embrid11•• H•reford. brick.maker, for "Ct"rtaln Impronmeots u. 
kUns for l.Jurulng brick1, tll~•. and other e-artbeo 1ub1tances."-Juty 18. 

Jean Louie La.mrn1ude, of 30, PHH!" Toutrror, Parl1, JtWPller, for 0 a of'w p~ o( 
applylar or fi•lng l•ll<'ro or meld upon gl .. , marble, wood, and otber 1ubstanceo. -
July 18. 

Charin P11mrll. of L1Trrpoo1, dock-muter, for "certatu ImproTetl •flparatu ta tr 
appl~ to tlmber-loadf'd and other Y•llels lldon with maLeri•I• the •pocidc ~nn1tJ .J 
which 11 · llghler than wator, pre••ntlng the necooslty or abandoolnif th~m at •M by 
ridding them of the au perineum bent ""•ter, and enabling them tbe~by to CIHT')' SAll.~
Jaly I~. 

Wllll11111 Edwani Newloa, of Chancery.lane, Jillddleaes, far" certala lmpro~naenta .. 
machinery for letter.pr•11 prlnting."-Jat7 18. 

JOHph Slonoon, or Northampton, en1ln•or, for .. Impn>ftmentl ID ato.am-•nglnee -
bollera. parta or wbld1 lmpro .. me11ta are Dlao appllcaole to otber mou .. macblonJ. ~
July 18. 

Joham A.mold SLelakHlf" or Letceater-•treet. 1.et .... i...1qa1re, Mhldl-E, geau-
for " lmpn>ftmenta 111 tll• manal'actu1e or aapr from die caa.. "-.lalf IS. 
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CANDIDUS'S NOTE- BOOK, 
FASCICULUS LXXXV. 

" I mu1t haft liberty 
Wltbal, u largt' a ebarter u the wlDda. 
To blo., OD wbom I pleaoe." 

I. Architects are apt to pay by far too little attention to 
locality, aspect, and other circumstances which influence the 
elfed of buildings ;-such, for instance, as distance-too little 
space for obtaining a satisfactory view from any point, or so much 
that it looks diminutive in comparison with what the design, 
whether shown in a model or a drawing of it (that is, an elevation), 
promises. Neither the model nor the elevation conveys, or can 
convey, the slightest idea of locality; and even if recourse be had 
to perspective and pictorial repre11entation, the probability is, 
that there is a vast deal of imposition passed off under the plausi
ble and innocent name of artistic liberties. Liberties of the kind 
are, however, sometimes carried 80 far as to amount to downright 
liel-an ugly word, it must be confessed ; but the imposition 80 
practised is a far more ugly thing. And surely it amounts to 
nothina' less than a lie, although not a spoken one, to represent a 
front tbat will always be in shadow throughout the whole day, 
kindled-up and illiutrated by sunshine, with all its details spark
lingly touched and brilliantly brought out. In :Mr. Blore's view 
of the new building at Buckingham Palace, the sun is made to 
~hlne from the north-east; which, not to call it a miracle, is at any 
rate a piece of great complaisance on the part of that luminary
• dir~t testimony to the all-commanding talent of that Mr. B. 
Such deceptions are, it would seem, not lies, but merely poetical 
and graphic fictions; and we ought to congratulate ourselves upon 
getting anything poetical at all, where the design itself is so 
terribly prosaic. 

II. Localitf has so very much to do with the actual appearance 
which a building makes, that unless some information be afforded 
in regard to it, we may be totally ignorant and unsuspicious of 
many circumstances that require to be understood. If a building 
has been seen, it is of course known how it is situated with 
respect to other buildings ; whether in an open space or in a 
street; and if a street, whether it is a wide one or a narrow one; 
or if an open space, whether it is a regular or irregular one. It is 
desirable also to know what is its aspect, for it make11 a very 
considerable difference whether a portico or colonnade faces the 
north or the south-the east or the west. Therefore, if a building 
ill known to us only by means of plans and other drawings of that 
~ind, confined to the edifice itself, we may form very erroneous 
1deaa, Of course, such drawings acquaint us with its actual 
dimensions, but leave us in entire i~orance as to its relative size 
in comparison with adjoining or neighbouring buildings. It may 
chance, for instance, to be 80 greatly over-topped by them, that 
instead of answering to the prepoSBeSBing appearance which it 
makes when shown apart from other objects, as to make but a 
rather insignificant appearance in reality; consequently, much as 
'the design may be admired, the structure disappoints when seen, 
-at least, at first, though it may recover our first good opinion 
afterwards. The reader knows the story of the lady who fell in 
love with a portrait, but was cured of her passion on finding that 
her Adonis wore a wooden leg. In order to judge what figure a 
building actually cuts, it is necessary to know something more 
about it than elevations, &c. show. The "about it" is here to be 
understood literally ; since, with regard to effect, much depends 
npon accidents of site and locality-upon aspect, point of view, 
and various other circumstances, any one of which may be more 
or Iese influential, even taken by itself singly; therefore, when 
combined, must be so in a high degree, either favourably or the 
reverse. 

III. In some stringent remarks that have just appeared upon 
the "Hou11e11 of Parliament," in another publication, it is hinted 
that it would not have been amiBB had the exceBBive decoration of 
the river-front been considerably moderated, and the saving so 
eft'~ted been applied to the finishing-up another public and 
national edifice-namely, the pile of buildings which are termed 
collectively Somerset-place, whose now exposed west, or rather 
10uth-west Bide, makes a most mean, though not exactly beggarly 
appearance-yet beggarly as manifeBting the pinching poverty of 
a government which cannot afford to get rid of such an unseemly 
public exhibition of ar~hitectural ~naculot.tiam. It is no reproach 
to Chambers th~t he did not J>rov1de against an event which he 
could not possibly foresee. He would have been regarded as a 
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madman, had he advised that the terrace-fro11_t should be returned 
and continued northward, in order to form a west fayade that 
might poBBibly some time or other be exposed to view, on the side 
most of all favoured by aspect. He co•1ld no more have any idea 
that Waterloo-bridge would be erected, than that such architec
ture as King's College would be brought BO closely into contact, 
as to be made to appear part of his design. The bridge has cer
tainly rendered one service to Somerset-place, since it enables 111 
to obtain a view of the river-front and its terrace. But the for
mation of the street leading to the bridge bu laid open to sight 
what was ne"er meant to be seen at all, and therefore now detracts 
sadly from the grandeur of the fatade which is beheld in connec
tion with it. The disparity between the two is nothing leSB than 
offensive. The feeling it produces is akin to that which we should 
experience on beholding a costly sideboard and a kitchen-dresser 
cheek-by-jowl in a dining-room. The juxta-po11ition which here 
presents itself is not like that of "pearls upon an lEthiop's arm; 
but of a blooming face upon the shoulders of a Blackamoor,-the 
head of Hebe upon the shrivelled carcase of a hag ;-in short, we 
perceive Chambers and Pecksnift' arm-in-arm together: no disre
spect is intended to the former, he being sufficiently excused by 
what has been stated above. Still, that is no excuse for our ne
glecting to do what the greatly-altered locality of the building 
renders BO highly desirable. If it is not worth while, merely for 
appearance-sake, to bestow a decent architectural exterior on the 
exceedingly unsightly and disfiguring range of building alluded to, 
how can we reconcile ourselves to the enormous outlay for mere 
embellishment in the river-front of the Houses of Parliament; 
and whic1!t after all, does not r,roduce any corresponding degree of 
effect? .r.<ither the " Houses' accuse us of the most niggardly 
meanness for allowing Somerset-place to remain in the disgraceful 
and unfinished state which it is ; or Somerset-place accu!les us of 
absurdly wanton extravagance for crowding such a profusion of 
minute details and carved-work into that front of the "Houses• 
where they are quite lost, and where a few boldly-touched finishings 
would have told quite as well-perhaps even very much better. 
The west wing of Somerset- place, on the contrary, though at 
present a most offensive eye-sore-and perhaps doomed to remain 
so-is most admirably situated for architectural display. There is 
not any spot in the whole metropolis which affords so many of the 
requisite.i for a fine architectural scene. That side of the buildings 
of Somerset-place is favoured, not only by aspect, but by due space 
before it-neither so great as to take oft' from the size o( the 
building, nor insufficient for viewing it as a whole. To these ad
vantages, other peculiar and accidental ones mar be added : the 
building descends so much below the level of Wellington-street, or 
the road way leading to the bridge, that the street becomes as it were 
a terrace or elevated staging, from which it shows-that is, would 
show itself, most picturesquely, were it a worthy piece of archi
tecture, instead of being the abomination it now is. When looked 
down upon from the parapet of the road, it would be seen rising 
statelily from a deep substructure. And that west front and the 
river-front-which latter shows at present only as a mere mask
seen together, would produce a fine palatial mass, and in combina
tion with Waterloo-bridge, a most striking and noble group of 
architecture. The river-front itself, which now looks only like 
the fragment of an unfinished design, would gain in importance 
by becoming a portion of one consistently r,:and desi_gii. Besides 
all which-but let us have done with ' besides's.' lVe have 
" Marble Arches, n and " N el80n Columns," and " Wellington 
Statues," and a good many other things that shall be nameless, to 
show how freely tens-of-thousands have been flung away on very 
futile if not absurd objects. Let us then have at least one public 
edifice that will serve as a monument of our notable economy and 
frugalitr. Therefore, since so it must be, let it even be Somerset
place. Let the foreigner who gazes with astonishment at such an 
achievement by individuals as Waterloo-bridge look with asto
nishment of a different kind-with scornful wond~r at the paltrineBB 
that is allowed to disfigure and disgrace a government building 
which might, with comparatively little cost, be rendered a uni
formly noble pile. 

IV. M'y good friends, the architects,-the friendship between us 
is not, perhaps, of the most cordial kind, my own share being 
marked more l>y boisterous freedom than by compliments and cour
tesy-still I say my very good friends, the architects, may be said 
to have contrived to outwit and enslave themselves. So long have 
th~y go~e on preaching up ~he accursed and superstitious doctrine 
of its bemg utilawful to deviate from established forms and propor
tions, or from the precise letter of mechanic-enacted rules, that 
even those who could do BO successfully, dare not even attempt it, so 
greatly do they atand in awe of the sneers of the whole tribe of 
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Incapables, who scout the idea that it ia poaible for anr_ other 
than hackneyed forms to be beautiful, and wlio flatly deny it to be 
in the power of artistic conception to produce what, though dif
ferent m character, should be equally beautiful in its peculiar way. 
Unhappy architects I ye have locked/ourselves in, and fiung away 
the key that would open the door an send you forth-the worthy 
and really gifted among you rejoicing once more in liberty and 
light. Unhappy architects I-unhappy architecture, also! for thou 
art now fettered, and delivered over to the tender charge of thy 
jailor, PaECEDENT ! 

V. Precedent ia adhered to even for that lawless, hybrid style 
which we denominate Elizabethan. No one, indeed, has )'et at
tempted to draw up a formal code of rules and regulations for it
perh1Jps, because it. would be a task of very great labour to at
tempt to systematize so chaotic a mass aa the various examples of 
it constitute; any one of which, however eccentric and exceptional, 
may now be quoted as sufficiently valid authority. This muat be 
allowed to have its convenience; no more being required t1ian to 
follow Precedent merely piece-meal, and patch up a design out of 
odds-and-ends, taken at random, and put together without any 
regar,d even to general consistency of composition. The name 
"Elizabethan," at once sanctifies all absunlities and all crudities: 
it operates 88 a talisman and an iegis against the shafts of criticism. 
It i1:1 in vain to object to that offensive inequality of design which 
results from plainness and coarseness in some features, and studied 
ornateness, perhaps finicality, in others. The greater the incon
~ity, the greater, it would seem is the Elizabellaan-nua. The 
utmost and most convenient latitude is freely allowed : forms and 
features strongly partaking of the latest-expiring Tudor style may 
be mixed up ad libitum with ultra-Italianized ones; no matter how 
incoherently, when incoherence is thought to belong to, if not 
actually to be the very geuius of the style itself. Although for a 
very different reason, Elizabethan pouesses one great recommenda
tion in common with the pure Grecian style. What it is you shall 
learn by-and-by-that is, in my next Fasciculus; till which appean., 
I leave you to cogitate upon the matter, and solve the riddle, if 
riddle it be, for younelvea. Or, should your curiosity evaporate 
in the interim1 it will not greatly matter. Putting, like a frugal 
hostess, that <lainty bit "by for supper-time," what I now say is, 
that we do not at all avail ourselves as we might do of the opportunity 
which Elizabethan architecture holds out to us,--of the convenient 
pretext which it affords us for working out a style founded upon 
the Italianinn or early Cinque-.cento ideas which, although they 
show themselves only here and there partially, and more or less 
imperfectly, strongly mark those examples in which they occur 
t.o any extent. In reverting to Elizabethan, we have considered 
it rather as being the lat.est stage of expiring Gothic, than as the 
incipient one of a quite different architectural system; which, had 
it been allowed to proceed as it originated, and to develope itself 
fret'ly and nawrally out of its fi.rat rudimentary shoots, instead 
of being put into the hot-house of Palladio and Jones, would 
doubtless have produced other blossoms and fruits than those 
which have attended such "forcing" system. When Elizabethan 
was recommended as the style most of all suitable for the new 
Houses of PBl'liament, people-and architects among the rest, were 
11uzzled to know what was to be understood by such name. Was 
it to be interpreted literally or liberally? If the former, it of 
course excluded every st)•le that had been used before or up to 
the period of Elizabeth s reign, unless -Elizabethaa and Ante-
Elizabethan mean one and the same thing, and unless Elizabeth 
reigned before she was born-a mystery I willingly leave to wiser 
heads thaa mine. On the other hand, if Elizabetltan was to be . 
interpreted liberally and latitudiuarially, it would seem to imply 
that the 11tyle to be adopted might be either that which was actu
ally employed during the lattec half the 16th century, or which 
BfterwBl'ds came up in the earlier part of the following one; and 
the way for which had been openea by the inftueRcee and tastes 
of the previous Elizabethan period. It is perhaps just as well 
thRt the taste of Elizabeth's grandfather-at least, that of his 
age-was preferred to that of her own. Nearly all the competitors 
for the" Houses" eschewed Elizabethan, and no doubt very pru
dently; for it weuld, perhaps, have occupied them till nuw to 
elaborate out of it aught that would have been both worthy of 
and suitable for the occasion. 

V 1. Some are so very sensitive ana captious about ·terms amt 
names, that I wonder they do not affect to be scandalized at that 
<1f the "Lancet style." It cannot, indeed, be said to be a very 
blunt one; on the contrary, it is sharp enough-so sharp a& to 
pierce BA ear that is at all refined. It must surely have been 
invented by Dr. Sangrado, or other practitioner of phlebotomy. 
Ol" jt mu1t llave origlliated with the Con!Jl&ey of Barber-Surgeowi. 

eo truly barberoru is it in sound. If not eo, it muat have been ap
plied in sneering derision by some suoh crit.ica u those who make 
themselves merry with Nash's utingui61ur in Langham-place, IDd 
Barry's du~waiter1 in Trafalgar-square. Lancet-style!-horrible 
name; suggesting ideas of bloodshed, at least of blood-letting! 
Let it be reformed by all means; more especially 11.11 people are 
now endeavouring to substitute more appropriate terms for thoee 
introduced by Rickman, notwithstanding that they have obtained 
general currency among 88. If " Perpendicular" is to be trans
formed into " Rectangular" style, surely " Lancet" will no longer 
be tolerated by "ears {'olite," or ears arch1BOlogical. Let a General 
Council of Arch1BOlogists be held forthwith; let the Illiltitute i. 
aemble in solemn or somnolent conclave, to devise some less odioullly 
vulgar name for what is now called the Lancet style. Should 
they not be able to think of one, still, ther might poS>li.bly drmm 
of one ; or else they go to sleep to very little purpose indeed. 

VU. Plans, elevations, and sections of Stowe, would just now 
poseeBB considerable interest, even for those who would not care 
for them at any other time. None, however, :i.re in exiiitence,
at least, no published ones. There is no work which so describes 
that princelr mBDBion ;-no plates of it in any of the several ool. 
lectiona which assume the title of " Vitruviua Britannious," al
though they all contain subjects of far inferior note, and inferiur 
merit also, and more than one which bas nothing wl!atever to 
recommend it. Almost all that is known of. the architectural 
authorship of Stowe is, that the original house is said to have 
been designed by Viscount Cobham and the additions, comprising 
the stately south front, by the first Lord Camelford (about the year 
177 .5 ). Vanbrugh and Kent designed some of the garden-build~; 
but of the professional architects employed upon the manmon 
itself, the orily names which appear to be known are thoae of 
Borra and Valdre, both foreigner,;. Stowe is infinitely too modern 
to excite any sympathy among the admirers of ruins and rubbi&h. 
When it becomes an antiquity, and thereby entitled to the epithet 
of "\'enerable," it may acquire that value in the eyes of po11terit7 
which it has not in our own. Aud let us hope that it will be per
mitted to remain; and not doomed to be taken down and solll 
piecemeal, aa were both W anstead and Worksop. We can iJl. 
afford to spare such an example of a palatial English residence, 
now that nothing else of the same cl888 and character i1 erected. 
Scarcely a mansion of any architectural note at all haa ~ 
erected for many years. \Vhat few large country-houses have 
been built, mostly affect antiquity, without ~ither the charm or the 
merit of it. The tide now runs in favour of Model Lodging
houses and Buckingham Palaces,-of Baths and Washing-houses: 
but Greenwich Hospitals, and Blenheims and Stowes, are quite b&
yond our mark. Neither the aristocracy of rank nor the aristocracy 
of wealth/atronise such architectural grandeur as marks the last
mentioue piles. Let it not be supposed from this, that unqualified 
praise of either Blenheim or Stowe is intended. In both of them 
there is much to censure-a great deal that might be many degrees 
better: still, there is the magnificent and the noble-which, u 
things now go, is a very great deal indeed. As to the grandiolt, 
where will you now find it r Go and look for it in the fBfade& o! 
the British Museum or Buckingham Palace; and if you can 
discover it there, you may congratulate yourlll'lf as being ahle tG 
discover the longitude also. 

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.-No. X. 
By HoMEBl!Hill Cos:, B.A. 

'f'he Dyoornical Dejlectilm and Strain of Rail1DU1J GiriUn. 

There is no subject in practical science which has been more 
elaborately investigated than the theory of the statical trannene 
strength of beams. It has fortunately happened that two diff'erent 
classes of investigators-mathematicians and experimentu.list&
have cooperated in the -research: and the result of their united 
latMiura haa been a valuable and comprehensive 1ystem of kno•· 
ledge. 

But the DvN.uuo.w. sk'ength of beams, or their capability of su
taining weights moving rapidly over them, has never been saU. 
faotorilr discu111ed. There does not appear to be extant a singlt 
theoretical investigation of this subject--and the deficiency is due 
to two caull8ll : it occurs partly because the subject has but com· 
paratively recently grown into importance; partly because of it.a 
e:i:ceuive and insuperable difficulties when investigated by W 
exact methods of theoretical mechanics. The followiDff paper if 
a convibu\lon to a more accurate knowl. of this .important 
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quenion, which has at length attracted the attention due to its 
inJluence on the security of railway traffic. The necessity of 
further inquiry seems to be generalll acknowledged among e~
neers; and by the recommendation o the Commiuioners of Rail
ways, in a published minute of the 29th of June 1847, a ~vemment 
commillllion has been appointed for the very purpose. The minute 
expreases a doubt " whether the experimentii.l data and the theo
retical principles at present known are adequate" for the " design
ing iron bridges, when these are to be traversed by loads of extra
ordinary weight at great velocities." 

There seems to exist great disr.repancy of opinion as to the 
eft'eet of the velocity of transit. Some have imagined that it may 
become a source of safety, by causing the railway train to p888 
over before the girder has had time to yield. Others, again, have 
estimated the effect of the moving load as highly as six or seven 
time& that of the same load at rest. In the following investiga
tion, both these opinions will be shown to be incorrect : they are 
here cited merely aa indications of the extreme uncertainty pre
Y&lent on the subject. 

The method of inquiry about to be explained consists, not in 
determining the dynauucal strain absolutely, but by comparison 
with the corresponding statical 1train. T~e results w;ill cons~
quently be mu~ simpler than they would be. if the ~ynam1~al stram 
were estimated mdependently. The deftection which a given load 
al rut UJ>On a girder produces, will be always taken as one of the 
known data of the problem. The determination of this statical de
fteclion, as it forms the basil of all the remaining calculatiowi, i1 
the first point of inquiry. 

When a beam is not affected by a permanent set or defect of 
elasticity it appears, both from theory and actual experiment, 
that the deftection by a weight resting at its centre is very nearly 
proportional to that weight-that is, if a given number of tons 
deJlect it one inch, double the number of tons will deflect it two 
inches. This r~sult is arrived ~t by .Pro!essor Moseley in. his." M~
dlanical Principles of Engmeermg, and M. Navier m his 
" Resume de Le~ons de Construction," by independent methods. 
Its near accordance with practical truth has been abundantly con
firmed by experiment, as may be verified by reference to numerous 
published accounts of actual observations on the subject, and es
}>ecially to Mr. Hodgkinson's invaluable "Experimental Re
aearches on the Strength of Cast-Iron." This work gives the 
results of an exceedingly large number of experiments, made 
by the author and others, on the transverse strength of beams 
IOaded at their centres; and although these beams were of very 
diJl'erent form& and dimensions, the law indicated is nearly observed 
in all of them. Whether the section of the beam be rectangular, 
triangular or T-shaped, with the vertical rib either upwards or 
downward~ the constant ratioi in each beam, of each deflection to 
the corresponding load is near y maintained : and the same remark 
applies to beams of the form most usefnl for railway purpose&
that of an upper and lower ftange connected by a vertical rib, 

It will be found, however, by reference tu the tables in Mr. 
Hodgkinaon's work} that the actual deflections are somewhat more 
than the theoretical law would make them. This discrepancy may 
be accounted for by attributing it to the defect of elasticity, which 
the ordinary theory of beams does not consider. As this defect 
ia not generally very great, it will here in the first instance be 
neglected· the deflections will primarily be estimated as if the 
elasticity ~ere perfect ; and sul>se'J11ently the modificationa ~ue 
to defect of elasticity will be taken mto consideration, 

Work Done on ths Dejkction qf a Btmn. 
The "work done" by a moving force may be defined to be the 

inocfuct of that force into the distance through which it acts. A 
?amiliar instance of the use of this measure is the Steam-Ellgine; 
where the work done receives the particular name of Horse-Power. 
If the pressure on the piston were uniform, that pre88Ul'e(in J.Ounds) 
multiplied by the distance through which it is exerted lin feet) 
would, lf divided by 83,000, give the horse-power. But in the 
ateam~ne, and all other practical instances, where the pressure 
la not uniform, but varying1 it is impossible to calculate the work 
clone by this direct multiplication. Where the v~ue of the 
movin~ force is constantly altering, we may resort to either of the 
followmg methods of ucertaining the work done by it,-we may 
multiply it1 awrage value by the distance through which it acts; 
or when that average cannot be ascertained, we may consider the 
;boie distance divided into elementary portions, 10 small that it 
may be wpposed without sen1lble error-that ~e preaure i~ at 
Jeaa uniform while it actB through each portion in BUccell8IOD. 

The ag~gre te work done, is the sum or the work done on each of 
tJaeM ou.-that ls, it Is the sum of the producta of eaeh por
UoG o the diatance and the corresponding preeaure. 

This process of summation, when carried out with the greatest 
possible accuracy, is equivalent; tu that of mathematical integra
tion; in which case, the work done by a varying pressure may be 
defined, in mathematical language1 to he the inte~al of the product 
of the pressure, and its "virtual velocity." The work done in 
deflecting a beam by prel!Sure at its centre is easily ascertained, if 
that pressure be 888umed proportional J,o the deflection. Calling 
the deflection :r, and therefore the pressure .. :r (where .. is a con
stant depending on the dimensions &c. of the beam) we have-

/:e •tr' a:e 
workdone=Jo":rd:r = - 2-= 2 .tJJ. 

Now "'
2
:r is the pressure or weight which would statically maintain 

half the deflection :e. Hence, the VJOf'k done in producing a giv1m 
deflection u equal to th8 weight which VXJUld 1tatically maintain half 
tAe dejfectiun, multiplied by the whole duta11C8 of defactWn. 

The value of this rule will appear hereafter. 
Distinction of Gradual and ImtantaTUJ(JUB Loading. 

When experiments are made on the strength and deflection of 
beams, they are generally loaded very gradually at their centres. 
Each addition to the load is allowed to produce its full effect 
before more be imposed. Consequently, at e\•ery stage of the ex
periment, the beam is in a state of statical equilibrium : the pres
sure of the load on the beam is always just equal to its weight, 
and is never increased by any momentum arising from downward 
velocity. 

But if the whole load be suddenly and at once placed on the 
heam, while it is as yet undeftected, the effects are entirely altered. 
The deflection is greater than the same load would produce if 
gradually applied: for when the beam Tias reached the point of 
statical deftection, the momentum acquired bythe downward motion 
urges it further; and the descent of load continues till it be brottgl.t 
ttp (ao to speak) by the incre811ed resistance of the beam. After
wards, the beam and load rise again, as the deflection has been 
carried beyond the degree at which it can be statically maintained. 

In the case here supposed of instantaneous loading, nothing 
like impact or sudden collision occurs. The preBSure at the centre 
of the beam is finite and continuous. The load does not fall upon 
the beam-it is merely supposed to be placed originally in close 
contact with the beam, and then suffered to instantaneously rest 
upon it. 

For the sake of elucidation, one or two instances of analogous 
action may be cited. If a common balance have its fulcrum above 
the points of BUSpenBion of the scales, and a weight suddenly rest 
in one of the &eales, the lever will turn through a much greater 
angle than if the same weight were applied in small succeBSive 
portions. 

If an elastic string suspend vertically a weight from one end of 
it, the string will be more stretched if the whole weight be suffered 
to act at once, than if applied in small portions. It will be found, 
that if the extension of the string be proportional to the stretch
ing force, the extension produced by the descendin~ weight will 
be ttoice that due to the gradual effect of the same weight. 

A light cylinder of wood, loaded at its lower end, and Boating 
vertically in water} furnishes another illustration. If the crlinder 
be raised a little al>Ove it& position of equilibrium and then let go, 
it will sink twice the distance it has been raised, if the motion be 
BO small that the resistance is equal to the hydrostatical pressure. 

In the same way, in a Ferfectly elastic horizontal beam, loaded 
at its centre, the effect o instantaneous loading is double that of 
gradual loading, For, by a known t>rinciple of mechanics, when a 
material &ystem moves from one position of rest to another position 
of rest, the work done by the retarding forces is equal to the work 
done by the accelerating forces. For any small deflection of a beam 
by instantaneous loading, its position of ultimate deftection is one of 
instantaneous rest, for immediately before it arrives at that posi
tion, all the parts of the beam descend, and immediately after, 
ascend. AlsO the work done by the accelerating force is the 
weight actually resting on the beam, multiplied '&y the space of 
deflection : and the work done by the retarding forces is, by what 
has been ll8id above, " equal to the weight which would staticallr 
maintain half the defiection, multiplied by the whole di11tance of 
deflection." Therefore, putting the two amounts of work done equal 
to one another, we see that the weight actually upon thllt beam is 
that whJch would statically maintain half the defiection. In other 
words, IM dffl#tion ii doubled by inmmtaneow loading. 

Tramit qf a Single Weight. 
We now proceed to examine the e1f'ect of ihe iranait of a Bingle 
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weight along the girder, and first of all to show that its effect 
cannot exceed that which it has just been estimated to produce, if 
&tationed at the centre of the !firder and allowed to de&cend freely 
from the undeflected position-in other words, it will be proved that 
at whatever rate the weight mAy travel over the girder1 its ulti
mate strain and deflection cannot be more than double the corre-
11pOnding statical effects produced when it ruu at the centre of 
the girder. 

There is a general rule of constant use in engineering which, 
espressed in practical language, states that power is never gained, 
but only modified, by the intervention of machinery. Thia rule 
may be more scientifically expressed and extended by tracing it to 
its origin-it is a particular case of the principle known in theo
retical mechanics, as the Conservation of Yia Yiva. 'fhis principle 
may be very conveniently enunciated by employing the term 
"work done," as defined above : and it then assumes this form of 
ennnciation-thAt the '1i8 viva gained or lost by a system in moving 
from one position to Another, is equal to twice the difference 
between the work done by the accelerating, and that done by the 
retarding, forces in the same interval. 

From this it follows, that where there is no gain or 1088 of '1i8 
Diva, there is no difference between the work done by the accele
rating and retarding forces respectivelr. Hence, if the parts of 
the system be moving at the Mme velocity in the second position 
M in the first--<>r if both positions be positions of rest-the ag
gregate work done in the interval by the retarding forces is equal 
to that done by the accelerating forces. 

A very simple case will illustrate this theorem. If & locomo
tive-engine travel A mile along a rAilway, and its velocity at the 
end of the mile be the same as at the beginning of the mile, the 
work done by all the forces which have resisted its motion is in 
the aggregate just equal to the h9rse-power developed in the 
steam-cylinders. And this equality holds good, however the 
engine have moved in the interval-whether on a straight level 
road, or on severe curves and gradients-whether the speed were 
11niform or very irregular-whether the steam were on the whole 
time, or the engine during large parts of the journey moved by its 
momentum only. The intermission of the moving force and all 
other irre~arities disappear in the result. To establish equality 
between the work done in moving, and that done in retarding, the 
engine, all that is necell!l8ry is that the engine be moving neither 
f'aster nor slower at the end of the mile, than at the beginning 
of it. 

Another illustration will serve to show the extreme generality of 
the principle in «JUestion. If a certain quantity of water hBve to 
be raised a certain height, the amount of work actually requisite 
for effecting the object is in all cases equal to the weight of water 
multiplied by the vertical height. This amount of necessary 
power or work is incapable of being diminished by any mechanical 
tr hydraulic contrivance. The water may be contained in a vessel 
which is drawn up perpendicularly, a11 f'rom a well, or which is 
drawn up an inclined plane or by a spiral path; or the water mAy 
be raised by an Archimedian screw, or by buckets attached to the 
periphery of a revolving wheel, or by a hydraulic-ram, or by a 
fore&-J?ump; or lastly, it may be thrown up in a jet, as from a 
fountain or fire-engine. But it is physicallf impo•ible, by these 
or any other methods, to diminish the requisite amount of labour. 
It is, of course, easy to increase the amount by A waste or unpro
fitable expenditure of labour, such as is caused by friction of the 
machinery, or the mutual action of the particles of water among 
themselves. But supposing no Wl\Ste of force to occur-supposing 
all the power usefully employed in simply raising the water with
out dowg anything else; then the amount of that power is in all 
oases just what has been stated-the weight of water multiplied 
by the vertical distance through which it is raised. 

The rule Is of universal application, and there is no other prin
ci\lle of dynamics of such great and constant utilitr. in practical 
11Caence ; for it embraces all those cases of motion with which the 
engineer happens to be concerned-cases where the motion either 
ceases, or has the same valuea, at regularly-recurring intervals. 

The case before us, of the transit of a weight along a girder, 
ia a striking exemplification of this PrinciJ,>le of the Conservation 
of Work. For this principle enables us rmmediately to compare 
the eff'ect of a weight moving along the girder, and that of the 
ume weight stationed at its centre, and descending. If the de
flection be the same in both cases, the work done bf the descent of 
the load in both cases ia the same-namely, the weight multiplied 
by the vertical descent : and this is true, whatever be the path of 
descent. Now, it has already been shown, that. in the case of in
inantaneous loading, the work done by the descent of the weight is 
equal to that uecesaary to produco iD the beam the deilectiou which 

twice the weight would statically maintain.· Heooe, the traYelliD« 
weight can do no more. 

The value of this conclusion appears the greater, when it is con
sidered that it avoids all hazardous hrpotheses aa to the forma 
assumed by the beam during the transit. However the beam 
may be bent-whatever may be the nature of its vibrations and 
internal action, this is certain,-that. when its elasticity is uo
impBired, a weight travelling along it cannot, under any circum
stances whatever, more than double its corresponding statical de
flection. To suppose it capable of doing more, ia to suppoae the 
physical impossibility of a gain of power. 

But though the travelling weight cannot1 under any circum
stances, produce more than double the statical de!ection, it is 
quite poBSible that it may do lu8. A large portion of the work 
done by the weight may be absorbed in producing lateral vibra
tions and other irregularities of motion in the beam. All these 
concomitant operations act by way of diminution, and tend to make 
the dynamical deflection ku tlw.1' double the statical central de
flection. 

In determining the actual amount of this diminution, the velo
city of transit must be taken into account. For that there ii 
some particular velocity for which the deflection is a maximum, 
is obvious from this simple consideration-that when the weight. 
travels exceec\ingly slowly along the beam, it always exerta a 
statical pressure, and does not tend to increase by momentum t.he 
deflection beyond its statical amount ;-and on the other hand, 
when the weight travels with excessive rapidity, it may not have 
time during the transit, to sink even the distance of statical 
deflection. To take the limiting case, when the velocity ia inde
finitely great, the descent of tbe weight must be indefinitely 
small; for even if it fell freely, And there were no beam to suppon 
it, the distance of descent in an indefinitely short time ia iuap
preciable. 

Ejfeet of the Inertia of t"4 Beam. 
There is, then, between the exceedingly high and the exceed

ingly low velocity, some pBrticular intermediate speed which pro
duces the greatest possible deflection. Before, however, consider
ing what that velocity is, or endeavouring to establish a direct. 
relation between the velocity and the deflection, it is necessary to 
examine more particularly the case just referred to-where the 
velocity of transit iR so great, that the weight has not time to 
sink beyond a certain degree. 

Now, there are two ways in which this consideration of' time 
might be supposed to affect the amount of deflection. The first is 
that already stated, where the period of transit is so abort, that. 
even if the weight descended freely, without support from the beam. 
its descent would be inconsiderable. This case may, however, be at. 
once excluded, when it is considered that at all practicable raihra1 
velocities, the time of transit over a long girder (SO to 80 feet 
could not be much less than one second, that a body would fi 
freely upwards of 16 feet in that time, and that its actual desceut. 
(equal to the deflection of the girder) is only a few inches. 

But there is another way in which the consideration of time 
might be supposed to affect the deflection: there might not be 
time enough to overcome the inertia of the beam. Thia CMe 
requires more particular examination. 

A person sKnting over a weak piece of ice may sometimes, by 
moving rapidly, glide over it safely before it have tirM to break
that is, before the pre&&ure of his body have impres!W!d on the ice 
the downward motion sufficient for it to attain the point of 
fracture while he is passing over it. Now, by the general princi
ples of mechanics, the same pressure which, acting for 8 given 
time, would produce a great velocity in a small mass, will produce 
proportionably little velocity in a large mass. In order then 
that the inertia of the ice may, in the case supposed, be a came ol 
safety, it must be large in comparison with the pressure acting Oil 
it; that is, the mass of ice acted upon must greatly exceed the 
mass of the man's body. 

In the same way, in order that the inertia of a girder might. be 
a cause of security, the mass of the girder must be very much 
greater than that of the train passing over. But it will be sho1r11 
that the mass of the former does not, for heavy loads, ell:ceed 
that of the latter so greatly as to perceptibly diminii>h t.he de11eo
tion. It has sometimes been found useful to add to the inertia al 
the girder by laying on it heavy ballast, and by this means the 
structure is rendered Btrodier,-that is, the slight lateral oscilla
tions and other irregularities of motion are reduced. But it. 
is only these smaller or subsidiary movements that can he 
diminished by adding to the weight of the girder. Its mass, and 
that of the permanent load upon it, is not in generalso large aa '° 
materially iri.fluence the main, or vertical, deflection, when pro
duced by nearly as heavy a load u it will 118f'el7 bear. 
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When the train paBBell over the girder, the centre of gravity of 
the whole system sinks, the impre&&ed moving force downwards 
being the weight of the train, and the motion of the centre of 
gravity being retarded by the elastic force of the girder. 

To take a cue every way unfavourable to the conclusion which we 
•ish to establish, let the greatest deflection be 3 inches, and the 
velocity of the transit so great that the weight passes over the girder 
in a second of time. This would be the time of transit over a girder 
88 feet long, at the rate of a mile a-minute. Now1 the extreme de
flection may be supposed to be accomplished in .11alf the time of 
transit, or the centre of the girder sinks 3 inches in half a second. 
The centre of gravity of the whole system at no time sinks so 
much as the centre of the beam sinks, for its two ends do not sink 
a& all. On the whole, it seems an ample allowance to suppose the 
muimum vertical descent of the centre of gravity of the beam It 
inch. Now, to find the work which would a/qne produce this velo
eity, we must have an equation of w oim, excluding the retarding 
force. 

By the ordinary rules for calculating the rectilineal motion of 
bodiea, if a given mass M originally at rest be acted upon at its 
centre of gravity by one uniform force f moving through a space 
a in the time t, 

2 M ~=ft'. 
Sup~ the force to be that of a small weight. The mass of this 

weight will be foUlld (on substituting numeriCal values and putting 
gravity = 32) to be only the 32d part of M, if the latter move 
through It inch in half a second. 

The beam is usuallr constructed to bear a preB&ure considerably 
exceeding it& own weight. Jn that case lua then one Sid of the 
work actually exerted by the travelling weight would suffice for 
the mere acceleration of the beam : and we come to the conclusion 
that even at the hi~hest practicable velocity, the power required 
to set the beam m motion subtracts very little of the power 
producing deflection. In other words, when the mass of the load 
IS not small compared with that of the beam, the deflection is 
never materially influenced by the inertia of the beam. 

Injl11.m« of tM Yelocity qf Tranait Oii tM Deflection 
in the CtJ8t of a Single Weight. 

Having arrived at the important conclusion that when the 
travelling weight is large, the mertia of the beam is an immaterial 
consideration, or that the effective moving forces are inconsiderable 
compared with the impreBSed forces, we might suppose the mutual 
prNSure between the beam and the weight statically equal to the 
force which the former by its elasticity exerts in an upward 
direction to resist deflection. 

But, in fact, the mutual pressure between the beam and the 
weight is an unknown force, not generally susceptible of exact de
termination. During the first part of the motion, the weight does 
not, so to speak exert its full pressure on the beam, for the 
surface yields and recedes before it. During the latter part of the 
descent, on the contrary, the pressure in question exertli a supe
rior power, to destroy the momentum previously acquired by the 
descending weight. The weight then moves downwards, first 
with an accelerated, and subsequently with a retarded, velocity : 
or the pressure on its under side is in the former stage of motion, 
leil8, and in the latter stage greater, than the effect of gravit7. 

The path of the weight is likewise unknown, for the motion is 
made up of two parts-the motion along the beam, and the motion 
of the beam itself. If, indeed, it be assumed that the motion is 
always along the beam, or that at every instant the curvature of 
the beam has, at the point of mutual contact, the same tangent as 
t.he path of the weight,_the problem would be capable of solution. 
The investigations of rrofeBBOr Moseley and M. Navier have de
termined the curvature of the beam sufficientlr to afFord means of 
tracing the curve described by the moving weight; and therefore 
it.a pret111ure, which is equal to its centrifugal force + the effect of 
gravity might be ascertained. 

The hypothesis which would lead to these results is, however, 
_.bitrary and unsafe : and besides, the curvature of the beam u 
mathematically determined, is not exactly that wliich occurs in 
ectual P.ractice, where the elasticity is always more or less imperfect. 
The difficulty is however of no great importance, because, as will 
be presentl7 shown, it does not occur where the moving body is not 
a single weight2 but a long train. And the subject is here referred 
to, merely to Show the almost insuperable difficulties of determin
ing the motion of a single weight along an elastic beam. 

Uniformly Diatributed Load. 
We have hitherto considered the effect of a single weight press

ing only at one point of the ~rder. The more important practi
cal case, where the pressure 18 applied to a considerable surface, 
re mai na to be examined. 

In entering upon this inquiry, the consideration of horizontal 
motion will be in the first instance excluded. The distinction 
between the effects of gradual and instantaneous loading has been 
already pointed out, in reference to a single weight ; and the 
comparison may now be extended to the case of an uniformly 
distributed load. If this load be gradually laid on, it produces le1111 
deflection than when laid on all at once. A series of weights applied 
simultaneously all along the undeflected ~rder, will move vertically 
downwards, and acquire momentum which has to be destroyed by 
an increased exertion of the elastic forces of the girder. In thi1 
case, &11 in that of a single weight, the ultimate deflection and 
preBSure will be doubled, as will be demolllltrated by analogoue 
principles. 

The beam being, as before, supposed to be perfectly elastic, the 
central deflection is proportional to the weight of the uniformly 
distributed load. If a be the length of the beam, :r the central 
deflection, u the w.iight of a unit of length of the load, we may 
put u a = 11 :r, where 11 is a determinate constant. 

Let :r', 11' be co-ordinates of any point in the surface of the 
beam, which is supposed to have the same curvature as its neutral 
axis. Then as the curvature is always exceedingly small, u dy' is 
the weight of an element of the load, and u dy' ds' represents 
the product of this weight and its virtual velocity, when the 
centre of the beam is displaced through a small vertical distance 
d :r. The product of all the pressures and the corresponding 
virtual velocities is equivalent to 

Jud:r' dy', 

taking y' between the limit& O and a. It may mathematically he 
shown that this integral is equal to u a d.;, where i is the vertical 
ordinate of the centre of gravity of the load. Also, from the 
equations given by ProfeBBor Moseley, in hie "Principles of En
gineering," Art. 37~, it may be shown by a simple process, which i• 
here omitted for the sake of brevity, that z is proportional to 1, 
and may therefore be put= IJ:r, where /J isa determinate constant. 

Hence, ua di= •IJ:r d:r. 
The int~ of this, between limit& 0 and z, is the total work 

done in prollucing the central deflection. This integral is equal te 
zl II.fl -

a/J 2 = 2 . .r. 
Or the "work done• is equivalent to that produced by a weight 
which would statically maintain half the deflection, moving 
through the whole space which the centre of gravity actually d~ 
scribed. Hence, by the same reasoning as applied to the case of a 
single weight, tM alalical deflection and pruaure are doubled by tn-
.tantafl«JtU loading. · 

Tranait qf a Continuoua Load. 
By combining the conclusion just arrived at with the principle 

which has here been termed the Principle of the Conservation of 
Work, it is readily seen that the statical strain and deflection 
cannot be more than doubled by the tran&it, at any horizontal 
velocity, of a uniform load of the same length as the girder. 
Indeed, the dynamical will in general be considerably less than 
double the corresponding statical effects. 

It has been shown that where the weight of the load sustained 
is nearly as great or greater than that of the beam, the force 
required to produce motion in the beam is inconsiderable compared 
with the Mtual deftecting forces. The beam itself, therefore, is then 
always nearly in a state of equilibrium, and its form nearly the 
same as that which would be statically produced by the external 
pressures. If this be assumed to be strictly true~ it follows that 
the curve of deflection is concave in every part, and therefore that 
no part of the beam sinks while another part is rising-that aQ 
the parts sink together, and all rise together, The· vertical 
motion is so extremely small and gradual, that there can be no 
danger in assuming that all the parts arrive at their lowest 
positions at the same instant. It follows then, as previously to 
that instant the motion was downwards, and subsequently upwards, 
the beam in its lowest position is at rest, eit.her instantaneously or 
for a definite period. 

In this position of rest, the pressures on the surface of the 
beam are in statical equilibrium with its internal forces. At the 
same time, the pressure produced by the travelling load is U.e 
same as if the curve of deflection were a fi:red curve. 

Effect of Centrifugal Force. 
When a body, moving along a fixed curve, is acted upon by ao 

forces but the preBBure of the curve and its own weight, the 
pressure on the curve (by t.he known principle& of mechanics) i1 
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equal to the centrirugal force, plus the normal component of the 
weight. The curvature of a dellected girder is in general ao ex
ceedingly small, that it will be quite safe to &1111ume the pressure 
equal to the centrifugal force, plus the weight itself. The c•irve 
nssumed by the surface of the beam depends on the forces acting 
on it; and we here suppose the beam to be at rut, although the 
load upon it is in motion. Hence, the elastic forces of the beam 
are in 1tatical equilibrium with the pressures on the curve. 

The origin of co-ordinates being at one end of the beam, and the 
axis of :r, measured vertically downwards, at any- point (.z-, y) of 
the curve, the tangent of the angle of horizontal inclination is 

~ ;, which is always very small. Hence, neglecting the square of 

that quantity aa inconsidel'llble compared with unity, we may 
put the inverse of the radius of curvature at the point 

(.r, y) = - :•;. (The sign never changes, as the curve is every

where concave upwards.) 

From the theory of perfectly ellllltic beams, It appears that ti' :r 
dg' 

is, at every part of the beam, proportional to the moment about 
(.r, Y) of all the preB&ure acting between that point and either ex
tremity of the beam. Here, the pressures between {z, y) and the 
origin are the centrifugal forces and the weights acting downwards, 
and the pressure of the abutment acting upwards. The moment 
of all the centrifugal forces may be first ascertained. 

Each small portion of the load may be supposed to act Inde
pendently of tile rest, or to press on the curve with its own weight 
and its own centrifugal force. Let m be the unit of m&1111; and 
therefore, at any point (x' y') intermediate between {zig) and the 
end of the beam, m d y' the m&1111 of an element ot the load. 
Calling V its linear velocity, it appears from what has been 

d':»' already said about the radius of curvature, that V• d y• m d y' le 

the centrifugal force of that element. The moment of this 
d' tr' 

centrifugal force is - V1 d y'" (g-y' ) m d g'. 

The moment of all the centrifugal forces about point {z,y) will 
be found by integrating this expression between the limits y' = O 
and y' = y. So it may be ascertained that the moment of these 
forces is 

m V• (y tan {3-z), 
where JJ is the horizontal inclination of the curve at the origin. 
y tan JJ-:r is the length of a vertical line drawn downwards from 
the point {.r, y) to meet the tangent drawn from the origin; and 
is very small. 

The weight of the .Portion of the load upon the horizontal 
length of the beam !/i IB mg y; and its moment about the point 
(:r,y) is the same as It the weight were collected at a point half 

way between (x, y) and the origin, and therefore equals mg'it_. 

Also, if P be the preBBure of the abutment, Py is its moment; and 
representing the constant, by which the radius of the curvature has 
to be multiplied to render lt equal to the sum of the moments, 
by E I, we hav&-

d' ti 11' 
EI dy' = mg il - Py+ m V1 (y tan JJ-:r). 

Thie equation is integrable in its present form ; but as the last 
term of it is very sma11, we may make an alteration which will 
tend very much to the simplicity of the results. The centrifu~ 
pressures cannot under any circumstances be great compared with 
the other forces, as may readily be foreseen by coneidenng that in 
all cases of actual practice, the curvature is very small on account 
of the very small proportion which the central deflection bears to 
the length of the beam. FD1' any central deflection preuimuly 088ign«l, 
the curve would be very little altered if the centrifugal preesure 
were uniformly distributed. Therefore, in the above equation, 
the small term m V2 (y tan JJ-.i-) is neglected in eetimatin~ the 
radius of the curvature merely. Now, It appears from the ' Me
chanical Principles of Engineering; Art. 874", that when the beam 
la subject to any uniformly distributed pressures whatever, 

tPtrJ 24" D - = -- O g1 - a g) dg' 6a• ' 
where a is half the length of the beam, and D is Its central de
flection. The curvature of the beam, when it 888umea its J>erm&
nant form. under the inftuenoe of a p888ing. load, wW QOt greatly 

ditl'er from that which this equation indicate&. Of course, this 
hypothesis does not suppose the distribution of the centrifuol 
preBBuree to be actually uniform-it mereir pre11UD1es that the 
curvature of the beam,f01' a giwn tkjl«:tion, J.S nearly the same• 
if the preBBuree were llO distributed. 

ti' :.r From the equation last given, the value of -d at the centre, 
y• 

is - ~~ ~ • Therefore, at the centre, a weight JDoTing With 

velocity V, baa a centrifugal pressure= V•. 24 D timea its 111111L 
10 a• 

To ascertain the whole etl'ect of centrifugal pressure, we ban 
evidently the expression 

- Im v• dd• z dy = -m V• ~ J<~yt-ag) dy, J . g' .sa• 
Integrating between limits y = O and y = 2 a. 

From this, it appears that the total centrifugal pret1ure 
82 D 1 h. h b 1 V' D 'f =-;;,"' 0 a, w IC ecomee mg alO a• , I I= 3~ 

Now, if T be the number of seconds in which either end ol tJ-.e 
v v• ' . 

load traverses the beam, 1' = 2a, and a' = 'f· Subst1tutl111 

this value, and remembering that the total weight on the beam 
is 2 mg a, we find ultimately, 

. 1 D 
Centrifugal preuun on whole beam = s Tt X the tttlpt. 

What very strongly confirms this conclusion, and ehow11 that no 
materially great error is contained in it, is the consideration that 
if the curve had been supposed to be a circular arc passing through 
the middle and two ends of the curve, the etl'ect of ce1:1trifugal 
pre&Bure would be almost the same as the above formula gives iL 
The only difference {ae will be seen hereafter) would~ that in 
the formula we must substitute i for -}. When it is considered 
how exceedingly small the curvature o( the beam must necessarily 
be in all practical cases, it becomes clear that a circular arc or 
large radme would represent the curve with at least tolerable ac
curacy. At all events, that 8S8umption furnishes a safe test of 
the foregoing conclusions. 

Rule f01' Calctllating the Premire.. 
The formula then gives all the information that can be generally 

required, respecting the influence of the velocity of the train, or 
its pressure on the deflected girder, when the mass of the former 
is not small compared with that of the latter. Put int.o ordinary 
language, the formula amount& to thi-that tDh6n a long wrifima 
load mooea over a girder which u fJl!1"fecUy ekutic, 01'iginally ~ 
the greatest prurure on the girder i8 that of the weigAt on it al aRfl 
tim11 + a nnall fraction of that wight, which fraction i8 fovnd bf 
dividing one-fifth the dql«tion (in partl of a foot) f>y IAa .-. of 
the number of lllCOnd8 in whic1 either end of the load tnoer,. tM 
girtkr. 

In order to give a clear idea of the value of the formula, and to 
show how small the in1luonce of velocity generally is, one or two 
practical applications may be given. 

A heavy train moves over a girder 88 feet long, at the rat.e of a 
mile a minute, and the observed de1lection is one-third of a foot. 
To find the pressure on the girder. 

In this case either end of the train moves over the girder in 
one aecond. The square of the number of eeconds is therefore 1. 
The deflection is t• Therefore, the fraction of the weight is ~ 
Or the extreme pressure on the girder is one-fifteenth more than 
the we~ht on it at any time. 

A train moves oft' a girder in three-fourtha of a aeoond, and the 
obaerved deflection is one-fourth of a foot. 

Here the square of f is Ir- One-fifth the deflection ia rr,: and 
n divided by/. ~vea 1\; or the pressure is not qlliM! one-twe!Nt 
more than the weight at any time on the girder. 

Theae instances give the dynamical pressure aa l~ aa lt ii 
ever likely to be with a properly-constructed girder-bridge. They 
consequently show that tlie dynamical preB1111re of heavy l~ 
even at high velocities, very little exceed& the Btatioal ; and a low 
velocities, ditl'ers from it only in Bil inappreciable ~· 

It will be obaerved, that if the velocity- be indefinRely iDcreMed, 
or T in the formula indefinitely diminished, the dynamical Jll9-
eure is indefinitely increased. But the formula vlriually ezcldel 
these hr_pothetical C8B8B; for the investigation proceeded on U.. 
888UD1ption that the centrifugal presauree are comJ1&rativeI1 maB, 
and tliat the whole preaaure produces but a small clel, 
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Defect of Emticity. 
h now remains that something be said of the defect of elasticity1 

and the modifications of the above results when applied to jointea 
or compound structures. The ordinary mathematical theory of 
the girder is based on the law of perfect elasticity, known as 
Hooke's law-namely, that the elaatic force is proportional to the 
e:i:teusion or compression. 

It aepears from experimental inquiries, subsequent to, and more 
exten.aive·than, Dr. Hooke's, that this law is not quite true. The 
elastic force is in reality less than the law would assign it to be. 
Mr. Hodgkinson, in his recently published " Researches on Cast
lron,• Art. 106, seems inclined to think that the elastic force may be 
expressed by a z - b zS, where z is the measure of compression or 
e.i:tension, and a and b constant empirical co-efficients. That this 
hypothesis is near the truth may be inferred from the considera
tion, that if the elastic force be expressed by a series in ascending 
powers of z, all terms involving high powl'!rs must be very small, 
as the elastic force is always nearly equal to the first term, and z 
i1 very small. It may, however, be worth while to remark, that if 
a z - b.s1 be taken to express correctly the elastic force, the 
1111111e value of z, which reckoned positively gives the tension, will 
not, when reckoned negatively, give the same value for the pres
sure. In order that this may be the case, only uneven powers of 
z must be involved. 

But whatever law of elasticity be IL88umed, this is easily ascer
tained-that where the elasticity is imperfect (that is, where it is 
less than in proportion to the extension or compression), the de
fiect~ pressure of a girder will be less than in proportion to the 
defiect1on. In cast-iron girders, cast in one _piece and in metal of 
good quality, the defect of elasticity is small ; and consequently 
the deflection is pretty nearly proportional to the pressure. But 
in jointed structures, compounded of several parts connected by 
rivets or bolts, this is by no means the case. In them, the defect 
of elasticity must be great ; and the deflection will therefore in
crease at a considerably higher rate than in proportion to the 
external preesure. If a load of 200 tone produce in a compound 
girder 2 mches deflection, 300 tone will produce considerably more 
than 3 inches deflection. Or, if 300 tons produce 3 inches de-
11ection, 400 tone will produce considerably more than 4 inches 
deflection. Hura much more can be ascertained only from actual 
e:i:f eriment. 

t is very important that this distinction between simple and 
compound girders 11hould be always taken into consideration, for 
the neglect of it would l'?ad to ver7 erroneous conclusions respect
ing the strength of structures o the latter kind. As cases in 
point, may be instanced calculations respecting the strength of 
girders formed in three pieces and supported by tension-rods. 
Fonnule which determine the ptrength of simple, unjointed 
glrden, are inapplicable to these structures, and are not likely to 
give even an approximation to the amount of their real strength. 

Where, however, the compound-girder is so well constructed, 
that its curvature, when deflected, is regular and free from sudden 
inJlectionB, the formula given above for the dynamical pressure of 
long trains on perfectly elastic beams, will apply with considerable 
11CCuracy. For the deflection being previouSly 88!1igned, is a safe
guard against any very great error. That deflection being small, 
the curvature will also be small; only, on account of the defect of 
eluticity, it increases cxzteri8 paribtu more rapidly towards the 
centre of the beam, than it would if the beam were perfectly 
Plastic. Consequently, the preBBure t1Jwards the centre is compa
ratively greater in the compound, than in the simple girder : and 
pressure towards the centre is more effectual in producing de1lec
tioo than pressure near the ends of the girder. 

Cowiequently, there are two reasons why velocity increases the 
deBeotion of a compound, more than that of a simple, girder. In the 
fint place, on account of the defect of elasticity in the jointed struc
ture, its deflection increases in a h.ip;her degree than ill proportion to 
the external preesure. Mecondly, tliat external pressure is of neces
llity greater for the jointed than for the simple girder, because in 
the former the curve is sharper towards itll centre. Velocity of 
transit bu therefore much greater influence on the aecurity of 
girden of the former, than of the latter kind. 

It would have been satisfactory to have been able to confirm the 
reaults of these investigations, by reference to actual experiments. 
Unfortunately, however, there are at presentl>ut \'ery scanty dnta 
for the ..Purpose. An account of two experiments made on the 
De&-brictge, of the Holyhead Railway, is all that can be cited. 
Theee experiments are described in a Rep<>rt to the Vommissioners 
ol Railways, 15th June, I847. An engme and tender, about 30 
to111 weight, paaaing over the bridge at IS miles an hour, produced 
"a deaeetion 11.early the eame as with the el)gine n rest--¥iz., 

from i to 1-,Jir of an inch." In another experiment, " an engine 
and train or 48 tons, at rest, gave a deflection of 2'4. inches ; while 
the deflection caused by the same train at a speed of 15 to 20 
miles an hour, was only Ii of an inch." 

These accounts do not however furnish much information 
suited to our present purpose. In the first place, the experiment11 
were made on a jointed structure of a complex nature, and of 
which the deflection appears, even from this brief account, to have 
followed no simple law. Moreover in the first experiment, the 
deflection is not actually determined: it is merely said to have been 
from i of an inch to three-sixteenths more; and in both the 
mass of the girder greatly exceeded the mass sustained. Ail the 
inference that can be drawn is, that velocity did not very materially 
influence the deflection, but that the deflection was diminished nt 
the highest velocity, the load sustained being comparatively light. 

M eana of Diminuhing the Dynamical Pruaure. 
When a ball moves along a perfectly horizontal surface, the 

pressure on its under side is just equal to its weight, for this 
simple reason-that if the prel'Sure were greater, the ball would 
rise ; if less, sink. 

In the same way, if a train moved along the surface of a girder 
which remained perfectly horizontal during the transit, its pres
sure would be just equal to its weight. But the train generally 
sinks a little, and acquires a momentum downwards, which has to 
be destroyed by increased pressure. The simplest precaution 
against this effect is-not to remedy it--but to prevent its exist
ence. Suppose it be found that, when a certain weight travels 
along a certain girder which is originally perfectly horizontal, it 
produces a deflection of three inches at its centre : then, if the 
rails had a rise given them of three inches towards the centre, it 
is clear, that when the same weight travelled over them, it would 
be no lower when at the centre, thun when at either end, of the 
beam. 

Suppose now the reYerse case--that there is a hollow or dc
preesion originally in the beam. Then, when the weight passes 
over the beam, it sinks the distance of this original depression, in 
addition to the deflection produced by pressure. Hence, the 
downward mome11tum is materially greater than if the beam hail 
·been .perfectly horizontal originally. Or, to take another view of 
the question, the original hollow or depression, added to the de
flection, increases the currature -0f t~e beam, and theref~re ~he 
centrifugal pressure of the load. Either way, then, of new1ug 
the effect of the hollow, either in increasing the momentum down
wards or in increasing the centrifugal pressure, leads to the same 
resul~that the pressure is increased. Mathematically, these two 
views of the cas~ coincide. 

It is seen, then, how extremely important it is that there shoulll 
be no original hollow in the beam. On the contrary it is advan
tageous that its surface should be convex, instead of concave-or 
should have a camber. In this case, the centrifugal pressure woulll 
act upwards instead of downwards; so that the pressure, instead of 
being greater than the weight, would be less at high speeds. 

There is a vei:y simple way of calculating this diminution, or of 
estimating the centrifugal force. And it may be remarked, paren
thetically, that .the method about to be given is useful for many 
purposes besides that to which we are to apply it. For example, 
it furnishes most simple and ready means of ascertaining the 
horizontal pressure on the flanges of the wheels of carriages going 
round railway curves. 

H a be the length of the ohord of a circular arc which is 1.f 
large radius, and .r ite lineal vened-sine, or the length of th~ pe.r
pendicular drawn from the centr.e of the arc to the chord, 1t will 

al 
be found tha' the radius nearly equals 8? 

Now, if V be the velocity of a mass m, moving round this curve, 

its centrifugal force becomes m V• 
8 ~; and if T be the number ot a 

seconds in which any part of the m!lllB describes the distance a, 

~: = ~ .. Substituting this value, and putting g = 32, the ceri-

trifugal foree is equal to 4j.:J X the weight. Thie formula iqiplieti 

to horizontal iailway curves, as well as to the vertical curves of a 
beam. Confining attention however to this application of it, we 
see that a very considerable reduction of the preS.>ure of the 
weight may be effected by curving the upper surface of the beam. 
S11J>p0&e, for instance, that the time of tnmsit were one second 
(T = J.), and .that it were_practicable .to _give the rails 1111ch.a 
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convexity that the rise at the centre was one f'oot (.$! = 1 ). 
Then, from the formula, it appears that the centrifugal pressure 
would be one-fourth the weight, or that only three-fourths the 
weight pressed on the beam. 

It may be remarked that this law has most important effects on 
such stupendous structures as the tubular bridges for the Chester 
and Holyhead Railway. The Conway-bridge, after it was con
stn1cted, sank eight inches at the centre by its own weight; this 
depression was anticipated and corrected by a previous upward 
convexity of the tube. But in this, and all analogous cases, a rise 
or convexity, considerably exceeding the natural depression, would 
tend greatly to security: because, the curve being convex, an in
crease of the velocity would diminish, instead of increasing, the 
pressure of a given load. It may therefore be safely asserted, 
that it c<mtributu to the aecurity of girders to give their upper sur
faces aa great a convexity aa ia CC718Utent with other practical require
ments. 

General Concluriom. 
At the close of these investigations, it may be convenient to 

recapitulate the general conclusions derived from them. They 
comprehend the following laws for the motion of very heavy loads 
at practical velocities over horizontal girders. 

1. If the girder be perfectly elastic, the l?ressure exceeds the weight 
on the girder by a fraction of the weight, not more than one
fifth the actual deflection (in parts of a foot), divided by the square 
of the number of seconds in which either end of the load travenes 
the girder. 

2. In compound and imperfectly elastic girders this fraction ia 
increased. 

S. The influence of the inertia of the beam on its deflection ia in
considerable. 

4. In all girdeni, a convexity of their upper surface, or rise of the 
rails from end to centre, may be made to materially diminish the 
pressure. 

These conclusions will, it is believed, furnish a tolerably accurate 
idea of the influence of moving loads upon railway girders. The 
only subject on which no definite investigation has been here at
tempted, is the defect of elaeticity in jointed girders. The modes 
of construction of compound girders are so numerous, that to es
tablish any general law respecting them is obviously impoasible
no accurate knowledge can be derived of the law of elasticity or 
deflection in these cases, but by direct experiment. 

No pains have been spared to render the views here expressed, 
correct. They have occupied many months of reflection~ and 
have been subjected to the careful revision of the authors ma
thematical friends. As the great object has been to exclude all 
operose mathematical investigations, it will be readily understood 
that the subject, by constant corrections and simplifications, hae 
.. Burned an entirely different shape to that originally given to it, 

ON MR, CLARKE'S SURVEYING PROBLEM, 
The problem proposed and solved by Mr. Clarke, in last month's 

Journal, p. 230, is by no means so new as he appears to think. The 
form under which the problem is most usually yresented, is=-:

Given tl.e baae and the angka at the base; to find the perpendicular, 
find the 1egmnit1 into which it dividu the baae. 

Mr. Clarke's angles fJ and 8 are the complements of the angles at 
the base of the triangle C AD, as is obvious. (See hie figure, P• 
230.) 

Tfie following investigation of the question is taken, almost 
literally, from the 12th edition of." Hutto.n's Course"; and it w!ll 
be at once perceived to be more brief and simple than Mr, Clarke 11, 

c 

'R D 
Let CD be the perpendieular from the vertex to the base, and 

denote the angles of the triangle, as usual, by A, B, C, respectively. 
Then, by rijrht-angled triangles, we have-

C D cot B + CDcotA = c,or 
_ _ c _: c sin A sin B = c sin A sin B_ 

D- cot B +cot A - sin(A + B) sin C - . . -

This value of CD is often required in _problems of thil claa, 
giving (in Mr. Clarke's illustrative example) the horizontal di&tanct 
of the ~oint of observation from the observed object. It likewise 
as frequently oceuni in determining the height of an object, u a 
hill, upon a horizontal plane. 

From substituting the above value of' C D in the equatiolll, 
AD = C D cot A, and B D = C D cot B, we obtain 

A D = c cos ~ sin B and B D = c sin .A cos B. 
smC 1 smC 

I have left theae expressions in sines and cosines, inltead of 
changing the denominator into the factor cosec C. There is no doubt 
that the better form of working, when C doel not contain '8COndl 
(with the ordinary tables I mean, for surveyors seldom use tablPS 
to seconds), is the form which Mr. Clarke has adopted: but in the 
other case it is somewhat questionable. 

Aa, however, this is a mere question of experience-perhaps, too 
of hahit--every one should adopt the plan he can most easily use. ' 

This mode of treating such problems is, in fact, the same with 
finding the co-ordinates of the point of observation, referred to the 
horizon and the vertical object observed. I have often been led to 
think, that if the greater part of the problems (if not all)which occa.r 
in surveying were systematically treated, according to the calculu1 
appropriate to the co-ordinate system, the processes of computa
tion would be considerably improved. Even were the actual work 
not materially lessened, the aystematili~ of the entire class of pro
blems would be in itself a great practical advantage. 

When, however, we confine ourselves, as Mr. Clarke has done, 
to finding the difference of levels, a still shorter method of operating 
may be used, for it requires one reference le88 to the tables. It 
ma_y be thus investigated. 

Let M be the middle of AB; denote A B by 2 a, and M D by •. 
Then (fig. 2) AD = $-a, and B D = :e +a; whence 

A D tan A = C D = B D tan B, becomes 
(.$1-a)tanA = (z+a)tanB,or 

•-a tan B • a sin (A+ B) 
• +a= tan A; oragam,.zo= sin (A-BT. 

A corresponding form, adapted to the case represented in fig. I, 
is deducible in the same way ; but further notice of it here i1 unne· 
ceesary. A formula so simple, and so easily derived. can scarcely 
be new. Still, I do not recollect to have noticed it elsewhere. 

Another variation of the same general problem is often uaeful. 
It is, where the segment1 of the bale A B, and thl a11gle <.::, are giwn, to 
find the perpendicular C D, 

PutDA=a;DB = b; ACB = 2'1'; let CD bisectBCA; 
and denote NC D bys, and CD by :e. Then we have 

B C D = 8 + ,., and A C D = .:'; ( B - 7); 
and a = +tr tan (B-7); b = :e tan (8 + '7)· 

Wherefore, - . 

a =tan(B-1')_ ein(s-7)cos(s+i)_ Bin28-sinil 
b tan (s+ 7) - .! cos (8 +'7) sin (B-'7) - :!: sin2s+ Bini1 

a-b 
and hence, sin 2 8 = :, a + b sin i 'Y• 

Whence the angle 8 becomes known, and i11 very easily COOi· 
puted · and hence the perpendicular C D is obtained from either 
of the 'preceding equations, 

:& = =a cot (8-7), II = b cot (B+ 'Y)• 
-But I need not further dilate on so simple a subject. 

Us1Q'11E. 

6th A.ugiut, 1848. 
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THEORY OF STEAM-ENGINES. 

Acoounl qf tM e.rperimentl to determine tM prinmpal law and 
11i.ffMrical data 1Pl1icll mter into tM oakulation qf Steam-Enginea. 
By M. V. REGN.ll1LT. 

(Cor&tbiwd from pa91 2'0) 

SICOl'ID MBllODl.-TBB DETEBKIN.lTION OP TBE DENSITY OP G.lBES, 

The common method of determining the density of a gas consists 
in weighing a glass globe of great size :-

Jiit. When the globe contains perfectly dry air of a known tem
perature, and under a known atmospheric pressure : 

2nd. After having exhausted it by meant1 of the air-pump, 80 
that the inclosed air exerts only a very feeble pressure, which. as 
well as the corresponding temperature, is noted : ' 

Srd. After having filled the globe with the ~perfectly purified 
the atmospheric pressure and temperature being again noted: ' 

,th. After having again exhausted the globe, noting, as before, 
the pressure and temperature. 

By which four weighings, and their accompanying observations 
or pressures and temperatures, all the data necessary for deter
mining the density of tne gas are given. But this method requires 
the exact knowledge of several elements, the determinations of 
which present generally great uncertainty. 

In t.he first place, the teml'eratures which \he air and the gas 
preeent at the moments of closing the globe, must be very exactly 
kno'll'II; but the method generally used of having a thermometer 
placed near the globe is very defective : the temperature indicated 
by the thermometer may be totally different from that of the air 
in which it is bathed, and still more 80 from that of the gas which 
fills the globe. 

MM. Dumaa and Bouuingault, who have lately (Ann. de Chim. 
eC de Plly1., 8d •hie, tome m., p. 270) very successfully endea
voured to determine the densities of certain gases, place the ther
mometer intended to indicate the temperatures of the gases in the 
very centre of the globe; and for more security, they cause that 
~emperature to be lllmost constant, by placing the globe in an 
mclosure formed by a large cylindrical vessel of zinc with double 
walls. The annular space left between the walls is filled with 
water, at a temperature differing but little from that of the sur
rounding air. With this arrangement, we may admit that the 
temperature of the gas is known with sufficient accuracy. 

But the greatest uncertainties exist in the weighings of the 
globe; for we must weigh the globe in the air, and to have its 
true weight, we must add to its apparent weight that of the air 
which it displaces. And, in certain cases, this latter weight is 
greater than that of the gas which fills the globe 80 that it must 
be known with at least equal exactness. We are ~p to a certain 
point, m~rs of the gas which we pass into the 

1
globe. We may 

prepare 1t ilO aa to be sure of its purity ; but it is not 80 with the 
external atm<HJtlhere ; we are obliged to take it as it is. In a close 
chamber the Bir may change its comf<!sition very perceptibly • its 
temperature, and the quantity of moisture which it contains, ~ery 
inceuantly. MM. Dumas and Boussingault thought that they had 
c:ompletel>: avoided the errors arising. from ~his source, by placing 
below their balance a large chest lmed with lead, in which the 
globe suayended from one of the scales of the balance floats. A 
very senutive thermometer is placed in this chest and givt'B the 
temperature ~f the air. Thie arrangement .is cert~inly far prefer
able to allowmg the globe to hang freely m the air of the room • 
the. globe suspended ~ t~e chest is kept from the currents of air: 
which r~n~er t~e ~e~hmgs very uncertain, and the temperature 
ohhe IW' m w~1ch it 1s pl~ .changes but slowly; but it does 
not. ~o away w1t_h the errors ansmg from the changes in the com
po11t1on of the B1r,_and t.hese are ~y no means negligible, especially 
when we are working with very light gases-such for instance as 
hydrogen. ' ' 
~t .the aame time that MM. DumBB and Boussingault were 

weighing ~ M. Regnault was !'1so engaged in the determination 
of the density of steam under different pressures, and especially 
under very feeble preSBure&. He was struck with the uncertainties 
wh~ch the ordinary. methods of weighing gases present, especially 
OWlDg to the alteration of the density of the surrounding air which 
aeems to have attracted but little attention from men of ~ience 
and he waa led to a method which presents a degree of certaillty 
and preci~on which those heretofore uaed do not offer. 

He avo1d_a completely, and by a very simple artifice, the uncer
tainUel which ariae from the changes ill the air ill which the globe 

is weighed. In place of equipoising it by means of weights on the 
opposite scale, he balances it by means of a second hermetically
sealed globe of the same kind of glass hung from the opposite 
scale. All the variations which take place in the air then affect 
the two globes in the same way, whether they arise from changes 
of temperature, barometric pressure, or composition of the atmo
sphere. It is not, therefore, required at the moment of weighing 
to watch the thermometer, barometer, and hydrometer; it is suffi
cient to wait until the two ~lobes are in equilibrium of temperature, 
and when this is the case, 1t continues indefinitely. '\Ve have, in 
consequence, a very definite character by which to know when to 
read the weighings. This method presents also another ad1•antage, 
that is, of avoiding the error arising from the ditferent amount of 
moisture deposited upon the globe during different weighings. As 
the globes are made of the same glass, and equally dried before the 
commencement of the experiments, they may be assumed to con
dense the same amount of moisture when bathed in the same air, 
and consequently will remain in equilibrium. 

The globes had a capacity of about JO litres (2'2 gallons). The 
~lobe in which the gas is to be weighed has a stop-cock adjusted to 
1t, so that it may be exposed to the temperature of boiling water 
without leakage. It is weighed when full of water, first in the air, 
and afterward11 in water of the same temperature as that which it 
contains; thus is obtained the weight of water displaced by the 
globe. 

The balancing globe is so selected that the weight of water dis
placed by it is rather less than that of the first, even after the 
addition of its metallic mounting by which it is hermetically sealed, 
and hung from the opposite balance scale; there is then added to 
it a glass tube of such capacity as that the weight of water dis
placed by it shall just make up the difference. 

Before closing the second globe, a quantity ofmercurv was intro
duced into it so as to render it about JO grammes ( th·3S grains 
troy) heavier than the other. The two globes thus adju~ted were 
submitted to several tests, in order to be sure that they satisfied the 
required conditions; they were left hanging for fifteen day11 under 
the balance scales, and the equilibrium was rigorously maintainecl 
all thia time, although in the interval the tem,eerature of the air 
had changed from 0° to 17°, (32" to 62·.5° Fahr.,) and the barome
tric pressure from 74.J to 77 J millimetres ( 29•6 to 30•8 inches.) 
The general mode of operating was as follows :-A vacuum as 
complete as pollllible being made in the ~lobe, it is placed in com
munication with the apparatus for producing the t!'as whose deniPty 
is to be determined, and the stop-cock ia opened m such a way that 
the gas in the apparatus preserves a slight excess of pressure. 
When the globe i11 filled with gas, it is again placed in communica
tion with the air-pump, a verv perfect vacuum made, and it filled 
a second time with the gas. 1n order to avoid any correction for 
temperature-a correction which would require the knowledge of 
the co-efficient of dilatation of the gas, and that of the ~lobe-the 
~lobe is placed in a zinc cover and completely enveloped m melting 
ice. Before closing the globe, it is placed in direct communication 
with the atmosphere, so that the gas may place itself in equilibrium 
with the exterior pressure. 

The globe taken out of the ice is carefully washed and dried, and 
hung from the scale of the balance. It requires a long time (often 
more than two hours) for the globe to take exactly the temperature 
of the surrounding air, and for its surface to cover itself with its 
normal amount of moisture. The balance used was able to appre
ciate with certainty a half millia-ramme when charged with one 
killogramme upon each scale.« It was placed over a large chest, 
such as used by MM. Dumas and BoUBSingault. At the end of the 
weighing, the observer did not approach the balance, but observed 
the oscillations of the index at a distance, with a telescope. 

M. Regnault then notices the electric effects produced by wiping 
the globes, and the effects upon the weighings; he avoided it by 
wiping the globes with a napkin dipped in distilled wat1lr, and 
tested them by t.he gold-leaf electrometer. The pressures were 
measured by an apparatus which he describes under the name of a 
barometric-manometer. It consists of two tubes, one of wltica ia 
an ordinary barometer of20 millim. (o·s in. diameter,) made very 
carefully; the other is a glass tube of the same diameter1 whicb 
may, by a lead tube, be connected with the vessel in which i-
sures lesa than that of Rn atmosphere are to be measured; they 
plunge below into a cistern of mercury having a partition, &0 that 
the two instruments may be separated at pleasure by drawing oJI 
the mercury in the cistern of the manometer below tlle top of tli.e 

• TbaL 11, 11u1lble lo oae fo11r-mlUIODlh of lbe lol&I load. Q111re, wb11b1r lbl1 -'• 
billLJ .... delenDIDed after lhe 11o1>ea bad.,_ baDM froJQ UM Mala, lllld Ibo~ 
ID acLIOll ror llR1e11 da71 t ' 
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partition; this is necessary during the exhaustion of the globe, 
and the re-admission of the gas, for these operations produce such 
great oscillations in the barometer as to introduce small quantities 
of air into the instrument, and thus vitiate the vacuum. The ex
hausted globe is weighed with the precautions that have been 
indicated. If P represent the weight of the gas when the barome
ter stands at H and p that weight when the elastic force in the 
globe corresponds to a barometric height Ji, the weight of the gas 

at<>", and under the normal pressure of 760 mil., is (P-p) ~~h 
To obtain a new weighing of the aame gas, the exhausted globe, 
enveloped in ice, is placed in connection with the apparatus for 
generating the gas, and the series of operations which have been 
pointed out, repeated. The gas thus becomes purer at each opera
tion. M. Regnault found that it is only from the fourth filling 
that the gas presents rigorously the same weigM. It is desirable 
to satisfy ones self whether the gas upon which we are operating 
follows the law of Mariotte, at pressures below those of the atmo
sphere: this verification is absolutely necessary if the density of 
the gas is to serve for the determination of atomic weights. For 
the law of the volumes of gases, and the simple ratios which exist 
between their densities and atomic weights, exist rigorously only 
at the limit-that is, in a state of extreme dilatation; we must 
therefore see whether the anomoly in these laws does not commence 
already near the atmospheric pressure. 

This is done by measuring the weight of the gas, with great care, 
at different degrees of elastic force, as marked by the comparison 
of the manometer and barometer. 

Finally, by this means we may determine the weight of the gas 
which fills the globe at the temperature of 100° and under atmo
spheric pressure, and thus determine the density of the gas when 
compared with air at 100°. This new density must be exactly the 
same aa that calculated for 0°, in order that it may serve in the 
calculation of the atomic weights; for it is necessary for this pur
pose that the gas should have tbe same co-efficient of dilatation as 
the atmospheric air ; at all events the wei~ht of the gas which fills 
the vessel at 100° compared with that which fills it at 0°, permits 
us to calculate the co-efficient of the dilatation of the gcu. * 

A~ain, iu order to determine whether the gas follows the law of 
Mar10tte, at the temJjj;:ture of 100°, we have only to repeat the 
former experiments, · g the globe at this temperature, instead 
of at 0°. 

M. Regnault then recapitulates the advantages of this method, 
~hich are,-that it gives the density of the gases with more preci
sion, and far less trouble, than the methods formerly used; it ~ves 
these densities at identical temperatures at 0° and 100°, that 1s, at 
the fixed points of the thermometer, and consequently gives 
immediately the co-efficient of dilatation of the gas; and, finally, 
it permits us to determine with great exactness, whether the gas 
follows the law of Mariotte, at the temperatures of melting ice, 
and boiling water. 

He then proceeds to ~ve the detail of all his experiments, with
out a single exception, m order to allow the reader to judge of the 
ilegree of precision obtained by this method. It is not necessary 
tflat we should give these details-or those of the processes by 
which M. Regnault puriJied his gases; they were such as might be 
ex.pected from one ao familiar with all the minutim of physical 
~ence. 

He first determined by nine experiments the weight of pure 
atmospheric air, freed from carbonic acid and watery vapour, which 
filled his globe at the temperature of 0°, and under the barometric 
pte89ure of 760 millim. (29'944 inches). The mean of these experi
ments was 12'7781 gr. The minimum, 12•7744. The maximum, 
12·7809. The difference, o·006.S or ,rr.,, very nearly ~ of the 
mean; and he remarks that it is probable that a great part of this 
error is due to the variations which occur in the composition of 
the atmoaphere. He regards it 88 unfortunate that men of science 
slwuld have selected the atmospheric air, whose constitution is 
known to vary, as the standard of densities for gases, in place of 
some gas which could always be obtained perfectly pure,. such for 
instance aa oxygen, which would be the more convenient since this 
gas is already chosen as the basis of the tables (adopted by con
tinental chemi11t1) of chemical equivalents • 

. FoUJlded upon this determination of the weight of a given 
YOlume of air, he proceeds to determine the densities of di1rerent 
g8H1, and his results are as follows :-

•. Thi. la lb• onlr cllncl atUiod wlllcll cu be a-1 fw lllle dducnlaalloa, Ill 11Uf1 
.. anb a11ack 1aercul'J. 

............ 

' 

T•m. at ()D lllrlmam. llulm11m, 
Bar. 780 111. 

Nltropn, llllll'I of 6 .Esptrlmenll, 0117137 
R ydrogen, ., 3 0·069:16 
Osrpn, ,. 3 1·10>63 
Carboale Acid, 6 ,. 1·6111110 

.. .. .. 
at 00 and 874•13 mllllm. J·5U66 

lOoo ~·~ rm~ 
883'"9 I O:U 10 

0 97108 
0·06923 
1·10681 
1·02U00 

lhultiu tktmnffNI by DlllflO lllld llotutiagMU. 
NI trogen, from 0 970 t.o O 97' 
HJdrosen, ,. 0·0891 o-tllel 
Osyp», l'!Obi 111168 

If we calculate the theoretic density of carbonic acid gas, ad
mitting for the atomic weight of carbon 7.S, (oxygen = 100, or 6 if 
hydrogen= I,) lately found by M. Dumas, we ~t the number 
I·.S2024., which approaches the density found for this gas under the 
pressure of 224.·I 7 millim. (less than nine inches.) 

The density found at the temperature 0° and normal atmospheric 
pressure leads to an atomic weight for carbon 76•6 which ap
proaches very nearly the number 76·44 ( 6•1152, if hydrogen = I) 
which chemists for a long time admitted from the experiments or 
M. Berzelius.* 

We see, by this example, how much circumspection is necessary 
in deducing the value of the atomic weight of a gas from its 
density. 

Three experiments to determine the co-efficient of dilatation of 
the air between 0° 11nd 100°, gave as the result 0·036631 which 
diB'ers but little from the value obtained in the First Memoir. 

An attempt to verify the law of Mariotte showed slight diff'er
ences, in which the weights by experiments were alwa}s a little 
lower than those got by calculatin~ the density by means of 
Mariotte's law from the observed elastic force; but these diB'erences 
were always within the limits of the errors of observation. 

The co-efficient of dilatation of carbonic acid gas between 0° and 
100° was determined to be 0·003719. (In the .Pirst Memoi1' the 
determination by the method V., in 11'hich the gas preserved the 
same elastic force at 0° and 100°, 88 in the present case, was 
0•0037099.) 

The experiments to determine whether carbonic acid gas obeys 
the law of Mariotte at pressures less than that of the atmosphere, 
gave the following results :-

Br esperlmea&. ~=~:;.": i."!. 

6•7345 gr., 61'634 If• 

-
• B..vllua blm1tlf now aclrnowledg•• lb• trror of hit funner determlnaUon, an 

tbt at.omlc ••IKhl of carbon al 75·12 or S·OI (R -1). whicb amonotl lO I'll adml 
Dum"'' determlnaUon. (Btrs.11111 Trallll <le Clllml•, lltcoade IMll!loa •railflll• 
1846. tom. I, p. 263.) 

'Tht Fretadl OU. II eqaal t.o e-22 ot lllt lmpt'!1&1 plba, 
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at o•, to determine immediately the weight of the litre of air. 
Now, according to the principle upon which the French syste~ of 
measures was establiabed the kilogrnmme is the weight of a litre 
of di$tilled water, freed from air, at the temP.erature of its maxi
mum density, which is about 4° (39·2 Fahr.) ; 1t will suffice then to 
determine the weight of water at 4° which fills the capacity which 
the globe presents at 0°. 

To do this M. Regnault operated in the following way:-
The, open globe wBB weighed upon a good balance; its weight 

w88 found to be 12.58·55 gr., the surro11nding temperature being 
4-2", aud the hei~ht of the barometer reduced to 0°, 7 &7•89 mil. 

A small quantity of water was introduced into the globe, and 
the globe exhausted by means of the air-pump, and at the same 
time heated. In this way the atmospheric air was completely ex
pelled by means of the vapour of water which was constantly 
developed. The stop-cock of the globe was then closed. 

On the other hand, perfectly pure distilled water was boiled in a 
large globe to free it completely from the air which it always holds 
in solntio11 at ordinary temperatures. llpon the tubulure of the 
first globe was fixed by caoutchouc a glaSB tube, twice bent, one of 
wh~ branches descended to the bottom of the ves~el in which the 
water was kept boiling. On openin(C the stop-cock of the globe, 
the boiling water entered it slowly, without corning in contact with 
air; it was consequently perfectly free from that gas. 

The globe being completely filled, the recurved tu be was removed, 
and replaced by a tube having a bulb which wl\ll kept filled with 
the boiling water, and furnished the quantity of water necessary to 
keej> the globe filled as it.s temperature lowered. 

When the globe, filled with water, had come down to the sur
rounding temperature, it was placed in a zinc vessel, and com
pletely surrounded with melting ice, care being taken to pack the 
ice in proportion as it melted, upon the walls of the globe. 

The globe was left in the ice for a time varying from 6 to 18 
houn; the stop-cock was then closed, the bulbed tube detached, 
and the tubulure above the stop-cock carefully wiped. 

The globe was placed in a large vessel filled with water at a 
temperature a little above that of the chamber in which the balance 
W88; it wBB left for two houra, so that it should take nearly the 
tem.J.>erature of the chamber. As the water contracts in proportion 
u its temperature riaes from.0° (to 4°), the globe could be ~ept 
closed without danger of breaking. When the globe had acquired 
the temperature of the chamber, it was weighed, and this weighing 
(the temperature of the room and the height of the barometer 
being noted) gives the means of calculating the weight of water at 
4°, wliich fills the capacity which the globe presents at 0°. 

According to the experiments of M. Pierre (Annalu de Chim~ et 
dd Phgtique, 8d 1w, tome xv., p. 348}, if the density of water at 0° 

betak o· • 1 
en as 1, at 4. 1t 18 

0
•
99988

1° 

Whence we can calculate the weight of the water at 4° (it1 
muimum density), which fills the capacity which the globe pre-
118Jltl at 0°. Three experiments give the following results:-

1. 9881 -060 grammes. 
II. 9881 ·II3 ,, 

III. 9881 "299 ,, 
The third weighing gave a number probably a little too high, 

because the globe was intentionally left but a little time in the ice, 
in ord61' to see what influence this circumstance would have upon 
the result. On thia account, M. Regnault adopts the mean of the 
former e:x:perimenh, viz. : 9881 ·086. 

Desiring to ascertain whether the correction made to reduce the 
we!Jrht of water from 0° to 4.0 was sufficiently exact, M. Regnault 
maJe two direct experiments, which gave a mean dilfering only 

0-1.52 or __!_!__ from the result of the calculation. The capacity 
100,000 

of the globe at o0 was therefore 9"881086 lit., and aince (1e11 
Second Memoir) the weight of air which filled it at 0°, under a 
preaure of 760 i:nll., was li•7781 gr.; the weight of the litre of air, 

d •'---- rmal . .._ ... bftft6 • li•7781 
UD er..._ no cll'c; ...... _.,..s 18 

9
•
881086 

gr. = 1"293187 gr. 

• nlue notably less than that which was heretofore admitted from 
the ex}H!riments of MM. Biot and Arago* ( l ·i99.54il ). 

• I(. Repaid& l"t!Darlll, la a aot., &ha& all &he namerlcal eornctlona made b)' Mii 
llOl and ANflO, fer &he purpoM of ndad.,. lbe welsh& of air to 00, and to aboolute dry 
._, CODlllbllled to renchir &be number •lllcll &hey ...,plad IOO bl1b. Anolber clrc:um
"- m&)' b .. e ptodQelld a almllar elt'ec&. Tb- uperlmenlen uhaaa&ed the 1lobe 
-.i &Ima wl&h a ftl'Y 1ood atr-pump, and &ht)' auppoaed &ha& &be 1ll1bt. t.eaalqa which 
llmllMd ID &heir 1lobe wu prodnCed bJ I.be npour or war.er •blcb &be •all• of &be 
rloba ""'°'--1 la ftC110, wblcb &bey 11-<'0Ddemed wbu &he air entend apln. I& la, la 
l'acl. PIObable &llU &bl8 •• &lie - 1 bat. It. -m• to be a1ao Yer)' probable &bat. when &he 
slolll - Ailed 'lrilll ii1r-r-ir M&w'aW wl&ll molalure, 11 B•H a••• portJo11 of 

, From this and the numbers obtained in the preceding memoir 
for the densities of the gases we deduce, that at Paris 

The litre of Atmospheric Air weighs 1·293187 grammes. 
,, ,, Nitrogen ,, l "256167 ,, 
,, ,, Oxygen ,, l '429802 ,, 
,, ,, Hydrogen ,, 0'089578 ,, 
,, ,, Carbonic Acid ,, l ·977'14. ,, 

Strictly considered, these values are only correct for the locality 
in which the experiments were made-that is, for a latitude of 
48° 50' Hr", and a height of about 60 metres above the level of 
the sea. 

M. Regnault finds the weight of the litre of air, under the 
parallel of latitude W, and at the same distance from the centre 
of the earth as that at which his experiments were tried,= l ·292697. 

And assuming this as the standard number, he deduces for any 
other latitude, and any other distance from the centre of the earth, 
the formula 

l 
to= l '292697 gr. (J •00001885) l + 2Ji (l-0'002837, COB 21.). 

R 
Or, more simply l 

w= 1"292673 gr. l +2A (1-0•00$37, co11.2>.}; in which to i11 
R 

the weight of the litre of air (the litre is 61 "09908 cubic inches) ; 
R, the mean radius of the earth= 6,366,198 metres; h, the height 
of the place of obsen·ation above this mean radius, expressed in 
metres; and 11., the latitude of the place. 
Applyin~ this formula to the level of the sea, in the latitude of 

Philadelphia (39° 56' .51·&"), and assuming the radius of the earth at 
this r,oint 6,367,653 metres: 

fhe weight of the litre of air will be l "2914.392 grammes. 
And assuming the litre as 61 •09908 cubic inches, and the gramme 
&II 15•'33159 grains troy: 

The weight of a cubic inch of air will be 0·32621 grains troy. 
Or, (assuming Mr. Hassler's determination of the weight of a 
cubic inch of water, ~2"6934. gr.) water is 774•63 times heavier 
than air. 

Demity of Mercury. 
The density of mercury hBB been determined several times by 

M. Rea-nault, and with the greatest care ; as he wished to satisfy 
himself whether this liquid, purified by the means employed ordi
narily in the laboratories, presented a constant density. 

A glaas globe, of a capacity of from 250 to 300 cubic centimetres, 
wu filled with mercury. The globe terminated in a capillary tube 
of about 2 mil. diameter, upon which a mark was made, and this 
tube was surrounded by a larger one which was used as a funnel. 
T.he funnel could be hermetically olosed by a ground glass stopper, 
The globe being filled with mercury, this liquid wa11 boiled, and 
suB'ered to cool. The globe was then placed in ice for several 
hours, and the level of the mercury brought exactly to the !Jl&rk. 
As soon as it WAS satisfactorily ascertained that the l!lvel of the 
mercury did not change, the mercury was suffered to take the tem
perature of the air, and its weight determined. The 118IJ1e globe 
was then filled with distilled water, first boiled to deprive it of air. 
It wu suffered to cool, the funnel being kept full of boiled water, 
and closed with its stopper. The globe was then surrounded with 
ice, and when the water had taken exactly the temperature 0°, the 
water level wu brought to the mark, and the sides of the funne1 
wiped with filtering paper. The closed globe was then placed in 
water having nearly tbe temperature of the surrounding air, so u 
to bring it more quickly to the temperature of the air in which it 
was to be weighed. 

The three determinations of the density of mercury, which are 
reported, were m~de at very different times, u:eon specimens from 
different sources, and in three different globes :-

1. T.he first specimen was mercury designed for the construction 
of a s\andard barometer for the .observatory of Paris. This mercury 
came ditectly from the mine; it had ])een twice distilled in an iron 
vessel. It was then auB'ered to stand for several days under weak 
nitric acid, to dissolve the oxide of. mercury which always forms 
during distillation. The metal was then waslied with muoh water, 
and dried in the air-pump. The density of the mercury at 0°, 
compared with that of water at 4°, wu 13•59599. 

II. In the second experiment, the mercury employed was that 
used by M. Regnaqlt, in the construction of his manometer. This 
mercury was distilled several years ago1 in an iron retort, and h• 

-le• to , ... ,..... Thia portion, •hlcb .... DOI ·IAkH Into. ltCOllD&, ... comldned .. 
maldn1 • par& ol Ille -lfll& of 1111 air, and necawll)' !plda Ula& 1111111& 100 ptU.- (Bee 
Blol'a •• Tnl" de Plaplque," IOme l, p. aG7.) 

96• 
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been kept ~n gl&11 veeaeh. It 11'&11 frequently purified by shaking it 
in flasks with concentrated sulphuric acid, then washing with much 
Yater. Its density at 0°, compared with that of water at 4.0 , was 
l!N9S78. 

111. Recently, M. Regnault has determined the density of mer
cury prepared with the greate1t care by M. Millon, by the calcina
tlon of crystallized nitrate of mercury in a porcelain retort. The 
metal was then shaken up with concentrated sulphuric acid, to 
dissolve the oiride. Density of the mercury, 1S·S9602. 

Thus we find for the densities of these tbree specimens of mer
cury :-

I. 1S·.S9S99 } 
II. IS·S9S78 1S·.S9SIS. 

III. 13°59602 
These densities may be considered as identical. 
MM. Biot and Arago found the density of mercury, 13·S88S9S. 
This density differs but little from those which we have found. 

'f~e little difference ought probably to be attributed to the nncer
tamty of the corrections which these illustrious physical philoso
phers were obliged to make in their method of operating. 

It is often necessary, as in measuring heights by the barometer 
to know the ratio of the density of mercury to that of air. ' 
Now I lit.of air at0°, under a pressure of760 mil., weighsl 1i!93187gr. 

,, water at its maximum density weighs lOOO·OOOOOO ,, 
,, mercury at 0° ,, 13S9S·93 

The ratio of the densities of mercury: and air at the temperatu~e 
00, and under the pressure of 760 mil. ob&er\'ed at Paris, is then 
IOSIS·S. At the level of the seR, and in latitude 4S0

, it becomes 
lOSl 7'3; and at the level of the sea, at Philadelphia, 10527'78.S. 

(Toh continued.) 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RAILWAY STATISTICS, 

IN 184.6, 1847, AND 1848.-By HYDE Cuaira, Esq. 

(Conli"wd.from page 245J 

No. III.-COAL TRAFFIC. 
Coal traffic is one of the largest and most important items of 

railway transit; but here, as elsewhere, the returns published by the 
Railway Department are ins11.fficient to show the whole amount. 
This is the more to be regretted, as the great reduction in the 11rice 
of coal by railways has largely increased the demand for household 
use, as well as for manufacturing purposes. The monopolies of the 
canal proprietors, and of the wharfingers connected with them, have 
been broken up, and each year some new operatiou. throws open a 
fresh district. 

Coal traffic is of three kinds: from the colliery inland; from the 
colliery to the sea; and from the sea-shore inland. 

The following shows the gross tonnage of coals, coket and culm 
on the undermentioned lines for the years ending 30th June, 18"6 
and 1847. 

1846. '1847. 
N1llH. Toni. Toni. 

Arbroath and Fcm81', 12,012 H,025 
Ardrouan, 66,782 70,00ot 
Ballochne;r, • • •• 139,206 181'>,969 
Bodmin and Wadebrldge, •• 5,123 5,129 
Caledonian (Glaagow and GU'lllirk) 227,183 331'>,319 
Dunfermline and Charleatown, 28,654 27,626 
Dundte and Arbroath, •• 19,000 soot 
Dandee aad Newtyle, 10,000• 10,000 
Darham and Sunderland, •• 894,97' 
Eastern Coantiea : Cambridge, 15,000• is,ooo• 

" 
Colcheater, 26,976 20,000• 

n lpawicb and Bur:r, U,749't 

" 
Butena Union, 18,74.tt 

,, Norfolk, 8,000 15,000• 
Edinburgh aad Da!keitb, 95,571 
But Lanc11bire, l,18lt 
rarneu, 2,748 
Glugow and·Greenock, 28,429 80,387 
Glaagow and Ayr, 180,130 242,44:1 
Great North ot England, 251,48' 
Hartlepool, 893,701 789,673 
Holl and Selby, 40,000• 
IUlndal and Windermere, IOot 
Lancuter and Carliale, 6,886 
Lancaster and Prelton, 10,000-

-

Lanouhire and Yorkahlre H,919 
,, Preaton and Wyre, 29,390 
,, M1ncheater and .Bolton, 49,251 

Llanell;r and Llandilo, • • 97,017 
London and North Weatern (Birmingh.) 37,889 

,, (Grand Junction) 323,906 
,, (Mancheater and .Blrm.) 119,774 

London and Brighton: Brighton, ao,ooo• 
" ,, Croydon, 9,118 

London and South Weatern, • • 18.830 
M1nche1ter and Bolton, 172,230 
Mancheater and Sheffield, 80,569 
M1ryport and Carlisle, 135,106 
Midland, 805,904 

., (Briatol and Birmingham) 89,421 
Middleaboroagb and Redcar, •• 
:tdonkland and Kirkintilloch 400,000* 
Newcastle and Carlisle, 190,068 
Newcastle and D•rlington, 689,692 
Newcutle and Berwick (North Shield•) 29,345 
North Union, • • 39~,021 
North Britiah, 
Preaton and Langridge, 
Pontop and South Shielch, 59G,369 

'6,176 
33,978 
27,469t 
84,UO 

440,000• 

40,000* 

31,669 

82.008 
179 748 
370,787 
110,657 

4,894 
400,000• 
236,6tll 

33,866 
233,137 
U,7~6 

248t 

Slamannan 78,888 
South Eutern, 41'>,31'>0 71,723 
Scottiah Midland, • • 5,124 
Stockton and Darlington, 904,358 911,646 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 24,408 7,165 

,, ,, (Clarence) 497,100 537,333 
Shrewsbury and Cheater, • • 1,115 
St. Helen'•, 245,1'>73 247,734 
Taft' Vale, 284,066 314,621 
Ulster, 3,379 2,716 
Weat Cornwall, (Hayle) 24,942 28,416 
Wiahaw and Coltneae, 434,365 678,239 
Wilsontown, 600 4,244 
Whitehaven, M4 7,00ot 
York and North Midlend, 11'19,608 lBl'>,982 
York and Newcutle, 1,620,163 

• Sappc>Hd am011nt. t lmperftct ntn,., 
The quantity enumerated amounts to about 8,900,000, or nearly 

9,000,000; the number enumerated in 184S being T,000,000 tom. 
The amounts reeei Yed for the carriage of coal& in the years ud

ing June 30, 18"6 and 1847, were as follows:-

1846. 1847. 
Name. 16. "'· Arbroath and Forfar, 

Ardrouan, 
Ballochney, 

1,749 2,011 
2,339 3,2oot 
8,765 7,091 

Bodmln and Wadebridge, 
Caledonian (G111gow and Garnkifk) 

616 628 
5,123 17,5~ 

Cheeter and .Birkenbead, •• 
Cockermouth and Workington, 
Dunfermline and Charleatown, 
Dandee and Arbroath, 
Durham and Sunderland, 
Butera Countiea: Cambridge, 

,, Col cheater, 
,, Eutern Union, 
,, lpawich and Bary, 
,, Norfolk, 

East Lancublre, 
Bdinbnrgh and Dalkeith, 
Glaagow and GTeenock, 
Great North of England, 
Hartlepool, 
Lancaster and Carlisle, 

3,o78 
4,000 

20,604 
22,796 
7,274 

700 

4,160 
2,917 

20,978 
35,958 

Lancuhire and YoBshire, 2,257 
,, Preaton and Wyre, 3,172 
" Manchester and Bolton, 3,043 

Llanell;r and Llandilo, 6,679 
London and North Weatern {Birmillgham) 4,633 

,, (Grand Junction) 17,807 
,, (Mancbeater aad Birm., i,470 

London aad Brighton (Brighton) 2,0oo• 
., ., (Croydon) ii83 

Manchester and Sbeftleld, • • 1,938 
Maryport and Carlille, 10,518 
Midlud, • • Q,183 

,, Bristol and Birmingham, 8,608 
Mlddleaborough and Redcar, 
:Mewcutle and Carlisle, •• 
?fewcutle and Berwick (North Sblelds) 
Newcutle and Darliagtou, , • 

18,259 
t,31' 

31,679 

not 
lOl'>t 

1,910 
28t 

6,158 

2oot 
1,264 
1,000• 

6lt 

3,323 

81,477 
929t 

4,840 
2,811 
1,142 
6,28' 

86,667 

6,&64 
13,962 
66,590 

7,660 
au 

U,944 
1,,74 
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'North Uni1111, 
Nonh Bri,iah, 
Preatoa and Lon[fridge, 
Pontop and Sooth Sbirlda, 
Stockton and Darlington, 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 

,. ., (Clarence) 
Slamannan, 
Soutb Eutem, 
Scouiah Midland, 
Sbrewthurr and Cheller, 
St. llelen'1, 
Ta!' Vale, 
Ul1ter, 
Weit Cornwall (Heyl•) 
Wiabaw and Coltne11, 
Whitebuen, 
Wihontown, 
York and Newc11tle, 
York and Nonh )lidland, 

20,0004' 

'6.283 
65,736 

7112 
30,261 

10,671 
24,447 

406 
3,220 

13,623 
u 
36 

16,179 
• E1&1m1ted amount. t Imperfocl return. 

20,000• 
1,571 

Ult 

71,842 
247 

33,472 
2,325 
11,554. 

3411 
86 

10,469 
28,620 

376 
3,667 

19,184 
350t 
233t 

111,38, 
19,637 

'this constitutes a total of nearly £550,000, so that the grosa 
total is most probably nearly £100,000, being the sum received by 
railways on account of the conveyance of coal. Among the linea 
omi"84 are the following :-

Great Weatem, 
Edinburgh and Glugow, 
Glasgow and Ayr, . 
London and South Weatem. 
Euteru Countiea : Colcheater, 
Monkland and Kirkintillocb. 

The rates of charge vary much on the aeveral linea, depending 
on many circumstances, so that it is impossible to institute an 
accurate comparison. In some cases, the coal-owners supply their 
owu locomotivea and wagons, and are charged with toll only. In 
others, they supply wagons only. In others, they are charged with 
an additional rent for wagons. In many case1 the company hauls 
and supplies wagons. 

Rate per ton per mile for toll only, and for total chargea-
TolL ToU!ebarga. 

d. 8. 
Weat Cornwall, 5·82 
Dunfermline and Charleatown, 4•29 
Bodmin and Wadebridge. 4' 
Newcaatle and Berwick (North Shield•) - 3·50 
Arbroath and Porfar, • • 2 3·30 
Cockermouth, 3· 11 
Scotch Midland, • • 3·07 
Kendal and Windermere, 3· 
Ballochney, 3• 
Preaton and Longridge, 2•66 
Farneu, 2•50 
Maryport and Carliale, I ·30 2•4 7 
Londonderry and Emiiakillen, 2·10 
Wiabaw and Coltneaa, I ·60 2·03 
Brig Mon, 0•25 2•00 
Slamannan, I •88 
East Lancashire, 1115 
London and South Weatern, 1·77 
Lancalter and Carli1le, I •75 
Whitehnen, I ·60 
Edinburgh and G111gow, 1·50 
Caledonlaa, I •43 
St. Helen'1, 0·70 1 ·10 
IJanelly, l ·35 
lpawich and Bary, 1•3' 
Shrewabary and Cheater, 1•33 
Briatol and Birmingham, 1·32 
Eu&ern Union, 1·26 
York and Newcastle, I ·25 
Newcastle and Carliale, 1·25 
Gluttow and Greenock, 0·81 1·25 
Hartlepool, 0·75 l·Z5 
Ta1f Vale, -0·66 1'16 
Stockton and Hartlepool, I ·06 
Lancashire and Yorkahin, I ·01 
North Britith, I· 
Preaton and Wyre, I• 
Butern Countiea(Cambridge) I• 
Clarence, .. 0·89 
York and North Midland, 0·75 

On the whole, the rates for the carriage of coal are lower than 
they were in 18"5 ; only a 1mall quanti\y of coal is carried on the 
higher priced lines. 

The following shows the quantity of coal canied in the year 
ending June so, 18,7, at each rate of charge :-

3d. and upward1, 302,126 toa1. 
2cl. and upwarda, 198,252 ,, 
Id. and upward1, 3,930,795 ,, 
Under Id. 629,416 ., 

Of the S,tS0,795 tons carried at price1 between Id. and id., 
S,812ili725 tons were carried at ratea le81 than I.cl. per ton per mile. 
It w· be seen that nearly all the coal carried by railway is carried 
for leas than l.d. per ton per mile. 

The maximum charge for carrying coal is now .s·82d. per ton per 
mile, being on the West Cornwall or Hayie railway. In 18.C..S the 
maximum charge was 6d. per ton per mile, being on the Canter
bury and Whitatable railway. 

Many of the companies make no return of their char~es for 
carrying coal, which is the more to be regretted, as the amatgama
tion1 have caused great alteration• in the carrying rates. 

The chief coal lines are the following:-
1844-5. 1845.8. 1846.7. 

T0111. Toaa. Tona. 
York and Newcutle, 1,616,555 1,962,334 1,654,029 
Stodtton and Darlington, 900,00Q 904,358 911,60 
Hartlepool, 7116,486 893,701 789,673 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 300,000 521,508 544,498 
Midland, 492,420 39:>,325 481,344 
L1ndon and North Weatern, 481,568 440,000 
Caledonian, 227,183 335,319 
Taft' Vale, 125,068 284,066 314,621 
St. Helen'•• 229,775 245,573 247,734 
Glugow and Ayr, 120,000 180,130 242,443 
Newcastle and Carlille, 205,500 190.068 236,649 
North Union, 321,923 395,021 i33,137 

The Ballochney, Monkland, and other railways in the neigh
bourhood, have a vut coal traffic; but from the state of the return11, 
no calculations can he made as to it1 enent. 

The following show• the lines on which the largest receipts for 
ooal have been obtained in each of the years ending June 30, 184.5, 
18.j,6, and 18"7 :-

1845. 1846, 1847. 
£. £. £. 

Torti: •nd Neweutle, 115,000• 123,050 112,858 
Stockton and Darlington, 80,000• 65,736 71,842 
Midland, •• o,ooo• 71,851 64,250 
Lonllon a:id North Weatern, 2!>,910 36,6a7 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 31,04.3 33,558 
Hartlepool, 3l!,G27 35,958 31,477 
Taft'Valf', 19,939 24,447 28,629 
Newcastle .and Carlisle, 19,476 18,259 23,944 
North Union, 20,000 20,000 
Caledoniao, 7,600 2,917 17,!>35 

• Eatlmated amoaal. 

It cannot be aaid that the coal traffic greatly advanced in the 
year ending June 30, 184.7. Though a great advance was made in 
the previous year there seem to be in 18"7 symptoms of the effect• 
of the commercial crisis. A decline took place in the receipts o'f 
the York and Newcastle1 and Midland, though an increll&e took 
place on the Stockton an<l Darlington, and Newcastle and Carlisle. 

The coal1 conveyed by railway from the several fields are aa 
follows:-

1845. 1846. 1847. 
Tona. Tona. Tona. 

Nortbamber1and and Durham, 3,850,000 4,500,000 4,250,000 
Camberland, 200,000 155,000 190,000 
Leiceater, Nottingham -& Derb7, 300,000 300,000 370,000 
Lancashire, • • 900,000 1,270.000 1,000.oao 
Yorkablre, 240,000 190,000 
Briatol, 50,000 90,000 100.000 
South Wala, 220,000 380,000 400,000 
Scotland, 760,000 l,6!>0,000 2,100,000 

It ia impouible to aeparate the returns accuratelr_, b11t it m111 
be aaswned that the quantity of coal carried by nilway has in
creased in the Scotch and Cumberland field11. The produce of the 
Staft'ordlihire fields cannot be separated. 

The following shows the quantity of ceals carried inland from 
the sea in each· year :-

1845, 1848. '1847. 
Teat, 1'ona. T.,.... 

Euteni Countia: Cambridge, 15,000 U,000 

" Colcheater, 20,000 26,976 20,000 
H Euteru Union .16,000 

" 
Ipswich and Bur.y, 19,000 

" .Norfolk, 6,000 U,000 
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South Eutern, 
Brighton, 
llouth Weltera, 
London and North We.tern, 
Cornwall, 

3Ml9 
36,000 
4,000 

10,000 
38,000 

45,350 71,723 
40,000 40,000 
18,830 31,659 
l 0,000 10,000 
30,065 33,545 

The quantity of coal carried 
increased. 

inland by meana of railways hu 

The saving in coal supplied to the city of York, in consequence 
of Mr. Hudson's railway measures, is not less than £30,000 yearly. 

In the south-east of England, which is supplied mostly from the 
Northumberland and Durham coal-fields, the quantity carried 'up
land by railway may be reckoned as follow&:-

1845, 120,000 toaa. 
1846, 162,000 .. 
184 7' 240,000 .. 

How trivial this is, may be seen from the quantity of coals im
ported into London, which is thus shown. 

1825, 1,921,091 ton1. 
1835, 2,299,816 " 
1845, 3,461,199 " 

It will be seen that in the supply of the inland districts the rail
ways have proved very effective; but they have as yet done Yery 
little for those districts which are supplied from the sea. Thia 
must be attributed to the inability of the railway companiea to 
give their attention at present to this branch of traffic ; but when 
they do, a complete revolution must be eff'ected in the 1upply of 
<'oals. The only lines from which we have detailed returns are the 
South Eastern and South Western, which show a great increase in 
the quantity of coal carried. There is every reason to believe that 
a great traffic is growing up in the Eastern Counties district-not 
less than 8S,OOO tons: but the returns do not show this fully. 

No. IV.-COKE TRAFFIC. 

'fhe traffic in coke must be considerable in some districts, but 
there is a want of detailed returns. It is a lucrative branch of 
revenue to the Midland Railway Company. 

The following shows the traffic in cok'.e in each year on the 
•nder•mentioned lines:-

18(4. 1845. 1846. 1847. 
Toni. Toni. Tone. 

Midland, 26,826 29,767 57,015 
Toni. 

78,246 
Manchester and Bolton, 2,200 
Newcutle and Carliale, 3,504 8,333 3,312 8,221 

93,899 York and North Midland, -- 16,0lS 50,785 

The following shows the receipts for coke :-
. 1846. . 1847. 

.£24,198 Midland, .£20,210 
Manchester and Bolton, 16 
Newcutle and Carliale, 391 
York and North Midland, 4,772 

457 
7,792 

No. V.-IRONSTONB AND IRON TRAFFIC. 

Theee form great branches of mineral traffic, but the extent of 
them is very imperfectly expressed in the returns. 

·The traffic in ironstone on the following railways in the years 
ending June SO, 184..S, 1846, and 184.7, is shown below in tons. 

Ballochney, 
Monkland, 
Newcutle and CarU.le, 
Taft' Vale, 
Ditto, Aberdare, 
Pnrne11, 
Whitebayen, 
Wiahaw and Coltneu, 

1845. 1846. 1847. 
Toni. Toni. Toni. 

239,010 190,352 229,362 

58,850 

32,240 

200,000• 200,000• 
7,ooot 7,ooo• 

49,231 54,614 
•• :.46 

lOG,301 
406 . uoi 

42,231 27 ,OOOf 
• J!nlmated amount. t HaJf.,_r, 3,881 toao. t Balf-Je.ll', 72. I Hall.JNI', 18,978, 

The returns for the Ballochney rail way include iron likewise. 
-~J'lae amoUDt received.in each of those years wu as follows:-

1845. 1846. 1847. 
· llallochney, 

Purne11, 
£6,931 .£5,353 .£8,901 

lllewcaatle ancl Culiale, 
Taft' Vale, 
Ditto, Aberdare, 
Whitehaven, 

6,786 

Wilhaw and Coltneu, 191 
• Ettlmated amoua. 

2,700• 
6,907 

11 
626 

7,221 

6,457 
170 

600• 

The rate. chuged for the conveyance of iro111to11e and iroo.-ore 
are as follows :-. 

Per toa per mile. 
lJallochney, 2·25d.. 
Newcutle and Carlitle, l ·37 
Taft' Vale, 1·16 
Whitehnen, l •25 
Wiahaw and Coltaeu, 2·23 

The traffic in iron for the three years is u followa :-
1845. 1846 1847. 
Toni. Tona. Toni. 

Ardro111n, 7,881 H,065 40,000t 
Glugow and Ayr, 
Lancuhire and Yorkshire, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 
Shrewsbury and Cheater, 
Slam an nan. 
Taff Vale, 
Whitehnen, 
Wiahaw and Coltneu, 

25,ooo 39,679 :.s.s~ 

88,493 

73,429 

9,ooo• 15,001 
2,937 1,6~2 

61,996 
1,233 

77,826 

9,4811 
881 

67,039 
l,200! 

80,000§ 
• Ralf.7rar, 4,470. t Half.year, lg,738. ; Ba!C.7ur, 636. t Half.7ear, '"-OIO· 

The amounts received are as follows:-
18.t5. 1846. 

Ardroaaan, :£ 3116 ~ 666 
GIHgow and Ayr, 
Laocaahire and Yorkshire, 
Maryporl and Carlisle, 
Shrewsbury and Chesler, 
Slamannan, 
Taff Vale,' 
Whitehaven, 
Wiahaw aud Coltneds, 

2,.aoo 

4,901 

2,006 
• hnperfrcl retarna. 

The iron carried is mostly pig-iron. 

l,Oll• 
667 

6,974 
62 

l,S7l 

The rates for the carriage of iron are aa follows:-

18U. 
£ 781 • 

1,706 
297 
861• 

78 
7,770 

11• 
1,4'1" 

Bar-Iron, Pig.Iron, 
Per mil• per ton. Per mil• per &oa. 

Ballocbney, • • Id. l ·66d. 
La.ncaehire and Yorkshire, 2 25 
Maryport and Carliale, 1·80 
Taff' Vale, l·OO 
Wisbaw and Coltneu, 1·81 
Whitehaven, 1·8!1 

A considerable quantity of dross and slag are carried, but there 
are only returns on the Wishaw and C.:oltnees railway:-

Drou, 
1846. 1847. 
Tone. T.,01. 

Wiah&w and Collneaa, 110,084 110,000• 

Slag and Char. 

Wiabaw and CollDeu, 88» l,OOOt 

1816. 
£ 

1,968 

II 

18.t7. 
£ 

2,000 

10 
• Half-rear, @,261 Iona, 1,0021. t Half-7ear, 644 tom, 111. 

The rate1 for carrying droes are l ·JU. per mile per ton, and for 
carrying slag l •3Sd. per mile per ton. 

The traffic of the Glasgow iron district in coals, limestone, iron
stoneil iron dross, and slag carried by railway was in 184.6 and 18'7 
asfo ows:-

1846. 1847. 
Tons, 2,500,000 2,900,000 

The traffic of the Welsh iron district in coals; limestone, iroa
stone, and iron, 1tands as follows:-

1844. 18'5. 18j6. 1847. 
Tona, lU2,000 823,000 396,000 4'1,000 

The traffic of the Furness iron district conaiak aoJ.ely in the 
shipment of iro111tone to South Wales, to the extent of 106,SOI 
tons in 1~4.7. 

No, VI.-COPPER AND TIN TRAFFIC. 

The traffic in copper and tin ores is confined to the Cornish linea. 
There are no data now to show this. In 184.5 I e&timated it ae 
follows :-· 

Tons. £ 
Bodinin &Dd W&debridge, 1,000 200 
Ha1la, • • 20,000 4,ooo 

No. VII.-LIMBSTONB AND LIMB, 

Rate. 
S·CIOd. , .. 

The following shows the qu~ntity of liJn4 c:arrl"- ill ~ ~ 
•nding J11De so, 18H and 184.7 :-· · . . 
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.Arbroath and For(ar, 
Middlesborough and Redcar, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 
Leicester and Swannington, 
Newcastle and Carli1lf', 
Slamannan, 
York and North Midland, 

• lmpnfed murn. 

Iii.ti~ 1841. 
Tona. Tona. 
1,000 

808 
51,5~9 2,844 
2,727 
2,012• 
4,000 

The following shows the amounts received for the carriage of 
lime:-

Leicester and Swannlngtoo, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 
Middlesborough and Redcar, 

18.t6. 
£ 199 

108 

Newcastle and Carlisle, 89 

1847. 
£-

122 
25 

York and North Midland, 830 

The following shows the quantity of limestone and lime carried 
in the years ending June so, 1844, 184.S, 184.6. and 1847 :-

l8U, 18411. 1846. lSU. 

Arbroath and For(ar, 
Ballochney, 

Tona. Tou. Tona. Tona. 
1,000 

Forness, 
Great North of England, t,600• 
Llanelly and Llandilo, S38 
Maryport and Carlisle, 821 

t,44lt 
679 

29-l 
2,261 2,5.&9 2,8.t.t 

Midland, 35,675• 
Ditto ( LeiCf'ster and Swlinoiogton) 2,8t8• 

116.290 73,776 66,677 

Middlesborough and.Redcar, --
Newcaatle and Carli1le, 19,07:11• 

4,800 2.727 
818 

40,260 
9,291 7,291 Slamanuan, •• 

Wiahaw and Coltneas, 
York and North Midland, 
Ditto (Whi1by and Pickering) 

10,60.t 
8,56' 
1,362 

U,482 18,618 IS,OOOf 
8,998 14,324 
1,669 

• Ume only, t Bal!.Jear, l,2.'i7 Iona. i Balf·Jft'" 6,773 lom. 

The traffic in limestone and lime in 1847, so far as detaill e:rist 
may be calculated as follows:- ' 

Arbroath and Por(ar, 1,000 tons. 
Ballocbney, 11,000 

" J'urnen, , • 679 .. Llanelly and Llandilo, 2,500 
" Maryport and Carlisle, 2,8.&.a 
" l\lidlantl, 50,677 
" Middlesborough and Redcar, 808 n 

Newcastle aud Carlisle, 40.000 
" Slamannan, •• 7,292 
" Wishaw and Coltne&1, 18,000 
" York and North Midland, 14,000 
" York an:I Newcastle, 2,SOO 
" 

Total enamerated, 146,000 tons. 
The total enumerated in 1845 wu 135!,5.U. tons. 
Much of this is used for agricultural purposes; some for building· 

and some in the iron-works. The quantity carried for agricultural 
Plll'Jlose& may be reckoned thus:-

Dlatrlct. 
Scotlantl, 
Northern, 
York6hire, 
Lanca1hire, 
Midland, 
Southern, 

Tona. 
40,00U 
60,000 
26.000 
2/i,000 
60,000 
20,000 

Total, 210,000 

The amounts recelved for the carriage of limestone and lime in 
1845, 1846, and 18"'7, were 88 follows:-

Arbroath and }"orfar, 
Ballochney, 
FurneH, •• 
Llanelly and Llandilo, 
Marypnrt and Carlisle, 
Midland, 
Middlrsborou111h and Redcar, 
Newcastle and Carliale, 
Slamannan, •• 
Wiabaw and Collness, 
York and North Midland, 

18411. J8.j6, 1847. 
£100 £- £-

II 
82 

6,020 

S.,77<1 

]2' 
929 

108 
0,6:!l) 

276 
S2S 

1,17/i 

oo• 
2 

122 
6,309 

26 

386 

sso• 
• Lime only. 

The total receipts for the carriage of limestone and lime in lHT 

were not less than £11,000, but there has been a falling-of' in the 
Midland traffic. 

The rates for the carriage of a ton of limestone and lime per mill' 
are aa follows :-

Lime. 
2•6d. Arbroath and For(ar, 

Llanelly.and Llandilo, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 1·1'10 
LancaBhire and Yorkshire, 1 ·ss 
N ewcaatle and Carlisle, 1 ·25 
Slamannao, l ·9 

Limestone, 
-d. 
1·00 
l·SI) 

1·25 

Wiahaw and Coltnese, 1·35 
YorkaodNorthMidland, l·/iO 1·60 

The greatest traffic in limestone and lime is carried on by the 
following companie1 :-

Tona. £ · 
Midland, 66,677 11,169 
Newcaatle and Carlisle, 40,260 8,774 
York and North Midland, 14,000 830 
Wiahaw and Coltness, 18,000 123 

The limestone traffic on the Midland is on the old North Mid
land line. 

No. VIII.-STONE TRAFFIC. 

The number of tons of building and paving stone carried in the 
years ending June 30, 1845, 1846, and 18471 distinguished in the 
returns, is as follows :-

]8'6. ]8t6. 18.j7. 
Toa1. Toni. Toni. 

Arbroath and For(ar, 20,000 14,239 11,711 
Cheeter and Birkenhead, 478 
Maryport and Carlisle, •• 2,38l S,!175 S,637 
Midland (LP.icester and Swnnnington) 10,412 8,203 
Lancashire and Yorkshire (Preslon a11J Wyre) 852 
Preston an<! Longridge, 37 ,OOOt 
St. Helen's and Ruocoru, ]7,169 
Stockton and Darlington, t0,930 65,907 89,540 
Stockton and Hartlepool, l8.2t9 7,388 

,, ,, (Clarence) 28,977 J3,81i7 
Wishaw and Coltness, «l,492 4,466 11,000! 
York and North Midland, 
Ditto (Whilby and Pickering) S0,4611 

100,000• 91,S49 

York aod Ne1Vraatle (Great North o( England) 4,000 
1,00°' ,, (North Shields Branch) 9,484 

Total enumeratea, 112,000 266,000 40.j 10UI) 
• Half.year, 61,030 tona. i Bair.year, 6,291 1001. 

t Bair.year, 18,07l lom. t Half.year, 8,4& tona. 

The figures above given by no means represent the groaa traffic 
in building and paving stones f0r each year. From an e:raminatlon 
of the detailed figures, there seems to have been a falling-oft' in the 
the use of building and limestones in 184.7, although the grOlll! 
quantity carried on railway• increased. 

The total quantity of building and paving stones, limet1tone11, 
and lime carried on railways in 1847 was 88 follows, according tv 
the enumerated returns :-

Buildiag atones, 
Limestone• a11d lime, 

40.t,OOO tou1, 
146,000 ,. 

1160,000 ton•. 
The enumerated traffic gives the enotmous quantity of 5.i0,000 

tons of stones carried, but the whole quantity carried must be 
nearer 1,000,000 tons. 

The amounts received for the carriage of building and paving 
atones stand thus :-

Arbroath and For(ar, 
Cheater aod Birkenhead, 
Mary port and Carlis)e, •. 
Mid land (Leicester anrl S wanninitton) 
Lancashire! and Yorkshire (Pruton IUld Wyre) 
Preston aod Longridge, 
St. Helra'e and Runcoro, 
Stockton aad Darlington, 
Stockton and Hartlepool, •• 

,, ,, (Clarence) 
Wisbaw and ColtneH 
York and North Midland, 

]8'5. 
:t: 

1,100 

269 
Ill 

614 

llil 

1810. 
£ 
9-111 

183 
211 

2,023 
30.t 
780 

8B 
1,000• 

Ditto (Whitby and Pickering) 1,llO 
York and Newcutle (Orr.at North or F.ngland) t!bO 

,, (North Sbield1 Branch) -- 473 
• Halt-year, 3,9251. t Ball-7ear, &ll. T HaJr.7ear, 1,2\ltl/, 

~ BaJt.year; 8111. I Hall'-Je•, 3V21. 

1847. 
£ 
740 

70t 
162 

s,nso 
123 
43CI 
J7U\ 

9,46ll 

1001 
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The total receipts enumerated in 18"7 were about £18,000, and 
those for limestone and lime £11,000; makiDg about £so,ooo 
enumerated. 
· The rates for the conveyance of building and paving stones are 
as follow1 :-

Per mile per loo. 
Arbroe.th and Forrar, 2 60d, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 2"6-' 
Lancaah.lre and York•bire, l•S3 
London and Sooth Wf'stern, 2 60 
:Preston and Lougridge, S 00 
St. Helen'• 11nd Huncorn, 1•12 
Wi•baw and Coltoe81, 2·50 
York. and North Midland, 1 ·00 

The greatest traffic in building, paving, and limestones, and in 
lime, is carried on by the following companies:-

York and North Midland, 
Midland 
Newcastle and Carli•le, 
Stpck.ton and Darlington, 
Pre1ton and Langridge, 
Stockton and Harllepool, 
Wiabaw and Colwe.•, 

Tons. I!. 
10~.ono 10,soo 

60,000 6,869 
40.000 a soo 
8!1,6j0 8,0SO 
17 ,000 2,400 
21,:H5 560 
2~,000 600 

PLAN-PRICKING INSTRUMENT. 
Sia-Amongst other duties, I am engaged in making a most 

extensive and minute survey of a large city, 1howing every house 
and all the drainage throughout, the scale being very large-
1 inch to 100 feet; and I am preparing duplicate fair copies of 
each sheet which is being done by pricking through all the sheet1 
Rt once, the original working drawing being placed uppermost. 
In doing this with the common pricker, I found that the draughts
man did not hold the pricker" perpendicular; consequently, the 
lower sheets could not be accurate copies of the original. To 
obviate this, I have contrived an instrument, by which any atten
tion on the part of the draughtsman iD keeping it perpendic!'lar 
is not required: all he has to do is to be careful that he pncks 
through the proper points of the plan correctly ; the holes are 
then sure to be vertically under one another, let the sheets of 
paper be ever BO numerous. 

Blentlon. 

' . 

Plan. 

The engraving is a plan and elevation of the instrument, the full 
size. The arch a, is of brass, with a cylindrical crown b, in which 
a piston o works. At the lower end of the piston the needle
point is bed; the arch ia moved over ~he paper until the needle
point ia precisely over the llJIOt to be pncked through ; the finger 
theD pre11e1 on d, the top of ~' piston, which ef'ecta the pUDc-

ture • and upon relieving it of the pressure, the spiral apring 
wou~d round the piston immediately raieee it, and withdraws the 
needle-point from the paper ;-in this way the work is done both 
correctly and rapidly. 

To prevent the needle passing far throul{'b the faper and making 
a large hole, or sticking into the drawing-l>oard, h~ve had~ ah~ 
of zinc to cover the board, and fastened down to it. ThlB zinc 
sheet being a little less in size th.m the drawing-paper, admits of 
the latter being all (one upon the other) pinned down to the board 
round their edges, which overlap the edges of the zinc. I find \he 
zinc to be very advantageous in use, as it causea the needle to 
make no other than extremely fine hole~. • • • 

STREET PAVING. 
Sia-It is not necessary at thi8 time to revive the controversy 

formerly raised between the respective advocates of wood and stone 
paving; experience or experiment-that great test of truth-will, 
ere this, have determined the opinions of most persons, as to the 
relative value or conditions of applicability of the two syetemL 
It may not, however, have been considered how far combinatiom 
of the two mi&"ht be made with advantage-adapted especially to 
certain cases. 

The repairing of Holborn-hill, consequent on the recent removal 
of the houses on the north side of H olbom-bridge, brings to consi
deration the inconveniences-nay, dangers, occurring to the carriage 
traffic on declivities such as this, with any mode of paving hitherto 
adopted. 

The placing of the granite stones obliquely to the line of surface, 
whereby the edges of the stones formed a series of sharp angles or 
steps (thus giving a rough. surface and good ~oot-:h~ld for hor&e1 
drawing up, and obstructions ~o the too rapid sliding of wheels 
down the hill), appeared a vast i~provement-and.truly would be 
BO if the uneven surface thus obtained were not rapidly worn olf by 
th~ continued traffic, and especially by the action of the drags on 
the wheels of carri~es desoending the hill. Thus the surface soon 
becomes smooth and slippery, whatever be the material used or 
form of laying, whenever tne material is of one and the same kind, 
and consequently of equal wear throughout. 

If. however we employed materials, in conjunction, of dift'erent 
char'actere and rates of wear, we should then maintain inequalities 
of surface, aif'ording continuous foot-hold for hor11e11, and obviating 
existing defect1. 

Suppoae that between each course of f7;1'anite paving there were 
placed a thin course of wood, then the difference in the wear of the 
two would give the effect desired. 

.A 

A 

The annexed sketch shows the arrangement. A course of granite 
atones, A, to be laid in the usual way across the road, being about 
three inches in thickness ; following this with a plank of wood, B, 
one inch thick, and of the depth of the granites; then following 
on with stones and planks iD alternate courses. 

Let us not stand arguing doubts and probabilities, but put the 
question to the true teat-experiment. This can be done within a 
small apace, and at little cost. 

J. L. 
Hampnead, .A.ugmt 8, 1848. 

[A plan somolbt11g almllar to Iba abaft hu bffa lrlod la Cho1P91do 1nd In Pt....itllf, 
bu1 nollher wu oC wood, lh•r bolh rroducecl 1 "l"f dlH(l'YHbl• ratlllna and Jolll»g ID 
I.be cam.g..] 
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EXPERIMENTS ON COALS. 
Rtpo1't on the Coau Suited to the St«J.m Navy. By Sir HENBY 

DE LA BreuE and Dr. LYoN PLAYFAIB. 
Experiments necessary to ascertain the true practical value of 

coal involve a very large series of observations, extended over a 
e'nsiderable period, and directed to special objects of inquiry. 
The qualities for which particular kinds of fuel are pre-eminent 
being so varied, it is impossible to deduce general results from a 
limited series of observations. Even in the economical appli
cation of coals, their evaporative value, or their power of forming 
steam, one variety of coal which may be admirably adapted from its 
quick action for raising steam in a short period, may be far ex
c~eded by another variety, inferior in this respect, but capable of 
converting a much larger quantity of water into steam, and there
fore more valuable in the production of force. A coal uniting 
these two qualities in a high degree might 11till be useless for naval 
purpoees, on account of its mechanical structure. If the cohesion 
of its particles be small, the effect of transport or the attrition of 
one coal against another by the motion of a vessel might so far 
pulverise it as materially to reduce its value. Even supposing the 
three qualities united, rapidity and duration of action with comi
derable resistance to breakage, there are many other properties 
which should receive attention in the selection of a fuel without 
t!ie combination of which it might be valueless for our steam 11avy. 

There is an important difference eiisting between varieties of 
cJ811 in the bulk or space occupied by a certain weight. For the 
purposes of stowage-room this cannot be ascertained by specific 
gravity alone, because the mechanical formation of the fragments 
uf coal may enable one of less density to take up a 1maller space 
than that occupied by another of a higher gravity. This is far 
from an imaginary difference, being sometimes as great as 60 per 
ceot

1 
and not unfrequently "°per cent. The meni theoretical de

termination of the density of coals would, therefore, give results 
useless for practice. The space occupied between two varieties of 
coals, often equally good as regards their evaporative value, differs 
occasionally 20 per cent.-that is, where 80 tons of one coal could be 
st<iwed, JOO tons of another of equal evaporative value might be 
placed, by selecting it with attention to its mechanical structure. 

ThPSe facts are mentioned merely to show that a hasty gene
ralization should not be made, and to account for our drawing at
tention to these various points as a means of preventing the 
selection of a fuel from any one quality. We do not, in the 
present stage of this inquiry, considerit pruperto offer any recom
mendation of our own as to particular kinds of fuel, leaving the 
uperimental facts to decide for themselves. 

After preliminary experiments had proved that no practical 
result could be attained by mere laboratory research, it was 
determined to test each variety of coal on a scale of sufficient 
magnitude to check the theoretical views by the practical re1JUlts. 
As it was impossible for either of us to devote our whole time to 
this inquiry, our services being required by other official duties, we 
appointed assistanb* to superintend its special parts, under our 
general direction. 

It will be obvious that there are several circumstances which 
must receive attention before the true evaporative value of a fuel 
can be obtained. Thus, the water in the tanks has a varying tem
perature during the day, dependent on atmospheric changes, and 
is always different from that in the boiler. The temperature of 
water in the boiler also varies with the external temperature, and 
the circumstances under which the experiments are made. The 
shape of a <.:ornish boiler favours an inequality in the tempe
rature of the water in its various parts, the colder and denser 
water sinking to the bottom, and having a tendency to remain 
there; so that the temperature of water at the surface is far from 
being the mean temperature of water in the boiler, the difference 
between the surface and bottom water being, on an average, 70°. 
Other circumstances naturally affect the evaporative powers of 
the coal1 as for example the fact that all the water exposed to the 
action ot the fire in the boiler is not converted into steam, and 
that wood is used to light the fire. Another circumstance of con
siderable importance, i11 the expansion or contraction of the boiler 
from an increase or diminution of the temperature. In the early 
stage of the experiments, those conducted by Messrs. Wilson and 
Kingsbury, it was thought unnecessary to make a correction for 
this variation in conditions; but on ascertaining experimentally 

• 1'11. Ullalanlll employed wtre Mr. Wll1on, Principal of the lloJ&) Agrl"'2lt11ral Col
i.te. llr. Klnpbnry, Mr. J. Arthur Phillipi, and llh. Bulchln1on. llr. Wrl11htaon, a 
papll of LltbllJ, wu •nlnl•ted with th• analyws of the coal, Mr. Gallowar analped Ille 
S-. and Mr. Bowe iWo aulaled ID Ille analfN•· 

that the difference was as much as 69•62.S lb. of water in the con
tents of the boiler, between the temperature 150, and 212', it 
became desirable to make an allowance for it, even when the dif
ference between the initial and final temperature was not greater 
than 10°. Other circumstances of less importancei.but inJluencing 
the results, have been neglected, because the application of such 
corrections would have only complicated the results, and would 
have had little practical value when the errors of observation in 
such approximative experiments remain so large. Among these 
may be mentioned the quantity of gases evolved during combus
tion! the elevation in temperature of the air entering the fire-place, 
the barometrical and hygrometric conditions of the atmosphere, 
the radiation from the boiler (very small in amount, owing to its 
brick covering), the hygrometric state of the fuel, or the heat ne
cessary for obtaining mechanical draught in the chimney. In most 
of these cases the necessary observations have been made, to en
ahl~ the corrections to be applied, should it afterwards appear 
desirable. 

In making the calculation for the evaporative value of a fuel, 
the quantity consumed was divided into two portions, the first 
being: that necessary to raise the whole mass of water exposed to 
the fire from the mean temperature to 212', the second portion 
being that required to evaporate the water taken from the tanks 
from a temperature of 212'. To enable this to be done, the mean 
temperature of the whole m881 of the water is ascertained-that is, 
the temperature of the water in the boiler at its initial tempera
ture after being mixed with the tank-water at its average tempe
rature. The average of the latter waa the mean of several obser
vations taken during the day, and is designated by t'. 

Let ID be the weight of water from the tanks at temperature t'; 
. W th~ weight of water in the boiler at temperature (', thi11 

being obtamed from surface temperature corrected by experiment; 
t, temperature after mixture. 

Wt"+IPf 
Then t = -w + ., . 
The correction for the wood was made from data procured 

by MeB&rs. Wilson and Kingsbury, but it can only be employed 
for the particular wood used, as in subsequent experiments the 
evaporative value was found very dift"erent from another quality 
obtained. The co-efficient of the evaporative power of the wood 
may be deduced from experiment, in which a certain weight of 
water was raised from a known temperature to the boiling point, 
and then a certain portion of it enporated. The following for
mulll! have been used by Mr. Kinrbury for the calculation:-

N is the total weight of woo used in raising (W +ID) (the 
we41"ht of water in the boiler, and of that let down from the tanks 
durmg the experiment) from the mean temperature t to 212'; 
then it is necessary to dnd the weight N' necessary to evaporate 
to.• from 212°. 

Then ~ = e, the evaporating power. 

Let m be the weight of wood required to raise W +ID from t to 
212°, the number 1000 being assumed as the latent heat of 11team. 

N to evaporate W +ID from 212° 
N' to evaporate W + ID from 212° 

Then m + N' = N. Now----
212 -e - .n · 

n W+to , to 
But N' =--to-; .·. N = n W +to; 

l (N - N') = (212 - t) n = (212 - t) N' (w ! ID); 

N l = N' { W : to (212 - t) + l} 

N'{ = ;; (212 - t) (W +to) + l}; 

to (212 - t) (W +to)+ lw 
••. N' = NI = e 

or, introducing the value of t as given by the first formula, 
(J + 212 - t) ID + (212 - (") W _ 

Nl-- -e. 
If q be the quantity of wood used in lighting the fire1 eq will be 

the weight of water evaporated from 212' by the wooel, and must 
be deducted from the weight of water evaporated in calculating 
the work done by the coal. 

The C<H1fficient of the evaporating power of the coal;;, or the 
36 
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number of Iba. of water which one lb. of coal will evaporate from 
212", may be calculated aa follows :-

Let P he the total quantity of coal con1umed, then the work 
done by P will be to raise W + to of water from t to 212", and to 
evaporate to - eq from 212". 
Let m be the weight of coal required to raiee W +to to 212°, from t 

p " • evaporate to - e q from 212" 
n ,, ., ,, W + to from 219° 

to - eq 
Then -- = E, the evaporating power. 

p 
212 - t m 

NowP = m+p; - 1- = -n· 
p 'ID-tq ( tD-eq ) 212-f 

Butn=w+fO; .·.l W+to =P-p_p· 

(W + "') (212 - t) + ("' - eq) I_ "' - eq _ E. 
Pl - p -

Introducing the values from which the mean temperature twas 
obtained (first formula), we have eventually-

(l + 212 - t') to+ (212- t'') W - leq _ E 
Pl -

in which W i1 the weight of water in the boiler ; 
to the weight of water drawn• from the tanks; 
t' the mean tempe.~ture of water In the tanks; 
t' the corrected 1mtull temperature of water In the boiler. 

In the preceding formule, the latent heat of steam has been 
taken at 1000, the number generally used in this country· 
but after all the calculations had been made on this subject fro~ 
the e~periments by M.easra. Wilson an~ Kingsbury, and the results 
sent m to the Admiralty, Regnault a excellent memoir on the 
"Latent Heat of Steam" was published. It became necessary there
fore, to use these new results in the future experiments. 

1
Theae 

so far as they apply to the present inquiry, are reduced in the fol~ 
lowing table. 

T ABLB 1.-SAOll>ing tA1 Spttijte nd Latm Htal qf W'allf' 11114 SI-. 

Number 
o( Number Ileen 

Ualtlee of SptclJlc 
Air of Air Ualllee Htatof Sott!Gc Latont Beet ot 

Th••· lfttcu- Heat 1!::-1:~ oC Water Heat Sttam 1&luratod 
mo. rial &b&D• Beet belWffD ofWattr to Ille temper .. 
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It also became desirable to introduce new corrections, which the 
progress of the inquiry showed to be needful. Thus, Mr. Phil
lips's careful experiments determined the alteration in.the eapacity 
of the boiler at different temperature&, and correction was in future 
made for this difference. The alteration in the capacity of the 
measuring tanks was also estimated, whenever the temperature 
differed 2° from that at which they were gauged. Another cause 
of error, for which allowance should be made, ia any diHerence 
which may exist between the initial and final temperature at the 
beginning and close of the experiment. Thia d1lference being 
known by observation, the correction may be applied f'rom the 
table of expansion of the water in the boiler, given. Introducing 
these new con·ectlona into the el:,puiments for ascertaining the 

. co-efficient of the heating power or the wood, the followi.Dg In! 
the formulll! used by Mr. Phillipa :-

.(W +to - to') (l + t) +to f +(to' - to) t" _ E 
Pl . - . 

In which W is the water let down f'rom the tanks during the 
ezperiment. 

'° = The weirht of water found in the boilers at commence-
ment of experiment. 

ul = The weight of water In boiler at close of experiment. 
I = CIM!fficient of the latent heat of steam. 
t = Quantity or heat necessary to raise the water in Wk1 

from its mean temperature to that at which it ia evaporated. 
f = Quantity of heat necessary to raise the water in the holler 

from the initial to the final temperature. 
(' = Quantity of heat necessary to raise water at the tempera-

ture of tanks to the final temperature of wa,er in the boiler. 
P = Weight of combustibles consumed during experiment. 
E = The co-efficient of' the heating powers of wood. 
But when the initial is lower than the final temp1ratare, &Jae 

formula becomes--
( W +to - ul) l +Wt+ tot'+ (to'- to) t" _ E. 

Pl -
All the terms retaining their original value e:s:eept the lMt, ill 
which (' la replaced by f" (or the heat necessary to raille the 6ml 
temperature to that at which the water was expanded), and mDI& 
be regarded as having a negative value, while f becomes positin. 
If now q is the weight of wood used in lighting the fire, the 
formula for estimating the evaporative power of the coal will be 
(W - E q +to - to') I+ (W +to - ul) t + tot' + ( ul - to} t' _ B' 

Pl -

And 
<W - E q +to - to') t +.~t + VJt' + (ul - to) f" _ .., 

Pl - "'· 

As the experiments are Btrictly comparBtive, and under like 
conditions, tlle want of the other corrections, to which we ban 
alluded above, will not be felt in examining the reaulte; while 
their execution would have introduced a refinement into the ex
periments which never could be ubtained in practice, and which, 
in fact, would be useless and unwarrantable while, as previomly 
remarked, the errors of' obtervatien in all such approximative e:1-
perimenta remain so large. 

The only omitted correction which in appearance might be tmp
poaed necessary for practical purposes, i1 that for the hygroaeopic 
condition of the fuel. Had wood been employed, this must ban 
been done; but the hvgroacopio nature of coal ia very much lMI 
than that of wood. the latter contains i iu own weight of hfgro
scopic water; and the heat necellll&ry for the evaporation o this 
quantity might be shown by a simple calculation to be nearly eqnal 
to 22 per cent. of the total heat o6talned by the combustion uf' the 
wood. The hygroscopic water in coal la however nry small, u 
will be seen by the following determinatioDS of some of the 
Welsh specimens experimented upon :-

R7gr<19Cnple waler. 
Gralgola Coal i ·OO per eeat . 
Antbrarlte 2·H 
Oldcutle L·74 
W•rd'1 Fltry Vein 1•27 
llfrnrdd Nn'}'d<i 0-67 
P•ot,..v<>tb 0-78 ,. 
Peatrefrllu 0-70 

Had we introduced corrections for these small quantities, prac
tice would have been mieled; because the coals will rarely reach 
a ve1111el in the dry state that they did in the present cue, wheu 
they were packed in hogsheads and kept under cover.-It ..-u 
found unnecessary to correct for anv inflammable gases ftying up 
the chimney, because repeated analyses of the chimney s-t 
proved them not to contain any coml.mstible constituent; the 
only products ever found being carbonic acid, sulphurous acitf, 
oxygen, and nitrogen. The quantiiy of free oxygen in the 
chunney varied from l to ~ of the oxygen which combined with 
the fuel; in other words, nearly twice the quantity of air p~ 
through the fire than that which is strictly necessary by tbeory. 

With regard to the 11election of the coals for trial, we bani to 
refer to Mr. \Vilson'a letter. This letter gives the information 
obtained in a tour made by Professor Wilson for the purpoee of 
ascertaining the best coals fitted for trial in the Suuth Wale• ooal 
district, and the ports from which \hey can conveniently be 
shipped. Thia district w11a selected because the varying chant
ter of the coals, from the bituminous to the anthracitic., otfettd 
those which were moat likely to combine tlie quali\ies desired for 
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naval puTposee. It was intended, ae being most convenient for 
the inqairy1 to have adhered strictly to districts. In the experi
ment. this has hitherto been done, except in special cases at the 
request of the Admiralty. 

The following table (Table II.,) contains an abstract of the 
reauha, BO far as regards the eva.Porative nlue of the fuel. This 
\.able relaff!I only to the econom1oal value of the coals examined, 
and to the steam generated by a unit of the respective coals, 
without however implying a unit of time. The details with refer
ence to time, which forms a most important element in the value 
of Ure respective fuels, will be given hereafter. 

TuLa 11.-Shovlillg ITM EC0110ntia Valw1 of tlM Collll. 

,. ..... 
Ctil& 

Ol'llfaala • • • • 
Aiatlinclte.Jonea 
Ol.s-tle Velll •• 
Wn'akJftlA Bl-· .... 
~·· :::re:: 

The economical results obtained by evaporation in the beat
•l'Plied practice are ascertained to be only a small part of the 
theoretic&l result following from the actnal quantity or heat capa
ble of being generated. Still, as a comparative statement, it is 
necessary to contrast the economical heat given out by a coal with 
the theoretical quantitf. The cause of the difference between the 
spplied and theoretica quantities is, at leaet in a great degree, 
obrious, and does not by the apparent difference prove the fallacy 
oil calculation. Before the comparison can be made, it is neces
ury to have a knowledge of the com~sition of the respective 
coals: of this we subjoin a table.-(Se~ fable III.) 

C~emiate dilfer as to the mode of calculating the theoretical 
heating values of coals, but, as an approximative rule, without in
lllting on its absolute accuracy, their calorific valuee are found to 
!Rand in relation to the quantity of oxy~n required for their com
idete combustion. Th18 may be estimated ex?.erimentally by 
heating the coal with an excess of litharge; or it mar be deter
mined by calculation from the known equivalents o the com
buatible ingredients of the coal. From the quantity of lead 
reduced by the coal, the oxy~en employed in its combustion may 
be estimated, and the clllor1fic vafues stand in direct relation 
to this quantity. The amount of oxygen necessary to consume the 
e.ombustible constituent& may more apcurately be determined 
hr elematary aulyai.a ; and thu calcul&ted, the results are gene-

' 

TABL•, IlI.-SAotrilg tlN Jlftl'fl C11111poritio• of 011wagt 1omplt1 of tlit Coala. 

Locality or aame of Coal. 

WELSH COALS. 
Gralgola •• •• •• 
Anthracite • • • • • • 
Oldcutte Fiery Velo •• 
Ward'• Pary Velo • , 
BIDe& •• •• •• 
Lluge11nech • • • • 
P~trepolh .. •• •• 
Pll!ntrefelln • • • • • • 
Dulrryn •• •• •• 
lfynydd Ntwydd •• •• 
Three.qaarter Hock Vela •• 
Cwm Ffood Rock Velo .. 
C1r111 Nan11-sro• • • .. 
Re1olYen •• •• •• 
Po11ty Pool •• •• .. 
Bvdwu •• .. •• 
Ebbw Vale .. 
Portl'amawr Rock Velo •• 
Coleahlll •• .. .. 

SCOTCH COALS. 
Dalkelth Jewel Sum •• 
Dalkellh Coro11allo11 Seam 
WallM11d Elgin .. • • 
Furdel llpllal .. • • 
Grangemouth .. .. 

ENGLISH COALS. 
Druomblll •• •• •• 
Park End, Lydney .. 

Sllenrdagh (Irlah) 

FOREIGN COALS. 
Formoaa lllud •• 
Boroeo (Labuaa !dad) , • 

,, 8 feet ffam •• 
,.ll!eetoe&m .. 

PATENT FUEL. 
\Vylam'a •• •• •• 
Del1'1 .. •• •• 
Warlkh'a •• •• .. 

.. 
0 ... 

R .: g &~1 t i ., -5 !I ';c.> 
= i! ~ -< r:: ... z "' o t8 e 
-------'~ 

1·ao :;\.sa 0'41 o·41i 1·19 s·24 85·6 
1·376 91·+1 INll 0-~I 0-"11 2-68 1·62 11"1'9 
l"!ld9 87·68 14,!jg 1'81 o·o9 3·39 2·6"& 79'8 
1 ·8+1 87·1!1 13·93 :i-02 o·83 • 7'114 
1·304 &l'66 4'63 1·43 0'33 1'03 3•90 88•10 
1'31ll 85·46 /4·20 1•07 0-29 NI 6'64 83·59 
1·31 88·72 NO u·18 3':1-1 :s·Sd s-N 
J·.3:18 85·62 !3.72 Trace, O·l2 4·~ &·OU 86'(1 
1·alltl &l·:16 /4'1111 1·4$ n1 0-60 a,:ie 84·3 
1·a1 sa·11 6·76 1·66 1'21 a·s2 a·:u 7•'8 
1•34 76-1614•9:1 1•07 2·d6 6'04 10-llCI 82-6 
I ·266 8".1-26 b'SI I' 11 I ·2'l 3·~ 6·00 68 8 

I
I::!! 78·36 

1
N9 h16 3·01 6'611 6·60 116:11 

,,_, 711'311 1•·76 I •&I 6·07 • INI 83•11 
I 'a:! 111)-70 6·68 hS6 2"311 4·38 6'62 84·8 

l ·276 8!1•711 b' 16 2· 16 1 '02 O·a9 I ·60 77 5 
1·a2 80·61 1&·11 1·44 a·,w 1·60 6'94 71-7 

::: ~::~ ::r~ rn g:ll ~:~ 1~:~ ~ 
1•277 
1'316 
1'29 
J•26 
1·20 

l':lb 
!•2113 

1'59 

1•24 
I·llri 
1•37 
1·21 

1'10 
1·14 
1·1~ 

7N616'14 O·IO 0·3S 16·61 4•37 49-8 
76·94 /6•20 Trace. 0·38 !M7 3-10 63·6 
76'0!/ 6'Zl 1·41 1·63 6·06 10·70 6thC 
79·:.tJ \6·60 1·1a 1·46 8'33 4·00 62il3 
79"d6 r211 l·~ J•4ll 8'68 3·~:l M•6 

81 ·70 6·17 l ·84 Z·85 4·37 a·07 6!1':1 
73·~2 '6•69 :1'04 2•'17 11'48 10·00 67•8 

80'03 l:t30 0-23 6•76 • 10-80 90• l 

78-M 6·70 0'64 0·49 10·~ 3·g& 
U62 14·7~ 0'80 I"~ :2()'7~ 7'i4 •• 
64'31 16•03 0'9!! 1-14 2-1·2:1 14'3:1 : : 
70-23 r41 0•67 1'17,J9·W 3'23 •• 

79'91 6'119 1·68 1·26 6·6S 4'84 116·8 
i:l7'!1d 6·:n O'Hl 0·711 0'42 4•!111 71'7 
90·02 i6'00 Trace. 1'6~ * 2"91 !j6'1 

• Iaclnded In the Ash. 

rally found to be about i greater than those indicated by experi
ment with the litharge. The calculation from the elementary 
analysis depends upon the circumstance, that 6 parts, or one eqw.
valent, of ~bon requires 16 parts, or two equivalents, of oxygen 
for combustion, while 1 part of hydrogen requires 8 parts of 
oxygen ; it is only nece111Bry therefore, to subtract from the 
hydrogen a quantity corresponding to the oxygen contained in the 
coal to enable the calculation to be made on these principles. 

As the calorific values are only relative, it is useful to refer 
them to the heating power of pure carbon, one ~art of which 
requires 2'666 parts of oxygen for combustion, and 1s capable ac
cording to Despretz, of heating 78•15 parts of water fro~ its 
freezing to its boiling point. The calculation may be simplified 
by multiplying each part of lead obtained by 2"l6.S which gives at 
once the weight of water capable of b~ heated between these 
temperatures by a unit of the coal 1118d in reducing the lithlll'gt!. 
On these principles the following table is conatructed.-(8&! 
Table IV. 

With regard to the practical application of fuel, such a table 
could not supersede experiment, 1111 the economical valuea of the 
coal depend also on adventitious circumstances connected with 
their pliysical as well aa their chemical condition. Thia table 
while on the '!hole it ~ee;s wit~ and confirms the practicai 
results of experiments, still differs m a marked degree in one or 
two instances: this dilference arising aa much from the chemical 
as from the physical diiference1 of ihe coal&. Thus, if by d911truc
tive distillation, which oecura in fumacea before combt18tion a 
large quantity of the connitnenu of the coal are rendered gaseo~s, 
so much heat Is expended in this act that the heat developed by 
their after-combustion is frequently not greater than that ab
stracted during their formation, in which cue a thermo. neutrality 
occurs. To ascertain the proportion of fixed and volatile products 
in the various coals, a very difficult and elaborate process 
was adopted; but the tediousness and chances of faillll'8 in this 
kind of analysia have induced ua to include only a limned number 
of coals (thoae given in Table V.)1 especially as for steam purposes 
it was sufficient to determine uie per centage of coke, u stat!Ml 
in Table IL 
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TABLB tV.-ShOtDing Ille Calol"iflc Yalut1 of Ille Coal8. 

L<>cdlty or Name or Cod 
employed In the Experlmenlll. 

----------- --- ----------- ---
WELSH COALS. 

Gralgola •• •• 
Anthracite (Jon .. aad Co.) 
Oldl'Htle Flerv V elu •• 
W•rrl'1 Fiery Vein •• 
Blnea •• •• 
f ... langt-nnPck • • •• 
P•ntrepolb •• • • 
Peotrf'ft!'lln •• 
POWfl'• l>ufl'nn •• 
Mynydd Nt"'Trld •• 

~~:-·i~::.r RR:.,~k ~=:~ 
C.wm Na.uty.Groa •• 
Re-IO!Ve-D •• •• 
Pnr.lypool .. •• 
Hrdwat .. •• 
F.bbw Vale •• •• 
Porthm•wr Rock Vein .• 
Colt•hlll •• .. 

SCOTCH COALS. 
Dalkellb Jewel Seun 

.. Coronation Seam 
Elgin WallHnd •• 
Forde! Splint •• • • 
Graa~emo11tb • • • • 

Broomhlll (Engll1b) 

Sllnud&l!b (lrlah) 

PATENT FUEL. 
'U•y1am'1 •• •• 
Be!l'1 •• •• 
Warllcb'1 •• •• 

A. 
82•08 
33·~~ 
81"42 
31•40 
~1·64 
32•66 
s1·1a 
so·1,2 
m·uo 
30·34 
26·~2 
2>1"30 
211"6.I 
32'1~ 
2N6 
2H•21) 
8:!"00 
24"71! 
26•14 

26°42 
24°66 
:t11·06 
29•00 
21i•41! 

~·32 

3Q·JO 

2"23 
~21 
2·44 

F. 
72·6~ 
75•73 
71·16 
71•25 
71·!111 
i:l·97 
70·;,7 
69•1:! 
6i·~-~ 
&n:i 
l)()•:?'J 
IJ.j·llJ 
fl7•13 
i2•t>l 
R:.?·19 
R!l•87 
i2··B 
M·12 
69"21 

69•81 
65°63 
6~·82 
6:i•6;! 
64-bl 

5i•35 

TABlB V.-Sll<nDing Ille .Amount of Yarimu Su!Jllanct1 produced by Ille 
de1trvclit1e Di1lillation of certain Wellll Coall. 

C•r· Sulph. Olel!Rnt Other 
Name. Co•e. Tar. Waler. Ammo- bonlc Hydro- Gaaand Gura 

nla. Add. gen. Hydro. lnftam-
Carbon. mahl~. --------------------

Grolgola .. .. 85•6 1·2 3'I 0•17 2"79 Tracea. 0 2.1 7 01 
Anthniclte 92 9 None. 2·87 0·20 0 06 0 114 1 893 
OMcutle ft;ry :;eln 79 B 6°86 8°39 o·31i 0·4~ 0·12 0·27 9•77 
Ward'a ftcry nln 1•80 3·01 o·u !•8() 0·71 0·21 
Binn .. .. 88'10 208 8 68 O·OI! t·flB 0•09 0 ~I 408 
Llangenneck .. fi3•69 1·22 4•07 0 08 a 21 00:! o·.u 1·2:1 

It has been for some time asserted, that the evaporative value of 
a bituminous coal is expressed hr the evaporative value of its 
coke, the heat of combustion of its volatile products proving in 
practice little more than that necessary to volatilise them. If 
this supposition were even near the truth, the mo~t useful practical 
results might follow from it. By a larger and better applied system 
of gas manufacture, the volatile products of distillation might be 
made useful not only for the purposes of illumination, but also for 
domestic heat, and the residual coke might be used with an equal 
economy in our manufactures*; thus preventing the emi11Sion of 
that smoke which at present is so deatructive to the comfort of 
our large cities. It is easy from analysis to examine whether the 
duty performed by the coal is to be attributed to its fixed ingre
dients or coke, by estimating the work which the latter is capable 
of performing. This may be done by subtracting the amount of 
ashes in the coal from its amount of coke (Table I II.) and esti
mating the remainder as carbon. This carbon multiplied by its 
heating power, 13268, and divided by 966·7 or the latent heat of 
i;team, indicates the number of pounds of water which the coke by 
itself could evaporate, without the aid of the combustible vola
tile inirredients of the coal. These results are placed in column 
H, o(;b rable VI., in juxta-position with the actual work done by 
~he dm14 and it will he seen, that notwithstanding several striking 
--yn. 
• I~ of (!.•II weuld nol be nettaury to carry on the P'"""' or dl1tlllaUon 10 far 

Nat ":e new. ~the realdual coke woUld be more combuatible and the guea punir. 

exceptions, which might have been expected, they on the whole 
show that the work capable of being performed by the coke alone, 
is actually greater than that obtained by experiments with the 
original coal. 

The whole system of manufacturing eoke is at present very im
perfect. Besides losing the volatile combustible substances, whici 
under new adjustments might be made of much value, an immerue 
quantity of ammonia is lost by being thrown into the atmosphere. 
Ammonia and its salts are daily becoming more valuable to agri
culture, and it is their comparative high price alone which 
prevents their universal use to all kinds of cereii.l cultivation. By 
a construction of the most simple kind, the coke ovens now in use 
might be made to economise much of the nitrogen which invariably 
escapes in the form of ammonia. As an inducement to this 
economy, we have appended to Table VI two columns (H. and I.), 
showing the quantity of ammonia (NH,), and its corresponding 
quantity of commercial sulphate (N H 4 O, S 0,), which each 
100 lb. of the respective coals may be made to produce. \~"hen it 
is remembered, that the price of sulphate or ammonia is about 
£13 per ton, or that 100 tons in coking is capable of producing, on 
an average, about 6 tons of this salt, its neglect is highly repn
hensible. 

By the preceding data, the actual value of the coals will be con
traRted with that which is theoretically possible, supposing their 
combuation proceeded under circumstances which prevented any 
loss of heat. The actual duty obtained by a pound of coal from 
the boiler employed may be easily expressed by the number o( 
pounds raised to the height of one foot. This result may readily 
be obtained by the simple formula-

\V" X 965·1 X 782 = .r, 
\V representing water, of which ,, pounds are evaporated by a 
pound of coal. This formula is deduced from the fact that 
"pounds of water multiplied hr 965·1,* or the co-efficient for the 
latent heat of steam at 212', mdicates the number of pounds of 
water which would be raised l ° Fahrenheit j and the number 781? 
arises from experiment on the mechanical force denoted by the 
elevation of a pound of water l ° Fahrenheit ; that force bein:< 
equal to 719 lb., raised to the height of one foot, according to the 
careful experiments of M. Joule, on the friction of oil, water, 
and mercury. 

The theoretical value of the coals, with reference to t'he number 
of pounds of water which one pound of fuel will convert into 
steam, is obtained by the formula-

(C X 13268) (H - h x 62.t.70) = .r. 
965•1 + 96S•7 ' 

in which C is the quantity of carbon, H the quantity of hydrogen 
in a unit of fuel, and h the quantitl of hydrogen corresponding to 
the oxygen contained in the coa . These multiplied by their 
heating powers, according to the results of Dulong, and divideJ 
by the latent heat of steam, indicate the number of 11ounds oi 
water that can be converted into the latter by a pound of c~al. 
The numbers thus ob~ined can be changed into the expression of 
mechanical force, by the previous formulm. 

The result of these calculations are thrown into Table VI. 
The best Cornish engines are stated to raise 1,000,000 lb. to the 

height of one foot, by every pound of coal consumed ; so that only 
about -Ii of the actual force generated becomes available, or only n 
or -(" of the force theoretically possible, is applied in practic{'. 
The various experiments made .on boilers, with regard to the eva
porative power of coal, have not given very uniform result~. 
Smeaton, 10 1772, with one pound of Newcastle coal, evaporated 
7•88 lb. of water from 212' ; 1Vatt, in 1788, came to the conclusion 
that 8·62 lb. of water might he evaporated by the same quantity of 
coal; and later (in 184-0), \Vicksteed found that t lb. of Merthyr 
coal could be made to evaporate 9·.t.93 lb. of water from 80°, which 
is equal to lO•Hti lb. from 212°. In some experiments made 11n 
the boiler of the Loam's engine, at the United mines, in Corntl"all, 
each pound of coal was found, by a trial of six months, to evRpo
rate 10•29 lb. of water from 212°, this being the reduction of the 
result giYen, viz., that 234.l210 cubic feet of water at 120' were.> 
evaporated by 700 tons ot coal. Statement& have indeed been 
made that a lb. of water have been evaporated by l lb. of coal 
burned in Cornish boilers; but as this is the utmost quantity 
theoretically possible, it is difficult to conceive that it has been 
realised in practice, even in the best-constructed steam-engines. 

•Tho eo.e!lldenl fer 'h• latent btat or alum ot 212° la [l'•nerally taken at JOO()>, !mt 
the aboY• number la tram tb• recenl rxp•rim~utt or Regn•ult on thla aubjrct., u glrto 
ID Table I. 
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PcnnU'e Dult'ryn I0·!4ll 11'134 12•126 2·906 16·092 7,664,29:1 11,397,187 l-76 t 6:8.~ 
M:rn7Jd Newyrld S·52 9'831 !1·463 8•441 !(•904 7,1~,2!18 ll,2-'>h.163 1·808 7"3•0 
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Porthmawr Rock 7'53 6·647 10'263 2·~ !2·811 6,686,-l!HI 9,674,677 l·ha4 6·• :13 
eo1n11•11 8·o c·468 10·145 ~·6:l4 12·799 6,041.419, ll,&:5,615 1·i8b 6·9:10 
l>alllelth Jewel ;·o~ 6·239 10·242 2"071 12"313 6,846,M6i 9,29&,499 1·214 o·471 
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12·074 3·343 16·4!7 16,441,663,11,642,~ I 0·983 3·~18 

• PncUral. t Theorttlcal. f Calt'Ulated from heat obtained. 

To ascertain how far our boiler was inferior to Cornish boilers, 
as principally from it!! size and less efficient coating it was likely 
to prove, we requested Mr. Phillips to make some experiments on 
one of the best engines in Cornwall. It was found by the11e expe
riments, that 11 ·45! lb. of water were eva\>orated by every pound of 
\V el.sh coal corresponding in composition to that of Mynydd 
Newydd; or, in other words., that improved Cornish boilers on a 
large scale may be assumed to have a superiority of nearly S!O per 
oent. over t11at used in these experiment11. As the results stated 
in this Report are only relative, the comparison is not affected by 
this difference. 

\Ve have anxiously looked to the application of these experi
ments to the different varieties of patent fuel, but we have not 
been able to carry our observations in this direction to the extent 
we could have desired, from our inability to procure patent fuels 
in sufficient number, although our applications to the patentees 
have been numerous. Three varieties have been already examined, 
viz., thoie manufactured under the patents of Me98l'S. Wylam, 
Warlich, and Bell, and the results are given in the tables. The 
varieties of patent fuel are generally made up in the shape of 
bricks, and are therefore well adapted for stowage ; so thnt, 
though the 11pecific gravity of patent fuels is lower than that of 
orrlinary coals, from their shape and mechanical structure there 
are very few coals which could be stowed in a smaller space per 
ton. \Vhile we look to the different varieties of patent fuel as of 
the highest importance, and, from their facility of stowage, as 
bej~ peculiarly adapted for naval purposes, and perhaps even 
destmed to supersede ordinary coal, at the same time, the greater 
part do not appear to be manufactured with a proper regard to the 
eondition11 required for war steamers. It is usual to mix bitumi
noll8 or tarry matter with bituminous coal, and from this compound 
to make the fuel. An a11similation to the best steam coal would 
indicate, however, the very reverse process., and point lo the mixture 
of a more anthracitic coal with the bituminous cement. As the 
greater part is at present made, it is almost impossible to prevent 
the emission of den&e opaque smoke, a circumstance extremely in
convenient to ships of war, as betraying their position at a dis-

tance at times when it is desirable to conceal it. Besides this and 
other inconveniences, the very bituminous varieties are not well 
suited to hot climates., and are as liable to spontaneous combustion 
as certain kinds of coal. To avoid these inconveniences., some 
kinds of patent fuels have been subjected to a sort of coking, and 
thus, in a great measure, obtain the desired conditions. There is 
little doubt, however} that notwithstanding the large number of 
patents in operation tor the manufacture of fuel, its value for tho 
purposes of war steamers might be much enhanced by its prepa
ration being specially directed to this object. It will be seen, by 
reference to Table II., that the three patent fuels examined rank 
among the highest results obtained. Should it be desirable to 
continue this inquiry, we conceive that it would be advantageous 
to pay special attention to this subject, by experimenting upon 
proper mixtures of different coals. Even anthracite may be in
troduced into such mixtures with advantage. 

It iY of much importance in an economical inquiry on coal~. to 
obtain exact information as to the effects likely to be produced 
upon them by stowage and continued exposure to high tempera
ture, not only as regards their deterioration, but also as to the 
emission of dangerous gases by their progressive changes. 

The retention of coal in iron bunkers, if these are likely to ho 
influenced by moisture, and especially when bf any acciclent 
wetted with sea-w8'er, will cause a speedr corrosion of the iron, 
with a rapidity proportionate to its more or less efficient protect inn 
from corroding influences. This corrosion seems due to the action 

·or carbon or coal forming with the iron a voltaic couple, and thus 
promoting oxidation.· The action is similar to that of tho 
tubercular concretions which appear on the inside of iron water
pipes, when a piece of carbon, not chemically combinetl with tho 
metal, and in contact with saline waters, produces a speedy corro
sion. 'Vhere the "make" of iron shows it to be liable to be thus 
corroded, a mechanical protection is generally found sufficient. 
This is sometimes given by Roman cement, by a lining of wood, or 
by a drying oil driven into the pores of the iron under great 
pressure. 

Recent researches on the gases evolved from coal, prove that 
carbonic acid and nitrogen are constantly mixed with the inflam
mable portion, showing that the coal must still be uniting with 
the oxygen of the atmosphere, and entering into further decay. 

Decay is merely a combu;;tion proceeding without flame, and i,; 
always attended with the production of heat. The ~as evol"e<l 
during the progress of decay, in free air, consists .Prmcipally of 
carbonic acid, a gas very injurious to animal life. It 1s well knowri 
that this change in coal proceeds more rapidlv at an elevated tem
perature, and therefore is liable to take place in hot climate~. 
Dryness is unfa,•ourable to the change, while moisture causes it to 
proceed with rapidity. 'Vhen sulphur or iron pyrites (a compournl 
of sulphur and iron) is present in considerable quantity in a coal 
still changing under the action of the atmosphere, a secoml 
powerful heating cause is introduced, and both acting together, 
may produce what is termed apontanearu combustion. The latter 
cause i~ in itself sufficient, if there be an unusual proportion of 
sulphur or iron pyrites present. 

The best method of prevention, in all such cases, is to ensure 
perfect dryness in the coal~ when they are stowed away, and to 
select a variety of fuel not liable to the progressi\·e decomposition 
to which allusion has been made. This i~, however, a subject of so 
much importance to the steam navy, that it continues to recei,·e 
our careful attention ; and, beyond these ~eneral recommendation."> 
it would be premature to offer any decided course for adoptiou, 
from the present limited series of observations. 

Several varieties of coal were transmitted from Formosa an(l 
from Borneo, for analysis, the results of which are containe(l 111 

the accompanying table. The quantity of ench kind was so small, 
that no experiments could be made orl their evaporative value. 
\Ve extract from the preceding table the following result~:-

Name. I Cari>oo. Hydro. , Nitro. I Sulphur.I Oxyg<n. A1bn. I~~" i6~ 
gen. gen. j {.rb~·tn·. 

Fo_r_m_o .. -l-1-la_m_l ·-.. - 7;.;;J 6-701064 ~I~ -;;;6'" -i-;-
:&urneo, l.abuau kind 64~2 4·i4 0·80 !·45 I !!O·i5 7'i~ l :l.'i 

.. 3 feet ""m ~4·at 6·03 o·~s 1·14 24·12 14·3~ l 37 

., II feel 1eam iO·JJ 6•41 O 67 1'17 U·!~ a·23 l·lll 

-------~--~----------- c ____ _ 
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THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. 
That so important an edifice and national work u the "House1" 

ahould be • frequent subject of discuss.ion, both in parliamentary 
debate and ouklf-door criticiem,is onlynatural,especially u OJ.lin
ion is divided, some speaking in terms of unqualliied admiration, 
while others see much cause for diuatisfaction,and exp1'818 it accord
ingly; and some of the rudeat critioa of all whom Mr. Barry and hia 
building have had to enoountert. are among the membtll'll of the 
"Howie"' itself-to wit, Meaara.urquha:t,Osbome,and Hume. and 
Sir D. Norreys, whose unfavourable opinions gain formidablenet11 
becauae they go forth to every nook in the kingdom where a newa
r.aper finds ita way. Last month we llpoke of an article on the 
'Houses of Parliament," which bad just before appeared in the 

" Wutminiter .Revieio,"--nd which, by-the-by, ie now known to 
proceed from the pen of Earl Lovelace; and in the interval another 
has appeared in the "Mechanic'• Magazine," of similar tendency. 
"Whether this latter will call forth any remonstrance against it 
from the "Builder," remains to be seen; for at the present time 
of our writing, opportunity for reply to it has not arrived. The 
"Magazi,.e" take1 up the "Builder" pretty sharply upon two 
points. The first of them is the attempt on the part of the laet
mentioned publication to set aside Lord Lovelace's objections to 
the position of the Victoria Tower at a corner, and the most remote 
corner, of the building, by remarking that such position for it 
was dictated by the plan adopted by Mr. Barry; whereupon the 
" Magasrine" ie somewhat sarcastic, and to say the truth, Mr. Barry 
has no cause to feel particularly grateful towards a defender who 
exculpates him, by removing the fault from him and throwing it 
upon-hie design : as if defects of arrangement were to be attri
buted to the plan itself, and not to the architect. If the internal 
arrangement which first presented itself to the architect occasioned 
what ie an incongruity in the exterior, the very natural question 
is: Why did be not instead of adopting it, deviate from it so as to 
bring in the RoyJ entrance porch in some less objectionable 
situation ?-and objectionable it seems to be, for even hie champion, 
as the "Mechanic• Magazine" calla the "Builder," does not pre
tend to say that it ie not so, but merely that it is to be excused 
by being attributed to-the plan! 

The second point upon which the "Mechanic'• Maguina" is 
rather strong and severe with the "Builder," is the unguarded 
assertion that, although it ie eo now, it does not follow that the 
Victoria Tower will always be at the extreme corner of the edifice. 
The actual possibility of extending the buildings and carrying them 
on farther southward, by pulling down the houses on the east side . 
of Abingdon-street as far as might be required, ie not to be disputed, 
The probability ie a very ditrerent mattert-more than can now be 
foreseen, and is, besides, what Mr. Barry himself neither does nor 
ever bas contemplated; the Victoria Tower being the conclusion 
andfiniB of bis plan, southwards. As the "Mechanic'• Magazine .. 
remarks, the south-west is now finished, at least in its lower part, 
so ae to render it impossible to prolong the building, and thereby 
remove that Tower from its position as an extreme point in it. 
Done it could be but only by undoing what is equally beautiful 
and costly-nameiy, the south side of the Royal porch, which would 
have to be blocked-up and built up against. 

The Royal entrance is now fixed beyond the possibility of change 
for it. Yet, it ie not even now too late to re-consider some other 
points in the design. For instance, although the position of that 
important entrance may be justified by necessities of internal 
arrangement, and althongb it is very proJ.18rly made a striking 
feature in the design, the necessity for erectmg over it a tower of 
very unusual magnitude, and thereby proclaiming afar otr the 
"eccentricity," as the "Mechanic'• Maga::1ine" terms it, of that 
porch, is not at all apparent; more especially, as that lofty super
structure will be more for Right than for any real service. We 
incline, therefore, to the opinion of the "~thenmum," that it would 
be more adviseable now to abandon the idea of that ambitious 
Tower, and terminate the Porch a little above its present height. 
Either some curtailment, we fancy, of Mr. Barry's plane must take 
place, or the ultimate completion of them must not be looked for 
by the present generation. 

Could the Tower in question have been introduced in the centre 
of the general plan, it would have given not only :pyramidal group.
ing to the whole pile, but harmonious contrast m its lines to the 
composition. Marked verticality of lines in such an imposing 
feature, so placed, would have been opposed to borizontality of lines 
in the principal front. The lofty upright mass and the borizontally
extended farade would have balanced each other, and mutually set 
each other olf. Other towers there now will be, rising up behind 
ihe river-front; but how far they will agree with it, and with the 

larger tower also, is doubtful If we mistake not, they are intended 
to be tapering and spiry in outline--consequendy of quite a ditferen& 
character from the compact solidity which marks the Victoria one· 
therefore somewhat at variance with the character of the rroni 
also. At least, there is reason for apprehending that the arranp
ment of the several towers will appear very irregular, if not eoo
fuaed, and occasion an unpleUant discord with the studied 
regularity and uniformity of the principal front-principal at lean 
in extent, though both its 1ituation and ite aspect render it m 
some des:ree a merely secondary one. If there must be a tower 
that shall, by its superior bulk, greatly predominate over all tbe 
others, it surely ought to show itself in some central situation,
central II.II regards one of the fronta, if not central as regards the 
entire plan; otherwis~ it will appear to have been left to chanaa 
to determine and "dictate.. the reepective aituatione of thOll! 
features, instead of their being arranged with some regard to tha& 
symmetry which ie observed in the main, as far as it was possibJe 
to do, and which at present stamps the whole of the east side of \ha 
edifice. 

It will perhaps be said that the position of the Victoria Tower 
~as know!! from the !ery first : it ~as been 1bown again and agalD 
m the vanoue engravings and cute innumerable, copied or &:::1.!if. 
from the view of the future building given by the architect · · 
its grandeur bas been admired, without exception being taken at ~ 
situation. Yet, though no objection has been made all along, now 
comes Earl Lovelace with a very strong protest against that 7buw. 
Wherefore was hie Lordship so tardy with hie remonstrances? or 
bow happene it that no one else could perceive, or perceiving, cared 
to object to what is now alle~d to be a most serious defect in the 
general design? The position of the Tower could hardly haft 
been overlooked by, or indeed have failed to strike, the most car&

le11 observer who glanced at any of the published views.. Very 
true; but merely seeing with the eyes, ie quite a ditrerent matt2r 
from seeing with artistic vision. It ie not e,·ery one who can -, 
in the latter sense of the word, what ie actually before their eyea. 
Many again, don"t care to see, e\•en if they can do eo. Others, 
though they may be somewhat dim-sighted, have very convenieo& 
1pectaclee of criticism through which they gaze, and perceive eitbu 
owy all beauty or all deformity-either transcendant excell.eDCe, 
or ridiculous monstrosity. 

The many, who have no opinion of their own, are overaw-ed by 
this kind or dictatorial, one-sided stutr which calls itself criticism, 
and ie presented to them in the imposing form of type and printed 
paper. While those who are capable of judging for tbemsel vee either 
do not care to raise a dissentient voice amidst the general hubbub of 
applause, or condemnation, as the case may be ; or else have not 
the opportunity of doing eo. With respect to the " Ho~ both 
the ' Wutminater Revi81D" and the "MechaniC. MIJ(l4Srine ha\"'8 
ventured to diBBent from the acclamations of praue bestowed 
upon them in other quarters. It must be allowed that both thOlll 
articles dwell almost exclusively upon defects, or what their writen 
consider such : yet surely there is nothing particularly strange in 
that, the object of both being to open people's eyes to many c:U
cumetancea that have all along been kept out of eight. If to point 
out only faults and objections be invidious, by the same rule., to 
pass them entirely over, and point out only merits and beauties 
-would that all of them were where they could be seen !-may be 
called sycophantic: eo that between the two we may arrive 8* a 
tolerably correci and sober judgment, 

BOROUGH OF LIVERPOOL, 

lleplwt to tAe Health Committee qf the B11T1>ugh of Liverpool, °" 
tAe Stwerage and otAB1' t0()1'/u under tAe SanUa111 Act, by tAe B~ 
Engi1188r, (J.illBB NEWLAND&.) 

The facts detailed in the Report of the engineer of the Liv~ 
corporation atrord a strong commentary on the claims of the mili
tary engineers. We have heard a great deal about the irre~nsi
bility of the Associated Surveyors, and the superior resporuubility 
and guarantee of the military engineers; and ~r. Chadwick restll 
the defence of hie job on this plea. We have always held the 
contrary view, from our experience of the two classes, and this 
Liverpool atrair comes in confirmation. The fact is, the military 
engineers are virtually irreeponeible--tbey cannot be made to per
form their work properly or punctually; while the civil engineer, 
at Liverpool for instance, ia responsible in his profeui.onal chano
ter and capacity, and liable to be diamisaec1 by his employer ii he 
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do not give aatisfac:tion. From the misconduct of the Ordnance 
functionaries, the corporation of Liverpool are put to the trouble, 
ezpense, and delay of a second survey-and, to make it worse, they 
have no remedy. Whether the metropolitan survey will turn out 
better we have our doubts: but it remains to 'be seen. At all events, 
the Treasury will have to make good any short-cominp of the 
Ordnance surveyors. 

If the Ordnance have been unable to do their work properly and 
in time at Liverpool, what security have we against delay in the 
general and metropolitan surveys? To the great disgrace of 
the government, engineers have long had to use the northern 
sheets of Mr. Cary's survey; and now thi1 dilatory body, having 
proved itself incompetent in Its past duties, is to have more thrust 
upon it. Why do not the AISOciated Surveyors get Mr. Wyld to 
mo\•e for a parliamentary committee of inquiry into the general 
management of the survey1 carried on by the Ordnance ? 

This Report is a sufficient specimen to show that civil engineers 
ue not incompetent for aanitary duties, and we hope it will not be 
forgotten, for doubtless Mr. Chadwick will next propose that 
military engineers should be chosen to lar. down the lines of drain
age, and carry out the detail1 under the 'Health of Towna" Act, 

The Report may be divided into the following parts :-
Sewage and drainage, what are the necessary condition& to pro

duce a perfect system. 
Description of the borough of Liverpool in relation to the river 

Heney and the dock&-the eft'ects of discharging the sewage into 
the docks and river. 

Schemes for constructing a new sewage. 
Lists of all the existing 1ewers, showing their size and length-of 

new sewers required. 
Eatimates for forming the new system of sewage. 
On the application of the sewage water for fertilizing the soil. 
On the form and size of sewers and draina. From this part of the 

report we make the following eitracts :-
SftHirT nd Drahu.-The proper 1ise and form• of HWen and draln1 i1 a 

subject which of late bu excited much conhoTeny. In 10 far 11 the bou11 
drainage la concerned, the queetion lie• within narrow limit1 ; for if all the 
liquid refue of a house pauea through a 1oil-pipe of 2• or 3 incbea diameter, 
t.here ii aurely no need of the drain which receivea It being made much 
larger. If more than one pipe eaten a drain, the queetion i1 etill a •imple 
one; and although, by calculation, the corre1ponding increaae of capacity 
for every additional pipe which enten the drain could be readily determined, 
practice will hardly admit of the re8ne111ent which would 10 nicely adjuat 
the incre:nentl ; and it i1 euy 10 to proportion the drain pipe in each cue 
wit.h the material• in practice at our di1po11J, that it 1hall be no larger tban 
the quantity of water available under the particular circum1tance1 of tbe 
cue 1ball thoroughly Bub. Pipea of from three to eix lnchea internal dia
meter, are amply 1uftlclent for 11nice draina, 11 one of 1ix inche1, with a fall 
at the rate of one in forty will, according to the ordinary formula, discharge, 
in half.a-minute, u much water u ii due to a family of aix lndi'l'iduala for a 
whole day, eveu on the liberal 1C&le of 8ve cubic feet per bead. 

-. Carriaire Pavement; I>, Channel Stone; ~. Curb; ti, Foot-Pavl11g; 
'•Coal-Vault Shoot; f, G11°Pipe; g, Water-Pipe; It, Sewer; 

i, Syphon Trap ; j, Tube; A, Coal-Vault. 

The dralnt of atreeta 1bould, in my opinion, be double In all the llreell 
aboTe twelTe 1ard1 wide; and in auch cues I would construct them iu the 

bottom of the tide trenchea for tbe water and pa pipes, u 1hcnrn in the 
aunexed eiipavlng. BJ thia anangement are inaured diminiahed capacity 
and d~ communication, and the other advautagea connected with the 
pa'l'ing, e1111'here inailted on. The firat coat of the double aewer i1 nearly 
balanced by tbe a&Ting in the 1errice drain•; and in regard to the paving, it 
ill lmpo11ible 1utlciently to eatimate the ll•ing, if, in connection with tbeae 
aide trenchea, the more dnrable manner of p&Ting recommended be intro
duced. The teW9}' propo1ed to be uled ha tbi1 cue conaiata of 1 aemi-onl 
underpart, formed of atone ware, or 1ome of the other mamiah which will 
afterward• be noticed, and a semlclrcnlar cover, u 1hown in the abo•e 
engraving. The joining• I propoae to form with the pitch of coal-tar, in 
ralher a aoR 1tate ; and when any part of the drain reqnirea to be in
tpected, a hot iron or a little blazing atraw will 1often the cement ao much 
u to admit of the cover being removed. Service drain• are connecttd 
with the tide draiDI by mean1 of 1ocketa formed in the latter. 

The report proceeds to denote the dift'erent forms of sewers and 
their connections, which are something similar to those described 
in the Journal for March last, p. 77. It then gives the area of lan1l 
drained into each of the main sewers. 

Prom obaenation1 made while Beacon'• Gutter eewer (GR. by 4 R. 6 in.) 
wu opened at ill outlet, for the admiulon of the new aewer in Great How
ard-1treet, it wu found that the water wu only 201 incbea deep, after 
twelve boon of he&TJ rain. 

The ex'8t of drainage into that 1ewer i1 983·3 acre1 ; of which about 
one.fourth i1 bullt, a11d tbree-fonrthl unbuilt. Now, by the formula mo1& 
approved, the diameter of sewer nece11ary for thi1 drainage, with the ginn 
fall, would be ten feet, while the actual diameter of the 1ewer at it1 Jarge1t 
part i1 only 4 ft. 6 in., and the depth of water in it wu 1omewbat Je11 than 
1 third of ita longeet ui1, even after the continuance of heavy rain for 
twelve boon, when it may be reuonably 1nppo1ed the whole earth would be 
aatmated, and nery drop of rain would ftow into the aewer. All calcula
tion1 for the capacity of eewen procud on ibe uaumption, that it i1 neceii
aary to provide for the contingency of I rain ftood, eatimated at the enor· 
mou1 fall of fin1-eightb1 of an inch in hllf·an-hour. Now, that 1ucb a tlood 
may occur ii po11lble; but it would be e11y to 1how, that if it did occur, it 
could not get Into the eewer, and therefore there i1 no neee11ity to make 
provialon for it ; and it require• merely a glance at the atreet1 of a town 
bullt on 1loping ground like Liverpool, during even a moderately heavy rain, 
to be convinced, that a great part of the rain drain1 directly by thf! aurfa.:e 
of the 1treet into the river, and never eaten the sewen. A• all formulai 
then, are founded on imperfect experiment•, and give re1ult1 10 far abo' e 
what experience 1how1 to be nece11ary, they are obvionalJ uncertain guidu, 
and it i1 better to trait to the ob1ervation1 of what actually takea place. 
Tbil, in fact, it experimenting on the largeat and moai proper 1cale. 

The Report afterwards makea BOme observations on surface drain
age and paving. If the streets of a town be unevenly paved, putrid 
exhalations will constantly arise. A BJDooth, non-absorbent, hard 
surface, without hollows or joints, is what health demands. Mac
adamised streets are the worst: the absorbent material soi1ks up the 
liquid filth, which, putrifylng, sends its noxious exhalations into the 
atmosphere ; and the road "ears fast under great traffi~in wet 
weather it la covered with mud, and in dry weather the air ie lo1ded 
with dust. It is the most e:xpen1ive to keep in repair, and cost11 
four times as much to cleanse as a paved roacf. Boulder paving is 
the nut lowest in the scale of roads. Street& formed with stone11 
dressed in regular courses are the best : where the road is steep the 
courses should be of stone 8 inches wide, with joints I~ inch 
wide, filled up with cementitious substance, impervious to water. 
In streets less steep, the stones may be increased and the joi11t11 
decreased. On a level, the stones may be increaaed to 5 inches ia 
width. 

To in1ure atability, tht connea 1bould bt made uarly wedge-form. They 
thould be in contact at their bue and for about one-tbird of iheir heigbl, 
aud the width of the joint 1bould be obtained by diminiahlng the widlh of 
the upper lllrface of tbe coune1. The joiota 1hould be rammed hard with 
macadam or clran 1hingle, and then filled 1'itb a coaue kind of aaphaltr, 
compoeed of the pitch of g11.tar and 1mall gruel. The joint 1bou\d not be 
llled quite auah with the 1nrfare of the 1tonee, but left llighlly hollow ... in 
•he tlgure (a). If the expen1P of the aaphalte be objrcted to, lime grout may 
be naed to tlll the join11. The lime 1hould, for thi1 pwpoae, be auch 11 

will 1et under water. 
For the foot-11avement, Calthnes11 stone, I~ inch thick, with 

1a wn jointe, is recommended in preference to Yorkshire stone 3 
inches thick. 

A good fuundatioa to a road i1 no Jen euential than a good 111rface; 
hardne11 in the latter ca11not be in1ared withoat lirmne11 in tbe former. 
Softne11 or 1J11ticitJ in a foUDdation 'll"ill permit the aurface to yield under 
tbe wberl1 of 1 carriage. The ri1e and fill form• a new obttacle to be our. 
come, and ca11ae1 an increa1td amount of friction to be oppoaed to the 
moving power. Be1ide1, by the 1inking of the paving material, the 10£t 
earth i1 forced 11p betwetn the 1tone1, and conn the road 1'itb mud. h i1 
worth wbile, thep, to be at a litlle extra coat ill the preparation of lll_c 
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foundation, when 10 macb depend• apoa iC ; and I think the fnllowing plan 
the beat adapted to 1ecure perfect flrmnen. A level bed ia prepared for the 
materialt, aad oa tbi1 a pavement of common aoft rock ii laid by hand. The 
deepeat 1tone1 are n1ed for the centre, and the 1ize i1 diminished toward1 
the aide, 10 u to bring the top line nearly to the intended trannene section 
of the road. The atones are all laid on their broadest edges lengthw1y1 
acroq the road, and the tbickneu of the np;>er edge 1bonld not exceed fonr 
incbe1. When the setting i1 completed, the irregularities are broken off by 
hammer•, and the intenticet filled in with the chips. Oo the foundation 10 
prepared, a three-inch stratum of amall broken 1tone1 ia to be laid. and on 
tbil, where the cue will afford it, a coating of clean gravel should be 1pread, 
and the whole rolled with a heavy roller until conaolidated, when it is in a 
condition to receive the ooverin1 of paving atones. The under pavement 
would be atill farther improved by running the jointa with good lime groat 
before laying on the ball11tin1; and in the cue of macadam roads, the pre
vious ballaating is not required, the macadam being laid directly on the 
pavement. 

The objection to a street formed and paved in a manner 10 permanent 
u that described, is, that it requirei to be frequently broken up for laying or 
repairing water and gu pipea and making branch 1ewen, and cannot be 
reinstated in so perfect a manner. But water and ga1 pipee ahonld not be 
laid in the carriage way, but in trenches formed along the aides of the 
streets, u shown in the foregoing engraving, and the aeweu abould be double 
and l1id in the bottom of these trenches. The advantage• of tbi1 mode of 
forming atreeta I have before pointed ont, and aball now merely nhibit a 
atatement of the comparative cost of the two modes. The calculation la 
made for a 1treet fifteen yarda wide, and the 1ct11al coat of both modes ii 
given:-

Ellimaltd co.I qf 1ith·l,.t1lCAt1for giu and VJatw pipt1, and'"""'· 
6 Ya•da Brickwork, ID ooe lineal yard, at 81. id. per yard nperftdal £1 I 0 

JO l"ardt Brickwork do. do, at 21. Od. ,. cube I 0 0 
c .. 1 I roo Btarero do. do. at 61. 6rl. 0 6 G 
lilde EoLrancn (every 40 )'Udo) at )I. 6d. 0 l G 

Toi.al, 1£2 8 0 

Ellim11ted 1at1ing i11 l'At aoll qf /ay'1tg doll!" ga a"4 "'al"' pip n, and 
tZCatlaliflflfOl' _,,I by uing ntU·ll'ftCMI. 

ID tba LIDoal Yard. 
I.fain Se.,.,., 10 yarda u:canUag, l&fODe-balf, at lo. Od. •••••• 
Gu Pip.. do. 21. 3d ••••••• 
Water Plpn do. 2•. 3d. •••••• 
Houoe Dralos do. &ad Pip• Ill. OJ •••• , •• 
Branch Plpet (Gu aad WllleT) do. 2a. 6d ••••••• 

Tn dllr•ttace or e:rpeue 

IO 10 0 
o a a 
0 8 3 
0 9 0 
0 2 6 .11!'1 8 0 

.11!'1 0 0 

The exceu of the colt of the trenches i1 £1 per lineal yard of 1treet ; bbl 
to connterbalance that ooat, there ii the 1aving in keeping the street in repair 
and cleansing it-the convenitnce and the non-interruption of the traffic
and to these it ii impo11ible, in the pre.eat state of information, to uaign a 
money value. 

For cleansing streets, the Report recommends waehing them with 
water, end carrying the slueh olf by the sewers, instead of carting 
the sweepings; by which means an enormous 11aving will be effected. 

The water channels ought to be formed with smooth-faced etonea 
10 inches wide and 8 inches dt>ep, and from~ to 4. feet long, laid to 
the general curved line of the cross-section of the street, which 
can be laid at 68. 6d. the superficial yard.-( See bin the engraving 
on previous page.) 

Gully· Gratt1 abpnld all be trapped, and the grating-ban either be ao 
cloae as not to admit atones and other mitten which mighc impede the Oow 
o( water in the drain1, or the longitudinal openings may be croqed under
neath by small wirea, forming, with the ban, a 1erie1 of reticulation•, which 
will prevent the puaing of any large 1ub1t1nce. The kind of trap which 
eiperience proves to be efficient ia alluded to in the next par11rapb. 

All trap• which depend on the agency of water, are liahle to get out of 
repair, and require care and attention to maintain their effir.iency. For if 
the water be allowed to dry np, the g11ea have Cree pauage ; and if it be 
allowed to remain long in the trap without being changed, it becomes im
pre1n1ted wilb the gues, and yield• them again to the air : conatant change 
cf the water i1 thus eaaential to the perfect action of aucb traps. The forms 
of water traps are very numerous; but probably the mo1t 1imple and efficient 
for hou1e drains, when the drain pipe ia not too large, and the 1upply of 
water abundant, ii tbe plumber's trap, which ia a pipe bent to the aigmoid 
curve, as in fig. :i. 

Where the quantity of water paaaing through a pipe it very 1m1ll, and 
yet I.be pipe requires to be large enough for an occuion11ly.incre11ed dia
cbarge, aome trap, which can be opened to admit of any deposit being 
cleaned out, i1 probably to be preferred, and I have hitherto used the one 
repre1ented at g, fl1. 4. Thia ls merely a modification of the furmer, and 
answen well. It ii made of earthenware. Where the fall of a aewer ii not 
great, and the bouae drain1 are apt to be filled with back-water, the flap 
nhe ia the moat eft"eciual preventive which I have tried. It answers ad
mirably for keeping out back-water, and fits 10 tightly that no gu cane.cape. 
Tlieae valvea can 11ow be had made entirel7 of earthenware. The gully 
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grates abould ha•e no water traps, bot in their place ahoold ban ftap nln1 
ol tbe aame kind u the booae drains. Fig1. 6 aud 7 abow the kind of 
gully grate and vahe used. The grate, it will be 1eea, i1 Yertical, the face 
of it being iu the 11me place u the face of the corb, and the top of it form
ing a portion of the curb; the llap bangs vertically, and acts 10 promptly, 
that the 1malleat quantity of water open1 i\. Tbi1 form of vertical gully 
grate auswen nry well for ltreetl which have not a great fall ; but where 
the fall ii great, the water would 1bool past them without entering. I have 
prepared drawing• for a gully grate, valved on the 11me principle, to auit 
ateep 1treets where uew gullies are required; but to e:li1ting gullie1 I propo1e 
to apply tbe valYe, in the aim pie manner nplained by the drawings. Fig. 9 
ahowa a proposed alteration in a gully grate, which i1 removed to a 1bort 
diaiaace from ih original 1ite, and a length of pipe with a llap attached 
connects the new opening with the former ce11pool, which i1 bricked up 
unill ih bottom form• a continuation of the drain ; thi1 I have used in a 
gully at the fever 1bed1 with perfect 111cceaL .Fig. 8 1bow1 the propoaed 
new grate. for lleep 1treet1. 

For ftashing and waahing the sewers it is proposed to lay a main 
along the 1ummit of the town, kept continually full of water from 
a reservoir; and when a sewer requires ftaahing, a sluice is to be 
opened, and the water allowed to rush down in a flood, carrying all 
impurities along with it. 

Belidea llasbiag for tbe underground filth, it ii aece111ry to proTide the 
mean1 of wubiog all imporities from tbe 1urf1ce of 1treeh and co11rt1. For 
Ulil purpose every coort 1ho11ld have a branch, with a stand-pipe al its upper 
end for the wubing of it daily. RYery street abould allo have ltand- pipe1, 
at 111cb cbltances apart that its whole 111rface may be w11bed over with the 
aid of a abort hose. From tbeae 1taad-pipe1 alao the 1treel1 should be 
watered. Ultimately foontains aboold be erected in every available 1it111tio11, 
purifying the atmoapbere by tbe motion of their jets, and cle&11aiag the 
water channels and sewers by their con1ta11t llubing elfect. 

ID my former report I submitted the following method of 1rr1ngi11g 
ltand-pipe1 in the 1treetl, by which their lituatioa might be 10 readily 
and diauactly indicated that, in the event of a lire, no lot1 of time would 
enne from the dilllcolty oC dilcovering them. At pretent, the water-pipes 
have three kinda of apparatus to wbicb bllle may be attached-the commoll 
plq, the hydrant, and the Gana-ping. Tbe common ping conaiah of a 
conical aocket fitted on the pipe, which, "hen not in ue, ii clllled by a 
wooden ping. When a boae ii to be attached, tbe ping la withdrawn, ud 
u apparatm, called a 1tand-pipe, inserted in ha place. Tbil i1 a copper 
pipe, tapered at its lower end, to fit into the aocket, and furai1bed at itl 
apper end with one or more •crewed aozzlea, projecting horizontally, to 
which the boae ii attached ; it bu alao a cock for regulating the discharge. 
Tbae 1tand-pipea are portable, and are carried by the firemen to the ping 
De&reat the place where the water ii required. The bydranc ii a more 
almple apparata1; It coa1i1ta merely of a branch from tbe main pipe, "itb a 
nap.cock ud an upturned eaJ, with a acrew coapliag, to "hicb the boae ii 
direetly attached. The Ga.in ping dilfen from the other two in being alao 
a cock; a 1tand-pipe ii reqoired in ming IL All theae have their con
ftllieace.. The Gavin plag ia a ready 1pparata1; bat beaidea the dilad
ftlltage of aciiag too qoickly for high pre11nrea, it i1 liable to the objectioae 
of upoelng a large eurface of metal in the roadway, of being 1abject to be 
acted on by frost; and frOlll its cover being attlcbed to tbe pipes, the latter 
ara apt to be injured by Tibration and coacmaion. The 1tand-plpe ii liable 
lO derangement from a pebble or dirt getting into its aocket; and H theae 
aockets are In bo:i:ee under the sarface of the ground, there ii aometime1 not 
a little dilllculty experienced in finding their placee. Further, the eye wbicb 
reqairet to be formed round the metal bo:i: eeldom wean uniformly with the 
general 1urface of the road (in the macadamiled roach especially). but pro
jecu abo1'e the 1arface, and (orma a very 1erioas ob1tacle to the traftlc. 

My opinion ii, that the app1r1tu1, in any proper eyatem of 1apply, ahould 
be conepicuoasly placed, readll7 diltingoiabable, by night or by day, from 
eTer)'tbiag elle, and alwaya ready for me, without any appliancee, wliicb 
may be millaid or forgot at the very inatant they are wanted. With thia 
Yiew, I beg to 111bmit the apparatus exhibited in figa. 1, 2, and 3. I propose 
tha& eeveral lamp·polh in each 1treet 1hould be made receptacles for the 
•ner apparatm, the pedestal being made of a aize aulllcieat to contain it. 
Ill each lamp pedeatal I propose tbac an aprigbt bydrut be llled, with a 
coil of hoe, ealllcleat for wuhiug the 1treets, or filling the watering carts, 
coutantly attacbed. The cock-bo1 I would ll:i: la the footway, alway• on 
tha aame aide of the lamp-posts, and at a comtant diatance from them. In 
the event of a llre, the firemeu '• hose would be l111taatly at tac bed to the 
bOle of the 1taad-pipe by a coupling ICl'ew. The pedeatala for the water 
spparatua being aqnare, and those for the common lampa being roaad, would 
poiD& out at once tbe place of the water apparatm; 1Dd, If n_.ry, the 
1114• panes of 1Dch lampa might be of colowed glU1, u a atill greater dis· 
ti.nctiYe mark by night. EYery auperiateadent of ICIYOagen ud every fire. 
ma would be proYided with a key to the door of the pedettal, and ill the 
pedelta1 the key of the cock would coiutantly rellllln; tbm there would be 
DO delay in uling the water for any plll'pCIM. In p1- where lamp-po1tl 
are Dot rcqnlrecl, tbe pedeatala mere17 (fig. 3.) might be used, and th- might 
alto be aled u gaard po1ts a& tbe entrance to narrow 1treete. 

Tbe lamp-iroa1 tbua made prominent, migbc be rendered atill more asefal 
by &he label attached to their topt, u 1bown on the lke&ch. On th- would 
.. cua &he 11&11U11 ol she asneia, aiad Oil \be oeasre puel she dia&anoe lll 

mllea ud farlonp from the R:i:cbange. Coach 111d car faree might be thu1 
regulated, On the plinth• too would be made the pet"maneat bench-marlta 
aecesury under the Act, with their height above the dock aill, e:i:preaed tn 
feet and decimal p1rt1. By tbeae means, the 1imple lamp-poet may be made 
a nry uaeful u well u a Yer)' ornamental ohjec'" .. 

The Report contains some judicious advice on the best mode of 
cleansing streets, e"?ptying cesspools, d~st-bins, lay-st~ ~.c. ; 
regulations for the width of streets and height of houses; limiting 
the population. 

The limitation of population per acre being once establiabed, ii eallily 
coDYertible into a rule to determine the area that a boaae 1bould occupy. 
The width of a atreet doe to the cl111 of boaaes being fi:i:ed on the principle 
laid down aboYe, tbe remainder abould be allotted to the bou1ea, the puaage1 
before-mentioned, and the gardens or back-yards, u tbe cue may be. On 
e:i:amiaiDg the 1tatiatica of health in Great Britain, we aball find that, ill 
towns exhibiting the average rate of health, the area allowed to nery iaba
bitaut la aboat 25 1quare yarda. If we 111ume 5·38 (the Liverpool average) 
to be the aamber of iababitaata to each boose, and allow 2:i yarda to each 
inhabitant, we 1ball have 150 yards 11 the minimum area which health 
demandt to be allowed to e.ery bon1e. Now bouaea of the clua aaually 
ballt in third-rate etreets are :i yarda wide in front, and tbe width of the 
street doe to theae la 6·6 yarda. Of the qaaatity allotted to each hoaaebold 
we have tbaa 4 2t yards due to the ltreet and lane, and ll 7t yards, or an 
area of 23i yarda deep by 5 yard• wide, doe to the bnuse and yard. Of 
thia the bouae will probably occupy 10 y1rd1, leaving 13 yards in depth, or 
115 1qaare yard1 for the garden or back-yard and its erection1. This, then, 
ia what would be reqaired to ln1are a 1tate of health of the town district. of 
Britain when bouaea are built in ltreets without any other aource of air and 
light than what the streets alford; if, however, open 1pacea are lert, 1uch 
u courta, aq111rea, and the like, the problem being simply to allot a certain 
namber of yard• to nery inhabitant, a deductioll oommen1nrate with that 
area may be made from the amonnC allotted to the y1rd1 or gardens, pro. 
Tided that, u before stated, the boa1ea be ao arranged ill reapect of tbeae 
open apaca u to receiYe the full benefit of them. 

From the remarks on buildings we give the following extracts: 
Bnry boase 1bould have a water closet ; bat t~e water cloaet 1bonld be 

adapted to the place it ia to occupy, and the habits of the uaen. Water 
closets at preaeat la common ase are eaeatially of two kind1, tbe nhe and 
the pan doaet. The former bu been long held in bigb eateem and ia es
pea1iYe • the latter i1 tbe cheaper article, and I think andeae"edly ander
nlaed. ' Both are open to the objectiom which I am about to point out. 
Aa tbeae 1pparata1 perform an importaat part in aaaitary impronmeat, it ii 
neceaaary to inquire bow they can be made to _fa~lil their deaiga in Che beat 
pouible manner, that ii, to carry away the ao1l iaatantly, not only Into bat 
cbroagb the draill and 1ewer. Thi• will obvion1ly depend on tbe qaaatlty of 
water that ii di1cb1rged along with tbe aoiL Now, in the cloeetl in u1e the 
qoantity of water retained in the buill and dilcbarged with the 1oil ia ao 
1mall u to be ln1deq111te to carry the aoil away, and reliance 11 generally 
placed on the _,4 or dream that ii aent arter it. Thia stream is generall7 
di1cbarged by a ll inch pipe, while the 1oil pipe i1 3 inches in diameter, and 
con1eqneatly it can ha•e little llubing power. Thia la the defect la all 
e:i:btlag cloaeb, the attention of the maken being directed innriably to tbe 
in- of tbe wuh, and not to the maintaining a ealllcieat quantity of 
water in tbe buin. When, on the contrary, tbe buin retains a large quantity 
of water, and the opening for diacbarge ia made with the req•lisite sudden
neu, the fall llasbiag elfect of the water la obtained, and the 1tream acts, 11 
in the other cloets, in rinaing the buin and refilling it. lt i1 on thil prin
ciple that the water cloaets ahown in the figure are designed. Both hne 
aaawered completel7. They combine the aduutagea of cbeapneu and aim
plim,, ud e&11 hardly be put oat of order. 

lVlr. 10. 11s. 11 

Pip. 10 and 11 ahow the clo1tt adapted for the lnaerlor ol a houe, and 
tg. 4 that adapted for a yard, a court, or public neceuary. Ia the llgnrea, 11 

repreaeats the buia, which, with itl 1upport1 ud tile plpe1 bebl11d, '" .,. 
formed of glazed earthenware in one piece. In the pipe at c la ll:i:ed a bf• 
CODtainillg • collar ol leatben, tluougb which a brua or copper tube I llidel 1 
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tbi1 lllbe ii open at both eode. To the end of the pipe 6 the 1oil pipe i1 
aLtached. When t be 11iding tube ii In the poeitloo eho•n In dotted lines in 
11,g. 11, water admitted Into the buin will riae lo the height of the top of 
the tube, and if more be added it will e1cape through the tube, which thu1 
form• an over11ow. When the tllbe i1 depreued by the cloaet handle to the 
level of the bottom of the buin, the whole of the water and 1oil ie ioatantly 
di1charged. Tbil 1imple and ingenious water closet, which may aleo serve 
u a 1ink for cottage d•elliuga, i1 the ln•entiou of Mr. Kirkwood, plumber 
and mechaniat, of Edinburgh. I have fitted up aeYeral of them, and one 
which hu been in cou1tant aae at the new officea in Coruwalli1-1treet aince 
their opening, bu given perfect aati1factio11. 

I have propo1ed to uae tubea of earthenware or glue, ground, in place of 
the hrue tabea, for the 1ake of cbeapneu. I have allO propoaed to modify 
it eo far u to convert the 1liding tube Into a turning one, 10 u in fact to 
form a 1topcock, the tllbe of earthenware being ground into a 1ocket of the 
aame material, tb111 di1peuaiur with the ltuffiug-box. Other modificatioo1 
will present themsehea to those who give attention to the 1object, the priu
dple being 1teadily kept In view of receiTinir the 1oil in a luge qoaotit7 of 
water, which, when di1charged, 1hall be 1ufficieot to carry it, not only into 
the drain, but through it. 

The other water clc.aet 11 adapted for back y1rd1, coarh, and public oecea
uriu. It i1 de1igned on the aame principle. In fig. '6, a a, ii a 11rge tank, 
formed of atone, 1late, iron, or other oou.ab1orheut material. lta bottom ii 
made to 1lope to one end, where the mouth of the aoil pipe 6 ia inserted, and 
clo1ed with a loaded plug valve c. To this nl'l'e a chain ia attached, and, 
being puaed over a pulley, it bu a baodle filed to it1 other end. n is a 
supply pipe, from which the tank may be filled ; ~ i1 the overflow pipe; f 
tbe seat of the clo1et. The tank in the c11e of cottage dwellin1.1s may extend 
between two cottages; in coorta it may aerve for u many aep1r1te water 
cloaeta u there are homea; and, in like manner, for public nece11&rie1, any 
number of aeparate cloeeta may be over it. The supplying of the water, and 
the disc barge of the couteota of the tau k are not under the control of the 
user, but in every case, of the scavenger of the district. The cock of the 
1opply pipe aad the handle of the di1char1.1e 'l'ai'l'e are contained in a 1mall 
lock-up cupboard, acce11ible only by him, and once a day, or oftener, u the 
case may be, be pall1 the handle which lift• the valve, and allow1 the eoil 
and water to be d1acb1rged in a torrent; thia being don~, the valve is allowed 
to drop, and the water laid on by the 1opply pipe until the tank ia full, 
when it i1 again ready for uae. The eoil being received into 10 large a body 
of cold water u the tank contains, ie not liable to decompose; from the 
time it i1 allowed to remain it become• to a certain extent diuoived and 
dUfu1ed in the water, and when the conteoh of the tank are diacbarged, 
being nearly fill.id, they pue off withollt impediment. Such water cloaeta 
i:mit no bad odour, they cannot go wrong, and, from being directly under 
1up~rintendeuce, and their actioll being independent of the user, they cannot 
aoffer from ignorance or neglect. A closet on this principle has been fitted 
up at the public office1 for the work people out of door1, and auawen it1 
purpo1e admirably. 

. To the advocates for employing the Ordnance for making the 
Survey of London, we beg to direct their particular attention to 
the following observations, which ought to have, if anything would, 
110me weight with the government, in reference to sanctioning the 
employment of the Ordnance in doing that which can be much 
better done by civil surveyors and engineers. 

With regard to the eorvey of the borough, I beg to state, that I hue 
been acti•ely employed oa it, with a large ~tall' of eurveyors, aioce J uue 
lut (1847.) There is now completed the triangulation of the greater part 
of the whole area within the Parliamentary boundary, and the detailed 
BUrvey of abollt two-third• of that area; about half of which is plotted to 
a teale of twenty feet to the inch. The reasons which led to the adoption 
of a acale 80 much larger than that recommended by Government are 
knowo to the committee; bllt as the neceesity for the large scale baa beell 
questioned, and, aa io the iuveatigatiou of the subject by the Metropolitan 
Sanitary Commissioners, eTidence baa be~u adduced involving grave 
chargea against the Corporation of Liverpool, I ahall take the liberty, 
brieOy, to allude to the aubject, and shall show by a simple atatemellt of 
facts, bow rub and grollndlesa these charges are. 

I haTe first to remark, that Ill the evidence reft>rred to, there ia &11 
obvious coofouodiug of two thinga-geut>ral sew~rage scht>mee, and the 
sewerage of a town. For lhe one a contoured, gt>neral, or block plan, on 
a 11mall acale, so that the whole area may be comprebeuded in one view, is 
what ia required; and for the other, the details of the atructoral arrauge-
111enll to a large acale-the larger the better, 10 that every minute peen· 
liarity may be seen and provided for. lo designing improvemenll, there· 
fore, both plBll& are neceaaary, the email indes map for the ucertainiug 
the draioage areaa, the outfalls, and the main lint>a of 1ewer1 and gu and 
waler pipea; the large plall for the details. For the first purpost>, for 
estenaive areas, a acale sixty iucbea to the mile i1 totally uselese, as being 
too large, and for the aecond, it la equally ueeless, ae being too email, and 
il3 adoption would nect>BSitate the re-eurveying of evt>ry portioa of the 
town in detail, aa the works are carried on. Tbna, 8\'en for the sewering 
of the town alone, the 1i1ty·inch scale would not be 1ufticit>nt; but the 
Cpuncll of Liverpool, llnder the Sanitary Art, hue not only the control of 
the eewera, but are al10 an"eyora of bigbway1, gnardiall1 or public pro
perty and have the control of the water 1upply. Ia adjualiag the leTela 

or streets, plao1 and 11ection1 are required drawn to a ac.Je ao large ae fo 
exhibit, clearly and distinctly, the details of accellllee and approaches to 
the buildings on each aide. Such a pl&D admits also of the bouodariea 
and divi1ioo1 of property being minutely detailed, and allol'l'I of the 
details or aewen, eervice drains, water and gas mains, and 1ervice pip~, 
and in short the whole etructural peculiarities of the locality to be repre
sented without confusion. It la in f11.ct a working pl11.o, ! 1hall brieOy 
recapitulate these reuone. 

I. It obviate• the neceBSity of separate detailed suneya for improve
ments. 

I(. It enable• the p~rfect detail to be shown of parts which most reqllire 
impronmeot ill lines, levels, and aewerage, and alao for the aupplJ of gu 
and water. 

Ill. It admits of the perfect measurement of the boaodarle1 and diri· 
1ioo1 of property, enabling the authorities to guard agai111t flltue ea
croacbmeoll. 

1 V. It 1how1 the atroctnral arrangement of th~ etreell, with the compli· 
cated lines of water and gu-pipea, aewen1, and aervice drains. 

Doubtleee, all tbeae might be shown on a plan of liO inches to the mile ; 
but such a plan, like many other elforla of ingenuity, would be more 
curious than uaeful. 

I here cite the portion of the evidence referred to, 
Captain Volland 1ay1-" At the preaeut moment the Corporation of Li•er· 

pool, who r.re engaged ill carrying out eanitery measures for the town of 
Liverpool, h&'l'e abstracted a number of &811i1tanll from the Ordllance 
Survey that will &11swer the pnrpoae of carrying on tbia very neceasary 
work, at rates of pay varying frorn 600 to 700 per cent. over that which 
lhey received oil the Ordnance Surveys; and tbia, after having been fur
nished by the Ordo&11ce Suney Department, almoat at a nominal price, 
with a skeletoll plan of the towll of Liverpool on tbie acale, with SOQ)e 
altitudea inserted at the corners of streell." 

"How do you account for the Corporation of Liverpool deairiug to hne 
au additional and accurate ao"cy, they having already those ontliuee 
which are sufficient for all purposes of drainage ?-I imagine it ia to pro
ject their acbemea. 

"The Commisaiooera are anxioua lo ascertain what it would cost to 
aur•ey the metropolis sufficiently for the pllrpoae of drainage and se•er
age ; therefore it waa that the question wu uked, why the people of 
Li•erpool &hould be auxiooe to have a more complete aurvey than ie necea
aary for tboae purpoaea r-All I 1tated, as baviug beell given to the Li•er
pool Corporation, were akeleton plllDll, llot embracing every all11y alld every 
court, 

.. The Llterpool Corporation own a great deal or property ill Lherpeol, 
do they not !-1 do not know." 

First, as to the abatractioll of IO"eyora :-the only aarteyon employed 
ill the lllrvey of Liverpool, who were known to me to be on the Ordnance 
Survey, are two, and these applied for emplo7mellt, recommended to lbe 
favourable consideration of tbe Committee by the officer llnder whom theJ 
wert> at the time. Oue other aurveyor applied u a pert0n oat of emplo7mHI, 
whom I afterwards discovered to be engaged oo the Ordnance Bar•ey al the 
time of bia application, and we have other mea who at some period or other 
have beell employed in the Ordnance surveys of England and Ireland, bat 
all of whom had been engaged in railway eaney between leuillg the 
Ordnance and being t>mployed by me. All the sarHyora, with the ooe ex· 
ception stated 1tbove, were eogaged on application in writing, aocomp&Died 
by testimonials of their character and capability from pert0111 in wh111e 
employment tbey bad previoualy been. So far then for the truth or I.be 
statement 88 to the "abstraction of a number of usistaoll," 

With regard to the amount of salary paid the BB1i1taull, I maJ alale, 
that it is invariably commeosnrate witb the work done, and range• from 
£48 to £160 per annum. This bighe1t amount ia, I auppose, somewhere 
abollt 200 per cent. above what ia paid in the Orduauce Department to 
civilialll, Capt. Y ollaud aaaertal that the B&lariet paid in Liverpool are 
700 per cent. above those of the Ordnance stair; where he got bi1 infqr. 
mation 88 to the aruount of these 1&lariea I know llOt : be certainly did not 
apply for it t>ilber to the treasurer or to me-the only partiea who co11ld 
ha•e informed him rightly. 

The wbole of the evidence relating to the getting op of 1aney1 for 
sanitary purposes is au a!lempt to prove that it c&11 be more correctly and 
more cheaply dooe by lbe Ordnance than by corporations or local Bllneyortu 
But, to terify calculations of thia kiod, let the actlUll and not the 1.tiaalMI 
cost of Ordnance 1urvey1 be produced. Every one knowa that to produc. 
anything ill extreme bute inrreaees iwmenaely the coat of prodllctioo. 
The Couocil of Liverpool, finding that the detailed Ordnance euney or 
the town wu oot coo1pleted, and being refu&ed libert7 to m1tke a traciug 
of the portion alleged to be lloiahed, urged by neceHity, bad no altero1· 
tive but to proceed with a survey of their own, although perfectly aware 
that the neceaaary baste would mocb increase the coat. Now, buweter, 
that the ellpeo11e of what ia · dooe ia known, and the coat or completing 
the whole can be correctly calculated, it would be u1efol, aa a teal of tbe 
comparati'l'e espenae of 11 bat may be called private and public pl11.ns, to 
ucertaio from the proper authoritiea in the Ordnance office what the 
collntry baa already p11.id for the incomplete plan of Liverpool, and how 
much 11 will yet cost; bow loog it haa been in baud, and when there II a 
re11souable proapecl of ita being filliebed. 

Ia ten month• &be work which ! have already detailed hu been doae; 
and, ill addition, a map of the town &11d earroundiug district, embradq 
&11 area or 27 aquare wilea, hu been compiled OD a 1cale of 19 \ iDdlea io 
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the mile, and on this cootoor lines at four feet altitudes have been laid 
down. These cootoors involved the observation of a great many levels, 
and a laborioos calculalioo. A copy of this bu heeo made for Mr. 
Hawkesly, for the purposes of the water &upply. 

Besides this work, belonging especially to the survey required by the 
Act, a \·ery great number of detached sune)'S and the seclions, to meet the 
emergeociea of the time, working drawings of sewers, and of the uew 
ofticea In Cornwallis street, and many higbly·fioisbed drawings to illustrate 
the reports made by me, have been executed by tbe surveyors aod 
draughtsmen; aoJ although these are, for the mo•! p1Ht, valuable docu· 
ments, thE'ir e:i:ecutino has not a little interfered with the progress of the 
larger work. The street 1urveya and Sl'ctloos required for the adjustment 
or the levels ia h1yiog out new street& alone amount to 150. 

The work being now ao far advanced, and the completion of the cootoor 
plan haYing enabled me to make the necessary estimales of the cost of rhe 
1ewerage, a J'l'dactioo may he niade in the surveying staff, if it should be 
thought desirable. The list of the new stall' I have suhmitted in the 
estimate of the expenses of the Engineer'• Department far the ensuing 
year. 

PBOOEEDIKGS 01' SOIENTJl'IC SOCIETIES. 

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
The following papera were read at the laat monthly meeting held at 

Birmingham :-
DONE CRUSHING MA.CHINE. 

Mr. BDCJtLE premised that, iu selecting his present Rubject. he bad had 
in view the desirability of imparting an agreeable variety to their proceed, 
ings. The object of this communication was to endeavour to dirt>cl th· 
attention of agriculturists to the usefulneSB of a machine for preparioe 
!Jone dust, which baa been found to be a most efficacious manure, g 
machine which is alike available to renovate the uohleman'a e-tal" or tba 
peuaot'a cottage-garden. Ao ash plant, au iron bar, a pebblE' frum the brooke 
and a band sieve, furnish him with a bone-mill for all he requires. The Br• 
raagemeot of this machine reduces bone to a state of meal, and thereby 
prepares it for a rapid change into a state of solubility-the rapidity of the 
etrects of phoapbate of lime on the growth of plouts depending upon its 
greater or leu solubility. lo all other mills whicb be bad e1amined, their 
coaatructlon will merely crush tbe booea into lumps ; ao<I when laid on the 
lirnd iu lbat stale they remain many )'ears uodecowposed, with little beaeftt 
10 the crops. 

In the year 18S3 bis attention was directed to this subject by the stew· 
ard of a large eatate in Osfordsbire requesting him to cooslruct a mill to 
grind booet as fine u pouible; for be found, in practicP, that the bones 
prepared ia the usual manaE"r were of little benefit: he also objected to 
the usual method of boiling the bones before they were crushed by the 
rullere. For this gentleman be constructed a mill driven by two horses, 
which succeeded so well that be was requested to increase its powers, and 
to work it by a water-wheel of three·horae power. The first crop of 
turnips averaged 41 inches in circumference and 82. lb. weight, 
from seed or the red turnip, received from MHsrs. Drummond and Son, 
Agricultural Hu1eum, Stirling; eowa in May, and producing as above ia 
October. Io the year 1639 be constructed a »ecood bone-mill, which waa 
Prected on an estate in Surrey, driven by a water-wheel thirteen feet in 
t1iameter and four feet wide, with additional cooveoieocu to tbe former 
oae. After a careful course of experimeoll, he received a letrer from the 
proprietor of the estate, of which tbe following is an extract:-" I am 
much obliged by all the atteorioo you have given to my huoe·mill, with the 
pmormaoce of wlaicb I am E'otirely aatisfied. We prorluce thirteen 
Lo1bel1 of fine dust per hour, and seventeen bushels of fine dust appear to 
be the product of half a too of raw bones. Thus we shall be ablto to pro· 
dace 136 bushels of dust, the product of four tons or raw bones, per day 
of tea hours." Io the sketch of 11 mill or machine laid before the meeting, 
&Ir. Buckle made several additions and improvements which were not in
troduced in the former ones. The poaUiooa of the stampers were altered 
ia coo1equeoce of the result of experiments, and elevators were an 
atJditioo of much uaefuloeaP, as he thereby le11eoed the duties of the al· 
teadaot, whose only care Is to admit water on the wheel, and obaerve that 
the 1tore of rough raw bones is amplf', and the machine performing satis· 
r..ctorily. The rough boaes are recommended to be heaped up lo a abed 
adjoining the mill; they are permitted to slide down the inclined platform, 
from wbenc:e they drop Into the 1tamper-trougb. The middle 1tamper ie 
recommended to be heavier than the outside ooea, lo enable it to break the 
large booe1 in piecea i tboae pieces pass on in the trough from one 1tamper 
to the next, aod when it bu moved to the outside 1tamper it ii reduced 
into meal, It then pasae1 into the dressing cyliudera, wbfob are placed on a 
deaceot, and by their velocity force the fine duet through the wires, The 
coarae dust falls from the end of the cyliodera into a box, where It is raised 
by the elevators, and d'aceoda into the stamper-trough, to be crushed fine 
enough to p888 through the wire meshes of the dreuiog machine. Mr. 
Buckle alao recommended the application of elevatora for conducting the 
ground bone dust from the bias or store in the cellar into the wagou, to be 
by them coonyed to the drill or 10wiog macblooa. 

HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS. 
" Oil High·P1'uu,.t Boiler1, llRd 011 Boilt,. E:rplo1io111." By l\Jr. 

SMITH.-" At the last meeting I laid before you a tracing and description or 
the steam-boiler which recently exploded near Dudley,aod though lioie did 
not permit any discussion as to the merits or demerill of the coostruclioo 
of the said boiler, I think. it very evident tb1&t boilers of similar construe• 
tioa, formation, and dimensions, cannot be safely used for high·pressure 
steam, 11ay 40 lb. or 60 lb. per aquare iucb. I make this esserlioo, because 
the great diameter of the outer aht'll readers it very iia.ble to be toru 
aaoader by the internal pre11ure, and the ioteroal vertical-flue being also 
of such dimensions that it may be forced out of form and suddenly col· 
lapsed by external pressure, and if that system of boiler were to be made 
safe by a large reduction of the diameter, it would mali.e steam io1igoifi· 
cant in capacity, beating surface, and geueratiug power, aud consequently 
unfit for the purpose they are intended-namely, to uae the great quantity 
of lost beat that eacapea from the puddling fu roacea. 

"I have prepued tbe accompanying drawing of a boiler which I recom· 
mead in preference to those on the above principle, bdog much better 
adapted for generating aud aafely coutaioiug high.pressure steam, and I 
think more cooveoieot io every other respect for the above system or 
beating. The boiler ia S2 feet long, and 4 ft. 9 lo. diameter, with two 
tubes or flue.pipes under ii, each S6 feel long, and 1 ft. 8 in. diameter, and 
attached to the boiler by vertical pipes 10 iacbes diameter. The Oue-pipee 
are made iu a bent form, 10 as to be bigbeat in the middle, aud dropping 
at f'acb end, to keep circulation in tbe water. The drawing will suftl
cltntly ei:pl•io every other particular connected with this boiler; so tbat 
further description is unnecessary; I 1ball therefore now only point out a 
few of the advantages it po86enes over the ayatem of builer before re· 
ferred to:-

'' let. The diameter of this cylinder being small, they may be made or 
much thinner plates, and still be perfectly safe with a greater pressure of 
steam.-2od, The beating surface id large, and concentrated without 
winding Oues, so that much steam will be geoerated.-Srd. The area of 
water aurf•ce beiog much larger, there will be lesa dilllculty in maiutaiu
iog its proper level.--4th. The steam and water spaces and heating 1or
faces harmonise i11 their proportious.-6tb. The great facility for cleaning 
out, which is an object of the first Importance in the cooatroctiou of all 
kinds of ateam·bollers, u it is well known that where auy difficulty exista 
in performing that operation, the chances are that it will either be ihlper
fectly done or left undone altogether, which is one cause of mauy of the 
fatal explosions that 10 frequently happen with land boilrrs :-1, 
IUaJ.forrnatioo for the working pressure and quantity of vapour re· 
quired; 2, Want of proper care to fit every boiler with proper steam 
and water indicators ; and s, Neglect of cleaning out at proper timea, It 
is a lamentable fact that many boilers are still in use, which are extremely 
liable to accident from either of the above-named causes ; and I think. the 
following reaaoo1 will to 11 great extent account for so bad a state of tbioga 
existin1t in a country w bere so much engineering skill may al way a be pro
cured to rectify such defects. 

" I. Re1pectiog mal-formatioo, I would state that parties about making 
erections for steam-power, generally make tbe Orst outlay of capiral a 
leading consideration, and consequently cramp tbe dimensions. of their 
engines so that they are Just calculated to do the work. required, and 
nothing to 1pare. Shortly .. nerwards, however, some estra machinery i1 
introduced into the establishment, and the engine being found defective in 
power with the original pressure, an extra load is immediately put upoo 
the safety-valves of the boilers, and tbis practice is repeated from time to 
time, as ~acb little additional machine moy require the extra power. It 
follows that the boilers, which were pruoeotly arranged to do the work ill 
the first instance, are at lut a mal-formatiou for the iocrt:ased preSBure, 
and working in a highly dangerous state, while the unsuspecting opera
tives m11.y be aeeo crowding round to warm themselves at meal timed, 
when the danger is probably at the greatest pitch. 

" II. Respecting defective steam and water indicators, I have alway1 
observed that land engine boiler• are not so efficiently fitted with these iu
atrumeots or safety aa marine and locomotive boilers, although 1 tbiok it 
very necessary that they should be 10, seeing tbat a number of them are 
frequently left to tbe charge of one individual, with other duties besides 
that require much of bis lime and attention; whereas the indicators of 
marine and locomotive boilers are cooataotly under the eyes of one or 
more engineers of well-proved character and ability for the dutiea re· 
quired; aud, moreover, eugioeera or a higher claH are always resident io 
tbe principal 1tatioo1, invested with power to examine engineers, and 
inap~ct the whole machinery, I have abowu, on the present drawing, all 
the indicators which I cooaider oeceuary for a high-preHure boiler ill 
ordinary circumstances, which are as follows:-Ooe feed-cock or valve; 
one Boat-water gauge, with stand aod wheel, and counterbalance weight; 
one glaaa water gauge ; one 1team-wbi1tle, also for a water gauge; and 
two safety-valves, one locked up. For low-preasure boilers, I think the 
open top feed-pipe, with open pipe allO for the Ouat-wire to work through, 
la a very perfect apparatus to prevent the 1team from riaiog too higb1 or 
the water getting too low. 

ard. Reapt.ctiog keeping or boilers clean, I have seen that proceas very 
Imperfectly performed, and often altogether neg!Pcled lo establiahmeoll 
where a aafticieot number of spare boilers are uot prorided, aod time not 
permitting to get the boiler cooled down for men to remain ia it lo do \be 
work properly. But 1 believe the greateat cau1e of neglect in tbia mot1t 
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Important matter it ita belag geaerally looked upoa u a thaakle11a 10rt of 
job, the engine·maa always considering It an extra duty, for which he 
daime eitra allowance, and the master considering that he pays him 1ulll
c:iently to Include that work with hie other duties. The re1alll coaaequeat 
upon inattention to boiler cleaning, require no comment here; every prac· 
tiaed enginl'er being Wf'll uquainted with them, knows that ir actual 
esploeion does not bappea, the tear aad wear apon tboee parts moat 
apoeed to the lire muat be greatly increaeed, and ao keep ap a heary e:i
penee fD repairs, iDdPpendent Of the immeDlle quantity Of eltra rue) that ii 
required to kePp np the 1tPam. 

.. I trust tbeaeremarkl will suffice to draw the attention of the Inetltatlon 
to !hie Tery important subject, and that the proprietors of 1team·power 
may be con•lnced that the small ntra outlay required to make the boilel"I 
perfectly ..re, 'll'ill be more than repaid by the economy ha working." 

ON THE FALLACIES OF THE ROTARY ENGJNB. 
Before entering oa this consideration of the subject, the President ha· 

Tiled Mr. Onions, who ia not a member or the In1titation, to deet"ribe a 
diac engine, of which be la the invPntor, and to stale wherein It differed 
from other rotary enginee, He claimed fur bis engine a superiority onr 
Ule crank principle in power and BBTing of fuel; the chief peculiarity, 
howenr, being an improvement in the mode of packing, ao (u wu 
alleged) u to make it1 parll perfectly tight. !'tfr. Onions uaerted, that 
the Ion of power in the aee of the crank wu estimated by 1ome eminent 
men at ,\th•. This, he stated, wu aaved by his engine. There wu no 
friction, and yet by this mode of packing;, all leakage was obTiated.
After a few remarks condemnatory of the principle, the President pro
ceeded to read hie paper OD this subject. A1 the nplanationa were ac
companied by references to diagram•, we adopt ao much of the paper u 
will giYe an idea of Mr. StepbeD10o'1 argument. He remarked that, as 
all le•era gaYe out their power at right angles to their fulcrums, it would 
be aeeo that a right-angle line from the connecting-rod to the centre of the 
beam would be the true meuure of the length of the beam when the crank 
wu at balf·1troke-tberefore, the Jirtb uf half the length of the beam 
would be gained by the piston-end or the bum. The crank being S feet 
long, the up and down stroke of the pi1too would be 12 feet; the crank
pin would, of course, hue pasaed through a 1pace of nearly 111 feet. 
Now, a weight hanging upon a drum nearly 4 feet diameter, would 
balance the aame weight on the piston·end of the beam ; each would 
mo•e at the same nlocity, and pan through the same apace in the same 
lime. It would be obaerfed, that from C tu D on the diagram waa a little 
more than one-third longer than from G to D ; it would, therefore, be 1eea 
that the weight at the pi1too-eud of the beam bad a little more thaa one· 
third ad•antage our 1be weight of the drum. And it would alao be lePD 
that from C to E wu half-way from half-stroke to the bollom cl'ntre ; at 
tbia portion of the stroke the leverage of the crank would be nearly 2 fttt. 
The increased power that nisled io the crank from half-stroke to this point 
would gradually be lost from E to H ; it wu, tberpfore, clearly provPd 
that no power was 1011 by the craok-motioo. u the weii:ht1 reaohed them· 
eelvee into a airuple lever. There would be a little 10111 of power whPD the 
togioe wu turning the centres, which is compenealed for at the connectiug
rod eud or the beam by the aegmeot of the right-angle line. Now a rotary 
engine could only give out ill power on the arm like any other le•er; and 
If th piatoa paa&ed through a 1pace of 19 feet, it would just balance a 
weight equal to the same power pauing throuith the same epace. The 
Preaident, in cootiuuatiua, aaid that ao man could impron the lenr ; it 
wu uaeleY to talk at that lime of day of the 1011 of power by the crank : 
there wu ao aucb losa. He uked, what bad been the performance of Mr. 
Ooioaa' eagiae at Derby, where it waa tried r 
· Mr. 01uo11s aa.id. that ia those e:iperimente the 1ulng wu eqni•aleat to 
llO per cent. Would the Preaidl'at belie•e the fact if he aaw itT 

The PRESIDENT, with good-humoured warmth, eulaimed, "No, I 
wouldn't, Sir. I would believe I waa mad first, or that there wu magic 
in the esperimeut.'' 

Mr. MILLE&, of Blackwall, remarked that there wu ao loss of power 
by the crank; and he might also add that nobody, be beliHed, objected 
to the principle of the rotary-engine, l'Scept ao far u regarded the diffi· 
culty, or ratber the impouibility, of packing it perfectly tight. No doubt 
the rolafJ-eagine bad ill adT&otagea, such u ill application to the tcrew 
lo marine engineering, aad wbere•er •mall space and coaaiderable power 
wu DeceHal'J; bat the rock upon which ioventort aplit, was the packing. 
He would u IOOD think of inventing perpetual moliOD u a( o•en:om.iag 
tllat dilllculty. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 
Nolnfr- Ille ProcHdirig1 o.f Ille Mttliag Mid al StollfllH, 4.,.,1, 1848. 

APPLIOATJO!f or HaATJ11> GA.au ....011 FvuAcEB.-At tbe Yatalafera 
lroa-worka near Swaotea, uder the managemeu\ of Mr. Budd, a nlaable 
application baa beea made of the heated gate• that are usually permitted to 
eacape from blut furnaces. The heated guee are in the fint inatanee con. 
ducted through horizontal pauaget at the top into a atoTe, where they beat 
the compreaaed air in its panage to \be furnace to form the hot hint. The 
air whicb ii cunveyed to the aton in a coovnlutioo of pipn ii heated in thi1 
maaaer &o about 7000 or 800". Tbe heated gua after ha'ring dOAe duty ha 

the ltoTe, are conducted andtr the boilen of the engine employed for eoa
pre .. lng the air, aad esperlence bu proved that the boilen can be heated ia 
thia manner more efl'tctively thaa by fuel, with the additional ,adTUtage 
that there ii no corroaion of the iron. Only one of •he boilen at the 
Yatalalera worka la u yet fitted up in thi1 manner, but the uperimeat bu 
anawered so well, that all the builen will ahortly be heated la a dmilar 
manner 1 and thua the power for compreaaing the air and the means of b.eai. 
Ing It will be procured by a1ing the mere wute heat of the fumacea. The 
"hot-blut" will by thia meaa1 coll literally nothing, and it ii Htimated 
that ir the plan he carried out throuBh all tbf' iroa-worka in England aad 
Walet, there will he an annual 11Ting or .£1,200,000, without takiag into 
accaunt the uring ariaing from the diminiahed wear of the irua ha &he 
boilen and the heating tohea. Even thia uviag might he iacreued, for a& 
preeent the heated gues are permitted to eacape uncoaaumed ; and by a 
judiclom admilaloo of air to aupply the required o:iygea for combuatioa, &ht 
heated gue1 might be adnntqeoualy baraed. Ia thi1 maaaer aome of &be 
furuacea in Belgium were economically managed several yeara ago, the heal 
of the coo1amed guea being employed in variom procea1e1. 

A Da!' Co1tDDIBL-Mr. J01eph Price made a commoaicatloa la the 
Mechaalcal Section, of a plan that he bu lately adopted lo the coaatruetioD 
of marine eogin11, and which he then made public for the lint time. The 
enginee coaatructed by Mr. Price combine the elfecll of high. pre11are aad of 
condeaaing engiaea. The 1team ii worked at a preaaure of about 20 lb. to 
the aquare iach, aad It 111011 from the cylinder, after haring done ill work 
there, iato a dry coadeater. Tbe coodenaer conailta of a chambf'r contaiaiag 
ae•eral pipes, through which the water pauea u the veaael la prof'e}led for
ward, and by thil meaaa lbe pipe1 are kept cool. The ateam emitted from 
the cylinder meetl, u Mr. Price upreued It, with a "cold reception" in the 
condenaiag chamber, aad the water of the condensed •team collectt at the 
bottom, whence it i1 forced 1gaio into the boiler by a amall force-pomp. ID 
thia manner the boiler ii constantly aupplied with fresh water, nea at aea, 
aad there ia coaaequently no lacru1tatioa. Thia arrangement oftbe coadenaer 
would admit of the use of 1pirill of wine laatead of water, if the wute by 
leakage could he avoided. 

Low-Pzsaa1111.s Anro&PRH.IC RAtLYAT.-A large model of a low. 
pre11ure atmoapheric railway wu eshibited in the Mechanical Section, by ill 
ianator, M. Sun•~ Io tbll plaa the original mode of atmoapbtric pro
pulsion i1 adopted, the carriaget aad pauengera being all lncloaed witbla the 
atmo1pheric pipe. It ii propoted, however, to couatruct theatmoapbericcalTert 
of brick-work, and it la to be illuminated by wiadowa; IO tba\ the panengen, 
though incloaed, will aot be e:icladed from daylight. A ahield ii hed to 
the carriagea, agaia1t which the preaaure of the atmosphere ii to an ; and u 
the requlaite pre11ure aeed only be very low, there ii no aeceality to be 
particular about the ahleld being air·tight at the edget-lndeed, it ill ia&eDded 
that it ahould move without aay friction against the aides. Witb. m area 
large eaoagh to admit lhe ralh1 ay carriaga, It ii calculated that a praaure 
of ai.J:.tentbl of an inch would be aufllcieat for ordinary 1peet11, aad it ii 
propOled to obtain that amount of eshaaation by large pumps formell aome
thing like guometen, which work up aad down in water, aad e:ipel tb.e air 
from the large pipe. The eatimate for comtructiDg a rail11ay of thia k.iad ii 
£7 ,000 per mile. 

Tua lao?J PaoD'17C• or Pstm&TLVAlUA.-lt wu dated by Profeaor 
Rogen, of Peanaylvania, la the Geological Section, that the annual quantity 
of iron produced in that llate e:iceeda the whole annual produce of Solllh 
W alet; the eatimated quantity being 700,000 toaa. 

Tua CoLO'O'aJNG PaoPSaTT or MADDEL-Dr. Edward Schuck pre
aeated to the Chemical Section bit third report oa the colouring property of 
madder. The estractive matter of madder-root coataina ae•ea llil!'ereat 1ab. 
1tancea, only oue of which, however-the alizarine-i1 of nlue for Ill colour; 
all the othen, indeed, tend to impair the colour fielded by alizariae 1 aad 
the chief me ia adding lime to madder la dyeing ii, that It combinea with 
the other auhataacea, aad readen them harmle... Potan, or other alkalia, 
would hHe a aimilar el!'ect; hut u lime la cheaper, there would be 1111 
adnntage gained ia 1ab1titatiag alkalies. It wu 1ngge1ted that a practic:al 
application might be made of the aaal11ia, by extracting the aliu.rine ha a 
teparate state, freed from the injurious adjuaetl, ia which coaditioa it WP 
b.oped a better and more durable pigment might be obtained, eapec:ially ia 
the madder lakea. The uperimentl ban, howeTer, beea ao recenU, made, 
\hat no practical re1ult1 caa u yet be expected. 

TB• BnsCT or L1oaT 11t PsorooaAPRT.-M. Claadet and Mr. Hut 
brought before the Chemical Section some curiom facts relative to the el'ed 
of ligbt oa photog,..pblc picture.. Io taking a Daguerreotype picture, it ii 
well known that the plate, aher being upoted for the proper time ia the 
camera, prennll no image, aad that It ii not till after esposare to &be 
Yapour of mercury that \be plc\are la developed. M. Claudet bu ucertaiDed 
tha' the red, yellow, and orange raya ha•e nearly tbe qme elfect u mereaTf 
npoor ; and that oo a plate expoied to tho1e rays, after hulng beea iD the 
camera, the picture ii dneloped nearly u powerfully u where men:ury ii 
used. Not only haTe the red,oraoge,aad yellow nya the property of hrill1· 
ing out the iarilible picture, bat they act also u accelleraton, ia the ame 
..,,ay u bromine ; thu1, if 1 prepared plate be espoted ia the camen too 
ahon 1 time to produce a dlatiact picture by mercury npour alone, the 
elfect may be iDcreued, and the picture be rendered distinct by upoaore Ml 
yellow, onnge, or red light. Bed light aloae, however, 1eem1 to produce DO 

dfect on a 1emiti•e Daguerroot)'pll plate, aad tome carioua lmap ot &le 
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an11, r eddenrd by 1 London fog. were exhibited by M. ClllUdet, which exem
plilled tha& fact In a remarkable manner, for the 1un appeared as a black 
apot iD a lominou1 1ky. ID an image of the aolar 1pectrum the red ray1 
were black, the orange and yellow dark, and the brigbte1t paru werr thoae 
la the blne and 'iolet banda of the spectrom, and in a space considerably 
beyond the extent of h1minou1 ray1. Mr. Hunt announced that the resu!U 
al inte1tigatlo111 in which be ia atill en1taged lead him to the concluaion 
dial light bu no part In the production of photographic pictures, and that 
in fa~ light obakucta the formation of aucb picturea instead of producing 
lbem. Io confirmation of thia opinion, he atatcd that when auempting to 
take the aolar spectrum on photographic paper, all parta of the paper were 
blackened escepting that whereon the spectrum fell, the paper on that part 
huiog been protected from change by the action of light. 

lhnuL GVAHo.-Aa the aources of animal guano brcome nbauated, 
lrab auppliet of that manue are diaconred in the 111ineral kingdom, which 
promiae to lut for ages. The di1conry of a large bed of phosphate of lime 
ta Spain wu two years ago conaidered an important addition to agricultural 
wealth, but since that time bed1 of pbo1pbate of lime baTe been found much 
IDClre available, and Captain Ibbetson in a recent examination of the grren 
.-d formation of the Isle of Wight bu disco,ered a rich atratom of the 
mineral manure, cootai ning about 30 per cent. of phosphate of lime. Al tbia 
k very acce11ible, it promiaea to become of great value, and there is no douht 
ihat 1imilar atores of the phosphate may be be found in other par11 where 
the green 1111d formation la lituated. 

BBCHSTEB OP KEW PATEllT&. 

EXPANSIVE ROTARY STEAM-ENGINE. 
BoszBT Wn.so1', M.A., of Greenock, for "/mpr~ in cer

laira kinda of rotary •team-enginu, part of which imprmieme11ta are 
applicable lo rotary enginu tDO'l'ked by U!aler or by the wind; alllo an 
improoement in .afety-oolvu f<>r ltetun-OOilera." -Granted January 
18; .Enrolled July 13, 184.8. 

The chief object of this inventiun is to introduce the principle 
of working steam expansively into rotary engines. This is proposed 
to be effected by cau11ing the steam which has first acted by impact 
in one direction against the vanes of a wheel, to operate again by 
reaction in opposite directions in issuing out of the intervals 
between the vanes. 'J'.he figure represents a side elevation of an 
engine coostnwted acoording to this part of the invent.ion, and 

la&Ylng ooe-lialf of the cover or side removed, in order to exhibit 
t.he internal construction. The circulB1' case is rendered steam
ti&ht, and has an entrance-pasBSge at I, for the steam. There is 
Ill.BO an eduction-passage at K, throu~h which the steam in an 
ezpanded state is Bllowed to p888 away mto the air, or else into a 
eandenaer; and although the induction-pll888ge k appears very 
near to the entrance-p~e I, yet the steam does not J>Rss directly 
iO K, but puae1 nearly all round within the case, in order to impel 
the vanes g g, by acting over and over again with more and more 
eq>IUIAive action at several different places around, within the 
elrcumfuence of the case, in succession, before the steam arrives 
ill a nq eqanded state at t.he ed•.i.ctioo-pauage K. In addition 

to the curved vanes g g1 there are other curved vanes r r, fixed 
within chambers n n, which the patentee calls reversing-chamben, 
and which with the said fixed vanes are for gi\'ing to the current 
of steam the directions in which it is to act over and over again 
against and between the curved vanes g g, of the wheel. Some of 
the reversing-chambers are disposed in an outer circle m m, which 
are also furnished with stationary vanes r r; the moving vanes g g, 
therefore revolve bet ween two separate circles of fixed vanes. All 
these vanes being truly arranged in their several circular rows, 
with the edges of the vanes in conformity therewith, the interior 
edges of the fixed vanes in m m, and the exterior edges of the 
vanes r r, in the chambers n n, are cloee to the edges of the moving 
vanes g g : but at no part of its circumference is it allowed to touch 
or come in contact with the fixed vanes r r. In order to give 
firmnea to the vanes, which are made of thin metal plate, they are 
united by means of fiat circular rings, which are as close as possible 
to the moving parts without actually touching. The effect of these 
rings is not only to strengthen the vanes, but also to subdivide the 
whole of the passages into narrow semicircular courses, in order to 
direct the currents of steam. The steam from the boiler enten 
the case at I, and is first directed into a curved course at m, which 
is divided into three spaces in order to compel the steam to proceed 
in three currents towards the axis of the wheel ; but owing to the 
curvature of the vanes, the three currents of steam, when they are 
passing out from those spaces, are cauaed to assume nearly the 
direction of tangents to the semicircular curvature of the moTiDg 
vanes g g, against which the steam will first make its impact by 
acting against the concave si~es, which deflect or turn the courae 
of the steam which now issues from the spaces between the vanes 
g g, at the interior circumference, and ls received into the chamber 
n', when the direction again becomes re\'ersed owing to the semi
circular curvature of the boundary of that chamber, so that the 
steam will be turned towards the vanes g g, proceeding in a tan
gential direction to the wheel in order to act again on the \'&De&!/ g, 
by impact. The steam, permitted to expand whilst in the reversrng 
chamber n', in its second impact will, therefore, be in an expanded 
state, and will enter into a greater number of spaces between the 
vanes g g, exerting a re-action in BO issuing, when it is again re
ceived into another reversing-chamber m3, wherein the steam i11 

still further expanded, and becomes again reversed in its direction 
to the chamber m•, from which it passes as before to chamber n", 
where it is still further expanded, reversed, and divided inte 
numerous streams continuing a similar course through the different 
chambers m3, n•, m' n•, and BO on throughout the circumference, 
being proportionateiy expanded in each chamber till at last it 
escapes through the eduction-passage K. By the continual impact 
and reaction of the steam, a rapid rotary motion is communicated. 
to the wheel. Another part of this invention relates to improTt
ments_ in rotary-engines of impact, the object of which being to 
combine together two revolving wheels, having curved vanes affixed 
to the wheels, in circular rows in a very similar manner to the 
vanes g g, already described, but the circular row of vanes is larger 
than on the other wheel, so that one circular row is surrounded bv 
the other. These two wheels are inclosed within a case, the vane>1 
in the one being reversed to that of the other. The current of 
steam which has passed through the curved spaces between the 
vanes of one wheel, and has changed its direction in so doing, will 
enter into the curved spaces between the vanes of the other wheel; 
and the steam in BO domg will act by impact and reaction to turu 
both wheels round, but in contrary directions of rotation. The 
fourth iml?rovement relates to rotary-en~nes to be worked 'by 
water or wmd, the mode of action being by impact and by re-action. 
They are arranged in a similar manner to the last described. The 
fifth and last part of these improvements relates to safety-valTN 
for steam-boilers, which the patentee constructs with column11 of 
mercury contained with a cluster of numerous tube& of iron or alus 
di11posed side by Bide, the passages through which tubes are 'kept 
effectually stopped by ha\·ing the orifices at their lower ends im
mersed to different levels beneath the surface of mercury, contained 
in a cistern to which the steam has admiBBion. The mercury wilJ 
effectually prevent any escape of steam, so long as the pressure is 
no greater than intended. But if the pressure of the steam depr'811 
the level of the mercury below the lower end of one of the tubt'!I, 
then the steam will force its way up that tube; and if the stea111 
still increases in preseure, the surface is depressed still lower, so ae 
to get below the level of the lower end of another tube, and so on ; 
more of the tubes will become opened, one after another, as the 
pressure may require. 

( 
' 
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PROPELLING BLADES. 
GABDINEB Srow, late of King-street, Cheapside, now ofNew 

York, gentleman, for " I mprQCementa in apparatus fO'I' propelling 
ahipa and other vuaels." (A communication.)-Granted January 11; 
Enrolled July 11, 18-1.8. 

In this invention an attempt is made to combine the screw-pro
peller with the paddle-wheel. The propeller, though placed at the 
sides of the ve&St'l, like the paddle-wheel, is formed on the screw 
principle. Its form consists of a series of curved blades, set at an 
angle of 45° with the propeller-shaft, which is placed parallel with 
the vessel's course, similar to the ordinary screw-propeller; but 
instead of bein~ submerged, it is sustained by bearings projecting 
from the vessels sides (there being one on each side of the vessel), 
at such a height from the line of fiotation, that simply the curved 
blade, or about one-seventh of the whole diameter, will be immersed. 
These curved blades are severally portions of a screw, and a.re sup
ported from the shaft by radial arms, being further strengthened 
by stays extending in the direction of the length of the shaft. 
These propeller-shafts are each furnished with "bevelled wheels, 
which gear into corresponding wheels on the main or engine-shaft 
lying a.cross the vessel, as the ordinary/addle-shaft. As these pro
Pellers are caused to rotate, the curve blades will be successively 
brought into contact with the water, one end thereof entering first, 
the concurrent angle propelling the vessel onwards, and as it leaves 
the water, the next blade in succession will be immersed, main
taiDing a continuous and uninterrupted propelling power. 

MARINE STEAM-BOILERS. 
TeoHAS, EARL oP Dt.:NDONALD, Vice-Admiral in Her Majesty's 

Navy, for "lmprovemenu in marine steam-boilers and apparatll8 
connect«l therewith."-Granted February 11 ; Enrolled August 11, 
IMS; 

The principal features of this invention are the application to 
marine-boilers of the principle adopted for consuming the smoke 
in other boiler-furnaces, by admitting a stream of hot air 
behind the bridge, to burn the gaseous products, and the removal 
of the steam-chest from the top of the boiler to the end of it, 
thereby lessening the height. His lordship claims seven separate 
parts, which may be thus briefly noticed. Firstly :-The more 
perfect combustion of the gaseous products at their entrance 
mto a tube-chamber, constructed according to a former pntent 
granted tu him by combining a stream of undecom~osed hot air 
with such products. Secondly, the constructing boilers with the 
steam-reservoir placed belo"" the level of the water in the boiler 
in lieu of the steam-chest as usually constructed above the boiler. 
Thirdly, the drying of the steam by its being exposed to a portion 
of the fire-place, or by passing the fiue or chimney through it. 
He claims, Fourthly, a mode of preventing the priming of stenm
boilers by means of a plate or separator placed within the boiler, 
the end being below the surface of the water in the boiler. 
Fifthly, the right of making and using a spirnl or centrifugal sepa
rator; which, however, may be made square or other shape, and 
still retain the principle of the invention-namely, the sep11ration 
of the water from the steam, and the mode of carrying off such 
separated water back to the boiler, without being obstructed by 
a contrary current of steam, by means of a pipe or channel from 
such spiral separator to the boiler. Sixthly, he claims a mode 
of working thelrupellers of steam-vessels by means of short pro
peller-shafts. nd, lastly, a mode of constructing boat-boilers and 
apparatus. 

VALVES AND PLUGS. 
JoHN FnEDERJCJl BATEMAN, of Manchester, for "certain im

fWOt;tmn!U in ooltJU or plug11fO'I' the fKUllOge of fDflter or other jluitk." 
-Granted January 18; Enrolled July J!j, 11148. 

The chief object of this invention is to make a valve suitable 
for the water-pipes, the vulve being made of smaller specific 
~avity than water, and being opened by being forced down by a 
plug. The claims of the pntentee will sufficiently explain the 
structure of the valve. He claims, first, the application for the 
~eage , of water and other liquids, of a globular valve1 of a 

,..,_,1g.11ter specific gravity than water, constructed of a coatmg of 
vulcanised india-rubber, gutta perchaf or other suitable elastic 
11ubstance, so that the valve shall be c osed by the pressure of the 
liquid. Secondly, the use and application of a globular valve of 
the same or a greater specific gravity than the fluid, constructed 
with a coating of vulcanised india-rubber or other elastic substance, 
10 that the valve shall be closed without the aid of machinery, by 

......... 
... 

the pressure of the liquid. Thirdly, the opening of the valve 
against the pressure of the liquid. by means of a plug or key, 
through which the liquid will fiow from the valve, the plug or key 
being attached to the fixed part, without the aid of any screw or 
thread. 

PREPARATION OF BAR-IRON'. 
WILLIAM RussELL, of Lydbrook, Gloucestershire, iron-muter, 

for "an improvement in the preparation of such bar-iron tU u u.ttd 
in the manufacture of certain kinda of nllHron."-Granted January 
29; Enrolled July29, 1848. 

This invention may be very brie1ly described. The object is to 
remove from the surface of ordinary bar-iron the spill or llC8le, 
which is found to be very injurious in making the billets from which 
wire-rod-iron and horse-shoe-nail rod-iron are manufactured. 
The scnle is removed by passing the bar-iron through a kind of 
draw-plate called a "cleanser," composed of grooves formed in the 
shape of the letter "v." In conducting the oeeration, the iron is 
first made into lumps of about one hundredweight and a qwu-ter. 
It is then removed to the hammer, where it is reduced by hammer
ing to short bars of five or six inches square. It is next p885ed 
through the rolls in the usual manner, and reduced to 6ars of 
about one inch and a quarter square. In passing through the two 
last and finishing grooves in the rolls, opposite which the cleanser 
is placed, the lower half is slightly lowered in order to admit of 
the ent1ance of the bar to the rolls which draw the bar through. 
During this finishing operation pressure is exerted to bring up 
the cleanser by means of the lever and shaft, thereby scraping 
the iron on all its four sides, and effectually removing all the spill 
and acale from the surface. The bar is then passed over the upper 
roll, and is introduced through a smaller groove in the rolle, when 
the operation of scraping is repeated, as before. 

THE GRESHAM PROFESSORSHIP. 

We have seen with great regret the decision as to the Profesaor
ship of Geometry in Gresham College, because it is an indication 
of a return tu the old system, which it was held forth should be 
abandoned, and the College restored to its former efficiency and 
rank in the scientific world. A decision more lamentable than 
that now made could hardly have been come to, for it is a total 
abnegation of scientific attainment and exertion as a qualification 
for the Professorship. 

Among the candidates were Professor Moseley, the Rev. :Morgan 
Cowie, Mr. Potts the Rev. Pelham Dale, and Mr. Edkin. 

Professor Mo11eiey took high honours in mathematics at Cam
bridge, is the author of a work on the " Mechanical Principles of 
Engineering; and is a professor in King's Colll'ge, London. 

The Rev. Morgan Cowie took higher honours, and was the 
senior wrangler of his year. He was afterwards elected Fellow of 
St. John's College, and Moderator of the Examinations in the 
University of Cambridge. He now bolds the appointment of 
Principal in the Colle_ge for Civil Engineers. 

Mr. Potts and the Rev. Pelham Daie have devoted themselves 
to mathematical studies, and have published papers on 1cientific 
subjects. 

Mr. Edkin took a law degree at Cambridge, and has 1ince been 
a teacher in the City of London School. 

The Gresham Committee have appointed Mr. Edkin to the va
cant Professorship. 

It is not attempted to be put forward that Mr. Edkin ill entitled 
on the ground of his scientific superiority, but he is llBid to have 
given satisfaction as a master in the School. It may be added, 
that he is related to an infiuential member of the Common
Council 

It may happen, albeit .Mr. Edkin has as yet given no proof of 
his competency, that he may make as good a profesaor aa Mr. 
Moseley or Mr. Cowie; but whether he do or not, the 'appoiDtmeDt 
is equally unjustifiable. 

These professorships are not simply oppointments of men oom
petent to discharge the duties, but they are rewards for previoaa 
exertion; and when properly awarded, their beneficial inJfuellee ia 
great, because, as all candidates must comply with the condit.ion Of 
having given practical and public proofs of competency and dit
tinction, a vowerful stimulus is given to the industry of theae wbo 
are enterpr1Sing, and there is a curb on the indolent. 

In Univeraity College, the way in which the appointment• ll't 
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made is very simple. A committee is appointed, not of members 
of the Council, but of the professors of the faculty in question, 
who draw up a report, stating the education of the candidate, the 
honours he has taken, the appointments he has held, the works he 
has published and the character of them, and the unpublished irss., 
illustrative of his studies and researches, which he has submitted 
to them. Thus all the materials for coming to an impartial deci
sion as to the merits of the candidates are laid befo1e the Council, 
and their appointment is made in accordance with the report. 
There can, therefore, by this system, be no canvassing and no 
jobbery. 

The Trustees of Gresham College have not adopted any such 
Course, and they have not even the poor and usual plea of favour
ing a member of their own College, because their College hu no 
alumni. 

The appointment resolves itself into the ~oss breach of a public 
trust, and it is necessary that measures should be taken to prevent 
it.i recurrence. The University of London has no legal jurisdic
tion in this case, but it has a moral interest in seeing justice done; 
and we recommend that a memorial should be addressed to the 
senate, and another to the Committee of Co•rncil on Education, 
prayilljf that they will take measures to obtain relief. These 
memonals should be signed numerously by literary, scientific, and 
professional men, and hy citizens of London, and they may result 
m some better system for the future. It will be easy for the Uni
venity of London to provide for the examination of future candi
dates, leaving the appointments to the Trustees, who will thus be 
put under a moral and public responsibility, to which they are not 
now subjected. 

If Gresham College were properly administered, how useful 
might it be to the younger professional men and mechanics of the 
metropolis. The Chair of Geometry, once held by Briggs and 
Wren, ought not to be without a competent successor; and by 
giving an evening course of proper lectures, great benefit• would 
be conferred, and the very serious want of mathematical instruc
tion in some degree be supplied. Those who know the good that 
has been done by Lord Brougham's Evening Classes for School
masters, at University College, would earnestly wish the system of 
cheap evening instruction to be extended. As a recent example of 
the way in which these classes work, we may mention that a school 
has been opened in the Mechanic's Institution, under the direction 
of one of these graduates, and in which the children of memben 
are taught at fourpence per week. 

Those who advocate literary institutions for the working-classes 
have been seriously impreued by the evident consequences of 
giving desultory instruction, which prevails in such places, and 
which has the tendency of unsettling rather than of strengthening 
the minds of young men; but no measures have been taken to 
establish colleges or institutions in which, for a guinea a-year, one 
or two lectures shall be given, in re~ar courses, on the higher 
branches of education in the faculties usually known as wits and 
philosophy. This can be done and ought to be done. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
TM Ord111111c11 Map1 are now undergoing the proce11 of being electrotyped; 

they are to be aold at the low price of 21. per ab .. et, or Gd. per quarter· 
1beet, and are to be isaoed as they are electrotyped, qoartrrly. The 6rst 
eerie& ha1 jnat bl'eD published, and comprisee part of Middleaes, Kent 
Surrey, 8011n:, Lancaabire,.and Cheshire. 

Tiu Metropolita. Se10tr• .Ace bu pused the Hoose of Commooa, and ia 
now ID the Lorde. The purport of the Act is to embrace into one Commie· 
sloo all the Commisalooa in Middlesex, Surrey, and Keat, e1ceptiog the 
City and the Regeot'e·park Commi•ion ;-why the latter ie to be omitted, 
we are at a lou to coo~ive. The measure, which we long ago adYocated, 
will be incomplete if that diYiaion be not included, u the district run~ 
right through and biaecll the Weatmioeter divlaioa. It hu a sewer of 
ample capacity and depth to drain all the upper dlvisieo of the old 
Weatminster Commi•ion. It commeocee near Primrote·hill, passes 
tbroogb the Yiclnity of Regent'•·park, Portland·place, Regeot·strert, 
and Cbarlog·croae, and diacbargea its contents In the Thamee near White· 
hall and Scotland·yard. If tranavel'H sewen be formed in the New. 
road, O:i:ford .. treet, and Piccadilly, nearly the whole of the Boroullh of 
Marylebone and We&tminllter may be drained Into it, without any great 
e:i:pense being incurred. We trust it ii not too late to iotrodnee that <.:om· 
mi8sion into the Act. The district of the new Commi11ion is to e1tend 
&o the diatance of 11 milea in a straight line from St. Paul's Cathedral. 
We d1> not like thl idea of the Commiseioa being empowered to make 
their own bye-1aw1 u to pe11altit11-tbia ii Tery objectionable, to HY tho 
leut or it. 

• 

Payru'1 Proct11 for rendtring Wood Fireproqf.-Oo Wedoetday, 
August 2, an esperimeot wu e1hibited at Whitehall-wharf, Westminster, 
for tl'aliog Mr. Payne's patent proceH for rendering wood fireproof, and 
for showing that hia wood.prt'aerviog process ia aa l'lfl'ctoal for the 
~reaenatioD of wood from deatructiOD by fire ll8 from the ravagee or 
1osects, dry.rot, ate. Two small houBes were constructed, one of ordinary 
deals well dried, and the other of deals prepartd by Mr. :Payne's proceas, 
and each filled with fire-wood and ahuiogs. Both were kindled at the 
same time. The house composed of the unprotected wood caught lire 
Yery aooo, and iD about half an boor was completely cooaum!'d; while the 
PaJDeized house remained ataodiog nearly aa perfect ae eYer,-tbe fire in 
it having gone oot of ii.elf, and left only aome slight marks of charring 
oD the ioaide of the boards. The liquid employed by Mr. Payne (by 
preference) is sulpburet of barium or calcium. 

Tiie Couierrion qf Diamond i1do Cokt.-Profeaaor Faraday lately gne a 
lecture o!' this. •obj.eel at the Royal foatitotion, in consequence of M. 
J~cqoela10. having, 10 the counie of. last year, succeeded iD coDvertiog 
diamond rnto a aubataoce poe1ess1og the appearance, physical cha· 
ract•r, and electrical properties of coke by the following proceH :
Having attached a piece of bard gas.retort carbon to the positive wire of 
Buoseo'a battery of 100 element~, be placed OD it a email piece of 
diamond. He tbP.D arm•d the nellative wire with a cone of the same car
bon, and, by de:i:teroos manipul1&tioo, enveloped the diamond wilb electric 
flame. After a short iote"al, the diamond uod!'rweot a aort of ebullition, 
became diaiotegrated, eofteoed, and waa actual coke. (Co.iptu Rt11d111, 
Jone 14, 1847; .An. de Cllimu, tom. u., p. 469).-0o tbia e:i:periment 
Prof. Farad1&y made the following observations. I . .A1 to IM property 
po!UtUtd by certai11 111batanu1 to aaltf111t totally di.fferntl forrru tcltllotit 
a11dergoiNg a.y chmtical cl&anrt. The Profeasor 11dYerted to the caae 
of sulphur, which bl'comea brittle when suddenly cooled from its 6n1t 
elate of fusion, but is sof'l and vliable wbeD similarly cooled from it1 
second elate of fusioo.-2 • .A1 lo 1111 -ru qf luat nnpl6ytd. Profe1ao1 
Faraday dwelt on the beauty and power of the voltaic arc as a furnace, 
showing by e:i:perimeot that diamond could be horned into carbonio acid 
gu by means of a current of osygeD llH directed OD it when highly 
heated. The Profeaaor atated that neither thil beat nor any abort of that or 
the voltaic battery, e:i:cept that of the aolar lens, was sufficient to coDvert 
diamond into coke. The foaion of rock crystal by a current of osygen 
sent through 110 ether llame wu noticed; and il wu shown that thi1 
powerful beat was inferior in inteoaity to that of the battery.-S. Tiii 
condition of Ille diamond wht11 lhK• co11.,erltd i11lo cokt. It becoml's ab
solutely lighter. 1'he spec. gr. of ordinary diamond ia 3 968 ;-wbeD. 
changed into coke ita epec. gr. ia 2·679. It loaee its iosulatiDg power. 
Profe88or Faraday here alluded to aome e:i:perimeots by M. Karsten 
.Arcllieu du Scu11ces, 1847), pro•iog that certain compound bodies were 
coodoctors or not according to their preparation. He stated that thia wu 
the only case aoalogona to carboo.-4 • .A1 to tM plliloaopllJf qf IM cl&angc 
of the dillmond'1 llr11el11rt. lll'ferriog to M. Gaaaiot'a demonatration that 
the heat ie greatest at the positiYe pole of the battery, Profesaor Faraday 
suggested the poasibility that the particles of diamond might, under the 
io6ueoce of the intense heat, tend to form .apoor baYing a sensible and 
a1si1ting espansive force, and that in their a:i:ial position ae rl'garded the 
enveloping discharge they might usome a atate having relation to a dia· 
magnetic coudition. He requested to be understood, however, a11 offering 
this idea merely RI a philosophical conjecture. Finally, be referred to 
Graham'• aoppositioo, that the difference between diamond and coke 
might depend on their known difference of 1peci6c beat.--Io reference 
to the aboYe esperimeots of M. Jacquelaio, on the conversion of di11mond 
into coke, Mr. Numytb states, in a communication to the Mini11g Jo11rnal, 
that be "bad long since discovered that coke wa1 diamond, in as fu ae 
that coke is poasell!led of ooe of the moat 111ef11I and remarkable properties 
of diamond in respect to its power of c11tting glass-owing, doubt· 
lesa, to the estreme bardocsa of ita ultimate particles, or minute 
crystals of which a masa of coke is formed. We are apt to consider 
coke ae a aoft sobatance, because we can croab it, and pulverise it 
with facility ; but if we eumine into the actual bardne88 of the minute, 
plate·formed cryetala, which compose a mus of that substance we 
eball find that they are posseued of a most remarkable degree of hard· 
Deas, and can clll glue with that clean-looking cot which la so peculiar to 
the di111oood." He feels certain, that when the e:i:treme diamond-like 
hardness of coke ia made known, that the fact will be laid bold of, and 
turned to good account as a most cheap material for all grinding porposee, 
auch as required for many procease~ in the an-to eay nothing of ita 
useful application to the sharpening of a razor, as a very superior strop 
powder; for which porpoae, however, the coke must be reduced by 
eoigation to the moat minute 1&nd impalpable powder. 

Doeer Refuge Harbo11r.-Tbi1 great national work ie progressing with 
mncb spirit, and begins to show what it will be. The first portion, 800 
feet of a muaive aea-wall, has been contracted for by Me11rs. Lee of Lou· 
don; and the works are carried on under the auperiotendence of their 
agent, Mr. Scott. The plan i1 that of Mr. James Walker, the eminent 
eollineer; and the eiecutioo of the engineering department alao devolvra 
on him 11Dd bis partner, Mr. linrgeaa. The works now e:i:tend UO feet 
into the sea, and the curve to the eutward has been commenced. 0De 
diYiDg·bell was lately put into requiaition in the proce88 of levelling the rocks 
for the fooodatioo, and another will be speedily brought into uae. Of the 
lmmenae qautity of 1to111 (81600 tons) which has been landed here wilhi11 
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a few month•, nearly one-half hu already been pot down. The blocks 
are nniformly of large dimendiona, aome eueeding 10 tone weight. 

S11ttd,rla11d Docb.-The ei:tensiYe workl now in progreu for the for· 
mation of the new docks al Sunderland are proceeding in tbe moat r11pid 
and succeuful manner. The eea baa been mo1t elFectiYely banked out of 
the tidlll buin, and nearly the whole length of the large dook ; and there 
ia lhe fullest confidence that this gigantic nndertaking will be brought to 
a euccessful completion within the time li1ed ; and, what is still more un
usual, there i1 a well-grounded npectation that it will be liniahed 
considerably within tbe estimated cost. The works begin to bue a noble 
appearance, and when liniabed will be a magni6cent undertaking. A 
dock of this magnitude, gained from the sea within tbe range of the tide1, 
ia an enterprise now proYed to be practicable, and a 111.fe undertaking. 

Blaati11g Roclr•.-The Plyr11011th. Time• ob1erYe1: "The Tut improvement 
efl'ected in the mode of blasting limestone rock in 1bi1 port, within tbe last 
87 years, is almost surpassing belief. Lut week, with a charge of 
l cwt. of powder, placed iu a bole in the rock, 18 feet deep, uo leu than 
1,000 tone of limestone rock were blastt'd at one blast, and that, loo, 
without any accident occurring to the man engaged iu llring tbe rock, He 
wu 1ix hours engaged iu tbe operation, and was eeven timee pulled up 
from the aide of the bole to the top of the quarries, before the llre look 
ell'ect, and this bu1e blaat was made." 

Opnai111 of Railway•.-Tbe Cheater and Holyhead Railway wu, with 
th~ exception of St miles adjoining the Mena! Straill, opened on Tuesday, 
Angust ht., tbrougbout, for good• and puaenger traffic.-Tbe Leed11, 
Dewebury, and Mancbeeter Railway, lesaeniug tbe dietance between tbe 
former and lattrr town 111 miles, wu opened for public traffic on the 4th of 
Aaguet.-Tbe opening of the Roueia and Dieppe line took place on Satur
day, July 29.-Tbe Caatlecary branch of the Caledouian Railway wu 
opened for public traffic on Monday, Aaguet 7, th 01 completing the direut 
line between London, Perth, Dundee, Arbroath, aud Montroee. Tbe 
expreu train from Dundee arrlYed at the Eu1ton-1quare terminu1 ill U 
hours, and from Arbroath iu Uf houre. 

.A Nt111 T11r11-Tablt bu been iDYented by Mr. TurilT, of the Vulcan 
Foundry, Pai1ley. An engine and tender, weighing 16 ton1, placed on 
one of the turu 0 table1, can be turned by two men by meane or two wbeel
pnlleys, with comparatiYe eaee, in about a minute aud a half, without any 
jar. The great ad•antage of tbia in•ention of Mr. Turift"'a ie, that with 
former turn·tablee there were two frictions, while with tbie table there la 
only one ; it ie relieved by a pewerful weight resting ou the centre, which 
containe foar large bolll, that lift the table from tbe side rail• beneath. 
The machinery ie •ery eimple, composed of mauiH beam' of iron, and 
can be worked by circular rollere, in cue• of emergency. The turn-table 
iteelf ie 16 feet ia diameter, weighs 26 toDl1 and auata.101 61 ton1 re•ohing 
weight. 

l11duraltd Gyp•u..-It ie known that calcined gypsum, after being 
moistened with a aolution of alum and again burnt, acquires much greater 
hardneu and aolidity. M. Kreating recommend• for the same purpose a 
tolution of I lb. of boru in 9 lb. of water, which ie poured oYer the c11l· 
cined fragmenll of gypeum. They are then kept at 1 etrong red beat for 
eh: boun, 1.1round to a powder and worked. The elf"ect ie said to be still 
better if a pound of tartar and twice Iha quantity of water are added to 
tJie eolution.-Liebig'• .A1111111ttt. 
~JUU111-bridg1 al Niqara FalU.-Tbe .Albally Jo11r11al elates that 

the fuot·bridge at the Falla was to be ready for crouing on the 4tb of 
July:-" lt con1i1t1 of 16 cables; the number of etranda in each cable, 
600; ultimate teneion, 8,600 tons; capacity of the bridge, 600 tons ; 
number or etranda in the ferry cable, 17 ; diameter of the eable, ithe or 
an inch; height or •lone tower, 68 ft. 1 in.; height of wood tower for 
ferry, 60 feet; base or tower, IO aqul&ffl feet ; else at the top, 11 square 
feet; 1pan of the bridge, 800 feet; whole weight of the bridge, 650 tone ; 
height from the water, tSO feet; depth of water under the bridge, 260 
feet. Tbi1 1u1peoeion-brldge ii the moat 1Dblime work of art on tbe 
continent. It makes the bead dizzy to luok at It, and yet it i1 traversed 
with u much aecurity aa any other brldga of the aame width. We were 
present while lhe workmen were engaged In ban1ing tbe plank• over the 
fearful chum. lt looked like a work of peril, but it wae prosecuted with 
e11tire 1afet1. Not an accident bu happened aince tbe Ii.rat cord waa car· 
r~ acro11 tbe river at the tail of a kite. It la impo11ible to give lhe 
reader a clear idea of the grandeur of the work. lmllgine a foot-bridge 
80(1 fret In leuglb, buog in the air, at the hei1ht of 250 feet, oYer a vaat 
body of water raabiJl1 through a narrow g.>rge at the rate of 10 mllee an 
bOGr. Jr 7ou are below it, it lookl like a •trip of paper 1D1pended by a 
cobweb,H 

NtU11r1'• Gu Work..-" An hnmente Yolume of natural gu, euOlcient 
for the 1upplJ ol a city, wae di11COHnid a few daye eince, near Detroit, 
1tficbi1&11, by tbe Meura. Granpr, while boriag a '·Inch 1baft for water. 
At a depth of 70 feet they struck a Yein or cuity, from wbicb iuued a 
"iolent current of air, which threw up etonee a• large u ben1' egp, 10 or 
16 feet high, accompanied by a Yolume of water, rising II or 12 feet. On 
applying a light to the air, it burnt furiou1ly, the .ll&me rialng 20 feet. It 
11 f'°poaed to conduct tbl1 gu ill p1pe1 to Detroit, and light that city with 
tt.' -N1., York 8H. [Vef1 much like a romance.] 

-

LIBT 01' llEW PA'l'Ell'l'8. 

ea&MTBll IM BMGLAMll raox JoLT 20, TO Aooon 22, 18'8. 
Sill JIO'ltllu allotHtlfor Brwo'-1, ..Z... ollurwin ..,.,.._ 

Chtlftlln At.sandre EdOIW'll le alolt, or C.ndalt-ltnet, lllddleMs. tor cntaba • la. 
pronmonca In apparatia ror Ughtln1 by elttlrlcltf, parU of wblcb mar be made - al II 
otber appllcaUona or electrlclty."-!lnJed Julr 20. 

Da'l'ld Napier, and Jame1 llurdoch Napier, or York-road, t.mheth, engt-., 11r 
"Impronmenta la mariner'• cJmpu ... , alao l.n barometera, alld la ceN!a o&lla-
1urlog laatrumenta."-Jaly :IO. 

William Thomu, of Cheapalde, London, merchant, ror " Impl'OftlDentl ID Ille..,._ 
ftictllre or11ay1, boola,and 1boeo, alao l.n rutenlngandCODDectiDf lkllric:a ud ..,_. 
-Jaly2'1. 

Jobn Klq, roreman to lleun. Shean aa4 Sou, Baoblde, and Benrr lledbml. 
operative enatneer to tbe aald llf-ra. Shean anl1 8o111, Im " Jmp- la po 
metan."-Jwy 20. 

Cbarln Hancock, of Brampton, llllddleoex, patlnnan, for " Improwmenla la..,...._ 
tu& or macblaery ror gl'l'lag ahepe and coufiguraLioD IO plutlc eub9tancea."-JnlJ a 

John Orlat, or lhe New Norih.road, lliddleea, enfloeer, tor "Jmpro- ID a... 
lllCff and fire.placff."-July 29. 

Jamet Roberi.oa, or Grat Howard-alrMt, Ll"'P"OI, IADcuhlre, cooper, tw • 1-
proftmenta lo tbe manuracture or cub and otber woodeo -18, and l.n macb1mrJ lor 
cutt101 wood ror lboae purp-.."-July 29. 

Georp Walter Pratt, or tllle city or Rochnter, ltate or New York, lo the Uoli.111a1n 
of America, patlemao, ror .. Jmpro•ementa ID tbe lllUID(&eiure ol priDtlq-1.n.L"-JlllJ 
211. 

Richard Abbey, of 8loa1h, Baclrlagham, brewer, tor " lmpl'Oftlllentl ID p--, 
ftrmealed and otber llquld1 and maticn la nuela. "-Jafy 29. 

Ed•ud Grlbbm Wl11on, or Bury, Laaouhlre, Un-plate workrr, tor" ciertala 1m,..._ 
meatl la the coa1Lruetlon or tin drwna or rollera med ID tbe machlnerr tor dr&wiaf, 
11pl&Dtag, dowlla1, twlatla1, and tbrowl111 couou, wool, llllr:, l.u, and oU..r 6blwD ll<b
IWl<eo."-Aupt I. 

Duncan llaclleoale, or Goodman'• P'leldl, mana~rer, tor ".,.rtaiJI lmin-a 111 
Jacquard machinery r., ll111r1D11 fabrlCll •ad Uuuee paer&llJ, and appantua for -
mlulon or dnl1n1 IO uld Jacquard macblaery, parta or which ere applicable to ,i.,ti,. 
mnalcal IHUUmeata, compoeiDg prlatlnf lfpel, and otber Uke PIUJl<*9•" (A -...U. 
catloa.)-Aagut 6 • 

Da'l'ld Newton, or llacclnlleld, Cbnter, merchant, ror "cerialo Jmp,..._'8 ID Git 
application or 1lua and 1J.ued 1arfacea IO naallcal, an:blkdaral, and o&!ler .im1lar pu. 
p-."-A114111at7. 

Samuel Thornton, or Blrmlqham, merchant, and Jamn Edward ll'CoaDtll, er 'Wol• 
ftrloa, Baclrllogbamlhlre, engine,.., tor "Improftmeala ID 1tam..ea"- -.cl In tile 
mKDI of re&ardlag eogiDn aacf carr\agel on nlhra,., and In couaectlq nllway _,.... 
or tnfODI together 1 alao lmpronmeutl ID efl'tttlnr a commlllllcatloa betWftll 01111 part 
of a rallwar train and another, by •lgnlJ• or olberwiM."-A1lflllt 7. 

Jolin lledcalCe, or LltUe Bolton, Lancuter, machine maker, and Robert BaDJ...u, ol 
the ume place, mechanic, for "cer\aln macbloery or apparataa ror prepartns ud 1,i. 
111D1 cottoo anol olber llbroua 1ub91&aceo. "-Aa1iat 8. 

llooee Poole, or London, geaUeman, ror "Jmpronmentl In the-~ ol C11at1 
and otber lllmllar nuela or wood." (A conamuolcatloa.)-AalUlt 8. 

Samnel W., or tbe &rm or Hannah Lff1 and Sona, or Parll.brldp, IAD-, b-Da
manur.ctarer, ror "cerl&ln JmproT11Dea'9 ID tbe manuftictare ol malleable "-"
Aupt 8. 

Joehaa Coach, or Barleotoa, Norlbamptomblre, llll'icaltn..i lmplmMDI IDlllllr, fDt 
"Jmptoftmtala ID uckbolden."-AllfUll 10. 

Wlillam Thomu Reolef, ol ClerlleaweU, phl1090pblcsl lnal.nlllellt.m&W, Ml4 Dani 
Georp P'oeter, or C&erlrea•eU, aforesw.ld, meUll merchaat, ror "-uln Jmp......-&a la 
telernpblc communlc:atloa, and In appara1ua cenattled tbettwltb, pu1a of wblcll ~ 
pro..,..eatl are allo applicable IO I.Ile mcn1J11 u( owr macbln9 and~·
Allllllt 10, 

llamnel George Hewitt, or Bucllan&11-•tnet, Glupw, N .B., east--, for • i...,... 
meaca la tbe cou1tractlon or certain parlo 01 nlhnro."-Augut 11. 

John Varley, or ButJ, IADcuter, engiDeer, for "cstala lmpronmeata ID -... 
Blne•· "-Aapn 14. 

Jamea Readenon, or Surrer Canal Dock, mWwrtrht, ror "Jmpl'Oftlllenla In m..i.i.rr 
ror clanal111 and pollabla1 rice, pearl barleJ, and ot.!ler min and Med."-Angat 14 

J-ph Slmpeoa, or llaachnter, civil eatrlnHr, and Jamea Allred Sblptoo, of tllc
place, e11tr1neer, ror .. certalo lmproHmeatl ID 1tam-en1laa."-A ...... t 14. 

Edwin Tbomu Traman, ortbe Haymark•t, London, ~ntt1t, ror an" Jmpl'Oftd ~ 
methodl ol colll.IVUctln1 and fizlD1 anlllclal c.etb and 111111• 1 and of lllJIPIJIDa ~ 
ID tbe moutb."-A"81llt U. 

Jameo Warren. ot llootque-terrace, llflte .. nd-road, MlddleMa, pou-an. ad WU. 
loarhbJ Theobald lloal&lli, or lit. JamH'l·terrace, Blae Ancbor·road. Bcrmoad911, IQ
Ueman, ror " Jmpro-remenla ID Lile conatrw:Uon OI brldpa, aqaedlldlo a.ad ~ "
Au1U1t l6. 

Thomu Delarne, of BanhW-row, MlddlaRz, manafactaNr, for "Jm,..1111110~1-_..I Ill 
prodadar ornamen&al anrracm to paper and o&Der auboianceL"-.t.agoa& lo. 

William Gallo..,. a.ad John OallowaJ, ol KDOl\.11111 Jroo.Worlra, Bui .... 1D G 
boroufh or llancbeeln, and co11atr or .L.aacaablN, •..,tneen, ror "-W.. J.m,.
la 1team-eag1Dn."-Auruat 17. 

lloea Raym Ptcclotto, or l'ln•bary-aqaare, Loadon, merchant, tor" a DMdlod • •· 
tbodl or purt•Jln1 and decolorhlDf cer\&ID 111m1."-A1lflllt 17. 

Thomu Bkbud90a, 01 NewcutJe.apoa.'I')'ne, chemllt, rm "lmpl'Oftlllllltl ID ... _ 
deuatlon or metallic tameo, and In 1be manuCacture or wblle lad. "-AnfU& It. 

Wiiiiam YollJll, or Qiwen"ltreet, Cbnpolda, lamp man~, low "lmpro.-U 
ID clo1ln1 eplrl' and 01aer cane or •-•ll."-Aquot 21. 

Jauc Taylor, ol Stanrord Binn, Euez, patlemaa, ror "Jmproftllleatl In p-'911. 
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'STEAM PILE-DRIVER. 
(WUA an Engrtming, PlaU XII.) 

Pallntld by Mr. J.AID!:ll NABJIYTB, and Manufactured by Messrs. 
N.uxvrn, G.a.sKBLL, and Co, of thl BridgeV>ater Foundry, Patricrqft, 
.. ,. Mandiuter. 

Public works are acquiring such magnitude even in their details, 
ind their several parts are so numerous, that they are constantly 
~ greater requirements on the resources of mechanical en
ineenng. It has been a matter of dispute fr~uently whether a 
articul&r cl889 of works belonged to the architect or the civil 

E
. eer; and Profeuor Hosking goes the length of claiming the 

e domain of civil engineering 88 belonging to architecture. 
rs may now come forward and claim many of these works 88 

e province of mechanical engineering. Thus, a still greater 
lldency to the separation of the professions of the architect and 

·neer is created. The tubular b1idges over the Conway and 
Menai, the High Level Brid~ at NewCB1tle, iron and screw pile 
thouses, and suspension-bnda'es, are more the production of 
mechanical engineer than of ihe architect. As a specimen, we 
e in our August number an account of the ingenious patent 
uard machine, invented by Mr. Roberts, for punching the 

tes of the tubular bridge at Conway, for the purpose of saving 
e and labour; and in our present number we publish the en
vings of another powerful machine, invented by Mr. James 
myth1 for driving piles by the aid of steam, and which h88 been 

with great succesa in the construction of the High Level 
"dge at NewCB1tle, the Docks at Plymouth, and other works of 

itude. It is gratifying to see this mutual aid of civil and 
hanical engineering, for it is this combination of talent which 

best calculated to elevate the character of both branches of the 
fession, and to extend their application. Whatever mechani
processes diminish the cost of production, whether of a railway 

of a pin, contribute to incre88ed use; and we look forward to a 
t reduction in railway expenditure from the progress of im

vement, and consequently to an extension of the system under 
cumstances where, from considerations of economy, its applica

on is not now contemplated. 
Any consideration of the great works of civil engineering, even 
such a case as the Eddystone Lighthouse, will show how much 

epends on overcoming the mechanical obstacle11 which stand in the 
ay. Time is money, and money again often saves time; and a 
ue attention to these points enables an engineer to execute his 
orks cheaply and well. At the present time, a great deal depends 
pon the rapid and economical prosecution of works, and 1t he
mes doubly important to call m the aid of mechanical science 
herever, 88 in the cases already named, it promises to do the 
ork more efficiently and more economically. 

I The merits of the steam pile-driver now before us consist, 
~n the first place, in the direct manner in which the elastic 

!force of steam is employed as the agent by which the "monkey" 
(or block of iron which strikes the head of the pile) i1 lifted 

! to the hei~ht requisite for that purpose. Secondly, in the 
, very peculiar and original manner in which the pile itself is 
, made to act 88 the only support for the active or blow-giving 
, portion of the apparatus ; by which arrangement, the entire 
i dead weight of the apparatua in question is turned to most im
; portent account as a ' pertnUJder," to assist the pile in sinking 
f mto the ground when in the act of being driven: this dead weight 
i also actin.I!' very importantly as an anti-recoil agent, so far as its 
; entire weight (three tons) can accomplish that object.-Thirdly, 
• in the peculiar manner in which the pile-driving part of the ap

paratus is permitted to &ink down along with the r,ile, and guide 
it in its descent, so as to remove all chance of the pile twisting, or 
in any respect swerving from the true position 11:1ven to it at the 
commencement of the operation of driving.-Fourthly, in the 
peculiar manner in which a vast increased degree of energy is 
given to the blows of the monkey beyond that which is due to the 
height through which it falls. 

The engraving exhibits an arrangement of the " Patent Steam 
Pile-Driver," for driving two piles in two continuous lines, without 
the necessity of a previously-existing gangway, the machine mak
ing its own way as it is moved forward. Fig. l is a side elevation; 
fig. 21 a section on a b • fig. 3, front elevation; fif' 4o a plan, 
ehowmg the engine and platform; fig. s, a plan o the timbers 
which carry the platform and saws; and figs. 6 and 7, enlarged 
views of the steam-cylinder and driving-hammer. 

The apparatus and machinery consist of the following parts :
Firatlg, the steam-boiler).. A, similar to a locomotive-boiler, with 

steam-chest on the top. This boiler stands upon a platform B, 
!'lo, 133-VoL. XL-OCTOasa, 1848. 

supported on iron wheels b, running OD iron rails b1 , placed on 
ballia of timber b', fixed on to the top of the pilea 88 they are 
driven; and vertical guide-posts CC, with pulleys, cc, c• c•, on 
the top. 

Secondly, a small steam-engine D, placed horizontally in the 
centre of the platform, with connecting-rod d, driving a crank d 1

, 

and pinion d•, on the crank-shaft, that takes into a cog-wheel e, 
fixed on one end of a shaft E, with pinion e 1 on the other end 
that takes into another cog-wheel f, fixed OD the long shaft 1'', 
upon which are fixed two pinion-wheels/•,/•, that take into cog
wheels/' p, fixed on the axles of two spiral-fluted barrels.fS /3, 
upon which are coiled the chains/•/', for liftinf the steam-pile, 
driving-cylinder, and hammer. Upon the ends o the shaft D, are 
two smaller barrels G, for the ropes or chains g' to lift the piles into 
their places. 

Thirdly, the pile-driving apparatus, consisting of a cylinder 
H, with its piston-rod passing out at the bottom, and directly at
tached to a block of iion or monkey I (weighing about 35 cwt.), 
placed inside of a square wrought-iron case J, which acts as a guide 
to the hammer in its rising or falling, and rests upon the shoulder 
of the pile K at jj; and at the same ti.me, grasps the neck and 
shoulde111 of the pile with great ti~htness, so that it cannot twis' 
or swerve from the position which the vertical guide-posts C 
give to the case J, and which is clamped to the posts by the 
sliding-clamps j' j'. L, L, are steam-pipes from the top of the 
boiler A, to the pile-driving cylinder H, jointed together by swivel 
joints of cast-iron. 

FourtJJy, horizontal saws M, M, fixed on to the underside of 
the platform, for cutting off, to a level surface1 the heads of the 
piles as they are driven. The saws are worked by the bevel 
gearing m, fixed on to the middle shaft, E. 

With respect to the action of this machine, in order to describe 
it with clearness, we shall suppose that the pile-driving part of 
the apparatus seen in fig. I, and enlarged view figs. 6 and 7, marked 
H, I, J. has been wound up by the small engine D. and the gearing 
F, and iet down upon the shoulders of the pile K, and the steam 
admitted under the piston in the cylinder H, by means of the jointed 
wrought-iron pipes L, L, L, which serve to convey the steam from 
the boiler A to the cylinder H, at whatsoever height the cylinder 
may be at in respect to the boiler. The steam being let in under 
the piston, the steam-hammer action is commenced, and the 
35-cwt. block I, is made to give 15 to 80 blows per minute with a 
fall of 3 feet, upon the head of the pile, with such earnest energy 
as to cause the pile to sink into the soil at an average rate of 
from 5 to 10 feet per minute (according to the nature of the 
soil). As each blow is given, the apparatus H, I, J, follows down 
along with the_ pile, as the shoulders of the pile Rre the only means 
of support to H, I, J, and they are therefore free to slide down 
the face of the vertical pole V, the instant a blow is given .to the 
pile-head and drives it down; and this action is so rapid, that the 
eye can scarcely appreciate the interval. The jointed steam-pipe 
at the same time accomodates itself to every new position which 
the sinking pile causes the driving-apparatus to assume. For the 
pur~ose of opening and closing the steam-valve, there is a small 
mchned plane on the hammer-block, inside the case, which coming 
in contact with the end of a small lever passing through an open
ing in the side of the case J, shown m figs. 6 and 7, causes the 
valve in the valve-box (cast on the steam-cylinder H) to open amt 
shut. \Vhen the steam has raised the piston to its proper height, 
the steam-valve, by the action of this lever, is closed, and an 
outlet-vah·e opened, which allows the steam to blow out into the 
air and the hammer-block to de~cend. 

As soon ae the pile is driven to the required depth, the apparat•1s 
is again wound up by the small engine 1J; and the next followin~ 
pile K 'bwhich may have been in the mean time hoisted by the 
engine and ~earing G, ready for driving (as seen in fig. I), U! 
than "pitched' or placed in its proper situation. The locomotive 
gear is then put in motion, and the apparatus lowered down on tu 
the shoulders of the pile in question. The hoisting-chain/', is 
then let free, so that the apparatus may be free to rest on the 
shoulders of the pile, and follow down along with it as befort>. 
The steam is now again let into the cylinder H, and the driving 
proceeded with as before. The ease and dispatch with which the 
entire process is proceed with requires to be seen to be duly appre
ciated. Piles ha\'e been driven hy this machine into descriptions 
of soils and under circumstancen which would hRve put all the at
tempts of the ordinary pile-dri,·ing machines at utter defiance. 

It may be proper to ob8en·e, that notwithstanding the energetic 
blows which this maehine showers down on the heads of the piles, in 
consequence of these blows being given by so massive a hammer as 
35 cwt., and at the moderate velocity acquired by a fall of only 

38 
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3 feet, they do not the slightest damage to the pile-head: so much 
ls this the case, that the pile-heads have actually a neater appear
ance after being driven tlian before. 

In respect to the means employed for giving to the blow of the 
monkey a greater degree of energy than such as would be due to 
its fall through 8 feet, this object is accomplished hr having the 
top of the cylinder H made air-tight, and by havmg a set of 
openings at h. The instal)t the piston passes these openings in 
its upward action, all further motion in that direction is termi
nated by the compression of the air then confined in the space 
between the top of the piston and under-side of the cylinder 
cover; which compressed air, on recoiling, adds to the force of 
the blow all the energy it would have acquired by falling from the 
height to which the monkey would have been carried by the mo
mentum given to it in the upward direction hr the lifting action 
of the steam acting on the under-side of the piston. 

We have much pleasure in appending to our description a copy 
of a certificate by Mr. Stephenson. 

"Nasmyth's Steam Pile-Driving Machine has for some time past 
been employed in piling the foundations of the High Level Bndge 
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and at the Viaduct over the river Tweed, 
near Berwick. Its operation has been triumphantly successful. 
Piles have been driven with great economy and remarkable dis
patch, where the ordinary methods would have entirely failed. 

"I consider this machine to be one of the most valuable and im
portant auxiliaries which have recently been invented for the con
struction of engineering works. 

24', Great George-8treet, Wutmimter, 
May 2, 18"8." 

RoBEBT STEPHENSON'. 

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK, 
FASCICULUS L.XXXVI. 

" I mall haft llberty 
Withal, H tarp a charier u the wlad1, 
To blow on whom I pl-." 

I. The lately-opened Catholic Cathedral of St. George's does 
not say very much for Mr. Pugin's artistic talent and taste. Sa
tisfactory as are many of the separate parts and ornaments when 
considered merely by themselves, just as articles of furniture are 
looked at and examined in a show-room where they are exposed 
for sale,-they are there brought together without any regard to 
artistic keeping and effect. The consequence of which is, they do 
not serve to set each other off to advantage; but, on the contrary, 
there is much that is quite at variance with all the rest. We see 
a collection of studies of various oruamental details, and other 
mere matirial of design, but we miss a well-studied and consistent 
whole. The most opposite and conflicting sorts of architectural 
character are brought into contact with each other. Barn and 
ball-room are strangely mixed-up together. In the chancel, and 
the two chapels at that end of the church, decoration is not only 
carried to such extent as to cause all the rest to look unusually 
cold and bare, but fails to produce the amount of richness aimed 
at. When added up, the total does not answer to the value of 
the several items as taken by themselves. 

II. In architecture, incapacity for producing new ideas shelters 
itself under the plausible pretence of a reverential regard for old 
ones. Because excellent ideas have been produced before our 
time, we are told that we have no occasion for any of our own. Aught 
that partakes of innovation is set down as both unorthodox and 
dangerous; which is assuredly most comfortable doctrine-highly 
convenient, and therefore comfortable, because merely to copy is 
easy and safe; whereas to attempt to emulate is a difficult as well 
as a doubtful matter. We do well, therefore, to protest against inno
vation-that is, for ourselves, since those whom we profess to look up 
to and admire, were in their day very gross innovators : by gro~ I 
mean wholesale innovators. The history of the art shows a series 
of innovations from first to last; that "last" -finale and conclu
&on of it as a creative art, seems to have been already reached; and 
all that is now left for us is merely to repeat, perchance to mimic, 
what has been done before. Whatever may be the case with the 
twentieth, the nineteenth century will not shine in the history of 
architecture; or if it is to do so, it mu~t now set about it in earnest, 
for half its time is already gone. Bad or good, the Elizabethan 
period had a distinct architectural character of its own ; whereas, 

the present Victorian one has none1 but is "eve~ by turm. • 
of most chamelion quality, but wiwout any clistir:ict, self-acquired, 
character. The present age is content with merely making use 
of those hoards of art which its more indUBtriou.s predeCNNn 
wrought out and accumulated. Satisfied with bei~ able to liYe 
upon the interest, we do not seek to improve the capital. In fact, 
to such a paBB has architecture been brought, that further progress 
for it in any direction is im_P.Ollible, so long as we persist in our 
present perverse views of 1t--of its nature and powers u a fine 
art. No matter what style we take up, we treat and are expected 
to treat it literally-to adhere to it servilely, instead of being 
allowed to infuse any fresh Ideas into it, or even, by vazying 
its tournure, to adapt 1t to greatly-altered purposes and oocu1ontt. 
Provided the separate features and details be 6ut correctly copied 
from those in former buildings, we are quite satisfied, though the 
structure so compounded be full of incongruities as a whole,
prosaic and unart1stic. 

II I. One consequence of the present rage for the merest copyitDD 
is, that we ourselves produce no structures that will deserve to be 
studied hereafter as original models and architectural records of the 
age in which they were erected. Even our most monumental edifices 
will not be monuments of our own time,-<>f our own ideas moulding 
and organising the fabrics we rear. Future antiquaries will be 
greatly puzzled some centuries hence, to determine dates from the 
styles which buildings exhibit. At any rate, they will set down this 
nineteenth century as that in which architectural talent disJ!layed 
itself chiefly in mimicry and masquerade. This is what is not 
particµ}arly pleasant to contemplate, though it is what we have to 
thank the present race of antiquaries for, and others whose 
opinions and influence as employers control the free-agency of 
architects, who, whatever they might have done by timely resistance 
to such domineering dictation, can hardly help themselves now. 
They have suffered their necks to be put into the yoke; so, however 
hard it may be to bear they must now endure it with what 
patience they can. All that we can look forward to, is to its being 
shaken off by some bold and independent spirit, gifted not with 
genius only, but with the opportunity of manifesting it decidedly, 
however it may run counter to the minikin theory and doctrine 
of established rules. But as miracles are not to be looked for and 
calculated upon like the return of cornets, we cannot with any 
sort of reason look forward to such event. Nay, instead of being 
looked forward to with anxious hope, even the possibility of ita 
occurring is contemplated with real apprehension by many, who 
accordingly deprecate most earnestly what they are pleased to 
call "tampering" with existing styles. Incapable of forming a 
valid judgment, they take refuge in prejudice. Br their croaking 
cry of "rash"-" absurd"-" extravagant~-" chimerical!• they 
endeavour to intimidate; and by denouncing before-hand all aim 
at originality, and every deviation from ordinary custom and rule, 
seek to insure the accomplishment of their ill-omened predictions. 
The merely aiming at it does not insure success in achieving origi
nality; but if, instead of being aimed att it is sedulously shunned, 
it will never be achieved by any one ; and were there no possibility 
of failing, there would be no particular honour gained by succeed
ing. Many act most discreetly in not attempting to signalise 
themselves and their works at all by any unborrowed ide~by 
which are to be understood not mere fancies for which they can 
assign no s•1fficient reason even to themselves, much less to any one 
else, but ideas that have germinated, have been meditated upon and 
matured, in their own minds. In not attempting or affecting to do 
what they are conscious lies far beyond their power of reach, auch 
persons manifest their prudence; it is, on the contrary, only dog
matical presumption, when measuring the powers and abilities of 
others by their own, they pronounce that which is to themseh-ee 
impossible to b(I equally impossible to every one and all. Rather 
ought they if at au sincere in the regard they profess for the 
interests of architecture and it11 advancement, to welcome the 
doctrine of its being possible to enlarge the present boundaries 
of the art almost indefinitely. How far he as an individual can 
contribute to such progress and &mJ>lification, must be left to each 
individual to decide for himself. Those who feel no impulse from 
within, may be left to jog on as they can ltlCUndum artmn-that ii, 
ploddingly and mechanical.J.y: but they have no right to prescribe 
the same limits to others. As matters are managed at present, a 
prohibition is actually laid upon original geniwi, it being demanded 
of it that it should forego its very nature, and exercise itself only 
in the same track of ideas as has been previously trodden: in 
other words, it must conform to routine. A good deal has been 
argued about the Emancipation of Woman ; I wish somebody be
sides myself and of far greater authority and influence, would 
stand up boldly for the Emancipation of the Architect, who is. at 
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preaent fettered by prejudices-in reality tbe merest cobwebs, but 
twisted together till they become 88 bulky 88 cables. If my views and 
opinions are erroneous, let them be opposed; yet no one it seems 
cares either to oppose or to second me. Well I if I am not 
Battered, even by contradiction, neither am I diecouraged. Happy 
are th01e who expect nothing, for they shall not be dieappointed; 
and that state or beatitude ie mine. 

II. Ae it ie now too late to protest against the barbarism of 
stripping the Quadrant of its colonnade&-and they have a&Buredly 
contributed not a little to the architectural character of Regent
street, the Quadrant being by far the moat 1eenic part of the whole 
line,-let us hope that the columns themselves will be preserved, 
that is, rlH!rected, BO 88 to form some omamental structure else
where,-on some spot where they will not give any umbrage to 
ahops and shop-keepers-and the latter show themselves to be some
what unreasonable, becall.88 it wu they who came to the colonnades, 
and no~ the colonnades to them. Their removal would be lees 
matter of regret, were we but B1111ured that the columns would now 
be so applied, that ample B111ends would be made to us for what we 
ahall lose in Regent-street. If no better and more utilitarian pur
pose can be suggested for them, they might be employed to form an 
open screen of two lines of column1, inclosing the conrt-yard in front 
of the British Museum. Sir Robert Smirke's building itself would 
gain materially there by, inasmuch aa it would be seen from the street 
very picturesquely through the range of Doric columns in front, 
which being, besides, on a le11ser scalet would serve to give greater 
importance to the Ionic colonnades behind. To the very excellent 
suggestion here volunteered, it will be objected-and objections 
are always as cheap as suggestions themselves-that the Quadrant 
eolumns are only Roman-none, while the f~ade of the Museum 
ia pure Greek-Ionic. That ult.ra-Grecianism is affected for it, 
ia not to be denied; but there is even now a great deal in the 
general design that is anythiug but pure Greek in physiognomy. 
Neither the wings, with their homely and ordinary house look, 
nor the two little bite between them and the main building, would 
be able to reproach the Quadrant columns with being too undigni
fied and unc188Bical to bear them company. Still, one thing may 
be confidently predicted : I therefore prophecy that my idea will 
not be adopted, nor even so much as taken into consideration. 
Happy the prophet whose predictions are sure to be verified, and 
such state of beatitude, I repeat, is mine. 

THE NATIONAL GALLERY. 
Whatever general truth there may be in the paragraph which 

appeared in last month's Art-Journal, informing us that the present 
National Gallery is to undergo extensive alteration by Mr. Barry, 
its correctness as to i.iarticulars may be questioned. What seems 
to vouch for such piece of intelligence being more than a mere 
Yague, unauthorised report, is the express statement of the sum 
to be expended-viz. £50,000 ; to which the architect is to be 
limited. And for that the entire fa~ade is to be altered, and 
another story added to the building. How the latter can be ac
compliAhed without destroying the lantern lights in all the rooms 
now constituting the upper-floor, puzzles both ourselves and 
others to conceive. There appears to be no other alternative or 
mode of alteration in that case, than that of lighting the pre
sent rooms from their sides, or rather their two ends, in the front 
and back of the building; which would hardly be any improve
ment as far as they are concerned, nor perhaps much, if any at 
all~ to the exterior. 

It has all along been thefaahion-we can call it nothing el-to 
dec7 !lnd abuse the National Gallery, more especially its fa~ade, 
as i that were not merely the chief, but the sole disfigurement 
of Trafalgar-square,-as if St. Martin's Church, and the other 
buildings on the east and we11t sides of the " Square," were abso-
1 ute paragons of architectural taste and excellence. Even those 
who affect excessive admiration for the "Church{ affect to be 
acandalised at Wilkins's fa~ade of the "Gallery. Ask them 
ehy t' and they soar upwards-fly into a towering passion,-and 
from that altitude, look down upon you with scorn most supreme. 
Even that lump of architectural cockneyism and dulness, the 
"College of Physicians and Union Club-house," if it does not 
obtain admiration, at least escapes censure, which is levelled 
exclUBively against that scape-goat of Trafalgar-square, the 
National Gallery. However, the latter ie to become a "Deformed 
Transformed ;" and poor St. Martin will need the whole of hie 
cloak to spread over and shelter the insignificance of his Church. 

As to one material point connected with the purposed alteration 
we are left in entire doubt, not being informed whether the wholt1 
of the additional story ii! to be appropriated to the "Gallery," or 
the portion of it at the eaait-end of the plan, bestowed upon the 
Royal Academy. 

Whatever may be done to it, the building can never, in our 
opinion, be rendered adequate to the now greatly-increased, and 
henceforth likely to become still greater, requirements for the 
national collection of pictures, unless the whole of it be given up 
to the "Gallery," and the Academy turned out to provide for 
itself elsewhere. For exhibition rooms, the Academy needs only 
longitudinal extent of plan at the rear of a very moderate-sized 
front toward11 the street, for the walls being invariably covered 
from top to bottom with pictures, the rooms themselves might be 
of the very plainest description,-both in construction and ap
pearance not at all superior to ordinary show-rooms, auction
rooms, and similar places. Therefore, if the space now required 
for the "Gallery" aemands it, we should say, turn the Academy 
adrift to shift for itself. It does not throw open its doors gra
tuitously to the public: why then should it expect to be in any 
way supported by the public,-or, what is just the same thing, by 
government? At any rate, there is no nece&11ity for the Academy e 
continuing to occupy so considerable a portion as it does of the 
building in Trafalgar-squareJ now that the whole of it is required 
for the national collection or pictures. 

The paragraph in the Art-Jounial does not speak at all doubt
ingly, as of rumour that requires confirmation; therefor~1 unless it 
should be contradicted, we may presume that there really exists a 
definite intention of enlarging and otherwi11e altering Wilkins's 
edifice ; and that, consequently, government do not entertain any 
idea of erecting a new National Gallery~ as hq been talked of by 
many, and by some fully expected. fhere have been various 
rumours on the subject, one of them being that a structure 
for the pupose was to be built upon the inclosed area in 
Leicester-square. In what is now stated, there is far more of 
probability and likelihood, although the Art-Journal speaks 
only upon a " we under;itand.'' Let it be based upon what it 
may, that "undentanding" assumes some degree of shape and 
colour, several particulars being distinctly touched upon. Mr. 
Barry's design nae been "submitted to the proper authoritie~," 
and not only approved of, but, as it would seem, actually deter
mined upon before the publio were aware that anything of the 
kind was in contemplation. It is not, indeed, very easy to recon
cile this with what 1s said in another page of the same publication, 
where we are tcild that Mr. Pennethorne being directed to examine 
the lower rooms of the present Gallery, with a view to the Vernon 
Collection being deposited there, reported their total unfitne88 for 
such purpose, and recommended that a plain temporary, building, 
calculated to last about a dozen years, should be erected, and that 
in the interim parliament should make an annual grant of from 
£1.5,000 to £20,000 for a permanent edifice. One tale contradicts 
the other: either Mr. Barry's design, or Mr. Pennethorne's sug
gestion, iij thrown out. If there is to be a new building in some 
other situation, the present Gallery will remain untouched ; and 
f1ice rers"·, if the latter is to be greatly enlarged, and to have 
£50,000 expended upon it, another structure will not be erected. 
Between the two schemes lies doubt: error there is as to one of 
them, and error there may be as to both. Still, something appears 
to be in agitation or contemplation ; therefore, it is not at all 
amiss that public attention should be directed to it at an early 
stage of proceedings. 

Most may be of opinion, and some are or have been in full ex
pectation, that let be done whatever might-whether a new 
National Gallery is to be built, or the present building enlarged 
the work would, like the "Hou~es of P1trliament,'' be made th~ 
subject of competition. The occasion itself is a public one, and 
of a kind to exerci!le talent in no ordinary degree ; a structure 
for the purpose being something altogether ,vui ge11eris. Of almost 
every other kind of buildings the examples and instances are so 
numerous, that general con\·entional ideas may be taken from 
them ; but with respect to l'icture Galleries the case is quite 
different. For them there are no models; neither have any 
studies been provided, or aught of any moment on the subject 
been written and published. Some of the most celebrated public 
collections of pictures in Europe are in buildings which, besides 
being tasteless or in exceedingly bad taste themselves, are so 
badly arranged and devoid of all contrivance, that they do not 
11eem to have ever been intended for the purpose to which they 
are aJ?plie~. ~elides accommodation with regard to actual space, 
eBeCt.1ve light~ the rooms, and other obvious matters of-that 
kind, the providing for a judicious arrangement of the pictures is .,. 
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what requires considerable study and foresight. In tempo~ty 
exhibitions, pictures must be hung up as well as they can be. The 
disposing them on the walls is of necessity a work of such hurry, 
thHt it is little to be wondered at if It is frequently attended with 
a:wkward mistakes, such as putting a good painting nearly out of 
111ght, and an inferior one just upon the line. Even if it be de
tected, there is no time for correcting the error, because to do 
so might render it necessary to alter the situations of a score of 
other pictures. 

In a permanent gallery, on the contrary, more especially one 
claiming to be considered a public museum of art, where nothing, 
it is to presume~, is ad';'litted but what is worthy of being studied 
-at least, of bemg noticed as a work of art,-the utmost attention 
~mght to be given. before-hand to what is required by the collection 
itself. Should this last be already fully formed, to provide pro
perly for it becomes a comparatively easy task ; whereas, for 
one that is increasing, regard should be had to future growth. 
When Mr. Wilkin11--0r rather, perhaps, those who employed him
took measure of it, our national collection was merely in its 
infancy. Thanks to Mr. Vernon, the child has nearly all at once 
started u~ into a tall stripling,-has quite outgrown his former 
"fit," which suit suits him no longer; so Mr. Barry is now it 
seems to enlarge it, and convert it as well as he can into a becoming 
toga t1irili8. If he can do so without reclaiming from the Academy 
the piece of stuff they have got possession of, he must have far 
more talent in point of contrivance than most of his professional 
brethren. 

After all, we may possibly have been put quite on a wrong 
scent. Should which turn out to be the case, aU. we can say is, 
that the mistake does not lie at our door. We leave those from 
whom we got it to trace ont the author of it; nor should we be 
greatly surprised to find it traced home-if mistake it really be-
to that confounded, universal mischief-maker, Mr. NoBODY ! 

COLLISION OF TRAINS.-No. II. 

In our last paper (p. 197), we considered the law and amount of 
collision in 11 train of carriages of equal weights, and provided 
with a single engine in front. We now propose to examine the 
effect of an engine behind, the other circumstances of the problem 
remaining the same. 

As a first and introductory example, let ns suppose a single car
riage, weight 4 tons, having a pair of buffers in front, with a foot 
play to each, and each with an extreme strength of 4 tons (the law 
of resistance of the buffers being assumed to vary as their com
preMion ), to impinge on a fixed obstacle with a velocity of 60 feet 
per second. Let us now determine how much of this velocity will 
be destroyed by the time the buffers have ceased to act. 

Let m be the mas.~ of the carriage; p, the pressure on the head 
of either buffer when it is compressed to an extent .r ; v, the 
velocity, in secondY, of the carriage ;-then, the ma Rs of the huffer 
bein~ neglected as small in comparison with the mass of the 
carriage, 

dv 
mv dz = -2p. 

Now, 4 tons is the value of p when z = I; ·and since p baa 
been assumed to vary as z 

' dv 
p = 4.r; :. mt1 d.r = - 8.r; :. mt1' = c-8£"'. 

If the accelerating force of gravity be taken at 32 feet per 
second, 

4 1 "' m=32=9; p;=c-8z1 ; v'=8c-64z'. 

~en :r = o, v = 60; • • • 8 c = 3600. 
When z = 1, the buffers cease to act, and.,, = 3600 - 64; 

or," = 69t nearly; consequently, only half-a-foot of velocity is 
destroyed. 

Let us next consider the case of a train of n carriages, each 
provided with a pair of buffers before and behind ; and with an 
engine, weight r tons, attached to the last carriage ; 1md let us 
suppose this train to impinge on a fixed obstacle at the rate 
of V feet per second ; and from these data seek approximately 
the amount of velocity destroyed in the rearward engine by the 
time all the buffers are used up. 

In order to mAke the problem general, we will assume the 
weight of the ~ each = co, and the extreme 1t_ren~h of 
the buffers p.h tons; 8lao their extreme play h. feet. By the time 

the engine behind baa moved forward a space 111, after collision h.u 
commenced, let 2 p be the preeaure on the buffen of the rearward 

engine. We shall now show that p is always lea than p,, where ,, 
n' is the number of pairs of buffers, and P the preuure on any 
buffer compressed to an extent z. For let /JG., z 8 , 1r., &e., be 
the extent to which the bufi'ers are simultaneously comprea&e-d 
reckoning from the carriage which first sustains the shock; ~ • .: ,.z1 , ,..z., &c., the pressures of the buffer-head11 corres~nding to 
the compressions .r,, z 8, 11G., &c. Now we have shown LD our las& 
paper that the pressures of the buffers, and therefore z,, 1r., •·• 
&c., decrease as we recede from the end of the train nearest 
collision. 

:. z, is > .1'1 ; z, is > z1 ; &c. is > &c. 
p = p.£",.,; pis< P..1'111-1; pis< P.llr11•-2i &e. is< &c. 

•• n'p is< p. (.r,.• + z,.•-1 + &c.) is< p..r is< P; 
. p 

•• plB<;i.· 

:. jO pdz is< jO p dz is< jO p.zda ' p.n'A' 
J n'll J n'll n' J 11'A --"ft' 18 < -2- • 

Therefore, if " be the velocity of the rearward engine, by the time 
the b11ffers are all used up, 

~ (V'_,I) is < 2p. n'A1• 

As an example let h = I, as before; n = 19; :. n' = 40 (in
cluding buffers of engines before and behind); r = 20; V = 60; ,,.=4. 

:. V' - ,,P is < ~ X S20 is < 32 X 16 is < 612. 

If v = 60, :. ri' is > 3088; ;.fJ is > .S.S. Or, the velocity or 
the rearward engine has been diminished by lea than .S feet a 
second. 

If V had been put = 80, which is equivalent to about ~ miles 
an hour, still " would have had a value of 20 feet a aecond, or 
twelve miles an hour. In either case, it is clear that the shock of 
the engine behind would have been most destructive-in the fint 
case frightfully so. 

To recapitulate the results of our investigation, it appears, first, 
that when a train with a single engine i11 violently checked, the first 
carriage will sustain the greatest damage, and the effect of the 
buffers will be to increase the number of blows on the first and 
succeeding carriages, but to diminish their intensity. Secondl~1 
that when an engine is attached behind ; the last carriage after au 
the buffers are used up-having first to sustain the shock of the 
rearward engine proceeding with a diminished but still considera
ble velocity, if the original velocity of the train had been great.
will probably be the mm.it seriously injured of all the carriages. A 
double 11hock will in this l'&Se have passed along the tr11in-at first, 
by the sudden stoppage of the first carriages befure aU the buffers 
are used up; and then from the blow from the rearward engine 
ajlt':r aU the buffers are used up. 

Since writing the former paper on this subject, we have aeen a 
model of a break, by Mr. Bishop, which by an ingenious and simple 
contrivance is capable of being applied to all the carriages simul
taneously, and almost instantaneously. We earnestly recommend 
the adoftion of some such method of suddenly occasioning a 
powerfu retarding force, as a most efficient means of avoiding 
casualties and coroners' inquests. 

J. B. R. 

NOTES ON ENGINEERING.-No. XI. 
By HoxEBBBill Cox, B.A. 

Tiie Strength of Hungerfrm:l Bridge. 

The security of a Suspension Bridge erected in the v~ centre 
of the metropolis, and liable to sustain the weight of a very large 
number of persons, is a subject possessing a scientific in~ 
commensurate with its practical importance. The moment of the 
question has been ~eatly increased by two independent clrcum
st11nces-first, that 1t h11s been the subject of serious doubt and 
scientific discuss~on; an~ secondly, that the traffic.of the bridge 
bas recently received an important accesaion by the opening of a 
railway terminus in its immediate vicinity. 
• There ar~ some parts.of the theory of suspension bridges exceed
ingly complicated and difficult, and others perfectly simple. Amoag 
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the Iatter is the estimation of the statical strain to which a chain Is 
subjected when its weight and all its dimensions Bl"tl known. This 
particular branch of the question may be set at rest without much 
difficulty. The object of the present paper is to do this by methods 
distinct from those which have been adopted in the previous dis
CUAAions of the question. 

Sir Howard Douglas, who first publicly moved the subject of the 
sufficiency of Hungerford Bridge, has ably calculated the strength 
of the chains, on the 888umption that the form of them is the 
" common catenary :• this method, the most scientific and exact 
of any, involves however considerable mathematical skill in its 
application. The mode about to be employed may be readily used 
in general practice, aa it does not require a knowledge of mathema
tics; and the agreement of its result with that obtained by the 
proeeBB referred to, tends to their mutual confirmation. 

In susr.;nsion bridges, the central deflection is always small com
}KU'ed W1th the span between the points of suspension. It follows 
that the curvature of the chain 1s very small; and whether it be 
considered a catenary, a parabola, or even the arc of a circle, the 
deviation from the real form will not be considerable. It is very 
usual, for the sake of simplicity, to a88ume the curve to be a para
bola, and that assumption will be here adopted after a few remarks 
tendingto prove its accuracy. 

If the horizontal distribution of the weight of the chain and its 
load were uniform, the curve would be t::Mctly a parabola, as may 
be easily aecertained by reference to any standard treatise on 
mechanics which refers to the subject. Now, when the bridge is 
crowded, the load on the platform i8 uniformly distributed hori
zontally. This is also the case with the weights of the platform 
and the parapet, whicb are considerable. The only m888 not so 
diiltributed is that of the chains themselves, of which the links are 
horiz'ontal at the centre, and inclined more and more up to the 
points of suspension. But practically this inclination 1s never 
large; for instance, in Hungerford Bridge at the points of suspen
lion, as will be presently shown, the tangent of the angle of in
clination is about /.r. This gives the cosine of the angle less than 
ff; or 18 feet measured along the chain there, nearly correspondA 
with J7 feet measured horizontally. This shows that the hypothesis 
of horizontal distribution, even for the chain alone, does not involve 
any con1iderable error; and when the additional effect of the m888 
of the load and platform, which is really so distributed, is taken 
with it, the deviation from the truth must be inconsiderable. 

On this BSSumptlon, then, the vertical line through the centre of 
gravity of half the chain and its load is situated midway between 
the centre of the chain and the extremity of the platform ; or the 
horizontal distance of this centre of gravity from the abutment is 
equal to one-fourth the span. Therefore, the moment about the 
point of suspension of the weight of half the chain and load, is the 
product of that weight and one-fourth the span. 

At the centre of the chain the tension is horizontal: its vertical 
distance below the point of suspension is equal to the deflection of 
the chain. Therefore, the moment of this tension about the point 
of suspension is the product of the tension and the deflection. 

The moments just determined are equal, the total effect to turn 
the half-chain about the point of suspension being produced by the 
weight, and this effect bemg resisted by the effect of the horizontal 
tension. (The platform not being rigid, contributes nothing to 
the ultimate supj>ort of the load.) Also, in Hungerford Suspension 
Bridge, the deflection is .SO feet, and the quarter-span 169 feet. 
Cou.eequently, 

H<WUontal tenritm X .SO = VJeight ofha/f-lfKJn X 169. 
Hence the weight of the half-span is NJ, or very nearly five-seven
teenths of the tension at the centre of the chain. 

On the authority of Mr. Cowper, who is believed to have ob
tained authentic and accurate information, it is stated, in Part 98 
o( this Journal (June, 184.5), that the total BeCtional area of 
the chains at their centre is 296 squBl"tl inches. The Bridge is 
supported by four chains, two on each side of the platform, and 
the above is the sum of the sectional area of all four together. 
The horizontal tension is supposed to be uniformly distributed 
over these 296 inches. 

Wrought-iron bars become sensibly stretched and impaired 
when subject to a tension of 17 tons per square inch. They will 
not bear that strain permanently; . and in practice it is not con
sidered safe to subject them to a greater tensile forcb than 9 tons 
per square inch. Taking the latter measure, the greatest horizontal 
tension which tlie four chains together can safely bear is 296 X 9 = 
266~ tons; and the greatest weight of the half-span must, by 
what has already been said, be -Ni,ths of this, or very nearly 
788 tuna. Consequently, for the wliole-tipan, 

TM greatNt total load = 1576 t11111. 

Thia is, in fact, nearly the load to which the bridge la actnal.ly 
liable to be subjected. The weight of the chains (716 tons) added 
·to that of the J.>latform, parapet, rods, &c., and a crowd C8"1eriug 
the platform with a weight of 100 lb. to the square foot, give&j 
accurding to Mr. Cowper, the maximum load at about fif\ean 
hundred ton11. We come tu the conclulion, then, that when the 
bridge has its full load, the statical '8nsion at its centre is nine 
tons to the square inch. 

The following method was adopted to test the accuracy of the 
hYJIOthesis on which this concluB1on is founded. By a known 
pnnciple which applies to catenaries of every form, the tangent'11 
at any two points of the curve meet in the vertical line throUffh 
the centre of gravity of the intervening portion of the cham. 
Consequentl,, if the assumption be true that the vertical through 
the centre o gravity of the half-chain bisecta the half-spen, the 
tangent at the point of 1uspenaion ought, if produced to meet the 
platform midway between its centre and extremity. The observa
tion of this fact would be a cn1cial test of the above conclusion11. 
This test was satisfactorily performed in the following manner. 
The inclination of the chain at its summit was observed with o 
telescope from various positions on the Bridge, and that position 
was noted in which the inclination of the chain at its highest point 
coincided with the axis of the telescope. Thst polition of the ob
server's eye for which one end of the highest link cooert.tJ the link, 
was of course in the line of that link produced. By these means 
(applied for the sake of mutual confirmation to the points of 1u&
pension at both towers), it was ascertained that the centre of 
gravity of each half-chain was about six feet nearer the end, than 
the centre, of the platform. The ad vantage of this method ol 
observation was, that it did not require particular accuracy : an 
error of 10 or even ~O feet would not have made a comiderable 
difference in the result, while the errors of observation were cer
tainly far within those limits. 

It is important to ob&erve, that if the Bridge were loaded with 
its full weight, the actual polition of the centre of gravity would 
coincide with that above BB1umed, even more clOlely than 1t did at 
the time of the observation. 

To ascertain the tension at the point& of suspension, we have 
the following rule, applicable to catenaries of every form. Add 
the squares of the horizontal tension and of the we~ht on the 
half-span: the square root of this sum is the tenB1on at the 
sumJDJts of the chain-which, therefore, in the case before us, is 

= ,./ { (2664-)1 + (778)1 } tons. 
After obtaining this square root, divide it by 9, and the result i11 
SOS, for the number of square inches over which the tension at the 
summit must be distributed if the tension be 9 tons per square 
inch. The actual sectional area of the chain at the points in 
question is very near this-namely, 812 squBl"tl inches. 

In the above caculations, the structure has been supposed to be 
in a state of equilibrium. The vibrations of the several parts of 
the •hain, arising from the rapid motion of traffic. or the action of 
the wind, would certainly increase the strains greatly, though no 
means of calculating that increase have been yet ascertained. The 
foregoing method shows, with all the precision requisite for practi
cal purposes, that both at the centre and extremities of the chain 
the tension of the metal is 9 tons per square inch. when the bridge 
is fully loaded. The fairest way of stating the conclusion from 
these investigations appears to be this:-If the permanent tenacity 
of the metal be so great that it may be safely subjected to a greater 
strain than 9 tons per square inch.ithen the excess is a provision 
against accidental disturbances. f, however, 9 tons per squBl"tl 
inch be the utmost strain which the metal will safely bear, no 
margin is left. for &eeurity against the effects of rapid motion. 

THE WATER-GAS. 

Some time bu elapsed since a patent was obtained for a 
process of making illuminating gas from water; but the plan 
was not carried into practical effect, and dropped out of public 
notice. The invention h1111 once more been brought before the 
public, and in a manner calculated to attract attention, by being 
made the subject of lectures delivered by Mr. Ryan at the Poly
technic Institution. The pl'OCt'llll itself ia a very curious one; and 
though the expense may probably render it a le• economical mode 
of supplying gas than co&J.s, where they are to be purchaeed at a 
cheap rate, yet, in many parts of the country, it is probable that 
the water-gas may be the cheaper of the two; and u its _J>urity 
and illwoiDatiug power exoeed \hOM ef \he carburetwel hyclrop&.L 
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obtained from coalt, it is well that the mode of making it should 
be jl'enerally known. 

To thOtle who are unacquainted with the chemical composition of 
water, it may seem strange -that water should be rendered the 
ROurce of fire ; but to most of our readers it must be well known 
that water ia composed of hydl'Of(en, the moat inflammable of 
bodies, and of oxygen, which, when in the form of gas, is the 
most active supporter of combustion. A plan of obtaining hydro. 
gen gaa from water, by·passing steam through a hot tube containing 
iron baa been long known. The rational6 of that process is, that 
the steam when in oontact with heated iron becomes decomposed, 
the oxygen uniting with the iron to form an oxide of that metal, 
and the hydroftl!Jl is liberated in the form of gas. This, indeed, 
is the best mode of obtaining hydrogen gas in a state of purity ; 
but for the purpose of illumination, such gaa is of no value. 
The flame, though emitting great heat, is scarcely visible. The 
illuminating power of coal-gas depends on the carbon it contains ; 
and the more carbon is contained in · carburetted hydrogen, the 
greater is its illuminating power. It is. owing to the great pro
portion of carbon in turpentine, that it aff'ords such a brilliant 
light in the " eamphine" lamps, the only difficulty in the burning 
of that substance being to produce perfect combustion; otherwise 
the abundance of carbon causes volumes of dense smoke. To 
render the water-gas illuminating, it ia necessary, therefore, to 
combine with it a portion of carbon ; and it is this part of the 
proeeBB in which the principal novelty of the invention consists. 
The apparatus employed in the manufacture of the gas is exhi
bited at work at the Polytechnic Institution. It consists of a 
furnace, in which are three long iron retorts placed perpendicularly. 
Two of these are nearly filled with coke and .old iron chains, or 
pieces of iron. \V ater is admitted into the first of these, and 
being converted into steam, it is then decomposed by the iron, 
and the hydrogen gas which is liberated, absorbs at the same time 
some portion of carbon from the heated coke. The gas and resi
dual steam are then paased into the second retort, where a similar 
process of decomposition and of further carbonization takes place ; 
and it then issues into the third retort, where it is brought into 
contact with heated tar, and absorbs from it a large portion of 
carbon. The carburetted gas is then forced through some vertical 
tubes, to permit the deposition of superfiuous tar, and is conducted 
into the gasometer ready for use. The illuminating power of this 
gas is estimated to exceed that of ordinary coal-gas, 2.5 per cent. ; and 
its freedom from .sulphur and other impurities renders it far prefer
able to coal-gas. Respecting the economy of the procesa, Dr. Ryan 
says nothing; and we believe that it was on this point that the 
invention failed to be practically useful when first introduced. 
The cost of the fuel to heat the retorts, of the iron to decompose 
the steam, and of the tar to carbonise the gas would, we fear, 
amount to more than the cost of coal, in most parts of England, 
for making the ordinary kind of coal-gas. In many circumstances, 
however, we conceive this mode of generatin~ illuminating gas 
may be advantageous, especially when the punty of the gas con-
11umed is an object of importance. 

ON ISOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. 

By R. G. CL.UK. 

The object of thi11 article is to communicate an easy method, by 
construction, for determining the transvenie and conjugate 
diameters of an ellipse touching the sides of an oblique parallelo
gram, being the isometrical projection of a circle inscribed in a 
square. 

Draw the isometrical parallelogram AB C D, and its two 
diagonals AC, and B D; bisect 0 C in m, also bisect Am in N, 
and then with the radius AN and centre N, describe a semicircle 
cutting 0 B, J!roduced in R. Again,, with centre 0, radius 0 R, 
describe a semicircle a R c cutting AC in a and c; then will a c be 
the transverse diameter required of the ellipse. In like manner, 
bisect 0 D in s, and B s in '" and with the centre r, and radius r B, 
describe a semicircle cutting 0 C in t ; again, with centre 0 and 
radius 0 t, describe an arc cutt~ DB in b and d, then will b d be 
the conjugate diameter required. 

The above may be demonstrated thus :-Because the sides of the 
oblique parallelogram respectively touch the curve, they are tan
gents to it. By the properties of the Conic Sections (see Dr. 
!fymer's elegant treatuie)~ we have, AO X MO = a02; but 
l\l 0 = m O, therefore a ()t = A 0 X m 0. Also, by the propertr o, th& Circle, we have a ()I = 0 R1• A limilar mode of proof 

applies to the coajugate diameter. After the diameters are thu 
determined, the curve can be easily trammelled in the u1JU&l way. 
It would also be well to state ma euy rule, by calculation, founded 
on the above construotion. 

RuLE.-Multiply the diameter of the circle by l "224' for the 
transverse diameter, and by ·101 for the conjugate diameter. 

E.r.-Given the diameter of a circular tum-table = H' ~l 
to find the transverse and conjugate diameters of its isometrical 
representation. 
Here, by the rule, 14.·S x l "2i4. = 11·as transverse diameter. 

14•5 X ·101 = 10-25 conjugate diameter. 
The previous method of construction, however simple, I have 

not before met with in any work on isometrical perspective. The 
rule by calculation is easily deduced from the construction, mali:
ing the isometrical diameter, or the given diametei:,_ of the tircle 
equal to unity: Thus, because the isometrical angle u A B = 30°, 
therefore B 0 = ~AC. Hence 0 A = ,.,.; ( J • - 'i!.S) =1!66 ; 
therefore, a 0 2 = A O ')( M O = •866 X ·4.33 = ·:J149. By 
extracting the square root of each side, we have a 0 = •6151; con
sequently, the transverse diameter a c = l "224.. Also, B 0 = 
~BC = ·5; therefore, B 0 x t·B 0 = b 02; hence b 0 = ·sss.s; 
consequently, the conjugate diameter bd = ·101. These are the 
numbers as given in the rule. I have not seen this rule in Jopling'• 
treatise, bnt there is a table given of diameters, with the llBJDe 
figures to the Diameter I. It will be observed, that all the linee 
that are in the figure are not required in the construction, but 
only the two diagonals: the other lines are only drawn to B11Bi11t in 
the demonstration. The method given by Professor Farish in hi11 
paper on Isometrioal PerapectitJe, in Gregory's "Mathematics for 
Practical Men," is very tedioua, both by construction 3Dd calcula
tion. 

EXPERIMENTS ON CEMENT. 

A good deal of attention has recently been directed to the merits 
of a cement called "Portland" cement, manufactured by Messrs. 
Aspden and Robins, of Northfleet; and on Monday, the 18th ult., 
a numerous body of architects, builders. &c., RSSembled at the 
town premises of these gentlemen, in Great Scotland-yard, io 
witness a number of experiments with the cement, both alone 
and in combination with sand, in different proportions; the follow
ing are some of the trials made :-

But Stock Briclu Cemented against the Wall. 
Experiment 1.-17 11tock bricks were cemented together with 

roman cement (all cement) and projected before the face of a wall, 
aa fig. I. They broke down with 7 lb. placed on tbe end. 

~TI1ULI lilllill U 
Pig. l. 

E.rperiment 2.-11 stock bricks, cemented together with 1 llUld 
and 1 roman cement, broke down with 7 lb. placed on the end. 

E.rperiment 8.-38 bricks, cemented with neat, patent port/4nd 
cement, broke down wi~h 14 lb. placed on the end. 

Experiment 4.--30 bricks, cemented togetMr with 1 portland 
cement and I sand, broke down with 15 lb. at end. 

E.rperiment 5.-22 bricks cemented together with I portland 
cement and 2 sand, broke down with 168 lb. at end. 

Ezpmment 6.-25 bricks, with 1 portland cement and 4. san~ 
broke down with 56 lb. at end. · 
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E.rpwimmt 1.-26 bricks, with 1 portland cement and & aarad, 
broke down with 7 4 lb. at end. 

EzperifMRt 8.-14 bricka, all portland cement, with a wheel of 
9 cwt. in the centre, broke down with 17 lb. at end. 

EZfleriment 9.-16 bricks, cemented together with 1 portland 
cement and I sand, and suspended at both ende, broke down with 
1.5 cwt. placed in a scale suspended on the centre. (See fig. 2). 

Flg.2. 

E.rperimnil 10.-A block of portland atone, ~?f't. 11 in. long, 
and 9 by 9 inches, broke with a weight of 38 cwt. (See fig. 3.) 

Not1.-A block, cemeated with roman cemeat, would aot bear the 
weight of the 1toae, in a aimilar positioa. 

Jig. I. 

Trials in a Hydraulic Pru1. . 
E.rptrlment 11.-A block, all portland cement, 18 inches high 

and 9 X 9 inches, bore a pressure equal to 108~ tons on the square 
foot. 

Ezpt. 12.-A mixture, 1 sand and 1 cement, ... 80 tons sq. foot. 
Ezpt. 13.-A mixture, 4 ,, 1 ,, ... 80 ,, ,, 
Ezpt. H.-A mixture, 7 ,, 1 ,, ... «! ,, ,, 
Ezperimem 15.-A block, all roman cement, broke at 226 tons. 
Ezperiment 16.-A mixture, 4 parts sand and 1 roman cement, 

would not bear any pressure. 
Ezperiment 17.-A block of portland stone, l! in. X l in., broke 

up at 23 cwt. 
Ezperiment 18.-A block of the portland cement, the same 

dimensions, broke with 18 tons. 

Nt!tll &:rf!tll.c.tthtg M~Airw.-A plan of cutting iron 1crew1 la 1l1ted to 
h&•e been iateaud by Mr. P. H. G.ua, of Chic:a~o, lllinoil, by which the 
power of one man will cut per Ll1y, 700 half.inch, :ioo tbree-quar&er inch, 
400 one iach, and 300 one-and-a-hall inch bolLL The 1dnn&age1 claimed 
for tbia plan over the common die are, ill dispatch in doing work; ita dura
bility, bating cut over o&,000 bolta with one die, without any repain; instead 
of jambing or driving the thread into ahape it cull it out, the aame a1 in a 
lathe, !eating the thread of 1olid iron, which cannot be •tripped off u i1 
uua1 with thoae cut by tl-e common die, and it will do the work by once 
pu1iag along the bolt, makiag 'he thread perfect. The die, it ia aaid, can 
be made by ordinary workmen, with far leu expen1e than the common die, 
ud when made, ia not at all liable to get oul of repair. 

The Palace of Wutmenmr. Imperial quarto, Part I. London: 
Warrington and Son, 1848. 

At present, we can hardly pretend to give an opinion as to the 
merits of a series of architectural illustrations from the three en
gravings in this first Part; nor are we able even so much as to 1ay 
to what extent it is intended to carry the publication, and what will 
be the entire number of plates, there being neither prospectus nor 
ad vertisernent on the wrapper to afford that somewhat desirable in
formation. What strikes at the very first as objectionable is, not 
that the plates are llublished miscellaneously while the work is 
coming out, but that 1t seems they are intended to be bound up so, 
instead of being duly arranged according to some sort of order and 
sequence. The subjects contained in this Part I. are: Plan of the 
Principal Floor, the Royal Court (a perspective view), and an Ele
Vlltion of the lower part of the Victoria Tower, which are designated 
in the heading of the descriptive letter-preBB accompanying each of 
them, as Plate I., II., I 11., respectively. Wherefore, although 
the descriptive letter-press itself is not paged-which looks as 
if it had been intended to leave it to purchasers to arrange the 
subjects ultimately to their own fancy-tmch accommodation is 
now frustrated by the pllltes being numbered in the letter-press, 
and in our opinion quite uselemly, there being no corresponding 
numbers on the plates themselves, 90 that the binder can be f,Uided 
only by their titles. We almost fancy that the " numbering • must 
have occurred th1ough mere oversight; and if so, now that the 
very great inconvenience attending it is pointed out, it ought to 
be abandoned at once,-11hould which be done, cancels ought to be 
given of the descriptions already published. 

As matters have been managed, Plate I. is a Plan of the Princi
pal Floor; but surely that will not be the only illustration of the 
kind, or else the work will be singularly defective and unsatisfac
tory. Hardly can we believe that it is not intended to give some 
other plo.ns-at any rate that of the ground-Boor, it being quite in
dispenBllble for properly understanding the structure. The Boor 
immediately above the principal one ought also to be shown. Be
ilides which, there are many portions of the Principal Floor 
itself which require to be exhibited upon a larger scale, and much 
more in detail ; the scale of the general plan being no more than 
that of an inch to 120 feet, which is so small that it is impoaible to 
measure from it with any sort of accuracy some of the lesser 
rooms ;-wherefore it would not have been amiBs had the respective 
dimensions, according to actual measurement, been inlertecf in the 
"Key to the Plan." With regard to the plan itself, it does not 
extend beyond Westminster Hall; consequently, it does not show 
what is to be done on the west side of the Hall, along Margaret
street and New Palace-yard. Nor is the plan quite so distinct as 
it might be, owing to all the parts that are under roof being shaded, 
and only the open courts and areas left pl~ or white. So f!Jr 
indeed distinction is made between the covered and uncovered 
parts of the plan, but there might just as well have been greater 
distinctness also produced by making the walla considerably 
darker than the rest. In our opinion, shading of the kind might 
have been dispensed with altogether in what is an upper-door plan, 
it being quite sufficient to treat the ground-Boor one in that man
ner. Or-for the disagreeable doubt now comes across 118-ia 
this plan to be the only illustration of the kind? We will not 
believe that it is until we can no longe1 disbelieve it. Even, a 
ground-floor plan will not be quite satisfactory unless it be made 
to show--except that be done in a separate situation's-plan, on a 
lesser scale-the relative position of Westminster Bridge, Henry 
Vll.'s Chapel, and other circumstances of the peculiar lucality. 
Else, how are those who are quite unacquainted with that locality, 
to form any notion of it? A publication like the present, more 
especially its subject being taken into account, is not likely to be 
confined to this country, but will be eagerly turned to abroad, 
wherever the fame of the Palace of Wedtminster and its architect 
has reached ; and how are those who possess no other information 
than what they can derive from plans, to understand the difficulties 
imposed upon the architect by the site, and make due allowance 
for what must strike them as being defective and unsatisfaetory in 
the disposition of the west or principal land-side of the edifice? 
For our part we should say, that besides a general situation's-plan. 
ther6 ought also to be & plan of all the bl.lildings &11 they existed 
before the lire. And undoubtedly a plan of the kind ought to be 
inserted in this publication, if only Bil a historical document. 

Plate II. show11, in a penpective view, a part of what i.a callei 
the Royal Cou.rt, it. being t.hat into which t.he ltMe car.r• ILlld 
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other royal equipages drive and turn round when the aovereign 
goes to parliament. Here" we see on the east side, the large bay 
window and range of upper windows of the Royal Gallery, and 
part of the. south side of the court, where the windows on the 
principal ftoor belong to the office of the Lord Great Chamberlain. 
The archway through which the carriages pass from the porch 
beneath the Victoria Tower is quite in a comer, at the south
west angle of the court. The architecture of the court is good, 
but no& at all remarkable, except on the west or 1!'8llery-side of it, 
where the two archways below (one of them 1eading into the 
Chancellor's Court) the small octagonal staircase turret, the oriel 
window with solid wall in the compartment between the but
trell8t!8 on each side of it, broken only by arched and splayed 
panels, containing royal armonial bearings, form, together with the 
range of lofty windows above (those in the upper part of that 
11ide of the gallery), form a sufficiently picturesque and piquant com
bination,--such as can hardly fail to captivate the admirers of the 
olden time. What the other elevations of the court, which are 
not 11hown in the view, mar be, the description does not inform us. 
To say the truth, the descnptive letter-pre!l>l is exceedingly meagre, 
dry, and bald; and has, besides, the disadvantage of consisting 
only of detached scraps. 

Plate III., the elevation of the royal portlll or entrance-porch 
in the lower part of the Victoria Tower, exhibits, on a tolerably 
adequate scale, the exceedinirly rich detail11 of that part of the 
1tructure; in the character of whose open arch we fancy we re
cognise a resemblance to that of the beautiful Erpingham Gate at 
Norwich. Satisfactory as it is in other respects, the print hardly 
does justice to the structure itself; for it conveys no idea of the 
strikingly-fine effect produced by an open arch of such magnitude 
(SO feet high to its apex), on the exterior of a building. The plate 
being a mere outline one, the picturesque contra11t of light and 
shade is quite lost ; therefore, although it is not likely that any 
one will actually make such a mistake as to suppose that the arch 
itself is filled-up by the lesser arch and gate seen on the further 
plane of the elevation, it would have been better had that plane 
been entirely, though slightly, shaded-because then the opening 
of the arch would have been distinctly defined. There will, we 
bope, be a section of thi11 porch drawn to the same scale as the el~ 
vation ; and we also desiderate a fully detailed plan, to show the 
groining of its vault. 

However interesting and excellent the materials for it furnished 
by .Mr. Barry may be, the publication does not seem to have 
been planned with much judgment or foresight. The separate 
"Histor( of the Palace of Westminster is by Mr. H. T. Ryde; 
but who 1s the general editor, or who writes the descriptive por
tion of the letter-pre&11 is not saidi-it is certainly nothing to 
boast of. As to what calls itself " ntroduction; that might, in 
our opinion, very well have been spared, for it strikes us as being 
in wretchedly bad taste--& tissue of vulgar bombastic common
place, and puff. 

Since the above was put into the printer's hands, we have seen 
Part II., which came out only a very few days after Part I., and 
which gh·es us three more plates. The first of them exhibits to 
ns in perspective a portion of the exterior-viz., the " South
Wing Towers" of the principal or east front; yet, although care
fully done by a very competent architectural draughtsman (Mr. J. 
Johnson), and although we cannot but commend the diligence be
stowed upon the drawing, the engraving is not altogether satisfac
tory. What has been alleged by some against the building itself, 
makes itself here felt; for the multiplicity of the detail11 and en
richment spread over everr part, is such 88 to occasion no small 
degree of confusion and mdistinctness. This is especially the 
case with regard to the upder part-the towers and the roof, 
where the different forms an surfaces do not define themselves at 
all clearly. More decided general effect as to light and shade, and 
greater vigour of touch, are required. In Cacti the ordinary mode 
of lithography-that here emJ>loyed-i11 hard1y capable of doing 
justice to such a subject, for 1t shows poor and Bat in comparison 
with that improved method in which the whitu, aa they are tech
nically termed, are printed; therefore, after being now accustomed 
to that more energetic and pictorial mode of lithography, we feel 
dissatisfied 11Vith the one here practised. With the next plate-
the Interior of the Royal Porch-we are made to feel very much 
so; for whether it be that the impression we have got iR 11 defe~
tive one, it is particularly feeble and tame, and most of nil 80 m 
those parts which require some of the deepest touches of sha~ow. 
While there is little or no truth as to the general effect of hght 
in 1uch a situation, the shafts &Dd mouldings of the second or 

1maller, immediately inclosing the third and nnallest arch, are 
scarcely defined at all below, on the side which is in the llbadow. 
It may also be objected that this subject shows us very little more 
than what is seen in Plate III. beyond the open arch in \he 
elevation of the exterior of the porch, the view being confined 
merely to that east side, wi&hout showing anything of the vaulted 
roof, or of the ftight of steps on the north side leading up to the 
royal entrance into the building ; which is consequently not even 
so much 88 indicated, although it might very easily have been so 
by just reducing the scale a trifte, and bringing a little more of 
the interior into view. This plate moreover confirms. what we 
have said 88 to the injudiciousness of numbering the subjects ac
cording to the order in which they happen to be published, since 
this view is partly identical in subject with Plate II l., accordingly 
ought to have immediately followed it; instead of which, Plate 
IV. is altogether different in subject-one, besides, which interrupts 
the natural sequence of the subjects, for all the respective views 
of the exterior ought to come together, and follow each other in 
some relfnlar order ; yet no such arrangement can pow be adopted, 
except liy disregarding the numerical order of the plates, and 
thereby giving the letter-press the appearance of being strangely 
shuffled-up. Plate VI., however, does really follow Plate V. with 
great propriety; it showing on a larger scale the statues of the 
three popular Saints, Andrew, George, and Patrick, in the nicheii 
over the gate leading to the royal court. Whether they are 
worthy of having a plate devoted to them is a different matter: 
as mere architectural acceseories, they may be privileged to pus 
muster without criticism ; but if they challenge admiration on 
their own account as works of art, they are not likely to obtain 
it-at least, not as here represented, which is but in a very 80-

so-ish manner. 

A General Sheet Table f<>r Facilitating tht CalcuJatjqn qf EarlA
trork11 f<>r Railways, Canals, Jfc. By FaA111c1s BuHFOllTH, M.A., 
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.-CHAIN oP 100 FEET. 

Mr. Bashforth"s previously-published table of earthworks 'IF'&S 

calculated to a chain of 66 feet. He has now extended the 
utility of his labours by calculatin~ the present table for a chain 
of 100 feet: the method of applymg the figures remaining the 
same as before. As we have already reviewed at length Mr. 
Bashforth's system, which is distinctly and peculiarly his own, and 
have had occasion to decry an attempt to rob him of bis inde-
feisible right and property in his own labour11, it is not necessary 
now to speak further, either in the way of ~xplanation ~r com· 
mendation. In the present table the proport10nal parts, mstead 
of being contained on a separate card, are printed beside the in
tegrlll numbers. By this arrangement space and trouble arr 
saved, and all the information which is usually requisite is con
densed and presented at one view. We are afraid to say mu~h 
in praise of the improvements which the author has effected rn 
the calculation of earthworks, lest our observations shoultl pro
voke the cupidity of some literary burglar : property in tables <lf 
earthworks h1 found to be so insecure, that the ouly safe way of 
retaining it seems to be by concealing it. 

I11citement11 to Studieg of Steam and the Steam-Engine ; <>r, PrtM
tical P1Jr,tR relatfoe tliereto Properly Appropriated. By ,V. TorPL.E
ToN, R.N. 'Voolwich. London: John Williams, 184.e. 

The object of this little book is to diffuse information on marine 
engineering, particularly to enable person~ to prepare for the ex~
minations for engineers in the na\'y. Of course, such a work will 
be equally useful for engineerR iri the commercial 8team sen·ire. 
We think it likely to be \•ery serviceable for those clB!!ses to whom 
it is addressed, and we therefore recommend it to our readers who 
feel an intere"t in the subjects to which it refers. 

Mr. Templeton suggests as one of t~e uses _of this little ~k. 
that although it is not professedly mstructn•e for the hiper 
branches of the profession, it may be found available ~a ready 
prompter, for refreshing the memory on points of p~act1ce. By 
keeping up the standard of attainments among workmg-men, we 
think !\Ir. Templeton will do some good. 
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GEORGE STEPHENSON. 
On the death of a great man it is a good time to think of what 

be has done. We are struck by the loss : the thought comes 
l{loomily that he who so lately stood among us, whose smile still 
l.eams. upon us, whose sayings are fresh in our ears, and whose 
looks have not faded from our sight, has ended his day11 here and 
sought another world. We begin to tell over his words and deeods, 
the great and good things he has done, hi• strength and his fail
ihgs, his sorrows and his joys ;-we hasten to match a last look 
before the bright remembrance is dimmed. 

George Stephenson was BO lately amidst us, in strength of body 
and mind unbroken, that it is hard to believe he lies in the cold 
,rrave; and the more so while his works speak so loudly. of him. 
In mind he is among us, if not in body-indeed, his remembrance 
cannot so soon leave. The last duties have been paid-the earth 
has been laid upon him, his name is written on his coffin, and the 
newspaper,; have told of his birth and his death: but his brethren 
have yet much to think over. He has given the engineers of 
England a European name; he has opened for them a new field of 
employment at home, a wider field of honour and of wealth abroad, 
and they owe him heartfelt thanks. 

\\"hen we look to the- man, our hea~s are stirred within us. \Ve 
begin with his lowly birth, we witness his great ri$e, his wonderful 
works, but still more his kindly feelings; we wonder how he did 
so much from small beginnings, and every young man burns to 
follow in the footsteps of one so truly great and good. We have 
thought, therefore, a few words mar be in good time now, !!athered 
from the several books and papers m which they lie scattered, and 
w laich may perhaps be a spur to those able to do something worthier 
of the man. 

His life is none the less useful as being that of a workinl{-man, 
"·ho by hi$ own straight-forwardness raised himself to the topmoi;t 
height; and as he began without school-learning, and in a private 
way, it opens many of those questions which have been much 
written upon of late years as to the teaching of engineers, and how 
far they should be under the sway of a government. lnnsmuch, 
too, as, unlike many men of learning, he was most happy in earning 
wealth, and in keeping it, in a good name, and in the lo"e of his 
}wusehold, it may be worth while to ask why he should have had a 
i.ette-r lot than other men, and what share an upright and manly 
m ud had in helping on a quick and ready wit. Many, indeed, think 
t at a clever man may do as he likes, and that he nel'd put no 
b tdle on his wishes, nor trouble himself whether his deeds he right 
ur wrong, but mav he a good and successful engineer notwithstand
wg. Stephenson's life will tell us something on all these heads. 

I. JIOYHOOIJ. 
GEORGE SrEPBBNSON was born in li60, at a small and.lone cot

tage between Close-House and Wylam, in Northumberland, and 
,.·ithin nine miles of Newcastle, in the coJliery district. He 
was one of several children, the 11on of poor people, who had long 
nwelt in the same neighbourhood, and who were very respectahle. 
The elder Stephenson is said to have been a collier, but hy other 
more likely accounts• an engine tenter at a colliery. That tile 

I·arents were people of high character is best proved by the early 
: :e of the son, but most by his behaviour towards them. 

Schooling they were ill able to give him, and it is not certain 
th1<t he learned to read before he began to labour; but he bad that 
ht'st kind of teaching which comes from the heart. An open and 
upright mind was the true irroundwork on which his greatness was 
b..1ilt, and he owed it to the humble home in which he was brought 
u :1. We pride ourselves now-a-days that we have spread national 
"d1ools over the land, and that we have taken care for the 
::g-ht bringing up of youth; and we think it much better that all 
c:.n now lt'arn to read and write. It may however well be asked, 
h11w far this alone is !!ood; for we have struck a blow at that home
schooling, under which for so many hundred years Englishmen 
h11ve been bred. Formerly, the cotter had the whole care of his 
children; the father and the mother were held answerable for their 
ott":>pring, and if these ended ill, the shame was a by-word among 
the neighbours. Now1 the child is handed o\·er to the schoolmaster, 
without whose teaching life is held as nought, and whoHe reading 
and writing are to breathe worth into the boyish mind. It is no 
loni;rer said learning is better than house or land, but that it stands 
i:1 the stead of everything, and is worth itself. The work of 
father and mother is now at an end; and if any ill befall, they 
an~wer they sent the child to 11Chool, and if any be in the wrong it 
mu~t be the schoolmaster. This is telling more than is believed, 
and i11 ~ne of those things which is sapping England. How often 

1 Varbr 14-porter, A11111ia1, I ~-18. 

must it be said that reading and writing are not to bring a child up, 
while its body and its soul are untaught? and better is it tu have 
the homely English breeding of George Stephenson than the mock 
useful-knowledire-schooling of Dr. Bell or the Prussians. 

If not taught to write, George Stephenson was taught to be a 
good son, and an up~ht man; and thus in after-time to find in his 
own son a true helpmate, and one who fondly loved him. It is 
not likely that the lad felt any repining, but earnestly took up
what should be the lot in life of all-to work for hi1 bread by the 
sweat of his brow. He never looked for anything el11e,-he had no 
yearning for idleness, and his mind never gave way under the burthen 
which was laid upon him in after-life. In common with his brothers 
he was early set to work to earn hie share of the household food
so earlv, that his first earnings were only two-pence a day. He 
led the.horse at the plough when almost too young to stride across 
the furrow;• riding him to his work betimes m the morning, when 
many children were still asleep, and had not begun their boyish 
p~~ . 

So lowly were his first endeavours, that they were given to the 
ploughshare or the coal-heap. Sometimes he wrought at picking 
bats And drou from the coal; and he was BO young, and so young
lookin!l, that he had often to hide himself when the overseer went 
round, lest he should be thought too little to earn his small living.• 
From twopence a day he rose to fourpence, and at length to six
pence a day,-as great a rise, and perhaps as fraught witn brightest 
hopes and swelling pride, as when in after-years his locomoth·es 
moved from miles to scores, and when the maker of a short tram
wav became the undertaker of iron roads between London and the 
miilions of the north, and kings and statesmen smiled on the won
ders he had wrought. 

In his boyhood he WIUI most marked among the playmates of the 
hamlet as foremost in their sports and pastimes,-and indeed we 
need not wish for more. His mind was not tasked bevond its 
strength, nor made to yield unripe fruit. The healthy g?owth of 
hi11 body enabled him to work out whatever hia powerful mind 
spurred him to do; and for twenty years of his life (from forty to 
sixty), he never 11.agged in tasks which the unbroken strength of 
youth can seldom master. 

It is said that he early showed a mechanical turn, and that he 
mended the clocks and watches of the pitmen, and even made their 
sho.,s, • to eke out his boyish earnings; but it seems more likely that 
the watch and clock mending belonged to a later time of his life, 
for had he shown such a happy knowledge, it is hardly likely that 
his skill should have been BO little thought of, as until his man
hood it 6t'ems to have been. 

Shortly after he had come into his teens, he worked as breaksman 
for Waterrow pit, on the tramwAy between Wylam and Newburn. 
By this time his father had mo"ed from Wylam to Walbottle. The 
lad now set up his first servant, which was no other than a great 
doir. whom he taught to bring his dinner daily from Walbottle 
coJ:!cry to the tramway.a 

I-I e is said even at this time to have helped in keeping his fathe-r 
and mother, •-a homely deed, but one of which he had a greater 
right to be proud than of any engineering undertaking. A right 
English feeling in his love of kindred wa& always lively in his mind, 
and it showed itself in his fondneas for his father, his son, and the 
children of his brothers, and in every deed of his life. While 
earnest to make his own way, he wa& no leu BO that those about 
him should get forward-nay, if it might be, even before him; and 
while his mind was still unbroken, he left his son to carry out alone 
the great works in which they had begun together. 

II. IULLINOWOBTB. 
The Stephenson& went to Willington and Killingworth, at which 

latter is a collierv belonging to Lord Ravensworth and his partners. 
Young George ~as now put to be stoker to a colliery engine, at 
one shilling a-day, and as he himself told-" In my younger days 
I worked at an engine in a coal-pit. I had then to work early and 
late

1 
often rising to my labour at one and two o'clock i11 the morn

ing.'• It was at Killingworth, howe\·er, that his lot in the world 
was settled, for there he made his beginning at an engineer. 

As hiH strength grew so did hia work, and he went on until he 
became an engineman at 121. a-week. This was a great step, a& 
he never forgot, for some months ago being at Newcastle, he sent 
for an old fellow-workman to dine with hlm at the Queen's-ljead 
hotel, and talk over old times.-" Do you remember, George," 
asked his friend after dinner, "whe11 you got vuur wages raised?" 
"Well,nsaid Stephenson, "what about that}" "You came out 

9 Dor by Reporter. 
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o( the office all smiles, and told ue you'd got your wages raised to 
128. a-week, and you were a man for life. Now, you would find it 
hard to tell what you have a-week.· "Yes; answered he, laughing, 
"I dare say I should.''• 

It waa, however, a great step, for it had a share in his teaching. 
He was at home with the steam-engine, and with his searching 
mind he was storing up that knowledi,e which was to be most 
useful to him. It was a sood working-scliool for a great engineer-
118 good as Brindley's in a mill, or Watt's in his workshop at Glas
gow. His mind was awakened: he did not stand listlessly b7 to 
feed the fires,-but the engine lay before him as a book wherem to 
read its workings, to master its powers, to know its weaknesses, 
to task its cunning. There is something in the steam-engine 
which is a spell and a charm to the beholder,-tJOmething more and 
eomething else than the love of the sailor for his ship; such as the 
weaver feels not at his loom, nor the smith before his anvil. The 
smith or the weaver is the maker-the hammer or the shuttle works 
as his hand lists ; but the steam-engine stands as with life and 
breath within it-working of itself, earnestly, steadily, and manfully; 
by day and by night, in its youth and in its elder years, when 
scores of men who wrought with it have sickened and breathed 
their last. To the working-man it is a thing of care and love, and 
its sight seems to give might to those who behold it, and to teach 
them the cunning which i1 in its own make. Thus, boys who 
watched strengthened it with cords and rods ofiron;-thus1 a toy in 
the hands of Watt, it claimed his life for its care, and grew to 
unwonted growth ;-thus, time after time, have master and workman 
nursed its childhood, and helped it onwards to its mightie1t 
strength-and Stephenson has not been among the least of these. 
The weaver does not better the loom; but day-by-day some lowly 
workman gives his small meed of help to the steam-engine. 

The next step that we know of in Stephenson's onward path was 
his getting seventeen shillings a-week.• Whether this was at 
Willington or Killingworth is not settled ; but soon afterwards he 
was at Xillin~orth, with a shilling a-week more, and sometimes 
putting to his slender earnings a little for his over-time or for 
piece-work. 

He had now grown up to manhood, and to a good name among 
his neighbours, being, as those who now live remember, a hard
W'Orking and upright man, having the trust of his masters and of 
his fellow workmen. 

One of the first deeds in which he is said to have shown his skill 
was at Killingworth. The sheaves over which the ropes work at 
the pit were much fretted as they were then made, and the ropes 
wore quickly away. Indeed, the ropes which elsewhere lasted three 
months, wore out at that pit in a month. This was a heavy outlay to 
the owners, and much trouble to the work-people. Many wars 
were tried, but fruitlessly; and at length they gave up all hope of 
a cure. Seeing the evil was great, Stephenson gave his mind to 
find out whence it arose; and having done so, he set to work and put 
the sheaves to rights, so that a rope was saved in two or three 
months.•• 

By this time he began to feel bis own worth, and to yearn after 
something better than his then way of Ii ving; but he thought that 
to better his means, no other way was so good as to learn more, and 
fit himself for higher tasks. He had it in hand moreover to go to 
New England, whither the stream of settlers did not flow so fast as 
it does now, and where therefore greater hopes were held out 
\o the skilful workman who chose to leave the Old World so 
far behind. In the beginning of this age, it was a greater task to 
go to America than it now is to go to New Zealand; and it shows 
young Stephenson's boldness that he undertook it. Nevertheless, 
it is not likely that it was his own thought, but thi.t of one of the 
two men who were to be hi11 fellows in the undertaking. One of 
these, named W ood1 gave Mtephenson a knowledge of writing and of 
numbers, which it therefore seems he did not learn until his man
hood. It was the wish of Wood and Stephenson to try their hands 
in the New World at mechanics and farming, for which latter 
he had at all times a love. 11 If we remember that in thoRe days 
the trip to America was costly, and that no one could go free, we 
may see that Stephenson must have had some thrift, when he was 
able from his slight earnings to save wealth enough for such a task. 
It shows, too, that he was not given to drinking or to waste, but 
had steered free of that shoal on which too many working-men are 
wrecked-the pot-house, in which their wages are swallowed up, 
their minds blasted, and their health worn out. We know, indeed, 
there were few evenings of George Stephenson'1t early life which 
were idly spent. First, he was kept late at his engine; afterwards 
his nights were spent in leaming; by-and-by in earning the means 
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f~r h.is son's &ebooling, and afterwards in working and learning' by 
h18 side. 

Beyond the prompting of Wood or his other mate, there .._ 
much in the times to work upon the mind of any thoughtful mu 
in the lower walks of life. In 1800, a fearful dearth 11pread thro~ 
out Europe, and the want of bread was sorely felt among us. 1'he 
war, too, had full sway-wages were low, food dear, and wha\ wu 
worse, the lot of the working"'-man wu cast under the bitterftl& 
thraldom which ever befell Englishmen. George Stephenson, in 
common with every poor and friendless man in every hamlet 
throughout the land, might have been tom from his home and 
kindred at any hour by a press-gang; hurried off to sea, and kept in 
bondage, as many good tradesmen now in London have been, for 
ten long years or more without setting foot on English ground. 
He was open to the lot of the militia and the local militia, and 
could only find some one in his stead at a very ~eat outlay. ID 
many townships, wages were made up by the pansh-board, and the 
hard-working man was made a beggar against his will. Such ,,.... 
the lot of the working-man, were he even husband or father: hie 
life wu not his own; his freedom hung by a thread, at the breath 
and will of others. George Stephenson, too, might have been 
pre&11ed a& others were. These were the good old times-gone, i\ 
ts to be boded, never to come again ; now almost forgotten, and even 
when rea here it will hardly be believed that in boatrt.ing England 
such things were. 

It could hardly be otherwise than that the manly Englillh mind 
of George Stephenson should spurn the lot in which he seemed to 
be cast, and yearn for the freedom which was held ou\ to him 
among our brethren on the other side of the great sea; and had he 
gone, we should have lost him aa we have so many other men of 
great mind-lost to England, and gone to Pell the wealth and 
fame of America, and keep up the race of life against us. Thoee 
who know our best working-men, are well aware liow witrt.fulll they 
look to those lands where they can share in the birthright o their 
fathers, and how often they give up a good livelihood at home far 
the love of that freedom whii:b is withheld from them in England 
by the working of the laws. Irishmen go to Canada or New 
Brunswick; but the Englishman who leaves home, goes not to our 
settlements, but to the United State11--for he seeks more t:ha.n 
bread. lf, too, a man of quick mind, he is not shut out by burthen
some patent-law• from reaping the fruits of his 1kill; and the best 
wealth he takes with him is often some bright thought, which 
ripens in the new land he has chosen. We may follow in oil!' 
mind's eye George Stephenson acroBS the seas, and behold him 
building at Philadelphia the engines and railways of which he has 
here made us proud. These are things little thought of-but still 
worth thinking about, for they come home to the bosom of every 
free-minded working-man among us. 

It was unwillingly, and with sorrow Stephenson though\ of 
leaving his kindred and his best beloveJ, his homestead and the 
land of his birth1 of his boyish games and of his early manhood. 
It went against his heart; but he felt upon him the strong call to 
free himself from the thraldom which beset him round. Thus he 
told afterwards to one who knew him : he 118.id, " You know the 
road from my house at Killingworth to such a spot.-\Vhen I lea 
home and came down that roRd, I wept, for I knew not where my 
lot would be cast.''•• How bitter must have been the thought to 
one who felt so deeply. 

It was not, however, to be so-we were not to lose him. 'lVhile 
his lot hung by a threRd, and day by day the time for lealing 
drew nearer, he had every morning as he went to hi~ work to paa a 
newly-sunk pit, whence they were endeavouring to draw the water; 
and time after time did he see the pit overseers and engineer1 
striving bootlessly to get through their work. In one of his 
walks he stopped to look, and could not help saying to some of 
those around, that if they would let him, he could, to use bis own 
words, " set them to the bottom." He wu at first laughed at, but 
at length they left him to have hie way; and he went through 
with it so as fully to answer to what he had held forth.•• 

This gave him a name among the neighbours as a skilful man; 
and he was no less happy with an engine which had been put up to 
pump water at a pit, but would not do its work, for it could no\ 
be made to pump. As is said at all such times, the skill of the 
whole neighbourhood was overcome, and Stephenson came in as 
the last doctor, to make the cure, and make it more wonderful. He 
said he could make the engines pump in a few hours ; and though 
not believed, he did so, to the delight of the overseers.•• Whether 
this was the same work as that already named we cannot sayf for 
by aome it is told as two things. Oue writer•• says it was a arge 
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condensing-engine, made to draw water from the pit, and which 
had gone wrong. After several fruitle11B trials to mend it, Ste
phenson had the rashness to undertake the job, which he did fully 
-and moreover made some improvements in the engine. Stephen
llOD himself said•• that he had made some improvements in engine 
work. This, however, is sure-that he had got the trust of the pit
owners; and, having a better hope of livelihood, he ~ve up the 
thought of settlemen' abroad, and made Killingworth his home 
for some time. · 

When he was twenty-two years old, he wedded a young woman 
of the neighbourhood ; and in 1803, his son Robert was born ; but 
he had no other child. In the life of another man, the birth o{ a 
child would not be worth n1UT1ing; but with his fatherly fondness, 
the child became the apple of his life, until he grew up to be his 
fellow-workman, to earn a great name, and to hold that standing 
among the mighty of the land which the father would not take. 
All went so happily with George Stephenson, that everything 
seemed to fit him. He was able to give his only son that breeding 
and that schooling, which, if he had had many children, would per
haps have been bevond his reach-though it is hard to spell what 
never happened. 1his, however, we may say-that Robert Stephen
llOD owes his greatness to the unshared care of his father, who shaped 
his mind from earliest years to the full strength of manhood. 
Paintings have been drawn of the fondness felt by a mother in 
watching the growth of an only son ; but there is something 
dearer in the father, like George Stephenson, who, in the son of 
his youth, not only sees, but shares, in the growth of a great and 
marily mind. The mother can hut be as a looker-on, and cannot feel 
his deeda to the full; but the father, while watching with the eye 
ol a mast.er, takes share and part in the toil. To few men this 
~appens; for, in the common way of things, a man weds late in 
hfe, and the son comes upon the world only as the father is leaving 
it, and before the strength of manhood has ripened to its full. 

The engineman had now bec-0me a stripling engineer, and began 
to look out for a wider field. He seems to have tried his hand on 
most kinda of colliery work. It is said that he laid down some 
tramways, or wagon-ways as they are named in the north and 
made some improvements in them." ' 

He was now getting a good name among the neighbouring land 
and coal owners, and had got on the high-road to engineering. 
Inltea~ of being pinne.d to th~ stake, as a workman by the day or 
week, 1t was open to him to rise as othera had done arou12d him 
and to make his way as a mining engineer. The colliery school wa~ 
a better one for breeding great engineers than even that of Corn
~all; for it had all that Cornwall ~ad, and more too. The Corn
iah'!'an could learn the steam-engme, pump-work, and mine sur
veying; he saw enough of sinking, and driving, and draining. 
The Northumbrian, however, while he had all these to learn by 
having a greater bulk to move, had to look more to the roads and 
ways on which so many thousand chaldrons were borne to the 
sh~J>-llide. Hence, in Northumberland, many men had turned their 
Bkill towards the roads and wagon-ways, to the rails and sleepers 
~d to the works and bridges by which they were borne over th; 
nvera and hollows. Both had the same school in the works of the 
millwright and the iron-founder, but the Northumbrian was better 
off; because, instead of the outaway, small towns of Truro Red
ruth, and Camborne, he had near him Newcastle, on the high road 
from London to Scotland; and having its booksellers schools and 
men of learning. He was much nearer to the w~rld tha~ his 
Cornish brother, truly at the Land's-End. The north therefore 
bu given us more civil engineers than the west, though the latte; 
bu its Trevithick and its Woolf. 

By Lord Ravensworth, and others, Stephenson was employed in 
putting up steam-engines, and sloping planes under-ground· and 
ID one pit, two or three engines were made to do the wo~k of 
nearly 100 horses.•• 

\Ve have seen that Stephenson had a love of knowledge by 
what he had learned with \V ood ; and we know that he must have 
~hooled .himself much at thi11 time, from what he soon afterwards 
did. It 1s tru_e, he was not fond of reading, but he always liked to 
know everythmg thoroughly; and he did not leave out anything 
w.he~by wnat he undertook could be well done. It was always 
hlS wish to go to. t~e ground-work, !'nd to build steadily up ; and 
he had a great dislike for those engmeers who undertake anything 
car~essly or r~shly. As he himself said,'• he had too "frequently 
not1~ the miscalculations of hundreds of engineers, for want of 
ltudym!r the laws of mechanics, and knowing that a pound could 
?Dll· we1ith !'pound:. It was on that sound knowledge that his trust 
in IDlself m after-life was built, and that he was able fearlessly to 
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Btand up before the Houae of Commons and the people in his great 
struggle for the locomotive against the lights or the d~y. 

lD. THE LOOOJIOTIVE, 

Stephenson was now getting beyond his thirtieth year his mind 
strengthened hr. knowledge, and by the trust that what he might 
do would reap its full reward. His child was growing up to boy
hood, while his earnings were still so slender that he could do but 
little for his ~chooling. He had at .this .time felt bitterly his own 
want of learnmg, and he made up h18 mmd that he would put his 
son to a good school, and give him good breeding. " I was, how
ever; said he afterw_ards at~ meetingat Newcastle,"° "a poor man; 
and how do you thmk I did ?-I betook myself to mending my 
neighbours' clocks and watches at night, after my day's worlC was 
d~ne; and thus I _got the f!leans of .br:inging up my son." This he 
might well say with boastmg, for 1t 18 one of the bri1ht lights in 
his life. 

'fhe great draught of coal. on the tramways, and the heavy trains 
which went forth from the pits, had set the minds of manv at work 
to use steam instead of horses to draw the loads. The siationary 
engine worked well on the incline, but the steam-horse was called 
for to run throughout from the pit'a-mouth to the ship'a-side. In 
17.58 or 17.59, Dr. Robison, then a young man had hinted to Watt 
to put steam to work wheel-carriages. 81 Watt however had other 
things on hia mind, though he named it in 'his paten'ts of 1769 
and 1784; but as Watt had a dislike for high-pressure steam that 
may be one cause why he never made a locomotive.u ' 

About 1763, John Theophilus Cugnot, a Lorrainer showed a 
model of a steam-carriage to the Count de Saxe. He ~fterward11 
went to Paris, and got the help of the Duke de Choiseul. In 1769 
he built an engine at the oost of the king, and it was tried in 1770. 
It moved with such strength, that it knocked down part of a wall 
which stood in its way; therefore some thought that the power was 
too strong to be kept within bounds, and not fit for common use.n 
It is said the engine wu given up and put in the Arsenal Museum 
and is now kept in the Conservatoire des Arta et .Metiers. It 
would be worth while for any engineer who may be in Paris to 
look after it. 

In 1782 or 119'l, Murdoch made a model of a steam-carriage at 
Redruth. This was perhaps the beginning of Trevithick's, who is 
said to have been brought up under Murdoch, and who knew him 
well. 

In 1786, Oliver Evans laid a ~Ian for steam-wagons before the 
oommonwealths of Pennsylvama and Maryland and the latter 
gave him a privilege for fourteen yeal'8--yet he ;as never able to 
get money enough to build a wagon. All that he did was in 
1804 to put wheels on a steam dredging-machine he had made for 
cleansing docks, and which he made to move slowly, though in 
a cumbersome way.14 

On .March 24, 180i, Trevithick and Andrew Vivian took out a 
patent,•• which. among other thi~ was for t~e use of high-pressure 
steam for carriages, and by which the weight of the engine was 
brought ve~y low. A carriage was made and run in Cornwall, and 
afterwards m London. Another was made in 1804 in South Wales 
which. was worked o~ the Mert~yr Tydvil Railway, and "dre~ 
s~ter 1t as m!'ny C!'rnages. as e;arr1ed ten tons of bar-iron, from a 
distance of mne m~es, ~h1ch 1t P.erformed wi~hout any supply of 
water ~o that contained m the .boiler at th~ time of setting out ; 
t~·1we~ng at t~e rate of five ll!iles an hour. .. The engine had an 
eight-mch cylinder, and the piston a four-feet six-inches stroke."' 
Th~se _engines f~ into di&li~e, from the one on the Merthyr 

Tyd vii r8l~wayblowmgup,81 havmg been made(againstTrevithick's 
or~ers) without a safety-valve and likewise from the wrong belief 
which got about that the wheels had no bite on the rails, and could 
not work up a slope ... 

One of Trevithick's engines was sent singularly enough to 
George Stephenson's birth-place, to Mr. Blackett of Wylam· ~d 
thus it came within his sight. This happened m~st strangely and 
most luckily, for the mind of Step_henson was now brought to \ear 
on the.great work of his life. The finding of Trevithick's model 
by Uville was strange, and most fruitful in the deeds it brough\ 
about; but perhaps we owe more to the Wylam engine. On some 
ground or other, the engine does not seem to have been put to 
work on the tramway, but was used to blow a cupola in an iron
~oundry at Newcastle." This engine had one cylinder only, and a 
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fty-wheel to eecure a rotatory motion in the crank at t~e en~ of 
each stroke. If Mr. Blackett did not however work this engme, 
he h'l.d another of the same kind made and set upon his tramway 
i.t Wylam; and in 181~ it worked. by the adhesion. of its wheels on 
the rails, thus upsetting the belief that the engine could not BO 

work. 
On the 30th December, 1812, William and Edward Chapman 

took out a patent for an engine, -w:ith additional. wheels to work 
upon a chain stretched alon(f the middle of the railway the whole 
length. This engine was tried on the Heaton tramway, near New
castle, but given up. 

On the 22nd May, 1813, William Brunt?n, ofBu~terley, took out 
a patent for a locomotive with !egs. This was tried an~ worked. 
In 1811, Mr. Bleukinsop had hit upon t~e plan of having a cog
wheel and cog-rail to overcome the alfhes1on. 

At this time Mr. Blackett was fully at work experimenting on 
the Wylam raUway with an ill-made engine of Trevithick's, which 
was found to be very troublesome, as the irregular action o~ t~e 
single cylinder made jerks in the machinery, so as to shake 1t m 
pieces. Still, the whole of the coals were taken down the tramway 
by this kind of engine.3'J 

By this time George Stephenson was likewise at work; a~d L?rd 
Ravensworth and the Killingworth owners had such tru~t m him, 
that they gave him the money to make an engine in the opening 
of 1814. and on the 25th or 27th July, 181"',33 it was tried on the 
tramway. As Stephenson said Lord Ravensworth and his partn~rs 
were the first to intru~t him with money to make a locomotive 
engine " We called it My Lard. I said to my friends, there is no 
bound 'to the speed of such an engine, if the works can be made to 
stand it." 14 

The engine had two cylinders, each eight inches diameter and 
two feet stroke · the boiler was cylindrical, eight feet long aud 
thirty-four inch~s diameter; the tube twenty inches diameter, 
passing through the boiler. 'fhe cylinders worked two pairs of 
wheels by cranks placed at right ~ogles, so ~hat when th.e one was 
in full operation, the other was at its dead points,-by which means 
the propelling power was always in action. The cranks were held 
in this position by an endleBB chain, which passed round two cogged 
wheels placed under the engine, and which were fixed ~m th~ same 
axles on which the wheels were placed. The wheels m this case 
were fixed on the axles and turned with them.•• 

The trial was made on a piece of road laid with the edge-rail, ris
ing about o.ne in four ~undr~d and forty, and was f?un~ to drag after 
it, besides 1b own weight, eight laden w~ns, weighing alto~eth~r 
about thirty tons, at the rate of four miles; aud after that trme 1t. 
kept steadily at work. The application of the two cylinders made 
the working of the engine regula:r, and secured the. steady progr.es
sive motion which was wanted in the Wylam engine, there being 
only the single cvlinder and fiy-wheel. 08 

It was not till "the next year that Stephenson t?ok out a patent 
for his locomotive and here we find the bad working of the patent. 
Jaws as bearing ~pun our poor workmen. Had it not been that 
his first engine was not perfect, he could have had no patent, and 
would have reaped no fruit from his days and night~ of toil, as he 
could not raise the money to pay the heavy fees which are drawn 
from the patentee. E\·en for his first trial he wanted money, and 
for which he wu beholden to the kindly feeling of Lord Ravens
worth : much happier thau Oliver Evans, w~o fruitlessly ~ought in 
America and England for the means wherewith to start his steam
wagon. 

Here we may rest for a time, and think a little as to what led 
Stephenson on in the world. No man could be worse off for money 
or means: he had no powerful kinsmen, no wealth left hi~ by a 
father ; his earnings were barely enough for the ~ants of himself 
and his son ; his standing was. lowly ; he .had no rich ~ch?olfellows 
or friends who had known him from childhood. Within twenty 
years from this time he had, however, got together houses and land, 
and at his death left behind him wealth which he never durst have 
hoped for. Brindley was not so happy in the end, neither was 
Trevithick, nor Dodd. Watt began in a amall shop-but he ~e
longed to the middle classes and had not. the hard task of working 
himself up from the lowest dep~hs of life. If, however,_ lie gathered 
riches, he owed it to the fostering care of Boulton, w1~hout whom 
he would have spent his income in undertaking11 which had not 
within them the seeds of wealth, what.ever else could be said for 
them. He would have made the fineat machinery for copying 
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statuary ; he would have tried to the utmost cures for illneuet of 
the lungs by breathing gasea,-but he would have died worlJa not 
one halfpenny. 

Fulton wandered through the Old World and the New, begging 
kings and commonwealth!! to give him the means of building steam
ships. \Ve have 11een that the utmost luck of Olh·er Evan• with 
his steam-wagon was to get rights which were of no use to him. 
and to turn the wheels of a ballast-engine. Dodd, after planning 
two of the greatest bridges on the Thames, and spending t~oUADC!a 
in bringing steamboats into use, died unhappily. 

Trevithick, after trying one thi~ after another, and finding 
friend after friend to help him, did, two yean after Stephen
son'11 beginning at Killingworth, leave England for the We!-1 
Indies; whence he did not come back, and that pennilesa, until 
Stephenson had laid down the Stockton and Darlington Railr&y. 
Trevithick was taken up by Mr. Blackett, a bold and darinJr man, 
and sent a locomotive to Wylam1 which, like most thing-a in 
which he had a hand, was &0 wretchedly made that it W&li put to 
other ul!eB. Mr. Blackett made another, and Stephenaon had it u 
a model to shape something better. Trevithick began better than 
Stephenson: he had friends ln Cornwall and fo London; and be 
ought not to have left to Stephenson to work out the locomotive 
engine and the railway. Trevithick waa always unhappy and 
always unlucky; always beginninjl' something new,and never ending 
what he had in hand. The world ever went wrong with him, u be 
said,-but in truth, he always went. wrong with the world. The world 
had done enough for him, had he known or had he chosen to make a 
right use of any one thing. He found a partner for hia hi11:h-pres1urt 
engine,-he built alocomotive,-he had ordersforothersfor Merthyr 
Tydvil and for Wylam,-he set his ballast-engine to work,-and he 
drove his tunnel under theThamea for a thouS&Dd feet;-but no one 
thing did well : all were afraid, and at length no one would have 
anything to do with him. It was not that. hia mind wu more 
fruitful than that of Stephenson, who in this short time had made 
improvements in pit-work and railways, built a locomotive, and 
found out the safety-lamp, and who throughout. his life was ever 
working out something new. What. it was, was t.his-StepheDiUn 
never lost a friend, and Trevithick never kept one. To the day of 
his death, Stephenson had among his friends those who had given 
him a helping hand in early life; and from year to year he went on 
strengthening the bonds of friendahip with them and their &0011, 

and the younger men who grew up around him. The Ravensworth., 
the Peases, the Brandreths, Matthew Bell, the Meynells, and 
others of his earlier friends, will be found with him throughout, 
standing by him as directors in his great. railway undertakings, u 
they had befriended him in his small beginnings. Thi1 waa a 
great 11trength to him, and though poor he had a mine of wealth in 
the purse11 of his friends. A manly and upright En~lishman, open 
in speec~, steady, 11traight-forward, and hard-working, he earned 
their friend1hip and never lost. their trust ; and if to others he wu 
known &11 a great. engineer, to them he waa better known u an 
upright man. This made the poor workin~-man the rich manu
facturer and great mine-owner. This gave him the mean1 of duiDJ 
what Trevithick and Evans could only talk of. 

(To 6~ conJin~d.J 

WROUGHT-IRON BOWSTRING GIRDERS FOR BRIDGES. 

Some experiments have been lately made at the eetablishment. of 
Messn. Fox Henderll0n1 and Co., at Smethwick, near Birmillg"
hnm on a w'rought-iron Bowstring '.f ubular Girder Bri.dge, of a 
similar construction to the one designed by Mr. Harr111on, and 
given in our Journal in January last. • . . 

The experimentd were made on a wrought-iron nb or girder, 
120 feet clear span in the presence of the Government Inspectors 
of Railways and G~vernment Board of CommiBBioner11 for inquiri.ofr 
into the Str~ngtb of Iron. The girder is constructed entirely of 
wrought-iron, 11nd consist'lll of an ar~h of boiler-plat.es and .angle
iron, tied across at the endiJ by horizontal bars ; and the tie-ban 
are connected with the arch by vertical standards, and by a double 
system of diagonals, which have the eiFect of distributing over the 
whole curve of the arch the action of weight. placed on, or pa11-
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inf! over, any point of the bridge. The i;>roof was applied b.Y 
J,,ading the bndl{e rib with 2Ml tons of rails, bars, &c: ; and it 
produced the following aatisfactory result&, as the weight was 
applied:-

Wtl11•t In IOD• or ralla. ~.. E1tttme amount or cldrctlon 
pi-i on tht c...,...irtrdera. prodund at centre of on:ll 

3-lj tona .. O 1. J611l Inell•. 
119+ •• 0 &.~th• 

I02f I &. Hlthl ., 
137 :l 1 8tb 
l~lj .. 2 ~4th• 
~· " 3 6-l~lhl .. 240 •• •• 3 11-tfltba •• 

The proof weight was fi~ed at 2Ml tons, as ~l'.i~g double the 
jrrt'ateBt load which the bridge can by any po881bihty be ever re
quired to hear. A heavy goods' train weigh11 less than.half a .ton 
per foot lineal ; a trai!l, consisting e.ntirely .of locomotive engi!1es 
(which would be heaviest of all possible trams) would only weigh 
one ton per foot lineal, and, consequently, would place a load of !lot 
more than 120 tons on a bridge of 120 feet span. The new bowlltnng 
hridlll' h1111, therefore, been proved to twice the "'.eight w~ich. e~er can 
he placed upon it and to four times the weight which 1t 1s ever 
likely to have tc'i bear. It is scarcely necessary to add, that the 
tri11l gave A'l"eat satisfaction to all parties. These ribs are adapted 
for large span11, in C311eS where either head:way is .of importance, or 
where 11Ufficient abutment cannot be obtained without very heavy 
expense. Bridges constructed of these r~bs ma>: be employed 
with perfect safety for very large spans, m precl8ely the same 
manner as ordinary girders are used for small ones. The st!ength 
of the bridge depends upon the rib or arch, and o!1 thll tie-bars 
hr which the extremities are held together. The vertical standards 
are introduced, partly to suspend the load from the arch, and 
pllrtly to obtain longitudinal and transverse firmness ; they also 
support the tie-bars. The diagonals are employed for t?e p~rpose 
uf preventing undue deflection in the rib, when the bridge 1s un
equally loaded. The rib itself is constructed of boiler-plates .an.d 
anir:le-iron, rivetted up in the form of a squa~e hollow tr•mk; Lt is 
strongly tied together, so that the full ~ction of the .plates a!ld 
Hngle-iron may he depended upon to resl!1t the crushmg str_am. 
In order tu give this trunk additional lateral stiffness, the s1de
plates, which form the top, overhang, and are strengthened .on the 
e<lices by angle-iron, &c. The tie-bars measure about 8 inches, 
Ly I inch each, and are introduced in sufficient number to ~ake 
the whole strain. The ribs are supported at each end on cast-iron 
shoes fixed at one end to the piers, and mounted at the other on 
~liJing-frames and rollers. This arrangement provides, not only 
for ex.pansion and contraction, hut also for motion under a very 
heav)· load. The action of these parts under proof has been found 
t.1 be perfect. Cross-girders, constructed entirely of wrought-
iron, are suspended between the ribs. . 

Besides the above experiments on the Blackwall Extension · 
bridge, the two ribs for a bridge, 130 feet span, have h~~m proved 
with a weight of 260 tons-that is, 2 tons per foot !meal each, 
put on in dead weight, by s11spending cast-iron cr01111-girders un
derneath the points where the wrought-iron girder11 are intended 
to be attached, and by placing thereon 260 tons of rails, pigs, bars, 
&c. In proving, the load was first put on two points at one end, 
then on the next two points, and so on, in order to produ~ aa 
nearly as pOllllihle the same effect as the passage of a heavily
luaded tram. In the case of one rih, the load was allowed to 
remain severlll days, and then removed. After the lapse of a few 
days, the same load was replaced, and again allowed to remain 
wme day11. The results were sati11factory. 

During the procellB of proving, observations were taken with a 
)eve~ placed at a distance ; and the sinking of the hearing-plates 
in the ground was observed and noted. The bridges being now 
cuustructed, are intended to carry a double line of rails; ~nd the 
tut applied is, therefore, equal to 2 tons to each foot !meal of 
aingle line of way. This test was fixed upon in the belief that 
the greateat po11sible load which can in working be placed upon 
each line of rails is about 1 ton per foot lineal ; and that, to pro
\'ide for the additional strain caused by the rapid motion, &c., of 
the practical load of trains paasinir, the proof weight ought to be 
li:i:ed at double the greatest possible load. In very large spans, 
(llay 400 feet, and uP.warda), 1t would he necessary, on many ac
counts, to use four ribs, instead of two, and to brace all the four 
ribs together uverhead, BO aa to obtain additional tr&D11verse stift'
nl!llB. 

We understand that several girder-bridges of the above con
struction are'to he erected on the Blackwall Extension Railway, 
under the superintendence of Joeeph Locke, Esq. 

DRAINING MARSHES BY STEAM. 

The following paper, ".Qn'. the application of Sttam-potJJel" to tJae 
Drainage of Mar1he1 a1id Ftm Lan<U; wlls read at the recent meet
ing of the British Association, by }1r, GLYN. · · 

The number of districts in wfiich I have successfully applie1l 
the steam-engine to drainage is fifteen, and th~ quantity of land 
so drained amounts to more than 125,000 acres; the engines em
ployed being 17 in number, and their aggregate pow~r 870 horses, 
the size of the engines varying from 20 to 80 horiie- power. I was 
also engaged in draining the Hammerhruk District, close by the 
city of Hamburg; and in another district near to Rotterdam, an 
engine and machinery with the requisite buildings were erected 
from my plans by the Chevalier Conrad. In many of the swampy 
levels of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire much had been done to 
carry off the water by natural means; and many large cut11 had 
been made and embankment11 formed-especially in the Bedford
level, which alone contains about 300,000 acres of fen land; and 
the great level of the F6lls contains about 680,000 acres, now rich 
in corn and cattle. The Dutch engineers who had been engal!'ed 
in these 111·orks had erected a number of windmills to throw off the 
water when the sluices could not carry it away. By the aid of 
these machines the land was so far reclaimed a11 to he brought into 
pasture and cultivation, producing occasional crops of wheat. The 
waterii from the uplands and higher levels were intercepted by 
catch-water drains, which carried away as far as might be practi
cable the highland waters, and prevented them from running down 
upon the fon; but as it often happened, when there was most rafo 
there was least wind, and the wind-engines were useless when Lbeir 
help was mo11t needed, and the crops were lost. 

In this state was the fen country when the steam-engine was 
introduced; and by its aid the farmer may venture to sow wheat 
upon these rich levels with as much confidence and even more than 
upon higher ground ; for not only can he throw off at pleasure the 
superfluous water, but in dry weather a supply can be admitted 
from the rivers-so that farming in such cases is rendered le~~ 
precarious than in situations originally more favoured by nature_ 
It is, however, to he remarked that the quantity of rain which falls 
in these levels on the eastern side of England being much below 
the general average of the kingdom, the power required to throw 
oft' the superfluous water is small compared with the breadth of 
land to he drained; the proportion seldom being greater than 10-
horse power to 1,000 acres, and in some cases considerably less. 

The general plan is to carry away the water coming off the 
higher grounds, and as far as may he practicable prevent it from 
running down into the marsh by mellns of the catch-water drains 
before-mentioned, leaving the rain water alone to he dealt with by 
mechanical power. As the quantity of rain falling in the great 
level of the Fens seldom exceeds twenty-six inches, and about two
thirds of this quantit)' is cnrried off by evaporation and absorption, 
or the growth of plants, it is only in extreme cases that two inches 
in depth require to be thrown off by the engines in any one month 
-which amounts to I. cubic foot upon every square yard ofland, 
or 7,266 cubic feet to the acre. The 1tandard and accepted mea
sure of a horse's power i~ 33,000 lb. raised one foot in a minute, or 
3,300 lb. raised ten feet in the same time ; and as a cubic foot of 
water weighs 62. lh. and a gallon of water 10 lb., so a horse's power 
will raise and discharge at a height of ten feet 330 gallons, or 52·8 
cubic feet of water in a minute. Consequently this assumed exce~s 
of 7 ,260 cubio feet of water fallen dpon an acre of land will be 
raised and discharged at an elevation of 10 feet in about two hours 
and "'n minutes. 

If the quantity of land be 1,000 acres of fen or marsh, with the 
upland waters all hanked out, the excess of rain, according to the 
above estimate, will amount to 7,620,000 cubic feet. A steam-engine 
of 10-horse power will throw oft' this water in 232 hours, or in Jes" 
than 20 dale, working 12 hours a day; and I have found this cal
culation fu ly supported in practice. 
Althou~h the rain due to any given month may fall in a few 

davs, yet m such a case the ground will absorb a good deal of it, 
and the drains must he made of a capacity large enough to receive 
and contain the rain as it falls ;-besides, in cases of necessity, the 
engine may be made to work 20 hours a day instead of 12, until 
the danger is p1111t. I have generally caused the main drains to he 
cut 7~ feet deep, and of width sufficient to give them the required 
capacity to receive the rain water Rll it falls a_nd bring it down to 
the engine. In some instances-where the districts are extensive 
and their length great-it bu been found requisite to make them 
somewhat deeper. 

In all CMes where I have found it necessary to uee irteam-power, 
I have applied &coop-wheels to raise the water. These acoop-
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wheels somewhat resemble the undershot-wheel of a water-mill; 
but instead of being turned by the impulse of the water, they are 
used to lift it, and are kept in motion by steam-power. The Aoat
boards or ladle-boards of the wheels are made of wood, and fitted 
to work in a trough or track of masonry; and they are generally 
made 5 feet in length-that is to say, they are immersed 5 feet in 
the water-and their width or horizontal dimension varies, with the 
pawer of the engine and the head of water to be O\·ercome, from 20 
mches to 5 feet. The wheel-track at the lower end communicates 
with the main drain, and the higher end with the river, the water 
in the river being kept out by a pair of pointing doors, like the 
lock gates of a canal, which close when the en!Pne ceases to work. 
The wheels themselves are made of cast-iron, formed in parts, for 
convenience of transport. The float-boats are connected with the 
cast-iron part of the wheel by means of oak starts, which are 
stepped into sockets ca&t in the circumference of the wheel to 
receive them. There are cast-iron toothed segments fitted to the 
wheel, into which works a pinion upon the crank-shaft of the 
eni;rine. 

When the head of water in the river or delivering drain does 
not vary much, it is sufficient to have one speed for the wheel ; 
but when the tide rises in the river, it is desirable to have two 
speeds or powers of wheel-work-the one to be used at low-water, 
and the other more powerful combination to act against the rising 
tide. But, in most cases, it is not requisite to raise the water more 
than three or four feet higher than the surface of the land intended 
to be drained-an'd even that is only neceBSRry when the rivers are 
full between their banks, from a continuance of wet weather or 
from upland floods. In some instances, the height of the water in 
the river being affected by the tide, the drainage by natural out
fall can take place only during the ebb; and here, in case of long
continuing rains, the natural drainage requires the assistance of 
mechanical power. 

I have stated that the main drains have generally been made 7f 
feet deep, or more in larger districts-so that the water may never 
rise higher than within 18 inches or 2 feet of the surface of the 
ground, and the ladle or ftoat-board dip 5 feet below the water, 
leaving a foot below the dip of the wheel so that the water may 
run freely to it, and to allow for the casuai obstruction of weeds in 
the main drain-which if it be sufficiently capacious and well
formed, will bring down the water to the engine with a descent of 
3 inches in a mile. Suppose, then, that the wheel dip 5 feet below 
the surface of the water in the main drain, and that the water in 
the river into which this water must be raised and discharged has 
its level 5 feet above that in the drain, the wheel in such case will 
be said to have 10 feet head and dip, and ought to be made 28 or 
30 feet in diameter. 1 have found it practicable to throw out the 
water against a head of 10 feet, with a dip of 5 feet,-that is to 
aay, 15 feet head and dip with a wheel 35 feet in diameter; but in 
another engine more recently erected 1 have made the wheel 40 
feet in diameter. The engine that drives that wheel is of 80-horse 
power, and is situated on the ten-mile bank near Littleport, in the 
Isle of Ely. 

The largest quantity of water delivered by one engine is from 
Deeping Fen, near Spalding. This fen contains 25,000 acres, and 
is drained by two steam-engine&-<>ne of 80 and one of 60-borse 
power. The 80-horse engine has a wheel of 28 feet in diameter, 
with ftoat-boards or ladles measuring 54 by 5 feet, and moving with 
a mea.n velocity of 6 feet per second. So that the section of the 
stream, when the engine has its full dip, is Z7t feet, and the quan
tity discharged per second is 165 cubic feet-equal to more than 
"'t tons of water in a second, or about 16,200 tons of water 
in an hour. It was in the year 1825 that these two engines 
were erected, and at that time the district was kept in a half
cultivated state by the help of 44 windmills-the land at 
times being wholly under water. It now grows excellent wheat-
producing from 4 to 6 quarters te the acre. In many districts land 
has been purchased at from 101. to 201. an acre by persons who 
foresaw the consequences of these improvementt1, and which they 
could now sell at from 501. to 101. an acre. This increase in value 
has arisen not only from the land being cleared from the injurious 
effects of the water upon it, but from the improved system of cul
tivation which it has enabled the farmers to adopt. 

The fen lands in Cambridgeshire and in part of the neighbour
ing counties are formed of a rich black earth, consisting of decom
posed vegetable matter, generally from 6 to 10 feet thick, although 
m some places much thicker, resting upon a bed of blue gault, 
containing clay, lime, and sand. When steam-drainage was first 
introduced, it was the practice to pare the land and bum it; then 
to sow rape-seed, and to feed sheep upon the green crop ; after 
which wheat was sown. The wheat grown upon this land had a 

long weak straw, easily bent and broken, carrying eara of com of 
small size, and having but a weak and uncertain hold by its root in 
the black soil. Latterly, however, chemistry having thrown 
greater light upon the operations of agriculture, it has been the 
practioe to sink pits, at regulnr distances, through the black earth. 
and to bring up_ the blue gault, which is spread upon the 911rface 
as a manure. The straw-by this means taking up an' additional 
quantity of ailex-becomes firm, strong, and not so tall a11 formnly, 
carrying larger and heavier corn; and the mixture of clay giTt!ll 
a better hold w the roots, rendering the crops less liable to be laid 
by the wind and rain; whilst the pruduce is moet luxuriant aud 
abundant. 

BEGlllTBB OP llEW PA"l"B:.Tll. 

THE STEAM HAMMER. 
J.1.KEB N.1.s11YTR, and HoLBBOOK G.&s1t~LL, of Manchestery en

gineers, for " certain imjWOVtm81lt8 in machinery or aPf!Grohu .for 
forging, atamping, and cuttillg iron and other aubltancu. ~ranted 
February 23; Enrolled August 23, 18,8. 

This patent is for improvements in the steam-hammer, for 
which invention patents were ~anted to the same parties in I~ 
1~4,gl and 184-4. The principal object of these improvement& is co 
regwate the action of the hammer with greater facility, by work
ing the lifting-cylinder by mean1 of an additional small steam
cylinder. The general arrangement of the primary parts remain 
very similar to the hammers now in general use. As is well
understood, the hammer is lifted by admitting the steam below the 
piston in the cylinder, and, by allowing the steam to escape~ the 
hammer, by its own gravity, falls and gives the required blow. In 
the present invention, the force of the blow is regulated more 
conveniently than before. For this purpose, there is a nnall 
steam-cylinder for working the main slide-valve. This cylinder 
is fitted with a piston, connected by means of a rod to the main 
slide, to which the steam is admitted from the boiler. The small 
cylinder is furnished with three steam-passages similar to ordinary 
high-pressure engines, admitting steam alternately above and 
below the piston, and regulated by the slide-valve. This valve is 
connected by a rod to the piston of another cylinder, which i1 
su~ject to the pressure of the steam from the main cylinder on the 
under-side, and is depressed by steam entering from a tnbe com
municating with the valve-jackets of the slides. Steam haring 
been admitted to the working-cylinder, the piston is elevated, and 
to regulate the height of the fall, a cock or valve is opened, com
municating with an opening in the cylinder. This permits a rush 
of steam to fluw into a pipe, which conveys it thence below the 
piston, raising it by the pressure of the steam on the under surface. 
The effect of this movement is to produce the requisite change in 
the position of the valve, so as to suffer the steam which entered 
the small cylinder above the piston, to escape into the atmosphere; 
and by the entrance of steam below the piston, it elevates the 
valve, so a11 to cover the steam-passage to the cylinder and the 
eduction-port, thereby suffering the steam to escape from the main 
cylinder; consequently the hammer, by its own gravity, will fall 
from the height to which it has been raised. There are three 
passages, each furnished with a valve or stop-cock, the leveni of 
which are connected by rods to hand-levers, by which they may be 
opened or shut at pleasure; therefore

1 
if the hammer IS not re

quired to fall from a height greater tnan the first opening, the 
valve connected therewith must be closed and the one above it 
opened, when the same action will be produced whenever the 
p1Bton is elevated above such opening by the escape of llteam. 
Two other methods of regulating the action of the hammer are 
shown in the specification, but the one we have noticed is auJlioieni 
to show the nature of the invention. 

The patentees claim :-First, the application and use of an 
additional slide-valve, piston, and cylinders, or any of these parts 
separately, for the purpose of working the piston of the ~r 
cylinder, and thereby actuating the main slide, eo as to prodace 
the alternate admission and escape of steam to and from the main 
cylinder.- Secondly, the employment of apertures in the main 
cylinder, for the purpose of working the piston and main slide, 
thereby effecting the motion of the hammer and regulating the 
various heights to which is raised.-Thirdly, the use of a vesel, 
with its plug or cock, tlo as to regulate the interval of time re
quired for the falling of the hammer from the various heights to 
which it is elevated.-Fourthly, the application of a valve, placed 
ill the eduction-port of the main cylinder, for actuating the valn, 
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eo aa to e!'ect the required change of the piston, and with it the 
main alid&-valve, thereby actuating the hammer, and also for the 
porpoee of obtaining the lapse of the required interval of time 
f'or the fall of the hammer.-Fifthly, the a1.plication of a latch
lever motion to the moving of the small slide-valve in one direc
tion.-Sixthly, the combination of the latch lever-motion with the 
arm, and other parts connected therewith, by which motion is also 
transmitted to the valve, in the reverse direction, instead of em
ploying the small cylinder for that purpose.-Seventhly, the ap
plication of the screw and parts connected therewith, for tile 
purpose of regulating the height to which the hammer is elevated. 
-And, lastly, they claim the moving of the main alid&-valve, 
direct from the piston, and also without the intervention of the 
maiD Blide. 

DECORATIVE ARTS. 
Miss ELJUBBTR W uuoz, of Laurel-lodge, Cheltenham, spins

ter, for "Ipapr~• in facing, figuring, duignating, decorating, 
planning, and otlierwiBe jilting up lwuau and building•, parta of which 
an applicabk to articlu of furnUurt.• -Granted February 28; 
Enrolled August 28, 18-'8. 

The improvements in the decorative arts patented by Mi88 
Wallace are divided in the specification into ten kinds, though 
the di8tinguishing feature in the invention is the production of 
the effects of marble, malachite, &c., by casting tablets of plaster 
of Paris on to glus, the gl888 or plaster being coloured or deco
rated to give the required effect. These tablets are intended to 
be applied both externally and internally, the internal decorations 
being of coune more ornamental than tlie tablets used to imitate 
marble, &c., on the exteriors, and they are to be fixed to the walls 
by cement and long copper nails. Among other parts of the inven
tion iii a mode of producing the ap~nce of gold without employ
i!1f' apy metal, and it is thus described :-"To make a flat tablet of 
thu description, I take a plate of figured yellow gl888 (the nearer 
the colour of gold the better) ; to the back of this I attach a plate 
of plain yellow gl888 silvered; and I unite the two plates of gl888 
bf' cementing them at the edget with gutta percha, or any other 
eaitable cement. The result of the combination is, that the 
figuredJart• of the upper glBSB exhibit the appearance of 
deaden or frosted gold, with a groundwork of burnished gold 
or eice oera4. Sometimes I substitute for the front plate of figur;;d 

-yellow glue, a plate of white glau, figured or ground (the whole 
of it, or parts only); and sometimes I also dispense with the 
eecond sheet of glau altogether, and apply the silvering at once 
&o the back of the figured or ground front plate." 

In another ,Part of the specification is described the following 
process for giving additional brilliancy to painted glass:-" As 
regards stained, or painted, or other figured glass-I take a sheet 
of plain white glMs, give it a coating of gum, then sprinkle over 
it a quantity of what are known in the gla88 trade by the name of 
•frostings,' which are readily laid hold of by the gum; and the glass 
thus prepared I attach to the stained, or painted, or other figured 
gia&8 on the inside, or that side which is next to the interior of the 
house or building, by means of gutta percha solution, or some other 
11Uitable cement, applied to the edges. The frostings have on the 
inside the effect of giving a beautiful lustre to an the lighter 
parts of the design on the stained, or painted, or other figured 
due, without impairing in. the least the strength of tone of the 
darker or coloured portions; while they impart to the glass, when 
viewed from the outside, much the same effect 88 if a flood of 
light were streaminjf through from within: 

In all the other different modes proposed for decorating houses 
by the patentee, the plan of giving a glBSB surface is adopted so as 
to produce the eft'ect of a most brilliant polish, and at the same 
ume to serve 88 a protection against damp and atmospheric cor
roliou. 

ECONOMY OF FUEL IN STEAM-FURNACES. 
Feux Doucez, of Rouen, France, merchant, for "certain mMM, 

proceutt, and apparatua uaed far aaving and applying the lo6t Aea.l in 
general, and BOmetimu direct htat, to many uaeful puf'PO'U." (A com
mwi.icatioa.. )-Granted February 10; Enrolled August IO, 18-'8. 

Thie invention relates. fint, to an improvement in the feeding ap
paratus for supplying the feed-water to steam-boilers, and is con
structed 88 followt1. A number of tubes or pipes are placed in aver
tical position within a cylindrical vesael, the ends of the tubes being 
aecured to two dumbere, oae at each of the ea.de of the tubea, the 

interior of the tubes forming a communication between the cham
beni., which have no communication with the exterior of the tubes; 
there are two communicating pipes from the cylindrical ves&t'l, 
one at the top and the other at the bottom; there are also pipes 
of communication from the two chambers. The upper pipe of 
the cylindrical vessel communicates with the boiler, and the lower 
with the feed-pump ; thus the supply of feed-water will pB111 
through the cylindrical veSBel amongst the tubes, and take 
up the heat given off by the waste steam, which is pll88ed 
through the tubes and chambers for that purpose. The second 
improvement consists of a slight modification of the above, fyr 
the purpose of heating air by p888ing steam or fire through the 
tubes, the air being in contact with the exterior of the tubes ; 
the patentee gives this apparatus the name of ierifor or caloridor. 
The third improvement relates to a stretching apparatus for 
stretching the tiBBUes or fabrics as manufactured by machinery. 
The fourth improvement consists in allowing the waste steam to 
flow through a pipe into a large square receiver, where it is con
densed. The fifth improvement consists in the application to 
external surfaces, for the purpose of retaining the heat therein, of 
envelopes or wrappers. 

TURN-TABLES. 
WJLLux TeoaoLD, of Norwich, engineer, for "Im~mu in 

turn-ta/Ilea." -Granted January 13; Enrolled July 13, 18,8. 

This specification is very voluminous, BB the patentee claims 
eleven different improvements in the construction of turn.tables. 
'fhe fir11t relates to an improved centre-pin, which improvement 
consists in forming on it a projectin~ flange or collar, the upper sur
face of which is an incline orenail piece on which the centre of the 
table rests. The upper part of the pin has a ratchet-wheel attached, 
which is level with the surface of the table, and fitted with a click 
or pall attached to the table, which prevents it turning round 
without the table, while, at the 88Dle time, the ratchet and pin may 
be turned round by insertin(!' a spanner in two holes in the upper 
side of the ratchet, the incline plane at the lower end raising the 
table when such elevation is required. Secondly, the patentee 
claims a mode of constructing the centre squares of the top frame, 
having the rails laid thereon, and independent of the other part 
of the frame-work. Thirdly, different modes of constructing and 
arranging the working rollers that form the support of the circum
ference of the tu rn-tablee. Fourthly, a method of dh·erting the dust, 
rain, and all extraneous matters, and also for clearing away such 
extraneous matters from the circumference. Fifthly, a mode of 
constructing turn-tables without centre-pins, and, consequently, 
without the usual parts connected with centre-pine and other 
bearings. For this purpose he employs beams or ldrdere of a 
stronger description than usual, for supporting the rails and plat
forms of tables of a corresponding size. These girders being 
attached at each end to the upper bearing-surface of the circum
ference, which is surported on rollers as usual from the under 
surface. The axes o these rollers instead of being attached to a 
separate frame revolving round the centre-pin, have their axes 
plBced between two concentric belts or rings, which maintain the 
position of the rollers in a circle equal to the diameter of the bearing
surfacee. The under bearing-surface has its inner circumference 
rendered truly circular, and forms a surface on which horizontal 
guides or friction-rollers travel. These rollers are supported from 
axes pendent from the under-side of the table, and consequently 
maintain the position of the table concentric with the bearing-sur
faces. The BIXth improvement consists in a mode of constructing 
the top frame in several divisions or compartments, and of various 
kinds of material. The seventh claim is for the exclusive privilege 
of CBBting the bearing» and all working parts of turn-tables on 
chills, the aame never having been heretofore {'ractised. Eighthly, 
the method of constructing single-line tablet m such a manner as 
to render them more economical than such tables have hitherto 
been. Ninthly, the constructing larger kinds of turn-tables, with 
moveable joints in the beams or girders which support the rails; 
also for the more perfect mode of stopping such tables at the proper 
point for effecting a junction with the line of rails. Tenthly, a 
method of constructing the larger kinds of tum-tables, so that the 
power of a locomotive can be dpplied to the turning of such table 
when it is loaded with the engine and its tehder, and when they 
require reversin~ on the line of railL Lastly, the patentee claiaie 
a method cµ ra!Bing and locking the centre of turn-tables, wbera 
t.hey require to be turned. 
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STEAM-BOILERS. 
HoBATIO BLACK, of Nottingham, lace-m11ker, for "improotmmu 

iR eiiaporation."-Granted February 14"; Enrolled August 14, 18"'8. 

This invention relates to a mode of supplying water to steam 
and other boilers, by passing it through a succes1<ion of hollow 
fire-bars, of wrought-iron, brass, copper, or malleable cast-iron, 
previous to entering the boiler. 

' I I I " 
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The annexed engraving is a plan of a set of fire-bars. a is the 
supply-pipe, through which the water iii forced into the tubular 
fire-bars, bb: the water first enters the middle bars b1 b', and, after 
circulating through the whole series of bani, passes, in a highly
beated state, through the pipes cc, into the boiler. It is not etiden.,. 
tial that the water should be divided into two stream11, as the whole 
supply may enter into one bar, and circulate through the serit!i! of 
bars in the ll&Dle direction; or more than two divisions ot barii 
m11y be used in large furnaces. d is a cock on the supply-pipe, to 
regulate the quantity of water admitted. e is a pipe, furnished 
with a cock f, which is to be opened when the supply of water to 
the boiler is not going on ; as otherwise the heat of the fire would 
tend to force the water out of the tubular bars; but by the cock/ 
being opened sufficiently to permit the escape of a small quantity 
of water, such a circulation will be kept up as will prevent the 
"·ater being driven out of the bars b b, wheu the supply of water to 
the boiler is stopped. 

The above arrangement is suitable either for high or low pres
sure boilers; but, generally, for low-pressure, a rising pipe is at
tached, with a small cistern at the upper part, to the supply-pipe 
a, near the force-pump; and a valve 1s placed over the opening 
through which the water enters the cistern;-" the valve prevent
ing the water from flowing from the cistern to the boiler, by the 
valve being weighted, causes a pressure sufficient to force the 
water into the pipe a, and thence through the hollow barH b b, into 
the boiler; the quantity admitted to the boiler being regulated by 
the cock on the pipe a." By meam1 of this arrangement, the 
water, forced into the pipe a, "ill flow into the boiler so long as it 
is required ; but any excess will pass up the rii;ing-pipe into the 
cistern, which is pro,·ided with an overflow-pipe: the boiler will 
thus work, at all times, subject to the pressure of the column of 
water in the rising-pipe and cistern. It should be stated that there 
is a valve in the pipe a, between the rising-pipe and the force
pump; llhich valve opens towards the boiler, 1md permits the 
water to flow in that direction, but closes against any flow of water 
from the boiler. 

REVERBERATORY FURNACES. 

Junie TunnNs CHANCE, and EDwABD CHANCE, of Birmingham.\ 
for " lmpro«mentl in fun1acu, and in the manrifacture of g/Qlla. 
Granted February 14"; Enrolled August 14, 184.8. 

This invention, as the title imports, relates to improvements in 
two distinct departments of the manufactures. The first, which 
refers to reverberatory furnaces, has for its object the greater 
~onomy of fuel, by re-conducting the heated gases to the furnace. 
In the usual construction of such furnaces, the heat from the fire, 
after striking against the arch above the furnace, arfd being r&
verberated downwards, passes off to the chimney. The patentees, 
instead of thus paasing the hea' direct into the chimney, render it 

further available to heating the furnace by returning the fiue 
and carrying it back over the reverberating arch, and t.ben do..- 1>

wards and to ~he chimney, whereby the heat in p889ing throut::h 
the return-flue is reverberated downward& upon the top of the u
''erberating arch of the furnace itself, and thus 888il!U in heat.ini! 
that portion of the furnace. The second part of the in\·ention 
consists in a mode of passing sheets of gl.asa into annealing fur
naces or kilns. By the ordinary method the gl8118 to be annealed 
i11 pushed into tbe kiln, and before this can be done the glafi mu•t 
lo,;e a great portion of its heat, to enable it to po118e118 sufficient 
firmnellS and solidity to bear the pushing strain to which it ia aub
jected. The patentees make in the 11ide wall of the furnace oppo
site to that where the entrance for the sheets of glass into the 
furnace i11 situated, a hole or opening throtigh which the workman 
p88Be8 an instrument which, passing acr088 the furnace and takill,li 
hold of the edge of the sheet of glBBll, pulls and draws it into the 
kiln ; by this mode the temperature may not be 80 much rt'doced 
as when the old mode of pushing id adopted, inumuch as the 
strain attending the pullirig is considerably lei!8 than that of 
pushing. 

RAILWAY-BREAKS. 
RoBllAT HEATH, of Heathfield, Manchester, gentleman.. for 

"certain imprOtJementl in the method qf applyi11g arid wurki119 fridilnl 
breakl to enginu a11d carriagu iueti upon railwaya: -Granted Janu
ary 13; Enrolled July 13, lt14.8. 

The object of this invention is to bring a heavy •eight, attached 
to a lever, to bear agaim1t the friction break, 80 as to render the 
action more certain and regular than when manual force alone ia 
exerted. The lever is placed under the control of the ~ard, •ho. 
by turning a winch placed in the ordinary manner, may bring the 
weight to hel\I' upon the peripheries of the wheel11, or remove it, 
with very little eft'ort. 

SAMUEL CuNLIFFE L1sTEB., of Manningham-hall, Bradford, gen
tleman, for "improvementil in 1toppi11g railway traim and otJu:r 
carriage•, and generaJlg u:here a lifting poicer or pruaure u required." 
Granted January 18; Enrolled July 18, 18'8. 

In this railway-break the resisting force is atmospheric pre118Ure, 
or the pre11sure of compressed air, bearing against the break,;, 
which, as usual, act on the circumferences of the "·heels. The 
apparatus consists of an air-chamber, placed below th.e framing oi 
the carriage. ft is jrovided with a pistou or pistons, to the rod• 
of which are attache the blocks, bearmg against the wheel11. The 
air is condensed into the air-chamber by air-pun1ps, worked by th~ 
axles of the carriages; and, by means of the pi .. -tona and rods, the 
pressure is communicated to the wheels. The mode to be adopted 
when the breaks are required to be thrown into action, i11 for the 
guard, by means of suitable connecting apparatus, to open the 
valves, by which means the atmospheric air will be admitted to the 
pumps, a few strokes of which will then so compi;ess the air within 
the receiver as to jress the breaks against the wheels. Similor 
effect& are produce hy making the pump11 act as exhauster.i. iD
stead of compressers. 

RAILWAY KEYS. 
W1LLLUI HENRY BAaww, of Derby, civil engineer, for .. Im

provements in tM manufuciure qf railway keys." -Granted January 
27 ; Enrolled J ulf 27, 18"'8. 

In these improved wooden keys, the inconvenience arising fM•m 
expansion and contraction is attempted to be ohviated, by ~nder
ing the wood impervious to moisture. Thill is done hy introducing 
into the pores of the wood, fatty or other matters that are insoluble 
in water. The patentee fir&t prepares the key1 of the requisite 
proportions, after which they are subjected to heat for the purpoi.e 
of expelling the moisture. This he effects by placing them in an 
oven for 24. houn>, which is mll.inta.ined at a temperature of ~l'i!"', 
after which thev are immersed in a solution by preference composed 
of four. gallons· of creo110te, one gallon of naphtha, 2-' lb. of pitch. 
and half a gallon of boiled linseed oil. The proportion of this 
mixture u11ed to impregnate the wood is about one ~on to the 
cubic foot, and the keys should be immersed therem about 2• 
hours. They are then ready for use, unless it be deemed necessary 
to subject them to the proceSB of compression. Instead of simple 
immersion in these insoluble matters, the process may be gttatlv 
facilitated by exhnusting the air from the wood in a close veael, 
and afterwards forcing the fat composition in under pressure. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN MARINE ENGINES AND PROPELLERS. 

~OUPB MAuDSLAV, of the firm of Maudslay, Sons, and Field, of Lambeth, engineers, for "Improvmaent1 in obtaining and applying 
moltvt! ~and in tM machinery and apparatt1.11 employed therein." -Granted March 8; Enrolled September 81 184.8. [Reported ill 
the Meciianid Maga.ei~.] · 

Fig. 1. Yag. 2. 

Fig. 3. l'lg. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

1. The new steam propeller which forms the 
leading subject of Mr. Maudslay's present patent, 
obviates one of the greatest ob;tacles that have 
hitherto stood in the way of steam propelling, 
whether by meam1 of screw blades or fiat blades, 
or blades of any other description; viz., the diffi
culty of shipping and unshipping the propeller. 
Mr. Maudslay affixes the blades of his propeller 
(which may, he says, be of "any approved or 
suitable form") in such a manner to the drivin$'
shaft that the propeller assumes of itself, as it 
were, the proper angle for propulsion, the instant 
the drivinir-shaft is put in motion, and returns aa 
instantly mto a neutral or inoperative position. 
when the driving-shaft ceaaes to rotate. 

Fig. 1 represents part of the stern of a \'essel 
fitted with this improved propeller; fig. 2, a front 
view of the instrument detached from its place in 
the vessel; and fig. 3, a sectional plan of the 
propeller, aad its connections on the line a b of 
.fig. 1. 

"A• A' are the bladea of the propeller, which 
are inserted at their inner or narrow ends into 
sockets B • B1, in the end of the propeller-shaft S, 
in which sockets they are free to turn to the ex
tent to be. presently defined. To the shank of 
each propeller blade there are two toothed seg
ments C• c•, CJ Cj, attached one at the top of 
each socket, and the other at the bottom of 
it ; and the two sets of segment11 work the one 
into the other within the limits determined by 
the stops/ f, so that the propeller-blades must 
always move io perfect unison, and can only turn 
round in their sockets to the extent allowed by 
the stops. E is a sliding clutch, affixed to the 
driving-shaft inside of the propeller-blades, which 
Diay be moved sternwards, so as to lay hold of 
either of two sets of pins, d d and e e, which pro
ject from the back of the wheels of the innermost 
propeller-blade A1• F is a vertical rod, by means 
Of which the clutch E, may be worked from the 
deck of the vessel; this rod terminating at bottom 
in a screw, which takes into a swivelled nut n, 
which is attached to one arm of a bell-crank G, 
the other arm of which is forked so as to embrace 
the clutch E, when brought down upon it. The 
mode in which the propeller, as thus fitted, acts, 
is aa follows :-Supposing the clutch to be disen
gaged, and the driving-shaft to be put in motion, 
the blades are immediately thrown out into the 
anlfll}ar positions proper for propelling, and they 
will continue in these positions as long as the 
shaft continues to rotate. Should occasion ariae 
for backing the vessel, the bladee are then &&
cured in their extended positions by interlocking 
the clutch with the pins d d, at the back of the 
wheels of the innermost blade A~, as represented 
in fig. 3. When the engine is stopped, and the 
driving-shaft ceases to rotate, and the clutch is 
withdrawn, the propeller-blades will, by the action 
of the water upon them, be turned round in their 
sockets until they come into a line with the course 
of the vessel, and present their sharp edges only 
to the water, as exemplified in fig. 4.; and, for 
greater 1ecur1ty, they may be. made fast in this 
p01ition by interlocking the clutch E, with the 
pins e e, at the back of the wheels of the innermost 
blade: 

From the instantaneousness with wh,ich this 
peculiarly fixed sere"' propeller can be turned 
to account, from its never being required to be 
raised out of the water, and never offering, when 
in the water and at rest, any material obstruction 
to the steering or progression of the veBl!el, it 
seems to po&1e11& so far a great superiority nver 

,0 
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all the IC:reW propellers hitherto in U88 i bui J'ls. 8. 
it promises to be more especially advantageous _..-'""=-=~~::-:::"rt~...,..~~:';] 
in the cue of veaels going Ion~ voyages, with 
small atore of fuel, and employmg steam u an 
auxiliary power only, when the wind ia not fair 
for the use of aails. With a propeller of thia 
deacription, not a minute need be loat in changing 
from aailing to steaming, or from steaming to 
aailina-, 1\Dd comequently. not a pound more of 
fuel need be expended t.han is abaolutely re
quired. 

2. The peculiar feature of Mr. Maud lny's new 
fu.rna n ist in th employm nt of r tating 
tubular crew bars, and h n e the the nnrne 
{ J rchimedi n") by which w (not Mr. fou ds
lay) h ve ventured to di tin gui8h it. F ig. 6 i a 
lo itudinal ection of the furn ce ; and fig. 6 a 
front view. 

H H, are the fire-bars, which in tend f being 
as usual olid fixture , con · t f a eri s of tube11 
which are free to revolve in thei r bearing , ar e 
open fr m end to end er w-tbr aded on the out-

de, and perfornt d with numer u ai r-hole . n 
the front end of ea h bar th re is a br d flan ge 

r shoulder f, which project beyond the eoeral 
line of the furn ce, and has a worm-wheel \V, 
formed upon it. An endl crew- haft K, 
wh i h passe~ aero the fr nt oft.he furnac and 
i worked from the engine through the medium 
of the bevil-wb N, J. takes into the whol 

ri f worm-wheels \v, and au es th ereby 
tl1e con tant rotation of the fire-bars. L i a 

throttle-valve h 'pper by whi b the coal are up- l~~~~~!~lll~lil!ilii~~~~ plied to the furna ·e. the coals drop from the 
hopp r they fall upon au inclined ' hoot ;\[, 
which proj ct them upon the front end f the _ _ 
furnace bar when e th y ar carried gradually . . 
forward to the ba ·k, by the rotat ion of the ba and the action. of .th.e1r screwt;d surf~ces on th~ mass ?f fuel. 

Inc nsequence of the bar being in this con tant st !lte of rotation 1t 1s almost 1mposs1ble that either clinkers or ashes should accumulate 
upon them. 

LOCO.MOTIVE ENGINES. 
CHA.llLBS Rni:m:IE, of Aberdeen, Scotland, engineer, for " ~taira 

Impr<JfJemttlU in locomotive mginu."-Granted March 2; Enrolled 
September 2, 18-iS. [Reported in the Mining Joumal.] 

This invention consists in, and has reference to, certain im
provements in locomotive and other engines, carried into practical 
elfect by the means, or thro~h the agency, of certain new or 
improved mechanical combinations and arrangements, having for 
their object the simplification of the construction, and the augmen
tation of the efficiency, of such engines. 

The first part consists in the application of a cylinder, or 
cylinders, with two distinct and separate pistons in each cylinder, 
to which are affixed piston-rods, for imparting motion to the 
cranked-axles and drivmg-wheels fixed thereon, whereby the rock
ing, or oscillating, motion attending locomotive engines as hitherto 
constructed, is consi~erably diminished, and greater steadiness 
of motion obtained, as, by this arrangement, the momentum of 
one . piston, together with its cranks, and other connections, is 
at all times exactly balanced, or nearly ao, by that of the other, 
in consequence of the approaching or receding of the pistons to 
and from each other being always simultaneous. The second part 
relates to an improved mode of worki~ the slide-valves of loco
motive and other engines, by rendering the eccentric, which 
imparts motion thereto, available for the purpose of reversing the 
engine. Tlie third part relates to an improved valve for regulating 
the admission of steam, or other motive power, to the working 
cylinders of locometive and othtt engines, and to improvements 
in aafety-valves, to be applied to the boilers of engiMS, or other 
reservoirs of power. The fourth part relates to an improved 
anti-prime5or steam-collector, to be applied to the boilers of steam
engiaes. The fifth part relates to an improved self-acting feeding 
apparatus, for supplying water to the boilers of steam-engines. 
And the sixth and last part consists in the application to the 
wheels of locomotive engines of an improved guard, or safety
break. 

The drawing exhibits a side elevation of a locomotive engine, 
comtructed according to this invention. A marks the boiler of 
the engine; B, the driving-wheels fixed upon the crank-axles, C ; 
the bos~, or nave, D, of each of such wheels serving as the crank, · 

to which one end of the connecting-rod E, is attll.ched by a crank
pin, or stud, a, secured to the said nave, and the opposite end of 
the rod E, is connected to the piston-rod F, in the usual way of 
forming such connections. G, G, two pistons, to which are ai
tached the rods F, F-the said pistons working steam-tight in the 
cylinder H, by means of metallic, or .other packing. The c~·li.o
ders are fixed to each side of the boiler. Instead of having the 
fixed cylinder and connecting-rods, as above described, oscillati.ng
cylinders may be used, with their diston-rods connected directly 
with the crank-axle; or where fixe cylinders are used, and &pace 
is an object, the connecting-rods E, E, may be dispensed with, by 
attaching to the piston-rods a cross frame, in which there is a slot 
formed, into which a crank-pin, or stud, takes. The outer end 
of the frame works through a guide-hole, fixed to the side of the 
engine, and thus the rectilinear motion of the piston-rods impart• 
rotary motion to the crank-axle and driving-wheels fixed thereon. 
The steam may be admitted through the ports, into the cylinder, 
by a common 8lide1 in the following manner :-Upon the hinder
most driving-axle 1s fixed an eccentric, upon which is a cam, of the 
following peculiar construction :-Two rods are fixed to, or formtd 
upon, the said cam; or it may be composed of one double-gabbed 
rod, one gab being employed for effecting the backward, and the 
other the forward, motion of the slide-valve, through the inter
vention of a double lever, which has its fulcrum upon a stud, fixed 
to the side of the boiler, as shown by the drawing, and this lever 
is connected to the slide-valve by a rod c. The length of this 
lever, as also the angle of inclination of the plll'ts O, O, should be 
in accordance with the lead of the valve-the one or other of the 
inclined po.rte O, being caused to act upon the lever by a hand 
lever, connected to the said cam in any convenient manner, so u 
to enable the engine-driver to start, reverse, and stop the engine 
readily, by the same eccentric which gives motion to the slid~ 
valve. By making the end of the val1·e-rod moveable, as in a slot 
in the lever P, the steam may be worked expansil·ely at pleasure. 
Improved spring aafety-valves are exhibited by other drawings at
tached to this specification, from which it will appear there are 
two forms of construction, showing a valve with a conical-shaptd 
seat, being a ftat-vah-e, and constructed with a ftange, which the 
inventor terms a compensation flange--such ftange being let into 
the seat vertically, about one-sixth of the diameter of the steam-

1 
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way in the valve-seat. This valve is weighted by a helical spring, 
of sufficient power; according to the required pressure of the 
steam; and when it. is intended to be used 88 a reserve safety
valve, the spring is to be placed around that part of the stem 
below the valve-that is to say, within the boiler. The advantage 
of this form of construction of valve over the ordinary valve is 88 
follows :-As soon 88 the pressure of the steam raises the valve 
from its seat, the flange, being exposed to the pressure of the 
steam, presents an increased surface, which compensates for the 
incre8810g resistance of the helical sping, until the valve has been 
raised to a height equal to the area of the steam-way, when it 
allows the steam, or vapnur, to escape freely. \Vhen not intended 
as a reserve safety-valve, this valve may have the spring placed 
above it. Another valve, which is called an indicator safety-valve, 
i1 exhibited, consisting of a piston, which is fitted into a tube, 
having a spring attached to it-lateral openi~ being made in the 
tube, to allow the steam to escape when the piston becomes raised 
above such openings; and by making the said tube moveable within 
another one, the " blowing-oft"' point may be varied at ple88ure. 
An index, like that of a barometer, may then be attached to the 
stem, or rod, of the piston, and will indicate very slight variations 
of pressure. A regulating-valve is attached, the construction and 
arrangement of which is 88 follows :-There is a short socket-pipe, 
having two conical valve-seats formed therein, into which the vaJves 
fit-such valves being connected together, or formed upon one 
stem, into which one end of a rod is screwed, or otherwise made 
fast, and the opposite end of the said rod attached to an eccentric 
&pindle, working through a stuffing-box, to which a hand-lever is 
fixed-such lever and rod being for the purpose of opening, or 
closing, the regulator-valve at ple88ure. 

The anti-primer before-mentioned is formed in the following 
manner :-Two distinct and separate plates of sheet metal, the 
outer edges of which are securely fixed to the inside of the boiler, 
by rivetting, or otherwise, the said plates being inclined towards 
the centre of the boiler, care being taken to leave a space between 
the inner edges of the two plates, so 88 to reserve a channel 
lengthwise of the boiler, for the passage of steam into the steam
chamber thus formed, and within, or in connection with which the 
regulating-valve, is situate the steam-pipes which lead to the cylin
ders being connected thereto. Instead of forming the anti-primer 
of two separate strips, or pieces, of metal, the same result may 
be obtained by forming it of one strip, or piece, of metal, of the 
shape shown-the said plate being pierced with an infinite number 
of 8Jllall holes. The construction and arrangement of the feeding
apparatus are as follows :-There is a metal cylinder, which should 
be bored perfectly true and cylindrical, fitted with a piston, the 
rod of such piston forming the plunger, or ram, of the cold water 
pump, the barrel of which serves 88 a compound gland for the 
stuffing-box of the cylinder and pump-barrel. The slide-valve, 
which may be made to cover or uncover the ports, or p8888geS, in 
the cylinder, by the opposite sides of the piston coming into con.
tact with the levers, which are connected to the slide-valve by a 
rod or rods. There are spherical-valves (the seata of which are 
knife-edged), formed within the spherical flange pieces, which 
have openings for establishing a communication between the ten
der, the pump-barrel, and the steam-boiler, 88 exhibited. The 
modu1 operandi of this feeding-apparatus is as follows :-Upon 
steam being admitted from the boiler into the cylinder, through 
the steam:..port, or pa&llllge, the piston will be acted upon, and the 
ram, or plunger, be withdrawn, th.e water from the tenders will 
raise the valve, and enter the barrel, to supply the space previously 
occupied by the plunger, or ram; by this time the piston will have 

acted upon the lever2 so as to cause the slide-valve to uncover the 
port, or passage, an<1 cover the port, or :{'assage, P,, thereby al
lowing the steam on the other side of the piston to escape through 
the exhaust-pipe ; ·the piston will now be impelled in a contrary 
direction, and the plunger, or ram, entering the barrel, will cause 
the one valve to be closed, and the other to be opened by pressure 
of the water therein, which 88 the plunger, or ram, advances, will 
be forced into the boiler, to supply the deficiency of that. water 
1Vhich h88 been converted into steam; R,, R., mark wheel-guards, 
or safety-breaks, which are each composed of a strong band, or 
&trap, of iron, placed like a spl88her over the wheel to be pro
tected ; the inner surface of the said guard, or break, is formed of 
the converse shape to that of the tyre, and fixed securely to the 
framing, or boiler, or both, as near to the top of the wheel as the 
play of the bearing-springs will admit of, Md 88 near to the back 
of each wheel 88 possible, without touching it. 

To each side of the engine a bar of iron is placed, and securely 
fixed in a longitudinal direction-such arrangement being intended 
to preserve such wheels in a vertical position, and thereby support 
the engine, in the event of the axles breaking, and to operate at 
the same time as a break, to retard the motion of the engi11e, in 
the event of any such accident. Another improvement in locomo
tive engines consists in arranging that part of the boiler known 88 
the fire-box, in such manner that the height of the water in this 
part of the boiler shall at all times be at a proper level, which ia 
effected by what is called an anti-fluctuator, which is a separate 
partition-plate across the water space, or an extension of the plate 
to which the tubes are fixed 88 shown; and, by causing the, water 
to be fed to the boiler at that part which surrounds the lire, it will 
appear evident that the barrel of the boiler can only receive its 
supply of water from that which overflows the said partition-plate. 
Having described the nature of his invention, the patentee re
marks, that he does not claim the exclusive use of any of the 
separate parts above-mentioned and referred to, when considered 
per se and apart from the purposes of the said invention, as 
hereinbefore set forth and described. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN PEBro1u.TJNo Guss FOB VENTn.ATtO!f. 
Patented by Mr. J. Locir.HEAD, of Milton, Gravesend.-In forming 
plates2 sheets, lenses, or other forms of glass, the glass1 when in a 
semi-nuid state, is poured from the pot on to the castmg-table
the stream being followed by a pressure-roller, for the purpose of 
flattening it; and, while the glass is in a plastic state, a metal 
mould, with teeth or projections on its under-side, according to 
the pattern required, 18 applied to the surface, forcibly pressed 
down, and left in that position until the gl888 has set; after which 
it is to be removed, and the glass will be found to be perforated, 
in corresponding shapes to the projections on the mould. To effect 
this in the most complete manner, a screw-press, made to the size 
of the casting-table, i11 used, very similar to a common copying
press, and different pattern-moulds being fixed to the lower end of 
the screw, and worked by a cross handle. 

h!PBOVEllENTS IN OBTAINING Oxroz OF ZINC FBOM THE ORE. 
Patented by M. C. A. F. RoceAZ, of Paris.-By this process, the 
employment of retorts, 88 by the old method, is dispensed with, 
the fuel and labour economised, the operation comrletely inde
pendent of the skill of the workman, and the 1088 o metal, inci
dental to the old method, prevented. Ores of lead and zinc may 
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be operated on at once. The principal feature conaiats in the 
reduction of the native sulphuret of sine (blende), and of the 
oarbonates, oxides, and silicates of zinc, and 1ulphurets and oxides 
af lead, by the action of the reducing gases of a blast-furnace, by 
which the scoria, or slag, is fused1 and the zinc volatilised; the 
Tapours are then condensed, and. conducted into a reservoir, 
situated over the mouth of the furnace, and heated by the gases 
therefrom. The furnace having been heated to the required tem
perature by the combustion of fuel alone, a charge of any kind 
of the above zinc ores, mixed with a suitable fiux, is introduced 
into the charging aperture, and, by means of a cover above, and a 
sliding plate below, none of the gases are allowed to escape. The 
charge thus falh upon a layer of incandescent fuel ; a layer of 
fuel is then poured upon the ore; then another charge of ore, 
until the furnace is fulf, and it is to be replenished as the charge 
ainks below a certain depth. The zinc is thus volatilised by the 
heat, and the scoria falls into the lower part of the furnace ; 
the gases and volatilised zinc pass through proper openings 
through a hydraulic main, and there deposit any zinc carried 
with them. 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 
/Uporl• r"tOd al IM MHling Mid aJ Stoauta, 411g111I, 18.(8. 

RAILWAY STATJBTICB. 

"Faeu ,,,,,,..., °" 1111 P'f'Ol"'OI of 1111 RaU11111y Sr•,,.." Br Mr. W. 
lfA ... ING. 

The modem railway 111tem of Europe mar be Aid to date from 1830, 
w11eu the con1traetioa, hr Mr. G. Stepbenaon, of the Li•erpool and Man. 
cheater Railway, with lu locomotive eagineii, wu completed. After that 
date we beard no more of inch prophecie1 u the following (from the Q.ar. 
Urly Rninl, in 1825 ), which it i1 not n1ele11 to record u a le111on of caution 
to DI for the future :-" Al to those penoa1 who 1peculate on making rail. 
w1y1 generally tbronahout the kingdom, and 1upenediag all the canall, all 
the w1gon1, mails, and 1tage-co1cbe1, po1t.cb1i1e1, and, ia 1bort, e•ery other 
mode of connyaace by land and by water, we deem them and their visionary 
acbeme1 naworthr of notice. What, for ia1tauce, can be more palpa/Jl1 
a/Jn.rd and rldiculovl than the following paragraph,"-in wbica a pro1pec' 
ii held out of locomotive• travelling twice u fut u 1tage-co1che1. "We 
1bould 11 1000," add1 the reviewer," espeet the people of Woolwich to 1nft'er 
them1elve1 to be llred off upon one of Congren'• ricochet rocket1, 11 tru1t 
tbem1elve1 to the merer of 1ucb a machine, going at 1ucb a rate." The 
modern railway 1y1tem b11, boweTer, not only done tbi1, but it bu giTen 
rile to new babih ia the preaeat generallon, and bu pro•ed to be the great 
mechanical invention of the nineteenth century, u the 1team-engiae wu of 
the eighteenth. Al it la 1ti11 In ih infancy, it la e1peciall7 the pro'tiace of 
atatlltical inquilJ to wat.cb ltl growth, 10 that on the one band timelr 
remedies may be applied to itl defeetl, and on the other free ICOpe mar be 
given to iu beneficial tendencieii. Valuble papen b&Te been contributed hr 
Meun. Laing, Porter, Graham, and otben, analy1ing the tra111c on railwa71 
daring che infaaq of the 171tem to the year 1843. Sbortlr before that 
period there had been a pauae ia railw1y1. During two rean, only llve mileii 
bad been auctioned, but the period •hicb bu 1iace elap1ed compri1es the 
memorable mania :rear• of 184~ and 1846. Under tbi1 excitement iatelli. 
gence and emulation baTe been 1timul1ted among the maaagen of railwar1 
to the utmo1t, and the 1y1km b11 rapidly adnaced. The coa101ld1tioa of 
lineii under a few ~t compaaie1, by the proce11 1tyled amalgamation, bu 
proceeded ;-the 1tmo1pberic, an entirely new 171tem of traction, bu beeu 
brought forward ;-the electric telegraph, conveying iatelligeace at the rate 
of 280,000 miles a aecoad, bu beeu widelr introduced ;-1pre11 train1, 
travelling at nearlr the highest attainable 1peed1, hue been eatabli1bed,-
1nd the length of railw1r1 in operation bu been donbled. It therefore 
become1 a matter of iakre1t to inquire to what the multi of 10 active a 
period point. Hue low fare1 anewered ?-Hu the tbird.clu1 trafllc, the 
mo1t important to the bulk of the people, been encounged, and bu it been 
fooad wi1e, not oalr for the men but fur the ownen of railw171, to encour. 
age it or the reTene ?-Hu the increue of •peed been 1ucce11ful, aud are 
we likrly to true! futer or 1lower hereafter ?-How hue the receiph kept 
up wbile the length of railwar bu been donhled ?-Did the llnt 2,000 mileii 
get the cream of the tra111c, u bu often been thought, and bu the uerage 
receipt per mile coaaequen,Jr fallen 06 ?-Should the experience of the put, 
in abort, gi•e u1 conlldeaoe in urging on the 1y1tem at the estraordiaary rate 
at wbich we are now doing it, or ao'? lo the following innltigation and 
.colleetian of factl it bu been attempted to throw aome light upon these 
poiah ;-the recent publication of the ol6cial ra11way return• for 1846 and 
1847 aft'ordiag peculiar facilitieii for the purpolB. The following paper refen 
to Bagli1b, Scot.ch, and Welab liuea onlr,-tbe Iri1h lion are escluded, the 
ecouomicll condition of Ireland being dift'erent from that ol this countlJ, 
and there being but few rai1W'1r1 open ill that country:-
CnaparaJ~11-gllu of RaU111111OJlftill1843~1847 aad Rlttipt1 tlllrtofl. 

1"'- leatlb• of Eo11lab, Scolda, 1.1111 Welab rallwa711 op.a J1111e 18411 wen 1,990 
Dl&to, O~D ., \be commeattmea\ or 18'8 ll,bll7 
Tbe ,,_ .-pea reCal"lltd rrw Iba rear IMI ... .ol4.740.000 
nuio, ror &lie,_, ellllla1 June ao, 841 8,11116,772 

After making the Deceu&IJ correction• ID the aboft llgum, the &ftnfl 
receipu per mile nf railway• in 1842 were 2,4891.; in 1847, 2,~96L We 
tbrrefore arrive at the important fact that, although the mileage of onr llna 
hu been doubled, the receiph hue been more than doubled. Thia moai be 
regarded u a favonrable general feature in the 1tate of railwa11- There wu 
mnch reuon to fear that, u the tint railway• ran between the great town 
or travened the manufacturing districtl, the railw•r• which 1tere nm 
opened would 1bow a great falling oft' in receipta. Hitherto, then, "e 6ad 
that tbil i1 not ao,-1 fact which mar giTe DI coalldeace u iqarda the grea\ 
length of rail war which bu been aanetioned hr parliamellt bat wbich ia llOI 
ret open. 

Liw1 HMliOlled w.t llOI opt11.-The length of railwar aanc:tioned by par
liament at the commencement of 1848, bu' not then open, wu 7,1~0 mi.lea. 
A coa1iderable portion of tbi1 is In progreu, more or leu rapid. OD the lat 
of Mar 1847, ~.209 milet were returned u in progreu, on wbleb 218,792 
penona were emplored, or 42 per mile.* Tbe1e new railwar1 are principallr 
de1igned for the accommodation of the agricultural parta of the COUDtry. 
We will preaentlr refer to tb11 pr01peeta of railw1y1 in 1ucb diatridl. Wbea 
the railw1r1 now in contemplation are complekd, and it ia probable tha\ tlae 
greater portion will be IO in the cour1e of cbe nest fiye rean, 1te 1ball haft 
upwarda of 10,000 milet of railwar open,-on which, judging from the DIUD· 
hen emplored on lines now open, (viz.., 14 per mile), 140,000 penona will 
be permanentlr employed, at good wagea,-repreaentiag, at be to a family, 
three quarten of a million of the gro11 population. The Importance of tbis 
addition to our internal commuaicatioDB will be appreciated wbea ii ii 
remembered that there are only about 4,000 mile1 of inland na'tiptioa and 
30,000 milet of turnpike road open for tra16c in the couaer,.. 

Allalyril of 'l'raf!k.-Gf'IWl'al Feailll'f'1.-Tbe gro11 tra111c for the year 
ending June 30, 1847, wu, u we have aeen, 8,3G6,000I. There were con· 
nyed during that year, from the return• of the Board of Trade,t in round 
numben, 7,000,000 ton1 of merchandise and good1, 8,000,000 to111 of coal, 
~00,000 horned cattle, l,~00,000 1beep, and 100,000 boneii. 

or the grou nm, 8,388,000I., Cb• panenger l'ftelptl were •• ~6.024,000 

Tb.!:,~ from ell ~~er oourcee-~, ca1Ue, ~rlag .. , ~ 3,M2.000 

Tolal ( s.aes.oee 
Ia eTelJ 1001. of receipts, the pa11enger traffic therefore form• 60 per eent., 
the cra111c receipt from other aourcea 40. In 1842 tbeae proportioaa were 
11 64 to 36. The proportion• of traffic receipt• from ocher 10urcea ibu 
pa11engen (being principally good• and cattle traffic) have thna increued 
aiuce 1842 u 40 to 36, or 11 per cent. The total number of~ 
carried in the rear (ending June 30) 1847 w1147,484,134, u compared 1'icb, 
in 1842, 22,403,478. The anrage distance travelled by each pauenger wu, 
in 1842, 13 miles; iD 1847 it wu 16 milea. The numben ud proportions 
11f cluae. were 

la 1847. la 1842. 
Plra&-dan .. H ll 20'2 
8ecoad·dau •• l!S·a 46"4 
Tblrd..clua • • 4i"6 84•4 

Tbua, the tbinl.clua panengen (which hue increued In n nmber 1ince 1842,. 
from 6,000,000 anauallr to 21,000,000,) now form nearly haU of the wbole 
number truelliag, wbere&1 in 1842 they formed only about one.third. OJaJr 
one-third of the tbird-clu1 pu1enger1 hue availed tbemselvet of the parlia
mentary traia1, arbitrarily (and, u it appear• to me, unfairly) impoMd upou 
railwar companiet in 1844. The following table, comparing the farea of the 
metropolitan railw1y1 iu the year ending June 1843, with tboae in the ,.ear 
ending June 1847, 1bow1 the great reduction which bu taken place in fara 
during the lut four yean. To make the compariaon more appreciable, the 
farea are taken u for 100 milea in pence. 

Name or BalhraJ.1 

London and Nor\11. Wea\erD •• 
o .... c WHkra •• 
Loodoa aad llou\b. W •"111 •• 
Eulenl CollDUH •• 
Northern aad Kucera •• 
lloulh. Eu tern •• 
London I.lid BrlabCoa •• 

Anrage •• 
l>llreieace per tell\. 

1843. 

884•8 
803•1 
a12·0 
2&4•1 
2174 
:.127•0 
860•0 

Tbi1 reduction in fares, coupled with the iacreue in the number of trai111, 
and the 1peed of truelliag, moat be regarded u the principal cauae of the 
great increue of the number of p111eagen since 1843. 

We have alread;y 1eeu thatthe numben in 1847aad 1843 are u 47,484,134 
to 22,403,4 i8. lf we take into account 1be a umber of mileii opened a&~ 
date1 respectively, the annual number per mile wu, in 1842, 11,772, ud iA 
1847, 14,806. 

• lo lhl1 nlUrn Che number ohnllH reluroed 11 In progreu an mon tb,a thow rtellr 
ta coo1ttucUon, tbe nua1btor or mro rmployrG per mUe 11 leaa 'baa \lie t.rutb. 

t Tbeae ,...ur111 ue not comple\e, aad !My ••~ulre oome cornc\loa, la r.,.ct ol cM 
eame anlcl .. beiDI aomedmn ll011ve1td 0"7 HTUal cllft1eal Uoea, and lberel.,,_ could 
u\'V mo"' lbaD oace. 
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The proportion of third.cla11 pa11engen bu, we bne teen, tbna 11tia
factori17 increued between 1842 and 1847. The third.clue traffic bu, 
bowenr, dneloped itaelr very differently on different llnea; ud it ma7 be 
well to inquire into tbi1. The atatement 1uhjoiaed 1bow1 the tbird-claM 
traffic of two metropolitan companie. (tbe Eutem Couatiea and the Great 
Weatern)-two North of England compaaie1 (the Lancuhire and Yorkabire 
and the Newcutle and Berwick)-and two Scotch companiea (tbe Edin
burgh ud Glugow ud the Glugow and Greeaock). 

Y~ar ""1mg J- 30, 1847. 

Num!M.r of Proportion 
Len1Ua Tbird-clau ID nery 

Name of Balhra7. ID PUMDprt Hundred of 
lllln. COGftJed. Thlrd.cl.ua 

PMMn1ere. -------
~~ti. ~!~·~~~:reenoct u. 957,6'4 83•3 

~891 79-6 
Kdlnbuiyb &Del Glugow 4" 8ll6,021 72·8 
Lancublre and Yuri11blre 109 2.0911,624 72-3 
U!dland 286 2,lS66,892 Sb•4 
l!:utem ConntlH 177 1,044.IAB M>·a 
Gm& WnlBD 2*t 419,&Ga 14•6 

From tbi1 It appears that while the Great We1tern Compan7, 011 a line 241 
milea long, have only carried 419,663, the Edinburgh and Glugow Compu7, 
on a line 46 mile• long, bne carried 836,025; the Midlud Company, 285 
mile1 long, 2,366,892; ud that while on tbe Great Weatem 01117 15 out of 
every 100 pa11engen coDTeyed are tbird-clu1, on tbe Eastern Countiet 50 
out of ner7 100, and on the Glugow, Pailley, and Greenock, 83 out of 
nery 100 are tbird-cla11 puaeagen. Although it i1 trae that tbe dlft'ereat 
character of tbe population and other clrcum1tuce1 will afl'ect to 1ome 
extent the relative number of tbird-clua puaenger1 on difl'erent llnea, the 
di•parit7 here ii 10 great that we can come to no other conclDlion than that 
the arrangementl of aucb a line 11 tbe Great Weatern u to tbird.clau pu. 
angen mU1t be aucb 11 to preclude bundreda of tbo1111nd1 of tbird-clua 
puaengen 7earl7 from uaing tbe railwa7 wbo, with greater facilities, would 
be glad to nae it. I 11y tbia with conftdence, becau1e u manager of the 
Glugow and Greenock Railwa7, where tbe tbird-claM 1y1tem bu beeu more 
denloped than on an7 line in tbe country (and where we carried paaaengen 
a& a prollt for one farthing a mile), I bad an opportunity of obtemng the 
real advutage and comfort wbicb very cheap travelling ia to the workinit 
elua. Aa tbe re.alts of the working of that line al'orded a remarkable 
instance of the effects of low fares, I bne thought that it might not be uuin. 
tereating to record tbem. The lliver Cl7de run1 beaide the Glugow, Paiale7, 
and Greeuock Railway, wblcb ia 23 milea long. Tbe ateamboata bne long 
afl'orded au euellent mode of tru1port between Glugow ud Greenock, the 
fares by boat before tbe railwa7 opened being from b to 2a., and the time 
occupied wu about two boon. Glugow, with a population of 274,000, wu 
at one end of the line, Greenock, with a population o! 36,000, at tbe other 
end of the line, ud nriou1 1ummer watering place1 lie at tbe mouth of the 
Clyde, below Greenoclr. On tbe line were Paialey (popuiation.60,000) aad 
Pon Glugow (population 7,000). Between Glugnw aud Paiale7 wa1 a 
canal on which there were puaenger-boatl drawn b7 boraea at a apeed of 6 
milea per boar. Theae facilitiea gue rile to a great tralllc before \be railwa7 
YU opeoed,-tbe 7earl7 number travelling along tbe coune of the railwa7 
being l,185,3t0, and the average fare 11. 4d. Notwitb1l1Dding \bil, a!ier 
the railwa7 wu opened (in 1843) the oumben travelling b7 all meua of 
co11n71nce were found to exceed 2,000,000, nr to have increased 100 per 
eent., tbe nerage fare having in the meau time fallen to lOd. Tbil wa1 tbe 
poM re.ult; but the fares of tbe railway (originally 2a. 6d. lirat-clau and 
b. 6d. aecond·clua for 23 milt•) were nried from time to time; ud u I 
cloael7 obaened tbe etfecta of theae variatioDI, having cau1ed ID account to 
he taken of the number traveiling b7 lteamboat and canal aa well u b7 rail
••1• it may be well to 1tate tbe reaul11 of tb- variation• of farea. 

Frnl aUwation.-In 1842, uncovered, open, third.clue carriag•, at a 
lare of fW. for tbe 23 miles (or about fd. per mile), were Introduced on the 
nilwa7 between Glaagow and Greenock, wberenpon tbe annual number of 
nilwa7 paaaengera between tboae plact1 increued 224,000, being an increue 
of 32 per cent. of the total number trnelllng (either by railwa7 or ateam. 
boll). Tbe ndmber of firat and aecond·cl111 fell oft' at tbe same time 30 per 
eeni_., the _pa11engen bnin~ trusferred. tbemae!Tea from the bigber clau· 
earnagea into the open tb1rd.clua carnagea, tempted b7 the difl'erence of 
fuea between i"· ptr mile ud ld. per mile. Tbe gro11 receipta, bowner, 
inc:reued 1imultaneou1ly 15 per cent.; the working u:penae1 on tbe other 
hand, did not appreciably increase, although tbe average number of p••· 
aengen ptr Lraio increaaed from 72 to 117 .-&cottd allwaliOJ&. Tbe third. 
cl".' fare1.were aubaequently (in 1843) raiaed from 6d. to b. with the hope 
of 1ncreumg the revenue. The whole number trnelling b7 railway and 
aleamboat Immediately fell oft' 18 per cent. Tbe llrat and 1ecood clu1 rail· 
wa7 p111engen iacreued by 10 per cent., but the gro11 receiptl fell oft' more 
than 10 per cent. Tbe effect wu alao tried of making the tbird.clua car
riagea more comfortable b7 covering them in. Thia wu found 11ot tu in. 
cnue the number travelling, but it did reduce the number of lint and aecond 
clua puangen b7 16 per cent., ud therefore cauaed conaiderable 11111 to 
the compaa7. The same experimea& wu repeated ou the aecoad.clau car. 
1ilgea: tbe7 wtre made more comfortable b7 luaerting glua window1 

in1tead of wooden 1batten, and b7 carrying tbe interior partition bigber. 
The number of llnt-clau pauengen abonl7 fell oil b7 12 per cent., bus ~ 
7ond tbi1 the MCOnd-clua puaengen did not appreciably increase ; \bil 
u:periment, therefore, alao reaulted in lou. Tbe retulta of tbeae experi 
ment1 were tbeu-lat. That a rt.duction of farea to id· per mile even from 
10 low a rate u f4. per mile increased tbe number lr&Telliag by nearl7 a 
quarter of a million or b7 two.third• of the whole population of tbe diatrict 
Aa tbeae people were generally ol tbe leas aJ!luent cluaea, it appean tbaa 
tbe7 were actuall7 drawn out of tbe noisome 1treet1 of Glugow to the 
North of tbe Clyde b7 the temptation of a very low fare, ud immediltel7 
that tbe fare wu raised the7 ·•ere driven back again into the city. 2nd. 
Tbat under the circum1tance1 of tbe line in queltion, cheap and rapid tra
velling lncreued tbe number travelling; but improving the lower-priced 
carriav1 did not, however, appear to act in the aame wa7, but merel7 
tempted pu1engen from tbe higher clu1 carriagea-tboae from tbe aecond
clua into the tbird-clua carrilge1, ud from tbe lint to tbe aecond clu1 :
of coune It b7 :io mean• followa that aimilar reaultl would en1ue on lines i11 
other localitiea ; each cue muat be determined by ill peculiar condltiona. 
3rd. That 110 limit cau be ualgned to tbe number of travellen which 
cbeapeulng ud quicke11ing tbe meana of con\'eyuce will create. The intro
duction of tbe railwa7, neu where 1teamboat1 alread7 alforded a mou 
pleuant, rapid, ud cheap communication, increaaed, we aee, tbe number 
trnelling from 110,000 to 2,000,000-2,0GO,OOO being lite time. tbe whole 
population of tbe diatrict. I doubt whether either at home or abroad eo 
large a proportion of trnellera co tbe whole population ii to be found. Tha 
traJ!lc between Glugow and Paisler i1 probably the moat remarkable inatance 
on record of the increue of trHelliag camed b7 increued facilitie.. Ia 
181' there wa1 onl7 one coach a week between Glugow and Paiale7, con
veying about 2,000 penon1 per annum; if we multlpl7 tbil b7 5 to allow 
for the greater number of gig• and private vebiclea then In UH, we only get 
10,000 puaenvn per annum conteye.f between tbe two places. la l84Z 
tbe numbera travelling b7 public conveyuce between Glugow and Pai1le7 
were upward• of 900,000. Now u the popalatioq between 1814 and 1843 
bad oal7 about doubled ltaell, while the trallic, u we 1ee, bad multiplied 
itaelf ninet7.fold, it folio•• that tbe iocreaaed facilities of tranaport had 
increaaed tbe number travelling relatively to the population 45 timu : tbal 
ii to 1ay, that for every journey wbicb an inhabitant of Gla1gow or Paialey 
took In 1814 be took 45 journey• in 1843. Tbeae reaulta, I conceive, place 
it be7ood a doubt tbat we should 1pare no eft'ors &o make railwa7 trnelling 
cheap and within the reach of all clu1ea. 

Now, there i1 only oue true wa7 of euconraging cheap travelling, aud thaa 
la b7 keeping dowu tbe original coat, and tbe annual expenaea of railwa71. 
All the other coutrivancea wbicb the publie are inclined to truat, 1ucb u 
legiliatiTe reatriction ou prollt1, ud ao on, are mere qaackerr. Even com
petition ia inapplicable to railwa71, ud ii not &o be relied on.• Mr. R. 
Stepbeo100, tbe engineer, put the whole cue Into one aentence wbeu be 
&aid, to "bne combinaiio11 ii practicable-competition ii impoMible." Tbe 
u:perience of all railwa7 competition 1bow1 that tbi1 ii true; wbeu, toere
fore, under tbe plea of competition unneceAary outlay ii being inC'Urred, tbe 
public ma7 reat u1nred \hat tbe, will ultimaiel7 1otler for it in the cbarga 
&be7 will ban to pa7. 

Mr. Hill Williama, the actuarr, bu compiled 1ome u1eful table.,t to 1bow 
aritbmeticall7 "bow far a remunerative charge for tbe couve7ance of paa-
1~ngen and good• ou railway• ii modilled b7 tbe original colt" and other 
etrcum1tancea. 

The following ii an utract 1bowlng the efl'ect of lncreued co1\ of con-
1traction.- . 

Total 7earl7 \raSic, 11umber of puaeugera or tona of goodl, 90,000. 

Orlr!Dal Orlrtnal Orl1!oal Orlrtoal 
ca.tor coat ot COlll or coat or 

Cona&ruclloo Coo1truclloo CoDllruct!on Coo11rurtioD 
~ 1~.000 .e20,ooo n6,ooo a!'so.ooo 
per mile. per mile. per mile. per mile. 

1-~~~~~~~~~1~ 

J'bed charge per mliHD eftl'J} 
..-upr or ton or ..,.,.i. ... 
qulalle In order to 11" common 
ln-t, i p. cent. OD &be outlaJ 

d. 
1-00 

d. 
1113 

d. 
1•156 

d. 
2·00 

We aee from tbi1 that the ll:lecl charge on nerr tou of good1 or puaeoger 
mu1t nerage 2d. per mile to return common interest on a railwa7 coning 
30,0001., whereas if the railwa7 coat 20,000L ljd. per mile would be 1uffi• 
cient, and if it co1t 15,000L ld. per mile would be 1ufficient. 

After a aeriu of 1imilar obae"atioo1, tbe author concludtt 11 follow1 :
The reault of the pre~ding inquiry ii, it 1ppe111 to me, on tbe whole 1atia
factory. The railwa7 171tem ba1 doubled itlelf in the lut three yean. 
Fare• ban been greatl7 reduced. Tbird-clua pauengera ban largely in
creaaed. Tbe importance and nloe of the traffic iu goods and cattle rel._ 
tivel7 to the pu1enger traJ!lc ban become more apparent. The number of 
trains i1 greater and the •peed of aome of tbe trains b11 been accelerated ; 
and all tbia bu been efl'ected without an7 falling off in tbe aterage rtceipll 
ou each mile of railwa7 iu working, but with au lncrrue probalil7 1ullioieoi 
to meet the increue of the working u:pen1e1 attendant on tbe inoeaaed 
accommodation now alforded b7 railwa71 : whate•er falling oft' in di video~ 

• Kridence Select Committee OD Railway Act Jl:nac:tmeDi., 184G. 
t .Appendla No, 7, Select Comml&&ee on llAllnJ Act Eaanmtt1ta, 1841. 
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.there m111 haft been, i1, therefore, to be attributed iu a general Yiew of the 
ubject to the capltaliatlon of loans aad the creation of fictitiona capital by 
the purchue of railw171 at premium•, and, therefore, at 1um1 be1ond what 
"1e7 actll&ll7 coet, Tbeae being profitable 1pecul&tio111 when 1harea were 
high, were pnehed to such an extent u now to preu eeverel7 on the original 
abare capital of railwa7 compania. The great evil of the lut three 7ear1 ii 
ihe extrangant outlay of moae7 which bu taken place; an outlay which, 
inetead of being checked by the legialature, bu been eacouraged to the 
atmOlt by lhe mode of inquiry adopted. Thie bu indicted on the railway 
171tem a burden which it will nen:r be able to throw off', and which the 
public will alwa71 ha•e to bear with them in a higher rate of charge for 
CODYl)'ance thaa would with common prudence hue been neceuary. It 
only remaiDI to atop the ennvagance with a atrong hand. The very 
Hiltence of the railway companiee depend• on the economy the7 can prac
tiee in makiog and working their railway•; and nothing which ou the face 
ef it iDYobee increued oatla7, be it divenity of gaag11 and ita conaequence 
the mixed page, or the more plauible plea of competition, ahonld be coan. 
tenanced either b7 railwa7 compuiee or b7 the legialature, if we wish to 
aecure for oareel•ee the full fruiu of that admirablein•ention which England 
and Bnglilh eogineen who have followed in the etepa of George Stephenaon 
hue givn to the world. 

ANUIOKllTllY. 

" R'l""'I qf furtlle't' progrtu qf d11tfMl'IWtrical RtM«rcM1." By Pro· 
feuor PHILLIPS. 

Referring to the report on thi1 1abject presented to the Southampton 
Meeting, the author recapitulated the 1tep1 of the inveetigation by which be 
had been conducted to propose the evaporation of water u a meuure of 
the velocit7 of air-movement. In the former researches, the conclu1ion 
which may be drawn a priori from Dr. Apjobn'• formula for the relation of 
the temperature of the dew point to that of an evaporating aurface wu 
nrified ; and the rat• qf coolittg of a wet bulb in the open air wu found to 
he Ml.par. 1impl7 proportional to t-t' (t being the temperature of the 
air, f that of an enporating aurface). The air-movement was found to 
affect the rate of cooling nearly in proportion to the aquare root of the 
•elocity; and thna b7 simply obeerring the rate of cooling of a wet bulb 
expoaed to a current of air, and alao the value of t-1', the nlocity of the 
air current becomes ea1i17 calculable. But thil in1trument ii only an GM· 
•oa~, of extreme delicacy and variou1 applicabilit7 indeed, but incapable 
of being conTerted to a eelf.regiatering IZlltl'llOrlUl,,..-lt appeared to the 
author probable that the rat1 qf naporatkm followed nearly or exactly the 
aame law u the rate of cooling,-the eame reuoning in fact applyiug to 
each caae. Tbi1 wu teated by experiment in a great variety of way1, with 
inetrament1 of extremel7 nrioua form1, and with nlocitie1 of air-movement 
from 400 yardl to 27,000 yard• in the hour. The velocitiea of the wind 
were meuured by a very lightly.poi1ed machine anemometer of Dr. Robin
aon'a con1truction, but without an7 wheel-work, the revolutions being 
counted b7 the obae"er.-In ~he coune of these experiment& eome appa. 
rently anomaloue circumstancea in the rate of evapontion occurred to the 
author; but theae be hopes to be able to interpret by further careful re. 
aearch, and finally to preeent in the compua of a few cubic inche1 an anemo
meter specially suited to meuure and record the low •elocitiea of wind, and 
furnish a u1eful complement to tho larger machillea already e1teemed to be 
ao important ill meteorology. 

H•IGBT ow WA ns. 
"o" t!N v~locily arul Heiglt qf Wnn," .. obeened by Capt. STANLJIY; 

being the reeult of experiment& made on board H.M.S. R•ttkmall.e. 
The method adopted for the determination of the length and speed of the 

aea wu to veer a •par &1tern by the marked lead line, when the 1bip wa1 
going dead before the wind and 1ea, until the 1par wa on the crest of one 
wave, while the 1bip'1 item wu on the crest of the preceding one. After a 
few triail, it wu found that when the 1ea wu at all regular, this diatance 
could be obtained within two or three fathoms, when the length of wave wu 
50. In order to ucertain the epeed of the aea, the time wu noted when 
the creet of the advancing wave puaed the spar utern, and alao the time 
when it reached the 1hip; and by taking a number of ob1enation1, there 
ia every reaaon to believe re1ult1 have been obtained not ver7 far from the 
truth. The otlicer noting the time ill all these obse"ation1 having only to 
regi1ter the indicationa of the watch when the obse"er called " Stop," had 
no biaa to induce him to make the dilrerencee more regular. For meuuring 
the height of the wuee, a plan recommended by ){r1. Some"ille wu 
adopted-which Capt. Stanley bu tried for ten 7ean with great eucceea. 
When the ship ii in the trough of the sea, the peraon ob1erring ascend• the 
rigging until he can just see the creet of the coming wave ou with the bori. 
ion, and the height of his eye above the ship'• water-line will give a very 
fair meuure of the dUference of lenl between the creat and hollow of a sea. 
Of coune, iu all theae obse"atione, the mean of a great man7 have been 
taken; for even when the aea ii most regular, apparent17 there ii a chanre 
in the height of the individual wuee. In order to abow bow closely the 
4'fferent reeulta came, obaenationa on difi'eren~ da71 are givou from which 
lle7 were deduced,-

~,No.I. 
Length of-. 66 fathom• ; •peed of abip, 7·2 knots; heiaht ol wawe, 22 

feet; time the wave took in paaaing Crom apar to 1Lern, 10 teCOllda; •peed 
of aea deduced, 27' per hour. 

:i .. 
Q 

1847. --
April 

21 
23 
24 
2-1 
211 

lll•J 
2 

8 

~,No.2. 
nm. obeernd of .... 

pualJl1 r....,. apar to-. 
Soc. 
8•7 

"&~ 
t-= 

..0 ~ 
e" ". z.o 

0 

-
8 
fl 
ll 

8 

7 

7•0 
9·2 
8·3 
7-0 
86 
8•11 
8•-6 

Lenglb or-· "3 fathoms. 
A•tt&P belrbt. 20 ftec. 
Spoed or ohlp, 6 1mo1a. 
llpeed ot-ft deduced, 2"·6 111o11llcal mU.. per Mllr. 

8·0 Jlleaa lime of .... plnr rrnm apar lo 11n11. 

~,No.3. 
S«. 
N 

13-0 wngth of WllTe, bO ratbom1. 
10·7 Height of wave, 20 fttt. 
10-0 Speed of&lllp, a lrno1a. 
IO·z Speed of wan dedueed, 2" nanllcal mlle9 per llow. 
9•0 

8/60•8 

10·0 llan time of watt p-lnr from opar lo 11en1. 

&ptrirMmt, No. 4. 
s.e. 
7·~ 
7·0 

IO·O Lenglb of wave, 30 lo 60 fatboma. 
Q·~ Helghl or wave,-
9-0 Speed or 1hlp, 6 lrnola. 
l~~ Spoed of waft deduced, 22'1 nau&lcal mllff per hOld' 

8•0 
9·6 

9/79•0 

7•8 Mean Ume or wan pualn1 from •par lo 1hra. 

See. 
12•0 

~.No.S. 
Leaglhofwan, 33 fathoma. 
Spoed or 1hlp, 6 lrnola. 
Speed or wa•e deduced, Zl"l nanllcal miles per hour. 

Eqm'IU'll/, No. 6. 

7•6 Height of wan, 2'l fe.c. obwrntlon1 
Q·O Lenglh of wan, 67 fathom•. } Sea 1,.,..1•1lu; 

lo·~ Spoed or ahlp, 7 lmo&a. not •.ry 8ood. 
:g:~ Speed of waft deduced, 21·2 11&11Ucal miles per boo&r. 

6/62•6 

10·4 lllean time or , .. ft going from lpaJ' lo 1tun. 

s.c. 
9·~ 

Bq'"-1, No. 7. 

6·6 Lenglh or ....... ~~ fathom•. 
8·0 Height ofwa•~. 17 fttt. 
8·6 8pttd of •hip, 7·8 lrnola. 
7·0 Speed of wa•e deduced, 22 na11Ucal mlle1 per helll'. 

12'6 
10·0 

7/62•0 

811 Mean time of - pualar f'rDm opar lo 1u.n1. 

Su11111111ry qf Oll1tnH11tiOfll. 

.,; cl. .. E :ea J. " = ii :a ~ ~ ~,g! m '-t ... 'o 'o 'o '"C:s 0" 0 11! 1 ,;; :! iiH. ~ .. .. o."" 
~ "' .. " t:: 0.• "' ... II: ~ 

IWaara. 

- -----------
Knoh Feet, Jlma. Second• Knole { llhlp ~fore the Wind. with a 

b 7-2 n M lO•O 'J'l. bea"61~~10owl1111 &a. 
6 8•0 20 43 8·o :z.a 
4 6•0 20 50 10-0 24·0 Ditto. 

" b·O 36to40 7'1'1 :r.l"l Sea 1,.,..11111u. 
4 e·o 31 N 22·1 Heal'J' followlllg Sea. 

7·0 22 67 10•4 26·2 {Sell lrnrular-·obaa..tlomae& (4"6) Tel'}' good In <onW<juence. 

6 7•8 17 86 8•9 22· {Wind and Sea a little on rcn 
qnarur. 

i 

Note.-Tba nnmben deaotl•1 the 1lren9th or the wind are lboM 111ed bT Admiral 
Beaufort. 

-
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An101P1Dmc WAvu. 
"Rqorl oa .1.1_,llrN Wnu.'' By Mr. B1RT. 
TU report -1ai. of tltree parts :-The int deaotlng the laformaUon we 

now poue111 relaUff to aacb waYet u ban been determllled: the eecoad 
treatiag of the barometric c1mea which raalt from the cl'Olliag of the 
llClfth·wetterly and toath-weaterly wan1, the two priaclpal •Y_llema 
oommoa to Europe-the moat prominent 1abject being that ~cular 
ca"e kaowa u the "great 11mmetrical wan of Nonmber :' ud the 
lbird embodying the reaaltt that haH beea obtaiaed daring the lut year 
W~tin ol the aymmetr)' of the " greac waH,'' more partlc1.llarly ~ 
locality of sreatnt 1J1Dmetry and the departure from •:r-etr:r 10 certain 
direc:tiou. Under the aecoad bead, the aathor bu thrown t;o1ether the 
malt of Ida iaqairiel lato the /orwu preaealed by the barometric ca"ea at 
cmaiD ttaliou, ud bu ducted aueatioa to the tymmetrical ca"e of 
NDYember u it bu been ob&e"ed at the Ohle"alOf'J at Greenwich la the 
Jean 18'1 to ISU. la coaaectioa with thit eabject, the aathor rem~ked 
.. it bal beea uaamed that the symmetrical waYe of NoYember con111ts of 
~ eabordillate wa'fet ginag n.e to the liYe maxima wbi~b cbaracteri1e 
ii, the central maximum forming the apes of the 1ymmetr1cal ca"e, the 
...-iader being subordinate thereto. (" Auociatioa Reports," 18'6, 
p. 126.) Upoa a clDM la1pectioa of the ca"et of the "great waYe" u 
laid dowa from the Greenwich obse"atioa1, 1is 1ubordiaate maxima caa 
be traced three on each 1ide the central apes, which in all the yeart ii b7 
far the m~ prominent. The mean ca"e leada. to the. coacla~oa ~at 
GTfflttcitla ii 11111 llu poi11I of ptateal .,-try, 1tl cl01111g portion be1ag 
drpretted more thaa two iacbet below ~e commeaceme~t. Tbe. an.I 
feature it the decided riae of the men:unal colam11 dunag a penod of 
1i1ty-elgbt boan preceding the tr1U11it of the crelt : the Yalae of this rl1e 
ii '7 inch or abeat •OJO inch per boar. The fall la aot to precipitoaa;_ the 
barometer appears to be tupl •Pin this locality by the J!ral 611bord&ll411 
9IGZi•1m1 aacceeding the creat, so that at the epoch of a1xty-elgbt houn 
1fter t11U11it the nlae of the reading ii more than I inches higher than at 
lixty·eigbt boan before transit. At eighty hoarnfler traaaita precipitous 
fall commencee, which conliaae1 daring the next twenty.four boars, the 
mercury eiakiag •S6 inch or aboat •016 per ~our, The tall a~erward1 ~D· 
tiaaee with two alight interrap1ion1, aa1wenag to the 1abordanate mu1ma, 
anti! the c1- of lbe wue 1'8 boan after traotit." The peculiar featurea 
of the mean ca"e, etpecially the difl'ereace between the ia~ti~I aad 
terminal readiuge, •241 inch, combined with certain featarea esh1blled by 
the "great wan" at ita lut rf!tarn, bu 1aggeated the pouibilitr of es
preuiag aamerically the departure from •J mmoetry for aay 1tation that 
lllly be .elected. Thie departure from 1ymmetry la 1trikiagly maaifeeted 
by the obte"alloa1 of J 846, e1peclally u we proceed from Bra11sel1, the 
Earopeaa aodal point, toward• lrelaod ud the aortb.weet of Scotlud, 
ud ii well teea ia the eeriea uf ca"ee illa11tratlag the aathor'1 report la 
Ille lut Yolume of the "AllOCiatioa Report1." Three principal maxima, 
cbencterise these ca"ea oa the $lb, the 9th, IUld the 12th of Nonmber; 
and the dill'ereacee of altitnde between those of the 6th aad 12th hue 
beea employed to indicate the deviation Crom symmetry ia the direction 
already alluded to, The dilca11ioa of these dill'ereace1 ud the reaalt1 
Hduced from them form the third part of the report. The author bu laid 
down oa a map of the Britieb lelea these dlfl'ereace1, ud from them COD• 

alructed a chart of the liaea of equal deviation from 1ymmetry : these 
liaee range from •JOO iacb-wblcb puaet 0011b-we1t of the Cbaaacl 
llluda, proceed1 toward• the hie of Wight, skirts the 1boree of Sanes: 
llld Keat, aad puee1 through Ram1gate-to •HO inch, which pUlel 
through Limerick, i1 aligbtly ca"ed u it croe1ee lrellUld, aod proceed• 
Dearly in a llraight Jiae BCfoU the Scotlilb lelande to the nortb•Welt of 
Grrat Britain. The Yalaea of thete line1 espreu the dtprtuioll of the 
maximum of the :Ith below that of the llltb. Among these Jiae1 the 
author regards the direction of that repreeeatiag •llflO iacb u the beat de· 
termined. It appean to hue puaed near IUld to the wetl of Helatoae, 
lbia llatioo exbibitiag a dniation of •ll$8 iacb ; it then proceeded along 
the cout of Coruwall aad Devoa1bire, croued the Bristol Cbaaael, eatered 
Waln, and coatiaaed its coune acroa1 Glamorgaa1bire toward• Brecoa, 
Wbicb it left to the aortb-weal as it rather abruptly changed itl directioa 
and Proceeded toward1 Gloaceater, which it pueed tbrongb. It appeart 
to baYe aadergoae coaaiderable iallectioa u it traYened the ceatrAI part1 of 
England, riling agaia toward• Nottingham, which la remoYed •0¥6 iacb 
Crom it to the weet: it 6aally left the aboree of Englud at the aoaia • 
.. tern aagle of Y orkebire aad entered on the Germaa Oceaa. Tbe 
aatbor 1allcited attention to a featare which cbaracteriaea all theee line1, 
HPfcially the oae ja1t traced, Yiz., the decided iafiectloa they undergo u 
tb.y pu1 o•er the land. The chart esbibita hoo sy1tems of iullectioa, one 
bring peealiar to Ireland aad England ; lbe general direction of the liaea 
~Ddergoiag a cbaage u the line o( greatest aymmetry 11 appl'Ollched, the 
lnlectioa being goYerued apparently by the muaee of land : aad the other 
to Saotlud, the inllectioa being Tel')' decided oYer the laad northward of 
the Frith of Forth. From the mgk inlltallce diecaued by the author, the 
re.alt appean to be that the 1ymmetry of the barometric ca"e is departed 
froiu in a greeter ~gree at inland 1tatioa1, a greater dilfereace bet ween 
the palate 1eJected being e:r.bib1ted at each 1tatioa1 than at the sea coast 
Oii tither aide, The report cloeed with some remarks on the non·per• 
11•leacy of the dirteliall of tbe1e line• of deYiatioa from 1ymmetry, aad· 
Oii.th~ blgb probability that they re•ol•e about the aodal poiat of the two 
Pr1AC1pal 1yatem1 of atmospheric wana, Brusaels. 

1bAvnr o• T011'lfa. 
"Rqort .. 11".Airad W.U.-tf/ TOIOlll.'' ByDr.S•ITR. 
Ia C10mmeaciag bit report the aatbor aays, It bu long beea bellHed that 

the air aad the water ban the most important iallu1111ce oa our owa health, 
-ad 1apentitlnn1 have therefore ooaelantly attached themsel•• to recep
taclea of the one ud emaaatlon1 of the other. The towa bu alway1 
beea found to dift'er from the coantry : thil general feeling la a more deol. 
tin esperlmeat thu uy that can be made fa a laboralOf'J. The aathor 
proceed• to esamiae all the town:ea from which the air or the water caa 
be contaminated. The Yarioue m1U1a(acturea of large towae, the a-.ry 
coadition1 to which the inbabitut. are 111bjected, ud the deteriorating 
inllaeacea of mu himself are explained. If air be puled through water 
a aertala amount of the organic matter poured ofr from the lnnge ii to be 
detected la ii. By ocatiaaiag thi1 experiment for three montht, Dr. 
Smith detected 1alpbnrlc acid, chlorine, IUld a tabltance neembliag Im·· 
pare albamea. These 1ubltance1 are coa1taatly being coadeneed apoa 
cold bodies, and in a warm atmoepbere the albamlaoa1 matter very tooll 
patrl6et aad emita dilagreeab~e odoare. ~e cbaage which tbi•.aa~ce 
uadergoea by osidation, &c., 11 nest esamtaed,-ad sbowa to l'"e n1e le 
carbonic acid, ammonia, ealpburetted bydrogea, ud probably other guea. 

The ammonia, geaeraled fortunately from the MOie -rcee u the 1alpha· 
retted hydrogen, materially modi6e1 ltl inllaeace1. The coaequeacee ?f 
the Yaryiag preuure of the atmosphere ban beea ohlened ; ud it 11 
ebown that the exhalation• of sewers, &c., are poured out in abaadaace 
from nery outlet when the barometric preuare la lowered. By collecting 
the moisture of a crowded room by mean• of cold glu.iet ud alto dew ia 
the open air, it wa1 found that ?~e wu thick, oily, and 1~elliag of per· 
1piratioa capable of deoompo11tioa ud production of an1malcalea aad 
coafemn

1
,-bat the dew beautifully clear aad limpid. Large quaatitlee 

of rain-water hue frequently been collected ud examined by Dr. Smith; 
aad be 1171,-I 1m a.o"! ~ti16ed that duet really comes d_owa with the 
pared raiu, and that 1t 11 11mply coal ubea. No doabt tb11 accounts for 
the qaantity of aul~bltet and cb~o~de1 in the raia1 11;11d for ~~ tool, which 
are the chief ingredients. The rain 11 alao oflea alkal1ae,-ar1t1ng probabl1 
from the ammonia of the burnt coal, which i1 no doabt a Yalaable agent 
for aeatraliaiag the 1alghnric acid to oftea found. The raia·water or 
Mancbeeler 11 about 2t of bardaeu,-barder, in fact, than _the water 
from the neighbouring 4ill• which the town lateod1 to u1e. Th11 c:aa only 
ariee from the iagredieatl obtained in the town atmotphere. Bat the moll 
curiou1 point i1 the fact that orgulc matter ii aeYer ableat, altboagb the 
raia be coatiaaed for whole day1. The •tale of the air i1 cloaely eoo
aected with that of the water: what the air contalaa the water ma1 
absorb-what the water bu diltol•ed or absorbed, it ma7 give oat to lbe 
air. 

The eaormoa1 qaaatity of impure matter littering from all parts of a 
large towa into its maoy natural and artillcial oatlet1, doe1 at first new 
present 111 with a terrible pictare of our aadergroaad aoarcea of water. 
Bat wbea we esamiae the 1oil o( a town we do aot 6ad lbe state of 
mattere to pre.eat that esaggerated character which we might 1appoae. 
The nod at the Chelsea Waterworks OD11tain1 only 1•41 per ceat. of 
organic matter after beiag aeed for week1. Ia ll!ll1 Liebig foaad nitrate• 
ia twelYe wella ia Gieseea, but aoae ia wel11 two or three buadred yards 
from the towa. Dr. Smith bu esamiaed thirty wells la Maacbeater, aad 
be fiada nitrates la them all Maay contained a eapriliug qaaatity ucl 
were very aaaaeoa1. The examination of various well• in the metropolis 
ahowed the con1tabt formation of aitric acid ; aad ia many well1 an ea· 
ormoua quantity wu detected. It wu diecoYered that all organic matter, 
ia filtrating through lbe eoil, wu nry rapidly OJ:idized. Tbe presence or 
the nitrates la the Loadoa water preYeats the formation of uy ngetable 
111atter,-ao Yegetatioa can be detected, ena by a microacope, after a loag 
period. The Thames water bu beea esamiaed from aear ita toan:e 111 
the metropoli1, and a11 iacreuiag amoaat of impurity detected. 

In the 1ammary to tbil report, Dr. Smith 1tate1 that the pollatioa of air i11 
crowded rooma i1 really owiag to orguic matter aad not merely carboaic 
acid,-tbat all the water of great towa1 coataia1 organic matter,-th&t 
water puri6e1 itself from organic matter in •ariou1 ways, bat particularly 
by converting it into aitrates,-thal water can ne•er stand long with ad
vantage aale11 oa a large ecale, and 1boald be u1ed whea collected or u 
tooa u llltered. 

Sr.AK NAVIGATION. 

"011 llu Ilf&prn-U tohiela l&aiie btt11 ..aU i11 Sltara N110ig.tio11." 
By Mr. Scon Ru1uu. 

'I'be firet great impronmeat that bad beea made wu in the boilers. For· 
merly, the builer·lluee were coa1tructed of gre.t leagth, 10 that the smoke 
wu liept winding round ud round ia the llues ud at last wu allowed ta 
eacape with dillicaily. Now, howenr, they bad adopted the plaa of 
getting a1 mach 6re u pouible ia the 1borteat 1pace of time,-ad tbi• 
bad beea accompliebed by imitating u aearly a1 they could the locomotive 
engine boiler, by ha.lag tubes of lbia metal which would enporate a 
much greater quantity o( water ia the eame time .u llue1 of the u1ual 
1bickne91; now, al10, ia11ead of taking tbe 1moke a long dance u la the 
old fubioa, they naed abort flues of four to 1ix feet ia leagth, and by ha Ying 
a great many of as tbia me1al u po11ible they heated the gruteat qaaatltJ 
of water, and bad the additional advantage of keeping the metal cool,
ia eonaeque.ace of which a bailee of amaller extent ILlld aunace wu ol 
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mach gnater diciency with ten weight or metal. Thl' Dext polat of Im· 
pronmeat waa la the engine ; In the coaltractioa of which, howeYer, 
there bad been leu change than ia other matten. Thtt former beam-engine 
had beea changed for the direct-action eagiae, which WU or nrioua kind• ; 
but the greateat change wlalch had been made within the lut tea yean 
coalilted la the •mploymeat of greater qaaatitiea of wrou11ht-iroa ia the 
r.oalltractloa of tbe engines, iaatead or the mua or cut-iroo formerly ar.ed. 
Tbi1 wu tbe only great cbaage.-for the aeweet Halifn 1teamen were 
still fitted ap with the old-fubioaed or leYer-engluea. The nest improH. 
meat OODliated in working steam espan1i•ely to a much 1[?8ater esteat 
tbaa heretofore. It was only within the lut tea yean that they had 
adopted this principle: the elfect of which wu lbat instead of completely 
lilliag. tbe cylinder with steam, they lilied only to the esteot of one.fourth 
- volume of ateam not of coane of eqaal deaeity, but by wbicb they 
got two-thirda of the work done aad at one-fourth of tbe coat. The nest 
improvement had been made In the paddle; not eo mach, perbapa, la the 
wheel illelf-for he wu atill inclined ia faYour of the old paddle-wheel, 
altboagh for abort YOJ&gel be admitted the adYanlDjle Of lhe feathering 
paddle-wheel wbioh bad been adtOClDted by Mr. Price at their Meeting 
aome yean ago, aad be had then oppoeed him :-but of tbia by-aad-by. 
Another great improYemeot which had been made wu the driving the 
paddle-wbeell futer. They had ao old mulm which wu, wbereu a 
1ood old hone going Ii miles ao hour could not draw adYlllltageously at 
more tbao HO feet per minute, and that u the 1team·eagiae wu only a 
aubatitute for borsea, and reckoned u ao much bone-power, it ought not 
to go faster than 16 miles per hour-and thil one thing had kept them back 
for balfa century. He did aotmean that the reaalt•hould not be futerthaa 
IA milea per hour, but that tbe piston 1bould not rite up and down in the 
cylinder faster than ti milee an hour, wbicb wu only four feet la a 
second, while the motion of 1team of 16 lb. was 1,100 feet in a aecond, 
Fortanately, however, thi1 old muim bad been abaodoned, and the piston 
now mond from 260 or ll70 to 100 feet in a minute. For this improYemeat 
they were indebted to no new principle, but totbeapplic:atioa of mathematical 
principles of aoleace. He now came to another great lmproYemeat, which 
was tbe change ia tbe formation of 1teamboate, wbicb bad been radical
be meant tbe entire alteration of tbe form of the abipa. A few yean ago 
1team-ve110l1 wbicb would go tea or twelH miles aa hour were deemrd 
fut abips; now, however, we bad attained a mncb bigber rate of 1peed. 
Veuela were then built on the old-fashioned principle that tbe water-liae 
1bould be nearly 1traigbt, aad that tbe rua of tbe Yeuel 1bould be a line 
line, and that tbrre 1hould aeYer be a hollow line, ncepta little ia 1be ran 
of tbe ebip, but that there moat certainly eboald not be any hollow line in 
the bow, for there tbe water-line abould be 1traigbt or a little coaves, 
Reeearche1 and lnquiriea were, however, made by a Committee of the 
Britleb AlllOOiatloa u to the form which would enable tbe •euel to go 
faateet through the water. Tbeee inquiries luted for yean, aad they 09• 
tabliebed, by a aeries of esperiment1, a aet of •ery curiou1 facts. For· 
merly, eYery builder of ships bad bis notion of proportion ; eome that the 
length 1bould be four time1 the breadtb-othen that it should be 4l or 61 
-and eome went u far u to aay that the length 1hould be sill timee tbe 
breadth, but tbl!le went deemed inaontioaa; ao that although the propor· 
lioaa of wirlth u compared with breadth were aaid to be fill:ed ones, yet 
atraagely Paough eYery one differed as to thoee proportlona. Another 
qul'lllioa WU Wbal part Of the HueJ 1bou)d bne tbe greatest width, and 
it was generally tbougbt that the greateel width abould be aeareet the bow. 
Some daring pel'IOlll had, howeYer, put it back u far u the centre of tbe 
11bip. Thia was, however, tbe exception, and not the rnle. Thttn there 
was another great principle, which wu that the bow and 1tera 1boald 
encUy bal11ace eacb otbPr1--lbat le, that the •eaeel 1boald be equally 
balanced; but the new rules wbicb the British Auociatioo bad eatablisbed 
were u follows :-Tbey began by upaetliag the old rule with reepect to tbe 
proportioa1 wbicb the length abould bear to the breadth, lindiag that tbe 
greater the •peed required the greater 1bould be the leagtb, and that the 
naeel ebould be bnilt merely of the breadth a~ to enable tbe 
Pagiaes to be pal In, aad to stow the requiaite cargo. Then the eecond 
great improHment made by them WU that the gre&tell widlb of water• 
line, la11ead of being before tbe middle, 1bould be abaft the middle or tbe 
nuel, and ia fact two-lifth1 from the stern, and three-lit\ha from the bow, 
The nest great impronmeal wu that, instead of hHiog the bow broad 
and blulf, or a cod's-bead bow, for the purpose of rising over tbe waYe, 
yon might bave hollow water-line1, or what were called wave linee from 
their particular form, and with tbat form the veesel would be propelled 
with leN pow« and greater nlocity,-and alao that instead of keeping to 
the old line rua abaft and cnttlng it away you might wilb great advantage 
baYO a fuller line abaft, provided it wu fine nuder the water. Tbua by 
tbe11e impronmeall the form of the old ve111el wu pretty nearly renned, 
to tbe great annoyance of the old acbool, and the 1tearuen were gi•ea 
large and commodioue c:ahina and aRer-bold8, inetead of buiag cabia1 eo 
pinched in that you could hardly stand in them. Another bere1y intro
duced by the Briliab Aeaociatioa wu, that of the principle &1 lo the 
balance of tbe 1tera aod the bow upon wbicb tbey aow realed ; but which 
was founded in a moat singular error, for they left out eometbing wblcb 
was nry material. They concluded that tbe wave acted equally oa both 
rade of tbe veeeel in striking it; but they did not lake into ooaeideration 
tbe impo~aibility of thi1 wbea a Hue) wu mo•iag, not buing taken into 
calculation the velocity of the wan or of the •eaeel, and tbat from tbia 
fircumetan&e the coocuesion from a wan 1trikiug the bow would be a 
~noat powerful ooe, wbile it could aot be to with regard to the atena, be-

caaae If the Yeloclly of the wan meeting it was fifteen mllea, the abock 
would be as of thirty mile1 ; and, therefore, it became most plai11 that the 
bow would gin tbe grea1 .. t nailtance to the wave. He bad uamiDtd 
all the fa1tfft ateamen wbicb bad accompliehed from Ii Reen &o1Healeea milft 
au hoar-and ia smooth water eigbteea miles an boar; aad be •0111d 
•eat are to elate that there wu DOt oae of them wbic:b accompliebed IRN. 
to ee•eateeu milea aa boar, which bad not all tbeee alteratiou la •YVJ 
partlcalar, aod that the waH form and wave principle were aow adopled 
by all the great 1team-1bip bailden, and that all the fut ateamboale bad 
what wu called the wave-bow. Now, of tbe eight boats oa tbe HolJ· 
bead and Dahlin atatioo1, if e:i:amined, it would be found &bat all of tbm 
were built oa lbeae principles, although in aome of them there wu lllill 
left a litUe of the old priacirle, aome of tbe boate being made a little 
fuller and more atraigbt ; and if any oae would look at one of theae boata, 
it would be perceived that the moment they mGYed tbe nry wue ille.IC 
rebelled against them and bruke against their bowa,-aod that -. 
quently th- were alower than aoy of the olus ; and be g&Ye the drtail1 
of their coallrnetioa,-for which we have not apace. All of them were 
esamplee of the Yalue of the form aad the principles wbicb tbe Briti&la 
A1eociatioll had ad•ocated aad iutroduced .t a vef'J earlr period iA ill 
bietory. 

Mr. J. TAYLOR elated, that &11 Treuurer of tbe Aaaocialion, be coald 
·bear witneu to the nlue of the efforts of the Anocialion in thill direr. 
tioa; and be felt bounJ ia justice to state that the credit Mr. Rullllell lwl 
gi•en to the A1eociatloa wu cbieliy due to bimaelf, as the individual who, 
with tbe late Sir J. Robineon, had conducted the invealigationa on IAla 
1abject. 

" °" c-· 8aU .. II Poin• to Pl111tt1.'' By w. B. RANDALL. 

Tbe following notice 11 preeeated as being likely to alford a alllol 
practical caution to thoee iatereeted in the cultivation or plaata. Ia the 
moatb of Srptember Jail, three or four email planll la poll were abowa to 
the writer, nearly or quite dead ; and be wu, at the eame time, i11formecl 
that their deetruction was a complete mystery to the partJ to whom &laeJ 
belonged, and that Dr. Lindley bad npreued hY opinion. froa lbe 
euminatioa of a portion of one 1e11t to bim, that they wi.re poiaooed. 
Hating eearched la nin for aay 1trong poiaoa in tbe 1oil, and in the p1u11 
themeelve1, he inquired more minutely into the circum1taaON of the cue, 
aad found that theee were only 1pecimen1 of man1 buadred8 of plaala 
both in the open air and In greea-houHtl (but all in pots) 'l!fbicb esbibiled, 
in a greater or le11 dPgree, the eame cbarac1eri11ic1. The rooll were com
pletely rotten, IO u to be easily crumbled between the lingen; tbe •-. 
eYeu ia young plants, &11umed tbe appearance of old wood ; tbe Jea
became brown, lirat al the point, then round the edge, and afierwuda all 
over ; while tbe whole plant drooped aud died. At least. ll.000 cattiap 
ia Yariou1 atages of progreN, and 1,000 1trong, healthy planll bad been 
reduced to this condition; iocludiDIJ dilfereal varieties uf lbe fir, cedu, 
geranium, fuchsia, ro11e, ja1miae, and beatb. Tbe Bight of thia wboleale 
deetructioa, coupled wilb the fact that tbe whole were dailJ watered from 
one particular eouroe, 1uggeated tbe conclusion that the cau&e of the eYil 
mull reside ia tbe water 1bu1 ur.ed; and thil wu accordingly e:iiamiaed. 
It yielded the following constilueat1, making ia each iroperial pint or 20 
lluld onncee, nearly 96 graia1 of solid matter entirely aaline, without aa, 
orgaoic admisture :-

<Jarbollate of Ume 
Swpbale of Ume 
Chloride ol calcium 
Chloride of m&jJ11ealam 
Cblorlde ol IOdlum 

11"'20 
Tbe moald around the plants and aa elfu1ioa of the dead •le- ud 

leave• aleo alforded abundant evideace of tbe presence of much chloride al 
aodium. Further inquiry abowed that tbe well from wbicb tbe water wu 
procured bad an accidental commuaicatioa, by mean• of a drain, witla the 
- ; and bad thus become mised with the Nit water from that IOUl'llllo 
and bad been used ia this atate, for aome weeks, probably from two ID 
three moatba. From about that time the plaot1 had been obserred ID 
droop; but lt was not anti) nearly tbe whole of a valuable 1took had heea 
destroyed, tbat aoy ntraordinary cause of tbe evil wu auapeoted. Te 
place it beyond doubt that the water waa really tbe cauae of lbe mi8Cbief, 
twel•e healthy fucbsiu were procured from a distance and di•ided ialD 
two parll; balr. being watered moraia1t aad evening with the water ia 
question, and tbe others with rain water. In a week, the 1ht plaata 
watered from tbe well bad turaed brown, and ultimately died, while all 
the reet remained perfectly liouriebiag. A11umiog from theae facte, tllat 
the common ealt la tbil water wa1 the chief c:auae of the results deacribecl. 
it i1 pro•ed tbat water containing about eeYea grains of ealt ia each piA& 
ie, ia ill continned uee, an elfectual poieoo to the weaker form1 of •e&*
tioa; or that wbea a eoil i1 continually watered with a weak aolutioa or 
ealt it gradually accumulate• in it unial tbe eoil become• auOicieatly ~ 
tamiuated to be unlit to support ngetabio1 hf.,, Ia either cue an intn. 
eating subject of iuquiry ia 1uggested-Wbat ia tbe weakest aolutioa ol 
ealt wbicb oaa produce la any measure this poiaooou1 elfectr-or, la 
otber word1, at what degree or dilution doea lbe daaaer _, For Ml& 
is an important natural coaeliluenl of mucb apriag water, quite indepe .. 
dent of aa7 latiltration frum the 1ea, aa in lhi1 io1tance, Tbua :-«he 
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••let o( the arte1iaa well, Trllf'algar.aquare, Loadoa. coataia1 ia each 
plloa about 10 grains: that at Combe and Delalleld'a Brewerry. 12 7 ; 
that at Wolverbamptou Railway Station 6; one lately euak at Southamp· 
too, for 1uppljiag a printe maaufactory, 40. .May it not be uked, 
whether the auhject of the auitableane of watere in general for tbe 
various purposes to wbich they are applir.d-be it in maauf4ctories or for 
1te•m·engines, domestic purpoaPI or drinking-is not worthy of a greater 
lbare of acieatilic attention than it bas hitherto commaadtd 1 

Gsoi.oGY ow SouTB Wuaa. 

01& tlu ~ of Portiou qf &w.14 Wlllu, ClotlaltwrlliN, ""4 s_.. 
wt1lin. By Sir H. T. Da LA 811cea. 

The rocks or thi1 diatrlct have originated In aeveral di1tiact waya: aome 
ht•e had a mechanical origin, and conaiet of the detritus of older rocks 
brokrn Into fragmeata or reduced to powder. and brought do•a from the 
l1ad by riven, or •om by the breaken from the cout ; othen ban been 
depoaited from a atate of chemical aolution, like some of the limeatoaea ; 
and some have bfen formed almoll entirely from the aggregation of organic 
reroaina. The material• obtained from the deatructioa of the older rockl 
b .. e been employed onr and over again in the formation of tboae of later 
date. 

1. The moat ancient 1trata of ihe diatrict have been denominated Cam
brian and Silurian : the former may be aeen in Pembrokeehire, toward• St. 
David's. They contain the earlieat fo11il remaina which have been di•· 
cove~d. Numerou1 volcaaoe1 appNr to bue been active at thia period, 
ejecting quantities of ube1 which, falling into the 1ea, entombed the anl• 
111al1 living on ita bed. Even at tbia early period there may be dilcovered 
indication• of poniona of the 1ea'1 bed having been upheaved ao u to 
form dry land or ialanda. Sublf'quently a deprenioa took place, aud an 
1CCumola1ioa of aand wu apread over the whole, con1titutiag whu ia called 
the Caradoo 11adatone. Arter many tbou1Bad1 of feet of material• had 
tbaa beta accumulated and become con101idated, auotber contortion and 
foldias or the atrata took place, followed by a change in the nature of the 
matuiala depoaited in the IH. 

2. The aecond arriet of depoaill coaatitnte the Old Red Saadatoae, which 
coo1ilt1 moetlv of detrit1l matter, but coataiaa occuioaal bedl of impure 
limmoue (~llOflt), and in ill lower part there ie a great thickae11 of 
m1rl, alto coloured red by per-oxide of iron, and occuionally atreaked with 
blae and green where the iron hu been reduced to a lower atalft of oxida
tion by the preaeace or decompoting vegetable matter. The upper bed1 
coa1i11 of coane 11nd and grnel cemented together and forming a hard 
conglomerate; the multitode or quartz pebbles, derived from tlftm, indicates 
an immense destruction of older rocu. No fo11il1 are found in tbie forma
i011, becaute 1Bnd1 are always barren, and per-oxide of iron ii fatal to ani

mal life when it exi111 in exeetl; but in the cormlonn a few remark•ble 
fiahn (C~llalupu, itc.) have been obtained. Tbe1e rockl appear to have 
been formed near a cout, whilst at a amall dietaace in Cornwall and Devon 
tbe aea wu depo1itlng fine aedimeat, wu free from the injuriou1 per-oxide, 
and abounded in organic life. The Old Red Sandatoae ia aometi:nea COD· 
formable to the underlying Silurian rocks,-at otben unconformable; and 
in the VallPy of the Towy it begin• to overlap the Upper Silariaa and rat 
apoa the Lower Silurian rocka ; further welt, it i1 ltaelf overlapped by t.be 
coaJ.meaaurea which there real on the Silurian•. 

:S. After tbie another great change took place, and the 1ea depoeited car
boa1te of lime, forming the carboalreroua limeat.oae, well 1hown on the 
i:out of Pembroke1hire. The lower part of thia 1erie1 coaailta of 18ad. 
ltoaea and 1bale, la which the remain• of flahea occur in abundance. Mol· 
laaca l!to appear; and 1oon the abundance of organic remain• becomea ao 
sreat tltat whole etrata are formed of tbeir remain•: indeed, the carlHlaate 
of lime 1eem1 to have been chiefly produced by the agency of animal life. 
This limeatoae, which ia 10metimea 2,000 feet thick, dwindlea to 70 or 80 
feet toward1 H&Yerfordweat, 1ad doea not appear to hne extended far to 
the north. Here a chanae of mineral character takea place in the coal
meuurn, originally consisting of mud, sand, gruel, and accumulation1 of 
vegetable matter. The loweat diti1ioa, mill1toae grit or farewell rock, ia 
uually a white quartzo1e 1Bad, but 1ometime1 a calcareoua mud1toue 1tith 
organic remains, the equivalent or the culm of Devou. Above tbia were 
formed bed1 of mud and 1Bad, with occuional bed1 of vegetable matter and 
carbonate of irou; theae brd1 dimini1h lu thickaeu from MertbJr Tydvil to 
Pont.y-pool; and are wanting in Dean Fore1t, but exilt iu the Briatol field. 
\fob rupect to the origin of the coal in tbia district, there !• evidence that 
11 originated in accumulatioae of vegetable matter which fl'"" on IM 1pol. 
The conditions under which the bed1 of coal uccur hue been deacribed 
llliautely by Mr. Logan; under each coal lfam ia a bed of 1andy clay, full 
of the fouil plaata knowu 11 Stiglllari~. and which Mr. Binney h11 ahown 
tu be tbe roota of another plant, the Sigillaria, equally abundant in the coal, 
•bicb mutt have gro,.a in swamp• near the aea. After each great accumu
lation of vegetable matter, tbe land 1eem1 to have 1ub1ided, and the sea 
tlowed in, bringing 18Dd and mud and marine 1bell1; again manhea were 
f?rmed and freah accumulation of peat aud plaata, to be in turn covered by 
lilt from tbe aeL Evideuce of the local origin of the coal ia also afforded 
hr the frequent occurrence of fo11il tren with their truaka erect and their 
roote 1preading out iu the clay below; aeveral of tbeae trees, each 14 or 15 
feet high, were discovered a& the bead o{ the Tur V alle7 ; the Olltaide of , 

their truakl appeat1 to have beeu originally hard and to bave re1l1ted the 
action of water for aome Lime, but their Interior wu 1oft and aooa became 
hollow and filled witb mud, which ia regularly atratifled; the aaad1tone on 
tbe outaide of the treet al10 bean tracea of tbe rippling of the water around 
them. The iron ore of the dittrict ocean in the form of nodules of argil
laceoue ironstone, lying in coune1 ; the crack• in theae nodule• being filled 
with carbonate of iron just u tho1e in the ceinent.1toaea (ttplaria) of the 
liu are filled with carbonate of lime. One of the phenomena of the coal dil· 
trict ia the occarrence of crack•, atteaded with the di1placement of the 
beda on eiiher aide ; tbne faul/1 are numeroae, and amount in one i111taace 
to 2,400 feet; the crackl are aometimea wide, wbilat at otber1 the 1idea are 
in cloae co11tact. :Many of the faulll appear to have been formed before the 
depo1it of the magnesiaa coaglomerste; but other1 appear to have been 
formed at almoat every 1ub1equent period. In some iaetaacea bedl of coal 
aeem to have been partially wuhed away before the accumulation of th11 
succeeding bed, giving riae to 1puriou1 falllll, such u Iha& called the 
" Horse" in the Forell of Dean. 

4. At the conclusion of ibe coal period, all the esiatiag rockl appear to 
have been aqueez.ed and coatoreed not only in Britain, but over a great part 
of Europe, a new dep01it of detrital matter began to be formed, aimilar to 
thoee before the coal period, and called by way of di1tlaction the Ntt11 Red 
Saad1tooe. Where tbie formation approachn the older rock• it pnta on the 
appearance of a 1hingle bed, in which the detrita1 of the older rocka ia ce
mented togethrr by carbonate or lime and magueaia, hence termed the mag
ne1iau conglomerate. The1e fouil beacbea are thickeat on the aouth-weat 
and welt llanka of the Mendip and other liiU1, indicating an open ocean 
and prevaleut winda in that directroa. In the red 11ad1toae and maria 
formed at the same time, but further frum the cout, there are no traces of 
animal life; but u tbe red ataia disappean from the rocka, toward• the 
conclu1ioa of the period, remain• of tlahea and 1hell1 appear. 

5. Further 1uhsidence1 took place ; the aea, now freed from the per· 
oxide of iron, swarmed with animal• or extraordinary form and 1tracture. 
We 1till trace ill bouadariea in Glamorg1a1hire and the Meadips by bed1 of 
rolled pebbles from the aubjaceat rocka, and clo1e to tbeae 1helteriag couta 
tbe remaiae of marine 18uriaaa abound in the con1olidated mud and lime
atoae (.Ua1), along with the boae1 of the ft1ing Pln'Odaclyle. Somewhat 
later, great beda of oolitic liineatoae were accumulated iu the 1ea, which 
now comtilute the Cotteawold Hilla and their exten1ioa to Bath and Donet-
1hire. 

6. No farther history i1 afforded by this diatrict until comparatively mo. 
era timn, when we find evidence of 1ub1ideace beneath the sea and of 

agencies by which the present form of the 1urface w&1 accompli1bed. The 
pre1eat land must bne been at leut 1,500 feet lower ; and, therefore, nearly 
all under the aea. There ia alao evidence that the climate became cold, that 
there were glaciet1 in the mountain• of North Walea and iceberg• floating 
round the 1bora, carrying block1 of atone and gravel and preaeatiag all the 
phenomena of polar regioaa. The aea alao accumulated beda of clay, in 
which tbe few existing 1bell1 are of A.retie character. Still later, the land 
muat have rlaea again above the aea to aa elevation greater than it now bu, 
for we find ~,/ornt1 frial!ing all tbe ahorea of Europe from Spain 
to Norway. Of thil, one of the bett eumplea occut1 in Swaaaea Bay, 
where the atumpa of oak and alder may be aeea at low water, 20 or 30 feet 
lower than they coald have growu. 

" On th JUlatiff Poriliofl qf tllt t1ario111 Qualilit1 qf Coal in Ille South 
Wak1 Coalfald." Bys. B&NBON, E1q. 

The coal i1 of three kinda: 1. bituiniao111, the 1mall of which will coke; 
2. free-burning, the small of which will not coke, but which buraa 
with great npidity and a coa1iderable volume of flame; 3. anthracite or 
atone coal. Tbeae three pall iuto one another imperceptibly; the same 
vein of coal changing gradaall7 from bituminou1 to free-burning, and from 
thi1 to anthracite. 

1. The coal bed1 wbich crop ont on the 1outh aide of the buiu ire highly 
hltumiaoua, becoming leu IO toward• the north. The five-foot vein, eitea-
1lvely worked near Swanaea on the 1outb rile, i1 highly bitumiaoua,-oa the 
north ri1e, within a distance of two milea, it becomes free-barning. The 
various bed• alao differ con1iderably ID their bitumiaou1 qualities and CODl• 

mercial value. 
2. The free-burning ooal1 occupy a tract runuiug aorth-eaat and 1outh

weat through the ceutre of the coal-field. Thoee which are iutermediate 
between the free-burning and bitumiaou1 are perhapa better adapted tban 
any for smelting purpoaea,-aad in the neighbourhood of Merthyr form the 
chief 1upplJ for the blalt furua~, being either med raw or the large only 
belug coked in the open air. The pure free-buruiag coal1 are leu adapted 
for 1meltlng, hut are preferred ror 1teamen from their readiueu of combaa
Lioa and tbe absence of clinken in the grate. Free-burning coals are 
admitted to government contract& from the following placea: Llaageauech, 
Cameroaa, Graigola, Briadowey, Reeolvea, and Aberdare. 

S. The northern side of the buia ia occupied by the authracite, which 
graduates through tbe varioua "culma" into the free-burning coal. la 
Pembroke1hire the coal ia all anthracite. Taking the area of the Glamorgaa-
1bire coal-field a& 750 aquare milea, it i1 estimated that tttha of tbia area i1 
occupied by bitumiaom and free-burning coal1, and the remainder by calm 
and anthracite. It appeatl that the bed1 of coal on the 1oath crop loae 
their bitumiaom qaalitie1 gradually u they dip to the north; ao that if oa 
1 aecilon liDea are drawu to show the bo1111darin of the qualitiea of coal 
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tbry will not be nrtical bal illcliaed WI tbe aonb. JC the change ill lbe 
quality ef the coal ia aUribated to the ia&lcace of aabterraneaa beat, theD 
the ioclination of tbae linea will aene to point out the direction from which 
that beat acted, oamely, from the nortb-weat of the coal·lleld. 

Mr. Boosaa, being called on by the Prealdent for aome atat!Jtiral lnforma. 
don, atattd that there were 159 blut furaacea in the d!Jtrlct tmployed la 
amelting iron, and that 550,000 tona of iroa were annually manufactured. 
The coal railed in the district wu employed u follows :-

1,MO.ooo to11a &1111oallJ ID lb• 111&11Dlac1are of Iron. 
200,800 ,. " ,, " copper. 
160,0QO N '' H n tlD. 
7~.000 ., emplo7ed w dom .. Uc p~ and la qrkul!Gre. 

l,7~,000 " UjK>rled. 

4,J00,000 &o11a per annum. 

At thil rate, and 1nppo1ing the coal to esist only oTtr 100 aquare mitet1, 
there wu 1uftlcient for 1,400 yean to come. The T1lue of the exportl from 
the diatrict. conaiating of iron, &c., in a atate of rough manufacture, amounted 
to 4 ,000,0001. a year. 

" OA ill# Stib•wgOlff qf .Arteint Larul iii JJ'a/8; tit# 4-.iatiort qf 
_.- Strata arotatd and allw• ii; nd tit# R•·aJJIHarna qf tit#.,,... Larul 
6y Eln!aliQn aJtd Drntldatiort." By Profe11or A. C. R.u1BAT. 

Thia communication wu illu1trattd by a aection, on a true acale, of the 
roclu near Buill.11, in Radnorahire, where the Wenlock 1bale1 net ancon. 
formably on the Llandeilo tlaga. The lower rnclla muu have been elevated 
prnioualy to the formation of the upptr, and tbtir upturned edrs mull 
have been worn away by the aea when the upper rockl were depoaited or 
previoualy. Net power i1 known to eiiat far below the level of the aea, by 
which th11 proceu could hue bern eft'ected; it moat have taken place at 
the aea's level. Throughout Walet1 the Lower Silurian roclu appear to have 
been di1turbed at one particular period, to hue been benrd above water 
and formed a coast, around which the succeeding roclu were accumulated. 
Near Bl1bop's CHtle the upheaval of the Llandeilo ftaga was followed by the 
deposition of thP Caradoc aand1tone, which i1 full of pei>blea of the older 
rocka. After thi1 a 1ubsidence appeara to have taken place, the area of the 
wa wu increaaed, and the Wenlock abale wu depo1ited not only over the 
Caradoc 11nd1tone, but beyond it, u at Buihh, upon the LlandPilo ftaga; 
and in 1ome placea the •hale reata on gl'ffnatone ruck• and certain pebbles 
from It. being in fact a gravelly aea bottom. Thia depreaaion of the bed of 
the aea continued alao during the depo•ition of the Lndiow rocks, which are 
conformable to the Wenloclt 1hale; and there i1 ao marked altpration in the 
ortranic remain• of the two rod:a. The Wenlock abale it 1,500 feet thick, 
and the Ludlow rocks 3,500 feet; and 11 it is certain that their organic 
remain• could not bne e:i:i1ted at the depth of 5,000 feet, we mu1t 1uppo1e 
a gTsdual aub1idence of the area, 1ucb u II believed to be now lairing place 
amongat aome of the coral i1laad1, aatil 5,000 feel of rocks wu accumulated 
over what had been dry laad. The old red aandstone, which baa a maximum 
tbirkneas of 8,000 feet, appean alao to have estended over thia country, 
judging by the outlien, at a conalderable diatance tu the north and west. 
Subaequeutly, tbe whole of this aeries, from the Caradoc tandltone upward1, 
wu removed, and the ancieat Silurian atrata became the 1urface of dry land 
as they bad been ao loag before. It now became a question, what amount 
of al'eration may the Silurian rocks have undergone during the time they 
were 10 covered up? If the aame laws regulated the ucent of the interual 
temperature u at present, namely, 1° for every 54 feet, then the addition of 
5,000 feet of rock would have raised the temperature by 92", wbilJ' 9,000 
feet would bave added 160°, and with 11,000 of eupcriucumbent atrata. the 
Lower Silurian rocka must have endured an iucreaaed temperature of 212°. 
To intluencea of tbia kind may, perhapt, be attributed the cryatalline or 
metamorphic condition of •ollle of the more ancient rocka,-u auggeated b7 
Sir J. Henchel, in a paper communicated yean ago to the Geological Society 
of London. 

The D1u.N of WHTlllJl"BTBa referred to the Portland rock, in which a 
bed of vegetable soil occun, full of trunks of treea, and cycaditet; tbit bed 
real& on limeatone containing ammonitea, and ia covered by similar marine 
depotita. Again in the Weald, fo11il foresta and bedt of freabwater abella 
are found above marine accumulationa, and followed b7 the greenaand and 
chalk. At the present time we find peata, and autlera of the red de~r, in 
the bed of the Channel, 1everal milee off Swanaea. On the Norfolk coaat, 
and in the Engliab Channel, are found the bonet of the elephant, and fouil 
wood, diaiuterred from former cliff• by the action of the sea. These, with 
many other circumatancea, were quoted u showing that wbilal the aea.lnel 
""' find, the laud bad 1uffered depreuiona and elevatioaa at ma:iy period• 
of time. 

Profeuor Pa1LL1n poiated out the uteat of 1ome of these tobaidenc:ea 
of the laud ; foe esample, the old 1ed 1and1tone, 8,000 feet thick, all formed 
in aballow water, and the coal mr11urea 11,000 feet thick, and arlded under 
•imilar circum1taucu : and Inquired what condition of the interior of the 
earth caa have admitted of the graJual 1ub1ideuce of aucb great mauea of 
1trata? ACCOlding to Mr. Hopkin•'• atatemeut, it wu improbable tbac the 
interior would "°"' admit of it. With rupect to the augmentation of tem· 
perature w bicb would follow on the addition of aeveral Uioutaad feet of 
1lrlta, it abould be remembered &bat the commuaicatioa of beat from below, 
\hrough aucb rocka, was remarkably tlow ; aad the law of the d!Jtributiou 
of ioteroal ttmperatD1e. could not be 111umed the aame ill ancient u ill 

modern tim81. Al to the lnel of the aea rtmaining nnchanged, tliil -
only aaaumed for security In geological reasoning ; there wu erid•nee in \be 
MalYerns of a -·level 600 feet above the preteot, but it wu impo'8ible lo 
aay whetbtr that ancient level wu nearer tbe cnlre of IA. -'l wbu 
formed than now. 

COMI LAwZ..-Lieut..Col. PoaTLoc11: communicated aome olllenatiuti011 
apparent changea ia the letel bf tbe cout near Portamontb, and conltnded 
that, 11 tbete evldeacea of 1ubaidence could be traced back to the -t 
ancient time1, 10 tbe7 bad coatiaued up ·to the present day, aad a:prawd 
bia coDViction that a parallel might be found in e:i:i1tlng nature to all the 
phenomena of ancient times. It appean that Fort Cumberland, near Poru. 
mouth, 1tand1 on a bank of gruel aad aand, and that owing lo aome n• 
wall made to protect it from the aea, a freab direc\ion wu given lo the tick, 
and a portion of the bank undermined and wubed away, in the conne of 
which a thick plank with a bolt wu diacovered, 1bowing that the buia o( lilt 
fort bad no great antiquity. An arteaian well baa alao beea made to aupply 
Blockbouae Fort, which 1how1, for the firat 60 feet nothing bat deaa 
abingle, and tbtn a layer of 1andy clay, full of common oyater-abella. 

" On tit# Cltnreical C/&aradtr qf Slttl." 87 Mr. NASlllTTB. 

Were we to aaaume, u uar atandard of the importance of an7 iDVeatip. 
tion, the relation which the aubject of it bean to the progreu of ciTiliiaUCI~. 
there IJ no one which would reach higher than that which refera to tbt 
1ubject of ateel: aeeing that it ia to our poueuioa o! the art of pn>daci111 
that ineatimable material that we owe nearly the whole of the &Ra. 1 am 
deairoua of contributing a few ideas on the aubject, with a Yiew t.e oar 
arriving at more diatinct knowledge u to what (in a chemical seaae) atttl ii, 
and 10 lay the true buit for improvement in the proceu of ill manllfaelmt. 
h. may be proper to name that tteel ia formed by aurroundiog ban oC wroeglli 
iron with charcoal placed in lire.brick troughs, from which air ia euladed, 
and kttping the iron hara and charcoal ia contac,, and at a foll red beat for 
1eversl <.laya ; at the end of which time the iron bar1 are found io be COD· 

verted into ateel. What IJ the nature of the change which the iroD bu 
undergone we have no certain knowledge; the ordinary e:i:planation ii, lhK 
the iron bas absorbed and combined with a portion of the claVllOel or 
carbon, and bu in conaequence been converted into a carburet of il"Oll. Bat 
it has ever beea a my1tery that on analyaia, 10 very minute and queatioaahle 
a portion of carbon ia nbibited. It appeara lhat the grand erTor in tlle 
above view of tile subject conaiol.I in our not duly uudentanding the Hlwe 
of the change which carbon uarlergoea in its r.omhinatioa with iron in tbe 
formation of 1teel. Tboae who are familiar wit b the proceaa of the CODftr· 
aion of iron into steel, moat have ob.erved tbe remarkable change ill tlle 
outward upect of the hara of iroa, after their convereion-namely, tha&thry 
are covered with bliaten. Tbell8 blimn indicate the evolution ol a 9erJ 
elaatic gu, which IJ aet free from tb~ carbon in the act of it& combiutioa 
with the iron. I hue the strongeat reuoDI to think that tbe.e bliaten ae 
the re1alt of the decompoaitioa of the carbon ; whose metallic bue nten 
into union with irou, and forms with it,ar1 aUoy, while the other componat 
element of the carbon ia given forth, aud 10 produces in ita e1e11pe tile 
bliatera in queation. On this uaumptioa we come to a very iuterelllag 
queetion-Wbat IJ the nature of tbia gu? In order to eumine tbia, all 
that ii requiaite IJ to 1!11 a wJOugbt-iron retort with a mixture of pure carboa 
and iron lllinga, aubject it to a long-continued red heat, and receive tbe 
evolved gaa over mercury. Hning obtained the gu in queatioa. ill tb 
manner, then permit a piece of poliabed ateel to come in contact with tbio 
gu, and in all probability we aball tbea bave rqwodUttd on the •mace ol 
the attel a coat of carbon reaulting from the re-union of its two elemeata, 
namely, that of the metallic bue of the carbon then niating in the 8'eel, 
with the, u yet, unkaowa pa; tbua 17nthetically, u well u by ana!Jlic pro
ceas, eliminating the irae nature of ateel, and that of the elemea.&a or -. 
poneata of carbon. 

"Oil Hydra1die PrtUllrt En1rine1." By Mr. J. GLY!f. 

This paper described the mode of employing the power of waterlalll ia 
a moi;t uaeful 11nd important m11uner--too long neglected in tbia coualr}, 
considering the advantage• it affords in billy diatricll for tbt dr.ainage of 
minea. Mr. Glyn brought under their notice tbe means of employing bi(~ 
falla of water to produce a reciproc .. ting motion by meana of a •• p,_ure· 
engine." Tbe J:1re11ure·eogine acted by the power of a descending colDlllD 
of water upon the pi1tou of a cylinder to give motion to pump1 flll' 
raising water to a dift"erent level, or to produce a n-ciprocating motioa for 
other purpoae1. The pre88are.eugine was calculated to give greal 111«'

cbanical effect ia e&11es where waterfalls may be found of much too grnt 
a btigbt 11nd too email a quantity to be practically brought to beu ill a 
1ulhcient degree on water-wheels within the ordinary limita of diamettt. 
Tbe author produced iaatancea of the desired preasure-tngine, oae of 
which wa1 conatructed about forty 7~ars ago in Derbyshire-and wbic' 
be believed was still at work in Alport Mines, to which it was remand 
from ita original situation. The cylinder wu, be believed, 10 inchee ill 
diameter. In 1841 Mr. Joba Taylor advised the applicatioa of aaotJatt 
aud more powerful enRiDe at the Alport Mines, which wu made under hia 
(Mr. Glyn'•) direction at the Butterle7 lrouwork1 in Derbyabire. This 
wu the moet powerful engine that had been made. The cylinder wu GO 
iacbta ill diameter, and tbe stroke 10 feet. It wa1 worked by a columa ol 
water of 131 fNt ia height, 10 that the proporiioo of power to act oo it 
wu u the area of a piatou to that of the pluager-namel7, I,1161to1,S85, 
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or fatly TO per CPnt. The 1ureriotendPot of the mllchioery a9111red him 
that the e1111:1oe h•lf never cost them :Clll 11-ye•r 1ince it,. .... nert .. d. ltd 
usual 1pttd was about S strokes per wioute ; but it was capable of "ork.
iog at 1 1trokes per minute without any concn11ioo in the de1ceoding 
column, the duty actually done being equal to 161 borse-power:-Arell of 
pluniter 9•6lU feet X 10 feet X 71troke1= 67S·41. 671•41 x 63·$ X lH = 
'tffff 11 = 161 bone-power. The author concluded by remarking that, 
in tbia cue aa in all others when water acts by ill gra.,ity or preunre, 
tboee macbinn do the bHt work when tbe water entert tbe machine 
witboot •bock. or impulse and quits it without nlocity. They thereby 
obtain all the Rnilable power that the water will yield with the leut iosa 
of elfect; and this result ia be•t accomplidbed by making the pipes and 
PUB&IN of aomcient and ample Bise to prevent acceleration of the hydro· 
atatic column. 

".A11al1ai1 of Wroqht·lrOfl prodmetd by Ctmt11l.tio11 fr011t Cat·lroa." 
By Profe880r MILLER. 

It i1 to be noticed that coo1iderable change in the apecillc gra'lity OC• 

curred in the iron after cemeotatioo : it was forged, and then found to 
hen increased in deoaity ; the brittle iron bad a apeci6c gra•ity of 7·684, 
the malleable 7·'118. The re•nlta of analy1ia were bridy theM :-Tbe 
qoanlity botb of carbon and aliicon are materially dimioiabed by the 
cemeotation, though atili the proportion of both i1 m•terialiy greater than 
ill good bar-iron. It alao apprart that the portion of carbon which ii in· 
aoluble in acids is partly the Ame both before and arter the iron baa been 
rendered malleable, the diminution being confined almost to that portion 
of carbon which was chemically combined with tbe metal, and which, 
therefore, would be in a 1tale for propagation throngb. the mus more 
readily by cementation. 

"Oa 11" Draiaqc of u Porlio11 qf Clull-Illou." By G. W. Oa1uaoD. 

The nrfoec of the mou nriea from 80 feet to 100 feet aboYe the 1ea 
le.,el ; ita bott,,,,. at the deepell part is 100 feet below the IC& line. Part 
of tbi1moea11 now being laid dry by means of open draio1, under the 
directioDB of Mr. Ormerod. After cutting the draio1, the leYel of the peat 
falls rapldty; near the main leader it Ank perpendicularly II fl. ti in. iu 
Dille montba, and in one part ll ft. 6 in. in a 1ingle week. 

"Eztr11elio11 'If SiJlltr from 1ome of ill Ort1 by the Wtt Way, toilla a 
Nolict' of a Proctu 111 a SKbatiJ11lt' for that of Liqwalio11," Communicated 
by Dr. PERCY. 

Tbi1 communication proposes to treat 1ilnr orea with hypoaulphllte of 
lime and chloriJe of lime; and from experiments detailed by Dr. Percy 
there appean every reaeoo to believe 1hat these 1ab•hrncE's may be em· 
ployed economiclllly, and both gold and 1iher utracted by an Pasy and 
dfective method. A process as a aub1titut.- for that of liquatioo was al111 
auggeated. Mr. Hunt proposed, from the imvortance in a practiclll point 
oftbia commuoicalion, that it be printed entire in the volume of TraoAC· 
tiooa, Col. Yorke aecooded this proposition; and it Will adopted. 

"..4 llt'!D Hydrograplaic Map of Ille Brili1h I Ilea," by HERB PETERHANl'I, 
wu exhibited. 

On thia map about 1,550 riven are distioguiahed by oame1, 480 lakes 
and ponda, and 40 waterfalls; the canals with their altitude. u well as 
that of the ri'len and lake1, and tbt' greRl dr1tio1 in the f<'n districts. It 
wu stated that there were 20 rivera in l::ugl11od, JO in Scotland, and 10 in 
lrelud, each draining 600 •quare miles and upwards. Of tbe:ie-

18 dralu an area each 
14 
8 

TheM last eight are-The 

~ MO lo 1.000 oqure mUH. 
- 1,000 .. 2,000 
- 9,00J .. 10,lliU 

HU>bn (IMladlng Trent and Ouoe) lo Spam Point v.~M 
Sntta (l<I Flat Holmu) •• • • • • 8.!>>lO 
Shannon (IO Loop Head and Korry Hoed) • • 6,946 
Tbamea (locludlns Med••r1 io Nore LlgM 6,160 
Barrow •• 8.410 
o,..t Oae ~.960 
Baoo .• •• 2.~6 
~u~um~ ~~ 

Tbe river Amazon drains a tract of 2,275,000 square miles. 

"011 a Ntt0 Elmu11t of Mttlur11Un&." By Mr. R. Roat.an. 
The writer explained the construction of a cootrinnce by which he 

effrcted in a Vt'ry simple manner movement.& for wblcb more complicated 
ruecbaoi~m waa fl'E'queotly emplo1ed. The model cooaiate<I of a steel 
etock.2haft, on which were fitted two braaa diace in such a way as to be 
kept 1teady. One of the discs bad eleYeo 1eeth rounded at tbe top and 
~ottoro in its circumference, and waa placed on the body of tbe 1hafl. 
Tbe other disr., which was rather the larg•r, was In the eccentric position 
of the sban, with its face to that of the toothed di•c. The plain disc bad 
foor studs ri•etted into it at eqnal d11tancn from each other and at such 
fliataoces as to admit of their being broagbt 1ucce1ai'lely, by the revolution 
of lbe 1cceotric, to the bottom of the hollow a in the toothed disc. The 
following mo'lementa may be elfected by Ibis model :-'liz., if the shaft 
be beld stationary and the disce be made to revolve upon it, one of tile 
ditcs will mike tweln revolutions whilst the other only make1 ele•eu. 
Again, if the toothed disc be held wbilat the abaft be made to re'lolve 
twelve timea, the plain disc will revol'le, in the Ame dirrctioo, one re'lolu· 
liOG 0011 ; ud if the plaiD disc be held, the toothed di1c will perform one 

revolution in the contrary direction, for eleno revolution of the shaft. It 
"'ould be evident that almost any other number of revolutioo1 may be pro
duced by employing a smaller number of 1tud1, not f<'Wt'r than three, wbicb 
will not di'lide the number of leeth in that diac. Tbe idea of thi1 Dov•I 
elen1Pnt.in mechaoics was suggested to Mr. Roberta by a dial mo'llmeat 
iu au American cluck. 

MINTS.* 
The subject of mints is one on which there is little printed. but 

Major Smith, of Madras, has brought out a considerable book. This 
work is mOBtly directed to the subject of mint accounts, but with 
this object a close investigation is necessary into the procell88s 
affecting the condition of the precious metals in the operation of 
coining, and this may be found of inter~st. Major Smith's great 
purpose iato establish that no loSB of oolueof gold or silver can or 
does take place in coining, and that there is therefore no difficulty, 
under a proper system of management, of providing an adequate 
check. He says--

W fl conaider it beyond doubt, jndginit from the re1nlts of actual experi
ence, that tht're ou1bt to be no loae whate.,er bJ the proce11 of con'llnioa, 
in any of the Indian Minta; on the contrary, as we hBYe elaewhere ex· 
plained, there ought to be a amall 1urplo1 in the oat.turn. Jn the diacut-
1ion, therefore, of the dutin and rnpon1ibilitiea of the dill'ereot officea 
of the e1tahliabment, we llhall oooaider thi1 as being admitted, beCllnM 
our object i1 to determine what the requilite check.a are to inaure the buai
neee being properly esecoted; DOt what may 1ul6ce if it be imperfectly 
done, or 1l11rred over. 

Before prooeediog, howe'I«, it may be ad'liAble that we 1hould lint 
notice and obriate a mi1COnceptlon which bu been 1u11ested to ua in 
reference to the abo'll uaertioa, 11 it strikes at the nry root ol all tb.e 
benefit of the important principle ilivol.,ed in iL It bas been said, that 4t 
may be Yery true there ought to be no waste, or even a alight 1urplu1 iJI 
the re-deli'ery of the precioo1 metal entrusted to a Mint, provided it were 
po11ible to es.tract all the partieln from the ma111 of refuae wherein thef 
are buried ; that by pushing the recoverie1 to an extreme length, ind•· 
llance of all real CC'Ollomy, it may be in fact poaaible to exhibit a trilling 
over·plua, though the coat of the extraction of the last particles may ha'l.e 
far exceeded the value of the me1al ; bot that nole1s this reck.Je11 contempt 
of true economy be ayatematically penevered in, a1 It ia clear tbai a cef· 
taio amount of bullion mutt. of oeceHity, be allowed to remain untouched, 
on account of the expense of extraction, a waste must be unavoidable; 10 
that however true in theory, it moat be a fallacy in practice to Ay, that 
there ought to be a nett 1urplua of deli'lery, and an actaal lxm8fak exceu. 
Thia argument ia, bowe.,er, hued upon a mi111ppreben1ion of the truth it 
ie intended to oppose, for the asllt'rtion ia not, that there should be no 
metal not recovered, but that there abould be no metal lost wboM existence 
could not be proved, aud ill value recovered, if oeceaAry. Further, that 
ae a matter of actual practice, there ought to be a nett 1urplu1 of dE'liYery, 
including the particle• in the droHes, whether Ibey be recovered therefrom 
or "'hetber they be not, which is totally Immaterial to the question ; to 
which it may be added, that thia exceH ought to bf! 10 much larger than 
the value of all the particles which are not extracted from the refu•e, that 
even taking the matter in the Mnae in which it is newed in the objection, 
the aBSertioo atilt remains practically true. 

Tbe principle and tbe practice we contend for i1, that the out-turn of a 
Mint in coin•, bullion, and dro111e1, ought to be t:raclly estimated, and 
compared with its receipts; and we affirm that if tbi1 be correctly done, 
and the duties of the Mint hBYe been strictly and faithfully performed 
throughout, the former ought to exceed the latter, wheoe'ler tbe bullion is 
debited at the "trade A1Ay," Which being the cue, we are of opinion 
that, as a matter of 1y1tem, the compariaou ought to be made, and the 
check. thereby established, in prefereuce to the more In proceeding ol 
omitting the comparison, and writing off all deftciencies to profit and lou 
as" una.,oldable waste in the operatiou• of coinage." The extent to which 
the utractioo of the bullion out of the dro•ae• OUKbt to be carried, ie 
another and a very simple queatioo; the aDBwer to which obviously i1, that 
it ahould be carried so far, and no fartber, thao it would be attended by a 
cle1tr profit to do so. In tbi1 way it id that the bu1ine11 i1 carried on in 
Madr11s, the refu11e, when no longer c11pable of being " recovered" OD 
account of Government with profit, being sold, and the proceeda carried 
to account; ancl it is according to tbia acheme of practice, that the ac1u1&l 
results which ba'le been referred to have produced a nett 1urplua amount· 
iog to n per mille. 

If, however, there ought to be no deficiency of the precious 
metals, it does sometimes happen : it seems that coins are sent out 
of the mints too good. Thus it is llBid-

W e have beea informed, that in the )e&r 18411, the coin• iuued by the 

• "ObaervaUon1 on the DuUH and Reapon1lblUtlH ln•olTed In the Jlanagemeoi of 
Mlnll 1 cblelly wltb reference lo the Rule1 and PracLlce of th- of lndlL With 1u1• 
pollou1 for their lmproftmenL" BJ MajorJ. T. SHITS, 8.E.1.C. Eu,t.uen, F.R.:I., 
A.1.C.E., Muter •f the llfadru 111111. Jdadru, 11:14d. 
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Bombay Mint were IO much abo•e Standard, tbat if they may be aeaumed 
u being fairly repreeeated by 60 pys UMJ& made o{ them at the Ro)'&l 
Mint, and the Talae of the oat-tuna calculated thereby, they mast have 
contained very nearly 16,000 rapeea worth more pare aiher thaa they 
ought to have done ; a caae in point abowiag tbe impossibility of the Mint 
officers pardiag againat Jou, becaaee if it be uaumed that tbe mercbuts 
were ft"ly paid for their bullion, the Mint must bHe 1ulfered the loaa of 
the above sum. 

With regard to the probability of loss of metal, the author 
examines whether it could take place in the melting, and he men
tions--

There 11 a greater probability in thia proce11, that a real 1011, an 
actual diminution of Talae abould occur, tban in any other. I bu·e 
above stated that a change of Yalue cannot poeaihly be effected, ncept by 
a literal abstraction of tbe precloua metal, and we can eaaily undl'ratand 
wby sacb ia the cue. Ir a pound of purt ailver, for Instance, were 
melted a thoaaaad timea, and if copper were added toaod aubtracted from 
it by 1acce11ive portion•: lt every step of theae proceaaea, provided none 
or the particlet of pare metal bad been allowed to escape, Jbe result or 
every true uaay or the metal, whether in its coarse or 6ae condition, ought 
to be aucb u to make ill Talae equal to that of a pound of pure ail•er. 
There ia nothing in mere maaipnlatioa to alter value, aalns aome of the 
precious particlet are dieaipated; bat we might be inclined to 'IUspect 
that this might occur daring fusion. It ie aot lmpoulble, oae would think, 
that sil•er might be yo)atilized, ud tbua the precious metal be dimiaiahed 
ia quutlty. It ia cl'rtaln that if aay alloy be melted, ita w•igb\ after 
f11slon is considerably reduced ; but it i1 alao eqally certain that, practl· 
cally, not a particle of silver eteapea from tbe furnace. 

Tbia beiag tbe oaly point on wbicb the amalle~t doubt could re&10nably 
be entertained, I have given it tbe most attentive enminatioa. Wbeu 
l wu in Calcutta la January, l!Ui, and Yiaited the Mint there, I made 
particular inquirie1 .. to tbe Yolatilization or silver. Tbe very idea or 
aucb a thing eermed to be coaaidered absurd, and I wu aeaared that no 
such thing u •olatilizatloa of aiher had ever beeu nperieuced, It waa 
not the custom to awe-p out the chimneys, becauee lbe Yolatilization of 
ailver wu out of tbe question, but I wu told that wben that metal wu 
adulterated with mercury there wu a Joas, and particle& of tbe mercury 
mipht be evaporated. Tbia ia true al10 in regard to lead, fumes of wbicb 
eecspe from silver very frequently. But neither of tbeae would at all 
change tbe 1111~ of the maaa ia fusion. 

Tbe l!llme qu"tion bu al10 been practicallJ teeted at Madras-and 
tbougb no such thing u sweeping tbe chimneys for the purpose of reco· 
veriag volatilized 1ilnr bad ever been beard of pre•ioualy, I det11rmined 
upon baTiog it done, In order to obtain decieive evidence upon a point of 
10 m11ch importance. Tbe reaalt was, that in tbe chimney of a farnace 
wbicb bad been in constant daily nae for about 16 years, and in whir.b 
many crorea of rapeea worth of bullion muat have been melted, there were 
collected partidea of silver wblcb altogether weighed about TO fl"'l'W. 
Thia esperimeat tH.ken ia connection with the esperienoe of tbe Calcutta 
Mint, seems to my mind to be quite coaclu1i•e as to the fact that there ia 
no real losa in melting, by any dieaipation of tbf! precioua metal. 

The following is a practical explanation of one of the causes of 
apparent loss :-

1 t ia notorious, however, that when •il•er la melted for coinage, the 
weight after fusion ia coaaiderably leu than before, even afier makiug tbia 
recovery and every allowuce. lt is admitted alao that tbe metal under
goes refinement, and coa1equeatly that it bas become purer in quality than 
it wu; All tbat I wish to add i11 tbat ii• nlue afier fusion ought to be 
preciaely equal to what it was originally, and tbat there is no uece11ary 
cause for wastage or 1011 ; and this, becauee it ia 1imply copper, and 
nothing besides but copper, or base metal, wbicb ia injured by tbe beat, sou 
to be separated from tbe alloy and lost in tbe refoae, wbeace it ia not worth 
while to recover it, It la owing to the abaeace of any mean a of recogaia
iag tbe minute cbaagea or 6aeaeds ia tbe silver alloy, and tbe coaseqoeat 
adoption or a system or account independent or them, that it bas been im· 
praotic:able to eibibit tbla truth, or to take advantage of it, in tbe manner 
iadiapeaaable to avoid wute ; and the alleutioa being therefore esclus1vely 
paid to tbat change ia the metal wbicb alone ia palpable, viz., in ilB weight, 
ia one or the great cauaee or tbe real loH wbicb I inquired into. I propoae 
hereafter to detail tbe means by wbicb tbla e'il bu been rectified; ia tbe 
111eaa time I must in•ite attention to another. 

Wben tbe Mint receina bullion, it is 1uppo1ed to recei•e nothing hut 
solid metal, which ia charged to it according to its weight •nd actual 6ae· 
eeu, but I found that these supposed coaditiou1 did not always exist, and 
tbllt the bullion was not always made over to tbe Mint ia the aolid state. 
l 11 some cases coia1 were received. which were always more or Jen dirty, 
and these were calculated io tbe accounts by multiplying tbe groas weigbt 
of dirt and silver by tbe Herage 6aeae81 of a sample melted for aH•Y· 
Tbe con..equence a1aaifestly was an unavoidable 1011, correapundi11g 
with tbe aruouut of dirt which bad been reckoned as silver, and the 
r•medy was plain, tiz., taking care to melt the coins always in future. In 
thid way one or the principal causes of tbe previou1 1018 wae got rid uf, 

Another case was more serious to the parties, 
We may also cite a case which occurred in Bombay, where there wu 

a deficiency between tbe produce aud yaluation ur a particular parcel or 
bullion recei'ed into tbe Mint, to the amollDt or about 111100 rupees, A 

committee being appointed to inquire into the de6ciene7, ltated, tllat tH 
di11Ctepancy wu apparent, bat H it wonld never do to doubt llae -ya, 
they mast conclude the fl'llud bad been practised by the mellen. Tiie 
bead melter wu accordingly ordered to pay tbe money, and did 1IO; bat 
It wu afterward• plainly 1bowa that the valuation bad been 111.ule withoul 
proper precaatioaa aga1net miatake, and that in 10 far u tbe e•ideace 
went, there wu not tbe leut reuon to believe that the qoautity o( ballioa 
for wbicb tbe melter bad been held acco011table bad ner been recei•ed bJ 
bim. 

In annealing, an apparent increase of weight takes place, which 
is thus explained.-

The proceaa of auaealing la for the purpote of 1ortening tbe blaulu.. 
and makioit them more 6t 10 receive the imprellliioa of tbe die. It ~ 
usiats the operatio11 of tbe acid in cleaning. Tbe blank• are placed 
in a reverberatory furnace and brought to a red beat, after which 
they are cooled, either by immersion in waler, or by npoeure to lhe air. 
Tbe elfect of this proceaa la a slight increase of weight, owing to the com
bination of oxygen with tbe alloy iu ,tbe metal ; and u 1t ia entirely 1111per-
6cial, it •ariea in ill proportion according to tbe form and auper6cial area 
of tbe piece• npoaed to its action. We have not made ao1 Hperi
with minute accuracy on tbi1 point, as tbe pieces after lea•i11g tbe Janu. 
natiag and •djustiag department are counted on transfer, and thu• puwd 
from band to hand by tale, ao that tri6iag variations in the groaa weigbl 
cease to be of any importance; but from the experimeata wbicb - bue 
made, the dilfereace of wehi:bt in rupees bu been lhow11 to be aboat 
s aaoll8 Tl pie per mille, or 4; pie per cent. Ae this increase of weicht is 
occuioaed merely by the adduion of a foreign aubatance (os7gea) to tile 
metal, it cannot of couree, by any poeaibility, be the cauae of any losl el 
value. 

In blanching1 a slight diB'erence in the apparent weight takrs 
place, because lil some mints grease and oil are used in laminates, 
which adheres to the metal and is removed by the acid. 

Difference of weight may take place, but difference of mJw 
cannot ; and it is by adopting this latter test that a proper ayatem 
of accounts can alone be adopted. We may remark, in conclu
sion, that the author has laboured very hard and conscientiously 
in establishing the correctness of his views; and, which excite. 
the more admiration, as having been done under the hot 8UD uf 
Hindostan and in a state of ill-health. 

THE PLATE-GLASS TRADE. 
The st&ti1tie1 of the manufacture of plate-gla11 ia En1dand, just pub)ilbed 

in a tabular form, with a few remark• appended, oa a folio abeet, by Yr. 
Henry Howard, or Plaiatow, in Essell, are very inatructin. 

In 1819 tbe excise duty oa plate-glue wu 981. per cwt.; none wu made 
ia England larger than 120 incbe1 by, 72, the quality was inditrerent; the 
price wben 12 inchea 1quare w111 13.. ld. per foot, when 120 incbea by ;2. 
it wu 160.. per foot. 

la 1827 tbe esciae duty WU 60r. per cwt.; plate.glan lU incha by ;), 
wu manufactured ; the quality wa• coa1iderably improved; tbe price ol 
plate.gla11, wbeu 12 Inches 1quare, wu 6.. 8d. pei: foot, wbea lU incba by 
75, it waa 501. per foot. 

In 184 7 there wu no esciae duty on plate-gl111; platea 144 inrbes by i6 
were manufactured ; the quality was very much improved : tbe price of 
plate• 12 inches 1quare wu 3.. 4d. per foot; platea 144 iacbea by 76, coat 
351. 6d. per foot. 

In 1819, when the exci1e duty WU 981. per cwt., the quality of the g1us 
waa iaditrerent, tbe nerage price per foot 201. to 251., tbe quantity sold per 
week about 3,000 feet, and tbe aupply apparently equal to tbe demaad. 

In 1827, when tbe duty wu 60.. per cwt., tbe quality wa1 impra•ed, the 
anrage price per foot 101. to 12r., tbe quantity aold per week aboai 5,000 
feet, and tbe 1upply inadequate to tbe demud. · 

Ia 1847, when the exciae duty bad been &den olr, the quality wu Tery 
mucb improved, tbe Herage price per foot 4a. to 51., tbe qulllltity IOld per 
\lleek about 70,000 feet, aarl tbe 1upply Tery inadequate to tbe demud. 

In 1836, wben tbe esciae duty wu 601. per cwt., the eatima&ed number 
of handa directly and indirectly employeci in the muufacture, wu aboal 
2,500, tbe capiw in•eated ia it about 2a0,000I. 

In 1847, when tbe duty bad been taken olr, the number of banda wu 
about 12,000, tbe capital about 1,000,000l. 

No comment ia required on tbe tendency or theae factt to show bow mlltls 
tlJe manufacture WU beaefitted by the reduction Of e1.ci1e dutiea; bow muds 
more it bu been bene6tted by entire emancipation from tbe trammela or tbe 
exci1e. 

Since 1845 foreign plate-glua bad been allowed to be imponed free of 
duty. In July 1847, Lord George Bentinck undertook to pra•~ (in Par· 
liameat) tbat tbe remoya) of tbe glua dutie& had been a failure. He 
stated that tbe declared value or gla11 nported In tbe ftr1t be monthl ol 
l84a wu 216,6301.; in tbe lint fi•e montba of 18t6, onlf 131 ,73'1. B111 
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bia lord1bip omitted to liate an important esplauatory fact pointed out by 
Mr. Howard:-" It wu iu the fint five months of 1845 that the duty w11 
remitted, and daring that partieular period the maken and dealen exported 
enormous quantltle1 of eYery detcripc!on, not on accouut of increased de
mand from abroad, but for the espreaa purpoee of obtaining the large draw
backs (amounting to bountiea) which were then, for the Jut time, allowed 
by the excise.'' 

The fact is, that an official return, dated May 5, 1848, printed by -order of 
the House of Commons, 1how1 the total amount of foreign plate.glus, 
entered for consumption in Englaod, to have been 99,841 feet. Thia i1 at 
the rate of 1,920 feet per week, The number of feet of Engli1b make snld 
per week during that time being 70,000, while in 1845 It was only 23,000. 
The importation, instead of causing a displacement of English labour, baa, 
by stimulating competition, improved quality and lowered price, and by 
tboa increasing conaumption, caused more English labour to be employed. 

The atate of the exporta, 11 shown by the return alread'y refrrred to, is 
equally 11tiafactory. The exporta of English gla11 in 1847 exceeded those of 
1846, in llint-glu1, by 20 per cent.; in common window-glass, by 42; in 
bnttlea, by 5; in looking·gluses, by 49; and in plate-glasa, by 110 per cent. 
Well may Mr. Howard remark, "Lookins at the uneumpled commercial 
difficulties of 184 7, this incre•ae is al moat incredible.'' 

Two facts relative to the trade in plate-gl111, 1tated by Mr. Howard, bave 
a bearing upon tbeae general reaulta too important to be omitted. Of two 
agencie1 eatabliabed here, e:i:clu1iYely for the aale of foreign plate-glus, one 
ba1 been compelled to rrlinquiab the aale of it, simply from inability to 
witbaland Britilb competition. There wu no English plate-glass exported 
to the United States in 1846; while, in 1847, it equalled in amount the ex
porll to all the world in 1846. 

How, then, are we to account for complainte made both in and oat of 
Parliamrnt that Britilb interests have suffered from the remlnion of the 
glass duties? Mr. Howard throws aome light on thia qneation :-"In 1845, 
when the excise duty wu remitted, the English makers redaced the price of 
amall platea (which foreigners could not afford to 1end here at all) to a fair 
and equitable aeale, but the large plates (which, parado:i:ical 11 it may appear, 
cost leaa per foot than the small ooea) were kept up at the unreaaooable 
ratet quoted above, Our neighlJoura, the French and Belgians, attracted and 
encoura~ed b, the simplicity which thus invited them here, under cover of 
our exCf!nive prices, accordingly brought over and sold their larger fabrics at 
enormou1 proliu, whilst our maoufacturen, realising atill greater 1dv1utage1, 
and 1upported by au immense demand, refused to modify this extraordinary 
taritJ, althoagb ill manifest injustice to the public, aod direct tendency to 
injore tbe very interest it was intended to promote, have beeo almost uni
veraally condemned u the climax of absordity." 

Labour form• directly and indirectly nearly 80 per cent. or the coat of plate
glua. The raw material i1 nearly all Engli1b produce. In short, it ia a 
natural manofacture. Al 1acb it wu depreued by heavy exci1e dutie., aod 
not relieYed by protection from fureign competition. Since it bas been 
emancipated both from the oppre11ive aod the protective iolluences of fiscal 
regul1tion1, it bu daily grown in 1treogtb and prosperity, in defiance of 
competition. It i1 only under such a system that brancbea of industry, 01. 
taral to a country, cao ftoorisb, and 1ucb brancbe1 of ioduatl')' only are 
really 1dv1ntageoo1 to a nation. 

THE GREAT VIADUCT ACROSS THE DEE, IN THE 
VALE OF LLANGOLLEN. 

While the speed to be atialoed by mechanical ingenuity la being intensely 
conaidered, the architecture of our railway• ia not forgotten, and we feel 
pleued to have it in oor power to notice one of the moat daring aod stupen
dous eB'ortl of skill and art to which the railway bu given rile, We refer to the 
greal 'fiadoct oow in coane of completion acrou the 'falley of the Dee, in the 
Vale of Llangollen-tbe dimeo1ioo1 of which 1urpaaa any thing of the kind 
in the world. While the tubular bridges acrou the Menai Straita and Con
way RiYer are, from their noYelty,attracting much attention, the undertaking 
referred to b11 proceeded nearly to completion, without any con1ider1ble 
notice being taken of it. lta •utneaa of proportion• may be better con
ceived, when it i1 1tated that, in magnitude it far exceeds what ia considered 
tbe greateat effort of human skill in connection with railway communication 
-tbe Stockport viaduct. The Dee viaduct (for tbil 11 the term gi'feD 
to the one at Llaugollen) ia npw1rd1 of 150 feet abo'fe the level of the 
river-being 30 feet higher than tne Stockport viaduct, and 34 fm higher 
than Menai Bridge. It ia supported by 19 arcbet of 90 feet 1p1n, and ita 
length i1 upward• of 1~30 feet, or nearly one-third of a mile. The outline 
of lbe structure ia, perhaps. one of the handaomeat that could bne been 
conceiYed, both u regards ita chute atyle aod attractiye finilh ; and ita 
general appearance ia coa1iderably enhanced by the roondneaa of the arches, 
• bicb are enriched by muai'fe quoins, and the CDrYilinear batter of the pien : 
lhi1 style of architecture imparts a grace and beauty to the structure without 
impairing ib atrengtb. The greateat attention aeema to bne been paid to 
tbe abntmenh-tbe only part of the erection, in reality, where any decora. 
ti Ye di1pl1y could be made. lo the middle of boih, on each 1ide, there are 

beautifully executed nlchea in the Corinthian order, in 1ddition to tome 
highly-finished muon!')'. The pien are neatly "roo11ht at the anglea, and 
at the b11e of nearly each there i1 a bedding of opward1 of 400 square feet 
of muonry. With the exception of the entradoea of the arcbea, which are 
composed of a blue 1ort of brick, the whole structure i1 built of beautiful 
st•Jne-if not u durable, equal in ricbnen and brilliance to Darlydale. The 
viaduct has au inclination from end to end of 40 feet, and connect• that part 
of the Shrewsbury and Cheater Railway between Rhos-y-Medre and Cbirk. 
Viewed from beneath, the vast atrocture pretenta 11 noble and truly grand 
appearance, and ita bold proportions, with ita height, cannot fail to call forth 
admiration from the moat indift'erent beholder. While the view ti.low 
develope1 what art can 1ccompli1b, that from the 1ommit 1orpasae1 in ricb
neu aod luxuriance of the pictoreaque any land1e1pe in the kingdom. 
Situated in the middle of the far.famed Vale of Llangollen, there is all that 
nature and art can btstow to make the view charming and beautiful. On 
one aide are bold and 1welling billa, on the other a plain teeming with 
huoriaoce far and wide. Within view are Cutell Dinu Bran, or, 11 it ia 
commonly called, "Crow Castle,'' which ia 1itu1te on the ciown of a conical 
bill-the glaciated rock1, Wyonatay, and Pont-y-Cy11yllte, or the Dee Aque
duct. Thia lut 1tructore, which conveys the Elleamere Canal, ia within a 
abort dbtaoce from the viaduct, and, from ita beauty and extent, imparts 
additional interest to the locality. 

The viaduct bu been erected by Me11n. Makin, Mackenzie, and Bru1y, 
contractors, at a coat of upwards of 100,0001., being upwards of 30,0001. 
more than the Stockport viaduct. The cost of the timber required to form 
the acaft'olding, &c., for iu erection was 15,0001., and between 300 or 400 
m11ons alone were employed during the whole time of cooatruction. Within 
a few miles distance there ii another viaduct in coone of building across the 
valley of Ceiriog, Thia atrocture will be upward• of 120 feet high, anrl will 
have 10 arcbe1, of 45 feet apao, and one of 120 feet. The entire length 
will be at leut 850 feet, and will cost, when completed, a large 1nm of 
money. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
Thi CopYuag Ekctric Ttlegraph.-We mentioned in a former namber 

(p. 191 t1J1te) tbat an electric telegraph had been iovent.ed by Mr. Bakew~ll, 
by meane of which a written communication coulJ be copied at a diet.ant 
towo, 10 u to enable correepoodenta to recogoile the handwriting of each 
other. Thia telegraph bu, during the put mor.tb, bad aeYeral triala be
tween London and Slough, tbat line of wire being the only one that can be 
1pared by the Electric Telegraph Company for experimenta. The reaulta of 
tbeae trials have proved that the power transmitted aloJ1g the wire1 is quite 
1ufficieat for the copying procraa, u oaly tbe aame batteriee were employed 
u are neceuary to work the needle telegraph. We bne aeen 1neral 1peci
men1 of tbe writing copied along 40 miles of wire, which prove ibat wneo 
the io1trumeot1 are accurately constructed, copiea of aoy wriling mdy be 
ilkea by mean• of tbia telegraph. With the model io1tromenb and a single 
wire, the copying wu, we undentaod, done twice u quickly u communica
tlona can be made by the needle with a single wire, and Mr. Bakewell eii

pecta to be able to increue the •peed ten-fold with larger inatrumenu. 
Independently of the gain of apeed by tbil means, there would be greater 
confidence given to telegraphic communications, if the intelligence received 
were written In the handwriting of correapondent1, 1lnce by the pre1ent 
mode of communicating there ii no proof that the infor1111tioo received i1 
aotbeotic; and u the meahgea transmitted by the copying process are 
traced from the original writing, there can be no erron committed by the 
milondentanding of 1ignalt. 

TM Nt!tD Brazilian ll'tn"·StttlMt'I' "4ff111110."-The 6nt pair of marine 
steam-eogine1 built io Bolton, were cooatructed by Mesue. Benj«mill 
Hick and Son, for the .4.ffouo, Brazilian war-steamer, which bas obtaiued 
such honourable ootoriely by the ee"icea it rendered to the paueogers and 
crew of the Octu Monarch. Thoe engines are made on the direct-acting 
principle, are SOO·horee power, and aeYeral improvemeou have beeo intro
duced in their construction. The framing for 1upportiog the paddle• aod 
intermediate abaft& is made of forge or wrought-iron, and eome idea may 
be formed of the Yalue of thi1 improYement, by comparing it with the ordi· 
nary cast-iroo framing generally adopted. One of these pedestal blocks, 
of which there ue four, when abaped aod 6niabed, weighed 28 cwt.; bul 
if made of cast-iron, aod equally strong, the weight would have been 
80 cwL, aod even then the liability to fracture would be wor~ than trebly 
hazardous. There i1, aleo, in the coo1truct100 of these engines, a simple 
aod improved arr11ogemeot of the eccentric aod reveraiog mutioo, wbicb 
enables the nlns to be revened for going ahead or astern with the 
gre•teat ease, and by which the labour of three men to each engine is 
sued wbeo renning. The mode of introducing the iojectioo water is 
also new, simple, and ell"ective. The .4.ffouao was built for oaYigatiog the 
shallow rivel'll of the Brazils, and abe i1 well armed for the protection of 
their trade, hl'fiog a M·pouoder fore aod an, which swivel oo carriages, 
and alao four S4·pouoden in her aide ports. Tbe Ye11el and engines were 
built under the ordera and inspection of Admiral Grenfell, the Brazilian 
cooaul at Liverpool, and tboush from her construction she wu no& ex· 
pect.ed to sail more than 9 knota per boar, abe accomplilbed lit on her 
trial trip.-Lirtrpool .Mm111l 
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Tlt.t Brit111111ia a•d Co11111ay Bridrt1.-The report of Mr. Stephen1an, 
J>"'ltDted to the mretlnp; of the CheltPr and Holyhead Railway, on the 
Htb alt., 1tated that the conatrnction or the 11econd tube of the Conway· 
bridge la far advanced, and there ia no doubt it will be reAdy for removal 
by the middle of October. The pootooDI have bf!en 1trengthentd, the cap· 
1taos re-errctf'd, aad every other arranl(ement in a forward state for ite 
ertttioo. About three.fourths of the mKanory of the Britannia-bridge baTe 
been con1pt~ted ; aud, tak1n1t the progreas now makinit as a guide, it ia cal· 
cnlated that the 8rat t11be will be ready for lining to ita place in tbe coune 
of nest March or April. Tbe iron-work at tbe Britannia-bridge bu pro-
1treaaed even more rapidly than waa espected, and the four large tubes are 
juat approaching completion. Tbe whole of the ceolral portion of the tabM 
is fioi1hed, and the ca1tlog1 at the ends are now being in11ertf'd, Tbe 
acaffoldiog for the end tubes on tbe Angleaea aide ia complete, and a large 
proportion of the iron is already punched for their immediate commence· 
ment. The acaffoldinit neces•ary for the tubes on the Caroarvon aide will 
be erected immediately, to open the line throughout u rapidly u possible. 
l::very arl'IUlg .. ment is being made for Boating the tubes a& soon aa the 
muonry ia ready.• The works throughout the whole of the line are stand. 
ing in the moat aatisf11ctory manner. Tbe daily passage of beny trains 
through tbe Conway tube for four months, together with a aeries of care· 
ful obaerntions as to the ell'ecta produced, hne completely established the 
correctoeu of the views upon which the designs for tbia aod the Britanoi.i 
were baaed. Tbe cost of tbe11e 1tructare1 bas nry macb e:i:ceeded wbat 
wu originally calculated upon ; on re-coasideriug, boweYer, tbe whole 
anhject, Mr. Stephenson ie aatisfied that the method which baa been 
adopted is certainly the moat eligible, if not tbe only practicable one. 

Mrxk of ~tinguiahing Firt• at &a.-Tbe following letter bu been ad. 
dreued by Dr. Reid to a daily morning paper:-" As the danger from Ore 
at aea i1 attended with 10 maoy appalling circum1tancea (of which we have 
bad a recent inatance in tbe melaocboly catastrophe of tbe OCHn Monarch), 
I beg to 111hmit for tbe public consideration, aod e1pecially uodenrriten, the 
following plan, u a cheap, 1imple, and efficient method of preventing the 
occurrence of 1ucb accideoll. Flame or combustion cannot go on where 
there is carbonic acid gaa. Tbis is one of tbe elementary priociple1 of che
mistry. It may be 1bown io nrio111 ways. A lighted taper plunged into a 
jar of carbonic acid gu i1 in1tanlaneonaly e:i:tinguiahed; or, if we take the 
glass of a common argand burner, and close the upper eod of it by a ftat 
plate of gl111, or even by a piece of card or putehoard, ftrmly, 10 com
pletely u to prevent any current of air through the tube, on iotrodaciog for 
about an inch or so the dame of a candle at tbe other e:i:tremity (tbe glUI 
of tbe argaod burner being held upright) it will, 111nally in &be apace of little 
more than a minute, be exting11i1hed, merely by the accumulation of the 
carbonic acid gu produced by ita own comhuation. The production of 
carbonic acid gu ia completely at oar command, for oo adding dilate aut. 
pbnric acid to chalk, we can aet at liberty, in the 1pace of two or three 
mionlea, enormous volumes of this 10-called fixed air. Tbe coat of material 
for a ship of 1,000 tons would not exceed I ~l. or 201. sterling By means 
of tuhea proceedinis from the upper deck in connection with a eiater_n 
containing tbe dilute sulphuric acid, to the quarter• below where there 11 
moat likelihood of danger from fire, or moveable hoae (made of gutta 
percha), which can he introduced into any part of tbe veuel-the oil of 
vitriol, preYiou1ly dilated with water, can he at once poured over tbe chalk 
(which i1 to he thrown down in the place where the fire ragea), and imme· 
diately, the carbonic acid being set at liberty, tbe dre ia extingoiabed ; for 
combustion cannot go on in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gu. I hue 
been much occupied experimenting on tbia aohject, and find that from five 
l0n1 of chalk, u much carbonic acid gu may be obtained u will he 1offi· 
cieot to completely 811 a Yeuel of 1,000 tons burden. The espeoae of laying 
the tubes will not exceed 301. or 40l.; and, once laid, there is no further 
trouble or expense. I may ohse"e also (hot e:i:perimenta are at variance _on 
this 111hject) that it it not requisite to han an atmosphere ah1olutely conlllt· 
ing of carbonic acid gu to extinguish fiame, for aome experiments show 
tbat a taper does not ham in an 1tmo1pbere of three parta atmo1pheric air 
and one part carbonic acid ga1. Lightning-conductors are proYided for lhips 
-surgeon• al10 to take care of the health of the crew-auuredly no ex
peoae (and it it hut a trifte) would he grudged ta secure a ship and ill pu· 
aeogen from the contingency of such a melancholy miabap as that of fire. 
If thia method will do-and there aeema to he everything in it1 fnoor-all 
our emigrant ships, indeed e•ery ship, ooght to he secured agaioll a calamity 
which really most he held u tbe most dreadful tbat can occur to a Ye11el at 
sea." 

So1dll·Eiuttrt1 R~ilway.-The works al London Bridge for enlargln~ 
tbe station and widening the Greenwich Railway •iaduct, suspended 
during the monetary panic of 18~7. have been resumed. Tbe bridge ta 
cross Bermond~ry-street is r1tpidly progressing. The Grave11end branch ie 
also in a very forward state. It is expected to he opened for public traffic 
e.£rly in the spring. 

RaihDay Signau.-A~other a~ tbe many co~trivan~ 111ggeatec;I for _en
abling paHengen ia railway trains to commumca&e w1tb tbe engioe-dnnr 
or guard, ha• been recently patt'nted, thou_gb it d!ffen littl~ from aeYeral 
others of tbe same kind. Tbe patentee 11 Mr. R1cbar~ Burd, of Dundee, 
and he claims the application of tuhe1 to railway 1arnage1, and the com. 
bination of corde, wirea, or chain• with tbe tabe1, i~ auch manner tbat 
rither the pusengen or guard may 1ouod the steam-wh11tle. It la P!aposed 
lO connect tbe cords pU1ing throucb tbe tubea under each carnage hy 
1priPg bookl. 

Gl'NI Wuttr11 .Doclc1, PZ,•ntA.-The11e ducks are being prortt<t.d 
with rapidly, and, when completP<I accordiag to the de1i1tn. will f\lraha. 
accommodation auperior to that all'orded by any docks of ~iqular eU.al 
The iooer haain. or lloatiog dock, will he capable of con1aini1111 ;rnd afford
ing ample wharf11ge for 12 1teamen1 of the l11rgest siz.t1, a number,•• 
belieYe, eqaal to that accommodated by the great haein at l'ortNDoulh, 
recently opened. There will he two entrances to thi• basin ; one •ill 
admit merchaollDen of the lariteat aise, and steamboat• of ordinary dimea
aiooe, for two or three haul'll before and after bigli wa1er-throuith the othtr 
the largeat lcrew-tUeamer can pa11 •I high watrr. The uea of tbe oll\er 
huia will he nearly SO 11cre•. If this basin should be deepened to then· 
tent propoaed, ve1ael1 cao eater and be a8oat in It at all times of tbe tide 
without the delay of paaing through a lock. Thia is an adYantage DOC 
po11essed by Liverpool, and many othrr port1. The •ntire es tent of wharf. 
age will exceed a mile, and the &l'f'll of p:round for storea ia adequate to 
tbe greateet poaaihle trade.-Dtl70nporl Chro11iclr. 

Birknhtad Doclu.-lt appeara by the Lirerpool Ti-•, that tbe mast 
acll•e preparations are going on in the engineer'• depanmeat of tbeae 
works, in the preparation of working dr11wingd, &c., for tbe recommeace· 
meat of the con1truction of the dock• forthwith. Arrangemeota, it ia Mid, 
have been made for raising the requisite capital, and no doubt remaina aa '° 
the 1Ucce11ful accompliahmeot of tbeohject of the new trust. An i111por1&&t 
trade ie opening up in the nportatioo of roal from the Welsh miiaes, 
which can be brought, it is &aid, to Birkenhead docks, and put oa board 
YD!~ela at very considerably lesa eost, and with far greater facility, tbaa 
from tbe Laocuhlre coal-8eld, 

TM GrUiul>' Doclu.-Theae are mighty works, and are proceedi.q 
witb moat aatisfactt>ry rapidity, alike creditable lo all concerned. Tiit' 
chief engineer, Mr. Rendell, ia e:i:pected abortly; hot tbe engineer. Mr. 
Adam Smith, who is Yery properly called tbe resident engineer, is altra)I 
on tbe worka. There i1 a defect, or rather a sinking, in one portion of tbe 
pilea from tbe "blow aand•"- name upon wbicb tradition has eduua.ced 
ill ingenuity, aod bu 111mmed up all by aacrihing tu demoniac ageacy lbe 
" fathomlesa pit." Sbaklpeare wu right in putting into lla'lllut•• aolilo· 
qaiaing thoughta, "Oh, wbat a mighty piere of work is man , .. and b..I 
he lived to see the mighty pieces of work which man acbienr., aome other 
ae appropriate exclamation would by him have been furniabed. Ow 
hundred and llfty acres taken from the sea, and defences raiaed to pre'l'tllt 
tbe mighty ocean claiming hack '•ill own," and inch defeaca u ••II 
resist ita foaming rage, let ill battering wavea laab it u they may-bar· 
rowiag from 1ame of ill 1ister land chalk as the meaa1 or defence, vf 
wbicb oo le11 a quantity than l0,000 tons are every week conveyed Oii a 
road of iron. By October, it is expecttd all will be ready to receiYe bill 
Royal Highoeaa Prince Albert, to lay the first stone of the intended Royal 
Albert Grim1hy Dock~; and, within three years, a dock of 37 acres will 
be ready to receive ve1Sel1 lat.lea with foreign stores. So mucb progresa 
could not hne httn made hut for the perseverance of Mr. Adam Smitll, 
and those under bid directions.-Notli~glla1111lai~ Jo1t1'11al. 

ClifloJ& S1Up1111ion Bridgt.-Upw•rds of £40,000 have already bee• 
expended upun thi• unJertllkinl[, and ao wore money being fortbcomm, 
tbe works are now at a st11od-ati11. 

l•prounu11t1 in Bridrt B•ildill/l'.-A fine wooden bridge bas receotly 
beta erected by the Camhuslaog-road lrusteea, acroSB the river orv 
Dalmaroock, lo supply tbe place of tht' old one, which is oaw 30 yNn 
old, and ver) mucb decayed. The new hridl{e was commeooed only 6,,. 
months ago, and was built from a design by Mr. Robson, C.E. The •hoJe 
length of tbe bridge is 356 feel, and the width within the ••de-rails is 
28 feet. There is a footpath no each aide, covered with asphalle pue
meat, and the road-way i1 composed of a mixture of aspb11lle and •lua· 
stone nietal, broken, 7 inches dPep, and laid oa the top of tbe p!anld11g, 
which bad h-eo previn11sly well caolked witb oakum, and coaled with 
pitch and sand, for the purpoae of making it water-tight. 

Circvlar Sa1Ci11:9.-Ao experiment bu been lately made at the SAw-milli., 
Woolwich-duck7ard, with tbe view of te1tiog tbe efficiency of circular uwa 
in catting through tbe centre of rough timber of a diameter nearly eqoal &o 
that of tbe 11w itself. An elm kl'e-ODe end of which was of tile fall 
diameter of the saw -wu placed 11poo one of the circular sawing maehiaa, 
having a aaw 4 feet diameter, and a aelf.feedina motion, in the uaual way. 
By this motion the lree wu hrooght lOwarda the saw, aod paaaed aYer il; 
and by a reYerae motion, it waa turned back. The cut m~de in the trtt, 
puling over the 1aw, wu iA dead wood all the way, aod fully 20 incbd 
deep. After the tree wu run hack, it wu turned over, and adJuncd for a 
aeoood cut, lO lioe witb tbe 8rat; and in tbi• position it wu brou1ht for. 
ward, u ~efore, and comple&e.17 divided in two. 

Mttlwd ef Wrillirtg lrort, Sim, alld SMd-/F'Oll.-ID au eartJaena -1 
melt boru, aad add lO it one-teotb of sal-ammoaiar- When &beae iagre
dienta are properly fused and mi:i:ed, pour them oat upon an iron pla&e, p<i 
let lbem cool. Tbere ii tb111 obtained a gluey matter, to which 11 io lie 
added an rqual quaatity of quicklime. The iron and ateel which are to Ix 
soldered, are Orn heated to redne11, then this compound, Am red!ICed w 
powder, i1 laid upon &hem ; &he compolition melts and ruaa like -w.,.. 
wm:. The piecea are tbeo replaced in the fire, taking care &o hell& Lbem al 
a temperature far below that anaUy employed io weldillg ; they are tMa 
withdrawn and bammered, and &he 1urt1Ce1 will be foaod lo be &11111 ,_. 
fectly united. fhe author uaeri. that tbia proce11, wbicb may be applied Ill 
welding 1hee&oirou tl&bet, Defer faila,-MIQ\aaics' MafadM. 
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TM So11tA-Fortlnd LiKldllout1.-Theae edl8ce1 are now completed, 
and tbt'ir •ppeanlnce n'ftrct.t credit on all partie• coucernrd in tbrir erec
tion. There are two-the one called the Upper, and the other the Lowtr 
Soutb.Foreland Ligblbouae. 'J be headland on wbicb they 1tand ia the 
hHrrst point in England to the coast of France, the dietance ht!lng barely 
21 miles acroas the Channel. The upper lighthouse conelall of a masshe 
lower (nternally octagon, internally circular), the lanthorn of W>hicb is 
about 175 feet aboYe high-water mark, leaYing a perpendicular bright of 
the cliff on which it i1 aitnated of about 190 feet. The luthorn i1 ron
•ll'ucted on a novel principle. It is furnished with 264 mirror&, which are 
iocloaed on the 1ide opposite the sea by ai:i: lenaes. Theae mirror&, casting 
a multitudinous rellection on each other, aft'orJ a along and brilliant li11b1, 
being clearly visible on the 'Opposite coast, throughout the Downa, Ram•
gate, and e•en Margate, and the greatest portion of the tale of Tbllnet. 
The lamp, which is lo the centre of the lantborn, consiata of one large socket, 
coa•aining four burner& ; and it suppliee It.elf with oil by mrans of a kind 
or dock-work mllcbioery, v.hich, while it pumps up the oil to the wick, 
aJ.o returns tbe eurplus qu1U1tity to the reeervoir; and in case of any 
d~f~ta. or want of eupply, by a email hydraulic balance, 1trike1 a ehup 
tinkling bell, 111 a 'l)'Brning to the keeper. The machinery i~ very simple, 
11nd at the same time curious. The laotborn coo1l1t1 of a cupola, the roof aod 
•idea of which are composed of neatly wrought-iron fra1nes, apparently 
light, but 1ufllciently 1troog to stand against the tempeat. It is enclo~d 
by 48 oblong panes of plattt·glaaa, from lll to 4 feet long. Around the 
cop.>la, on the nterior, is a balcony, rendered safe by a castellated para· 
~'• from which, in clear weather, a spl .. ndid view i1 obtained. Pa1s1ng 
froru the upper lightho1111t', 11bout a quarter of a mile easterly, ii the lower 
oo .. , atandiog on the verge of the clitr. The tower i1 not 10 high u the 
f.,rmer, neither is It lightrd on the same principle. Within the lanthorn 
are 1uepended from copper brimchea 15 Argaod l11mp1, each having a 
borner of rather large dimensions with a concave rellector of the gre11tr1t 
bc'illiancy, and about 20 inchrs in diameter. It appear& that it i1 yet 1t 
matter of doubt which aysttm of lighting is preferable, hut the Corpora
tion of Trinity are giving each a fair trial. 

r.v " Nftl1 Star," Sttaia6oat.-Some uperimt'nte were tried on tbil ftl· 

ael, on the rinr Tbame1, on the 27th ult., preparatory to the building of a 
new iron steamer. The trialt were highly 1alilf1clory, an &\"erage speed 
l>eing attained, after aeveral triala at the mile distance at Northlleet, of 13 
miles per boor in dead water. The engine• and naael were manufactured 
t.y .t.leun. Miller aod RaveD'hilL Tonnage, 26:1; oacillating enginea of 68-
horae power; diameter of cylindrrs, 34 inch11; length of atroke, 2·9 ; num
ber of reYolntiona per minute, 48. 

La1111ch of a Stearn.~e11tl in the Tluuru1 for Sn'ftcc i11 ScotlalUi.-A 
Yery handwme-bn1h iron boat wu launched, oo Saturday, the 16th nit., 
fro01 the building-yard of Miller, R&Yenbill, and Co., Orchard-wharf, 
Blackwall. Thia is the third Ye&Bel turned out by the aboYe firm for the 
1':d1obur11h and Northern Railway Comp1tny; the two formPr veaeels being 
known as the .Auld JUekie, and Thartt q/ Fift. The new craft ia e:i:rre11ly 
adapted for the pat•age acroa& the Frith of Forth, and will have a speed 
MUp<'rior to the formrr squadron. She wu chri1teoed the Ezprtu, and 
wall be furniahed with a pair of 01eillatiog eogioes of UO.borae power, 
a pair of feathering wheel•, tubular boilera, &c., which are now ereoting 
oo board. Her length is 150 feet between her perptndicalara; breadth, 
I 41f fed at load line; depth, 11 feet; draught of water, 6 feet. 

.4lltgtd Propuuion of a Veutl by Sita• i11 the Year IMS.-M. 
Gonzalea, director of the Royal Archives of :SimaDcu in Sp.Un, pnblisbed 
in 1826 an account of an inYtotion by Bia1eo de G1tray, a naval captaiD, 
who, it is 1taled, uhibited in Spain, in 154S. 110 engine, by which 1bip1 of 
the largHt 1ize could be propelled io a caalm without the aid of oar• or 
1111il1. He made ao e:i:perimeot before corumiuiooen, appointed for the 
purpose of e:i:amining hi1 inveutioo at Barcelona, on the 17th of June, 
t.WS-the •easel used being 1t ship of 200 ton1. Garay, we are informed, 
wished to keep b11 mechanism a secret; but it was obsened to conaill 
partly of a large cauldron, or Yeuel of boiling water, aod of two moYe
able wheels, ooe on each side of the 1hip. The e:i: perimHt BDcceeded 80 far, 
that the ne1el wu propelled at the rate of two leaguea iD three houra ; 
and the inventor was rewarded by recelYing a 1um of 200,000 mBravedia, 
heeidea b&Ting hia npen1e1 defrayed from the public treuury. It is 
1tdded, that the Invention would have beeo further encouraged had not 
Stale npeditioo• of great com1equeoce claimed the immediate attention of 
the emperor. Aud it i1 Important lo mention, that tbe autllentioity of the 
Pntlre history of Garay'• invfDtion, u publa1hed by Gonzalea, bu beeo 
c:alled into qut'ation, and that no practical 1e1ulta of aoy utility followed. 
Frtlur1 Maguirv. 

Gwlla Percha Boa/1.-At Seacomhe, a No. I pilot boat, built of gutta 
percha has ht!en tealt'd. It i1 171 feet loog, and though nearly filled with 
.. aaaer, aod having four meo ou il8 gunwale, kept it1 buoyaocy. la 
.... eigha 190 lb. aod 1u1taln1 a preuure of 15 cwL It not noly anawera 
the purpoee of a pilot-boat, but ia al80 conYertlble into a life-boat. Thi1 
eubataoce moat make an e:i:cellent life-boat; and before we 111w the above 
account, we b1td thou11b1 Ill calling 1tllention to the fe11ibility of thia appli· 
ca lion. The loughneu, el1t1ticit:r, aorl lightness of lhi1 material, for the 
purpose of boat-building, i1 uuque1tiuna\,le. Tbe pric:e i1 one dollar per 
vuuod, aod ao pounds mu11 n11tke 1t bo11t of a moderate 1ize. The old 
gutta percha can be 80ld at a red!KH prioe.-.xi1111!1fe ~ 

I""iaa Wattrfall.-Amoog the clift'1 of the Eutern Gbaol1, about mid
way between Bombay and Cape Comorin, risea the riYer Sbirawatl, which 
flllla luto tlae Arabian Sea. The bdd of tbe river i1 one-fourth of a mile 
in direct breadth ; but the edge of the fall i• elliptical, with a aweep of 
half a mile. Tbi1 body of water ruahe1 at llr11t. for SOO feet. o•er a slope 
at an angle of 46u, in a 1heet of white foam, and ia then precipitated to 
the depth of 860 feet more Into a black 11by11, with a tbuoderiog noiae. It 
bu, therefore, the depth of I, 150 feet I In the rainy aeuon the rinr ap
peare to be about IO feet in depth at the fall; in the dry MtlllOD it i1 lower, 
and i1 divided luto three c111eade1 of Yaried beauty and utool1hing gran
deur. Join oar l'all of Genesee to that of the St. Lawrence, aod then 
tr~ble the two united, and we h&Ye the distance of the ShirawllU cataract. 
While we allow to Niagari& a Tut superiority in bulk, yet in respect to 
di1111nce of dr1crut it 11 but a mountain rill compared with ita Indian rival. 
-Roclu11tr DeMOerat. 

The American 1Akt1.-Profe1aor Drake, of Cincinnati. has been makio" 
80me observation• upon these iolaod ae111, and gives the ttaulta to the 
public. The chain of lakes extends onr nearly eight and a half degrees 
of longitude in length. The extent of their surf1tce ia e1timated at 9S,OOO 
1qnare miles ; and the art'& of country drained by them ia computed at 
400,000 square milee. Their relative sizes are u follows:-" Ontario, 
5,300 square miles; Erie, 9,600; St. Clair, 160; Huron, so,.aoo; Supe
rior, 22,000. The average depth of water in the different lakes i1 a quH• 
lion opon which there is oo certain information. Authorities differ. Or. 
Drake giH•s it as follow• :-St. Clair, 20 feet; Erie, 84; Ontuio, 600; 
Superior, 900; Huron, and Michigan, l,OOO. In stMDdard works, Lake 
Erie i1 u1ually atated to have a depth of J!O feet. The depeat 1oundlngs 
haYe ht!eo made in Laake Huron. Oft' Saginaw Bay, 1,800 feet of line 
have ~en sentdowo without finding the bottom. The altitude of these lakes 
Yaries step by 11ep from Ontario to Superior. Lake Ontario ii 2Sll feet 
above the tide-water of the St. Lawrence. Erie i1 SSS feet above Ontario, 
and 565 feet above the tide-water at Albany. St. Clair ia 6 feet bight'r 
than EriP.; Huron aod Michigan are lS feet above St. Clair, and Superior 
lies 4.S feet above them. This 1how1 the curious fact that while the sur
face of Huron i1 68.a feet above the Jeni of the ocean, lt1 bottom, at 
Saginaw Bay, ia more than 1,100 below the same leYel. 1'he waters of 
these lakes, with the nceptioo of Erie and St. Clair, are remarkable for 
their transparency and delicious ll&Your. Of Lake H uroo, Profeaaor 
Drake a1certaioed that the water at the surface, and 200 feet ht!low the 
1B1ue place, indicated precisely the aame temperature,-namely, 56°. 
Hi• nplaoalion of this fact ii : Ille waten are so pure tllat the ray1 of 
the suo meel with no 10lid matter io 1n1penlioo to arrest and ret.r.io the 
heat." 

NelD Cmltlllt.-The B11jfaJ. J011f'Jlal deacribes a valuable oement, wbich 
was first diacovered in :Sharon, Medina county, Ohio, and, after under
going the moat thorough It'll, baa been pronounced of great value for 
cementing roof• of buildinga, 1teamboat decks, &c. The mine it1elf(eaya 
the Clcri11aad HeraW) ia one of the mtiat aingul~r depositories lo be found. 
It aeema as if poured into a large 1&Dd·81one b111io, covering aome four 
acres, ia foaod at the depth of 20 feet. pre1enta an eYen level surfaace, i1 
about 6 feet thick, and wheo dng out ia no harder than tallow, and is en· 
tirely free from dirt and other impuritiea. An n.poaure of two weeks to 
the air changes tbe cement to stone, 80 hard, that it 11 difficult to grind. 
lo preparin,; it, the cement i1 finit ground when grero, and afler it ha1 
been hardened, it ia ground again, and remaio1 io a powdered state until 
mixed with oil for use. When applied lo roofa, it become1 h11rd and 
durable u alate, and ia a certain fire-proof, and is iu oo way alfected by the 
weather. We b&Ye been ahown 111pecimen of the cement that b&11 beeo on 
wood Dille moatha, which adberea closely, is u hard u the ala.tea used ia 
schoola, 1how1 pencil mar kl equally aa well, and bu the grit of a fine 
hone. The coat is small, being II dollar& per cwt., which, with the 111111e 
1tmouDt of oil, i1 aufficieot to cover 1,200 square feet. 

d Portrait of Mr. T. Clllritt, by Pickeragill, bu been anbtcribed for by 
the Builder'• Society. 

Sult.-A epring of brine bu ju•t ht!en " tapped," by Mr. B. Smith, at 
Droitwich, Cbe1hire, 111 the depth of 217 feet-ht!ing a gre1tler depth than 
any before disconred ; the usual depth being 170 or 180 feet. 

O• the Oce11rrt11et q/ VaNadi11111 ia the R1jinny Slag q/ Stajfordlhirt.
Mr. lJeck, in a communication to Ille Clulllical Ga.zdlt, 11tys-" lieing 
commis1ioned by an emiDeol English railway engineer, who bu directed 
much attenlioo towards the qualities or iron employed in bridges, &c., to 
namine 80me refinery alag, which, without any aaaigDahle reuon, had 
the property of imparting extraoodinary ductility to tbe iron with whir.b 
it waa mixed, I have succeeded io diBCO•ering a Inge quaatity of vanadium, 
e:i:iating u ailicate of vaoadic acid, combined with amall porlioDB of 
molybdena, chrome, and the n1ual quantities of pbOlphoric acid llDd •iii· 
catea. Tbe firat metal being conllned to few locaJitiea, bu bad ii.II pro· 
pertiea but Huie atudied by Engliab chemilll, and baa hitherto been fouud 
io no other 1l1tg than that from tbe 'J'aberg mine in Sweden, the iroo of 
which ia rem1trk11ble for ill ductility ; and no mention i• made of it in Dr. 
Percy'• elaboraate analyses of 1laga for the Briliah A11110ciation. The quan
tity of elag al my command operated upon was very email ; but the vana
dium e:i:iakd in a much larger proportion than in the Swedish slag, which 
I have aince e:r.amioed ; and it ia1 doubtleu, the cause of the IUj>eriur 
ductility of both." 
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A Nftll M1tltod qf Cuttirtg 7l"fllcM. for Dru '1'iln bu been iunnted 
by Mr. Wbi1e, of Keuniugton·road ; it i1 for the purpose of 1licing-out the 
earth, of just aulllcieat width for the admwiou of the pipea, instead of 
the unnecl!aary and espen!UYe plan at preseat (from ueceuity) in uae, of 
digging a trucb lal'lle enough for the mea lo work in, perbap1, I feet 
broad, when it may require only a 4 inch, or, at moat, a 6·iach drain. 
The machine conaiJt& of two lar11e wrou11ht·iron wheel1, of any required 
diameter, li inch thick at the centre for lll inch ea diameter, then tapering 
to a knife.edge, which la Ill be hardened eteel. 1'heae are fitted in a 
frame, imn1ediately behind tacb other, but sideways, aucb a dialAnca apart 
u to anit the diameter of the pipe intended to be employed. They turu, 
bllweter, rather closer at bollom than at the top, in order to reader the cut 
of a tapering form a ma lie st al bottom, for the more ready removal of the 
earth. The implement ia drawn by horse-power backward• and forwards, 
in the direction of the calling, uohl the nece11ary depth ia required. A• 
tbeJe knife.wheels would cut much better, by having a jet of water drip· 
ping upon the earth lo be cot, a ci11ern la propoard to be carried opon the 
frame. To give increased-indeed, dooblr-power to the horses, wbrn 
tbt friclioo would be •ery great, a •mall anchor ia lo be li:led in the ground, 
at any dialance, for a 1ingle piece of cutting-a rope from which would 
paBB through a pulley on thl' machine, and the horses pull from that end of 
the ropl'; the earlh is afterwams rl'moved by a peculiar plough. Suppo•· 
iog·tbe implement lo travel at the rate of ll mile per hour, and that it had 
to pua over the ground three timea to nroduce the required depth, and that 
the di1111ace between the drains ie 10 f't., in 10 houra it woold cul 18 acres. 

Smelti11g Copptr.-A correspondent of the Mi11irtg Jour11al gives the 
following proceu aa adopted at Toraaa, in Norway :-The ore, which ia 
the common copper pyrites, containing a large proportion of aulphar, 
when brought from lbe miol', i1 1palled lo aboot the size of a waloot. A 
round kilo, boil! of dry atooe1, about I fel't high, with apertorea al abort 
intervals, ia conatructed ; two cubic fathoms of wood are laid in the bot. 
tum; oo tbia the ore ie placed; this quantity of wood, in general, is lUP· 
posed tG be sufficient for the calcioatioo of 100 Iona of ore. When Iii, 
the maaa generally burns for three week1; towarda lhe cloae of the opera· 
tioo, 1mall1 are thrown on the pile, to prevent the 100 rapid calcioatioo of 
the ore. Aa IOOD ae the lire baa ceued, the kilo la opened, and the ore i1 
then whcl'led lo the 1melliog-worka; If properly calcined, it baa a dark 
red appl'uaoce, and ia esceediogly friable; grtat care i1 required in this 
operation, a& loo much beat will c11uae the ore to melt, and a reguln1 will 
b~ formed. The ore is, io general, allowed lo remain three or foar d11y1, 
jirevious lo ita being forwarded to the ulterior operatioo1. 11 ia then 
melted iu a coromon blaaf.furuace, aimilar tu tboae uaed io the Hartz, and 
othl'r parla of Orrm11Dy; it require• there about 70 co hie feet of charcoal 
lo smelt 8 cobic feet of copper. The regolus produced from this operation 
ii. from J 6 to 20 per cent. produce, baa a coarse open grain, and, in general, 
a deep purple appear•nce. This ia 1ab1t>quen1ly calcined sis lime&; a 
11emicircul11r kilo, about 6 feet long by 2 feel broad, with an aperture at 
lbe end, is built; 4 fma. of wood is in general required to the produce of 
100 tons of ore; each calcioalion labs about 24 hours. After undergo
ing these calcioatiooa, the rrgulne a•aumea, whrn broken, a white ap. 
pearaoce, with 11 cl011e grain, somewhat similar lo while metal. From 
tbenct- it is takl'o to the copper furnace, and aftrr r~maioing there J 2 
hours, is tapped out in the form of roae copper ( gahn kobbtr ). The pro· 
ducP. of 1bi1 is about 94 per cent. 

Wood Carlionl1ed fly Iligh.Prt11t1r• Stea111.-M. Violette, comml11ary of 
the govrrnment gunpowder worka at Esqueroa, baa communicated to the 
l'aria Acadrmy of Science• a proce11 be bad adopted for making charcoal 
suitable 10 the manufacture of the beat kinda of gonpow de. He finds that 
at a temperature of 200° centigrade -= to 392° Pab., wood does not car
boniae; that at 2a0" centigrade - to 482° Pah., an imperfect charcoal alone 
is obtained, formerly called lirfllot1, or bornt wood; that at 300° untigrade 
.. to ~ 72° Pab., the red charcoal ia produced; and that, at 3~0° centignde 
.. to 662° Pab., and above, the operation invariably furniahea the black or 
complete charcoal. The time nece111ry for carbonization, be found to vary 
from three houra to half an hour, and the produch puaed from red charcoal 
to black progresaively. He al•o took account of the produce of the char
coal, and foond it 10 dimioiab in quantity in proportioo aa lbe carbonization 
was carried to a more advanced atage. The quantity of wood uaoally ope
rated upon by M. Violette w11 25 kilog ... i cwt., and the wood employed, 
the blarklhorn (rha111nU1.fr411pla). 

Fo11il Trtt.-A few days aincl', the worklDl'D employed in the railway· 
culling near the Coalbouro Brook, Staffordshire, discovered a fo11il lree, 
in a perpendicular poailioo. in the lime and iron-stone formation called 
clunrh. It WBB iO iocbea in diameter, and the lop 88 ft11t a1 if rl'gularly 
sawn off, while, in weight and hudneae. it reaembled iroo-stoue. A piece, 
of 4 feet io length, baa been 1eot lo Enville·hall, to f'Dricb the Earl of 
Stamford's museum ; the lower part atill rema101, but ita length baa not 
yet hen 11acertained. 

A Coal Bed on Firr.-Under the Tillap:e of Lower Haugh, near Rother
ham, York1bire, an esteoaive bed of coal h11 been burning for twenty yeara, 
and threaten• to deatroy the yiJlage by undermining the foundatioo1 of the 
bou1e1. The beat ia very 1eo1iblf perceptible at the aurface, and the in· 
babitanll take advantage of it aa a natural bot-bed for raiaing early vege· 
tablea. The 1ulpburou1 1mell and smoke, howe<rer, form a great drawback 
to thi1 privilege, and indeed reader 1ome of the hou1e1 1carcely habitable. 
The coal w11 ignited at a part where it "ba11eta out," by makinp: a large 
lire there for the purpose of boruing 11ooea intended for road materials. 

T"• .. <hNI Britain" Stea111-Si\ip.-Tbi1 celebrated -1. wiU. her 1111· 
chlaery, 1&lla, oachora, cabin, &c., wu put up for l&le by oactlon, Ill LI--'.• ar
dor, the l~th alt., 01 .. blcb port 1be bu btta alace September laaL The •Grala-.• 
wu ballt ot Br!ltol, la IS.W, by the G"'ol Wntem Steam.Ship CompanJ. lor Uot !'f .. 
York trod• 1 ohe wu S.~2 lo111, l?flakftd old meuuftllleat, ber leDirth al be! .., 
fore.ralre, 2!!11 fttl ; ditto OYOT all, 319 n. 3 ln.1 WUD, 60 R. 4 la. I dep&ll ll2 ~ iollt 
... propelled bJ ~•glan of aearlr l,OoO boran'.power, aad lltted with w~ 
potent acre" propeller 1 oad bu occommodollon for 260 cobla puRDtt"n, wit.la lllonp 
..... m for 800 Iona cargo (mftaaremnt), oad 1,200 loo• coal. a .. rnt innn.U. ...
h•r to wlthotand the abocko ol tbe hearin& '""•"bile otraaded la Dwulrum llay, n IM 
aorthem cout of Ireland, throughout a whole wlaleT, without la tbe aliptes drcra 
alterlur her Han. The damop done 10 the ea,in .. oad ohlp'a bouom bu been ahfullJ 
ntlmai.d, af\er IDrftJI bJ competent eartattra aad ahlp.balldera, and, for am
onm, the whole ahlp aad mocblaery might, It la lltakd, be rutore<I lo the orfg!Dal ....C. 
tloa. With a 1m0Uer pair of eaclnn, capollle of propelling her Ill• olichUJ l"tdltM 
opeetl. by "hlch her coal otonge woald be redured oae half, ohe would ......,.,,.-. 
onr 1,000 tmlgraatl for• dl1taat ToJoge. i·IM! apadoua 1&1 .. rooma of Unora. Toopr 
oad Curry, "ttt denwly crowded with mercbaata from oil porta ol the kin~ lbM 
belD« •I leu\ 300 pnUemen prneat. Mr. Carry l&ld, be wu laatmded to put tbe T-1 
•p at • certain price, for the parUn bJ whom he wu tmplOJ"I, bat he aboooid p<efn u 
olrer from the comp&DJ p.....,,L Sorue time hoYlag elopoed, the oactl_. lafonDed lht 
compaar that 20,0001. trett olrered fnr her. Another poaa. then na...S, wbea ho ..W h# 
obcMld t&lre her la, on accoant of Iha OWDera, at 40,000I. Durq \he p....- of tllf 
l&le, It .. u atoted In th• room, that lffrom ao.0001. tollb,OOOI. had-.. bid(«~ T-~ 
ob• woald haYe beea oolcl. Sbe orlrtaallJ coil 1:.i:;,0001. 

T"t Nt111 Park at Battw.ra.-The new park at Baltenea, which bu ben 
for oome time In alwfaace, will be commonced wltboat dtl•J• aotlca haTIDs ben ...,. 
ftJod oa the 16th all. lo all the rnldeatl oa th• apot, tbot thOJ malt qnlt p...-loD. IM 
Intention btlag at oace to Hmllft the hoUln. Tbe ""ter worb wlll rn>aln. '111t pon 
will ntend the "hole dl1tanco between Boll•-• Brl4se 1111d Nine El- aDd ,,_ 11'8 
bank of tbe rtnr lo tbe /ubllc road ocrou Bollftla Flelct., m&kla1 tbe teasUo of lbt 
pork about two mil• aa • quorur, and Ill width a little more than• mile. A con11p. 
drlre forty r .. 11a bl'Mdth wlll be formed alODll' the baak of the Tbam ... mad a -
aloa-brldge will be tbrowa ocrou tbe rlHr to tb• apol "hne the Rod Holl8e - ...,... 
To .. •nlo th• CODll.Nctloa ot tblo brldr• the Marqulo of w .. 1mlaoter bu CODU!bulcd tM 
oum of ~0,0001. At the 11011th--tera boundary of the parlr on elegant rborcb ltoo Iota 
er..:led, aad irW be readJ for eoaoecr1Uoa la the courae ol the prnenl a11u11ae. 

LIBT 01' SEW PATESTB. 

GRA1'fTSD IN llNGLAND J'ROll At1Gt7BT 22, TO SllPTSJIB&a 21. 1848. 
Siz Monllil allot#rdfor Bnrol111nt, tmku otlltf'Win upnNN.. 

Bugh Ltt Patllaoon, of Wuhlngton.houae, GateahHd, Durham, cbftnkal muiif>c. 
tarer, ror " lmpronmtatl In monufocturlar a certalq. oompound or certain .,_pooodt 
of load, aad th• oppllcotloa ol thla and certa1a other compoaada of lead IO -
meful plUpotH.''-lleaiod Aaguot 22. 

Alrrtd Vlacent N.wtoa, of Cboncery.Jone. Ulddlnn, mec:honlcal dra..p-. for 
"certala lmproTI!meau la d...,..lag or cleaalng grllia, aad In •paratlag estnmeou-
11M!rwlro111.'' (A eommunlr1Uoa.)-Aa11111t 22. 

Ed,..rd !Huch, of Buratpnpolnt, lluua, h"'-houoe ballder, for u 1m....,- II 
tbe rooflq couoerralorln, hot-bou1H, aad other like otructura."-A11pa& 215. 

William Younr, plumbrr, 1111d Reary Bars- Youna, tnrllltfr, bo&b of .......... 
Devoa, (or "lmpronmtata la omelUag 1111d rdala1 Jud orn.''-A..,..al 28. 

Cllarlea Rowley, of Blrmlnrbam, Warwick, batloa.moaufoctarer, for " Im""'"'"""' 
la the moaufocture of buttoaa. "-AUJUlt 28 

Ellsabetb Chrffl, nf Homortoa.euu., Bomorton, Jllddlna, fur "Imp~ It 
tbe maaafacture of -.!lag wu. "-Aagmt 211. 

P•ter Wright, of Dad!.,-, Wol'Ct'oter, Ylce oad aaYll maaut'actunr, for "ttrtalD i.:. 
pronmenta la tba muuuctare ot Ylce.bo:sn, aad In the mochlDUJ for ded!DI Llw 
1&111t.''-Au11111t 31. 

George NumJth, of Ebury.otl'ft\. Plmllco, M iddlllft, <ITU eartDtf'I', for "ceWn I•· 
pro••m•ata la the coaatructloa of flre.proolfloorlas and roolla1, wblcb lmp.....,...11., 
aloo applicable lo tbe conotrueUoa of Tloduc:ta, aquoduc:ta, 1111d culftM.I. "-Sep'91bor ~ 

William Wheldon, enrtatfr \0 Unara. Joba Warner aad Son1, of J~~. 
London, bruo.fouadera oad mglaHra, for "lmpronmeata la pumpa or ma.clrillitrJ Ir 
ralolag or forcing fluldo.''-Stptember 4 

John Lewla Rleardo, of l.owndn.oqaorp, Mlddlrws, Eoq., )f.P., for "Imp-
la elec.ric telegropha, oad la opparotua C9Daected therewith. "-Seplelllber 4. 

William Ed•ard Hollanda, of 73, Rtlrent-qnodront. lllddlnn, d.DU.L, and 1'1cbalu 
Wbltaker Gl'H'n, of)~, Wal&on.pl1~, Cbellea, gentleman, for 0 a~ muallc1.u.n •' 
orlldclal fuel la blockl or lumpo."-S.ptembrr 41 four moatha. 

Wllllom Loail, of Ne,..cuUe.apoa·Tyae, for "lmpronmenta In ateam-ezrpt. ·
S1ptem ber 4. 

Henry Smith, of Vakan.,.orln, w .. t Hromwlch, for "lllpl'OYftlleata I a U. •1"11· 
foct11re of rollwaJ "httl•.''-September b. 

William Dlcklaaoa, of Bloclrburn, Lerutn, mochllle.moker, tor "CtRdla i..,_. 
mtata la, aad appllcable to, loom1 for "uYlag."-September 11. 

Robert Walter Wloflald, of Blrmlagbam, merchant aad m.aauloctanr. aad J°"• WUll. 
of Blrmlngbani, llornald, • "orkmoa In the emptor of tbe tald Robert Waltrr Wldlll1. 
for " cer1ala lmpmnmenta la the monnfoctul'P of lllbn aad la the m&nafa<oealT of ell· 
tola ortlcln ma~e la part oflubeo.''-September 14. 

William S~r, of Rochdale, Laaco1ter, wnol·dealer, for "eertala lmpl"Oftd - ..: 
apparatus for elrrclillg the tronalt or CODTtJ&DN ol good1, pa-agen, and woa ............. 
bJ laad or water, and tor other 1uch purp,,_, pari or portl of which muoo andllflP"""" 
t'Oa1t11ute a aew and lmprovod metbod ot geaerotla1 1teom, "hlcb lmpl"Oftmeel la •r 
pllcablt to other purp-. to "hlch oteam la paerallJ appllecl u a llllO\ltt powa."-S.,. 
tembcr lb. 

Wllllam Brown Roof, of Staahope.olrfft, Reteat'o.park, clM!mbt, fDI' "C9ftllin ho· 
pronmentl la the coa1tructlon of r .. plrotora-"-Septembrr 21. 

Beary Wllaon, foreman \0 )fnora. William Grnna and Son, ol tbf' llM.f.-. 
Shellleld, for "lmpronmeata In Ula monu!M:ture of chlNlo and flOllp&. "-Stplcmllf> 11 

Jo .. pb Lillie, or llaarhaottr, nglarer,for "certain 1110cblaeryor appara&m ~" 
for pW"lfylos oad coollag llqulct., aod lor purifying, colldtaalas, aad coo11o5 s-·'-
Stptember ~I. , 

Joha F,..,araoa, of Blrmlagbam, mochlnl11, for "lmptOftmeoll ID hauUllg or Clj>il>t 
Iron or ateel, and other metall."-September 21. 
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FASCICULUS LXXXVII. 

" I moot ban 11"-rtr 
TI1thal, u larr a oharter ••the winds, 
To blow on wbom I pl-." 

I. I lately called attention to a very feaaible improvement, or 
rather, highly desirable completion, of an important public edifice 
-namely, Someniet-place; and my remarks appear to have been 
not entirely thrown away, since they have been noticed by otheni. 
I -will now mention another building-a public one, of considerable 
importance, and admirably situated in many respects, it having 
among other advantages that of being placed directly at the ell:
tremity of a vista from one of the most frequented thoroughfares in 
the whole metropolis': Notwithstanding all which, it is in itself a 
mOBt ftagitioua architectural monstrosity. Can anr one, after th~ 
be at a loss to gut!lll what is the building which I allude to? I 
my&elf know of no other so situated, precisely at the end of a vista 
wboee Bides enclose it. After this, and my calling it a perfect moq
lltrosity, can you possibly be any longer in doubt? Those who still 
are so, ought to be left stir.king_fast in it, and left to help the1J11eh·es 
out of it aa well as they can. Don't be in a hurry, good folks; take 
your time, or take a map of London, and examine it, and then
Oh ! you have found it out, have you? you gut!lll that I allude., 
after my own l'igmarole fashion, to the front of Guildhall. Well ! 
since there is no denying it, I confess it: it is the front of Guild
hall that I mean,-and both mean and unmeaning enough it is in 
itself. Civic taate runs more in favour of turtle soup than archi
tecture, or the citizens would abridge the number of their annual 
tureenfuls of that luxurious fare, in order to accumulate funds 
for a worthy exterior to their banqueting-hall. As far as it goea, 
their taste is unezceptionable, but it does not go far enough; it 
i11 very palatable? but not at all palatial,-at least, not externall1J 
the exterior of their Hall of Guild being as tasteleBB as can we 
be conceived. Instead of turtle, venison, and champagne, it an
nounces water-gruel and cag-mag ; it being the most veritable 
architectural cag-mag ever produced. Some of the city folks 
must, I thinkiJ!ave longed to carry off' the Victoria porch from 
the Palace of Westminster, and plant it as a portal before their 
Guildhall, with such addition as might be found requisite for 
filling up the entire frontage. What that laat may be I cannot 
undertake to say,-there being no published plan from which mea
surements can be ascertained. However, that we should there 
have afac aimile o~ duplicate of the Victoria porch at '\V estminster, 
is not at all to be desired. We might be very well content with 
something of similar character in regard to nobleness of idea and 
grandeur of design. Yet, so long as there is no absolute occasion 
for doing anything to the building, nothing is likely to be done ; 
wherefore, one is almost tempted to regret that it was not burnt 
down by the fire that broke out close by it some time ago, and 
threatened to lay hold of it ; but was, unfortunately, laid hold of 
itself, and arrested before it could perform the good office of 
ridding us of that scandal to City taste. Pity that that taate is 
more Apician than Vitruvian,-that it patronise1 turtle soup so 
much, as to have no patronage left for architecture. 

II. There are buildings which seem to have been intended to 
exemplify errors and defects, and thereby deter from anything 
similar being attempted. Among such monitory and well
intentioned works, we may place the front of the Royal Institu
tion, in Albemarle-street, which looks like a huge lodging-house, 
with as many eyes as Argus, peeping out from between the columns 
of a Coriuthian temple,-perbaps that of Ar~s him11elf. In
lltructive it may fairly be called, inasmuch as it makes manifest 
at a glance the utter preposterousneBB of attempting to unite 
together, as is there done). two such irreconcileahle systems of com
position as arc those of l)olumniation and Fenestration. Now, I 
am not quite so straight-laced in my opinions as to object to an 
order being em{lloyed as decoration, but then it should in every case 
accommodate itself to the structure which is so ornamented, 
instead of affecting to produce the same exereBBion as a simple 
open colonnade, where the columns and their entablature alone 
constitute the exterior of the fabric. When first seen in such a 
fores!iortened ,·iew of it that the windows within the intercolumDB 
are concealed. the front of the Royal Institution suggests the idea 
of an open colonnade upon a noble scale; but the very nezt minute 
we are undeceived, dumppointed,-even disgusted. Instead of 
finding anything like nobleness or grandeur, we are shocked at the 
positive littleness and meanneBB which prevail in everything but 
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the columns themselves. Not only ls there a most violent 81ld 
offensive contradiction occasioned by the adoption of con1licting 
modes and ideas, but there is no sort of keeping whatever as to style. 
After the columns, there is nothing whatever of Cnrinthianism· 
in, the other features and details. We find the most ftorid order 
applied as decoration to what is itself kept most penurioualy bare; 
so that richness and poverty of styl&-or, I might say, style and 
no-style-are c;oupled together. With 1uch absence of all artistic 
feeling is that pretentious fa)ade treated, that what is meant for 
ita decoration, causes the building itself to appear most insignifi
cant, or even worse. Although both the columns themselves and 
the front are large enough, the whole is a mf\811 of littlene88 and 
prosaic 81\meness; for, as if there were rather n paucity than 
superabundance of windows, the very doors are made to resemble 
the windows as much as possible: therefore, so far, the design may 
be said to be all of a piece throus-hout-yet after so unlucky a 
fashion, that instead of being a merit, that circumstance becomes 
a defect. , 

II I. Taste is subject, not only to wholesale revolutions, but to 
strange ftuctuations and relapses. One day we are disposed to 
think that taste has taken a better direction than before, and is 
likely to advance in it if allowed to have its free course; when, 
the very ne:Kt, perhaps, we are startled and shocked, puzzled and 
perplexed, by some architectural monstrosity which ruDB quite 
counter to, and upsets our calculations. Although such is the 
fact, it seems hardly credible that two structures which are almost 
within sight of each other, and erected in the very same year, 
should exhibit such diametrically opposite tastes as do Bridgewater
house and .Mr. Hope'11 new mansion in Piccadilly. The latter is 
such a vile compound of uncouthneBB and deformity, as to be 
nothing leBB than marvellous. That precious sample of design is 
said to be by some foreign arohitect,-which i11 the only thing to 
console us; yet, let whoever may be re~ponsible for the design 
itself, the discredit of adopting it falls upon no other than Mr. 
Hope himself. Had an ignorant employer-one compelled to 
trust entirely to the taste and judgment of others, been prevailed 
upon to make choice of such a piece of studied ugliness, he would 
have been to be litied, and our astonishment would have been 
greatly diminishe • But .Mr. Hope is not the man to be so im
posed upon; he has the reputation-the hereditary reputation 
at least, of being an authority in maUers of art and taste 
wherefore he is almost the very 18l!t person from whom so publi~ 
a display of bad taste was to be apprehended. De11ides marvelling 
much, there is also room for fearing that, through the infiuence of 
his name, his ezample may become coutagious, and encourage 
otheni to pereetrate similar architectural enormities. One com
fort is, the building seems to be universally disliked and condemned; 
while the evil else to be apprehended from such example will now 
be greatly cou~tei·acted by the ve~y oppos!te one of Bridgewater
house. What is to be regretted is that instead of occupying as 
public a situation as the other, the latter mansion is comparatil'ely 
secluded from notice. Even its Park-front cannot be seen very 
satisfactorily, all the lower part being completely screened by the 
garden, with its fence and shrubbery; and of as much of it as is 
visible, the rich and delicate detail becomes almost lost owing to 
the impossibility of approaching sufficiently close to in~pect it as 
it de8erves. And the other, or south-front, which is some1rhat the 
longer of the two! is where it is almost concealed from public ob
servation,-Cleve and-row being no thoroughfare into the Green
park but a mere cul-de-BCJc. 

IV. Bridgewater-house puts its .ne!ghbour, "Sutherland,n 9uite 
out of countenance. The two buildings contrast very strikmj!lv 
with each other, and afford a very good leSBOn, and make manifest 
that decided improvement upon the w~ole has ta.ken place within 
the last five-and-twenty yeani. In pomt of architectural quality 
Sutherland-house is a very ordinary/roduction (by two of th; 
Wyatts); meaquin in its ensemble, an insipid and Bavourless at 
the best. There is nothing about it that can really be called style: 
it has none of the stamina of style, but merely feeble mJ man
nerism, without a single touch of genuine artistic feeling or taste 
or of oon amore diligence. Undoubtedly there are many thin~ 
quite as poor, or even very much worse; therefore if it be any 
praise to say that of it, to such praise Sutherland~house is un
equivocally entitled. Such praise, however, is only condemnation 
in a milder shape; and if the structure in question is not to be 
ealled a failure, it is only because nothing more than dull routinier 
mediocrity seei;ns to have b~en aimed ai--~d it has been produced. 
Apsley-house 1s another piece of Wyattism, and is such as to 
miike us hope that that inn is now departed from among us for 
ever. In those dayt'I, Sansovino seems to have been quite unknow.Q 
here, or else must have been put into an lndu E.rpurgatoriu8• 
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V. In the subjects generally proposed to arehitectural students 
in competition for academical medals or other premiums, no very 
great judgment is shown, they being almost invariably of a class 
altogether out of the sphere of usual practice. Such subjects as 
royal palaces, senate-houses, Cllthedrals, and othen1 of a similarly 
ambitious kind.\ do not exercise those faculties and abilities which 
are most of au necessary, becnuse the opportunities for exerting 
them are comparatively of every-day occurrence. He who can 
display talent, ingenuity, and tRste, on occasions which seem to 
afford hardly any room for displaying them, will be at no loss for 
ideas on more important occasions that may require him to put 
forth his strength, at the same time that they afford great &cope 
for his imagination. The converse does not bold good: the pro
duction of an extravagant chimerical projet 88 an academical 
theme, is no pledge for the sort of talent which is really wanted, 
any more than the obtaining a Gold Medal is any pledge for after
distinction. Subjects so rare and exceptional that they may be 
ranked among the phenomena of the art, are hRrdly the very best 
preparatory themt's and exerci~es. Even granting that they tend to 
develope and confirm artistic talent of a higher grade, if the talent 
itself be of a kind that requires extraordinary emergencies and 
illimitable resources for exerting and displaying it, it becomes, in 
a manner, a superfluous one. Unless he at the same time has 
powers more generally availRble, the possessor of it ie likely to 
prove in the condition of Hercules employed in spinning with a 
distaff, at which labour his gigantic thews and sinews could have 
been of little service to him. Of Hercules' handiwork of that 
sort, no "long yarmi' have been preserved as relics; but no doubt 
they were rather clumsy one&-a11 clumsy as this fantastic compa
rison will perhaps be considered by many. So I drop it, and re
sume with a fresh pa,ragraph. 

VI. Such ambitious efforts in architectural design as those above 
alluded to, do not at all serve to call into play what is a most VR
luable species of Rbility, that which can accommodate iuelf to un
toward circumstances, and overcome difficulties. Where a oarte 
blanche is offered, all those thwarting and fettering conditions 
which the architect must expect to meet and contend with, are got 
rid of at once. Comparatively little exertion of thought is re
quired where what may be called dreaming will suffice. Were 
carte blo.ncM mRtter of course on all occasions, imllfPnation might 
be left to run riot at will. Though as to imagination it may 
be doubted whether even that is much exercised and disciplined by 
the kind of subjects proposed for Granda Priz and Gold Medals. 
They generally show more of high-flown but empty architectural 
bambaat, than of fertile invention. When examined, they may be 
found to be made up out of the usual stock ideas-some of them 
rather worn out, or at least the worse for the wear. It requires 
no great exertion of imagination, or power of fancy, to draw out 
upon paper mile-long colonnades, or spires that sball pierce the 
clouds. Between such mere extravagance and the artistic and 
poetical, there is a wide difference. Moreover, it is very possible 
to be exceedingly extravagant and exceedingly dull at the same 
time. Some of Soane's architectural "visions," as it pleased him 
to call them, partook of that double quality. There was enough 
of them as to measure and quantity, but the stuff itself of which 
they were formed was very ordinary and homespun-far more prosaic 
than poetical in texture. Schemes of such magnitude have ere 
now been produced upon pal,'er, that Barry's " Pa!Rce of \Vestmin
ster" would shrink into insignificance in comparison with them ; 
yet, though the things themselves hRve been of monster size, they 
have oftener than not been mRde up of rather dwarfish ideas. 
Even empty common-place may be in11ated to such bulk, as to look 
not only large, but solid too. But as a monster projet proposed 
by au Academy is required for producing the inflation, the bladder 
empties it.elf, and falls to the ground again. \\'ere colossal mo
numental edifices reared by us every day, there would be some 
reason in proposing them as subjects to students; although even 
then they ought to be accompanied by some sort of conditions, 
which would have to be observed; but as such is not the case, it 
would 1urely be better to direct study with more regard to the ap-
111ication of it on ordinary oc~sions. ~nd. the talent which '?8n 
dit!play itself upon 11uch occas1ons,-wh1ch 18 capnble of elevRtmg 
what seems to be a common-place subject into the sphere of art, by 
happiness of treatment and skilful t.ouches,-is, though !t may seem 
a comparatively humble, an exceedingly ra:re one. It 1s one ~h~t 
demands artistic feeling, and a thorough knowledge of art1st1c 
character and etrect. ItworkRout,as it were intuitively, rules for 
itself. .,..hi ch unlike ordinary technical onee, do not admit of being 
form~ly and clearly expreued in words. 
- VII. OrdinRry rules have, no doubt, their serviceable!1ess, but it 
Mi rather of a negative sort: the observance of them will prevent . 

faults, hut will not ensure poaitive beautiee, or other merits than 
those which partake of mere routine, and are therefore equally at 
every one's command--of the novice as well 88 of the ma.tel". 
Rules are indispensable, since they constitute the very grammar of 
the art; but from its grammar to its poetry the distance iM prodi
gioll&--8t least, so great that ninety-nine out of a hundred never 
advance beyond the former so 88 to reach the latter. W'hat ill 
done by mere rules and routine, can be accomplished by one man 
just as well as hy another. It is the something more-the unde
finable and individual non aoche, which lyin~ beyond the reach of 
mies, is not to be overtaken and caught by them. As far aa this 
finer quality of art can be studied and learnt at all, it is what f'very 
one must study for himself; for it is not to be learnt from genenil 
precepts and rules, but from a careful and diligent examination of 
examples marked by such felicitous quality. Rules teach mtul\, 
but they do not teach all. Yet, instead of being frankly acknow
ledged, this is a truth which is thrust aside and kept out of sight; 
whereas it is one that ought to be strongly impreHed upon every 
11tudent. Uules and the observance of precedent will suffice for 
mere mechanical copying-, but if architecture need not, or cannot 
now advance beyond thRt, it ought to forfeit all pretension to the 
character and title of Fine Art. And why should it or its fol
lowers for it be ambitious of such title, if it cannot support it by 
acting up to it? If we are content with it in its present con
dition as a mechanical art, wherefore not confes1 as much by call
ing it so, instead of claiming for it an empty title, which only re
minds us of what it no longer is? As a Fme Art, all its privileges 
seem to be gone ; therefore they and its power being gone, ft 
would lose nothing by being deprived of its nominal rank. This 
will no doubt, be considered very harsh and unwelcome advice. 
We~, then, if its rank must not be given up, let us endeavour to 
render it worthy of such rank, and to re-instate it in its quality of 
Fine Art, endowed with all those prerogatives and privile~ ol 
which in these latter days it has been despoiled and stnpped, 
and forced to 11ubsist upon the remnants of its former treasures.. 

VIII. Many, it might be supposed, would be really glad, were 
the idea of architecture being a Fme Art to be altogether renounced, 
since art does not seem to be at all their element. They are safer on 
dry IRnd--on the honest terrafirma of practical routine. Art is a 
treacherous element to those unprepared for and inexperienced in 
it. If, according to the opinion wliich, though not formally ex
pressed, is to be gathered from the remarks of certain writen, we 
have no further occRsion for artistic invention, or any actually ope
rating and creRtive principle in architecture, but may get all the ari 
that is required for it at second-hand, and would therefore do weD 
to confine ourselves excl11sively to traditional forms and ideas,-if 
such be the case, and we can now dispense with art itself, we can 
surely dispense with the name of it. Or, if we must call it art, 
let us call architecture the art of making new buildings by 
copying or hashing-up old ones. But to atrect to consider and 
style it a fine art, when we make it in practice just the reverse, 
partakes too much of quackery. Architects are now such a nume
rous clast1, that it would be strange if there were not some among 
them who might fairly aspire to the honourable name of artillti • 
but the majority have very questionable claim to it, and aom: 
none atoll; nor even so much as any genuine relish for their "artN: 
and the want of earnest affection for it, is of itself a proof of the 
want of the talent requisite for it. 

IX. Those who admire one style of architecture, are apt to 
be not merely indifferent to, but intolerant of every other. The 
lover of pure Greek architecture sees only the corruption of it in 
the Roman style; and of this latter, the degradation in the 
Italian. His standard of excellence i1 the Parthenon; and by 
that standard he tries everything else, no matter how dUFerent 
may be the principles upon which it is constituted. He would have 
Greek-Doric temples spring up everywhere throughout the length 
and breadth of Europe, and of America also. He is willing to 
extend some de~ee of favour to Ionic, that being at all eventt 
GreciRn ; but Corinthian is Roman, and shows a sad falling-oft' 
from the manly simplicity of the earlier style. On the other 
hand, the lover of Iloman and Italian design is equally strong 
both in his liking Rnd his antipathy, holdin,r Greek architecture to 
be frigidly severe and monotonous, exceedingly borne withal; and 
Gothic, together with all other medireval stylea, to exhibit only 
the barbarous conceits of the dark ages,-to be utterly devoid of 
"proportions," lawless, extravagant, and irreducible to " rules." 
Such at least used to be the case, for at the fresent day such 
sweeping condemnation and insolent contempt o medi111val 'archi
tecture cannot be expressed with impunity. Tempora mulanlur: 
Gothic m)ly be said to have now the ascendancy

1 
and ita admirert 

and devotees repay with compound interest the insults and indlf!" 
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nities which it formerly received .from ~he Italian school and .its 
fullowers. Opposite as they are 1n their tastes, all these parties 
are alike in one respect, they being all alike on~sided, prejudiced, 
and intolerant in their antipathies, and cheating them~lves out 
of much varied enjoyment by limit~ng the sphere of .1~ to ~he 
compass of a Bingle style of the art; mstead of sympath1smg with 
~e beautiful and. intnnsically iesthetic in architecture, whatever 
may be the particular form under which it presents itself, or the 
name to which it answeni. 

STUDY OF MECHANICS.• 

Mechanical science is certainly the most ancient branch of 
natural philoiiophy. The very ~omme~cement of existence is ~he 
exercise of force; and of all h111 physical powers, the first wh1c.h 
man puts into operation is his strength : the whole business of his 
animal life consists in the exercise of it, and from the beginning of 
t.he world until now, every human bein~, from. his cradle to his 
grave has been making repeated experiments m that knowledge 
which' only modern philosophers profess to teach with perfect 
accuracy. 

Why has a study, of which the study has been universal and 
uninterrupted, advanced with such slow and uncertain steps? 
This tardy development is not the history of all other sciences. 
Geometry-the exact knowledge of forms and dimem1ions-though 
its applications to the purposes of life are much fewer, and much 
later required, became a methodic science, while mechanics still 
remained a crude collection of facts. So late as the end of the 
sixteenth century, the very simplest phenomena of falling bodies 
were in doubt. A heavy body falls to the ground more rapidly than 
a lifl'ht body, said the opponents of Galileo.-The weight of the 
bodies makes no difference in their motion, was his counter-auer
tion. Now, here was a question which the world might be presumed 
to have settled for itself before it was five thousand six hundred 
years old. If there be any operation of nature more frequently 
observed than another, it is thiR very one of the descent to the 
ground of unsupported bodies. Yet, notwithstanding the incal
culable number of previous observations, it was nece881lry that 
Galileo should appelll to direct experiment to support his views. 
He ascended to the top of tbe leaning tower of Pisa, with two 
balls differing very much in weight, yet both of such a density as 
not to be much affected by the action of the air. The balls were 
simnltaneously dismissed from his hands, and reached the round 
at the same moment, or at least without perceptible interva. 

This was conclusive ?-On the contrary, the discussion gained 
in vehemence what it lost in argumentative reasoning. Galileo's 
opponents were not convinced, but merely irritated. From time 
immemorial, it had been believed that the greater the m88S of a 
body, the greater was the acceleration of gravity. \\'as it to be 
supposed-they asked-that they and all preceding philosophers, 
from the time of Aristotle, had been mistaken on this fundamental 
point? Rather than concede that, they chose to di11believe the 
evidence of their own senses. 

The momentum of mind operates as manifestly as that of 
matter. The difficulty which Galileo had to combat, arose not 
from the nature of his subject, but from the nece8'lity of overcoming 
the previous tendency of men's minds, and moving them in a 
contrary direction. This difficulty has existed throughout the 
history of mechanical science: now, also, it is the greatest obstacle 
to the student's progress. 

If there were no previous errors and prejudices to be overcome, 
no previous misconceptions to be unlearned, mechanics would be 
one of the most easily-acquired branches of human knowledge. If 
the brain were as an unwritten, unsullied scroll, ready to receive 
those fair characters which have been traced and perfected by the 
co-operation of the most stupendous efforts of human intellect
the liability to error and confusion would almost cease to exist. 
But this can never be the case. The student has been learning 
mechanics long before he commenced the 11tudy of its systematic 
laws. He bas, as was before said, been experimenting on the 
111ubject from his infancy; and his experiments have been so crude 
and irregular, that almost every conclusion derived from them 
involves a certain amount of error. 

Not until a very considerable progreae be made in the study of 

• From tbe Introd~otlon lo Put I.,J•11t publl1h•d, of the "Ci.II EnsinHr and .Uchl• 
-·· Coarae of &locbuk1, applicable to Structurea and &lachloeo." BJ Hom•raham 
CO&, B.A. 

mechanics, i1 the full extent of this disadva~t~e perceived. . The 
science may be approached wit.h a perfec.t w1lhngneu .to acquiesce 
in its doctrines, but the perversion of und1ges~d expenence create• 
difficulties and prejudices which not the will. merely, but 8"!eat 
mental strength and long-continued mental habit also, are req111red 
to overcome. It becomes, then, a matter of great importance to ~he 
student to ascertain before-hand the :P.reci11e nature of these preJU
dices and difficulties. They are mamfold: and before they can be 
fully understood, some idea must be acquired of the character .of 
the evidence on which the conclusions of the theory of mecharuca 
are founded. 

This evidence is of several kinds : that which will most influence 
the tyro-that which will always be most. valid in popular estim .. 
tion-is the weight of authoritiu. The testimony, ho.wever, o~ great 
names, high IUI it is in itself, is by far the lowest kmd of evidence 
of the truths of mechanics. A sciolist will stop the mouths of 
those who know as little or less than himself, by quoting the 
authority of Newton, Leibnitz, Euler, the Bernouillis, Lagrange 
Laplace, or PoiBBOn. The man of scie~ce cannot be so answe.red. 
To him-to no one else so much-the ideas of these master-mmda 
are of the highest importance; but they do not work conviction. 
Between the effect of Newton's dictum, and of the greater part of 
Newton's retUOning there exists that immeasurable difference which 
intervenes betwee~ a very high probability and absolute certainty 
In the absence of more exact information, the mere knowledge 
that a certain conclusion is supported by the opinion of one or 
more of the great founders of the science, will and ought of itself 
be a strong argument, but not an insuperable one. To assert that 
the authorities were fallible, is merely to assert that they were 
human, nnd that science is progressive. 

Another, and a higher, though not the high~, evidence, is t~at 
derived from comparing the r.emote l?redict1ons of theory. ~th 
actual observations. Let us cite an mstance. Matbemat1c1ans 
infer from the law of gravitation, that the earth moves round: ~he 
sun in an elliptic orbit, if the ve~ sm~ perturbations ansin;g 
from the influence of other celeat1al bodies be neglected. This 
prediction as to the earth's course is so remote a consequence of 
theory that it could not have been immediately foreaeen-the 
theory' could not have been shaped m~y to meet this particular 
case. Now, the knowledge of the eartb'11 actual course depends on 
the evidence of mere eye-sight, and may be ascertained, inde
pendently of all theory, by purely practical observations. How 
far then do these observed results verify the theoretical anticipa
tio~s? ;, If we trace on paper," says Sir J .. H.ersch~l, "an elli~, 
ten feet in diameter, to represent the orbit m which the earth is 
moving about the sun, and if we trace by its side the path actually 
described in it11 revolution around the sun, the difference between 
he original ellipse and the curve actually de11Cribed is so exce~ively 

tminute, that the nicest e.ramination !Dith micro8oopu continued 
along the outlines of the two curves, would hardly detect any 
perceptible interval between them." 

Again, it is known that the solar orbit slowly changes from age 
to age. The effect of this variation, Laplace showed to be .tha~ t~e 
moon moves more rapidly around the earth now than 1t did m 
remote times. This result of theory is exactly verified by obser
vation. It has been ascertained, from the records of ancient lunar 
eclipses observed by the Chaldean astronomeni, and sub11equently 
by the Arabian astronomers in the eighth and ninth centuries, th~t 
the moon's mean motion is increaeing by about eleven seconds m 
a century. 

The action of pendnlums, the most delicate and refined instru
ments used for Kcientific purposes, exemplifies, in a wonderful 
manner, the predictive power of mechanical philosophy. The 
earth's rotation causes bodies at the equator to be acted upon 
by a centrifugal force, in the contrary direction to their weigh~; 
it is clear, therefore1 that their tendency towards the earth is 
diminished. The value of this diminution, as also of its effect11 
on the vibration of pendulums, is determined by theoretical cal
culations, which take into account a large number of indep1 nd~nt 
consideration11-the earth's radius, spheroidal attraction, the m
ertia of the .Pendulum, the effects of thermometric expansion, 
the barometr1cal pret111ure, the resistance of the air; &c., ·By 
most elaborate processes, then, it is determined that the Bame 
pendulum which beats seconds in London (that is, vibrates 
86,400 times in the twenty-four hours), ought to make fewer 
vibrations by about 14.0 at the equator. Also, the number of 
vibrations which this pendulum ought to make in various other 
latitudes, north and south of En~land, have been computed; 
and the results have been confirmed by observation, in a re
markable manner. Pendulumat constructed with the greaten 
care, have been carried from uondon to many placea on thQ 
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earth's swface, and their performances observed with extreme 
caution. The discrepancies observed between these results and 
those of theory are so minute, that no one but a mathematician 
would regard them; and he successfullv ascertains that they 
arise from incidental circumstances, wholly independent of theo
retical computations. 

Such results are magnificent exhibition& of the power& of the 
mechanical sciences. The tests of their accuracr are immea
surably more varied, more numerous, and more minute, severer, 
longer continued, and exec11ted on a grander scale, than those 
to which any other natural science is subjected. But the accu
racy of a system ie not absolutely proved by the circumstance 
that in any finite nnmber of instances it leads to right con
clusions. It is possible-though excessively improbable-that 
this accuracy is, in every case, merely the result of fortu
nate guesses. And this view of the subject is not so very 
unnatural, when it is remembered that such fortuitous anticipa
tions, though very remarkable, are by no means uncommon, und 
that some of the most important laws of mechanics were won
derfully felicitous conjectures long before they were demonstrated 
truths. 

The absolute certainty, then, of mechanical science must rest 
on yet higher grounds. Its supreme authority consists in this-
that all its conclusions are rigorously logical inferences from 
indisputable elementary laws. The philosopher hRS a ri~ht to 
demand unreserved credence so far, and only so far, as he can 
establish such inferences. The demonstrative truth of his results 
depends on the answers to these two questiom1--Are the ele
mentary laws indisputable ?-Are the deductions from them 
rigorously logical? These are the two bases of the whole evi
pence. Let them be considered in their respective order, for the 
right com.vrehension of them will greatly facilitate the object 
proposed m the present inqui7-namely, to explain the prelimi
nary difficulties of the study o mechanics. 

First, as t<t the elementary laws: their peculiar characteristics 
constitute the very perfection of the science. In number they 
are so few, that a priori it seems impossible to build uyon them 
any system of great extent : in nature they are so simple and 
apparent, that the mere enunciation of them necessarily carries 
with it immediate assent. These fundamental principles, regu
lating the minutest and the grandest phenomena of the material 
world, are yet detected at once on the most imperfect and careless 
ubservation of the operations of nature. They are inductions, 
either from the rudest, or from the most refined, experiments. 
Indeed, it is sometimes difficult to perceive that our knowledge 
of them is experimental at all, and not intuitive ;-at this very 
moment, there are controversialists who believe them to be mere 
axioms or self-obvious truths, innately perceived in the mind, 
and not acquired from sources external to it. 

And here it is necessary to establish a distinction between these 
fundamental laws and their ultimate causes. With the latter, the 
mechanical philosopher has no concern : he seeks only to ascertain 
and trace the ~jfect8 of the rules by which material bodies are 
observed to operate on each other ; but causation or speculation 
as to the mt>d.m operandi, forms no part of his inquiry. That 
heavy bodies are drawn towards the earth when unsupported, is a 
fact, of which, notwithstanding its constant occurrence, no expla
nation has e'·er yet been given. Were we not so familiar with 
this phenomenon, it would appear very wonderful, that one body 
should approach another without any communication between the 
two, or any visible cause of the motion. To say that it is due to 
the earth's attraction or gravity, is merely to give a name to, 
not an explanation of, the mystery. Again, who can tell what 
mighty, unseen chain binds this earth to move for ever in a cer
tain orbit round a body ninety-five millions of miles distant? 
Planets and satellites, apparently isolated in space, ~eparated from 
all other bodies by distances which the mind is utterly incapable 
of recognising, move on from age to age in their predestined 
eourses; yet, so silently, that no mortal ear ever yet heard the 
sound of their mighty mechanism. Man indeed, discerns its 
minutest operations, and from their regular recurrence learm , 
to predict them with unfailing accuracy ; but the secret agency 
which pervades and guides the whole system, remains an un
searched, an unsearchable, mystery for ever. 

The harmonious concord of natlll'e, however-her consistency 
and never-failing regularity-these are questions within the pro
vince of mathematical re11&0ning, and these are the questions upon 
which the evidences of mechRDical science rest. Let it be ascer
tained that the laws of matter are unchangeable and universal, 
and a system may be founded on thoae laws, which can never 
.,~ llbakeo. uy speculat.iona as to t.heir ultimate causes.. 

Such,-then, are the premilu from which the mechanical philoi.. 
pher reasons. The only remaining question as to evidence is thia 
-are the inferences from them rigorously logical? 

The premises are obtained by induction, the inferences by de
duction. The premises, as has jui1t been said, are arrived at by 
comparing a IP'eat number of natural phenomena, and extracting 
the simple prmciples common to them all. This is the procea 
of induction, which reasons by analogy from examples. All the 
physical sciences derive thtlir origin from this source · for how 
nre we to contrive a physical science-that is, how :U.e we to 
reduce any class of natural phenomena to a regular system
unless by asrertaining, from nature herself, the primary laws. 
by which she acts? It is clear, that if a man did not look out 
of himself, into the external world, for this elementary know
ledge, his system would be nothing more than an ingenious fig
ment of his own brain. 

But the application of the primary laws depends on another 
kind of logic than that of induction. Now, we no longer reuon 
by analogy-no longer refer to examples--no longer, indeed, draw 
knowledge from the external world. Nature has furnished the 
premises; the mind of man depends on itirelf alone for the in
ferences. These are deductive from that application of logical &yl
logibms to abstract propositions, which is no other than the pro
cess of common-aen8e-the very highest kind of reasoning of which 
the human mind is capable. It is not within our present &COpe 
to discuss the princip~e. on which. deductive reasoning depends, 
further than by explammg that it may always be immediatelv 
referred, or ultimately reduced, to the Aristotelian dictum, de 
omni et null<>-what is universally true of a class of thin,,aa, is 
true of anything in that clB11S. It ie not necessary however 
to examine minutely here this logical, or rather' metaphy~ 
sical, question : it is enough for our purpose that there are 
certain primary truths which the mind universally recognises, cer
tain elementary methods of combining them, the validity of which 
is as certain to every man as his own consciousness,-and that 
on these f rimary truths and these elementary methods the in
ferences o mechanical science exclusil·ely depend. 

Of course, tbe full effect of these considerations can be per
ceil·ed only in the actual study of the science itself. But we 
are now in position to explain the difficulties which ori¢nally 
retarded its progress, and which, even now, constitute the 
greatest obstacles to the student's progress. Geometry, it was 
mentioned, became a systematic science, while mechanics re
mained obscure and confused. If the preceding attempt to 
explain the foundations on which the latter science depends, have 
been at all successful, the reason of the earlier development of 
geometry will readily suggest itself. One of the elements of 
mechanical investigation-experimental induction-was wholly 
wanting in geometry. It is needless here to inquire whether 
any of the primary ideas of this science also be derived from 
experience: we may well be anxious to avoid a discussion of 
those essential affinities and distinctions between the objective 
sciences, respecting which such men as Bacon, D' Alembert, 
Diderot, Locke Adam Smith Dugald Stewart Turgot, &c. 
have been unable to agree. But this is readiiy seen, and i~ 
of itself quite sufficient to explniu the comparatively rapid 
devel_opmen.t o~ g~ometry-that its progress was not impeded 
by d1fficult1es mc1dent to the advancement of mechanic!l-the 
necessity of making experiments, and of selecting, from an 
overwhelming abundance of results, those which, from their 
universality and precision, might be made the foundations of 
the new science. 

The same difficulties occur to the student now. He aP
proaches the study of geometry with an unprejudiced mind: 
whatever previous ideas of space, form, and distance he has 
acquired, may be confused and imperfect, but they cannot 
be positively erroneous. Geometry contains no secret principleti. 
detected only by their effects; all its subjects are so obvious 
and palpable, that any direct mistake respecting them would 
be certain to soon detect itself. But of mechanics almost 
every doctrine is unconsciously prejudicated before the com
mencement of its systematic study : here i8 a secret principl~ 
undetected except by its efrect11--an invisible agent, roac11: 
of which the existence is ascertained only bv experience or 
its operations, and or which the ultimate natu"re is altogether 
unknown. 

The great task then, which the student of mechanics must 
perform, is to refer every l'roblem to first principles: to re 
frain from appealing to his own . physical notions, acquired 
accidentally and without method. Not that he is required to 
give up the right or private judgment, or subject it~ unCOD-
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vinced, to a bed standard. Thus far only is he called upon 
to yield to the experience of his predecessors in the same 
punuit-to give credence to their l\Sllertion that all the know
ledge which he requires may be derived from the elementary 
principles which they lay down. The accuracy of those prin
ciples, and the legitimacy of the inferences from them, he must 
determine for himself by the eff'ort of his own mind, indepen
dently of-if he please, in defiance of-the inftuence of stan
dard authorities. 

By adopting the method, here insisted upon as all-important, 
of referring every question to a few first principles, his science 
becomes a connected chain of reasoning, and acquires the two 
great advantages of method, certainty and facility-certainty of 
the accuracy of his knowledge, facility in applying it. This 
power, however, of tracing the mutual connection of the 
several parts of mechanics, and the ultimate dependence of 
each part upon elements common to them all, i11 to be ac
quired only by long-continued habit. There are certain prac
tical-difficulties however in the exercise of it, of which the student 
ought to he forewarned, and which act as snares upon bis judg
ment ; oftentimes inducing him to belie\·e that he traces a logical 
consequence where none in realitv exists. 

Of these sources of error in the pursuit of mechanical science, 
the most important are included among Bacon's id-Olafori-idols or 
fallacies, of which the power arises in the forum or common inter
course of mankind-the defects of words-the names of non-exist
encies, or confused names of existencies. Language can never be 
so perfectly refined as to avoid entirely this disadvantage, for while 
the subtlety of nature is infinite, the subtlety of words is finite, 
and, in general serves only to nominate general ideas, and not 
their minutest distinctions. In erecting the lofty edifice of science 
on so narrow a basis as a few elementary definitions and axioms, 
extreme exactness in the use of words is therefore requisite ; and 
beautifully is it said, that when we attempt to rear a temple to 
heaven, we must not be unmindful of the confusion of languages. 

Of no science have the principles been subject to more vehement 
and learned debate than mechanics ; yet most of these debates 
have been ultimately discovered to be mere logomacbies-disputes 
about words-which, it is therefore reasonable to suppose, would 
never have arisen bad it been possible originally to give strict de
finitions of the terms involved. Perhaps the most instructive 
example of a learned controversy turning out to be a mere strife 
of words, is that respectin~ Vis Vh·a-a term retained in modern 
science as a mere technicality, of which the interpretation does not 
depend on any mechanical knowledge, but is purely conventional 
and arbitrary. The following account of the controversy is taken 
from \Valton's "Mechanical Problems," a work, the value of which 
to the English student of the physical applications of mathe
matics, it would be difficult to over-estimate :-

" Leibnitz contended, in opposition to the received doctrines of 
the ~artesians, that the proper measure of the Vis Viva, or 
l\fovmg Force of a body, is the product of the mass into the square 
of t.be velocity; the measure adopted by the disciples of Descartes 
havmg been the same as that of the Quantity of Motion-namely, 
the product of the mass and the first power of the velocity. This 
contrariety o.f opinion in respect to the estimation of Moving 
Force, gave rise to one of the most memorable controversies in the 
ani;ials of philosophy; almost all the mathematicians of Europe 
ult~mately a_rra.n~ng the~selves as partisans, either of the Cnr
~1an or Le1bmtzrnn doctrme. Among the adherents of Leibnitz 
may be mentioned John and Daniel Bemouilli, Poleni, 'sGrave
sande, Camus, Muschenbroek, Papin, Hermann, Bulfinger1 Kamig, 
and eventually Madame du Chatelet; while in the opposite ranks 
may. be nam.ed MRClaurin, ~larks.: Stirlinir, Desagubers, Catalan, 
Robms, Ma1ran and Voltaire. • ¥ • The memorable 
controversy of Vis Viva, after raging for the space of about thirty 
years, was finally set at rest by the luminous observations of 
D' Alem~ert, in the preface to his ' DynamiqwJ,' who declared the 
who~e dispute to. be a. mere question of terms, and as having no 
P?Ss1ble conne~10!1 with t~e fundamental principles of mechanics. 
Smee the publication of D Alembert's work. the term Vis Viva bas 
Ileen u~d to signify merely the algebraical 'product of the mass of 
a m~vmg body and the square of its velocity; while the words 
Mov1.nf!" Fo~ce have been u.niveraally employed, agreeably to the 
definition given by Newton m the 'Principia,' in the signification 
of th~ pr.o~uct of ~he m111111 of a body and the accelerating force 
~which it is conceived to be subject: no physical theory whatever, 
in regard to the absolute nature of the force being npposed. to 9e 
involved in these definitions." ' 

_ Tec:hnicalit.iea expreBlling the elemeDtuy ideuol meolaaaiesue 

idola fori belonging to the commencement of the science : other 
and diff'erent difficulties of language occur in its ultimate conclu
sions. Among the remote results of elaborate investigation are 
certain general theorems, exceedingly e]ttensive and useful in their 
application; but which, if inaccurately enunciated, may be made 
to include cases which do not belong to them, and exclude others 
leiritimately within their province. These difficulties may be 
termed question~ of jurisdictions. \Vhen the lnn~age of a general 
theo~em does not i~dicate with precision it~ ju.r1sdiction over any 
particular case, or its proper mode of application to it, the only 
legitimate mode of arriving at a decision is by tracing the processes 
by which the theorem itself has been arrived at, and considering 
whether the particular case in question was contemplated in tl&em. 
The general mechanical theorems have IO vast and varied applica
~ions, that ~be bari: enunciation of them1 however ~ef~lly expressed, 
1s utterly msuffic1ent to convey to the l'tudent s mmd an idea of 
all their consequences. Their actual operation, and the boundaries 
which define their power, qu~ utra citraque nequit conmtere rectum, 
can be fully learned only by actual practice. In this respect the 
science of Jurisprudence presents a striking analogy. We are a~cus
tomed to reverence the common law of England as the accumulated 
wisdom of ages-the combination of the most subtle sagacity and 
the most extensive experience. But who does not know that a 
!>are ac9uaintance with t~e general J?rinciples of law is practically 
msuffic1ent for the solution of particular cases-that amidst the 
infinite variety of combinations to which the business of life gives 
rise, the abstract rule cannot be successfully applied without a cer · 
tain intellectual dexterity, which long experience and constant' 
practice alone confer? 

The importance to the mechanical student of expertness 
similarly acquired, can scarcely be over-rated. His eff'orts 
should. b~ incessantly i:xerted in .the application of mec~ani
cal prmc1ples to the direct solution of problems ; and 1t is 
scarcely too much to assert, that his knowledge of the science 
will be r.roportional to the number of problems which he 
solves. fhe most trivial incidents of bis every-day life-every 
weight w~ich h~ mo.ves, ev~ry action ~f bis muscles, suggesi; 
cases fruitful with mstruct1on respectmg the laws of force. 
There is not a single spot in the material world, free from 
the influence of force ; and be has but to look around him 
to discern innumerable instances in which the ratwnale oi· 
their action may be investigated, and the consequences of 
them predicted. This unintermitted habit of ran11acking the 
stores of nature, of tracing the most trivial and the grandest 
of her operations to fif!lt principles, strengthen11 and confirms 
the power of investigation, and reduces those eff'ects of the 
material laws which on a 11uperficial view appear confused and 
disconnected to one harmonious and simple system. 

Another class of errors peculiarly incident to our science, is 
that arising from incorrectness of data-the neglect of operating 
causes, either from absolute oversight or from an impression that 
their effect is inconsiderable. The fif!lt of these mistakes will 
seldom be made, except by an inexperienced student · and may 
be altogether avoided by practice and care in con;eiviug the 
exact nature of the question before him. As a useful pre
caution against this difficulty, he should habituate himself to 
test the accuracy of his conclusions by particular instances, and 
by varying this test within the widest legitimate limits. If. in 
any one instance, his general investigations lead to an ab~urd 
consequence, they are themselves erroneous; and it will be ne
cessary to re-examine them, and ascertain at what step the 
error arose. 

There are more difficult cases, however, where the neglect 
of data arises, not from oversight, but from necessity-where 
the complexities of the question are such, as to render its 
solution impracticable without hypothetical simplifications. In 
all such instances, the investigator must remember that he is 
solving, not a question of real existence, but an artificial case
making the nearest approach to it which his powers of inves
tigation permit. In practical mechanics, this consideration is 
especially important ; and, as a general rule, no such hypothe
tical simplification should be admitted-or at least acted upon
witbout some estimate of the limil8 of tM errOf' which it may 
possibly induce. 

Complicated mathematical formulm are wholly unsuited for the 
practical application of mechanics, on account of the refine
ment and ~xactneas of both workmanship and computation which 
they require. The only formula! which the practical artisan 
or mec~anic will t~t, ~e those which. he .can readily apply, 
and which afford a margm for all the d1vers1fied circumstances 
of practice, UDavoidable and unlu:wwn imperfectiuna of materials, 
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and other irregularities of detail. The method of determining 
results between certain limits, has the advantage of leaving 
such a margin, and will therefore be frequently employed in 
the following pages. Among its incidental recommendations 
is this,-that it genar.,a}l; gives great simplicity to formul111 
which otherwise would ·b~ ~ceedingly complicated. 

It is not within the compass of the present work, restricted 
in the use of mathematical language, to give a systematic de
velopment of the whole science of mechanics: its principal aim 
is to explain thos•.' parts of the science which are of the most 
direct economical importance, and to 888ume as little _previous 
knowledge as poBBible on the part of the reader. He must 
be forewarned, however, that in solving mechanical problems, 
the difficulty does not wholly consist in determining the nature 
of the forces supposed to act-but, in a great degree, in as
certaining the position 4'f the several parts of the system at 
which they are applied. This latter difficulty is, of course, 
only to be overcome by a competent knowledge of pure geo
metry. Galileo, the father of modern mechanical philosophy, 
bas explained this point with like accuracy and eloquence. La 
JiloM!fia-Ays he, in his SAGGL\TOBE-e 1critta in quuto grandil
rinio libro, ch6 continuamente ci 1ta a~to innan:ri agli occhi, ma 
non ri puo intendere, 1e prima non 1 impara a intender la lingua 
e co'/l.08cer i caratteri, 118 quali t 1critto. Egli t BCritto in lingua 
matematica, e i caratteri aon triangoli, cerchi, ed altre figure geo
metriche: ~ quuto e un· aggirarri oonamente per un OICUro 
labirinto." 

The Elements of Euclid are, and it may be safely &BBumed 
always will be, the best foundRtion of the study of geometry. Un
rivalled simplicitr and perspicuity recommend this work as an 
elementary treatise ; its method and precision claim for it the 
highest position among works devoted to the exact sciences. 
The first four and the sixth books should be thoroughly mas
tered ; and, above all, the intellirnt student will endeavour 
to imbue himself with the spirit o Euclid,-to trace the unin
terrupted current of his reasoning, from the fountain-head (the 
axioms and definition) to the final conclusions. It is the dis
tinct dependence of inferences on their premises, which renders 
Euclid invaluable in disciplining the mind into a habit of logical 
and consecutive reasoning. The beginner will sometimes meet 
with propositions so simple and obvious, that it Rppears an idle 
waste of time to prove them-let thole propositions be his es
pecial study : when he has mastered their demonstrations, he will 
see that Euclid's intention was-not to explain trivial truths, 
but to !lhow how they might be deduced as necessary conse
quences of hil principles. The familiar study of this ancient 
work-it has stood its ground against all attempts at improv
ment for two thousand years-will gradually induce a ma
thematical habit of mind, and a right appreciation of the real 
nature of PBOOF-of that which not merely does, but ought to, 
produce conviction. , 

As preliminary to the study of mechanics, some knowledge 
of the elements of trigonometry is requisite. The history 
of mechanical science will also affords important facilities for 
mastering it11 principles. The full value of a scientific 
theorem i11 not appreciated without some knowledge of the 
hard struggle by which-so to speak-it has been wrung from 
nature. The wanderings of the earlier mathematicians, their 
fruitless labours and controversies, their slow and gradual ap
proximations to right results1 reveal the subtle nature of phy
sical truth, the narrow bounttaries which separate it from error, 
and the necessity of maintaining those boundaries inviolate. 

Dispute respecting the laws of mechanics is no longer pos
sible. They are demonstrated; and to attempt to make them 
matters of controversy, is to exhibit ignorRnce of the processes 
by which they have been ascertained. "We have, therefore,'' 
it has well been said, "no 11ecl8 nor partiu in mathematics ; but 
they abound in l ery other depRrtment of human opinion.N And 
again, "In mathematical questions, where relations of quantity 
alone nre concerned, a dispute can be completely terminRted; 
because, from wrong premises, or false reasoning, a contradic
tion can be at least shown to result." 

If, then, the labours which perfected the science of mechanics 
-for it is now perfect-have been great, if its study now t&11k 
severely the highest efforts of the student's mind, are not the results 
commensurate ? The revelations of PtJBE TRVTH in its molit 

• Pbllo•ophy 11 wrtUeD In Ula& B•Hlnt of bookl •·bltb 1tandl conllnu•lly •p•n befo1 e 
the eyeo of m•o [tbat lo, lb~ univ.roe], but cannot be laaroe<J without prtt1001 pre~&ra· 
tlon 10 uodeniaod Che l&111JUap and dtdpber tbo cbaracten lo which It 11 written. It la 
written to the Jan1uage or matbemattea, and 111 l'harKCUT"I are trlan1lf1, clrclc:o1, and 
other pomeutcal fi&wea 1 wlt.liolli which, we abould waoder lo nln, lllrousb 111au1 &11d 
el>ICllrilJ" 

attractive form1-its manifestations in the grandest phenomena 
of nature, and the proudest achievements of art--these are 
the wages of philosophic toil So vast are the domains of this 
science, that every year brings tidings of new and rich ~ 
veries within it : while its applicationt1 to the practical wantl 
of men are ever receiving fresh and more important develop
ment~ver creating revolutions more extensive, more laating, 
and more noble than those of politic& or war. 

ARE WE TO HAVE AN ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION? 
Something of the kind seems to be dawning upon UB: there is 

what just at present looks like the prospect of such exhibition, 
though it may after all turn out to hRve been a mere unsubstan
tial and deceitful mirage. In proportion as we are anxious thai 
the viaion should be realised, we feel apprehensive of ita fading 
away into nothing. We learn from a contemporary, that the 
"Architectural Auociation" purpose to "get up an annual archi
tectural exhibition." Between purposing and firmly determiuing 
upon a scheme, there i11 a good deal of difference, more especially 
when the purposed "getting up" is likely to prove very up-hill 
work. This remark is meant not to discourage so much as to sti
mulate. In order to overcome difficulties, it is necessary to look 
them boldly in the face at once, and be prepared to encounter 
them. 

The "Architectural Association" is a junior society, which u 
yet hardly stands before the public at all,-certainly not in any im
p011ing attitude. It has no royal standard to hoist in the form of 
a charter-the chief privilege conferred by which seems to be th.U 
of indulging in indolence and doing nothing. Yet, if it have no 
charter, a junior and youthful society has, or ought to have, som. 
thing greatly in its favour; for it may be presumed that it~ 
sesses zeal and energy, of both which mucli will be required, ill 
order to cRrry properly into effect the scheme they are said to me
ditate. One question for consideration is, how is it likely to be 
looked upon by the Institute? As to the Royal Academy, that 
bodr, would.1 no doubt, be exceedingly well pleased at a seplU'ate 
exhibition tor architectural drawings and models being established. 
since they would thereby be almost entirely relieved from works ol 
that kind, which it is evident enough they take in verv reluctantly, 
and treat very slightingly. That the Institute wollid not take 
umbrage at that being done by a junior society which they have 
Jeft undone (although their means for effecting it are as great, or 
much greater), is not quite so certain. Apatheticw as it is., the IDBti
tute might yet feel something like awkward compunction and 
shame, were others to bestir themselve1 diligently, and venture 
upon an experiment which, should it succeed, would place them 
before the public more prominently than the Institute itself can 
boast of being. 

The succe88 of the experiment, however, will depend very much 
upon the manner in which it shalJ be made. If it be made at all. 
it is to be hoped that it will not be timidly and feebly.-And it 
here strikes us that we have possibly fallen into a misoonception, 
since what the "Architectural Association" contemplates may be 
something very far short of the kind of exhibition that is needed. 
If it is to be one confined to that society's own members, instead 
of being open to contributors generally, and be also upon such a 
footing as to admit architectural subjects without distinction as to 
the nature and mode of them--11uch technical illustrations aa 
plans, sections, and details, as well as those more pictorial repre
sentations which are the only ones received by the Royal Aca
demy-if, we 1ay, it is not to do this, it will fall far short of sup
plying a main desideratum. Resting entirely upon the abilities of 
the members themselves, without aid from other quarters, the pro
posed exhibition could hardly have sufficient stamina and sub
stance to come properly before the public, and so as to attract 
notice and claim support. Neither would anything at all be done 
towards affording the opportunity of exhibiting their production~ 
to the many who are excluded from the Academy on account of 
the exceedingly liniited accommodation there for architectural de
signs and models. At present, there is only Hobson's choice for 
architectural uhibitors,-either the Royal Academy or nowh~. 
And the accommodation at the Academy for works of the kind bl 
totally inadequate; for while only a comparatively small number 
of them ca.n be hung up, not above a third of them can be hung ao 
that they CRn really be looked at. Therefore, what with the 
chance of being turned away for want of room, or else of being 
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thruet out of sight, it II! not greatly to be wondered at if many 
are deterred from sending anything at all. To such, other op\>or
tunity of exhibiting would be welcome ; and their contributions 
would, it may be rresumed, be equally welcome and serviceable to 
the" Aaoeiation. Without support of the kind from others, and 
the extended interest 80 created for the success of the undertaking, 
there might not be attraction sufficient to produce extraction-to 
wit, of shillings from the pockets of the lieges. We speak merely 
upon our own conjecture, but take for granted that the exhibition 
in queetion would require the usual shilling passport for admission 
to it; because otherwise, the public would lie excluded, and the 
exhibition be merely a private one, open only to the members and 
their friends, 80 that any good result as to diffusing a taste for 
architecture as a branch of design would be frustrated. 

What renders it so highly desirable that a special exhibition of 
architectur.U drawings and models of every class should be estab
lished is, that productions of •he kind have no chance of ob
taining any attention so long as paintings are to be seen at the 
same place. It would be almost unreasonable to expect that they 
llhould, especially at the Academy, where the pictures are so nu
merous that they alone afford quite occupation enough for several 
"risits. There, the architectural subjects are scarcely looked at at 
all, except just by those who make them their chief object. Let it 
then be fairly tried, whether, when withdrawn from its eclipse 
at the Academy, and allowed to display itself in a different orbit, 
it has really no power of attraction for the many-we do not mean 
the mob, but those (and they are many) who, if they possess not, 
aB'ect at least to have a taste for art generally. 

Supposing that the "Association" now intend to be1tir them
.elves in good earnest, one thing which they ought especially 
to consider beforehand is, that architectural drawings reqwre pro
portionably a much greater space for exhibiting them than pictures 
of the usual kind do,-because they require to be inspected as 
closely as miniaturea or engravings; consequently, little more than 
the direct line of wall on the level of the eye can be made avail
able for the purpose. It is of no use-rather a mere mockery-to 
prof-, as the Academy does, to exhibit productions of the,kind, 
and then hang the majority of them where it is only by great 
effort that their subjects can be made out, and all detail is com
Jlletely loet. Mr. Billings-who, by-the-by, at the opening meet
ing of the present season, signified the Association's intention to 
get up the exhibition in question,-observed that he himself bad 
no right perhaps to grumble at the Academy because, of eight 
drawings which he sent in this year, seven were hung up-but four 
near the ceiling, and three near the floor. Considering how many 
subjects of his were admitted, he had reason to look upon himself 
as highly favoured-if it be any favour or compliment at all to 
have drawings received merely because their frames happen to be 
juat the size to fit in "very nicely" with others on the same part of 
the wall. Such must ever be the consequence of the abominable 
dove-tailing system in banging pictures and drawings, which fre
quently renders it necessary to put a good subject or production 
in an unfavourable situation, or else an inferior one in a good 
situation, merely because no other places where they would so well 
fit in can be found for them. Possibly, however, our advice may 
be altoFher superfluouA, since it i1 possible that the purposed 
exhibition will turn out to have been a mere flash in the pan. 

ON A READY METHOD OF DETERMINING THE 
WIDTHS OF LAND REQUIRED FOR THE 

FORMATION OF A RAILWAY. 

We will suppose the centre line to be staked out, and the dis
tance from the top of the peg to the intersection of the slopee to 
be given. Let A be a centre-stake, at which the half-widths are 
to be determined ; B, the intersection of the slopes produced ; and 
r to 1, their ratio. The level must be placed at some point D, and 
the line of collimation adjusted IO as to describe a horizontal plane 
at a distance a B above the point B (fig. 1 ), for a cutting. BA= 
K; A a =Ii; e c' =a e = h', the .reading o( the staff when stationed 
at c'. Then we have, · 

Be= Ba-ae= BA+Aa-ae= K+h-h', and the 
length of the horizontal line through c' = e c' = /t = r X B e = 

r(K+A-h') = r(K+ll)-rh'=aa'-rh' ..•.•••••••• (I) 
The horizontal dietance of c' from a B, must also be measured with 
the chain, and this we will euppose to be y. It is evident, that at 
the point c', where the slope Ba' meets the surface of the ground, 

the condition y = :c must be satisfied; and for no other point can 
it be satisfied. This point e' must be found by repeated trials. 

ll 

Fir. 1,-cuutar. 

In the case of an embankment (fig. 2), 
A"=rx Be= r(K-h+h') = r(K-h) + r'h'= 

rBa + rh' = aa' + rh' ••••.•••••••.•• (2) 
Hence, whether there be cutting or embankment, we muet deter
mine the half-width (a a·) at the level of the line of coUimation; and 
in making repeated trials, we have nothing more to do than multi
ply the reading of the level-staff (h') for the slope by r, and add 
the product to aa' for embankments, or subtract it for cuttings, to 
obtain the value of z, which must be compared with the horizontal 
distance (y), found by measurement with the chain. Repeated 
trials must be made until a point is discovered which eatiafies the 
condition y = 11. 

Plr. 2.-Embanlrment. 

Take, aa an example, fig. 1, which is a cutting, 
B A = K = 26"2 ft. ; A = iJ-18 ; r = 1 t ; 

aa' = r X Ba= r(K + 11) = It (26"2 + 2-18) = 4-l•.5; 
let the staff be held at f', and suppose the reading to be 6 .. 5 = h'; 
thenrh' = 9•7.5; and:c =ff"= aa' - rh' = ~·.5- 9•7.S = 82•7.S. 

By measurement with the chain, y is fouod = ~·oo ; 
:. y is not equal to :c. 

Again, suppose the reading e' e of the sta1F ate' to be 10•7 = h' ; 
then r h' = 16·0.s; and :c = 42•.S - r h' 

= 42-.S - 16•0.S = !i6•4.S} 
and y is found by measurement to he 28•4.S 

:. y =ti; and c' is the point sought. 
E.rample qf an Embankrnent.-Slopes lt to 1. Let K = 42-38 ; 
h = 2 .. 1.s. Then (K-h) =Ba= 4~36 - 2·48 = 39·93; 

and aa' = r X Ba= lt X 3g.93 = .59·9. 
Suppose the reading o' e of the staff at c' to be 10·0.s = 11', 

then r A' = l.5·07 ; 
11t = aa' + r'h' = .59·g + rh' = .59·9 + l.5•07 = 74•97} 

and suppose that y, found hy measurement, is= 74•g7 
then e' will be the required point. 

Theae necessary calculations are very simple, but they are also 
very numerous, and I have found it advisable to substitute a kind 
of tdiding rule, which at once performs the multiplication of r and 
Ji•, and adds the product to, ur subtracts it from, a a'. (~• 
figs. 8 and 4.) 
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A Jnnr 1e"1e of 14\ual parts (H) ia formed At the edge of a 
,i;roove and 1inother ( V) elides in contact with this, as shown in 
th,. ftg~rH. H repre1ents the horizontal measurements commonly 
tnken with the chnin, and should extend from 0 to about 150 feet. 
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Pig. 3. Fig. 4. 
Slide arranged for deWnlllnla1 Slide arranged for det.rmlnlng 

the Width of a Cnttlag. , &be Width of &11 Embanlrment. 

If the instrument be made of box, H may contain 10 feet to ~he 
inch and each foot may be divided into 5 equal parts. The slide 
V cdrresponds to, and must at least contain as many feet ~s are 
mnrkeil on the levelling~staff. The sca]e on V,_ as shown m the 
figures is for a s]ope of lf to l; for Ii foot on H ts equal to l foot 
on V. 'Other slides wi11 be required for other slopes. 

In the example of a cutting previously calculated, we found that 
a a' = 42·.S feet. Bring o, on slide V, opposite 4.2•.S on H (fig. 8). 
The staff is set up atf', and the reading is found to be 6·.S. Refer 
to V with 6·.S, and opposite this point we find :r = 82'8 on H, 
without any calculation. 

But the measured distance y is 22·00 ; :. !I is not = :r. 
Again, the staff is set up at other points~ and the trial repe~te.d 

till we come to the point c', where the readmg of the staff (h) is 
10·1 feet. Refer to V with 10·7, and opposite it WEI find 26·.S .on H, 
which differs only by the i?u-th of a foot from the result previously 
given by calculation. · . . 

As r h' has to be subtracted from a a' in cutting8, 1t 1s necessary 
for the scales V and H to be numbered in oppoaite directions, as in 
fi . 8. But in embankme11t8 rh must be adfkd to~a', and the s~l~s 
\%and H must increase in the 8<J.me direction, as m fig. 4.. This 1s 
the reason why the slide has ~wo scales, diff~rently numbered. 
Fig. 4 corresponds to the numerical example given above for an 
embankment : o on V being placed opposite 59'9 on H; and io·o.s 
on V falls oppo11ite 7.S on H. . 

We have hitherto supposed that zero on the scale Y is placed 
opposite a a' the horizontal width at the level of the hne of col
limation. Now the value of aa· is dependent. on the accidental 
position of the ievel and must be calculated m the field. Sup
pose, however, that 'the half-width~ at the Ieyels of the centre
pegs have been determined, and registere~ previously to commenc
u:ig operations. In tlul example of a cuttmg (fig. 1 ), we supposed 

BA to be = K = 26'2; :. the half-width, supposing the growid 
to be level,= r K = lt X 26-2 = 89·8; and h was taken= 'l'l.3. 
And the result is the same, 

whether we place 2·18 (or h} on V opposite 89·8 on H, 
or O on V opposite -62·.S on H. 

The first method will he found the best, becau.ee all the h&lf'
widths at the levels of the stakes may have been previously deter
mined in the office. . The same may be said of fig. 4.. 

It will be found convenient to have an index capable of BUding 
aJong I!z independently of V, and capable of being fixed at; plea
sure. This may be formed partly of a piece of hom, or Other 
transparent substance, having a line ruled parallel to the divilliona 
of the scales. This will be of great service where the ground is 
very sloping, and it becomes inconvenient to hold the levelliug
staft' on every peg. 

If, in figs. 11 and 2, the ground had been so low that the top of 
the staff o' e fell below the line of collimation, it would have beeu 
necessary to have shifted the level, and a a' would have taken a 
new position and value. It will, however, be found an easy matt.er 
to determine B a, and therefore also a a', in all cases; and 0 on V 
must then be placed opposite this value of a a' on H. 

Or, calculation may be avoided even in this case. Fig. 1 •. Sup
pose the first reading at a to be 2·15 and the half-width at the 
level of A, 39•8 f~et. Bring 2·15 on V opposite 89·8 on H. Lei 
the staff be held at nny point, and ~ake the reading 9·.5.5, suppoae
Slide the inde.r along H to point to 9'.55 on V. 

Remove the level to a new position D', and adjust it, and sup
pose the back sigh~ taken in the ordinary way to be !Vi?. Move 
the scaJe V, 110 that the index points to 8·2 on V; and the instru
ment is adjusted for the cross-section at A, so long as the level ia 
not disturbed. 

The index will be found very serviceable where it is not conl'e
nient to commence levelling from every centre-stake. Suppoee 
t~e centre-p~ to be one cha.in apart, and that the gradient rise1 
3 m every chain. 

We have seen that the distance Ba of the horizontal plane 
through a a' from B is = H + h (fig. l ), as the gradient is sup
posed to me a feet in a chain, at a point corresponding to B; but 
a chain from it, the new value of aB becomes (K + h - 3); 

and the new half-width aa' becomes r (K +A) - r a. 
If we take an embankment (fig. 2), the new vaJue of a B be-

comes ( K - h + 3) at the distance of one chain; 
and the new vafue of the half-width a a' = r (K - h) + r 3. 

Thus, in a riling gradient, 3 for every chain, we must move the 
slide by the scale H, a distance r 3 upwards for cuttings :al 

and a distance r a downwards for embankments 
But r 3 on the scale H is the same in magnitude as 3 on the e 
V, and therefore it will be most convenient to employ the index ia 
moving the slide V upwards or downwards, through a space 3 for 
every chain. 

It may be useful to remark that for a risi11g gradient the slide V 
has to be moved in that direction in which the numbers of the feet 
on V increase, as denoted by the arrows, whether the case be on!! 
of cutting' or embankment. If there be a falling gradient, th!! 
slide V must be moved in the opposite direction. 

It will be found convenient to be provided with the height of 
each stake above some common datum; the half-width, supposing 
the ground to be level ; the numbers and distances of the stakes, 
with particulars respecting the gradients, slopes, &c. Also, vacant 
oolumns must be prepared to receive the half-widths on each Bide, 
811 they are determined and the corresponding reading of the 
level. The point on H to which the zero on V is opposite, ougbt 
also to be registered. This last is very useful where a number of 
consecutive side-stakes are determined without starting from the 
centre· and doubts might otherwise arise as to whether the proper 
correct'ion had been made for the gradient in every case. 

As this slide-rule has been used where the ground was remark
ably uneven, both for determining the widths of cuttings and em
bankments, and the limits of embankments at the ends of viaducts, 
I can strongly recommend it to the attention of those practically 
engaged on such work, as it avoids much trouble and uncertainty, 
and the result is as accurate as can be desired by the most fastidi
ous. An addition to the widths above found m'.lst be made to 
allow for the ditches and fences. 

St. John's College, Cambridge, Fa.&NOis BABBPOBTB. 
Oct. 21, 184.8. 
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GXORGE STEPHENSON. 
(Corllillwd "'"'pap 800) 

[Tiie aboft agra'l'lag II after a Portrait bJ' llr. Brlffl, ll.A.] • 

IV. TB'll IAFllTY LAID', 

Fire-damp is one of the greatest evils happening to coal-mines, 
and one which is too well known to all having anything to do with 
them. Thirty or forty years ago, this was so strongly felt that 
many mines had reached their furthest working11., because the men 
had no good means of going on, for the least flame was enough to 
&et the fire-damp burning, and the steel mill gave little light, and 
was un11afe. 

In 1763, the Academy of Sciencea were drawn to look into this 
matt.er, several coal-mines at Brian~on, in Dauphiny, having fired. 
All that the Academy did was to recommend a better way of airing 
the mines.• 

Ahove a hundred years ago, Sir James Lowther had seen that 
common fire-damp does not catch fire from sparks of flint and steel ; 
and one of his overmen, said to be Mr. Spedding, made a mill for 
giving light by striking flint and steel.9 This was worked by a 
boy, and was used in the English collieries. It is, however, 
Jcno'lll"n that with the steel mill some mines have been set on fire. 

In Hainault1 amadou, or fungus tinder, was sometimes used ; but 
it gives so little light, thM the men could not work by it, and all 
that they could do was to find their way by it sometimes from one 
side of the pit to another, where fire-damp was blowing. 

In 1796, Humboldt made a lamp• for giving light in mines where 
a common candle would not burn, or would set fire to the mine. 
It was founded on the plan of keeping the light away from the 
air, and could only burn a short time-that is, so long as the air 
within it lasted. 

In 1813, Dr. Clanny made a lamp, to which he gave air from the 
mine, throu~h water, by bellows. This lamp went out of itself in 
explosive mixtures. It was to be worked by hand or by ma
chinery, but was too heavy to be moved about readily. 

From what Dr. Clanny had done, and from a fearful loss of life 
in the Felling Colliery, whereby 101 men, women, and children 
died, the minds of many were turned to some way of lessening 
the tearful evil of fire-damp. At Sunderland a meeting was held, 
wherein Mr. Buddle, Mr. Dunn, Mr. Cuthbert Ellison, M.P., 
Bishop Gray, Dr. Clanny, and others ~ad a share, and who 
called upon Sir Humphrey Davy to search mto the whole matter.• 

• Hl1tow ile l'Academle RoraJe. 1783, p. I, quohd bJ Drrr. 
• Hutchlnaou'1 Hl11oTJ' or Cumberland, quoted by DaYJ'. 
a Journal dn allnH, 'l'IU. 839, qaoled bJ Da'fJ'. 
"' Bee Sir Hampbl"IJ' Dary'• aeYeral worn In 18lb, 1818, 1818, aad l~, bllt which 

11n _,-17 \he -· The one bere quoted t1 tbat of 1818. 

Sir Humphrey looked at Dr. Clanny's lamp;_ but he was told it 
was too heavv and too costly to be useful. He tried phosphorus 
and the electrical light; hut at length he found out tha• a lamp 
could be made air-tight, and to which the air could be sent in 
through very small pipes or tubes, or from small openings in wir& 
gauze put below the flame, and having a chimney at top of the 
same kind, for carrying off the foul air. This he afterwards 
brought to bear in the shape now so well known as the Davy Lamp, 
or Davy, in which he was greatly helped by Dr. Faraday. 

Meanwhile, others were no less busy: Mr. R. W. Brandling, Dr. 
Murray, and Mr. John Murray made lamps, and so did George Ste
phenson; and at length there was very great strife between the 
friends of Davy and Stephenson, as to who was the first. We have 
here a small book, written by George Stephenson, in his own behalf, 
and which is the only work of his which is printed other than re
ports. Here it i11 well to say, that it would be worth while to print the 
reports of George Stephenson, to bind with those of Smeaton, for 
they are written in a very clear, thoughtful, and business way ; 
and BTe of great worth for the history of engineering, as Stephenson 
was called upon to fight for the locomotive engine and the railw.ay 
in their childhood, against the world, having fe" to back him 
or help him in hi11 hard struggle. 

Stephenson's book is called "A Description of the Safety Lamp, 
invented by George Stephen~n, and now in use in Killingworth 
Colliery ; to which is added, an account of the Lamp constructed by 
Sir Humphrey Davy, with Engravings. London: Baldwin, Vra
dock, and Joy; Archibald Constable and Co., Edinburgh; and E. 
Charnley, Newcastle, 1817.'' It is only about sixteen sides,. and 
was printed by S. Hod~n, of N~wcastle, and has four engrarn~gs. 

Another very interesting hook 1s the "Report upon the Claims 
of Mr. George Stephens<tn relative to the Invention of his Safety 
Lamp. By the Committee appointed at a meeting holden in New
castle on the 1st Nov., 18li, with an appendix containing the 
evidence." This was printed at Newcastle, and has three plates, 
which are the same as in Stephenson's book. 

Stephenson says : " Several of my friends having expressed a 
wish that I would lay an engraved plan of my Safety Lamp before 
the public, with as correct an account of the dates of the inven
tion as I am able, I have resolved to do so. I was, at the 11ame 
time advised to publish the steps by which I was led to this dis
covery, and the theory I had formed in my own mind upon. the 
subject which, with the facts from which I drew my conclus1011s, 
were fr~ely communicated to several persons during the time I was 
engaged in the pursuit. With this I cannot persuade myself to 
comply; my habits, as a practical mechanic, make me afraid of 
publishing theories ; and I am by no means satisfied that my own 
reasons, or any of those I have seen published, why hydrogen ~s 
will not explode t~rough small apertures, are the true ones. .It 1s 
sufficient, for our present purpose, that that fact has been disco
vered, and that it has been successfully applied in the construc
tion of a lamp that may be carried with perfect safety into the 
most explosive atmosphere." 

" During the four years," Stephenson goes on to 11ay " that I 
have been employed to superintend the engines at Killingworth 
Colliery, one of the most extensive mines in Northumberland, 
where there is a considerable quantity of machinery underground, 
I have had frequent opportunities of employing my leisure hours in 
making experiments upon hydrogen gas. The result of those ex
periments has been the discovery of the fact above stated, and the 
consequent formation of a Safety Lamp, which has been, and is 
still used, in that concern, and which my friends consider (with 
what justice the public must decide) as precisely the same in prin
ciple with that subsequently presented to their notice by Sir Hum
plirey Davy." 

The first thought of the safety lamp had been long in Ste
phenson's mind; and in August, 1815,• he made a drawing of it, 
which was shown to several people on the works-among others, to 
Mr. Nicholas Wood,• whose name is now, for the firet time, seen 
along with that of Stephenson. He was then a viewer at Kil
lingworth, and seems to have taken a great share and delight in 
all that Stephenson did, as is shown by the works of both. Ste
phenson told Wood that he thought a lamp might be made which 
would burn the fire-damp without blowing-up. The way was this,
to make a tube in the bottom <Jf the lamp,and he thought the attrac
tion of the ftame upwards would be greater than the force down
wards. Wood drew out the plan under Stephenson's eye, and in 
October, 1815, they went to Mr. Hogg, a tinman, at Newcastle, 
and had a lamp made, which a fortnight after wu put into Ste. 
phenson's hands. When Stephenson first spoke about it, he asked 

• 9tephemoa, p. 7. • Report, P• 18. 
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that the tube might be made a quarter of an inch in diameter, but 
Mr. Hogg having suggested that it probably would not burn, It 
wu made half an inch in diameter, and a slide attached to it in 
order to lessen it if need were. 

This first lamp had an open top and conical shape, and was given 
to Stephenson on the 21st of Octobe~t.181.5. This was on a Satur
day, and in the dusk, Stephenson, wood, and Mr. John Moodie, 
an under-viewer, went down to the A pit to try it. Stephenson 
lighted the lamp and went to a blower of fire-damp in the roof, going 
to it from the windward, and keeping the candle about twenty yards 
off. By some deals, they made a part of the mine foul, for the 
purpose of having a trial with the lamp•. About an hour after
wards, Moodie went into the part so made foul, and found hy the 
lllllell, &c. (of which, from knowledge, he was a sound judge) that 
the air was in such a state, that if a candle had heen taken in, the 
place would have caught fire, which would have been very fearful. 
Moodie told Stephenson it was foul, and hinted at the danger; 
nevertheleBS, Stephenson would try the lamp, trusting in its safety. 

Steehenson took the lamp and went with it to the spot in which 
Moodie had been, and Nicholas Wood and Moodie, fearful, went 
further off. Stepl1enson tried the lamp, and it went ont without 
making any explosion-<>n which, Stephenson again held forth the 
safety of his lamp. It has been said, before now, that there is as 
rnucli bravery in the engineer as in the seaman or the warrior
aye, and as much call for it, too ; and often in the common work
man will there be as stout nnd bold a heart in the greatest 
straits, and in the utmost fear of life and limb, as there is in 
the leader who storms a breach, or heads the bloodiest fight. 
Stephenson was as fond a husband as a father, but he did not want 
darmg when he thought the call was on him; and although death 
loomed before him, he did not turn back from what he felt to be 
his duty. Here we have the witneS11 of those who were with him, 
and we may stand by him in this time of trial, and watch his every 
step. 

" Stephen1on," says Moodie, " again lighted the lamp, and '\V ood, 
who had now more trust in it, went with him to the former spot, 
1md even held the lamp-they tried it again, and with the same 
end. When the lamp was put lighted in the gas, there was a 
great flame, the lamp was almost full of fire, and then it smothered 
out. Stephenson then 9aid that he could so shift it, that he could 
make it burn better.ff 

This first lamp was made with a slide, to regulate the opening of 
the pipe through which air was sent into the lamp. The slide was 
}>ftrtly shut before the lamp was brought near the blast of the 
blower-indeed, it was so far shut, that the lamp burned but weakly 
in good air; and when the lamp was brought to the blower, the 
flame grew bigger, as already said, and then went out. 8 An ex
r,losion, indeed, took place within, but it did not pass outwards. 
The slide was several times shifted, and trials made afterwards 
with bladder& filled with air from the blowers. The first trial was 
with the pipe quite open, and the explosion passed downwards.. 
'Trials were thereafter made with the slide so shifted., that at length 
the opening was so 11111all, the explosion no longer passed down
wards, and the lamp kept alight; but it was so weak, that it easilv 
went out by being moved. It was therefore thought, that by 
making more pipes of this smallness, air enough for burning and 
for keeping up the light might be let in; and yet the holes or 
openings be so 11t11all, as still to stop the explosion from going down
wards.~ 

The lamp was now sent to Matthews, a tinman, in Newcastle, 
and the three pipes put to it, but outside the burner. On Satur
day, the 4th of November, this was tried in the pit, and found to 
b•Jrn better than the other, but still not well. Ne\•ertheless., the 
explosion did not go downwards. A spot in the mine had been 
!\gain made foul b'[ Moodie, and Stephenson, Nicholas Woo~J.John 
1\loodie, his son o the same name, an overman and George w Biles, 
an overman, went down and made further tri;;Js., which, as they all 
thought, turned out better than the fil'llt. Moodie here says,• 0 

that three months before the first lamp was tried, Stephenson was 
often making trials with a candle near the blowers, for which 
Moodie, who waa fearful reproved him. Stephenson then told 
Moodie that he thought a ianthorn could be made so as to be taken 
in safely amongst the foul air; but Moodie did not think it could 
~ie done."' 

After this, two lamps of the second pattern were made and 
·given to the waistmen in Killingworth pit. A few days after
namely, en the 9th of November, a boy was killed in the A pit, at 
-Killingworth, on the 11pOt where the trials were made with the 

' Repon, Moodle'o wltneoo, p. 18. • S~1>bea10D, In Ibo Repor1, p. l~. 
·• Wood'• wltn .. o, In the R..port, p.17. • o B~pon, p. 19. 
... .._ W1111e11or Rlcbard 'l'bomp,..n, an cm=nDIUI. Jleporl, .p. lll • 

first lamp. Stephenson said, on that day, if the boy had had hie 
lamp, he would not have been burned.u 

John M'Crie, a sinker, tells the same tale. He says, that in the 
summer of 1816, Stephenson was setting up sloping planes under
ground, and often 88 he was coming out, he eet the blower oa fire, 
and by lighted candles put to windward, put the blower out. 
Stephenson said that he could make it useful to save men's lives. 
This he said, when M'Crie spoke against what he waa doing a• 
hurtful. 

Up to this time, Stephenson knew nothing of what Sir Hum
phrey Davy had found out or done, or of "·hat he had written to 
the coal trade thereupon. He now made his third lamp, which had 
more pipes, so as to get a better draught of air. He afterward• 
thought, 11 that if he cut off the middle of the pipes, or made 
holes in met.al plates., set some way from each other, as far u 
the pipes, that the air would get in better

1 
and that there would 

be the same safety against explosion. Anotber lamp was therefore 
made and tried. 

This third lamp did so well, that it was long used In Killingworth 
pits, and workmen were bound to it under a fine of half-a-crown 
for using a candle.. This lamp was tried alongside with DaYy'&, 
and found to do as well. 

The first trimmer was a wire down the chimney of the lamp; 
but at\erwards, Sir Humphrey Davy'1 trimmer was used. Nicho
las Wood wrote on this in the Tyne Mercury. 

On the 24th of November, 181.S, Stephenson showed his lamp 
to Mr. Robert William Brandling, and to Mr. Murray of Sunder
land, both well able to give a judgment upon it. 

On Tuesday, the .Sth of December 181.S, Stephenson's lamp 
was bcought before the meeting of the Literarr and Philosophical 
Society of Newcastle, the same evening that Dr. John Murray'~ 
paper about his own lamp was read. Trials were made of 
Stephenson's lamp with bladders, holding the fire-damp, put below, 
and the fire-damp let into the lamp.•• 

The dift'erence between Stephenson's lamp and Sir Humphrey 
Davy's was, that Stephenson used a plate in which holes were cut, 
and Davy hit upon the happy thought of using a wire gauze 
screen ; but Stephenson seems to have been the first who found 
that the explosion would not pass outwuds, and upon this all 
depended1-for wire gauze instead of a metal plate was a mrre 
change ot shape though for the better. 

Whether Stephenson's laml? is still used, we do not know i. but, 
u shown above, it was kept in use till 1818, and very like y till 
long after, for Stephenson's friends were so steadfast they would 
not give ln to what they said was a copy of their lamp. 

V, TBB GIFT. 

In 1816, those who had called in Sir Humphrey Davy, thought 
it time to give him some reward, and therefore called a meetinir of 
coalowners, at Newcastle, on the 31st of October, when l\lr. Na
thaniel Clayton took the chair. The meeting was to reward Sir 
Humphrey Davy," for the Invention of the Safety Lamp."u By 
this time, a paper war had arisen, and while Bishop Gray and Mr. 
Buddle felt called upon to stand by Sir Humphrey Davy, a peat 
number held to George Stephenson, and much bitterness of feeling 
was shown. Neither were there wantin_g those who upheld Dr. 
Clanny, Dr. Murray of Edinburgh, Mr. John l\lurray of Hull, and 
Mr. Robert William Brandling. Dr. Clanny was the first.-Sir 
Humphrey Davy and Stephenson acknowledged this; but the 
lamps of the two latter had been brought into work, and the 
struggle lay between them. Dr. Clanny helped Sir Humphrey 
Davy, and Mr. Brandling•• sided with Stephenson. Davy waa so 
much the stronger than Stephenson, that -he was bettel' known, 
aed had all the men of learmng on his side; while Stephen&0n wu 
backed by the Killingworth men, and all those who thought highly 
of what the self-tau~bt workman had done with the locomotive and 
the safety lamp. Sir Humphrey's friends were angry that one su 
fowly should be set up against him-Stephenson's, that one so lowly 
should be put down, and kept out of his fair share of the work, to 
bolster up a great name. Both sides went great lengths, both 
went too far and now it is easy to do right by all. 

Perhaps Watt took a part, for he wa1 an early patron of Davy, 
who was employed in the Pneumatic Institution, at Bristol, under 
Dr. Beddoes, in which Watt took a great share. 

So much was said and done by George Stephenson's friends, they 
fought so hard for him, and against Davy, that the meeting on the 

•a Report, p. ~I. • .. Jleport, p. 16. 
• • Wit,.... of Kr. Henry Edmonotoa, Secretary, and or Mr. Henry~ ...S 
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Slst or August was held over till the I Ith or October, when John 
George Lambton, the late Earl or Durham, took the chair. Mr. 
Brandlin15" then moved that the meeting should lie again put off', 
that inquiry might be made, whether " the merit or the invention 
of the Safet1 Lamp wag due to Sir Humphrey Davy, or George 
Stephenson. Mr. Arthur Mowbray likewise stood up for this, 
but it was set aside by a great number of hands. A purse of one 
hundred guineH was however given to Stephenson. 

Stephenson's friends were very wroth at being thus beaten, and 
Stephenson himself thought that the meeting had dealt very un
fuirll with him in awarding the meed to Davy. " Whether or 
not, says Stephenson, in a letter afterwards printed, " Mr. 
Brandling is justified in the opinion he has expres1ed [that Ste
phenson was the inventor], it appears to me may be easily decided; 
and I shall only add, that if it can be proved that I took advan
tage, in the formation of the safety lamp, of any suggestions, 
except the printed opinions of scientific men, I deserve to 1011e 
the confidence of my honourable employers, and the good opinion 
of my fellow-men, which l feel an honest pride in, and which even in 
my humble situation in life is of more value in my estimation than 
any reward that generous, but indiscriminating aflluence can 
bestow." 

Dary's friends thought they did not do enough in upholding 
him, but they must further pull down Stephenson; and instead of 
choosing the likely path, that both might have gone on without 
knowing each other, they openly said that Stephenson had taken 
or stolen the thought from Davy.'' Here was the sting-and hence 
the manly and earnest speech of Stephenson, given above, which 
fully shows what his feelings were-his love of standing well with 
his fellow-men-his earnestness to be worthy of the trust bestowed 
upon him. From the time he first set foot in the great world, to 
the day of his death, these were hi11 stronlf feelings ; and as has 
been before shown, they give the key to his life, and lay open to 
us the springs of his well-doing. 

He was quite right in thinking that the good-will of his neigh
bours, and the trust of his fellow-men, were worth more than any 
money which could be bestowed; for they were to him as the land 
which yields a yearly harvest, while the latter is but a crop 
which is once gathered in, and there is no more of it. The harvest 
may fall short sometimes, but there i11 the land to give a better 
crop in other years, and to give a good income for whatever is 
laid out upon it: so is it with a good name-it is a lasting mine 
of wealth to the owner, the yield of which is the greater the 
longer it is wrought. 

The friends of Davy were none the Jess angry that a common 
workman was set up against one of his great name, Bil if it were 
likely that one of Davy's standing should be beholdened for any
thing to a lowly pitman. They were maddened at the thought of 
one of the ~eatest men of his day being so set down. How little 
did they thmk or dream that the drudge they then looked down 
upon was to shine upon the world as one no less great than Davy
aa one of the brightest lights of his day-as one of whom even they 
now feel proud. Such is the worth of a name, such is it to weigh 
with an untrue beam, and to set down wrong weights. The great 
man of to-day soon sinks into the dust,-the Jowly of yesterday is 
the mighty of the morrow ; but Jet each be weighed by bis deeds, 
and not by his name; by his own works, and not by the witness of 
Ills friends. 

The writings which were put forth in Stephenson's name are by 
one hand; but though they breathe his thoughts, it does not seem 
likely that they are his. In that last given, the earnestness of 
thought is his, but it is not his speech. There is too much Latin 
-there are too many of the chosen words of the schoolman, and 
too much of his craft, to let us believe that they come from a free
spoken Englishman. In talking, Stephenson always had the 
homely speech of an Englishman, as indeed it now too often hap
pe1111 that among common men our mother tongue is best spoken. 
With them, the well of English is bright and strong ; "'hereas 
bookmen, instead of speaking better English for their greater 
knowledg~ only learn Latin and Greek to bring them into EnKlish, 
as if our ~nglisb were a worse 11peech, and the others better ; or, 
as if a word were the better understood by being swaddled in out
landish clothes. Stephenson most often bad the pen of another, 
else we might have had from his hand something worthy of our 
best writers; for it has been often seen, that those have 
written the freest who have risen as he did, from among those 
who know no other tongue but their own. The cot is a better 
school for speech than the college-there is a feater freshness in 
its sayings: a strength and earnestness an heartiness which 

" Tyne lllercury, Nov.~. 1~17.-Newculle Courant, NoY. 29, lt!l7. 

come home to our bosoms; something which breathes sweetly of 
our childhood, and takes us back beyond our school years. 
Whether in the Bible, in Shakspeare, our best-loved books and 
writers, those BRyings always delight us most which are most 
homely; and yet1 more care is given to eke out a book with big 
words, borrowed trom every land but our own, than to write such 
things a11 every one may readily understand. 

If Davy's friend11 11pared nothing for him, Stephenson's were as 
steadfast; the war went on, and the Newcastle papers were full or 
writings, for and against. The Rev. John Hodgson Mr. lluddlt> 
l\lr. Brandling, and the full number of "Friend~ to Justice,\ 
~trove together; but neither side would give in, or own that it w~s 
m aught wrong : they were too busy in saddling things on each 
other to take off one bit from themselves. If Davy had the meet
ing of coalowners on his side, Stephenson was not to be left barren 
and therefore bis friends made np their minds that he should 
have a meeting of his own, and that plate should be given to him 
as a set-off against what h~d been done for Sir Humphrey Davy. 
. It .should, however, ~e said that, having been beaten in getting an 
mqu1ry from. the meetmg of coalowners they had a meeting of their 
own, to look.mto what Stephenson bad done, and which ended in tho 
Report, which has been already named. Stephenson Nicholas 
\Vood, and the others who had a hand in the business ;ere called 
together, and gave witness as to what they bad se'en or done. 
'.1'hi11 was writte~ down and J?rinted a~ the end of the Report, and 
it mowed the faith the meetmg had m the goodness and rightful
ness of the side they had taken up. The members were the Earl 
of Strnthmore1 .~ • .J. Brandling, Esq., C. \V. Bigg, Esq.,' !\fatthew 
Bell, ;;sq., R. w '. Gre~ Esq.bArthur Mowbray, Esq., James Losh, 
Esq., • T. H. Bigg, ~sq., r. Headlam,•• <.:. N. Wawn, Esq., 
Antho~y Clapham, ~sq., and G. Charnley, Esq: . Richard Lam
bert, E11q., was the freasurcr, and Robert \Villiam Brandling 
Esq., the Secretary. ' 

On the 1st of November, 1817, the further step was taken and 
a meeting was held in the Assemblr-rooms, Newcastle· at ~liich 
C. J. _Brandling, Esq. took the chair, "for the purpo~ of remu
neratmg Mr. George Stephenson, for the valuable service he had 
rendered to .mankind by the invention of his Safety Lamp." The 
first resolution held forth, "that .Mr. George Stephenson having 
discovered the fact that explosion of hydrogen gas would ~ot paSll 
through tubes and apertures of small dimensions, and having been 
the first to apply that principle in the construction of a Safety 
Lamp, was entitled to a public reward.'' A committee beaded by 
the Earl of Strathmore, was named to carry this out. ' . 

Davy's fri_e':1ds w~re anew sti~red up, and they sent to the news
papers a writmg, signed by Sir Joseph Banks, President of the 
Royal Society, William Thomas Brande, Charles Hatchett, H. \V. 
\\l ollaston, and Thomas Young, setting forth their conviction 
" th~t Mr. St_ephenson was not the author of the discovery of th~ 
fact m question, and was not the first to apply that principle in 
the construction of the Safety Lamp." 

The other committee printed their report in answer setting 
forth the whole truth, and ended by saying " After ~ careful 
inqu_iry into ~he merits of the c~se, conducted, as they tru11ted, in 
a spirit of fairneBS and moderation, they could perceive no satis
factory reason for changing their opinion.n The dead set made by 
the men oflearni.ng who stood bytbeir friend, Davr.,did not frighten 
the others, and did not put a 11top to their work. fheir minds were 
made up, and the subscriptions set afoot by them went on steadily. 
Lord Ravensworth (then Sir Thomas Henry Liddell, Bart.) and 
partners, gave one hundred guineas; C. J. Brandling and partners, 
gave the like ,90 _Matthew Bell, 91 and partners, gav~ fifty guineas; 
1md John Brancllmg, and partners, gave the like. Thus, a goodly 
pur11e was filled ; and the great gift11 of the Liddells, and the other 
coalo":ner8! are a verf good earnest of how Stephenson was looked 
•1pon m bis own neighbourhood, and the path which lay open 
before him. It was not hard to tell what he would do with bis 
inborn skill. 

In January, 1818, a dinner was given to George Stephenson, at 

• • Thea partner wltb StepllflllOD In the paieat for tbe nlle aod cti.lnl. 
18 Anennnl1 a dlroclor of the Newcutle and C&1U.le IUilway. 
Ra Rob.rt William Brandllng, E1q., 11 the IOD of the late Cbar'n Brandllag, E1q. 

11,P., and conntcte<t with moat of the leading coalo1rt1erw (Railway Poat-Office 
Dlreclory, ltl-IBJ, belog brother-ta.law of Ro,.laod Burdon, Eaq., uncle of lllaltbew 
Bell, E•q., llJ.P., an4 coula of R. W. GTry, Eoq .. 11.P. Be wu tberefore wrll able to 
belp G<or,e Stepbenoon, to ,.hom be wu •great frleud. He la a barrlatar by profeulon, 
but bu '8.kea a great 1bare In all und•rtaklng1 In Ill• nel1bbourbood 1 among other 
tblngo. la the Brandllog Junction Railway, and In the Safety Lamp. 

a' The Belle ,.,,.. UkewlM reat frlcnda of 8tepbeaoon. MaUbew Bell, Eaq., of 
WooJ1lngLOn, ts tbe one aamfd a.buvr. The aoo, born In 1793, 11 DD'ill' at .P. for :::lou.tb 
Nortbumbtrland, and bao been a director or the Ne,.caatle aud Carl11le Railway alnce 
1829. (llallway Poat-0~ Directory, 11!48.] lo !did, h• bad been High Sberlll' of 
Nortbumberland, 
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the Auembly-rooms, Newcastle, when " silver tankard wu pa' 
into hi11 hands, together with one thousand guineas. 

" I shall ever reflect with pride and gratitude,• said he, "that 
my labours have been honoured with the approbation of such • 
distinguished meeting~ and you may rest assured that mr time, 
and any talent I may pouess, shall hereafter be employed m 1uch 
a manner as not to give you, gentlemen, any cause to regret the 
countenance and support you have so generously afforded me." 

This ptedge, as is well known, Stephenson fulfilled. 
Of the feelings of the committee, the best earneet i1 the follow

ing words, given in their Report:-" When the friends of Mr. 
Stephem10n remember the humble and laborious station in which 
he has been born and lived; when they consider the BCanty means 
and opportunity which he has had for pursuing the researches of 
science ; and look to the improvements and disc11Yertes which, not
withstandin~ so many disadvantages, he haa been enabled to make, 
by the judicious and unremitting exercise of the energy and acute
neti of his natural understanding, they cannot persuade themselves 
that they have said anythine; more than every liberal and feeling 
mind will most willingly admit." 

Thirty years afterwards., a third l'iece of plate wu given to the 
"Inventor of the Safety Lamp," winch this time was Dr. Clanny,•• 
who h1111 been already named. 
. Although so much noise was made at the time, and each said 

that the other had stolen the thought from him, it is not hard, now 
that angry feelings have softened down, to see the truth. It was 
held by them that one must be the first finder : but there is no 
need to believe anything of the kind, for two or three might as 
readily busy them~elves with a safety lamp as one. Why, indeed, 
was Sir Humphrey Davy called in? Why did Stephenson give his 
mind to it but from the want of such a thing, the fearful 1088 of 
life which had followed from taking candles into fire-dam1;>, and 
the little good of the steel mill? Many, therefore, set their wits 
to work to find out a safety lamp. We have named five, and it wa1 
in no way odd that two should hit upon the same thing. 

Throughout the field of learning we have found this happen. 
Was there not the verv same thing with Newton and Leibnitz 
about ftuxions? Did not Watt, Cavendish, and Lavoisier each take 
a share in finding out the composition of water? At the same 
time, Fulton and Bell were at work on the steamboat,-Trevithick 
and Oliver Evans on the steam-wagon,--and in our days, there 
has been a struggle between Le Verrier and Adams, by which the 
learned world has been torn, aa to who found out Neptune. There 
are several put forward as the first lighters of gas. Young and 
Ch11mpollion fight over the Rosetta stone; we have not yet awarded 
the meed to the man who first set railwa)·11going: JamesandGray 
(though dead) are still in the field, with many more who strive to 
wrench from them the name of" Father of Railways." This will ever 
be, for where there is a want, the ready wit of many men will be ever 
ready to find out the right way. ls there anything new brought 
forward, straight every one rushes into that path. There is not 
much mi8take in saying, that there were a thousand clever in
ventors who found u.ut atmospheric railways. The heads of railways 
unhappily know how many makers there are of new buffers, break11, 
links, wheels, rail~, and chairs-each good, and each the best. The 
Gutta Percha Company have before them a list of two hundred 
Lints for making everything of gutta percha, from ear-trumpets 
to horse-ahoes. It i11 good that it should be so, rather than that 
we ahould lag behind, waiting for the slow work of a few minds, 
when we may bring to bear the fruitfulness of many. 

Stephenson seems to have been the first to try a lamp with holes 
so small that explosion of fire-damp did not pass downwards; but 
Davy had nothing to do with him, and was not far behind, and he 
made a much better lamp by taking wire gauze instead of pipes or 
holes. 

The following, from the 9th page of the Report of the Com
mittee, mows what each did:-

1815. KL ·8TEPHENBON, 

Aug. to Oct. Basy with thoae npf'fi· 

81 ginni•g of 
Uc\, 

ment& upon bluwer1 in Kil· 
lingworth Colliery, which led 
to the oonuructioa of bil 
lamp1. 

Ordered his fint lamp, 
which waa trird in the col
liery on U1e 21 n of tliat 
mo11th. 

81& Rt1MPB&&1' DAVY. 
The suloject occupied hia 

attention, 11 u ohject of 
1peculation. 

Commenced hi1 uperi
l'lentl on fire.damp, and be
fore the 18th of that month 
had ditco~ered certain fa~ll 
[the fac:t1 in question] re
specting that inllamaiable 

No'I'. 9. 

No'l'.19or 20. 
?lo•. so • 

Dec. 5. 

Ordered bil aecoad lamp. 

Tried hi1 1econd lamp I.a 
Killiagworth Colliery. 

Ordered bit third tam,.. 
Tried bil third lamp lo the 

millf'. 
E11hibited hi1 third lamp 

to the Literary and Philoao
phical Society in Newcutle. 

II& BlnlPBUT DA.TT, 
Hb11&ar.e, and etata, la a 
letter da\ed Oct. 19, &has II a 
tamp or laathoni be made air. 
tight on the llidea, aad far
ai1hed with •i>erture1 to .d. 
mit the air, it will ooi -
munieale llame to Lbe 08&· 
wud atmoaphere. 

la a letter, dated Oct. 31, 
de1c:1ibet to Mr. Hoclpoa a 
lamp, la which he adoj'Ced 
tllf>u aU Cflflll/a aboH ud 
below. 

Mr. Batler notieed Sir 
Humphrt>y Dny'1 ~ 
la an oration. 

Read to lhe Royal Society 
a paper giting a detailed llC

couat of hil e:1perimenta., aad 
tbe variom 1pplieati0111 be 
iiad made of hit diacu~eriel. 
but without mentioDing data. 

Dec. 31. /JefDN !bit period '' had 
pr11e111ed to the miner the 
wire gauze lo mp."•• 

lVhat made the struggle was, that the meeting of coalownen 
had called in Sir Humphrey Davy, and while he was busy, George 
Stephenson, a common workman, of hi11 own free will, stepped in 
between the meeting and Davy. The c011olowneu did not dei.l 
fairly with Stephenson, for after calling a meeting to thank Sir 
II um{>hrey Davy for "the Invention of hi11 f?afety L11mp," and 
throwmg off Stephenson, on the ground that the meeting was io 
thank Davy only for what M had done, free from what anv one e1;e 
had done, they made it to thank Davy "for his invention of tM 
Safety Lamp"-which was another thing altogether. Ha\•ing done 
this, they gave, as a sop, the hundred guinea1 to Stephen:10u; but 
he and his friends would not stand still under this slight. They 
could have nothing to say 88 to what might be given to Da,·y, but 
they had when Stephenl!On was set aside. 

VI, ENGINEEJUNG. 

In 1813, when he wBB thirty-three, Stephenson had been set, u 
we have seen, to overlook the engines at Killingworth, in which 
higher berth he brought out hie locomotive engine and his safety 
lamp; so that Killingworth had its own works, as well as Wylam 
or any other colliery. His son was being brought up 11.t Newcastle, 
and afterwards he sent him to Edinburgh, that he might be at its 
University-then at its height, and one of the greatest schools of 
its day. 

In I8a he brought out his first locomotive, and in 1815 he wu 
busy with the safety lamp, and the second locomotive. He r.d 
likewise some work in laying down slopes and railways. 

He had not been able, 88 we have seen, to take out a patent 
when he made his ftrst engine, but he soon sher bec11me known to 
Mr. R. Dodd, and with him took out a patent on the 28th February, 
181.S, for a method of communicating power to the engine without 
the cog-wheels used in the fir11t engine.a• 

The plan proposed was the application of a pin upon one of the 
spokes of the engine-wheels ; the connecting-rod fi:iced to the 
cro1111-beam of the engine, and moving with the piston, being 
attached at the lower end to the spoke of the wheels, and working 
in a ball-and.socket joint. Thus the reciprocating motion of the 
piston wa1 converted, by the pin acting as a crank, into a rotatory 
motion. To keep the cranks at right angles with each uther, 
Stephenson used an endless chain of one broad and two narrow 
links, which lay upon a toothed wheel fixed to each axle. The 
teeth stood out about an inch from the wheel, and went in between 
the two narrow links, lea1·ing a broad liuk between every two rogs, 
and resting on the rim of the wheel. Thus the ch11.in movM round 
with the wheel, and one wheel could not be mO'l•ed round without 
the other. This chain he afterwards gave up. 

•• Mornlar Cbroalcle, Dec. 18, 1111~.-N•wca•Ue Chro11lrl•, 0..-. ZI, 181~. 

•• Lard·o•r ou th• Sk~111-Eu1U.•1 Rllcbl• ou Rallwap, p.2-.!21 St..-.'• ~II 
lhc lile&lll Eo11l11<. 
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This engine waa .rut to work on the Killinp;worth Rallwav. 
In 1816, Trevithick left England for the 'Vest Indies, feaving 

the locomotive to look after itself, for what he knew. Stephenson, 
however, looked after it. In this year he took out a patent with 
Mr. \Villiam Losh, a great engineer of Wallsend and Newcastle. 
Among other improvement!! was that of "sustaining the weight, 
or a proportion of the weight of the engine upon pistona, moveable 
within the cylinders, into wbich the steam or water of the boiler 
is allowed to enter, in order to press upon such piatons, and which 
piittons are, by the inte1 vent ion of certain levers and connecting
rods, or by any other effective contrivance, made to bear upon the 
axles of the wheels of the carriage upon which the engine rests." 

The cylinders were open at the bottom and screwed upon the 
frame of the engine. The piston, which was solid and packed in 
the common way, was furnished with an im·erted rod, the lower 
end of which pnssed through a hole in the frame, and supported 
the engine, and pressed upon the chair, which rested on the axes 
of the wheels upon which the carri~ moved. This chair had 
motion up and down the piston-rod. The pressure of the !Jteam 
upon the piston transmitted the weight to the axle, and the re
action took an equal weight from the engine, and the steam served 
the purpose of an elai>tic spring. 05 

Mr. Ritchie objects to this invention, that it aimed at too much, 
•as too complicated, and not precise enou~h to be of much use. 

Messrs. Stephen!!on and LOsh had their patent likewise for a 
cast-iron rail, which was held to be an improvement on the rails 
then used.c• As railways were then laid, the wagon-wheels met 
with a hindrance at ibe joints, and a shock was ~iven, and the 
rail11 put out and broken. Stephenson therefore wl8bed to fix the 
rails fast in the chairs. His rails were made with a half-lap joint, 
having a pin or l>Olt, which fixed them, 80 that the end of one rail 
should not rise above the end of the next one, and 80 that the rail11 
should not yield if the block sank. 

\Ve have 11een that in 1817 t Stephenson was busy in his struggle 
with Davy about the safety lamp. In the next year, the dinner 
was gh·en to him, and he was laying down railway works and 
making engines. 

In that year (1818), and in the next, he gave his time, as Nicholas 
\Vood acknowledges,u to experiments with Wood on railways, 
which have been printed. 

His son had now become an under-viewer, and was a helper to 
his father. 

Perhaps about this time he first came up to London for the 
patents. 

We have followed Stephenson so far until he is upon the eve of 
starting in a new path, and we find him in a new walk of life, and 
much better off. \Ve have seen his beginning from his father's 
cot, his struggle11 as a workman, his care as a father, and the 
spreading of his name after making the locomotive and the safety 
lamp. He had begun to reap some reward from his toil, and 
instead of being poor and penniless. he had had ele,·en hundred 
guineas given to him beyond what he had earned. From being the 
man, he had become the master; from being the learner, he was to 
be henceforth a teacher. He had a share in two patents, and 
there was a call for his work, for besides his old mllllters at Kil
lin~orth, the neighbouring coalowners were now among his 
friends. 

As his rise had been quick, and he was brought at once into the 
fellowship of the northern gentry, his honours came blushing thick 
upon him. He did not so fully foel his own weight, but having been 
kept down 80 long, he hailed willingly the hands which were 
stretched forth towards him; takillJf everything as a kindness held 
out to him, instead of looking upon 1t a11 a right. His greatness had 
not grown gradually upon him,-he did not settle slowly in his seat: 
he was marked as a new man, and always through life he bad a quick 
feeling of his lowly beginning. It was bet.ter, perhaps, that it was 
so, for he kept up a kindly feeling with all around; whereas, had he 
taken on him the bearing of a great man, as many do, he might 
have lorded it over the world. but he would have missed what was 
dearer to him than t.his-the love of his fellow-men. He was thank
ful for everything, and therefore kindly to e\·ery one. As he did 
not look for much, or stand upon his rights, he WllS seldom wronged 
and always happy. 

lll Rl.cllle OD R&ll••J"· p. 2~8. •• Rllchle OD Rallway1, p. 31-ll7. 
a 1 Wwd oD Rallw•r•· 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RAILWAY STATISTICS, 
Jx 1846, 1847, AND 1848.-By Hvos Cu.au, Beq. 

(Contmtud from pq• 272.J 
No. JX.-SAND TRAFFIC. 

Sand is a large article of traffic. 
year ending June 301 stands thus-

The amount detailed in each 

Compan7. Tono. 
1845. 

A rbroa'b and Forfar, 
Dodmip 111d Wadebridge, 12,227 
London and Cro7don, 3,000 
Lei~ester and Swannington, -
Weit Cornwall (Hayle), 
Wi1haw and Coltneu, 2,921 

The receipts in each year stand thu&-
Company. 1845. 

Arbroa'b and Forfar, £ 1,310 

450 

Tou. 
1846. 

11,173 
8,420 
1,992 

31 

2,764 

1846. 
£414 

882 

Tona. 
1847. 
12,619 
12,320 

2,90 

1847. 
£'47 
1,293 

298 

Bodmin and Wadebridge, 
London and Croydon, 
Leiceeler and Swannington, 
W eat Coro wall ( Hayle ), 
Wishaw and Coltneu, 21 32 --

Some of the returns mix up ravel, b~ast, and sand. . 
The sand on the Bodmin an Wadebr1dge, and Hayle Railway. 

(IS 264. tons in 184.7), is sea-sand u~ as manure. Sand is u~ed for 
bullding, agricultural, and d'?mest1c purposes. That. carried en 
the Croydon is partly for sanding floors. 

The rates are as follows :-
London and Croydon, 3·7511. per toa per mile. 
Bodmia and Wadehridge, 3-00 " ,. 
Leice11er and Sw101ington. 2·75 ,, ,. 
Wisbaw and Coltne11, 2 20 •• 
Arbroath and Forfar, I •97 " " 
Lanca1hire and Yoruhire, 1·33 ,. 

On the Durham and Sunderland Railway, ballast is carried for 
shipping purposes. The retW'll stands thu&-

11145. 1846. 180. 1846. 
30,3j6 tone. 36,567 ton1. £506 £609 

No. :X.-SLATB TRAFFIC. 
'fhere is little information u to the quantity of slate carried. 

In the year ending 184.6, there we~e ca;ried on the. Wishaw and 
Coltness Railway 11280 tons, for which £n WBI received. 

The rates for carrying slates per ton per mile are as follow• : -
Ballochney, 3·0,. 
Newcutle and Carli1le, 2·0d. 
Wiahaw and Coltoe11, 1·3'. 

No. Xl.-BRICK:S AND TILES. 
That railways cause a large savi.n~ in ma~y/laces in the carr!age 

of bricks is shown by the quant1t1es carne • Many new br1ck
fields and tile-works have been opened to take advantage of these 
facilities, as well as of the cheap ooal,-in the same manner aa they 
are opened near canals. 

The quantities detailed in each year ending June so, are as 
follows:-

To no. Ton1. Tone. 
1845. 18-t6. 1847. 

Lanc .. bire and Yorkthire (Pre.ton and Wyre), 1,000 
Leicester and Swao11ington, 746 503 
London and Croydon, 560 
Mar1port and Carli1le, 370 
Wi1haw and Coltoe11, 291 
Whitehaven, 
The amounts received were--

Lancuhire and Yorlnhire (Pre1to11 and Wyre), 
Leice11er and SwannWigton, 
London and Croydon, 
Maryport and Carli1le, 
Wi1bl'lr and Coltne11, 
WhitehlYen, 

• Pnr i..ir re• oll)J. 

ls.I~. 

£-
92 
50 
40 
12 

I,209 
2,0i>l 

44 

18.t.CI.. 
£-

60 

99 
95 
I 

The rates of carriage per mile per ton are as follow• :-
Dorlmin and Wadebridge, 4·<Wd. 
Ballo~hney, 3·00 
Leice•ttr and Swanningtoo. 3·00 
Lontlon and Croydon, . • 3·00 
London and South Western, 2·09 
M aryport and C.rliale, 2·09 
Wi1haw and Coltne11. I ·115 
Whil.eliaren. •• · l·BQ 

•1,M I 
•1111 

18t7. 
£ 117 

"4G •• 
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The only return of tiles carried for building or agricultural 
purposes is that of the '\Vishaw and Coltness Railway for the year 
endmg June 80, 184.6, .S02 tons. Receipts £20. 

The only return of clay carried for brick-making, pottery, or 
other purposes, is that of the Wishaw and Coltness Railway, 184.6, 
816 tons; and 184.7, 4.7.S tons. Receipts, 184.6 £6, and 18"7 £8. 

The rates for the carriage of bricks are generally too high, and 
are exclusive of loading. Twopence per ton per mile would be 
enough. 

The above returns give no means of calculating the quantity of 
bricks and tiles carried on the whole length ofrailway. 

No. Xll.-MISCELLANEOUS MINERAL TRAFFIC. 
Besides the articles already enumerated are many others, as lead 

ores, copper, brass, lead and tin manufactured, salt, sulphur, roman 
cement, glass, pottery, fullers'-earth, &c., but as to which no in
formation is to be got. 

The rates for carrying salt are as follows, per ton per mile :-
Bodmin and Wadebridge, 4:00d. 
Newcastle and Carliale, 2·!>0 
London and Brighton, 2·2.& 
Lancuhire and Yorkshire, l ·32 

The rate for carrying fullers'-earth on the London and Briihton 
Railway is 2·2~. per ton per mile. 

No. Xlll.-MINERAL TRAFFIC. 
The whole mineral traffic shows the following results in tons:-

1845. 1846. 1847. 
Coal and Coke, 7,000,000 8,900,000 8,900,000 
Iron.atone, 400,000 500,000 600,000 
Iron, 230,000 230,000 300,000 
Dross, 110.000 110,000 
Copper and Tin, 23,000 23,000 23,000 
Limeatone and Lime, 200,000 250.000 300,000 
Building Stones, 200,000 400,000 600,000 
Sand, 30,000 30,000 37,000 
Ballast, 30,000 36,000 36,000 
Drickl and Tiles, 2,000 5,000 5,000 
Miscellaneous, 280,000 300,000 

All these amounts, except for coal, are far below the mark; but 
thev establish a total mineral traffic in J 84.7 of not less than 
11,~0,000 tons, besides unenumerated articles. 

Besides the returns already given are the following miscellaneous 
returns, of Minerals and Stones (1); Stones and Timber (9); 
Stone and Coal (3); Stone and Bricils (4.). 

(1) Drigbton, 
(1) L1nca1hire and Yorkabire, 
( 1) Norfolk, 
(I) St. Helen'•, 
(2) Dublin and Drogheda. 
(2) Great North of England, 
(2) London and South Weatern, 
(2) Eastern Union, , • 

Teno. 
1846. 

•I0,660 
•5,800 

9,686 
8,298 

•4,984 

(3) London a1>d Brighton, 55,747 
(4) West Cornwall (Hayle), 42,795 

The amounts received were as follows:-
Company. 1846. 

(1) Brighton, £-
(I) Lancashire and Yorkshire, •2,024 
(1) Norfolk, •716 
(1) Saint llelen'e, 
(2) Dublin and Drogbeda, 
(2~ Great North of England, 
(2 London and South Western, 
(2 Eastern Union, •• 

726 
•2,720 
•4,984 

(3) London and Brighton, 4,287 
(4) West Cornwall (Hayle) 6,304 

No. XIV.-TIMBER TRAFFIC. 

Toni. 
1847. 

9~.315 
33,177 
11.6~9 
2~.060 
3,745 

1847. 
£9,095 

5,532 
l,1!14 
1,002 

549 

' The quantity of timber carried in each year ending June 30, aa 
detailed in the returns, is as follows :-

Toni. Too1. Toni. 
1845. 1846. 18H. 

Great Norih of England, 1,000 
Lancubire and Yorkshire, "667 4,837 
:Maryport and Carliale, 2,434 1,774 
Whitby and Pickering, 911 
Whitehaven, •303 •198 
Wiabaw and Coltnen, 148 1,435 •2,4H 

• Hlllf-year, 

~ 

The amounts received are as follows:-
Great North of England, £ 160 £ --
Lancashire and Yorkshire, •557 
Maryport and Carli1le, 539 
Whitby and Pickering, 506 •s 7 
Whitehaven, •20 
Wishaw and Coltneu, 130 117 

£-
1,4:,:, 

331 

The rates for the carriage of timber are as follows :-
Whitby and Pickering, 5·00d. per ton per mile. 
:Rallochney, 3·00 ,, ,, 
Whitehaven, 3 00 ,, ,, 
Bodmin and Wadebridge, 2·50 ,, 
London and South Western, 2·50 ,, ,, 
Wi1haw and Coltneu, 2·35 ,, 
Maryport and C11rlislc, 2·33 
Lancashire and York&hire, 1'2" ,, 

Timber is in some returns mixed up with stone traffic-, as eeen in 
No. XIII. 

On the Cornish and Northern lines, timber is carried for mining 
purposes ; in the a~icultural districts, for hop-poles and fences; 
on all lines for budding. Bark is carried on the Southern rail
ways. 

Jn 184..S, I estimated the quantity of timber carried at W,000 
tons, and there seems no reason for doubting that this ill a safe 
estimate, 

No. XV.-BUILDING TRAFFIC. 

On the whole, railways afford great accommodation to the build
ing interests, though not to that extent which they may and will 
do when the traffic is more developed. 

The following is an estimate of the traffic carried on for building 
purposes under each head :

Ton•. 

Stone, 
Bricks and Tiles, 
Timber, 
Lime, 
Saud, 

1845. 
200.000 

2,000 
40,000 
50,000 
10,000 

T.:n1. 
1846. 

400,000 
5,000 

40,000 
50,000 
10,000 

Toni. 
1817. 

600,000 
5.000 

50,000 
50.000 
10,000 

Total, 300,000 400,000 715,000 
The rates for the carriage of each of these articles, though below 

those on roads and canals, are still too high for the development of 
the traffic. It is a great disadvantage that most of these articl
stone, timber, and bricks-give much trouble in loading and un
loading. 

No. XVI.-FISH TRAFFIC. 

This traffic is of the greater importance, as it gives a positive 
addition to the supply of food in the country, and is therefore of 
great national benefit. Railways stimulate the production, or 
economise the cost of production, of grain, meat, and other article 
of food; but all fish that can be carried inland, is so murh added to 
the resources of the country. In this respert, railways have done 
much and can do more, both for the supply of food to the country, 
and the promotion of the fisheries. 

In the beginning of last year, I laid before Mr. Hudson a sug
gestion for extending the carriage of fish, as a means of relieving 
the famine, and to which he gave his approval, In the last session, 
Mr. Wyld, M.P., called the attention of the House of Commont1 tu 
my plan for increasing the consumption of fish, by adopting it as 
an article of occasional diet in workhouses and prisons. This 
wo•tld cause an increased consumption of at least 20,000 tons uf 
fish. Sir George Grey said there was no objection to the adoption 
of this plan, provided enough fish were given. 

In consequence of the progress of the railway traffic, there has 
been a great increase in the consumption of fi~h inland. A very 
strong proof of this is given in the case of Birmingham, where 
they find it necessary greatly to enlarge the fish market. 

On the South-'Veetern, Eastern Counties, and other metropolitan 
rai!ways, great numbers of fish hawkers go down by the early 
trams. 

It is very much to be regretted that there is a great dearth of 
information on this very important subject; and it is verv desirablt, 
in consequence of the absence of definite information, tliat a parlia
mentary return should be obtained of the quantities of fish carried 
by railway. This, however1 can only be obtained by apvroximation, 
as all the fish is not carried in bulk, but very much 15 carried Ill 

parcel traffic, and some by passengers as luggage. 

* Hair-rear. 
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The only returns are the following:-
Tona. Toni. 

Company. 
Ea1tern Counties (Cambridge) 
Great North of England, 
Norfolk, 

l8U. 1845. 

1,218 8G7 

Whitby and Pickering, 777 1,109 
The receipts stand as follows:-

Great North of England, 
Norfolk, 

18H. 
£1,378 

777 

1845. 
£1,020 

330 

Toni. 
1846. 

•5,100 

t2.i75 
lJ50 

1846. 
£-
tl.730 

!156 Whitby and Pickering, 
• Ettlmai..d. t Half.yPDr. i Two montba. 

Toa1. 
lt147. 

t7,102 

1847. 
£-
t3,895 

The rates are high. 
mile. 

The following are the rates per ton per 

London and Brl:hton, i·69d'. 
Great North of England, 5•55 
Whitby and Pickering, 5•00 
Preston anrl Wyre, 4·00 
London and South Western, 3· 
Norfolk, 2·3 

The Great 'Vestern are known to carry a great quantitv of fish 
over the South Devon line. The receipts are said to be £250 per 
week. , 

The traffic of the Jines given above may be estimated as follows: 
East~rn Counties (Cambridge) 5,100 tona. 
Great North of En11land, 1,000 ,, 
Norfolk, 12,000 ,, 
Wllitby and Pickering, 1,100 ., 

Total, 19,200 
This is nearly 20,000 tons on four lines of railway, and not 

including the Eastern Counties (Colchester), Brighton, South
'Vestern, Great Western, South-Eastern, Hull and Selby, Liver
pool and Manchester, and Preston and \Vyre. 

Jn 18~, I estimated the railway traffic in fish at 13,000 tons, 
which must have been much below the mark. 

The following is an estimate of the amount now conveyed:-
D111r1cia. Tona. 
Scotland, 2,000 
Northern, 4,000 
Midland, 2,000 
Western, 2,000 
South Weatern, 4,000 
Southern, 4,000 
Eastern, 25,000 

Tot.I, 43,000 
This traffic is very remunerative, and does not bring less than 10•. per ton. If parcels were taken into the account, the gross 

tonnage of fieh carried may be reckoned as 70,000 tone; or, on the 
lowest computation, the food of as many individuals. 

No. XVII.-GRAIN TRAFFIC. 
The conveyance of grain and flour is irregular ; for though there 

is a fixed quantity carried to the local markets, the import of 
foreign corn is fluctuating. 

The returne for the years ending June 30, are as follows:-
Company. Toni. Tona, Tona. 

1845. 1846. 1847. 
Great North of England, 
l.anc .. hire and Yorkahire, 
Londen and Croydon, 
Mancheater and Bolton, 
Marypon and Carliale, 
Norfolk, 
Slamannan, 

b,901 

229 2,434 
•8,796 

Whitby and Pickering, 407 •89 
Whitehaven, 2'l 
Wiabaw and Coltne11, 1,333 

117,31-~ 

•4,351 
120 

•17,771 
2,624 

The amounts received in each of the years are as follows:-
C<>mpan7. 1845. 1846. 1847. 

Great Nonh of England, £1,28! £-- £ --
Lancuhire and Yorkehire, •13,176 •36,260 
London and Croydon, 5 
Maµcheeter anrl Bolton, 
Maryport and Carlisle, 
Norfolk, 
Slamannan 

31 97 
•1,0111 

Whitby and Pickering, 142 4 
Whitehaven, 2 
'\\'i1haw and Collne11, 48 

• Jlrluni tor UM baU-~ of ,..in ud proortalou. 

•4 

The rates are as follows, per ton per mile :-
Bodmin, 4·004. 
Marypon and Carliale, 4·00 
Whitby and Pickering, 4·00 
Whitehaven, 3·10 
Ballochney, 3·00 
Wishaw and Coltne11, 2·32 
Lancashire and Yorkshire, 2·29 
Arbroath and Forfar, 2·12 
Norfolk, l ·25 

The amount of grain and meal carried by railway is certainly 
not under a quarter of a million of ton~ and most probably exceeds 
three hundred thousand tone. 

Through the kindness of Mr. Waddington, I have been favoured 
with the following return of grain, flour, and seed, carried for the 
London markets by the Eastern Counties Railway. 

Half.year I Flour. Malt. , Wheat. Barley. Oata. Beau. P•••· I Sttd. I 
endln1r llac~a. Qra. · Qn. Qra. Qra. Qra. Qra. 81ck1. ---------------------------
Juf~~·} 126,269 99,114 

1 
20,~o 4,409 11,32~ 8,642 1,079 lS,099 

~~/6• } 113,38~ 81,688 I 24,W 14,888 2,934 3,289 1,909 9,~4 
Juno24,} 1 lt!4S, to 149,957 39,078 I 26,~ 9,990 16,426 1,&8 931 11,~ 

A~t8~2• } 4S,360 28,800 I 14,W 789 2,132 4.07 140 2,971 

Not knowing the average weights of the above, they cannot be 
reduced into tons. 

No. XVIII.-PROVISION TRAFFIC. 

There are no means of estimating the provision traffic on rail
ways ; but such returns as there are, show that it is very great. 

The following are returns of the number of tons of provisions 
carried in each of the years ending June 30. The Lancashire and 
Yorkshire, and Norfolk returns, already given, include corn; the 
Eastern Counties return is from Mr. Moseley, through Mr. Wad
dington, and include11 fish. 

Company. Toni. 
1845. 

Toni. Tona. 

E11tern Countiea, 
Lancuhire and Y orkahire, 

1846. 1847. 
30,000 

t3,968 117,31:2 
8,412 C>,220 
3.632 

Lancashire and York1hire (Preston & Wyre), 8,521 
London and Brighton, , • 
J..ond\ln and South Western, 
Norfolk, 

40,655 
t8,796 tl7,771 

Sooth Eastern, •10,000 
• Fruit, meat, and ftldal>lH, ball. JUI', 8,68S ton1, bealdel lllh, bacon, bam1, trio. 

t Half.year. 

The amounts received are as follows:-
1845. 1846. 1847, 

Lancuhire and Yorkshire (Preeton & W7re).£2,a91 £<!,815 £1.740 
London and Brighton, 4,373 
The rates charged are as follows per ton per mile :-

London and Brighton, 5·69d'. 
Preaton and Wyre, 4·00 
Loudon and South Weatem, 2·57 

Ale and beer are carried largely on the South Western, New
castle and Carlisle, and other lines. The rates on the London and 
South Western are 2·09d. per ton per mile, and on the Durham 
and Sunderland, 24. 

To the tonnage of provisions must be added that of fish and 
grain, which give1 the following returns for 184.7 :-

Filh.-Great Nonh of England, l,UOO ton1. 
Norfolk, • • 12,000 ,, 
Whitby and Pickering, 1,100 ,, 

Grsia.-Great North of England, 6,000 ,, 
Slamannan, 2,600 ,, 
Wi1haw and Coltneu, 1,300 ,, 

Pr0tiiliOr11.-Eutern Countie1, 30,000 , , 
Lancashire and Yorkshire, 117,312 ,, 

,, Preeton and Wyre, 5,220 ,, 
London and Brighton, 3,632 ,. 
London and South Western, 40,6:15 ,, 
Norfolk, 25,000 ,, 
South Eutern, 10,000 ,, 

In 18~5, I estimated the supply of provisions to the London 
markets by railway as follows, to which l subjoia a new estimate. 
'fhis don 11.oi include cattle. 
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Toni. Toni. 
1845. 1848. 

Sooth Eastern, 7',000 10.000 
Brighton, 6,000 80 000 
Sooth Weat•rn, l!0,000 20,000 
Great Western, 80,000 40,000 
Loudon and North Weatero, 30 000 30 000 
Ea•tero Conntiea, 15,000 rno.0110 

Among these articles Rre fresh fish, meat, milk, butter, fruit, 
&c., which cannot be brought from great distances except hy rail
way. lfilk is now largely carried on the EaNtern Counties and 
other railways, under arrangements by which the companies take 
back the empty cans. . 

The metropolis is now the seat of a considerable trade in provi
sions, supplying to the country towns, fish, prime beef, poultry, 
fruits, and articles of foreign provision. 

The whole provision traffic of each district, including fish and 
grain, may be estimated as under. 

Dlatrlct. Toni. 
Northern, 100,000 
North Weatern, 200,000 
Midlaod, 60.000 
Wettl'rn, S~,000 
South W estero, 30,000 
Southern, li0,000 
East~rn, 200.000 

This estimate does not include Scotland. It is very vague and 
much under the mark. 

No. XIX.-MANURE TRAFFIC. 
Thiij traffic is of great value to the agricultural interests, but 

there is a want of adequate information respecting it. 
The following are returns of manures carried for the years 

ending June 30. 
Company. 

Leicester and Swaooiogt011, 
Wi•haw and Cultnrss, 
York and North Midland, 

ToJ'll. 
18.1$. 

496 
1,056 

• Hair-rear. 

Toni. 
18~6. 

2:ll 
2,Sl6 

•6,9-13 

Ton•. 
l!!H. 

The tonnage on the two former lines is chiefly guano. On the 
\Vishaw and Coltness, 110'3 tons were carried in 184'6. 

The amounts received are tri1ling. They are as follows:-
Company. 1845. 1846. 1847. 

Leicester and Swannington, £ 49 £ 19 £--
Wisbaw and Colt.ness, 27 U9 •gs 
\'ork aod lSorth Midland, •4.as 

• Hllr-yrar. 

The rates are as under, per ton per mile. 
Newcastle and Carliale (guano) 2•1i d. 
London and Brighton, 2·2-1 
Arbroath and Farrar, 2 12 
uicester and Swannington, 2·00 
Lancashire aod York•hire, J ·SS 
Wisbaw afld Coltnl'tls, J•IO 
York and North !\lid land, 1 •00 

Lime and sand are likewise carried as manures. 
It is much to be regretted that no adequate measures are taken 

for applying the manure of towns. In the metropolis alone, the 
waste cannot be leBB than what would be equivalent to raising food 
for a million of people. 

The following is an estimate of the whole amount of manures 
carried. 

Lime, 210,000 tone. 
SHnd, ao,ooo ,, 
Manure, 40,000 ., 

The whole quantity 11 perhaps about three hundred thousand 
tons, and it may be safely taken that there is a production of food 
for a hundred thousand individuals effected by means of railway 
transit. 

Bones form a regular article of transit on 11<>me of the railways. 
The charge on the Arbroath and Forfar Railway is id. per ton 
per mile. 

No. XX.-MlSCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL TRAFFIC. 
Many small articles are included under the head of agricultural 

traffic, as to which there are a few scattered details in the re-
turns. • 

On the South-Eastern Railway hops are carried. This is a season 
traffic, carried on one-half year oiily. The number of tons in 
1847 was 7,248, and the receiJ:>tB £7,741. 

The rate of charge on the London and Brighton is '.l·Sd, per ton 
per mile. 

Malt is not carried so much by raihr!ly u might be expeeted, 
because the malt gets shaken upt.and then measures less on d~ 
livery, because it cannot be so well heaped up. As the quality of 
the malt is not affected, this is only a temporary prejudice on the 
part of the dealers. 

The charges for carrying malt are on the London and South 
Western Railway 3d. per ton per mile, and on the London and 
Brighton 'i'68d. 

Bark is carried on most of the Southern lines. The rates are 
on the London and Brighton, 'i0 68d., and on the London and Suuth 
Western, 'l,57d. 

Brooms are manufactured near the London and South \Vl!'ltero 
Railway, and are carried at the rate of 2'09d. per ton per mile. 

Hay is reckoned hazardous from its liability to catch fire from 
the engine sparks. The quantities carried and amounts receh"ed 
on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway are-

1846. J8i7. 1846. 1847. 
008 tons.. l,OOS tons. £ 892 £ b79 

The 
mile. 

rate of carriage on the above railway is 5d. per ton per 

There are no details as to wool traffic, though wool of home aod 
foreign growth is carried. The rate is Sd. per ton per mile. 

There is a return of potatoes carried in 1846 on the Wishaw 
and ColtneSB Railway, ~ tons at 2·35d. per ton per mile, the 
receipts being £2 only. 

The rates for hides are, on the London and South W estem t-.sd. 
per ton per mile, and on the London and Brighton, s·sd. 

The following are mixed returns of agricultural produce for the 
years ending June 30. 

Company. 

Dublin and Droi;hrda, 
Great North of EoglRnd, 
WKt Cornwall (H11)le), 
London and Brighton, 

The receipts were as follows:
Dublin and Droghed11., 
Great North of England, 
West Cornwall (Ha)le)1 
London and Brighton, 

Tons. 
JS46. 
5,3:.!4 

63 31!3 
1,3!18 

26,804 

£1,867 
4,711! 
~88 

11,20~ 

Tons. 
)817. 
Ci.OH-I 
6,06-1 

£1,8-.!S 

No. XXI.-AGRICULTURAL TRAFFIC. 

The preceding sections show the services rendered to agricultnre 
by railways. The accommodation may be classed under the fol
lowing heads :-

Brought to the Farm. 

Bnil<lin[{ matrrlals, draining tiles, hop·poles, &c. 1 
M11uures, lime, bones, sand, &c., 
Hay, turnip~, oil-cake, &c., fur feeding stock, 
Clover aod other aeeda, 
S11lt, 
Coals, 
Leao stock, 100,000 cattle; 250,000 sheep, 
l mplerueota and iron, 
:Fi ah, 
Foreip;o provisions and groceries, 

TonL 
S.'i»,0(10 
sou 000 

IS 000 

4 ~00,000 

10,000 

The whole weight carried by railway to the farms l"~mnot be 
less than 11,000,000 tons, on which a very great saving has been 
effected.. 

Produce carried to Market. 

CaUlr, 
Calves, 
Sheep, 
Swine, 
Horses, 
Pro•i ·ions, 
Grain, 

Brad. 
400,000 

1,750,000 
100,000 

'l'on1. 

7'00,000 

Oth~r p~oduce, hi·l~s. hams, wool, bops, malt, ale, beer, cjdt-r, pelTJ1 
bay aod an1mlll fwd, limber, bark. 

No. XXll.-PARCELS TRAFFIC. 
This is a well-pading branch of revenue, connected with the 

p~ssenger traffic, an has been latterly much improved. The sub
JOmed accounts do not, however, 11how the full e'.'!:tent of the pArrel 
traffic, 811 a great portion of it is still included in the p;eneral 
account for goods, the .ca:rriers making up parcels as goods. Tbe 
results are therefore m1wmum results. · 
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The follo'll'ing shows the number of parcels carried in each year 
ending June so, so far as they are detailed in the returns :-

Company. 1846. 
Eut Laocubire, 
Eutern Counties (Colchester) lM,646 
Eaatern Union, 

,, lpewicb and Bary, --
Eaet Angliau, 
Kendal and Windermere, 
Laocaater and Preston, 
Lancaster and Carliale, 
IJanelly and Llandillo, 
LondonderrJ and Enni1killen, 
Lancaabire and York1bire, 
N ewcutle and Carlisle, 
Mancbe1ter and Sheffield, 

12.000 

6,697 

88,611 
S6,8S6 

South Dnon, 
* B.it-yeu. 

1846. 

13S,9H 

6,199 

20S,2S9 
40,962 

The numbers for 18U may be made out thus:-

1847. 
92S,7SI 

60,808 
•10,920 

2,78S 
8,976 

24,72S 

•2,234 
S92,402 
lt!.Sl7 

•21,668 
26,SH 

East-Lancashire, 40,000 
Eaatern Coaalies: Colchester, 180,000 

,, Cambridge, S00,000 
Eutern Union, 60,000 

,, Ipswich and Bury, 20,000 
Eut Anglian, 2,7SS 
Kendal and Windermere, S,976 
Lancaster and Preston, S0,1100 
Lancaster and Carlille, 24,72S 
Llaoelly, 6,000 
Londonderry, •• 4,000 
Laocubire and Yorkshire, 400,000 
Newcastle and Carlisle, 18,817 
Mancbeater and Sheffield, 40,000 
South De•oa, 26,865 

The amounts received for the carriage of parcels in each year 
etand thus; the amounts for 184..S being obtained by doubling the 
half-year ending June so, 18"'5 :-

Arbroath and Forfar, 
Ardrouan, 
Ballocboey, 
Cheater and Birkenhead, 
Caledooian (Garnkirk) .. 
Cockermootb and W orkingtoo, 
Dublin and Drogheda, •• 
Dublin and King1town, 
Dundee and Arbroath, 

,, Perth, •• 
,. N ewtyle, .. 

Eutern Counliea: Cambridge, 
,, Colcbes\er, 

Eutem Union, •• 
,, Ipawlch and Bury, 

Eaat Anglian, • , 
Eut Laooaahire, , • 
Edinburgh and Glugow, 

,, Dalkeith, 
Fomeu, 
Glugow and Greenock, 

1846. 
:£258 

28 
TOO 

1,800 
41l 
U6 

S6 
a,ooo 
6,9S& 

S0,000 

1,200 

Great Southern and Weatern, 
Great W eatern, •• 
Kendal and Windermere, 
Laocuter and Preston, 
Lancaater and Carlisle, 
Laocuhire and Yorkabire, 4,074 

,. Mauch. and Bolton, S60 
,, Preaton and Wyre, S40 

IJanelly and Llandillo, SIS 
London and North Western, 66,000 

,, Grand Junction, 20,000 
_ p• Manch. and Birm. 
.IADClon and Blackwall, 
London and Brighton, 

,, Croydon, 280 

1846. 
:£Sll6 

66 
Sili 

1,260 
SU 
7SS 

62 
8,851 
5,4.14 

S,174 
160 

1,885 

•U,983 

1,370 

4,309 
1,021 
•251 
417 

60,4~7} 
S0,627 

6,761 
162 

6,009 
•194 

10,67S London and Sooth Weatero, 
Londonderry and Enniskillen, 
Manchester and Sheffield, 700 •srs 
Maryport and Carlisle, Ul! S06 
Midland, 21,000 14.879 
Newculle and Carliale, 1,261 J,389 
North Union, 2,SOO 2,893 
South Eutern, 6,400 7,035 

,, Greenwich, • • 11 J.12 
,, Gra•e1end aod Rochl'8ter, -- 39 

Sootch Midland (Coupar aod Angus), -- 127 

184T. 
£410 

•ss 
1l 

852 
•20 
•11 

1,s11 
678 
9S9 
•48 
61 

10,902 
6,161 
1,100 
•301 
lSl 

1,140 
i,116 

•a 
1,884 
2,S49 

14,155 
107 

t 454 
•241 

6,225 

700 

104,748 

201 
9,606 

10,629 
•13 

J,679 
34.S 

18,9S6 
I.SOT 
3,096 
S,4~5 

SU ... 
190 

f Ball'-rean. t This -m• to be erroneoua. 

Slamannan, 
S1ockton and Darlington, 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 

St. Heleo'a, 
,, .Clarence, 

Shrewsbury and Cheater, 
South D~von, 
Whitehaven, , • 
Wisbaw and Coltneaa, 
West Cornwall (Hayle) 
York and Nor1b Midland, 

,, Hull and Selby, 
York and Newcastle, 
Middlesborough, 
North Shields, •• 
Durham and Sunderland, 

l60 
l1:.1 

10 

29 

2,800 
2,800 

1,346 
~o 

tiS 
10,61S 

1,495 
186 

* Half-Jean. 

The total receipts in each year are as follows:-

Detailed returns, 
Add for half-yeal'll omitted, 
A.dd for companies omitted, 

1845. 1846. 
:£166,910 f20S,952 

40,000 
16,600 

s,ooo 

•14 
69S 
S2 

15S 
110 

•312 
1,066 

•40 
•so 
6!> 

13,476 

1847. 
£266,048 

1,100 
2,400 

Total, £196,910 f2SS,462 £269,US 
The returns of parcel traffic are the only returns which show 

any improvement; the others afford less information in each year. 
From the above amounts a correction · has to be made for pas

sengers' luggage charged in excess, included in the parcels returns. 
This is usually about 6 per cent. of the gross returns; but as it is 
deducted in some cases, 5 per cent. is a sufficient compensation. 
It must be observed that in some cases parcels are included in the 
goods return. 

The South Devon return includes receipts for telegraphic mes-

sid~ing the above correction, the net receipts for parcels will te 
1815. 1846. 1847. 

fl 86,000 £222,000 :£255,000 
It is not necessary to give the detailed charges for parcels, as 

they include sometimes charges of booking and delivery. 
In 184.4.-S the number of parcels enumerated was 362,202, and 

tli.e receipts £u,o~4., which gives an average rate of 9"29d., or a 
little more than 9;ta. per parcel, or rather more than 28 parcels per 
pound. Taking this as the average, the total number of parcels 
carried in 184.4-.S would be about 4.,.500,000, 

In 184.S-6 the number of parcels enumerated was 384.,SSS, and 
the receipts £11,.559 which gives an average rate of 1-2'1., or 
nearly 7-fl. per parcel, or more than S3 per pound, Taking this 
as the average, the total number of parcels carried in 184.5-6 would 
be about 7,4.00,000, 

In 184.6-7 the number of parcels enumerated was .SS0,64.1, and 
the receipts £8,68.S, which gives an average of S·9d., or nearly 4.d. 
per parcel. 

It is questionable, however, whether the average is so low in 
any of the years, as the London and North Western, which has so 
large an amount of the parcels traffic, is not taken to form part of 
the average. It is, however, certain that the average rates for the 
conveyance of parcels have been much reduced. A fair average 
will be 18 parcels per pound for 1844-.S, 19 for 184.5-6 and 20 for 
184.6-7. This will give the whole number of parc.ilii C&fl'ied by 
railway in each year as under. 

1845, S,360,000, 
JS~6, 4,200,000. 
1847. 6,000,000. 

The number of parcels carried both ways to each town may be 
reckoned thus 1-

London, 
Mancb~ter, 
Liverpool, 
Lf"eda, 
Birmingham, 
Glasgow, 
Briatol, 
York, 
Hath, 
Cambridge, 
Southampton, 
Do•er, 
Brighton, 
Sheffield, 
Preeton, 
Edinburgh, 

1,600,000 
300,000 
200,uoo 
200,000 
200,000 
100 000 
100,000 
J00,000 
100,000 
100,000 
100,000 
so,ooo 
60,000 
60,000 
50,000 
40,000 
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Hull, 80,000 
E'leter, 20.00I) 
Newcastle, 20.000 
Carli•lr, 20,000 
Cbealt'r, 111,0011 
Dunder, 10,000 
Ipswich, 10.000 

In consequence of new arrangements made by the companies, a 
great increase of businea has taken place in the carriage of book
sellers' parcels. There is a great tendency in the parcels traffic to 
increase in consequence of the extension of the supply of the 
local Fcers, linen-drapers, &c. from London and the great towns, 
for it 1s ,..ell known that instead of taking stock a few times yearly, 
they now receive frequent supplies. 

The chief parcels traffic ia on the following lines :-

London and North We1tem, 
Great Weatern, 

No. of Parcel1. !Wcelpll. 
1,000.000 fl0j,73S 

700,000 14,165 
Midland, 600.000 1!1,980 
,Eutern Conatiet, 
l.ancuhire aad Y orkahire, 
York aad North Midland, 
York and Newcaatll!', 
London and South Wettern, 
London and Brighton, 
Soatli Ea1tem, 

480,000 16,669 
400,000 11,2211 
800,000 18,476 
I00,000 8,72' 
100,000 10,0~9 
100,000 9,596 
200,000 8,793 

No. XXIII.-MAILS. 

The receipts for mails in each of the years ending June so, is as 
f<1llows; the amount for 18~.S being made up by doubling the 
return for the half-year ending June so, 18~ :-

Company. IS.l!I. U!tO. 
Arbroath and l"orfar, £40 £40 
ArdroHan, • • SO SO 
Caledoniaa (Garnklrk), J5 
Chl'tlter and Birkenhead, 827 S3S 
Dublin and DrogbedR, 1,6011 1,600 
Dundee and Arbroath. 636 636 
Eaatera Couollet: Cambridge, 150 4,6li8 

,, Colcbe~tl!'r, 8,000 8,300 
,, IS orfulk, 

Eaatero Union, 
,, Ipswich and llur7,. 

Eut Lancashire, 
Edioburgh .iad Wup;ow, 
Glugow a'Dd Greeaock, 
Glasgow aad Ayr, 
Kendal aad Windumere, 
London and Nonh Wutem, 

1,800 
llt9 
4111 

18.&7. 
£40 

30 
Ill 

835 
1,600 

636 
11.002 
S,340 
4,616 
1,396 

•11.a 
·~s 

1,800 
litlJ 
41J7 
910 

,, Grand Junction, 
,, Li•erpool lk M aucb. 

15,000 
110,000 
1,ooa l!~ 88,4H 

15.8321 

,, Mauch. Knd Birm. 
02 

260 
London and Black wall, 
Loudon and Brighton, 
London and South We1tem, 
Laocaeter and Preeton, 4,600 
Lanc4Bbire and Y ork1hire, 111200 

,, Mauch. & Bolton, 101 
,, Preston aod Wyre, 170 

Manchester and Sbellidd, --
1\1 id land, 11. 000 
Newcastle and Carli5le, 4,766 
1' orth U aion 1 4,4.&3 
South Eaatern, 7~00 

,. Greenwich, GO 
Stockton aad Darlington, 875 
Stockton and Hartlepool, 

,, Clare ace, 
Taff V1&le, 
York and North Midland, 
York and Newcastle, 1,800 

,. N orlh Sbielda, 61) 
• H•lfyear. 

411 
6ll 82 

837 ll07 
e,aos 6,511 

2,319 
101 
170 
•114 

11,5~2 
166 

4,4.&3 
1,s;;9 

110 
8711 

4,200 

110 

2,533 

117 
2S6 

11,1121:1 
760 

4.443 
1,100 

110 
875 

89 
S6 

205 
I.lit 
11,588 

110 

The total receipt detailed in 184.5 was £11,000, to which has to 
be added for omillllions £23.,000, making a gross total of £100,000. 

The total receipt detailed in 18~7 was £10.S,872, to which has to 
·be added for omi111ions £2.s,ooo, ID6k:ing a gro11s total of £1so,ooo. 

THEORY OF STEAM-ENGINES. 
..4crount of tM uperimtJ'llt• to determine the principal Ian and 

numerical data v>hicla ent8f' into tM calculation of Steam-Engina. 
By M. v. REON.A.ULT. 

(Continued from page 268.) 
FoUBTB MEJ1om.-0N THE MLlSUBElllBNT or TEJlP&JUTUBD. 

We do not as yet possess any direct. means of measuring the 
quantities of heat absorbed by a body under given circumstances, 
and we recognise this absorption of heat only by the chnn~ which 
occur in the state of the body, or by its dilatation. The name 
tltnwwrneter is fPVen to the instrument whose object is to indicate 
the variations m the quantities of heat in any medium. These 
instruments are generally founded upon the dilatation which bodie11 
undergo by the action of heat, or upon the changes in elastic force 
which the same bulk of a gas experiences under the circurnst.ancet 
to which the medium is submitted. 

A perfect thermometer would be one whose indications were 
always proportional to the quantity of heat which it had absorbed, 
or, in other words, one in which the addition of equal quantities 
of heat produced always equal dilatations. To fulfil thie condition 
it is necessary, either that the capacity for heat, and the dilatation 
of the thermometric substance, should remain invariable during 
the experiment, or that these two elements should vary strictly in
versely as each other. 

Nor would the perfect thermometer yet indicate the quantity of 
heat absorbed by the medium under given circnmstanC'ea, unless 
this medium presented the same advantages as the thermometric 
substance-that is unless it absorbed equal quantities of heat for 
equal variation1 o? temperature as noted by the thermometer. 

But a comparative study of the dilatations of different sub
stances under the same circumstances, quickly shows that they are 
far from following the same law; and if we compare together the 
quantities of heat absorbed by these different bodies when brought 
successively to different temperatures, measured by the dilatationa 
of one of them, we see that these quantities are variable, and Wl
equally variable in each one of them, without our having been 
able heretofore to show the relations which exist between these 
variations of capacity and the change& of bulk. 

The great precision which can be obtained in the construction of 
the mercurial thermometer, the facility with which the thermo
metric liquid may be obtained of the same degree of purity, and 
the great extent of temperature through which this liquid pre
serves the same state have given to the mercurial thermometer 
the preference over ~ other instruments of the same kind, and 
have caused its adoption almost exclusively for all precise experi
ments. 

But there is an essential condition which every apparatus for 
measurement ought to satisfy; it is, that it should not only 
remain rigorously comparab!e with itself-that ia, that it 1hould 
iJway11 mark the same degree under the same el.rcumstanc.es,-but it 
is moreover necessary that we should be able to reproduce it at 
will, and obtain always instruments rigorously comparable. 

Physical philosophers have thought that they liad completely 
attained this end, by making the scales of the mercurial thermo
meters agree at certain normal temperatures which are easily :re
produced and always perfectly identical; for this purpose, they 
have adopted the constant temperature at which ice melts, and 
that not less con~tant which saturated steam presents when it 
exerts an elastic force of 76 millimetres. But I have shown 
( ..4nnale1 de Chimie et de Phyrique, Srd SiN, tome v., pagu 100 t4 
•eq.,.) that t,..o mercurial thermometers, adjusted for the same fixed 
points of melting ice and boiling water under a pre&llure of 76 
mm., may show very considerable dUferences in their movementl 
beyond theee fixed points, if they are not made of glaa of the 
same nature. Even when the glasses of the reservoirs present the 
same chemical composition, there may still be verr sensible di&r. 
ences in their indications according to the way m which the re
eervoirs have been worked in the glas1-blower's lamp, the molecular 
state of the glass Wldergoing very notable alterations during this 
working. 

The mercurial thermometer, then, as it has been constructed up 
to the present time, ia defective in one of the most essential con
ditions which ought to be required of an apparatus for measure
ment-it cannot be always reproduced in the same state; and the 
clliferent instruments of the same kind are rarely comparable with 
each other beyond the fixed points of their scales. 

Physical j>hilosophers thought that they had observed that all 
.itegaae1 dilate euctly the same fraction o! their volume at oo, whma 
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they are carried from the temperature 0° to that of 100° (3~ to 
511~ Fahrenheit). Thia law, so remarkable for its simplicity, 
naturally led them to think that the dilatation of the gases ought 
to be in a more simple ratio to the quantities of heat than that 
of solids or liquids. Some, more bold, e~·en concluded that the 
dilatation of gases must be rigorously proportioned to the quan
tity of heat, and that the gas thermometer was the true normal 
thermometer to which all the phenomena of heat ought to be 
referred. 

\Ve now know that this great sim,Plicity in the law of the dila
tation of the gaaes is far from ex1Sting. I have shown In the 
memoir upon the dilatation of gases that not only the different 
gases have not the.same coefficient of dilatation, but that even for 
the iBJile gas this coefficient varies with its density. The indica
tions of gas thermometers then, can only be considered, like those 
of other thermometers, as functions more or less complicated of 
the quantities of heat. 

But the gas thermometers present an advantage over the mer
curial; and in general over au liquid or solid thermometers, an 
advantage which arises from the greatness of the dilatation of the 
thermometric substance. In any thermometer formed by a liquid 
or ga&e-0us s11bstance, the indications of the instrument depend 
upon the dilatation of this substance and of that of the substance 
in which it is inclosed. Now, the dilatation of mercury is only 
about seven times greater than that of the glBl!B which holds it; 
and the variations which we remark in the law of the dilatation 
of the different glasses, form very appreciable fractions of the 
apparent dilatation of the mercury, and consequently influence in 
a notable manner the indications of the instrument. In the gas 
thermometer, on the contrary, the dilatation of the gas being one 
hundred and sixty times greater than that of the glass, the ~·aria
tions of the law of dilatation of the different glasses no lonl-'.er 
aenlibly in.tluence the indications of the apparatus, and do uot 
prevent the instruments from being comparab1e. 

If, then, we wish to profit by this important property, and adopt 
the gas thermometer as a standard, we mLlllt study several impor
tant questions, so as to fix the conditions under which the instru
ment will remain comparable. 

The present memoir has for its object the study of the different 
methods which have been imagined for measuring temperatures in 
experiments which require greatul'recision. I will divide it into 
three parts: in the first part1 I w' treat of the gas thermometer; 
in the second, of the mercurial thermometer ; and in the third, of 
the measurement of temperatures by means of thermo-electric 
currents. 

p ABT J.-Of Gu 7'Mrmometerl. 
\Vhen a gas enclosed in a mathematically-elastic envelope is 

submitted to an elevation of temyerature, its volume increases, and 
the gas retains the same elastic force. But if we prevent this 
dilatation of the gas, by exerting a proper degree of pressure over 
the whole surface of the envelope, the gas retains the same volume, 
but its elastic force increases. • 

There are then two modes of employing a gas aa a thermometric 
substance. The gas may be placed under circumstances such, 
that the pressure which retains it remains constant, and its incrjlaae 
of bulk be observed ; or the gas may be compelled to keep the 
ume bulk, and its increase of elastic force be examined. 

Fir1t Metlaod.-ln order that a gas should realise the conditions 
prescribed hr this method, which are very nearly those found in 
the mercuriii.l thermometer, it would be requisite that the gas sub
mitted always to the same preB&ure, should expand freely in a 
gauged reservoir, kept throughout at the ume temperature. .But 
these indications cannot be ftilfilled in practice-at least, if the ap
paratus is to be submitted to high temperatures. 

The thermometer must therefore be composed of a reservoir 
which is to be exposed to the temperature which it is desired to 
measure, and a gauged tube, united to the reservoir by a capillary 
tube, which removes the other from the place where the tempera
ture ii to be measured. This gauge tube fulfils the purpose of 
the graduated stem of the mercurial thermometer, and serves to 
collect the ps which the rising of the temperature drives out of 
tlu! reservoir. This tube may also be kept at a constant tempera
ture differin~ but little from that of the surrounding air. At any 
moment dunng the experiment, the gas is composed of two parts : 
the first, contained in the reservoir, is at the temperature to be 
found, the other in the tube is at the surrounding temperature. 
These two portions are at the same pressure, which may be brought 
as nearly as is desired of that of the atmosphere. The equations 
derived from these conditions permit us to Calculate the required 
temperature. 

This arrangement ia the one adopted by M. Pouillet, in hia air 
pyrometer, and M. R!!gnault himself employed it in hi1 fifth 
series of experiments made to determine the dilatation of gases. 
It presents " very serious inconvenience when the apparatus is to 
be used for the measurement of high temperatures. In fact, it will 
easily be seen that in this case the far greater part of the air will 
already be in the gauged tube, and but little will remain in the 
reservoir, so that a further elevation of the temperature will cause 
but a very small portion to fBl!B over into the tube, and this will 
with difficulty be measured with the proper d!!gree of accwacy. 

In fact it can be easily shown that, calling the temP.erature rr, 
and the coefficient of dilatation of the gas a, the sensibility of the 
apparatus will vary very nearly inversely as (1 + a.:r)'. This cir
cum8tance led M. Regnault to reject this arrangement for a gas 
thermometer. 

Second Methocl.-In the second method the gas is kept constantly 
of the same volume, and the elastic force which it presents under 
different circumstances is measured; then from these, by the law of 
Marriotte, we mar calculate the dilatations which the gas would 
ha\'e undergone i the pressure bad been kept constant. 

The apparatus founded upon this second method are much more 
easily managed, and give greater precision than those constructed 
according to the first method: they have moreover the advantage 
of presenting the same sensibility at high as at low temperatures. 
By placing in these apparatus air of atmospheric pressure when 
the reservoir is surrounded by melting ice, we are sure to have in
struments rigorously comparable. Nevertheless, if we desire 
to measure very high temperatures-if for instance the instrument 
is to be used as an air pyrometer-it is to be feared that the elastic 
force of the gas within, becoming very considerable, the envelope 
may experience a permanent change of form under the great 
interior pressures. This inconvenience may be avoided by intro
ducing into the apparatus, air under an initial pressure less than 
that of the atmosphere, when the reservoir is at 0°. In this way 
the elastic force may be kept within limits as low as may be de
sired, but it is evident that the apparatus becomes less sensitive in 
proportion as the elastic force of the gas at 0° is feebler ; still, as 
the measurement of the elastic force may be made with extreme 
precision, the indications of the apparatus will be in the gieater 
number of cases sufficiently exact, even though the initial pressure 
of the gas at 0° was but one-fourth of that of the atmosphere. 

But liere a very important queation presents itself: are air ther
'110f118Ur• jUled with air at f¥'l'1J dfffermt denritiu comparable with each 
other f That is, will such instruments agree at all temperatures 
when their scales have been made to accord at 0° and 100°? 'Ve 
have before seen (p. 240) that the abaolute value of the coefficient 
of dilatation of a gas cllanges very notably with its density ; it is 
required to know whether the changes of density will not l?roduce 
besides, sensible differences in the law of dilatation. It 1s abso
lutely indispenuble to decide this question in order to fix the con
ditions under which air thermometers shall be established in order 
to be comparable with each other. M. Regnault also proposed for 
himself a second question, which he thinks not leu important than 
the first-viz., do f1G1 thtrm01118ttJr1,jilled IDith ga11u of di.fferent kind8 
accord IDitb each otlutr teAm tMy haV6 been adftuted at 0° and 100° f 

The apparatus used in these investigations consi1ted essentially 
of two gas thermometers placed side by side in the same boiler. 

Each of these thermometers was composed of a globe of fl.int 
gl888 (crystal), of from 700 to 800 cubic centimetres content, ter
minated by a re-curved capillary tube, and a manometric apparatus. 
The two globe11 were kept, by copper wires, side oy side on a 
metallic support, consisting of two metallic plates of lozenge form 
placed, one below, the other above the globes, and united by iron 
rods which were permanently fixed to the cover of the boiler ; the 
upper plate was pierced with two holes through which passed the 
stems of the air thermometers, and with two other holes, situated 
in a line at right angles to that joining the first, through which 
passed the stems of two mercurial thermometers. 

The boiler-cover waa permanently fixed to a solid partition, and 
the copper boiler waa attached to it by screw bolts, so that it could 
be removed or replaced without disturbing the thermometers. 

The manometnc apparatus waa composed of two glass tubes of 
12 or 14 mm. interior diameter, cemented into an end piece of 
cast-iron provided with a stop-cock, so arranged, that by properly 
turning it, you could at pleasure either cause the two tubes to 
communicate together, or dicharge the mercury from either of 
them, or intercept the communication of the tube1 with each other 
and with the open air. The manometers were fixed to the side of 
the partition opposite to the boiler. 

The ".!'J>illnry tubes o. f the air reservoir were conneoeed with 
the capillary tube1 of the Jllanometers, by bringing these tubes. 

• •• 
f 
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into exact contact at their end11, and cementing over them a braBS 
tubulure, grooved to fit them outside. This brllSll tubnlure had a 
rectangular tube opening into it, into which was cemented a capil
Jary tube, by means of which communication wRS made with an 
air-pump, so as to dry the apparatus and introduce the gases to be 
operated on. 

The boiler contained oil, which was constantly agitated 80 as to 
maintain an uniform temperature throughout the whole bath. 

The method of operating is as follows :-
In the first place, to dry the apparatus, a little mercury is put 

into the inner manometer tube, and the stop-cock BO placed as to 
cut off this tube from communication with the other and with 
the opening. The lateral tube of the tubulure is then put into 
communication with an air-pump furnished with several tubes 
filled with /umice soaked in concentrated sulphuric acid, which 
are intende to absorb the moisture. A vacuum ls made a great 
number of times, and each time the air is allowed to enter very 
slowly. To be sure that the drying is comple~ the globes are 
heated to 60° or 60° (122" to l.W° Fahrenheit). The pump is then 
removed, but the tubes are left open in communication with the 
drying tubes. Suppose now that it is desired to compare the 
movement of a thermometer containing air whose elastic force 
at 0° is 76 mm., with that of another containing air of a leBB elastic 
force. 

The two globes are surrounded with melting ice, and the stop
cock of the first manometer being so placed as to make a commu
nication between the two manometer tubee, mercury is poured in 
so as to raise its level to a mark placed near the top of the inner 
tube (that is, the one communicating with the reservoir). The 
two mercurial columns will be nece888rily at the same level, 
because the apparatus communicates freely with the air by the 
tubulure. 

On the other hand, a partial vacuum is made in the second globe, 
and the rarefaction of the air in it is determined by the difference 
of height of its manometric columns ; when a proper rarefaction 
has been attained, the apparatus is closed by hermetically sealing 
the lateral capillary tube of the tubulure, and mercury is then 
poured into tlie manometer until its surface stands at a mark 
made near the top of the inner manometer tube. 

The elastic forces are measured by four properly-placed catheto
metere, each one being 80 placed as to be able to follow the 
meniscus in one of the tubes. 

The neceBBary observations of the height of the barometer, and 
the position of the meniscus of each of the manometer tubes being 
made the lateral tube of the first reservoir is then hermetically 
closed, the ice removed and replaced by oil which is heated by a 
furnace placed under it. The oil bath is heated until the tem
perature at which the two instruments are to be compared is at
tained, the air-holes of the furnace are then more or leBS closed 
and the oil kept in constant agitation ; and the thermometers are 
adjusted for observation by pouring mercury into the manometer 
tubes, BO as to bring back the level of the columns in the innel' 
tubes to the marks made upon them. The temperature then rising 
only very slowly the movements of the four columns of mercury 
are simultaneousiy watched, and when they are perfectly station
ary, at a signal given by one of the observers the barometer is 
read, and the temperatures of the air in the vicinity of the mano
meter tubes, and of the lateral tubes attached to the reservoirs, 
noted. 

As it i1 eSBential in thia mode of experimenting to keep the 
temperatures stationary 88 long as poBBible, they should be raised 
very slowly when approaching the maximum at which the observa
tions are to be made, and by a little practice a series of observa
tions may be got at temperatures not differing more than l 0 

from each other, and the observer be astmred that one instrument 
is not behind the other in its indications. This precaution is 
above all indispeneable when the air thermometer is compared with 
the numerical. 

It is not neceaary, and would be very difficult, to bring the 
mercury in the manometers exactly to the marks. It is sufficient 
to bring them nearly there, and as the observations give exactly 
their differences of level, the volumes can easily be calculated 
when the tubes have been gauged in the vicinity of the marks. 
The experimeDts upon thermometers filled with different gases 
are conducted exactly in the same way. 

These globes were too thin to permit the experiments upon 
thermometers filled with air at a much higher pressure than 
76 mm. to be tried with them; recourse was had to others similar, 
but having their walls S or 4. mm. thick. 'fhese globes were of 
rather leBB capacity than the former, holding only about 600 cubic 
centimetres. 

A great number of e:rperiments were made by M. Regnanlt 
with the apparatus in which air of ordinary density was compand 
with that of much leu, and with that of much greater density, 
88 well as with hydrogen gas, carbonic and sulphurous acid, and the 
principal conclusions which he draws from them are 1111 follows:-

1. The atmospheric air follows the same law of dilatation from 
0° to 360° (S2° to 6&2" Fahrenheit) of temperature, even when its 
initial elastic force at 0° varies from o·m" to l ·ms, ( J ·33 to 
"·26 ft.). So that in the construction of an air thermometer, no 
attention need be paid to the density of the air introduced,-the 
instruments will be comparable whatever may be the den1ity. 

2. Atmospheric air, hydrogen gas, and carbonic acid, follow 
between 0° and 360°, sensibly the same law of dilatation, althouith 
their coefficients of dilatation are sensibly different. So that tLe 
thermometers made with these different gases will accord, provided 
the temperatures are calculated from their proper coeflicientL 
From this it follows that the coefficients of dilatation of these 
gases present sensibly the same ratio at every temperature. 

S. Sulphul'ous acid gas departs notably from the law of dilata
tion which the preceding gases present. The coefficient of dilata
tion of sulphurous acid diminishes with the temperature 88 marked 
by an air thermometer. 

It is important to remark that in these experiments the relative 
dilatations of the gases were not measured directly, but were de
duced by calculation from the observation of the elastic forces which 
these gases present at the same temperature11, their volume remain
ing constant. It appears very probable that similar concluaiom 
would be arrived at, by measuring directly the increase in bulk of 
the different gases for the same temperatures, their elastic force re
maining constant, by a method analagous to that of the fifth eeriee 
of experiments upon the dilatation of gases; but these experiment. 
would not be susceptible of equal precision in the measurements, 
for reasons already given at the commencement of this memoir. 

{To be continued.) 

COPPER SMELTING FURNACE. 

A corretpondent of the Miraiflg Jourul givea the following ettimate for 
the conatruction of a reverberatory faruace for amelting copper on the 
Swanaea plan. The •tack of the furnace wu 1iagle, 40 !eet high, and Uie 
!urnacea 13 feet by 8. The following are the deW!a :-

12,000 common brleka-a& SO.. per mllla 
12 banel1 or lime-a& "" •• 

S,000 Newcutle brlckl-at 31. 10.. ptr mllle. 
1,300 Dynu dlt&o-at 41. 10.. per dl&to 
2,000 Staurbrldp ditto-at 81. 

1 l tan cemmt clay-at II. 171. 
2 tone DJDU dlito-at 151. 

12 brown FllDtablre beattn-at IOd. 
2 Staurbrld,e dlUO-at la. Id. 
6 alabe-at 7d. 

23 .. 1&-lton 1&11dJI, 60 cwt.-at 71. lld. 
2 wro111b&-lron dl\to, 2l aq., 8 cw&.-at 16a. 
8 lleepen, cu&-lro11, 8 1q., 6 cw&.-at 71 .. 6d. 

£18 0 0 
2 8 0 

17 10 0 
117 0 

18 0 0 
2 u 8 
I IV 0 
0 10 0 
0 2 ll 
o a s 

18 u 0 
2 8 0 
I 17 6 

Hopper and frame, round Iron tor cramp1, 1quare f.lron for 
atack rocb. !lat I x 14 for 1tack crampa, lire-ban and 
wedge1, about I to-& IOI. 10.. 10 10 0 

Fore and concan and 1klmmtn1 plat.ea 7 0 0 
Conllnpacla 2 O O 

lllaliln1 a total of 107 6 8 

To tbl1 mu1t be added, about 141. for the muon•' labour, aad 21. for that o( 
the amitha', 11'hich, added to the coat ofthe furnace, 1071. 61. 8d., will mike 
a total coat of 1231. 61. Sd'. The price• given are Lboae of the period wheii 
the furnace wu couatructed ;-of coune, at diB"ereut time. they will nry eoa. 
aiderably; any one, however, will be able from them to calculate whai the 
pre1ent outlay would amount to. By building two furnaces, with a doullle 
1tack to 1ene botb, and 11siug clay ia the aidea, in1tead of bricb, a leu 
consumption of material• would take place, which would neceaurily be fol. 
lowed by a commenaurate reduction in the upenditure, thereby Rabllns 
the contractor to conatruct hil furnacea on a mere economical principle th&a 
above detailed. 
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ATMOSPHERIC PILE-DRIVING MACHINE. 

p A TENTED BY CL.ABXE AND v A.BLEY. 

Bide Elentloa of• SIDale H~ 

This apparatus has been lately used for driving the piles of the 
coft'erdam for Irongate, St. Katherine's Docks. The inventors 
state that by this machine, piles may be driven at half the upense 
of driving them by the ordinary machine worked by hand, and in 
about one-sixth of the time. Mr. Crate, the clerk of the works 
at the above docks, states that he drove forty-two piles, 18 feet 
deep, into a bed of very hard compact gravel, at the rate of three 
piles each tide of about Si hours ; and to drive one pile only, by 
the ordinary hand-engine, occupied five tides before it could be 
finished, and even then was left 2 feet above the height required 
to be driven. Mr. Harrison, the engineer, also certifies that the 
Atmospheric Pile-Driver gave him entire satisfaction. 

This machine consists of a vacuum cylinder of wrought-iron 
{A), closed at the bottom and open at the top, having an air-tight 
piston, and self-acting slide-gear, fixed to any convenient part of 
the frame of a common pile-engine. The piston-rod is connected 
to a chain which passes over a fixed pulley (B) on the top of the 
entPzie ; to the end of this chain is suspended a pulley ( C) ; over 
tbtB paSBes a second chain, one end of which is attached' to the 
ram, and the other1 passing down under the bottom of the frame, 
ill brought up an<l affixed to the head of the pile. The power is 
derived from a small steam-engine, fixed at any convenient spot, 
which works an air-pump for producing the exhaustion. Cum
munication is made between the air-pump and the Pile-driving 
lfachine by small wrought-iron tubes, connected together by fiexi
ble joints of vulcanised indi.-rubber. Thua the machine fHJllUIU 

~1i' 
I 

Front Elevation at a Double Hacblne. 

tlui incalculabk advantags of being tDOf'ked at any required di8tance 
from the atea~ne and mooed about toith 08 much facility aa a 
common crab-nigine. lrhe mode of action is as follows : the ram 
being supposed down on the pile-head, and the piston consequently 
at the top of the vacuum cylinder, communication is opened by 
the valve gear with the air-pump, exhaustion then takes place in 
the cylinder, the piston descends by the external pressure of the 
atmosphere, and raises the ram; when the piston arrives at the 
bottom of the cylinder, the valves reverse themselves, communica
tion with the air-pump is then shut oft', and the external air ad
mitted under the piston ; equilibrium being now restored, the ram 
falls with the full effect of gravity on the pile; the valves are 
again reversed, and the same operation is repeated. Thus a suc
cession of short heavy blows is given, rapid of course in proportion 
to the power of the steam-engine; and, as by the arrangement of 
the pulleys, the distance between the pile-head and the face of the 
ram is always the same, a regularity of action is obtained, quite 
unknown to the old/ile-driver, the injurious effect on the head of 
the pile, and reboun of the ram, consequent upon great height of 
fall1 avoided ; and the ram being permanentfy fastened to the 
chain, the whole time lost by the re-attachment after every blow is 
&aved. The machine i8 ao conatructed, that it mag btJ find in a few 
hoMra to the frame of a common pile-engin&. 

Fig. 2 shows an arrangement by which one vacuum cylinder can 
be made to work two rama, and, consequently, drioe ttoO pilu at t4e 
aame time. A pulley {A') is attached to the piston-rod of the 
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vacuum cylinder; round this passes a chain which goes over the 
two pulley_s (B• B•), having the ends fastened to the two sus
pended pulleys ( C' C 1 ). The arrangement of the second chain ia 
similar to that of the single machine. The two rams, being ex
actly the same weight, will, of course, rise and fall at the 11&me 
time with each stroke of the piston. If it should be found that 
one pile is driving faster than the other, and for this or any other 
reason it should be desirable to give a shorter blow to one pile 
than to the other, it can be done in the following simple manner: 
a small chain or rope is attached to each ram, han~ng freely ; the 
man in attendance can at any time, without stopping the machine, 
fasten the end of this chain or rope ao 88 to cli«Jk the ~ of one 
ram to any extent-a very small force wiU do this, as the two rams 
exactly counterbalance one another; the other ram will, of course, 
then make a stroke long61' in proportion to the Bliortening of this 
one. Or the working of one ram may, hr the same means, be en
tirely &topped, the other then making a blow twice the length that 
it did when both were working equally. 

A working model of the machine may be 1een at SI, Parliament
street, Westminster. 

BEGIBTEl\ OP llEW PATBS'l'B. 

SELF-ACTING GAS APPARATUS. 
JoRN WATSON, merchant, and Enw ~an CABT'/entleman, both 

of Hull, for "improtiemeJlU in the manufaoture o ga1.9-Granted 
February I'; Enrolled August a, 18-'8. 

The patentees describe the object of this invention to be the 
combination of apparatus with an ordinary hot-air stove for 
generating gas in proportion to the supply required, and ~o to 
arrange the parts that the supply of material to the retort will be 
cut olf by the filling of the gas-holder, so that if the supply of 
gas from the retort be not consumed, the further feed to the retort 
will be cut otf. The figure represents a section of the apparatus. 

~ \ni 
' ';, 

·' 
0 ,, ; .... 

1t 

a, is an ordinary hot-air stove, with the retort 1et therein, or 
the retort may. be &et in brick-work or masonry, in lieu of the iron 
stove; r, feed-pipe, to conduct the liquid for gas manufacture 
from the holder g, to the retort •,· k, tap opened and shut at the 
commencement and conclusion o the process; I, aelf-acting tap 
connected with the gas-holder by means of the two rods. m and 
n, and which are moved together at the joint o. The volume of 
gas required for combustion being supported by a quantity of the 
liquid ti.owing into the retort, the proportion is regulated by the 
tap J, in exact ratio with the current consumption, and whatever 
decrease or increase is made in the number of lights during ihe 
apparatus being in operation, causes the gas-holder to ascend or 
descend, until the self-acting tap I, admits only the quai;itity of 
liquid to the retort commensurate with the tlames bur~ ; p, 
w811her or purifier; q, worm-pipe fixed in a cylindrical ve1111el con
\aining cold water for condensation. The worm-pipe oonveys the 
gas from the washer or purifier, and terminates with a bend which 

dips into the water contained in the cylindrical vessel; the gu 
having forced itself through the surface of this water, ri!letl into 
the gas-holder, whose sides dip into water contained in the hnk 
surrounding the cylindrical vessel wherein the worm-pipe is fixed; 
thus it will be perceived there are two cylindrical ves&ell\ one the 
longer as a tank for the gas-holder, and another the smallM to 
contain water for condensation only. 

· The beat used in generating gas may he employed to the ordi
nary purpose of heating air, in addition to generating gas, or it may 
be applied to other uses. 

STEAM-BOILERS AND ENGINES. 
WrLLUK Ex.u.r., of Reading, engineer, for "certain impt'tlf»

menU in tlmuhing machineB, and in Bteam-bo~, enginu, and otMl
apparattu for driving t/1$ Baim, which apparal1U u applictJJM to 
driving other machinery." -Granted March S; Enrolled September 
8, 1848. 

This is a very comyrehensive specification, and includes nine 
claims, the enumeration of which will 1ufficiently explain the 
nature of the improvements patented.-The first and second claims 
refer to thrashing machines, and to a mode of re4rUlating the 
distance of the concave from the drum that carries tiie thrashers. 
In the third, the patentee claims the employment of two piston
POds to each piston in what are known as the Brunell engine, with 
a cranked cross-bead, and the forming a rece11B in the top of the 
cylinders and pi11tons, thereby obtaining a greater deacent of the 
cross-beads and their connecting-rods. Fourthly, the mode of 
adjusting the eccentrics which work the valves or slides (without 
stopping the eegines) by means of a rack,-acted upon by a pinion 
contained within the shaft, this giving motion to another pinion 
that gears into the toothed ring or arc on the side of the"eccentric. 
Fifthly, in resi.iect to "Hero' a engine," he claims the introduction 
of the steam into the arms through a hollow neck of prepared 
india-rubber, with metal washers, employed to make the revolving 
joint steam-tight, together with the partial or total closing of t.he 
emiBBion apertures, and the reversal of the motion of the e~ne, 
by means of valves or slides receiving motion through the hollo• 
axle of the engine. Sixthly, the '?Ombinin$' of a vertical cylindri
cal boiler and fire-box, bavmg radiated bonzontal tlues, •ith a ftue 
surrounding the boiler, which is bounded by the external casing of 
the boiler, and also the placing the surface of the fire-bars some
what below the bottom of the boiler, for the admission of air on 
all sides of the fire. The 1eventh claim refers to an improved 
horse-gearing for driving machinery. Eighth, the apllication of 
compre11Bed wood to the manufacture of the teeth o wheels, so 
that when the teeth are driven into the receues or cavities of the 
periphery of the wheel, the subsequent expansion will retain them 
securely therein. Ninth, the forming of dove-tailed or other 
suitable shaped grooves extending across the face to receive teeth 
of a suitable shape formed of wood which has been previously 
compressed. 

HIGH-PRESSURE AND EXPANSIVE STEAM-ENGINES. 
JoeN L.1.wEs CoLE, of Lucas-street, Middlesex, engineer, for 

"«rtain improvement. in Btea~nu.9 -Granted March 22 ; En
rolled September 22, 18-'8. 

This invention has for its object a better arrangement of pans 
in the combination of high-pressure and expansive steam-engmea, 
wherein two cylinders are used. In the first proposed arrange
ment, the two cylinders are placed above one another, and the two 
pistons are fixed to the same pi~ton-rod, the high-pressure cylinder 
being above, and the larger cylinder for the expanded ateam being 
below. The piston-rod passes through a stuffing-box between the 
two cylinders which separates them from each other. This stufting
box is packed by means of two horizontal openings in the pla'8 
forming the stuffing-box, opposite to each other, by which packing 
is introduced, the packing being forced into contact with the rod 
by blocks pressing behind by means of screws. In aoother 
arrangement, two piston-rods are employed to the piston in 
the expansive cylinder, unconnected with the piston-rod of 
the high-pressure cylinder. These two piston-rods pass up 
through the cover of the expansion-cylinder and on each Bide 
of the high-pressure cylinder to the cross-head or beam above, 
io which they 88 well 88 the piston-rod of the high-preuure 
cylinder are secured. The other parts of the engine are con
structed in the usual manner or ao modified as to be auitable to 
the pre11ent arrangement of the cylinders. Another improvement 
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is the adaptation to direct-acting steam-engines of high-pressure 
and expansion cylinders, which are placed side by side upon the 
110le plate, the two piston-rod1 of these being attached above to a 
cross-head, common to both ; from the centre of the croes-head 
a connecting-rod paSBetl down between the two cylinders to a 
crank placed upon the &haft below. To preserve the parallelism 
of the piston-rods, a system of levers is placed above, in connec
tion with the cross-head. These levers and rods have also the 
effect of equalising the strain of the two pistons. Another part 
of the invention consists In the adaptation to double-acting air
pumps of slide-valves instead of the clack-valves, the slide-valves 
being worked by an eccentric or crank in the manner of the 
usual slide-valve of steam-cylinders. Expansive slide-valves are 
formed by pl11cing on the cylinder-face loo.e blocks, which are 
connected to the valve itself by means of two rods, one on each 
sidl!, upon which are placed nuts for the purpose of adjusting the 
distance of the blocks from tlle valve; and tnus, by increasing or 
diminishing that distance, to vary the expansion of the steam in 
the cylinder. A further improvement consists in the construction 
of safety-valves for steam-boilers, by combining with the ordinary 
conical safety-valve, a piston within a cylinder so arranged that 
whenever, from it& ceasing to act the pre&11ure of steam in the 
boiler increases beyond the requir;;J. amount, the rise of the piston 
will open the valve and thus relieve the prllllsure. 

FURNACES AND BLOWING :MACHINES. 
G:so.aoz LLOYD, of Stepney, Middleaex, iron-founder, for "oer

tain improoemMiu in farnacu and "'-ing maclainu, and in engi1Ull 
and macAiJl'1rY for drim719 lM 1ame ; wAicA improoemenu are allO 
•pplicable to other puTf>08U wl&ere motiw potJJn' w ~"
Granted March 8; Enrolled September 8, 18'8. 

This Is a multifarious specification, comprising so many Bep81'8te 
"improvements," that it iii difficult, without occupying more space 
than we are willing to bestow, to give any description of the whole; 
we must therefore confine our notice to a few of the leading 
point&. The principal part of the invention relates to furnaces 
for heating steam-boilers. The furnace chamber does not pass 
under the boiler, but is at the extreme end. The fire-bars are 
placed in a vertical position, about the same situation as uirually 
occupied by the fir&-doors; while the fuel is illil!rted at a hopper
mouth at the end of the boiler, which, in this case, is represented 
as being fiat, with the fuel chamber extending partly up the end. 
This chamber is about the usual width of furnaces; but in its 
length, it is confined to about the uirual depth of fuel by means of a 
number of fire-brick lumps, extending from the hearth to the 
bottom of the boiler, and placed so as to present their edges to the 
fuel in the manner of bars. The fuel being ignited, is piled within 
the chamber till quite full, the only covering being the uncon
irumed fuel which extends in the hopper-mouth above the bars. 
The products of combustion p888 between the fire-lumps, in con
tact with the \ottam of the boiler, and hreak into a chamber im
mediately in front of the bridge, where a series of pipes are placed 
for the admiBSion of air. The great heat attained by the fire
lumpe, imparts a irufficient degree of heat to the gaseous products 
to cause them to ii.ash into flame on being mixed with a due pro
portion of atmospheric air. This fiame is conducted over the 
bridge and through the flues in the ordinary manner. In the 
conatruction of the blowing machines, the blades are tapered 
towards the points, and are placed at angles of 60 degrees back
wards, by which means the inventor proposes to overcome the dis
advantage which blowing machines usually po118e98 or waste of 
power, by the fans striking the air within the ease that is not ex
jielled. The blades are confined at the sidea by diBCB of metal ex
tending to the point of the blade, and having an opening in the 
centre, of the aame area 88 the openings in the sides of the cue. 
The air driven off at the periphery is limited by the entire area 
between the blades being equal to the area of the side inlets, and 
at the same time attainsa superior blast with less power, without that 
disagreeable beating noiee, OO!llleQ.uent on a rapid motion being 
given to the ordinary fanner. Another blowmg machine de-
1eribed in the specification, consists of a series of bellows placed 
within an octajl;onal cast>, each of the eight sides forming a base for 
one bellow1. ~he other boards of the bellows are placed in a 
radial line, each of the upper or moving boards being attached to 
a crank in the centre of the cue by a 1uitable connectintr-rod • 
this crank being actuated by a &haft passing out at the sides of 
the case, which is closed quite air-tight. On motion being given 
to the shaft, the bellows will be sucC888ively acted upon, as the 
c:r&D.k performa its revelution. The air entering from the outaide 

by inlet valves, when the bellow are expanded and diacharged 
inside the case, when collapsed by the motion of the crank, a 
uniform pressure of air is thus kept up, which may be conducted 
by suita'ble pi.Pee or channels from the casing to the point req_uired. 

The following claims of the patentee set forth the various mven
tions included in this specification :-First,. the construction of a 
steam-boiler furnace, in so far as regards tne combination of ver
tical fire-bars made in two pieces, together with vertical fire-clay 
lumps behind the fuel-chamber, and vertical air-tubes behind the 
fire-lumps. Secondly, the employment in furnaces of every de
scription of fire-bars made in two pieces. Thirdly, the mode of 
applying the vapours arising from the chimneys of cupolas for the 
heating of boilers. Fourthly, the construction and arrangement 
of the fan blowing-machine, in so far as regards the employment 
of an inner casing with openings of small area in its periphery. 
Fifthly, the general arran~ment and combination of parts con
stituting the bellows blowmg-machine. Sixthly, improvements in 
rotary steam-engines, in so far as regards the employment of two 
or more chambers. and two or more sets of arms and steam-jets or 
apertures in such arms of successively increasing area. Seventhly1 an improved spindle or &haft-bearing in which the end or journal 
of the shaft 'IVorks in a collar or socket of plumbago. Lastly, 
the construction of strap-riggers of a combination of iron and 
gutta percha. 

ZINC ORES. 
CBAJILEB .AND:aB FELIX RoceA.z, of Paris, France, merchant, 

for "cn"tain im~ in treating sine ortt, and in manujac
turing o.ride of sinc."-Granted December22, 1847; Enrolled June 
2i, 184.8. [Reported in Newton's London Journal.] 

This invention consists, firstly, in improvements in the treat
ment of zinc ores; and, secondly, in improvements in manufac
turing oxide of zinc. 

First, 88 regards the treatment of the ores of zinc :-This pro
cess has usually been e!'ected by first con\'erting them into the 
state of oxide, by roasting or calcination, and afterwards reducin11 
and distilling the oxides, by mixing them with coal, and submittin~ 
them to great heat, in close vessels or retorts. This mode of ope
ration is attended with great disadvantages, for, besides occasion
ing great consumption of fuel, and rapid destruction of the re
tort&, the product obtai.Ded is by no means proportionate to the 
richness of the ore. 

By this imJ>roved p10C888 the employment of retorts is entirely 
dispemed with, and the fuel and labour are greatly economised; 
the operation is also completely independent of the skill of the 
workman or attendant; and, la8tly, the loBB of metal incidental 
to the ordinary method is prevented. Besides these advantRges 
the patentee observes, that ores of lead and zinc may both be ope2 
rated upon at once by his improved method. 

• 

J'l8' 1. 

The principal feature of the invention consists in the reduction 
of roasted blend-ore (native sulphuret of zinc) and of the car
bonates, oxides, or silicates of zinc, and also of the irulphurets and 
~des ol lead, by ·the action of the reducing gases of a blast fur-
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nace; by which the scoria or slag is fwied, the reduced sine vola
tilised, and the vapours condensedt and conducted into a receiver 
of a peculiar form, situated over Ule mouth of the furnace, and 
heated by the gases therefrom. 

Fig. l represents a vertical section of the furnace taken in a 
line with the tuyere holes; fig. !i! is an elevation of the same, on 
that side where the aperture for charging is situated1 the con
densers being shown in section ; and fig. 3 is an elevation uf the 
furnace, on the side where the tuyere \>ipes are 1ituated. a, is the 
aperture or channel for charging; a", is a sliding partition ; b, the 
outer door or cover for closing the charging channel ; c, c, c, are 
apertures, through which the BCOria 1'Un&; d., i1 an opening between 
the body of the furnace and the receiver e, the lower part of which 
is formed by the cover or partitionf, at the top of the furnace; 
and the upper part by another coverf', larger than the lower one, 
forming a kind of channel, in which the zinc is condensed. g, g, 
(fig. 2) are openings for the escape of the gases; 1, is an hydraulic 
main ; e, is the tuyere or blut-pipe ; and k, k, are openings for 
extracting the zinc and any extraneous matters; these openings 
are luted every t.ime the metal, &c., is run olf. 

Jli. 3. 

The mode of operation ls as follows :-The furnace having been 
heated to the required temperature by the combustion of fuel 
alone a charge of zinc ore, either in the state of oxide, carbonate, 
or sillcate, mixed with any suitable flux, according to the nature 
of the ore, is introduced into the charging aperture a, between 
the sliding-plate a*, and the door b; 90 that by drawing out the 
Blide a* the charge will descend by ita own gravity into the body 
of the t'urnaoe, without allowing the gases to escape throu~h the 
charging aperture b. The charge th11.1 falls upon a layer of mcan
descent fue , rising to a certain height above the tuyere B. A 
layer of fuel ia then poured upon the ore, t~en another ?h!ll'ge of 
ere, and ao on alternately until the furnace lB full; and it lB to be ,,, ... 

JPJr. 6. ,,,. s. 

replenished in the same man:.~~ when the charge sinks below a 
certain depth, which can be · y aacertained by uperience, 

The zinc u volatilised by the heat, and the scoria falls into the 
lower part of the furnace, and is run out at the apertures c, c, c. 
The volatilised zinc is carried olf with the gases arising from com
bustion, and passes through the opening d, into the receiver e, 
above. The gases from the fire-place escape through the opening& 
g; and as these latter might carry oft" particles of zinc with them, 
they are passed through an hydraulic main la, before being allowed 
to escape into the atmosphere. By this means all solid matters 
are retained, and the zinc, together with any dust or extraneous 
particles, is extracted through the openings k. When the ore to 
be operated upon is in a comminuted state, it is advisable to make 
it up into a paste, together with the flux, by the addition of water, 
ao that it may be charged in ~s of such 11ize as not to pBA 
through the fuel. Zinc ore is often mixed with sulphuret of lead, 
and by this mode of operation the zinc is obtained by volatilization, 
and the lead by fusion (this latter running to the bottom of the 
furnace below the scoria ), if, by previous roasting, a portion of 
the sulphur has been driven olf from the ore. 

The second part of the invention consists in a novel colllltruc
tion of apparatus for the manufacture of oxide of zinc. Fig. ~ 
is a vertical section of the furnace, and of the chamber for the 
reception of the oxide of zinc ; fig. .S is a horizontal section of 
the furnace, taken in the line c, d, of fig. t; and fig. 6 i11 a ,·ertieal 
section, taken in the line a, b, of fig. 4.. A, A, are the retort& or 
subliming-pots (of which there may be any convenient number), 
placed in the sole of the furnace ; u, e, are the covers of the re
torts, .which are perforated ; o, is the door of the oxidising
chamber; F, upper flue, through which the gases and other pro
ducts of combustion J1888 from the fire-place to the chimney; K, K, 
are vessels for receivmg the zinc, in case of rupture of the retorts 
or pots, in which case the liquid metal would run down on the ftoor 
a, a, and from thence into these veBSels; r.., is the flue or chimney 
of the furnace; m, m, fig. 6, are vertical flues in the wall, for the 
p~e of the waste gases of combustion; N, is a toJ> partition, 
dividrng the oxidising-chamber z, from the horizontal flue F ;-

11, 11, is a chamber for receiving the oxide of zinc; o, a chimney 
for creatin~ a draught, and thus drawing the oxide of zinc, toge
ther with air and gases, through the chamber 11, and alternately 
over and under the upper and lower partitions P, and Q. There 
may be any number of these partitions, according to the size of 
the apparatus, and the quantitv of oxide to be manufactured. 91, 

is a wire-cloth, or other suitable sifting partition, at the end of the 
chamber 11, for retaining the oxide of zinc, and, at the same time, 
allowing the air and gases to pa88 through to the chimney o. It 
will be seen that the furnace is divided into three aeparate cham
bers or compartments~ the lower one, which may properly be 
called the furnace or heating-flue, contains the retorts A, which are 
charged with the zinc to be operated upon. The volatilised zinc 
escapes through the orifices in the covers B of the retorts, and 
enters the middle or oxidising-chamber z. The zinc vapour is 
oxidised and forced through the chamber IL, either by means of a 
blower or by the draught created by the chimney o, at the end of 
the chamber 111. The upper compartment P, is nothing more than 
a narrow channel or flue, for the passage of the smoke and gasei 
from the fire-place to the chimney L, These gases heat the dome 
N, and thus keep the oxidising-chamber at a sufficiently high tem
perature to burn the zinc vapours with facility and rapidity. The 
partitions P, and Q, in the chamber 11, are for the purpose of check
m~ the power of the current and facilitating the deposit of the 
oude in the chamber •, from whence it is withdrawn by means of 
openings at the sides. 

The patentee, in conclusion, states that he is aware of ox:ide of 
zinc hav~t1' been heretofore obtained by distillation, and bringing 
the volatilised metal into contact with atmospheric oxygen in an 
oxidising-chamber; he does not, therefore, intend to claim, gene
rally, producing oxide of zinc in this manner; but he cl&ima, 
fir11tly-obtaining metallic zinc in the manner and by means of the 
apparatus above set forth and described, or any mere modification 
thereof. And, secondly-producing oxide of zinc by distilling the 
metal, or matters containing metal, in subliming-pots or vessels, 
furnished with perforated covers, through which the volatilised 
metal may iHue into an oxidising-chamber, where it is met or 
brought into contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere, md 
becomes converted into oxide of zinc. 
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COUNCIL OF HEALTH OF PARIS. 
The moat perfectly organised Municipal Board of Health 

hitherto elltablished 18 that of the city of Pam. The compre
bemive .yBtem of the Cun.eil de Salubrite of Paris, the .clentific 
ability and energy of its members, and their fearleasne&s and devo
tion in invading the most dangerou1 and oH'en•ive biding-places of 
w-e, render invaluable the copious stores of llllnitary kriowledge 
ceutained in the long seriee of &ports of their re11earches. 

Before the revolution, the administrative and judicial police of 
French to'lfDs wu under the control of several authorities. and had 
not that unity of action 80 neoeuary in large cities. The Minister of 
the Interior, the Prefet of Police, and the Prevot des Marchands 
J.d., each acoording to bis jurisdiction, part of the 1mrveillance re
q_uired for the public health of the metropolis. Hence, the impo11-
mbility of instituting a oomplete system of regular jurisprudence, 
nch u that which the Conaeil de Salubrite establi1hed some years 
Iaer. With the growth of the population, the multiplication of 
manufactures, and the general increase of commerce, the duties of 
sani'8ry aurveillanoe became more and more important, at the 
same tlDle that they became more and more difficult. 

At the close of the laMt century, these dutiea were delegated by 
the LleuMlnant of Police to two able physicians, M. Pia and M. 
Cadet. a Vaux, to the latter of whom is due the merit of suppress
ing the Petit Ch&telet, the ameliora&ion of priaon discipline, the 
suppre91ion of cemeteries in the interior of Paris, and of eepul
tllJ'e in churches, in addition to many other salutary reforms. 

The year 18~ waa the epoch of the creation of the Conseil de 
SUubrite. Before that time, the Prefect, whenever he had to give 
a deciaion on a subject connected with the public health, took the 
advioe of a physician, aurgeon, agriculturist, chemist, or veterinary 
lllqfOOn, according to the nature of the object which engaged his 
at~ntion. The inconveniences of this method were such, that in 
Joly of the year above-mentioned, the Prefect Duboix instituted 
the Conaeil, which he composed of four membera, who were to 
examine the adulteration of liquids, diseases of animals, and 
noxious man•Jfaotures. In l 807, the powers of the Conseil were 
extended, and the number of members was increased to seven, 
who were required to meet regularly twice " month. To them 
was Bllligned the investigations re£pecting epidemics, the regulation 
of markets, rivera, cemeteries, slaughter-houses, sewerage, public 
baths, &c., medical statistics, and the tables of mortality, the cleans
ing of public plBCe1, the prevention and reparation of the effects of 
inundations, therepressionof charlatanism, and thelightingof streets. 
The necessity of particlar attention to epidemics, induced the Pre
fect to add two physicians to the number of the members of the 
Council; other additions have been made from time to time. In 
order to add to the authority and importance of this body, it hall from 
its origin had the nomination of its own president and secretary, 
and the privilege of recommending to the Prefect persons qualified 
to 11upply any vacancies which may occur in the Council. 

Some idea of the importance and number of the investigations 
UDdertaken by the Conseil de Salubrite during the first quarter of 
a century after its establishment, may be obtained from the fact 
that the number of reports made from 181.S to 1829, was upwards 
of four thlltuand thMJ hundred and thirty. The number of these 
reports averaged, annually, two hundred and twenty-five; and in 
the years 1818, 1819, and 1~9, respectively, exceeded 84.0, ll.SO, 
and "20. The beneficial elFects which have resulted from the es
tablishment of thi1 institution, have led to the establi11hment of 
aimilar boards, under different names, in foreign countries; and in 
France, the Prefects of several departments have created provin
eial Councils of Health, which, but for the distraction of political 
events, would now probably exist in every important town in that 
country. 

The functio111 of the Council are consultative, not administra
tive ; but it auumes the responsibility of measures of government 
founded on its report&. It was re-organised in 1833, by an 
ordonnance of the Prefect, which directs the reduction of its 
nwaber to Ii titulary memben receiving stipends, and 6 additional 
non-stipendiary membena. The Prefect or Police is president of 
the Council, and to him the Council addrell8ell annual reports, 
which are printed. 

The number of reportl addreaaed to the government, from the 
year 18it to 1899, waa fuur lhouatmd four huntlrt» and thirty°"'· During the nooeeding six years, the number rose to 
,...... t"°"8aNl antl eiglaty.iewn. The augmentation of the annual 
•Ye1'8p ia accounted for by the growth of the population, 
which in 184.6 was J,084.,i06, showing a~ increaae of 100,000 
en the return of the 08DBIMI five yean previously. Another con-
1ideration, which indicates the importance and difficulty of the 

duties of the Council of Health of Psria, ii, that tke llleUopolil 
alf'ord11 facilities for oommenoing many new manufaotu1'811 loDft be
fore they can be 11uooes1fully introduced into &be proviaeee. Paril 
is the centre of 1oientific aaaociationa and enterprise{· and in di
rel'~ing the devel~pment of mecha~cal and chemica arta in the 
capital, the Council of Health doe&, m fact, solve problema which 
aH'ect the health of the whole country. 

In the pre!lllnt rapid aurvey of the reoent reports of the H10cia
tion, ~heir number and diversity render it nec81furyto confine the 
selection tu a few of the more important subje~. The principal 
reports relate to the lldulteration of food, the analywis of bread, 
the filtrage of water, the escape of wute liquidli of manufactoriea, 
baths, and waah-hou11es, the refuse of alaughier~houaes, tallow
melting, glue-making, &c., the 11moke of kilr18 and oement-works, 
tl1lln.eries, and f~un~riee, the clean.11ing of ceaspools, methods of 
heatmg and ventilat10n, the regulat10n of baths, the purification 
of st.t:eet gBll, precautions in the ~anu.facture and conveyance of 
chemical matches, fusees, and fulnunatmg powders, steam-engine&, 
the sale of arsenic, metal-gilding, distilleries, remedies agaioat 
drowning and &ulFocation, epidemiet11 and a large number of quN
tions respecting the medical police, 

Salt.-Jn a single year the Council analy1ed nearly .S,000 samplM 
of salt, which had been taken from dilFerent dealers by the police, 
a!1d found 2,561 1ample11 to be adulterated, tJ1e principal ingre
dients for the purpo11e being plaster BJJd potash. Al\er examining 
other samples taken directly from the 11Blt-pits, the Counoil re
ported, that when white 11Blt contain& potatih, Caloareous matter, or 
sand, it is artificially adulterated; that grey IBlt appears to con
tain naturally a little potash or calcareous sulphate; but that the 
foreign aubstance& always exist naturally in very minute quantitie1. 

WatBT.-ln 184.l, the Council reported on the dilf'erent sy11tem1 
of purifying the waters of the Seine; a matterof vast importance 
in Paris, where a large part of the population use water obtained 
from public conduita and fountains aupplied from that river. Two 
public comJ>&nie11 employed Smith's prooesa, with filters of sand 
and. charcoal in open ve-Is, and under a small pressure. The 
layer of charcoal is between two layers of sand, which again are 
between two beds of llintll. A third oompanr ueed the filten 
bearing the name of Fonvielle, which consist o several alternate 
layers of sponge, sand, and charcoal, contained in a closed venel, 
subject to a pressure of one atmosphere, for the purpose of in
creasing the rapidity of filtration. Another process, most exten
sively used, is that of Souchon's, which consists in filtering the 
water through a number of layers of a woollen tissue, formed of 
wool clippings placed on the frames forming the bottom of the 
filter, and spread, by the action of the water itself, in a compact 
uniform layer. The water passes through five such layers, ot 
which the two lowest are the thickest and remain •mchanged for 
fi\·e or six days; the others are changed two or three times a-day. 
The public conduit of Notre Dame is supplied by five of the above 
described filters. 

On a microscopic examination of water filtered by the three dif
ferent processes, the Council of Health found the water containing 
the least impurity to be that filtered by the Fonvielle process; 
next to which came that of the Souchon filters. The purity of 
water depends, however, not entirely on the absence of matten 
held in suspension, but also of dissolved organic substances' 
which after a time give a disagreeable taste to the best filtered 
water. In this respect, the water filtered by the process first de
scribed was found to be by far the best, as it remained a much 
longer time without alterations. This result is attributed to the 
use of charcoal. which is frequently renewed, washed, and dried. 
The quantity ot water filtered daily by Souchon's process is stated 
at about 162,800 l{allons; bf Fonvielle's process at 88,000 to 110,.SOO 
gallons. The relative rapidity of the other methods is far slower. 

Steam-Enginu.-Numerous memorials have been addressed to 
the Council respecting the smoke, discharge of waste water, noise, 
and danger of explosions of steam-engines. With respect to the 
smoke, the Council have principally confined themselves to pre
scribing the use of f11el giving comparatively little smoke, such as 
semi-bituminous coal; the improved construction and regulation of 
furnaces, so as to insure as complete combustion as possible; and, 
laatly, increased elevation of the furnace chimneys. 

Gilding on Metal.-ln 1816, the munificent prize of 8,ooor. 
(£H!O) was offered by a private individual, and awarded by the 
Academy of Sciences to M. D'Arcet, for a most succeasful method 
of removing the injuries to health produced by the ol'eration of 
gilding with mercury. The principal 11ource1 of these mjuries are 
the volatilisation of the mercury, the disengagement of hyponitrio 
acid, and the contact of nitric, sulphuric, and hydrochlor1c acids, 
mercury, and nitrate of mercury, with the hancLs 9f She wad7ND 
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The Council provide against the efFect of pernicious vapours, by 
requiring (according to M. D' Arcet's system) the construction, for 
all the operations in which vapour is disengaged, of a flue having 
a strong upward draught, and an opening only just large enough to 
admit the execution of the work. Air-valves are to be used to 
prevent down-draught in the chimneya, which are coated with a 
mercurial aoot, and often filled with acid or mercurial vapour ; and 
the height of the chimney is required to be sufficient to prevent 
the deleterious effects of the vapours upon the inhabitants of the 
neiJhbourbood of the manufactory. 

Street Gtu.-Tbe disagreeable odour of street gas is due to bydro
aulphuric acid, free or combined with ammonia or pyrogeneous 
products. When the sulpburetted hydrogen and bydro-sulpburet 
of ammonia reach the burner, the combustion converts the sul
phur into sulphuric acid, which exercises a deleterious influence on 
health. 

It is curious, that in this respect, the frovincial towns of France 
exhibit an advantage over the capital. n many of the former, gas 
is delivered to the consumer free from sulphuretted hydrogen and 
ammoniacal gas. By/roper management, the process of purifi
cation may be rendere complete, and will give, in i;ilace of a re
sidue of valueless lime, a product valuable for chemical and agri
cultural purposes. A commission appointed to examine the _pro
cess of M. Mallet, which bas been successfully employed at Bou
logne, Abbeville and other towns, reports, that bis method con
lists in passing the gas, before it reaches the lime, through chloride 
of manganese, or sulphate of iron, which rob it of the ammoniacnl 
salts by a double decomposition ; precipitating certain products, 
and leaving others in solution in the liquor in which the gas is 
washed. The separation of the sulphuric and free carbonic acids 
is subsequently efFected by lime, of which a much smaller quantity 
is required than by the old method. M. Mallet's process bas the 
advantage of utilising a substance otherwise valueless; for the 
salts of- manganese which be requires are the refuse of numerous 
kinds of manufactures, where it bas been hitherto a useless in
cumbrance. In localities however, where it cannot be procured, 
sulphate of iron, the product of alum-works, may be substituted. 
Moreover, either substance, after being used at the gas-works, 
furnishes a valuable chemical product-muriate of ammonia, or 
sulphate of ammonia. 

Sanitary Police.-At the instance of the Minister of Agriculture 
and Commerce, the Prefect of Police submitted to the Council the 
important question whether the bodies of persons deceased in the 
colonies, of such diseases as plague, typhus, yellow fever, or 
cholera, could be conveyed to France with safety. The Council 
replied unanimously in the affirmative i pointing out, at the same 
time, certain measures of precaution, rounded on a singular expe
riment made by some of its members who had been sent to Egypt 
upon a commission for the purpose of examining the nature of 
tlie plague. A.fl the peraom on thi8 commiaaian 1D<Jre next their akin, 
for a whole day, without inconvenience, clothea infected by the plague, 
and impregnated with pua,-the only precaution taken being to soak 
(not wash) the clothes for a certain time in chloride of soda. 

.4 Report on the ejfecta of the Cholera Morbuain Paris was made by 
Sfecial commission, consisting principally of members of the 
Council of Health. From this document, published in 1834, and 
returns made to the commission, the followmg particulars are de
duced :-The cholera appeared nearly simultaneously in Paris and 
the departments, and its duration was the same in both (March to 
August, 1832.) The mortalit[ was greater among women than 
men. The ages which suff'ere least were those from 6 to 20 years. 
The total mortality in Paris due to cholera was 18,402 persons,* 
or 23·4.2 in a thousand; and the malady was most fatal during the 
month of July, and in localities where the population w11s poor 
and the air confined. The excesses to which the working popu
lation of Paris give themselves up on Sunday, appear to have i;iro
duced an angmentatiou of 178 in the numher of admissions mto 
the hospitals on Monday. The military throughout the country 
suffered in the proportion 2.5·66 to a thousand, which exceeds the 
corresponding proportion (21·83) of the civil population. In some 
districts infected by putrid emanations, the disease was not more 
destructive than where the air was purer. Up to the 1st of August, 
the number of deaths was 17,076, or 1 in 4.6. In the Cite and the 
vicinity of the Hotel de Ville the mortality was truly frightful, and 
may be readily traced to the filthy condition of those/arts of 
Paris. In many of the houses, the walls were blackene by the 
damp exhalatio•s of unclosed cesspools; the pipes from these were 
in other cl\lles choked, and discharged their contents on the ruined 
ltaircases. In some cases these pollutions escaped into the living-

'l'be loW aumber or deatll1 In Pull, In 1832, WU 4-t,l IV of wllltb l8,-M>2 wett due to 
tllo~n, lam., 'lb,7l7 arillDIJ rrom oilier (Him 

rooms, and, in many, the only access of air and light was from a 
court, 3 feet in diameter, the bottom of which was used as a 
common receptacle. Added to this, a large part of the popula&inn 
of these quarters constitutes the very dregs of society, and subsists 
on the fruits of dishonesty or debauchery. The retribution which 
in the case of these persons followed the violation of the law• 
of societ{, may be estimated by the fact, that in the lodging
houll88 o the 7th, 9th, and lith Arrondi.ssements (the worst parts 
of Paris), the number of cases of cholera was 1 in I>, ancf the 
deaths 1 in 19. 

The annual mortality for 10 years previously was 2.5,300; so that 
the mortality in 1832, ucluaive of cases of cholera, exceeded th9 
annual average. The total duration of the disease was 9:1 weeb, 
from the 26th of March to the 30th of September (from one 
equinox to the other). 

The report from· which the above particulars are taken, eon
clndes with an earnest appeal on the part of the commission for 
those sanitary reforms of which their inquiries have revealed the 
necessity. The statical returns furnished them with appalling 
details respecting the filth, indigence, and neglect of a large pan 
of the population. Among the measures specifically recommended 
are, that no new street should be built less than 4.0 feet wide (the 
present average is 26 feet) ; that the height of the houses sbouW 
be limited ; that public conveniences should be constructed ; for 
open gutters, under-ground pipes communicating with the sewers 
should be substituted ; that there should be an increased supl'ly of 
water, which it stated to be supplied to the inhabitants of Paris 
at the rate of 7 litres for each person, the corresponding rate in 
London bein~ 62 litres; and finally, that as far as possible Ute 
centre of Pans should be rendered more open, by new streets and 
public promenades, sufficiently spacious to be planted with tree&. 

The following summary of the i;iroceedings of the Conseil in one 
particular class of their duties, will give eome idea of the ex~ 
of their whole labours:-

Yev. Manuractor111 lncladlur IA-
lite med. ateamenglnH. rel.....S. 

18.W 199 
" 

64. 2& 
184.J 194. ,, 68 2'i! 
1842 361 ,, 97 w 
181.3 4.02 ,, 95 17' 
184.4 4.07 ,, 105 23 
1845 397 ,, 90 20 
18(.6 4.6i ,, 130 2-6 

RAILWAY RESCUE.* 
It is a gratifring proof of railway progress, that attention ii 

now more strongly directed to the means of running light traina. 
It is true that in the beginning, in the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway contest, lightness of the engine wl\ll considered the great 
essential; but for a long time, there was an exigency which cl&
manded all the energies of engineers, and that was-increase of 
speed. When we recollect how very moderate were the expecta
tions of most parties, as to the rate to be run by a locomotive ; 
when we recollect that ten miles an hour was treated as an extra
vagance, and that superiority over good coaches was doubtful. 
When railways were started, twelve miles an hour was got by 
good coaches, and for posting a higher speed ; and the locomotive 
engineer had to get such a velocity for the railway, as should give 
it a decided superiority over all rivals, and overcome by force the 
prejudices which were entertained against railway travelling alto
gether. The engineers put their strength in getting a higher 
speed, and it must be borne in mind that they were the more 
pre&11ed to do so, as propositions were then put forward and u:
periments made, showing that a high speed for passenger travel
ling could be got on canals, and there were several plans for putting 
locomotives on the tow-paths of the canals. The steam-carria@e 
was then on the road, and in better favour; and it was neceeaary 
to get on the railway a speed beyond that at which steam-cania@811 
could sa.fely be run on the turnpike roads. 

Provided speed was got, whether by an increase of weight or 
expense, it mattered not: and it was got, and every year bu added 
to the weight ; but we are prepared thereby for a new era. By 
these great exertions, not merely the weight has been increuecl, 
but the working power, and the economy of working bu beeA 
greatly promoted. 

If the locomotive engineer had his attention absorbed and 
• London. E5ngbam WU.On. 18'8: 
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dr1\1rn in one direction, so it was with the railway manager. He 
had to provide for the traffic which first came in his way, and for 
'he demands of the wealthf and commercial classes2 far greater 
accommodation. As yet, this is all that has been done; and al
though some suing has been made, yet one of the original objects 
of the railway system-cheap transit-has not yet been accom
plish~d. 

A comparatively low speed is the most economical for passengers 
and goods2 but railways liaYe not yet been able to gfre the accom
modation implied by this condition. To suit their general traffic, 
and to work with safety2 they haYe been obliged to work at a 
nearly uniform speed-which has, of course, been a high one ; but 
with the resources afforded by the electric telegraph, it now ap
pears po88ible to introduce slow and cheap trains. We long since 
pointed out in this Journal, the plan of running trains at various 
speeds, which was some [ears after advocated by the Rai/reag 
Chronicle; and we are gla to see that the principle of it has now 
been more fully acknowledged. 

The pamphlet now before us advocates lighter engines, lighter 
atock, and lighter works ; but it seems that this is to be accom
panied by getting rid altogether of the present high speed. There 
can be no doubt that express trains damage the rails1 points, and 
111ritches, most seriously ; but we cannot now turn back. · 
' The present pamphlet, although it is crude and short-sighted in 

some of its views, contains a great deal of yaluable matter and 
iD the main point of lighter stock and cheaper trains, is calcttlated 
to do very much good, We, therefore, particularly recommend it 
to our engineering readers, 

The following are the author's opinions as to the discrepancy 
lletween rolling stock and rails:-

If there be any doubt e:i:pre11ed as to the discrepancy of strength betwern 
the rolling stock and the raile, a very plain answer may be found in the fact 
of the genrral renewal of rails now required. It thi1 be not enough, let the 
proportions of the periphery of a locomotive driving-wheel be compared with 
tbe nil beneath it. The former weighs upwards of 200 lb. per yard; the 
latter Crom 70 lb. to 80 lb. Yet the former is of an arch form, supported by 
the 1pokes at internls of nine inches, while the latter it a simplt straight 
beam, supported at interval• of fifteen feet, which invariably deflect bene11tb 
tbe pauing load and deatroy the continuity of 1upport. To make a perfect 
railway, the rail·bar 1hould be of sufficient vertical depth to resist all deflec
tion, with the beuiest lond pnssing over it. More than this, it should be 
1of!iciently bard to prevent lamination. And the joints of the rails should 
be 10 re·inforced u to be equally inflexible with the solid part of the rail. 
None of these conditions are yet attained a1 regarde the modem class of 
engines, and it is a problem whether they can be attained at all. Even 
aa there is a limit to the height of architectural 1tructure1 relatively to their 
bue, by reuon of the Criability of the material, 10 there i1 a limit to the 
weight of engines, by reason of the compreuibility of iron nod the impossi
bility of increasing 1urface-bearing; for whether a dri\·ing-wheel he of three 
{eet or eight feet in diameter, the contact with the rail can only be a point 
or that which geometers call 11 "flowing point," viz., 11 line. Iron, according, 
to its density, will bear a given weight without compreaaing, the point of 
contact being a line. When iron bas done ita utmost, 1teel may be resorted 
to ; and, posaibly, a rail of 200 lb. per ynrd, of deep vertical section, with a 
aurface of hard ateel three inches in width and three quarters of an inch in 
depth, supported by cron 1leepen at interval• of eighteen inches, might be 
anilable to conltruct a real "permanent way,"-for the modern enginee. 
"Permanent way" i1 at preaent a l11ciu a non lucendo. " Permanent main
tenance of way" is a practical fact, as sharebolden pockeb' can testify. 

You, gentlemen, will doubtleu be startled at the contemplation or the 
outlay or capital involYed in the real permanent way before described. IC 
700 will not agree to tbi1 proposition, you most "try back." It you cannot 
1uit the road to the wheel, you must auit the wheel to the road. Having 
ihe fear of" no dividenda" before your eyes, you 111ust turn to the practical 
maxim of the Mancbeller and Liverpool directors of old, gathered from the 
experience or the road, and keep down your weights. Light horses for the 
high speeds : brewers' bonea for the drays. Small trains and frequent, 
with small 1tation room, few polfoe and portera, and fewer clerks, a alight 
increue of drivers and &token, and a huge decrease of plate.layers, and a 
reduction in iron invoicea, would do more for your dividends and the public 
accommodation than the present system of elephantine traction, with a yield
ing foothold-a power developed and wuted. For it must be obvious that 
if, after e:i:peoding million• to aecure " good gradlentl," a de8ecting rail be 
laid down, it ia equivalent to converting them into bad gradiente. In water
iraosit a 1teamboat drivel a greater or leuer wave or water before her bows. 
Ia rail-trao1it, a locomotive drives a wave of rail before her driving-wheel• 
equinlent to ascending a conltant incline, and demanding a far greater e:i:. 
peadi1ure or ateam-power to aurmount it. The diff'erence in the two cuea 
ii, that it is impol&ible wholly to surmount, though we modify, the difficulty, 
with the ateamboat, wbereaa in the cue of the rail it is practical to aur
mount the difficulty altogether by proportioning the load on the wheel to the 
atrengtb or the raiL 

The wave line of the raila might fairly be adopted u a atandard in esti
mating tho nlao of a railway 1 for in proportion to the depth of the wan 

will be, t:tl!/ef'i• pari/Ju1, the power of ateam and the cost of coke. You 
must be aware that, to ucenrl a constant hill, requires more horse.power 
than to trnvel along a leYel. Your bone-power is &team, and the railway 
oat is coke. IC your drivers and o&tlers and road trnstees increase tbe con. 
amnption of 011ts, the coach will soon be run otr the road. 

llut even wave lines vary. For example, rails laid on longitudinal timben, 
u the Great Western, yield an equo.hle wa...e line. Rails laid on chain and 
transverse aleepen make unequal wa•es at their mid-length and at their 
joints. The result is concussion u \•ell as sinking, and the Ion of power ii 
greater. Mechanical men hn•ing th•ir living to get by the prevention of 
waste, and the economy of steam-power, readily apprehend all this, for they 
carry the safety-valve in tl.eir own breecl.1ts' pockets; but it does not so 
rradily occur to railway directors. Let them maintain a standard gauge
the wave of the rails. Perhaps as an additional stimulant you will take into 
your thoughts the somewhat startling fact that a pair of the largest railway 
locomotives would furnish power enough to supply the largrat pumping water.· 
worka in London. Another pair might achieve the t11ska of delivering it 
into tlteir attics instead of the ground-floors of the J,ondon dwellings. 
Another pair might pump up all the sewage water eoutb of the Thames1 u 
Mr. Chadwick will inform you. 

Sl\1ELTING COPPER ORES. 
De1cription of tht prot:t11 of M.M. R1voT and PHILLIPS, for rmtlting 

copptr orrs. (From a paper read he fore the Society for the Encouragement 
of Aru and Manufacturea;Pa ri1.) 

In a visit to England in 18SS, one of us became acquainted with the 
experiments made in no Eogli8b copper.works, to extract the metallic 
coppt>r by means of the action of voltaic electricity, from previously roasted 
sulphur ore~ of copper. The information we obtained was the same aa 
was htid before the Society as descriptive of the proce11 employed by M 
Napier. 

The aulplrnr ores were 6r1t'well routed, thfln 1melled in a reverberatory 
furnact>, and the copper brought to a metallic state by paaeing through the 
fused metallic silicute a very powerful voltaic cnrrent; the grafhite hearth 
of the furnace, and a plate of cut·iron kept at the upper part of the 
melted mass, forming the remaining part of the Yoltalc current. 

Starting from these given points, we Brat tried to reduce by a voltaic 
current, not the silicate of copper, but the pure aulphuret of copper. 

After several inelf~c~:.al attempll, we succeeded in passing during more 
than two hours, a constant current through a crucible containing sulphuret 
o( copper at a red heat. 

lo a common Heseian crucible, we placed two small pieces of compact 
coke, kept at a little distance by well compressed luting; and in these 
we plunged two platinum wires communicating with the h•o poles of the 
battery. The platinum wirea were preserved from the action of the au). 
phur by the pieces of coke and the luting. We found in these direct 
experiments, that coke is a 11:ood comlur.tor at a red heat, and that the 
luting conducts but a very little at that tE"mpernture. 

Tubes, fixed in two notches of the crucibl<', had for their objf'ct the pre
vention of contact behveen the charcoal and the platinum wires, a point 
o( esst>nlial importance on two accounts :-First, the burning charcoal 
wouhl have established a communication between the two poles of the 
battery outside the crucible, and consequently, a large portion, if not the 
whole of the current would have been deviated, and not have traversed 
tbe Cased maH.-Secondly, the alkaline ashes of the wood charcoal would 
have rapidly attacked the platinum wires, and the current thus have been 
interrupted. The copper wires doting the circuit communicated with a 
galvanometer, the needle of which indicated by its deviation the energy 
of the current. We employed constant batteries with copper and zinc 
elements, and solutions of sulphate of copper and common ealt, of six to 
twenty.four couples, and sometime& only one Uunsen battery of thirty 
elements. We always simultaneously made two comparatiYe experiment•, 
by placing in tbe furnace two crucibles exactly similar, the one traversed, 
and the other not tra veraed, by the current. 

We found, after several e:i:periments, that the sulpburet of copper not 
decomposed by the coke, ia but very slightly decomposed by a con1tant 
current of twenty-four couples of the voltaic battery, producing a deviation 
o( the needle of the galvanometer of SS to 40 degrees. 

By employing a Bunsen battery of thirty elements, producing a devia
tion of the needle of the galvanometer of 45 to 50 degrees, we have reduced 
a notable quantity of copper lo a state of fusion ; but the largeat propor· 
tion of the aulphuret remained undecomposed. 

These results convinced ua that the action of the battery ia feeble as 
regar:fa sulphuret of copper, and that the very powerful voltaic current 
requi1ite for effecting the decomposition, as well as the difficulty of co~· 
veniently disposing the apparatus, would prevent the employ~ent of tb1s 
proceSI for the treatment of aulphuret of copper, and a porllo11. for that 
of pyritic copper, which la the most common ore of copper. 

Experiments analogous to the preceding, in the which we replaced the 
two poles of coke by rods of iron, have indicated to us that the action of 
the battery rendera more rapid, but not complete, the r~ucti?n of aul· 
phuret or copper by the iron. It alway• forms a mus, rich ID copper. 

.u• 
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The action or the battery, aided by that or the iron, ffpantee from the 
nlpbaret of copper bat a very amall proportion of copper. 

In analai:oua esperimenl1 made on galena (aulpburet of leed), tbi1 
mlllaral prrsented the lame characten aa tbe 1ulphuret of copper. We 
aho fouDd always a great losa in the crucible traYel'led by the voltaic 
current, due to the Yolatili1Btion of tht. metal. These esperi111eata clnrly 
demoo11rated to us that the action of the battery, aided enD by that of 
Jroa, could not aene u a proceN for the direct treatment of the sulphur· 
Olll om of lead or of copper. 

We thee repeated tbe experiments of M. Napier, and endenoured to 
redace the fuwd silicate of coJ)per and iron, by a carrent brought by two 
pelee, the oae of iron, the other of plumbego, in immediate contact with 
the foaed -· But we •ery aooa coaYinced oanehee, tbat of the 
three ageDll e111plo7ed for the reduction or the oxide of copper (the plum· 
IMlao, the irog, and tbe current), tbe &rst two, especially the iron, were 
quite aufficieat; and aumerou1 experimeala prond to 111, that by tbe 
actioD or iroD alone, a aillcale of copp.,r, coDlaiDiDg beaidee oxidP1 of 
copper, olh•r bue1, such as aoda, lime, oxide of iroD, &c., gave up iD le111 
than oae hour's action of the lire, the ~·bole of ii• r.opper united iD • 
b11ttoD of complete purity. 

It i1 thus that we have been led to search in the olction of iron, the 
priDciple of the reduction or oxide of copper. We 6nt made several ex
perimeDls in crucibles, in order to determioc the circumataocea moat 
favourable to the action of iron. Tbf' following are the principal results 
which we obtained. ID our crucible were arraDged two or morP iron rods, 
dippiDg almo,1 to the bollom, and kept 1t tbe upper part by a bed of 
lating, The material employed was either r,oasted pyritoua copper, or a 
mixture of oside of copper, oside of iron aDd aand; to these Y.e added 
u lluxee, soda, or lime, or enn chalk oDly. By employiDg IOda a1 the 
ilus, the reductioD of the oxide of copper wu complete in a very 1b1>rt 
tlme. At a quarter of au hour'• fu1ioD, the copper oblllined wu cberui.:ally 
pure. With chalk, the complete reductioa req11ired oDe hour'• fuaioo. 
The copper produced coDlaiDed much iron (often Hi per ceDt.) when the 
iron-rods dipped down to the boltom of the crucible; and, oa the coo· 
trary, wu always very pure when the rods reached but a little way aboYe 
the bottom. The time nece111ry for the complete reduction of the oaide 
of copper, was more or le11 great ia proportion to the number of iron rods 
employed. 

1Sa11•tird with tbe&e re11ulla, we coo1tructed a reverberatory furnace 
capable of contaioiDg about 260 kilogrammes (5 cwt.) of rust>d metallic 
•ilicatPI, and preseDtiag no other peculiarity of coaatruclioo tbaa having 
lix groovea or vertic:al hollowed-out places ia the wall opposite to the 
door of the furnace. Their uae was to maintain ia the foaed mass 
1ia bars of iron of 6 lo ti cealimetrea (21 lo Si inches) wide, and 
TO ceDtimetres (28 iacbe1) loDg. Tbe&e bars thus acted on a largP portion 
or the melted mass, were DOI in contact with the copper, were readily put 
ia and removed, and we wrre able lo stir the melted mass between the 
bars, in aucb a way as to render it bomogeDeou1, and renew the parts in 
cootact wilb the iron. We have treated in this fnrDace, more than three 
tons of the pyritic oree of Cora wall, Germany, and Spain, all previo111ly 
carefully roasted. This complete rousting Is easy eDough wheu the ore is 
ground with liDe sand; it is done with ordiaar7 precaution, but should be 
finished with a brisk beat. In the 6rst experiment, we commenced by 
fusing the roaated ore with lime and poor slag; and when the fusion was 
complete, we applied &ix bars of irou, which were allowed to remain during 
four hours. After this time, we removed the bars and ran out the metal. 
lJi operHliDg 1bu1, we always found the coasua1ption of iron to be much 
greater tbao theory, pointed out as 1ufficieat for tbe reduction of the oxide 
of copper. The slag retained from 2 to 3 per ceDt. of copper. We at· 
tempted to smelt this slag by ilaelf, and acted upon it with bar1 of iron 
for four hours: the result was that we obtained new slag, equally rich in 
copper with lbe former; and this, notwitbstaadiog that the ban lost several 
kilogrammes of weight. This 011.idalioa of the ban of iron coulcl Dot be 
aUributed to tbe air of the furoace which bad not served for combu1tion, 
since the bars were con1ta0Uy aod entirely pluoged into the fused ma
teri&I, but wa1 evidently due lo !be peroxide of iron coDtaioed in the 
metallic silicate, and which would be brought by the iron to tbe stale of 
protoxidt' before the oxide of copper could be completely redured by the 
iroD. We theD eDdeavoured to reduce the conaumplioD of iron, aDd recover 
the copper lost in the slag, by adding to the actioD of the iroD that of 
charcoal or coal, The carboDaceoua material migbl be employed in two 
ways. First, miaed witb the waated ore; secondly, added afler complete 
fuaiou, to the compound formed of the fused ailicales. lo operating ia 
this lut maooPr, we were aoou cooviDceq that the charcoal acted but slowly 
and feebly in tbe fuaed 1ilicate1, because it floated OD the surface of the 
maa1, aDd could Dot be kepi within it. N everlbdesa, its actioD is of some 
accouDI; for, wheD we tbre\V on the melted maas iD the furDace a certain 
quaat11y of poor coal, we always observed a rapid augmeulatioD of its 
iluid1ty, esplaiDed only by the reductioD lo the stale of prolo1ide of iron, 
of a cons1tlerahle quantity of the peroxide. The coosumptioD of iron 
beiDg still very gr~at, we oext proceeded to examiDe the action of the 
carbonaceous matter, when mixed with the roasted ore before charging the 
forDace. After aeveral trial•, we have adopted as the most coD•euieot 
proportion of charcoal duat, or small poor coal, that which is requi1'1'<! to 
produce oo~·l111lf carbonic acid, and ooe·half carbonic oxide, in combiDing 
with the oxygen of the oxirle of copper, aDd that combined with the prot· 
oxide of iroD ia the roaated ore. Thia proportion g1ue us, without em• 
ploying the action of iron, a slag containing 2j per cent. of copper. We 

lue pro•f'd by &eTPral trial• (1.) that thlt propertfott of...._, ..a· 
DOI be rigorously adbet'etl to ; and tltat it '"Y l>f' eit!aer iMl'f'Uell or..._ 
minish•d to so- utnt, witboat tbe elag belq l'lther poerer or rioller' ilt 
oopper, or tbe quality of the copper •lt•retl. (t.) Tkt ia _.,...... ..ia 
the pl'OflOrliola of cbattoal mixed wllh the ore, ud 1a 1'iaiag ti.a~ 
lure of the fomace to a bright wltite hPat, we -Id .1 .. .,. brtair .a. !alt 
slag (without the action of iron) to 1ucb a point, that it should not_.. 
mure than Tin of copper: but then the copperco11tained II lo lOpercu&.at 
iron. By operating at a lower temperature to tbat wictlr n~ far. 
fullion, we obtained a alag rich euougb in copper, aad still -tainiu,: 6 111 l 
per cPnL of iron. (3.) That the action of the bars of iron ua the fuad •il•ca&e,. 
coataiaing ll tu S per cent. of copper, is powerful and rapid; ud that 
three hours are 1u81cieat to brin1 the slag to sacb a 1tate that it lhall -
tala 011ly nfn to Tin of copper, tbe copper obtained bftog at the -
time free fl'Olll iron. The following i1 tbe mode of operaliott, - were ct.lllf. 
lively led to adopt :-We charge the heated furnace with a Mi11.tllft vl 
n1a11ted ore (I to 36 cwt) and lime or 1111d, and the slag of a preeediqope
atioa, jg quantity CODYeDiPDl far deterraiaiq lbe fullillll Of tJie ID&leriaJ, ... 
charcoal or small coal in the proportioD pre•;-aly indicated. la reciiOlllBC 
0017 u ~ in the charg1111, lite protoxide of iloa aod the lime, - ea· 
deue.r to prodace a biailicate, coataiaing Ill la 16 per cent. of Ii-. 
E~perience bu poiated out. !hat a biailicateof protoside of iroo, Olll! baa 
ooly, melll ver7 qufokly and acquif'ea a great lluidity, b11t rellllil.J &i•ea a. 
copper containing mDCh iron. 

After charging the furnace, we throw OD Ille 1arface or them- -
or t WO 1bovel1ful or &mall coal, for the purpose of pr•&el"'l'ing tbr material 
from oxidation by the llamPB or the f11rnace. We stir the mu• from ti
to time, in order ta eaable it to beat more unifOl'lllly, and melt quicker. 
We sometimes succeed in lllf'ltiitg C0111ple~l7 in four houn. As - ae 
the masa rommence1 to agglomerate, the parte wbich attu.Ja themNhs 
to the rakea coataia a •rlaia quutity of copper scales: when tlar fmioo 
i1 complete, the rods plunged iDlo tbo -ked lllUll indicate the r.aai8a 
of the copper at the lowest point of the h.arth of the furuace llffl' the 
discharge bole, 

We have alway• e:samiaed the slag swimming on the eopprr at tliis. 
moment of the operation, after ba•iDg carPfully stirred the mua eo u to 
produce slag of a homogeneous quality, and found it to coatain 2 ta I per 
cent. or copper. When the whole i1 well m10lterl, we place 1i11. ban ol 
iron, weighing altogP-tber from 16 to 45 kilogrammea (84 to 105 lb.)p 
fixing their eDds la the grooves In the 1ide of the furnace oppoaire to lb 
door, taking care to plunge them entirely into the rueltrd ma111. We tbea 
agaiD throw on the surface of the slag a small quantity of coal, to prenlll 
tbe peroxidatioa of the protoxide of iron of tbe slag by tbe llamn; ~ 
from half-boor to half-hour, we stir with a two-proDged rake (very ~e
oient to clean) the aur(ace of the iron·bBl'll imme11ed in the slag. We abo 
employ as a powerful means or producing the mi11.ture, a woodea pole. 
which, pluDged ialo the slag, gives a considerable d111eagagemeo1 of gaap 
and produces a slroDg frothing op. The appearance of the &lag turnhhea 
but little indication of the progress of the rPductioa of the melaJ ; we ha Ye 
bow•ver, pro•ed that triala made with a cold rake, plDngt!d for a momeDt 
into the fused ma11, always pre1eat1 on contact with tbe iron. a m:ldiah 
metallic tint, 1trongly marked where the elag wu rather rich ; a Ua& 
which, oa the contrary, wu scarcely di1cernable when the slag contaioed 
not more than - to ,&so of copper. 

We have always found that three to four boon are sllfficient to remo.-e tbe 
copper from the elag up to mu to -dins· After this inten·1J of time -
draw out the ban, and run off the met&!. The duration of oDe entire opera&ion 
is thus about eight hours, and three operations may be readily cond11ctm 
in one day. The Ion in weight of the iron ban variea in our esperiments to 
from l to 6 kilogrammes (2t to 13 lb.), for quantities of copper of l! 
to 42 kilogr1mme1 (27 to 94 lb.) obtained from ore1 of various quali
ties. Tbi1 1011 is independent of the richnen of the ore, and the cooMUDp.. 
tion of the iron i1 proportionally less for the rich than the poor ores. for 
the pyritic ore1 of Spain, containing 21 per cent. of copper, we have coa. 
1umed 11 parts of iron for l 00 of copper obtained. The En@lieb ors 
which we have melted contained 7 per cent. of copper, 4 to 6 per cent. of 
ar1enic, a 1mall portion of antimony, and 1ome traces of tin; from tbeee we 
have olltained ao impure bl1ck copper, containing 3 to S per cent. of araellic, 
2 to 3 per cent. of tia, and only a few thousudtb1 of aalpbur and iroa.. 
Thia result bu not surprised us; the anenic can only be completel7 driYa 
away by a great number of 1ucce11ive operations and altematioa1 of roan. 
iog &Dd reduction. Tbu1, we do not propose the application or our proceu for 
the treatment of ores containing much arsenic or antimon7-u, for nampley 
the grey copper ores. With the pyritic ores not containing anenic we 
have always obtoioed a very pure black copper, containing only from TAT 
to ~ or sulphur and iron. 

The roastiDg has a certain influence on the quality o! the copper, ud oa 
the consumption of iron. With well roasted ores we never bad 1 depo.it 
underne1tb the copper, which waa the case with ores imperfertly roaa&ed.. 
Tbe copper contained not the least iron, and Iese than~ of 1ulpbw. 
The coD1umption of iron was much lesa with well routed ore~, and Lbe 
final slag Jen rich in copper. The temperature which we bne adopted u 
tbe mo1t convenient, is that which is strictly nece11ar7 for the fusion of the 
copper and the 1l1g. Too high a temperature renders the action of the iroa 
OD the siiicate of copper more rapid and energetic; bat the coil red
more euily a part of the oxide of iron combined with the 1illc1. In ope
rating in the 1ame ma:ioer, oo the 1ame mineral, at a well-regulated t.empe-
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nture, and at a bright red heat, maintained from tlie commeneement of the 
operation, we ha•e obtained, in the fmmer Qse, a copptTOf anftlcient parity; 
bl the latter 1!111!, a copper contaminated· with 3 per eent. of iron. 

Tbe consumption of coal employed in onr furnace will not gi•e a great In
dication H to the quantity which would be reciuired in a large reYerberatory 
furnace kep~ in constant operation. We can, however, give a calculation of 
1111icie11t approximation from the contumption of the large copper fnl'llllcea 
ill wa1.. . 

The ores to which oar proce11111ay be applied with the greatest adftntage 
are the olidee or pyritic oree with a gangue of pyrites or oxide of iron ; they 
J11D411er, 117 oar m11de of treatment, -copper of excellent quality. These ores, 
•II& present treated, yietd·a blaclc coppercontahlmg much iron. Oar pro
Cetl ia 1110 readily applicable to all the orea of copper which do not contain 
too mnch anenic or antimony. The proceu which we have described oft'eTB 
'"8ral raarked advantage1 over .the method• ordinarily e111plo;ed. h la 
npid and economical, since by one single fuaion we obtain 11lag 1nfllciently 
pootto be rejected, and' all the copper in a atate of aoftlcient purity to be 
IOW after one smeltmr-, or at tha moat a short relining It requires no 
clltkult man·1pulation, and the workmen can readily understand the ,.ay of 
condneting the operation•. The complete roaating of the ore ia not a new 
eperation in metallurgy ; it ia easily Dccompli•bed when the ore ii ground 
wfth aaad of sufticient 6nene11; it requires tact and attention on the part 
of" die workmen, and should be finished hr a good atroke of the fire, In 
enler to deeompo1e the sulphates formed at a lo,.er temperature. We have 
prnio111ly pointed ont that the principal incOTrVenience of an ill1:01DJ>le'e 
routing is, in the emeltlng, a greater conaumption of iron, and a lraa com
plete removal of the copper from the slag in a giYen time. A good roaathrg 
fbmace abould contain about Ii ton of ground ore: tbe opemion should 
be oontianed from 15 to 2( bonn. Por the amelting, the furnaces abonld be 
limilar to tbe large reverberH<>ry furnaeea of Walet, and contah1 fora charge 
lN cwt. of ore. There should be three smelting furna~ for four l'J'lllliaf 
fbniaees, aupposinr; that three operations may be condneted in etteh amett
iDg f11rnaee daily. The refining of copper of the flnt •melting may be don& 
ill I furnace containing four tons; an operation which does not require more 
Ulaa 12 boon. To give an idea of the principal Matlritl neeenary for the 
production of a certain quantity of copper, ,.e will suppose that we hue 
to treat • pyritic ore of copper with a gangue of pyrilel or quartz, contain. 
lag a the mott UI per cent. of copper. To produce per annum 100 tont 
of copper, there will be required two pair of stamping mills, twelve roasting 
""-"•eight srnelting furnace1, and one copper l'f'fining furnace. 

It will al10 be very advantageous to annex to the r.opper-workt an iron. 
work, which ,.ould produce at a low price the iron nece11ary for the toola 
llld impleraeuta employed, the ban, &c., and to use up the old ban which 
will no longer aer'l'e in the smelting furnaces. We have alto applied the 
lllltion of Iron on the 111etallic ailicates in fusion to the treatment of sulphate 
al lead, bat le11 1ucce11fully than in the case of copper ores. These trial• 
ha•e been made on a large scale in a reverberatory furnace capable of con
taining 2C cwt. of materialt. 

To the dry sulphate of lead, we added sand, a little chalk, the slag of a 
pneediag operation, and about three per cent. of charcoal. A larger pro
portion of charcoal alwaya gave a little aulphuret of lead with the metallic 
lead. We charge the furnace, and beat it 1u as to effect an entire fusion for 
the apace of fi'l'e houn. We then throw into the fluid man, at three or four 
limea, iron turning•, which replace to great advantage the ban of iron. The 
proportion of cut-iron turnings nece111ry ia about one0 eigbth of the weight 
of Uie dry 1ulpbate of lead. We atir the m111 very frequently, and alter 
four or five houri' action of the iron, run off the metal. We have obtained, 
i• tbit manner, C5 to 48 partl of lead frnm 100 of 1ulphate ol lead. The 
lou, therefore, of metal was conaiderable, which was due ia great part to 
the volatilization of the lead, the fnmea of which were evident at the top of 
'be cbimnry; this volatilization principally took place during the stirring 
and the charsing. We notice thi1 application of our proce11 to the reduc. 
tio11 of sulphate of lead, because that.it pro'l'CI that iron acta very rapidly on 
the tilicate of lead, Dnd that tbia action might be employed under certain 
circ11m1tance1. 

To complete the description of tbe procen for the metallurgical treat
ment which we propoae, we nnw proceed to gi'l'e an estimate of the probable 
COit of the treatment of copper ores. We base tbia eatimate on the dura
tion of the operation• in the reverberatory furnaces in which we have treated 
the om of copper and the sulphate of lead ; on the consumption of coal in 
the large smelting furnaces ia Wale•; and on the consumption indicated 
from our own esperimente. 

To compare our procesa with that adopted in the greater number of cop· 
per-worka in England, we have adopted the figures ginn by MM. Dufrenoy, 
Blie de Beaumont, Costa, and Perdunnet, in their " Voyage MltaUvrgipe 
ft' 4"9letffre." We will reckon the coat for 1 ton of pyntic ore ba'fing a 
gangue of quartz and iron pyrites. For 'be refining, we calculate the expenae 
!or one toa of copper. 

RIVOT A!llD PHILLIPS' PBOCBSS. 

Firlt Oper•licni.-Grinding o( the ore. 
For one tun, Jjr. 50c. 11. 34. 

Second Operation.-Roasting of the ore in furnaces containing 36 cwt. 
Doratinn of roasting proce11, l 8 houri. (We may remark that for the 
roaaling, the !oat beat from the smelting fumace1 may be very well em
ployed, a1 it done in aome Bngliab woru.) 

Labour, Ii d!T @ 2 f'nnca 
Coal, 6 cwt.~ lfr. '9' 2 cwt. 

Totlll &fa - s .. 
Tltirrl Opwatlma-Smalting or tbe rnasted ore. l'DrnleM eontAlniaf Ii 

ton of ore (,.eight of crude ore). DunitiN ol operation, eight boara. 
Cons.ump~ion of ooal per hour, on an ••.,rage, 120 kilo. - 2 cwt. I qr. I G lit. 
The iron 11 put H 2b fr. the 100 kilo. - 20e. the a. cwt. 

Labour, 0·87 day@ 2 tr • •• 
Coal, 640 kilogrammes @ 1 fr. 
Iron, .to. • • •• • • 

Special Espeaa• 

&. c. 
1 74 
6 40 
9 00 

17 14 13'. 84. 

Thia operation gives all the copper contained in the ore ill Uie ata&e of 
black copper, containing but a very liLtle iron aad alliphnr. 

The 1pecial expen1ee of the treatment of one ton of copper ore of ordi-
nary qaality, 6 to 30 per cent. according to our proceu, 

Grinding 
Routina 
Smelting 

& ... 
1 50 
6 00 

17 14 

Total • • 24 64 19-. 94. 
FOtlrl'll Opwctioll.-Reilnlng or the black oopper olltaiaed by ameldq. 

In a furnace containing ( ton• of copper. Daration of the opera•ioa 11 
hours. Mean consumption of coal per hour, 2 cwt, ' 

Por one ton of copper :-

Labour, 1 half-day @ s rrucs 
Coal, l I cwt. • 1 franc •• 

Total 

tt. e. 
1 50 
1 50 

s 0 

•. d; 
1 3 
1 s 
2 6 

Por an ore rendering 8 to 10 per cent, of copper, the rellaiag will add aboa' 
S9 per cen&. to the e11peuaea. 

In adding to theee expenaee S franeJ (21. 6'.) tor repairs of implement. 
~ .• we arri'l'e at a aum of 'l'1 fr. 9Cc. for the expenses of the treatment of 
one ton of ore, comprising the retining--aay In round nnmben, 28 fra11e1 
(221. 6d.) For a return of 8 to 10 per cent., the special expenaes for I wa 
of refined copper will be 350 francs (HI.); for a return of 25 per cent., 
112 franca (41. 101.) 

WWLIB PBOCHB. 

The special expenee of the treatment of oae ton or ore, contaiaiag or 
rendering 8 per cent. of coppar, ia aa folloWI :-

Coel, 1,600 kUogrammu@ I !rue.. 16.fr. 
Labour, .le. .to. • , • • •• • • 26 

Total •• 42.fr. 33'. 24. 
Difference in fnour or our proce11, 14 francs (I It. Bd.) 

For one ton of copper and for the ores ordinarily treated in Walea, the 
difference in the 1pecial expenaea of the treatment la 1711 franca (71.) 

The Society for the Encouragement of the Art& and Manufacturea, and 
the Academy of Sciences, have boLb reported favourably on the proceu of 
MM. Rivot and Phillipa. 

FALL OF RAIN. 

.tin .tlccowst qf 10111t Ob1~ationl 111atl1on1111 Dtpth qf Rai11 fll'llic'll/aU. 
111 t'll111a1111 localitiei, al di,/fwmt altitvde1, in the hUly dutricl1 qf La,._ 
cu/lire, Clulhirt, a11d Derl>y111in. By S. C. HoKBBlllAM1 C.E.-(Bead 
before the Royal Society of London, May 25, 1848). 

Having been present at • meeting of the Royr.l Society of Londoa on 
the evening of the 18th of May last, when a T&lnable and intere1tlng 
paper was read, "On the Meteorology of the Lake Dl1trlcts of West
moreland and Cumberland," by J. F. Miller, Esq., ol Wbitehnen, ia 
which paper the following remark occnrftd :-" IL would be prematare, 
from the acantJ data befora me, to draw any conoln1ion II to the grada
tion ia the quantity of rain, at the1e great elentioDI aboYe the Ha. 
Bui ii seenu JWObablt tllat, i11 -lai110u dUtricl1, IM a-11111 qf raill 
incrttU11froJ11 tht NIW, 11p-nt1, lo 1111 altittul• qf abo•I 2,000 fnt, VIMff 
it rt•c/Jt1 a rnazilll11111; and that above thle elevation the quantity napidl:J 
decreases. The table for 1846 ubibits the rain fall of the 111mmer moatba 
only; but the additional return• of 18471 obtained in e•ery varielJ of 
eeaaon, conllrm the above deduction• in every eueutial particular, ao that 
we may fairly auume the combined reaulta to be indicative of a ph11ical 
law, ao far at least a1 relatea to the particular locality iii queation." 
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l IUll deairoua of laying ~fore the Doyal Society certain obsenationa 
made under my own direction, which lead ma to differ from the author of 
that paper in the co11clusion be bu deduc~ fron;i his f~cta. . 

Mr Miller ki11dly {urniabed me some time 111ce with many, 1f not t_be 
wbol;, of the reaulta of bis npt'rimenta in tbeaa ~idtricta up to the beg10-
Ding of March tut. I hue been careful to.ucertaan whet~er Mr. Mall~r'• 
own 81:periment1 fully bear out the coaclu11on1 suggested an the quotation 
aboTe made because this conclusion la in direct oppoailion to the recorded 
obsenation; of the Honourable Daines Barriop;too, F.R.S., Dr: Da!ton, 
Profeaaor Daniell Sam11el M arsball, Esq., of Kendal,aod J obn Fleo.uug, Esq., 
of Manchester; ~ad al!IO to ob6C!rvations made ia lS.U by Caplluo ~efroy, 
then Director of the Observatory at St. Helena; the results of which ob
ee"ationa were pabliabed in 18'~· by order 9f ~er )'tfllj~sty's Government, 
under the superintendence of Lieut. Col. Sabme, F.s.R.S., lo a volume 
entitled "Observations made at the l\fagnetical and l\1eleorologicol Ob. 
serntory of St. Helena." 

The Honourable Daines Barrington, F.R.S., stales in the "Philo!?· 
pbical Transactions" for 1771, page 29.t, that ia 1770 be caused two ra10 
gauges to be placed one on Mount Reniag, in Walea, 1,850 feet above 
the level of the aea,' and tile other apon the plain below. From July 6th 
ia tbia Jear to October 29th, the p;aage on the top .of the moua!aia caught 
&·165 1ncbea of raio ; the one at the bottom 8·700 inches, showing half an 
lach more rain to ha11e fallen at tlM bottom than oa the! top of the moan· 

taii>r. Dalton, ia the " Memoirs o.f ~e Literary and Pbiloaopbical So
ciety of Manchester" vol. v., New Series, p. 216, says:-" From the ob· 
~"atiooa made lo Great Britain, It appears to be an ~stllhliabed. fact, th':t 
more rain falll in the billy part of the country than 10 the plain ; ~ut d 
aZ.O appear1 that the q11a1dity of rain i11 a low 1ituation i1 greater than rn an 
tln:ated 1ilualion in the tiici11ity." 

Profeuor Daniell, in hie "Elemeota of Meteorology," Toi. i., p. 286, 
1tatee " It baa been ascertained more rain falle at the bottom of a moun
tain than the top. Samuel l\farsliall, Eaq., of Kendal, also atatea, in a 
communication published in 1839 i ·in the Traoaactloos of the Meteoro
logical Society," vol. i., p. llS, that, " It la a fact sufficiently well eatab
liabed, that more rain falls in low aituatiooa th110 in more elevated ones, 
even when contiguous. 

And more recently, John Fleming, Esq., states, la the "Memoirs of 
the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester," vol. ,.., Second 
Series p. 252, that, " On the dea<'ent of the bill, and probably about the 
foot of it tbe be11vie1t rain will fall." ID the "Obsenatiooa made at the 
Magoeti~al and Meteorological Observatory of St. Helena," before alluded 
to It 11 elated at p. 102 of the index:-" ID 1841, Captain Lefroy, then 
di~ector of the obeenatory at St. Helena, eatabliabed rain gauges at three 
other points of the island, for the purpose of ascertaining a compa~ative 
estimate of the quantity of rain. The 1tatioo1 were-I. Near the highest 
pinnacle of the island, on a Yery narrow ridge or rock ; 2. lower down on 
fbe same ridge tf hil~s; S. Longwood observ~tory ,; 4. Jamee V~lley. !he 
three first 11tatioo1 might be eompreheoded 10 a circle of one male radius, 
and the fourth is but little more distant. The quantities of rain received 
at these stations, daring nine mQIUhs of.18.U, w.eae as follows:-

1. At 20.t<l feet of elentioo, 22·01 iocbea, 
2. At 1991· · ,, 21·11 ,, 
a, At 1782 ,, 43·42 ,, 
4. At 414 ,, 7·63 ,, 

Thia table shows that at J 782 feet elevation, much more rain fell in a given 
lime than at the higher elevation of 1991 feet. The reason why so small 
a quantity ae 7•6S inches only was recorded in the Bllme time at 41.f. feet 
elevation, is not very apparent; but it would probably be found, upon ell· 
aminalioo, that this result is due to some local circumstance in the position 
0 f the gouge, and not to i11 elevation-a coocluaioo to which I am led by 
an eumioation of the localities, compared with the quantities of rain col
ecled in Mr. Miller's nperimeotl. 

In a Report which I have recently published, "On the Supply of 
Surplus Water to Manchester, Salford, and Stockport," p. 70, I have 
1bown that, during the past year of 1847, I bad four rain gauges fixed, 
one at the bottom of Todd's Brook Valley, 1ituated in Cheshire, near 
Whaley, 620 feet abo'l'e the level of the 1ea; another at Brioka, the top of 
the bill horderiog tbia valley, 1,500 feet aboye the level of the sea, and 
that S8·39 iocbea in depth wu received at the bottom of the bill, and only 
29·5 inches at the top of the hill. A third gauge was tilled at the bottom 
of the Comb's Brook Valley, situated in Derbyabire, near Chapel-en-le· 
Frith, 720 feet abo'l'e the level of the aea, and that 51 •SO inches in depth 
wu ca11gbt at the bottom of the hill, and oaly 15•85 inches at th1 top or 
tb11 bill. 

Since the report juat referred to wu pnbli1bed, I b&Te been favoured 
by Thomaa Hawkeley, Eeq., C. E., with the reaulll 61 aome important ua
pabli1bed experiment• made by him for thl Corporation of LiTerpool, ou 
the amount of the fall of rain at RiTiogton, and in the. Valley of Roddles· 
worth, near Preston, ia Lancubire. Six rain gauges, placed aear the 
grouad, were tilled in theae localities at the beginning of January, 1847, 
tbree at RiTiugton, aad three in the ValleJ of Roddleawortb. 

The quantttiea falling per month are 1b1nrn lo the following table, and 
alao the monthly fall for Jaauary, 1'ebraary, and March, 1848, all or which 
reaulta pron tb1 aame general fact, that more raill Calla at the bottom than 

the to of the hilll in the 11me localitiea. 

TABLS.-ShOIOing the pantitlH of ram falhn ptr mltlllJi iii thret ,._ 
gaugei, fl.red near the ground, in the dillrict of Ri~ingttm, a>Ul ia tit 
Roddk1U1ortlt Valky, LanCtUhire, d11ri119 the year 184 7 and liitt:e llllllllll 
of 1848, VJith thrir re~cthie heigh/1 a/Jo11e the lniel of tlu tta, 

~'O 
•-; . 
~~; 
~~! 

IW. 
No. n. 

1.-410 
2.-710 
a.-7:.o 

1114.'1. 
1.-410 
~.-710 
8.-7W 
IS-17. 
4.-~w 
6.-700 
6-900 
ls.Id. 

1Ut1a110n Dla:rlcl. 

I 
Ina. Ina. In•. IDI, la1. Ina. ln1. Ina. Im. la1. 1111. 
I ·47 2'89 6·2'l 4·2:1 l ·30 2·91 6·211 6·119 6·07 7-llll 48111 
1·n n:. 6il9 4·20 1·2G 2'112 :.·r.s ~·37 4·s:. &·!1.1 -111·• 
J·~ 2·G9 60~ 3-79 I'll 2'78 6·6g 6·27 4·;6 i"l~ 46'91 

3• 13 7•93 3•81 
2•89 7•86 3·g1 
2·88 8·00 3·77 

4.-MO 2 70 8•81 8·84 I ... 
6.-700 3·19 10·26 4·26 I.Ht 
6.-900 2 90 8·36 3·21 1N7 

The gauge at the lowest elevation in the Riviogton district (410 feet) 
receiTed 48·83 iochea of nin during the year 1847; the gauge at 710 fed 
e\eYatioo 46·48 inches during the aame &ime; and the gauge at 750 fee&, &ht 
higheat elevation, only 0·96 inches. 

The gauge at the lowest elention in the Roddleawortb locality (550 feet) 
receiTed 50·22 iocbea of nin during the year 1847; the gauge at 700 *' 
elention 57·10 inches daring the same time; and the gange at 900 feet, &he 
bigbeat elevation, 52·53 iocbea, Here it will be obaerved, that the gauge I& 
900 feet elevation reeeiTed, u before, a conaiderable k11 amount of l'liA 
than the gauge at the lower elevation of 700 feet, but that the gauge at the 
lowest elevation of 550 feet forma an exception, u tbia gauge receind aboQ 
2! inches leu in depth during the same time than the gauge at 900 feet de& 
ntion, and nearly 7 iocbea le11 thaa the gauge at 700 feet elevation. • 

A personal knowledge of tbia locality, or a glance at the map, may eene 
to e1plain tbia departure from the general role observed, for thia gauge ii 
placed at the bottom of a ateep valley, bordered to the weat by very pre
cipitou1 and high land, and it i• in this manner &beltered, to a conliderabll 
extent, from the prevailing rainy wiod1, 

Two rain gauges which I bave cau1ed to be tised, one in the aeighbaor
bood of the 801ley Reservoir, 1it11ated near Congleton, Cbeahire, 590 fret 
above the le~el of the sea, and the other at Bosley Minni, l,265 fed abo'l'I 
the level of tbe sea, in the eame locality, 1bow that, during the ftnl foar 
months, January, February, March and April of the preeent year, 11·75 
inches fell on the bottom of the bill, and only 11 ·65 iocbea on the top e( 
the hill. 

The amount of rain received in the nio gauge placed near tbe bottom of 
a hill Bt Toad·, Brook, (before referred to,) during tbi1 period, wu 13·0! 
inches in depth, and at Brinks, the top of the same bill, only l l ·S l incba. 

The amount rPceived in this time at Co:nb'a gauge at the bottom of U.1 
hill, wu 19·70 iochea, and in the gauge at ihe top of the bill only 10-45 
inches, 11 1hown in the monthly report of the ob1ervation1 made wi'b all 
tbeae gaugea which are giYen in the following table:-

TABLB 1h01Ding Ille IJ1lllntitie1 of rainfalkn per month in cwtaifljVnrl Nill 
gauge1, 9 htche1 diameltr, and placed 2 feet 6 inclle1 a/JQfle tlu IVrfmtt o/ 
the grouttd, at Todd'• Brook, near Whaley, Che1hire; at Com6'1 JJn.M. 
near Cllapel·m-k-Frith, Dtrby1hir1; alld B01ley, near Congkton., C~, 
VJith their re1pectit?e hftght1 abo11e the ~el of tlu iea. 

Sltuallon and belgbtabon tbe let'fl ot lbe 11ea. Jan. Feb. Uart:b. April. T-ia. 
1111. Ina. la1. ln1. Jae.. 

Todd'• llrook, Brina, top ofblU; 1.600 feet. 1'7b 6·49 2 2"l 2·00 11 ·•1 
Tedd'1BrookRelerYolrbol10m ofblll,620feet. 1•76 b 60 11•21 2·4s 131ll 
Comb'• Ridge, IOp of blll, I ,870 feet, t ·66 4·86 :Z·Jll ! '(>4 J .. ·41 
Comb'• R-rYolr, bollOm of blll, 720 teel* 2 60 9'20 4·00 3•30 1~7t 
llolley &I Inna, IOp ol° blU, 1,:166 feet, l '90 4·i6 :.n6 2':1$ 11-G 
lloaley Re11erYOlr, bollOm of blll, 690 feet, 2·38 4·21 3·29 1 ·117 11·a 

A knowledge of the facta before meo&iooed induced me to eumine Mr. 
Miller'• experiments 1000 after receiving them, wiLh a view to ucertaiu haw 
far they confirmed or were io opposition to the recorded obaervationa ucl 
facts atated by the many eminent meteorological autboriti• before qaottd. 
for which purpoae I procured the beat map of the lake diatrict I collld ob. 
tain, and marked upon i' the altuation of Mr. Miller'• rain gauges, and ~ 
compared together the re1ult1 obtained by the rain 1•ugea placed iii tk1 
nlleya or the bottom or the bill• with the rain gauges placed upon the topa 
of Ill• 1ame hiU. or bordering Ille llllM 11alley1. By proceediug with refe.. 
reoce to locality io tbia manner, it 10on b~cam~ apparent that the valaallle 
and interesting facts collected aud recorded by Mr. ,Miller, with 'l'e'J few 
exception•, which it appears to me may be easily accounted for, aKreed with 
the ob1e"1tioo1 or other meteorological writers. Indeed, thia could aat fail 
to be the. cue, uoleaa the geoenlly received and admitted theory or tba 
formation aad diatribution of rain, aa laid down by Dr. Dalton, - • 
dilprOfled. 

* Tbe gaap at Comb'• RelerYOlr 11 a c7llndrlcal 1allf•• 7 lacbeo dlamttn, uwl lB 
lacbee abon lbe Jem ot tbe ...,DDd, aad bu a lloat and alal' to ladlc:ate &be amoul el 
rain falllo1 : &llil pup probablf lbon u ucao ol llte amoa11 I ol rua.. 
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Upon examining Mr. Miller'• lach, it will be lonnd, Crom April to Deeetn. 
ber, 1846, both lnclDsiH, that at Whitehaven, 90 feet above the level ol the 
sea, 38·063 Inches fell ; while at Round Close, 480 (eet above the sea, and 
not far distant, only 36•195 inches fell in the same time; and during 1847, 
that 42·92 inchea are recorded to have fallen at Whitehaven, and only 
42·923 at Ronnd Close. 

On eramining with reference to locality in a aimilar manner the rain 
gauget placed in the Valley of Borrowdale, or Derwent Water, in which vale 
the quantity of water received by four rain gaul(ea at different altitudn are 
recorded by Mr. Miller, namely, one at Seathwaite, 242 feet abo,·e the aea; 
one at Sty Head, 1,290 feet high; one at Seatoller, 1,334 feet high; and 
oae at Sparkling Tarn, 1,906, feet high; it will be fonnd, aa shown in the 
following table, which I have drawn up from a careful analyaia of Mr, 
Miller's experiments as communicated to me by himself, taking the longest 
period during which be baa registered experiments at each of the localities, 
that from June 1846, to November 1847 inclusive, 193·69 inchee fell at a 
Jeni of 242 feet abo'l'e the sea; at the greater elevation of 1,290 feet a le11 
quantity, or 164·12 inches, fell; at the greater elevation still of 1,334 feet, 
a 7et smaller qnantity, or 1SS·7S inches. The last example, however, at an 
elention of 1,906 feet, shows that 183•47 Inches fell in the same timt., 
being, in this instance, Jen by 10 inches than the quantity which fell at the 
elevation of 242 feet, but much more than the quantities which fell at the 
elevations of 1,290 and 1,334 feet. This last fact I think may be accounted 
for by reference to the peculiar po•ition of Sparkling Tarn (the mountain on 
which this last gauge i1 fixed). This mountain i1 only 1,906 feet high, but 
ii m the immedia/e vicinity, that i!, within a mile and I quarter to I mile 
and a half of \he mountains Scawfell Pike and Bowfell to the aoutb, and 
within a mile and a quarter of Great Gavel to the north. These mountains 
-.uy from 2,900 to 3,1 66 feet in height, the lowea\ of them being upwards 
of 1,000 feet higher than Sparkling Tarn, while Sparkling Tam i1 fully ex
posed to the westerly winds ; and the clouds being carried inland by tbia 
"Wind, between the gorge formed by these high mountains, it may he e11ily 
conceind that a large portion of rain in the tranait of the clond1 wonld be 
depoeited on the top of Sparkling Tarn; 10 that the large amount of rain 
falling at thia alutnde in this locality would appear to be the exception and 
noi the role. 

TA.BLB.-BIW'rOflHlak, or Derwnit Watw. 

JfooU... 
1846, 

Juno, 
July, 
ADtJUlt, 
8ep~mber, .. 

=~·::} 1847. 
J&nUU'f, •• 
l'ebl"Ul'J', .. 
lfatth, .. 
April, •• 
Kay, •• 
Jan~, 
Jaly, 
Auauat. 
September, ,, 
October, 
If Oftmbtt' •• 
Decrmber, •• 
Tot&W. 

Seathwalte, 
Wftet. 

Ina. 
6·-12 

20·80 
10•58 
4•60 

:lli•-&3 

41·06 

8'08 
7"0 
8•82 

10•48 
18•28 
20•62 
21'il5 

193•89 

Sty Head 
1,290 feet. 

Ina. 
6 26 

1N6 
11·0:1 
4•22 

16•36 

82'52 

N>6 
7"12 
a·M 

10•22 
10•92 
lNO 
20·00 

164"12 

Stalol""', 
l,aM f .. t. 

ln1. 
5•70 

18•36 
8•16 
3"75 

IN2 

2Nl 

7'13 
6•71 
2•50 

10•38 
12·06 
19'()2 
1807 

lli5•75 

Sparkling Tam, 
1,006 feet. 

Jn1. 
N5 

22•72 
12•03 
6•06 

20•3/i 

7-59 
8'18 
4•15 

12-00 
l?-48 
18•0 
22•64 

183•47 

ln the nlley of Wut Water, tbe amount of rain falling at Wutdale, 166 
led above the level of the aea, from March 1846, to November 1847, both 
lnclU1i'l't, is 1hown to be 170•56 inc bee; and at Sca.wfell Pike, which borden 
thia 'l'&lley to the eut, 3,166 feet high, only 128·16 inches fell In the 1ame 
time. In the nlley of Ennerdale, at Gillerthwaite, 286 feet above the sea, 
133·86 lnchea fell; while at Great Gavel, 2,926 ftet high, during the same 
time, only 124•68 inc:bea fell. 

All the valuable facts here alluded to, supplied by Mr. Miiler with one 
aceptlon only, prove that tbe greatest amount of rain falil in the same 
localitiea at or near the base of a bill, and not at 10 great an altitude 11 
!,000 feet above the aea; and the one exception, namely, that at Sparkling 
Tarn, 1,906 feet high, abowa that from June 1846, to November 1847 (both 
l.Delnlrin), 183•47 inchea fell; while at Seatbwaite, the bottom of tbe valley, 
bounded by Sparkling Tam, during the aame time, aa much u 193·69 Inches 
fell, or 10 inches more at the lower than at the higher locality, thna con
ftrming the concln11on arrived at by my observations, which also fully accord 
with the meteorological antboritiea I have qnoted. 

Ju the amonnt or depth of rain falling in a given time In Great Britain, 
Sa dl1!'erent localitiea and under different circumatance1, is a matter of nry 
great practical importance to ciril engineen generally, and e1pecially to 
&bOM engaged in deaigning woru to supply large towna with water, to 
regnlate the ftow of riven, or to drain large tracta of land, independent of 
their Importance in a philosophical point of view, I bne been unwilling to 
allow the nluable facta collected by Mr. Miller, with such peneverance and 
badmtrf, to pau without a few commenta, which, u it appears to me, may 
teDd '° make them more generally n1eful, by explaining their supposed 
dilcrepancr with the generally receiYed newa, of anch accurate obaenen u 

Dr. Dalton, Profeaaor Daniell, Captain Lefroy, and tbe other anthoritlea 
quoted in thia paper, confirmed u the obaern.tlona and recorded experi. 
menta of these Jut-named gentlemen are abown to be by the more recen• 
experiments herein detailed. 

NOTES OF THE MONTH. • 
Nt111 Sltarn OI' Hydraulic Wllttl,-At a meeting of the Royal Cornwall 

Polytechnic Society, an invention by Mr. James Sima, ofRedrnth, wu ex. 
plained, the object of which was to carry out simplicity and portability to a 
greater extent than had hitherto been effected in such engines. It wu 
intended to be worked eithrr by steam or water-power. As a ateam.wheel 
or rotary engine, be conceived it 1urpused all former attempts at thil 
principle, u the motive power is in the piston and cylinder of the ordin1r7 
construction of Boulton and Watt's englnea, and the expansive principle of 
cutting off the steam ia CQrried to a greater extent than in those engine.a
the motion of the piston being independent of the motion of the wheel, and 
almost instantaneous. In all the rotary or steam-wheels hitherto before lhe 
public, he wos not aware that any of the inventors bad availed tbemselna 
of the henefit of working with the ordinary cylinder and piston ; they have, 
therefore, failed to carry out the expansive principle, and also to prevent 
the leakage of ateam. In some, packing has been attempted, but here the 
friction ia so great, and the wear so rapid, that not one on this plan hu 
succeeded well. In this engine, on the revolution of the wheel, when the 
cylinder comes to a perpendicular position, the steam ia admitted under. 
neath the piston, at the same time it eacapea from the top aide, thereby 
shifting the weight to the top of the wheel, and causing it to revolve by ita 
preponderance, the power of the engine being the amount of weight moved 
a certain number of feet in a given time. Regularity of motion being eaaen. 
tial, it might be accomplished by a good governor. The blow against the 
buff era is in proportion to the extra quantity of steam admitted, and ia on 
the aame principle 11 the ordinary reciprocating or pumping engine. As an 
hydraulic engine, it ia well adapted for 1ituation1 where a good height of 
water can be obtained, hut not snflicient for the ordinary water-11heela. 
The water might be conveyed in pipe•, when a very amall atream could be 
made available to an extent in proportion to ita height and quantity. It 
would be admitted into the cylinder in the aame way u ateam, thereby ahi!ting 
the wrights, and making a very effectin and economical water-wheel, u 
every pound of water would be used. The velocity of the wheel would be 
much superior to the ordinary water.wheel, being in proponion to the height 
and consequent pre11ure, and the quantity of water to be obtained. So alao 
its velor.ity 11 a steam-wheel would depend on the preaaure of ateam, ad. 
mitting the ahifting of weighta, bowenr quick the pauing of the aperture 
for the admi11ion of the •team. The engine wu at present in ita infancr, 
and although It worked well, tljere waa, no donbt, room for further Im. 
provement. The principle being good, u regard• the application of at.m 
and water.power, and ita economy and portability being conspicuou1, it 
should not be loat sight of; he abonld, therefore, proceed with hia experi. 
menta, and hoped at the next meeting to rrport more fully of its advantagee. 
Ita application may be general, and he thongbt more advantageona than 
almost any other engine, It in the absence of the crank, each end of the 
ahaft i• at liberty for any attachment. The small amount of friction, 
consequent on its aimplicity, is aeen at once, u!is aleo the amall amount 
of liability to derangement. 

Tiie Conway 'l'ul!ular Bridge.-The aecond great tube of the bridge O'l'er 
the Conway Straits waa ftoated on the pontoons to the piers, on the 12th 
nit. The operation, combined with the stnpendona machinery employed 
in the proceas, attracted large crowds from Conway and other parta of the 
principality, Everything favoured the lifting of the leriatban structure. 
At precisely 9 o'clock, or 60 minute• before high water, Captain Claxton, 
R.N., gave the signal to pipe all bands, and almost immediately the tremen· 
dons freight was seen creeping atealthily to its destination. Next him wu 
Mr. R. Stephenson, M.P., the celebrated engineer, and designer of this 
new feature in engineering art ; Mr. E. Clarke, C. E., hi• bead 111i1tant; 
Mr. A. M. Ro11, C. E.; Mr. W. Evans, the contractor; Mr. Y. Forster, C. B.; 
and Mr. Amoa, of the firm of Euton and i\mos, who constructed the ll!ting 
machinery; and near it Sir C. Smith, Bart.; Biabop of Bangor, Rev. Mr. 
Mor1.11n, Mr. J. 0. Burger, and a number of the gentry, The tube wu 
lifted the heiglit of 2 feet in abont 60 minutes, and with it.a weight of 1,300 
tons was got aafely home at a few minutea put 10, amidat enthnaiaatiQ 
bursts from the byatauden, and a aalvo of artlllery from the cutle walll. 
The entire operation wu elfected without the 1lighteat accident. 

Opming ql IM SlarftDlltuf'Y and Clullw Rail1DOy.-Thi1 line of rallwa7, 
which ia 41 milea in extent, wu opened throughout on Thnnday, 12th alt. 
The preaent line ia an amalgamation of the North Walea Mineral, and the 
Shrewsbury, 01we1try, and Chester Junction Railway• ; 16 miles of the line-
namely, from Cbeatet to Ruabon, hue been opened for nearly two yean, 
and the receipts during that time bne been about £40 per mile per week. 
The cost of the entire line baa been about £17,000 per mile, and the work· 
Ing atock will be about £4,000 per mile more. The traffic on the line la 
cbiefty mineral. In bononr of the opening, the occuion wu obsernd u a 
general holiday along the line, and 1neral traina ran both w171, COD'l'eylng 
the inhabitant& gratie. 
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.l«.-The inlti.118ic nloe of ice, like that of metale, depend• on tbe 
lneltigation of aa aua)er, That i1 to 1&y, a cubic foot of Lower 
Cauda ice, ia ialinitely more cold than a cubic foot of Upper Canada 
ice, which cuotaios more cold tbao a cubic foot of Wenham ice, 
wbicb contains infinitely more cold than a cubic foot of Eo~li&b ice; and 
thoa, altboogb each of tboae four cubic feet of ice bas precisely the same 
abape, they each, as summer approaches, diminish ia value-that is to say, 
they each ~radually lose a portion of their cold, until, long before the 
Lower Canada ice bas o>elted, tbP English ice baa been converted into 
lukew\rm water.-CA ... 1bt'r1' Edillb•rgh Joumal. 

A• E:ip:riaantal Ye.utl.-Tbere is now loading in the Nortlr Docks, 
Sunderland, aa nperimflntal vessel, named the Mary Canline, built by 
Mr. Siddon, of Rochester, who is also the owner. She bas no keel, but is 
8at boltorued, llnd built in the bar1te style. Neither is she caulked-the 
1eams are lined with frlt. She is 22J tons register, and carries 4,000 yards 
of canvas wbro io full sail; and when full laden with 20 keels of coals, 
abe draws only Iii feet of water. She is intended for the French trade. 
On the run down, with a N.N.W. wicd,1be outatripped 40 colliera.
J>wham .Adrertiur. 

Ra.i/11:1111 i11 Spai11.-An experimenlal trip was made on the Btb of 
October, on the r1<ilway from Barcelona to Mataro, by the directors and 
thrir friend&. The journey frum Barcelona to Mataro waa made in an 
hour, excluaive of stoppages, and the journey hack in 50 minutes-the 
distance i11 li•e leagues. The Barrelo11e1 are very proud of Catalonia being 
the first in Spain to po11eB1 ·a railway, The line waa to be opened to the 
public oo the l 5th. 

The Rallrcay Jnttrell.-As there appears to be a good deal of millllp· 
preheosion and miB&tatemeot alioat with reference to the object of the 
meetlogs of the three grrat railway companies, and their coosequeot oego· 
ciatioos, we have rodeavonred to ascertain the real facts, and we have 
reaton to bP.lkre !hilt they are as follows :-The distinct objrct of the con
f~nce is not to increase fares or arrange trains, but it is for efl'ectiog a 
complete unioo of capital of the three great companies-the North
Weatero, the South Western, and the Great Western, and the cooveraioo 
of tbe three 1010 one great company, under one controlling body, leaTing 
the working details with the rrspective boards. The delepates coo1i1t of 
fhe Clirectora froa1 each company, headed by their respective cbairmea. 
They have generally met twice a week at Mr. Glyn'a bouae, adjoining the 
bank. We underataod that some geaeral priaciplea of onion have beea 
allirmed. and the detail• left to thfl conaid .. ration of the solicitor& or tbe 
respectin compaaiea, who will h8\·e to coaaider of the proprr noticee to 
Pllrliaioent 1 for, of course, aotbing caa be done witboul the consent or 
tlae proprielors of all the companifts and legi1lative sanction. We 
laawe beard that somt' obataclea baTe ariaea from the diacunioo introduced 
by that ves~d questioa-tbe bro..d gauge aad narrow gauge interests-
but more particularly from the dilliculty of aaoertaiaing the relative valuee 
of the great intereata whkla it is proposed ahould be uuited. We have, 
however 1tooo reuoa tu hope that tbeae dillioultiea will be 1urmooated.
Montia~ C/&ro11icl#. 

GalNnued W•rt 1111d Hnap &pta.-Ao experiment wu.Jatelr tried in 
Woolwich Dix:kyurd, to ascertaiu the comparative strength of wire aad 
hemp ropPs, A wire rope, S iacbe.1 round, aod a hemp rope of three 
11trands. h11w1er 11<1<.I, common make, 7 inches rouad, were 1pliced together, 
aad placed in the teatin11 machine, and on the by<.lraulic power beiog ap
plied, the hem I' rope bruke in the middle oa the 1tr1<in reacbiog 1 If tons, 
the wir" rope remaiaiog apparently as strong ae when t~e experimeat com• 
menCl.'d. A wire rope, Si incbn round, waa then aplice<.I with aa 8-iacb 
hemp shroud rope, and on 1he pow..r being applied the hemp rope broke 
in lhe middlt>, with a strain of lOi tom-, the wire rope continuing appa· 
really uninjured, 

Stram Power of Frcrace.-According to a late statistical report, made 
to the go>eromenl, lhe aumbrr of locomotive engiae1 conatructed in 
France, and eu1pluyed by the country ia 1842, equaJIPd the number im
porte<.I from abroad ; in 18'3, there were two more French than foreiga 
eu11ine1; in 1844, the aurplus wa1 -14; ia 1845, 76; ia 1846, beyond 
which year the rrport did aot 10, this exce&& waa 161, In 18.t6, there 
wrre 29.a ste1<mbo1lll, belonging to private individuals and companiea, 
n11vig1<11ag the rivers and seaa. The numbers and force of the eagines in 
uae on hwd. and acting as locomoti>e1 ia tbe steamers, were, in 18~6, aa 
follows-viz. : 4,395 engine& at work oa laad, equalling 16S,40ll-horse 
power; 461 locumotivi:s, of 60-horae power each, upon the average 
amounting to 27,IJOO·horse-power; SSS eagiora uaed in steam·ahips and 
boaie. amountiog to 108,6l3·horee power. These, togethe"f' give a force 
~f 299,515-hun~ powt'r, Compariog the stre1011Lia ot m"" ~o !lnrKe·power; 
at will be found 1h1<t the 1team·eogioe1 employed la France in 18t6 were 
eubatilute• for 2,097 ,62~ men. 

Vtgtta/Jk Wa.r.-M. Julee Ro11igoon submitted to the Academy of 
Science• a 1pec1men of vegetable was, extrarted from tbe berries of a com
mon laurrl grown on the monntaloa of Vera.Paz, In the Republic of Guati
mala. The enaly1i1 of thia wax gne, Carbon, 76•29; H)drogen, 15·08; 
Ox, gen, 8·63. It 11 of a green colour, and eihalea a 11ightl7 aromatic 
odour when rubbed or melted. The candles which have beeo made with 
this was giTe a bnutifully clear light, and dilr111e a pleuant aromatic odour. 
The laurel whoae berriee foroi1h tbie was, bu the character and leafage of 
Lenin... flullilU; it f.,rm1 oumerou1 thick fore1t1 lo the moontalna of Vera
Paz. that i1, throughnut the whole of that part of the Guatimalian tenitory 
•bleh comm ence1 at Rio Polochl1, and 1pread1 to tbe_ limlta of Yactu. 

Gtol.6ical D~o"1'f.-A. corrHpondent of tbe Fife Hm&ld. llta1H Uiat 
" a aectioo of limestone rock bu been lately laid open by the eaUing al 
the E<.lioburgb aad Northern Railway, at the Newburgh statioa, wbida 
belongs to the corostooe of tbe old red saodatone for111atioo. Tbe face 
e:1poi1ed is aboul 100 fert in length, by upwards of 20 f..et io thicknea, 
and very diatioctly 1tra1ified. The beds are broken aear tbe cratre, wbiola 
causes their edgra to slip down and dip in oppoaite direclioaa, inclining 
oa one aide at an angle of 28° towards the anrtb-east, and on tbe otbet 
approaching to oearly a vertical poeitioo towards the nortb·weat. What 
adds to the geological importance of the diacovery, ie the fact that the grey 
aandatooe, or Carmylie foB&illiferooe pavemeot stooe, is foond ia tbe 
immediate vicinity of tbe calcarro111 depuait. The reprelK'!llative of * 
Cornatuoe in Eaglaod, it is well k11owo, is extremely rich ia fOdila, par
ticularly of the geo11a crpltalupi&, while aot a fragmeot ha• u yet bem 
deh1cted in any of its numerous loc.alities in Scotlaod,· Tbe colour of die 
J.imeatone ii that of a dark 8iaty grey, with ionumrrable white thread
like veina of carbooate of lime, bo1b verticitl and longitudinal, and wbiela 
cauee the rock to eplit op iato thin baade of largl.'I' and amallrr rhomboidal 
mauea, Tiie depoeit is subcryatalliae, of aa estremely bard aad cbwtJ 
tut.ure; it ia not nodular or compouad, as in ao many other plaoca, but .C 
a clote, uniform, homogeneous atructure." 

LlBT 01' 11lEW l'ATEXTB. 

ua.u1T11u IN SNGLAND r11.011 SsPTSllBSI 28, TO Ocroasa 26, 1848. 
Sil MOtllM allotDtd for Elll'Olsunt, Kllku otAwv!in uprniH. 

Robert 8Uriln1 Newall, G1tesbe1d, Durham, for" lmpro•emenla In loclr1 and .i.. 
and lo !he meano of futenlo1 and HlllDB up tho rlBSlng of 1bl1>9."-Sealed Sopl. ill, 

Andrew Paton Halliday, Manrb .. ler, manufacturing cllemlat, for "culaln J111in
meola In the mannfacture of pyroligneoua acld."-Sept. :hi. 

PennrU Allman, of Cbarln-•trttt, Saint J•me1'1 .. 1quan, Watmlmttt, for "oet1llla. 
lmprowaienla lo opparatlll for the pro<h&ctlon of llrbt from eleetrlally."-S.pt. a 

Wiiiiam Wllltlnaon Nkbol1an, of Actoo-llreet, Gray'• Ion•road, clTll e11rt-. ltr 
"lmproHmenla In macbln•ry for eompreo1lnr wood, and oUler -&eriall reqlllrq ..a 
a proceaa."-Sei-J&. Zd. 

Jo..,pb Glllol and Jobo Horrloon, Blrmlogbam, (or "]mproTemenll 111· ~ 
cyllndrlcal and otbtr aurfacn of wood and otbrr malerlal."-Sept. 28. 

Tbomu Metcalf, Hl1b-11r .. 1, c.,nden Town, ll~1e><, 1Ullem1111, for " Impnne. 
meola In the coo11Tuctloo of cbalro, oofu, and olber artlcl .. of IQruUure for llilliD( allli 
reclining on.''-Octobrr :.. 

Edward Jobn llIHHJ, Unrpool, for .. Impl'Oftlllenla In mppu-alua for meuunnr Ille 
1peed of ..... 11 ~nd 1tream1, and for uoenalnlng the dept.hi of waler.''-OeteWr b. 

Joseph Sbarp Balley, Bradford. York, aplnnor, for" ceNln lmpro .. rnonll ta Prt'PV• 
Ing, com blog, and drawln1 wool, alpaca, mobalr, and otbor Cbrouo malerlalli."-Oci. b, 

John Wrli!bl, CamberweU. Sarrey, enst,...r, for "lmpronmenla In iJene..U... .
and evaporaUng llulde.''-Ocl. 12. 

Cbarl .. de Bergue, of Artbor.atreet, Weal, London, eoglnefl', for "Im~ la 
brldg .. , glrdero, and l>Hma."-Oct. 12. 

Arthur. Dunn, of D.1l1ton, ch•mllt, for " Impro .. ment1 la utertalolnr and IDdlcalbrc 
lbt temper.tare and pr .. 111N of uld1."-0ct. 11.1. . 

Jobn Dane &lo1r1 .. 8Urllng, of Black Grange, N.B., E1q., for "lmpl'Oft'Diaata in tJae 
manu!aclure of Iron anr.l mel.alllc componud1."-0c&. 12. 

Ellaa RoblDIOD Hand<uc:k, or 16, !Wgent-1tl'ffl, Londoa, and 1tat.hmoyi...s
QnHn'• Connty, Ireland, E1q., for 0 cHtain lmproTemeot.a lD mttbanl1m applicable ~ 
Impelling and farlll1.&tlng tbe propulalon ofnMe&o In lbewaler, wblcb lmproftlDai&e ue 
applicable to locomoll•e ea(lon for rallwoyo. 1111d olher 1lrullar purpoen.''-Oel. U. 

John .labby, of Canbaltoo, Surrey, mlllar, for "tertaln lmpre .. menla ID~ 
appllcable to cleaning grain and dr ... tng meol."-Oct. I~. 

Danlol Watney, of W1nd1wortb, Surrey, dlrtlller, and Jam .. John Went.....U., of the 
11me plate, for "lmpro .. menla In machinery for drilling melall and atber oub9tanca." 
Ocl. 12. 

Samuel Cunllll"e Liiier, of llannlngbam, York, gentleman, for '' lmprcrremm'8 In pi. 
parln1, bacldlnr, and coinblnr wool, and oll:er Cbrou1 aubtlaDC8 ."-Oct. Ill. · 

Fr1111k Clarke Hlllo, of Deptford, K•I, manuf11Ct11rlng d&emlat. for" Imp_ .. 
treating terl&io Nila and gaue.a, or .. pou111."-0ct. 19. 

Robort An(Ull Smith, of Haucbetllar, for "lmprOTeDlenla In tbe appu.:a&lon and ,_. 
par•Uon of coal tar!'-Oct. 19. 

Rebert Wllllom Sl .. ler, of Upper Bollo"ay, llflddl11u:, gentleman, tor "lm~ 
menla In the meana of warplnr ai.d ... Ting plala and llgured Cabrica."-Od. 19. 

Jo..,pb Engene Aaaert, of Ulle, In the republic of Fnoee, lllKlllDtat, b " Im ...... 
mnaa of oblalnlag moU•e power."-Ocl. Ill. 

Wiiiiam Brown, or Cambridge Heatb, Mlddlaes, waft?, for "lm~ lit 
manufoclurln1tluUc1tocklnp and olbn eluUc bandaga 1111d fabrln."-OcL :.!&, 

doreu BJortb, of Jewry.atreel, Aldgate, for "terllln lmpro .. menla In lbe - "' 
electro m11nell1m, and 1111 oppllcaUon u a motl•e powtt, and aloo otber lmprOftlmmll 
1n Ila application geaen:ly, to ngloH, ablpa, and re11w..,..''-OC1. 29. 

Jam .. Clulr, of Glul01lburJ, Bom-t, JDUtw.c&ver, for "I~ la tile 
-nuracture of boola, abou, and clop."-Oct. 26. 

Wiiliam Lon1mald, of Beaumont 1qnare, Mlddlnn, genUemao, for " i;:r.vor 1 -
In mating the osydu of Iron, and In oblalnlog protlucla lherefrom."-Oct. • 

Wiiiiam Cburcb, dvll enstneer, and Tbomu Lewl1, woollen-draper, botb of Btrmbis
ham, for u a ctrLaln Jmprowemnt or tertaln lmprorem•nta lD macb.lnery. &o bt _.....,... 
In making playlar and olher carda, anrl alao other artlcln made wboll7, or ID pen. of 
po per or pHteboor4, put or partl of whlcb Aid macblnel'}' m•J be applied lo olboer par.. 
poHI wbere preuure la required. "-Oct. 26. 

Peter Fairbairn, of IM<U, Yort, machine mlftr, for "l•p-entll In ....,lllDeJ. 
Car 1-l&Ung, cardin1. drawh•, rcmaa, aod 1p1&1nto1 Au, bemp, tow, lilk. ..ct .... 
AbNaa 1W..1111ceo."-Orl. 26, 

Jam• Burrowa, of BaJab, n- Wlpn, Lancaablre, en(lneer an4 dra&lfhtamq, ..S 
Georre Bolcron, of JUncb .. ier, conall!Unr en1lnttr, for "tertalo Im~ro...,.eni., ID aDd 
applleable to lleam n>(lnH In tlle modtlnory or 1ppara1n.1 belonrt"I lbere\O, bl UM -
atruoUon aad arrugemontll of bollen, Car U.. ... nalloa al aleam, mad la &be a.
Ad Aua uoed in connecllon t.harewltb 1 parta of •bich lmpl'Oft-la an aleo _...... 
lo otber 1lmllar purpo1n,"-Oct. :Ill. 
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THE CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION, NEWCASTLE
UPON-TYNE. 

JonN DoBSON, Esq., Architect. 

(With an Engramng, Plate XIII.) 

Railway buildings ought to do much for architecture: being 
quite a new class of structures, erected for purposes unknown 
until the present age, or, we may say, the present generation, 
they suggest, or ought to suggest, a character of their own, and 
fresh combinations in de~ign; and being generally upon an extensive 
RCale. they afford opportunities that have hitherto been of rare 
occurrence. They are, moreover, especially public works-struc
tures constantly seen by thousands and tens of thousands of per
sons; and might, therefore, do much towards improving the taste 
of the public. That they have done so, or have been calculated 
to do so, cannot, we fear, be BMerted of them/enerally. In more 
than one irn1tance, expression has been falsifie or forfeited by the 
adoption of some style intended to be reminh;cent of medirevahsm
of times whose spirit and whose institutions contrast very strongly 
with the present railway age, in which it is either our good luck 
or our misfortune to live. All the various modes of Gothic are 
very ill adapted to buildings totally different in purpose, and, 
tllherefore requiring to be differently constituted from those in 
which such modes are exemplified. Either violence-or what is 
likely to be thought such-must be done to the style itself, by de
viating greatly from its traditional physiognomy, or mediieval phy. 
Biognomy will be in contradiction to modern purpose. The cha
racter aimed at may be well kept up; but in proportion that it is 
BO, it will be foreign from the exprelill occasion-for what class of 
mediieval structures are there that have aught in common with 
railway stations and termini? Is it the castellated with its 
feudal fortre~se.J ?-or the ecclesiastical with its churches and con
ventual buildings, its priories and abbeys ?---0r the palatial, or 
the collegiate, or the domestic? Is there any one of those styles 
or classes which supplies what is required for railway structures as 
a specific class, that ought to carry with them a distinct and apprn
priate character of their own? The Gothic style does not readily 
provide open external halls or ambulatories, which, if not indi
spensably demanded, are highly desirable adjuncts to every prin
cipal railway station where there is a great confluence of passen
gers. It is only in the form of the cloister that Gothic examples 
1upply any accommodation of that kind; and, be8ides that the 
cloister or arcade was hardly ever made an external feature, it is 
oue that carrres with it association11 that, unless it were to be 
greatly modified, rather unfii than at all recommend it. 

The accompanying engraving (Plate XIII.) is a plan of the 
magnificent Station that has lately been constructed at Newcastle
upon-Tyne (under the direction of Mr. John Dobson, architect of 
NewcB11tle), for the York, Newcaatle, and Berwick Railway Com
pany. 

It will be in the recollection of our readers, that at Newcastle 
the great eBBtern trunk line of railway from London to Edin
burgh is intersected by a main line of railway extending across 
the island, from sea to sea; that is to say, from Maryport, on the 
Irish Channel, to Tynemouth, on the German Ocean. The traffic 
of this cross line has lately been added to that of the original line 
from York to Berwick, by the leasing of the Newcastle and Car
liale, and Carlisle and Maryport Railways, to the York, Newcastle, 
and Berwick Company; and the local traffic of the great northern 
mining district gives employment to branches from Newcastle to 
North Shields and Tynemouth, to South Shields and to Sunder
land. Thus, with the despatch of the through trains, at least 
U.O arrivals and departures of pBlillenger trains will take place 
daily at the central station; and it is to provide for this immense 
accumulation of traffic that the present building is required. It 
will readily be imagined, therefore, that the sheds and erections 
must necessarily be upon a scale of no ordinary magnitude. In 
the infancy of the railway system, no one could have ventured to 
predict the extent to which the inland traffic has increased; and 
we have\. therefore, seen the great expense which has been incurred 
by the London and North Western and other ·ilway companies 
to obtain additional room for their principal st<.. '\nd the great 
BaCrifice of valuable property which has in con11t:'i~~nce taken 
place. The York, Newcastle, and Berwick Railway Company, 
however, having had the benefit of the experience of later years, 
have taken great pains to select a site where the necessary extent 
of ground can be obtained, with the most ready access to the centre 
of the town ; and they have been fortunate enough to find a spot 
which, at a very re&80nable cost, and with the destruction uf very 
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few buildings, combines both these ad\•antages. The manner in 
whieh the junction of the northern and soutliern with the eastern 
and western linl'll has been effectedj-and the great works required 
to complete the union of the who e, by means of the high level 
bridge over the Tyne \•iaduct, through Newcastle and Gateshead, 
from the designs of Mr. Robert Stephenson, and under the able 
management of l\Ir. Thomas Harrison,-form too extensive a sub
ject to be treated of here, and will probably be the object of a 
separate notice. 

The identity of the central points of the great railway srstem 
of this period with the central points of the military occupation of 
the country by the Normans, hBll been, in many inatances, strik
ingly exemplified; and in none more so than at York, NewCBBtle, 
and lierwick, in each of which towns the railway station closely 
adjoins the Castle. The station at Newcastle extends from West
moreland-place, the ancient town-house of the illustrious family of 
the Nevilles, Earl:> of \Ve8tmoreland, situate in Westgate-street; 
takes in the site of the convent and garden of the Carmelites or 
White Friars, known as the Spital, for many years occupied BB the 
Royal Free Grammar School, the alma matu of Lord Stowell, Lord 
Eldon, and Lord Collingwood ; crosses the town-wall and ditch 
at \Vest Spital Tower, and terminates at the Forth, an open pieoe 
of ground formerly in the outskirts of the town, and wbich wu 
bequeathed by some worthy of former days to the burgesses of 
Newcastle, •·to walk abroad and re<'reate themselves,· a circum
stance which has hitherto prevented its being built upon. 

The fa\ade or principal front, exclusive of the hotel, is 600 feet 
in length. The style of the building is Roman, and the most 
striking feature in thtl design is the portico in the centre, 200 
feet in length by 70 feet in width, flanked on each side by an arcade 
the same length, by SS ftlet in width, allowing sufficient room for 
carriages to drive in at the end of each arcade, to turn, and go out 
at each end of the projecting part of the portico. The conve
nience of this plan in such a climate as ours, allowing passengers 
and luggage to be loaded and unloaded under cover, will at once be 
apparent : and the grandeur of the effect produced by an arcade 
and portico of this length will readily be comprehended, even by 
the general reader, although no drawing will convey an adequate 
idea of that effect. 

The exterior front of the portico is composed of seven arches, 
each U. feet in width by 32 feet in height, divided by coupled in
sulated Doric columns, 29 feet in height, elevated on a basement 
of 7~ feet, and supporting a broken entablature and attic of the 
88Jlle style. The arcades on each side are formed of arches, of the 
same width as the portico, divided by coupled inserted columns. 
These columns, witb the key-stones of the arches support a con
tinued unbroken entablature, without an attic. The ends of the 
arcades terminate in front in a niche, having coupled insulated co
lumns on each side, supporting an entablature and low attic. The 
entrance to the end of each arcade is by an arch 2.5 feet in width; 
and the arcades will be covered with groined ceilings of stone, 
with a circular light at each intersection. 

The front of the station-house facing the platform is concave, 
forming the segment of a circle of 800 feet radius. This form was 
rendered necessary by the junction of the various lines of railway 
at this point ; and the elevation is of rubble stone, from Prudham 
Quarry, of a plain and bold Roman character, the doors and win
dows having arched heads, with moulded imposts and archivolts; 
and the long-contir.ued line of these circular arches, with their 
deep reveals, produces a striking effect. 

The shed is 236 yards long, and 61 yards wide, covering an area 
of U.,4-26 yard:>, or about three acre11. The roof is composed of 
iron, divided into three compartmenta, and supported by columns 
33 feet apart, and 23 feet high from the platform to the springing 
of the roof. The various offices, waiting-rooms, and refreshment
rooms front the platform, with the exception of the booking
office and parcels-offices, which extend the full width of the 
building. 

The entrance to the shed is, from the centre of the portico, 40 
feet wide, with a stone vaulted ceiling, supported by two rows of 
columns, which leads direct to the centre of the platform, about 
120 feet square. On the right hand is the booking-office, 70 feet 
long by 36 feet wide i adjoining which are the two parcels-oflicea, 
the telegraph-office, lamp-room, and other rooms and offices ex
tending westward, for the enbineers, guards, porters, and other 
officers of the company. A house for the station-masterconcludea 
the front range of buildings to the west. 

On the left of the entrance is the station-master's office, first, 
aecond, and third clBSS waitin11:-rooms1 ( cuntaining separate apart
ments for ladies and gentlemen}, waalung-rooms, attendants' rooms, 
and other requisites. Adjoining this suite of rooms ia the firs\-
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class refreshment-room, 66 feet long by 33 feet wide. At one end 
is a distinct refreshment-room for ladies, and at the other end a 
corresponding room for the bar, each 16 feet by 23 feet, divided 
from the large refreshment-room by columns only, and forming 
with it one large apartment, 96 feet in length. Adjoining the bar 
is the second-class refreshment-room, which terminates 011 the 
east the range of building facing the platform. The kitchens 
form the eastern end of the front buildmg, immediately behind 
the refreshment-rooms, and adjoining the hotel ; and are provided 
with larders, store-rooms, and servants' rooms, on the same floor, 
with sleeping apartments above. 

In addition to the above extensive range of building, it is pro
posed to erect an hotel, communicating with the station, forming a 
1eparate range 190 feet in length by 66 feet in depth; to contain 
70 bed-rooms, with a proportionate number of other apartments; 
and in the basement story, tap-rooms and refreshment-rooms for 
11ena11ts and other persons. 

The construction of this building entirely of stone, would, in 
any other locality, be attended with enormous expense; but the 
county of Northumberland aftords such an abundant supply of the 
finest freestone, that this material becomes there not only by for 
the most durable, but really the least expensive. 

Reflll'ence8 to Plan, Plate XIII. 
EAST OF ENTRANCE. 

H Station llfaoter'• Olllce. 
C l.09t.Lupa~ !!tore. 
I> W aterdol<!ta aud Urinal•. 
E 2nd Clan G.ntl•men'• Wallln1 Room. 
F 2nd Clua Ladi .. ' dltlo ditto. 
G lit Clu1 Gir11llt-men•1 ditto. 
H lat CiaH Ladioa' ditto ditto. 
I ht l'la11 Ledl .. ' ~freahment Room. 
J ht Clan Gene.al ~rre.hment Room. 
K Bar. 
L 2ml Clue Refreabmenl Room. 
11 Kltcbm and Scull•ry. 
N Paatry aod Store Koom. 
0 Bar Sitting Room. 
P Store Room. 
Q Waken' Sitting Room. 
ll \\'111ltrn• Bld Hoom 
S J~adt.-m• Atlt"ndeote' Room. 
T Wubln1 Room for Ill Clua Ladlet. 
U WatorcloHla and Wublng Room for 

2nd Clua Ladlr1.-Purt or U 11 
Waterdoaeta for ht Clau Ladl01. 

WEST OF ENTRANCE. 
A Entran<'<'-
B Booking Oflice. 
CC Pan't!·•' Olli<'<'. 

~ ::1ml!~''.m. 
F Portera' Roon". 
G F.nf':IDt'er'1 Oftice1. 
H F.nginrt"r'a Pay Officr. 
J Clork1' Office. 
K Urina11 and \\r1t.-rclotrt1. 
L Station Maatrr'a Houar. 
M II Sto~ HOU!H"•· 
N 'felegrapb Olllce. 

[We hid Intended to have glno a Penpectl•e View nf the ba!!Jlng, but the EngntV• 
Jng, whtch wua rntruat. d to en engranr nt Nt:"wcaa•I•, bu turue<t out 10 vuy ddectivl", 
that we have bttn obltged to po"tpone &iYlu(l' it for anothear opµort.UD!lJ, tba& we may do 
ju1Ucc to tbe taleal1 of we attbltect,-Ed. C.E. & A. Jowaal.J 

CANDID US' S NOT E - B 0 0 K, 

FASCICULUS LXXXVIII. 

" I muat baYO liberty 
Withal, aa l•'l!" a charter a- the \rlorlo, 
To bttnr oo wbow I please," 

I. The organ of De-, as well as that of Con-structiveness, nppears 
to be possessed by Harry and some other architects. After being 
taken down and pulled to pieces by critics while living, Nash and 
Soane are now literally taken down and pulled to pieces by their 
s11ccessors,-hy "literally,'' however, is not to be understood "per-
110nally." The "Board of Tradew of the one, and the Georgian 
palace of the other, have equally disappeared, although the latter 
is merely blurred or blored out. But then, poor Nash has been dis
mantled of his Quadrant colonnades, which served as a mantle 
that cloaked a good many of bis architectural sins; besides which, 
his Brightonian Pavilion is now a wreck,-whether it is to grow 
interesting by growing into a ruin, remains to be seen. Nor does 
the work of destruction stop here, for we are now told by the 
newspapers that Dover-house is to be taken down, in order to 
make way for a new Coloninl-ollice, to be erected on its site by l\Jr. 
Harry; so we nmst prepare tu bid adieu to its charming screen 
far-de-an architectural ~em-not indeed uf the first magnitude, 
but of the first "water,' -picturesque, classic, and elegant, al
though ignored by those who lavish their stale and second-hand 
utBl!ies 011 St. Martin's Church. Most unfort1mate Holland! 
tl1y Drury-lane Theatre expired, like Semele, in flames; thy splen
did Carlton-house portico is demolished1 and now thy exquisite 
little composition at Whitehall is doomed to destruction! Were 

there no other site to he had in the neighbourhood, necesaity might 
excuse the act of Vandalism; but excuse for it there is none, while 
there is a "hoarded-up" gap just by, between Downing and 
Fludyer streets,-which ~ap is apparently not only hoarded-up, but 
treasured-up, 88 somethmg infinitely too precious to be parted 
with. Therefore the gap is likely to remain, and Dover-house to 
be sacrificed to it,-which is only an exemplification of the feeling 
and rums bestowed by us upon architP.cture. 

II. I am no bigotted admirer of Holland; if J think that be 
sliowed himself a classic and an artist in the portico of Carlton
house, the fa~ade of the ci-det•ant York, now Dover-house, I 
freely admit that he showed himself to be no better than an arrant 
Pecksniff in what he did at the Pavilion at Brighton, before Nash 
took it in hand ; as is shown in the design preserved, most unfor
tunately for his credit in the "New Vitruvms Britannicus.w "'e 
look on it with a fit of shuddering, and shudder at the "princely• 
taste which could adopt anything so vulgar and plebeian,-and D(lt 
only so vulgar, but so atrociously vile. But George WBli then "the 
Prince;" and had he taken a fancy to have columns turned upside
down, his taste would have been cried up by his flunky flatterers. 
That such a truly miserable design-if design it can be called
should have proceeded from the architect who, in the two other 
works here mentioned, gave evidence of more than ordinary gusto, 
is hardly credible,-at all events, quite unaccountable. It ought, 
however, to teach us something,-namely, to judge of works of 
art (be they buildings, pictures, or anything else) by their intrin
sic merit11,-according to what they are in themselves, and not ac
cording to extrinsic circumstances. The opinion that is inSoen~ 
by the prestige of a name is cowardly and worthless. Even 
Homer sometimes nods, but we are not therefore to nod again 
when he does so, in affected approbation and delight. Even 
Raffaelle sometimes daubed-at least, what would else be called 
daubs, have been passed off under his name, and have, in conse
quence, been admired and extolled for excellences freely imputed 
to them by the imagination or else bytheearsof spectators; whereu, 
daubs they would have been pronounced to be had it been known that 
they proceeded from the atelier (i.e. garret) of some Jack Smith, who 
lives by manufacturing genuine specimens of the Old Masters. A 
hungry belly-that great artiB magiBter, as we are assured by most 
classical authority it is, may be that same Jack's excuse for the de
ception. Hut what excuse is there for those who suffer themselves 
to be deceived, to be imposed upon and humbugged by names, and 
who affect transports which they do not feel? Give me the honest 
critic, him who is not at all biassed by names, but who would u 
freely condemn either Jones or \\'ren where they have shown them
selves Pecksniflian in taste, as he would Pecksniff himself. "What 
a strange man you are, Mr. Caudidus ! And so you really think 
\hat both Jones and Wren were sometimes Pecksniflian in their 
taste." Even so: nothing would induce me to praise, or rather, not 
to condemn and turn away in disgust from some uf their doings. 
Few will confess as much, because very few have the moral courage 
of Candid us, who is in that respect libertine in the extreme1-who 
is not only nulliu1 addictua jarare in verba rnagi8tri, but woul<l anim
advert just as freely on a Palladioia Jones, or a w;:

1

jlc aa on some 
poor devil of a "Jack Smith !" et others affect · -and-water 
modesty : I am content to be sincere in opinion, and fearleea in 
the expression of it. 

JJ I. A mo11t curious accident, and one recorded with singular 
naivet', is that which happened to a certain architect in a book of 
designs published by him ; it being expressly stated in the letter
press, that, in one of the elevations, the offices which ought to 
have been shown, were "omitted by accident." Very much nearer 
the mark would it have been to eay, that the omission was occa
sioned bv gross stupidity and unpardonable blundering. "By 
accident,'' forsooth ! Would " accident" be received 88 an excute 
for a painter sending home your portrait without a nose to your 
face, he having through sheer forgetfulnel;s omitted that intettst
ing, or at any rate indispensable, feature? Certain it is that, with 
regard to the unlucky elevation here alluded to1 the omi!!ll:ion was 
discovered before the plate was published, srnce otherwise, i• 
would not have been apologised for; which being the case, why w11:1 
not the error itself corrected? One, and indeed the only valid 
reason may have been, that the design looked all the better fur 
the accident. If that was nut the real reason, the only otht'r 
imaginable one is, that the expense of altering the plate could 
not be afforded by the poor devil who published his designs. The 
reader will agree with this last hypothe11is~ when informed that the 
work here referred to w!UI by Soaue ! 1 hat poor man seems to 
have been not merely the sport, but the very victim of 
"accidents;" for, on the very next page of thnt book, we read, 
"the arched recesses were semioircular in the dra'll·inir, but by a 
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mimJke or the engraver, are made considerably more!" Nor is that 
the jinw with regard to mistakes, for the printer-or else Soane 
himself, committed many more by " omitting by accident" the ex
planations of the letters of reference in some of the plans. And 
m their plans, or in what is dependent on and arise11 out of plans, 
the chief, or, to speak more correctly, the sole merit of that collec
tion of Soanean designs consists; many of the elevations being little 
short of the downright ugly and hideous. Soane should have con
fined himself to plan and contrivance: they were his forte. His 
ground- work was often truly admirable; his superstructure gene
rally quite the reverse. The work of Soane's here referred to is 
remarkable of its kind; for, professing to show only "cottages, 
villas, and other useful buildings," it includes a design for what 
Is neither a very cottage-like nor very utilitarian edifice, to wit, 
a National Mausoleum. Soane seems to have had a pious penchant 
for burying people: for the matter of that, he would not have 
scrupled to bury the whole nation alive, so that he had the erecting 
its mausoleum, or mouaeoleum, as --- terms it; which last, I 
suppose, means nothing more nor leBS than a mouse-trap. 

IV. Pugin does not at all shine in the parliamentary "blne book" 
which shows his design for Maynooth College, and those by dif
ferent architects of some other public buildings that are now in 
progress in Ireland. " Maynooth" would furnish an illustration 
for Mr. P.'s own work entitled "Contrasts," it being a sufficiently 
atrikiog 111U11J;>le of pseudo-Gothic, alial modern Gothicisin~. It 
is only Pugin s professed admirel'!l-those who make it a pomt of 
honour to admire whatever proceeds from him, who can look with 
complacency on such a dowdy and prosaic design, which possesses 
neither style, nor quality that atones for the dereliction of style. 
Still it may1 on that very account, prove not a little satisfactory 
to some,-those, to wit, among his profeS11ional brethren who may 
have taken offence at Welby Pugin's supercilious tone towards 
them in his " Contrasts" and other writings. Perhaps they will 
retort upon him, and ask if Maynooth is to be regarded as an ex
ample of what can be achieved by those who boast of being in
apired by " the faith of our forefathers." 

V. Place au.I' damu I A lady-writer on architecture is so great a 
pbenomenon-t1uch a veritable blaek 11D1Jn (applied to one of the 
fuir sex the simile sounds somewhat 1mtithetical), that Mrs. Tuthill 
deserves to have a separate article, or at least an entire Fasciculus 
devoted to her, more especially as she shows herself to be a reader 
of Candidus, and has paid him the compliment of transferring to 
her own pages one or two of his pithy paragraphs. Still I am not 
80 much indebted to her for the compliment, as she is to me for 
those little bits of architectural philosophy which sparkle like 
gems amid the dulneBS of her book, since she has not had the grace 
to acknowledge to whom they belong. Inverted commas mark 
them for quotations, and that 1s all; except it be that they are 
jumbled up with extracts from other writers, without the difference 
of proprietorship being hinted at. Suum cuique, my good lady, is 
an honest maxim, and the best policy; for your own unscrupu
lousness now relieves me from all scruples and qualms of gallantry, 
and emboldens me to speak out somewhat freely. Privilege of 
sex cannot be allowed you : 1ou are of the feminine gender,-and 
80 are "man-of-war" ships ; so also are amazons, but their 1he
ahip did not shield those belligerent ladies from wounds in the 
brunt of battle. I do not deny you the right of wielding that 
feminine implement the scissors ; but I do disapprove of your 
making use of the paste-pot at the same time ; and your book is a 
notable sample of that species of literary manufacture which goes 
by the name of "sci1110l'll-and-pB11te work." Perhaps you will say 
that it is genuine patch-work, and, as such, is a very suitable occu
pation for your sex. That a good deal has been ere now written upon 
srchitecture by women J do not dispute; but then, till now they 
have invariably been old women, and of the man-kind, whereas you 
are neither the one nor the other. " What then," you will say, 
••may not ladies, who are not old ones, turn their attention to archi
tecture? Why should they be interdicted from cultivatingataste for 
that branch of fine art which has so much to do with taste gene
rally?" Why, indeed, should they? Architecture has, 811 you 
observe, been strongly recommended in a paper in the "Foreign 
Qu.a1'tt!'l'lg," as a study particularly adapted to enter into the list 
of female accomplishments; and you might also have brought for
ward Wightwick's opinion to the same effect. Nor do I diBSent 
from them: there certainly is nothing to hinder a woman from 
understanding architecture-that is, the ll!Sthetics of building, just 
as well as a man, or indeed a great deal better than many men, 
since some of them mistake mere building for architecture. Pro
ficiency in the study is quite irrespective of sex : it depends upon 
the intelligence, the application, and the relish brought to it. Sin-

cerity of study, diligence of reflection, are the aine qua non: 
whereas you seem to have overlooked some of the most indispen
sable qualifications for the proper execution of the tllllk which you 
undertook; and which, in the vastness of your ambition, you ex
tended to every known style of the art, including some that no one 
knows anything about at all. You appear to have set up for a 
teacher, while you yourself were only a learner, and not very per
fect in your lessons. You show that you have spoken by book and 
by rote, feeling secure in, and trusting to, the greater ignor:mce 
of your readers. Come, cheer up, my good Mrs. Tuthill: though 
you get no flattery from me, you may still get plenty of puff from 
other critics; therefore the acidity of my remarks may be useful 
to you, by correcting the fulsomeness of theirs. Considering-you 
mu>lt excuse the ungraciousness of that qualifying expression,--con
sidering, I say, that it is the production of a female pen on a flla»o 

culine subject, your book is not so very poor a book after all. At 
all events, it is somethinf!: in the bodily shape of a book-a goodly
sized octavo volume, with your name on the title-page; which is 
far more than Candidus can boast of having ever sent forth to the 
public. Yours is, besides, a funny book-funnier perhaps than 
you intended it to be. One of its drolleries is that of omitting 
in the list of those who have distinguished themselves in architec
ture, such recent celebritie;i as Cagnola, Schinkel, Gartner, and 
several others, and immortalising such ~curitie8 as Joel Johnson, 
and John Linnell Bond. Oh! Mr~. Tuthill, Mrs. Tuthill, you are 
a very roguish creature! To think of your immortalising-and 
immortal they now will be in your book-such poor devils in all 
their littleness, is no doubt very laughable, but partakes too much 
of a mauvaue plauantme. 

VI. Loudon's "Architectural Magazine," and others of his pub
lications, have heen very freely laid under contribution by Mrs. 
Tuthill, who has copied several woodcuts from them, but without 
any acknowle~ent of their being copies, and without eYen men
tioning the names of those by whom they were designed. At 
p. 307, for instance, she has re-produced from the Supplement to 
Loudon's "Encyclopiedia," what she very justly calls "a beautiful 
English villa in the Elizabethan style," and recommends as a model 
for residences of that class in "the northern, middle, and western 
states;" but very ungraciously withholds from Mr. E. B. Lamb the 
credit of having designed it, although his name is attached to it 
in the publication from which she pirated-or, to s~eak more pret
tily-borrowed it. The suppression of its authors name is per
haps 1888 unjust than it otherwise would be, because Rhe exhibit11 a 
fac-simile of the original cut, with all the vexatious blunders which 
Mr. L. complained of and pointed out in the letterpress accompany
ing his design, observing, that owing to the ignorance of the en
graver," the parapet appears like a Grecian guilloche instead of Go
thic perforated panelling; the arches do not present the easy curve 
of the Gothic four-centred arch; and the scroll label over the pro
jecting bayii assumes also a different character." Yet, notwithstand
ing that these provoking infidelities of delineation were plainly 
enough pointed out by the author of the design, they are not cor
rected, neither is there a syllable of caution against them; so that 
the serious solecisms and errors in the cut may unwittingly be co
pied together with the real merits of the design. Call you that 
honestyt Mrs. Tuthill,-or can you fairly call yourdelf an honest 
woman? 

VII. "Simplicity of style in architecture.;" says Mrs. Tuthill
Mrs. Tuthill again!-" is in ihelf a beauty. The dict11m requires, 
however, to be qualified by adding, provided the simplicity itself 
be IBsthetic, and accompanied by other IB~thetic qualities. "A 
Doric temple," she observe!!, "is perfectly simple; yet what ob
ject of art is more imposing and beautiful?" No doubt: the Greek 
Doric temple was worked by refined and truly artistic simplicity, 
and by perfect consi11tency and completeness of expression. The 
difficulty is to infuse an equivalent degree of similarlv-refined sim
plicity into structures very differently constituted, aml which, there
fore, ought to be stamped by appropriate character of their own. 
Hardly can Mril. T. mean to recommend the antique Doric temple 
as a model at the present day, it being one which it is utterly im
potiible to adhere to. In fact, Greek temples are the stumbling
block against which many American architects~f English ones I 
say nothing-have tripped them!lelves up. A mere portico has l!,ene
rally been made by them their Alpha and Omega of design. fhey 
have accordingly showed their classical taste and utter lack of inven
tion by applying that convenient ready-made feature, the portico, 
and tacking it on to most Pecksniftian buildings, without the leas& 
s119picion that they w~re thereby out-Pecksniffizing Pecksniff him
self. Mrs. T .'s own book gives us a sample of the kind at page 300, 
assuring us that "the beautiful portico i~ copied from the Erech-
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theum." All the more pity then that it ahould be lltuck on to a 
little smug 88~h-windowed house. It seems, however, that "the 
front is of white marble." All the more pity again, that white 
marble should hal'e been wasted upon a design for which lath and 
plaster would have been quite good enough. The turning Erech
theums and Parthenon& into prose is a notable achievement, truly ! 

VII I. Althou~h she indulges in a good deal of young-lady-like 
writing and feminine sentimentality much ready-made enthusiasm 
(but of a rather threadbare sort) included, Mrs. T. is a very matter
of-fact sort of lady,-a mere materialut in criticism. Artistic idea 
and design, or the absence of them, are to her as nothing in com
parison with the merit derived from such materials as white marble or 
granite. The adverting to the mere circumstance of material, when 
every other is pas.'led over, does not bespeak much competency to the 
tMk in one who professes to instruct others in architecture, and 
direct their taste. Mrs. T.'s criticism never ventures beyond a poor, 
110litary, matelese, forlorn-old-bachelor, celibatarian epithet; and 
even t11at is not only exceedingly loose and vague, but sometimes 
~uite misapplied also. If we may believe what she Baya, Yale 
College Library is a "beautiful edifice;" but if we are to believe 
what she 1/iowa and to trust to our own eyes rather than to her 
words, it must be truly execrable in every respect. That building 
and Hartford Athenaium (of which a/rint is also given) are both by 
the same architect ( H. Austin), an are both meant to be in the 
Gothic styl-of the Strawberry Hill period, it may be prel'umed. 
Which is the most hideous of the two-to which of them the 
"Detur Turpion' ought to be assigned, it would be diffil'Ult, per
haps impossible, to decide. Their 8imilarity of merit-or demerit, 
is so great, that Mrs. T. herself has been forced to employ precisely 
the same terms for their characterization, calling the one and the 
other "a symmetrical and efl'ectiYe building," -n proof that her 
&tock of expressions is but a very scanty one. "Effective" enough 
they both are, no doubt, and so is-an emetic: and just like an 
emetic, it is, that they operate ; at least, if they resemble the repre
tentations of them in the book. Some time ago, an Amencan 
journal made mention of a fish without eyes; and it would seem 
that the Americans themselves are altogether without eyes (or eye) 
for Gothic architecture. 

IX. It was to be supposed that J\frs. T. would avail herself 
largely of the opportunity of chronicling for fame some of her 
own couutr;rmen, in her "Chronological Table of the Principal 
Architects;' ini.tead of which, she doei; not there insert the name 
of a single one, Bl!signing for the omis8ion the following not very 
logical reason :-" It would be very desirahle to add here a list of 
eminent American architects; but so many of the most distin
guished are still living, that we must deny ourselves the pleasure!N 
Oh, Mrs. T.! :Mrs. T.! \Vhat a woman's reason! You are 
woman all over! 

0 In reuonlng w.alr, In capllntt"n strong.'' 

Dead worthies, it seems, are not to be spoken of, because the 
race is not extinct, and other worthies are still ulh·e. Very 
rasily might you have helped yourself to ~ome notices of American 
11rcl11tects, quite sufficient for your purpose, from Dunlop'11 
"History of the Arts of De~ign in the United States'"; but you 
11corn to borrow or pilfer from anybody. 

X. At any rate, it cannot be said that Mrs. Tuthill has failed 
to enrich her volume with a glossary; and a particularly rich 
treat it is to the lovers of fun and laughter. I, for one, was cer
tainly guilty of man'a-lauglitl'T, when J read her definition of 
" \'ertical." I would take a thousand hets that no one would ever 
JrUess it. She does not indeed actually say that "\'ertical" 
means "horizontal;" but she says-never would rou find it out 
of yourself-that it means "opposite;" which bein~ the case, I 
11m quite 1·ertimJ-in opinion I mean, and iu opin10n only-to 
l\lrs. T. llow fortunate, or el..e how unfortunate, it is thllt the 
Atlantic is between us! 

XI. Among those with whom l\lrs. T. bas got into debt by her 
literary borrowings from them, is Mrs.Jameson ; of who11e descrip
tion of the Kooi~'llbau, at J\I unich, she has availed herself, without 
hal'ing the grace to ackno'll'ledge its authorship, or the policy to 
quote it in evidence of the competency of a female pen. How
ever, if she has defrauded some of her literary creditors, she has 
p11id off one of the miallest of them with usurious interest; 
11amely, the gentleman to whom she has thoup:ht proper to npply 
the epithet "learoed,N as the moilt characteristic one whil'h she 
could select,-or it was the one perhaps which was jnPt then et 
the point of her pen,-styling him emphatically "the learned 
Briton"! Poesibly, such epithet may, as a general one, be well 

merited by the what-ahall-1-call-him to whom it i1 applied ; ypt 
hardly appropriate to the actual occasion1 1ince tl1e word• ehe 
quotes are only a sample of what Sam Slick calla "soft l!Bwder.• 
Go to, Mrs. T.,-where you deserve to go to, I don't say; but go 
to, for a very quizzical and roguish woman. 

OCCASIONAL NOTES UPON ART. 

By FBEDEBJCX Lum. 

I. We admire true art, on account of its ennobling tendency. 
This hu its origin in principles which, founded in the constitution 
of our nature, are the foundation of excellence. It would not be 
a difficult, though a ''ery interesting task, from the varied and 
honoured labours of the arti~t1 to show that success demands, upon 
his part, the exercise of the h1ghei;t mental faculties. Real art is 
an evidence of these-a manife11tation of i;kill and manly energy. 
It proclaims with eloquence its intrinsic dignity. How often, for 
instance, do the ststely monuments which her genius haa reared 
force themselves on our regard, rivelting our attention and com
manding our admiration, even when men are intently ~ccupied in 
the bustling transactions and exciting pursuits of life! \\'hen the 
appeals of art are 110 powerful, it would be idle to say anything in 
vindication of its character, were it not that there are creatu1'811 
upon whose minds they seem to make no impression, and w.lto 
rudely pBBR them by, or only cast u~on them a look of cold indif
ference. To write, however, on subjects of pure and sublime art. 
is to eulogise them, and at the same time, to give to the world 
a history of the good they have effected; but this has been felt 
and acknowledged, from time immemorial, by all persons who haYe 
claims to our respect for their quick sensibility to beauty and lofty 
elevation of intellect: for, to the poet they have ever dorded a 
congenial and favourite theme; to the wealthy an opportunity of 
gratifying their own taste in a judicious encouragement of talent • 
nor has posterity ever forgotten those artists whose services and 
beautiful emanations have thrown s11ch a glory over their voca
tion, but have recorded their names on the roll of fame as bene
factory to their race. There is no reader of those remarkable poeml!, 
the Iliad and Odyssey, b•1t must remember the frequent allusions 
which Homer makes to the works of the skilled Sidonian artista 
and c'!nning_ artificers; wi.th wha~ warm sympathy, but, at tha 
same time, with what propnety he introduces descriptions of va
rious instruments and accoutrements of war-royal and sacerdotal 
vestments curiously woven-the shield of the hero Adtille&-with 
works of larger construction-architectural fabrics-such as in 
after ages were conceived by a Palladio, or by a Sir Christopher 
~Vren. He c~nsi?ers. all these as g:rowin1(u?~er the superintend
ing eye and msp1rat1on of persomfied D1nmty-be it Pallas or 
other godde~s,. the b~auty ~f their contrivance and the transcend
ancy of their invention bemg referred to a superior power who 
11trengthened the artists' energies. Moreo\•er, -he remmds u'a ho• 
the workmanship added immeasurably to the value of the mat~ 
rial, by the superioritv of mind over matter. Yet, whether it 11'118 

the architect who built the lofty pile, or the potter who fashioned 
utensils of domestic use into forms of beauty, each, by the selec
tion of the most durable materials, insured to his work the greate.;& 
permanence possible. The lower departments of art recei'l'ed a 
high de19:ee of a~istical effe~~ from t~e refined feeling ~nd know
ledge of ~a~omous compos!hon applied to them ; it being an im
portant rum m those decoratn·e and ornamental arts which adorned 
the palace or the t~mple t? cultivate beauty of design in the 
fullest extent ; so l\hnena 1s represented es watchiug over and 
herself occupied in the "illustrious labours of the loom ;" but i\ 
waa not the alu.ff of the tapestry, nor the precious stones tha\ 
con.1posed the .floor of rich inlay, but the design that graced it. 
winch was admired and commended. In works of fictile manufac
ture, where the finer and most delicate skill of the hands 1''88 vi
sible, the ~plendid vase is praised, not becaU11e its material wu 
costly, but becau~e it was "figured with art that dignified thegold,w 
and reflected the image of a m~ter-mind. \Ve witness, in all this, 
a mo~t consummate taste and judgment. So Ovid in the openi.ni 
of his glowing description of Phreton :- ' 

"Rrgia Solia wat "'6limi/J .. alta ~lu••ia, 
Clara micanlr atlro,ftarrurrtulJIU imitantr p~opo 1 
l'uj .. rbti.r nitidum ja1tigia 1umma trvr~at: 
A rgrnti 6iforl'I radia6ant lulllina oalt~, 
Matwienc "'Ptr116ut OJJNI." 

The bard of the Iliad says, the inventor of these ell'gant arts wu 
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a wile man, and that he muat have acted from preoepta delivered 
to him by Minerva:-

" the work 
'Twaa a wiae anist fram'd, hie wildom taught 
By precepts from MlnervL" 

11. Lord Bacon's definition of art-namely, "a proper disposition 
of the things of nature, \iy human thought and experience, so 88 

to answer the several purposes of mankind," clearly expre11Ses that 
the 11uccess with which the mind achieves that desirable end, and 
the means it adopt& for the production of the beautiful, depends 
upon such high attainments 88 csn be expected only after a long 
course of observation and experience. Art will exert a beneficial 
influence upon society, and be a realisation of beauty, accordin~ 
to the wise and " proper disposition of the things of nature.' 
Herein is pointed out the necessity of a knowledge of first prin
ciples, which, when systematised by reasoning and taste, form a 
1ure foundation whereon the artist may securely rest in all his 
operations. The amassing together a variety of perceptions re
quires the perfection and activity of the organ of vision, and the 
power of combining and representing figures in their most natural 
and appropriate forms,-is acquired only after a repetition of ma
nual efforts, aided by the co-operation of the mind, and added to 
much practical wisdom. Such representation of sensible objects-
not, however, strictly copied as they are, but improved to what 
they should be-portrayed truly, yet poetically, demands a system 
of various and well-approved precepts, for rnstruction in which 
man must look with the cautious and careful eye of observation 
into the laws which have governed the works of the Divine artist. 
The words of Paley, when arguing the existence and attributes of 
God from his works,-" Contrivance proves design, and the pre
dominant tendency of the contrivance indicates the disposition of 
the designer," apply equally to human productions; and we cor
rectly infer from their elegant beauty or imposing grandeur, the 
artist's endowments. 

HI. The well-understanding of the sound principles of art (by 
which only it can be learnt and appreciated) prevents the commis-
11ion of solecisms and barbarisms. Pursued on principles contrary 
to nature and just reasoning, its results are generally absurdities,. 
and sometimes those one-sided, partial, and imperfect views, which 
IU'e nothing less than proofs of insanity. 'Vitness Borromini in 
architecture; or, who was worse, Father Guarini, the specimens of 
whose architectural achievements in Turin look more like the 
sugar-and-plm;ter compo~itions of a pastry-cook and confectioner; 
or Bernini, who in sculpture, imitated the style of Rubens; and 
surely notl1ing could be so bad in taste as to make the drapery of 
liis sculpture resemble that of painting, or anything it in reality is 
not; for in the imitative arts, as in morality, the advice esto quod 
t-ttt videri8, should be recollected. These are examples of an in
dividual caprice, of a love of extravagance, and of a spirit so 
opposed to all truth, that they deserve censure; and the more so, 
because they are apt to captivate the ignorant and unreftecting. 
So necessary id it that all should be under the guidance of reason 
and intention, that he who does not attend to what these govern
ing faculties prescribe as binding and imperative, but acts only 
from impul11e or chance, forfeits all right to the title of artist. 
But worthy of all admiration is he who exhibits a control over 
himself and his, perhaps, too ardent imagination; who regulates 
his enthusiasm by reason; who makes his genius conform to the 
rules of art ; and riHing above every particular and partial, repre-
11ents only the universal truth. For in this, as most other pursuits, 
it.will be best to preserve a medium. Extremes on either side are 
to be shulliled. 

" Al/im tgrtuiu, calmia ttcla crrmahia: 
l•iftrnu, /erra1 ; mtdio tvliarimu ibia." 

OVID. 

ON THE STABILITY OF FLOATING BODIES. 

The doctrine of 11tability is of much greater importance in the 
constructive arts than is commonly imagined; it is, moreover, a 
difficult subject, and when considered in all its generality, it re-
1tuiree a much more extensive knowledge of mathematical im·esti
ptions, than is posse9Sed by the greater part of that class of 
rndividuals engaged in mechanical .Pursuits; hence the reason 
why the subject, notwithstanding its importance, is so little under
stood. .But although the general investigation of the theory is 
attended with considerable difficulty, yet there are cases of a 
highly interesting and practical character, in which the difficulties 

are but alight, and which may consequently be 11nde11tood by 
every person moderately acquainted with the elementary depart
ments of science ; and it is to those cases which, in the present 
instance, we intend the more especially to direct the at.tention of 
our readers. 'fhe following ure the conditions on which the equi
librium of flotation depends. A solid body, floatinl\' on a fluid 
which is specifically heavier than itsel~ will remain m a state of 
equilibrium or balanced rest, when it .nas sunk so far below the 
surface, that the weight of. the fluid displaced by the immersed 
portion of the body, is exactly equal to its whole weight, and when 
the centre of gravity of the whole floating mass, and that of the 
immersed portion of it, are situated in the same vertical line. 

If the floating body be inclined from the position of equilibrium 
through a very small angle, by the action of some external foroe 
any how applied, the q..iestion of stability consists in determining 
whether the body, when left to itself under such conditions, will 
continually recede farther and farther from its position of equili
brium until it finally oversets, or whether it will lihrate about 
some axis, until it ultimately restores itself to the position which 
it occupied previously to the action of the disturbing force. 

In the following inquiry we shall confine ourselves to that par
ticular case of the problem, in which the first condition of equili
brium is supposed to be satisfied, in whatever position the floating 
body may be placed; that is, when the weight of the whole floating 
mass is exactly equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the 
immersed portion of it. 

Every solid which is generated by the re\·olution of some plane 
about a fixed axis, and in general, every solid body having an axis 
about which the opposite parts are symmetrically arranged, if it 
be specifically lighter than the fluid on which it floats, and if it be 
placed in the fluid with its axis perpendicular to the horizon, may 
sink to a position in the fluid, where it will remain in a state of 
quiescence or blilanced rest. In all such bodies, there are h·o 
opposite positions in which the equilibrium obtains; but there i1 
only one position in which a permanency of Botation can take 
place. 

If the floating body be homogeneous, or uniform in density 
throughout the whole of the mass, the centre of gravity of the 
entire body will be situated above that of the jart immersed, or, 
which is the same thing, that of the displace fluid ; but if the 
density of that part of the body which is below the plane of jlota
tWTI* be greater than that of the part above it, the centre of 
!P'avity of the whole floatin~ mass may be lower than that of the 
1mmeraed part, or of the displaced fluid. Indeed, the centre of 
gravity of the whole floating mass may always be placed below 
that of the immersed p<>rtion of it, by increasing the density of 
the lowel', and diminishmg that of the upper portions; and in this 
way may the stability be augmented in any ratio at pleasure. 
If a floating body be any how cut by a plane, in respect of which 

the opposite parts are symmetrical, or similarly placed; then, any 
portion of the body cut off by a plane perpendicular to the former, 
will also be symmetrical in regard to the same plane ; hence, 
we infer, that if a body, symmetrical with respect to a certain 
plane passing through it, be partially immersed m a fluid with the 
said plane vertical, the immersed portion of the body will also be 
symmetrical as regards that plane; and t.he centre of gravity of 
the whole floating body, and that of the part below the surface of 
the fluid will lie in that plane; consequently, for every such plane 
88 that here specified, which can be hken in a floating body, there 
will be at least one poltltion of equilibrium. These things being 
premised, we are now in a condition to investigate some of the 
simpler cases of the stability of jlota.lion.. 

Problem.-lf R uniform prismatic body, whose tntnsverse section 
is a triangle, be made to float upon a fluid specifically heavier than 
itself in a given ratio7 with one of its angles downwards1• it is re
quired to determine the different positions in which it will float iu 
a state of quiescence. 

Let A B V, in the annexed engraving, be a transverse section of 
the prismatic body, floating on the fluid with the anglti A VB 
downwards, and let the straight line C D be the line of common 
inteNection of the plane of the triangle with the Hurface of the 
fluid, or that which, by the writers on mechanics, has been called 
the tcater-line. 

Then, since the specific gravity of the fluid. as well as that of 
the floating body is known, the area of the triangle C D V ia 
known, being to that of the triangle A .B V, 88 the llJlecific gravity 
of the floating body is to that of the .fluid on w.bich 1t floats. 

Let the .floating body be a prillm of fir, of which the specifie 

• Th• plan• or ftot•tlon, 11 !ht borl1ontal 1•ctlon or th• !Jody, coh;el~tnt ..-ttb tb
ou•rare of thr 8ultl 1 or It 11 1ba1 boriionlal H<llon 11·1>1<11 ••, aratn U.e lmmoratd ..,J 

' emerud l'orllom or tb• buds. 
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1tnu;tv, as compared with that of water is, as 11 to 20; and let 
the sides of the transverse trianif1tlar section be respectively as 
follows :-viz., A B = 36•5 inches; AV = <'4-2 inches; and 
B V = ss·1 inches. 

Then, since the prism is· uniform throughout the whole length, 
the weights and solidities of the floating body and the immer
sed part of it_,, will be truly represented by the areas of the 
triangles AB V and C D V. Now, by the rules of mensuration 
and by logarithms, the area of the triangle A B V is found as 
follows. 

Side B V - 5.1'1 Inch .. , 
BMe A V - 44·2 lncb .. 1 
l!lde A B - 86 6 lncbH. 

B V +AV+ AB - 133·8, sum nr tbe 1ld .. or the trlangolar ffct'o" or the prlam l 
t (B V +AV+ AB)- &; 9. half aum or t e 1ld•1 .• log. 1•82~2»1 

13·8, hair aum mlnna 8 V log. !·13!•87Yl 
'J'l·7, balr 1um mlnu1 ~ V Jog. J ·3.i602-19 
811'4, balr aum mloua AB log I ·4<!2!1736 

log.. lr8t42047, S11m a 
Arn or thewhole trlaogle A 8 V - 798 l8.'11~uare lnchH, 6 lug. 2·9t1210:la,f ~nm; 

and, consequently, the area of the immersed triangle CD V, being 
to the whole area as 11 to 20, is · 

20 : 11 : : 798·183 : 4.39·00065 square inches. 
Bisect the sides of the triangles A B and C D, in the points at F 

and P; draw \T F and VP, and from the vertex V, set o.ff VG 
and V g respectively equal tot wo. thirds of V F and V P ; then, hy 
mechanics, G is the position of the centre of f!'ravity of the 
triangle AB V, and g, that of the triangle CD V; ;oin the centres 
G and g by the straight line G g; then, according to the second 
conwtion of equilibrium, G g is a vertical line. 

Since the area of the triangle CDV is known, the horizontal line 
C D touches a given hyperbola described with the asymptoles A V 
11nd B V; and CD is bisected by that curve in P, the point of con
t11ct. Join PF, then PF is parallel to G g, and because G g is 
vertical, P F is also vertical, and consequently perpendicular to 
CD, which is horizontal ; it is likewise perpendicular to the hyper
bola QPR 1''hich CD touches in P. Therefore, since the position 
of the point F i11 known, the position of the straight line P F can 
be founcl ; an.d for each perpendicular that can be drawn to the 
curve of the hyperbola from the point F, there will be a position 
in which the prism, whose transverse section is the triangle AH V, 
can float in equilibrio with the vertex downwards; and the differ
ent positions of P F which satisfy the conditions of equilibrium, 
may be determined, either by the solution of an algebraic equation 
of the fourth degree; or geometrically, by the intel'l!ection of two 
hyperbolas, of which the elements of construction are known. 

\Vhen a body, floating permanently on the surface of a fluid 
specifically heavier than itself, bas its equilibrium of flotation dis
turbed by the action of some extraneous force-that is, when the 
centres of gravity of the whole floating mass, and of the immersed 
part, are not in the same vertical line; if a vertical plane be made 
to p81!11 through those centres, the body will revolve upon an axis 
perpendicular to that plane, and passin~ through its centre of 
gravity; for when the impulae communicated to a body is in a 
line plllllling through its centre of gravity, all ttie part& of the 

body move forward with the same velocity, and in lines parallel 
to the direction of the impulse communicated. But when the di
rection of the impulse does not pllll!I through the centre of gravity, 
as is the case in the present instance, the body acquiree d rotation 
on an axis, and also a protp'essive motion, by which the centre of 
gravity is carried forward m the same straight line, and with the 
same velocity, as if the direction of the impulse communicated 
had actually passed through the centre of gravity; and it is a 
curious mechanical fact, that the rotatory and progressive motiom 
thus communicated, are wholly independent of onl' another, each 
being the same in itself as if the other did not take place. 

This follows from the general mechanical principle or law, thai 
the quantity of motion in bodies estimated in a given direction., ia 
not affllcted or changed by the action of the bodies on one another. 
The revolution of a body on its axis is produced by an action of 
this kind, and therefore it can nllither increase nor wminish the 
progressive motion of the whole mass moved. \Vben a single 
impulse only is communicated to the body, the axis on which it 
begins to revolve i~ a line drawn through its centre of gravity, 
and perpendicular to the plane which passes through that centre 
and the direction in which the impul11e is communicated. 

It is the nature of some floating bodies, when their equilibriam 
of flotation has been disturbed, to return to their original position, 
after making a few oscillations backwards and forwards, upon an 
axis similar to that above alluded to. But others, again, when 
their equilibrium of flotation is ever so little di;;turbed, do not 
resume their original position, but continue to revolve on an axis 
passing through their centres of gravity, until they attain another 
position, when they are again in equilibrio. In the former case, 
the equilibrium is s said to be stable, and in the latter it is umtabla, 
and the body oversets. 

\Vhen the floating body is made to revolve from the position of 
equilibrium, by the action of some external force; !f the line of 
aupp<>rt* move, so as to be on the same side of the line of pres11Ure, t 
as that part of the body, which becomes depressed below the surface 
of the fluid in consequence of the inclination from the state of equi
librium; then, the equilibrium is stable, and the body will rei;tore 
itself; that is, it will resume the position which it occupied before 
it was submitted to the action of the deflecting force. But if the 
line of buoyancy, or the line of support, be on the same side of 
the line of pressure, as the emersed or elevated part of th~ 
floating body, then the equilibrium is unstable, and the body will 
recede farther and farther from its original position, until it tinally 
oversets. 

When a body floats upon the surface of a fluid specifically 
heavier than itself, the force which tends to make the body re\·olve 
about its centre of gravity, is equal to the weight of the body, 
acting on a lever, the length of which is equal to the horizontal 
distance between the line of pressure and the line of buoyancy; 
and when this distance vanishes, that is, when the centres of 
gravity of the whole body and the immersed part of it are in the 
same vertical line, the force tending to cause the body to revolve 
is equal to nothing. 

When the floating body is any how inclined or deflected from 
the position of equilibrium, and when the line of buoyancy falla 
on the same side of the centre of gra\·ity of the whole floating 
mas11, as that part of the body which becomes depressed below the 
surface of the fluid in consequence of the deflection, the lever by 
which the force acts is said to be affirmative, and the force tends 
to establish the equilibrium, or to restore the body to its ori~nal 
position. But on the other hand, when the line of buoyancy 1s on 
the same side of the centre of gravity of the whole body, &R that 
part of it which becomes elevated above the surface of the fluid in 
consequence of the deflection, the le1·er by which the force acts, ii 
said to be negative, and the force tends to overtlet the body. 

These are the chief principles necessary to be known in taking 
a cursory view of the subject ; and we shall now proceed to show 
in what manner the momentum of stability id to be calculated. 

Let the vertical transverse section of the floating body be uni
form, or the same from end to end ; then p•t-
a = llrea of the trans•erse seclioo of the ia1mersed part of the body ; 
d = distance brlweeo c~ntre of gravity of the whole aud immersed part; 
l = length or the w11ter·lm~, or the b11se of the immersed aectiou ; 
cp = 1<mall angle of incliualiun or deflection ; 
ID = whole weight of the 8uating mass ; 
m-:: momeo1um of atabilit,. 

• Tbe nrtlcal line wblcb paa1e11 lbroagb Ibo centre or grs~lty or lh• lmmeraed pan vi 
the f!"atlug body, ta called "t.be llae or buoyancy," or "the Uue or aupport." 

t Tb• Yertlcal line wblcb p...,ea lbrou1b tbe ceo t.re or (T&rilf of the wllole loalillt 
mau, ii called "lbe ltn~ of prn1urc." 
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Then, on the supposition that the angle of deflection is very 
amall, as it must be in all practical cases, the momentum of the 
force tending to re11tore the equilibrium of flotation is, by the 
principles of mechanics,-

m = ( 1~
3

a - d) w sin q>. 

This equation is general, whatever may be the form of the 
fioating body; but the subsidiary calculations are more intricate in 
some caaes than in others, and in consequence, the formula in 
those cases will be more difficult in its application, and the labour 
will be much more tedious and irksome. 

By attentively examining the constitution of the above equation, 
there are certain inferences that offer themselves, which it may be 
useful to specify. They are aa under:-

1. If the first term of the parenthetical expression ~ be 
12a 

greater then the second, d, the leverage is affirmative, and the 
force tends to restore the body to its original state. 

5!. When the two parenthetical terms are equal, there is no force 
teuding either to re11tore or destroy the equilibrium; for, in that 
case, the momentum is nothing. 

8. \\'hen the first of the parenthetical terms is less than the 
second, the leverage is negative, and the force tends to destroy 
the equilibrium and overset the body. 

'· When the weight of the body remains constant, the stability 

• . l h . ( l3 d) · 111 proport1ona to t e expression 
12 

a - sm ~· 

5. When the centre of gravity of the whole floatin~ mass is 
lower than the centre of buoyancy, or that of the part immersed, 
the term d, or the distance between the centres of gravity, is nega· 

tive, and the whole parenthetical quantity ( 1~ a - d) becomes 

affirmative; a circumstance which greatly increases the stability 
of flotation, as we have already intimated. 

If, in the vertical line pas8ing through the centre of gravity of 
the whole body and that of the immersed portion, there be taken 
a point distant from the centre of buoyancy, by a quantity equal 

to E-, that point is called the metacentre by naval architects, 
12a 

because it must always be situated above the centre of gravity of 
the mass, in order that the body may float with stability. These 
things being premii;ed, we shall now give an example of the method 
of calculating the momentum of stability, according to the above 
formula ; and if the proces~ be well considered in this particular 
case, there can be little difficulty in applying the same principles 
to similar cases, even when the section of the body is of a very 
different form. 

E.rample.-In the prismatic body of fir formerly mentioned, and 
of which we have given a transverse section, the length of the 
water-line C D is 25·8 inches ; the vertical distance G g, 8·5 inche11, 
and the whole wei~ht of the floating body 5,200 lb.; what is the 
momentum of stability, or with what force does the body endea
vour to restore itself, when deflected from the equilibrium through 
an angle of 5 degrees. 

By a previous calculation, we hnve found the area of the im
mersed triangular section to be 439 square inches, omitting the 
fraction; hence, by the formula, we have-

( 
2S·83 ) 

Momentum = 
12 

x 
439 

- 8·5 x 5200 x sin s 0
• 

The length of the water-line iis 2s·s in.......... log. I ·•11Gl97 
8 

25·83 = 17173·502 log. 4·23~8591 
Area of the immeM1ed section = ~39 sq. in. ar. co. log. 7•3575355 

Constant number, 12 ••••.• ar. co. log. 8·9208188 

Natural number, 3'2599 ••••.•.••.••••••••••••••••• log. o·Sl82184' 
13 2s 81 

Consequently, we have -10-- = 1--,~ - S·2S99; which, 
.. X a 2 X ~9 

being less than the term d = 8•S inches the third inference shows 
that the leverage at which the weight of the body acts is negnti\·e, 
and the force tends to overset it, the momentum of im;tability 
being ( - 8·S + S·2S99) X 5200 X 0'08716 = - 28a·98l pounds. 

FIRE-PROOF BUILDINGS. 

The advantage. of building our dwellings fire-proof is so gene
rally acknowledged, that it is needless to say a word in its favour; 
but the great difficulty in the war has been the expense in con
structing the floors and ceilings. To Dr. Fox, of Bristol ere we 
indebted .for the erection of buildings that are fire-proof, and at 
the same time quite as economical BB the ordinary timber-built. 
floors. About 1.5 years since, Dr. Fox built a private asylum at 
Northwoods, near Bristol, on a large 11Cale, containing no less than 
120 rooms. Externally, it is built in the ordinary way with brick
work, but the floors are constructed as &hown in the annexed en
graving; and in order to make our description practical, we shall 
describe the weight and size of the bearers as adapted to one of 
the rooms at Northwoods. The floor is 18 feet by 18 feet; the 
joists, which are placed lengthwise, are of cast-iron, of the .1.
shape, and are 8 inches deep at the bearings, and .s4 inches deep 
in the middle ; llths of an inch thick at the bottom, and 4 inch 
at the top. The ~el!th includes the flange at the bottom, wliich is 2+ inches wide, and hths of an inch thick, on the underside. Each 
joist weighs 1S4 lb. per foot, and they are placed 18 inches apart. 

Upon the flanges are laid stout fillets of wood, about l inch square, 
clove out of short ends of deals, with a space of about half an inch 
between each slip. Upon these fillets is laid a thickness of coarse 
mortar, portions of which pas!! through the space~, and form a key 
for the ceiling. Upon the coarse mortar ie placed a Inver of 
pugging or concrete, and finally a composition composed ot' lime, 
ashes, and sand, well beaten down, and trowelled on the face. 
After the whole hns become tolerably dry, linseed oil is rubbed 
over the surface, which renders the floor perfectly non-absorbent 
of moisture. The ceiling is then put on below-first a coating of 
lime and hair, then a floating coat, and at the conclusion the set
ting co11t. 'When the whole has stood for a few days, the floor 
forms a solid mass, and is very stiff and strong. 

Model~, 11howing the form of construction, may be seen at 
Messrs. Fox and Barrett's offices, 46, Leicester-square. 

Ref~ lo Eyrning. 

a, Plaiter Criling. formtd in the ordinary way.-b, &, b, Cut.iron Joists. 
c, Stripe of Wood, S1'1le, or othtr material, , .. ith narrow 1pa~t1 between 
tach.-d, a coat of coarse Mortar, forming a hed for the concrete above, 
and a key for the reiling below.-r, Layer of concrete or pupging.-.f. a 
facing layer of rompoaition, forming a floor of great bardoeu, toughness, 
and duraLility, and perfectly f1ee from ab1orption. 

Bla•t.F11rucr•.-Rtmarlobk 4ccidnit.-A.t one of oar blut.farnac~, 
blo,,·n with heated air, while the lola1I w11 shut off' for 1 few minute•, 11 ia 
uaual after ca11ing, an e:11plo1ion took place inaidd the pipe•, which, from its 
effects, we considtr r:11tr1ordinary. In the pipe1 im111ed1ately oullide one of 
the 1tove1 for heating the blaat, and al the end nut the furnace, ia a 1top
•al•e-a circular diac of cut-iron, l A inch thick, and 12 incbea diameter, 
cutting off the connection loetween a line of cold.blut pipea and the hot-air 
pipea. Thia valve, by the force of the exploaion, wu literally shattered. 
Several of the jointa in the line of cold-blast pipe~, with wbicb the breaki11g 
of thi1 ulve opened 1 connection, were blown out, and another alop-nlte, 
in the large main, at 1 diatance of 20 yarda, was also broken in pMce• ; 
tbere the e1plo1ive mixture eacaped in ftame 11 lbe wute. The furnace, at 
the eame time, belched out • great quantity of the material.a in front. Will 
•nr of your 1cientiftc correapondentl have the kindne11 to explllin the nature 
of the explosive compound likely lo be formed in the hot.air pipea? It •P· 
pears \o have geol!r&ted in tbe furn•~. and fired by the pipe1 of the aton 
being red-hot, which they very aoon become (if the 6rem10 ia •t all care
len) when the hl.111 ia not pU1ing through tbem.-AM OLD Svuca1B11..a.~ 
Mn-//•1r Tyd11i11 Oct. 31.-AlttAank•' Magazhw. 
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HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM GENERATOR. 

hivENTED BY J. A. LEoN, C.E. 

In the beginning of this century the tubular boilers of Woolf 
1rnd Rumford were used for generating steam. Soon after Trevi
thick' s flued-boilers were introduced, it was found that metallic 
llues surrounded with water were more eft'ectunl than tubes filled 
with water, and surrounded by the prod•1cts or' combustion. Since, 
the number of flue11 in a boiler increased successively until they 
fonned the multiflux locomotive boiler. 

Flued boilers ought to be used only where they cannot be 
11voided, as on rRilwaya or for navigation. The space occupied by 
the flues reduces the size of the stenm-chamber. The water at itl! 
maximum height covering these flues only a few inches, does not 
permit the use of the float-stone, the best water indicator on sta
tionary boilers. The metallic flues are sometimes left dry, Rnd 
burst. Boilers of thRt description are not easily cleRned, free 
access to the in11ide being almost impossible; the result of such 
neglect, if it causes no explosion, it increases greatly the tear and 
wear, and the expense of extra fuel is very considerable. 

The common cylindrical horizontRI boiler, being the simplest, the 
aafest, and the most ea11ily cleaned, ought to be preferred as a sta
tionary generator. The only objection against its use waa its small 
area of heating surface ; but the greatest part of the wasted hot 
air leaving the boiler can be absorbed before reaching the chimney 
by an appendix vessel, containing WRter for feeding the boiler. 

To obviate the defective method of cooling the cylinder by in
jecting cold water in it, \Vntt condensed the steam in a separate 
vessel. Here, in place of injecting cold water, murl and all, into 
the boiler, this compound is primitively received into the heater, 
,.-here the water, before reaching the boiler, deposits its insoluble 
matter, and acquires an elevated temperature. The generator 
receiving by this process a constant supply of hot water, keeping 
the steam steady, no perturbation is felt, as when injecting cold 
water. 

This heater requires no extra room: its place is below the boiler, 
and behind the fire-grate bridge, a space commonly filled with rub
bish. A great advantage of this heater is, to keep the supply of 
water in almost a quiescent state, which gives the eft'ectual means 
of obviating the evil of bad water. The sediment accumulate~, in 
one or more heaps, in the front of the heater, where the water 
happens to be the least agitated. Tho11e deposits are received in 
some recipients placed near the man-hole. The generator, fed with 
water almost clelln, is no more liable to burn. 

Fir. 1. 

Fls.2. 

The heater is comparatively of a small si:&e. In the engraving 
the generator's axis haa 26 feet, its diameter 4. feet, while the 
length of its beater is only H feet, it!! diameter 4. ft. 6 in., and, 
notwithstanding this, its heating surface is twice as much as the 
heating surface of the boiler itself, which is here 1.50 square feet. 
In reducing the 300 square feet of the inner and outer surface of 
the beater to 120 square feet of effective beating surface, the whole 
apparatus has 1.50 and 120, or 270 square feet of beating surface. 
Tliis divided by one square yard, or 9 square feet, per horse power, 
will prove a 30-horse power for the capability of the 1team gen~ 

rator. The gra~, .S by 6 feet, or 30 square feet, barmoniaes ptt
fectly with a 30-horse high-pressure boiler. 

The upper and lower brick flues are very lRrge, and anaw·er fi•r 
burning all kinds of combustible-vegetable, aa well u mineral 
fuel. 

The boiler and its heater are screwed and cemented together, 
when set on the furn11ce. If rivetted together, their transport by 
land and sea would not be so eaay. 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

Reference to Engraving1.* 
Fig. 1, Longitudinal sectioo.-Fig. 2, Top view of Furnace and Boiler.

Fig. 3, Vertical aection through line 1-2, fig. 1.--Fig. 4, Vertical ~r.iua 
through line 3-:-4, fig. 1. 
A A', Cylindrical boiler, with hemispherical end1, containing only the •team· 

chamber, and the water to generate 1team. 
BB' Horizontal reaervoir, composed of two concentrical eylinden, leAYing 

ID annular apace lllled with water, aupplying the generator A A', bJ 
meana of the abort vertical pipea 6 6', aet into the 1ocketa a a'. 

cc•, Joint bolt• futenlng A to B with curved cr1mp-iroa1. The annabr 
apace between 6 6' and a a' ii tilled on the apot with iron cement. 

d, Damper, with pulley d' and weight ti'. 
'• Stop-valve hetwi1t the feed-pipe e' ane the plunger.pipe e". 
ff', Two erect caat.iron 1egmenta, reating upon caat-iron platea Y, on the 

top of the furnace. On tboae cuned girder1 the boiler A A' ia IOI· 

pended by it-1 brackell g, with liolta, pegt, and null, g', Y'· g"'. 
Ii la', Maio ateam-pipe and stop-valve. 
i, Wbialle regulated by the ftoat i', to give the alarm when the wa'9r fal1a 

below ita minimum leTel • 
.t Ir', Maa.bolea to boiler A and to beater B. 
I, Safety-nlve. 
m m', Gaup:e-cock and pipe-indicator of maximum of 1teun. 
n n', Ditto, ditto, of minimum of water. 
o o'; Discharge-cock and pipe for emptyir.g the water from both TelM!a, A 

and B, and for filling them by meaaa of a perpendicul11 pipe coanect. 
ing o' with an elevated water-tank. 

p, Pa111ge from the furnace-door to the lire-grate I/• . 
p', Monable fire.mouth, in the ahape of an arched-top bayed window, 

placed in the fire doorway, ita narrow part inside the furnace, for burn
ing bundles of bagua, or dried 1queer.ed 1ugar-c1ae; each bundle i1 
pre11ed into the fire-month, and 1ct1 hy turn1 11 1 furnace-door. Thil 
1ort of bopper ia removed when wood or coal i1 u1ed. 

g, Fire-grate. 
r, Moveable plate, 1bifted when nece111ry to clean the ftuea. 
•· Fire.bricks 1urroundiog the 1ockell a a', not 1ho•a in the engruiag. 
t, Two fire-brick lumpa, on which reata the heater B. 
v, Two return brick ftuea, joining before reaching the damper tl. 
e, Iatervuted arched bridge. 
111, Partition betweeu upper leading ftue 11, and lower return ftuea .. 
JI, Cut-iron platea, ou which are placed the girden f /'. 
•• Aah-pit. 

• We are lndebLod for the drawtnp &o a worlr that Mr. 1-n la abnt publi.IWif, oa 
"Cololllal lllachlDUJ for l11111nlac:&urta1 ud Bdnla1 ISapr." 

• 
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GEORGE STEPHENSON. 
(C011tittwd frO'llt pag~ S33J 

VII. STEPHENSON, GRAY, AND J.ulEI. 

The share whir.h Stephenson had in bringing railways to the 
height at which they now are hRB been much fought about. He 
hRB been named the "Father of Railways" by many of his frienda; 
but there are others who are put forward. By what he did with 
the locomotive he had made a step onwards, and this he followed 
up by the Stockton and Darlin,non Railway. These were great 
works; but no one who fairly looks at it can believe that to George 
Stephenson only is owing our wide net-work of railways. At forty, 
Stephenson was hardly more than a working man, with little 
weight even among his own friends ; and he had no means, had he 
had the wish of moving the world to the great step, whereby the 
bound11 of neighbourhood were to be widened, the furthest shires 
of England and Scotland brought within a few hours reach, and 
the householders of London and of Paris, sundered from the be
~ning of the world, made to know each other as friends and as 
brothers. He had his share, and a great shRre, but no more, in 
this mighty stride towards the fellowship and brotherhood of Rll 
mankind, which the wise of old have sighed for and dreamed of, 
but which they durst never hope should be so nearly brought 
about. 

The earth has this year taken to itself Thomas Gray, as well as 
Stephenson, so that each can be as fairly brought to doom. Had 
not the former come forward while living, perhaps his name would 
have never been heard, nor would he have heen called the" Railway 
Pioneer." It seemed hard, however, that a grey-headed old man, 
who, in his youth, had seen so far bevond his fellows, should be 
left to starve in the sight of the wonders which he had foretold. 
There is always a feeling for the seer who is happy in his bodings; 
more, perhaps, than for the workman who has slowly wrought out 
the task with which he set forth. There is a feeling of kindness, 
too, for one who has wished to do well, and on whom good luck 
has not smiled. There was a forbearance, therefore, in searching 
into what Thomas Gray had done, and meting it out narrowly by 
the wand of truth, yet the utmost of what could be said of him 
was, that he was one of those who, like Sir Richard Phillips• and 
others, but later, had laid down what was within the bounds of 
skill to do. What Thomas Gray wrote and spoke in 18'20, hun
dreds had said when Trevithick run his first steam-engine on the 
Merthyr Railway: to have seen his engine and the Croydon tram
way was enough ; any man of common daring would foretell the 
greater speed and might of the iron horsli which would grow with 
his growth. To map out the railways as ThomBS Gray did needed 
no skill, for they must he made where the trade already 1lowed, 
and nut over the highlands of Scotland, the wBBtes of Dartmoor, 
or the heights of Snowdon. That Gray did good in writing his 
book no one will gainsay, for it awakened others to the worth of 
railways, so far as it went; but others did the same work, and 
others did still more. Trevithick, Blenkinsop, Wm. Chapman, 
Blackett of W7lam, and George Stephenson, set the iron horse 
going, others lmd down tramways: in 1818, R. Stevenson, of Edin
burgh, wrote for a great railway from Edinburgh; and later, Wm. 
James brought forward his great railway undertakings. 

On February 11, 1800, Mr. Thomas, of Denton, read before the 
Literary and Philosophical Society of Newcastle a paper, styled 
"Observations on the Propriety of introducing Roads on the 
Principle of the Coal Wagon-ways, for the General Carriage of 
GoodH, &c." This is the first proposition that we know of for a 
general railway system, and nearly twenty years before Gray's. 

In 181"', George Stephenson had in his mind's eye a better road, 
and a greater speed, and he soon brought them to bear; the others, 
each in their way, did something; but ThomBS Gray only wrote, 
RS Sir Richard Phillips had done. By writing, Gray might have 
done much, had he, without doing anything, only shown to others 
something new, which might be done: but this cannot be said for 
him; and he stands as a writer and talker, while the others were 
doers. 

Not so, however, with William James, of Warwick. He not 
only saw what railways <'Ould do, but he set to "·ork to make them. 
It is now almost forgotten that the busy time of 1825 teemed with 
railway undertakings, as much as 1835 or 184-5. Then were laid 
down all the great works, which have since been mnde, and these} 
in a great way, through the earnestness of James. The Lh·erpoo 
and Manchester Railway, and the London and Birmingham Rail-

' '' M•chanlc.' llag-llzfoe,0 Oclol>for 21. 18~. wblrh quot•• Str Richard'• ")fornlng 
Walk Lo Kew," publ!1hod to 1Ml3, ond llk•wi•• q1101ed by lhe ".llaocbe11er Ezomloer." 
Sir Richard \YU an up bolder of llleuklo1op•1 en.;lue. 

way, must be looked upon as his oft'spring; and had it not been for 
his unweuied earnestness, they might have been longer put otr. 
As it is, we are now only doing in 184-5 what might have been done 
in 1820; and in the outcry against railway calls and works, many 
railways, the want of which was seen in 184..52 will not he made 
until 1855 or 1865. We hear a great talk about mad-brained 
undertakings; but the cool looker-on must weep to see how, by blind
ness, the works most needful for the good of England are hindered 
and kept back. How much better should we be now if the works 
laid down in 1825 had then been begun and set out! All that 
good to which we now own in better husbandry, cheaper coal, and 
quicker trade, would now have reached a greater height. Had 
Brindley or Stephenson been listened to when they first spoke of 
canals and railways, England would have been much more forwnrd 
than she is, and still more a-bead of other lands. 'Ve may still 
Jearn from what has gone by, but it does not seem as if we were 
willing to do so. 

We are not called upon to search why James did not fully fol
low up his great railway undertakings, nor why he did not reap a 
better or greater reward. Too little is known about him ; his life 
hRS yet to be written ; and, until then, we cannot .coolly settle 
whether he were the loser by the carelessness and unthankful
ness of the world, or, like Trevithick, by his O'l'n want of steadi
neu. That to him very much is owing ought to be acknowledged ; 
and now1 that death does not hinder us from speaking freely, the 
works ot James are likely to be set in a higher light. By George 
Stephenson and his son they were acknowledged ; and the latter 
took the lead when a call was made on railway shareholders and 
engineers for the widow and children of James, who are left be
hind to witness his works, but without sharing in the wealth which 
they have yielded to others. The Stephensons, however, after
wards withdrew, and the subscription fell to the ground. 

· William James laid down the first railway of any length in 
England, the Stratford and Moreton Railway, 9 finished in 1821; 
the London and Brighton Railway, which he ;nm·eyed in 1812. • 
the Liverpool and Manchester Railway ; 4 the London and Bir
mingham Railway;• and the Canterbury and Whitstable Railway.• 

We may, without any very great wrong, believe that two such men 
BS Ralph Dodd and William James must ha\•e done much in 
strengthening the mind, and awakening the hopes of Geor~e Ste
phenson. The former had a share in fostering the steam-boat, as 
well as the locomotive; his engineering works were daring. James 
drew the outlines of our great iron roads. The former was un
timely in his end; both unhappy in their lives, and ever beset by 
ill-luck. With these two Stepnenson wns in fellowship; but hap
pier in his lot, and happier than Trevithick, in whose path he fol
lowed, and carried out what the other had left undone. It is not 
needful now to say anything of the others' ill-luck ; it is enough to 
say again, that the root of Stephenson's happiness lay within him
self. He, too, had a struggle with the world. He had been in 
want of work and bread: he could not get a patent for his first 
engine; and for his next, he had no good partner in Dodd; and 
with his safety lamp he was overshadowed _by the greater name of 
Davy, and reaped but a slender reward. He was laughed at by 
the mighty, and set down as a quack and a cheat; but he looked 
more to himself than the world, and he O\'ercame it. 

It must be borne in mind, that before James and he set 
about the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, Stephenson had set 
the locomotive going, and was bnsy on the Stockton and Darling
ton Railway. Stephenson was ready for his tBBk; but the strong 
hand of a man who knew the world well must have been a great 
help to him, and the time was most smiling. It was when Pros
perity Robinson had fanned the flame of greedine911; and when the 
fulness of wealth sent a stream of English gold to the mines of 
Brazil, Mexico, and Peru. Ten years before, had there been 1iuch 
an opening, Stephenson would have been found unready for it : 
he had not got his engine in full work ; he knew little of rail
ways; and he had not put off his workman's apron. He had 
neither the strength nor trust within him ; and though he and 
Dodd may have talked over what was to be thereafter, yet the 
mind of Dodd, daring as it was, does not seem to have been 
awakened fully to what was to do greater wonders, and bring 
greater wealth than e'·en the steamboat. In taking a share with 
Stephenson in the patent for the locomotive, Dodd must have seen 
its worth, and may have looked forward to its becoming the iron 
horse, which it has been fondly named; but he did not feel the 
time come to ask for railways all over the land, as James did, who 

9 Ritchie OD llallwaya, P• 37. • w .. 1.·. Euumple1 of ll.alhvay1, p. ~. 
4 RILcble OD ll&thnya, p. 288. • Ritch!• on Rn!lmiy1, p 2:'11j. 

Wbl~~l~~ays of Greel Brtlaln, by Frand1 Whi1baw, C.E .• -.\rt. Canterbury nJ.i<l 
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WAS a busy railway engineer before he knew StephenaonJ when he 
helped him to the partnership with Losh, and for which Jameti bad 
a fourth share of the patent.• In 1824., the fuloese of time had 
come ; there was the time, and there were the men, and the 
•tart was made. It is true, that all which might then have 
been done was not done-but there was a ~nning: and in 
1836 Stephenson had shown his skill, and ha<l greater weight 
and name in the world, so that he could lush railways on
or rather hinder them from being lost sight o , as they might have 
been even then ; for there was no want of croakers--the backers of 
canals were loud and strong, and the fear of railways beset all the 
old women and womanish men throughout the land. ' 

Of the two men who have been named with Stephenson-Trevi
thick and Dodd-it has never been shown what a strange likeness 
there was between them in many things. This went so far, that 
each had his tunnel under the Thames, Trevithick at Rotherhithe, 
Dodd at Gravesend; each had a patent for the locomotive engine; 
each left Stephenson to reap what good was to be got from it. 
Dodd well knew Trevithick's works; and, when Stephenson and 
he met in 18161 they must have talked about them; but Dodd did 
not feel strong enough to set up as a great railway-maker. 

l'lll. BTOCKTO!f AND DA.BLIN'OTON RAILWAY. 

The Stockton and Darlington railway was one of our first great 
railway works, but it is that as to which the least has been written. 
Very little can therefore be said as to George Stephenson's share 
in it; though it is much to be wished we knew more about it, that 
we might see the working of his mind in his early undertaking. 
Whatever Stephenson undertook was, so far u he could, tho
roughly done; and he was always seeking for the best way. . He 
therefore, in making the Stockton and Darlington Rail1'ay, 
brought into use many things which were quite new. 

Nicholas Wood, who could best have done it, says nothing of 
the Stockton and Darlington Railway in his book.• Tredgold 
does not seem to have seen it, though he names it.• Francis 
'Vhishaw.l.. in the "Anaixsis of Railways,"• 0 often names the Stock
ton and Darlington Railway, and speaks about it at length in his 
"Railways of Great Britain."• 1 This, howeverJ_~oes not show it 
118 it first was; and an eye-witness like Nicholas wood, could have 
done much for us. . 

We have sought in the British Museum. without find~ them, 
Thomas Gray's "Observations on a General Iron Railway;' T. C. 
Cummings' "Account of Railways;" Charles Silvester's "Report;" 
and Joseph Sandars's "Report." Most of what was written 
between 1820 and 1830, on the Stockton and Darlington, and 
Liverpool and Manchester Railways, is not to be found in the 
British Museum, as such things were not thought of any worth: 
had they been a few sheets about a Greek play, they would have 
had a happier lot. 

In this day we know nothing of the men to whom, less than 
thirty years ago, we were beholden for bringing forward our great 
railway works. Some, as Joseph Sandars, Robert William Brand
ling, and Henry Booth, still live; but many have sunk to the grave, 
unknown and unthanked. Two books are wanted before it is too 
late to learn all the truth,-the History of Railways, and the Lives 
of Engineers. There are lives of poets, painters, doctors, and law
yers1 but not of engineers, beyond Smeaton, Brindley, Watt, and 
Teltord. Stuart lm11 done the most in his "Anecdotes of the 
Steam-engine.'' The lnstitutiou of Civil Engineers ~ves medals 
for the lives of Trevithick, Rlld others; but no one as"ks for them. 
George Stephenson will not be forgotten by them; and, before the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, a life of him wu read by 
John Scott Russell. 

Stephenson was about forty when he was first. called on to be 
engineer to the Stockton and Darlington Railway. This could 
hardly be named as more than a tramway; and, although travellen 
were carried by coach, it was only a coal line, made to dra'tf the 
cools from the pits in South Durham. Some of these pits belonged 
to Messrs. Pease and Backhouse, members of the Society of 
Friends, and powerful bankers. 

The Messrs. Pease were partners as bankers with the Liddelh, 
the owners of Killingworth Pit; and this, perhaps, led to George 
Stephenson being named as engineer, BO far away from his own 
neighbourhood. The Me881'6. Peaae thought so highly of Stephen
liOD, that they afterwards found the money for a locomotive w4>rk
shop, now known as that of Robert Stephenson and Co., of New
castle. The brothers and their children henceforth teek a great 
1hare in railways, not only in the north, but likewise in the mid-

' Commanlca~ by J.C. RoberUoa, Eoq., of the MecbaDlca' lhpslH. 
8 Wood, on Rall,..,.,Ja, 1~. • Tndpd, oa llallrMd9, 11121, p. II>. 

• o Allal,..tl ol R&llwara. Lolldoa, 1837. 11 Balwa71 of Gr•t Btllalo, p. 00. 

land, and they are still great holders in the northern line.. 
Joseph Pease was a very great holder in the London and Birmirnr
ham, in the Manchester and Leeds, and others of StepheD110n'1 
railways. Joseph Pease, his nephew, formerly !\f.P. for. South 
Durham, is now treasurer and deputy-chairman of the Stockton 
and Darlington Railway, and treaaurer of the Great North of 
England, the Wear Valley, and the Middlesborough and .Redcar 
Railways, 18 Joseph Robinson Pease iii deputy chairman-of the 
Hull and Selby Railway. John Pease and Henry Pease are direc
tors of the Stockton and Darlington and other neighbouring 
railways. 

The Backhouses are no longer on the Board of tile Stockton 
and Darlington llailway, but Edward Backhouse is a director~ 
the Durham and Sunderland Railway; and John Church Backboa.e 
of the Great North of England Railway ... 

The Meynells, of Yarm, took likewise a busy llhare in the 
Stockton and Darlington Railway, Bil did the Hobarts of Etherly 
Pit. Both are still directors. 

The main line was only twenty-two miles long, and was to ship 
coals from the dale of the Tees, between Darlington and Stock
ton. The money to be raised was only about a hundred tholllaJld 
pounds, and the Act wasgotiu 1821. Theworksmostlikelybegan 
m the next year. The firat line was from from Witton-park 
colliery, to Stockton-on-Tees, and the money to be raUecl by 
shares was 82,000I., and by loan, 20,0001. This was then thought 
a great deal to be raised by the Peaaes, Liddells, arid Backhouaes, 
who had it mostly on their own hands. In lR~, • 4 the shares 
were 27 61000/., and the loans 1701~/.; and the 11hareholders leased 
at 6 per cent. the Wear Valley H.ailway, which cost 1'0,000l.· and 
the l\<1iddle11borough and Redcar, which cost 70,_000I.. Tbeea'rliest 
dividend on the shares of the Stockton and !Jarlington Railway 
was 4 per cent. ; this rose to 11 per cent., and afterwards to 16 per 
cent.; but it was lowered to 10 per cent., and 4 per cent. put by 
as a sinking fund. These shares do not come mto the market 
now, but have been sold for more than 260/, for a hundred pound 
share. They are now in a few hands; and Mr. Tuck says, "The 
directors refUBe to publish any accounts whatever.D 

The gauge of this rail way was 4 ft. 84 in., what is now named 
the narrow or national gauge, which had been taken up 1111 the 
common width of wagen-wheels. The rails w~re at first 28 lb. to 
the yard.' 0 These were afterwards made S.S lb., and at length 
64 lb. They were fish-bellied1

18 on J esaop's plan, which '111"'&11 th~ 
held better than parallel rails. Stephenson was in favour of 
wrought-iron rails, and of Mr. Birkellllhaw's system, as is shown 
by a "'ell-written report given in Wood on Railroad!!,•' and one of 
his earliest writings, printed after that on the safety lamp, here
tofore named. In this,• • he speaks of the non.-rusting of wrougbt
iron rails when kept in work, and of the rasting of unuaed 
wrought-iron rails laid alongside ; but he gives no good reuon for 
this. He thinks that there is a ehange in the chemical condition 
of the surface of the rail. The rails were laid under the patent 
taken out with Mr. Losh, in 1816 ;•• but Nicholas Wood thought 
that the chair mi!!'ht be BO made 88 to get rid of the jolting where 
the chairs were pmned together. This was, in 1829, done under a 
patent of Mesers. Losh, Wilson, and Bell. 

Part of the rails 1'ere lai~ down on 'quare blocks of wood,ae 
and part on stone blocks. Nicholas Wood•• wrote recommending 
the latter. Stephenson, perhaps, wished to get a smoother road 
for the sake of his engines, which had been one of his ends in his 
patent 1'ith Losh. The old way of setting the blocks was by 
mallets and shovels, beating the blocks till they came to the right 
level; but Stephenson set up another way, which is that now fol
lowed. He had a portable lever, about twenty feet long, which 
lifted up the block by the ahort. end, about a foot high ; and by 
letting 1t fall seYeral times upon the coating of the road in the 
intended seat, throwing at the same time gravel or fine SADd under 
it, made a solid bed t'or it. It is then set to its right level, 
both lengthwise and crouwise, by squares and sights. u 

The line was fenced with hedge-rows over a greatel' part, which 
was then rather a new kind uf fencing.•• 

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The engines are said, by Francis Whishaw, who had seen many 
of the old onea, to be "ponderous and clumsy, but still powerful:14 

Many of the old ones were on the line in 1837. The Lord 
Brougham WBB 16 feet long, with six wheels; each three being con
nected by cranks. The engine-driver rang a bell on coming near 
a station. About 1836, the steam-whistle came into use for the 
pt1BSenger-engines ; but the bell was used for the coal-engines.•• 
Whishaw thought that it was better to have several kinds of 
signals, rather than the steam-whistle only. 

Level road-crOSBings were then thought to be without any harm; 
and therefore there were fifteen on the Stockton and Darlington 
line.n Thie kind of croBBing was, as is known, afterwards put a 
&top to by law, but is now sometimes allowed. In 1839 there 
were no ptes on the line, but merely signal-posts, with the word 
"Signal. 

In l~ and 1824, further acts of parliament were got; and the 
Company were allowed to run locomotives and carry passengers. 
On the 17th of September, 1825, the line was opened."' Stephen
BOn now tried on a large scale, on the Hagger Leases branch of 
the Stockton and Darlington Railway, his locomotives, which were 
thought to be very successful. By this time, the Wylam, Killing
worth, and Hetton tramways were worked by steam-power. 

The gradients on the Stockton and Darlington Railway are 
mOlltly steep, 1 in 128, 204, 233, and 427. The line rises from 
Stockton; and was worked by iJtationary engines at the inclines, 
which are 1 in 30, 32, 33, and 104.u The length of the main 
line is 2.5 miles, but the whole length is now 55 miles 5 furlongs; 811 

and there are eight passenger and goods stations. The whole cost 
per mile is now 9,000/. 1,064 persons are employed on the line. 

Paasengers were first carried in stage coaches, drawn by horses ; 
and it was some time before the locomotive was brought into play, 
while the speed was low. In 1837, Whishaw found the speed of 
the passenger-traim only 12 miles per hour.• 0 As this was mostly 
a coal line, it will be seen that the speed of the locomotive would 
never have been brought out here, although its power was fully 
tried by Stephenson and Nicholas Wood. 

Whishaw does not think thatthe earthworks are heavy, nor does 
he name any great work. Some of the curves on the main line are 
sharp, being much under a radius of a quarter of a mile. There 
are thirteen bridges under, and eleven bridges over, the main line. 
The slopes of some of the embankments towards the top of the 
line are planted with firs.• 1 The line is ballasted with sm&ll coal. 

This is named as the first line on which houses for the workmen 
were built on the side of the railway,n and Whishaw foresaw that 
it would be followed elsewhere. The end fur which these cots 
were built was to keep the waymen and other workmen near their 
work, and away from the ale-house. 

In 1839, there were 5~000 coal-wagons at work on the line.13 

At that time, there were tnirty engines, very few of which were by 
the Stephensona, some were by Timothy Hackworth, of Shildon, 
by the Kitchens of Darlington, now directors of the line, and the 
Hawthorns. The works of Timothy Hackworth are at Shildon, 
on the line; and thus he was stimulated to the Liverpool and Man
ches\er struggle by seeing the engines of Stephen110n running on 
the line before him. At Shildon are likewise the engine work
ahops of the Stockton and Darlington Railway. 

The tenders were two waterbutts set on a wagon frame, and 
holding together 1,200 gallons of water. Beside them was the 
coke or coal for the engines. The whole mounted on four 
wheels.34 This was the rough beginning of the tender. Coal 
was burned in the coal-engines, and coal and coke, mixed, in the 
passenger-engines. The coke was made at St. Helen's pit, on the 
line, and was coked for eight-and-forty hours. The cost waa 10.. 
per ton. 

In the year ending the 30th of June, 18'7, the gr088 receipts 
were 113,9221. for the Stockton and Darlington, and Bishop Auck
land and Weardale Railways... Of this, 16,115/. waa for pauen
gen, 71,8421. for coals, 21,,39/. for goods, and 3,030/. for lime and 
stone. The number of traveller11 was 428,.514. Of these, it is 
aid 83 222 were by horse-coaches (showing that some atill ran on 
the fu;e), and 1,8.W by coal-trains. Each paaaenger traveb ao>out 
64 miles, and pays about tenpence aa a fare. 911,635 tons, or 
nearly a million of tons of coals are carried, showing how great is 
the yield of the coal field. The number of tons of goods is 

"" \\'bl1baw'1 Analral1, p. 280. u Whlabaw'1All&!Jala, IBl!i', p.W. 
tu Wblabaw'1 RaUwara or Great Britain, p. 4U. 
•• Blkble OD llallwara, p. 233. 111 \Vbl1b•"' 011 llallwaya.-Jlllcble on llallwap. 
•• Tuclr, llallw1y Sbattbolder'• Manual, p. 243. 
90 Anal,..11 of Rallwayo, p. 21J2.-QQ&rterl7 llmew, YOI. 31. 
11 Wbl1b&w on Railwayo, p. 413. Ill Whlabaw OD Rallwaya, p. 418. 
• 1 Whl1h1w on Ralhny1, p. ~I~. I 4 Wbllblw OD B.allwaJI, p. 42~. 
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12.5,883. It may safely be BBid, that no such number was carried 
before the railway was opened. The number of tons of lime and 
stone is 89,5.W, which likewise shows a great trade, and which is 
much beyond what it formerly was. The cattle carrit>d are few; 
1,878 beasts, 2,121 sheep, and 258 swine. 5571. is paid for parcels. 

While the works were going on, Stephenson was beset in the 
"Newcastle Magazine,"18 by Mr. B. Thompson, of Ayton Banks 
who wished to show that locomotive-engines would never pay, and 
that Stephenson had reckoned wrongly. Thompson said that 
locomotives were not equal to horses. 

He further said, that the breaking of rails at Killingworth was 
very great, and that horses were used to help the engines on. If 
steam were to be used, he thought stationary engines better than 
locomotives. 

Mr. B. Thompson was the maker of a new kind of rail," which 
was tried on the Brunton and Shields Railway, but was not found 
to answer. It was something like Stephenson's, but the rail was 
fastened to the chair by a screw bolt. 

Nicholas Wood took the side of Stephenson,-said that Thomp
son's tale about the rails and horses waa untrue, and gave other 
reckonings to show that Thompson had made the cost of the 
locomotives too much. 

This Thompson answered; and a paper war went on, in which 
Thompson laid against Nicholas Wood, that he had made many 
mistakes as to horse-power and so forth. Wood seems to have 
had the better of the fight. 

These were among the early writings of Nicholaa Wood, and in 
all likelihood led to the work on railways, written by him in 1825, 
and in which, as is well known, he held .forth that it was wrong to 
look for a speed of ten miles an hour. Wood does not seem to 
have had at first a very ready belief in Stephenson, either in this or 
in the Safety Lamp; but he has lived long enough to find Stephen
son in the right, and to be himself the maker of the Brandling 
Junction Railway, which was mQstly done by the means of Robert 
William Brandling, already named as an old friend of Stephenson, 
and likewise aa the maker of a Safety Lamp. Another great 
work done by a single hand in the north, is Sunderland-bridge, 
built in 1790 by Rowland Burdon. This, and the Brand.ling Junc
tion Railway, show the boldnesa of the Northumbrians. 

Stephenson may be looked upon as one of the makers of Nicho
las Wood's book on railways, for he made all that belongs to 
locomotive-engines, and on the Stockton and Darlington Railway, 
he had set forth the best way of making rail ways. This is the first 
great book on railways, and which set Tredgold writing. ·wood 
gives a report by Stephenson, and acknowledges his help in the 
experiments to discover the precise amount of resistance opposed 
to the motion of carriages on railways, and the resistance to 
dUferent forms of carriages.•• These, undertaken seven years 
before, show how careful Wood had been in getting his book UJ>· 
The book is worth the more, from George Stephenson's share in it. 

Wood must have been of great help to Stephenson many other 
times besides this ; and his reading and mathematical knowledge 
must ha,·e stood Stephenson in good stead. It is said•• that the 
Rev. William Turner, of Newcastle, waa a great helper of !Ste
phenson with books, with instruments, and advice. 

As an end to this long tale about the Stockton and Darlington 
Railway, it may be said that the manager is now Mr. George Ste
phenson, nephew of the engineer, so that the name is still kept up. 
lt is hoped, liowever, that some more lasting remembrance of the 
great man will be set up on this first of his railway works. Mr. 
Meynell, of Y arm, •o who laid the first rail at Stockton-on-Tees, 
is still a director, and should not let his old friend be forgotten. 

IJ:. L000¥0TIVll FACTOBY. 

Before 1825 Stephenson laid down the Stockton and Darlington, 
Hetton and Springwell Railways, and set the locomotive at work 
on them. He had now two learners under him, his son Robert, 
born in 1803, and brought up at Newcastle and Edinburgh; and 
Joseph Locke, born in 1805, at Atterclilfe, near Sheffield, and 
brought up at Barnsley Grammar School. The latter laid out the 
Springwell tramway, from Springwell to Jarrow, 41 which is said 
to be a good work. 

Both &bert Stephenson and Locke are now members of the 
Houae of Commons; the former a Knight of Leopold, and the lat
ter of the Legion of Honour. These were the first offspring of 
what has since been found a great echool of engineering. By 
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George Stephenson were made the railways of the north-east, by 
Robert Stephenson those of the south-east, and by Locke those of 
the west, from Southampton to Glasgow, leaving only one great 
share for Brunel. Therefore, to the three named do we owe most 
of our railways. At Birmingham their works meet; and here, some 
day, will be a fitting seat for some remembrance of the three. 

Locke was of great help to George Stephenson, and most in the 
answer to the report of \Valk er and Rnstrick. After the Li \'er
pool and Manchester was done, Locke undertook works of his own, 
which was not taken well by Stephenson. 

In 1894 there were two great things in George Stephenson's 
life-the setting up of the Locomoti,·e Factory, and his being 
named as engineer of the Liverpool and Manchester Railwav. 

It has been already seen how he became known to the l\lessrs. 
Pease, of Darlington; and they set up the factory at Newcastle, 
for the building of locomotive engines, of which there was now 
some want. Messrs. Murray, Fenton, and \Vood, seem to have 
been builders of engines then.•2 Mr. Michael Longridge had a 
share in the new factory; and afterwards Robert Stephenson.u It 
was first known as the factory of George Stephenson and Co., and 
afterwards of Robert Stephenson and Co. It still flourishes, under 
the care of Mr. Hutchinson. 

The first locomotive used on the Stockton and Darlington Rail
way was built by George Stephenson, and, we believe, at the New
castle factory. This was the first locomotive used for drawing 
passengers on a railway, which it did in 182S, and is said to be 
still in being. In J 84-6 it was decked out, and brought forth to 
head the train at the opening of the Middlenborough and Redcar 
Railway, so that it has had a busy life for a locomotive. It is a 
shame to us that there is no English museum for such things, or it 
might be as proudly kept as we are told that of Cugnot is, in the 
Con~ervatoire du A.r/.IJ et M<'tiers, at Paris. 

From the Newcastle factory have been sent forth engines for the 
old world and the new; and there is hardly a land on the railways 
CJf which Stephenson's locomoth·es will not be found. From his 
great name, these locomotives were much sought for on the open
ing of railways abroad, and from them the French, Flemings, and 
Hij{h Dutch learned to make locomotives. 

Up to 184-0, abo\·e two hundred and fifty of these engines had 
been sent forth, and ns the price was then high, it will be seen how 
much money must have come into the hands of the makers. 
\Vhether in railways or in the factory, the Messrs. Pease had no 
need to sorrow for anything they did with Stephenson; whereas 
few had anything to do with the other great lights of engineering 
without making up their minds never to see them again. The 
lovers of knowledge may overlook the wanderings of great men,
they may look to their heads, and not to their hearts; but when 
the trust of men of business has been once broken it can never be 
made whole. The earnings of a good undeftaking are a fair 
ground for doing something greater,-they are looked upon as an 
earnest; even where there is a loss, it is fairly looked upon ; but a 
breach of trust is ne\·er thought of but with sorrow. 

The Rocket, the winner of the SOO/. on the Liverpool and Man
chester, was built at Newcastle, and gave a great name to the fac
tory, so that orders poured in from abroad. 

Stef henson most prided himself that Brunel had had to make 
use o his engines. If in anything Stephenson showed a littleness 
of feeling, it was about Brunel. He was too much gh·en to do as 
others did about him, to look upon railways and engines as belong
ing to himself alone, and that no one else had a right to meddle with 
them. He had so often had to fight for his railways and engines, 
that he might well have a fondness for them, and think he was 
made up with them; having, from 1820 to 1830, to meet the utmost 
opposition, not only from such men as Mr. B. Thompson and Mr. 
Francis Giles, .. but likewise of such as Mr. James Walker and 
l\Ir. J. U. Rastrick. Forgetting that he himself was the foJiower 
of Trevithick, Jessop, and Chapman,-the helpmate of James, Bir
kenshaw, Booth, and others, he could not bear coolly anyth!ng 
which was not of his school. He never forgave Brunel for takmg 
another gauge, although the narrow gauge was not set up by him
self, but found by him already set up. In the speech at Tamworth 
this soreness breaks out strongly, and he gives way to very coarse 
words. He said of the atmospheric railway, that he had never 
been to look on it, "because I consider it humbug from begin
ning to end ...... But it is not the only humbug. The broad 
gauge is another misconception, as erroneous as the system of 
the atmospheric railway, only they have got my engines to carry 
them through.u If we wished to draw George Stephenson as any
thing but what he was in truth, we should be very glad to leave 
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out all this, for it shows an utter want of right feeling, and an 
utter forgetfulness of his own early life. The atmospheric rail
way or the broad gauge were as well worth trying as the two
cylinder locomotive or tubular boiler; they held forth something 
which might be done, and it is yet to be seen whether they are !lo 

far behind as Stephenson says. The locomotive was twenty yeana 
old before Stephenson got it to draw passengers on the Stockton 
and Darlington; and it has not yet received its full might. after 
four-and-forty years since it was first set going by Trevithick. 

At the Trent Valley opening there was no call for this lihow of 
ill-feeling on the behalf of Stephenson, which makes it the wone. 
He goes on to say, "The Great \Vestern Ilailway began with en
gines differing as much as possible from mine. They 11ut the boiler 
on one carriage and the engine on another; they had the wheels 
ten feet in diameter, and were determined to go one hundred miJN 
an hour; but what became of these engines? They required 
porters to help them out of the station, and they were obliged to 
call the North Star, which I had sent them from Newcastle, to 
carry on the train, and though it wanted rest, it was obliged to go 
out again, and do the duty for which Mr. Drunel's large engine 
was incapable: 

George Stephenson had in all likelihood stood by the Wylam 
tramway when Trevithick's locomotive was helped on by men; and 
he might ha\·e owned, that if Brunel made up his mind to have a 
speed of one hundred miles an hour, he got it in the end. What
ever Stephenson might choose to say, England owes much to 
Brunel for spurring on Stephenson; for had it not been for the 
Great Western we should never have got the great speed which we 
now have. Brunel fought against the Stephensons, and they 
against him ; and in the end, we have higher speed and cheaper 
working. 

In "Whishaw's Railways of Great Britain" will be found a list 
of all the locomotives in 1839, and in it are many of Stephenson's, 
some as old as 1830, which were still at work. There was one on the 
Dolton and Leigh, and two on the Liverpool and Manchester. Of 
the year 1831, there was one on the Liverpool and Manchester, and 
some on American railwaya. Of 1832, three on the Liverpool 
and Manchester. 

(To /Jt eo11tin-1.) 

THE STRENGTH OF HUNGERFORD BRIDGE. 

The paper, by Mr. Homersham Cox, on the "Strength of Hun
gerford Bridge," which appeared in the part of the Civil E11gineer 
and Architec(a Jourool for October (p. 292), has no doubt been 
read with interest and with pleasure. 'l'he neat application 
which he makes of the doctrine of moments to the statical con
ditions of the bridge, cannot fail to gratify every professional 
reader. He giveR sound reasons, too, why the subject is at this 
moment of the highest practical importance. His calculation11 
exhibit the power in the chains of the bridge to support a certain 
weight, with all necessary accuracy, it may be admitted;* but, as 
one part of the question-namely, the load which it is probable 
will ever be brought upon the structure--claims a wider considera
tion than he has given to it, and affects the conclusion he has 
drawn-that "if 9 tons per 11quare inch be the utmost strain which 
the metal will safely bear, no margin is left for security against 
the effects of rapid motion"-it is hoped that some further inquiry 
into that part may result in advantage. 

Mr. Cox computes the greatest gross Jond which the suspension 
chains can support, without exceeding a strain of 9 tons per square 
inch of iron, as equivalent to a weight of 1,S76 tons uniformly 
distributed, and exerting a tension of 2,664. tons. He adds, that 
"this is in fact the load to which the bridge is actually liable to 
be subjected .•...•••• The weight of the chains (11S tons), added to 
that of the platform, parapet, rods, &c., and a crowd covering the 
platform with a weight of 100 lb. per square foot, gh'es, according 
to Mr. Cowper, the maximum load at about 1 500 tons: 

The sentence quoted embraces the point which needs examina
tion. 
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Ueferring to the Journal for June, 184-5 (vol. vm., p.165)1 there 
would 11ppear to be an accidentlll error, in calling the weight of 
the chains 715 tons: the links of those suspended between the 
piers, which 11lone enter into the c11lculation, are stated by Mr. 
Cooper to weigh only 352 tons. It is to be regretted, that in the 
extract given from that gentleman'H paper, read before the Royal 
Institution, all mention of the rem11ining weights which constitute 
the permanent load, as well as the p11rticulars which would facili
tate an approximation, are omitted. 

Mr. Cowper al'pears to exhibit the figures, 296 X .5 = 1480 tons; 
and these are cited by Mr. Cox, in round numbers, as "about 1,500 
tons.n But there is this very serious difference between what it 
seems prob11ble the former meant to convey by them, and the in
terpretation gh·en to them by the latter-that Mr. Cowper would 
appear to have calculated upon a tension of 5 tons per square inch 
as the greatest that could be thrown upon the chains by the heavi
est possible accidental load of 100 lb. per square foot of platform, 
added to the permanent load of chains, rods, &c., which tension 
would amount in all to 1,4.80 tons ;-whereas Mr. Cox has called 
this the value of the load itself from which the tension arises. 

If Mr. Cox has misintt>rpreted Mr. Cowper, his conclusion as to 
the present critical state of Hungerford Bridge fails instantane
ously. If Mr. Cowper's meaning has been mistaken here, what 
remains to be said will be less forcibly applicable to that great 
structure as maintaining its sufficiency of strength, but will remain 
to invite some notice as a general question, 

No explanation is given in the Journal to show why Mr. Cowper 
adopted a tension of 5 tons per square inch, as the greatest that 
would probably arise ; and it is desirable to analyse his process of 
calculation, as far 88 the imperfect data which are on the instant 
accessible will permit. 

Such an amount of tension would be the effect of a gross load of 
87 5 tons, uniformly distributed, and supported by the chains 
between the piers. It would be made up of 

Weight of chains 
,, load ..• •.. • .• 

Estimated weight of platform .•• 
,, ,, suspension rods 

352 tons 
398 " 
100 " 

25 ,, 

Total 87.S tons. 
There may be inaccuracy in the estimate of the two last items: it 
cannot, however, be very m11terial, and the meagre means at com
mand admit of no more certain result. 

The principal question now for investigation is, whether it be 
po18ible th11t the bridge is liable to a load of JOO lb. per square 
foot from the assembly of a crowd of persons on the platform. 

This will be answered when we ascertain bow many persons can 
be crowded into a given space, and what the aggregate weight ot 
that number of persons may amount to. 

It is well known to military men, that, taking the averiige of 
large bodies of infantry when close packed, each man covers with 
his own person a space of 20 X 15 = SOO square inches. \Ve 
should therefore find 0·4.8 men in a square foot. 

Mr. James Walker, who, by direction of government, investi
gatt>d the circumstancl.'!! connected with the fall of the suspt>nsion 
bridge at Yarmouth, in May, 184.5, stated in evidence before the 
coroner, that he calculated the weight of people, "packed en ma11se 
upon the briclgt>," at six persons per square yard, consisting chiefly 
of women, and children under 14. years of age, each person being 
of the fair average weight of 1 stone; which, he adds, might be 
a large average, but one adopted by him, partly because it has been 
frequently emploved before. This would give 3 of an individual 
belonging to such a description of persons, as chiefly women1.and 
children under 14. years of age, for each square foot ; and, fouow
ing Mr. Walker's average of weight, it would amount to 6.5 lb. per 
square foot. 

Herr Von Mitis, who constructed the steel suspension bridge 
BCrOllS the Danube at Vienna, computed its probable load as arising 
from the occupation of a square fathom tof Vienna) by 15 men, 
each weighing II.S Vienna pounds. Hence2 per unit of one square 
foot English, we should have 0•39 mt>n, an<l 5-1.·9 lb. 

Drury, in his work on Suspension Brid!l't>s, lays down an arbi
trary standard of 2 square feet per man weighing IO stone. This, 
per square foot, is equivalent to o·s men, and a weight of 70 lb. 

It is familiar information, that in France the conditions imposed 
hv government on the constructors of 8Uspension bridges, reci.uire 
tf1at, before the public is admitted to the use of any such br1dgt>, 
the chains shiill undergo the proof of carrying for 24" hours, an 
imposed load of 200 kifogrammes per square metre of platform in 
addition to the weight of chains, rods, platform, &c. This is equal 

to 4.1 lb. per square foot. The rigour of this condition is modified, 
too, in practice, by permitting the use of the bridge, subject to 
special police regulations, for six months after its com_Pletion, if 
proof to the extent of one-half this weight has been satisfactorily 
made; but at the end of that time, proof to the full weight of iOO 
kilogrammes per square metre must take place. 

The cvncuwmnaire is rt>quired also to maintain the bridge in 
good order, which shall be done by the authorities, at his expense, 
in case of neglect. Annual surveys of the works take place; and 
the Prefect may order a fresh proof to be made whenever any 
ground for fear arises, 88 to the stability of the bridge, or as to the 
safety of using it. 

With respect to the average weight of a number of persons 
assembled accidentally, we may form some precise judgment, with 
assistance from the researches of Quetelet, published in his "Trea
tise on Man,n in which he gives a table of the a\·erage weighh and 
sizes of men and women at different periods of life,.-sufficient for 
our purpose being found in the following extract. 

Age. llfa!H. Fematea. 
· Y""''· Knovamm•• 

5 15·71 U.·36) . 
10 24·.52 23•5'i ~ means {Male, 61 ·53 lb. avo1rd. 
15 43•63 4.0.37 J Female, s1·so ,, 
20 60·06 52"28} {Male, 135·.S9 ,, 
25 62·93 53·28 " Female, 116·33 ,, 

30 63·6.5 54.•33} {Male, 14o-0"2l 
4.0 63•67 55•23 " " 
50 63.-1-6 56•16 Female, 121 •8 ,, 

To apply this table,-
From military experience, and assuming the age of soldiers to 

ran~e between 20 and .so, we should get a weight per square foot, 
ariSing from a packed crowd, thus--

0•48 x 137•9 = 66•19 lb. 
According to Mr. w·alker's estimate of the number of pe1sons 

on the Yarmouth Bridge, there would be a weight per square foot 
of ~ x 89·29 = 69•53 lb. 

Taking the estimate of Herr Von Mitis, as to numbers, the 
weight per square foot would be 0·39 X 137·9 = .53·78 lb. 

And, upon the arbitrary standard of Mr. Drury, that weight 
would be o·5 x 137•9 = 68·9 lb. 

By bringin!f all our results together, the conclusion to be clerive1l 
from them will be more obvious:-

Mr. Walker's estimate of weight per square foot is 65 lb. 
Herr Von Mitis ,, ,, 55 
Drurl ,, ,, ro 
Proo load by French Government ,, .U 
A packed body of Infantry ,, 66 
From the numbers on Yarmouth Bridge 60 

,, ,, as per Von Miti.1 ,, St. 
,, ,, as per Drury ,, 69 

7 he average of the whole would 11' ,, 60 
But suppose we adopt that number which is derived from facts 

apparently the best ascertained-viz., 66 lb. per square foot-does 
it not seem to be inadmissible that an increase of .50 per cent. 
should be made to it when we nre about to calculate what maricin 
may be left for contingencies, in the streni,rth of a material mem
ber of a suspension bridge? If this be so, let us revise the esti
mate of strain when shorn of so considerable an exces~. 

The distance between centre and centre of piers being tnken at 
676~ feet, the length of platform supported by the ch1tins would 
appear (from the application of a scale to the plates given in the 
Jo11.rnal for June, 184..5,) to be· 

676! - 29~ - 13 = 634. feet. 
Hence, straining-weight of platform would be 

,, ,, load ,, 
,, ,, suspension rods 

" 
,, chains would be 

98 tons 
261 ·5 ,, 

25 
" 352 ,, 

Total ... 737 tons. 
E11uivalent to a tension of 4."2 tons per square inch on the lowest 
part of the suspension chains. 

Before pronouncing any judgment on the sufficiency of the 
Hungerford Bridge, it would be requisite to know what weights 
the suspension rods, the timbers, and the planking or the platform 
are capable of sustaining. Indeed, it it not impo88ible that in the 
latter we might find a limit which would act as a safety-vah-e for 
other parts of the strueture. At sll events, we should not forget 
that dense crowds of persons generate a lateral pressure, such sii 
the parapet railing of a suspension bridge is usually unequal tG 

/ 
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resist. And the inference might be fairly drawn, that indica\iona 
of danger would be testified by less-important membera of thil 
bridll'e than its suspellllion chains, before Teare need be entertained 
of tlieir being unequal to their purpose. 

The conclusions we arrive at are these:-
lst. That when the bridge is fully loaded, the strain on the sua

pension chaina ~ 4.t tons per square inch, or in the most extreme 
case S tons per square inch,-heing one-half the strain under which 
iron is considered to be perfectly safe, and reserving one-half it.II 
power to meet contingencies. 

tnd. That 66' lb. per square foot of platform ia sufficient allow
ance in estimating the weight of an accidental crowd of penioDS 
upon suspension bridges. 

October 30th, 18,8. J. H. 
rThe above letter having been referred to the writer oC the 

"Notes on Engineering," he appends the following note:-
The researches of "J. H." seem to prove satisfactorily that the 

weight of Hungerford Bridge has been over-estimated in the paper 
(ante p. 292, Oct. 184"8) on the strength of that structure. In col
lecting the data of that paper, considerable paina were taken to 
reconcile the apparently contradictory accounu of the weight of 
the bridge, given in the extract (vol. vu1., p. 16.5.) from Mr. Cow
per's paper, which contains the following worda:-"We have there
fore, for the weight the bridge will actually bear, 296 X 17 i tons = 
61180 tons, while 296 ')( .S tons = 1,480 tons i8 the greatut load that 
can be actuaJJg put upon it." -Was it not natural to infer from this, 
that Mr. Cowper bad ascertained that the weight which the main 
chains would have to sustain was 1,4-80 tons? 

However, the above letter shows that the words just quoted are 
not the statement of an ascertained fact, but probably the infer
ence from some theoretical com.Putatione not given. The main 
chains of the central span consist of 11~ lliika, of which each 
weighs St cwt., and therefore the whole together S.52 tons. This 
item, however, does not include the weight of the coupling-bolts, 
pins, and suspension plates: with respect to these, and the weight 
of the platform and parapet, which are 1J11M11ive and strengthened 
by iron stays, we have no data. There are certainly no authenJic 
grounds for objection to the estimate of "J. H.," but in the ab-
11ence of more certain information, the following seems a legitimate 
mode of estimating the total weight of the structure. Mr. Cowper 
remarks, thiJt "the entire weight of the chain, platform, and full 
load upon it would make a load of about 1,000 tons on each pier." 
This gives 2,000 tons total weight of the whole bridge; and as the 
centre span lB one-half the total length of the structure, it appears 
aafe to assume that the whole weight of the centre span, platform, 
and load is 11000 tons. This would make the horizontal tension 
per square inch at the centre of the main chain = 6 tons. 

It mus\ be remarke~ that the words, "the present critical state 
of Hungerford Bridge, are used by "J. H." 011 bis own authority, 
and are not to be found in the "Notes of Engineering." It was 
not said, nor suggested in them, that Hungerford Bridge was in a 
"critical condition f all that was asserted was that which admit.II 
of strict proof-that, assuming certain apparently accurate data 
for the weight and dimensions of the structure, the metal was 
1111bject to a tension of 9 tons per square inch. It now, however, 
appears that the data themselves were incorrect, anll that the 
tension is consequently less; but even the greater amount would 
by aome practical men be deemed within the limits of security. 
The error in question, which, respecting a point offact, ia not, how
ever, to be regretted, as it bas occasioned an inquiry and revision, or 
which the reaults are by their near agreement recommended to gene
J'al confidence. Another benefit of the discuuion has been, that it 
has elicited on one side a display of interesting and extensive re-
11earcb which, it ia to be hoped, will be renewed in other investiga
tions of that important class of which the above letter indicates 
the familiar 1tudy.l 

T.W "Ta111a11."-0n Monday, tbe 13th nit., thi1 Iron ltearner wa1 launcbed 
from the work• of Mea1r1. Robin1on and lluaaell, at MillwalL She i1 17~ 
feet long, 26 feet beam, and i1 to hHe enginea of 180-hone power. Her 
line• are b7 Mr. Ditcbburn, and the bull ii Yel'J 1moolbl7 flni1hed. The 
Tarrian i1 built for the Ru11ian government, to be emplo7ed on the Black 
Sea. She i1 to be handaomely fil&ed bJ MH1r1. Paul. Ou the neitt 11ip ii 
an iron 1te1111er for the Nabob Nuim, one of the mediatlzed prince& of India. 
She i1 to go fourteen milea an hoar on tbe 0.ngea, and ii to be u1ed by the 
nabob in hi1 hW1li11g tripe. Thia 1how1 the progren of European luury in 
lbe Eut, u the T- proHI that Eugliah 1kill 11 not 7et 1urpaaaed on the 
freezing 1horea of the Black Sea. Tbe nabob'• 1teamer will make tbe 
aeventb buill bJ Meaara. Robinaon for ihe Gansea. An iroa 1team boat for 
tho Humber ia to be laid dciwu ou the 1lip of the T11nN11, 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RAILWAY STATISTICS, 
11' 18(6, 18(7, AlCD 18'8.-BJ HTDI Cu.aa11, Baq. 

(C.cW«lfrorri pa;t 338J 

No. XXIV-MISCELLANEOUS GOODS. 

Amon~ other article. enumerated in the ret.ur1111, are furniture 
and vitriol. 

In the year ending SOth Jwie, 18•6 there was carried on the 
Manchester and Bolton, 2.51J tons o7 furniture; 011 the Soutb
W estern, ~tons (half-year); and on the Brighton, 2,923 tollll. 
The receipts were, Manchester iwd Bolton 128l.; and Brighton 
,,6811. 

In the year ending SOtb June, 18•7, there was carried on the 
Brighton Railway 4o_6611 to1111, the receipts for which were 6,660L 

The carriage of {urniture i11 now oom1iderable, the railway being 
preferred to the canal for long di11tances. The rates per ton per 
mile are high. On the Manchester and Bolton the rate is 12". ; 
on the London and South-Western, 1"26d. ; and on the LondOA 
and Brighton, 1'4.9d. 

Vitriol is carried on the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway. In 
the year ending SOth June, 18.&.61 17 tons, bringinfr lll.; and ia 
184.71 62 tons, bringing 89/. Vitriol ia classed a,11 11&ngeroU11, and 
the rate for carrying it is 6id. per ton per mile. 

No. XJV.-GOODS. 

The grou tonnage of goods in the years ending SOt.b June, 18'4 
184.S, 184.61 and 184.71 iii as follows, including every description ~ 
traffic:-

Arbroath and J'orfar 
Ardroa1an 
Ballocbney .. 

lfonkland 
" 81amannan .. 

Bodmln and Wadebrldp •• 
Caledeolan (Garoklrk) .. 
Cbuler and Blrbnhelod . , 
CoeklrmouLb aod WorldagLoll 
Dublhl&nd Dro9beda •• 
Dnodee and ArbroaLb .. 

Du:.'rer~i.! ~;tJl!ri....;;,,, 
Eulern CounUeo (Cambridge) 

., ., (Cole heeler) 

.. .. (Norfolk) 
Eutero Union.. .. 

,. ., (lpowlch aod Bo'1) ., 
BuL Laacuhlr. .. .. 
Edinb11rrh and Gluiow (WUoontowa) 
Jl'leet•ood and w. Riding (Lo111rldp) 
Pu.rn... .• 
Glugow and Oreeaeck 
Glugow aod Ayr 
GreaL 9onLbtn1 and W•\ern 

1844 
ToDJ. 
4.~.llM 
46.6711 

Aa7,tlll4 
IMl9,06il 
eo.1os 
l!7,8"~ 

2U,O:l7 
8,8-12 

18,484 
29,716 
26,696 
2i,86G 
20,848 

108,000 
80,263 

Great Weoiern •• • , l211,ll83 
Kondel and Wlndermne • • , • 
1-da Ill: Thlrak (St.ockLon Ill: Harlle119Dl) 21,173 

" " (Clareace) .. 
Laaculer and PrnLon 

,. and CarUale •• 
Lancuhhe and Yorlmblre .. • • 8711,934 

., (Mancheoler and Bol&oD) • • 121,87.'i 

., (PrnlOD and W1re) 
Llaoelly ancl Uaadlllo , • 
London and North-Weo\em •• 

(l..ondon and Birmingham) 
(Grand J 11ncUon) •• 
(Llnrpoal anti MllDCbealer) 

., (Bolton aad Leigh) , • 

., (Manch-and BlrmlDgm.) 
Londoa and Blackwall .. • • 

,. aud BrtghLon 
• ., aad Croydon •• 
., and SouLb. Wiiiem 

Loadonderry and Bnnl11dllea 
Mancho1ler and Shellltld .. 
lllll'Jport and Carll1le 
llldland .. .. 

(Birmingham and Der!IJ) •• 
,. (North Midland) 
.. (Lelceoler and s ..... ntnstoo) 
., (Birmingham and Glo'aler) •• 
., (Brlak>I and Glo'1terl •• 

l~.839 
232,880 
800,04.1 

82,184 
84,936 
17,616 
41,&2 
3,»71 

71,163 

81,6i3 
106,886 
l3l,91S 
87,9'9 

8!14,360 
164,788 
Oll,687 
*U,016 

., (Brl1Lol and Blrmlogbam) .. 
N""cutleaod Car:Hale .. .. t270,000 
North Brltlab f.Ed!Dbllflb and Dalkelth) 1()11,53' 
Norlb U Dion .. . • .. 26 l,9'l8 

,. {BollOD and Pre11i11D) • • *lR,&O 
Boulh-Butern .. • • .. t30,000 

., (Caa1erb11ry and Whltatable) 80,000 
lleotch Midland (Newtyle and C • .Aap1) 8,»aJ 
St. Belen'• and Runcorn •• • • 219,738 
8!0CkLon and Darllngton .. •• tl,000,000 
8hrewab11r7 and Cbeoler , , 
80lllh DIYOA ., 
1'tl' Vale 
Ulalff .. 
WeoL Cornwall (Ba7le) 

1844 
Tona. 
W,i!U 
07.~ 

877.007 
1.1~,1112 

a.&,285 
20,S76 

291,714 
S.111~ 

4,6118 
21.48C 
34,743 
88.G22 
44.672 
Bl,6611 
6,°" 

79,413 
168,376 

20ll,NS 

t)0,000 
t~.000 

:111,0W 

503,618 
141,245 

'3,060 
92,676 

211,690 
8~2.761 
8'9,6:13 

84.6711 
180,3.14 
23.161 
86]47 
9.802 
113,6~ 

m.ooo 
128.731 
71~.267 

197 447 
•69,9d3 

97.702 
t2llll.OOO 

JC>ll,828 
413,:IM 

, 88.,BOI 
SR,Ol>O 

9,6()11 
2117,8:6 

tl,000,000 

1846 
Toni. 
6!,000 

1111.8"1 
881,:IW 

l,1119,270 
77,:lOI 
22,2".IO 

811d,611d 
7,0SO 

21,817 
21.~g 
47 ,8.\4 
8:l,Otl2 

110,349 
47.281 

.S,8" 

83,606 
293,304 

1880,800 

61,0~ 
661,618 

26,611.S 

622.177 
180.138 

6"7411 
108,841 

170,008 
920.Sll7 

·~ 293.741 
30,405 
93,407 
12,174 

llU,5'0 

f67,678 
167,046 
ll09,896 

213.829 

211,404 
tlM0,000 
106,3:11 
490,460 

116,384 

11.007 
184,060 

l,044,0iO 

11141 

Z.Oil 
166,aact 

148.416 
•1.au 

2111,740 
2\14,678 

1,196,177 

"4.038 
t3ll0.000 

114,1171! 
648,813 

ll04.IO:l 

12.z,4 
29!,60t 

l,IZ'.OM 
•JC,681 
•1.,li& 

479.l..b'll 
ea.en 
78,CKM 
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Whltebaftll •• 
\Vl1b• ood Coltn- , • 
YMlr aDd North Midland ., 

., " (H1dl and Selby) •• 

.. ., (Whitby and Plclrerlng) 
Torti Uld Newcutle •• • • 

1844 
Tou. 

42JJ,7" 
187,667 
162,938 
:lh,1118 

1846 
Tot11. 

SI0,138 
861,0:lll 
227,869 
86,101 

1848 
Toni. 
•3,811 

897,472 
.878,41' 
2'l6,IOI 
es,37a 

(Gt. North or EnilBDci) 180,166 234,198 483,867 
(Newcaotle & Darllngion) 268,0!IO 7'151 ,347 

,. (Newcutle & N. llbleld1) 21,t>M 26,936 88,830 
(1Jurba111 & Sunderland) D68,8-lll 412,6:13 444,961 

1847 
Toni. 
18,1113 

9Z4,4:l4 
446,181 

1,847,B 

411,600 

(Pontop & s. Sblelda) 6~.libl 719.733 8ltl,378 
(Hartlepool) •• 862,637 824,824 ll"l2,822 812,!08 
• Half.year. t E1t1111ated Amonn'-

The total tonnage in each year was as follows:-
1844 I~ 1846 1841 

11,823,533 12,522,976 15,871,179 16,699,382 
The following shows the distrlbuiion of the iraffic in 18-'7, in 

tons:-
Coals and Coke 
Ironstone 
Iron 
Irou Dro11 
Copper and Tin 
Limestone and Lime 
Building Stonea 
Sand 
Ball11t 
Bricks and Tile1 
Miscellaneoua Minerala 
Flab •• 
Grain 
Provisions 
Manure 
Goods, Timber, and Sundries •• 

8,900,000 
600,000 
800,000 
110,000 
23,000 

300,000 
600,000 
37,000 
36,000 

5,000 
300,000 
43,000 

300,000 
400,000 
40,000 

4,705,382 

Total • • 16,699,382 ton• 
To show bow small this traffic is relatively to the total carried, 

the following items in the consumption of the people of this island, 
in tons, may be noted :-

Corn •• 
Potatoes 
Sugar 
Tea, Coff'ee, and Tobacco 
Malt.. . 
Spirits 
Paper 
Soap .. 
Candles 
Cotton Goods 
Woollens 
Linens 
Iron .. 
Glass 
Coal1 
Sa1' .. 
Timber 

8,000,000 
8,000,000 

300,000 
50,000 

400,000 
100,000 
40,000 
90,000 

100,000 
250,000 
100,000 
100,000 

1,600,000 
40,000 

30,000,000 
650,000 

2,000,000 

Total •• 41,720,000 ton• 
This enumeration of .f.l, 720,000 tone is under the mark, and only 

gives the total comrumption of this island, reckoning the articles 
as only carried one way, and not including many articles of agri
cultural produce,-mamiree, leather ( 60~000), fish, stone, lead, 
copper, earthenware, oil (60,000),_fruits, Otc.; bark, 5?,000; dye
stuffii, 70,000 ; hemp, 50,000 ; cabinet woods, so,ooo; rice, 20,000 ; 
tar, 20,000; turpentine, 20,000; &c. The railways at present do 
not carry more than a fourth of the traffic of the oountry, if so 
much. 

The large.et tonnages in 18.f.1 were the following:--
York and Newcutle 2,706,!>95 
Ballochney 1.746,33!1 
Midlnnd 1,449,21:1 
London anrl ~lfortb.We•torn 1,411,080 
Stockton and Darlington 1,127,058 
Wi1haw and Cnltne11 924,42' 
Lancuhlre and York1hire 763,018 
Leed1 anJ Tbink 610,236 
North Union 1'>48,813 

The total receipts for minerals and goods in 184.7 were i,600,0001., 
of which f'or minerals 7 so,ooo/. 

No. XXVI.-AVBRAGB 1lATE AND MILEAOB. 
It ia· of IOUle importance for engineer1 to know the averllg'e dis

tance that eBCh class of produce is carried, and the average receipt, 
which are far below what ia believed. 

Palmlpl"f.-Tbe aTerap mileage of an the pauengera in 1847 WU 16 
milee,• and the Henge receipt 2-. The aTerage receipt on the London and 
North.Weatem ii 41.; Great We1tem, 41. 9d.; Midland, 21. 7d.; South
Eutern, b. 6d.; Brighton, 21. 4d.; Euteru Conntiea, 31.; South-Western, 
31.; and Lancashire and York1hire, b. 4d. 

Bt111t1.-The average receipt for beutl on the London and North.West
ern ii 42d., milea 57; Buteru Countiee, 68d., mile1 75; Great Weatern, 34d., 
mile1 45, 

SAeep.-London and North-Weatern, lOd. 70 mUe1; Eastern Countiea, 9d. 
75 miles; Great Western, lOd. 66 miles. 

Stoine.-Lonrlon and North-Western, 18d. 120 mile.; Eutern Counties, 
64. 58 miles ; Great Western, 12d. 75 milea. 

Clla/1.-York and Netrcaltle, 164.; Stockton and Darliugtou, l8d.; Mid
land, 27d.; London and North-We1tern, 20d. 

/l'O!Wtov.-Ballochney, 9d.; Talf Vale, 28d., 25 miles. 
Limtitone tlfld Li~.-Midland, 22d.; Newcutle and Carlisle, 20d. 16 

mile1; York and North Midland, 14d. 9 miles. 
Building StOM.-York and North-Midland, 24d. 24 miles; Midland, 20d.; 

Newcutle and Carlisle, 22d. 
&nd.-Bodmlu and Wadebridge, 24d. 8 mile1. 
Fili\.-York and Newcutle, 2lt.-60 miles; Norfolk, 131. 68 miles 

Whitby and Pickering, 91. 25 mllea. · 
Parttu.-Average of enumented line1, 3·9d. 
H-•.--Avmge of all lines, 16'.-Carriag4'1, ditto, 251. 

No. XXVII.-HORSE TRAFFIC. 
The total number of horses carried in 18-'7 was 99,-Mlo, and the 

iota! receipts 80,2161. 
The greatest hone traffics are the following :-

11or11n. 
London and North-Weatern... 27,715 
Great Weateru .. ll,i85 
Midland .. 12,373 
Eutern Countie1,. 8,155 
Brighton 6,!158 

. York and North Midland 5,813 
South-Western .. 5,447 
South-Euteru .. 3,782 
York and Newcutle 3,4!16 

"1. 
22,890 
12,788 
11,794 
6,084 
4,901 
2,613 
4,335 
3,!176 

The charge for horses per mile is, London and Nortb-'Vestern, 
Sd. ; Great Western, 5•.f.d. ; Midland, .f.•25d. ; Eastern Countie11, 
S·6d. 

Many day-tickets are taken out f'or horses on the London Rnd 
North-Western and other lines, by persons going out hunting. 

No. XXVJII.-CARRIAGE TRAFFIC. 
The total number of carriages in 18.f.7 was 4ol,1S5, and the total 

receipts .Sl,7831. The greatest traffics are as follows:-
canlageo. £. 

London and North-Wtatern 8,790 12,785 
Great We1tern • , 5,842 9,452 
Midland 4,775 6,892 
E11tern Countiea.. S,265 3,747 
Brighton 3,040 3,220 
South 0 We1tem .. 2,904 3,285 
South-Ba1tern • • 2,458 4,!120 

Tbe average chRrge per mile is, on the London and Nol'th
W estern, 4d.; on the Great W estem and Midland, 6d. 

No. XXIX.-DOG TRAFFIC. 

Dog11 are enumerated only in a few returns. The average rate 
per mile is 6d. The number carried In 18.f.7 on the South De\"on 
line was 1,086, S4J.; on the Maryport and Carlisle 336, .Sll.; and 
on the Whitehaven, 2SO. 

No. XXX.-CARRYING.STOCK. 
The following is an enumerntlon of the r.arrying-stock of the 

London and North-Western RailwRy in l!t.f.8J suitable for !!pecial 
traffic :-Horse boxes, 210 (horses carriea, 27,715); carriage 
trucks, 217 (carried 8,790); bullion vans, 9; post offices, 8; ditto 
tenders, lS; milk trucks (north division), 2; convict van, l; cat
tle wagons, .f.9.S (cattle, 161,171); sheep wagons, 117 (sheep car
ried, 899,998); coal wagons, 653 ( 4.f.0,000 tons); timber trucks, 
Iii; powder magazines, -'; iron troiUye, .f.. 

No. X:XXI.-MANCHBSTE.R AND SHEmBLD. 

The following, communicated by the kindness of Mr. Meadow1, 
aearetaty of the oompany, gives some ]>articulars as to the traffic 
of the Mabcbester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire RailwRy :-

• s .. a nluable paper by Ur. Wyndham HardlDf, re.d befo1e &be Brlel1b AOIOdatloo, 
•& 8--, lltld 111100 ft.publ11bed. 
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.t ... 1,,;. qf Mn-clllfldiH Traffic. 

Dace. eo.i. Btont. Sb•IBeld Flour and Geotnl Tela!. Goode. Grala. Goode. 

---
1848. Toni. 'fon1. Toni. Tnn1. Tone. Too•. 

Marcb 12,334 6,li6 1,791 1,159 5,550 27,010 
April 9.689 7,530 1,884 1,618 4,6!18 25,419 
May 8,673 8,561 2,262 2,663 5,443 27,602 

Total 30,696 22,267 5,937 5,440 15,691 80,031 

BEOIBTEa 01' KEW PATE1'T8. 

GAS-1\IETERS. 

SAllVEL CLEoo, of 24.., Regent-square.I London, civil engineer 
for "certain improvementa in giu-metera. -Granted April 20; En~ 
rolled October 20, 1848. 

?"he patentee claims, in th~ invention, the dividing of the gas 
which passes through a meter mto two or more portions, and ascer
taining the whole quantity by measuring a part when under pres
eure,instead of measuring all the gas which passes through the meter. 
Another portion of the invention claimed as new is the making of 
th~ in.ner circl~ of the drum of a water-meter' water-tight, that 
bemg m water it. may be buoyant? and preve:it .the weight of the 
drum from pressing upon the axis. The principle on which the 
first part of this invention depends, is the well known law, that 
the discharges of the same fluid through different openh:1gs at the 
same pressure are proportional to the areas of the openings. The 
arrangement of the apparatus is as follows :-The measuring-drurr. 
of a wet meter consjsts of a hollow concentric ring and cover. 

\ 
~'-, / ,, / 

........ '-----------

The drum, revolving upon an u1s m water, is divided into com
P.artments so arranged that, as the gas enters, it shall in succes-
111on fill all the chambers, and be discharged measured. The inner 
circle c, c, of the drum is made water-tight, so that when the 
meter is filled to a certain level with water, the drum is buoyed 
up, ~d ~ould nearly.Bo.at if otherwise .unsupported; consequently, 
tbere 18 little or no friction upon the axis. The gas from the service 
enters the meter-case through the pipe x, and after passing a 
valve,-which, when the meter is sufficiently filled with water, is 
opened by a float in the usual way,-is divided into two streams, 
and flows through the pipes c and s', the latter stream being the 
one measured, and is discharged so measured from the drum-cover 
by the pipe P, through the opening N. Now this discharge being 
kn~wn, the quantity of gas that passes through the other opening 
H, is known also, and the sum of the two discharges is marked on 
the face of an index arranged in the usual way. 

To equalise the preuure, the following apparatus is used: E and 
n, are two hollow vessels connected with one another at their 
l~wer parts, open at the bottom, sealed by water, and free to 
vibrate about a common centre x; Y is a llide, covering the two 

openings ll and N, attached to the hood e, in such a manner that, 
as it ri11es or falls, it shall move the slide v, and open or clOBe 
these openings. The pipes A and s, lead into these ,·esaels or 
hoods, and the gas discharged into them is of the same pressure 
as that which flows into the meter; so that, if the regulating-hoodl 
were of the same weight, and at equal distances on each aide of 
the centre x, they would balance each other. Over the hood E, 
is fixed immoveably another and lnrger vessel o, open llt the 
bottom and sealed by water, ha,•ing communication with the drUlll 
of the meter, or rather with the drum.cover at F. The openinp 
M and N, adjusted by the movement of the hood u, are by its 
descent partially closed1 and the pressure of the gas ftuwing 
thro.ugh them is reduce<1 by so much as exists between the gait 
fiowu1g into the meter-drum through the pipe s', or the initial 
pressure,--0r that between the interior or exterior surfaces of the 
hood. E, viz., one-tenth; so that the gas now flows through both 
openings, M and N, with the same relafo•e velocities the discharges 
being in proportion to their areas. ' 

Supposing that the measuring-drum required a pressure of tW"o
tenth11 head of water to work it, and that the initial pressure was 
fuur-tenth~1 the pressure in the cover of the drum and in the fixed 
huod o, will then be two-tenths. The gas will issue from the 
opening N, with a pressure also of two-tenths; and the differences 
of pressure between the interior of the hoods E and H and the 
exterior of the hood E, being two-tenths, the hood a, wiil have a 
descending power of two-tenths, and thus the velocities with which 
the gas issues through M and N, will be equalised; and so for any 
other pressure, The same principle of measurement may be ap
plied tu dry meters. 

TUBULAR FLUES. 

Tuo.xAS PotTB, of Birmingham, brass tube maker, for "imJW'Of't
ment.t m the manufacture of tubular jlue.t of locomotive and other .utJm
boilera."-Granted April 10; Enrolled October 10, 18"8. 

The object of this invention is to protect the flues of boilers, by 
lining them with a com~sition resembling that used for brazing . 
In forming this materi ten ounces of refined tin are added to a 
hundredweii;ht of "bat metalt which is composed of two parts 
of foreign zinc and three parts of good copper. This compound · 
metal is rolled and formed into a tubular shape of the size re
quired; after which, the tubes are annealed and stretched, 90 as 
to straighten them and bring the edges correctly together. On 
each of these tubes is placed a tube formed of copper or an alloy 
of copper; and the compound tube is put on to a steel mandril, 
made with a taper of about one-sixteenth of an inch into its ""hole 
length, which not only facilitates the withdrawal of the mandril, 
but also gives additional thickneBB to that end of the tubular flue 
which is to be fixed to the fire-box of the ueam-boiler. The com
pound tubes, each having a mandril within them, are then drawn 
through draw-plates. It is not neceBSary to solder together the 
edges of the inner tube, as it will be sufficiently strong without. 
The lining should be made twice as thick as the outer tube. 

The patentee claims the use of a lining of such a preparation 
of metRI, for lining tubular flues of copper and of copper alloyed; 
the object being to obtain a lining of metal which shall be less 
prejudicially acted on by the passage of sharp grit from the fire, 
than if the whole tube were made of copper or of copper alloyed. 
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AXLE-BOXES AND JOURNALS. 
W1LLu.K JORN NoaK..&.NVJLLB, of Park Village, Middlesex, 

gentleman, for "certain imp~ in railway or otMr ca""?!lu, 
partly oonailting of neao modu qf con.rtructing ~ azle~u and 1our
nai. of tbheeU ; aUo an improved method of lubricating the aaid jwr
nall or other portiona qf machinery, by the introductian of aqueoua, 
alkaliM, okaginotu, or laponactl(JW rolutiana."-Granted May 2; 
Enrolled November 2, 184.8. 

The claims of the patentee do not correspond in length w!th 
that of the title of the invention, as they are simply for a peculiar 
combination of various elastic and other materials with the axle
box and journal, for the purpose of rendering the lubrication of 
the journals of railway-wheel11 and other moving parts of ma
chinery more perfect; and, secondly, for arrangements f?r enclos
ing the lubricator within a vessel, which shall contain 1t and ex
clude the dirt. In carrying into effect the first part of the 
invention, as regards the axle-boxes of railway-carriages, a. shield 
or collar of vulcanised india-rubber, or other suitable elastic sub
stance, is made of the form shown in the engraving, marked A, A, 
and attached to the axle-box at its outer edge. This shield is per
forated in its centre; such perforation being cut to a perfectly 
smooth surface, to allow the passage of the journal through it. 
The perforation is made of leas diameter than the diameter of the 
journal, and by the tendency of the material of which the shield 
is made to collapse, it l.'resses so closely to the journal, that an 
air-tight joint is maintained. 

The diameter of the perforation in the shield for a four-inch 
axle should be three inches and five-eighths, the outer diameter of 
the shield should be one-eighth of an inch less than the disc of the 
axle-box into which it is to fit, and it will then be found to com
pletely fill it. After having been stretched over the axle, the 
shield tapers from its centre to its outer edge. For the protection 
of the elastic shield, and behind it, is placed a thin cast-iron or 
other metal shield B (secured to the axle-box by four bolts) which 
being more or less tightened, presses upon the outer periphery of 
the elastic shield and occasions pressure as required to maintain 
the joint upon the axle. In adjusting this box upon the journal, 
no more compression should he put upon the outer diameter of 
the elastic shield than is necesary to make an air-tight joint, 
otherwise there would be considerable risk of the shield firing, 
before it could become properly lubricated. When by continued 
wear the air-tight joint can be no longer maintained, a loose ring 
of india-rubber, of the same diameter as the axle, and about a 
quarter of an inch in thickness, may be placed upon the a.de. 
The original shield, whose orifice has become enlarged by wear, 
is then stretched upon this ring, and by its contractile force clasps 
it so tightly, that a perfect joint is maintained between the two 
surfaces of the india-rubber, while the axle revolves within the 
inner or loose ring; and the operation of tightening by the means 
of the four bolts is repeated as required. Or by another modifi
cation of this arrangement, a metal ring is introduced in contact 
with the axle, using the contractile force of the india-rubber 
&hield to keep the ring in close contact with the polished axle. 
These axle-boxes should be filled with a saponaceous grease in a 
semi-fluid state, so that it may flow tm,·ards the shield, and lubri
cate it without delay. The top of the axle is of a circular fom, 
11·ith a lid furnished with a small air-hole screwed thereon, and 
efft"ctually closing the box. The grea11e is introduced through the 
aperture whenever required. 

MANUFACTURE OF WHEELS. 
JouN AsRBusv, of Openshaw, near Manchester, for "certain im
~ in the con.rtructian and manufactu~ of "'h«ll for use upcna 
railwa118 and common roads, and in ~ ~tlwdr qf preparing and 
comtructing ~ tyru used thereon." -Granted March, 11 ; Enrolled 
September 11, 18&.8. 

Fig. 11 in the annexed woodcuts is a side elevation and a lon
gitudinal section. showing the first part of the patentee's inven
tion. 

Pig. I. Fir. 2. 

The nave a is made of cast-iron, and presents the same appear
ance on each side of the wheel, having six projecting-a~s a', a1, 

with sufficient space between them transversely to ~d!111t ~f the 
insertion of the wooden pieces b, b. They are also divided m the 
same direction by the radial plates a', a', while the circumferen
tial portions a3, a3, are of equal breadth and extend tr~nsversely 
between them in the recess thus formed. On each side of the 
radial plates a• a2 are placed one of the wooden pieces b, b, one 
side of each of'wh'ich is prepared so as to abut upon the radial 
plates a', a', and being furni.shed with a notch, by which the ~ro
Jections of the circumfere.nt1al J?lates al, a', are clea~ed, they im
pinge npon each other radially, till they reach the periphery of the 
wheel · all lateral action being prevented by dowels, inserted be
tween 'them. The opposite sides of the pieces b, b, diverge slightly 
from the radial line ; and between them the wooden wedges d, d, 
which are prepared to a corresponding angle, are inserted, and 
driven on towards the nave. The piecea b b, are brought firmly 
into contact with the radial plates a', a~ •• their escape outwardly 
being prevented by the plates a', a1. when these wedges !'re 
driven up they are secured to the nave by the bolts d 1, d 1, p8B81ng 
throu~h them transversely, any lateral motion between them and 
the pieces b, b being prevented by metal tongues. The wheel 
then appears like a disc of wood with an iron nave; and in thi11 
state it is placed in a lathe, and the periphery trimmed and turned 
to the required diameter. A wheel thus constructed, although 
without a tyre, could suffer no dismemberment until the removal 
of the bolts. The methods which the patentee employs for se
curing the tyres to the wheel, form th~ third ai;id f~urth series of 
improvements. The tyre f upon this wheel 1s slightly convex 
upon its inner circumference, and when it has been put upon the 
wneel in a heated state, and allowed to contract in cooling, thi" 
convexity enables it to assume and retain a more effectual hold 
upon the wooden portion of the periphery, than if its inner cir
cumference were a fiat surface of the ordinary kind. The tyre i1 
secured to the nave a by means of the bolts g, g. 

Fig. 2, is a front elevation and longitudinal .section, illustra~ing 
the method of constructing the wheel according to another im
provement. p is the tyre, furnished with two inner flanges p1, p'1, 
the space between which is equal to the thickness of the spokes 
r r transversely: this tyre1 it must be understood, is laid down 
c~ld and the spokes are then IU'ranged in order within it, their 
motion laterally being prevented by flanges at a short distance 
from the point of abutment of the spokes. Upon the na,·e 1 the[ 
converge on each side in lines radiating to the centre of the whee, 
or to some centre determined by practice as the most suitable, 
but in either case sufficiently to admit of the insertion of the 
wedges t, t, between them. These wi:dges a.re dri".'en u_p by a 
tapering mandril and by other mandrils of mcreasmg d1.ameter 
successively until the effectual contac~ of the spoke~ with the 
inner circumference of the tyre and with the wedges 1s effected. 
The wheel is then placed in a lathe, and the ends of the spokes 
and wedges prepared for the reception of the nave, which may be 
of cast or wrought-iron. The nave is made in two equal parts, 
consisting of aa many arms 1 1, ,1, as there are wooden spoke11 to 

48 
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the wheel; while the hon, or that part of each which is inserted 
in the wheel transversely, iii made slightly tapering towards the 
other: the luge or projections r', r 1• which correspond with the 
number of wedges t, t, are made equally tapering, the heads of the 
wedges being cut away to receive them, and the recessee thus 
formed in the boBB impinging upon the ends of the spokes. 
Whene\·er the bolts which secure the two portions of the nave 
with each other and to the spokes, are screwed up by the nuts, 
their action upon the surfaces of the boss of each portion of the 
nave causes the wedges to be driven up further between the spokes 
r, r, which are also brought into more effectual contact with the 
inner circumference of the tyre, 88 a small space is left between 
the two portions of the nave in the middle of the wheel. In this 
wheel the tyre is shown attached by jagged spikes, one of which 
is driven into each spoke. 

The next improvement consists of a cast-iron wheel; the nave 
from which the arms radiate. and the inner or cast-iron tyre, is 
formed in the usual manner, the outer tyre being made of wrought
iron. The arms of the wheel have a hollow opening or slot, extend
ing from the inner tyre to the nave; down this opening the bolts 
which secure the outer tyre to the wheel, p888, and are held by 
cotters driven transversely through the nave, under the first 
aeries of improvements. One great advantage of this method is, 
that 88 the outer tyre becomes loose by continual wear, it can be 
tightened and held fast to the wheel by merely driving up the 
cotters, without involving the necessity of re-tyringtbe wheel; and 
this applies equally to wooden RB to iron wheels. The fifth part 
of the improvements refers to a method of preparing1 dreBSing, and 
finishing the outer surface of tyres for railway wheels, by grinding 
them with bard stone, instead of dressing them in the lathe 
in the ordinary manner. 

HEATING AND VENTILATION. 

JouN BaITTEllN, of Birmingham, machinist, for "certain im
pnn,-ementr in heating, lighting, ventilating, and cl08ing and rcreunng 
the doora ef apartment• ; a'8o in lighting and ventilating carriagu; 
parl.t ef which improt,-etnentr are applicable ro other like ptArpo.er."
Granted April 20; Enrolled October 20, 18,8. 

This specification is BO comprehensive, that we can only notice 
the principal objects which the invention is intended to accompli11h. 
In the first place, the patentee claims a mode of closing fire
places or stoves with ground glass, introduced like panels into the 
iron frame. The door is placed in front of the fire, and is not 
hinged to the frame of the sto\•e in the usual manner, but rests 
upon a sliding damper below the bottom of the fire; thus by with
drawing the damper, the door is also withdrawn at the same time 
for the admission of air to the fire. The door is kept close to the 
frame at the top by means of a weighted latch. The second part 
of the invention relates to the ventilating of apartments. This 
the patentee proposes to do by closing up the fire-place by a door, 
and supplying the fire with air by means of a pipe from the top of 
the room. The pipe conveying the air is divided into two branches, 
one of which delh·ers the air above the fire directly into the chim
ney, and the other delivers it below the fire to aid the combustion 
of the fuel: it is provided with a valve or damper, by which the 
intensity of the fire can be regulated as required. Another part 
of the in,·ention consists of a candle-guard to prevent candles from 
guttering. It is formed by a cap, which is placed upon the top of 
the candle, the upper part of the cap forming a ring round the 
melted part of the tallow, and, 88 the candle burns away, the cap 
descends with it by its own weight. Improvements in the 
window!l of carriages are comprised in this specification: the im
provements proposed consisting in having the windows to open 
outwards with hmges, like French windows of houses; and a pro
jecting roof to the carriage is proposed, for the purpose of avoiding 
drafts. The hinfes and locks of doors come next within the scope 
of the patentees improvements. Among other alteratiom, he 
proposes to plaoe the common arm-spring on the opposite side of 
the door to that on which it is usually placed. The two last parts 
of the invention relate to the latches and locks of doors. The 
patentee de11cribes a variety of methods of effecting the lifting of 
the latch or other fRBtenings of doors, by simply pulling the door
knob on one 11ide of the door, or by pushing in on the other. 
The pin or rod connecting the two knobs is so connected by levers 
or other apparatus to the latch or bolt, that any motion given to 
it will lift the latch. The last part consists in a mode of locking 
locks without the aid of the opening key. It consi11te in forming 

the pina upon the tumblers bevelled on one side, eo that by simply 
pushing forward the bolt, by means of a small lever attached to a 
handle, the pine will be railled from their respective notdies by 
their peculiar shape, and thus allow the bolt to pass; but the ver
tical faces of the pin11 fully lock the bolt, and prevent its being 
forced back without the key. 

ROTARY STEA!\f-ENGINE. 

Iu.u.e DAvu:s, of Birmingham, engineer, for "improomienl# ill 
rteam~MB and locomotiv1J-Carriagu; partr of which are aho ap
plicab/6 to other machinery."-Granted May 2; Enrolled November 
2, 184"8. 

The Improvements In steam-engines comprised in this specifica
tion have chiefly reference to rotary-engines, and to a new kind 
of stuffing-box adapted to the shafts of such engines, for the pur
pose of keeping them steam-tight, where the shafts pass through 
the curves, with little friction. The patentee uses a metallic 
packing, which consists of several segments, the larger set of 
which are adapted to the size of the box, and are furnished with a 
flange piece projecting inwards so as to fit the shaft; while the 
inner 11et of segments are placed within, so as to rest on this fiange 
piece: the whole are prevented turning by two fixed ribs running 
parallel with the shaft. These segments are cut so as to leave 
about one-eighth of an inch between the ends, and are placed BO as 
to "break joint," as it is technically termed. The whole are forced 
up by spiral springs, placed in recesses cast in the box : the steam 
has access to the back, and also acts as a spring thereto. Metal 
discs are placed above and below this packing, and the whole is 
secured in the usual manner. Another impro\·ement consists in 
fitting the piston of rotary-engines to the shaft, by means of 
three feathers let into the shaft, i1111tead of keying it fast. Thie 
is to prevent the piston turning on the shaft, and at the same time 
to admit of any slight end-movement consequent on its application 
88 a motive-power, without giving rise to a IP'eat amount of 
friction, which would otherwise be produced in the cylinder. 
Another part of the invention consists in working the expansive
valvee of steam-engines by a double-acting cam, BO that by moving 
a lever, which changes the position of the different oonnectiowi, 
the steam is cut off' at a different point of the stroke. 

The mode of connecting the engine in locomotive-carrlaa:es to 
the driving-wheels forms another part of the patentee's claima. 
The engine is placed midway between the wheels within the 
framing. The axle projecting through hBB a suitable crank af
fixed at each end ; these being connected by the rods to similar 
cranks on the drh·ing-axle, describing a circle of the proper 
radius from the centre. According to the ordinary method of 
constructing these carriages, (the enaine being a fixture to tbe 
framillf!, and the driving-we moving verticallr in the axle-guards 
or gab11), the distance of the centres must be mcreased or dimin
ished, as the points are nearer or farther from a straight line : to 
pre\·ent which, the patentee constructs the axle-guards in portiona 
of circles, struck from the centres of the engine-shaft and crank
pin; consequently the axle-boxes are kept at the same distance, 
whatever may be the rise and fall of the framing on the driving
axles. 

LA YING-DOWN OF RAILS. 

LEWIS DuNBAB BaoDIE GoanoN, of Abingdon-street, Weet
minster1 for "an imprOtJement or improvementa in raii1DOg1." -
Granted May 9; Enrolled November 9, 1848, 

The patentee puts In five claims for improvements in the con
struction of railways. The first is for forming the ends of raila 
in such manner that the end of one shall rest upon the end of the 
next. Sec1md, the adaptation of thin malleable plate-iron to form 
the sleepers for supporting the rails, combined with a mode of 
fastening the chair.i to the sleepers. Third, a mode of support
ing the ends of adjoining rails by a trough or girder. Fourth a 
mode of fRBtening the rails in the chairs. And lastly a mode 
of preparing the keys of railway-chairs. ' 

the first of these improvements consists in forming the ends of 
the abutting rai1:1 in such manner, that the end of one of them 
shall rest upon the other; the end of one rail being cut so that, 
when lai<l in the chair, it shall rest as well upon the end of t.he 
rail as upon the chair. In the second improvement, the p11tentee 
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states his mode of forming the aleeper 88 followa. The chair is 
eaat upon the sleeper. A plate of iron of about l.S or 16 inches in 
width, and of from one-sixth to one-fourth of an inch in thick
ne1111, is then to be bent in the direction of its breadth into a circu
lar curve, having a radius of from about 80 to 86 inches 88 most 
deeirable. The moulds for the chairs are placed in the fonndry in 
the exact relative position to each other that they should occupy 
when permanently lo.id, and upon them is placed the bent plate, 
vith the convex side downwards to the moulds. The cast-iron is 
then run into the moulds, and in such mllllner as to imbed in the 
metal of the chair itself a portion of the curved plate; the cast 
metal being of about the thickness of half an inch upon the upper 
aide of the plate. Thus will the chair be securely cast upon the 
curved plate, and firmly fixed without any bolts or pins. In 
carrying into effect the third improvement, upon the sides of the 
chairs are projecting pieces or ledges, upon which the girder is 
placed. The one shown by the patentee in his drawings, is of a 
trough-shape, that is, it passes along beneath the rail to be sup
ported and also along tlie sides, so as effectually to support the 
rail. The mode of fasteninll' the rails to the chair is effected by 
means of a screwed bolt passing through one of the cheeks of the 
chairs, and through a nut; it is screwed through the nut, and not 
through the chair, the nut fitting into a recess on the inside of the 
cheek to receive it, and prevent it from turning when the pin is 
1erewed up. In the fifth improvement, for the mode of preparing 
the wood keys, the patentee proceeds thus. He makes a varnish 
by combining with any of the drying oils red lead, in the propor
tion of about n to * of the latter : these are to be subjected to 
heat for several hours, and while at the temperature of about 4.S0° 
Fahrenheit, the wood keys are immersed therein, and the wood 
becomes thoroughly impregnated, 80 R8 to withstand the tendency 
of the dryness or moisture of the atmosphere to effect its bulk. 

MEASURING WATER. 

EDw.un HA1ou, of Wakefield1 plumber, and manager of the 
Wakefield Waterworks Company, tor "an intientionf()1' m008Uring 
tDater <>r any other fluid.n -Granted May 9; Enrolled November 9, 
]8~8. 

This invention for measuring water or other liquids, consists of a 
wheel or drum, divided vertically by a partition, which contains 
on each side three measuring cbambers. Above the drum is a 
"preparatory cistern," into which the liquid flows from two feed
pipes, and which is divided into four parts. The water flows from 
this cistern in two streams into one of the measuring chambers on 
either side of the partition alternately; so that while one chamber 
is filling, the liquid flows through the machine: but the gauge
cocks and other parts of the machine being so nicely adjusted, and 
its being made to register twice as much as is actually measured, 
no error it is stated can occur. This drum is mounted on a hori
zontal spindle, and carries at one end a toothed wheel which gears 
into a toothed pinion, and communicates its revolving motion to an 
ordinary indicating apparatus as usual. On the periphery of the 
vertical partition are SIX vrojectiog pins (equal to the number Of 
measuring chambers), which catch against and rest upon the extre
mity of a tumbling lever, wbich is weighted at the other end by 
a ball; so that when the weight of the water in the measuring 
chamber exceeds that of the regulator, it gives way, allows the pin 
to fall, the chamber to turn, and the water consequently to flow out. 
The patentee claims--" An apparatus or machine consisting of a 
'preparatory cistern' in connection with a drum or wheel contain
ing two sets of measuring chambers, i_nto which the water flows 
alternately from openings in the 'preparatory cistern,' and made 
to revolve by the liquid ; and al110 the employment of the tumbling
Iever, or regulator, as before described. 

MANUFACTURE OF IRON. 

CHARLES ATTWOOD, of Wolsingham, Durham, Esq., for a "cer
tain improvement or improuementa in the manufacture of iron." -
Granted April 18; Enrolled October 18, 18,8, 

The object of this invention is to obtain a better reduction of 
small pieces of the ore which at present run through the coke, 
&c. to the bottom of the furnace, without having come sufficiently 
in contact with the limestone and other substances usually mi.iced 

with the ore in blast-furnaces. The small pieces of ore to be ope
rated on are mixed with a bituminous coal, which will agglutinate 
in the process of coking, in the proportion of about one-fourth· of. 
the we1fl'ht of the coal.• The mass so mixed is afterwards coked in 
the ordrnary way of coking coal for smelting purposes, and the ore 
becomes involved in the body of the coke, by which it is retained, 
till freed, by the iiubsequent process of smelting. Ore so combined 
cannot fall through the blast furnace faster than the coke with 
which it is combined; it will therefore have abundance of time 
to combine with carbon to the required extent, before it reaches 
the bottom of the furnace. With r~rd to the size of the parti
cles of ore that will be benefited by such treatment, anything 
from the size of a hen's egg or large walnut, down to the smnlle11t 
particles of dust, it will be proper to subject to such combination 
with coal previous to cokin~; b11t anything materially larger, it 
would be nnnecessary to subJect to such treatment, as it becomes 
properly reduced in the ordinary method of smelting iron. 

The patentee finds that coke formed of the kind of coal found 
in Durham and Northumberland will, after having been coked 
and combintd with one quarter of its weight of ore, hear a burden 
of ore, in the ordinary manner of charging the blast furnace, 
equal to the same weight of coke without such combination of 
iron ore ; it therefore becomes improved to a very considerable 
degree1 independently of the advantage derived from a proper 
reduction of the smaller particles of ore effected by this process. 

SELF-ACTING SAFETY-VALVE. 

EDWARD 'WALMSLEY, of Heaton Norris, LanC1111hire, cotton 
spinner, for "certain improoed apparatua for preventing the c.rpl08ion 
of ateam-boi/era."-Granted April 27; Enrolled October 27, 1848. 

Thia invention is chiefly applicable to low-pressure boilers, the 
safety-valves of which are lifted, when the pressure becomes too 
great, by a weight of water forced out of the boiler and acting at 
the end of a lever. 

This apparatus consists of a vertical tube, containing a column 
of water, which may be the ordinary feed-head. In this the water 
is sustained at a certain height, according to the pressure of the 
iteam. A little higher than the surface of the water is placed a 
horizontal branch-pipe leading to a descending-tube, down which 
the water flows when forced over by any undue pressure in the 
»oiler. Immediately under the descendin!f pipe is placed a small 
circular pan with a bottom slightly conical, suspended on the end 
of a long lever. This lever forms a continuation of the safety
valve lever from the fulcrum in an opposite direction to the 
weighted end, and is 80 adjusted, that when the pre11Sure of 
the steam is at the proper height, it will be nearly in equilibrium, 
the preponderance being slightly in favour of the weighted end of 
the lever. When the pressure becomes too high, the water 
column will be elevated so as to run down the pipe, and will be 
caught in the pan. This additional weight of water causes that 
end of the lever to preponderate, which will immediately descend, 
thereby raising the safety-valve. The pan is furnished with a 
small valve in the bottom, having a short stem J.>rojecting through, 
80 that on completing its descent this pin comes 1n contact with the 
bottom of a receiver, thus raising the valve and allowing the water 
to flow out. The steam in the mean time having been reduced to 
its ordinary pressure, the whole assumes its original position. 

A second improvement consists of an apparatus for opening a 
valve in a channel leading into the fire-place, directly above the 
dead plate. The cover of this channel is connected with the op
posite end of a lever from which the float is suspended. In the 
event of the water falling below the proper level in the boiler, the 
float will consequently sink, thereby causing the opr.osite end of 
the lever to remove the cover from the air-channe , and allow a 
current of cold air to pass through the fire. The same principle 
is scarcely applicable to high-preBBure boilers, because the 
column of water would require to be inconveniently high. To 
obviate this difficulty, the patentee employs only a short length of 
vertical tube, through which however the water does not rise 
until the safety-valve has been raised by . the preBBure of the 
steam; the weight of water being in this case only a supplemental 
assistant in opening the valve farther after it has been raised by 
the steam-preuure. 
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COUPLING IRONS. 

DA!fIEL R1CB Piun, of Worcester, United Statee of America, 
for "machinmy for oonmcting rai11DOy carliagu:-Granted April 
27; Enrolled October 27, 18,8. 

This specification describe& a mode of constructing what the 
patentee e&.!ls a eelf-actin.g coupling, for connecting tor~th!"r 
railway carriages. The object to be eft'ected by the use of 1t 1s, 
that when two carriages to which it is applied are brought toge
ther, end to end, the coupling connects and eecuree itself. It is 
formed of a moveable and peculiarly-shaped hook, to which the 
draw-link attaches itself. It is represented in the annexed figure, 

A A' being the two ends of the draw-bars of two separate car
ri~ei:. The ends of the draw-bars are provided with the concave 
buffing-plate B, B'; a hole pa911es through the centre of each 
buffing-plate and into the ends of the draw-bars, through which 
passe11 the couplintr-link C. Hooks D, 1>'1 are jointed to the dra•
hars by fulcrum-pms, upon which the hooks are at liberty to move. 
They are of the peculiar shape shown, and the ends so formed, 
that when the end of the coupling-link passes through the hole 
into the interior of the draw-bar, it comes against the end hook 
D", and thereby raises it sufficiently to allow the end of the 
coupling-link to pass under the end of it; so soon, however, as 
the end of the link has thus passed, it comes in contact with the 
other end D'" of the hook, and depresses it2 and also the other 
end D" takes hold of the link and retains it tast. The hook may 
be released by means of a cord or chain attached to the upper 
part.of it being pulled, and thereby raised. T~e l'atentee s~tes, 
his improvement may be attached to all descr1pt1ons of railway 
carriages, whether with or without spring.butrers and draw-rod1; 
and he claims the hook, in conjunction with the coupling-link 
deacribed.-Patent Journal. 

THE BLAST OF ENGINE- FURNACES. 

EuoE!fE ABr.o11, of Panton-street, Haymarket, for "improvmaenu 
in incrtaling tM d~f? in chimneya of locomotioe and otAer enginu."
Granted April 8; Enrolled October 8, 1848. 

The object of this invention is to produce a ateady draft or 
blast in the furnaces of locomotive engines more particularly, by 
ca11.1ing a quantity of atmospheric air to be drawn into the chimney 
by the action of the escape-steam. In the annexed woodcut, 

c c, c, represents the form of the pipe by which the air is admitted 
into the chimney}. the mouth d bemg enlarged for the entrance of 
the air. The fouowing are the proportions of the pipe.1. to which 
con1iderable importance is attached by the patentee :-·1·he open-

ing of the escape-pipe being circular, to aaeertain its surface and 
its diameter it i1 necelSIU'y to measure the size of one of the 
cylinden of the engine& of the locomotive in cubic inehea, and by 
deducting the cube of the piston (measured in the 111me way) the 
number of cubical inches remaining being divided by three hun
dred and ninety-four, the quotient of that division will indicate 
the number of square inches that the opening of the escape-pipe 
should have. The diameter of the opening of the escape-pipe 
is to the diameter of the cylindrical part aa four ia to five. The 
height b', b", of that cylindrical part is equal to five timai the 
diameter b', d:'. The diameter b1, d•, of the part e•, ia to the 
diameter of the part e, e, as five is to seven, and ita height 
b, d', is e~ual to the diameter b, b, of the opening of the eacape
pipe L fhe locomotive-engine being put into motion, the ateam 
from the builer pa.ues through the escape-pipe a, and produces in•• 
it a powerful suction of air, which fiows into that pipe through its 
mouth d; and ita acquired speed, it is stated, remaina in it constant 
on account of itB inertia, and although the action of the escape of 
ateam be intermittent. Then a powerful current of air mixed 
with steam escapes in the chimney and produces a powerful un
interrupted draft. The pipe through which the air pllll&e8 may be 
arranp;ed in any other form around the chimney, and may enter 
into tlie smoke-box by one of its lateral sides instead of entering 
by the front. The patentee claims the mode of arranging appa
ratus whereby currents of steam and air are brought to act toge
ther in the chimneys of locomotive and other engines, llO aa to 
accelerate the draft therein. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN SEWERS. 

Duignfor a Diaphragm Dmdile s~, for aeparating or coml>inirsg 
H~rainage and Surface-drainage.-Registered by W. B. Mor
PA1T, Esq., of Spring-gardens. 

The anne:r.ed engraving represents a design for a main sewer, 
the novelty of which consists in forming it in two separate cham
bers, the upper or larger portion A forming a subway for means 
of access to the lower sewer B, and house-drains E, E, and allO 
for the passage of surface-water from inlets D, D. It may also be 
used for electric telegraph, gas, or water pipes, so as to .Prevent 
the breaking up of the pavement. A tube may also be mserted 
above the level of the inlet D, for placing service-water or gas.
pipes to houses, &c. 

The engraving represents a transver11e vertical aection of a 
sewer constructed on the principle described, showing the dia
phragm and trap. 

A, the subway. B, the main sewer, which is separated by the 
diaphragm C. This diaphraigm is continued throughout the entire 
length of the sewer, but has inserted at intervals a moveable trap 
F, which may be raised for cleaning the house-drains and main 
sewer, if required, and may be used for flushing with mrface 
water. E, E, inlet for house-drainage. D, D, inlet for nrface.. 
drainage. 

Protection has been obtained for the diaphragm C, and trap F, 
which, together with the separate passages A, B, are new, u ap
plied in the manner herein shown.-Pate11t Journal. 
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JOINTING CLAMP. 

Jointing and ComprtMing ScrtM Cramp.-Patented by Mr. JAKEll 
KtKBEBLET, of Inge-street, Birmingham. 

The accompanying engraving fully explains the nature of an 
ingenious clamp, to be applied for jointing of ftoors, &c. Its con
struction is extremely simple, and its power great, and it can be 
easily fixed and removed. It is applicable in all cases where two 
bodies require a fixity and perfect union, and in the laying of 
floon it compreBBes the boards very gradually and truly together. 
It does not require the workman to rise oft' his knees when u11ing 
it <as in all former ones) to effect a leverage, one progreaive and 
uninterrupted motion oruy being wanted; moreover, it can be left, 
with its full pre11&ure upon its work when necessary, unattended, 
and with perfect safety. Amongst builders, shipwrights, coach
maken1, and others, a cramp to improve upon the ponderous and 
tedious action of the present kinds in use, has been an object long 
looked for, and the one described appean1 to be an invention which 
will prove a great auxiliary to the working department of every 
one engafl,'ed in the above pun1uits,-as multiplying power, re
ducing labour, and increasing dispatch. It is contrived in but 
fpw parts, and breakage or derangement appean1 impos11ible. The 
cost of the in11trument is two guineas. 

NEW LEVER VICE. 

The accompanying cut and description will explain the principle 
of a new lever vice, patented by Meun1. J. Peck and L. Pardee, 
of the United States. The following qualities, it i11 claimed, give 
it a decided superiority over all over vices:-

Greater ltrength than any other vice of equal weight possesses. 
Greater power, and 80 applied as to save, in work requiring fre
quent chan~eii, at least one hour in ten, 88 it is worked entirely by 
the foot, •nthont the necessity of laying down a file, or other tool, 
or without any use of the hand, whatever. It can be changed to 
receive work from one-sixteenth of an inch, to eight or ten inches 
in width, 88 easily and as quickly as any other vice can be moved 
one-fou1th of an inch. And heavy work, requiring both hands to 

lif't, can be easily placed in the vice, without calling the U11istance 
of a second man; it will ilOOn pay for itself in saving of time. It 
is mnrh easier for the labourer2 the strain upon the breast in turn
ing up a screw is entirely avoided, and the vice can be closely ap
proached without being obliged to bend the body over the end of 
the screw, as in other vices. When the vice is forced up, it be
comes more firmly attached to the bench than any other vice can 
be, rendering the whole much more solid, which in chipping, and 
other heavy work, is very desirable. 

a, sliding jaw. b, jointed, or swinging jaw. c, rail on which the 
sliding jaw moves. d, click which catches in ratchet on rail c, and 
holds the sliding jaw firmly where placed. I', jointed lever (elbow 
joint), which turns on pins e e, and is attached to prong of rail c, 
and the lower end of the swinging jaw. g, foot-lever with joint 
attached to leg of bench, and connected by rod i with jointed 
lever. A, click which catches in ratchet at the foot of the forward 
bench leg, and holds the jaws firmly as forced ue by the combined 
levers ; it is easily tripped with the foot. f 1s a spiral sprinl!' 
which lifts the foot-lever, and throws open the jaw. 

THE GREAT AMALGAMATION. 

The great amalgamation of the three companies, the London 
and North-Western Railway, the Great Western Railway, and the 
South-Western Railway, is attracting the attention not only of 
railwar men1 but of the public at large. Considered as an amal
gamation of fifty millions of capital, it is certainly the largest 
financial operation of the kind yet effected. The capital of the 
Bank of England is not a third part of that of the Great Amalga
mation; the union of the two Eaet India Companies, which re
sulted in that which now exists, was not equal in importance; the 
South Sea Company did not propose to touch so large an amount 
of capital. Abroad no example is to be found of a private er.ter
prise so great. Yet, considered in its individual features, the 
measure does not bear that unprecedented character. The an
nexation of the Great Western to the London and North
Western, is not greater than the annexation of the Grand Junction 
to the London and Birminl!'ham; and the annexation of the South
W estern \s of still less importance. It is therefore the aggregate 
to be constituted which gives character to the measure. 

To hold forth any certain views with regard to the course likely 
to be followed by the managers of this system of policy is in 80 
far futile, as it is by no means sure that they have a design of 
ultimately carrying it out in good faith. When we consider what 
temporary objects the proposition of such a plan is calculated to 
serve, regardleBB of its execution, it is prudent to hesitate before 
we assume too hastily how it will be carried out. If we recollect 
that there is no compulsion on one of the chief members of the 
league (namely, the Great Western,) to am~ate; if we recol
lect that a purposed contest has been long earned on, and has ended 
in the achievement of the objects by the party last-named; when we 
consider the ambition of their ,•iews, and the indisposition of the 
London and North-Western shareholden1 towards them we mn~t 
feel how uncertain is it, so far as the parties themselve~ are con
cerned, whether they wi11 pen1e,·ere,-and still more uncertain, 
whether ~hey '!'ill be ~llowed by the legislature, in opposition to 
the pubhc voice and interests, to carry out the measure in the 
form in which the several boards may settle it with each other. 

It hap.Pens (not unexpectedly to those who know anything of 
the part1e.s) that the avowed object o~ this league is to raise fares, 
and constitute a monopoly; and no time could be more unluckily 
chosen for the promotion of such designs. Three years ago the 
high-fare/arty were beaten by the conclusive evidence of facts, 
~d .force to g:ive way to.a policy which gained neither their con
v1ct10n nor their sympathies. And as they have ever since been on 
the look-out for the opportunity of reverting to their old course, 
~he moment_ a decline took place in railway dividends, it wRB 
mstantly aBBerted that it was owing to the lower fares and in
cre~ accommodation : and ~he directors, seconded by the sym
pa~h1es of 1th~reholden1 of their own school, have lost no time in 
domg away with the day-ticketP, raising the fare8i and diminishinl!' 
the number of trains,-and this is but the beginmng. 

It ~as not been asked, what were the reasons which led to th• 
adoption !'f the lC?w-fare systei;i,-it is quite forgotten that it w811 
the e~per1~nc~ of its success which was the cause of its adoption; aml 
some mqu1ry 1t would be thought might be made, before its abandoo
ment was determined on. At any rate, while the country was in it1 
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ordinary statP, the low-fare system was fully competent to give good 
dividends; and it is therefore quite groundless to assert that it has 
ceased to be able to do to, or that it i11 the cause of lower dividends. 
No one ever supposed or userted that that system was competent 
to give a maximum dividend, irrespective of all other causes; and 
still less that the low-fare system, or the high-fare system, or any 
system, could give the same amount of dividend, in defiance of the 
depre88ion resulting from the greatest financial and political crisis 
which the world has yet seen,-and (if we take into account the 
~ure· of the grain, potato, cotton, sug'llr, and other crops and the 
prevalence of cholera, influenza) and the greatest physical crisis. 

If we were to sit down and estimate beforP-hand what would 
be the results of such a crisis, we surely could not be surprised 
at a falling oft' of dividend11 from ten to seven per cent.; and if 
we had a fore-knowledge of such a crisis, we should be able to 
decide that there mnst be a falling-off in the business of the 
country, such as after-knowledge proves. This is a truism: and 
it is perfectly idle to charge the diminution of revenue on the 
fare system. That there has been a diminution consequent on the 
opening of a great number of branches, we believe ; but that is to 
a great extent a necessary evil, and is temporarr in its operation; 
at all events, the pubhc are not to suffer. Those gentlemen 
who were very anxious for "calvesN and new shares in 184..S, and 
who pocketed the premiums upon them, are not to turn round in 
1848, and make the public pay, because their branches are not yet 
yielding the full ten per cent. At the same time we believe, as 
said in some letters in the Morning Herald on "Railway Legislation 
and Railway Administration,"* that the uniform fares have dressed 
heavily on some of the branch lines; for with a new an unde
veloped traffic, an absolutely low-fare is of no good; bec~use it has 
no effect in diverting the old traffic on to the line of railway, and 
which time iK the chief agent in effecting. A reduction in fares 
will stimulate a traffic already existing, but has not such great 
effect in diverting traffic from accustomed routes, and in overcom
ing the prejudices of old women and obstinate men. The remedy 
proposed for this is a practical one; and that is, to give the Rail
way Board the power of allowing alterations in the tariff's of fares 
beneficial to the companies and to the public. The writer just 
named has pointed out that, so far from fares being raised, they 
might, if the companies had thP power, be beneficially lowered to 
many of the great towns and places of chief resort; wherebr, the 
re,·enues of the companies would he much increased. A Railway 
Board. to be good for anything, should have the power. of miti
gating those regulations which press harshly on the pubhcand the 
companies: and, as the writer in question has shown, there is great 
room for the exercise of such discretionary functions in the case 
~ amalgamations, loans, new stations, fares, preference sh11res, 
and many minor arrangements for which the expense and delay of 
an act of parliament is now needlessly required. 

If, every time there is a commercial panic, the business and 
energies of the country are to be still further depreSiled by the 
railways putting the screw on to the means of conveyance, the 
public will find the need of ridding themselves of such an oppres
sion; and an additional arll"ument will be furnished for taking 
railways into the hands of the government. 

Altogether, the policy of abridging thejublio accommodation is 
as odious as it is unprofitable, but it is he! by a certain school who 
are amongst the WOl'!lt enemies the railway system has ever had. 
Mr. Glyn has always advocated monopoly, high fares, and govern
ment meddling; and his brother chairmen have much the same 
views. They have already met severe rebuffs in the narrow policy 
to which thev are attached; but in the present instance failure is 
sure to attend them, whether successful or unsuccessful in carrying 
a bill throu~h parliament. The public are fully aware of the mo
tives on which 1t is founded; and either a bill will be granted, ac
companied by such stipulations as permanently to reduce the income 
of tlie companies, or free competition in railways will be allowed, 
the result of which will be, at an early date, a cheap line betwe.eu 
London and Birmingham. One railway man already talks of a line 
at £.s,ooo per mile; and it is practicable. In either case the ex
pectations of the shareholders will be greviously deceived; and 
therefore we say, failure must result. 

Mr. Glyn is himself one of the authors of the present difficulties, 
for it was he who advocated the limitation of dividends to ten per 
cent., and its enactment by the legislature; a measure uncall~d for 
and injudicious, for while it did not propitiate those '!ho objected 
to railway profits, it trammelled the companies. While there are 
faminPs and panics, traffic must fiuctuate,-and therefore profits 
must ftuctu:ite. \Vhile the object is to declare a maximum divi-

Le1ten b7 "Obaena," Tewknb11ry, OclobeT, HMS. 

dend of ten per cent., there are no means of forming a reeerve to 
equalize tile dividends; but, were there no restriction, profits abo'l'e 
ten per cent. would be reserved to keep up the dividends in un
favourable years. This is now rendered impossible, whereby very 
great hardships are inflicted on railway shareholdera. The least 
that should have been given is an average ten per cent. from Oie 
time of opening. 

The railway system is yet in its infancy; and nothing can be 
more unwise than the constant efforts to shackle it a.nd to cramp 
it; and the more directors attempt to do so, the more they peril 
the existence of the undertakings to which they belong. In~ 
rested and prejudiced parties may choose to assert that nothing 
more can be done; but whoever looks at the history of the last 
twenty years will never dare to tie himself down to any such con
ditions. It is the very result of improvement, that it allows fur
ther improvements to be made. It would never answer to make a 
machine for half a dozen pins; hut when thousands are wanted 
machines are set up. A great traffic makes expensive engine. 
cheap ; a high speed authorises those means which were before un
thought of. After all, dare any one say that engines cannot be 
made lighter, rails cheaper, bridges and viaducts of readier con
struction, and gradients of greater inclination? The claimant.a to 
effect these things-nay who are now doing them,-are already at 
the doors; the minds of thousands of ingenious men are at work 
in inventing new and cheaper modes of traction; the resourr.es of 
science ared aily becoming greater; and, since light and electricity 
have been enlisted among the servants of man, a new impuae has 
been given to the applications of art. 

The demand for a monopoly forcibly recalls all the evils of our 
present system of legislation on public works. The !tf orisonian 
and Doctrinaire cRlls out for a government system of railways, and 
relies on the Amalgamationists to prove his case: those who ad,·o
cate freedom in public works equally profit by the same circum
stances. Conviction is gaining ground, even among the railway 
press, who have hitherto been staunch advocates of the old com
panies, and opposed the introduction of new ones. HertzpaJJ,'11 
Journal* very well points out1 that in the district of the Great 
Amalgamation there is room tor thrice or four-fold the number of 
railways. And urges that the monopolists will neither make them 
themselves nor allow others to make them. It should be added. 
neither will the government make them, should it get hold of the 
railways; and thus the progress of the country in its struggle with 
manufacturing and commercial rivals may be irretrievably impeded; 
for if we stand still, other countries will not; and as it is, we are 
already too much fettered. Nothing short of freedom in the con
struction of public works can secure us against high charges or in
adequate accommodation; and let us have but that freedom, and the 
Great Amalgamation may be allowed to charge whatever fares they 
like. It is not true that competition in railways cannot exist: the 
que11tion has never been carefully discussed; for the railway parties 
who have discu88ed it have thought themselves bound to monopoly. 
Till the poorer classes of this country can be conveyed on suitable 
terms, we shall not have reached the limits of fair accommoda
tion; and we want thousands of miles of railwB¥ to do this. In 
another part of this journal it is shown that the traffic of the ex
isting railways is but a fraction of the whole traffic of the country: 
indeed, the extension of the means of economical conveyance is 
most urgent. 

When the Amalgamation Bill comes to be discu.ssed in parlia
ment, it is very likely its supporters may be little inclined to go on 
with it. Their strength in the House of Commons is great ; hut 
the exposure of the discussion will of itself be a severe shock., 
while the possible political operations are menacing. To a large 
party in the house a tempting opportunity is offered, of gratifying 
the people at the expenae of the shareholders; cheap travelling 
will save the members from putting taxation on a fair buis, or 
giving the people a share in the government. The Cheap Travel
ling Bill will be the measure of the session ; members may look 
their constituents in the face, and 88)" they have done something; 
and the character of the Do-nothing Parliament will be retrieved. 
The temptation to the government is very sore: financial reforms 
deprive them of patronage in the cu11toms, dockyards, and excise; 
and taking pos11e11sion of the Great Railway Amalgamation will 
give them compensation, without alarming the opponents of patron
age and prerogative, and to the gratification of those who think 
that the government 1hould have legitimate means of securing a 
majority. Neither Whi~ nor Tories can withstand such a chan~ 
in 1fhich both have an interest,-one contingent, the other im
mediate. 

• Noy. 18. 
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The catastrophe of a govemment-purchase Mr. Glyn may anti
cipate, and may have laid this trap to effect, for he has always 
been a consistent supporter of such a course; but th~se are rather 
dangerous times in which to t~y such s.trokes of .policy. If a ~p 
muet be given to the people, ra1hvays will be sacrificed here1 as 1n 
:France the provisional government proposed they should bel. 
under the amiable desire to gratify the people at the expense or 
Rnybody. And English capitalists have alr~ady much suff'ered, 
although the whole measure has not been carried out. 

The position of the Great 'Vestern Railway under its shrewd 
leader, Mr. Saunders, is the great element in the problem. He 
h11s succeeded in getting the means of coerc~ng the. London and 
North-'Vestem after hard fighting; and. he 1s not. likely f!OW to 
rate peace so highly as to give up for 1t the fru1.ts of victory, 
whicli offer them11elves to his hands. What, too, is to be done 
with the broad gauge? After all the service ~t h1111 done to the 
public, is it to be set Rside? What compenS11t1on are the G~eat 
Western to get for their varied claims ? These are ~ q uest1ont1 
to be solved, and to be solved satisfactorily in a pecumary sense, 
or it is very certain amalgamation will not go on. Mr. Saunders 
has fought to get something, and he will have it. • 

Mr. Glyn's motives in bringing about the am11lg~atlon are ap
preciable. He effected that with the Grand Junctlon-;-he stayed 
the diBBension: and to carry out 11 further amalgamation, and to 
appease a most dangerous competition are still greater meas11~es. 
Can he pay the price ? His shareholders have for years been plied 
with the most rancorous insinu11tions by the narrow-gauge .advo
cates; and will they in this day accede to those terms, without 
which the Great 'Vestern will not give up their vantage-ground. 
The South-Western directors and shareholders are glad to snap at 
anythinlf; hut the Old Grand Junction share~olders, and the share
holders m the Liverpool and Manchester Railways, (who have had 
their dividends cut down), are notlikely to hear calmly any propo
sition for giving high terms to a company which they have been 
taught to believe is overcharged with liabilities, paying dividends 
out of cajlital, and pursuing a ruinous system of management. 
These falsehoods have been widely propagated, and have b~en 
countenanced by those who ought to have known better •. Now 
they will reap the fruits of falsehood. The narrow-gauge partisans, 
editors, and pamphleteers, will find it hard to make the Shareholders 
believe a new tale, after what they have heard for years. 

U seems to have been left out of account by most pRrties, that 
the amalJ{llmation will result in an increase of income and eco.nomy 
of expenditure · affording a surplus fund which under a-liberal 
11ystem would go partly to extend public accommodation, but 
which in the present case will be divided between the three par
ties to the amalgamation. This is the point for negotiation. The 
Great Western may S11y, "Without us this amalgamation cannot 
be carried out, and therefore it is fair we should h11ve the larger 
share;" and as this i11 true, they are not obliged to accede to a 
division in proportion to capital, and the greediness of the others 
must give way. 

So far as we regard the public interests, we lll'e most heartily 
glad that this measure has been proposed; fo.r we are convin.ced 
that the ultimate result must be for the public benefit, notwith
standing what directors may believe. The latter may plumethem
lieh·es that they have secured dear fares; but we do not fear that 
we shall have not only cheap fares, but cheRper fares and great~r 
accommodation. Discussion must do good ; and discussion will 
now take place on a wider and more liberal basis than it has here
tofore done. 

'Vhat the end of the bill will be no one CRn SllY ; but meanwhile 
the shareholders will have something to think of, 11nd something to 
talk of at the meetings; and the directors will have time to look.abo?t 
them. The Tim~ and Puneh have got a good cause; the pubhc will 
get excited· and the bill mnv be postponed till anothersession,-or 
may get int~ parliament, and the whole basis of railway legi1lation 
be upset. 

.!lpt flritliout Ktt1t.-Captain Jean Napoleon Zerman, of the Pre11cb 
nn~y. bas receutly taken oui a patent in this country for the connruction 
of 1hip1 without keeh. Hi1 1hip1 are to be Aat·bottomed; and through the 
nuel, from item to item, there ia to be an opening or trough ; the size 
being about the width of one.ibird the greaten breadth of beam of the 
<wrurl, and the height 10 much at just to be above the low.water line. The 
patentee 1tate1 his ohjecl to be, in adopting thi1 mode of construction, en
abling the vea1el to draw len water, and take a greater bold of the water. 
The re1sel1 are bO cunttruc&ed u \o go each way, and are to b&Te a rudder at 
eacb end. 

TMm-etical and Practical Meclianica, duigud principally for Prac
tical Men. By JAMES HA11o'N, A.I.V.E., Mathematical Master of 
King's College School, London. W eale, J 84.8, Bvo.; pp. 324.. 

We are scarcely in the position to review a book written by 
Mr. Hann as impartiRl critics. ~ pre-di~position in fa~our of hi1 
new work, arising from a strong .1mpress1on of the merits of ~ho~ 
which preceded it1 .will be adm1tte~ .hr the reader to be, w1th10 
certain limits a fair ground of cr1t1c1sm. But we have other 
motives for ll partial verdict, besides those patent to all who have 
read Mr. Hann's former publications. The extraordinary zeal 
which prompted him to t~e study of mechanical. and ma~hem~tical 
science-the sacrifices which he has offered to his favourite science 
-these are consider:1tions, d~rived from.perll?nal kno~ledge_,.~hich 
cause admiration mmgled with somethmg like surprise. we are 
too much accustomed to think that academic discipline is almost 
indispensable for the attainment of that severe precision of thought 
and language which is pre-eminently required in mathematical 
studies. Here however, those studies have been pursued iu far 
other scenes than the seclusion of a college, and with far other 
means than the appliances of the professor's lecture, the tutor's 
private instruction, the discussio.n wi.th conte.mp~rary students, 
and the powerful stimulus of a umvers1ty exammat1on. 

In Mr. Hana's work we occasionally meet with definitions and 
expreBSions which seem to lack the precision of our accu11-
tomed class-books. Our author in these cases, is not always, as it 
appears to us, uninfluenced by impressions derived from th~ workl 
of inferior writers,-men who addreBB themselves to J?ract1cal en
gineers, and have been too long deemed mathematicians beeauee 
they use mathematical symbols. But if Mr. Hann and ourselves 
be at iB11ue respecting the value of the clBllB of authors referred to, 
\his at least we concede--that if he sometimes boirow from such 
books their ~nscientific phrases, he dues not borrow their blunders 
in the oonception and application of principles. In turning over 
English books on engineering and analogous subjects. we usually 
adopt a rule derived from vexatious experience, never to trust to 
the result or' a single investigation till after having worked it over 
again for ourselves. In looking over the pages of thi11 book we 
du nothing of the kind ; we do not expect to find at every turn an 
error of Jlrinciple. On the contrary, we have not yet found but 
one result which we are disposed to dispute: this occurs at pRge 
20&. 

" Snppoae, by meuurement, it be .found that a man.~f·1Var, 11'ith its or<I. 
nance, rigging, and appoinimen~, arnk ao dee~ 119 io displace 1.30.0 ~ons of 
1ea.water,-what ia the whol~ weight of ihe 1b1p, 1uppo11ng a cubic inch of 
aea.water to weigh •5949 of an ounce avoirdupoia? 

" The weight of ihe 1Vater displaced is equal to the weight of the ship. 
216 gallons = I too. 1300 X 216. = 260,800 gallou1; and if we take 
277·2738 cubic incbea to the gallon, then 2110,800 X 277·2738 = 
776 1184 • 83·04 cubic inches ; and this multiplied by ·5949 gives 
463:180,' ll ·5367 ouncea = 1292·35 tou1, 1he weigbi of the 1hip." 

Surely there is an error in this passage. If the displacement of 
the ship be I 300 tons, it will weigh 1,300 tone--not an ounce, not 
the millionth~part of a grain, more or less. Here, however, with
out any apparent reason, the displacement i~ reduced from tons 
to cubic inches, and then brought back agam to tons ; and the 
several multiplications with decimals account for the eight tons 
lost iu this unnecessary process. The error is, however, evidently 
accidental. 

About one-third of Mr. Hann's work is devoted to the theory oC 
statics · and considering the class of readers for whom bis work is 
intend~d he has acted judiciously in avoiding, as far as possible, 
complicated mathematical operations. We wish that it coU.ld have 
been found practicable to substitute arithmetical methods for the 
somewhat difficult analysis which occurs in the subsequent pages. 
The chapter upon Revetemen~s (p. !09-223), for .example, consists 
almost entirely of mathe~at1cal ,s:ymbols, e:nd 1s not, therefore, 
likely to have much practical ut1Iity. Besides, we have strong 
doubts whether any system of theoretical computation ~~ express 
even approximately the pressure of. earth upon su~a1!1mg w~s. 
Coulomb's idea of the wed~e of max!mum p~essure 1s, 111. a scien
tific view, extremely be~ut1ful; but m practice ma~y thmgs .con
cur to vitiate all deductions from the theory. In railway cuttmgs, 
stratified formations which diJ.> to the horizon will be liable to 
slide forward where tke inclination is towards the face of the cut
ting; and when the inclinatio'! is in the rev~rse directi'?n, the ~tra~a 
may sust11in each other by thell' mutual action. In this way 1t will 
happen thnt, in a railway cutting through inclined strata, the 
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right-hand bank may require the support of a strong revetement 
wall, while the left-hand bank is able to support itself. Again, the 
e6'ect8 of ramming or binding the earth of an embankment, and of 
imperfect drainage, &c., altogether vitiate mathematical formulll!. 

We do not insist upon this point to the disadvantage of Mr. 
Hann's book, but as a general truth. It might be extended to 
another important subject-the theory of the Arch. There also we 
are satisfied that practice and modern theory are widely at variance. 
Petit and Garidel's tables (p. 2H-6) may be correct abstractedly; 
but we imagine that it· would be difficult to poiut out one actually 
existing structure for which they would indicate even approxi
mately correct results. There do oot IU'i8t any of those ' arches 
11·ith parallel extrados," and " arches with horizontal extrados, .. 
for wllidi the tables are computed. ReaJ· bridges and arches are 
not the homogeneous uniform structures here supposed : on the 
contrary, they are composed of materials of very variable specific 
gravitie11 ; the voussoirs may be of granite or Portland stone, the 
&J.>andrils may be either filled in with solid rubble, or partly occu
pied by abutting or inverted arches, and the roadway and parapet 
may be composed of materials still more heterogenous. No ge
neral formulm will meet such cues. If there be any instances 
where Petit and Garidel's tables (founded on the assumption that 
all the materials of the arch are homogeneous, and uniformly 
distributed) apply with anything like accuracy, we at least are not 
aware of tlleir existence. 

In the present treatise, the mathematical theories of the 
Arch and Revetements are presented with as much simplicity 
and analytical elegance as the subjects probably permit, but 
engineers never can, and never will, trust to long mathematical 
formulm. In abstruse theoretical calculations, the errors arising 
from negleet of practical contingencies increase and multiply at 
every step of the investigation; 110 that the adoption in practice of 
remote results of theory is generally inadmissable, and ii.lways ha
zardous. The more value, therefore, attaches to the numtrous 
llimplifications effected in the present wot k. The mathematical 
science of engineering ·is daily becoming more simple and exact; 
and to Mr. Hanu belongs a large share of the merit of these im
portant imptovements. 

On the lmp<n-tance of Studying Ab6tract Scimce, vntA a YietDto ita 
Future Practical Applicationa-An Introductorg Lecture, given al 
Putney Co/Jege, Sept. 184.8. By LYON PL.&YF.&IB, F.R.S., F.G.S.
[Printed for private circulation.] 

This lecture of Dr. Playfair's is of more extensive use than it 
would appear to be from its title. There is a general disinclina
tion on the part of practical men who have not been educated 
scientifically, to allow that such investigations as those which take 
place in the laboratory of the chemist, or the experimental philo-
110pher are practically useful. It may take more or less time to bring 
their discoveries into tue for the benefit of man, but Dr. Plllyfair 
has shown that some of the least-promisinjr discoveries have even
tually been made extremelv useful-polarization of light1 for ex
ample, and galvanism. His text is the idea on whicb Boyle 
wrote:-" There is no one thing in nature the uses of which are 
thoroughly understood." Nothing about or around us but what 
mar eventually be found to be of service to man in many ways, of 
which at present he is ignorant. 

The certainty of this truth is undoubtedly a great incentive to 
all to persevere in acquiring a knowledge of the intimate constitu
tion of bodies, and the developments of their known qualities. 
Dr. Playfair also gave excellent advice to the students he was ad
dressing, on the necessity of intense application, and constant per
severance in studious and industrious habits. In the present day, 
the examples of fortunes rapidly made by men eminent in their 
profession, and sometimes even by less competent persons, have 
an injurious effect on the risinir generation-making them expect 
to advance more rapidlf than 1s either good for them or their em
ployer!!. However wel qualified to enter on the practice of their 
profession, no young men ought to look to securing, at starting in 
life, positions or emoluments which are the le~timate prize of 
lengthened services, and years of laborious assiduity. 

To return io Dr. Playfair's lecture, which will be read with 
pleasure by all who iake an interest in the practical applications 
of science, we would only further hint, that a little more care 
should be taken in correcting the press, even though 'he lecture is 
printed for "private circulation onlg." Some sentences are un
grammatical, and some unintelligible; but we again must express 
our opinion, that the main idea of the lecture is excellent, and the 
advice given well deserving the careful attention of ihe students. 

A very good illustration of the progreu, from the diacoYery of 
an abstract philoeophical theory to its practical application, ia 
given in the following extracts:-

" lt la but the onrllo"iop of science which tbua enter low and aaimatc 
indu1try. Ia ita atudy you are never 1ure that the monow may not gladdr11 
the world with aa application of a principle which w.day wu al>Rrac& and 
appeared remote from practice. Thil ia a truth that I wiab moat pinina
larly w impreu upo11 you who are to devote your livee to ita practical appli. 
catioaa. In your atwiiea you will cooataotly meet with abatract tnub1 
which you might think it wu unaeceaaary '<I acquire, becauae you did not 
aee their practical tendency. Thia feeling in itaelf ia wrong, educ:a&ioo 
being a courae of mental diaciplioe fitted to frame the mind w habiu of in
duction and inveatigatioa ; and therefore, if it were thought ueceaaary to 
teacn you trutha, which from their nature never could be practically applied, 
their uae woald 1till be great in ezpaoding and tutoring your iotellecta, &11d 
enabling them '<I grasp difBcultiea when they pre1eat tbemaeh·ea." 

" An ofBcer of artilllll'f, directing an optical io1trumeot '<I the wiadowa of 
Venaille1, which were illumined by the 1uo, wu 1truck with the fact tblL 
ia one po1itioo they diaappeared from bi1 view. Thia wu the fint daWll of 
the diacovery of polariaed light,-of light which bad aul!'ered ·a change, 
similar to that which it eitperieoc:ea when it bu pa-.d through doubly re
fracting Iceland apar. When a ray of tbia light wu paued through flat 
plates of certain cryataliaed 1ubttaoce1, the mott brilliant coloun were oU
aerYed. Tbeae phenomena were remarkable, and were well wortby of the 
attention of acieoillic obae"en. Nothing, boweYer, could appear more re
mote from practice than the atudy of an altered beam of light. It wu moa& 
intereauag, indeed, that, u ia the caae of aouad, where two aouada reach. 
iag the ear either enlt or deatroy the elfea, 10 ia light, two raya interfering 
with each other may produce darkneaa. But who from thi1 ab1tract obler· 
vatioa ·would have dreamt that out of it would come aaeful applic:atioa1? U 
wu found that the light which reached rellectiog 1urfacea at a particular 
angle wu polari1ed in coming from them; that, for enmple, macb of the 
light reflected from water ia ia thi1 condition. Thus, suppose, you look irnh 
a ~icbol'a prism, the common polariaer, at the shadow of a maa oa a amooth 
lake; by turning round the priam in a certain direction the ahadow will dia
appear, because much of the light ia polarised, while the man aeea by com
mon light will remain riaible ; tbua realizing the German fable of the man 
without a abadow. Thia property of the polariaing prism wu al&er a time 
applied w the important purpose of detecting 1hoal1 and rocka at aea. lt 
bad been long the practice for mariaen, when they 1a1pected. the exiateace 
of sboala, to aend a man to the bead of the malt to detect them ; for the 
outlook viewing the water from a vertical po1itioo abut out much of the re
flected light, which duzled and obatructed bia vie"· Now, aa a great part 
of thia reflected light is polarized, it wu obvio111 that by looking through a 
polarizing priam from the deck, the depth• of the ocean could be 1e11noeJ 
without the interruption of the glare, which had formerly rendered this ao 
difficult; and thus tbi1 ab1tract truth of tbe alter11ioa of light by reflectioa 
became practically applied to the preaervatioo of mariaen from the buarda 
of the aeL Another useful application wu now made '<I aalmoa llaberiea, to 
enable the 1pearameo to aee the fish at coaaiderable depth•, where deteci1oa 
was before impouible. The 1ingular insight which polarized light gave into 
the inner conatitution of bodies, w11 uaefull1 employed to discover the law1 
of teoaion in beama, tbua 1howiog that it mi6 bt be made tu aid ia the pro
motion of mecbanica. Under the baoda of a Biot, a ray of polariaed ligh& 
performed with magical quickoeaa the moat refi:ied but tedioUI operation• of 
the analytical chemilt, by enabling him '<I ucertain the amouni of augar ia 
variou1 • aacr.barioe 1ub1taoces. He waa enabled '<I follow the iacrea.ins 
richoe11 of 1ugar in the juicet of various planta at ditf'ereot atagee of tb~1r 
growth, 10 u to indicate "'hen they are moat fitted to be gathered in for &be 
purpo1ea of the augar manufactures; and by the 11me ray 1ilently perform
ing ita quick aoal)ai1, be wu able to make improvement• in the economy of 
labour. Tbu1, when beet ia ready '<I be gatbered, labour ia in demand for 
the harveating of other c1op1, and consequently i1 e1tpen1ive. It would ao& 
do then to take another crop, such u pannipa, inferior in ita amount of 
sugar, u the coat of production would outweigh the returna. But preciuly 
at the time that bones and carta are diaeogaged, and labour i1 cheap, par .. 
nips contain moat of their .. ccharioe iogrei.lieota, ao that it ii then uteful to 
employ the idle mill• in the production of sugar from thia plant. Tboa a 
ray of light bu produced good also '<I the farmer, u well u to tbe aealariog 
man and the engineer. Or '<I take a case of the nae of polariaed light &u 

lcieoce, who could hl'fe dreamt that the coloura it exhibitt in tranaparent 
1ub1taoc:ea would render it poaaible, by means of a mineral, '<I detf'r1111~e 
111ch que1tioo1 aa to whether the light of the IQD proceeded from a 1olid 
mu1 or from a gueoua canopy, or whether the cometa enjoyed light of their 
own, or only reflected the light from other bodiea (Humbuldt) l 

There are other application• of polari1ed light '<I the teleacope for me.· 
auriog the aize of di1taot objects; but to tbeae l will ooL at preaeot draw 
your attention, mentioning only one other inataoce, the recent beautiful d11. 
covery of Wheatstone, who baa invented a aimple meana, tar more accurate 
and Qleful than the 1un-dial, of determining the apparent 1olat time h1 tho 
diurnal cbangea of 'be plane of polari1atioo at the north pole of the ,i.~-. 
By availing bim1elf of the fact that the planes of polari1a1ion in 1he nurin 
pole of the 1ky change enctly u the po1ition of the hour circle alte•t, 
Wbeatawoe baa adapted a simple and ingenious apparatua, by wbicb ti.re 
true time may be told within three minutes. Thia elegant appliculo11 ot U10 

a 
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laW1 or pulariutlon 11 only one or otben which we msy n:pect from the 
eame pbilneopber ." 

The following interests others beside& etudente of the College 
for Civil Engineers, and in the present dearth of employment at 
home will meet with attention from many of our readers; and the 
more so, aa it comes from one who baa a practical knowledge of 
what he &ays :-

" h is scarcely neceBBary to urge on you the de1irablene11 o( a praclical 
ed11catioo, 111cb u JOU will receive Ill tbi1 College. I have said euou_gh lo 
1bow you that it i1 iodiapenaable io tbi1 country, if you wieb to outstrip the 
competition which now, happily for the world, prevails io all depart~e.ots 
of ind uetry. Ir it he requisite here, it ii far more oereseary lo the aspmog 
colooi1t abroad, The lleld open for well-educated meu io the colooies i1 
110 great, that I doubt oot tbPre will be many of you who will try their for· 
tunes in (nreign lands. I myaelf, having been born in a colony, and •.II my 
relation• having 1pent their live1 and acquired their fortnnea io colonie1, I 
naturally know 1omewb1t of the life and o( the pro1pectl of intelligent 
emigrantl. Tbia I can auure you, that I hue never known an instance o( 
failure, where a man went out with a well-grounded acientillc koowl~dge, 
and with a power of applying it in a 1pecial direction. I have many fnend1 
in the colooiea, who have gone out with no other recommendation than 
that-a very high one certainly-of being proficient io 1ome one o( the 
1ciencea. I recall to my miorl at the pre1eot moment namn of men who I 
am proud to call my (rienda-meo who are now all in the enjnyment of 
lucrative posh abroad, from having ttone out, •ome with a knowledge o( 
geology, otben o( chemi1try, and others o( natural history. It ia true t~at 
1cientillc men are rare io our colonies ; and it i1 becauee practical scientific 
education ii rare,-tbe more tbe chance for you who avail your1elve1 o( 
your youth and your advantages. Look at the treunrea opened ia Aullralia 
by the di1covery of coal and o( V1luable mineral ore1. What a grand ~eld 
for the mioeralogiat, the metallurgiat, the geologist, chemist, ind pr1et1c~l 
engineer I When we hear o( men who have lately made large fortunes in 
the course o( three years, by a happy development of formerly.neglected 
mineral wealth, ia there not here encouragement to those who have a sound 
knowledge of the applied 1cience1 to devote their livee to the development 
of our colonial industry? But in attemptl to do 10, there will be, of cou_ne, 
dilllcuhiea to o"ercome, 1ucb 11 canaot occur iu thi1 land, where all kinda 
of profe11ional talent i1 available. It is for thi1 that we give .& general 
practical education aucb u we do. Are yon to be a farmer in the colonies? 
Theo learn before you go lo undentand the principle• o( machinery, 10 at 
to make and repair .your implementa; learn bow to eurvey; how by geo
logy and chtraietry to choose your land; bow to cultivate it wbeu pro· 
cured-learn lo think bow the reaouroe1 of the country are to be econo
mised. Recollect, that in boilio~ down whole flocks of 1beep for tb,ir 
tallow only, io imitation of your brother (armers, you mil{ht at the 1Bme 
time mak11 the moat admirable and nutritious porlable meat and eoup1 for 
armies aud navie-a procese, i( carried out, which i1, I am sure, de1tined 
to become one of the most valuable, though yet untried manufactul'H o( 
Auatralia-aod why untried 1 Becauet there Is no ecieoce to guide them 
in a maoufactory involving a knowledge of animal chemistry, aa well u 
of a wiae adaptatiou of machinery, and an acquaintance with what bu 
been done in the 1ame way io other conotries. And if you l{o out Bl a 
au"eyor, bow iovuluable lo 1aio the geological knowledge which you may 
also here acquire; bow indescribably useful your chemical power of detect· 
irg and BllBying valuable oree and minerals I Are you destined for the 
army abroad 1 TbP. beet way of getting staff.appoiotmenfl or lucrative 
employment, is to have the power of making younelf uaeful with your 
1Cientific knowledge. I again aay, that in this 1ervice lo our colonies l 
have never known an inatance where a really deetrvlog scleotifio man 
(ailed in being 1ptedily advaoctd to a useful and honou!'Able position. 

But do not think that in tbeae Clays fortunes or boooura are ea1ily ac
quired, It ia not mediocrily in your pursuit& that will eoable you to out
run the muses struggling to push forward. The age ii au age of action ; 
and if yon are to succeed io future lire, you muet now brace and prepare 
younelf for the atruggle. H you (all asleep now while you are young, 
in vi1our, aod able to prepare yourself for future life, the world will oot 
know when )OU awake, and it will be a long and a 1Bd 1lrur:1de for you to 
overtake those who were acti•e when yon were paseive. Recollect, that 
it ii oDIJ by study, downright bard study, that you can arquire that mental 
atreugtb and vigour that will enable you to overcome the increuiog diffi· 
cultiea of progreH lo life." 

Hi81My of Architecture from the Earlieat Timu; ita Present Con
ditiml in Europe and tli.e United Statea. By Mrs. L. C. TUTHILL. 

Philadelphia: Lindsay and Dlakiston, 1848. 
.A. there are some remark& on this work in the FIUCiculu1 of 

"Candidus," we ehall not trouble our reader& much furthei: 88 to 
its critical merit&. It waa intended for a popular work m the 
United States, but, unhappily, it gives little definite information 
aa to the buildings there, and is ten years behind hand 88 to those 
of Europe, the "Architectural Magazine" having been the chief 
authority. 

It seems from the remark• of the authoreu that Gothic and 
Elizabethan are now the faahion, instead of Greek, but there are 
few favourable American examples of any style given by the 
authoress, thouj!,'h there are many American buildings of great 
merit. We shall try and glean what we can aa to buildings in the 
United States of which any particulars are given by the writer. 

At Boston among the novelties are named-
" Trinity CltureA, iu Summer-1treet, a Gothic edifice, ol granite, built 

iii 1829. . 
Tiu n--1 n- ia a large and beautiful building, of gra111te, with a 

fine Doric portico in front. J. Rogen, architect. 
Two beautiful Gotbiccburcbee, oHreeatooe, ware built in 1847. Billiop, 

architect." 

At New York-
" TM CAurcla in WulaitlglOtWpan, belonging to a congregation o( t~e 

Dutch Reformed denomination, ia said to be one o( the moat perfect Gothic 
atructurea in the U oiled States. Le Fevre, architect. 

Trinity Ckurcla was commenced iu 18~1, o~ the site of t~e old churc~ in 
Broadway, and completed in 1846. It 11 built o( a btaut1ful lloe-gra1oed 
freellooe, in the Perpendicular Gothic style. It i1 192 feet long, and 84 
wide. It• paceful, 1ymmetrical 1pire ia 264 feet high. It ia by many coo. 
lidered the floeat specimen o( eccleaiaatical architecture io tbi1 country. 
Mr. Upjobn, architect. . 

Groce C.hrcl, on Broadway, ia built in the form o( a crou, in the Gothic 
atyle and ia o( white marble. The windows are o( stained glua, and the 
edift~e coat 145,000 dollan (£30,000). It wu completed in 184!1. Mr. 
Renwick, architect. 

The c.,,10,,. HOV#, in Wall.street, i1 a beautiful Doric building, 177 feet 
long, and !19 feet wide. The architecia were lthiel Town and Aleunder J. 
Davi1. 

Tle Epilcopol CMwcla of flu Hol1 Trinity, at Brook Iyo, New York, ia one 
of the fioe1t 1peoimen1 o( Gothic architecture in !hi1 country. A c~tizen o( 
Brooklyn with a munifictnce above commend1t100, bu ereeted tb11 noble 
edifice, at a coat o( about 1 !10,000 dollan ( £30,000 ). Lefevre, architect." 

At Philadelphia-
T/u Uniltd Stott1 Bonk, now the United States Cnatom Hou1e (or the 

port o( Pbiladelpbia, ia oue of the most beautiful buildings in tbi1 ~untry. 
It i1 closely copied from a perfect model, the Parthenon. lta length 11 l~ 1 
feet· it1 breadth 87 feet. The fine ma11ive Doric colu:noa o( the porhco 
stand upon a plltform o( white marble, tht ascent to which i1 by a high 
ftight o( marble dtps. Thua lifted up away from the street it bu a . very 
imposing appearance. The baokiug-room ia 81 feet long and 48 feet wide. 

The new Bank of Penn1y!V1nia ia copied from the Ionic Temple of the 
Muses, upon the lliuua ; it ia built o( marble, aud ia a large and handsome 
edifice. • 

7'/u Gir11rd College.-The main building, which iJ the subject o( tb11 
description ia rom po1ed in the Corinthian· order o( Grecian architecture: it 
coven a ap~ce o( 181 feet by 239i feet, and con1i111 o( 10 octastyle perip. 
teral aupentructure, resting upon a b11ement ?' 8 feet in ~eight, com~o~ed 
entirely of 1t~p1 extending around the whole edifice; by which a pyr1m1d1cal 
appearance i1 given to the aubstruction, and a means of approach alforded to 
the porticoe1 from every aide. The dimensions of the etylobate (or platform 
on which the cnlumna stand) are 1!19 feet on the fronts, by 217 feet on the 
fiaoka; and the cell, or body of the building, mea1urea ll I f~rt, by 169 feet. 
The whole height, from the ground to the apu o( the roof, 11 100 feet. 

The columns are 34 lu number; the diameter o( the abaft at the top o( 
the base ia 6 feet, and at the bottom o( the capital, !i feet; the height o( the 
capitals including the abacus, is 9 feet, anJ the width, from the edreme 
corners' o( the ab1cu1, 10 feet; the whole height of the column, including 
capital and b11e, ia !i!i feet. The entahlature ia 16 feet 3 ioc~ea bi~b, and 
the greatest projection o( the ~rnice! from the ~ace o~ the fnez~, 11 4 ft. 
9 in.; the elevation o( the pediment 11 20 (t. !i 1n., being one.ninth o( the 
apao. The capitala o( the column• are proportioo~d from those o( the 
monument of Lyaicrate1 at Athena : they are o( American marble, and were 
wrought upon the ground• of the college. . . 

The building ia three 1tories in height, each o( which 11 2!1 feet from lloor 
to floor: there are four rooms o( !10 feet 1qaare in each story. Tboae o( the 
tint and eecond story are vaulted with ttroin arches, and tboee of the third 
story with dome• aupported on pendentive1, which spring from the corner~ 
o( the rooms at the floor, and anume the form o( a circle on the horizontal 
eection at the height o( 19 feet. These room• are lighted by mtana o( aky
lighh ~( 16 feet in diameter. All the domes are termioa~d below tbe pl~e 
o( the roof, aud the 1kyligbt1 project but one foot above 1t, 10 u not to lD· 

terfere with the character of the architecture. 
The roof is covered with marble tiles, ao nicely overlapping each other u 

to defy the moat beating 1torm1. 
Beaide the main edifice, there are four other buildings belonging to the 

inatltutioo, each !12 feet wide, 12!1 feet long, and four atories high. TbolDBI 
U. Walter, architect." 

At Washington, among other buildings, are-
" Tht Prtndenl'1 HOIUt, of Potomac freestone. It baa two (rontl with 

porticoes, and ia 180 feet in length by 8!1 feet iu width. 
7 M Potent Office ii still uulloilhed ; it i1 deaigued, when completed, to 

49 
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1urro1Jnd the 1qu1re on which it atanda. h is of the dark freeatone of the 
Potomac. The building alr~atly completed baa a auperh portico of the Doric 
order. · 

TM Gmwal Poat Office, of "hite marble, is a magnificent building, orna
mented with pilaaten, and an entablature of the Corinthian order. The 
tdiflr.e already occupies the front and part of two other aides of a 1quare. It 
ia unfinhhed, but when completed will be one of tbe moat apleudid bui!ding1 
in the United States. 

TM Capitol ia finely situated, commanding a view of the city, with the 
anrrounding country, and the river Potomac. It ia 352 feet long in front, 
and itt greateat height 14:1 feet. The Hall of the Representatives i1 of a 
half-circnlar form. The dome riae1 abo•e an entablature, 1upported by 24 
Corinthian column• of variegated n.arble (aometiwes c:allr.d pudding 1tone), 
from the banka of the Potomac." 

At Baltimore we find-
" TM Romaa Catlwlic Catliedral, planned by Latrobe. It 11 of the 

Ionic order; 190 feet in lengih, 117 feet 11ide, and 127 feet high, to the top 
of the dome." 

For want of something better we shall extract what is said of 
the public squares and walks of the United States, to which more 
attention ia now paid, a gratify in.- proof of the progreliil of taate. 

"The citizen• of New York hue at length become aware of the beauty and 
11lubrit)' of puhlic 1quares. St. John'a.park, W11hington-aquare, Union-
1quare, and aeveral otben in recently-built partt of the city, are tutefully 
ornamented with treea and abrubbery, affording aweel green apott for the 
eye to rest upon, 11 a relief from the glare of brick wa.111 and dirty pue
menu. 

Every city ahould make ample provision for 1paclou1 pnblic squarea. Tree1 
of every variet)', abrub1, ftowers, 111d evergreen1, 1bonld decorate these 
gronnds, and fouotaina throw up their 1parkling waten, contr11ting their 
pure white marble 11·ith the deep green foliage. Here, beneath the 11badcd 
walkl, the inhabitant• might enjoy the 1weet air, the children lport upon the 
freah grus, and all be refreahed and cheered by tbe eight of beautiful natural 
ohJecta. Here the young and old might meet to •drive dull care away,' and 
loae for a few brief momentl the calculating money.making plans that almoat 
cooatautly u&urp American thought and feeling. 

The Boston Common is the mod spacious ple11ure ground ia the United 
Slates. Seventy five acres were appropriated by the early • fathera of the 
town' for thi1 vurpose, on the condition that it ahould ever remain devoted 
in this way to i:uhlic convenience and comfort. The same venerable elm1 
which &haded the patriot• of the revolution, alill wave over the beada of 
their auccenon, and fre1h 1oung treea are planted from year to year by the 
aide of the new graveller.l walks, rendered neceaaary by the rapidly increuing 
population of the city. The undulating ground of the common gives it a 
pl•·asing diveraity of hill and vale, and the little lake or pond near the centre 
add1 lo ill pictoreaque beauty. 

Tbe l\ew York Battery, though mnch 1maller, la very delightful, affording 
a view of the maguiflcent harbour, gemmed with its beautiful i1land1. Con
venient seal• are placed about the b11ttery, that ita numerous viaiton may 
quietly enjoy the cooling breezea fron1 the ocean, beneath the grateful abade 
of the treea. It ia one of the loveliest 1pott in the world. 

The public squares of Philadelphia are incalculably important to the health 
of the city. Beneath the dense foliage of Wa1hingtoa-1quare, crowds of 
merry children enjoy, unmolested, their healthful sports. Within the inclo-
1ure of lndependence-•quare wu lirat promulgated lhll Derlaration of Inde
pendence. Franklin-aquare baa in the centre a fountain, falling into a band-
1ome "'bile marble b"'in. Pena, Logan, and Rittenbouae-aquarea are al10 
ornamental lo the city. 

The New Haven-green haa been justly celebrated as one of the most beau
tiful public 1quare1 in this country. !ta elm• are remarkably fine; it has 
1 ecently been enrloaed with a li11ht and ta.teful iron railing, which adds 
much to ila beauty. 

Many of our large cities are entirely destitute of auch green retreat•. 
Garden1 and squares are 10 neceuary to the beahh, as well 11 the enjoyment 
of thoae who are abut up in the cloae slreett of a city, tbnt it should be 
conaidered an imperative duty to provide tbera for all claaaea of the iaba
bit.uta." 

The following shows the resources available to the architect in 
the United States:-

" Gr1111itt, a pr•mary rock, m11y be called the .foundatio11-1to11e of 1b11 
.. arth. lta conslttu•nl parts are quartz, fdd•par, and mica. 11 ii a hard 
and brittle etuoe, but with mu<·h labour ma) bto worl.ed into capitals and 
other orn1&wental parta of a building. It 11bounds 10 the New Englaud 
1State1, espvcially in New Hampshire and MasHchusetts. A beautiful 
white granite ia there quarried, and employed in buihl1ng at home, and 
aenl to dialalll parta of tbe Union. The United Stales Bunk ia of this 
white granite; the market hou11e al Boston, some floe dwelling-bouaea in 
New York, and many other edilicea there and elsewhere. 

Simil• i1 often called 11ranite, from ita reaemblance to it ; feldspar and 
hornblende pretlomioate in its composition. It i1 even mttre difficult lbaa 
ir.nnite to chisd into ornamental work. The line quarry of thia alone al 
Quincy, near Boston, bas given it the uame of Quincy alone, by wbicb it 
b e:1.tea1inly known. lbe Aalor H. u111 in New York is built entirely of 

aienite, and ia 801ton lbere are many alructure1 which hue now been 
tlandiag for 80me yeara; ahowing that it beart e:i:puaure to lbe air 
without injury to Ila appearance. The Buaker·hill Monument ia of tbi; 
atoue. 

Marblt i1 one of the most durable of atones. The beauliful Penlelic 
marble of the Parthenon baa stood tbe 1torm1 of more than 2,0110 year'!' 
wilbout injury. Happily for us, this line material abuunda ia almoat e•er; 
part of the country. The black, gray, and white marble of Vt'rmoat are 
ntenainly known. Muaacbuaetta furniahee apecimena of various kiud._ 
The aplendid columu1 of lhe Girud Colle11e were brought from Sbellield 
in Berk•bii:e county, in that State, New Hampshire baa aever~l quarries: 
la Connecticut, near New Haven, g1eea warble abouad1, reeembling the 
•erde antique. Ma!'y 1~ecimens ~f this marble b,a•e beeu 111'.Dl to Europe, 
and been much admired 10 the cabinets of the curiou1 and sc1eotilic. Near 
the ~ame place another qu,arry ia found, in which yellow pretlominates. 
Whtie marble abound1 10 Pennsylv11nia. In abort, marble ii 80 abun
dantly aupplied, that taste and durability may be combined by lbe uae cf 
lbia material in elegant edilice1. 

The United State1 Mint, Cuatom-house, and Penn11l•ania Bank ia 
Philadelphia, are all of Pennsylvanian marble; the Washington Moau
went, Baltimore, ia alao of white n.arble. 

Sanu1tone, usually called freealone, ia found of nriegated coloun from 
gray to rer.l, and dark brown. It is eaaily wrought, &ad much u~ in 
building. Ei.tenai•e quarrie1 of red freeatoae are worked at Cb&Lbam in 
Connecticut. T~e Potomac freeatoue is e1te111i•ely used ; the Preaide~t'• 

· Houee, the Capitol al Waahington, and 8L Paul's Church, .lloaton are 
built of it. Sometime• it ia e!11ployed wilbout smoothing, and i1 tb~a a 
durable &nd economical _material for cottagee, alabl.es, &c. It is in geaeral 
uae for the bHement, w1ndow-11ll1, and cape of brick buildings. 

Gntiu, a atone containing a large proportion of mica, splita wilb ease 
and affords a beautiful puiag-atone. ' 

Slot• ia found in great abundance in thi1 country ; it ia used for eowerinif 
roofs, and ahould be uniYeB&lly 1ubslituted in cilie1 for ahioglea or other 
combuatible materials. 

No country in the world is more abundantly aupplied with wood of enry 
variety than lbe United State&. 

The u:ltite oak growa to a great height ia lbe Middle State1 and ia Vir
ginia •. It is ~trong an? durable, and although aometimea employed in 
domestic a~cb1teclure,. •s more generiUly uee.d for abip building. The 
black oak rises to a al11l greater be1gbt, but 11 not ao large in circumfer
ence, Several other kinda of oak a.buund, all of them durable and eome 
of them eicellent for timber. ' 

Tbe 6/ac/c. walnllt is a ~autiful wood for the interior, being ausceptible 
of a line pohah, and not hable lo warp, nor 10 •plit. In Ohio 1od Kea
t~cky this wood is . uaed for the abingling of housea, and occasiooally for 
llmbt:r~. It 1s admirably adapted for doon and w·iudow-frame1. 

Maple, of aever11l varieli.,a, is •IBo auaceptible of a lioe poli,;h. Tbe 
curled and b.ird'a·eye maple are wery bantlaorue for interior fiaiabiog. 
Maple1 grow 10 almost every part of the U aion ; lheJ &re numeroua IUld 
lu'luriaut iD the Western Statea, 

Pint i1 a soft wood, eaaily worked, and haa for lbi1 reaaon been hitherto 
quite 100 much uaed for building. It ia, bowe•er, a valuable wood and 
will long continue lo be used for the interior, after wore durable mat;rial11 
a:e 1ul>6tituled f~r the e:U<"rior of builtlings. From Maiue to Florida 
ptoes of v1u1ous k1nd1 abound, 11od are esj>Orled iu large quaalilia to 
Europe and the Weal lotlies. 

The ll'ltile <Ult i1 a 1trong and durable wood, which 1ometimf'll grow1 to 
the height of 110 feet. J t dplita straight, and ia not apt to 1hrink. U 
abounua woat in the Northern State1, 

Blrl'lt i1 1101 much uaed iu building, although it abound1 iu New Eng· 
land 11.otl lh!! l\litltlle St11.lea, 

'fhe black birc/1 furniabea a hard, dark-coloured wood, that receive• a iae 
poli.b, 1tud is very haotlaowe for iuterior linisbiag. 

The cypres• grow1 to a great aize iu lbe l:!oulbern Statea, and ia fre
quently used for buildiug. 

Tbe white ctdar grows abnndantly iu the Middle and Southern States, 
anti being 11 soft ligbt wood is uatd for ahinglea and interior liatahiog. Tbe 
reJ ~euur ia a durable wood, uaed for post.I &nd fences." 

It will be seen from the extracts we have given that aome very 
respectable works have been lately executed, or are in progreli, 
but there is no great architectural monument on hand. 

Syllabu1 of Lecture• on Civil Engineering,for the tUe qf tJte Stu
dent• at Putney College. By W. RANO!i:R, C.E., lecturer on Civil 
Engineering and Architecture at Putney College, and on Civil 
Engineering to the H.E.I.C. Officers at the Royal Engineeriotr 
Establishment, Chatham. London: Taylor, 18,.8. 

This is nothing but what it purports to be-the syllabus of lec
tures ; yet it may be very usefully referred to by the professional 
man. It seems very easy to put down the heads of lectures; hut 
.Mr. Ranger has shown m the arrangement the resources of 11 

logical mind, and his intimate acquaintance with the subj~& 
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which he tearhes. Jt is in these qualities thnt consists the use for 
the jrofessional man, who is able practically to supply the de
taile information, and may refresh his memory by rending, undt;r 
each head, the enumeration o( the various resources applicable to 
the work intended. 

HYDROGEN GAS AS A MOTIVE POWER. 

Among the patents for new inventions in this country specified 
within the last month, is one (obtained by the widow of a French 
engineer, at the request of her late husband,) for employing the 
explosive force of' hydrogen gas as a motive power. In the arrange
ments for effectintf this object there is nothing deserving of' special 
notice, the explomve force being made to act against pistons work
ing in t'IVO cylinders, wherein the explosions of' the gas mixed with 
atmospheric air take place alternately, either by the agency of' 
electricity or by the flame of' a gas-light. To what extent how
ever such an explosive force would be available, supposing it could 
be reg'ilated to act with uniform pressure, is a question deserving 
consideration, as the attempt has been previously made, and may 
be again and again repeated. 

There i1> a peculiarity in the power generated by all explosions, 
which renders it almost impossible to employ it usefully in working 
machinery; inasmuch as the greatest part of the force exerted de
pends on the instantaneous or percussive action, which enables it 
to overcome resistances that would not yield to the same amount 
of force steadily applied. In the explosion of hydrogen gas there 
is the further peculiarity, that the resulting product occupies so 
much less space than the original gases aa to result in a partial 
vacuum; and we have heard a popular lecturer when noticing 
this result assert, that in such explosions the force is directed 
altogether inward8, and that there is no external force whatever: 
this assertion too, was made in defiance of the rommon experi
ment of the electrical pistol, with which he must have been fami
liar. The external forre is indeed only momentary, and depends 
upon the instantaneous expansion of the gB11es by the heat caused 
by their ignition; consequently, the difficulty of regulating such a 
power is grea~y increased; but that there is power exerted there 
can be no doubt, though the amount of it we believe to be too 
amall to be ever practically available. 

With a view to ascertain the amount of force generated hy the 
exploBion of hydrogen gas, we some years since made several expe
riments, which, if not strictly accurate, were sufficiently so to 
enable us to conclude that the force generated is much too small 
to be of UBe, and amounts only to the expansion of the gases em
ployed into about eight times their original volume; or to the 
exertion of a momentary pressure of' eight atmospheres. The ex
periments were arranged in two dift'e1ent ways, but the results 
nearly coincided. The first method adopted wato, to ascertain the 
quantity of water displaced by the explosion of a given volume of 
hydrogen gas mixed with atmospheric air. A square tin vessel, 
open at the bottom, was made; to the top of which there was sol
dered a smaller tin vessel that held one cubic inch. This smaller 
vessel for holding the gas, was open entirely at the bottom, so es 
to form in fact only a projection from the tor of the larger one. 
Insulated wires were introduced into the smal gas-holder, for the 
purpose of causing explosion by means of an electric spark. The 
vessel having been filled with and inverted in water, a cubic inch 
of an explosive mixtvre of hydrogen gas and atmospheric air was 
p888ed uf into the small reservoir. A small trough, into which the 
tin vesae was inverted, was then filled exactly to the brim; and the 
tin wu held firmly on supports, which raised it several inches 
above the bottom of the trough. The electric spark was paased 
through the gas, and the explosion forced over a quantity of water 
into a receh·er. By measuring the water thus dh1placed, the ex
pansion or the gas by heat during the explosion was a11certained. 
This experiment was several times repeated with nearly corre
~nding results: the amount of water displaced being about eight 
times the volume of the mixed gns. 

In the second method the experiments were made in the dry way. 
Under the impresaion that the explosive force was very great, a gun 
barrel was procured ; and a piston attached to a small rod, was 
loosely fitted into the barrel. Ti1e mixed gases were introduced 
from a bladder through a hole at the breach; the space occupied by 
the gases being measured by the height to which the piston was 
drawn up. The explosion of the gases was effected by an electric 
llJl&rk : and the space in the gun-barrel through whirh the piston 
'lrll• forced was ascertained by a narrow ribbon attached to the 
pitton rod ; the ribbon being drawn out with the rod during the ex-

plosion, and left loose afterwards. The loose part of' the ribbon 
indicated the extent to which the piston had been forced from itA 
first position, and by measuring and comparing it with the space 
occui.iied by the gas, the expansive force of the explosion was de
termmed, and it nearly agreed with the results oithe first set of 
experiments. In the course of these experiments the operator had 
unexpectedlri_ personal experience of the force exerted by th~ 
explosion. The bladder containing the mixed gases, whilst held 
under hi11 arm, was inadvertently brought near the Aame of a 
candle, and the contents exploded with a loud report and concus
sion, that blew out the candles and left him in the dark, somewhat 
11tunned, indeed, by the force, but without inllicting any injury. 

Though these modes of eltperimenting were certainly not calcu
lated to afford very accurate results, yet they proved that the ex
pansive force of hydrogen gas is very much less than we had antici
pated, and that consequently it was useless to pursue our attempts 
to _render it availabl~ as a motive power. It is very probable t~at, by 
usmg otherlroport1on11 of hydrogen gns and atmospheric air than 
we employe , greater force may be obtained; but it cannot we feel 
convinced, be under any circumstances at all comparabl~ to the 
explosive force of' ~npowder. The terrific effects so frequentlv 
produced in coal mmes by explosions of carburetted hydrogei1 
gas, may probably lead to the supposition that the explosive force 
is imm~nse; but if the large volumes of gas exploded m produring 
such d1sastrou11 results be taken into consideration, it will he found 
that the power exerted is insignificant, compared with the explo
sive force of other agents. 

NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT. 

An experiment was made on the Great Western Railway on the 
18th !11.t., totes~ the powe.r of a n_ew spe~ies o! light prod~ced by 
ele~tr1C1ty, pe:rt1c~larly with a view to its bemg used by railway 
trams. The light 1s produced by an apparatus invented by M. Le 
Mott, ~ Frenc~ gentlem~n, wh~ baa b~en for several rears em
ployed m electr1clll expenmenta tn Rus111a, and whose d111CO\'eries 
in that department are well known to the scientific world. At halr
past six o'clock a truck, containing a square wooden box about the 
size, though not the shape, of a sentry-box and having'a galvanic 
battery of some 60 or 70 small jars diz1posed around it was attached 
to the last carriage of the t1ain then about to proce~d from Pad
dington. The light was /roduced inside the box, and the rays, 
conaensed and h~ghtene by a powerful rellector, were emitted by 
an aperture contrived for the purpose. The light was produced 
before the train left Paddington, when a dazzling blaze filled the 
whole of the spaciou11 station, casting the numerous gas lamps 
there completely into the shade. As the train proceeded on it11 
way, the rellection left a long track of clear bright light for the 
distance of a mile and more behind it, in such a manner as to ren
der it utterly impossible that an; train coming up behind should 
run into it, except as the effect o deliberate intention. The re
flection, as seen from the carriage, was very beautiful the pris
mati..: colours beintf distinctly and vividly delineated 'along the 
outer edge of the circle of radiation; and as these fell upon the 
dense column of smoke ascending from the engine, the effect was 
singular and striking. The night was dark, but clear and so far 
favourable to the ex~eriment; and objects, such as a bridge were 
rendered distinctly visible at the distance of about two mile;. The 
experiment was made as fur as Slough, on arriving at which station 
the truck was detached from the train, and continued there for 
about half-an-~our, till the up-train arrived, with which it returned 
to town. While at Slough, the light was turned in the direction 
of Windsor Castle as it was the expectation of M. Le !\Iott 
who accompanied the experiment, that it would be seen frorr: 
thence. While there a gentleman stationed himself at the dis
tance of 200 yards or so from the apparatus, and read 11 newspaper 
by the light produced1 which he found he could do with perfect 
ea11e. The apparatus then returned to 'town in the same manner 
the light being continuously intense during the whole of the jour2 
ney and return; and we were informed by the ingenious inventor 
that there could be no difficulty in keeping it up for the whole 
night. The experiment afforded great i;atisfaction to all who wit
nessed it the only drawback being, that the apparatus, having 
been in the first instance adapted for stationary experiments, 11uf
f~red considerably_ from th.e Jolting inseplll'able ~rom railway mo
tion-a defect which the inventor considered might be with ease 
overcome in any future experiment. 
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PBOOBBDJ•H 01' BOIBJITll'IO BOOIBTIBB. 

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS. 
Nor1. 20.-EuL DE Gan, President, in lbe Chair. 

This waa the opening meetinit. The PautDllMT, in presentinit the 
Royal Medal which h11d been awarded to Mr. Cockerell by the Institute, 
in February last,-hut which, in consequence of the time required lo pre
pare the dil'~, made exprl'H)y for thi1 purposl', had not been preRnted at 
the closing mePtinit of the Jut ae11lon-complimentt'd that gentlem11n on 
his being the fil'llt individual aelected by bis profeHional brethren to recPi•e 
the honour which the Sovereign bad placed at the disposal of the In
atitute. 

Prof. DoNALDSOM then gBTe a de1eription of the CatblMlral Church of 
St. haac, Petenbargb. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON. 
Nor1. H.-J. W ALna, Eaq., C.E., in the Chair. 

.\ letter from the Royal Society of Edinburgh waa read. It was accom· 
panitd by a medal bl'aring the effigy of Napier of Mercbiatoo, and was 
olfered aa a mark of respect for the Society of Arts. 

The SECRETARY read an addre19 from the Council, which concluded aa 
followa :-"It la proper, however, that the Council should direct special 
attention to a new feature in the nbibitions or the preaent session. It baa 
been compl11ined, that for a couple of years the Society baa directed atten
tion too escluaively to the Fine Arts, to the neglect of the Mechanical Arla 
and Mannfactures. This may, perhaps, be in part true. But in reforming 
the operations of the Sooiety, it was DPceasary to do one thing at a time. 
The Council hue postponed the mechanics-not lo1t sight of them; and 
have aHiled themselves of the past vacation to prepare the luge room on 
the ground floor for the reception at Cbristn1u of an esbibition of the 
modela of large inventions of recent date and of a mechaaical nature. This 
they hope will afford the public the gratification of b&Ting laid ayatema
tically before them a.II tbat is most important in the record• of modern iD
•enlion." 

"011 a plan for corutructi11g a Malkablt lro11 IAvtr Bridgt." By 
Mr. T. M. GLADl?ONE.-Tbe advantages which the author coneidera it to 
poase11 o•er other plane, are that of enabling hridgn of any apan to be 
built without a centering, whereby a saving is effected; also enabling a 
flatter roadway lo be obtained while a higher waterway is insured than 
can be got by ll!ly plan in which tbe arch springing from the pier is made 
01111 of. The paper concluded with 11 detailed account of the comparati•e 
coat of cooetructing bridges on lbe various plllUs hitherto used, and aldO of 
the weigbte of metal employed. 

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

At the lut quarterly meeting of the members of thi1 ioatitation, held at 
Birmingham, the recent death of George Stephenaon, the lamented Presi. 
dent of the Society, and the intimation that a paper relating to bi1 character 
and life would be read at thi1 meeting, invested the proceeding• with an un
usual degree of intrrelt. 

After the minutes bad been read and confirmed, Mr. M'CoMNBLL, who 
occupied the chair, said that in con1equence of the ab1ence, from illneu, of 
Mr. Scott Ru11ell, the duty deYolved upon him {tbe·cbairman) of reading 
the peper on the character of their late worthy and much-lamented Presi
dent. They bad met for the first time since the death of the great man who 
bad lately pre1ided over tbem-n event which the 1ociety greatly deplored, 
and their grief wu 1bared by all who could appreciate bone1ty and geniu1. 
In bia death the world bad lo1t one of ill brightell ornamenll. He had 
risen by the force of bl1 own talenta from a bumhle rank lo life. He wu a 
kind friend, and not leu dietingaiabed u a man than u a great mechanical 
geniue. Al long u railway1 existed, the name of Stepbeneon would live 
with them. 

The Chairman then proceeded to read Mr. Ru11ell'1 memoir, &he length 
of which precludes the po11ibility' of insertion here. 

At the coodueion of the paper, Mr. Gu.cs then 1aid he rose under frel
inga of no ordinary kind to propose that the society should, at thie the earliest 
pouible moment, place OD their mioutea an expre11ion of their deep regret 
at the Jou of thrir much eeteemed friend and Preaident, Mr. George Ste
pbenaon. Really when they remembered hie lut appearance amongst them 
at their lut meeting, in high 1pirit1, good health, and indomitable strength 
and acti't'ity of mind, it wu not euy to realise the full extent of the cala
mity that bad befallen them, nor to 1peak of the bue.R't'ement without feel. 
inga o( strong emotion. He (Mr. Geach) had not known their late Presi
dent ao long u many present; but the peculiarity of Mr. Stephenson'• cha· 
racter wu, that one did not require that time 1hoald elapae before he waa 
known and loved. It wu impo11ible for any one youngu than him to rrgard 
him with any other feeling• than those of deep aff'ectl<>n. Thtre wu 1ome
tbing in bia 111&11ner, in the VOl'f )Gae of bia voice, which endeared him to 

all. He wu open, bonell, manly, and llralghtlonrard in all hia deallnp; 
1ometimes rough, but that pecuharity never could hide the inberrnt Iliad. 
nea1 of hie di1po1ilion, Peculiariaiee he had, undoubtedly, boa i11 hit long 
battle with the world be bad 10 often found bimaelf right, that be wu, u 
It were, privileged to 1peak autboritatirely; aad, moreo•er, what in other 
men would have been unpardonable, If, in him, noticed at all, only made 
him the better liked. There wu another peculiarity that wu remarkable: 
be wu ne•er uhamed-oay, be wu proud ol bi• early life. He ne•er at. 
tempted to gloze over his etrugglea with an unfavourable poaition 1 and 
while be wu the anoclate of peen of the realm, be looked back D1I hit 
early a11ociation1 with pleuure and pride. And tbi1 wu almott tbe ODIJ 
pride be had, for bis greawlt delight wu In meeting with the 100 of .ome 
early friend who bad laboured alongaide of him, and gladly ackaowledging 
the claim 1ucb a man bad upon bis kindly aid. He (Mr. Geach) could llOt 
refrain from gi't'ing tbeae feelinga expression; and, in conelU1ioo, be woald 
propo1e the following resolution :-" That the memben of thit ins&ita\ioa 
de1ire to npreu their deep regret at the deoeue of their late President, 
George Stephenson, whose early support of thi1 inatitution bu greatly ODD
Uibuted to bring it to ill present state of 1ucceaa." 

Mr. FOTa11ao1LI. briefly seconded the motion, which wu curled miui
momly. 

Mr. M'CoMM•LL remarked, that lmmediaiely after the death of Mr. se.. 
pbeaaon, the Council of the institution met at Manchester, and drew 111p 
and forwarded a letter of condolence to bia widow for the grmt IOll lht 
bad experienced. They at the 1ame time thought that the beat tii!Mue tlw1 
could pay to hia memory, and the beat aerrice they could re oder tbe -*Y• 
would be the 1election of Mr. Robert Stephenson u a aucceuor to bit 
father. Accordingly, Mr. Fothergill and Mr. Buckle bad put tbem1elm 
into communication with that gentleman, and the result wu, &bat be bad 
coo1ented to accept the office of Pretideot. The announcement wu re
ceived with loud applauee. 

Mr. FOTazao1LL detailed the etep1 they had taken to briag abou& &hil de· 
alrable con1ummation. 

Mr. M'CoMNllLL then formally propoaed the electio11 of Mr. Robert Ste. 
phenaoo. A better choice could not have been made, and the active con11er
tion of that gentleman with their IOciety would give their p~oceedillp addi
tional lu1tr11. 

The motion wu asconded by Mr. FOTHBROILL, and puaed by acclamatio1. 
" On tM .tLdaptation qf t!M Canabria11 Bngirw lo Locomotir1e Pu,.,,-."

A paper on this 1ubject, accompanied by drawing•, contrihult'd by Mr. Joba 
Jonea, of Bri1tol, waa then read by the Secretary. The advantagea claimed 
for an engine conatructed on thi1 principle are the obtaining a long atrob 
in the cr11nk, wit bout the disadvantage• of a long-1troked C} Hoder, where 
high •elocitiea are required, &he arrangement of the leven which balance the 
engine, the entire diaappearance of any 01Cillating motion of the eogillf, 
and doing away with all centre preHure.-A somewhat lengthy and inte
reating di1cu11ion followed the reading of this paper, in wblcb the Chair. 
man, Mr. Cowper, Mr. Slate, Mr. Peacocl., Mr. Crampton, Mr. Humphries, 
Mr. Beyer, and otben, took part. Con1iderable ditference o( opiaion 
e:11i1ted ae to the value of the engine de1cribed. The weight of the &rp• 
ment, which we hue no& space ~ follow, wu agaio1t the preaumptioa tbat 
the adaptation would be advantageous; but at the auggeation of the chair
man i& \11'&1 propoRd to reae"e aov deci1ion on ile merit. until there -
more information before the meeting.-Tbia augg111tion wu adopted, and 
the diacuuion terminated. 

"Oii a RaUtDay Blnator."-Mr. FOTR11ao1LL read a papercontribate.iby 
Mr. W. L. Kinmoud, of Glugow, on an ele•ator erected for the Glugow ud 
Ayr Railway Company. Several members stated that they bad 1ee11 the 111&o 
chine aa work, and it wu an admirable piece of mechani1m. It bad beu 
erected in 1840, and bad never required repair, except ia one ioataac:e -• 
few yean ago. 

"Brochdon'1 Patrnt India Rubber Joilll1."-Mr. CoWPza brought tllil 
aubject before the meeting in a brief e:1planation of the application of 't'Dl· 
caoised India rubber to pipe joinll, and their economy compared with tboM 
of lead, the coat being about balf.-Mr. FOTas•orLL apprehended that &he 
practical objection to the adoption ol &be joints would be the difticulty ol 
repairing tbem.-Mr. R1caAans, of Worcester, nid he had had more tbu 
twelve montb1' experience of the joinll, and be conld 1peak in conlideat 
ter1111 of the great •alue of the invention. They bad witb1tood the inh· 
encea of ammonia and other ga1e1, and did not 1eem to be at all aft'ected bJ 
the changes of temperature. He conaidered that the repairs could be do1111 
neo more easily with jointl 1ucb at tho111 than with lead, for there wu 110 
uae for the sboulden with which the spigot in the drawing before them wu 
encumbered. He intended to adopt the joint• exten1ively.-Mr. POTeza· 
011.I. •aid that Mr. Richard•'• explanation had removed the objection at6d. 
-After a few other commendatory remarks, in which the value of the~op
tion of India rubber wu unanimou1ly acknowledged, tbe CaArax.u,W• 
marked that they seemed ~ be agreed a1 to the ueefulneu of tbeae join\ 
their durability being abe only point on which the society COllld no& give • 
opinion. 
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NOTES OF THE MONTH. 
BrarteA PtU1ntger Loconiolhij!•.-Senral trips were made on Wedneaday, 

l~th ult., on the Welt London Railway, with a little puaenger-carriage 
engine, the Fairjldd, which bu been conatracted for one or the hranchea of 
the Bristol and Exeter line. The engine, "tender," and carriage, which 
haTe been conetrncted by Mr. Adame, of Fairfield Works, Bow, are coo· 
nected together upon one frame, and weigh, with coke and water, abont l 0 
tons. The object aonght i1 to economiee the working expenaee of branch 
linee, and to introdnee light rail• and light engines Into various districts of 
the country, the passenger and goods naffic of which are not calculated to 
pay a dividend upon the ordin&rJ outlay for laying down the present cha
racter of permanent way, and supplying the preeent locomotiYe and carriage 
atock. The engine and carriage run upon six wheels. The engiae bu but 
two wbeela-viz.: the driving-wheels, which are in front. She ia futened 
to the carriage by longitudinal aide-platea, which are screwed together, and 
also by bolts and 1crew1 through a trsnnerae frame, ao that when in work
ing order the whole may be aaid to run upon one frame. The ongine bu 
an upright boiler 1imilar to the little 22 cwt. expre11 engine belonging to 
Mr. Samuel, the resident engineer of the Eutern Counties Railway. The 
boiler bu l:iO tabe1 of II inch diameter outside, and 4 feet long. The fire
box is 2 feet 6 inches, by 2 feet. The diameter of the driving wbeela, which 
have about 3 tone npon them, it 4 feet 6 inches; the cylinder 8 incbea, and 
the stroke 12 inches, The engine it to be worked at about 100 Iba. pree
aure, and the conaomption of coke Is calcnlated at 10 Iba. per mile. In front 
of the driving wheels ia the tank, which holds 220 gallons of water. The 
coke is carried in an iron box attached to the carriage. The carriage is a 
compoeite one, and will afford aitting-room for 16 flrat-cla11 and 32 1econd
cla11 paeaengen ; bot by a alight alteration the aame compartments might be 
made to accommodate 60 persona. The cylinders of the engine communi
cate with the axle tbrongb au intermediate crank abaft. This is connected 
with the nle by side-rods.: The trailing and centre-wbeeh run loose on 
their 11Jee; the axles also run looae in their journala. The trips were ran 
under great ditadvantages. Being a new engine, her boiler is neceeaarily 
dirty, and abe run• atift'. It wu not till three or four journeys had been 
made that the priming could be kept down sufficiently to get anything like 
an eft'ective working pressure in the cylinden. But, with tbe1e di11dvan. 
iage1, the little engine and carriage maiutained a speed of 24 milea an hour 
up l in 100, and 41 miles per hour down the 11me incline. About 30 per· 
1on1 were in the carriage and upon the engine during these trips. Another 
of these carriage engines is in the courae of construction for the Eaatern 
Counties linee. The boiler ia to be the common horizontal one. In a few 
ilay1 the Fairjkld will, no doubt, be in pretty good working order. We shall 
then make a few more trips upon her, and be able to offer an opinion upon 
her speed and power.-Htt'ald. 

Lo•do11 and North- Wtlttr11 Railway-Deterioratio11 of Ptrr11tmtrtl Way. 
-It ia slated a committee baa been appointed by tbe directors of the Loo· 
don and North-Western Railway Company, consisting of Mr. Dockray, 
the re1ident engineer; Mr. M•Connell, the locomotive superintendent; 
Mr. Madigan, the ballaat-carrying contractor for the southern division of 
the line; and Mr. Crampton, C.E.; for the purpote of discussing by what 
means the comvarative deterioration of the permanent way, caused by heavy 
engines of different claa&ee, may be a&eertained. 

Ctt'tai11 Prtrnitio11 of Ezploaion• i11 Steam Ell§'illU.-It is impo11ible 
for the force of elastic steam to produce the breaking of engine• and rending 
of boilers that so frequently occur, Ibey are the work of the e:i:plosiYe 
principle, when disengaged fl"flm its combination with 11eam. Similar in 
ita ell'ecte to lightning, it la idPotical with electricity in its distinctive pro
perties ; it1 velocitiet are in effect unlimited ; it is dnoid of weight, and 
not 1ubject to the laws of gravitation, which are inherent in all matter that 
has weight, and it is hence eYident that it may be conveyed away by ei· 
milar conductors. It i1 absolutely certain that the e:i:ploain principle le 
disengaged from steam aa it is let into the c&Yity of the nozzle, or nlve 
rhamber, on the npt'ning of the steam valve; the pre11ure that kept them 
combined i1 then in great part taken off, until the cavity is filled with 
steam. There is no proper escape of the exploaive element from tbe 
nozl!:le, which la heated, and in effect inaulated, and the accnmnlation 18 
highly dangerous; but it may be aafely carried oft' by proper conducton
those most co11venient are amall copper tubes. One end of a tube of proper 
length ia to be terminated in the best manner for the diffusion of the electric 
11nid-tbe other end to enter the cavity of the nozzle, and b&Ye oYer it• 
orifice a slight nlve, kept by a spring a little open, to allow the e:1plo1iYe 
ele111ut to pu• off by the tubular conductor, the nlve to cloee by the force 
of steam, u the c&Yity becomes filled therewith. The conducton of a con
densing engine should be carried high enough abote the water in which 
they terminate to preaer'e tbe vacuum. The security from e:i:plosione and 
breaking of engines mu1t be complete, the cost and trouble only nomlnal.-
J. W1L11Ea: N. Y. Trib1111t. 

Tt1li11~ of Mttnl al Woolwich Dockyard.-Tbe trial of the large guns 
1upplied to the Board of Ordnance, which bu been carried on during the 
IRlt I II moot he, for the purpose of aacertai111Dg the beet dell:ription of gun, 
and the best metal supplied by coul.nt.ctors, baa just been concluded, and 
Colonel Dundas, C.B., and Mr. Mook, deaene great credit for the excel· 
lence of their modPls. The former 12-pounder gun, of 50 cwt., is now 
reduced on Colonel Dundata's principle of construction to 2l cwt., t'ffect· 

Ing a eating of If ton on each gun of that calibre-the average price of 
the metal being from I 01. to 121. per ton. There is also a II Ying of 6 lb. 
of powder on each charge, the former charges being JO lb., and the new 
pattern being found equally ellicient with a charge of 4 lb. The guDI 
cast at the Low Moor Foundry, in Yorkahire, have been fonnd to atand 
the heaYieet charges when flted, aod will conaequently recein the largeat 
orden. The e:1penae of the triala baa been coueiderable ; but the aavinr 
which will ultimately be effected, and the knowledge that no daoger i1 
now to be apprehended from the bunting of guns when placed on board 
of ships, or mouu~d for service in the garri10D1, moat give confidence in 
working them. A trial bas also been made of a wroagbt-iron 9-pouoder 
gua, submitted by Mr. Morgan, of Bristol, but it bad been found iuappli· 
cable to the service, in consequence of the great recoil breakiog the cap 
equaree, or coverings, uf the trunnions. 

Mari11e Concpau.-A new lnventioa, by Captain Sir Se.mnel Brown, 
K.H., patentee of the chain cables, bas been e:i:hibited in the Portsmouth 
D?Ckyard. It i~ a com pas~ in a glBS11 box, sustained by a small pillar 
with telescope shdee, by which It can be elented or lowered to any desired 
height. It is designed to obviate the local attraction of the ships. The 
card is transparent, aod the whole apparatu1 will enperaede the uae of the 
bionacle. There le a mirror attached to it, on which the helmsman will be 
able to see the re8ection of the compass card. A lamp will be placed 
oYer it at night. The whole ia a mott ingenious contrinnoe, and, if suc
ceeaful, will ell'ect a great desideratum for the aautlcal world. 

S11pply of Wattt' from the Ntw Red Sanddoat.-We learn, from the 
Ma11chtdtt' G11ardia11, that the mayor of that town and aeyeral of the coun. 
ell, on the inYitation of the directors of the Manchester and Salford Water
works Company, proceeded lately to the works of the company at 
Gorton, to witneea lbe 1ucce111 with wbicb a sbal't bad been aunk 
into the new red 111nd1tone. After inspecting the reee"oir, they visited 
the chief object of attraction-the 1plendid new and powerful Cornish en• 
gine, which baa just been put down by the company, and which wa1 eel to 
work to e:i:bibit ita great capabilitiee In pumping up a yut Ynlume of the 
water obtained by sinking in the red sandstone to a depth of 70 yard1. 
The water is 1tore:l by mean1 of galleries from the main shaft, wbiob serYe 
as internal aod aubterraoean reeenoirs. The volume of water thus raised 
by thiit engine is estimated to be equal to about ll,000,000 of gallon• per 
day, a quantity considerably exceeding the expeotatioos of the company 
themaelves. 

A NtlD Metlwd of E.rtraetiltg PllTB Gold fronc .Alloy• a11d fto• Orea.
The following method of obtaining pore met11.llio gold io the form of a 
1pongy mau, haR been practised by me for aeveral years, and no account 
of the proce1B baa, to my knowledge, heretofore bren published. It is very 
useful to the chemist and lo the manufacturer, aod i1 more economical than 
any other method that I am acquainted with, After separating tlae gold 
from silver, by means of a ml:i:ture of nitriu and hydrochloric acids, as i1 
usually done, the solution containing gold and copper ie to be evaporated 
to email bulk, and the e:i:ce11 of nitric acid i1 thus driYen off'. A little 
o:i:alic acid is added, and then a solution of carbonate of potash, sufficient 
to take up nearly all the gold in the state of aarite ol potash ie gradually 
added. A large quantity of cbry1tallieed o:i:alic acid is now added, so 111 

to be in great e:i:ce11, and the whole is to be quickly boiled. All the gold 
ia imn1ediately precipitated in the form of a beautiful yellow sponge, which 
ia absolutely pure metallic gold. All the copper ie taken up by the e:i:cesa 
of o:i:alic acid, aad may be washed not. Boil the sponge in pure water 10 
long as any trace of acidity remains, and the gold is then to he remoYed 
from the capsule, und dried on filtering-paper. It may be formed into rolls, 
bars, or tbio sheets, by pre11ing it moderately in paper. I have made se
Yeral useful application• of the gold sponge thus prepared, aod bad a tooth 
plugged with it in October, 1846, to which purpose it ia well ad1tpted. By 
moderate preaaure the epoogy gold becomes a eolid mBS11, and burnishes 
quite brilliantly. The jeweller or goldsmith will find spongy gold to be 
quite coDYenient wben be requires It for a solder, and 1t ia a convenient 
form of the metal for making an amalgam for fine gilding. I have uaed it 
for eome yean iu soldering platina, and prefer it to the 61inga of gold or 
foil for that purpose. Thie method of separating fiue gold from coarse is 
very simple, and cheaper than the U1ual processes. It ia applicable lD the 
separation of gold from ores that may be treated by acids, and is Tully 
preferable to the method commonly used h)' chemists and auayen. When 
making oxide of gold for dtntist'a use, the chemist will fiud that oxalic 
acid, added to this potaBSic solution, will at once recover all the gold that 
is dissolved in an excess of the alkaline solulion. Maoy other applica• 
tions of this Yery simple method will occur to cbemi1ts aud artieana.-C. 
T. JACltSOll: SiUi1111111'• Jo11J'fllll. 

E:ttraordillary Bloclt of Granite.-A block of granite, containing upwards 
of lll,000 cubic feet of atone, and uceeding in weight 850 tons wu lately 
dislodged at the granite quarries of Meun. ~reeman and Co., at Maen. 
A hole 9 feet deep having been bored, ll pound of powder, with which it 
was charged, produced a alight crack; into this was thrown another charge 
of S~ Iba., which, on explosion, threw out this lmmenae block several yards 
from it& bed. Considering the largeoeSB of some of the atones prod aced at 
these quarries, it ia astoniahiog in bow comparatiYely abort a time they are 
prepared for expoMation. A few days since, another large rock wu un
seated, mcasuriog when wrought 160 feet, and in weight 11 tone; the 
preparing aod working of which waa performed by a couple of men iu 
a week. 

... 
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Safety PNUIU'e-Gaug1for Gu.JYor.V.-In the manufacture of pa there 
are many circum1taoce1 under which accideol.I are very likely to occur; for 
ioriaoce, if tbe pipes which coodoct the g11 happen to become obstructed 
by deposits of cryatalieed oapthalioe, or carbonate, or hypo-sulphate of am. 
monia, there are great daogen of explo1iooa. Any neglect in the compJi. 
cated arrangement• of the valves will form 10 ohatructioo, and by preventing 
the free llow of the gu generated in the retorts into the guometen, an ex. 
plo1ion i1 the re1ult. The only mean• at present in general ose to call at· 
tentioo to the atate of the gu in the tobee is the ordinary pressure gauge, 
which ie, under many circum1tance1, insufficient. M. Magnier communi
cated at the lut 1ittiog of the Paris Academy of Scieoce1, a plan for an 
1pparato1 for giving timely warning of any obatructioo to the pa11age of the 
g11, which is simple and ioezpenaive. He term• it a " Safety Prenure· 
G11oge," which cooaista of a 1mall bottle-shaped ve11el, with two orifices, one 
of which i1 attached to the glass tube forming the ordinary pre11ure-gauge. 
To the other of tbeae orifice1 ia attached a whistle, in 1uch manner, that 
whenever any obltructioo or e:11ce11 of pre11ure occurs, a loud warning ia 
given. Water ia introduced into the pre11ure gaoge, which commuoic1te1 
with the gu apparatus, oo which the pre11ure is reproduced, and all the 'fl• 
ri1tion1 of pre11ure, to several inches of water, can be traced ; but if 
greater than ordinary, the water contained in the pre11ure-gauge ie forced 
into the bottle, aod the gaa, in e1caping through the orifice, acla on the 
whiatle, producing a aouod which give1 notice of danger, and which 1ouod 
becomes 10 moch louder 11 tbe pressure increues, tbua giving sufficient 
timely notice to avoid danger. 

.4 NONI Steam EngW.-Practical Application of Water i11 the SpM· 
roidal State.-lt will be remembered by our readera, that at the meeting of 
the British A11oci1tioo at Cambridge, a considerable aeoaation wu produced 
by M. Boutigoy, who brought before the meeting a aeries of ezperimeots on 
wbat he calla the apMroidal llate of water, and the remarkable phenomenon 
of freezing water in red-bot cn1ciblea, under the inllueoce of this peculiar 
condition. At a recent meeting of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, M. 
Bootigny aooouoced, that by the penevering efforts of a yooog engineer, 
M. Te1tud de Beaoregard, a steam-engine bad been constructed, which wu 
moved by the vapour of water in ita apheroidal state. This ia a machine of 
one-bone power, the boiler of which ii 10 1m11l that it can be euily carried 
in the pocket. It wu also stated, that two other machines were in progre11, 
one of two, and the other of fonr-bone power; and that a third, of four 
hondred bone-power, was aboot to be made in England. From a commu. 
nication to La Preue, we learn tbat·tbe boiler ia placed in a bath of melted 
lead, and water projected in small quantities at a time upon ila heated 1ur. 
face. The 1pberoid1l state i1 produced, and although the temperature of 
the water never riaea above 190 dega., the elutic force of the vapour given 
off is found to be very far superior to that of &team in its ordinary condi• 
tiona; and if we undentand the somewhat obscure deacription given, a par. 
tion of the water ia decompoaed, 11 in Professor Grove's beautiful ezperi
m•nta; and the additional force of the gases is rendered available. We may 
brielly state, for the benefit of tboae who may not be familiar with Bou
tigny's experiments, that if w11te"r ia projected upon a metal-plate heated to 
dull redness, it ia not nporised at once, but it forms itself into a sphere, 
and rolling with great rapidity over the heated aorface, evaporatea with 
comp1r11tive alowneu. This is the apheroidal state-a remarkable phy1ical 
condition is prodoced, in which even the ordinary powers of chemical affi
nity are 1uapended, but the Hpour of which appeara to obey other laws 
than those of steam. We may therefore hope that we are on the eve of a 
great improvement in the employment of heat aa a motive power.-[The 
above French mention ia not new in England. Patents have been taken out 
ill th.ii country by Smith, Howard, aod otbera.-ED. C. E. & A. Jouroal.] 
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